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% - ance, we may more faithfully improve the you should neither give sleep to your difficulties are less and, in delay, all the
NB: , T E R M. S. moments as they pass. eyes, nor slumber to your eyelids, until dangers are equal. -

'REACHER will be published onw: To them who have acquainted them- you shall, make your peace with God, But, we are not to confine the admo

ū #:O'ere, with God and are at peace with through our Lord Jesus Christ. nition, given in the rapid flight of time, to

|*he year.

j, trants may be made to John Sterrit or Jo.

#e., t, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe.

Y, William Allinder, at the Publication

li" W. corner of the Diamond and Market

*. "ittsburgh. All communications to be

. to the Editor, post paid.

a private conveyance does not offer,

Tsz is will please transmit by mail.

* son who will procure five new subscri

"ransmit the money, shall be entitled to

* “The Preacher, for one year.
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T H E N E w y EA R.

Imencing a new volume we, at

. time, enter upon a new year.

*e for reflection, doubly marked.

leges of another year are gone

F-tie and the record of our deeds,

or for evil, is closed until the

"gment. The present, and only

irs. While the past is gone
*** **.

-

'e recalled, the future is yet to

| "ed, and to us is all uncertain.

lave many days and many pri

...," at on earth, but we have no as

Another day, another

". y of mercy we may never en

* se are reflections proper to

": "d of time, but which may be

wakened at such a time as this.

*ning of a new year is a point

'se of time, arbitrarily marked

*Putstill so marked that it should

". 'attention, and be a special oc

*: W: thoughtfulness, for reflection

oast and preparation for the

***

* 'w year! How many dear

'o entered upon the last year

* : *ects as bright and spirits as

mat'our own, are now in eternity!

*'. of our most ardent hopes

'' disappointed How truly

*-* experienced, and how deep

...il feel, the unsatisfactory and

"ature of earthly things, that

we no object in the perfection

gacy of which our confidence

The , and none that should be su

'. gir affections or desires !

# miliating still, may be the re

T: own unworthiness. How

" ous time have we wasted
ragrari"

". thfit"

, , ;

any.

NE

led the last new year! How

The * have been neglected ! How

lette‘es abused ! O, if our souls

a.*:Tuired of us, how unprepared

*: Our account :

'. time as this, when we may

'ed by a review of the past,

'*'s to pause and consider well

"'nd interests for the future,

£mpressed with their import

- p W1

'. V8.

o

*

address him personally.

any particular period of life. In youth, or

in old age, or at any intermediate point of

life, its warning is the same: Prepare to

meet thy God. The fashion of this world

is passing away; time is hastening to its

him, living in his fear and favor, the pre- If in the enjoyment of youth, the ad.

sent may be a time of rejoicing. Tomonition is as pointed, and as seriously to

them, the new year is but a new assur-be considered. Youth is the time to seek

ance that the time of their deliverance the Lord. It is the period of life when

draweth nigh, when free from all that the heart is most susceptible of impression,

can occasion sorrow, they shall have and the character most easily formed. end; death and judgment and eternity are

fullness of joy in the immediate presence, And it is the period of life at which we are rapidly approaching; and all, who desire

of God. They are admonished to be most encouraged to seek the Lord. His to meet God in peace, should be ardent

faithful to the end, and patiently wait all own language is, “those that seek meland active and constant in the work of

the days of their appointed time until early shall find me.” It may not be im. preparation to meet him.

their change come. possible to seek and find him in the evening| Let the impenitent and unbelieving, of

Others, however, whose relations to of life, but, certal.nly, there is no such en- our readers, hear the admonition, once

God may be the same, who have been ac- couragement then: and the history of re- again, addressed to them, and waste no

cepted in the Beloved, may not have the 'ligion shows that they who allow the more of their opportunities of mercy.

same confidence. Their graces are so morning of life to pass away unimproved, And let us all, whatever may be our at

feeble that their evidence of Christian with few exceptions, never seek and never|tainments in the Christian life, endeavor to

character is not so decisive, and they have find him; but go on throughout their whole enter upon the present year with higher

not so bright and animating hopes. They lives, only with hearts becoming more cal. and holier aims than have ever occupied our

are admonished to greater faithfulness and lous and habits more fixed in sin. Re. minds before, with our hearts and lives

diligence in their spiritual life. Let them | member this, while it is yet your privilege more fully given up to the service of God

seek the Lord with more earnestness, be to seek him “early. Another year of and the salvation of our souls, that when

more frequent and importunate at his this precio', ; period of your life has passed this year shall have ended, if spared so

throne of grace, be more careful to walk away, a 1 g more and its peculiar advan-long, our characters may be more perfect,

in all his commandments and ordinances tages will all be gone. and our hopes more animating; and that,

blameless, and in all respects more de- But, if it were different in this respect, when all our years shall have ended, we

voted to his service, and it will be their if there were the same advantages in may receive an abundant entrance into

privilege, also, to rejoice in the hope of the making your peace with God at any the kingdom of Heaven.

glory of God. future period which you have now, if the

But not in these characters, neither in difficulties were not increased, and the

that of the experienced and confident be probabilities of ever enjoying God : For the Preacher.

liever nor in that of the feeble and doubt. not diminished, every moment of delay, shoul D THE CHURCH EMBRACE EveRY

ing, have we addressed all our readers. still, there is danger, fearful danger, in THING IN HER TERMs of CoMMUNION

There are many who, in the midst of procrastination at any time. At every '' £acre IN HER

- - - - - | . - - - - - - STANDARDS OF DOCTRINE

privileges, are living altogether without period of life time is uncertain; and at no

faith and without hope. The occasion period less certain than in youth. We

furnishes startling admonition to them. | know that at this period of life it is natural, confidently expected that the standards of

If the eye of such an one fall upon these or at least common, to indulge the hope of doctrine, and terms of communion for the

lines we ask his attention, and that we many and happy days on earth, often, to future United Presbyterian Church, are

may speak plainly and pointedly, we shall put death so far from us, as to feel and about to be settled. - -

act as if here we were to live forever. But. In order to set the point of the question

- - - |
- in the clearest light, let it be stated thus:

Dear reader, is there nothing in the what hope could be more delusive? "Should the church require of every mem

rapid flight of time to alarm you? How to the places of sepulture and you will see, ber admitted to her communion, such a

many of your years have rolled away, the young are buried there. Go to the thorough knowledge and clear under.

leaving with you only aggravated and ac. records of the dead, andcount their names, standing of all the subjects treated of in

cumulated guilt? If in old age, we trem- and for every one of those who had been" standards, as would e's him to

- |erpress an unravering conriction of their
ble for you. Not merely on account of old and enfeebled, you will see nearly * truth, and absolutely pledge himself to . .

the shortness of your time, but because hundred, who had been young and vigor- maintain them 2 , - " -

your heart is likely to be so hard and your ous at the time of their departure. Youth. The churches represented in Conven

habits so fixed in sin. It is not to be con is no security against the shalls of death ; : have hitherto at less, theoretically

cealed, that the difficulties in your way of on the contrary, it is the object at which'' their stand on the affirmative of this
- - | - question; and judging from the measures

turning to God, are far greater than they they are more frequently aimed. W hile adopted in Convention, it is the design of

would have been, if you had sought him at therefore, your duty to God is at no time those who are going before to settle the

an earlier period of your life. We are more binding, and while your first and United Church on the same ground. In

not to say you have no hope. Difficult as great duty can at no time be so easily dis. view of this, no individual concerned

- - - - - - - should rashly object or indulge a cavellingit may be to change a heart so long har-charged, there is no time when life is less spirit and nothing short of a solemn con

dening, and the habits of a life so long es- certain than in youth, and when by this viction of truth and duty, should prompt

tablished, all things are possible with God. consideration you should be more affected any one even to venture a suggestion with

And his mercy, his long suffering mercy, and controlled. By all these considera reference to a point that might seem to be

is as great as his power. But if you'tions, then, we urge you to seek the Lord": all due deference to the author

would hope for that mercy, waste no m'enow-nor, while the promise is £ity of these churches and to the more

of the day of your merciful visitation. To while your heart is most susceptible of "mature judgment of the fathers who are

you, in the course of nature, the night infligious impressions and your character, now prosecuting the work of Union with

which no man can work is at hand; and most easily formed for good, while all the laudable zeal and prudence, there do ap

|

|

This is a question of real practical im.

portance at the present time. As it is
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pear to be strong reasons why the church capacity of the most illiterate. Doctrinal of the influences of the Holy Spirit to-
! - 1 to spiritual life, and to Who are less htishould not take this position. ...' standards must of necessity, from the quicken your soul to - - - - - - | - }*14.

1. It makes no provision for tüç weak variety of subjects embraced, he prolix and carry on the work of s: inctifie: 1111,1 \\ ithin t their windows-lona 1, •

you ! Do you humbly hope that this Concluded ell!
in Christ-for the babe in Christ. So far voluminous. - |

as the Scriptures are concerned, it re. To make these identical, and yet to suit work of the Spirit "." commenced The evidence ofair. tell

- He far.

quires the same amount of knowledge in the wants of the United Church, has been within you-und that "" "" gion must be sought him. "

the private member as in the licensed the Herculean task undertaken by the seek a connection with." ":" " " duced. The ' ". an

teacher, or the ordained pastor. Now, the Convention—a task which we have reason observe the sealing ordinances' the doctrine of s: *!'

church is directed to receive him that is to rejoice is hopeless; because, if accom. Are you firmly resolved that, through spirit,£:£ part

weak in faith, to feed the lambs of Christ.plished, it is most likely to prove not mere the remainer of life, as God enables and church exhib', i.: rely

And doubtless when she receives a mem-ly useless, but ruinous. For the church to affords you opportunity, you will": blessing, which the ". the

ber, she receives him, not as having at make her views on all the endless variety observe all the outward and ordinary hope al pray for£ on

tained, neither as being already perfect; of subjects agitated in the present day, and means of grace! 'kinglom bec.": töfll

but as one who stands in need of strength on which she may think fit to express her. In so far as you are acquainted with also data by which, a im " are

ening and confirmation in the faith; and self, distinct and positive terms of com the doctrines of this church, and have may distinguish#: pro

who is expected to grow in knowledge as munion, would be nothing short of tying."been enabled to understand them, do they apparent revivals. "... A

well as grace. It is for this express pur- not a millstone, but millstones about her receive your approbation, and are you! What then are them: Pra

Rose, that the church has her standards of neck, to sink and strangle her in the seas willing to receive her instructions in sub work of grace? We£ lies

| doctrine and her qualified and authorized of doubtful disputation. ordination to the Holy Scriptures' are known by the an: obj

teachers. And surely there is something As a standard of doctrine compiled by D, you promise, that so long as you dence by which we wo. "

unreasonable in the idea, that the disciple man, the Christian world has yet to wit, continue a member in this church, to sub-plicants for churchie's :
of Christ must have a clear and satisfac.ness anything that can compare with the mit to the authority of her regularly con...fruits shall ye know tie.

tory knowledge of all the doctrines : Westminster Confession and the Shorter stituted judicatories in the Lord, st lying.' Though the illen'. "

'' before he can be admitted into his Catechism, so:'': '' to lead a quiet and peaceable lie in all pure and£ iy

*CI1001. - | are concerned. nly let its bewilder-,odli -- -- : in , t; upon minds all of whose

2. It requires what is impracticable. ment about the power of the civil:''£ are tainted: lm

Many of the subjects embraced in th: be cleared away, and, in all prob". the Great God and our Saviour in the subjects is not take
standards o > and bilitv. we are '' al t- any thing' ... . - - . . . () role” :- # . . .

rds of the church are abstruse and bility, we are not likely to find any thing This may serve to give an idea of the'' to satisfy that it * M:

God. “I have seen at wimysterious. Thev require, not days and soon, worthv to take its place. sure.". -- y require, - * hy pla But sur form in which the church's terins of corn-i. -

tion, butty commandise" of

- | Psalm 119:96. The ot". |

- - - . . . - - - - - which they might serve as a well-'. . . the 'e he

tion. And, in some instances at least, it nion. And for this plain reason: it is,' '''''s: : doc Spirit in the convictim, an

requires more grasp of intellect, or more throughout, a system of abstract truths, to£ ". ; : wav every: s gained sanctification of God's ".. mi.

perseverance than falls to the lot of every which Satan himself could set his signa- f ' - ' and perm money . well their own nature and esses to

student of Theology, devoting his wholeiture, in all sincerity and truth; for even. or£ on a '' a l i. . Js, same in all cases at # in

time and mental and physical energies to devils believe 'theauthor'ages. If the ge: ' '.
: -.' . .….~ * - . ...that can possibly be had by making them's. ":

the work, to master them, ls it practica. It is on this account, that the church * terms of communion. Whether they ''g'' to be attained it of

ble, then, or reasonable, that as a con-terms of communion should be settled"' no! the£ masses of society: , pro
- - - - - - * Int • Le > (i. ( * - *... - -

dition of membership in the church, every not left to the discretion, or the zeal, or the be . arded by the discipline of th£ dinary assemblies, hymn: 's',
- - - - - - - * SC > -l. - - **private member, whose capacities may be necessity of pastors or sessions. They : #" r '. % ' while 'di' ways, by means 'r two

very limited as well as his means for ac-should grasp and present in a manner not.' : . :'': On : £ to possess mys's ask
- ". . - - . - - - -- st De Cl(11111lut: S ..+......" -

quiring it, should be required to attain a to be mistaken, the characteristics of th:''''" : st dividual who denies £, and the people: ord

degree of knowledge that would authorize child of God—of him “who is born again.”: C' l t - n urt : '' that there is a kind: m

- - - - - - - - - - - . . at C. "it's *C) * I' 0 a 1: #62 1, - - : -him unqualifiedly to express his faith in —and having found him, let their object actics contrary any | * ergy at work, excitem: all

them, and pledge his adherence to them be to bring him as a teachable disciple'' becomes by that act a subject "duced. and yet n heave isle

| discipline. the effect is theatrical" lab
3. It holds out a powerful inducement the feet of Jesus. It is in the tyrch, not - - - • * *

to such as may be awakened, and con before they enter, that believe" are to b. In addition to this, let the book of dis-a people be pers" in
vinced of the duty of professing the name built up in their most holy faith. W.And in-Icipline enjoin it on the heads o! families, brought lnto close car. his

of Christ, to practice self deception and to stead of frittering away our standards, on "''''' and sessions, to see 18 agencies, and with ' '.

falsify before the church even in that the sublime and mysterious doctrines of the ": that the youth be trained in a knowledge depends their eterm 's ed
- - - - - **** ines of - * - - - - ized in 'i - , - .solemn act. The thought is sufficient to gospel, so as to accommodate them to the ''' the doctrines of grace as systemalized in instead of the peace: the

the catechism, as well as an acquaintance truth, impassionale at:

weeks only; but months and years of ly it is not calculated to be of service to - - - | ti -labori - ::...~": - - - * Inui in 10th might be presented, and the n1:111

aborious research, and patient investiga. the church, simply as a term of commu.

chill the blood in the veins of the conscion- capacities of the babe, let our terms of - - - -

tious Christian—but it should be fairly 'communion at once embrace him, how. With the standards of the church generally. representati's are £ o

met. And let any pastor, or session, that ever weak in the faith; let us receive him. And we think it extremely doubtful wheth of death and*: call

uniformly requires of applicants an un- on the evidence that he is a child of God," "y. thing can be gained either for their in possible to£ in

qualified approbation of the doctrinal stan. and that he is willing to receive instruc-authority or perpetuity, by any artificialtations and£ m

dards of the church, sav candidly, in how tion. And if the ministry of the church"9" solemnity that can be thrown casioned. Godmy" d

- - - is exceptionable and H. er!

many instances they have reason to be be faithful to her standards, there will be around them. - - *_ re
- - f confusion, but mist: g

lieve, the individuals know not what they few cases—of private members likely to In this way we would obviate entirely" • ...

say, nor whereof they affirm. call for the exercise of discipline on ac- the difficulty which all now feel—that revivals, promote'. the

4. It is seriously believed, that this use count of he resy. extending our standards so as to express'£: inc

of the doctrinal standards of the church Merely for the purpose of illustrating the "r views on subjects of modern origins' in£ ch

tends more than anything else to throw idea of what the terms of communion because thereby we multiply and "'": i. wh
*

*

them on the back ground and into the ought to embrace, the following is sug. plicate our terms of communion. We leading the subjects." fro

* '...; th:shade, and to exclude them from that gested. would obviate the danger of laying P"fatal delusion. A m

perusal and study which they ought to Do you believe in the Scriptures of the land sessions under the necessity of making'c:£ in

have from every church member. They Old and New Testaments as the word of their own subordinate and local terms of: with a "
- * e Joy and peace, whit the

sound conversion " 'are in this way placed and regarded as God, as the only and perfect rule of faith communion, or frittering away the sublim
- - be

:-- et
|righteousness and ". the

the door by which individuals must enter, and practice? and glorious doctrines of the gospel, for

bat which 18 to te left behind them as: J)o you believe in the existence of three the purpose of obtaining the assent of £ing from such soil. "

something past, while entertainment and persons in the Godhead, the same in sub- who yet needs to be taught “the first's and phar's #:

instruction are to be sought in some other stance, equal in power and glory? principles of the oracles of God.” And', . Instead of ".
quarter. Do you feel that you are a sinner in the last, though not least, we wouldo' I and the bike:

To avoid all this, terms of communion sight of God—that in your natural state, the inconsistency and guilt of requiring £ons sober to:*

should be a fair introduction to doctrinal you are justly condemned and exposed to the approbation of individuals to that "come. a deep*: Y

standards—so intimately connected, that his wrath, and that you must be indebted regard to which they have not enjoyed the on the soul, and " "-
- -

*

d

f

no perverse ingenuity can separate them ; wholly to his grace for salvation opportunity of sufficiently informing them divine presence, thes' "

yet so distinct, that each may be at once! Do you believe that the Son of God, the selves. - '# fashness and f
rec:2nized as befonging to is appropriate Second Person of the Trinity, has come. These sentirnen's may sound strange duct and expres". #" b

sphere. This distinction is natural and into our world, and by taking our nature in the atmosphere for which they are in-devotions and "... "

'ar, and lies on their very££d. They may want the sanction of perate zeal' :
Terms of communion have princinally to thus constituted lmmannel, God with us, illustrious maines among us, but their ap-and spiritual pride lm t!

do with those who are babes in Christ, and and the one Mediator between God and peal is to the sober sease and actual ex- themselves the£ *S

ought to bear more directly on the ex-man? perience of the fathers and brethren. And ter anguish in those t;

perimental knowledge and practical evi- Do you believe that by his obedience as it is by no means desirable that ''. pæd hy. s' fr.

dences of the true child of God. Doc- and death, he has made an atonement for church should engage every successive popular in ord'". :

trinal standards have principally to do with the sins of his people, and that on the age in remodeling her standards and mind may be m' ".

the strong men in Curist, who by reason|ground of his righteousness, all that be terms of communion, it is fondly hoped the subject of religi"

of use have their senses exercised to dis-lieve on him are justified in the sight o' that no predilection for long established divine influence. *. t

cern both good and evil; and they ought to God? '. of thought and forms orex ression, 'vals of man." #.

bear more especially on the abstract doc- Do you accept of him as your Saviour will 5e allowed to exclude the£ of guard with praye".

trines of the gospel. Terms of commu- personally, and is it your desire to be freed improvement, or to jeopard the future forward all " ' *

* nion ought to be few and simple, so as to from sin as well as from wrath ! peace and prosperity of Zion. has authorize" §:

# * easily comprehended by the feeblest Do you feel convinced of the necessity Presby TER, ligion do immense."
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ed In the correspondence of the De

to ' '...umber of the Evangelical Guardian,

some interesting items. A missionary!"

- -

-

rom the Presbytery of Illinois, repre

As ston and Quincy, in the north western

ind'e state, as two points which, if they re

" attention due, may be occupied with

t| -

. : ct of success and considerable influence

of our church. In that Presbytery,

* , , vely but a short time organized, there

"* ... line ministers, and a good number of

" ", missionary stations.

" ; "... November meeting of the Springfield

Vol. there was much of that kind of busi.

it was h we always like to see. The great

*... he meeting was to make more adequate

you ..., for the destitute places within the
• the Presbytery; and make arrange.

sub. p.:

organizing congregations at several of'u-Jit". - - -

... nt missionary stations.

all || 1k of the Presbytery of Michigan, in

that uy." 1ccount of its proceeding at a meeting

illco£. last, adds the following:

*resbytery of Michigan includes

tern part of Indiana, beginning

on." 10th parallel of lat., and the State

Will' gan. The country is generally

* its population is fast increasing:

fill.

well. - -

... ably there is no portion of our

- y field, more worthy of cultiva,
* *... er its entire extent are scattered

"s: ind settlements warmly attached

urch, which may be the nucleus

* flourishing congregations if

ultivated. There are on our

"darkles settled congregations, near

"E: aces, many of them promising,

*ry the administration of word and

saille, 5. and many others doubtless

s of ...: ound by exploring. To supply

these "...lemands we have for settled min

acto d rarely ever over a few months

... in General Synod. Our appor:

s. 1 #: of supply from General Synod

... s been a mere pittance, and even

... eretofore been greatly diminish.

, c. 2: remarkably frequent failures of

... a naries.
* - -

- *,* -
-

Atal!" •rn brethren give the best exemplifi.

*

era. : e aggressivecharacter of the church.

whet." doubtless the best opportunities, and

y:* g them, they seem to have cultivated

* right spirit in reference to church

:" In some sections of our church, con.

**eem to think if they can only sustain

...if CO "...es among themselves, they are doing

** duty to the church. This is a very

"a, grossly inconsistent with the true

" *nd design of the church, and one

": "'rs should be very careful to remove

ly, *nds of their people. The aggressive

" "'" the church should be kept constantly

its 1 all her congregations and all her

" * *nstantly urged on to those efforts, by

ins #: intality of which the whole earth is to

s: o the enjoyment of her privileges and

s' , , ; he "if her God.

**

y be h:- e

s
*

Elias

mas' " :

* * *

-

'.
* man Catholic Movement.

"...": ting held in the Tabernacle, New

" e 13th ult, about two hundred Ger.

h;1. "a Catholics abjured Popery. It is

* ether much good may be expected

* : * than their separation from Rome,

* ey are made more accessible to the

* ind their Confession there is a strong

are ".£ rationalism. While they renounce

... a '" d the Hierarchy and receive the Holy

** * lone as the basis of faith, they main.

**he understanding of the Scriptures is

t A:ter * to reason penetrated and awakened

# * *£n. contemplation." True enough, if

...si: ". pirit were recognized as the giver.

f's al min'£ language is observed in their

. ho £he Trinity: A Socinian could sub.

£A: in their rejection of the ordi

* * authority of priests, they discard

... of*: true office of the gospel ministry.

r". fe £ait farther developements before any

he iv." his” of its nature can be formed.

confession, the invocation of saints, the worship

of relics and images, also indulgences, fasts,

pilgrimages, and the doctrines of purgatory, they

adopt the following

CoNFEssion of FAITH.

1. As the general substance of our

belief we adopt the following creed:

We believe in God the Father, who

through His Almighty word created the

world, and rules it in wisdom, righteous

ness and love. We believe in Jesus Christ

our Saviour. We believe in the Holy

Spirit, a holy universal Christian church,

the forgiveness of sins, and life everlast

ing. Amen. -

2. We assign to the church individually

the duty of bringing the import of our

faith to a living Christian development

adapted to the times.

3. We allow entire freedom of con

science, the free investigation and inter

pretation of the Holy Scriptures, with no

recognized external authority; we abomi.

nate especially all coercion, all hypocrisy,

and all lying, and therefore find in the

diversity of views and readings of our

doctrinal basis no ground for division and

denunciation. We hold our creed subject

to a deeper scrutiny of Holy Scripture,

founded on the development and influence

of the Holy Spirit.

Holy Scripture only two sacraments in.

stituted by Christ, Baptism and the Sup

per; but as church institutions in the

spirit of the Gospel, Confirmation (re.

ception into the congregation by a con

fession of faith on arriving at years of dis

cretion;—the laying on of hands with

rayer) die Busse–Repentance (prayer

for the forgiveness of sins); der Priester

wiche (ordination; laying on of hands with

prayer); Marriage and preparation for

death (with prayer.) .

5. Baptism shall be administered to

children with the expectation that it will

be followed by a ratification of the Con

arriving at years of discretion.

6. The Lord's Supper shall be par

taken of by the congregation as it was in

stituted by Christ, in both kinds.

7. We recognize marriage as a holy

blessing; yet we acknowledge no other

conditions and limitations than such as are

fixed by the laws of the State.

8. We believe and declare that it is the

first duty of the Christian to manifest his

faith by works of Christian love.

For the Preacher.

An Ecclesiastical Convention.

According to adjournment, the Asso

ciate Presbytery of Richland and the As

sociate Reformed Presbytery of Mansfield,

met at Haysville, November 25th, to con

sider the Propositions upon which the

General Convention of orthodox churches

agreed.

The following members were present

from the A. Presbytery: Messrs. S. Irvine,

J. L. M'Lean and Joseph M'Kee, minis

ters; Messrs. Daniel M’Kinzie, Robert

Dawson and Robert Taggart, ruling

elders.

The following from the A. R. Presby.

tery: Messrs. D. F. Reid and J. H.

Peacock, ministers; and Messrs. S. Mitch

el and James Beall, elders.

The great inclemency of the day on

which Convention met was doubtless the

principle reason why so many members

were absent. But whilst the elements

were raging without there was a great

calmness within. Gentleness, unanimity,

and brotherly love characterized the meet

ing.

Convention appointed two of its mem

E. #leclaration, in which"they renounce

BYTE:

-

L- : " " ": " " "

- -

- * *-- * ** :

4. We acknowledge on the authority of

fession of Faith (Confirmation) on their

binding rite, and retain for it the church's

bers to lead in religious exercises; after

Adopted

the first, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, seventh,

eighth, ninth, and tenth, without any dis.

sension. The second proposition was con

sidered as containing two distinct parts,

and the sense of Convention taken on

each. The first part was adopted, Messrs.

M’Kee and Taggart voting in the negative,

not considering its definition of Slavery

sufficiently clear. The second part was

negatived without any opposition.

Convention appeared to be of one mind

as to the propriety of omitting the entire

second part of this proposition, as being

unnecessary, from the fact that the first

part defined Slavery and makes it a penal

offence. They thought that judicatories

should be left to determine whether cer

tain cases recognized as slaveholding by

the civil law should be considered such by

the Divine. And in this they felt they

had the example of the Divine Legislator,

who enacts laws without giving their ex

ceptions: for instance, “Thou shalt not

kill. Thou shalt not steal,” &c. When

persons are arraigned for the violation of

these laws, the church is left to decide

from evidence the character of their guilt.

The following was adopted as an ap

pendage to the first proposition (on

Psalmody). .

(2.) “Inasmuch as there is no example

of the use of musical instruments by our

Saviour or his apostles, it is not lawful, in

praising God, to use choirs as commonly

selected and conducted, or instrumental

music; but it is the duty of all to sing

vocally.”

Convention also unanimously adopted

the following, as an appendage to the

sixth proposition (on Covenanting).

(2) “Extraordinary times, such as

those of remarkable judgments in Provi

dence—of great sinning in the land—or

backsliding in the church—of remarkable

mercies—or of persecutions against the

people of God—are proper occasions of

Covenánting.”

Adjourned to meet in Millersburgh, at

the request of either Presbytery.

Judging from the harmony of this Con

vention, we hope the day is near when the

|Lord shall “bring again Zion.” “Come

|Lord Jesus, come quickly.”

By order of Convention.

J. H. PEAcock, Clerk.

Mount Vernon, Dec. 10th, 1846.

(#)- Will the Evangelical Guardian

and Evangelical Repository please copy?

CHURCH of CoNvERTED CATIIoI.1cs.

The American Protestant for October,

contains a deeply interesting letter from

Rev. Herman Norton, Secretary of the

American Protestant Society. It is a de

scription of a visit to one of the mission.

ary stations of this society, among the

special importance as showing what kind

and persevering effort, by God's blessing,

may accomplish for the superstitious and

benighted Catholics. Mr. Norton thus

describes a meeting which he attended,

and the character of the church there

gathered.

“On Tuesday all were present at the

school house. It was a meeting of un

usual interest. The tearful interest with

which they listened to a simple exposition

of the nature and fruits of evangelical faith,

was truly affecting. At times they were

unable to suppress their joy and gratitude.

Had the committee, or the friends of this

society been present, they would have

said “here is enough, and more than

enough, to compensate for all the toil,

labor and expense that have attended the

operations of the society. To see a peo.

ple just emerging from the midnight of

popery, rejoicing in the faith of the gospel,

is a rare sight. Such a sight carries con

rench Romanists in Canada, and it is of

-e-e

the supremacy of the Pope, the ordination of the which it proceeded to the investigation of viction along with it, that here is the work

priests and their con-trained celibacy, auricular the Propositions in their order. of God. And you are constrained to ex

claim, ‘What hath God wrought!"

“This church now consists of 81 mem.

|bers. Every one of them was born and

trained up in the Roman Catholic Church !

They have all been converted under the

|labors of your missionary. A church

| like this is not to be found in the

|United States. Such a company of be

lievers I never saw before. While took

ing upon them, and noticing the peaceful

and happy expression of their countenances

when singing the praises of God, the

tears started from my eyes. Hard indeed

must be the heart that would not be affect.

ed by such a sight. In this little church

are ten times the number of souls saved

in the ark, when the ungodly world were

swept away—all monuments of the grace

of God—all rescued from the iron grasp

of , despotism, and from the gloomy

regions of superstition.”

|[From the Correspondence of the London Morm.

ing Chronicle ]

Massacre of the Nestorians.

CoNsTANTINoPLE, November 9th, 1846.

Despite the extreme anxiety of the Porte

to keep from the public knowledge all the

details of the frightful massacre which has

just been perpetrated in Kurdistan on the

Nestorians by Beder Han Bey, I have

learned some particulars of this dreadful

event, on the substantial truth of which

you may rely, whatever small incorrect

nesses may be mixed with it.

Beder Han Bey, not deterred by the

demonstration the Turkish Government

had made to prevent the execution of his

murderous design, knowing that this de

monstration was quite futile, collected, about

a month ago, various detachments of troops

under the command of the Beys of Haikarai

and Bevari, and taking himself the com.

mand of a large body of Kurds, marched

into the country of the Nestorians. He

met with, and he knew he would meet

with, no resistance, so he divided his force

into small bands of fifty or one hundred

men each, and sent these in various di

rections to fall on the defenceless Nestorian

villages. Thirty-six of these villages, at

the least, have been thus made the scenes

of the most harrowing wholesale murders.

To speak of them having been sacked,

plundered, and burnt to the ground, would

be to draw attention to an incident of

smaller importance in the face of the greater

horrors which these bloody barbarians com

mitted. Men, women, and children cry.

ing for mercy; the women and children,

in the agonies of terror, were put to death

by every species of torture which cruelty

could invent. Three thousand of the

Nestorians have perished in this massacre

on the lowest calculation. The most ex

tensive slaughter took place at a large vil.

lage, or township called Bias, where Beder

Han Bey was himself present. Here the

two bishops were impaled, and from this

place were sent the three hundred heads

(pickled) to the Pacha of Moussoul, with

the insulting message, that if the Porte

presumed to molest the sender, he would

send to Constantinople, instead of Nes.

torian, Turk heads enough to make a

pyramid. .

The whole mountain district of. Kur

distan, on the Turkish side, is at this mo

ment filled with houseless, famished wan

derers, hiding themselves in dens and

caves, under all the worst circumstances

and guises of misery, from their pursuers.

Beder Han Bey swore, before he started

on his expedition, with all the solemnies

of the Mohammedan creed, before two

Imaums, that he would exterminate the

whole Nestorian people; and all of them

who have not strength to reach Persia

will certainly experience the full realiza.

tion of this oath.

Mr. Wellesley and M. de Bourqueney,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



T H E P R E A C H E R .

ing its beauty, paralyzing

stening it to the carnival

plore-wastas I mentioned in my last dispatch, and cultivating temperance as a social or civil

several of the other foreign envoys here, virtue, they have a perfect right to do!powers, and ha

have sent in strong notes to the Porte on so To question their liberty in this re-" of the worm : nor its effects upon the

this subject. M. de Bourqueney "'spect, is just as unreasonable as it is formind merely—weakening and deranging

that Beder Han Bey is a monster who
- -

. ...- - ...] : . . . . . . . - -" - dgment and reasoninmust, at whatever effort, be crushed; and those who feel it to be their duty to con the powers of Ju ---. - 2,

the language of Mr. Welleslev on the nect themselv.'s wit! such societies, to maddening the imagination, and Soon

same occasion is, I am informed, not less denounce all who do not, as friends of in- bringing on all its powers the imbecility

strong. The Porte, too, professes the same temperance. of dotage. This, with its attendatit de

£ t! At a late£ of ' We are free to confess that we have struction of personal and social happi

State Council, it was unanimously agre never be •rfectly satisfied with the ness in this world, is ruin enough. But
that this chief should be declared an ene-]"r been P"ct: "sli" wi :* - * "… ** *
my, and be deprived of his authority by manner in which the Temperance move- far more terrible is the ruin that awaits

open war if necessary. ment has been confucted. We have the drunkard in the eternal world. He

thought that in this, and many other mo-' shall never enter the kingdom of God.

# 8} : R H A G St E. R. ,

| |
- - - -

T! ral and benevolent movements of the In a cause of this kind, then, where in

present age, there was too much of a terests so varied and so important are in

disposition to keep the church on the peril, minor considerations should not be

background, and to bring forward vo
- - - i

luntary associations for the accomplish-,
||

-

ment of the ends for which the churchic
* ~

WEDNEsday, JANUARY 6, 1816.
- -

allowed to interrupt the harmony of ac

ion, in which all Christians and all good

I''' Our correspondents and ex

changes will please address to the Pitts- has been organized; and, we have fear
burgh Post Office. ed, that the ultimate effects would be un

favorable to truth and true holiness. In

this we may have been too jealous of the

The PREsBYTERY or Mosonganel. A respect claimed to be due the church,

met in the Second Church, Pittsburgh, and the position she should have in eve

on Tuesday, the 29th ult. The mem-ry moral movement. Be this, however, ference on the subject of union, are still

bers were generally present, and in good as it may, with all these misgivings on kept up by the members of the different

health. On Tuesday afternoon, exerci-four own part, when we have seen so congregations ofthe Reformed Churches,

ses of trial for ordination, which had many good men and so much wiser, giv-in Pittsburgh and Allegheny. The last

been previously assigned to Mr. J. G. ing themselves up so ardently and unre- meeting was held in Dr. Black's Church,

Brown, were heard and sustained; and servedly to the cause of temperance in on Monday evening, the 29th ult. The

on the evening of the same day, he was the form in which it was presented by subject ofconference was the “Purchase

solemnly set apart to the office of the holy these societies, while we did not feel pre- of Christ,” as it has respect to the tem

ministry, aud installed pastor of that£ to go fully with them, we were poral enjoyments of believers, on which

gregation. Mr. Calahan preached the far less ready to appear in opposition to Drs. Black and Rodgers had a pleasing

sermon; Mr. M'Laren addressed the them, lett haply we should be found fight-interchange of views. I’r. Black was

very clear in defining and explaining

what Dr. Rodgers conceded was sub

stantially the correct view, and in refer

ence to which he observed, if the parties

itizens should unite in opposition to the

fewormous evil which threatens them.

Things Pertaining to Union.

The meetings for prayer and con

candidate; and Mr. Ekin the congrega-ling against God. That immediate good

tion, Mr. Brown, although quite young, has been done by them is not to be

serves this congregation with great ac-denied: and in this we have rejoiced,

ceptance, and wo hope will be long spar. yea, and will rejoice.

ed with them. He promises much use. As a political question the subject is had fairly understood and construed each

fulness to then, and to the church at not without its difficulties. But, we; others sentiments, there never would

large, think, in the question of ‘License' or have been any controversy on the sub

During the meeting, Rev. A. H. No License, we have an issue which ject, namely, that the purchase of Christ

Wright was released from the charge of can be fairly met. The civil law is not extends, not to the existence of temporal

St. Clair congregation, and accepted a to control the consciences of men in this benefits, but to the right to them which

call from the Second Church, New York, or any other respect. But if men will, had been forfeited in the fall and, in the

A. request was, also, made by Rev. Thos. abuse themselves by an indiscriminate case of the believer, is restored with the

Calahan, to be released from the charge use of ardent spirits, it is not necessary sanctified use of them. The controversy

of Speer-Spring and Barr-Hill congrega." the law should provide means and on this subject is one which, if the union

tions, which was laid on the table, and opportunities for doing so; and, still far-be consummated, might, with great pro

the clerk ordered to give his congrega- ". if houses for the sale of intoxicating priety, be allowed to die and be buried

tions notice of the same. liquors he regarded as a nuisance, the with the old organizations.

The scale of supplies adopted ly community has a right to declare them Jiy reference to our fifth page it will

Presbytery may be seen on the follow-to be so, and to claim the protection of be seen that our brethren in the region

ing page. law. That the law may interfere in such of Mansfield, Ohio, have got to work on

* is just as clear; for, if it can ex-the new basis. We commend the inte

tend license to such houses, it can with-rest which they take in the subject of

draw it,
Temperan re. Union, and their laborious zeal in the

The Socretary of the Clegheny Coun. On the expediency of taking advantage cause; but, we think, they are too hard

ty Temperance Society, has handed us of the law submitted to this, and other to please, and disposed to tamper with

the circular of a committee, appointed

for the purpose of collecting and publish

ing facts in reference to the inexpediency

of licensing the sale of ardent spirits.

We cannot make room for t c circular

itself, but take occasion in...'. A few

remarks by way of defining our position

on the general subject.

Intemperance is a political as well as

a moral evil. So far as the moral ques

tion is concerned, we have thought the

church the best society for its manage

counties of the state, there may be more the basis more than will be for edifica

diversity of opinion. We are not sure ition, or profit of any kind. Their action

that the present law is the best possible in reference to the article on Slavery, it

for the ends intended. But it is what seems to us, amounts to about the same

has been given, and in reference to thing as the clause in the article of the

which we must act, if we act at all, and Cons ention to which they object, which

we cannot do better than give it a firicaves the determination of “what cases

trial. - a man may sustain to a slave the relation

It is impossibie to guard ourselves and of a master, in the eye of the civil law,

carefully against the evils of intempe-slaveholding,” to the future action of the

There is no vice with which man! Church.
-

ment; and that the pledge of church- is chargeable of which we have so much! We can see no more necessity for the

members to refrain from all that is evil, to fear, so insidious is it in its approach-lapsendages which they offer to the arti.

is more solemn and binding than any tes, so gradual and imperceptible in #. on Psalmody and Covenanting. It

other under which they can come. If progress, and so utterly destructive to should not be expected that every idea

however, they see proper to unite with individual and social, to temporal and of propriety or in propriety, entertained

voluntary associations, organized onleternal happiness. It is not its effects by every member of the different churches

Scriptural principles, for the purpose£ the body merely, we have to de-proposing union, must be crowded into

the community in which we live too, without being involved in the sin ofling.
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heware of the other extreme, that we be suring her that we were Catholic clergy

not frozen in cold orthodoxy. Christ men, she opened the door, and showed us Kohlmann,

As soon as we had scated ourselves, F.

: a very mild tone of voice,

---

given to understand that you wished to see

jus, and we are come accordingly; because

ad a heavy charge against the Laodice into the parlor. She then left the room, informed him that we were Catholic priests, it is a principle with us never to refuse

... aus, for their indifference. “I would and shortly atter returned to inform us and were conse, on his invitation, to see our services to a dying man asking for

hou wert cold or hot. So then, because that Paine was asleep, and at the sain him. Paine made no reply. After a

hou art lukewarm, and neither cold nor time expressed a wish that we would not short pause, F. Kohlmann proceeded thus,

lot, I will spue thee out of my mouth.” disturb him; “for,” said she, “he is al- addressing himself to Paine in the French dividual.”

t.v. 3:16. God hath pronounced a wo ways in a bad humor when roused out of language, thinking that, as Paine had been

... gainst those who are at case in Zion.

The pentecostal revival exemplified be awake.”

* ... - -
-

tandard of true revivals to the end of mome".

* ime. -

1. Peter's hearers were made to feel a
*

~,

said, as he had at that time a greater

facility, and could express his thoughts

“Mons. Paine, j'ai lu votre livre intitule,

received the word of the Lord gladly, clans that he cannot possibly live, and Terrilure sainte avec une violence, sans

unbraced with joy and gratitude the must die shortly. Ite sent to you to-day, bornes, et d'autres de vos ecrits publies en 'ately to him.

have tried

'. But for this we should not have

come, for we never obtrude upon any in

Paine, on hearing this, seemed to re

his sleep: 'tis better to wait a little till he to France, he was probably acquainted lax a little; in a milder tone of voice than

We accordingly sat down, with that language, (which was not the any he had hitherto used, he replied: “You

he true characteristics, as the model and resolved to await the more favorable fact,) and might understand better what he can do me no good now—it is too late. I

“ (i.entlemen,” said the lady,

after having taken her seat also, “I really

- a wish you may succeed with Mr. Paine, for better in it than in the English.

eep concern under the conviction of siu, he is laboring under great distress of mind.

2. They were exercised in faith, and ever since he was informed by his physi L’Age de la Raison, ou vous£

different physicians, and their

remedies have all failed. I have nothing

now to expect” (this he spoke with a sigh)

“but a speedy dissolution. My physicians

have, indeed, told me as much.” “You

have misunderstood me,” said I immedi.

“We are not come to

lad tidings of salvation through the cr" because he was told that if any one could France: ct je suis persuade que”—Paine prescribe any remedies for your bodily

ified Jesus. They received the offers "f do him good, you might. Possibly he here interrupted him abruptly, and in a complain!
s: We
* * only corne to make you an

wercy with the same eagerness with may think that you know of some remedy sharp tone of voice, ordered him to speak offer of our ministry for the good of your

hich a criminal trembling under the which his physicians are ignorant of English. thus:—“Speak English, man, immortal soul, which is in great danger of

spended axe of the executioner, re-lile is truly to be pitied. His cries, when

‘ives an unexpected pardon from his he is left alone, are heart-rending.
:-

-

*;

...ission in their circumstances, “vinced, his paroxysms of distress; “God help me!

eir sincerity and the reality of an al-i-Jesus Christ help me!" repeating the

speak English.” F. Kohlmann, without

: follows, after his interruption, in Eng

'lish:—“Mr. Paine, I have read your book

being for ever cast off by the Almighty,

“O showing the least embarrassment, resumed on account of your sins; and especially

•vereign; and their obedience and sub; Lord help me!" he will exclaim during his discourse, and expressed himself nearly for the crine of having villified and rejected

His word, and uttered blasphemies against

His Son.” Paine, on hearing this, was

ighty energy on their hearts, bringing|same expressions without any, the least entitled the Age of Reason, as well as all roused into a fury; he gritted his teeth,

ery thought into captivity to Christ variation, in a tone of voice that would

3. They were steadfast in the apostles' alarm the house. Sometimes he will say,

.ctrine. It was not a matter of mere's O God! what have I done to suffer so

mpathy and feeling, but of sober con- much " Then shortly after—“But there

*::: ti". and no£ is no God !' And again, a little after
* r difficulties Inoved them from their ‘Yet if there should be, what will become

*th. The gospel became clearer in its of me hereafter " Thus he will continue

. dence, and more and more precious in for some time, when on a sudden he will

isolations. scream as if in terror and agony, and call

r

...' .

1. They were of one heart and "...out for me by name. On one of these oc.

"il, and enjoyed the communion "casions, which are very frequent, I went to

"nts, and in the cheerful discharge 'him and inquired what he wanted. “Stay
: duties of£ and£ 'with me, he replied, “for God's sake, for I

mended the re '' '' * : cannot bear to be left alone.” I then ob.

had favor with God and all the l" served that I could not always be with

And the Lord added to the church him. as I had nuch to attend to in the

... ly such as should be saved. house. ‘Then, said he, ‘send even a

... That the writer and::'id to stay with me, for it is a hell to be

... -h blessed influences, and " " " alone. I never saw,” she concluded, “a

d instruments of helping forward such
* freshi is ti wer of rimore unhappy, a more forsaken man; it

* 1W or () ** - - - -

- es of refreshing, is the pri' *"seems he cannot reconcile himself to die.”

ctionate friend, Such was the conversation of the woman

ived us, and who probably

**

..".

ANDREw BowER. sm. had rece

Jeaver, I)ec. 9, 1816. *

t; had been employed to nurse and take care

• * - -- -- -- - - of him during his illness. She was a
"", ".

P*: Death-itect of Paine-1809. we should afford him some relief in his

| W m a letter of Bishop Fenrick, "state of abandonment, bordering on com

...'", originally published in "plete despair. Having remained thus
. S. Catholic Magazine. some time in the parlor, we at length

short time before Paine died, I was heard a noise in the adjoining room, across

Ile was prompted to this the passsage-way, which induced us to be.

lieve that Mr. l’aine, who was sick in that

We accordingly pro

a nun."

statt - for by him.

"t poor Catholic woman, who went to

is him in his sickness; and who told him, room, had awoke.

...: ng other things, that, in his wretched posed to proceed this her, which w

m."

"...t."

old be a Roman Catholic priest. This door for us. On entering we found him
- - * - - - -

Tan was an American convert (former just getting out of his slumber.

| Protestant, yet seemed very desirous that still attempting to speak, “is a sacred and

divine book, which has stood the test and

your other writings against the Christian

religion, and an at a loss to imagine how

a man of your good sense could have em

ployed his talents in attempting to under.

mine what, to say nothing of its divine

establishment, the wisdom of ages has

deemed most conducive to the happiness

of man. The Christian religion, sir

“That's enough, sir, that's enough,”

said Paine, again interrupting him; “I see

what you would be about ; I wish to hear

no more from you, sir. My mind is made

up to the subject. I took upon the whole

of the Christian scheme to be a tissue of

absurdities Myd lies, and Jusus Christ to be

nothing more than a cunning knave and

an impostor.”

F. Kohlmann here attempted to speak

again, when Paine, with a lowering coun

tenance, ordered him iustantly to be silent,

and trouble him no more. “I have told

you already that I wish to hear nothing

more from you.”

“The B,ble, sir,” sail F. Kohlmann,

|

the criticisms of aller pens than yours;

pens which have made at least some show
of argument, and • *

itains nothing but fables; yes, fables; and

I have proved it to a demonstration.”

, All this time I looked on the monster

as assent with pily mingh d with indignation at his thoughts.

lition, it any body could do him good ed to by the woman; and she opened the blasphemics. I felt a degree of horror a held a more hardened wretch.

- thinking that, in a very short time, he

A more would be cited to appear before the tri- ful and correct account of the transaction.

“Your Bible,” returned Paine, “con

twisted and turned himself several times in

his bed, uttering all the while the bitterest

imprecations. I firmly believe, such was

the rage ir, which he was at this time, that,

if he had had a pistol, he would have shot

one of us; for he conducted himself more

like a madman than a rational creature.

“Begone,” says he, “and trouble me no

more. I was in peace,” he continned,

“till you came.” “We know heter than

that,” replied F. Kohlmann; “we know

that you cannot be in peace—there can be

no peace for the wicked. God has said

it.” “Away with you, and your God too:

leave the room instantly,” he exclaimed:

“all that you have uttered are lies—filthy

lies; and if I had a little more time I would

prove it, as I did about vour impostor,

Jesus Christ.” “Monster,” exclaimed F.

Kohlmann, in a burst of zeal, “you will

have no more time. Your hour is arrived.

Think rather of the awful account you

have already to render, and implore pardon

of God; provoke no longer His just indig.

nation upon your head.” Paine here or.

dercd us again to retire, in the highest

pitch of his voice, and seemed a very

maniac with rage and madness. “Let us

go,” said I to F. Kohlmann; “we have

nothing more to do here. He seems to be

entirely abandoned by God; further words

are lost upon him.”

Upon this we both withdrew from the

room, and left the unfortunate man to his

I never, before or since, be

This, you may rely upon it, is a faith.

Shaking (Juakeress) whom I had re. wretched being in appearance I never be-bunal of his God, whom he so shockingly I remain vour affectionale brother,

The d into the church but a few weeks be-, fore beheld.

: She was the bearer of the message|iciently decent of itself, but at present be.

; : * from Paine. I stated this "irc". Smeared with filth: his look was that of a

". . c to P. Kohlmann, at breakfast, and man greatly tortured in mind: his eyes

"...s. him, to accompany me. After haggard, his countenance forbidding, and

solicitation on my part, he agri ed to his whole appearance that of one whose

* , at which was greatly r joiced, be-, better days had been but one continued

* I was at the time quite young and scene of debauch. His only nourishment

-->erienced in the ministry, and was at this time, as we were informed, was

He was lying in a bed suf. blasphemed, with all his sins upon him.

Secing that F. Kohimann had completely

failed in making any impression upon

him, and that Paine would stem to nothing

that came from him, nor would even suf.

!er him to speak. I finally concluded to try'

what effet I might have. I accordingly

commenced with observing : “Mr. I'mine,

you will certainly allow that there exists

+ BENroter,

Rishop of Boston.

(Signed.).

A por 1710x of St. A v Ery. The Hon.

David Sears in a letter to John Quincy

Adams, proposes the following plan for

the abolition of Slavery:

“1. That Commissioners be ppointed

r: :

to have his assistance, as I knew,

f" the great reputation of Paine, that I

* "ld have to do with one of the most

past. 5us as well as the most infamous of men.

*'e shortly after set out for the house,

... reenwich, where Paine lodged, and on

... way agreed upon a mode of proceed.

T., with him.

- e arrived at the house; a decent. look

elderly woman (probably his house

f":r) came to the door, and inquired

t"her we were the Catholic priests;

as ''," said she, “Mr. Paine has been so

"g" annoyed of late by ministers of

," different denominations calling upon

... "that he has left express orders with

, , , , , admit no one to-day but the clergy.

| ... of the Catholic church.” Upon as:

sman."
*

*

is!."

4,”

nothing more than milk punch, in which

he indulged to the full extent of his weak

state. He had partaken undoubtedly but

very recently of it, ns the sides and cor

ners of his mouth exhibited very unequivo.

cal traces of it, as well as of blood, which

a God, and that this God cannot be in by the United States, and confirmed by

different to the conduct and actions of his the Senate, whose duty it shall be—under

creatures.” “I will allow nothing,£ conditions as Congress inay deter

he hastily replied; “I shall make no £mine—t". purchase ind emancipate

cessions.” “Well, sir, if you will listen slaves—being women and children—born

calmly for one moment,” said l, “l will£ to 1850, and held bound to service

had also flowed in the track, and left its prove to vou that there is such a being; by any citizen of the United States,

mark on the pillow. IIis face, to a cer. and I will demonstrate from His very within such States of this Union as have

Rain extent, had also been besmeared with nature that He cannot be an idle spectator not yet abolished slavery; and that an

it. The head of his bed was against the

side of the room through which the door

opened. F. Kohlmann having entered

first, took a seat on the side, near the foot

of his bed. I took mv seat on the same

side, wear the head. Thus, in the posture

in which Paine lay, his eyes could bear on

F. Kohlmann, but not on me easily, with.

out turning his head.

'' conduct.” “Sir, I wish to hear no-mual appropriations be made by Con

thing you have to say: I see your object, 'gress for''
gentlemen, is to trouble me; I wish you “2. That from and after July, 1850,

to leave the room.” This he spoke in an 're shall be throughout the United

oxceedingly angry tone, se much so th: States no hereditary slavery. But that

he foamed at the mouth. “Mr. Paine," on and after that date, every child born

'' “I assure you our object in within the United States of America,

coming hither was purely to do you good, their jurisdiction and Territories, s'ail

We had been be born frce.”

-

l

|We had no other motive.

 

 

 

   

 



T H E P R E A C H E R .

For the Preacher line, before it is sung,

Mr. EpiroR, the reading and singing of the psalm to-different! |

Though it may be, that I would not gether, seems to me to exert an unhappy! I have observed, Mr. Editor, that on

carry my opposition to what is technically influence in counteracting the solemn and this occasion my feelings were transported

called occasional hearing, quite so far £delightful impression which is produced by the heavenly melody of so many har

some of our neighbors are disposed to do, by the uninterrupted and continuous sing-monious voices in celebrating the praises

yet I would not wish to be understood asing of the psalm. of God. I, of course, supposed that all

The mixing up of the circumstances of the church are soon every point where a d
- lyers'

regarding it, in the light of a commenda

around me partook of a similar feeling.

***

lis'

en's

ment was even suspected

the churches, not the C.

whether they will proceed to."

organized body, or continue: * .

organizations, and live".
ren of the same family of ''

aside that bitterness and sn'.:
I would here remark, that in t i. -

|rectory for worship 'r: by''' my :£ to ':£ stained the bant's

|minster Assembly and adopted by th." immediately ore me who sat silent. have respectively unfurled ' ...

- 'Church of Scotland more than two hund 'You may well suppose that under the The writer has not been an ".

the charge of his soul, he should regardity go, it f dential "circumstances of the case, this spectacle observer of the events that *

years ago, it was for prudential reasons, astonished me. Though a stranger to the unity of the mystical body:

ble practice. My opinion is, that when a

person has connected himself with the

church and has selected a pastor to take

as a matter of solemn obligation to attendi;
- - - o - -- -4- |

|

upon the ministry of his own pastor.#:' :: 'mon, I could not but remark that he was

all our pastors will have occasion at times many in the congrega" cann" a person of a grave and goodly counte
- - read, it is convenient that the minister, or -

to leave their own pulpits, for the purpose some fit inted by hi £". and from his general appearance,

of laboring elsewhere. And when there person appointed by h" and "one might have been ready to suppose,

- - - - - other ruling officers, do read the psalm that 1 f the pill f the

is no service in our own place of worship, li :-- 1:...'... - - # that he was even one of the pillars of th:
- - - - - '' line by line, before the singing thereof." - * - t

and there is an opportunity of uniting with : . "e"'s...: "church. Such was my surprise that I

- - - o The Directory for worship containing this could not refrain f looking at th
a neighboring congregation where the gos- - - - could not refrain from looking at the man

pel is preached and the worship of God is recommendation, was adopted in the year. It seemed to me, that it required on his

£ d in a Scriptural manner, I con 1645, and the usage which it recommend-part a very considerable effort, to keep

: i££: my duty£ was not designed to be£ his lips together: and I began to think that

attend. *":£:
- - - - - . : 5 - melody, in spite of an effort to remain

On an occasion of this kind, I recent the times, there were “many in the con- il *A ' fact, I w t ised

ly paid a visit to a sister congregation. - 1 * * si ent. nd in fact, I was not surprise

And as my manner is, I made some ob- gregation who could not read. - But, so to find that he should have some difficulty

- hat me and ti £r from contemplating a continuance of in preserving silence, for it seemed to me,

#: on what came un : my no 'th: usage which was recommended with that had I remained silent, while the

nd with your permission, I propose to reference to “the present distress,” the t ded with h h |W

submit to the readers of The Preacher, - - sanctuary resounded with such heavenly

Church of Scotland in the same Act direct, melody, the very stones in the wall, would

some thoughts, to which this visit gave that, “all not disabled by age or other:

rise. wise, be exhorted to learn to read.” And,

I may remark, that the house of 'it is evidently the meaning of the Act, th:

ship where I attended is spacious, and the

congregation is large.

generally was conducted in an edifying

manner, that in which I was more particu

larly interested on this occasion, was the

manner of singing God's praise. The

psalms which are sung in this congrega

tion, are those which were given to the

church by inspiration of God. And

though the version of the psalms in com:

mon use, is in the estimation of modish could not read. For these reasons there

cars, antiquated and uncouth : and though

I have heard men who professed to be
skilled in music, say that they could not

sing these “old rusty psalms;” and though

I once heard a learned professor in a
Theological Seminary, who was called to

a pulpit in which these psalms
occupy
are used, request a brother to read the

psalm for him, as he found it difficult to

read them;-I say, notwithstanding all

these things, I am exceedingly fond of

these same old psalms. And such is the

richness and sweetness and divine ex

cellency of their matter, and such is the

plainness and simplicity and Scripture lan.

guage of the old version, that I can sing it,

without having my nerves disturbed by its

occasional departures from the strict laws

of poetry. -

The precentor who led the praise."
comparatively a young man, of a solemn

countenance and grave demeanor, and

who, instead of gazing about upon the con

gregation, after the manner of some, kept

his eye upon the psalm book before him,

as one who was himself interested in the

worship. He had a voice at once clear,

melodious and strong, and seemed to me,

to be admirably qualified to lead the praise

of a worshipping assembly. And accord

ingly the large congregation seemed to

unite with one voice, in celebrating the

high praises of God, so that the spacious

building resounded with “grave, sweet

melody." The effect upon my feelings

was transporting, and for the time, ! seem

ed to breathe in an atmosphere that was

heavenly.

A circumstance which added much to

the solemnity and impressiveness of this

part of the worship, was, that the psalm

was sung continuously, without being in

terrupted by the reading of the line. This,

which was the ancient usage of the church,

and which is now the prevailing usage of

the Reformed churches in Europe, as well

as in many parts of our own country, is

very decidedly preferable to the mode

which obtains in some of our congrega.

tions of parcelling out the psalm, line by

While the service

as soon as possible, this difficulty should

be removed and the practice of “reading

the psalm line by line, before the singing
thereof,” should be discontinued. It may

be remarked further, that this Act of the

Church of Scotland was passed just about

the time when the version of the psalms

now in common use was adop" . The

version was then new to the people, books

were scarce and dear, and many persons

was a manifest propriety in giving such a

recommendation for the present. But it

was never contemplated that the practice
should be continued, when the circum

stances of the church should be different.

Our present version is familiar to all our

people; most members of the church, have

a large portion of the psalms committed to

memory; and books are so plenty and

cheap, that every child should have a

psalm book. And such are the facilities
for obtaining instruction, that, those who

do not labor under some physical inability,

are criminal if they do not learn to read.

As there are some good people in most

of our congregations, who are disposed to

cast reproach upon those usages which do

not happen to coincide with their humor,

by styling them “new things,” I may

here mention a fact, which shows that the

preference for the continuous singing of the

psalm, without the reading of the line, is

not a novelty.

Of the five worthy commissioners from

the Church of Scotland, who were mem.

|bers of the Westminster Assembly,

“Alexander Henderson,” says a distin
guished historian, “was cheerfully ad

mitted to be beyond comparison the most

eminent.” When the Directory for wor

ship, was under consideration, in the

Westminster Assembly, Lightfoot informs

us, that the Scotch commissioners were

opposed to the permission of the practice

of reading the psalm, line by line, before

the singing thereof. “Mr. Henderson,”

he says, “disliked our permission of any

to read the psalms, line by line; and this

business held us some debate.” It appears,

then, that two hundred years ago, when

the circumstances of the church were very

different from what they are at present

the worthy fathers of the Church ofsco:

land, were with some difficulty brought to

consent, that “for the present, the psalm

should be read, line by line, before the

singing thereof.” What would those

good and great men have thought of those
who are sticklers for this usage now, when

have cried out.

This incident produced such an im:
pression upon my feelings, that I could

hot banish it from my mind. And in

going out of the church, I inquired at one

of the worshippers, if he knew what could

be the reason, why the man before me re

mained silent in the time of singing God's

raise. Perhaps, said I, he does not like

what some wise men call “Rouse's

psalms.” . No! said my friend, I suspect

that this is not the cause of his silence.

The practice of “reading the psalm, line

by line, before the singing thereof,” has

recently been discontinued in this con

gregation, and 1 understand that some

have taken offence at it. And to show

their displeasure against men, they sit

silent, and practically dishonor God, by

refusing to unite with his people in praising

God. And the offence has been aggra

vated, by the occasional use of a tune

which some regard as heterodox. Our

precentor occasionally sings a grave,

solemn tune, which repeats the last line.

And on this account some have even left

the church ! Do you think, Mr. Editor,

that these things can be so?

I am apprehensive, that there prevail ex

praise. And, perhaps at some future time,

I may make some observations on this

subject. OBSERVER.

For the Preacher

MR. EDITOR:

I observe, in the closing paragraph of

some excellent articles by a Friend of

Union, the following phrase—“If the Con

vention agree upon a Basis.” The writer

has avowed and does avow himself also a

friend of union; but in this phrase he dif

fers from your very respectable and wor

thy correspondent. He believes the Con

vention have agreed upon a Basis. Yes,

they have agreed upon a Basis the second

time. They have agreed upon a primary

and an alternate Basis. 'I propose, if

spared, to call the attention of the churches

to this fact, that the Convention has al

ready done all, in forming a Bass of

Union, that should, in any case, be ex

pected. That it has acted upon all the

points of difference, either real or sup.

posed, that subsisted, and has adopted cer.

tain propositions covering these points in

which they harmonize. Now then, the

ground of opposition among these church:

so far as the Convention is concerned i.

removed. Let the different Synods con.

cur in these propositions, and they are one
>

tensively, in our church, mistaken views

in relation to the nature and design of

hitherto he has not shown his on

ion, At the present junction le.

with your indulgence, both his.

and his duty so to do. ,".

AN 0s",

*-*.

R£1,1310US INTELL:2::

---

Associate Reformed Church Eastasi'.

Our readers are already advised",

zation, a short time since, of a *rs.

Fall River, Mass, and also, of one it!".

ville, Conn. Of the former we have it.

received any particular account W. ,

they have not yet secured the seria:

tor. The latter, however, we learn*

respondence of the December munit:

Christian Instructor, is in quits ap"

dition. The congregation, alread, r,

ninety members, has erected a native

dious house of worship, and enji"

labors of Rev. P. Gordon, late of lette

York. They have a flourishing Situti

and prayer-meetings during the weig:

interest, and an attendance upon ther

ministration of ordinances on the Sea.

which it is expected, in a short time."

be added to the church.

We observe also, that an applicatin:

at the October meeting of the Presbyt:

York, for the organization of a "#.

Boston. This we suppose is thers"

nest and industrious zeal of our tw"

defatigable brother Blaikie. W. "

much, with the blessing of God".

and that it would not long contin"

that in such a place as Boston, within

of over one hundred thousandsouls"

one Presbyterian congregation.

we hail these movements in the

Fall River and Boston, as some"

position, which we trust is but begm:

nifest itself to return to the simplic:

tian worship. Certainly they who r"

attachment to the faith and worsh:

forming and Puritan fathers,a" |
with the present religious customs'

land; and we may hope that."
has been so nobly set," it!"

ville, will be followed by many o!"

Aside from the peculiari" s!."

account, attaches to these moveme":

see our brethren in the Fist" *

taining their ground, but extending*

ries. It is true, our breth"**

culties to encounter there. The #: ,

world, and of religion," all igits.” :

the confidence of truth, and user'.

that truth inspires, may be with" i

field of operation there "" ".

no religion, and, as in the cases*

who, wearied with such religion".

would gladly rally around out* -

ed among them. The s" '' -

taking in as it does ""*:
motin"States, has, in truth the in and

operation in our church; one.":
act with more effect up" our inla is:

- - #.

general cause of religi"*"...
Her poston".

ers," "*

#**
*

in our connection.

the head of the wat

her in determining the "

the streams which are* |

her. If she act her P'"£

energy, under the blessing &

greatly deepen and enlarge ""

with he tide of mir'
streams to make glid the rem"

the West.

From the West

M

-

the intellig"*

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  

 

'l'iiu E-lllfll' of thc l'r ~l)yl\3l‘li|ll. in declining afluivt: to be curutiil il'tn: be allowed to carry tln-in

l'llll. A hitter printed at Hamburg. l'inni Rniuc.

ls-ys llli lliilincss has received many warnings.

and iullil. iniki: '\ vlrtim nl' nt-ct‘hily. llia din.

;ui-r i-i aoriml at ll u'Ulmzlt. and remains standing

in" ii i< t'-iltl. It is then examined by a Cllclltlfl.

land \varnwii on a dinner-table over a iqiirit lamp.

"llii cup nl'izli-icuiitlu tiir lll"‘lll(lll>'. is pri-piircll llt

ilii~z pain-now. Wh-‘li he got." ll! nm-~ he Lites

iiln- how wine and water with him; at a curtain

Ilium", _“_.n\mngnm Irving‘ it is mid‘ wluéimnt‘mil Wlll'll‘ ho lately intended to adminigter

im‘nm'.‘ "'_I_ i i q ’_ h, _ ‘ ' llm :Inurnmrtuto. he nmthar puriornr-d tho‘ crrc.

"1 ." l‘"‘ " Pm‘‘ "‘ ""mJ 0' -l" "w" iniunv. It'll‘ tom; Ih - usual refreshments. Such is

lllt'tl, the mail-rials of which he Illa rullccicdiilne lilie of Pius ]X..thc grt-utest licucliictornl'tln

rninlrnr ul' cuuiuiuuina'ions on tho lltlllji'lfl. says:

"Our pn-abyli-rius are fully aware that thc qncs.

tion will ba- an pi'nscnlml to tho next h'cnnral Au

vimihly. ;I~ In lh'l'Vt'lil Ihn evasion ul'zi. direct dimi

~iI-n. ainl lln-y “ill. in doubt. have a main refer

ence to this in the appointment of their deb-.

vii -~-.5 1.

THE PREACHF.

 

:\laclcnii, l~'l “ March. i At a niL-cting of the Board of Managers of the

Shnfer, 2d “ “ ltlcntlcmen's Missionary Society ofThc First- A.

Conn, 3d " “ 'R. Congregation of Pittsburgh. the fullowmg ro

Wier, 41h “ “ ‘solution was unaninroualy adopted.

Hit/"roan, Rfisolved. That the lhanlts of Society are dun

J. C. Slot-le. 3'! Sabbath January.
-‘i.hc Rev. J. Eltin. for the very appropriate. ahlu

Conn, 5th “ at land eloquent sermon, prcachcd on the evening of

“'pir, 2,] .. February ‘the 13th December. the occasion of our aanivor.

J. l). Swell‘, 4th “ “ I-‘M‘Y- A- GETTY. Prea‘t.

-l- (I- s't't'lt‘, i'll “ March. .

A ruistrnng,
5‘4th

during his H‘aiilvnci‘ in Spain. I'riivu the \liioi'iah

manuwripts and legend-1 l'rcrwntt has rniidy:

ill'l('0||qtl€rll of Peru. which will be followed by’

ailii'c of Phillip ll. “r. Bancroft has completed;

lhe fourth volume at tho llislnry of tho United]

States. which will soon appear. Jared Sparks is:

rngaged in writing a Htilol'y 01‘ me Anwr'wun iiuha COIISIKlI‘F-lblt‘ disruption of the domoatic aya

Revolution.

The new Theological School at Gcnova has

forty-eight Students. Professor D‘Auliignc is

preparing a History ofthe Rcformera in England.

some of the French Protcltnnts ltl’t‘ pn'judiccd

against the Guneval School. became its tvachings

arc atippoacil not nufliciontly to favor a. National

t'hurch Establishment.

Dr. Wardlitw of Glasgow i< preparing a. publi

cation, in opposition to tlm prunticv. which ex

tenaivcly prcvuil< awning English (hngrcgutional

lat‘. oi haptizing children. noilher oi'wliow parent:

are profcsi-ora of religion.

Prol'cawr 'l'lioluck. of Iltlllt‘, has in press a

popular treatise on the religious condition ol'Gcr

i r: .nan_ . ‘b

 

rm: rouric; 0F EL‘lttll‘E.

There iii at this time something o.“ a l'crment

among the great rlcnicnts of powcr in Europe.

The marriage of the Doc D‘Montpensicr. son of

the French king, to tho lnfantaofSpuin. very ae

riously ruffled tho teinpor offlld England. Un

willing that their Frt‘nch neighbors FhOltlIl gain

any great political advantage from the marriage.

the English government insintvd upon ll. re

a _ , on the part of the Due D'Jlontpcn

b-JBY‘ ‘fall chances and all protons-ions to the

Spanish crnu'n. Thin ltzh' not been done, and

from the tom of the French, it is not likely that

it will be.

In the mean time. Austria, Prussia and Rus

ria horn annihilated the independence of Poland.

by annexing the Republic of (‘racotm its lat-"l

rr'ninirit. tn the Austrian doniininns. lt typpcarr

that in the treaty ‘of Vienna. concluded by tho

great European powers, the caiatenr'c and inde

pendence of Cracow had been gnarantied; and

that tlicthri'e Powers mentioned above should

take upon tlicmselvca to annul that. lrcatr, or all

lead the article in reference to ('racow, \\itliout

row-tilting I'lng‘and and Frnncmimema to have

rtruclr those two government: aghast. Funct

now uha England to unite with bar in a Joint

protest against the act; but the. latter declines

Icolua the former rl‘ill accodo to her demands in

rct't-r‘rnce to the Montp-‘n-iir-r marriage.

At thi: same time. difficulties are brewing bc

tvrt-ea these tym govt-rnmcntir at Tahiti. The:

conduct nlilhc French in driving Quct-n Pornarc.

"Iwfi'cndirig and comparatively ltelplfltit‘, from

her rightful dominion on that island. is most un

rightuoua, and should be condemned the world

"\‘cr. ln Eng‘and tlu-rv i~ quite an excitement

on this subject just now. The Dim-tors of the

I-rmilon Missionary Society, \\ hmic stations have

l>1‘cri ltiltt‘ll injured by French spnliatinns at Ta

hall‘ make complaint to the English govcrniucnt,

' >r-t merely on behalf of thoinaelvcs. but also. on

buhch'oftbc exilcd Queen of the Island. and her

V Q ‘Jfl'cring subjects. Memorials to the same 0500!.

‘ string the respectful but decided interposition

'> ftl'ic British government, are aaid to be in circu~

l ‘alien and numr-roualy signed in many plcccs in

:F‘ngiand. Evidently the ent-irate cordial: ba

‘ men there two governmentu in brolien up. 1n

‘ here thingy they have enough to exercise tneir

Qililnmacy. and in the uzirightcoua acts with

\Kliich they can "criminals each othor, they

iai'e enough to exercise their moral sense. with

QM interfering in American adults.

\

Roman status.

'l'uiiiiizv—Jlmlition of Slurry—Leno's from

Constantinople, ol'tho 3thh ultimo, announce that

land Paluwraion has Hill a note to the Porto de

manding the total abolition ot‘alavery throughout

ilin tltnunan empire. ll'hia Lordship is success

ban in Turkey must take place; for it is ina

L'I'L'nl Itll‘it’ttl't) founded on slavery ofona kind or

other. Lord Pillltfll'alflll'tl tifltflll'tili produced. as

might have bi-ou expected. a strong sensation.

and seems likely to provoke much opposition.

AI'ttlCA- Papr'rs from Libr-rin state that Gov.

Roberta had issued a proclamation. calling upon

the people to meet in their renpoctivc towns and

village-l. and determine by vote. Whl'ther they

would declare and cstabliaih the cn‘ony as an in

di-pciutvni Stain. There was no doubt of the re

rull; all classes were in Invor of becoming an in.

dependent State; and it is thought. the other

colonies will tlllllt‘ \\‘ll.l\ Liberia. and form a union

of Al'ricnn Republics, after the model of the

United Siatns ol'Anmricu.

Mr'xicn. Thq accounts from Mcainonre vary

ling and uiii't-rtuin. Santa Ann-u sot-nu determin

lt'd on war. so long as " a single North American.

liii urins, ll't‘ittl'l upon the territory" of Mexico.

It is an], however, that the (‘.li'utiniifl to this (‘on

greaa to inset in Mexico some time in the last

month. had resulted favorably to peace, Iltd‘tlill

negotiations tor that purpose would be entertain.

cd by that body. General rl‘iiylor has already

done all that was assigned him on the Northern

rout-I. Pcginning with the battles of Pulo Alto

and Reaara do la Pulrna. he has captured curry

town on :11’. Rio Grando a! far up as Camurgn.

.Vlicr and Laredo. and the chain of towns trom

(bimargo to Montcrcy rind Saltillo, inclusive.

The battle of Moaterey finished what the other

two battlca began. It is now understood. that

leaving a sufficient. force to garrison the difl'crent

the main body ofhis troops will mm‘auulho

Muxican troops have been concentrated. After

that place IS taken, ifthu war in not. ended before.

there will most likely follow a terrible cacouutcr

near San Luis Potuai. '
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Onion: or SLAVERY~ IN 'rnx Usr'rzn'

S'ra'rr-zs. The Rev. Dr. Bangs is publish‘

\ing in Zion's Herald a series of articles on

isluvcry. _ln his last he alludes to the

origin of slavery in ‘this country, stating

that it was in 1640 that a Dutch man-of

war cnicrcd James river and offered twenty

ncgroos for sale. This was the beginning

of negro slavery in Virginia, and though

its progress was slow. owing to the disgustl

with which the blacks were viewed, yet it

gradually’ increased, as the people foundl

that slave labor was profitable in the cul~i

tivution of the .soil, until laws were linnllyl

enacted declaring that “all servants, not!

being Christiansimported into the country?

by shipping, shall be slaves," and alsnl

that their “conversion to the Christian,

faith doth not make free.” Dr. Brings-i

<tatcs further, on the authority of Mr.

Bancroft. that about 800,000 human beings

were taken from Africa to be sold in per

petual slavery in this country, before the

rncrnornble era of 1776, when the Ameri

can Congress passed its notable decree—i

a decree which has bad but little effect to‘

prevent the slave trade.

 

 

SCALE or APPOINTMENTS,

Made by the Presbytrrj of Monongahela.

Deer Creek.

Maclcnn, 2d Sabbath January.

J. l). Steele, 4th “ “

 

lowna along the obovo route. Godard] Taylor with T

erly upon Victoria, the capital of the state of I

'l‘ainauiipas. whore it is said ' large body at '

] Sur'i. CoLviLLa, Sec'y.

l MARRIED,

.Jlomit (.i'l'lcall. 1

“rain 2d silmmlh Jummry- iBy Dr. Prcssly. on Thursday, l7th ult.. Roam-r

Conn’ ‘ml “ " I.-\R.\li1'ltlrl\6 to Miss ELEANOR. Jam; Slams. al

F_ ‘ of Allegheny City. '

Armstrong‘ ls‘ buljbfllh Pebnmr)" I By the name. on Thursday. 31st ultimo, Tiro

J. l). Steele, 3d “ “ 'lass RAY to Misc Ecnaoa War-r, all of Alte

J. H. Buchanan, 1st “ March. 3''"! Uly- ‘

\Yeir’ 3d u H l On 'l'liursdny. the "th ult.. by the Rev. J. J.
Muclean’ 1s, .. Apr“. vllachanan. Mr. Joim Saarinen. to Miss Nnacv

_ Pri'r'rizitsov. all ot‘Jefl'erson Township, Allegheny

IIanorrr. "JWIIU'. Pl

Shnfer, 2d Sabbath January.

J. D. Steele, 51h Sabbath .lnnunry.

On the 18th ult.. by tho Rev. Joseph Andrews.

\lr. JOHN Hum. of De Kalb. to Miss NANCY

ltluwrono. ot' Aalllttnd county. Ohio.

Sbnfcr. 3d “ February. .
Mnclpan 2d “ March (in the 19th ult. by Rev. Richard Galley. Mr

i “ I ' .losiru Miuatnn. to Miss Hmssn Hionanacit.

J. D. Steele, 18! AIM". ' all ofSewic-ltly, Westinorcland county, Pa.

On Thursday evening. the loth ult.. by Rev.

David R. Kerr. .‘l'lr. DAVID Hznuruairson. to Miss

."ARGARIT Palm, of Allegheny.

On Thursday evening. the l'llli ult.. by the

St. Clair, Pa.

J. C. Steele, 2d Sabbath January.

Pollock, 3d “

 

‘l’ (J- ‘Slo'i'lot 4'h ‘l h name. Mr. Casuals MING, Esq.. to Miss Muir

Mtlcleani 5") " " Dmav, of Pittsburgh.

Shufei'. IS! “ Fchruary, c __D __

\ - I 5, ‘‘l‘L'Sm'le’ “'l i " OBITUARY.

Conn, 3d “ “ l

“weir 4m “ u r l DIED, December 1st, 1846. Siam Ana CA:

J C ‘l 1 _ “ ' “l NAHAN. aged 21 years, 6 months and 23 days.

- ' m‘ 0' "l ‘ "rch- She sufl'ereil long and patiently. And she afi'ord

Armstrong, ‘l'l “ “ cd satisfactory evidence. that. when absent ham

"1); ll. Kr-ri', 3.] n u ‘the body, she would be present with the Lord.

J C Swell,’ 4.!‘ u .. Her seat is vacant in the social circle, attho

' ' family altar and in the great ‘congregation; but

IIOOL-stowm ‘ her sufferings are ended. her iniquitiea forgiven

. i , land hnr victor triumphant. She lived. and

(8.22:5 2:2,. bab‘l‘lmh _ llabnrcd, and sull'ercd for her Saviour; and she

, ., . ‘now lives. and reigns, and sings with her anoint

Ai'mstrong, 4th Sabbath, February. ‘ed King. ller death utters ii solemn lesson. to a

 

J, D_Steele, 3d “ March llargo circle of youthful companions. And its

. _ Icharacter, tolls surviving friends. that the slncpa

Brlgl‘to'l- ‘in Jesus; and it appropriates to her the language

J. C. Steele, 1st Sabbath January. lot‘ the Psalmist—As for mu. I will behold Qty face

“"0", 3d “ ‘t ' iin rigbteousneu ; when [awake Irkulklic cutt'sfied

8b.?“ 5th _ Yu H .with thy likeness. W.

COO-n; 2‘; it Febmary_ Dian, on the 16th ull... at tho nuiduice of her ~ >

I. C. Steele 4th “ “ 'son-in.luw. Mr. William Kearns. Mrs. Militant"

. D S l ’ 2d “ _ C-AMI‘BEl-lq aged 97. Few persons had more cor

' ' lee e’ . Mmch- rect and enlarged vicwa of divine truth. She

L‘

4th

'Rocky Spring.

J. D. Steele, 2d Sabbath January.

Armstrong, Idth " ‘t

J. D. Steele, lst

Slim-Gt‘, found in Jesus an antidote, for an accusing cori

.scionce and a weary soul. 'l'hat Saviour sus

.tained her through many t’mptutiona and For

fsows. And at last. like a shock ol'corn ripe in it‘!

Watson, she has been gathered to her Fathcr‘s

ihnusc above. She has left many to mourn their
8‘

lloas in her removal. But she has exchanged theFebruary.

b‘llmlelm’ 3d “ “ {trials ofeartli for the joys ot'hcaven. She yield

Shafcr, lst “ Marl-h. led obedience to the cxhortation of her Redeemer.

Muclcan, 3d “ “ vand she now realizes its everlasting reward—Be

_ lthou faithful unto death and I will give time a

EM‘ Palestine. vcrown 0] life. - W.

Coon, 3d Sabbath January. I
 \Veii', 3d “ February. ; "MD—m‘ M~ *—Ann“ q

Q . ' it i
Lbafi‘ r, Llurch' ' PAYMENTS FOR SUBSCRIPTION TO Till

- Industry. rnmcnan.

\veir. 4th‘ Sabbath January. :George Lisle _ Rev B Jones

Coon 4th “ Februar“ iWillinm Garvin \Vilham Allison

u ’ 4th .. ' ‘Mrs Mary Bryron J M'Mcrhan 2

James Miller

John Nasbit

W W Dubbs 2

Jnseplt Dnbba

Joseph Ewing 2

March. l
‘James Milligan

St. Clair O. isflinuel Warden

C000. 2d Sabbath January.

lWilliam M‘Grath

‘Rev Samuel Wallace

J. H. Buchanan, 4th~Sabbath January. 'Esther Harrell

\Veir, 13; “ February James R Stcrrit Margaret Space

Armslmn" , 3d .. .. Rev Alexander Murrny William Boico 1.50

“,eir ‘” lat “ Man‘h ‘John Jumuhrey Benjamin Biiice

‘ t . ’ ' I“ illiam Y Banks John M'Millau _

J. (“ Steele, Jtl “ “ George Andrew George Cruoksliaiilts '

Alexander Gowdy

B (it. I) Millen

James Gowdy

Robert Charlton

Alexander Dcnham

John Clark

J C 'l‘aggnrt

'l‘hiunus Gormlcy

Thomas White

Isaac Donaldson

John Halts

Robert Lindsay 4

Matthew 'l‘hoilipson

James Duncan

J. H. Buchanan to preside in the mode

ration of a call in Mount Gilead and

Raccoon when called upon.

J. J. Buchanan to preside in the modern

tion of a call in Rocky Spring on 3d Sab

lbflll'l of March. ' John Barry Jr Thomas C M'Brido

' Joseph Boyd Andrew Ralston

-——-——— James Cochran William Mansion

3 H M Long James M Wilson

l ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. ‘ Thomas ill'Krc William Bell

John Forsyihe

James Dufi'

'l‘bomas Douglass 2

lobcrl. llighnm

Thomas F Baird

Joseph Cooper

John Young Jr

Latvia Young

John Young Sr

William (‘arliclrl

l' The Treasurer of First Synod acknow

ledges the receipt of the following sums

ifor Synod’s Fund :

New Alexandria congregation,

 

J. C. Steele, lst “ Februar '. b Mr. John Latimer. $8.50. willll‘m.‘ Mlb‘ll'y .Nl‘ml'ew Tmmpm“

y y . John Miller i lhomas D Weaver

Armstrong, 2d “ " 'Puckety congregation, by Rev. ‘John Mum“, Mam Roy
hum—The Pope continues to announce his

hicuurra of reform. But. poor man, he will
J. C. Steele, 3d “ “ { Duff, $6.00. ffilunro &. Black George Piper 2
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.THE PREACHER.

P©ETRV.

The following lines are from the pen ofRev. J.

F. M‘Laael, suggested by an account which our

readers have already seen, of the Mexican woman

who was shot while engaged in ministering to the

wounded of both armies, at the taking of Men

tercy.

- THE MEXICAN WOMAN.

Walked that lone women o'er the field of we,

Where wrathful men had slaughtered one an

other,

And many mangled forms are lying low—

Walked she in search of husband, son, or brother?

Oh no,on angel errand has she sped

To foe and friend, forgetting her own dangers:

She comes, her woman's heart, by pity led,

\Viih cooling droughts for lips of dying strangers.

From brows of bronzed and fair zlie wipes the

gore,

Her gcntle arm the drooping head upholding,

Her looks, to wounded men from hostile shore,

A soul of pity, not of hate, untblding.

A youth cries, “ water !"—-'lisa foreign word,

Ills anguished eye interprets quick its meaning:

She presses to his lips the new-filled gourd

As on her breast his bleeding form is leaning.

Now kneels she by the fallen soldier's aide,

‘l he 'kerchief from her own fair neck untying,

To close the fatal gashes yawning wide,

To staunch the crimson current, vainly trying.

Thus kneeling, thus employed, a deadly aim

Sonic rut'lian levelled at the unfearing woman,

Even as she strove to fan life's flickering flame,

In one, his comrade, and her country's foeman.

The dying soldier feels her gushing gore,

And gasps a praver for pardon and for blessing.

Her pitying bosom beats with life no more.

The bloody ground, her fair warm cheek in press

ing,

Where niurdcr's arm had stained the soil with

blood,

‘And many a victim of fell war is dying,

There, Mcrcy's liandniaid, she alone had stood, ,

And, lllercy's martyr, on the field is lying. l

 

O, myrmidons of war, who seek a name, ‘the mercy which forgave his murderers

By deeds ofdcath, on page ofdeathleas story,

Be yours the worthless praise of babbling fame;

Hers is the mood oftrua, unfailing glory.

 

FASHION IN GRIEF AND RELIGION.

What impious mockery, when with soulless art,

Falilloiv, intrinsic, seeks to rule the heart;

Directs how Gaiizr may tasteful/y be borne;

Instructs Bereavement just how long to mourn ;

Shows Sorrow how by nice degrees to fade,

And marks its measure in a rihhon'a shade!

More impious still,when through her wanton laws,

She derocrates Religion's sacred cause;

Shows how the " narrow road" is easiest trod,

And how gcnteelut worms may worship God;

How sacred rites may hear a worldly grace;

l

 

‘of that dismal day; by the pleading love

gers lie couched under a moment’s delay.

that mcasurelcss ingratitude'!

voice from the cross, crying,-—‘ It is finish

ed; ifyou ever come, come now,’ (to.

until then had I heard the circumstances

so selected, so arranged, and so colored.

topic a new and more sublime pathos, !

than I had ever before witnessed.

“ As he descended from the pulpit to

distribute the mystic symbols, there was a

peculiar, and more than human solemnity

in his air and manner, which made my

blood run cold, and my whole frame

shiver!

“ He then drew a picture of the suffer

ings of our Saviour; his trial before Pilate;

his ascent up Calvary; his crucifixion,

and his death. Hear some of his words:

‘Here, then, we stand by the cross of

Christ; draw near and behold what your

sins have done. View the Son of God

dying for your offences. Why should

not that blood which is dripping from the

cross, dissolve your hearts? Why should

not the darkness and the earthquake con

vince you’! Full down at the feet of a

dying Saviour, and let your hearts bleed

their life away for the trcasons which

have caused his death. Here is an event

the blessed influence of which is now felt

in other worlds, and will extend forever.

Here is the consummation of a treaty

which binds together the heavens and the

earth—which restores man to communion

with his Maker. Where are Pilate,

Herod and the chief priests now? 0 how

changed the scene! With what unutter

ablc astonishment, when their eyes open

ed in eternity, did they find themselves at

the bar of him who had stood at their

tribunal! And such a change, my poor

hearers, will your eyes one day behold.

When he who wept in the manger, who

sweat in the garden, and bled on the cross,

shall come in the clouds of heaven, array

ed in the brightness of a thousand suns;

when the dead shall wake at his voice,

and every sinner in'earth and hell shall

be arraigned at his bar—what griefwill

then rive the heart that rejected this bless

ed Saviour. By all the nameless terrors

which now follows you in the Gospel; by

before his blood was cold on thei hands

—I entrentyou, I beseech you to fall down

at the foot of the cross, and make your

peace through his blood. Why should

you delay? All heaven is waiting for

your decision. The authority ofthe eter

nal God presses upon you. Infinite dan

Why will you throw upon a dying Saviour

I hear a

“I knew the whole history, but never

proceed. Indeed, judging by the usual

but fallacious standard of my own weak

situation of the preacher; forI could not

conceive how he would be able to let his

auditors down from the height to which

he had wound them, without impairing the

the fall. But no; the descent was as

beautiful and sublime, as the elevation had

been rapid and enthusiastic.

“The first sentence with which he

broke the awful silence was a quotation

from Rousscau,—‘ Socrates died like a

philosopher, but Jesus Christ like a God l’ ”

 

CANNIBAL IsLaivns. Great reforms

have been made in the Sandwich Islands,

the worst kind, and the civilized world

should unite in expeditions to humanize

them. Accounts from New South Wales

state that the British Cape Packet, Captain

Powel, has fallen into the hands of the

natives of the New Hebrides, (Savage

lslands,) who murdered all belonging to

her, excepting four of the crew. The

bodies of the murdered were taken on

shore and devoured, after which the ship

was pillaged of every thing of value and

then set on fire and consumed.

 

THE GREAT SUPPER.

IN order to meet the state ofthe times up.

proaching, we will sell our present edition

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the following

prices

Pct’ dozen, $3.00.

For single copy. ‘.20 cents.

And by ihe hundred or more copies, at one or.

der, 20 cents per copy; and when ordered by the

hundred, a credit of three months allowed for

responsible men, or 5 per cent. discount or cash

with the order.

ALSO IN s'ronn,

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 volumes.

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

Dick’s Theology, in l and 2 volumes.

Edward's Theological Works, complete in 4

volumes.

Edwards on Redemption, and Edwards on Re

ligious Afi'cctions, in separate volumes.

Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge.

D‘Aubign’s e Reformation, complete in l 2,

and 4 volumes.

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volume.

Barnes on Isaiah, Ii volumes octuvo.

Barnes on Job. 3 volumes 12nio. l

Robinson's Bible Dictionary. . ‘

Robinson's Scripture Characters, 9 vols. 8vo. l

Robinson's Biblical Researches in Palestine,

&.c., with maps, rice, in 3 volumes.

“ It was some time before the tumult

had subsided so far as to permit him to

ness,l begun to be very uneasy for the

solemnity and dignity of his subject, or

perhaps shaking them by the ubruplness of

but those more remote contain savages of

Dowling on Romauism, illustrated with plates. ]

istyles of binding.

1

It was all new, and I seemed to have heard

it for the first time in my life; his en

ntinciation was so deliberate, that his

voice trembled on every syllable, and

every heart in the assembly trembled in

unison. His peculiar phrases had that

force ofdescription, that the original scene

And self-ubasement wear a haughty tace;

How sinners. long in Folly's mazes whirled,

With pomp and splendor, may “renounce the

world ;"

Ilow ‘‘ with all saints hrrerifter to appear,"

And quite escape the vulgar portion hcre.

 

Professor Stuart's Commentary on the Apo

calypso, 2 volumes octavo.

Professor Stuart's Critical History and De-‘

fence of the Old Testament Canon.

TOGETHER W'ITH,

A full assortment of the Publications of the

Publications of the Presbyterian Board; and a

great variety of other books, selected at a re

 

appeared at that moment to be acting be

ll§©lZLtLANV~

The following beautiful description of a most I

impressive scene is supposed to be from the pen

of the late Wm. Wirt. Many of our readers

may have seen it before, but it is one of those

descriptions which can be rcad‘over and over

again, with interest little abated. The author

had turned aside from a journey, to observe the

Sabbath in the public exercises of divine wor.

ship, and in the church which he attended, in

the "wild woods of America," he witnessed the

scene of which he gives the following picture:

The Blind American Preacher.

fore our eyes! we saw the very faces ofl‘l‘g’m he “M “l Tm’o'ml'l' P'i'“ lb’ Cash °r

the Jews—the staring, frightful distor- dgs‘ by‘

tions of malice and race! we saw the
. b . l

)uffet; my soul kindled with a flame ofi

ndignation; and my hands were involum}

tarily and convulsivcly clenched! '

“But when he came to touch on the

patience, the forgiving mcekness of ourlfi'r'l‘ 6L ENGLISH, would recommend them

Saviour; when he drew to the life hisflo the patronage ot'hia former customers.

blessed eyes streaming in tears to heaven

his voice breathing to God a soil and gen-i _ _

He prayer of pardon on his enpmies’__; THE SUBSCRIBLRS, having purchased

‘ Father, forgive them; for they know not

what they do !’-—the voice of tho preacher,l

l

’ l

cent visit to the Eastern Cities ;—oll of which

LUKE LOOMIS, Agent,

No. 9 Wood Street, Pittsburgh.

Scpt'r 2, Isdti—tf.

 

A CARD.

HE SUBSCRIBER, having disposed of his

. Bookstore in Patti-burgh, to Messrs. ELLI

ROBERT CARTER.

Pittsburgh, Ort. 26, 1846.

was the

heard the sub

“ It was a day of the administration of

the sacrament, and the subject of course

passion of our Saviour. I had

_ 'ect handled, a thoussndleyes,

“mes; I had thought it exhausted long

ago. Little did I suppose that in the wild

woods‘ of America, I was to meet with a

which had all along fultered, grew faintcrlassortmeniol Theological Books, to which they
and fainter, unlit his utterance being Cnwiinvite the attention ot' ministers and others.

tirclv obstructed bv the force of his fcel- 171.83’ “:‘H be “Id at New Yuk “"1 Pl‘iladel'

. ' , . ' . .. , ' Ill rlcea.ings, he raised his white hankerchiefto his p p

,‘ ble flood of grief: The effect is incur], Schools, for sale at the Eastern Catalogue pricesw
, .

.' . . - lThe One Hundred Volume Library, puhlisied
mivable , the whole house rcsoundcd with by "w Uninn‘ “Id mm by ‘hem “ Ten Dollars‘

 

man whose eloquence would give to this‘

the mingled groans. and sobs, and shricksjnhvqs on hand. ELLMTT 81' ENGLISH‘

lofthe CODW'”! n! '

ELLIOTT a ENGLISH,

(Super-non to Robert Cortrr,)

THEOLOGICAL AND SABBA'I'HSCHOOL

BOOK PUBLISHER, 58 CANAL STREET

NEW.YORK, Ge 56 MARKET STREETv

PITTSBURGH, BE‘I‘WEEN THIRD ANIi

FOURTH STREETS,—

AS constantly on hand a lllge "50,

H of the Standard 'I‘heolrigicul Worhrumi:

day, among which may be tound,_

Bridges on the Christian

work);

Horue's Introduction;

Do. Commentary on the Psalm;

Cecil's Works; Dick's Lectures on AcLs;

Chalmers‘ Sermons; Do. Lecture on Romans

Do. Natural Theology; Do. Evidence;

ofChriatianity; Do. Moral and Mental Philcoo.

h .p S ddard's British Pulpit;

Rev. John Nawton’s Works;

Davies’ Sermons; Luther on Galatians;

Theological Sketch Book;

Davidson's Connections of Sacred and Profane

History; The Israel of God;

Bereaved Parents Consoled, by Smyth, (om.

taining the history of the doctrine of Infants‘

Salvation); Preacher's Manual;

The Pulpit Cyclopedia;

The Pulpit Assistant, by Hannam;

Edmonsori’s Short Sermons;

Alexander on Isaiah;

Princeton Theological Essays;

Authenticity and Inspiration of the Bible;

Jay's Works; Edwards‘ Works;

Clarke's Works; South's Sermons;

Dick's Works, in 4 and 8 Volumes;

Barnes' Notes on Isaiah, and his Comments

on the New Testament, in 9 Volumes;

Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge;

Hill's Divinity;

Scott's, Henry's, Gill's, Clarke’s, and Com

prehensive Commentary, &.c., doc.

All of which will be sold at the lowest cash

prices, and to those buying in quantities alib

eral discount will be make from the regular

prices.

Ministry, (at late

 

We have just received a fresh supply of

books suitable for Sabbath School Libraries, in

eluding those published by the American Sunday

School Union, which are sold at the Philadelphia

\Catalogue prices. They have received upwards

iof sixty new and interesting works during the

J3pest twelve months; all of which we have always

{in store. Also, the cheap Library they have re

[cently brought out for Sabbath Schools, viz,

lONE HUNDRED BOUND VOLUMES FOR

TEN DOLLARS!!!

‘the cheapest collection of Sunday School Books

ever published. The Volumes are all bound

in uniform style and numbered.

Catalogues ot'thesc and our own publications!

may be had, on application, at. the store.

D'AUBIGNE'S HISTORY OF THE REL

FORMATION, VOLUME 4m, in Yam“!

Also, the ENTIRE WORK.

bound in one beautiful octavo volume, with por

traits—the only complete edition published.

Copies in different styles of binding, 6w. my

always be had, at

ELLIOTT dc ENGLISII‘S,

56 Market Street.

 

 

American Sunday-School Union Depository

M’DONALD & BEEStIN,

(Patterson's Old Stand, No. 78 Market

Street,)

KEEP constantly on hand, all the Publica

tions of the American Sunday-Sclmf/l

Union. which they will sell at Philadelphia pri

ces. They are now receiving and opening shot

of One Thousand Dollars worth, and will keep

on hand at all times about that amount; so that

there will be no difficulty at any time in procur

ing a full supply of the books;

ll? Subscriptions received for the Sunday

School Journal for Teachers (price 25 cent! P'Pl’

unnum), and Youth's Penny Gazette for children

(price 125 cents per annum.)

They- also offer a General Assortment ofhlir

ccllancous, 'l'licologicul, and School Books. Alsov

Paper and Sta'ionary, which they will sell attl-e

lowest prices they can be bought for in the city

St‘pt. 16. INS—rt‘.

 

HILL AND BROWNE.

(Sncrrssora to Holdalrip <§- Browne,)

MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of

PAPER HANGINGS, and dealers in Wri

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper,

No. 87 Wood Street,

Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts

burgh, Pa.

ll?’ Rags and Tanners’ Scraps taken in t!

 

,‘th

iness at the old stand.

c Bookstore as above, will continue the busi

They will, at all times, have on hands, a'large

' _ _ Always on hand, a full supply ofthe American

and burst IMO I loud and lrrepressi- Sunday School Union's publications for Sabbath

ehange at market price.

No. 56 Market street bet. 3d d. 4th.
January 0, 1847.
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spirit of the age, and still persevered in pression to joy and elevation of spirit.

W. ALLINDER, PRINTER.

obligation to learn to sing. I do not

“the good old way,” of reading one line Joyful emotions spontaneously manifest mean to say, that we should all be profi

. tra will be published on wednes of the psalm before “the singing there- their existence by the utterance of musi-cients in the art of music; but it is ne

weeks, atos' pollar per annum, of . On the morning of Saturday, after cal sounds. And while the joy of the cessary that we should acquire so much

| One Doliar and a half after the

ear. No discontinuance until ai!!

paid.

ay be made to John Sterrit or Jo.

orchants, Federal Street, Alleghe.'

i. ilim Aliader, at the Publication'

e Cditor, post paid.

- who will procure five neic subscri

mit the money, shall be entitled to

Preacher, for one year.

... ivate conveyance does not offer,

"... I please transmit by mail.

making some explanatory remarks on heart naturally seeks for expression by

the psalm, I unhappily forgot where I the utterance of melody, melodious

was ; and in calling upon the congrega-sounds in return exert a powerful influ

tion to unite in praising God, I, accord 'ence upon the mind, in allaying the pas

ing to my custom at home, read two linessions, in tranquilizing the feelings, and

of the psalm... And to make the matter in elevating the affections. And when

example, and continued to read two lines thing can be better adapted to promote a

at a time during the whole singing of the devotional frame of spirit, and nothing

psalm. And though the innovation on can exert a more happy influence in

my part was altogether unintentional; raising the soul from earth to heaven.

and though at the close of service, I made. The employment of music, then, in the

such an apology for my error as I could, worship of the Most High, is not design

- yet it was regarded as an impropriety of

======= so grave a character, that several mem

bers of the congregation utterly refused

For the Preacher to unite in the communion on that occa

sion |

'ient Scribes and Pharisees, Let me give you another example.
***... -:

- - -

-

.." given the following charac. There was once a family under my pas
Wr a.# guides, which strain at a toral care, in whose spiritual welfare I felt

'llow a camel" . According a special interest. The head of the fami

ition, these blind guides are ly was a warm-hearted, generous, friend

is making a painful effort toly man, from whom I had received many

a £- 'ry small insect, while with expressions of kindness. It was, how

s" ulty they could dispose of an ever, a matter of much concern to me, to

" 'e largest size. And this see that his mind was too much occupied

ay be regarded as civing the with the cares of this life, and that the

of the proverb. However, practical duties of religion were neglect

the original Greek, it will:ed. I never could prevail upon him to

... 'en, that the inport of the establish the regular observation of fami

ed, is not to strain at, in the ly worship. While he was very regular

'...ing a painful effort, but to in attending upon the ordinances of the

*And the allusion is to the sanctuary; and while he seemed to take

***ing wines or other liquors a lively interest in the growth and pros.

at ainer, for the purpose of se-perity of the congregation, still, all my

'I', ' them, insects or other im- arguments proved ineffectual in prevail

*t ch might have fallen into 'ing upon him to attend to the offering of

ed to please the ear of God; but that

through the ear, it may reach the heart

of the worshipper, and thus prove a help

to devotion. This being the objeet for

which music is£i in the worship

of God, it follows that the more perfect

the melody, the more complete the ab

sence of every thing like discord, and the

more entire the harmony in singing praise,

the more happy will be its effect upon

knowledge as will enable us to sing with

decency and propriety. We do not in

herit from our birth a knowledge of the

art of singing, any more than an acquaint

ance with the art of reading. And this

knowledge in the one case as well as in

»rner of the Diamond and Marke, 'worse, the Precentor having a little fond- appropriate sentiments are uttered inithe other, must be acquired by applica

irgh. All communications to be mess for “new things,” imitated my bad connection with melodious sounds, no-ition. As it is a matter of obligation that

we should read the word of God, it is

incumbent upon us to learn to read. It

It is equally true, that while it is our

duty to sing God's praise, we must learn

to sing in order that we may perform the

duty in a: manner. It is just

as impossible to sing correctly without

learning to sing, as it is to read with

propriety without learning to read. And

the Christian professor, who will not put

himself to the trouble of acquiring some

knowledge of the proper mode of sing

ing, is as really chargeable in the sight

of God, with neglect of duty, as is the

man who will not learn£

2. The tunes which are employed in

the hearts of the worshippers, and the the worship of God should be plain, sim.

more successfully will it subserve the end ple, grave and melodious. They should

for which this part of divine worship is be such as make agreeable melody, while

designated. - they are so plain and easily sung, that

It is, indeed, most true, that God look- the attention of the worshipper may not

eth upon the heart; and that in the sing-be diverted from the sentiment to the

ing of his praise, it is not the “concord modulation of the voice. But who is to

of sweet sounds” but the melody of an be the judge of the suitableness of a tune?

humble and devout heart, which is to Those who never acquired any know

him a pleasing sacrifice. But as I have ledge of the principles of music, and are

already observed, the melody is dsigned determined that they will not learn

to operate upon the heart of the worship- Those who even make it a matter of

per, so as to promote within him a devo-boasting, that they cannot distinguish one

tional spirit, and thus to aid him in offer-tune from another? A blind man is as:

ing to the Lord the acceptable homage

** the persons here referred

* ... ented as being very particu

£out of their drink, the most

sect which might have fallen,

without any difficulty, they
—w a much larger object, even

*he idea conveyed by this

pression is that these hypo

's

l'I)0 |ere exceedingly zealous for leading the praise of the congregation, sie which we hear in many of our

of the fathers, were scru-, which did not exactly correspond with churches! Does it not more nearly re
** -

- - -

"it in relation to little circum

s, while they were utterly so offensive to him, that he withdrew a barn-door, than any thing hike “grave

‘EE?"the weightier matters of the

\ tic" '

*"...r of ancient days has said,
They ". -

ire "his".

£ is new . It hath been al.s:

is time which was before us.”

is imes thought that this trait

, s.rer of the Scribes and Pha

£ ch I have just referred, is

in," under the sun, but, one

el's exemplified in the history

**uman nature in every age:

*' re most regardless of the
* N, 1- - - -

"'>ntial principles of true gol.

, thing of which it may be human weakness, furnish an illustration, sound, and the more antiquated and the

of the remark of Solomon, that there is further removed from all musical rule,

the evening and morning sacrifice. His of a well-attuned heart. And who does

wife was a most amiable woman, and to not know the very great difference in the

all appearance a sincerely pious mother effect produced upon our own spirits by

in Israel. An interesting group ofchild-discordant notes, as contrasted with me

ren were growing up under his care, lodious sounds? By the one we are

but still, no altar to the Lord graced his pained; by the other, our feelings are:

habitation. In this state of things, our'soothed, elevated and enraptured.

precentor, one day introduced a tune, in . But what is the character of the mu

his taste; and this circumstance proved semble the grating of the rusty hinge of

from the church and walked no more sweet melody ?" Some of the worship

with us! pers seen to think, that the great, if not

Mr. Editor, do not such instances of the only object of singing, is to make a

no new thing under the sun ? Do not the more orthodox. As to correct rules

these examples clearly evince that the for the modulation of the voice, they are

characteristic spirit of the Pharisees, has either despised by a large class of our

survived the age in which they lived 1 people, or they care so little about them.

Do they not furnish an exemplification that they will not make themselves ac

of the old proverb, that a man may be quainted with them. And the conse

choked by a gnat, who can swallow a quence is, that this part of public worship

camel ! is conducted in such a manner, that so

And now, as preachers sometimes say, far from being helpful to devotion, it is

£ #en the greatest sticklers for “this brings me” to the point at which I in many instances, absolutely painful to

" – stantial things connected

|Ll ship of God, in which the

*ity is in no degree con

£. an example or two, for

£fillustration. Some twen

" ; I was called to assist a ve.

.."r in the dispensation of the

P. ... The congregation of my

# Rip" in a retired part of the

have been aiming. You may remember a person of any musical taste to hear it.

that some time ago, I expressed the ap- As the singing of God's praise is a

prehension that there prevail to some ex-part of divine worship which cannot fail

tent among our people, erroneous views to exert a powerful influence for good or

with regard to the nature and design of for evil upon the interests of religion, ac

singing praise. And I intimated that cording as it is conducted, I will take the

possibly, at some future time, I might liberty of offering a few suggestions with

endeavor to throw some light on this sub- a view to our improvement.

ject. To this service I now propose to 1. And in the first place, I would re

attend. mark, that every member of the church

*** a some respects behind the

Mary"

Singing is a natural mode of giving ex-should regard it as a matter of solemn

capable of forming a judgment in regard

to colors, as one who has no musical

taste, is of deciding upon the character

of a tune. I have heard the remark

made with reference to particular tunes,

that they were just fit to be sung in a

theatre, while to my ear they were grave

and melodious, and produced upon my

feelings the most solemn and agreeable

effect.

3. In the tunes which are employed in

public worship, there should be a con

siderable variety. A tune is a human

device for the purpose of regulating the

modulation of the voice, And like every

thing which is human, tunes by contini.

al use will wear out. It is perfectly ab.

surd to suppose that the same tunes must

be sung from generation to generation,

without regard to the improvements

which are made in sacred music. That

which is divine cannot be mended; but

every thing human is imperfect, and

therefore may be improved. And as for

those alarmists, who, whenever a tune is

introduced, which has not been sung over

and over again for centuries, until all vi

tality has been sung out of it, raise the

hue and cry—“New Psalms next "

they might just as well cry out when

we undertake to teach our children to

read the Bible with correct tone and em.

phasis,—“A new Bible next!” If the

singing of God's praise is not conducted

in such a manner as to enliven and elevate

the feelings, it fails to accomplish the end

for which it was intended. And to se,

cure this result a degree of variety is in.

dispensably necessary.
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And permit me, in conclusion, to make

a remark, Which seems to me to demand

the *tention of our church. It is the

happiness of our church to possess a sys

'",of psalmody which is divine. But

the little attention which is paid by our

'" music, and the dull, and lifeless, and

discordant manner in which our public

Praise is conducted, have contributed

much to produce in the public mind a

Prejudice against our sacred songs. In

fact, the manner in which the psalms are

sung in many of our congregations, has
led many persons to the conclusion, that

they cannot be sung in such a way as to

make good melody. As a church, we

are doubtless faulty in this matter. And

it is high time that we should set about

the work of improvement, so that in all

our solemn assemblies, the songs of Zion

may be sung in a manner worthy of their

the gospel, to declare the whole coun

sel of God. And, as the fict of their

profession cannot or ought not to

exclude pastors from the rights of citi.

zenship; so, neither can it authorize

accompanied by his legions of veteran God, being*s.
-

soldiers, with a love of self, or bearing a was morally obliged 5".

malignant hate against his antagonist in peared to infini

the field, he deliberately aims his deadly be best. His decies'

blow, and cuts down his fellow men, solutely free andw: -***

***|

halt

sing"

them to assume any other relation to and sends them unprepared to appear the result of betw'. A. th

they have been voluntarily called.
The queries propounded by J. G. G., victory in the polemic contest, or desir God determined the " , ;

evidently present a complex subject

gospel proclaims peace on earth and
• * - -

good-will towards men, of course, minis

ters of the gospel are bound to hold up.

a duty when necesssry to the defence of

tecting the lives and property of the citi

zens of any commonwealth. While, feeling, or malevolence of the human the decrees of God. #:

' generally to the cultivation of sa-wards their flocks, than that to which before the final Judge. The ambitious They flowed lice

statesman, anxious to wear the laurel of

ly inst trils

2. The decr's ::

# were

ous to stand high in the annals of fame, ning, or from the£ :*

"Our war with Mexico.” Now as the devises new measures, proposes " "," "emity. "...",

plans, not so much for his country's good called his eternal£

as his own glory.

So it is with men in every profession comprise every is: |

clearly and constantly the inconsistency of life; governed by a love of self new every being, ever,*
of this gospel with the spirit of war. plans and principles are devised and pub- from the beginning: 'They

War, however, may become a necessary lished, and when published, parties are time, and through #1-#6.
evil, and is not only allowed, but becomes formed, and thus self gathers influence of eternity. The sm',

by party. There is perhaps no greater

Lamb has to overcomethan this malignant

divine origin, of the heavenly character therefore, war in the abstract is inconsis heart, and perhaps the reason is, that ma

of their matter, and the unparalleled sub

limity of their style.

OBsERVER.

For the Preacher.

MR. EDITOR:

If no other correspondent offers you

tent with the gospel, the justice or injus

!

|
-

|

Where these circumstances are extreme

ly complicated and perhaps not fully

lice and revenge are the radical parts of

ruption of our fallen nature. l

But is it not in the church, we some

* * | acter

3. God's decreas:- 3. T

he ci

lettle

as the greates, the sma in the

natural rights, or for the purpose of pro-difficulty that the humble follower of the as the greates, and**cout

well as the greates', 'htle

- - - "ht (

in the universe in as: ". .

What is decreed sus'

tice on the part of the parties concerned, the devil's image which lurks in the sin what is not decreeds: .
must depend entirely on circumstances.ner's heart, in consequence of the * 4. The decrees of [...".

perfect. They fix, *,he

a scheme of things as: B

known—where the opinions of the most times see the most hateful exhibitions of least defect, onejoto's his

intelligent and judicious differ, and espe-this disposition, which we condemn in tered for the better. W. Mr.

'cially where the most£ exag men of the world? Is there not some his scheme, he was£

gerations are freely circulate on both thing of this at work now, against the knowledge, perfect ws:#ith

anything more appropriate in answer to sides of the question, for the sake of po union of orthodox churches so much'ness, and perfect powe, ifies a

the inquiries of J. G. G., you may in litical capital, ministers of the gospel talked of? Let us look, each of us " discern, to choose and ever

sert the following reflections, provided

they meet your approbation.

Ministers of the gospel are citi

much less to make the pulpit the judg

ment-seat. It is their right to entertain,

2ens of the commonwealth, and are, or and express their views as individuals,

ought to be, as deeply interested in its and to give to every one that asks a rea:

prosperity as any other class of citizens son for them; but further than this, they

ther guiltless. N.

|
|

are certainly not called to be arbiters our own ways, and see if we are altoge perfect plan. And's #view

establish from the #1-#mat

fectly pleased hims###Th:

he always will be plastion.

The Decrees of God Display His Glory" |cordingly he has ##of

God claims to be the only living and the beginning. He is:#the

As such they have their rights which it is have no call either from God or man to true God. And this claim he founds en- that he is of one millied

their duty to maintain and exercise, and go. tirely on his own decrees. He says by least variableness of £ist

I know of no republican principle that. At the same time, it should be the ear- the prophet Isaiah, “I am God, and there All his purposes areful perie

can or ought to curtail these one iota nest desire and unceasing aim of every is none else ... I am God, and there is proved by himsel late d'

within the limits of those enjoyed by any minister of the gospel, to bring its pre-none like me, declaring the end from the li. To show '''', e.

other profession or calling, recognised as cepts to bear on all the circumstances as beginning and from ancient times the display all his glory. Har:

lawful or beneficial in the commonwealth. well as relations of life, in such a manner things that are not Jet done, saying, My serve, # *- : tha

Any law excluding ministers of the gos as to enable every hearer to ascertain counsel shall stand and I will do all my 1. That the g", "thor

pel from any of the privileges of citizen- what is present duty, and to encourage pleasure.” Here God claims divinity, sists in his decrets. M'.

ship in the commonwealth, must be re- and strengthen him to discharge it. And and supreme glory because he has formed, mortal agent":"To

garded ungrateful as it is antirepublican, if he do not neglect this primary and declared and been executing the most per tentions or desig" ***

and heathenish as it is unjust.

Ministers of the gospel, moreover, are

in duty bound to “reprove, rebuke, ex

hort, with all long-suffering and doctrine,”

they are to “cry aloud and spare not, to

show the house of Jacob their transgres

sion, and Israel their sin.” Whether

men will hear, or whether they will for

bear, they are to raise their voice con

stantly against sin, whether in individu

als, communities, or nations, because it.

is a reproach to any people. And they

are to inculcate righteousness in nation

al and commercial, as well as our perso

nal relations, because it exalteth a na

tion.

In the discharge of these duties, they

are acting the part of true patriots, as

well as faithful ministers of Jesus Christ.

And those who are most ready and cla

morousin opposing the discharge of these

duties, only show that they feel conscious

their deeds are reproved.

As it regards mere party politics, they

*

t

should be excluded entirely from the 8

pulpit, for this plain and sufficient reason,

that it is not their place. Important as

they may be, in their place, they are be

neath the dignity, and far, far beneath

the importance of the gospel, for which

God's house and God's day are set apart.

Prudential reasons should sufficiently

satisfy the candid mind of the impropri

ety of such a course. The lawyer or

physician who is constantly assailing

those who apply for his professional ser

vices on the subject of politics, may ex

pect with certainty to lose his practice.

Men will call for their professional servi

ces, who have no wish to employ them

to teach politics. The same is the case

between congregations and pastor.
Congregations call pastors, not to

most important duty of his calling, it cer

tainly can be no disparagement if he be

able to deliver an “historical lecture,”

or hold an interview on any “ political Ol'

*

national subject.” A\ . ." . .

fact scheme of conduct. He places all his

glory on his decrees, and rests his divinity

upon them; virtually declaring that if he

had not declared all this, he would not be

God, nor worthy of supreme homage and

glory. Supported by the divine de:

|tion, it is proposed, in the present essay,

For the Preacher to illustrate this sentiment; The decrees

MR. EDIToR : of God display all his glory. I shall

Among men there is probably as great

variety of taste and turn of mind, as there

is in their bodily size, shape, or

countenances. But in one thing, all

men, we believe, are perfectly agreed,

viz., in their opposition to the divine gov

ernment. This natural bent of mind is

manifested in ten thousand different ways.

The vicious, the avaricious, the ambi

tious, the lazy, the intemperate, or the

trifling man, manifests opposition to God

and to his own good, by cherishing the

natural bent of his depraved mind, and

by practising those things to which the

od of this world urges him, and to

which his propensity leads him. But

there is perhaps no way in which the de

pravity of the carnal heart is more strik

ingly displayed, than in a love of self, and

in the hate we bear to our fellow

beings.

What but this hate of others, and love

of self—this want of Christian love, can

be the cause of wars, of strifes, of divi

sions, and of unholy quarrels, in the so

cial, political, or religious condition of

man 7

Were it not for this love of self, and

its workings, wars would soon terminate:

divisions in the Church of Christ would

soon cease: quarrels and difficulties

would not disturb the peace and harmo

ny of the social circle.

* .

first explain the divine decrees, and then

show that they display the glory of God.

I. I am to explain the divine decrees.

God existed before any other being.

He existed alone. And while he thus ex

isted alone, he proposed an end, and all

the means necessary to accomplish that

end. Among all possible ends, he knew

the best, and knowing it, he choose it.

Hence “the decrees of God, are his eter

|nal purpose according to the counsel of

his own will, whereby for his own glory

he hath fore-ordained whatsoever comes to

pass.” But to illustrate this general defi.

nition more fully, I would observe.

1. That the decrees of God are volun.

tary. It depended wholly upon the will

of God, whether he would form such a

scheme of conduct as he had formed, or

not. He was under no natural necessity

of doing, or determining to do anything.

This, however, is what many of the heath.

en philosophers supposed, and what some

divines likewise suppose. But this sup.

fate. If God was constrained to adopt

any mode of conduct, he was, strictly

"e. This supposition, however, is in

Conceivable. For the first of all beings

must be absolutely supreme and above

control. The truth is, God was under no
- - - th * -teach them politics, but to preach The general enters the field ofbule.' er than a moral necessity of forming

such a plan of things as he has formed.

position involves in it the proper idea of governing all his t

real glory, than cons the

And every being acta' the c

glory as consists inhi'ith:

signs of a moral ###G.
his character. This spine

Their glory is their£10

goodness is as greats' wi

they design and "#1,

excellence and glory (#as

as the goodness of ##!"

signs. And so * *::::

great as the goodnes".

decrees. As God "**'.

wisest and bes, is"

supreme glory. .

'£ shotti'

will display his £1!

creation will no. "

merous, great : com's

display no real £".

' where 6:

had no goodpur".

he had no glory"

of providence will'

Though it be "'

things with his "*

true that he carris''

the arms of his!"

be true, that he*: |

upon his creatures: -

dence displays"£

original, suprem: * *
God had no go! e'":

".
*

###3
actions, there."

rovidence. * 1 stral
p Go!

* t"

speaking, under the absolute control of So the laws : # *

glory aside in |

they be holy,:
nature; yet":
of God aside " *

them. As:
designs top".
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a ures, so much glory exists in spect the part of a father. Certainly,

- • then, they who have been admitted into

s generally true with respect the family of God, may expect all bless

laws.

‘om the ultimate design of it

T H E P R E A C | | E R .

The Condition and Prospects of Italy.
once begun, or even when once sanctioned

or admitted. In this opinion, no doubt,
i". * * - f - -

*1-1 * - • , * - The following from the Courier and she is right; and, if the Pope has not al.
This can display no divine ings from his goodness, whether per- Enquirer, is in harmony with the sent ready made up his mind to see himself

taining to this world or to the next. A ment, we a 'vanced a few weeks since, gradually, and at no very late period, re.

designed for good; yea, if it controversy has been agitated, (and what Pius IX, is justly applauded for his philan-formed out of his temporal and spiritual

gned for good, it must be a point, great or little, trifling or important, thropy and practical go dness, and needs power, he most certainly has a hard strug

offs. government, But, - whether Christ purchased temporal be '" light and £urage, and the saving But a change has taken place with res

*. lecrees of God display his nefits for believers' Those who adopt influences of the Holy Spirit. It is diffi-pect to the press, which was, perhaps, one

"," ter, and so display all his the negative side of the question, will al-cult to define the degree of his attachment of the least expected. The new Roman *

"'. - low that the blessing which accompanies to the established system of Popery. The government has removed its restrictions

'** ly his divinity. If he were them is owing to his mediation, and only most favorable construction his faithful to such an extent, that the tone of public

"... could not form a complete contend, that the things themselves are subjects can put on the measures he is pur-writers has become so bold that Austria

* >r than a glory in the divine has not been the subject of dispute ) the prayers of the Christian world for:
gle before him.

* ...,nduct and declare the end not the fruits of his death. It is not easy suing, is, that their Holy FATHER is a fears their influence, and has forbidden the

"t ining; if he were not God, to conceive what valuable purpose can

*::, form any design but what be served by this discussion, except that - -

it affords an opportunity of displaying racter apparently the opposite of his Pre-Gazette) is now published in the Austrian

lume rated.

"m: , s of God also display his

!" trongest argument in nature

these f God is drawn from the ap.

* Some, limit and contract his de

tions: , the decrees of God displav

emni, tions. They display his

t Some. owledge, his wisdom, his

inst to uth, his justice, his mercy,

mud and his sovereignty, The

fist will discover all his glory,
altoge e discovered.

N. hat has been said it may

... e is no force in the com.

... gainst preaching the doc

ing an . ecrees, The objection is,

as a * of God can never be

way8 " in the decrees of God

id: '' clear up. His decrees

here lorious. The doctrine of

* as plain as the truth of

| . . . When the decrees of

"#" id fully explained, it ap.
"g M, decrees there is no dark.

"... v. They are holy, wise,
*: himself.

"" e decrees of God is vir.

"" is existence. For sepa.
sa"*fGod from his character,

id: *be God. Some say, in:

*" d of the Calvinists is not

ld E. " ":" God who had not fore

urgis" own glory, whatsoever

Glory,

blended together.

and reckon with him, that we might as

certain the precise extent of our obliga

too much to our Saviour, and to count

very unskillful defender of Romanism:

The election of a new Pope, of a cha

nation, and no explanation has yet been

intro'ction of their publications. Even

the Diaro di Goreru? (the Government

nice discrimination in separating two decessor, with the unexpected principles territories; while the booksellers, printers,

things which common apprehension had which he has avowed, and the extraordi &c., are subjected to great and numerous

It was not necessary nary acts which he has performed, have inconveniences, and vexed with many

he cit of design in the works of to put us on our guard against ascribing seemed to the world to demand an expla: gratuitous formalities.

...re were any being equal to
Opposed to the Pope in his measures

given. A recent letter from a very intelli and plans, as we have said before, are the

gent Italian gentleman, near the scene of mass of the clergy; and he has great diffi

tions; our grateful feelings towards him action, and possessing superior means of culty in finding members of the priest

have not so strong a tendency to excess,

as to stand in need of a check. When

we consider that the faithfulness of God

is expressly pledged for the temporal

provision of his children; that godliness

'' the promise of the life that now is,

as well as of that which is to come; that

our heavenly Father is represented as

knowing that we have need of food and

raiment, and therefore as bestowing them;

and that our Saviour has taught his dis

ciples to pray for their daily bread, and,

consequently, to ask it in his name and

for his sake, we seem to be authorized

to rank common benefits among the bless

ings of the new covenant, and, conse

quently, to say, that we are indebted for

them to the same price which was paid

for the salvation of our souls.

As nothing on this obscure controver

sy has ever come under my notice, I

know not exactly the grounds on which

the purchase of temporal blessings is de

nied, but presume that it is because they

are bestowed upon unbelievers as well

as upon believers. This, however, is an

argument of no force. The point at is

sue is, not whether there is any differ

ence between those two classes in the

*Th": not the God of the Bible.

its," worship that God, whose

d", he end and who will do all

| “... ex:ing all things after the

in a sh;1 will, do not worship the

o: sys 3d. But they worship a

* :*wn imagination. They

...:" existence, and reject the

#4, wis' the Supreme Being.

: she'e naturally enemies to

' ' '. V of God; for all men

"" & is purposes which dis.

..". Careless sinners op.
sand so do awakened sin-,

ofessors. “The carnal

ainst God.”—Con. Er.
wn 2

crps'

in signs

had: *

he #:
* *

ori ::.

-
|

IASE TEMPORAL BENE

: BELIEVERs'

s?

the in wing passage from Dick's

s' " Lecture LXXIII., on the

*: *Dr. Dick, as is well known,

£ofessor of Theology in the

a rch of Scotland.

# presents the subject ofGo! * - -

£"" true light, and very
* -

me'. y

.# #".

... " ". |

- £heavenly Father pros' i.

** Sol" wants.

|| be: '... * -

d£" clothe, and educate Christ is God's,” (1 Cor. 3: 21, 23) thus that the Pope's subjects cannot be trusted.

uties which religi -... Gu !" religion referring temporal as well :-->
ton prescribe to every be g p as spiritualInd:s *

#":

form:

s: adopted a son, came

receipt of these blessings, for it is ac

knowledged that there is none; but whe

ther there is any difference in respect of

right. It is certain that wicked men

have no more a right to temporal good

things, than a condemned criminal has to

the food by which he is sustained till the

day of execution. Undoubtedly, he has

no claim to it, as he is dead in law, and

it is accorded to him solely for the pur

pose of prolonging his life, till the proper

intelligence, has afforded some important

light upon the subject, and may aid the

reader in forming some more definite

views of the actual state of things, and the

probable results to Italy, and to some of

the countries most intimately connected

with her.

We are assured that the new Pope was

elected in direct opposition to the wishes of

Austria, and of all the dependents and ad

herents of Gregory XVI.; and that his

first step after his elevation, viz., the gen

eral amnesty, by which he invited all ex

iles to return to their country and families,

caused such a revolution in public feeling,

that the majority of the people, who had

been ready to tear his predecessor from

his throne, are now ready to protect him

hood in the country parishes fit to be

brought into the capital, to supply vacant

places, to get rid of those who cannot be

trusted. The princes of Italy are also op

posed to him, so that he finds no support

or sympathy among them, excepting only
the King of Sardinia; who also, by one of

the strange metamorphoses of our times,

has within a few months come out a liberal,

and a manly one too. -

- Among the means resorted to, to coun

teract the influence of the new Pope, were

those taken by the clergy of all grades:

who, by preaching and in private, accuse

him of everything evil. The Jesuits have
gone so far as to introduce into some of

the daily prayers a petition that the Head

of the Church may not fall into heresy.

upon it. His enemies, at the same time, From all that is known of Pius IX.,

are those who were most devoted to thus far, there seems to be no reason to

Gregory, viz.: Austria, the Cardinals, suspect him of insincerity. His former

Monsignori, Bishops, Jesuits, &c. The life and all recent indications, it is said,

opposition of the first was most pointedly bear witness to his hearty devotion to the
indicated at Florence, during the public re- principles which he professes, and the

joicings which took place on the publica-measures which he has taken. Cardinal

tion of the amnesty. A general illumina Gizzi, his prime minister, is represented

tion was given, and only one building was as a man of enlarged and enlightened opin

found to be left in total darkness—and that ions, and was so little to the taste of Aus

was the residence of the Austrian Am- tria that she used her influence to prevent

bassador. his elevation. The Pope has displayed a

The cause of this dissatisfaction may feeling heart for the poor and despised

require elucidation on this side of the At-i Jews; and, when invited to take some

lantic. Although apparently in close measures to suppress licentiousness, point

friendship with Rome during a course of edly replied, that he had no objection, but

years, Austria has not been wholly disin. should prefer to begin at the right end of

terested or sincere in her professions. She the matter—that is, with the immoral

has pursued a policy in Lombardy in prelates.
some respects opposed to that under which Some of the returned exiles arrived at

the States of the Church have been groan-their homes in a state of lamentable desti

time arrive for subjecting him to the ap

pointed punishment. But believers have

a right to the benefits which they enjoy;

“for all things,” says an apostle, “are

yours, whether things present, or things

to come.” They have a right to them,

from the promise that their bread shall

be given them, and their water shall be

sure. And how did they obtain this pro

mise? For whose sake was it made to

them : “In Christ are all the promises

yea and amen, to the glory of God.” It

is through him that a distinction is made

etween them and other men, that they

can look up to God for their daily bread,
In the while others have no ground for any such Pope.

expectation. In a word, their right to

this world, or to an adequate portion of
it, which is enumerated among the things fluence which she had so long possessed

which belong to them—“for the world is

yours,” says Paul—their right to #
To care for world is placed - - 1-5- ---.

- . . . . placed upon its proper basis by his own people, that he may not be under

is . ."££ according the apostle, when he says, “All '. necessity of employing foreign troops;

s' ' ' things as they are yours; and ye are Christ's, and -

nefits to his mediation, as the cause for

i

ing; and, while showing a wish to appear tution, and a subscription was opened to

liberal and conciliatory to her Italian sub-supply their immediate wants. Being

jects, has betrayed some symptoms of an placed in the Pope's hands, one of his

intention to extend her territory towards friends remarked that the matter probably

the South, whenever circumstances might had some political relations which did not

favor the measure. Although disappoint-appear. Pius hesitated a short time, but

ed in her endeavor to obtain, at the Con-after a little reflection signed it, and then

gress of Vienna, possession of the papal directed that it should be sent to some of

provinces lying between the mountains the chief families in the city, to be well

and the sea, and although afterwards un-filled out.

successful in promoting a revolution to Still, he is certainly, to some degree,

that end, Austria, it is believed, founded like his brother ecclesiastics. The ration

confident hopes of seeing them voluntarily al conclusion, therefore, must be, that he

fall into her arms when driven to despera- is not aware of the tendency of the course

tion by the severe oppression of the old on which he has entered, and must be

The character of his successor put surprised when events shall unveil to him

to flight such a calculation, and with it the the necessary consequences of his actions.

prospect of continuing that controlling in-|-Christian Intelligencer.

in Rome.

Pius IX prop' to raise an army of vindictive passions surround the soul

with a sort of turbulent atmosphere, than

which nothing can be conceived more op

posite to that calm and holy light in which

the blessed Spirit loves to dwell.—Hall.
*

If God did not lay the burden of sin

but Austria has remonstrated, declaring

She opposes the general plan of improve.

ments and reform proposed, or rather, we

- which they a - | - - - -

2nt to act in every re-saints, y are communicated to the may say, promised, by the Pope, represent-upon us, no man would lay it upon him

ing that there is no stopping them when self. How few ever felt it!
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Of this knowledge in religion, the Bible£ preaches himself, not Christ—beside

A Discourse on Romans 12 t 5.

(Concluded.) “search the Scriptures,” who vet require

"So we, being many, are one body in Christ, not the thunders of the Vatican to make

:£y one inembers one of another.” Rom. the Bible a sealed book for all practical

- - |-- - - 1.. **.

(Published by request.) purposes to them. It is because Protes

I'event an external manifestation of this the principles of the popish maxim, “the astical dignitary—that makes the loudest that ye love on .

priest attends to this for me,” that there is call upon the place-loving and place seek heart fervenly."

ing minister, and that silences alike the And such is bia,

Who does not sce and voice of justice and of charity, when the in which the sam: .

gospel demands but a tithe of temporal in This is the *'.

return for its spiritual things. -

Union.

“From whence came wars and fightings so much difference with respect to the

among you? Came they not hence, even plainest truths.

of your lusts, that war in your members.” feel, because the diligent and peaceful

Such is the cause which inspiration as study of the Bible is so much neglected

common to find men contending for the where the - - -

|right to obey his commands, who said, put up an acceptable peti". - forced, than "it'

I insist upon a practical obedience to my command -

“Thou shalt love thy other as h

neighbor as thyself,” and how soon is self man any th

seen throwing a shield over the conscience." Seeing that "...

the command,

7 tants would free themselves from the labor and placing a bandage upon the eyes! It in obeying the in

II. We notice some of the causes which of searching the Scriptures daily, upon is this that gowns and mitres the ecclesi unto unfigued at

love to God and inan can alone more freq
utilt, tr.

ently urg's

men', '',

ave kit

ng; t'.

*

':
-

* - - •:

Perhaps it revelation, "Lt. ''.

signs for all that confusion which reigns in the family and in the closet, that there is the most active builder in the church, to our heighto: * >

in our world, and which has turned our are so many who can give no good reason not in that common wall which serves to very essence of 04:

Zion from a peaceful habitation to a Babel. for the hope that is in them, who are mark the boundaries of the kingdoms of quirements. This.

By transgression, man not only fell under without the means of trying the Spirit, light and darkness; but in that which in which every gat.

the wrath of his offended Sovereign, but and are thus seduced by those cunning hedges round the interest of sect, and the deadly blast #1.

estranged from his Maker, he became an men who he in wait to deceive! Thus, shouts as loud over the proselyte as angels ness the£

enemy to his fellow. Separated from that error is sown broad-cast, and division fi-rejoice over the repentant and returning And are not #4,

But how does a primitive chris result of division:

But the Bible is not only to be carefully tianity, in its simplicity, protest against nitude, and so plan:

reigned supreme amid warring passions studied, it must be received as the stand this spirit when it would make essential enough to wake's

and clamorous appetites. Can it then beard of faith and practice, the only tribu-to their admittance to the privileges of

It requires but little sa- their Father's house, that the babes in

man and man are broken, when He, who gacity and far less talent to wrest the Christ should profess their faith in a creed

is the perfection of all excellence, is the Scriptures to our own destruction. When so multiplied and involved, that fathers

still dispute about its doctrines and mean.

ing?

holy influence which in innocence har. nally rends the church of Christ.

monized every power of his soul, anarchy

strange if the ties of affection between|bunal of appeal.

object of enmity and dread! But when prejudice comes with its preconceived

amid the frowns of an angry Judge there opinions, that they may be proved, not

are seen the smiles of a reconciled Fa- tried, it is not strange that every man goes'

ther, will not love reclaim her place in away having a doctrine; and inspiration teriorated Christianity renders no less im-s

When love incarnate is thus made to sanction their errors and perative now than in its days of greater

in his own Son has entered our world that follies. It may be a partial view, elevated 'purity, while faithfulness to the King of

sinners might be reconciled to God; shall to undue prominence, but we feel a full Zion requires, that we “withdraw from

not affection bind in good-will to the persuasion of its truth, that neglect of every brother that walketh disorderly.”

Prince of Peace all who have named his the word of God, and giving to the enthu-Butlet that charity to which reputation has

assigned so high a place in the character

of the believer, and to which Paul attri

buted all the value of his obedience, have

would better exemplify the spirit of dis- it alone should occupy, is one great cause its legitimate place in the bosom of the

Who, look- of the divisions which mar the beauty of Christian; and how much of that party

ing at the rent and scattered fragments, Zion. It is when the knowledge of the zeal which is now offered upon the altar

-

of piety or incense, would then be seen

only as smoke in the nostrils of the Most

the soul of man?

name. Such, however, is not the fact.|siastic ravings or ignorant dogmasof men,

In doctrine, in belief, and in practice, the who neither know “what they say nor
- - - * * * **** *

-

church, (in the general sense of the term,) whereof they affirm,” the place which

cord than the spirit of love.

would suppose that all professed “to Lord shall cover the earth, that the watch

walk in the same rule, and mind the same!'" shall “see, eye to eye.” and just as

things?” That it was the command of her the Bible becomes a more cherished com

Lord, graven on almost every page of her panion, shall we indulge the hope that the of a brother in many who are now regard.

great charter, and held forth as the first unity of Christ's body will be visibly ma- ed only as enemies.

evidence of her heavenly origin, that she'nifested. -

should “keep the the unity of the Spi. A second cause are pride and selfsh

rit in the bond of peace?” This is the ". . -

evidence that she is not yet made perfect, Christian character-humility-they mar

that grace bas not reigned to the entire red the harmony of heaven in the over

eradication of all corruption from her throw of angels; they destroyed the peace

midst. But a specification of particular and happiness of earth when they triumph.

causes is the surest way of becoming ac-led in the rebellion of man; and still en

quainted with the proper remedy. And throned in the hearts of sinners, they are

we notice, as the first- only bound by grace, not destroyed in the

* - - |soul of the believer. And instead of that

Ignorance. Knowledge is essential to meek and quiet spirit, the brightest orna.

all right action, the means at least ?'."ment in the gospel, in how many who are

quiring it, a requisite to accountability; the professed followers of the lowly Jesus,

It is only from the objects apprehended do they stand forth the most prominent

by the understanding, that the will makes traits in their character. They may be

its choice and the affections find a subject.' in the sacred desk, when its occu

the only source, the teaching of the Spirit the hearer in his pew, when he rejects as

the only agency by which it is acquired foolishness the wisdom of God in the

Now, it must be evident when knowledge gospel, and is always heard loudest in the

has not reference to the same objects, * noisy debate, where the mint and cumin

when they are not apprehended in their of creeds and confessions are more es:

sinner.

Enemies to the first grace in the ever, we regard as the most prominent

essentials, that there can be no similarity

of motive, nor unity of feeling or of ac

tion.

Between the knowledge of the spiritual

and that of the natural man, there must

always be an essential difference. The

latter “receives not the truth in the love

of it.” Harmony will then be fully se.
cured, and peace perfected in the church

when the promise is fulfilled, “And they

shal; all be taught of God.” But why

has not the spirit of knowledge, and of a
sound mind in the ear of the Lord, been

more extensively experienced ! We re.

ply, because there is not that diligence in

the use of appointed means, as a practical

duty of present performance," which

its accomplishment is hinged, that is re

quired. We regard the system of popery

as a faithful exhibition of corrupt nature

in all its'y, and hence its spirit

may be seen where there 1s a formal pro

test against its public teachings. How

'' than the weightier matters of a

believing heart and holy life. And it is

to this account we would place all those

bttter contendings for words to no profit,

which many would have us reckon striv

ings for the truth-shibboleths, which we

are called to pronounce more frequently

than the language of Canaan. And hence,

how far, names and forms, that can claim

no higher paternity than traditions of the

fathers, as opinions and practices of co

venanted ancestors, but which are too

frequently made the tests of an orthodox

faith, are to be received in this light, we

leave those to judge who have learned to

call “no man master.” And how nearly

allied to this is that spirit of selfishness

which serves so distinctively to mark, in

our day, the measure of the church’s

conformity to the principles and maxims

of this world? It is this spirit which is

seen worshipping more frequently before

the shrine of self, than at the throne,

High, and love recognize the countenance

Many other causes of division among

brethren might be noticed; these, how.

and prolific sources of that strife over

which the tear of repentance should never

cease to flow until the Lord return and

heal the divisions of Jacob. And looking

into our own hearts, who may not say,

“verily we are guilty in this matter con

cerning our brother.”

Ill. We were to consider the obliga

tion that rests upon every Christian, to

seek the visible unity of the professed fol.

lowers of Christ.

Happily, little can be requisite here,

either as illustration or proof. One im.

portant point seems now generally conced

ed—that human agency has a place and

a part in the purposes of divine love to

our world. The cold masses are begin

ning to melt and flow down, under the

genial influences of what we believe is

a better spirit. Experience has demon.

strated what the Bible always taught

that without a zealous and faithful dis

charge of our duty, we have no right to

expect either the approval or blessing of

heaven. It is as much an impeachment

of Divine wisdom as it is a sure evidence

of our own indifference, when we would

delay for a single hour, to put forth every

energy of body and mind for the attain.

ment of the Divine promise, by crying

with the Jews of old, “The time is not

come, the time that the Lord's house

should be built.”

If then, the visible unity of the church

of Christ is an object of hope—if it is!"

among those things for which there is a

promise recorded in the Bible, then reason

the energies le set,

proper remedy:

tor without incum:

upon the orgia.*

-
Causes of separation there *:: these sad effects:

There must be heresies among you. A de-seen and felt in #:

its jealousies, is:

1. No man can:

far has this s:

in narrowing down?"

duty to the our #.

the time for serving:

or perhaps minus:

ployed in the putta:

tuary? Why is #5

much to engage:

mind, is almost et:

social circle, or*

welcome visitor' it

tent, the result of 1:

tnake everything:

and views with a

falls from the list

religion is the way.

church's energy:

contention about r*

practical impor:

rouse the worst pass

can never be pre:

ready to every"

dictated by the #:

evidenced by is "

to labor. -

2. And wh: " :

church, as the #

of the gospel' "

trine and pract."

so long a sepa"

termed orthod:

extent is their "

truth paral: **

their party."

scribe theirs:

timonies, with **

quently the ".

if the uphin'"

judges more ".

should make"

Christianity £

asserting '" :

doctrines! His:

see these thing*

they also " '

world may".

Lt Ha'.
Spirit in its'

Are not grow".

defiance'":

ainst is lul".

''.

would make it a legitimate subject of fervent|ang

prayer and zealous doing to every lover

of Zion's peace. But if obedience, un

reserved and implicit to every command,

is the first characteristic of any true child

of God, there is surely none more plain,
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3. The direct tendency of division in

the church is, to counteract the very de

sign of her existence—the extension

the gospel throughout the world.

ing upon her, but from the perishing ind.

lions of heathen lands, the cry still is,

“Come over and help us.” -

to be feared, that rival interests within

-

RELlël CUS l?]\r 5.1.1.J&#3%G32

of:-.' M. I. BARNET.

preach the gospel to every creature,” the W

is not only the command of her Lord rest."f our missionary, addressed to Rev. Willia

M'Luren, of New York, and published in the last

number of the Christian Instructor.

But is it not is written from Damascus, dated September 16,
1846.

have engrossed her attention to the neglect which he had spent his time since his arrival in

c nake the following extracts from a le\ter

The letter |

After some account of the manner in

might easily have got there a school. His

- |name is mentioned with gratefulness, by

'' natives who became acquainted with

him during his residence. Previous to,

and during this time, (so far as I learn,)

there resided at Damascus an English

merchant by the name of Lod, a godly

man, and one who did much good. He

|formed many acquaintances among all

| classes, Mohammedans, Jews, and Chris

|tians; and by upright dealing, personal in

of more important ones without?
Here, Syria, and a reference to Damascus as the point'

union is emphatically strength—union of elected for the centre of operations, he cent' left a name which any missionary
- ...

purpose of heart and of action; but di.'

vided in energy and resources, how much

time, and labor, and means are littie better it is more open now than it has ever yet Societies.

The thousand streams of be been for the missionary work.

nevolence which, while they flow sepa-sidered it a call in Providence that it should

rately, are almost lost before they reach be occupied more fully than it had yet

the great moral desert of human wretch-been, especially as on consultation with

edness—united, would form a mighty river the brethren already here of the Irish and

than lost.

to gladden the city of our God, and cause:

the wilderness to bud and blossom as the

rose. But, for demonstration here, we

need only point you to the little groups in

our own neighborhoods, striving for exist

ence in their separate organizations; re

ceiving, perhaps, once in a month, or even

in a year, the means of spiritual life :

when, were they united, they might have

A one to go in and out before them, and

daily divide to them the rich provision of

the gospel.

And with these things daily before us;

if there is a single Christian who supposes

there is no call for his prayers,—one place

for his energies, we must say we have as

far mistaken the voice of reason, as we

have misapprehended the spirit of the

Bible, or such an one must have closed

his ears to the former, and be destitute of

2, ##"

the latter.

In conclusion.—How opposite to the

... teachings of the Bible—the example of

| \ primitive Christianity—and to the very

nature of true Godliness, is division in the

church of Christ? How should the un

ceasing prayer, accompanied by the dili.

... gent hand, of every true Christian be put

: forth for the peace of Jerusalem? How

much more noble to unite with all who

love the Redeemer and his truth, under

the calls of his gospel, rather than to be

driven together by the arm of his provi

dence. The enemy of our common Chris

tianity is girding on her armor for the day

of battle. Already the heavy tramp, of

the gathering squadrons of Rome, is heard

in the field. Instead then of “biting and

devouring one another” let Protestants

gather up the fragments of that noble pro

test, hurled in her face by the hand of

Luther; but which they have been throw

ing at each other,-lay aside every preju

dice,—dismiss as sinful every preference

not founded upon the Bible, and again go

forth under the great Captain of salvation,

conquering, and to conquer.

And Brethren—how should we be en

couraged in our efforts for union. Al

ready have they been crowned with the

richest fruits—let us not weary in wel

doing for in due time, he will cause us to

reap the full harvest who hath said:

“Blessed are the peace makers.”

And in the strength of his promised

grace, let ours be the resolution—“For

Zion's sake will I not hold my peace, and

for Jerusalem's sake I will not rest, until

the righteousness thereof go forth as bright

ness, and the salvation thereof as a lamp

that burneth.”

How admirable is the simplicity of the

Evangelists! They never speak injuri

ously of the enemies of Jesus Christ, of his

executioners, nor his judges. They report

the f cts, without adding a single reflec

tion. They remark neither their Master's

mildiness when he was smitten, nor his

constancy in his suffering, which they

thus describe, -‘And they crucified Jesus.”

lues as follows: |

The field is a most important one, and

We con

Scotch Presbyterians, it was thought that

the cause could be promoted by uniting

our efforts on such principles as not to be

prejudicial to the opinions or interests of

either party. As the field is new, and as

this will hereafter be the scene of our

labors, I will fill up the balance of this

letter in stating what has been done of a

missionary character, and in introducing

fluence, and distributing the Book of Life,

would be honored by. He was supplied

with books for distribution by the London

In 1841, “Mr. Wolcott visited

Damascus early in May, and having made

the necessary arrangements for residing

there, returned to Beirut for his family:

but unexpected events detained him.” In

in Constantinople, and not having men, re

moved Mr. Allen to that place this same

year. He left Damascus, November 6th,

Rev. David Daniel, a converted Jew, was

sent out by the Free Church in 1845.

IIe arrived at Damascus in August. Mr.

G. has so completely mastered the lan

guage, that he is able to preach in it with

great fluency and power. Mr. R. has

been, part of his time, much indisposed,

from the effect of the climate, but has not

been here long enough to have been able

to use it very fluently. They are both of

the first order of talents and acquirements,

and of the thorough Scotch order of educa

tion. Mr. D. is originally a German Jew,

IIe understands English pretty well, has

good command of the Hebrew, and is able

to preach in all three languages, especial

ly in the Hebrew and German.

1843, a special excursion of the book dis

tributor to Damascus is reported, and a

fovorable reception of himselfand his book.

Other missions agents may have been

here, but I have not the facts at hand for

anything further.

On Christmas of 1812, Rev. Mr. and

the Presbyterian Church in Ireland, and

you to our companions in the gospel.

For the first I have not the means of

any thing extensive or minute. I am

chiefly indebted, in this part, to the his.

tory of A. B. C. F. M. This is one of the

greatest cities of the Mohammedans, and,

until within a few years past, no person,

without risk of life, could enter its streets

in Frank dress, on account of the fanati

cism and intolerance of its inhabitants.

But the days of Ibrahim Pacha have work

ed wonders. There was then a power

lost, never to be regained. Now a person

may walk the streets in their most fanati.

cal season, in the latest fashions of Paris,

or New York, and his person will be as

their wide flowing dresses and turbans

would be in either of the Western cities.

And, now, as the merchant of the west

enters, with his manufactures and gaudy

trinkets, the missionary is also permitted

to bring his stores of truth, and to distribute,

at least, to those who are willing to re

ceive. So does God work in turning the

wrath of men to his praise. The near

ness of the city to the coast where the

European powers are known, by the bom

bardment of the coast, and the mission of

the A. B. C. F. M., at Beirut, through

their visits and agencies, in distributing

tracts and the scriptures, have had their

influence, which deserve to be acknow

ledged. Their mission was commenced

in 1820. November 3d, Rev. Levi Par

sons, and Rev. P. Fisk, set sail from Bos

ton to Palestine; but, spending some time

in Asia Minor, they did not arrive at their

field until 1822. On February 10th, Mr.

Parsons landed at Jaffa, and on the 17th

arrived at Jerusalem, “being the first

Protestant missionary who ever entered

that city, with the intention of making it

the permanent field of his labors.” After

various changes in the mission, during a

long unsettled state of the country, they

had concentrated their forces at Beirut,

and in the neighboring mountains. Among

the various visits of the members of the

mission, in exploring the country, collect:

ing information, declaring the truth, and

distributing tracts and the Word of God, ;

find the following to this city. In 1834,

Messrs. King, Fisk, and Cook, on a visit

passed through Damascus, Aleppo, and

Antioch. During 1834, Rev. Eli Smith,

accompanied by Dr. Dodge, “explored the

country as far as Damascus, which he re.

commended as a missionary station.” In

March, 1837, “Mr. Homes visited Pales.

time and Syria, intending to devote a year

to the study of the Arabic language. At

Damascus, near the close of the year, he

had a few boys under his instruction, and

the Church of Scotland, to the Jews in the

Holy Land. More than two hundred years

ago, during the days of the persecution in

Scotland, many of our Presbyterian fathers

fled to the north of Ireland. There, after

this world must pass in entering into the

kingdom of God, they, in 1642, June

10th, held the first regular Presbytery at

Carrickfergus, consisting of five ministers.

God blessed. They were known by the

name of the Presbytery of Ulster. In

time they spread over the north of Ireland,

and increased, and were formed into a

Presbyterians of the General Synod of

Ulster. After the days of the secession,

the Associate Presbyterians, and their

Ireland.

Church in Ireland.

and the Scotch Presbyterian Church, uni

the Holy Land.

September, 1843. The Catholics imine.

ple to have no communication with thern,

the severest penalties.

scended the limits of their general pru.

dence. The English consul interfered,

and the Turkish authorities at once let the

Catholic hierarchs know that they had no

such power over the subjects of the Porte,

as to compel them to act thus in reference

to the subjects of other friendly powers.

Beside being foiled in their at mpt, they

thus demonstratively proved to the Jews,

to whom the mission was specially sent,

that there was a difference among Chris.

tians of no great moment. During this

year the rupture occurred by which the

Church of Scotland was rent into two par

ties. Mr. Allen sided with the Free

Church, as did all the missionaries in the

different parts of the world who had been

connected with the Church of Scotland.

In 1844, July the 20:h, the mission was

enlarged by the arrival of the Rev. S.

Bobson, and Mrs. Robson, of the Irish

Presbyterians. The Free Church of Scot:

land, now desirous of locating a mission

Mrs. Graham landed at Beirut, from the

united mission of the General Assembly of

various tribulations, and many a fight of

affliction, through which the children of

This beginning was by the good hand of

in the days of the Erskines, members of

ministers, settled in the same country, and,

in time, formed the Secession Synod of

On July 10th, 1840, these two

bodies united under the name of the

General Assembly of the Presbyterian

This united body,

months, remained in Beirut, and the ad.

joining mountains, in studying the lan

uage. He was joined by Rev. Wm. (). -

Allen, and Mrs. Allen, cf the Church of and seventeen in the Pacific Islands, three

Scotland, and they moved to Damascus in hundred and five in the West Indies, and

We will be settled here within a few

weeks. At the date of this I am making

arrangements for a house. The family

are in the mountains near Beirut—on last

accounts all well. Having had some

spare time, I thought to address this to

you. So that you see that we will have

many associations which are calculated to

give a pleasant view to our hittle company

which we will have among ourselves.

From the missions in the great valley of

the Mississippi, from the Tweed, the

Clyde, and Bannock, and from the ever

memorable Boyne of the green island of

| Erin, we sit down together, Jew and Gen

tile, all equally the followers of Calvin and

Knox, on the banks of the Abana and

Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, in the city

celebrated in the days of Abraham's ser

vant, and where the great Jewish persecu

tor became the great apostle of the Gen

tiles, and commenced his so glorious career

in the service of the Lord. Few in num

ber, we take in a wide field of sympathy

and of associations of time and place. i

|look forward with fond hopes when we

much respected, and more, I dare say, than !general Synod, aud were known, until shall be enlarged in our work, and a re

within a few years, by the name of the presentative of your synod, from the banks

of the Hudson, shall join us.

Yours, in the bonds of Christ,

JAMEs BARNET.

PRorESTANT MIssions.—From the re.

ports of various Missionary Institutions,

for the year 1846, we learn that the whole

number of ordained Missionaries, so fa:

'as reported, is eleven hundred and forty
i - -

'seven; of whom sixty-three are laboring

|

ted in a mission, in 1842, to the Jews injanong the Indian tribes, one hundred and

Mr. Graham, for eight eighty-six in Africa, thirty-eight in West

|ern Asia, three hundred and forty in India

and Ceylon, thirty-two in Burmah and

|Siam, thirty-three in China, one hundred

forty-three among the Jews. They are

diately took the alarm, warned their pro-aided by twenty-one hundred and forty

native assistants, and have under their

and not to rent their houses to them under care one hundred and eighty-four thou

This last tran. sand two hundred and sixty-eight commu

nicants.—N. Y. Erangelist.

|

| METHopist Mission ro Rowe. A:

#eir conference meetings, and in th: :

| Periodicals, the Methodists are agitati.

the subject of estallishing a mission in th:

city of Rome. It is contemplated to appl

to the Pope, and urge that the to'ere,

spirit of the age requires that he shoul

give his consent to the measure. Part

the plan is to circulate such books ar.

tracts among the benighted Italians, as a:

calculated to show them what true Chri: ,

tianity is, when stripped of the mummr

ries by which it has been disfigured for

centuries in the “E”-nal city.”

No affecation of ''. "''ty shall restrain

us from saving, that, in some irportant

points of religi is d corne, we diff r, and

are likely to differ, from the Mel, dist

Church; but we rejoice in this movement.

They have the men and the means neces.
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land. He has no minister who is his

equal.

"The King of Prussia is nearly the
POET 'RY.

–s-- equal of Louis Philippe, he speaks Eng

For the Preacher.

*–-. . ...=
falling.
... turf,” and the bnsiness is transferred to

the public houses.

horse-racing seems

|lish well, but not so well as the King of er in public esteem,

The gentry are fast quitting the

Every year the art of

to fall lower and low

and we shall not be

£d if in a dozen years, it is wholly

SONGS IN THE NIGHT. the French. He is a self made man.|surp **

Songs in the night—when stilled the sound He was not allowed to get his education left in the hands of the “gentlemen of

Of days tumultuous reign : at the German Universities as he desir the profession.' - ining.
*** * ..'The theatre is equally declining.

ed, as it was thought degrading to the

king's son to associate with other young

men. He regret: to this day, that he

was not permitted to go to the Universi

ty and associate with the students. The
king of Sweden graduated at college and

is a fine scholar.

Songs in the night—the choral sound

Of heaven's adoring train!

Hushed be the tempest of the soul,

Our hearts like ocean sleep,

While wide creation joins to roll

Its anthem o'er the deep.

The King of Prussia is not popular general society.

He pro-is given -

poses too many reforms, and pushes them Drury Lane to an Italian opera.

#orward with too much energy to please Brah" sings at taverns.

ble lectures and

The £mperor of Russia is not inferior Mechanics' Institutes,
but he came unexpectedly to is acting at the Surrey theatre!

Songs in the night—the starry band

Tune all their harps anew,

And robed in glory—lo! they stand,

In heaven's unfading blue.

Hark! through the skies their voices float,

Vibrating with the chord,

That sounds the universal note

Of glory to the Lord.

He is too good a man for that.

−.

the people.

in talent;

the throne, at the age of twenty-seven or

twenty-eight years—his brother,

ful heir to the throue, having abdicated|pied " ":

in his favor. He has had no time ''

read. Being a resolute monarch his du

ties are most arduous. He is most de

voted to public affairs. I spoke to him

about temperance societies, when he be:

gan to make the same objections which
were once so common here—that bran

dy was necessary for laborers to give

them strength, and protect them in heat

and cold. He, however, at once.'
ceived the force of my arguments, admit

ted their correctness and said, “ As for

the revenue, we will let it go, and get a
revenue somewhere else.” Nicholas is

very decided and independent.
A nobleman of great wealth and talent

had governed his brother Alexander.

When Nicholas came to the throne, in

less than three days he came to see him

unasked. Nicholas said to him, “ Who

asked you to appear before me! I

Songs in the night—the mountain rill

Its gentle number pours,

Where softly summer dews distil

Upon the waiting flowers:

Sweet breezes whisper in the dell,

Low voices 'mid the trees,

Blend with the notes of Philomel,

To swell night's melodies.

Songs in the night—the wakeful thought

A sweet remembrance keeps,

Of all the wonders He has wrought

Who rules the raging deeps,

And who the weak and timid heart

That slumbers on the way,

In tones that heav'nly strength impart.

Cominands to “rise and pray."

Songs in the night—Alas' how long

The gloom that wraps our sphere :

Twenty years ago, the higher an -

classes numbered many professed admir

ers and patrons of the dr".
and Kean, Matthews and Macready, had

their myriads of admirers, and the stage

was a common toPl

d middle

Kemble

ic of conversation in

Now Covent Garden

up to musical promenades, and

reads Shakspeare in

and Mr. Macready

4. Twenty or thirty years 84°, the

the law-poetry of Byron, Moore and Scott occu- -

large place in the public at

tention. Now they are g” and no

others have arisen in their room.

£e are only a few out of many

great changes. It is not easy to see, at a

glance, whither all these tend.

failure promises well, in some respects,

it would be easy to mention many new

things which have sprung up ar"g tlS,

and which would perhaps incline the ba:

lance in an opposite direction.

–"

The PoETRY of LIFE. The Poetry
of Life!—what may that be * The beau

tiful, and still the true, let the prose-mon

ers clamor as they will. The leafy

wood—the wild bird's song—the win

ter's snow—the summer's shine—the

mother's smile-the father's beaming

eve—love, courage, energy, there is poe

try in these, and a thousand things be:

side; aye, in the very air we breathe,

know how you governed my brother. I

give you three days to arrange, your af.

fairs in St. Petersburgh, after which time

you will retire to your country-seat,"

which he did, and has remained there

ever since.

The King of Sweden is a literary man

and is the author of several books. He

gave me a copy of his work on Prison

–Yet, while we sing the watcher's song

The Day spring shall appeal :

When in our hearts his beams arise,

This darkness shall be o'er,

And we inay sing 'neath cloudless skies

Our song for evermore.

MARGARET Count NEY.

Emsworth, Jan. 11, 1847.

*=======

[...] J S & G [1, \, \ }) \, ,

man, about fifty-four. He was distin

THE CRowNFD HEADS OF E. Roz'f. 'guished at the battle of Waterloo, and

By Dr. Baird. badly wounded. The King of Sweden

is a mau of fair talent, but of no decision

Eight of the twenty monarchs are of character.

Protestants; nine are Roman Catholics:

two are of the Greek Church; and one is:

a Mohammedan. Those belonging to
the Greek Church are the Emperor ofimpossible to avoid being struck, from

Russia, and the King of Greece. Four time to time, with many marked differ

of them are men of irreproachable char-ences between, the days on which we

acters. Many of them are as respecta-have fallen, and those even which imme

ble as our public men whom we delight diately preceded thein. Various impor:

to honor. The queens are all of spotlessitant changes are taking place in society,

character, which could not have been even in matters with which religion has

said of former times. nothing to do, and concerning which it is

The King of Prussia is a decidedly difficult to conceive that religious influ

pious man. Several of the queens are lence has operated in any way. We will
true Christians, as I think, and among briefly allude to some of these.

them is the Queen of France. She reads 1. Twenty ye” *'': the brutal prac

many religious books. As to talent, tice, or “art,” of pugilism, was eagerly
Louis Phippe, King of French, the patronized by gre' numbers, even of the

King of Prussia, an i the 'i'.peror of higher classes: Going back no further

Russia, are admitted to rank first and than 1824 or 1825, we can remember the

Louis Philippe stands pre-eminently occurrence of several “great matches”

above all. I'ê was educated at a French in each year, and their attracting consid

college, spent many years in foreignerable attention among all classes. All

land, and then sixteen in quietly pursu: this is "W. passed away; chiefly decay

ing his studies. Talleyrand said he hading, it is believed, from the innate scoun

idea of his vast acquirements, before drelism of the system, which made the

he was his minister, after he became votaries ef the art so fraudful and so

king. He speaks English with ease, and hateful to each other, that “the ring"

never pronounces but one word wrong, has become deserted.

which is ice. He said, he and his£ 2. The like fate seems to be coming

ther hired a boat at Pittsburgh to go upon “the turf.” True, it is probable

'' the river, but were obstructed by that never did horse-racing command so

the n1c(3. -

Social. CHANGEs IN ENGLAND. It is

* - --1- This he had learned from the much attention in England as at the pre

English cockneys, when he lived in Eng. |sent moment. But it has fallen, and is

Discipline, just published. The King of

Holland is not so popular; is an older

and in the earth on which we tread,

which only need feel the seeking for to

£ The cold and dull are dead to

half the joys which quicker. loftier spirits

revel in.

!

-...--"

|B O O.K - STORE S.

T H E G R E A T S U PP F. R.

N order to meet the state of the times "P"

proaching, we will sell our present edition

... li. GREAT SUPPER, at the following

price

| Per dozen, $300.

- Per single copy, 20 cent".

| And by the hundred or more copies, at one or

der, 20 cents per copy; and when ordered by the

hundred a credit of three months alo"ed for

responsible men, or 5 per cent discount or cash

with the order.

ALso IN 8ToRE,

| Scott'. Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 volumes.

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volumes.

£dward's Theological Works, compete in 4

volumes.

dward- on Redemption, and Edwards on Re

ligious Affections, in separate volumes.

Encyclope in of Rei'gious Knowledge.

D'Autoga's e Reformation, complete in 2,

and 4 volumes.

D'Aubagne's Reformation, 4th volume.

Barnes on Isaiah, ... volumes octavo.

Rarnes on Job. 3 volumes 12ino,

Robinson's Bible ['ictionary.

Robinson's Biblical Researches in Palestine,

&c., with maps, &c., in 3 volumes.

Professor Stuart's Commentary on the Apo

calypse, 2 volumes octavo.

Frofessor Stuart's Critical History and Pe

fence of the Old Testament Canon.

Too-THER witH,

A full assortment of the Públications of the

Publications of the Presbyterian Board ; and a

great variety of other books, selected at a re

cent visit to the Eastern Cities;-all of which

will be sold at reasonable prices for Cash or

Rags, by I,UK!. LGOM IS, Agent,

No. 9 Wood Street, i'ittsburgh.

Sep:'r 2, 1846-tf

* * - *-
*

|Tito's",

''
Mr. C. Kem

| Salvation); Pracher's Manual;

If their

Dowling on Roman sin, illustrated with place.

Robinson's Scripture Characters, 2 vols. avo.

ELLIOTT & ENGINT
(Successors to Robert Cut,

Book PUBLISHER, 5s casus",

NEw York, & St MARKET sni,

Pittsburgh, BErwkEN I'FOURTH STREETS,- Aip

AS constantly on han **

}{ of the Standard':

day, among which may be tonna-

Bridges on the Christian Miń

work); *

Horne's Introduction;

Do. Commentary on the Psi.

Cecil's works; Dick's Lette

Chalmers' Sermous; Do. Lecture".

Natural Theology; D, 1,...,

of Christianity; Do Moral and Mú.

* *

Suddard's British Pulpi;

Rev. John Newton's Works;

Ilavies' Sertoons; Luther on Galile,

Theological Sketch Book;

Davidson's Connections of Sacred it."

History; The Israel of God;

Bereaved Parents Consoled, by Smt.

taining the history of the deci" is

The Pulpit Cyclopedia:

The Pulpit Assistant, by Hanna".

Edmonson's Short Servions:

Alexander on Isaiah:

Princeton Theological Essays:

Authenticity and Inspiration of " ".

Jay's Works; Edwards' Works;

Clarke's Works; South's Serints:

Dick's Works, in 4 and * *

Barnes' Notes on Isaiah, and his was

on the New Testament, in **

Encyclopedia of Religious Rus'":

Hill's Divinity;

Scott's, Henry's, Gill's, Clarke's, 1st

rehensive Commentary, &c, &c.

"All of which will be sold at the "

prices, and to those buying in guns,

eral discount will be make from " ":

prices.

we have just received " ' "
books suitable for Sabbath School Lyn

cluding those published by "A":
school Union, which are sold at thefta

Catalogue prices. They have"

of sixty new and inte'."
past twelve morahs; all of which"

'in store. Also, the cheap Library"

cently brought out for Sabbath Sch".

| ONE HUNDRED BOUND WOLI's

TEN DOLLARS!!!

the cheapest collection : Sundays."

'ever published. The Volumes * *

in uniform style and numbered. -

Catalogues of these and " " £1.

may be had, on application, at ""

D'AUBIGNE'S HISTORY Of Tí

FORMATION, VOLUME.'

| styles of binding. Also, the EN"

bound in one beautiful oc"*

traits—the only complete ".
Copies in different styles of bindi: ".

always be had." ***-alway ELLIOTT & ENGIN:

| 56 Wii:

*

i

|

M'DONALI) & P}\\

(Patterson's Old Stand, M.”

|

i

American Sundays." D.

Street)

|EX EEP constantly "*:
tions of the Ame" s:

Union, which hey will sell at f:

!ces. They are now receiving”

of ore Thousand Dollars "".

#. had at all times ab" it'
there will be no difficulty a! ","

ing a 'ull supply of the book" -

J.T. Subscriptions received£

school Journal for Teachers'

annum), and Youth" Penny Gi"

(price 125 cents per ann"

They also offer a Geners'

Icellaneous, I heological •

-

| Paper and Stations'' }{

lowest prices they £"

Sept. 16. 1846-1!.

H I L L AN

(sncressors to M

MPORTERS ard

£ER HAvgin' :
ting, Printing and wrapping

No. 87 Wood

Between Fourth street"

burgh, Pa.

£, and T'"
ch, age at market prict,

ja'uary 0, 1847
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-

VOLUME v.

-

“I HAV: A £233aes FROM 999 UN for:#2.”

----------

- ------------ -

NUMBER 4.

* -
-

Rev. DAVID R. KERR, EDIroR.

-

PITTSBURGH, FE

-

not resist the conviction that it was at least

T E R M S .

- -
-

*

- -

- - * * »,

": ParachER will be published on wodnes-' condemn the course pursued by others, as that he “rigid theology” of Paul pro

every two weeks, at ONE pollar per annum, to justify the conduct of his own branch of duced the

* - - - - - 1: sr. - - -- --- ****

advance, or One Dollar and a half after the the church. It seems, according to this the disciple whom Jesus loved, and Timo

quite as much the object of the writer, todition

W. ALLINDER, PRINTER.
*

BRUARY 17, 18
*

* .
-

4

rding to this, must be three

--- - -- - - --- -

jection to the Man of sin and Son of per- Christ, acco

? But, who will presume to say, fold.

Distinctions may sometimes be indulged

for the sake of illustration and assisting
t - * *

the memory; but when attempting to

*

*

-

* bominations of popery John

- - - :* - - T. - - *. ". * - s - *** - - - - ** - :- - - --

e of the year. No discontinuance until all writer, that the people of New England,thy l'aul's dearly beloved son, in ancient|frame standards of doctrine, there is great

2arages are paid. had been subjected to the calamity of days labored in Ephesus. And for many danger in introducing them instead of
l - - - - - - - * -: - * * --> ** * * - | - - - * * *

'ayments may be made to John Sterritor Jo having for their spiritual guides, instruc-centuries, that once favored city has bow-words which the Holy Spirit teacheth.
- - * t . - - *: - - * • * - - t * - | r * -

- h Spratt, merchants, F ederal Street, Alleghe. tors Who preached doctrines of pernicious *# * neck to time yoke of tile H alse Uniforml

And “Methodism came with Prop"., or to William Allinger, at the Publication

co, N.W. corner of the Diamond and Market

'e', Pittsburgh. All communications t

ressed to the Editor, post paid.

my person who will procure five new subscri

i, and transmit the money, shali be entitled to

py of The Preacher, for one year.

'here a private conveyance does not offer,

cribers will please transmit by mail.

*-*-***

For the Preacher.

EpiroR,

- a looking over a late number of the

sburgh Christian Advocate, my atten.
*

- -

-

-

*, *.

ald.” But though not original in the

... ocate the article is published with ap

"tion in that periodical which obtains

ille circulation in Western Pennsyl

2 aut-in some cd-rising ****

icular object of the writ

* *
*

er is to et ume

the voice of remonstrance

be the principal

* vers risin, U

tendency.

against some of

doctrines of the Puritan

|church, which it deemed derogatory to the

gospel, and of dangerous practical conse

'quence.” And what do you think, Mr.

Editor, are some of those doctrines propa

gated by the Puritans, which were exert

ling such a pernicious influence upon the

| public mind, that it became necessary for

Methodism, in the exercise of a benevolent

spirit to come forward, and protect the

people of New England against their

“dangerous practical consequence?” A

|mong these doctrines, according to the de

|cision of this writer, “Election and Final

*

w

- - - - * - - - *- - - * -> * - | .. - - * * - - - | ~ - - . - :- is * * - - - **, t - - - - - -

into New England. The article to light the pernicious tendency of Calvin- he
- .) --> - * - *: - **, *, * - - t is .", : - - iii! *- - - * - . * * * *

ch I refer is selected from “Zion sisin, the writer proceeds to remark, that '''''' it is p" that some professed things under him,'

; - - r- -

|the “ rigid theology” of the Puritan

churches of New England, “was rapidly

producing that disastrous reaction, which

has a tended it in every other land. I
- * * * ** ---

*
* . . ;

'filtàr allisill & I, (1 Se!: 1-11] it'u'l

lity had been germinating under its shade.

Ini- f

y throughout the sacred volume,

wherever the kingdom of Christ is intro

duced, it is represented as one ; and if so,

what propriety can there be in represent

ing it in our standards of doctrine, as two:

foid or threefold ! In the Son of God and

in the Mediator, we have the same Divine

Person, and the spirit of God by the mouth

of Paul, gives us to understand, that, as

Mediator, his dominion is universal. He

is set at God's right hand in beavenly

places, far above all principality, and

power, and might, and dominion, and

:-- ** - - - - '*' every name that is named, not only in this

" the case of Arminianism. - w*** world but also in that which is to come ;

''': the character of Armi:1:anism, ''' and hath put all things under his feet, and

obse, was,—“Arrainians have become I "gave him to be lead over all things.

on the legitimate ten. Such is his language to the Ephesians.

But will any one dare to say

that he doctrines preached by these faith.

' ministers of Christ, had a tendency to

produce the corrupt system of Mohammed

ism

Surely a charitable spirit, might dis

cover other ways of accounting for the ex

istence of Universalism and Unitarianism

in N w England, without supposing that

they must be the fruits of Calvinism.

And it is a pity that the writer had not

given Calvinism the advantage of the

same rule which he found to be necessary

**
i:
* in: : " : 's ńn ast : nç - . - - *

£d it in his heart to suppose, that in the passage ah, we, “He hath put all

- the apostle finds it

necessary to point out the only exception:

“But when he saith all things are put un

*ists'alvinists may have embraced Universal.

ism, a is not from any legitimate tendency

which he principles of Calvin have to pro
| t * for him, it is ma "st that he is excepted

* ... -- ** -, e- - * , , • * - - - * * *

*** - " " ... - - - - - - - - - - -*** *-*. **C. rh.... * -

Mr. Editor, the more I examine those

principies which are embraced in that sys

tem which this writer styles “rigid theolo

Massage points out the Deity as the only

xception to the authority of Christ as

ediator. Or, in other words, that his

r

f

C.

Mvarious reasons, which in his 's"ma. They have grown and borne fruit since,

TÉ “justified the introduction of Method, but not to the extent they would, had not gy;” and the more carefully l compare
- *

-, * * - * , *
-

-

, , into New England. I was not be a more benignant creed been presented to what he denominates the desp indent doc

... ', aware, that the right of our brethren the community.” And still further he trines of Calvin with the lively Oracles,

\|| ||

a reach the gospel, and to labor for the —“It was the horror, which the the more thoroughly I am convinced that- - *{ ( S, t * -

*nsion of the kingdom of our Lord and despondent doctrines of Calvin inspired, they accord with the Bible, and with

*" our in any part of our country, had that led to these remarkable changes,” by sound reason. And if I am correct in

|

|

|Mediatorial character is not superior to his

divine. On what ground, then, shall we

attempt to cut up and divide this kingdom,

if the Sovereign be the same Divine per

son—if the kingdom have the same limits,

the same subjects—the same grand ob.

NE called in question by ony one. And

"\"cquently as you may naturally sup.
... * *

- -

-

- -

": ", I was somewhat curious to learn
ise £1.

treasons could be assigned in justiff.

#: on of a course of conduct, the proprie

f which I had never heard any one

El For my own part, I have always

ght that there is ample room in onr

he

virtue of which the Puritan churches of

|New England became infected with Uni

versalism and Unitarianism.

It is my desire to live in peace with my

ineighbors. Among our Methodist breth

ren I number some of my personal friends,

whom I regard as exemplary Christians.

But when such grave charges are pre

** **

&

-it world for all who love our lord forred against a system of doctrine con.

**s in sincerity, to put forth all their scientiously held, by a large portion of the

gies in the great work of turning sin-Christian community, who, to say the
* t - - - - .* - -

}(\\ unto Go!. A nd no Ono nec: fear ||east, are not inferior to their brothra il,

this conclusion, it will follow, that the jects —and especially, if there be 110 all

* . . -
*

'...' . ****** :
- -

-

|- -
-

-

charge which the Christian Advocate pub-hority in the language of Scripture for
- - - - - ". . . - 2 * -**t

lishes against these doctrines, is as in on-such distinctions?

sistent with truth, as it is irreconcilable Th $21

- - - - * , , or " ** **** **, is #1, c.f.,]
with that charity which thinketh no evil..., e£ on which this twofold or

* - - - -> * * - rdo :- *: - ---, -l is *** ****

! propose therefore, with your indulgence, three: kingdom is p licated, 18 certain.

iy sandy. It is taken for granted tha',
* 3 . - * - * ... ... --

utation, the Son of God was from eter: equal
- t . * • ** - : - * * l - l

that these doctrines have a tendency to " the Fad. in dominion on at ,

as well as glory—and as he is , ,tead to dangerous error, Ór to exert an in- - - 1 * - t", d3

fluence unfavorable to practical god!"ness. Mediator, to have a kingdom give. ... :
* * -

-

-

* ...

-

-
*** *

-

-- -

Me...,cracy. the conclusion is drawn at once, '...

--
-

**_

-

t

in some future numbers, to inquire wheth

er there is any ground for the im:
***

:*
ority

*

-

o: so much will be done in this work, either in piety or intelligence; when# |'' '. #. ''',£: And

" 'hristians of other denominations. that system is described as “rigid theology”- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - £ . this, to * : S to be taken, to

ing will remain for him to do. There as a system of “despondent doctrins." For the Preac",er '' : h: '' as: ": as way suit #:

** necessity that one denomination of which have a tendency to drive mon "is... - - - ... * ** * * '' or lase f ** 'd. B.:

** stians should invalie the territory oc-embrace Universalism and Unitarianism : stem on T: ct:Re: Israoonce 1x tri: what smith the Scriptures? ...", is: Jesus,

t" . - * * * - 5*.*.ND A * *s a r. Y is k I’re P. s.s. f*, *, *A- who being in the firm of C. d is .... ." by another; for after we have all and when these charges are published in a STANDA gos x:y expression of P.A.- who b ": Il ' is run o' (', d. 1,2,... ht it

sy sit * .- - - - - t - * - - - - : E Jr,t)*:Y T; - * gi st: " : TO - 5 N-' * ,,, 't f so t # * - ...' **

mplished what we can, it will still re-community where the ecclesiastical stan. f *- T \ * AT Mi IGHT * To co-ino. " | cry to t e "al with C. A. But

~ :- * ... ." - - ** * * * * *LICT WITH THE LANs, (; AG: CF. S.C., , P. "ie hitns." ! no ront::::": ". . . ; -
|| | | I truc, tha', “there rema:eth 5 e', 'dards of three-fourths of the Christian de- VIT in Tiff. J. A. Ng ( * S 1. P. , fe hims" of no ra put:::::1, a * } took

much land to be possessed.”

-

st

* , als: Grethren as a distinct notion of

'''.in-ch of Christ, in their la'ors to ex:

the knowledge of Christianity. An

th I might in some instances for con

is led to question the propriety of the

... is employed in the accorn, "en:

# * ~ great offee in view, yet I trust, that

a say in honest sincerty with er
|, i. to their efforts to build up the king.

*" of our Lord and Saviour,-: Chris'

'eached, and I therein do rejoice, yea

I will rejoice.”
** *

- -

y hen I proceeded to inquire for the

on: which “justified thei:

ethodism into New England,” I could

... ."

; "

y |

|nominations embrace these doctrines,—

* r one I very cheerfully bear tastinomy “Who can withhold himself from Sp

"... activity and zeal displayed by ouring "

|

i

something very unlike nodesty, and not

very consistent with the spirit of chart

I would remark generally, that there

in ore rring a charge of so grave a cho

rater, against a system of doctrine

held by a lar:2 portion of the Chris

rian church, it will be a]: it', d' that l',:

versa'ism and Unitarianism have

to a consi,

|Puritans.

ston, that this disastrous result

attributed to Calvinism 2

s

spread

city ? Has it not for ages been in sub

*

:a:

- -

- -

|

|

|

v.

-

|

- * * - ! . l

jorable extent in the land of the
- -

- - - "... .

But is it a legitimate conclu

must be

Paul preached,

the gospel in Rome. And what is the

present condition of that distinguished

TU:D ''
-

*: of q >< *,*, *, * * *
*** - - - -

! untin him t form | 12

, liveluntarily re', '', the cre, so of
*

***
* * *

T; 's - ...]] - s' f* - ** * ! --> -

ins, as well as a former inquiry, a
- * - - # * is £f ... "..., "1st v ... ." . . . . *** * * * * * . . .

for the same reason, is, at present, o so", is sovereignty and do . l'or', as a £, ine

... . . . . . . . * : - - - - * person, and took " " ', " ", , , , or
practical in mortance; as it is lear || 1: ... " * * * * * * . . . . ". . . . . . . ") of a

1. * - - - - - • : * * ** 1, • r; f", is * , :* * * * - !, , , - 1, . "son 'hing of this nature is proposed by the val:". in ''f'', 2'," in this r '...'an

- - s < * **** * * - #.

last Convention o, a servan, he a " in toll . world,
- - - * : se's. 1 • - ..". * * * * ** * * * * -

In the paper adopted . On the H− 1. " finis". :a: w of h" redom.

- * * - - * : - - - ; : **** - ~ : 1 * * * : S. * * * * * * - 1 - •which ship of Christ,” we have the followin . . . ." '' An * . is calls (;, d also '...},

- - . . . . . . .'; ' -- a-- ", ! . . . .” - 1 \,, - -1st. Jesus Chris', besides the sn'yer 21:1- igh ex: , , , hi. }, f : | h ," h ''', on bin it.

- - - - - i * * * * * - * : - - t, - * * * ** *- * *

''' and dominion belon ing to bin n 'el. a. *, Il C i.e. it is 1:24 ve C't £ n 1.

* . . . . . . . ..., , , , as , b > S >> *f (! ? "...s ". . . a-- - * -- * : * * * * -

'y and not essarily, as the Son of God, has, in this exalt ti > 1, in his M. ..., s: '' )."
* * -

- -
* * *** -

is 'diator, a two oll kin. I m. |s. n ind chara ', r, he as , , , , , , .'sis:- " ... - - -- - -" -- - ~: - s * - - ---

If this a guage be properly understood, ercise of the swer it," and 'ontian
- - - " . - - - i - - - - - * * * * *~*

it represen's the sovereignty and domigo, which, as a 10 vine person, he had f. ,
* * *

... *
-

* .
- -

- - -

- * * *
* *. --

if Christ as the Son of Cod, distinct or time relinquished th:... he might finish the
*** * :- * #. i. • - - - - -1- s- - - -, - - t = < -

apart from his Mediatorial kingdom; and, work assigned him by his Father, and

as the latter is said to be twofold, e. thus his prayer is answered:
* - - “And now

course, the sovereignty and dominion of O Father, glorify thou ice wit *

f
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self, with the glory which I had with thee “besides this kingdom and in subserviency dues all kingdoms,
before the world was.”

This simple view, which the Scriptures

present of this subject, commends itself to • f her creased -

our common sense, and satisfies at least “among the all things subjected to the church, be for ever banished from her creased by vowing

one mind, that the spirit of inspiration is

right, and speaks with propriety in ":

formly representing the kingdom of Christ

T H E P R E A C H E R .

while it is destined to sin, owing to the increased .."

to its interests the Mediator has a domin-fill the world and stand for ever, # under to do it: hences' |

ion given to him over all created persons, Let then the fatal allusion which has: t is '' not to vow,'' |

and things.” The third item reads, ready too long dazzled the eyes of the not pay," that is, your sin * |

and B in
£,-

*:

this case et. f

It ls on's *

prost,

Mediator are to be reckoned the nations of standards, that the church has any thing cause there would in

the earth, and their constituted authorities, to expect from civil governments in carry- of greater obligation.

and when his will is revealed they are ing on and accomplishing the work of her we say, that the sin of a

as one; and that they are wrong, who bound in all their political relations and Master. And, instead of troubling herself than that of a non-profess,

would make us believe that it is two or

threefold. What would we think of a

Professor of History, who would com.

mence a lecture in something like the fol.

Prince of the kings of the earth.” - - - - - * - - -

| Besides the confusion confounded by so nobling position in which she is called to just as a man by takingan"
following strain The Ring of Great many distinctions which make at least four exert that healthful moral influence on all self more strictly, or imposes".

Britain, besides the sovereignty and do-, kingdoms out of the same sovereignty and classes of the civil community, which an additional obligation to * ,

administrations to be subject to his au- about the way in which civil governments very same thing, becaust.

thority as Governor among the nations and may at some future time help her, let it be vow or engagement, has in.

her aim to maintain her own high and en- him an additional obligations.

minion belonging to him over the British the same subjects, the latter clause of this must at least secure the blessings of civil The Word of God bound him.

Empire, as the legal heir of the throne, has third item seems to be particularly objec- and religious liberty, while thousands from ready, but when he takesana.

a twofold kingdom. He stands related to tionable. Speaking of the church as the being the mere involuntary subjects of obligation is imposed by his ".

his own family and household as his proper kingdom of Christ, the first item Christ are made members of his family tary act, and yet founded like:

proper kingdom, descending to him by his says this kingdom is spiritual, and not of and of the household of God.

father. Of this kingdom he is the alone this world. This seems to be employed

King and Head. Besides the kingdom,

and in subserviency to its interests, he has

dominion given to him according to the

laws of the realm, over Parliament, and

the Army and Navy, together with all

persons and all things belonging to the

British Empire. Such an exhibition might

perhaps startle us with its distinctions, but

surely it is illy calculated to convey cor.

rect ideas of the subject. Yet it would be

about as easy to reconcile with facts, and

defend the propriety of such language re

lative to a British sovereign, as it would be

to reconcile with the language of Scrip.

ture and defend the propriety of what is

said in the first three items of this paper

on the Headship of Christ. The sovereign

of Britain has his royal family—his house.

hold—and the affairs of the Empire are

doubtless managed with reference to their

interests. He also has his distinct and

peculiar relation to Parliament, to the

army and navy, as well as to the citizens

and subjects at large; but who ever thought

of representing these as distinct kingdoms?

So our Lord Jesus#: is given to be

head over all things t church, He is

anointed King upon the holy hill of Zion;

there he has his family, his brethren, his

household; and while he rules in and

reigns over them by his grace and for

their good, they render to him a willing

obedience from sincere attachment to his

cause. But his kingdom ruleth over all.

The heathen are given to him for his in

heritance and the uttermost parts of the

earth for his possession—not only those

who shall be willing in the day of his

power, but those whom he shall dash to

pieces as a potters vessel. His kingdom

is as universal as it is everlasting; he doeth

his will in the armies of heaven and among

the inhabitants of earth; and wicked men

and devils are just as completely in his

power and under his control, as holy an

gels and believers, so that in the adminis.

tration of the affairs of this one kingdom,

there is a full and grand display of power,

and truth, and justice, as well as of benev

olence, and wisdom, and grace, and love.

Why then should puny finite minds, by

cutting and dissecting to suit their own

limited capacities, seek to mar the over

whelming magnificence and grandeur

which this unity of authority, unity of sub

jection, and unity of design, throws around

the kingdom of our Great Mediator?

What great object is to be accomplished by

rejecting the term employed by the Holy

Spirit to present this unity to our minds,

and substituting phraseology that might

lead us to suppose that even Christ is di

vided, and tending to commingle in chaos

the simple and rational ideas which the

Scriptures present on the subject.

'But there is another objection to this

paper. The first item presents, in the

first place “the sovereignty and dominion

which belong naturally and necessarily to

the Son of God.” This of course includes

“all things” in the fullest sense of the

term. Next we have the church as his

proper kingdom. The second item says,

guage of these items.

obligation in the Word of G. ,

In penning these reflections and present ever, then, in the providence,

to prepare the way in this third item for ing them to the public I am aware that I casion, arise in which it ".

the introduction of a kingdom that is of expose myself to the charge of presumptu sary for his people to #:
this world. But Christ does not say this ously assailing the venerable landm: more strictly to duty, this films.

kingdom is not of this world; he says of antiquity. And there are no doubt for engaging in religious wi.

simply and plainly, “My kingdom is not some who would sooner think of parting nanting; and any person wi.

of this world,” and who ever undertakes with half their Theology, than any of amine the different cases rero,

to assert that he has a kingdom of this those distinctions which familiarity has 'old and New Testament,we

world, or organized after the manner of deared to them. But God has said that he were indeed such; and when:

the kingdoms of this world, must do so on will shake the heavens as well as the casions arise now, they find

his own responsibility. earth, that the things that can be shaken “special seasons,” in while.

Now if any language can define a king may be removed, and that the things that Covenanting ought to beata:

dom literally of this world it is the lan- cannot be shaken may remain. To this church.

The first item de-it is hoped that every true hearted friend 4th. Those Standards lead

fines the church as the Spiritual kingdom of union is prepared heartily to respond, to constitute the mater of w.

of Christ which is not of this world. The Amen. PRESPYTER. nants, chap. 22, sect. 6: "...,

second declares that besides this kingdom, duties or other things, so if a.

there is a dominion over all created per- as they may fitly condu: ".

The following section is ".sons and things, and the third asserts that

among the all things, besides the chur: ... " "" strengthen this, by expres:

“are to be reckoned the nations of the T H E UN to N. what ought not to constituetter
earth and their constituted authorities.” No. 8. such engagements: “No mir-i

And these are bound in all their 'i' In our last, we were considering what to do any thing forbiddenin' '

relations and administrations to be subject is taught in the Confession of Faith "'''', or what would him:

to his authority as Governor among the the subject of religious vows or Covenants, therein commanded, or which: f

nations and Prince of the kings of the and have ascertained two points to be thus own power, and for the perime;

earth. Let then Christ as Governor established respecting them. 1st. That of he hath no promise we

among the nations and Prince of the kings they are to be reckoned a part of the re. God.' These quotations are :

of the earth, besides, or apart from his ligious worship and ordinances which God that in entering into vows &|
church, demand and receive from nations hath appointed in his Word; 2d. That we should weigh well what"

through their constituted authorities sub-they do not belong to the ordinary wor-gage to nothing but whats:

jection to his authority, and if we have not ship of God, such as prayer, &c., but are in the Word of God, or:
a kingdom of this world, truly it must be limited to special occasions. We now unto, and what he has prom:

difficult to imagine what the term can proceed to notice, 3d. What this Standard strength to enable us to #r.

mean. Having Christ for its Sovereign of doctrine teaches respecting the design part of our Standards had beft

and lawgiver, doubtless it would be a of this ordinance. This is set forth, chap. sidered, it would have preve'"

peaceful, happy, prosperous kingdom, but

to all intents and purposes it would be a

kingdom of this world. |

But have we any evidence that Christ

desires or will even accept the subjection

of nations through their constituted au

- .

or the powers that be, constitute a part of

that complicated and mysterious machine.

ry of Providence of which he giveth no

account to creatures; they are ordained of
|God throughout all ages on the£

principle of absolute sovereignty by which

he raised up a Pharaoh to make known in

him his mighty power, called a David from

the sheep cotes, or girded a Cyrus on his

throne. He now holds nations and their

destinies in his hand; at his pleasure he

sets one up and puts another down; he

controls and directs all their movements

to the one great object which he has in

he can and will dash them to pieces as a

political subjection to him through their

constituted authorities, but that all men

every where as individuals shall repent

and believe the gospel. Till this be com

plied with all political subjection must bel

shear hypocrisy—an offering which hel

does not demand and which he cannot ac

cept. Hence nations are called on to

bring their offering into the courts of his

house and his church is told that the na

tion that will not serve her shall perish;

and thus the stone cut out of the''

22, sect. 6, in the following words:

“whereby we more strictly bind our

selves to necessary duties, or to other

things, so far and so long as they may

fitly conduce thereunto.” There may be,

and doubtless are other ends accomplished

nanters; producing mutual confidence in

oneanother, and giving a solemn Testimony

to the world, of a united purpose to main

tain the cause of Christ at all hazards.

But the only end of religious vows noticed

in these Standards is, that, “thereby we

more strictly bind ourselves to duty;”

that is increase our obligation to duty.

And yet this has sometimes been advanced

as an argument against such transactions

-that obligation to duty cannot be in

creased by anything that we can do, and

therefore they must be unnecessary and

useless. But it is not difficult, we think,

view as Mediator, and with infinite ease to show the accuracy ofthe statement here. A profession of pop" de F | |

made in our Standards. The will of God

potters vessel. He demands, not their as expressed to us in his Word, is the sees his error he should "

foundation of all obligation. It binds us

to all duties, and this irrespective of any

promise or engagement on our part. But

the same word that marks out duty and

binds us to duty, also demands that we

should promise, or vow, or engage to per

form ; and when we do so, it requires that

we fulfil these engagements; so that here

is a secondary obligation arising from our

own voluntary deed and yet founded in
the revealed will of God. And it follows

- * - as a necessary consequence, that a neglect we see that any th;

without hands-breaks in pieces and sub-of duty now becomes a more aggravated is wrong, though "i f

takes in regard to such trus"

in two different quarters. Fr."

averse to these engageme":

|imagine if we have once ""

we are bound to hold on '' .

have vowed or'i

|

|

thorities, besides or apart from his church, by Covenanting, such as deepening a sense such a view cannot be '" *::

or Spiritual kingdom? Civil governments, of obligation upon the minds of the Cove-telligent believer in the ".

Confession; for, according";

bind only to duty. I', ''".

additional light an indivit"

come to see that something"

into their Covenants is*

they ought to relinquish ' ||

would be a grievous"

of vowing, to suppose""

could bind them to Jos".

loath, bond, Covenant, ""

of any kind can bind a "'

the Word of God. Th".
obligation in the oathi" w!

Jews entered to take ". . .

i *ai aps', ' " |
man to remain a pap"

this we are furnished w::
point in the life of David. '.
an oath to destroy Nabal£

Abigail met him ": :

the impropriety of such a s

then does he do! #:£

the thing is wrong." I''. ..

it, and must thereforedo' ".

ed be thy advice. " :
- is day

which hast kept me this #

** ut! 2:
to shed blood." I *: Cuffs

my"
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ith uplifted hand to the Most High, we is: “whereby we more strictly bind our.

e not bound to do it. Such an engage-selves to necessary duties, or to other

ent was null and void from the begin things, so far and so long as they may

ng. It ought never to have been enter- fitly conduce thereunto.” Now witness

into, and when unhappily entered into, ing for the truth is a necessary duty: and

pentance, not performance, is the duty a Confession or Testimony is one of those

lich the Lord requires in respect to it. things which conduces thereunto. And

is upon this ground, in addition to the mark the distinction in the Confession be.

applicability of circumstances, that we tween a necessary duty, and a thing which

ect what is called the civil parts of the conduces thereunto. The language im.

venants entered into by these churches plies that the duty is of perpetual obligation,

m which we derive our descent. Our but the thing conducing thereunto may not

ws of duty in regard to the connexion be so, it may expire and something more

ween church and state differ from conducive thereunto may take its place. engagement is such as it ought to be,

irs, and we cannot therefore adopt as Now, it is a necessary duty and therefore containing nothing but necessary duties,

" as their engagements on this subject. of perpetual obligation that the church or other things conducing thereunto. . Is

' s only such parts of those Covenants should be a witness for the truth; but a it not a plain truth, that any one entering

we regard to be our duty from the Confession or a Testimony is only a means that church, places himself under the same

ord of God, that we consider binding conducing thereunto, and the obligation to

in us. perpetuate a particular one of either arises his own voluntary act, while the seed of

3ut another mistake made in a different from the fact, that nothing more conducive the church comes into existence under her

rter respecting the nature of Covenant to the duty can be had. If, however, a obligations and ought to acknowledge

agements is, that if the church adopts Confession or a Testimony can be framed them as soon as capable?

onfession of Faith, or a Testimony, and in one day more conducive to the perform. We design next, to show the agreement

races such a document in her Cove ance of the duty of bearing witness for the of the Testimonies published by these

t engagements, she is hereby prohibit-truth of God, a fair construction of the churches, with the doctrine of the Con

rom changing, uttering, or attempting langauge of the Confession requires us to fession and with each other: but having
ndment, otherwise she would be guilty prefer such a Confession or a Testimony, now written as much as it is likely your

reach of vows, Covenant-breaking, that thus we may have the most conducive readers will wish to peruse at once, we re.

try, &c. On this subject, “the Arm means of performing an important duty, serve this for another Communication.

- and “the Covenanter” have been It is unnecessary to pursue this new view A FRIEND or UNION.

ng changes ever since the commence of Covenant obligation any further. '.
t of their existence. The amiable, man will resort to it until his arguments

al-minded brethren who conduct these become scarce and when compelled to use

dicals, cannot wait until they see it, no man of a sane mind can calculate'
her our Confession and T'limonies'g much by it, except with the bigot

altered for the better or the worse. and the ignorant.

": to, you have sworn to these docu- Such are some of the principal points' dut l ious] -

s, and therefore any attempt to alterestablished in the Confession of Faith on :''' y'.

mend fixes upon your foreheads the the subject of vowing or Covenanting with '''''''''''''''"'. Taking
* ** - -:... ' it for granted that his disciples appre
* - I of perjury and Covenant-breaking. God, and as none of the churches "'" hended the necessity of he gi

' ' will have the hardihood to persevere posing union desire any change in the £ s '. i. y pr: e gives

- - - • - * - - - - - pecific directions relative to se

empts at Union, after having had Confession on this doctrine, it is fairly pre

it is the same church from one generation

to another. Now let this acknowledged

principle be remembered in reading chap.

22, sect. 6 of Confession, and there can be

no dispute about the descending obligation

of religious vows or Covenants upon pos

terity: “whereby we more strictly bind

ourselves to necessary duties, or to other

things, so far and so long as they may

fitly conduce thereunto.” Let it be sup

posed that it is the church which enters

into the vow or Covenant, and that this

* ...

**

The Closet.

Closet prayer is the most essential to

the maintenance and growth of spiritual

life. Our Saviour lays great stress upon

. .

---

from the world, but its identity remains—saying, “I have a friend who waits for

me;" those who truly love God, will
' all to meet and commune with

| Him,

| The best time to call upon God, is,

when we are alone; then it is He draws

very near and communicates Himself.

Said Scipio, an illustrious heathen, “I

have never better company, than when I

have no company, for then I can freely

entertain my thoughts, and converse with

all the learned of former ages.” We

can have no better company than when

alone, if God be with us. So also we are

never in greater danger than when alone

and not with God, for then Satan comes

and plies his most fatal temptations.

With a view to overcome Christ, he took

obligations, and thus makes them his, by him into the mountain alone. When

alone, our dangers are the greatest, there

fore our cries to Heaven should be most

vehement and importunate.

The fittest time for secret prayer, is

the beginning of the day, the early dawn,

for then we need fresh recruits and aux

iliaries from Heaven. No sooner do we

open our eyes, than we should open our

hearts to God. The early morn is the

fittest season for closet devotion, for then

the mercies of the night are the freshest

and sweetest, but which after a while,

like flowers, lose their fragrance. God's

mercies are renewed every morning, so

should be our praises. Further: by en

tering on business withort first calling

on God, we virtually declare that we

need not the Lord's assistance. The

neglect of this hour unfits us for family

worship; like an instrument untuned,

the heart does not vibrate to the touch of

the spirit.

Reader, do you pray in secret Do
- 44 -

v. tremendous words as these hurled at sumed that, as far as this document goes,£a'''.
a heads ! A little attention, however, we are all agreed. And what more does hast shut the£ ** (to prevent inter

T-, history of the Westminster£ person want? What advance has any ruption) “pray to thy Father who is in

... id the good old Confession framed by one of these churches yet made beyond: '' Father, who seeth in

| will convince any intelligent mind the Doctrine of the Confession? It teachesse. shall reward thee o enly.” True

ich views as these did not take their that vowing or Covenanting is an ordi..', place '' We may not

W... that quarter. Previous to the meet-nance of God—that it is an ordinance "pray ; we should pray always, and every

... this Assembly, the Church of Scot be attended to upon special occasions- ', “pray without ceasing: But
... ad a Confession of Faith, and they [that we thereby more strictly bind our- - i

n - | d hat it is d | the most suitable place for solemn, set
tered into Solemn Covenant engage:selves : 'T. at it is '" "'', 'seasons of devotion, is some retired spot

... to maintain that Confession; and what conduces thereunto, which ought " or private apartment, where no one will

ey sent some of their most distin.constitute the matter of such engagements.

d ministers and members, to assist Has any one of these churches yet ad

| ring and amending this Confession, vanced farther than the Confession on any

be likely to interrupt or disturb us, and

no eye but that of the all-seeing God is

upon us—the Being whose presence and

|

#: we should say, making aN' of these points. It might be though: race we seek. |

'sion. They never dreamed that by some that on the “special seasons,”,” Those who content themselves with
Jüß

were chargeable with Covenant- when it may be proper to enter into such
vowel

- - - !", attending public, social, and family pray

ng in taking such a step; nor does engagements, the Confession is defective, -er, and wholly neglect their closets, show
". 2ar that there were any vigilant but so are all these churches: they have plainly that it is not communion with

* ls at their post (as is our favor) to left vowing or Covenanting as they have God they seek, but that they pray to be

" in the alterations before they saw left fasting, without specifying the special seen of men. Many think it enough to

ir call bad names over those en-seasons when it should be attended to. visit God, morning and evening—these

in making them. No, the wav It might be supposed, however, that visits are a mere hurried repetition of

business there was to wait until there is an important point wanting in an oft-repeated prayer, to satisfy con

"w the New Confession. After hav. this statement of the doctrine in the Con-science, but not to commune with God.

mined it and compared it with the fession. It says nothing respecting the Others think it sufficient to pray in some

* 1: andard of doctrine, they quietly laid descending obligation of such engagements strait or difficulty, when no one else can

... e Old Confession and embraced on the posterity of those entering into help them. They only visit the throne

..". as superior to it. And who will them. A very good reason may be as of grace in a season of affliction, and God

... : in so doing, they were guilty of signed for this omission, (or rather for not would not see their faces, if necessity

...:nt-breaking ! And if we should giving more prominence to this idea, for did not drive them to seek deliverance.

heir example at the present day- we cannot regard it as omitted) no one. The communion which God loves and
, lould alter the Confession of Faith, at that day denied it, nor will any one a will bless, is that which arises from love

we think it faulty or ambiguous—the present day who has correct views of to Him; such love as we have for a dear
s. mould revise our Testimonies and the nature of Covenanting and the organi- friend, which draws us often into his pre

... em more exactly to our circum-zation of the church. The church is a sence, not because we seek any special

*at the present day, who will charge moral person ; the individuals of whom, favor, but because we delight in his so

is * Covenant-breaking beforehand, she is composed are not suffered to remain ciety. Thus, to come to God when not

waiting to see what the Confession by reason of death. In this respect she pressed with fears or burdened with
...mony is to be Such glaring in. is constantly changing, but her moral iden- cares, but because we love Him and can

* * : ught, we think, to break down anytity is not thereby destroyed. Like a not be happy without Him,-this is the

: "...ower to do mischief. river whose waters are constantly escaping communion which God will reward with

"ot only the practice of the West-by evaporation, or absorption in the soil His special favor. Those who love God,

sy. Divines shields us from the im- through which it passes; yet fed by fresh love to be with Him; they will not be

it, 'i'
**

* Telf

* *

you meet God daily in your closet, and

hold sweet converse with Him? Alas!

that any should be shy of God. Men

have no good reason to shun God, but

every inducement and encouragement to

seek His face; He is merciful, and long

suffering, and waiting to be gracious;

He invites all to come to Him. And

yet many never enter their closets and

worship God in secret ! No man would

treat his best friend so. Is it, that men

are ashamed or afraid to meet God

alone? What has God done, that any

should be ashamed of Him? Why

should they be afraid of their greatest

benefactor and friend ? When we think

what a privilege and honor it is, to con

verse with the High and Mighty Ruler

of the universe—the God whom all

Heaven worships—we know not how

to reconcile such conduct with the dic,

tates of common sense.

Whoever pretends to be a Christian,

and yet habitually neglects his closet, is

deceived and deluded. What! a Chris

tian and yet desire no privacy with God

—a saint, yet have no need to speak with

God! The backsliding and ruin of

Christian professors begin always with

closet neglects, either by omitting the

duty wholly, or attending to it in a care

less and formal manner.

Reader, let nothing prevent your seek

ing God in your closet. He may in

deed seem to hide Himself, or His as

pect may seem severe, and He may, for

a time, repulse you. These and other

obstacles may present themselves to dis.

courage your approach, and drive you

from His presence; but persevere, re

membering all the while that you de

serve His frowns, because of your sins

against Him; and cast not away your

confidence. Wait for His smile; thoug',

.." g" of Covenant-breaking, merely be-accessions, it flows onward, and although satisfied without frequent visits to their lie smite you, trust in Him. The Mas

... mus", propose altering our Standards., when it reaches the ocean not a particle closets, where they may be alone with ter. whose acquaintance and blessino you

s' ve left us a statement of doctrine perhaps of the water which constituted its God, and not suffer ordinary engagements seek, has said, . Ask and ye shall re

"subject in the Confession itself channel at the source now remains, it is to interfere with their seasons of private ceive, that your joy may be full.” It has
.#ffectually does the same. The still the same river: so the church flows devotion. Like a certain good man who, been said, “prayer will make us leave

.** which they use respecting the on through the world; it is constantly, when the hour of religious retirement off sinning, and sinning will make us leave
*

- - t ... - --- - * -: "—

**obligation of vows or Covenants losing by death and growing by accessions arrived, broke away from his company, of Praying."-Banner of the Covenant.
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For the Preacher.

A Nut for “Observer” to Crack.

MR. EDITOR,

I have been a reader of the Preacher

from the commencement.

a preacher in the pulpit, in my opinion,

should blow a trumpet which utters no un

certain sound.

But, you must excuse me, when I take

the liberty of saying, that my apprehen

sions have been of late in some degree ex

cited. Some articles have recently ap

peared in the Preacher over the signature

of “Observer,” which seem to me to con

tain a spice of New Schoolism. Mr.

Observer has a great deal to say about the

improvement of our sacred music.

strongly suspect, that if the truth was

known, he has no particular regard for

the peculiarities of our Church, and that
his object is to introduce among us the

usages of other churches. Mr. Editor let

me tell you, I am af: these new

tunes, and these new . . . . .” ducting

our public worship. ii ( ' ' writes

any more, I wish I wouli . ." take to

reconcile his new 1: i: . . .ing things

with the director, a to the prophet,

Jer, 6.16. “ i.e. ....' ... Lord, Stand

ye in the ways, a...! ses, and ask for the

old paths, where is the good way an

walk therein, and ye shall find rest for titution of large portions of our country,

is not this language£, trumpet-tongued, the demandsyour souls.” - - - - - -

plain? Is not this a strict injunction."

ask for “the old paths.” But accord:
ing to Observer, it seems that we must all

get our singing books, and go to school to

fearn new tunes, as though we had both.
ing else to do. I suspect he has little to

do, or he would hardly suppose that other

ple could spend their time in this way.

And then again, Observer strongly
urges that our churches generally should

introduce the new mode of singing the

psalm continuously, without reading it:

line by line, before the singing thereof.

if I had time, I could assign forty-one
reasons, why this new mode should not be

introduced into our churches. But that.'
may not take up too much room, I would

just mention three objections. -

1. If a person happens to be without a
Psalm book, he cannot take part in this

exercise. -

2. One who cannot read, must remain

silent. -

3. A special objection is, that I do not

like these new ways. I wish to see...ou.

church walking in “the old paths.” I

hope, if Observer has any thing more to

say, he will answer my objections to his

proposed innovations. METRUSELAH.

--"

For the Preacber.

The Extension of the Associate Reformed

Church.

Relieving the standards and the usages

of the Associate Reformed Church to be in

closer conformity to the Lively Oracles

than those of any sister member of the

body of Christ, as is implied by our con

nexion with her, it is but natural that we

feel a deeper interest in her extension,

than in that of any other.

While to all, who bear about them the

I garded as the voice of God, to gird on

T H E P R E A C H E R .

celerate her onward progress' Upon this

topic, I propose to offer a few remarks £

the Preacher. And I do it with less diffi

idence, even with the most perfect freedom,

knowing his ability, and reposing confi

* - And as one dence in his readiness to expose and cor.

who feels deeply interested in the pros

perity of the Associate Reformed Church,

I have been gratified to learn that the

paper has obtained a pretty wide £our church it would be most ungrateful, and rally many to their standards: but

tion. I have been pleased also with the not to thank God and take courage. But the other commands respect from its sim:
:£ pursued by the Preacher, is she up to her utmost energies? That plicity and efficiency.

and with the decided testimony which is is the question?

borne to the distinctive principles of our

rect alike any fallacy, or heresy that may

appear.

For the present prosperous condition of

*

*

the whole earth, yet our Heavenly Father *

is pleased to employ human instrumen- to

Itality in carrying forward his all-glorious

work. His will, respecting this instru.

mentality, is manifested in particular cases

by the indications of his Providence. Ser

vice to be performed—easy access there.

to—a force at command, that may be

thrown into this service--with ample

means for their subsistence, may be re

the armor and go forward. His people

may be encouraged with hope of success,

las they see all these marks meeting in any

given case.

What then are the indications at pre

sent? Does He require us to extend the

sphere of our labor? The great and rapid

increase, in numbers and insolence of his high time, that those papers which are de

enemies, from the system of the Socialist

to that of the Atheist, which are springing

up amidst many of the strong holds of re.
ligion, and spreading over our beloved

land, menacing our civil and religious in

stitutions,—and also, the almost entire des.

for service, in the ranks of the Captain of

our salvation. -

| Enlistments from some quarter must be

had, or ere long all our institutions must

inevitably be involved in ruin. Service is

needed.

Are we not urgently invited to share the

honor of this service?

That the Associate Reformed Church is

in favor with God, seems evident from the

smiles of Heaven upon her exertions since

the severe conflict, that bore away her

plumed standard bearer, together with

many an able champion, and severed her

united phalanx. That she is esteemed by

man is obvious from the many and urgent

demands upon her for aid. From the

point where first the Pilgrim Fathers stood,

“holding forth the word of life,” to the

'most distant West, the breezes come bur

dened, not only with the wails of want, but

also with pathetic appeals to our church

for aid. While onward is the strife for

conquest by the enemies of all righteous

ness, the Reformed Church in our land is

tooked to, with implicit reliance upon her

weapons, as adequate, to cope with the

foe. The weapons of her warfare are

- - Although it is not by might, nor by to the service of her Master, by which, she

church. A Religious paper, not less than power, but by the Spirit of God, that Zion may greatly enlarge the sphere of her

must arise and stand forth, the beauty£ is easy. -

mark that indicates the will of God for her

cy to allure inexperienced persons, par

been overrun with error and corruption in

doctrine and in practice.

And what do the rapidly increasing and

pressing calls upon our church testify, but tri

that these facts are becoming better known, ca

and are being admitted by some, who have als of society are placed'

time then that from the

the religious press a w

forth, which might atlass.,

are just enering upon mark.

manhood, and who have not a

into the tempter's hand.

tried the more cumbersome armor and

find it wanting. True, the splendor and

the glitter of the one, excite admiration

Confidence is reposed in her. Access

She has the second

go forward.

Nothing is intended as peculiar to the

Associate Reformed Church in distinction

uS

ly

O. S. S.

For the Preacher.

The Theatres

MR. EDITOR:

Do you not think that the favorable

manner in which theatrical performers and

performances are noticed by a majority of

the newspapers of the day, has a tenden

ticularly the young, into these haunts of

vice? Do you not also think, that it is

voted to the interests of Messiah's king.

dom should lift up their voice like a trum.

pet, that such persons may be admonished

of danger, and make good their escape ere

the tempter's chain is completely thrown

around them "

In my first interrogation, I have alluded

to the evil influence which is exercised

over, particularly our youth, by the favor

able notices which are taken of theatres in

many of our influential public papers.

These papers, as you are aware, fall into

the hands of the young and inexperienced,

p

fected; and the applause which they see

given to certain theatrical persons, excites

their curiosity, and awakens within them

many have taken their first step to ruin.

edited, and widely circulated.

from “The Dollar Newspaper,” Vol. 4th,'

amusements, the crowds in nightly at

tendance are wonderful to behold. And

not surprising that the evening churches

are slimly attended; our citizens have not

the gift of ubiquity, and cannot be at two

places at the same time. Every thing

seems to have its turn. A few years ago,

all the places of amusement open in the

known to be drawn alone from the armory

of the Shepherd'a bag,-weapons, that

have never failed to do good execution,

though hurled by a stripling. With this

armor, her weakest sons, strong in confi

dence of its efficiency, move boldly forth,

when the hosts of Israel, arrayed in the

mail of modern warfare, quail all dismay.

ed. Her offensive weapon is the sword of

the Spirit,--she strikes with the naked

blade, preaching the Word. The might

and temper of this weapon, are known to

have been well tested in the hands of the

veteran champions of her parent land.

marks of the Lord Jesus, we would be

ready to extend a helping hand, for her,

we must cherish the tenderest regard.

“Her very dust to us is dear.” -

An inquiry then, of lively mterest to

every son and daughter in her communion,

arises: Is our church, now, in a state of

advancement, to the extent of her re

sources? if not, what can be done to ac

Scotland, at the present day, stands a no

ble monument of its efficiency. What,

but this gave her a complete triumph over

who encumbered themselves with

the Man of Sin? What, but this has for

ages preserved her an example of picty,

and purity of doctrine, while other lands,

with men of undoubted piety and zeal, but

the

city could not altogether turn out such an

audience as is now nightly seen at almost

any one of our theatres. Churches, Li.

braries, Companies, and Literary Institutes,

then were fashionable, and held sway.

Three or four years have completely turn

ed the tables in favor of the theatres.”

This language I quote to give an ex

ample of the manner in which such places

are noticed by our newspapers. Now,

what must be the effect produced upon the

mind of the youth by such remarks? I

do not say that the papers in your city talk

of this subject in this style, but still, they

throw in their influence, if it is by but a

short paragraph, and many of them are

ready to take up the cudgel at any one

who will open his lips in opposition.

It is a lamentable fact, that theatrical

trumpery of modern improvements, have

the case every where

that there is a falling

And why is this the cas

by saying that if it meet with va.

bation, I propose in a few sh: '.

show that theatres are scho's

ity, instead of (as we offen be

termed) being “schools of t.

This l shall do, by showing ###,

teachers and the lessons# ****

moral.

exhibitions are becoming more common,

and that they are more fully attended by
the fashionable members of society. This

slow:

away it is,

e! ls ** i

butable to the silence of'h'.

re, and under whose protect *

lift,

!' . .

aming'.

I am aware that we must **

selves to hear the angry growing,

who love the corrupt ani'.

only form in which it now as "

them grow away. We will... '"

for any pain which they can: '.

, ifwe are made instrumental:

warning one from the sharess.

Yours truly,

Churches,

at a time when their minds are easily af.” "A" " " ' "
NEW YORK.

On the first of November, ".

first Theological Seminary"

a desire to witness their performances; States was opened in the ".

a curiosity, in the gratification of which, York, by the GeneralSy"
ciate Reformed Church, an "

To show that my fault-finding is not Professorship of Rev. John M.'" *

groundless, let me refer you to the follow- D. Enriched with a wells' '

ing notice which theatres receive in a land enjoying the instru" ||

Philadelphia paper, a paper which is well |most distinguished sch".

I quote|his day, it soon became".

arge number of young ".

No. 42 : “At all our places of public since acted important " '

branches of the visible ch".

In the year 1808 or is"’.

when we count up the number open, it is Matthews was chosen ass"

and for several years le"

tinued to increase in the ".

students and the extent " " '

p:

About the year, 1816,"

of the Carolinas and**

ing lost much of their "

attachment of the Pro's":

ciples and usages o'
and become alienated ".

Synod, began to wil"*

clining the seminary"

between the A. R.S." '',

terian General Assem'."

was disbanded-iss".

the library trans"''

Seminary at Princ'''.

union took place," " .

and south had cr'

the general body. '
nod of Pennsylvan"''

went, and also a g!"

largest Presbytery "...

York. But für *'.

ministers and chur',

posed the union to * .#

unable to be presen's

tion at the meeting",

is not the case in Philadelphia alone ; it is
passed, yet so efficial"

.*

Q's,

WE.

RELIGIOUS #3\le: kg, -

Regarding the sound and #:

cation of young men for the is "

try, as a matter of vital im:

church and the world, wer.

definite information from mont"

as far as our space may allow:

the “Schools of the prophes'.

to those denominations in wi:

more immediately interes'. . .

resetit the different ins: £

order of their establishment.

from other branches of the Reformed ously set for his soul. Butle, ''

Church that propose union. -

Theological Seminaries of the lar - #!e

and their interes—and" |
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itself until it ceased by its own

the courts of the land have

almost perfect unanimity,

m their rightful possessions.

years afterwards the “School

nets” was closed, and young

sired the ministry studied in

ces; but at its meeting in

* York, the synod resolved on

eptember, 1829, to revive the

Seminary in its bounds

appointed Rev. Joseph M'.

Professor—fixed upon New

York, for its location—gave

s unto God for what he had

to do, and threw the revived

many prayers into his holy

n the first Monday of October,

ewed Institution was opened,

nterruption has since pursued

ficiency and usefulness. Its

extends through four years,

year there is one session of

1, commencing on the first

Dctober and ending on the

ay in May. The studies are

>mbrace the entire original

*stematic and Pastoral The

: Ecclesiastical History. A

--intendents, consisting of one

each Pesbytery, is annually

"...he synod, and on their re

students may be licensed at

third session, on condition

rn to the seminary another

18 there was completed a

anged, and eligibly located

2 students may be conveni

odated with lecture-rooms,

ing, and almost every facil

ully prosecuting their The

2. Since, the year 1830,

young men have availed

# he privileges of this Institu

gh their ranks have been

h and other means, about

hem are now in the minis

he :- - - -

* nown to a perishing world

": le riches of Christ. At

* oseph M’Carrell, D. D., is

* nd there are seven students.

# *s, lectures, and use of the

s: library, which was collect

# , Dr. Mason, and was long

d seminary in New York,

• charge to students, and the

it, 'ises of a residence in New

"... oderate as in any place of

* : *es and desirableness.—

is uctor.

th: *.*

's

as "–––

''.

in r. Baird, in a letter dated

# * written in the house of Dr.

'* been distinguished by the

( :h his life has been placed

re" ant and vindictive priest.

first ek Church, thus writes of

s: "t truly noble and devoted

lear 1 of the present state of

...'"

''' id I sat up the greater part

...' viewing the trials through

* en called to pass. For a

* G is life has been much ex

be God, the worst is over,

a posure of some of the capi.

ar, Greek Church was a no

- ie ice is farly broken.

s' and will prevail. I am

... Dr. King's family. This

| Weicted a little service for the

... persons, in the English.

Dr. King preaches in

- -

's me hope in relation to

midst of all present dis.

! so clear in equity and honor are becoming more and more widely dis

laim to the library and other seminated. There are between 300 and

of the church on account of 400 primary and secondary schools estab

in to the name and principles lished in the continental and insular por.

tions of the kingdom. Four large Gymna.

sia have been established in four important

centres–Athens, Syra, Chalcis and Patras

.." which many hundreds of youths are

| pursuing the higher branches of an educa

|tion. And to crown all, there is a flourish.

ing University in this city, which has 26

able Professors, and 250 Students, besides

'400 occasional auditors. There are no

less than 24 newspapers—all conducted

in Greek but one—of which 16 are pub.

| lished at the capital, and the others in

other principal cities. Several of these

journals are conducted with much ability.

There is a great desire for knowledge

among this people, rich and poor, high and

low. Rich Greeks abroad—at Smyrna,

Constantinople, Vienna, Salonica. etc.—

are sending their sons to the University

here. And some of them are doing much

to found schools in this land, so dear to

every Greek wherever he may live.

These things are encouraging. Depend

upon it, a brighter day will arise on
Greece.”

THE CAUSE of THE SABBATH IN Scor

LAND. A correspondent of the Louisville

Herald writing from Glasgow, January

2d, says, “Scotland is at present con

vulsed with the discussion of the question

whether the Lord’s day is henceforward

to be profaned by railway travelling.”

Some time since the managers of the great

central line of railway, between Edinburgh

and Glasgow, resolved on closing their

road against travelling and traffic of every

ungodly men denounced the managers as

Pharasees, hypocrites and such like, religi

ous men of all denominations rejoiced in

the decision, and are doing all in their

power to strengthen the hands of the mana.

gers in the noble stand which they have

taken. They who are opposed to this de.

cision are comparatively few in number,

but very noisy and active, in all that they

can do, to have it reversed. The friends

of the Sabbath are not less active. The

same correspondent says:

“From all parts of Scotland, even the

most remote—from all religious denomina

tions alike, the most prominent and the

most obscure—Presbyterians of every

name, Established Church, Free Church,

Reformed Presbyterians, United Secession,

Relief—-Episcopalians, Congregational

ists, Methodists, Baptists,—memorials are

pouring in upon the directors, congratu.

lating them on the honorable position they

are ocoupying as Christian men, and en

treating them to resist every attempt to

make them abandon the ground they have

taken.

“The railway enterprise, as we see it

here at least, is intensely selfish, and its

promoters are endeavoring to make every

other interest, sacred or secular, to bend

to its demands and requirements. The

observance of the Lord's day is the first

formidable obstacle which it has encoun

tered in Scotland; and the struggle in

which we are engaged is waged with ex

traordinary keenness by both the parties

engaged in it. The press and the platform

are equally employed in the contest; and

even although the directors of the Edin

burgh and Glasgow line should be driven

from their position, and superseded by men

of less principle, who will yield to the

clamor of the anti-Sabbath party, the

friends of the Sabbath have no idea of

abandoning the struggle—-which, from

what I have stated, you will see is rapid.

ly assuming a form of far more import

ance and far greater comprehensiveness

than as it regards this line of railway.

The question at issue now is, to all intents

#3 the fact that schools are

-, i.e.:

*

increasing and knowledge is becoming

diffused. The Bible and other good books

vine authority of the Sabbath day. The

people of God are called to do battle for

the palladium of their religion, with the

mustering hosts of infidelity and selfish.

ness; and whatever reverses they may re.

quire to endure in the meanwhile, for the

trial of their faith, well they know that in

his own time and way, God will speed

the right!”

GERMAN CATHoLic Movem.ENT IN NEw

YoRK. We gave, a few numbers since, a

brief account of the late movement in New

York in which about two hundred Ger.

man Catholics abjured Popery. Soon after

their renunciation became public, Bishop

Hughes appeared in a long letter attempt.

ing to set the matter aside as a mere hoax

upon Protestants. His letter had the ef.

fect of bringing out the Seceders even

more boldly than at first.

They speak to him as follows:

“Whereas, Bishop Hughes declares

‘that we were no Romanists, and that

therefore no secession has taken place,

we are constrained to contradict Bishop

Hughes, and to assure him that we were

born and brought up Roman Catholics,

and also, that the names of our children

may be found in the baptismal registers of

New York. It was high time, surely, that

we had renounced such a Church, in which

the shepherds do not even know who be

long to their flocks.

“Whereas, a genuine Christianity can.

not exist without the word of God; and

whereas, republican freedom is incomplete

without religious freedom, we declare that

we will possess both, of which we have

kind on the Sabbath. While worldly and hithe
itherto been deprived, as the preface to

the Romish New Testament, approved by

Bishop Hughes, shows.

spectfully requested, as soon as possible,

to prepare an appeal to the German

priests and the German people generally,

residing in the United States, to draw out

the friends of truth and freedom from the

dark hierarchy, that we may constitute

ourselves into a free, unrestricted, German

Catholic Church.”

THE NESTORIANs. There seems to be

a fixed determination of bringing to an

end the power of Bedar Khan Bey, by

whom the Nestorian Christians were so

barbarously slaughtered. The Porte,

doubtless, more from political than religi

ous considerations, is exercising all his

cunning to ensnare him. To prepare for

action when the proper time comes, orders

have been given to Essad Pacha, the new

ly appointed Governor of Mosul, to collect

35,000 regular and 7,000 irregular troops;

while Nejib, Pacha of Bagdad, who is

highly spoken of as a commander, has

10,000 men, and a large body of warlike

Arab tribes, at his disposal. The Porte

seems to be very confident in his expecta

tions of soon reducing the Koordish tyrant.

At the same time Dr. Wolff has made an

appeal to the British nation, to induce the

people to petition ministers to interfere on

behalf of the Nestorian Christians. “If

necessary, he says, “though tired and

fatigued and worn out by my yet late ex

pedition to Bokhara, still I am ready to

face, if required, the Koordish tyrant, and

try to persuade him to revoke his horrid

order for exterminating all the Christians

in Koordistaun.”

CATIrotro CITURCH. The Catholic Al

manac for 1847, says that the number of

priests in the United States is eight hun

ninety-eight in one year; and also that

there are eight hundred and twelve

and purposes, a question affecting the Di churches, seventy-two of which were

- *-

*-*-*------------------------ ** -

erected this year. In addition to this

number there are five hundred and seven

ty-seven stations, visited by clergymen,

but as yet without any commodious place

of worship. In the several theological

seminaries there are two hundred and

forty-eight students preparing for the Holy

Ministry. There are twenty-four Litera

ry institutions for young men, of which

thirteen are colleges properly organized;

forty-three Female Religious Institutions,

and sixty-six Academies for young ladies.

ConversIons FROM Roy1ANISM on THE

FIRST SUNDAY of THE YEAR, 1847. We

understand that an unusally large number

of persons will be received into the com

munion of the ancient Irish Church on the

first Sunday of the year, in St. Audoen's,

and that the Rev. Thomas Scott will

preach on the solemn occasion. The class

includes three superior young men, who

were intended by their parents for the Ro.

mish priesthood, and others who are also

well versed in the Scriptures of truth.

There are now 130 names of persons on

the renunciation roll of St. Audoen's

Church, who have abjured the false tenets

of Rome. On that day a great addition

will be made to it. Two fresh priests

have applied to the Priests' Society for

protection.—Londonderry Standard.

that he will not “consecrate any church

hereafter, in which the structure for the

ministration of the Lord's Supper is of an

altar form, or in which there is not for

that use, a table, in the ordinary sense, as

the permanent furniture.”

dently asserted that the Holy Father has

abolished the custom of kissing the Pope's

toe, and instead thereof, extends his hand

“The Rev. Pastor Giustiniani is re-to be kissed! **

INTERESTING MovieMENT.

Several public meetings have been late

ly held in New York to consider what

means can be employed to bring the neg

lected children of that place under the in

fluence of religious instruction. The plan

on which it is proposed to act is much the

same as that on which the “ragged schools

of London” have been condncted, in which

many thousands who had been abandoned

to ignorance and vice have been instructed

and reclaimed to virtue. On Monday, the

25th ult, a vote was passed with great

unanimity to procure or erect, in the city

of New York, a suitable building for the

accommodation of one thousand children.

It is an example that should be followed

in all our large cities.

THE JEWS.

BRITISH SocIErv. We are exceeding

ly gratified to perceive that this Society is

steadily growing in strength and useful

ness. The Jewish Herald for November

informs us that the Committee have re

cently engaged a colporteur for Holland,

and Mr. Hermann Stene, of Frankfort, as

missionary to the Jews in that city and in

Bavaria. Auxiliary Societies are fast mul

tiplying throughout England, and we ob

serve many encouraging indications in the

journals of the missionaries.—Jewish

Chronicle.

CHURCH or Scotland. The Presby.

tery of London have instituted a mission

in Halkin street, in the extreme west of

London, six miles from the Church of

England Jewish Mission, three miles from

the British Society, and two from the

chapel of Mr. Herschell. Mr. Douglas,

the missionary, writes: “Not a day passes

without Jews calling on me. On Satur

dred and thirty-four, being an accession of day last, I had eight Jews with me; and

nearly every day I receive proofs that my

preaching is accomplishing its design in

this neighborhood.”—Jewish Herald.

ANTI-PUsEY ISM. Bisho M'Ilvaine says

MoRE REFORMATION. It is now confi
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- WEDNEsDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 1847.

A CALL has been made out for Rev. A.

Bower by the Second Church, Philadel

phia, lately under the care of Rev. J. B.

Scouller, who is now pastor of a congre

gation in Cuylerville, New York. We

understand that Mr. Bower will accept

of this call, and as soon as he can re

move his family to that place will com

mence his labors in the congregation.

OBSERVER will notice the call made

upon him in this number. Methuselah

ought to be old enough not to be so easi

ly alarmed; but as he professes to have

some uneasiness concerning the observa

tions which have been made on the sub

ject of lining the psalm during the exer- tation of the Son, when the power of the will even accept the su'jection of nations
cise of praise, and as his questions are Godhead was exercised through the Fa- through their constituted authorities, be.

reasonable, we trust they will receive ther, than there is now since all power in sides or apart from his church or spiritu

heaven and in earth has been given to al kingdom."
due attention.

While we would respect the prefer-lt

ences of others, we must say that we in- be governed in subserviency to the inte-this, more than any thing else, that we vation of d".
cline to the general view of the subject rests of his church. commenced this article, which has alrea-" relation to theat

which has been given by Observer. The

usage in question, as he has shown, was propriety in that part of the article of the . At the last meeting for prayer and con. ber is filled withinlete"; i.

introduced to meet the necessities of the convention, in which the church is repre." on the subject of union, held in and indeed, " "...,
church in peculiar circumstances, and sented as peculiarly the kingdom of Alle

when these circumstances no longer|Christ, in distinction from “all things -

require it, can be omitted with great which are put under him for the sake of ed Pr #byterian Church, that with them

advantage to the exercise of praise. But the church. There is certainly more dif: this was the only subject of difficulty now

is there anything in the present circum-ference here than Presbyter seems wi

stances of the church to require thising to allow.
-

-

That's the “nut for Observer reigns by grace as well as authority, and cordially enter the union. From *: it has:

We commit the subject to over voluntary subjects; in the other, ... and other indications equally reliable,we'"

usage?

to crack.”

him with great confidence, not merely on reigns by authority and irresistible pow- incline to the belief that this is the true

account of the clearness and force with

which he is accustomed to dispose ofsub

jects, but because we know the genuine

ness of his attachment to the distinctive

principles of our church.

Headship of Christ.

In the article of Presbyter, in this num

ter, something of a new course has been

struck out in the treatment of this sub

ject. We always like the independent

thinking of the writer, and generally his

views have our cordial assent; but we

must withhold it to some extent in the

present case.

It will be seen that he objects to the

article adopted by the Convention, on the

Headship of Christ, as making distinc

tions which are not merely unnecessary,

but which do not consist with the unity

o: the Mediatorial kingdom. We would

not contend for the phraseology of the

article. To say that hesides his natural

and necessary kingdom as God, Christ

as Mediator, has a twofol: delegated

kingdom, may not express most happily

tle unity upon which Presbyter insists:

i.e.: that the distinctions which this lan

guage is intended to make are just, and

that they do consist with that unity, we

cannot doubt.

The mediatorial kingdom of Christ is

that in which he is “head over all things

to the church.” This kingdom, in ac

cordance with the arrangement of the

covenant of redemption, is delegated to

him; and, as is admitted on all hands, is

the one kingdom which he now adminis

*

**

not naturally and necessarily universal dom of Christ by itself without a com:£ -

dominion over the works of his hands, he parison, and ** * simply in the light "in reference'. |

would not be qualified to receive and ex-of his ow" revelation. In this light. as to be occupied. A "... "

ercise this delegated dominion. It is ne. Presbyter insists, the unity of his king connected with."

cessary, therefore, in a full exhibition dom is clearly revealed; but just as gone to that Tem,

of his Headship, to assert his essential clearly does it appear, that le reigns preparing to £ i.

dignity and absolute power as God. over his church in a sense peculiar to it, be * great imp".

This, as we understand it, is all that is and very different from that in which he and it is in referrets: "The

intended, when the natural and necessary reigns over all else in his dominion. The ly information*** let

power of Christ is spoken of in distinc-distinction is not such as divides his " who have in*

tion from that which has been delegated kingdom; it merely marks the two de number offm's

to him. It is not intended to say that he partments of the same kingdom, in which have gone orate ple:

now exercises this power in his character our Lord reigns in the same character, 8", and the pitt,

as God, distinct from his character as and for the same end-the salvation of gone or are going war,

Mediator; but simply, that he has it, and the church which he has purchased with tion that would left *

in it has an essential qualification for his his blood. "g" plan of the mis.

mediatorial dominion, while all his pow- It seems to us, the only real difficulty to communicate it. "

er, and all the power of the Godhead, is connected with this subject is broached Erangelical Guaria.

now exercised in his mediatorial char-by Presbyter in the following question, ". and Christin, k.

acter. There was not more unity in the asked near the close of his article: “Have ****

divine government previous to the exal- we any evidence that Christ desires or to the notice ofther:

-

THE OLDEN TIME. W.",

- No. of the 2d Woloft.
Here is where we need Neville B. Craig, Esq., ui,

he Son, and all things put under him, to light; and it has been to call attention to wright, of this dy. ".

the settlement and in".dy become too long.y ong around the head of the ('s the
We are equally unable to see any im

eny, it was intimated by the per-great pleasure by ill",

, son Wife spoke on behalf of the Reform-feminiscences

- - - "| North Barish Rin"and he had no doubt if it could be satis- the November med:

In the one case, Ch'factorily disposed of his brethren would ber 1, volume 1 of the Af

. Tl had its origin in the la |

- in the disruption of the 'th
er, irrespective of voluntary submission." of the case in reference to that church, of solulu,

In the illustration of the subject which branch of the church; and if so, it seems auspices of such*

Presbyter offers, drawn from an earthly P"P" that more particular attention, Chalmers,£

government, this difference does not ob. should be directed to this subject than it ::::

tain; and as such we think the illustra-has yet received. We do not believe£.

tion defective. An earthly sovereign has, that there is anything in the diversity: and all the leading tem"

or expects to have, the voluntary submis." which may be entertained on this excellence, is emir.

sion of his subjects as well as of the mem- subject that would justify the continued principles. .
separation of our churches; still, it is de-l. Re-published in£.
sirable to have a clear understanding of". 112 Fulton stree, M.

each other's views on this, as on all the
It is also assumed by Presbyter, and it

subjects of supposed difference. We

is necessary to assume it to have any

parallel in the cases, that the great end * REPORT fa. "
- would be much pleased to see an article Western Penitalian *.

of an earthly sovereign is to promote the . 1846. From the"

year - -

- - - from the Banner of the Covenant in an
interests of his family; whereas, the true - - - it an ears!"

end of his office is to te the in." to the above question. Or if any port it ap"oi nis Oince 18 "O" ite. Ulle in- - . . . ......ation which" 'l of the brethren of that church will furnish': *:

- - - as must be viewed ****

us with an article we will be glad to pub- who desire thet"

| lish it in the Preacher. were particuli"

Moral Instruct". Rev.A."

r1- - remarks in which".
The nearest to it, per- the Christian ch"

haps, is the government to which Pres. At the last meeting of General Synod, connected with"

byter refers; not, however, as we con- the Board of Foreign missions was di- or good which ".
ceive, in the view which he takes of it, rected to take into consideration the pro- "y" he oh-first

but in the power which that government priety of a mission to Oregon or Califor." A much more ".

has, in some degree, over all other gov-nia, and to present, as soon as practica car's*

ernments on earth, by which it can en-ble, the result of their deliberations to this period, " ".

force the claims and maintain the privile the churches. Wehave now to announce, have, ind" " '

ges of its subjects throughout the world. on behalfof the Board, that consideration *:
But the difference here is so great as has been given to this subject, and that truth,"'.

scarcely to justify a comparison. Al- we have the prospect of being able to': y

though the power of England may be report at the next meeting of General inikāyati."

great in comparison with other kingdoms Synod, the plan of a mission to Oregon, real recr" le -

of the earth, it is very limited and insig- It is believed, from correspondence altog"'.

nificantly feeble, in comparison with the which has been had 'that there will be no: * *

infinite and irresistible power of the Me-idifficulty in securing the services of a' .

diator “over all things,” to maintain the person or persons well qualified to * other means." *:

privileges and promote the interests of as missionaries in that field, and who can affections"

the subjects of his spiritual kingdom, be sent out and supported there at little truth. Thewift

bers of his family.

terests of his kingdom, to which all per

sonal and family interests should be held

subordinate. The truth is, the kingdom

of Christ has no parallel in any govern-
-

ment on earth. Oregon Mission.

But ifle were not divine, and had** 1's, the church. We prefer to take the king-expense to the church. It is desired, ob -

_*.*-
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iful of the ‘outcasts and of them that emigrants from Europe to this country, have re- Allegheny County Temperance Quarterly Con-1763. His parents were members of the First

rish, I may here state, as con-"cived instructions from England to reserve $150- vention.*erts". y - 000 acres of a large tract of land in Western

timony on behalf of the reality of

at various ministers of our holy re intended to emigrate in the spring.

rent creeds, have visited many of -

Associate Burgher Church that was established in

The various Societies throughout the County that part of the county, of which the Rev. Andrew
Virginia, for settlers from Wales, most of whom of Allegheny, are hereby notified that the next Black, from Scotland, was the pastor. At an

| regular meeting of this Association, will be held early age he removed to the Parish of Drumbo,

at Temperance Hall, on Smithfield street, on and there became a member of the Antiburgher

during the year, and have, without! THE FREsch ANd the ARAns. The French Friday the 12th day of March next, at 11 o'clock, Church.under, the pastoral care of the Rev. Mr.

- - - ... t1: *hti - - sixteen A. M.
- on which I have have been fighting the Arabs upwards of sixteen A. M. - - - - - -: wn :' fulness of this years. They have been victorious in every en- It is earnestly hoped that the Societies in each

regard to the truthfulnes -

toil and blood and victory, they have secured presented as business of great interest will be

int condition of the prison is a fair, nothing more than a mere military possession of brought before th:...meeting.

at its general religious character Algiers, and even that they are unable to main. SN M. LARiMER, Jr., President.

the one hun- tain, except by the actual presence of a regular EDMUNo SnowDEN, Secretary.
ighout the year. Of the o - army of one hundred thousand men, and a year- -

-

--
-

nty-six convicts now suffering Im- ly expense of $20,000,000—There is a remark. ~~~~~~~ * –- - -

rty-four give encouraging evidence able prophecy recorded in Genesis xvi., 10–12, of M A R R i E D , -

if prayer; their conduct is uniform. Ishmael, the progenitor of the Arabs, that his on Thursday, the 4th instant, by Rev. David

- - -: - posterity should be numerous—that he should be Mr. H S..." * .

with their profession. They "' wild man—his hand against every man, and R. Kerr, Mr. HENRY MILFoRD SMITH to Miss

- - * - - •with sedulous care, and their be. every man's hand against him—and that he£''£ of Rev.

as secures for them the approbation should dwell in the presence of all his brethren. * *- * *** *-*.* ity.

and other officers. Some of the The history of Ishmael's descendants, has hither. On Tuesday evening, February 2d, by Rev. J.

- - - to been in exact accordance with the prophecy. K. Riddle, Mr. John Barge of Kittanning, to
xisted in the earlier part of the And it is, therefore, not at all££ the Miss EU phEMiAK: of the late Hon.

s those now in the prison," "|French in their efforts at conquest, have met with Meck Kelly of Indiana, Pa.

notice.” so little success. For the Word of God cannot

be broken.—Watchman & Observer.

*=
-

S U M M A R Y a A NEw REPUBLIC. Lord Elgin, the Governor

On the 21st ult, by Rev. William Burnett,

Mr. SAMUEL M'PHERsos, to Miss JANE MoRRison,

daughter of Mr. Willian Morrison, of Ohio

- - - - - - - Township.
General of the British possessions in North

|America, having arrived at Montreal, the Cana. By Dr. Press' on the 2d inst., Walker Esse.

dian papers are again discussing the subject of ***, *. Miss MARGARET FRAzER, all of Alle

he distress in Ireland is unparal-'a Federal Union, to include Upper and Lower|gheny city.

* , and disease is carrying off the Canada, New Brunswick, Newfoundland, Prince

numbers. . In addition to the Edward and Nova Scotia. The arguments used

s working death and misery in all are:—the rapid growth and prosperity of the

and, a most fatal disease, superin-|United States.

arcity and the quality of the food,

e, is also increasing the number RIGHT. The House of Delogates of Virginia

recently refused to grant a general amnesty toParliament was opened on the y g y

By the same, on the 12th inst., ALExANDER

MoRELAND, to Miss MARY TAGGART, all of Pitts.

burgh.

O B ITU A R Y .

Bell. From thence he removed to the city of

|Belfast in the year 1799, and continued in the

gagement, and yet, atter all these long years of Ward and Township of the County, will be re- | counmunion of the Antiburgher Church until he

removed to this country in 1819, when he con

nected himself with the First Associate Reform

ied Church of this city, of which he was a con

sistent member up to the time of his death.

| Having attained an age beyond that generally

|alloted to man, he felt amid the gathering in

| finites of four-score years, that the time of his

departure was at hand; and as he approached

the valley of the shadow of death, he feared no

evil, for he had put his trust in the great Shepherd

and Bishop ef souls.
|

| DIED, on January 3d, David STEwARD, aged

8 years 11 months and 5 days, and on January

16th, WILLIAM STEwART, aged 5 years and 4

| months, children of William H. and Martha

Stewart, of Upper St. Clair.

These parents have a lonely dwelling now.

Their children were indeed remarkable and love.

|ly. Great care had been bestowed on them in

training them for the service of God, and young

as they were, they showed that parental care

had not been in vain. The loss of one child is

hard, but to be left childless is harder still. But

parents weep no more, your loss is everlasting

|gain to them. They are gone almost together,

|-they are gone before you, and they are gone to

| Jesus. A little longer and you will meet them

in heaven to part no more. A father's tears may

flow at the remembrance of his loss, but let that

|father remember, that his children sleep in Jesus. '

And when a mothcr can no longer see the ob.

-
those who have incurred the penalties of the . DIED, at her residence in Burgettstown, Wash. jects of her care, her affection and her prayers,

een 1n person-her speech calls duelling law. The law disqualifies from holding lington county, Pa., on the 11th of January, Missithen let her remember that she shall yet be with

distress in Ireland, £ommend-office under the State all persons engaged in Eliza” IRoNs, after a lingering illness, with her departed children; for Martha has chosen

of measures of relief, and en- duels. | consumption. She was a member of the Asso. that good part which shall not be taken away from

rtations of grain from foreign - ciate Reformed Church; and of an exemplary, her.
-

Ireland are pouring in memori- Monnor Edwards. This man whose eiten.
eutenant to suppress the use of: forgeries won for him the unenviable £ppu.

- 'i' and£ while the Itation of being the most expert forger in the- *

-

Christian deportment. She was long afflicted,

but bore it patiently. The Word of God was her |*=

comfort—and highly she prized that best of all

- - - - - Books. It was not, we hope, left to a death-bedS - -- - , “.. -

£"""":£eeting was held in washington." g Sing rrison. hor lips. Her previous life was of the same

continues in the country.

- -

- - - - character. God was pleased by a tedi ic- -" - ost, on behalf,' the suffering The British Consul for North and South Carq. - p y a tedious afflic-1 PAYMENTS For subscri

t which Daniel Webster report. tion to make the parting pang less severe. Her's
lina has given notice that he is forbidden by was not the boastful confidence—but the “good

ppointing the Mayor of New Lord Palmerston to administer on the estates of

lector :££, 'British subjects in slaveholdtng counties, who

, , .tve contributions n on 1 -

# * rward them to Ireland;£ are the owners of slaves

* cleans to act in the same *apaci

and calling upon the people of

A certain death was for some time before her.

- * - - is to her infinite gain.
Le Verrier's Planet. We see it announced as

- - - f late observations and discoveries
t mpt and liberal in the result : - - - -

. .''£andnewhu', from the want of food, earth. When first discovered...", """: That call has been obeyed; and we have look"
S is . culty seen with the most powerful telescopes; but - - *

-- two hundred tons burthen is it is now nearly visible to the naked eye. It is The last time on thy face—the last time hear'd

* , Marietta, Ohip. A meeting said to travel at the rate of a million and a half Thy voice. - - -

*** innati on last Thursday night|miles in twenty-four hours, and as it is believed * * * *

* to charter her to take a load of by some to partake of the nature ofa comet, some

"... to the coast of Ireland. il l prehend serious results from its

* philosophers appre - - - :

... approach, and the most learned professors in Kept thee here. But this, though kind to us,

e. -
England and France are anxiously endeavoring had been,

* I MEXICO. to solve the mysterious problem. Perhaps, the most unkind to thee. No tears

ans Picayune of February 2d, P wi French C T Are shed in Heaven; and earth is wet with tears.

* 1: - - - ican Priest at the French Court. pe
... " highly interesting items: An African Pries

mgny g Paris correspondent of the Boston Atlas says: A

LiNES ON HER DEATH.

*

ardo, 20th ult, letters state that

It took her by no surprise—and we hope the loss

Had we the power, doubtless we had

|

l

|J’ If there be any mistakes in the acknow

edigments, subscribers will please notify us of

1hem that they may be corrected.

Robert Stinson

R. Brice

John Milligan

John Brisbane

James Dickey

d Joseph Curry, MD
Robert Hill

|John Leper

|George M'Connell

|James West

|James M'Allister

Rev R Gracey

'James Black

Benjamin M'Gaw

Here sigh is answer'd back by sigh, and sorrow |J C Bartley

£uent visiter at the Tuileries of late, where he Looks, where" she turns, on sorrow's face. Robert S Gowdy
- H. D.tress, on the 9th, after a stormy sits by the Queen's side, is Father Noussa, a jet- Grief | ungan

P. the first section of the bill au: black African priest, who excites great interest Never dries her cheek. “A vale of tears" is

£ent to raise fifteen millions of by accounts of his missionary labors in Senegal.
"cation or sale of certain goods e nobility have invited him to their -

it "... inta Anna sternly: this' large: have been subscribed to Appropriate n* And why then mourn our

* * * rumored that the opposition so build him a new chnrch. Through his exertions friends

ldiers, that they had shot him over six hundred Roman Catholic priests have Departed? “Weep not for us,” they seem to

y?" as confirmation; but many cir- signed a petition for the abolition of slavery in

it not improbable. The army the French colonies, to be presented to the next say: -

, is a Chambers—over eight thousand other signatures Weep for yourselves—and for your children

* * ...he law created the greatest ex-follow. weep.

ity of Mexico. The churches

* , the ordinances of religion

W: indication of mourning was

If safe in Christ, we part to meet again,

Where sin and sorrow never come, and “fare

kens of resistance were evin. ACKNOWLEDGMENT, wells”

were inclined to support the re. The undersigned, as Treasurer of the Presby- Never rend the bleeding heart. Around that

int. The Mexican Congress, tery of Steubenville, would thus acknowledge place

ress everywhere, appear to be the receipt of Twelve Dollars and Twenty-five No tempests sweep—no might its curtain hangs.

. . . They are alarmed almost cents, from the Female Missionary Society of -

... ssue they make is, “Set o no Cadiz, to the Presbyterial Missionary Fund, in No common sun lights up its skies, the Lamb

** to be.” sustaining Presbytery in affording preaching to Its light—the Lord its glory shines. But still

r" tly believed in Vera Cruz, that the destitute within her own b', When nature bids to weep, 'tis hard not to

be made upon that place, but W.M. LoRIMoR.E. Indulge in tears. Indulgence sweet, if not

* ... mave bee tly introduced. -

'''.'''. Indulg'd too much-Jesus himself, when stand.

ing,
the town, besides the militia The Treasurer of First Synod acknowledges

* , - l ** =y s:-- - • -

- who may be set down at 1000 the receipt of the following sums for Synod's By the grave of him he lov’d—his sorrows

** supply of only a few days' pr Fund: Told in tears: and o'er Jerusalem's doom'd,

- '' is:£ . Spear Spring congregation, by Rev. Ill-fated city wept.—That Saviour said

z. Callahan, * 5 00|To Nain's widow “weep no more,” and gav
- - - ‘iveRichmond, Ohio, congregation, Rev. p ore, g

Lorimer, by Rev. D. R. Kerr, 300|An only son back to a mother's arms.

Knoxville, Ohio, congregation, Rev. So now, we trust, he says to friends, “Weep

Lorimer, by Rev. D. R. Kerr, 2 00 not;”

Bethesda, congregation, by Mr. Pol

ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

id, has entirely thrown off the

d'' from that

at New Orleans, sent for the - - - -

: with our government, to ob. But seek with her a mansion in the skies.

- - - - - lock, 10 00

to *gnition of its independence. Piney Fork, Ohio, congregation, Rev. R. J. H.

|Robert M'Clare

| William S Cummins

Earth's |James Fulton

|R Brice, 3 vol

Samuel Mays

John P. Weed
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James Mitchell
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... – Clokey, by Rev. D. R. Kerr, 200. Mr. Robert YoUNG, whose death was an- Archibald Thompson

*** 'e are informed that Mr. Thos. Mill Creek congregation, Rev. Reid, nounced in the last number of “the Preacher," | Robert Nesbit

. . . interested in a society to aid by Rev. D. R. Kerr, 400" was born in County Down, Ireland, in the year 'John W. Stewart
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* in:
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-- - --- ---------- - .# --- al- -
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P OET # Y. stood,

- Nor my ears hear the dashing of Galilee's flood,

The following is one of the finest and most af.
- - - - - to bear,

fecting specimens of descriptive poetry. Nor my knees press Gethsemane's garden of

J U D E A . prayer.

Blest land of Judea: thrice hallowed of song, -

Where the holiest of memories pilgrim-like Yet, loved of the Father, thy Spirit is near

throng; |To the meek, and the lowly, and penitent here;

In the shade of thy palms, by the shores of thy And the voice of thy love is the same even now"|GENTLEMEN: ... .

I have the honor to acknowledge : : on the Cities.)
work); *

t Horne's Introduction,

As at Bethany's tomb, or on Olivet's brow.
|

*

o: the outward hath gone—but in glory and

With the eye of a spirit I look on that shore, power, - -

Where the pilgrim and prophet have lingered The spIRIT survived the things of an hour;

before, | Unchanged, undecaying, its Pentecost flame

With the glide of a spirit I traverse the sod, On the heart's secret altar is burning the same.

Made bright by the steps of the angels of God.*

£ USGG [.. [1, \ S. We

Sea,

On the hills ofthy beauty, my heart is with thee.

Blue hills of the sea! in my spirit I hear

Thy waters, Genessaret, chime on my ear:

Where the lowly and just with the people sat A WELL-DESERVED TESTIMONIAL.

-

|

| And what if my feet may not tread where He'Extracts of a Letter from Rev. James

|

Johnson, in reply to the above. |

of the Trustees of the Reformed

Presbyterian Church in the City of

New York, under the pastoral care

of the Rev. John N. M'Leod, D. D. #1

receipt, on the 30th ultimo, of an extrac

of the proceedings of your Board on the

sense and that of the congregation, of the

reception which I and my family were

when afflicted last August, and a stran.

ger in our town. I have also perceived

in connection with this notice, the union

of munificence too great, with gratitude Hi

*

down,

And thy spray on the dust of his sandals* In the month of August last, the Rev.

thrown. Dr. M'Leod, of New York, when return

ing from a meeting of Synod in Xenia,

Ohio, was seized in Mansfield with a se

were attack of small-pox. He was among

Beyond are Bethulia's mountains of green,

And the desolate hills of the wild Gadarene;

And I pause on the goat-crags of Tabor to see

The gleam of thy waters, O dark Galilee:

* - was likely to be much neglected at the

Hark! a sound in the valleys, where, swollen and public house in which he was compelled

strong, -

Thy river, O Kishon, is sweeping along; " take a bed. In this emergency, Rev.

Where the Canaanite strove with Jehovah in James Johnson, of the Associate Reform

vain. ed Church of that place, came forward

strangers, and from fear of the disease,' my deep gratitude, and every senti

overcharged, in voting to me unanimous

ly a silver pitcher, as a testimonial of m

Christian attentions. -

For such distinguished liberality and

great kindness, my dear sirs, I beg you
to accept for yourselves and those whom

you represent, the renewed expressions.

*
=

-

ELLOT (N.

MANsField, 3d December, 1846. THEoiodic *.

N - * - - ~. AL AND sus.
Nor my eyes see the cross which he bowed him To the Secretary f th Board, and D#. |

day, among which maj *'''

Davidson's Conne

(Successing *t.

- B00K PUBLISHER:
Chairman of the Select Committee NEW YORK, & '

PITTSBURGH,\!"

FOURTH STREE:

A: .

*

AS constant; tı",...,

''::

D. Commenting s.
2d of October, with the resolutions ap: Cecil's Works; D:... .

pended, so kindly expressive of their own Chalmer. Setans;1...."

Do. Natural T. "

of Christianity; Do. Mai.

hy *.

happy to extend to their beloved pastor, Süd". His Film

Rev. John Newton'- ". .

Davies' Sermons; Lt.

Pheological Sketch #

story; The lirae of

Bereaved Parents (ws.-,

y taining the history of . l

Salvation); Preacher's Wei,

The Pulpit Cyclopæ,

The Pulpit Assistin, I

Edmonson's Short Sea.

Alexander on Isaiah,

Princeton Theckpas,

Authenticity and lar,

Jay's Works; Edwań.

ment offraternal respect.

JAMEs JoHNsoN.

To Messrs John T. Agnew, Secretary * *

of the Board, and George C. Alexander,": ''£
Chairman of the Committee of the Trus.£ **

tees of the Reformed Presb. Church in Scott's, Henry', G:

Charke's Works; S: , ,

Barnes' Notes on lair -

And thy torrent grew dark with the blood of the and urged on Dr. M'Leod the hospitali

slain. |ties of his house, which were accepted,

Tiere, down from his mountains stern Zebulon and during a severe illness of three

Game, weeks, Dr. M'Leod received the atten-since, a clergyman at a small village in."

the City of New York. prehensive Comme:

prices, and to those wr:

A Nov EL SERMoN. A few months eral discount will be a

Herefordshire, either having mislaid or we have is "

Dick's Works, in 4 a.

All of which will bes...

And Naphtali's stag, with his eye-balls of*||

And the chariots of Jabin rolled harmlessly on, |

Near the arm of the Lord was Abinoam's son:

ions of Mr. Johnson and his family.

Of this truly Christian hospitality Dr.

lost the sermon which he had prepared

as spiritual food for his parishioners, re
M'Leod's congregation, as appears from sorted to the novel expedient of substitut

i * - - - - |

There sleep the still rocks and the caverns which the following proceedings, taken from the ling the marriage-service for the sermon,

rang *

When the Princes of Issacher stood by her side

And the shout of a host in its triumph replied. |

|

Lo . Bethlehem’s hill-site before me is seen,

With the mountains around, and the valleys be

tween ; |

There rested the shepherds of Judah, and there :

The song of the angels rose swect on the air.
* g

And Bethany's palm-trees in beauty still throw,

Their shadows at noon on the ruins below ; |
i

The owly Redeemer, and sit at his feet 3 ;

7 road where the Twelve in their way-faring

trod;

stand where they stood with the chosen of God;

'' of the congregation, held o' 3e 2d of Oc

Banner of the Covenant, were not un- and read the whole of it observing, ‘that

To ac song which the beautiful Prophetess sang, mindful. -

diction was then pronounced, and the

tober, resolutions were adopted expres- wondering congregation was dismissed,

sive of their thanks, and also, that a silver the married folks not a little astonished

- - ** * : *... ." 1. - - * * ...... " store Al", " ".

At a 1:... c.3: ... ‘ne Trustees " " " not een *:: .# ; : ". . . . . . . .
prove benefit. " to then, *ist ban: * *

books suitable for $

cluding those publis:

School Union, which are

Catalogue prices. Its

of sixty new and in."

nast twelve months; th:

|ONE 110X off") ; ;

* 'I', '' .

the cheapest ule: -

ever published: " .

pitcher, appropriately inscribed, be pre-at this new mode of reminding them of in uniform style ..."

sented to Mr. Johnson, as a testimonial their marriage ****
Catalogues . . ." |

may be had, on 2.

*

of their gratitude. *= ----- D'At MGNES f :* - - - - - - r * * * *. * * s

The inscription on the pitcher present- $3 () O K - S T O || E. S. Fö: *TION V

ed is as follows: ----- - -- - - --#:'' *
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But where are the sisters who bastened to greet , , , , , -******, *. '*'. - - - - - - - - - - , , , '#'to 'the Reformed Presbyterian Church, New R N order to meet the state of the times ar. ''".

York, to the Rev. James Johnson, Pas- proaching, we will sell our present edition always #"

|tor of the Associate Reformed Church, of the G1-EAT SUPI ER, at the following
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their l'astor, the Rev. J. n N. M'Leod, And by t. 1, inded or more s-p-, -, one or -

v: here his blessing was heard, and his lessons

> *r-the-ht,

y: '... , the blind was restored, and the healing

was wrought.

O), , ,ere with his flock the sad Wanderer came,

~,e.g., ii., i.e. telled over in grief are the same

le cent, where he drank by the way-side still

a w,

Ard he same arrs are blow:ng which treathed

on his brow

n : throne n her hil's sita Jr: salem ye",

* ... v., cust on her fore cod "d chains on her

*::t, -

For the crown of her pr:* : * * mocker hath

* r *,

- - 3.--", e-'----> * > *

. . . .'; she chinah is er: "sere it shore '

-- ..., er, re this dream of the ear'': thede

ru ra " ..."ed in the br's ren'ss o' Goc :

... ...re "... s...it has turned from the outward

and tar,

1: ...ould gaz', -vci, now.on be presence of Him!

*ist in ce's and in terrors, but gentie as when

1, ove and in ale-kness he moved among me":

and the voice which breathed peace to the

waves of he sea,

... be auth of any spirit would whisper to *.

house.—August. 1846.”
s: - * 7 J - - --

side,—The Good Sz:::::::tax. with the o, der.

ALso in si or E,

Scot's Carament-ry, in 3, 4 and 5 volumes.
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... W. AllINDER, PRINTER.
elrow, -

", oft. - - - – --→ * * - * *

y* - a character, that, if well founded, no man, rally arises, Does the infinitely wise God rule. And hence, since the divine decree
Y Wei, - was never designed to be a rule for the

T E R M S .

* teachER will be published on Wednes.
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* endency of Calvinism.-No. 1.

... k not,” said our Lord, “that I

... to send peace on the earth; I

:*: to send peace, but a sword.”

s' mulgation of the religion of Christ

re, our sinful world, has been attend.

... - nmotions and wars and bloody

... ins. And yet no one who has

... ed the power of this religion

- own heart, will pretend that these

gitimate fruits; or that the belief

ciples has a tendency to produce

astrous results. The Author of

ty, is termed the Prince of Peace,

!ospel is appropriately denomi.

gospel of peace; and where its

is felt, not only does it produce

he human bosom, but it disposes

- * : es to follow peace with all men.

"w herefore, the advent of our Lord,

- onsequence of the depravity of

n heart, have proved the occasion

nd commotions in the earth, these

2 consequences are to be attribu

the mild and peaceful reign of

l, but to the desperate wickedness

, , , . "

stinguishing doctrines of the gos.

always had to encounter the same

n our world, which was manifest

ds their divine Author. And

... zealous promulgation and the

efence of the truth as in Jesus,

Tuently become the occasion of

... a spirit of bitter opposition. And

sence of solid arguments, it is no

hing for the adversaries of the

2ndeavor to render it odious, by

to it consequences, for which it

e accountable, than was the ad.

Pur Lord for those commotions

! with his appearance among men.

who does not possess a perverted''
or a depraved heart, could possibly adoptidence at randon, or does he operate in ac

=Against this serious sweeping accusation,

them. And yet it is an incontrovertible

fact, that in every age of the church, these pose? The correct answer to this inquiry,| every ag po quiry

very doctrines have been held by men in

ferior to none others in intellectual culti

|valien, or in moral excellence

'In the last number of the Preacher, the

attention of the reader was called to a very

grave charge against Calvinism, which has

recently been published among us.” This

enlightened, religious community havebeen

asked to believe, that in New England, as

well as in every other land, where Calvin.

ism has prevailed, “the rigid theology,”

and “the despondent doctrines of Calvin.

ism,” have led men to embrace “Univer.

salism, ‘Unitarianism and semi-infidelity.”

|

I appear as the humble advocate of that

system of doctrine against which it is level.

ed. . . . . . . . . . .

Among the doctrines which are repre

sented as producing such pernicious fruit,

the writer referred to, particularly specifies

what he terms “Pre-election, Pre-reproba

tion and Final Perseverance.” The two

first of these doctrines, come under the sub

ject of the Divine decree. And before we

enter upon an enquiry as to the tendency

that we understand precisely what the dod.

by the Word of God. It is possible that a

doctrine of Scripture may be perverted by

the depraved ingenuity of man, and may

thus be made to countenance an evil course.

But the truth of God, cannot possibly have

any such evil tendency. The truth as in

Jesus, is the appointed means by which

sanctification is advanced in the soul; and

the tendency of the truth is invariably to

promote holiness of life. “Sanctify them

through thy truth, thy word is truth.”

On the subject of “God's Eternal De

cree,” the doctrine which is maintained by

Calvinism, is expressed in the following

words: “God, from all eternity, did, by

the most wise and holy counsel of his own

will, freely and unchangeably ordain what

soever comes to pass; yet so as thereby

neither is God the author of sin, nor is vio

lence offered to the will of the creatures;

nor is the liberty or contingency of second

causes taken away, but rather established.”

In this complex proposition, there is a dis

tinct exhibition of the general principle,

1. That the decree of God extends to

“whatsoever comes to pass.”

2. It is denied that this doctrine makes

“God the Author of sin.” And

3. It is maintained that the liberty of

the rational creature remains unimpaired.

in a peculiar manner, been the

lat system of doctrine which is

y the title of Calvinism, to ex- and his sin is chargeable not upon God,

It is but seldom but upon himself.such opposition.

>e the great principles of this sys.

by any thing like Scriptural and it for granted, that all things in heaven

But, very commonly and in earth, derived their existence from

is made, to awaken in the public God, and that his kingdom ruleth over all.

sling of horror in relation to these. These things are explicitly revealed in the

, by charging upon them conse. Word of God, and are admitted by all

for which they are in no degree those with whom we are concerned in the

le. The charges which are fre-present discussion. If then all things were

referred against the doctrines em.[created by God, and if he rules in the king.

the system of Calvinism, by a dom of men, and doeth according to his

men, who neither know what they will in the army of heaven and among the

rgument.

God, man is accountable for his conduct,

In supporting this doctrine, I shall take

of any particular doctrine, it is important T

trine is, and then, whether it is sustained virtually" call in question the truth of his

proceed in the works of creation and provi.

cordance with a previously formed pur

cording to Calvinism, we have in the works.

of creation and providence, the develop- origin in the very nature of God, as a Be

ment of the wise and holy purpose or de-ing of infinite intelligence. It belongs es

cree, which previously existed in the di-sentially to the nature of an intelligent be

. . . . . ling to act in accordance with a previously

. Among the "tional creatures of God, formed purpose, or plan of operation. No

there are being of different characters, intelligent being in the proper exercise of

both had and god. Among the higher his powers, would commence a work with.

order of intelligent beings, there are angels out a purpose or design with regard to

of light, and the are apostate spirits: and what he was about to do.

among men, there are the righteous and will not engage in the erection of a house,

the wicked. A their original creation, until he has formed in his own mind, a

both angels and men were holy beings. plan according to which he will proceed,

How sin was firt introduced into the in- and a purpose with regard to the use to

telligent univers, we know not. But we which the building shall be appropriated.

vine mind. --.

are certain, that it did not proceed from

God.

mess at all; and it is just as impossible

that he should b the Author of sin, as

that darknes

source of light.

the world, it

:0. saly",

sin into the world, would be

omnipotence, and to deny his ability to

govern his own empire. Whatever diffi

culty then,may be connected with the in

troduction f sin, we are shut up to the

necessity o admitting, that it has obtained

an entrarce into the world by the permis.

sion of God. And Calvinism maintains

that for 'viterious but infinitely wise rea

sons, Gd was pleased to permit sin to

tion of hiown glory. -

Amongmen there exists the same diver

sity of chracter as among angels. There

are thosewho study to regulate their lives

by the la of God; while there are others,

the languge of whose hearts is, Who is

the Lord at I should obey him? They

neither fe God, nor regard his authority.

their wiedness and their existence to

gether, mone will deny.

subjects his grace.

pursuing sinful course. Since then it is

edness oman but does not, it follows,

mit their stence.

the charac of man’s conduct is to be de

whereof they affirm, are of such inhabitants of the earth, the question natu

either with, or without divine permission.|be made subservient?

3 d could not prevent, the trine of the divine decree, is virtually to

his pleast, he could by his Spirit, change pleasure.” Isaiah 46:11.

their hea and make them the willing|Son of man goeth as it was determined;

And yet we see, but woe unto that man, by whom he is be.

that in my instances he, for a long time, trayed.” Luke 22:22. “Him being de

upholds a preserves wicked men, while livered by the determinate counsel and fore.

with rega to the permission of sin, nei- done.” Acts 4:28.

ther offersolence to the will of man, nor have obtained an inheritance, being pre

does it im him to do that which is evil, destinated according to the purpose of him

Nor is thivine decree the rule, by which who worketh all things affer the counsel of

his own will.” Eph. 1:11. Examples of

termined.t is the divine law, which is this kind could easily be multiplied.

the appoid rule for the regulation of from those which we have adduced, it will

human conct, and the standard by which at once appear, that the lively Oracles do

our actione to be tried. And our actions ascribe to God, a “counse!,"

are right wrong, in the sight of God, as minate counscl,” a “counsel” which “de

they accowith, or are contrary to this' termined before” what was to be done, a

government of our conduct, we may be,

justly chargeable with great wickedness

before God, when we do that which the

virtually settles the controversy relative to hand and counsel of the Lord before de

the doctrine of the divine Decree. Ac-termined to be done. Acts 4:28

The doctrine of the divine decree has its

The mechanic

And can any rational man persuade him.

God is light, and in him is no dark-self to believe, that the infinitely wise God

formed this stupendous structure—the Uni.

verse, with all its inhabitants, and with all

sould proceed from the its furniture, without having previously

ut as it, is an undemi-|formed in his own mind a purpose with re

able fact, thesi's found its way into gard to the work which he was about to

ut have obtained entrance|execute, and the end to which it should

To deny the doc

maintain, that he who is infinite in wisdom,

proceeded in the work of creation without

design, and that in the government of the

world he aims at the accomplishment of

no end. To deny that the Most High

God acts in accordance with a previously

formed purpose is to impute to a Being of

infinite intelligence, that which would be

regarded as folly in man. To my mind

then, it is perfectly clear that the doctrine

which maintains that the decree of God

have a pict in the world, and that he de-extends to “whatsoever comes to pass,”

signs to take it subservient to the promo- is in accordance with sound reason.

And what say the Scriptures of truth?

In a great variety of instances, the sacred

Oracles speak of the counsel, will, pleasure

and purpose of God, which different terms

convey the same general idea. A few ex

amples are here submitted to the consider.

ation of the reader.

is none like me; declaring the end from

That Gocould at any moment terminate the beginning, and from ancient times the

things that are not yet done, saying, my

Or, if it were counsel shall stand and I will do all my

“Truly the

knowledge of God, ye have taken and by

evident, t God could prevent the wick- wicked hands have crucified and slain.”

Acts 2:23. “Of a truth against thy holy

And hence, notwithstanding the decree of that it exs by the permission of God. child Jesus whom thou hast anointed both

And accong to Calvinism, the decree of Herod and Pontius Pilate, with the Gen.

God extes to the sinful actions of men tiles and the people of Israel were gather.

in this se, that it is his purpose to per-led together for to do whatsoever thy hand

This decree however and thy counsel determined before to be

“. In whom also we

And

a “ deter.

“I am God and there
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will, after which he worketh all things.” friend, I shall endeavor to recall the skill dom may not presume to do. God has felt, the remainlets, *.

sel of his own will, after which he work-him the kernei, which I hope may prove ping assembly to praise him by proxy. But ~

suance of a previously formed purpose or

“purpose” and a “counsel of his own now, yet for the benefit of my venerable of divine appointment. This, human wis. shoul
--

£"emy ina. 't

And according to Calvinism, the decree of which i o". had in such matters, while I made it the duty of all to sing his praise, lature occasi. ". |

God, is the purpose, or determinate coun- undertake to crack this nut, and present to and he has not authorized any worship. *:

|

eth both in creation and in providence, savory to his taste. as to the matter of tunes, and the reading

From our preceding remarks, it appears. And in the first place, I must request of the psalm “line by line, before the sing-Mn. Epiton: * 1:

that it is in perfect accordance with the my good friend to observe, that I am very ing thereof.”--these are things, for which In the Preacher of F4 -

character of God as a Being of infinite in-far from being an advocate for “new it is not pretended that we have divine "P." some reman, •

£ence, to suppose that he has created things," or 'new "asures” in religion, pointment—these are things which must Christ, by a '. : *

all things in heaven and in earth, in": the popular and objectionable accepta be regulated by Christian prudence in ac. “ Presbyter.” A.

tion of those phrases, "I was complaining cordance with the general principles of the voir reques£ *

design, and that he governs all things in of the unreasonable conduct of some per. Bible. And in these things in common yet a * u, , .

the universe in conformity with the pur- sons, who resist all those improvements in with all things humah, there will be p *

Pose of his wisdom. And it has further the manner of "ing divine worship, changes with the advancement of society.

appeared that to suppose that the Most Suggested by age and experience, and who,

s the subject is .

"nce, I prop.

both on some of thes". :

- - minicatin d -

- - - With regard to tunes, I have said they "nication, and als, || ".£: no fixed':'' the lack of: "'ought to be plain, simple, grave and m: 'I' ow' you in".

to which the£ of his hand are£ a prejudice against them, dious; such as when correctly sung, will " appears to me!",
conducted m al parts of his£ y applying to them a phrase of doubtful make “grave sweet melody.” Now who "ances a doctrina ". . ;

would be to impute to the source of wisdom, and suspicious import. If Methuselah "" is to determine what tunes bear this charac." "Christ Jesus tellini,

a degree of folly'''' to£: and look ter , I see Methuselah is impatient to an " the*...

tory, even to a being o £e intelligence over my remarks, with a little care, "swer—i. Not a set of boys and girls.” I,"nion as a divine pers'',

And having inquired. What say the Law will perceive that I have particularly dis. -

**

- - - * - * ** * cheerfully join with my venerable friend!" has resumed li, th",and the Testimony! we have received tinguished between what is divinely ap. y J - f

- - - - "in his answer. And with his rmission."gnty anddominim),their unequivocal response,—“Our God pointed, and those circumstantial things, I w; nis pe person, he had ' . . . k

- - - - - * ' ' will add-Nor to a set of cross old men, 1. r a time, ,is in the heavens; he hath done whatso. connected with the worshi, of God, *hich who have no music in themselv * declarations, or,

- ** * : * | ** * *- **** es, and t" |
ever he pleased; he worketh all things must be regulated by Chistian prudence.

after the counsel of his own will.” With regard to the forme, as that which

And now I would most respectfully ap-lis divinely "pointed, ha: " origin in the who take's, little interest in performing" with the File: .

peal to the sober reflection and intelli infinite wisdom of God, here is no ''this duty in a becoming manner that they "ential sovereignty: i.

gence of every unprejudiced mind, and for improvement, and it would be daring - - - * * ". -

- - - - - - - - - will not learn to sing—Nor to those whosenipotence is an air. i.
- ask, what is there in: ''£ on:: (f' : 'voice is never heard in the church, except “Power£ unloft I)

der it obnoxious to the charge of “rigidi ... But as for those things which are o "when an effort is made to disturb its peace." the Son of God," i. i.
?” WV1,..., " : - inci. ci stanti ir. >iner - . - - - *

theology w hat is there in the princi'rcumstantial nature, andwhich, not bring But in my humble opinion, the most ef, and of inherent and C.

ple which maintains that the infinitely wise divinely appointed, mus be deterinined -

- - - * "ctual method of avoiding the evil agai stercise sovereignty and . . . "God determined beforehand, what he would by human wisdom, they like all human od of avoiding the evil against -

whi - time of his incarnation: , [he

do, both in creation and in providence, to things, are susceptible fimp'''' to guard, is some. long as he': tel

produce in the mind unworthy thoughts of and will be modified by the state of society. £ individual wh' d is. ...That “he humbled him - i.

God! Will any one dare to deny that Let me explain. It is he duty of all to individual who leads the praise of of no reputation and w: -; it

God had a right to determine what he employ their voices in unson with£ should not only be a man form of a servant" tes... ft.

would do with his creatures! Who will hearts, in singing God's prais..."This'' *who, in addition to a know. disclose, but we are "...] in

presume to question the capacity of him a matter of divine appoinent. R. b. .: : ": ": of music, has a expressions as teaching.

whose understanding is infinite, to make the tunes, which are to be ‘mployed for the'"£of a strictly religious' of the essential n:#.

wisest and best determination with regard modulation of the voice n singing praise,' aracter. The character of the precen. divinity. The distini: ”

'hin'in the Univer: Who will say are not divingly appoint". This £ of£ wn. '''''' re.' ".

that the Almighty is unable to execute the divine worship must be regulated by Chris.' 18£ ifd' it is a shame lation is a Scripturalist.

purposes of his wisdom Calvinism main-tian prudence. And as the science or for a''£ O £ * 'e' have'.an" ; ,

tains that:-"Whatsoever the Lord pleas-music like all other human sciences admits," " : up publicly to lead their concerning himself, wh: : #.
ed, that did he in heaven, and in earth, in of improvement, it is preposterns to sup.£ W : : not £" a professor of 'principle cannot be ". ".

the seas and in all deep places.” And nose that the same tunes mils be ": . : an ' 1S : ": where he is my Father are one," an p'

according to this doctrine, Jehovah oc, from age to age, regardlesso'improve.'::": character. But while greater than I.” As the S, fro

cupies a seat upon the throne of universal men's which have been mad, in music.£ '' piety is essential in a pre- sessing all things by es: . des

dominion, all persons and things in heaven. As it respects the venerable Twelve, c '.£ 'means the only qualifi. rived right, he oil - .

and in earth being subject to his control, which were sung exclusively n he olden'' which is'y. TO "#, "while as Mediæ, i.e. wh

and being governed by him in accordance time, I have no hesitation in sing£: £ess a knowledge' heaven and # 2. '

with the purpose of his infinite wisdom, they are good pieces of music, and w". ] ' '' "...And to be able distinction “Prs wife-bel

And while God is exalted, man is taught to sung correctly, they are very suitble to be "o lead the unite voices of a congregation, overlooked; as the conths "p

take his place in the dust, and devoutly to employed in the worship of Gd. '': voice clear, strong expressed sentiments are ime

exclaim, “Great and marvellous are thy they have been sung so long by tose who h : : her the officers "that thees: ton

works, Lord God Almighty; just and true seem to glory in their ignorane of the' perform'' m selecting a person in the Godhraim". He

are thy ways, thou King of saints.” principles of music, and who, £nging, '''£ to ' this important of:

But, as it is in reference to the con-proclaim defiance to all musical gle, and . . e selection of the tune, as a general

nection, between the Decree of God, and who appear to act upon the prinole, that " may be safely len with him. Such
the wicked actions of men, that the princi the more discordant the notes thy utter,'' will seldom introduce a tune

pal difficulty on this subject exists, I shall the more orthodox the praise, tit thes' ic ''' by those who have

endeavor in my next number, to show from good old tunes have been liter." Ortured : "a knowledge. And those who

plain and indisputable examples recorded to death. And therefore, I havdeen al.£ no£ with the rules of

in Scripture, that the divine Decree does most brought to the conclusioi that it £ ": regardless of all the op.
extend to these, yet in such a manner as would be respectful to their mnory to ' tun,'" earning with which "*"[tration is subordinae :

not to interfere with human liberty; and permit them, at least for a time, repose' ed are determined to remain 'Christ, as Mediator, we
therefore, though, that which wicked men in peace. - - £a' : least hold their but his authority being &

do, may be in accordance with what the . As I am particularly anxious be un- their' £ t o: who regard 'ordinate to that sp"

hand and counsel of the Lord before de-derstood, and as I am somewhat prehen- #. £y, to make a “loud "se-skill- was derived. And£

termined to be done, yet as they act freely 'sive that my friend Methuselah ads too fully;” to sing the praise of God "Peace the Godhead. Frn *

and in opposition to the law of God which fast to take up correctly the mining of As a general rule, I say, this matter mediatorial com': .*

is the rule of duty, they are justly regard- what is read, f must ask indulgie while' be safely left with the precentor. I'ders his account. It ".

ed as guilty in the sight of God, and ob-l introduce another illustration. *m not however to be understood as say-this view, that:£

'noxious to punishment. It is a matter of divine an intment,ing that the officers of the church, have no sented as appointing" -

- - MELANCTIIoN. '' all men should praise Go. From concern in it. To them it belongs to work, for the actofile"

obligation to perform this reasobie and superintend every thing connected with was no a personal''. -

--- delightful duty, none can plead #mption the public worship of God; and it becomes and all economical* t

“Kings of the earth and all peopl?princes them to see that all things are conducted internal voluntary ": |''

The Kornel for “Methuselah” to Est, and all judges of the earth; b. young decently and in order. And if at any time Father, Son and Holy

MR. Epiron, men and maidens, old men and #dren,” la tone should be introduced, which in the represented the£ |

I perceive from the last number of the are positively required by Gode' of discree and Competent judges|acted through the: 38#

Preacher, that my friend Methuselah, sup- in this exercise. To introducă£ mani'stly unsuitable, it should at once the Headship: i.e.

posing that I have little to do, has very into the church which would Ictically be interdicted. But such an interposition'sses: and of£
£nevolently carved out some work for me.'take this service out of the ha of the will rarely be necessary, where£rs: administs 11."

The task, however, which he has called worshippers generally and con! it to '' the church have performed their£ views:*

me to perform, is pleasant, rather than irk-choir of singers, composed, it r be, of in appointing to this important office alon of many proo's

some—to crack a nut / I can remember those who are not even profess of£ person. |John 5:17, . My 2. -

the time, when I was somewhat fond of ligion, would be in my view a fous: But having as yet examined only one and I work. *: I'll

such employment. And though the days propriety. I would be an inva £of the nut, and finding it to contain God and of:

of cracking nuts are rather past with meldivine authority, by setting asid4 matter more than I at first anticipated, fest I." When he * 1 *

w

i!

ty

c

can relish none in others—Nor to thos. Do they mean that: Sid, i.

who never learned to sing correctly, and "ming our nature."... . .

became man, into that whe

torial.

According to the prin's

just advanced, the Lord's

an essential as well as a "

dom. It is correct to say *

authority rules, even wh:

is immediately employed

For the Preacher.
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*-m

to God, even the Father." Acts a civil throne, the emblem of civil power gathering much mud and filth. Such was tell) ::£,::

. He will judge the world—by that Christ sitting on that throne is a repre- the fact in respect to moral philosophers£ Mr. A was so drunk that

hom he hath ordained.” Rom. sentation of him ruling men as members among the heathen, but they had the hon-state '' Mr. A from his bed. What

God shall judge the secrets of men of civil society. Psalm 132:11. “ The esty to acknowledge that they labor:d un- he could not rise . k of h. teach *

Christ.” Lord hath sworn to David—of the fruit der a difficulty. Says Socrates, “To me my reader, do'' '' : Such a : er

-
interpretation given by “ Presby. of thy body will I set upon thy throne." it seems best to be quiet; it is necessary to of morals as this ! et£ e is

ich I'admit is the common one, of Isaiah 9:7: "Of the increase of his gov wait till you learn how you ought to be as fit for the task as any of his brethren in

mur's declaration “my kingdom is ernment and peace there shall be no end, have towards the gods and towards men.” the profession ; we may so conclude, if we

is world” beyond all dispute cor. upon the throne of David, to order it! I conclude then that those laws of moral. are permitted to judge from the favorable

He has indeed shown that the and to establish it.” - ity which are collected and arranged by notices which he receives from certain

gy in the article which he quotes. But I fear I have trespassed on your reason, guided by nature's light, are im. newspapers. -

basis of union is exceptionable, in patience, and shall do no more than offer a perfect and insufficient; there is an un. But I suppose I have written as much as

as the Convention evidently de few remarks on the inquiry, “Have we settledness about them, which gives rise to will fill up the space allotted to me in the

how that the church is a spiritual any evidence that Christ desires or will doubt in regard to what is duty. Not so “Preacher,” and I will only say, more.

by describing her as not of this accept the subjection of nations through with the latter, which is revealed from anon. Yours truly,

From this it would follow that their constituted authorities, beside or heaven. In this there is nothing imaginary J. J. B.

s no kingdom, but what is spirit."part from: his church or spiritual king- or disputable; our '' God, and our

erv reverse of which is asserted dom !" To this I unhesitatingly answer duty to man, are fixed clearly and unalter

he article. In the affirmative, and give the following ablv. -

at it is not the nature of his specifications: - - -

but its origin or source which 1. Nations are his subjects. Psalm 22:
ur describes in the above de *. He is the Governor among the na

will, I think appear, from the tions. Rev. #5. “Prince of the kings

considerations. The kingdom of the earth." Rev. 19:16. " King of

sars was of this world not be-kings." Surely he desires and will ac

the materiality of its£": their subjection.

- Moderate Drinking

And who, we may ask, so well quali. Dr. Nott, speaking of the effects of

fied to frame laws by which man's conduct moderate drinking, has the following

towards his fellow man should be regu-truthful and forceful language:

lated as his Creator, who knows his nature, “The ragged, squalid, brutal rum

and what is necessary to secure his happi- drunkard, who raves in the bar-room,

ness here and hereafter. And I contend consorts with swine in the gutter, or fills

- - - - 2. Nati - ...that all that is good and worthy of atten- with clamor and dismay the cold and

se of the earthliness of its origin. 2., Nations are commanded. Psalm tion in the systems of morals, collected comfortless abode, to which, in the spirit

t from heaven but from earth. * 10-12. "Be wise, ye kings; be in £y ancient or modern writers, is de of a demon, he returns at night, much

ht tyrants never sought; and 'le'd ye judges of the earth; £rived from the same source, although it as he injures himself deeply wretched

ght as the source of power the Lord with fear—kiss the Son.” - -

er acknowledged. The decla- Doubtless, he desires and will accept". not be in precisely the same way, as he renders his'' exerts but little

'' to an admi:' ... their obedience to his Father's com- The moral law which was given to influence in beguiling of: into an im
* ingdom '':: ld mands. Moses upon Sinai's top forms, in my opin-itation of his revolting conduct. On the

* hich Fiate enquired ''. 3. Nations who do not submit are ion, the grand foundation of all wholesome con:# as his''£

from below ' from above, sorely threatened. Psalm 2.0. T. rules, by which we are to be regulated into deter.': !: .#

had said "my kingdom. £ break them with a rod of iron." dealings with God and man ; and true criminal indulgence. From his £ed:
'' a "my kingdom'' shalt dash th in wieces morality consists in a rigid observance of tion and his woes, the note of warning is

'''''''':£
..ey would be here to£ and kingdom that will not serve £ well as every school of morality, will£}. may hear it, and hearing un

it by physical force; but in-shall perish.” -
found taking this system as the text book. ": - ibl d - Christi

my kingdom is from Goi on 4. It is promised that nations shall * Now let us inquire how it is with the ... '£ mo ''£

to plead and sustain 'my submit to him. Psalm 72:11. “All"' we are told is a “£ 11n '' ls, '. £ "...#

his is the “ god confession” kings shall fall down before him; all ... of morality?” Do the teachers pay due brandy or whiskey, in mixture. Wit

“witnessed before Pontiustions shall serve him.” Isaiah 60:10. attention to this system Have the les.' : ot'££'
the was “King of kings, and “Kings shall minister unto thee.” sons which they teach a tendency to'' #. ''' o :' *

rds.” 1 Tim. 613-#" 'A' | 5. It is predicted that they shall actu."heir scholars to attend to this system'' ' the st1 ' the£'' t :

sustained by the last clause|ally become subject to him. Daniel 7:27. Upon the answer truthfully rendered to are the men who send forth from the

- - sti - - - or high places of Society, and sometimes
2. “now is my kingdom not "All dominions shall serve and obey these questions, my position must stand or high place y,

l,
s

- - | - - r/ > - -

" How can this apply to a him." Rev. 11:15. “The kingdoms of fall, for there is no half-way place,££
of the nature of his kingdom, this world are become the kingdoms of neutral ground, the theatre must either be buked,' ££: is

can it apply but to the source the Lord and of his Christ.” moral or immoral in its tendency. :... 'secretly d' ly doing ". :

**as derived ! 6. He is invested with authority to I have not much to say about theatrical' : silently doing on: Sl :

"action between two kingdoms subject them to himself. Psalm 110.2 performers, from my personal'n' '.£ ''.:£

* Christ as Mediator which “Rule thou in the midst of thine ene with many or few of them; for in truth!'": * -

*

*

-
* -

It is this reputable, authorized, moderate
* thinks useless appears to mies.” Verse 6. “He shall wound the (and I glory in the acknowledgment.) I I * * -

*nt and necessary; and I am heads over many countries.” Rev. 19: have not a single acquaintance in that pro-££

at it is Scriptural. He is the 16. “He hath on his vesture and on his fession. My remarks then, for the most'' falsely assumed which encours es

* - church by the covenant of thigh, a name written, King of kings, part, must be like my knowledge, gene.' in£ occasional excesses:

... uting all believers one with and Lord of lords.” in respect to that class of society. Bu'. the public mind to holida - revelić.

ritual and indissoluble rela. It would be easy to multiply the proof permit meto ask, is it not always expected shelter.£ deserved re£ the bar:

are his voluntary subjects, of each of these specifieations; and on from persons who wish to reform society #on de - p ":
". ... * jec's ' - - - - - i = 1,..,ae - , room tipler, and furnishes a salve even

he rules by his laws and their testimony we rely for the evidence, that they, in their lives, show forth the for the occasional inquietude, of the

fluences and directs by his that Christ desires and will accept the beauty and wholesomeness of the P'nei brutal drinkar:£ - -

. does he govern wicked men subjection of nations through their con- ples they wish to have observed Now, - -

' ' ot to speak of the inanimate stituted authorities; and we add, that if it be morality that these persons wish to

creation, in the same way the shall certainly receive it. inculcate, do they show its beauty and its Sn. ENT PREAcmix. What more in

p over all things being fo VERITAs. charms in their own deportment? teresting and affecting than the sight
p g g Ior | W: 1--- * : | | - g ->

" 're-supposes her existenc | What is the general character of those thus spoken of by the London Globe 2–
* * * ppose nce, - - | y

*"lates, as its end, her wel- men and women who shine as stars, or “It may not be generally known to the
* * Cl-, - - - " ... T. -

* * S. Headship over the church' For the Preacher. who occupy the more humble position of metropolitan public, that there has been,

- -
-

-

-
-

-

- -

- - - -
-" ceive, strictly the reward The Theatre.-No. 2. stock-players, in our theatres? Have for some time past, a chapel in Red Lion

s' ceived for his humiliation|Ma: Epitor : they such a character, that those who up Square, in which public'worship is per

G \, for it was itself the begin- Dear Sir-I learn that my proposal hold them most, would like to engage formed twice every Sunday for the sole

of events, that led to these meets with your approbation, (to some ex-them as the moral trainers of their dear benefit of the deaf and dumb. The Ser

, is and indispensable results. [ent at least,) from the fact that you have children? or would any parent desire his vice is that of the Church of England–

, , was “a name above every inserted my first “short essay" upon theison or his daughter to immirate their ex-singing and the music of the organ being

... " :altation “above all princi. subject of “ Theatres” in the Preacher, ample in all things? I would judge not as a matter of course, omitted. The ex

wer, and might, and do- and I send you this in continuation of my 'Who does not know that theatrical per periment of communicating to those un

levation not merely relative|remarks. - forme: (with a very few exceptions) pay fortunate persons deprived of hearing

ive—a Headship is over ail. Before proceeding farther, let us have very little regard to morality? Are they and the power of speech, a knowledge

church which is his body.”|an answer to the following inquiry :—not, for the most part, gamblers, profane. of the great truths of revelation, by

stion between the two king. What is Morality? Morality in its sim: swearers, debauches and drunkards? means of those signs which constitute a

[ediator is clearly exhibited|plest sense, is conformity to law. Truel Permit me to call your attention to one language in themselves, has been emi

t ways in which the Scrip- morality is conformity to the divine law, instance, which I have no doubt might be nently successful. in. the morning the

3 him as governing them.in all the duties which it prescribes to God taken as an illustration of the character of chapel in Red Lion Square is attended

"...hteous sceptre," by which himself, or to our fellow men; and this hundreds of the profession. A very em.' from twenty to thirty deaf and dumb

* his voluntary subjects, and law not merely as it appears in the light of nent tragedian, who entertained your the persons: Last Sunday evening the au

'' of iron” by which he rules nature, but as fully revealed in the light of tre-going citizens last fall, and in the early'' consisted of seventeen. After the

"ind breaks them in pieces revelation. Morality as gathered from part of the winter, with his glowing, ex. '' prayers had: gone through,

essel. Psalm 2.8, 9; Rev. nature's light by man's effort, has much inhibitions of morality, after leaving Pitts-":££ by.

* other principle could we it which is imaginary, and disputable burgh, was engaged at the National£ '.£ lapter of

-
passages of Scripture Hence the great diversity of opinions which tre in Cincinnati, to given '. lessons '. com r: every idea''

"nt Christ as sitting on the we find entertained among writers on moral this important subject. But to when'' ' convey. The service lasted

"...id, for David was a civil philosophy. The stream from which they class had assembled and were anxiously J - -

stical ruler, and his throne dip, is so shallow that they cannot avoid, awaiting (whether quietly or not I cannot upwards of an hour and a quarter.

* -

 

 



T H E PR E A C H E R .

For the Preacher, strife, even to that of the slightest dirersity communion with Christ the Head, it::**.

Mr. E. - '' the mode of liberating the slave, clear fellowship with all its fellow members of "" lime; and he **
R. D.DITOR - ly evince that as yet they are enemies to that blessed Body into which it has been "of their walls."

An Observer will appear to you and to union:—and the pastor displays his stabil-ingrafied. We therefore infer, that those labors of their "... .

your readers a delinquent. Some weeksity to his profession, by pledging himself who do not long after and desire fellow mater grow won "'

since, he gave a hint, that he would, into his flock that he will concede to no ship with all that are truly members of the present Places:

concurrence with many others, give£ that does not embrace all their eccle. Christ's mystical body, manifest, that they'll not then be*:

opinion, on some points, in relation to thesiastical peculiarities, and carry out all the themselves have not had the spirit of extra exertion for a £*contemplated Union of Orthodox Churches.doctrines he has been teaching, and that in adoption breathed upon them. This dis. to exercise all possib * its

This he has still kept in view; but unex- the verbage, and in accordance with the tinguishing attainment they ought to make might labor and heleft

pected occurrences, with the pressure of illustrations he has been in the habit of before they either criticize on the attain- within a smallerc.: .

his customary engagements, have so far using. Now it is obvious to An Observer, ments of others, or pretend to take any the stronger churches*

rendered it impracticable with him to re-that such persons must, on the subject of sway in ordering the fellowship of the without detriment to*

deem his pledge. He has not read all union, undergo an entire revolution, in members of Christ's Body. not then mater of minis

that has been written on the subject, which their views and feelings, before they can be AN OBserveR. our attention be died.

he should have done, before he presumed brought to concur in any act of union with (To be continued) the accomplishmen *.

to take up his pen. He may perchance other churches. And one such person in prise! So of aggressive #:

tread in the steps of some that have gone any ecclesiastical body is like a dead fly in relation to ground wax,
before him, and thereby bring upon him- the apothecaries pot of ointment—or is like For the Preacher, stations, These:

ts's

self the opprobrium of a plagiarist. In one sinner that destroyeth much good. The Extension of the Associate Reformed of aid any longer time,
fluenced by this view of the case, he has We will proceed to show in a few remarks Church.-No 2. unsettled. Hence, while

deferred, to improve sometime which might the ground on which union in the Mystical An opportunity for labor, the perform-parative infancy they time,

have been spent in sketching his own sen-Body of Christ rests, that, those who are ance of which must result in the enlarge-only the labors of£ |

timents; but finding that he is not likely professedly members of that Body, and yet ment of the body performing it, and that are constantly entensing *:

very soon to obtain leisure, both to real' tute of a spirit of union, may see the labor of easy access to the Associate Re- not succeed in establish: ;

all that has been written, and write too, he radical deficiency of their attainments., formed Church, was shown in a former No.church, and enjoyars.

has concluded to hazard giving his own. The Spirit of God has taught us that there Let us now proceed to the 3d mark desig-ply of word and orim.
- -

- - . . . - - - - - - - - -

sentiments to the view of the public, and if is one Body, and that all genuine Chris-nated as indicative of the Divine mind, The come":

they should seem to chime in with those tians are members of that one Body, and viz., a force available for that labor, the neighborhood of *:

of any other that has been written, the co- members one of another. Every genuine. Success in the accomplishment of an en-joy at the thoughtof:

incidence will only tend to further the es- member of that Body sustains then a two-terprize depends, not only upon numbers God seek a connection:

tablishment of the truth, as at the mouth of fold union—a union with Christ the Head, sufficient, with requisite qualifications, but of the church, having ".

two witnesses. and with one another in him. This is no less upon their judicious disposition: instead of the Ass":

You have, Mr. Editor, very courteously called the unity of the spirit which we are a comparatively small force well d', This is done not from:

bespoken attention to the promised remarks to preserve in the bonds of peace. This may do much, and without it, the multitude standards or her us'."

of An Obserper, from the£ of the spirit originates in the effusion will effect but little; nay the greater num- other is stronger thans,

that he has taken a deep interest in the of the Divine Spirit upon the person of ber may subvert the very object they were cause the one*

cause of Ecclesiastical Union. This may, Christ, when he was anointed with the oil intended to subserve. |a helpful parent in a st's

however, but excite the jealousy of some of gladness above his fellows. Hereby the A small band in solid column may with the other enjoys that the

There are not a few, and that among those Lord Jesus Christ was officially endued stand, or overcome a force where twice the state; thus giving mons,

very churches between whom a union has with that virtue, whence emanates all the number would be vanquished if widely cess to the former,:
been contemplated, that look upon the benignant influences, that knit his people, dispersed. A question here arises, Is the prival. If thereforestativiti

spirit of ecclesiastical union, excepting it in love to himself, and to one another. force now employed in the ministry of the to sustain a pastor,"

should operate in such a way, as to bring But these influences must have a channel Associate Reformed Church most£, (a mallet';

others into junction with themselves, as by which, as well as a source from'' disposed of for her extension? To presbytery within whis of

they would look upon a pestilence, or to flow into the hearts of men. This presume to decide in this case would savor located) should be ".

some very destroying evil. The spirit of

union is, however, abroad in the churches,

and it will, ultimately, prevail over time

spirit of strife and debate which is in the

world and of the world. What are our

associations, our ecclesiastical alliance,

&c., but the hectic breathing of the spirit

spirit has been long harassed and broken

down, by the demoniacal influence of

anger, wrath, malice and evil speaking.

Men constituting the membership of the Jesus, on his having received baptism by gations, and see if they are in a state of

church, instead of cultivating that meek|John. Henceforth, he gave evidence, by efficiency equal to their numerical strength,

and gentle disposition, which is ever ready

to think others better than themselves, have

been heady, high-minded, having a form

of godlinees but denying the power there.

of But this age of bitterness and strife is

wearing off. The church is becoming,

very slowly indeed, yet gradually, con

valescent. In the case of our annual con

ventions of Orthodox Churches, the mean

hers are ready, at the close of a week's

conference, to consummate a union ; and

on their return to their several regions,

they breathe the spirit of union, and for a

time it seems to be cherished by those with

whom they associate, until some one comes

along, who has been thoroughly educated

in the school of party strife, and, immedi

ately, the cry of traitor to his profession is

raised, and as long confirmed habits lie in

that channel of feeling, the cry is echoed

in every direction—and before a year has

passed round, the churches are nearly back

to the ground from which they had emerg

ed. Still An Obserper can, without the

aid of a telescope or microscope, perceive

the spirit of union growing stronger and

stronger, on the whole. It has, by no

means, as yet, however, pervaded the dif.

ferent organized bodies that are represent

ed in these conventions. Their ambition

in many cases to proselyte from their fellow

denominations, and their zeal in testifying

from the pulpit all the peculiarities which

channel takes its commencement from the no little of arrogance in any one individual, pastor, with assurante's

|graces which are necessary to his sustain

let, priest and king. As a sign and seal of

this unction of the Holy One, and for the

Holy Spirit was seen, in the form of a

dove, to descend and rest upon the Lord

his wise counsels, and omnipotent acts,

that the Spirit of God was with him, in a

prominent degree. He spake as never

man spake, and he acted as never man act.

!ed. The Divine Spirit thus resting upon

the man Christ, and dwelling in the person

of the Imanuel, as the fullness of the God.

head bodily, he thence goes forth taking

the things that are Christ's, and by his own

omnipotent grace, enters the hearts of

God’s chosen ones, and unites them to

Christ by an indissoluble bond. This

union is therefore effected by a twofold

|operation of the Holy Spirit, first on the

part of the sinner, and second on the part

the sinner, the Holy and Divine Spirit

creates him anew in Christ Jesus unto

good works-makes him right in heart

with God; by causing old things to pass

away and all things to become new. By

this operation he is sanctified wholly, in

soul, body and spirit, and made meet to be

a partaker of the inheritance of the saints

of light. Without this operation of the

spirit, God could not admit to the enjoy

ment of his favor, the person of the sinner,

without himself becoming an accomplice

with him in his iniquity. By this washing

of regeneration and renewing of the Holy

Spirit, the sinner is made to relish, and to

seek fellowship with God, and with all

that bear his blessed and his holy image.

they have so long been making matters of As such when a soul is united to, and has

of the Lord Jesus Christ. On the part of

of union. The body that contains this fuller confirmation of the church's faith change of circumstances, may not be the

in this important point of divine truth, the happiest at a subsequent period. Would

thereto: for what may have been the best

possible arrangement at one time, by

it not then be wisdom first to turn our at

tention to the state of our settled congre.

agency of the Divine Spirit, in creating the as that decision might be against the opin-make all due efforts'

human nature of the Lord Jesus Christ, ion and practice of the fathers and brethren

|and in imparting to it all those gifts and of the entire Church. Still it will not be

- regarded as assurance for the humblest of

conventional meetings, and our ministerialing and exercising all his offices of proph. her members, to make inquiries in relation-

|

they shall not be "...]

many such would ''.

with the blessing of'.

would soon become."

but benefactors ofther'

And must not somes:

system of operations”:

instead of our churi’i

pearance of a strong " |

she will become effem".

tain even her pres' "

length she shalle"

and if not, how it may be improved As

the word preached is the great instrumen.

tality employed by God for building up his

frequency, in a majority of our settled con

gregations, that might lead us to expect

them to grow in grace and in numbers!"

Are not impressions, made under one ser

mon, effaced before an opportunity for

another occurs? thus rendering of little

avail a large amount of labor thus bestow.

ed. And do not other denominations,

amongst whom we dwell, afford to their

people a more frequent dispensation of

word and ordinances? and as people not

already in connection with any church be

come concerned for their well-being, do

they not incline to join where they can en

joy most frequently, not what is regarded

as a penance, but what the sweet singer of

Israel so much delighted in, viz., spending

days in the courts ofour God? Frequently,

persons have become interested upon the

subject of religion under the preaching of

the Associate Reformed Church, yet attach

themselves to other communions, where

from Sabbath to Sabbath is broken unto

them the bread of life; and where they are

under the immediate care of their Spirit

ual Teacher, which cannot be enjoyed by

those who are in connection with branches,

remote from the residence of their pastor.

I know it is said that many of our con.

accomplish this! ''
saints, as well as for the conversion of settled ministers and .

sinners, we ask is it enjoyed with that will be seen"."

swallowed up by*
But where are them"

thus far contempl".

These disposed | ".

ready to come "p"

and form a".

as occasion m'.

goodly number*:

commendable*.

delight in proc"*

vation to their"

the number already:

not settled they*:

is not room for "

in numbers sufi'".

creasing dem".

sowing the£
ly harves. ".

£ different ".

formed Church".

liberated who"::
by furnish addition ".

advancement,

ciate Refo

Presbyterian

.
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T H E PR E A C H E R .

f80 a ently against the doctrine of election,

been "I to him, “You believe in election as

hotel, ily as I do.” “I deny it,” answered

low, ". other; “on the contrary, it is a doc

" *** I detest.” “Do you believe that

they ". mer will be saved on the last day,

* 0 tonly some !” “Only some.” “Do

dis's imagine that some will be found to

make me saved themselves?” “No, cer

him." ly; God in Christ is the only Saviour

any uners.” “But God could have sav

the , the rest, could he not ?” “No

bt.” “Then salvation is peculiar to

". . saved " ... “To be sure.” “And

, saves them designedly, and not

nst his will?”, “Certainly.” “And

ngly suffers the rest to perish, tho'

ould easily have hindered it?” “It

ld seem so.” “Then, is not this

'tion? It amounts to the same thing.”

er.

rmed

im.=

'. * - RE1.J&JQUS UNITEL LJ&ES]G3. |

that "----

e: Relief and Secession Churches.

'r \0, t

desig. : :" readers have already been advised of the

mm. viations for union between these two

labor, ... hes, and of the prospect of their formal

in em. re on the 12th of May. The following state.

of the origin of these Cherches, given in
mbers "hristian Magazine of the South, will be

s bu! "with interest:

illion: "

...' ... e Secession took its rise in 1733,

links: Ebenezer Erskine, William Will

...Alexander Moncrief and James Fisher

... ..., off from the Established Church of

and, in consequence of that Church's1: -

with ...rant and oppressive conduct, under

- ... fluence of the Moderate party, in
ice the Sur.

ki, a $. ministers into pastoral charges in

'''.ition to the wishes of the people, and
ls'ng to hear or redress grievances,

"'ter respectfully or numerously pre:

#" i. “Let it never be forgotten,” (says

'' " rington, in his History of the Church

ds" otland,) “that these pious and emi

vidu "ministers seceded, not from the Church

e or "otland, but from the prevailing party,

rth.' * *derates of the day, by whom heresy

n", "reened, sound doctrine condemned,

his "line neglected, the rights of Christian

**egations violated, their feelings out.

'**', and the Scriptural government of

... : A' nurch changed into a system of cruel
" •ppressive secular tyranny.” Four

W., is: afterwards, this Secession Was

** thened by an accession of four other

'ers, among whom was the cele.

''': " Ralph Erskine. In 1745 they had

£ *sed to one Synod with three Presby.

''. Most unfortunately, about this time,
ed' is? # the controversy respecting the Bur

oath, which contained the following

*

'''"

: “I profess and allow with my

the true religion presently professed

... this realm, and authorized by the

*"...thereof. I will abide at and defend

to "...me to my life's end, renouncing the

"e£ religion, called the Papistry.”

1. s resulted in a schism in that body,

'7, known by the name of the Burgh.

*::1 Anti-Burgher division. The order

s" £ng: with these two sects, for many

s" afterwards, was “crimination and

ination,” each contending that they

s: "he Associate Synod. They remain.
- ...' his divided state over seventy years,
t* "hey were united in 1820, under the

: .# * of the United Secession.

:£ Relief Synod, another offshot from

- :* stablished Church, seceded in 1752,

'' ' 'sequence of the Rev. Mr. Gillespie,

'*' Presbytery of Dunfermlin, being

£d for refusing to assist in the settle.

"'of a minister, in a parish where the
up." #% were opposed to it. This deposed
# 0'". -

££: with others, erected themselves

yet?

us, wr"

ken *"

'e they*

£, to afford ecclesiastical privileges to

hurch of Scotland, as exhibited in her

This branch of Dissenters, we believe,

was never understood to differ from the

body from which they seceded, only on the

subject of patronage. They have contend.

ed that it is an outrage upon the feelings

and rights of Christian congregations, to

have ministers forced upon them contrary

to their wishes. They have maintained,

as all Presbyterians are bound to do, that

the Church of Christ is an independent

spiritual power, and should, in no in

stance, be restrained or controlled by the

secular authorities in any matter falling

within the scope of her jurisdiction.

It is pleasing to learn that these two

bodies, the Relief and the Secession, have

nearly completed the preliminaries for a

union, which will take place in May next.

Such intelligence must be gratifying to all

the true followers of our common Lord.

Millerism.

The subjects of this delusion are still indulging

in their speculations, with a confidence which,

from previous disappointments, might be tem.

pered with a little more modesty.

A writer in “The Voice of Truth” pre

sents an array of dates which results in the

conclusion that the 1335 days end before

next April. So that, according to this ex

position, time will continue less than two

months longer. Another writer, in re.

viewing these calculations, ventures, on the

authority of Thiers, the French historian,

to affirm that the 1335 days will end the

last of next May; thus giving time a brief

respite of two months longer.

But Mr. Himes, the editor of the Advent

Herald, is not disposed to commit himself

quite so far. He declares Christ will

come very soon—may come to-day, and

should be expected every day. He says:

“All the evidence we can find, points to

months in the past: none point to the fu

ture. The fall of '46 is the latest point to

which we can stretch the prophetic periods,

and the evidence that carries them there is

much weaker than that which pointed to

the fall of '44. Yet, as we have not reach

ed the consummation, we know their ter.

mination is in the future.”

MoRMons. The deluded disciples of

Joe Smith are destined to take a place in

history with the followers of Theudas and

Judas of Galilee, (Acts 5:36–37) and be

scattered and brought to nought. Tidings

have recently been received from Council

Bluffs, that Brigham Young, “president of

the twelve,” who accompanied the great

expedition to California, has died, and the

other leaders having gained possession of

all the money they could, have run off and

left their unhappy dupes. They must in.

evitably suffer greatly during the winter.

Popery Still.

The following extract from the Pope's Ency.

clical Letter will show that, with all his reputa.

tion as a reformer, he is still firm in the funda.

mental principles of his system—opposition to

the circulation of the Word of God, and the ex.

ercise of the right of private judgment. After

speaking of the various sects (Protestants of

course) which he thinks have wicked designs on

Holy Mother, he continues as follows:

This too, is the design of those wily

Biblical Societies, which, reviving the an

cient art of heretics, cease not, gratuitous.

ly to bestow, and even to obtrude upon

men of every rank, and however illiterate,

the books of the Divine Scripture, render

the Church, into every vulgar tongue, often

perversely interpreted, multiplied into im.

mense numbers, and published at vast ex

# Presbytery, called the Presbytery of pense, in order that all men rejecting di.

vine tradition, the doctrine of the Fathers,

who adhered to the Constitution of and the authority of the Catholic Church,

may interpret the Word of God by their

eit '.

njo hip.”

£e
forc"

l, canons, confessions, and forms of

---------------

ed contrary to the most holy regulations of ent in Scotland.

own private judgment, pervert its mean

ing, and thus fall into the greatest errors.

predecessors, reprobated; and we, who,

though unworthy, have succeeded him,

also condemn.

INTERESTING RELIcs. Rev. Charles

Peabody, of the American Tract Society,

has recently found two interesting relics

of German colportage in the 16th century

in Indiana. One is a Tract by Martin

Luther, printed at Wittemberg, in 1545,

in a good state of preservation, with nu.

merous marginal notes by various hands.

The other is a religious book, also printed

Melancthon. They were found in German

families, and their preservation through a

service of more than 300 years, beautiful.

ly illustrates the permanent influence of

books.

CLASHING PRERoe ATIves. We learn

through the New England Puritan that an

occurrence, well calculated to excite con

siderable interest, has recently taken place

between a pastor in the Episcopal Church

and his Bishop. The Puritan says:

A new question has arisen to disturb

the Episcopal Church. The Bishop of

Maryland sent a notice to one of the pas.

tors in Baltimore, that on a given day he

would visit his church, and administer the

communion, and take up a collection for a

particular object. The pastor denied his

right to issue such a mandate. The bish

op made his appearance in the vestry-room

on the day appointed for the service, when

a conversation took place. The matter

closed for the time in the following man
ner :

“I now informed the bishop, that antici.

pating the difficulty, I had declined having

the elements taken into the church. I

then remarked with a good deal of feeling,

‘My dear bishop, I hope you will not sup.

pose that I take this position out of person.

al hostility to you ; it is not this: but the

duty I owe to the order, and arrangement,

and ritual of the Church, constrains me to

take it; it is not with me a matter of per

sonal feeling, but a question of principle.’

The Bishop replied that he judged no

man's motives but by his actions, and that

if it was a matter personal with him, he

would give it up immediately; but that it

was with him a matter involving the rights

and duties of the Episcopate, which he had

received, and which it became him to

transmit to his successors in office. In

leaving the vestry-room, he asked me if

my position was taken, to which I replied

that it was ; and here ended our pesonal
interview.”

The doctrine of the bishop is, that he is

the pastor of all his diocese, and the min

isters are mere agents of his. This doc

trine seems to be above the ordinary alti.

tude of High Churchism. Bishop Onder.

donk, of New York, first promulgated it,

though it was generally resisted by his

clergy. His brother of Pennsylvania dif.

fered from him, and never pretended to

any right to officiate in the congregations

of his clergy, (except in strict Episcopal

duty,) without their consent. Such is the

question that bids fair to awake a warm

discussion ; for being extra-biblical, the

Bible can throw no light upon it.—Chris.

tian Intelligencer.

-

The Spirit of the Scottish Churches.–

A friend kindly sends us the following ex

tract of a letter from a female correspond.

It presents a happy view

of the spirit of benevolence, unity, and

zeal in the cause of Christ, which we would

our Lord Jesus:—Chr. Instr.

“Dissenters or Seceders have a very

different standing now in Scotland from

what they had a few years ago. What

talent was left in the Church of Scotland

at the time of the disruption was all re

These societies, Gregory XVI. of cherish

ed memory, following the example of his

quired for the cities and large towns. The

country parishes had to rest content with

whatever could be found for them. It was

stated in the House of Lords lately, as a

proof of the power of the dissenting spirit

in Scotland, that the Free Church had sub

scribed, since the disruption, one million

of pounds sterling, (about $4,500,000,)

nearly all of which had been paid up; and

that there appeared no difficulty in raising

whatever sums were thought requisite.

The ‘Times' newspaper had some very

amusing remarks on the subject. It ap

pears extraordinary to those who do not

trouble themselves very much with reli

at Wittemberg in 1532, under the eye of grous matters, that such cautious people as

the Scotch should be solavish. They con

cluded, however, by saying that the Scotch

of the present day were the same in spirit

with their forefathers two hundred years

ago. “No sacrifices would be counted too

dear that preserved to them their religious

liberties. The Secession and Free Church

unite harmoniously on most subjects.”

THE PROTESTANT RELIGION FoRMAL

LY Recognized INTURKEY. This impor

tant event is announced by the foreign

correspondent of the Evangelist. The

Protestant Armenians are recognized as

a distinct civil community. A reformed

evangelical church, enjoying much ofthe

presence of the Divine Head, has a real,

acknowledged existence in the land.

This is a great advance in liberal opin

ions and conduct.—Presb. Adv.

“The Secretary, who communicated

this information yesterday to the Protes

tants, said to them: ‘You are now a na

tion, but you are indeed a little nation,

and we shall hope that by your quiet, up

right and peaceable deportment, you will

justify the Porte in conferring these pri

vileges on you, and show yourselves

worthy of the protection and favor which

are secured to you. In a wonderfully

short period the persecutor has accom

plished the work for which, as Pharaoh

was, he was “raised up. Like another

of old, in whose heart it was to destroy

and cut off not a few, he became a ‘rod'

and an ‘axe in the hand of one mightier

than he, to do what he did not mean,

neither did his heart think of, as the end

of the crusade in which he engaged for

the destruction of God's people. His

work is done. 'Jehovah hath triumped;

his people are free,’” - -

Missionary Intelligence,

GREEce. Letters have been received

from the Rev. Dr. King, dated at Athens

as late as the 19th of December.

The heroic Dr. King is not out of dan

ger, although the violence of persecution

has subsided. He has considerable liberty

to speak and write. The time of his trial.

is still uncertain; so that it is quite doubt.

ful whether the government as such, will

proceed against him, yet he is still exposed

to individual hate, and to the violence of a

mob, which may at any time be raised

against him. His situation is not very un

like that of his prototype in suffering for

the same faith, the apostle Paul, when he

was exposed to a conspiracy of vile men

at Jerusalem; yet he escaped out of their

hands, and lived to do much more for

Christ. So may Dr. King, so may God

cause the wrath of man to praise him.

PERSIA. By the last accounts of affairs

among the Nestorians, it is ascertained

that the reported recent slaughter of the

Mountain Nestorians by their persecutors

is considerably exaggerated. The slaugh.

ter occurred some two hundred miles west

rejoice to see animating all the churches of of 90roomin' on the borders of Turkey,
and not in Persia. The Mar Yohannon

who is reported to have been killed by the

violence of the Kurds is not the Mar Yo.

hannah who recently visited this country.

Turkey. . By letters from the Rev.

Messrs. Goodel and Dwight; dated De

\
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cember 7th, we learn that religious interest which we profess as a church, and it is more violent acts of persecution, and the respect:

continues and increases among the Arme

menced in the Female Seminary at Con.

stantinople, under the care of Miss Lovell.

important that our people should be well members of the Free Church are rapid pointed who are ,

nians. A work of - - - - - - - . . . . . . . - - - - - - -

rk of grace has recently com in tructed in it. In addition to this, it is ly increasing in number. The Edinburgh information, to be given!
-

- - : * 0 li

committees h.

this the

becoming very common with our Armi-Witness says, “that news is arriving soon as practicable in #
|

-
-

*

-
- -

- - - - *. -:
-

-
-

-

-

- -
-

- -

This work began November 22d, when!" brethren, to speak of Calvinism * Ron vario: quarters, of the increase of*Principles of Chris:

two of the girls asked their teachers “what coming into such disrepute, that even its the Free Church. In one of the towns to the Primary object *:

they should do to get new hearts” re-friends are fearful to avow it. This is a in which the oppression had been most give to the would an

great mistake, and one which it is but violent, the number of members of the the real and vital unity f.marking at the same time, that “they had

Prayed several weeks for new hearts but

the more they prayed, the worse they

grew.” This work began, as did that in

''' {{# #P R. E. A. C. R. E. R. ,

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3, 1847.

THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

The Hoard of D; ". - |1e Board of Directors of the Theo should be called to the importance of of intoxicating drinks, in the various the effort which has been m.

logical Seminary are respectfully inform

ed that the annual examination of the

students in this Institution, will com

mence on Wednesday the 17th instant,

at 10 o'clock, A. M. On that evening tables, but has, as often, failed. There

as well as on the preceding, discourses

will be delivered in public by the students of the third year. t

John T. PREssLY.

Allegheny, March, 1847.

||right, as far as possible, to correct congregation had almost doubled during believe the result was even",

|Others, like the writer of the article to the past month.”
-

-
|

the school among the Nestorians, in direct which our correspondent replies, charges,

answer, to prayer. Several of the pupils, it Calvinism with originating the most abo

£". “have passed from death untolminable heresies with which the earth ANTI-LiceNse. We re-publish in this

lie.

and gratifying than the wan,

of the Alliance had allowed

to expect.

It maybe, that anothers.
- 5:l - .

has been cursed. This is that phase of number, by request, the call for a meet ing of the Alliance will UE't

the subject which will more particularly

come under review in the present series

of articles, to which we invite the atten

tions of our readers.

|

Statistical Tables.

| It has been suggested, that attention

having full statistical tables, from all our

General Synod. An attempt has been

frequently made, to secure such

are good reasons by which a renewed

and more systematic effort for this pur

ing of the Allegheny County Tempe the reason of this, however,

rance Society. In the call, as originally ceive, will not be so mud .

handed us, there was a mistake of the what was done or was not!

time of meeting; the day is Fri meeting in London, as he

day the 5th, instead of the 12th of March. Christian world is not yet

The object of the meeting, we under-sustain a movement of the

stand, is to prepare for the coming elec-scale so grand. Still, if #

tion, in reference to licensing the sale were even now disbanded

townships of the county. Who, that has lish a more perfect visible in

congregations, at the next meeting of any just sense of the evils of intempe-Christians, has had and will

rance, will not give them their counte-decided and happy effect:

nance and support in this movement? membered Church of Christ

not have been accomplished,

have been desired, but en";

EvANGELICAL ALLIANCE. There has an era in the Church's him.

pose may be urged. Such statistics are been much said in reference to this All this of course is his
- -

-

-

of importance to Synod, as a means of “ august assembly” which we do "land, we are very sensibles
- -- - *- - * •. -

knowing the ability of the church, and of clearly understand. Some discard it be as much as the one to wis

|adjusting her operations. And they are cause it was not sufficiently anti-slavery: posed ; but still, an opinion

DEATH of A MINIster. Rev. Thomas not unimportant, as a means of making a 'others, because it was too much so; with all due deference, wek.

Palmer, who has been preaching for just acquaintance with our brethren others again, because it did not go far to adhere.

some time to the Associate Reformed of other churches. The imperfect statis- enough towards accomplishing the ends

congregation, Urbana, Ohio, died in that

place on the 15th ult. The Urbana

Gazette, in noticing the death of this

brother, says, “The Church has lost one

of its most brilliant ornaments, and the

community a most estimable and useful

citizen.”

We have reeceived, but too late for

this number, an article in reply to Pres

byter, on the Headship of Christ, from

the highest authority in that part of the

Reformed Presbyterian Church repre

sented in the Convention. It shall ap

pear in the next number. In the mean

time, we have given the article signed

Veritas, from a very respectable source

of the other branch of that church. i.

is not desirable that we should have a

prolonged discussion of this subject. All

that is needed is a simple statement ofthe

views of the different parties, not for pur

poses of controversy, but to see how

nearly these views coincide. We hope

this will be kept in view in anything

which may yet be written on the sub

ject.

Tendency of Calvinism.

On our first page will be seen the first

number of a series of articles under this

head. We gave, in the beginning of the

last volume, some excellent articles, from

the same author, in defence of Calvinism

against the grossest misrepresentations,

and in proof of its distinguishing doc

trines, as the system of truth revealed in

the Sacred Scriptures. To commence a

new series at this time, we do not think

is giving any undue prominence to the

subject.

|

|

It is the system of doctrine

|church, even when they cannot fully

tics which have hitherto been given, have for which it was called; and others still,

really done us injury, both at home and because it attempted too much.

abroad. They have circulated through
|

- By [* Dr. Pressly acknor'.

parties of all these descriptions it *ceipt of fire dollar for

our own country, and through some parts to be voted, that the Alliance was a of Missions,” which shall be:

of Europe, as a full estimate of our

strength. Now, to say nothing more at

present, it is certainly ofsome importance

that those branches of the chnrch in Ire

land and Scotland, which occupy sub

stantially the same ground with our

selves, should have a more just acquaint

ance with us than they are likely to have

from such means as have been given

them. We should have a regular corres

pondence with them; and in the neglect

of this, we should, at least, give them

correct and full statistics of our church.

As the case is, we cannot wonder that

their people, when they come to this

country, are so easily induced to give up

all hope of obtaining a connection with

us, and fall in with other branches of the

unite in all the exercises of their wor

ship.

There is yet sufficient time to attend

to this matter, and certainly it is worthy

of attention. Some of the Presbyteries

have already acted on the subject, and it

is hoped all the Presbyteries represented

in General Synod, will act before the

time of its meeting, and be prepared to

send up by their delegates full statistical

tables of all their congregations.

Canton dc Vaud.

The recent accounts respecting the

progress and prospects of the Free

Church in this Canton of Switzerland,

have been much more encouraging than

heretofore. The civil authorities, from

motives of shame, have ceased from their

the Alliance?

failure.

The last opinion of this kind which we

have seen, and the most plausible, refers $UNM A37.

its failure to the creed making in which -

it engaged. This comes from a high The Jews. There are*

source, and one for which we have a Jews in the United States. "

high respect, and after the prevailing in the four quarters of the#:

manner of calling for “light,” we feel dis- near 7,000,000.

posed to ask a question or two. How German Catholic More". "

could the Alliance have acted without. of persons that have**

some such creed making as it attempted! man Catholic Church in Gen".

Would its ends have been more fully what is called the German tes

attained by the admission of Romanists, estimated at somethin: ""
Unitarians, Universalists and all others. This movement" taken?"

who call themselves Christians? If not," -

how were such persons to be distinguish- Romish Bishop. The bishop."

ed but by their principles, and how could nominated by the Pope." *d

this distinction be better made, than by Havre, waiting"":
some such general statement of prin." He is accompan"

ciples as was adopted, requiring the ". and nuns.

assent of all who became members of Colporteurs. -

|ployed by the American TractScri

#:

But we are not vet red is not far from two":
- yet prepared to be. the states, and embracing"

lieve that the Alliance was a failure. Its lish, German, French, Welsh, ".

-
-

|

object, as we understood it, was to give population.

to the world a practical exemplification

of the real and vital unity of the Church

of Christ, and unite Christians as far as **

possible, in the defenc d Rev. Austin Cary, of Sun" #:

: * e ince * spread of The tract will forthwith **

their common religion. So far as the American Tract Society

spread of the gospel is concerned, it is .."
*{f'

conceded, no plan was matured. T. Pagan Subjects of "''

have expected this, however, from the ". alsasingul:
- - | - an"

first meeting of the Alliance, was to ex- we decide by num":
pect too much. As to union in a defence Inounced the principal ***

f th spel. w - - - empire. The numerical

of the gospel, we think it has not failed.

The British Branch, at least, is carrying:

ed according to instructions

The number"

-

int':

Premium Tract. The£

for the best Tract on Die"

religious distinctions."

g|Paganism; second, *

-

-

out the object of the Alliance in this Protestantism, fourth."

*
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...i, “Praised be the Lord!”

---

-------- ---

The whole cabinet of Santa Anna are reported pending dispute between Turkey and Persia! The father did not see the deceased daughter

were imported to Turkey as slaves during 'o have resigned. Great jealousies exist among seems likely to be drawing towards a bloody during her illness; she went from his bedside in

1st year. If Russia, instead o! fighting the the different G-nerals in the Mexican army, and arbitrat on. The lormer pro esses to be anxions, health, and the next time he saw her, she was

Circassians, should turn her forces against consequently much confusion and disorganiza- for an arrangement; the latter is preparing £r

'urks, she wond command the sympathies|tion prevail.

civilized world.

Nite Slorery. One thousand Circas-ian le

cold in death. Does this not teach you, reader,

war—and here a win Russian intrigue is no “that all is vanity,” and to be mindful of your

Vera Cruz is garrisoned by 3,000 troops, doubt at work. The long cherished and ultimatellatter end. - B.

|dispirited, and daily expecting the city to be at design of Russia is the “incorporation'—for that - -

P f Scotland. At a public": by the Americans. The best informed is now the fashionable word-of Turkey. Ger. £: ''' M'Fid

ly£h for the relief'' the resistance made by the garrison will be many and Italy are pretty much under the yoke'" "..."." (0) departed this

£dof so, land, it'd." it will '!'" "..." Prussia and Aust', and with th' and many life on the evening of the * * 'bruary, 1847,

lated that there were 350,000 individuals
the Castle there are only 1000 men, badly sup- more causes of di-sension in operation, he would!" the 40th year of her age. The disease of

ed of their usual means of support, ''

l

|

pled with provisions, their chief dependence be a bold man that should prophosy the preser'£:

0 required food immediately to prevent ":'''". car .."' of peace in Europe of another year. 'school. All that medical skill could do for £

rom dying of starvation. have ran the blockade and en'd£ The Londonderry Standard of January 20th, in early life, was done, but to no purpose. For a

ports of Mexico. says:-" On the Continent of Europe, a £press-number of years she enjoyed freedom from pain

Despatches containing a statement of the plan led ferment exist in various quare's The "...but had no use of the diseased limb. About 5

rried into the Virginia Court, and which of operations sented upon by General Scott, ... ne:tion of Cracow to Austria, and that of Poland years ago she received another hurt in the same

d the question, whether under the consti (all n into the hand of the Mexicans, and the " Russia, which has now been all but formally knee from a fall. from which time the disease be.

und existing laws of Virgin", a tax can be bearer has been murdered. - |accouplished, have given rise to deep dissatisfac. came irritated and excessively panthl. During

on the salaries of ministers of the go"el. Another disaster has be allen the Army in the |tion amongst all the Iriends of Constitutional the last two years of her life she was confined to

in finally decided by the General Court, capture of a number of officers and troops about gove'": - - bed, was almost entirely helpless, and the pain

the legality of the tax. forty miles beyond Saltiifo. | “In Switzerland the Jesuits are still carry- which she suffered was so intolerable that she re.

-
Two detachments, one of fifty men under com."g " their intrigues, and the despotic govern-solved on having the limb removed, which was

number of immigrants who arrived at mand of Majors Borlany and Gaines, and another''' ' we : credit some of the French done accordingly, two weeks£:

ork from Europe, during the month of De of thirty men under Cassius M. Clay, were taken papers, have a £y in'd to some of the About fifteen years ago she enrolled n rself ''.

last, was seven thousand nine.hundred prisoners by Gen. Minon, with five £Liberal Cantons the possibility of a contingency follower of the Lamb by a public profession o

renty-two, of whom four housand two Mexican cavalry. arising, in which foreign interference will be the faith of Christ in the£ Reformed

and thirty were from the British domi. The transport ship Ondiaka was wrecked with'' order to check the progress of too congregation '££: ":

Enrope, and advices from the old world four companies of Louisiana volunteers on board.": in Portugal is still undecided twin an ''': ment gen i ''

at throughout every country in Europe. The troops got off the wreck in safety, but it is ! "V' war in Fortugal is still un: during her illness ": wals: d

ile are making preparations to embark supposed were seized by the Mexicans and car. :' "::£ that the roya£ pain.£'

Jnited States in the spring. ried into the interior of the country. ad been de eated, but to this report no credit resignation in a high degree. # only thing

A battle has been fought at El Passo, between£ attached. In France, popular distres, about which she uttered any thing like''

co''''''''mine riot', and turbulent outbreaks amongst or regrel, was her detention from the house o

and a Mexican force estimated at 1,000. The the starving peasantry are now the general order God and a communion-table. She£

ascertained loss on the part of the latter was of the day. much in religious conversation and prayer ; an

fully 100 men. How many Americans were -
––the hour having com': had a''

killed and wounded was not known at Tampico Allegheny County Temperance Quarterly can':" e emaciate y

at the date of the£'' The'' vention.

''£' The various Societies throughout the County
and kept possession of the town. of Allegheny, are hereby notified that the next

The most active preparations were going on, regular meeting of this Association, will be held

under the direction of Gen. Scott, for the attack at .'' Hall. on Smithfield':

upon Vera Cruz. The preparations for the ex '' the 5th day of March next, at 11 o'cloc *

dition are on a grand scale. Our land force | *'." * - - - -

' be about£ strong, and our squadron be I is earnestly hoped that the Societies in each

able to bring about 300 guns to bear on the forti. Ward and Township of the County, will be £

fications. presented as business of great interest will be

brought before the meeting.

WM. I.ARTMER, Jr., President.
EDMUND SNowDEN, Secretary. •.

case of the Rev. Dr. Plummer, which

nglishman, named F. W. Horncastle, who

his country as a vocalist about a year

was unsuccessful in humbugging the

is at the present time, it is said, deliver

res in England, on the “manners, and

the Americans,” whom he describes as

of Hottentots, so far as their knowledge

ess is concerned.

pine Horn. When the last rays of the

he summit of the Alps, the shepherd

is the highest on the mountain takes his

ch is like a speaking trumpet, and is

onvey sounds to a great distance, and

As soon as

rd, the neighboring shepherds leave

and repeat the words. The sound

7 minutes, for every echo of the moun.

grotto of the rocks, repeats the name

Q: If there be any errors or oversights in the

acknowledgments, subscribers will please motify

ns of them that they may be corrected.

PAYMENTS FOR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE

PREACHER.

On the Third Volume.

Andrew Somerville David M'Kell

Hugh Wiseman James Wiseman

On the Fourth Volume.

= James Kelso Robert Kerr

IRELAND.

The Londonderry Standard of January 29th

gives the following general account of the pro
-

|George Buchanan Mrs Mary Kelly

* - gress of destitution: -
M A R R I E D , |AT Scott fingh Montgomery

"g a Deceased Wife's Sister. This!... Our columns this day are so crowded with on the 18th ult, by Rev. David R. Kerr, Samuel M'Nary And Somerville

tion has engaged the attention of the other matter that we could not possibly make|w II.LIAM K. NiMick, to ELuzABETH B, BAILEY, of Alexander Harr Rev I, M*Donald

ergy, but most of the bishops decline|'' for a selection from the melancholy details this city. Thomas Dunn Samuel Carnahan

#on The Archbishop of Dublin." starvation and death with which the provincial

''

- - -

!

* ence.

iii.

-'e in the Allegheny mountains, settled

-le, spelling-book, nor a page of read.

links it best that there should be no

... in the matter, not that such matters

le, but that to prevent them is an un

journals of this country, especially in the South

and West, are literally filled, and we can, there

fore, only assure our readers in general terms,

that it is impossible for human language to over

state the horrible scenes of suffering which are

hourly disclosed at coroner's inquests and other

investigations into this awfully painful subject.

The depths of wretchedness into which whole

districts are plunged are absolutely beyond de

scription.”

Oliver Dunn
25th George Bovce

Willinm Clements

George Mitchell

On the 22d ult, by Rev. William Burnett, Joseph Woods

Mr. S. W. Wolpe, of Hubbard, Trumbull county,

Ohio, to Miss B. A. CRENEy, daughter of Mr.

John Cheney, of Ross Township, Allegheny

county, Pa.
James Kelso

On the 16th ult, by Rev. T. L. Speer, Mr. william Happer

WILLIAM HARVEY, of Allegheny, to Miss JANE! Matthew Dinsmore

Samuel M’ fadden

John Jamison

James White

R H Brown

Abrahan Gillespie

On the Fifth Volume.

Mrs M. Giffin

Dr R M*1,etland

By Dr. Pressly, on Thursday evening

ult, Mr. JoHN ANowEw MEKRAN, of Pittsburgh,

to Miss MARY JANE RANKIN, of Allegheny city.

eur makes the following disclosure—

George M'Cague

George Boyce

Rev A M'Elray

Robt. Boyd, Esq.

... itaining over 90 souls, they never saw

** a preacher till 1840. There was

settlement; the children had never
-

-

Wm Patterson

-
Parliamentary Measures for Relief of ord M.F.A.R., of washington county, Pa. Rev J Neal Wm. Little

ri. cher.” |John Russell, in a speech made before the British - - - Thomas Alford Wm. Clements

let: -
Parliament on the 26th of January, gave an out- On the 18th ult, by Rev. Richard Gailey, Mr. orn -

t

* lately passed the House of Represen

- - - - - - -
- --> David Barnett

.,,. line of the contemplated Ministerial policy in John Asbrews to Miss Nascw GA'vka, all o' -

ra. Mor Paoviso. To the Three Willion | reference to£ which we£ fol. Jacob's Creek, Fayette County, Pa. John Altard

|lowing items: Geo Buchanan

Mrs Sarah Boyd

Sarah Robertson

Robert Elliot

'ongress, there was attached the fol.

iso, which is known as the “Wilmot

t" om t e individual who introduced it.

1st, d, That, as an express and funda.

ition to the acquisition of any terri.

a Republic of Mexico by the United

** irtue of any treaty which may be

it setween them, and to the use by the

*: the moneys herein appropriated,

•ry nor involuntary servitude shall

any part of safd territory, except for

!' *of the party shall be first duly con

, I'

#: ht this proviso will fail in the present

... hat the action of the lower house is

"lion of the deliberate determination

"to admit no more slave territory into

0. 5*

B

at There is no pleasure in giving the

wear in any case, and still less when
ntrymen are among its victims.

"our readers receive no other paper,

**t

-
- -

A " Scott

• Public works are to be discontinued, and - * :

“Relief Committees” are to be established in the o B ITU A R Y . ! W'"

various electoral districts throughout the coun- os brown

-
-

Dren, at 2 o'clock on Thursday morning the Boyd Forbes
and the duties of these Committees shall be 25th ult, ELEANor, daughter of Archibald and Captain Wallace

Nancy Al'Cielland, aged one year, ten months' R Blean, Jun.

and thirteen days.

try,

# institute soup-kitchens, levy rates, receive

Government donations, and distribute food with

out requiring employment, though it is expected

that as many of the poor as can obtain employ

ment shall avail themselves of it.

John Harper

J Piper

J Zeigler

James Dallas

Henry Crabill

Samuel M'Nary

Alexander Barr

Robert Mahon

Robert Ross

Andrew M'Allister

William Irwin

Wm M’Clure

Andrew Calhoun

Graham Scott

Diro, at the residence of her father, in Jeffer-; John T. M'Kee–5

son Township, Allegheny county, Pa., on the Abraham Gillespie

DIED, in Allegheny city, on the 27 of January,

at the house of her father, Miss Evelise Eliza

“The sum of £50,000 is to be granted on arrú, eldest daughter of Robert and Margaret|

loans, for one year, to the landlords, for the pur- Thompson, in the 21st year of her age.

pose of purchasing seed for their tenants. The deceased joined the Associate Reformed,

“One million is to be voted for the reclamation Church in Blairsville, under the pastoral care o:

of waste lands, the owners of which may sell J. G. Fulton, in her 16th year, and was an atten

their rights if they please ; but if necessary, waste |tive hearer of the gospel until her death. She

lands, under the value of 2s. 6d. per acre, will be gave satisfactory evidence that when absent from

compulsorily taken, and, when reclaimed, will the body, she would be present with the Lord

be first let in moderately-sized farms, and alter- Her death utters a solemn lesson to a large"
wards sold in perpetuity. of youthful companions.

“Leasehold properties, held for renewable

lives, are to be converted into perpetuities, and

measures are to be adopted for assimilating the

tenures of lands in Ireland to those in England

s, 1.4°om us some accounts of the pro.

*present war, we trust that they

"d by them as Christians should be,
D.

of Sabaoth so to direct the armies men

n?" nts now in conflict, as w

*" to a righteous and happy termi.

a "n arrival at Charleston.

and Scotland.”
Large, in the 24th year of her age. Andrew Jones–2

This family has been singularly afflicted, and Samuel Irwin

22d uit, Miss NANcy, daughter of Gen.:m blouston

We are glad to see that the Ameican prople as such dispensations of a wise Providence should thenry Donnel

in Ireland.

'ayer which availeth much, impor. are not indifferent to the sufferings of their fellow be noted for our spiritual good, permit me briefly john Campbell

We see it stated that in to recite the history of their afflictions. About Ars Jane Gilleland

ill seon bring ||New York over $40,000 has been contribu
- - - - 11 weeks since the father was attacked with Robt. Fee

ted for their relief; in Philadelphia $12,000; in typhus fever, from which he has recovered at this J L Harris

Boston $3,000; in oar own city nearly $3,000.|time so that he can walk through his room. Aaron F Quay

** Havana to the 6th ult, have been Large sums have also been contributed in New About three or four weeks since the daughter titles Lawton

Orleans, Charleston and elsewhere. Liberal col. (whose decease we now record,) was taken with at John Jamison

... a was still at San Louis Potosi, at lections have been taken up in many of our very violent vomiting, which soon prostrated ber, David Archer

11: ?,000 men, generally occupied with Churches; and in our State Legislatures, and in and ended fatally. She was apparently the most John M'Corkle

musement of cock-fighting.

'mpted to be raised from them;

**", excited against Santa Anna, and

:*ing to get up pronunciamentos paper, in some remarks relating to the present this family were at one tune tour members labor."
*

Congress liberal propositions have been made for healthy member of the family. About the 7th Samuel Thompson

have refused to contribute the the same Purpose. ult., a son was seized with typhus fever and still James Cherry

lingers, and subsequently another son has been Wm Trusdell

A late English attacked with the same disease. Here, then, inPoliticAL STATE of EUROPE.

Wim Thompson

Joseph Andrews

Ann Barber

James Drennnn

Robt. Davidson

Isaac Hazlett

John M'Gill

Isaac Taggart

John Stewart

Alexander Clark

S Thompson

Robert Stitt

. Rev A Young

Wrn f, Duff

Jos Huetson, M. D. ,

Haimilton Forrest

Rex D Pressly

R H Brown

Wm Rutchison

Robert Charton

*ivid Thompson

Thomas Bawson

Bartley Jamison

1)avid Carnahan

Joshua Hamilton

1) C Cock-an *

R. Daviri-on

S & H M*.dden

A Armstrong

3ohn Wii-on

Robert Straw

J W R H. 'ep

Jos (suthrie, Sen.

Saul' M Ciusky

Samuel Mehailey

James I air

J. P. W. K.

-

On the Sixth Volume,

the "
political state of Europe, says: “I he longting under disease, one unable to visit the other."

Robert fee
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'' qualifications of elders may perhaps. The Lirrle Blinn Boy. A little ELLIOTT & t\UN'

be comprehended under the three follow-blind boy being asked what forgiveness *ont Runt.

Was, replied, “It is the odor that flowers THEOLOGICAL AND".
1. Personal piety. It would be a waste breathe when trampled upon." . What BOOK *UPLishti:

of words to prove the necessity of this a beautiful idea did this blind child give NEWYORK, & #'.

'Twas Sabbath morn, a lovelier never rose, |qualification. In what a state of spiritual of true forgiveness—a disposition of heart PITTsbLRGH, BErwi. *

PQ £T R Y.

=|ing:—

THE CovenANTERs' sABBATII.

And nature seem'd in holy, calm repose; degradation must a church be, when its which spontaneously returns good for FOURTH STREETs- #.

No cloud was seen along the azure sky, officers are chosen without regard to their evil. H' constantly on bania,

And the pure streamlet glided softly by: personal piety. When men are elected -. | 11 of the Standard'' '**'.
- - - - *ital Way,

From tree to tree the warbling minstrels sang, merely from respect to their wealth and RE-PUBLICATION day, among which mu = '"
*... 1.--> - ...” - - - - - -: | ido - * *

And heaven's bright arch with nature's praises worldly influence, it is a perversion of th' or the London, Edinburgh, North British, andlw Bridge on the Christi is

rang; - authority with which Christ has intrusted westminster Quarterly Reviews, and Black"' * * * *

Though all was still, yet persecutions's rage, his Church, the most sinful and wicked; wood's Edinburgh Magazine. | Horne's Introduction;
- - - - - - - - - - • * - | Do.

With awful fury scourged a bleeding age: nor will he fail to visit it with his judg- terms: Payment to be made in advance. c.','
wick's Let's*, *

Then Scotland groaned beneath a tyrant's yoke, ments. If these things exist in conjunc- For any one of the four Reviews, s3 00 Chalmers' Sermons; D.L.

Till her proud spirit seemed for ever broke; tion with piety, they do not disqualify: For any two do. 3' Do. Natural£
Her sons were hunted from the abodes of men they rather recommend, as they may bel For any three do. 700 of Christianity; Do Mun*

To "vage wilds, or some sequestered glen: employed for the interests of religion. But For Blackwood's Magazine, - 3.00 Suddard's British Puli,

Justice stood mute, for demons gave the law, where they exist in elders without piety, For Blackwood and the our Reviews, 10.00 Rev. John Newton's Wols.

And many a bloody scene her mountains saw these are the more disqualified, as thereby Clubbing.—Four copies of any or all of the Davies' Sermons;Lú.

they are possessed of greater power of do-above works will be sent to one address, on pay- Theological Sketch Bok,
w ment of the subscription for three—the fourth ... Davidson's Connections is:

|

For all four of the Reviows, 800 ":

f

What though this morningrose socalmly bright, ing evil. *

The eye which saw it, trembled at its light;

On Loudon's braes the bird might find a nest, of your own families. It is desirable,

On Pentland's hills the wounded deer might *:lthough not essential, that the elder should

2. The rise and faithful£

But terror there her gloomy watch did keep, be the head of a family. This is particu

Like the death-storm which overhangs the deep; larly noticed by the apostle Paul. And

And homeless man from place to place was driven, the reason seems to be, that faithfulness

Bereft of hope and every stay but heaven.

No gladsome bell announced the Sabbath-day,

The solemn temples mouldered with decay;

God's people met amidst the lonely wild, |

Like wretched outcasts, from the world exiled;

In a lone cave—the eagle's drear abode

They met to worship and to praise their God;

The fretted rocks around their temple hung,

And echoed back the praises as they sung:
--- - 3.

Though half suppressed, the thrilling accent” ". Church, and, in ordinary circumstmnces, w*

To God who hears and answers in the skies;

The preacher rose, and every voice grew still,

in the domestic government is one of the

best tests of Christian character, as well

as an evidence of fitness for governing in

the Church. The peculiar qualities that

distinguish in the government of the fam
ity, qualify for the government of the

Church. Such are prudence, good tem

per, wisdom, zeal and integrity.

Being of good report with the

|

azine, or to any one of the Reviews, for one year,2 * - * ,

copy being gratis.

Premiums –A subscriber to Blackwood's Ma

paying $3 will be presented with a volume of

Bentley's Miscellany, containing numerous en

gravings and illustrations by Cruikshank; or

with a volume of the Metropolitan Magazine, pub

| lished when that Periodical was edited by Cap

tain Marryat; or with one volume of the Dublin'

University Magazine.

Any one subscribing to the Four Reviews *
1847, and paying $8, will be entitled to two back

volumes of Blackwood's Magazine, or to the

choice of any one of the Four Reviews for 1846.

Any one subscribing to the Four Reviews and

Blackwood, for 1847, and paying $10, shall be

entitled to receive any two of the Four Reviews

for IS46.

*...* These premiums can only be allowed

istory: The Israel of God;

Bereaved Parents Con***

taining the history of the #:

Salvation; Preacher's Mimi,

The Pulpit Cyclopedia;

The Pulpit Assistant, by Han,

Edmonson's Short Sermons,

Alexander on Isaiah;

Princeton#' Essats

Authenticity and Inspirit."

Jay's Works; Edwards' W, i.

Clarke's Works; South's $n.

Dick's Works, in 4 and $1.

Barnes' Notes on isaiah, u',

on the New Testament, in it.

Encyclopedia of Religious He

Hill's Divinity;

Scott's, Henry's, Gill', C.

prehensive Commentary, &c.,"

All of which will be sold it

hen payments are made at, or remitted direct prices, and to those buying an

irith the world also. The elder should be to, the publication office; and no premiums will eral discount will be mil: ".

known and marked as a man of godliness.

Save echoing breezes round the lonely hill; i. is not sufficient that he is harmless, ab:

with solemn awe he opes the blessed book,
staining from the gross vices of the world;

Earnest in voice, and heavenly in his look; it is requisite that he be exemplary in piety

while from his looks the soothing accents flow,

To cheer his flock and mitigate their wo:

For who could tell how soon the sentinel's breath

Might give the signal of approaching death !

For every moment seemed to then the last,

And days to come, more gloomy than the Past.

* - - -
- - - -

In caves and glens their Sabbathhours were spent,

Till the pale moon illumed the firmament;

And there they wandered at the dead of night,

When the dim stars withheld their glimmering

light;

And O, how of their wild retreat's been found

By those who sought them like the blood-trained

hound,

And made that place (their oft-frequented cave)

The holy martyr's solitary grave,

where naught but winds their weary death-knell

rang,

And the scared bird their mournful requiem sang:

Yet heaven wept, and bade their spirit” rise

On angel wings, from sorrow to the skies;

while all they suffered shall be ne'er forgot,

Their grave be hallowed, and their dying spot;

For they to Scotland gave her church, her laws,

And fell like patriots in their country's cause.

Peace to their memory' let no impious breath

soil their fair fame, nor triumph o'er their death;

I.et Scotia's grateful sons their tear-drops shed,

where low they lie in honor's gory bed,

Rich with the spoils their glorious deeds had won,

And purchased freedom to a land undone

A land which owes its glory and its worth

To those whom tyrants banished from the earth.

The Character and Qtralifieations of Rul

ing Elders"

and good works. This is necessary, not

because of its own worth merely, and is
qualifying, him for the office, but for the

sake of that influence which he ought ever

the people, by the affection they bear to

his person. it him rule over the Church

by the respect which they entertain for his

character.—Ev. Rep.

THE SHORTER CATECHIsM. Many

years ago we were taking shelter from

the rain in a shop in Leadenhall street,

when a beggar came to the door who

alms; whereupon the tradesman re

marked to us that he himself was a

Scotchman, but had been fifty years set

tled in London; and that he always ask

ed mendicants where they came from;

and that he did not meet with so great a

proportion of Scotch as of English and

Irish beggars; and that when any pro

fessing to be his countrymen applied to

him, he usually tested their veracity by

asking, “What is the chief end of man?”

for if they could not answer the first

question in “The Shorter Catechism,”

they were no Scotchmen—Lond Chris

tian Observer.

INCIDENT AT SALTILLo. When Ge

neral Worth's command was approach

ing Saltillo, and were about three miles

distant from the city, four young women,

habited in American dress, were seen

standing by the road-side. Curiosity ran

high to know who they were, and they

That this is a matter requiring much at received many a gallant salute as the

tention is obvious from the nature of the troops passed them. At last an officer

duties which they are required to dis-rode up to see who they were. They

charge. It is plain, also, from the extreme informed him that they were from New

care with which we find Church officers Jersey, and engaged in superintending

were originally appointed, and the atten the female operatives in a cotton and

tion that was paid to their religious charac-woolen factory hard by, and expressed

ter; Acts 6:3; and in 1 Tim. 3:8–13, he in the course of their conversation, a de

Spirit of God is pleased to furnish us with sire to hear again the old national air

a minute description of their character of Yankee Doodle.

said that he was a Scotchman, soliciting H' order to meet the state of the times ap

cent. as above off red. |

JJ’ Remittances and communications must be

lishers. The former, may always be done thro' a

postmaster, by banding him the amount to be re

ceipt ..y mail, post-paid, or the money may be

enclo-cd in a letter, post paid, directed to the pub.
lishers. -

*

to maintain. Let him live in the hearts of . In most of the large cities and towns in the

United States lying on the principal rail-road and

steamboat routes, these periodicals will be deliv

ered free of postage.

All communications should be addressed (post

paid) to LEONARD SCOTT & Co., |

Publishers, 112 Fulton street, New York.

Boo K-ST OR Es.

T H E G R E A T S U P P E R .

proaching, we will sell our present edition

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the following
rices

Per dozen, $200. -

Per single copy, 20 cents. |

And by the hundred or more copies, at one or.

der, 20 cents per copy; and when ordered by:
hundred, a credit of three months allowed for

responsible men, or 5 per cent, discount or cash
with the order.

ALso in store, |

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 volumes.

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes. -

Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volumes.

Edward's Theological Works, complete in 4.

volumes. - |

Edwards on Redemption, and Edwards on Re

ligious Affections, in separate volumes. |

Encyclopaedia of Religious Knowledge.

Dowling oo Romanism, illustrated with plates.

D'Aubign's e Reformation, complete in 1 :
and 4 volumes.

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volume.

Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volumes octavo.

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12mo,

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.

Robinson's Scripture Characters, 2 vols. 8vo.

Rohinson's Biblical Researches in Palestine,

&c., with maps, &c., in 3 volumes. |

Frofessor Smart's Commentary on the Apo

calypse, 2 volumes octavo.

I'rofessor Stuart's Critical History and De
fence of the Old Testament Canon.

toGETHER witH,

A full assortment of the Publications of the

Publications of the Presbyterian Board; and a

great variety of other books, selected at a re.

cent visit to the Eastern Cities;-all of which

will be sold at reasonable prices for Cash or

Rags, by LUKE, LOOMIS, Agent,

No. 9 Wood Street, Pittsburgh.

Sept"r 2, 1846–tf

*

*

be given to clubs claiming the discount of 25 per prices,

We have just received a "

mude, in all cases, without expense to the Pub. books suitable for Sabbath'.

cluding those published by title

School Union, which ares'

mitted, taking his receipt, and forwarding the re- |Catalogue prices. They h".

of sixty new and interestin; "..

past twelve months; all of the

in store. Also, the cheap l'. .

cently brought out for Sa'i

ONE HUNDRED BOUND W.

TEN DOLLA's

the cheapest collection of Sük".

ever published. The W*

in uniform style and pum" |

Catalogues of these and ""

may be had, on application.”

D'AUBIGNE'S HISTORY

FORMATION, VOLUME",
styles of binding. Also," ū.

bound in one beautiful edit."

traits—the only compkit ".

Copies in different sys"

always be had at .

ELLIOTT & #:

#"

—- |

American Sunday."

M’DONALD s:
(Patterson's":M'

trú,

X EEP constant:"

K tions of the Ar"

Union, which they "*:

ces. They are now."

of One Thousand D"*

on hand at all times*

there will be no diffi'*

|ing full supply of"

Subscriptions recite :

School Journal" Tatles".

annum), and youth'sFat".

(price 191 cens?"".

They also offers6' |

cellaneous, Theologic.":*

Paper ands:
lowest pricestry." r:

sept. 16, 1st

HILL AN'
(success" \!"

M.

RTERS it'. **

'' HANG!" '.

t

Between FourthS"*

"#. and*

change at mar'*

January 0, 1847.
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|

DAVID R. KERR, EDITor.

- T E R M S.

RE \cmER will be published on Wednes.

y two weeks, at one Dollar per annum,

ce, or One Dollar and a half after the

he year. No discontinuance until all

s are paid.

als may be made to John Sterrit or Jo.

tt, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe.

William Allinder, at the Publication

W. corner of the Diamond and Market

ittsburgh. All communications to be

to the Editor, post paid.

rson who will procure five new subscri

transmit the money, shall be entitled to

The Preacher, for one year. *

a private conveyance does not offer,

s will please transmit by mail.

*

For the Preacher.

* 'endency of Calvinism.--No. 2.

- knowledge is too wonderful for

s high, I cannot attain to it.”

* the exclamation of the psalmist,

"med with the displays of wisdom

in the works of Him who is won

counsel and excellent in working.

a ver point we direct our attention,

sts, in the works or in the word of

behold much which is past find.

"." Among the creatures of God,

t" wisdom, would seem scarcely to

place in the government of an

"... wise and benevolent being. Had

'' been submitted to us, we should

... have decided, that it would have

PITTSBURGH, MARCH 17, 1847.

proceed to establish by adducing Scriptural

examples, from which it appears that the

sinful actions of men which proceeded

from the wickedness of their own hearts,

have, at the same time, been in accordance

with what was “before determined to be

done.”

The crucifixion of our Lord and Saviour,

is an event which the Scriptures very ex

plicitly teach, was pre-determined or de

creed; and yet they who were the agents

in bringing it to pass, acted with perfect

had been particularly revealed centuries

before the period of its accomplishment.

And yet it is perfectly manifest that the di

vine decree did not in any degree interfere

with the iberty of those who performed

their respective parts in bringing these

events to pass. It was no regard for the

purpose of God, but the depravity of his

own heart under the influence of Satan,

which instigated the traitor to betray the

“innocent blood.” And therefore while

it is true, that “the Son of Man goeth, as

freedom, and without any regard to the it was determined,” it is with propriety

accomplishment of the divine purpose; and

were, at the same time, chargeable with

added,-" but wounto that man by whom

the Son of Man is betrayed.” The wicked.

the most flagrant wickedness. And if ness of this act of perfidy, is in no degree

these things can be established in relation diminished by the fact, that it was in ac

to this particular event, it will follow, that cordance with the secret determination of

the same things may be true, with respect heaven; for, not the purpose of God with

to every other act of wickedness which is

brought about by human instrumentality.

regard to what he will do, but his revealed

law, is the standard by which the charac.

With regard to this momentous event, ter of human conduct is to be tried. The

the Scriptures employ such language as Jews, who with unrelenting cruelty pur.

the following: “The Son of Man goeth

as it was determined; but wo unto that

man, by whom he is betrayed.” Luke

22:22.

sued their own Messiah, had little thought

of executing the counsel of infinite wisdom,

W. ALLINDER, PRINTER.

But Calvinism maintains that while the

levent is decreed, “no violence is offered

to the will of the creatures,” but those

rational agents who are the instruments

employed in the execution of the divine

decree, act with perfect freedom. And in

the example before us this is perfectly

evident. The decree of God did not excite

Judas to betray his Master. Under the in

fluence of the love of money, he volun.

tarily contracted with the Jews, for the

paitry consideration of thirty pieces of

silver to deliver him into their hands. And

having deliberately made a bargain with

the chief priests and captains, Judas,

“sought opportunity to betray him unto

them in the absence of the multitude.”

The same remark will apply to all the

different individuals who performed their

part in the execution of the divine purpose

with regard to the crucifixion of our Lord.

The decree of God did not bind them hand,

and foot, or convert them into mere ma.

chines and compel them to act as they did.

The whole history shows that there was

when they nailed him to the cross, and no violence offered to their wills, but, that

“Him being delivered by the de-" pierced his hands and his feet.” In so in the enjoyment of perfect freedom they

terminate counsel and foreknowledge of far as the execution of the divine purposeracted in accordance with the propensities

God, ye have taken and with wicked

hands have crucified and slain.”

2:23. “Of a truth against thy holy

child Jesus, whom thou hast anointed, both

Herod and Pontius Pilate, with the Cen

many, which in the estimation of tiles and the people of Israel were gather

ed together, for to do whatsoever, thy

hand and thy counsel determined before to

be done.” Acts 4:27. From this lan.

Acts did they think so in their heart.

is concerned, they did not mean so, neither of their own depraved hearts. And hence,

It was though what was done by the various

in their heart to gratify their own malice agents employed in the crucifixion. of our

in crucifying one whom they regarded as Lord, was in accordance with the deter

an impostor. And therefore, though they minate counsel and foreknowledge of God,

did what is, hand and counsel of the Lordiyet these agents were guilty of flagrant

had before determined to be done; and

though it was in accordance with the de

terminate counsel and foreknowledge of

guage, it is quite evident, that the death of God, that the Saviour was delivered into

our Lord took place in accordance with

war that the place of many of the the determinate counsel, or decree of God.

yū creatures, had been supplied by In the execution of this decree, many in

# a different character. Human

*:::vould be ready to suppose, that

*** world been peopled by upright

".. beings instead of depraved men,
* - -

* * * - - - -

"whose understanding is infinite.

are of yesterday and know no.

_He who could have replenished

* with holy and happy beings, ever

o his will, and faithful in the exe

\\ his commands, has here, a race

"us creatures who have proclaim.

"i":e to his authority and are tramp

r foot his laws. A question here

* If presents itself to our considera.

when Jehovah was about to call

*ence our world with all its in

es. '. did it enter into the plan or pur.

'ied in the divine mind, that the

£uld be inhabited by such crea

"we now find in it! We know

! they proceeded from the hand of

£hings were very good; and as for

"as created upright. And had it

"sistent with the divine pleasure,

"ainly could have preserved man

*iate of uprightness in which he

" nally created. But, was it the

f God to permit the fall of man,

e wickedness which has resulted

# that he might display his own

end grace in bringing good out of

in making all subservient to the

| || ||'' of his glory? This question 1

state to answer in the affirma

to maintain, that the decree of

tech comprehends “whatsoever

telligent agents were employed. A false

apostle performed his part in this trans

action, by betraying his master into the

hands of his enemies.

Judas, had been revealed by the Spirit of

prophecy, many ages before. Hence the

language of our Lord, addressed to his dis

ciples: “I speak not of you all; I know

whom I have chosen; but that the Scrip

ture may be fulfilled, He that eateth bread

with me, hath lifted up his heel against

me.” John 13:18. The Jews most in

humanly mocked and derided our Lord

when suffering on the cross. And the di.

vine decree relative to the part which they

performed in this fearful tragedy, was an

nounced long before, with a minuteness

their power, yet the charge is justly pre

ferred against them, “Him, ye have taken

and by wicked hands, have crucified and

slain.”

The case we have examined establishes

every thing which Calvinists maintain on

And so much of the subject of the divine decree. The event

have been an empire more worthy the decree as related to the perfidy of itself, the crucifixion of our Lord, was

most certainly decreed. The Son of Man

goeth as it was determined. And of such

importance was this event, that on it de

pended the salvation of a lost world. But

the event could never have happened, had

not those connected with it as antecedent

causes likewise taken place. And hence

all these connected events, as well as the

death of Christ to which they led, are also

embraced in the divine decree. And ac

cordingly, when speaking of the sufferings

experienced at the hands of his persecutors,

' Lord rebukes Peter who had drawn a

and precision, more like the record of sword in his defence, by informing him,

passing events, than the prediction of that

which was future. “All they that see me,

laugh me to scorn, they shoot out the lip,

they shake the head, saying, He trusted on

the Lord, that he would deliver him ; let

him deliver him, seeing he delighted in

him.” Psalm 22:7. Nor was the part

performed by the Roman soldiers, over.

looked. “They parted my garments

among them, and cast lots upon my ves.

that it was in accordance with the pur.

poses of Heaven that he should be deliver

ed into the hands of his enemies. Had it

been otherwise; had it been consistent

with the design of Heaven that I should

escape these sufferings,—“Thinkest thou,”

said our Lord, “that 1 cannot now pray to

my Father, and he shall presently give me

more than twelve legions of angels? But

how then shall the Scriptures be fulfilled,

ture.” And accordingly in the record of that thus it must be?” And it is still further

what was done, it is said, “These things

therefore the soldiers did, that the Scrip

ture might be fulfilled.” John 19:24.

Thus it appears that the particular cir

cumstances connected, with the sufferings

and death of our Lord, were embraced in

the divine decree. In relation to this

pass,” extends to the sinful matter we cannot be mistaken, for the

*

t }*

. men. And this position I now purpose of God respecting these events

added,—“All this was done that the Scrip.

tures of the prophets might be fulfilled.”

Matt. 26:56. The prophetic Scriptures

had announced the decree of God in re

lation to the sufferings and death of Jesus

Christ, and all these things took place in

accordance with what the hand and counsel

of the Lord had determined before to be

done.

| wickedness in the sight of God. And

thence it is said, “Him, ye have taken and

ls wicked hands have crucified and slain.”

| According to Calvinism, then, the Most

High God governs the world in conformity

with a plan which his infinite wisdom hash

established. This plan is immutable, be

'cause being the result of infinite wisdom,

change is inconsistent with the perfection

of its Author. In the execution of this

plan, all created beings are'' tas

his instruments. Among rational and in

telligent creatures, who have been endow.

|ed by their Creator with “natural liberty”

there are both bad and good. Those of

the one class, not less than those of the

other are under his control, and he governs

them according to the principles of their

nature, while he employs them in the exe

cution of his purposes. And while he

offers no violence to their wills; while he

permits wicked men to pursue their own

course and gratify the evil dispositions of

their own hearts, he at the same time by

their instrumentality brings about the ac

complishment of his own infinitely wise

purposes. Hence the declaration of the

psalmist, “Surely the wrath of man shall

praise thee; the remainder of wrath shalt

thou restrain.” And in the contemplation

of the subject the devout mind will ex

claim ; “Great is our Lord and of great

power, his understanding is infinite.”

MELANcricox.

For the Preacher.

T H IS UN i o N .

No. 9.

In our last two articles, we called at.

tention to what is set forth in the West

minster Standards on the subject of Cove

nanting. Has any of the churches pro

posing union, discarded any part of the

doctrine there set forth? Has any of thern

gone beyond it? These questions can
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only be satisfactorily answered by refer. If, therefore, an article be framed embody

ring to their published principles, and thising these principles, will any friend of

we propose to do in the present article. union ask more ? They have no more

And, although we intend to occupy it now, and surely what satisfies them in a

principally with quotations from their divided church ought to satisly in a United

Standards, this it is to be hoped will be Church.

found productive of some advantage. It But some may say, although there is no

is a well known fact that however much difference in principle, there is a wide dif:

importance each of us may attach to our ference in practice; some of these churches

own publications, they excite scarcely any engaging in covenanting, others neglect.

attention, they are hardly ever read beyonding, if not opposing it, and how can those

the limits of our respective communions: walk together who are not herein agreed?

hence we become ignorant of what is I answer, in the same way that we have to

really held by sister churches: one ima-walk together now in those churches which

gines there has been a relinquishment of have in some measure practised the duty

Principle, while another thinks that some —the same practical difference existing

extravagant views have been embraced, there, and yet they get along together har.

And so it has been, particularly in£ in the way of “forbearing one

to the subject of this article. The writer another in love.” The only one of the

has frequently heard the Associate Re- churches proposing union which has prac.

formed Church charged with denying them. covenanting in this land is the Asso

doctrine of Covenanting, while if those 'ciate, and yet it is only some of her con

who made the charge had ever seen her gregations which have practised it, and

Testimonies, they would have seen that even in these, not all the members. Take

she therein not only acknowledges it to be

a duty, but also acknowledges every prin

ciple respecting it which has yet been re

cognized by her sister churches. On the

other hand, he has heard the Associate and

Reformed Presbyterian Churches charged

with entertaining erroneous views on this

subject, while if those who made the charge

had been acquainted with their Testimonies,

they would have seen that there is not the

least foundation for them there.

We would therefore ask attention to

what these churches have published on

this subject, and leave it to the judgment

of every candid mind, whether any of them

differs from the Westminster Standards,

or from each other.

seen that there must be something wrong,

if churches who can speak so nearly the

same language cannot unite, or find some

better apology than differences about Cove

manting.

And first, we would ask attention to

what has been published by the Associate

Reformed Church, as we may say, (it is

to be hoped without offence,) that she has

been most generally suspected of depart

ing from the platform of the Reformation

on this subject. In the Book of Testi

monies which she has emitted at different

times, and which were published in one

book in 1829, and therefore may be re

garded as receiving her renewed sanction

then, it is stated, page 12th : “And they

also bless God for the National Covenant

of Scotland, and the Solemn League and

Covenant of Scotland, England and Ireland,

with respect to which it is their opinion,

that these covenants, as taking their nation

al form and character from the established

connection between the church and state

in Britain are not obligatory upon any

other nation, but that in respect to the re

ligious part of these covenants, in which

the Covenanters solemnly avouched the

Lord to be their God and the God of their

seed, and with the same solemnity sur

rendered themselves and their posterity to

him, promising and swearing that they

would walk in his ways, and keep his

commandments, they are obligatory on

the posterity of those who entered into

them, wherever scattered over the world,

even in virtue of the solemn public oath of their brethren?

their ancestors." Again, page 4th: “That

public and explicit covenanting with God

is a moral duty under the gospel dispensa.

tion, to which they are resolved to attend,

as he shall be pleased to direct.”

Here it is plainly acknowledged, 1st.

That public covenanting is a moral duty;

21. That it imposes additional obligations

to duty; 31. That it is a special duty ; 4th.

That when such special seasons arrive as

call for the duty, they will attend to it:

5th. That former covenants in their moral

and religious character, are binding upon

posterity. Have the other churches gone

farther? What principle have they set

forth on this subject which is not here !

It will, we think, be

as an example a case which I find in the

|Religious Monitor, vol. 10, page 83. It is

there stated, that in a certain place, one

hundred and four persons engaged in this

duty, ninety-two of whom were members

of the congregation, and eighteen who had

formerly engaged in the work gave assent

to their former deed. On the next Sab

bath, it is stated, the sacrament of the

Supper was dispensed, and nearly four

hundred partook of it. How account for

this difference in members! Perhaps it

might be said, strangers from other con

gregations made up the large number at

the Lord's Supper. But the statistical

table of that year gives the number of

communicants in the congregation as three

hundred and forty-eight, and yet it would

appear that, at most, not more than one

third of that number engaged in covenant

ing. Now, ifa practical difference on this

subject warrants separation, there ought to

have been a separation here. But there

was no such thing—no person ever dream:

ed of such a thing. And how, it may bel

asked, could persons who differed so wide.

ly in practice get along harmoniously to

gether? Very easy. Those who saw

their way clear to go forward in the duty

exercised forbearance to their brethren:

and they, upon the other hand, made no

opposition to their brethren attending upon

the duty; because they regarded the special

season for its performance as having

come. And could we not get along har

moniously, in the same way, in the United

Church 3 Would brethren, who can see

their way clear in going forward in it, not

be satisfied unless all would engage to do

the same? Why not ask this as they

stand at present? If they refuse a union

because they cannot get it, to act con

'y. they ought to separate from those

in their own communion who will not

'm. up to this mark now. We say,

separate from them, because they cannot

cut them off by any law or principle yet

in existence; they ought therefore to form

a new communion embodying this among

their terms of communion. On the other

'hand, would not those who cannot see

their way clear, cheerfully agree to throw

no obstacle or difficulty in the way of

Let it only be known

what covenanting is, and they cannot re

fuse this. It is an extraordinary duty,

fitted therefore to meet the extraordinary

circumstances in which the church may

be placed. A solemn profession of re.

ligion and partaking of the sacraments are

ordinary means fitted for an ordinary state

of things, and in such a state of things,

the church ought to be satisfied with them.

But, extraordinary circumstances may

arise. This requires a resort to the ex

traordinary means which God has appoint

ed for avouching our engagement to be

his, and for stirring up and promoting

confidence and steadfastness among the

should be

opinion among brethren of the same com-tally with what has

munion; and it is here that Christian for-Associate Reformed #:
bearance must be exercised in case we the moral and *I.

have a union, and here it has to be ex

ercised now : so that a union will make

no change whatever even in the case of

those entertaing the most rigid views on

this subject. The apostle exhorts Chris

tians to forbear one ano' her in love, and

acknowledged by all. But

whether the church is placed in the ex

' hurt to their ,

|deterred from.”
-

*

traordinary circumstances warranting a Such is the sensei: *:

resort to this extraordinary means, on this recognizes the binding: #,

there may be an honest difference of covenants, in wh: ''.
-

-

*

#.

religious
loca parts of such * t".

h - #.

| ave any thing to * * *

|: nothing to bed,*

|already. They pres'.

'' way ofap'
nate standards for the Pl: ,

*

wherever there is love there will be this them to a nearer coming.

forbearance. We ought not to take it for

granted, that there will be less love in the

United body than exists in each of the

separate parts of which it is to be com.

posed; we would fondly entertain the hope

that there will be a great deal more. And

if so, we can surely forbear with each

other, as has to be done at present in this

particular. , ,

We think it unnecessary to refer to the

Testimonies of the Associate and Reform

ed Presbyterian Churches, to prove that

these views taken from the Associate Re

formed Testimonies are agreeable thereto

—every intelligent member of these

churches will be satisfied that this is the

case. The language of these documents

may differ, and some of them may be more

lengthy and explicit than others, but every

candid person must see the doctrine is the

same with all.

We would just refer in conclusion to

the explanation given by the Associate

Church, of the sense in which she con

siders the covenants of ancestors binding

upon posterity, and we do this the rather,

because the opinion has prevailed to some

extent that she in connexion with the Re

formed Presbyterian Church take a very

different view of this part of the subject

from what they really do. Let brethren

know what is held upon this subject, and

it must appear the very same as is set forth

in these documents of the Associate Re

formed Church.

Testimony, part 1, sect. 21. “But that

we may not be chargeable with deceiving

either the world, or one another, by a

general profession of adherence to these

engagements of our ancestors not explain

ed:

1. We do more particularly declare,

that as our ancestors engaged to hold fast

and defend the doctrine received by them,

and by the other churches of the reforma.

tion, against those who were at that time

its most remarkable enemies in Britain, viz.,

the Papists. * * * So the same en.

gagements lie on us to hold fast and de

fend the same truth against all who do now

or afterward may oppose it, in that part of

the world where we live.

2. We declare that as our ancestors en

gaged to study the preservation, the purity,

and the increase of the Church of Christ in

Great Britain; so the same engagements

lie on us to study the preservation, the

purity, and the increase of the Church of

Christ in the United States, or wherever

Providence may order our lot.

3. We declare that as our ancestors en

gaged to assist each other in maintaining

the cause of Christ against its adversaries;

to study personal reformation; and to per

form the duties incumbent on them as

members of civil society towards superiors,

inferiors, or equals; so the same engage

ments lie on us to walk in all these res.

pects worthy of the vocation wherewith we

are called.

4. Finally, we declare that it is our

duty, relying on the grace that is in Christ

Jesus, to engage jointly in a public solemn

covenant as our ancestors did (that is, on

suitable occasions), to endeavor a faithful

performance of these and all other duties

which the Word of God requires, especial

ly of those duties which men are most an

members of his church. These 'things to neglect, or through fear of reproach,

!of God, or promoting in
W**.*

Wr, 'l-`s ; :
lowers of Christ upon ast,

nay, instead of origi:

they bind us to it, wh:* * *

this means promote the#: *

tant ends. -

If then, our Staniarist,

things; why should we&

able to unite in an and * .

ject! Surely it cann,

unless some secret reas".

are permitted to opers'*
A Films.

-

fway."

The Remainder ofthe in

In the process of end.

my friend Methuselah, its

notice his difficulty wi's

continuance of the practed:

psalm, line by line, te:

thereof.” My veneral effe,

to bear in mind, that 'w':

nizes the principle, that it:

cumstances a thing mark:

which under different circur:

not be proper. At a timeva

was exposed to persect.

those in the Corinthian C:

unmarried, to remain in #:

“Art thou loosed from 2 w".

a wife.” “I suppose" sy

“that this is good for "

But my friend Methus' "

derstand the apostle as 'st

ferent circumstances an 't.

abstain from marriage. Ter

eral remark will apply bit

question. Two hundriye.

the present version of k:

adopted, when books ""

dear; when many were"

a psalm book, and many."

to read, it was suppose!”

the Church of Scotland."

“for the present"""

line by line, before " ":

The expediency ofte"

time was questioned" .

distinguished men. As!"

show on a former*:

from Lighton's "":

ings of the Westmins'

derson, the most£

sioner from the Chr"

posed the permis'

rectory with regar!"

line by line,'.
present.” No do."£

of human nature, this£.

saw that if the us?”:

for a time, itm'.

its discontinuance.".

stances of the church*:

there always hite" .
church, who are:

offering the tythe".

min, while they "' ...,

relation to the ":" |

law.

However for "

hesitation in a he

the circumstants" n:

time, he rule'
tory was expedient '.

words:—“For "£

*:

t

"if..

* • *

*
l

*

in the congrega":
venient that the"
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#
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appointed by him and the other would provide, is not to have the line of ercise of praise. His praiseworthy ex-of every one of his people, to give as he

officers, do read the psalm, line the psalm read, but to urge upon every ample, will be likely to influence others has prospered him, sees a very few, or

before the singing thereof.” To worshipper, as our Directory does, to to go and do likewise; and then there possibly a single individual, who could

ulation, the language of the apos-provide himself with a psalm book, I will no longer exist a necessity for a contribute more than fifteen thousand have
regard to obstinence from mar-' believe that this very usage, has done usage which two hundred years ago, done, and that too with less than six per

times of persecution, will apply much to propagate a serious evil among was permitted, only “for the present.”

appose that this is good for the

distress.”

* in the good providence of God, books with us in the house of God.

progress of two hundred years, This evil wherever it exists should be

speedily corrected. And if this usage,

changed. The condition of the

cumstances of the church are

now, is very different from what

when this regulation “for the

our people, and that is the evil of neg

lecting to have our Bibles and psalm

of reading the line, which was adopted

two hundred years ago, “for the present,"

were discontinued in all our churches, I

” was adopted by the Westmin- would then hope to see the Bible, where

embly. Now, the members of it ought to be, in the hand of every wor

rch generally are familiar with

sion of the psalms; where parents

en attentive to their duty, even

dren have a large portion of it

ed to memory; psalm books are

nd so cheap, that every child old

to read should have one in his

men the congregation is praising

\nd every person who is not

ly disabled, is chargeable with

* neglect of duty, if he does not

read. Surrounded with such

'ges as are now enjoyed; not

...ing common schools established

here, but having Sabbath schools

village, town and city, where

e young and old, who is willing

to read, is gratutiously taught,

who is in the possession of his

"aculties and does not learn to

Scriptures, is criminal in the

* God. And accordingly, in the

* y for worship, adopted by our

this regulation with regard to

* ng of the line, is excluded, the

** ice of this usage not being con

*; d. Hence, in our Directory,

in the following rule—“That the

| ingregation may the more profit

in the delightful exercise of

an is recommended that every one

; : - read have a psalm book.” In

s: ectory, my friend Methuselah

...~se to notice, that there is no

... whatever to the reading of the

t ... he salutary direction is that

... e. who can read shall have a

ok. And I hope my good
"ll be careful to have his psalm

" 'h him, and that he will see to it

'i. children imitate his good ex
sal"

*"ow let me request my friend

"ah, to divest himself of prédju

*** take a sober and dispassionate

" " he subject. Singing the praise

eve's one thing, and reading the

* * God is another thing. And is

: a manifest incongruity in mix

**hese different things together.

that by practice, we become

s: with any usage; and where we
st 5% been accustomed to see the

...f the line and the singing of the

al anected together we may scarce.

, the incongruity. . But when a

£on engages in singing God's

... why should this delightful ex

"... continually interrupted, by in

": in the very midst of it, an en

.

t

*

"" erent exercise, namely, that of regulated by

*" In this, there is a manifest im

# , unless the peculiar circum

* f the church render it necessary.

* *ly such necessity now exist?

I'..." may be able to determine

at:" there is any necessity for the

a. * ice of this incongruous usage, I

*: v notice very briefly Methu.

... Jections.

# * first objection which my friend

shipper in the house of God.

2. A second objection of my friend,

is, that “One who cannot read must re

main silent.” Here again my friend,

would adopt the wrong remedy for the

removal of the disease. If there is any

person among us, who does not labor

under physical disability, who cannot

read, he is in fault, and should be urged

speedily to amend his ways. And every

time he hears the praise of God sung

without the reading of the line, he will

be reminded of his fault, and will be

more likely to correct it.

3. But a special objection with my

friend is, “I do not like these new ways.”

What does my good friend mean by

“new things?” I cannot persuademy.

self to believe that he is opposed to all

new things, nor that he is in favor of all

old ways. Does he not like now and

then to put on a new coat, when he goes

to church ! I wonder if he wears shoe

buckles and knee breeches, when he

“goes to meeting,” as was the good old

manner of our fathers! Methuselah from

his age, will of course recollect the time

when custom required the minister to

wear a three cocked hat. I think it would

relax even his sedate muscles, were-Me

thuselah to see his pastor marching up to

church, crowned with this appendage of

a military officer, after the manner o

the olden time. In the days of the Puri

tans, when good men were very good,

and very strict, a member of the church

who fell into scandalous sin, was re

quired for three successive Sabbaths, in

the time of divine service, to sit on a

stool in the middle of the church, habit

ed in a white sheet, as an expression of

his sorrow for his sin, and as a warning

to others. Would my friend like to see

this good old custom revived in our

church? I trow not.

After all then, it is not the simple fact,

that because a thing is old, therefore it

is better than everything else, nor, be

cause a thing is new, therefore it must

be evil. My friend Methuselah must

distinguish between things that differ.

If his zeal were directed against innova

tion in matters of divine appointment in

the worship of God, it would be worthy

of all commendation. But it will not be

pretended that there is any divine ap

pointment with regard to reading the

line of the psalm in singing praise. This

then is one of those things connected

with the worship of God, which must be

£ prudence. If

any particular rule had been laid down

in the Word of God on the subject, it

would then be obligatory on us to follow

that rule, and there would be no roöm

for the exercise of our discretion in re

lation to the matter. And if any par

ticular rule had been adopted in our Di

rectory for worship, it would then be a

becoming thing to conform to that rule

as a matter of order. But, our Directory

inst the continuous singing of does not even allude to such a thing as

; : *m, without reading the line is,

... a person happens to be without

•w*ook, he cannot take part in this

... - True; but every person that

it a duty to praise God, should

salm book. The true remedy

* >vil against which my friend

reading the line. It does indeed recom

mend every one who can read to have a

psalm book. I will then conclude by

urging upon my friend Methuselah,

always to take his Bible and psalm book

with him to church, so that he may be

ObserveR.

For the Preacher.

The Extension of the Associate Ireformed

Church.-No 3.

The fourth mark specified, as an in

dication of duty on the part of the Asso

ciate Reformed Church, to make vigorous

exertions for her extension, is, that of

pecuniary ability. Can she sustain her

present ministry, and all who are willing

cent. of his annual income. Should this

statement be thought extravagant, let those

acquainted with the matter try figures and

see the result. Now, is not this system

virtually, standing between God and his

steward? Do you ask what then shall we

do' Appeal to the Christian on Christian

principles. Present to him, in an unin:

passioned manner, the claims of God and

man upon him, and leave the amount he

shall throw in, unto the offering of God, to

be settled between the Searcher of hearts

and his own conscience. The effect of

to serve her, is the object of present in this is the development, expansion, and

quiry. vigorous exercise of gracious affections,

Let us first inquire if she is now ex showing the child of God, like unto him

pending her pecuniary means in the most who emptied himself of all riches; a like

£ical manner, so far as it relates to

missionary operations. At present she

sends her missionaries to particular sta

tions, and makes these stations immediate

ly responsible to Synod. She does in

deed require them to raise a portion of the

allowance to the laborer. But do they do

it? The annual reports of our Treasurer

show, that in cases not a few, the entire

amount for the support of such laborers is

paid out of the Treasury of Synod, and to

which these stations contribute not one

farthing. And what redress has Synod

for this delinquency on the part of such

stations? True, she can withhold labor

for the future, but this, in many cases,

might prove like curing an ailing member

by amputation; and it she sends laborers

to the field, she is bound by every moral

consideration to see them paid.

It is the opinion of fathers in the church,

who are worthy of notice, that the mission

ary operations should be entirely under

control of thos. Presbyteries, within whose

bounds they are located. To say nothing

of the advantage of this over the present

system, in case of misdemeanor on the

part of the missionary, (for even those em

ployed as missionaries are sometimes to

be blamed, and need be withstood to the

face)—to say nothing of the better oppor

tunity Presbytery has than Synod for

knowing where to bestow labor to the best

advantage—it might be especially advan

tageous for an economical disbursement of

her funds: for, Presbyteries could through

their members visit every station within

their bounds, and see that collections are

raised as there is ability; and by such at

tentions on the part of Presbytery, much

might be done towards sustaining laborers,

who now have to look entirely to the

Treasury of Synod for support, making an

annual saving, that would enable Synod to

send out and sustain many more than she

now does, on the same amount drawn from

the chuch. And cannot the church aug

ment vastly her contributions, without

detriment to herself? And here, were it

not for the fear of being called captious, I

would say a word upon the subject of our

present mode of raising funds. But as

the cause is good, I will brave the reproach

for the hope of the good.

Synod now requires each particular Sy

nod to raise a specified amount for domes.

tic missions. This amount is, in the first

Synod, if not in the second also, apportion

ed to the different Presbyteries as they are

thought able, and Presbyteries again ap

portion to individual churches. Now there

is this objection to this mode of raising

funds. When the amount thus levied is

paid over, churches, Presbyteries, and sub

Synods, lay it as a soothing unction to

their hearts, that thev have been as liberal

of their giffs into the Treasury of the Lord,

as there was any need for; they sit down

perfectly contented in relation to the

matter, for they have fulfilled the law;

prepared to engage in the delightful ex

there can be no further demands upon

ness that becomes daily more and more

clear; he enjoys the luxury of doing good

with the means God has given him. And

this is, after all, the great object of benevo

lence; for God can, if he chooses, accom

plish his designs without our aid.

That the Associate Reformed Church is

not up to the extent of her abilities in her

benevolent operations, may be further

shown by a comparison with other church

es. Instance, the Free Church of Scot

land. With but little if any more than

three times the number of ministers, her

statistics show that she contributes for her

extension, almost as many millions, as her

danghter in America does thousands.

Another comparison: I have before me a

report of the “Benevolent Association” of

a county in Massachusetts for the year

1845. This Association embraces twenty

two churches, of the Congregational de

nomination. In the county (Hampden)

there are manufacturing towns in which

some of the churches are located, but they

are mostly in agricultural districts, and

that on a rugged soil. The report shows

the amount contributed for Domestic Mis

sions that year to be, one thousand three

hundred and seventy-five dollars and

forty cents; for Foreign Missions, three

thousand and forty-five dollars and forty

six cents; and in addition to these sums,

the report shows that they give two thou

sand seven hundred and forty-eight dollars

and sixty-cents for other benevolent pur.

poses. If then, the Free Church can give

as she does, and twenty-two churches in a

sterile county in Massachusetts can con

tribute four thousaud four hundred and

twenty dollars and eighty-six cents for

Domestic and Foreign Missions, and that

too without at all impoverishing any of her

members, surely the Associate Reformed

Synod of the West, with her present num

ber of churches, enjoying the fatness of

the land, can augment vastly her contribu

tions. But it is said that there is no de

mand for a large amount of funds to carry

on her operations—that she annually

raises funds sufficient for her every pur.

pose ? And is it asked what necessity for

increasing this amount? How employ

the accumulating fund? As is our present

condition so was that of the Congregation.

al Church some twenty-five years ago.

It was not till the spirit of benevolence

moved over, and troubled the pool of

her worldly substance, and streams began

to issue, that channels were opened up in

which they might flow. And now where

upon the broad face of this land are not

her laborers found? And so will it be

with the Associate Reformed Church. Let

streams to any amount and of any mag

nitude, issue from her full fountain, and

channels will not be wanting, in which

they may flow, to fertilize and make glad

the city of our God. And her churches

will spring up and flourish like willows

by the water courses. Another number

will finish the consideration of this subject.

tem; when, perhaps, God, who demands
C. S. s.
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For the Preacher.

MR. EDITOR:

This is the age of discovery, and of im

provement in science, in physics, and in

chemistry. New properties are daily dis

covered in air, and water, and new stars

are seen in the firmament. Theology comes

in for its share. New things are found

out in the Bible, of which our fathers knew

no more, than they did of the application

of steam to navigation and railroads, or the

use of the magnetic telegraph. But I am
old, and have so long drunk of the old

wine, that I cannot straightway desire new,

because, to my taste, the old is better.

In your paper of February 17th, a

writer, who signs himself “Presbyter.”

proposes the following question-" Should

the church introduce in her standards any

expression or phraseology that might seen

to conflict with the language of Scripture!”

The question is not very clear. The word

“in” renders the sense somewhat equivo

cal, in relation to introducing. Perhaps

be meant into the standards themselves.

His subsequent remarks would favor that

construction, as he says, “it is feared that

something of this nature is proposed by the

last Convention”—that is, that they pro

posed to introduce into the standards,

something that might seem to conflict with

the language of Scripture. There is some.

thing equivocal here likewise. If it means

that every thing would be wrong that would

seem to conflict with the language of any

part of Scripture, it might assume too

much, for a doctrine might seem to con

tradict the language of some part of Scrip.

ture, which would not, in reality, conflict

with the analogy of faith, or the spirit and

tenor of the Sacred Book. Thus the lan.

guage of James seems to contradict the

doctrine of Paul on justification, while the

doctrine of both is perfectly consonant.

The discussion of the question by the writer,

assumes that there is more than seeming

in the case-–that the Convention have con

tradicted not only the language, but the

doctrine of the Scripture. He seems to

take it for granted that the view he takes

of the subject is the view of the Scriptures,

and that the view given by the Conven

tion is manifestly contrary to them. He

says, “this simple view, which the Scrip.

tures present of this subject, commends

itself to our common sense.” Well, as the

Convention give a different view, there

must be a sad defect in their mental facul

ties, not to see that which “ commends

itself to common sense.” And whatever

the Convention might think, or doubt

about the matter, he informs us, “that it

satisfies at least one mind, that the Spirit

of inspiration is right, and speaks with
propriety in uniformly representing the

kingdom of Christ as one.'

it had taught the doctrine that the Conven

tion think it does teach, it would have been

wrong, and the Spirit of inspiration would

have spoken with impropriety. It is not

usual for Christians to say what the Bible
ought, or ought not to teach—what the

Spirit of inspiration would be right, or

"...ong in teaching. And it would be very

unhappy if it should turn cut that the

writer's approbation was on mistaken

ground. But whether mistaken, or "o",

still it is well, that there is one left whose

mind is satisfied that the Spirit of inspira.

tion is right, and that he speaks with pro
priety. - The writer finds fault with the

Convention for saying, “That Jesus Christ,

beside the sovereignty and dominion be.

longing to him naturally and "sarily,

as the son of God, has, as Mediator, a

twofold kingdom.” In opposition to this,

he asserts, that “uniformly throughout the

sacred volume, wherever the kingdom of

Christ is introduced, it is represented as

one. Even the distinction of essential, and

mediatorial, he will not admit, for that

would make the kingdom of Christ two

Of course, if

would make us believe that it is two or

threefold.” And to show that any distinc

tion that would depart from unity, would

be unscriptural, he asks, “On what ground,

then, shall we attempt to cut up and divide

this kingdom, if the Sovereign be the same

divine person—if the kingdom have the

same limits, the same subjects—the£

grand objects;—and especially, if there

he no authority in the language of Scrip:

ture for such distinctions! The ground.

on which this twofold or threefold king

dom is predicated, is certainly sandy.”

Now there is some difficulty in the writer's

view of this identity of the essential and

mediatorial kingdom, or as we would say,

kingdoms of Christ. It is granted by him,

that the universal dominion, or mediatorial

kingdom of Christ was given to him—that

God put all things under his feet—“the

Deity,” he says, “is the only exception.”

But the whole mediatorial character is a

subordinate one. In the donative king.

dom, universal as it is, the Father is

greater than the Mediator. If he pos.

sesses universal dominion necessarily as

the Son of God, it could not be given to

him. But this one kingdom of the Media

tor, the only one which he possesses, was

given to him; it necessarily follows, that

he is less than God. The writer appears

to disregard “distinctions,” but had he at

tended a little more to correct distinctions,

it would have prevented him from assuming

a ground of argument that would neces.

sarily lead to Arianism. He will not get

out of the difficulty by maintaining the

position, that Jesus Christ “voluntarily re

linquished the erercise of his sovereignty

and dominion, as a divine person, and took

upon him the form of a servant”—that is,

as we think, equal to saying, that he relin

quished the exercise of his Godhead, in

order to finish “the work of human re

demption.” In this view, it is thought, he

has the honor of being the first who made

this discovery. It is not to be found

among the “landmarks of antiquity.” At

least, we have met with no author assert

ing, or advocating the same sentiment. It

is either a great discovery, or a monstrous

error. Let us examine it a little. A dis

covery so new, and so important should

not be lightly passed over. “He relin

quished the exercise of his sovereignty and

dominion, as a divine person.” The sen

tence is somewhat equivocal. Either he

laid aside the exercise, that is, did not ex

ercise it at all, until in his exaltation he re

sumed it. Or, he relinquished the ex

ercise, as a divine person but not absolute.

ly. Either way we think is objectionable.

As to the first—lt would suppose what

could not be done. Sovereignty and do.

minion are essential attributes of Deity.

To lay aside, or relinquish any thing es

sential to Divinity, is impossible if it

were relinquished, he would cease to be

God. He cannot cease, for a moment, to

be the Governor, and the Sovereign of the

universe. And, except what belongs to

the internal relations of the persons of the

Godhead, what is true of one person, is

true of all the three persons of the Trinity.

Nor did Christ's becoming Mediator, and

sssuming the form of a servant, divest him

of any sovereignty which belonged to him

as a divine person. “He did not lay aside

what he was before, but he became what

he was not before.” In the lowest state of

his humiliation, he was bearing up the

pillars of the universe. He gave abundant

evidence, that he still exercised his sove.

reignty, by stilling the waves in the midst

of the storm, and commanding the winds,

and they obeyed him. With all the sove

reign power of a God, he said Lazarus

come forth, and instantly the dead man

came forth, in the full possession of life.

The second meaning that the words might

bear, namely, that he did exercise sove.

reignty, but not as a divine person. Was

it as a human person? for the persons of

fold, but he says, they are wrong, who

know of no other personalities. But

Christ never had a human person. He

assumed human nature, uniting it, in the

moment of the union of the soul and body,

to his own person, thereby preventing it

from becoming a human person, and giving

it his own divine person for its personal.

ity. So true it is, that while he has two

distinct natures, divine and human, he has

yet but one person for ever, and that per

son is divine. The writer founds his

strange opinion on Phil. 2:7, compared

with John 17:5. The Apostle to the

Philippians says, “he made himself of no

reputation.”. The original word denotes

emptiness or hollowness. When applied to

persons, it denotes degradation, or depriving

the person of honors, rights, or Privileges

which he may have possessed before. In

relation to our world Jesus Christ divested

himself of the glory of his former appear

ances under the Old Testament dispensa

tion, and he voluntarily divested himself of

a good reputation among men. He de

elevating his human nature above pain and

suffering, and of communicating to it the

enjoyment of all that happiness, which it

might have justly claimed, as being holy,

and without sin. And in relation to his

divine glory, while it remained unimpaired,

and the same, he voluntarily agreed, that

it should be veiled and obscured—that its

bright effulgence should not be manifested.

While yet to show that he had not relin.

quished it, occasionally some glimpses of

his glory were seen, some of the rays of

the Sun of Righteousness, like the rays of

the natural sun breaking through the

clouds, showing that he was still there,

though for a time the glory of his shining

had been obscured. The 17th of John

gives no countenance to the resuming re

linquished sovereignty and dominion, or

the exercise thereof. Christ prays, that as

he had completed, or shortly would com

ple, and finish his part of the agreement in

the everlasting covenant, so he expected

and looked for the promised reward—that

the veil and obscurity which had been

spread over his glory, while he was in the

humble form of a servant, might be taken

away, and that he might shine in the bright

effulgence of unclouded glory which he en.

joyed with the Father before the obscura.

tion took place. He also contemplates the

glory of his whole mediatorial person—that

he might bring with him his human nature.

united to his person, and that it be ad.

vanced to the highest honor and happiness

of which it was capable. Perhaps this

writer is the first man on earth, who ever

maintained, that original jurisdiction and

delegated authority are the same thing.

But he has no affection for distinctions.

They are troublesome, and “there is a

great danger” he says, “in introducing

them instead of words which the Holy

Spirit teacheth. We grant they may be

abused. What good thing is not? Yet

without them we could not well get along.

The soul and body of a man form the

unity of his person. While he lives they

are not separate, yet they are distinct.

They both belong to the same person, and

while he lives, they are both essential to

his personality. Yet they are not the

same. The same man too may sustain

different characters. He may be a legisla

tor. What he might say as his private

opinion, expressed to his friend, would

he formally different from what he would

say, as enacting a law, although they

might be materially the same. Delegated

power is subordinate, and regulated by the

laws, restrictions, and rules of the delegn.

tion. The King of England administered

the government of England in person, and

the government of Ireland by a Lord Lieu.

tenant. The kingdom of Ireland was the

same, whether governed by the person of

the sovereign, or his deputy, but the power

of administration was different. In rela.

prived himself, for a time, of the right of

sumes, that the MP
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in the vast empire of the Mediator,

cial purposes, and which he would

of eminence, call his own This

be in accordance with the ways of

other respects. The whole earth

... ', yet, at an early period, he select

rticular spot in the garden of Eden

nated paradise, for special and par

purposes. In the same way, he af.

is selected a particular country out

whole world, and called it Emanuel's

nd even in it he set apart Mount

his dwelling-place. And among

nations of men, he selected the seed

aham—the Hebrew nation, as a

people, whom he called his in:

e-a people formed for himself,

uld show forth his praise.

same manner, while the whole

of providence is put under the Me

z control, he has selected a peculiar

who are denominated a kingdom of

and whom he calls by way of emi

y kingdom. This kingdom is not of

... Id. The subjects of it are all, at

ofessedly saints, and Jesus rules

the King of saints. This king.

denominated the kingdom of

- Is it the one kingdom of provi.

... f which wicked men and devils

... bers? It is not worldly but spirit.

e subjects of it are worshippers of

God is a Spirit, and they that

him must worship him in spirit

uth. |

riter, whom we are considering,

exposition of the text, My king

"t of this world, as new as it is

" He says, “But Christ does not

* kingdom (the church) is not of

*" d; he says simply and plainly,

"?dom is not of this world, and

is "undertakes to assert that he has

** a of this world, or organized after

"er of the kingdoms of this world,

dr. so on his own responsibility.”

"-g to this view, Christ does not

the he subjects of his kingdom, or of

* il nature, but only of the manner

...! anization. But how this would

, -r a reason to Pilate, why Christ's

... "would not fight for his deliver.

... not appear, John 1836. There

raise to Christ that his kingdom

#! ''erlasting, Luke 1:33: “Of his
...there shall be no end.” Is this

liversal kingdom of Providence?

. ... I think not, for that having an:

* purpose to the Mediator, when

"...his are prepared for heaven, the

" "needs it no longer; and he de

"... p to the Father, 1 Cor. 15:24,

*** will continue to reign in the

*"f glory for ever and ever. The

"he penitent thief on the cross re.

"his, when he prayed, “Lord re

": e when thou comest into thy

* Here, then, we have more

you." than one ascribed to the Media

re: dom of grace that shall issue in

* , of glory, which the Mediator

* part with, and a kingdom of

ni : which he will deliver up to the

ar. And we believe the Scripture is

, , , , although it does not uniformly,

#, confine the kingdom of the

£o mere unity. The kingdoms

*ce, grace and glory, all belong

n: ritorial character.

... third item of the Convention,

... writer also condemns, he says

'... things as on any of the former.

*: asserts, “that among the all

cted to the Mediator are to be

"...the nations of the earth, and their

** authorities, and when his will

" ..], they are bound in all their

h'iations and administrations, to

". to his authority as Governor

** nations, and Prince of the kings

ul. ". .” This could be expressed in

*"...ral terms covering the same

"amely, the Bible wherever it

".

faith and practice—the rule of all relations

among men. This divine book is in the

hand of the Mediator. He is its immedi

|ate author, and the law is put into his hand,

and all are commanded to obey him.

Exodus 23:21.

moral government. If not, they are in

dependent. The law is in his hand, and

he is King of nations. Nations are organ

ized bodies. They are bound to obey their

King. Kings and judges of the earth are

official characters. They are commanded

to kiss the Son. And the prophecy secures

the fact, as a public blessing. Rev. 11:15.

“The kingdoms of this world are become

the kingdoms of our Lord and of his

Christ.” These are not the spiritual king

dom, which Christ says “is not of this

world.” They are not the kingdom of

grace, for that is but one, and the kingdoms

of this world never will become the king.

dom of grace. They will be kingdoms of

this world after they have become the

kingdoms of Christ. They will become

his, by doing what the item of the Conven.

vention, says they are bound to do, and

what the author of the query does not un

derstand. If he had, he never would ask,

as he does, “have we any evidence that

Christ desires, or will even accept the sub

jection of nations through their constituted

authorities?” Much less would he assert,

as he does, that “he demands not their

political subjection to him through their

constituted authorities,” although this is

promised to him, Ps. 7.2:11, “Yea, all

kings shall fall down before him; all

nations shall serve him.”

It is painful to see such novel, and erro

neous sentiments published to the world,

by one who signs himself “Presbyter,”

by which it would seem that he was a

minister in some branch of the Presbyterian

Church. The writer of this knows him

not, but can scarcely believe that any sec

tion of the Church of Christ, will sustain

the doctrines set forth in his publication.

SENEx.
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For the Preacher

Proceedings

Of a Convention of Reformed Churches, held at

Brunett's Creek, Indiana, February 10th, 1847.

The Convention met according to arrange.

ment, and was called to order by the appoint

ment of Mr. J. Thompson, chairman, and Mr. R.

H. Pollock, secretary pro tem.

The names of the following delegates were

handed in :--from the Associate Reformed

Church, ministers, J. Thomps n and I). T. Car.

nahan; lay members, Andrew [Hanna and Thomas

Thompson. From the Associate Church, min

isters, N. Ingles, J. Dickson and R. H. Pollock;

lay members, H. T. Tedford and J. Love.

The Convention being organized, Mr. Dickson

was elected chairman, and Mr. Carnahan, secre.

tary.

On motion, it was Resolved, That a committee

be appointed to report business for the Conven.

tion. The following persons were appointed

said committee, viz., Messrs. Thompson, Poll, ch,

Love and Hanna. Having retired a few minutes,

the committee reported as the subject of delibera.

tion, the Basis adopted by the last Convention of

Reformed Churches at Pittsburgh, together with

the subject of Secret Societies.

The preamble and re-olutions respecting the

alteration of the Confession of Faith, together

with the propositions on the Head-hip of Christ,

Fasting, Faith, and on the power of the Civil

Magistrate, were, on motion, unanimously adopt

ed.

The proposition on Psalmody, was amended

by striking out all after the phrase, “worship of

God,” and inserting, “to the exclusion of all

others,” and unanimously adopted.

The poposition on Testimony Bearing, was

unanimously adopted, after striking out the first

section.

**o be taken as the only rule of

sm , fif

#! s:

The proposition on Slavery, was amended by

Nations are subjects of

striking out all after the words, “law of God,”

and inserting, “not to be tolerated"—D. T. Car.

nahan dissenting—and adopted,

The proposition on Communion, was amended

by the insertion of the phrase, “in sealing ordi.

nances,” after the word, “communion,” in the

first lime, and unaimously adopted.

The proposition on Covenanting, was amend

ed by striking out, “may,” and inserting the

word, “frequently,"–Also, by striking out the

phrase, “while it shall not be required of any, as

a term of communion, to enter actually into

them,” and adopted.

The proposition on Common Benefits, was

amended so as to read thus, “ common benefits

being of an earthly and perishing nature, and

common to believers and unbelievers, are not to

be considered as the purchase of Christ, but

these benefits being by sin cursed to all men, to

believers, this curse is removed, and the sancti.

fied use of them restored by the merit and media

tion of Christ;” and unanimously adopted.

The su'ject of Secret Societies, being taken

into consideration, it was, on motion, Resolved,

That secret societies, such as Freemasonry, Odd

Fellowship and Sons of Temperance, are incon.

sistent with the spirit of the gospel; and per

sons adhering thereto, are not to be admitted as

members of the United Presbyterian Church–

D. T. Carnahan dissenting.

On motion, it was

Resolved, 1st, That the proceedings of this

Convention, be forwarded for publication in the

Religious Periodicals of the Churches represent.

d.

2d, That Messrs. Pollock and Carnahan be a

committee to carry out the above resolution.

R. H. Pollock, {c.
ln.

e

D. T. CARNAHAN,

HIGHLY IMpoRTANT FROM GERMANY.

The Boston Traveller copies a very in

teresting item of intelligence fron the

“London Universe” of the 29th of Jan

uary relative to the progress of toleration

in Germany, viz., that the King of Prussia

is about to extend to a liberal degree the

religious liberty of his kingdom, and to

give to his people the long expected con

stitution. Dr. Baird states that implicit

reliance may be placed upon the state.

ments, and that the next steamer will

probably bring the official documents which

relate to these important movements. The

“Universe” announces the intelligence in

the followihg language—(Christ. Intell):

“The King of Prussia will, in a few

days, issue an edict, or law, granting a

very large measure of religious liberty

to his kingdom, a measure quite as large

as could possibly be expected in the pre

sent condition of things in that kingdom,

especially under the maintenance, and

eren the existence of the Prussian nation.

al Church. This is a matter which calls

for devout thanksgiving on the part of

every sincere friend of a pure Christianity.

We understand that the measure is so

comprehensive, that it will cover complete:

ly all such movements as those of Czerski,

Ronge and their adherents. In a word,

whosoever are dissatisfied with the exist

ing Protestant, Catholic or Jewish modes

of worship, may have such as they prefer,

upon engaging to support it at their own

charges, and to maintain a due regard to

the laws which enforce good order and

propriety. We consider this act of the

king as constituting a most important epoch

in the history of religion in Germany. It

is wor'hy of the enlightened and excellent

monarch of Prussia—a man who fears

God, and seems desirous of doing what he

can to advance the interests of true re

ligion.”

UNITARIANIsM. The Rev. E. S. Gan

nett of Boston, successor of the late Dr.

Channing, one of the fathers of modern

Unitarianism, has, it is said, publicly at

tempted to prove that the gospels of Mat

thew, Mark, Luke, and John, were not

written under a divine inspiration. Theo

dore Parker preceded Mr. Gannett in this

denial of the divine inspiration of the

Scriptures, and the course of each and both,

evinces the natural tendency of Unitarian

unbelief. Whenever a man seriously sets

himself down to explain away those Scrip.

tural passages, which affirm or imply the

supreme divinity of Jesus Christ, he is en

gaged in a work which must sooner or

later destroy his reverence for Scripture,

and induce unbelief of those divine sanc

tions, by which its reception is encouraged

and enforced.—Presbyterian.

CHRIsriANITY IN CHINA. An English

missionary says in a recent letter: “I

have been nearly twenty years in Asia,

and have never observed so much of the

divine power and manifest influence of the

Spirit of God upon the hearts of the hea

then, as just now. The work is increasing,

and the individuals who express their faith

in the Saviour are becoming more nume

rous ; and although their number is yet ex

ceedingly small, compared with the mil

lions of Chinese, still the work is com

menced under the auspices of the Saviour,

and will continue. What rejoices us most

is, that so many Chinese are coming for

ward to preach the gospel, and that with

effect, and the assistance of the Holy

Spirit. Five natives, full of energy and

faith, have to-day proclaimed the gospel to

their countrymen.”

EccLEsiasticAL OPPREssion. We

have frequently illustrated the exactions

by which the Romish priests in some coun

tries contrive to fill their coffers at the ex

pense of the poor, and superstitious. In

deed it appears to be a characteristic of

most state establishments for the support

of religion, to become rapacious and greedy

for the spoils. Thus the two Archbishops

and twenty-five Bishops of England have

a revenue amounting in the aggregate to

over fifteen and a half millions of dollars,

of which the two Archbishops receive

more than three hundred and fifty thousand

pounds sterling. As to the Romish

Church, all history testifies that as in Spain, ,

Mexico, and other countries, where the

Hierarchy have long held almost exclusive

sway, the church is proverbial for her.

wealth, while the masses of the population

are equally proverbial for poverty, wretch

edness and mental degradation. What

for example has Romanism done to elevate

Mexico? In how many points is she either

mentally or morally superior to the posi

tion she held in the days of the Monte

zumas? Let the impartial traveller de

cide.–Presb. Adv.

PopERY AND PREACHING. Pius IX, re

cently performed the very extraordinary

nct of preaching in one of the churches.

Since the days of Lambertine, 1740, such

a thing as a Pope preaching has been al

most unknown. Indeed it has been said

that this discourse is the first by a Pope for

300 years. Here is one point, among a

thousand others, in which Popery strong."

lv contrasts with primitive Christianity.--

Ib. *

£r

o

-

Scripture READERs. We have been .

favored with the following most interest

ing and important information from a

respected and valued correspondent:

“You will be glad to hear that Lord"

Ashley, the Rev. E. Bickersteth, and

others, have raised nearly 20,000l. for a.

new body of seven hundred Scripture

readers in Ireland. This will make our

Society more useful than ever, having

within it the elements of protection, with

out which converts must perish and fall

away, so persecuting is Popery. We

shall, therefore, have to guard and sup

port the fruits of the seed sown by these

new readers. Ireland may now lift u

her head, for her redemption£

nigh.” The Society to which our cor

*
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respondent refers in the latter part ofthe

foregoing communication, is the “Gen.

eral Irish Reformation Fund, for the

Restoration of her Primitive Religion,

and the necessary protection of those be
coming converts.”—Dublin Herald.

T'S' 3 #2 R. 3 A G |t| # R a

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 1847.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT. The oppo

nents of this penalty of the law manifest

a busy and persevering exertion worthy

of a better cause. Great individual effort

has been given to their opposition; in

some places they have brought the power

of association to bear against the law;

and now, as appears from the character

of the petitions for its repeal, poured

into our state legislature this session, fe

male influence is to have its part in the

work.

Poor woman! although she would be

the greatest sufferer by the repeal of this

protection of human life, in her disinter

estedness she is ready to make the sacri.

fice. As much advantage has been ta

ken of her weakness, as her power—her

weakness, in yielding too readily the

sympathies of her heart to the unfortu

nate, even when unworthy of them; and

her power, in the acknowledged influ

ence which she has in society. It is no

doubt thought, that by this influence the

cause of opposition to the death penalty

will certainly prevail. But we have an

opinion, that they who have called it to

their aid, will be greatly disappointed.

Strong as this influence is, it is too evi

dently misdirected in the present case to

have much efficacy. The philanthropy,

in man or woman, that would ontvie the

benevolence of God, will soon waste

itself, and if there were nothing but phi

lanthropy actuating those who are lead

ing in this crusade against the divine

law, their efforts would soon end.

It is gratifying to see the firmness with

which the majority in our legislature ad

here to the principle, that all human laws

must be in accordance with the divine:

and also, to see how much is conceded

to this principle, even by the opponents

of capital punishment. Some of them

would have us believe that they, too, are

very sticklers for the word of God. But

like a great many theologians of the age,

they seem to have first formed their opin

ions, and then to have gone to the Bible

for the proof, determired to receive its

testimony only so far as it accords with

their pre-conceptions. This awkward

way of reasoning from the Bible has

placed them in a variety of predicaments.

The passage in Gen. 9:6, has given

them most trouble: “Whoso sheddeth

man's blood, by man shall his blood be

shed; for in the image of God made he

man.” At first, they thought to dispose

of this as a part of the ceremonial law,

“that old law af Moses which has been

repealed long ago.” Some good people,

however, who had read their Bible from

its beginning, gave thern to understand

that this passage was addressed to Noah,

long before Moses was born, on the oc

casion of the re-organization of the divine

government in the family of man imme

diately after the flood. Escaping from many months of famine before Ireland, ofE.T
On 3ri

this, they then took refuge under an in

terpretation of the passage which makes

it a mere prediction. This is the inter

pretation which grave senators now give

forth, with a show of Biplical research

that puts to shame all the Doctors of Di

vinity in the land. But unfortunately

this interpretation, suitable as it is in

other respects, does not fit the passage.

If they could only devise some way of

disposing of the last clause of the verse,

they might possibly make out their case.

But while that remains, to make the pass

age a mere prophecy, would make it a

very queer one. It will be observed that

the reason of this revelation is given in

the last clause of the verse—"for in the

image of God made he man.” Now,

understanding the passage as a command,

we can perceive the force of this clause.

To take the life of one created in the im

age of God, is the most atrocious and

impious offence, and as such is worthy

of the severest punishment. But taking

it as a mere prediction of an evil that

would exist without the sanction or

countenance of God, it would read very

differently. The import of the whole

passage would then be simply this, be.

cause men are like their Creator they

would kill one another /

Grave as this subject is, there is some

thing connected with it, as it has been

agitated for some time, that can scarce

ly be contemplated without a smile!—

so much “rose water philanthropy,” as

Carlyle would say, and so much Biblical

lore from men who have about as much

respect for the Bible, as they have for

the Koran of Mahomet or the Shasters

of the Brahmin.

Secession and Relief Churches.

At a late meeting of the joint Commit.

tee of these two badies, more particular

arrangements were made for their con

commend that the designation of the new

lody be, the “United Church of the Se

cession and Relief.” It was also agreed

that in the formalities of the junction, the

former union of the Burghers and Anti

Burghers be taken as a model. The

number of churches in the two bodies

was ascertained to be four hundred and

ninety-eight. The Committee meets

again in March to complete their ar

rangements.

CoNTRIBUTIONS FoR THE RELIEF of

IRELAND. We are glad to see some of

our congregations moving in liberal ef.

forts on behalf of suffering Ireland. A

short time since we observed fifty dollars

reported from Mr. Burnett's congrega

tion. And now, it is with much pleasure,

we notice the liberal contribution of the

1st A. R. Church of this city (Mr. M'La

ren's), amounting to nearly four hundred

dollars. A collection has been taken in

Dr. Pressly's church, but we have not

heard the amount. Letters from vari

ous quarters intimate that brethren are

doing what they can in this truly bene

volent work. We make this statament

with the hope that the good example

may have its effects upon others. It

should be remembered that there are yet

templated union. It was agreed to re-|

even if the crops of the present year

should not fail. They who have not yet

acted need not think that it is now too

late. There is but too much time; and

we trust, while this excuse cannot be

made, none will feel that it is too soon to

move in efforts for the relief of this suf

fering people.

PREsBYTERIAN ARMoRY. The first

number of the third volume of this peri

odical has been received. It is quite

improved in appearance, and not any

worse in spirit. The three pages and

more devoted to us are well filled.

But as the editor acknowledges all that

we insisted upon in reference to inter

communion, and appears to enjoy with

some complacency the reputation of Ish

mael, we have nothing more to say.

HIGH CHURCHIsM REBUKED. We see

it stated, that the difficulty between

the Bishop of Maryland and an Episco

|Govemment. Th.*.

ental and Biblicali.

by the resignation ofRe;:

D. D., who has taken **, *.

gregation in Baltimore :

made to fill this de
- partme: i.

mainder of this sess -ion.

–

Iv. The editor*:

ceipt of $20 from Chises

Charlotte, Tennessee,£

cated at Damascus, i.t

bert Ross, Sen, for Sylc'.

-—

An Important Decisin. T.;

Supreme Court adjourn's i.

stant, havićg previously kc. . .

License Case, that the tes irri"

gulate the trade in, in a 4.

Thus the law of NewHim".

the power over licenses gets.

Massachusetts, which £1.

smaller quantity of liquarter.

lons, and the law of Rhod: '...

sale to ten gallons, are als:

This decision is important inva,

pal pastor of Baltimore, an account of action of our own and the e

which was given in our last number, has

been disposed of by the proper ecclesi

astical court. The decision is to the ef.

fect, that a Bishop of the Protestant

Episcopal Church cannot claim and ex

ercise as a right belonging to his office,

that he may administer communion in

any of the churches of the Diocese with

out the consent of the pastor.

MINISTER’s SALARY IN PENNsylva

NIA. The Supreme Court of this state,

in the case of the Commonwealth against

C. C. Cuyler, pastor of the Second Pres

byterian Church, Philadelphia, has de

cided that a minister's salary cannot be

taxed.

We have received the first number of

the periodical designed to be the organ

of the British Branch of the Evangelical

Alliance. It is a neatly printed monthly

magazine of 32 pages, entitled, “Evan.

gelical Christendom.” It is conducted

by Rev. T. R. Birks, Rev. Wm. Chal

mers, Rev. W. M. Bunting, Dr. Harris

and Dr. Stean. The leading articles

of this number, are the introductory ad

dress by the editors; the Path of Chris

tian Union, by Dr. Vaughan; Ignorance

of our own Spirit, by Dr. King, Origin

and Principles of the Alliance, by Rev.

Mr. Eubank; and a sketch of Charles

Coutonly, a French Evangelical pastor.

There is also much interesting European

intelligence, among which a most inter

esting letter from Czerski. We expect

to be in the regular receipt of this peri

odical.

Catalogue of the Officers and Stu

dents of the Western Theological Semi

nary. From this catalogue, overlooked

in our last number, we learn that the

number of students attending this Semi

nary, is forty-eight. The Professors are

Rev. D. Elliott, in the department of Di

dactic and Polemic Theology, and Rev.

Alexander T. M'Gill, in the department

traffic is greatly restricted.
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y were about to despair of existence as a

atton

under God) on the older and abler early stage of his life, devoted himself to the cul.

to say, whether there shall be a Second|tivation of his mind. His taste, at first, inclined

e Reformed Church in Philadelphia. him to the mathematical and mental sciences.

t of no importance to revive and plant

ciate Reformed Church in the eastern then entered Franklin' College, and after the
f where the dust of her sepulchres has so term of one year in that institution, transferred

* ed on her mute lips? This is the first him' to Madison College, where he completed

in of the kind that has been made by the

e churches in the west, and we hope it! Mental and Natural sciences. During this term

esponded to in the spirit of Christian|he commenced and pro-ecuted the study of The-|, | - - - - - - -

If the churches abroad contribute but a 'logy, under the direction of the Rev. Samuel things, which his children and friends will£

heir
-

e golden chain that binds kindred hearts field, in the Smonth of April, 1845, and was ap. bounds, Lct the relatives and acquaintances o:

Let there be a cordial greeting as of pointed by the General Synod to Urbana, as a the deceased, imitate his virtues, and make :

ho had been separated by shipwreck, m'onary station, the same summer.

1 on

sister in the day when she shall be ed to call him, by death, to unite with the church know he will not return to them. Let them

\re mostly in limited circumstances; but an upri

oor the gospel is preached. They have

"leasing evidence of attachment to our be. peace.”

on, and are willing to do what they can

ain the cause; but their debt is too heavy grated to this country in his early boyhood, with

" They have met with discouragements, his father's family. His father located in Wash.

, when I came to them. It depend

abundance, it will form another

some palmy isle. What will we

". . 7 Cant. 8:8-9. - -

| ended to visit the churches as soon as Springfield had assigned subjects to him, on!'" " "," their later end shall be peace B. Township, Beaver County, Pa., on the

* , and afford them an opportunity of f

ed and duly credited. “He that hath .

| he poor lendeth unto the Lord; and higher ordination was his. The exercises were

ligatory upon us, to “mark the porfect man and

behold the upright, for the end of that man is

Thomas Palmer was born in Ireland, and emi

ington County, Pa., and was the first that moved

in the organization of the church at Mount Plea

"|sant in the said county. Thomas Palmer, at an

With occasional helps he progressed until he be.

came a distinguished proficient in both. He

his Collegiate course of study; and for two years,

he there acted as Professor of Mathematics, and

Findly, Sen. He was licensed to preach the

everlasting gospel by the Presbytery of Mans.

He repaired, without delay, to this station,

where he continued to labor until God was pleas.

which he was expected to deliver trial exercises

he day on which the exercises were to have been

elivered, his spirit was summoned to God, and a

ght man, the Scriptural injunction is ob-|ly life he

of the firstborn above. The Presbytery of walk on in his steps guided by the Spirit and

l - reparatory to ordination. But very shorty at death of the righteous. . W.

roof of their love. If any of our breth-[ter he received these subjects, his health failed

oper to forward their contribution for and he was never able to deliver the assigned

to the subscriber, it will be thank- trials, but of the evening immediately preceding the 29th year of her age, Miss MARY JANE,

daughter of SAMUEL FILson, Esq.

he became a member of the Antiburgher marriage, 27 years since, she removed to the

Secession Church. He emigrated to the United neighborhood of New Castle, and made a profes

States in 1802; and lived nearly forty years on|sion of seligion in the A. R.Congregation of she.
the farm on which he died. His parents were nango, under the pastoral care, at that time, of

godly: and he was a good man-intelligent, or- the Rev J. L. Dinwiddie. That profession she

erly, benevolent and pious. The tree is known maintained by an exemplary attendance upon

by its fruit. He was one ofthe few, who compo- the worship of the sanctuary, and a religious de

£d the Associate Reformed congregation of portment in the duties of life. Her letter end

Crooked Creek at its organization. The£ sustained by her trust in the Redeemer of

peace and prosperity of that congregation in par- her earlier years; and it was peace. It is believ

ticular *nd of the church in general, were very led that her influence was blessed on her house.

dear to him. He set a high value on the Bible, hold, one of whose members has gone before—a

the Sabbath, and every ordinance of grace. He daughter, who departed this life in the same hope.

was faithful and prudent in reproving transgres-labout two years ago. To a large family, a hus:

sors; and exceedingly interesting in religious band and children, who will see her no more on

Conversation with Christians. On his death-bed earth, the example of her life and of her death,

he would say to friends, particularly the young, speaks of better things beyond earth, where

“Come, and learn how to die." His faith failed there is a happy re-union of “the dead that die

not; he was calm and joyful even when his bo- in the Lord.”

dily suffering was severe.

DiED, on the 15th ult, Mr. Wm. R. PATTERson,

He spake many interesting and comfortable of Elizabeth Township, in the seventy-sixth year
of his age. Mr. Patterson was among the oldest

ish in memory; but which, if written, would members of the A. R. Church in this section of
swell, this communication beyond reasonable our country. He was ordained a ruling elder

more than thirty years ago, by the Rev. Matthew

Henderson. From that time nntil his death, he

practical improvement of his exemplary life and continued a most exemplary and worthy mem:

instructive death. They do not,£ should her and officer of the church. His memory will

they sorrow as those who have no hope. They be long cherished by the congregation with which
he was connected.

DIED, at the residence of her father, in Big

May he who writes, and they who read, die the morning of the 28th ult, after a protracted ill.

B ness, HANNAH ANN, daughter ofSamuel and Jane

Phillips, in the 22d year of her age.

The deceased, at the age of seventeen, made a

public profession of her faith in Christ as the

alone Saviour of sinners, and connected herself

- - with the Associate Reformed congregation at

It were no easy task to pay a just tribute to the Rocky Spring, then under the care of Rev. Thos.

Dirn, in Steubenville, January 27th, 1847, in

he hath given will he pay him again.” written, and as a mysterious Providence prevent memory of our departed and much-lamented L. Spear, from which time until her death, she

Therefore my beloved brethren- ed their delivery, it is the design of the friends, friend. She at an early age professed herself the gave satisfactory evidence that “Christ Jesus”

- i., in accordance with the request of members of the friend and follower of the meek and lowly Jesus,
ind in the work of the Lord, knowing|t' congregation, to issue them from the by uniting herself to the A. R. Church, to whose

had been “formed” in her “heart the hope of

lory.”
bor shall not be in vain in the Lord. press. r

f : *

**

Yours affectionately,

A. Bow FR,

*- the 2d Associate Reformed Church,

eformed Church in this city; and

[.. commend it to our brethren as an

way worthy of their sympathy and try of Christ himself on earth was such.

* : :

11:*

John B. DALRs,

; :

" up. A. R. Julian, T. N. Dickson,

urch, Philadelphia.

Mr. Palmer's career was short, but it was fr!'

from being neutral. He was stationed at Urba

na but for one and a half years; but he has pro.

duced an impulse in favor of the A. R. Church,

ing of God for ages to come. It is a remarkable

fact, that frequently, the most efficient gospel

ministrations are of short duration. The minis

and will continue to vibrate to the ends of the

earth, and to the end of time; yea, throughout

As a testimonial in favor of the efficiency of

Mr. Palmer's ministry, we might adduce the spi.

demanded her aid. As a daughter and sister,

she was all that kindness and affection could

make her, ever studying the interest and comfort

- . - superior to that, which is, in some cases, the re."

... is, we believe, a correct statement suit of twenty, thirty, or forty years—an impulse|
...tion and prospects of the Second which will continue to vibrate, through the bless. and certain summons to the tomb. Death came

to her not unawares; her lamp was trimmed

when she met the Bridegroom. -

It was would say,—weep no more, for you have reason

but of three and a half years' continuance. But to believe her death was but the prelude to a

he 1st Associate Reformed Church, the impulse of that brief ministry is yet vibrating, higher life.

eternal ages. Let vs learn, then, not to judge of t hio. F st. 1847. aft li -

=l,—Members of the 1st Associate any man's usefulness in the church, by the time£ y, Ohio, February 1st, , after a finger

but by the efficiency of the services rendered her consort of Geoac. G. Graham, aged forty years

and eleven months.

nterests she was most ardently devoted. She

hought not of self, when the cause of her Master

f all around her. Of a sweet, mild disposition,

he wanted not for friends, to smooth her early

To her afflicted father, brother and sister, we

DIED, of consumption, in Plymouth, [furon

ng confinement of more than four months, MARY,

The deceased had connected herself with the
NOTICE rit of enterprise and zeal, with which he was in- f

#Tar . . . strumental in inspiring the friends of the A. R. A. R. Church, bnder the pastoral care of the Rev.

* 'P'by'ry of Ohio is to meet in Church, and the community in general in Urbana, James Arbuthnot, and from that time to the date
* the 2d Wednesday of April, at 10 in favor of the cause committed to his trust of her decease, about thirteen years, continued to

* : *'' '. Hugh when he entered upon his labor in this place, adorn her profession by a consistent walk, and an
ana sermon 'us'etion of the in the summer of 1845, thore were but five'ami exemplary life of Christian piety and humility.

... B. WADDLE, Clerk Pres, i.e., connected with the A. R. Church. This During her last illness, she gave very satisfacto.
: - small nucleus of a congregation, inspired with '.:£: in a£
fest." * ~ *- courage and aided by the community in the vi. degree, the consolations of the gospel-and the

sy CITY TRACT SOCIETY. inity, has£, and during the last sum- hope of a brighter and a better world, Being

starsary of this society will be held in [mer, completed a very respectable and tastefull warned by her physician, some two weeks before

ers' Church, on Friday evening the brick church, favorably located near the centre her decease, that it was not in the Power of mor

c

Though her illness was protracted, she was

not heard to complain. With Christian resigna

tion she submitted to the will of her heavenly

Father, knowing that “our light affliction, which

is but for a moment, worketh for us a far more

exceeding and eternal weight of glory.” Nor

did the hope of the Chrisiian, which was her con

solation through life, forsake her in the trying

hour of death. As death approached doubts and

fears evanished, and at last she departed this life

expressing her sensible assurance that to her to

die was gain.

Let all who witnessed her closing scene, and

all who are nnacquainted with the power of god.

liness, seek an interest in that Redoemer, who

has stripped death of his power and robbed him

of his sting, and the power of whose religion can

cause, not only the aged saint, but even the

youthful believer to have “a desire to depart, and

be with Christ:” And let surviving friends.' not

sorrow as those that have no hope,” but rather

let them copy the example of her who has been

taken from them, and “seek first the kingdom

of God and his righteousness,” that they, like

her, when cast on the bed of death, may have no

thing to do but fall asleep in the arms of Jesus.

13. If there be any errors or oversights in the

acknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

us of them that they may be corrected.
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×" Public is respectfully invited to and two fatherless c ildren, in the morning of the remainder of her speech and reason-which On the Fourth Volume.
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ADVERTISEMENT OF A LOST DAY.

By Mrs. Lydia H. Sigourney.

Lost! lost! lost!

A gem of countless price,

Cut from the living rock

And graved in Paradise,

Set round with three times eight

Large diamonds, clear and bright,

And each with sixty smaller ones,

All changeful as the light.

l

Lost—where the thoughtless throng

In fashion's umazes wind,

Where trilleth folly's song,

Leaving a sting behind;

Yet to my hand 'twas given

A golden harp to buy,

Such as the white-robed choir attune

To deathless minstrelsy.

Lost: lost! lost:

I feel all search is vain;

That gem of countless cost

Can ne'er be mine again;

I offer no reward,

For till these heart-strings sever,

I know that heaven-intrusted gift

Is reft away for ever.

But when the sea and land

Like burning scroll have fled,

I'll see it in His hand

Who judgeth quick and dead;

And when of scathe and loss

That man can ne'er repair,

The dread inquiry meets my soul,

What shall it answer there?

[M] G 3 g : 1, 1, AS Y a

worldly enterprise which will people these

Waters.

comes sufficiently warm to start vegetation,

so that thus early the prairies become

choicest gifts appear, to herald the ap

In the month of March, the weather be

beautifully green and many of Flora's]

proach of summer. The summer winds

are from the west and north, and there is

seldom any pleasant weather except when

these prevail. After a long rainy winter,

the people of this country look for the

healthy and exhilerating breeze from the

bosom of the Pacific, with great solicitude.

At length the wished for change takes

place. The howl of the storm, and the

roar of the southern winds are hushed to

silence; the hills and valleys are gently

fanned by the western zephyr, and the
sun, pouring his floods of light and heat

from the cloudless sky, causes nature as

by enchantment, to enrobe herself in all

the glories of summer. The delightful

weather thus ushered in, continues through

the entire summer, with but little deviation,

and the temperature of the atmosphere,

particularly in the Wallamett valley, is

agreeably warm and uniform. At noon

in the warmest weather the thermometer

ranges at about 82 deg. in the shade, but

the evenings are considerably cooler. The

coolness of the evenings doubtless goes far

to neutralize the effects of the malaria that

is exhaled through the influence of the

sun, from the swamps and marshy places,

which are found in some parts of the coun.

try. From personal experience, and ex

tensive observation in reference to this par

ticular, the writer is prepared to express

the opinion, that the climate of Oregon is

decidedly favorable to health. And why

should it not be? The temperature, par

ticularly in the lower country, is remark.

ably uniform. The country is not there.

The following article is from the New York

Recorder. It is interesting in itself, and will he

specially so to the majority of our readers at this

time, in view of our contemplated mission to

It shall be our object to lay before our

readers, from time to time, such accounts as will

show the importance of this Territory as a mis

smonary field and the advantages with which it

Oregon.

may be occupied.

Oregon.

Py Rev. Mr. Hines, Methodist Mission.

ary to Oregon.

The emigration to Oregon which goes

on with such rapidity, and the final settle

ment of the boundary difficulty, have given

great interest to the questions relative to

the capabilities of that vast region. The

appearance of the following article, by the

Rev. Mr. Hines, Methodist Missionary to

Oregon, is therefore opportune. It is a

sober, well written article, which will in

spire confidence. We cannot, however,

see that its statements differ materially from

those given a few years ago in the Rev.

Mr. Parker's exploring tour—a book

which satisfied us that the valley of the

Columbia must eventually become a very

important part of this nation, or the thea

tre of a great Independent Republic. A

large city will rise at the mouth of the

Columbia—the child now lives that will

see its Exchanges and Churches, built in |

ranssive granite as the products of its own

wealth, and its dwellings crowded with a

population of an hundred thousand. Even

the cry against its harbor is likely soon to

cense, the harbor having been pronounced

by competent judges easier of approach,

and safer than the harbor of New York.

it only wants buoys, pilots, and steam tugs

—the necessary accompaniments of in

creasing trade, and no difficulties will

!onger remain. Oh, that we could see

the rising glories of Oregon crowned with

the lustre of an equally rapid growth of

Christian influence! And surely this

might be, if only the churches of this

favored land were inspired with a Chris.

tian heroism as stirring and energetic as the

fore subject to the evil resulting from sud.

never give weight enough-the will of

God!

conquers the mighty, frustrates the Per: THEol.
severing, and leaves human schemes and

human purposes, but as bubbles glittering

had their hour.
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den changes from extreme heat to extreme

cold. The exhilerating ocean breeze,

which sets in almost every day during the

atmosphere. These circumstances con

nected with the fact, that there is but little

decaying vegetable matter in the country,

and but few dead swamps and marshes

to send forth their poisonous miasma, to

infect the surrounding regions, are suffi

cient to show that Oregon must be the

abode of health, and that human life is as

likely to be protracted, and men die of old

age in this country, as in any other por.

tion of the world. Indeed, such is the

healthiness of the climate of this country,

that but very few white persons have here

sickened and died since its first occupancy

by such, more than thirty years ago.

Yet, with these facts before them, there

are persons who are ready to publish far

and near that the climate of Oregon, and

particularly the lower country, is “decided.

ly unhealthy. That the most malignant

and fatal fevers prevail;” than which no

representation could be more erroneous.

True, the ague and fever in a very modi.

fied form, sometimes prevails in the lower

country; but it is easily controlled by

proper remedies, and finally leaves the

person with a vigorous and an unimpaired

constitution, and seldom returns the second

season. Those persons who have lived

longest in the country are generally the

most healthy and vigorous; which of itself

is a sufficient proof of the friendliness of

the climate to the promotion of health. If

there is any difference between the different

portions of Oregon in regard to the healthi

mess of its climate, the middle region, and

that immediately along the coast are the

most salubrious.

(To be continued)
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Tendency of Calvinism.--No. 5.

s I have endeavored to make it
* = - - - - -

", it is the doctrine of Scripture,

> dictate of sober reason, that the

of God extends to whatsoever tire freedom, as though there was no ernor of the world, as acting without

to pass, and particularly that it Decree of God in existence. And : design, and as exerting his power with

... mbrace the future destiny of man,

... now inquire, What is the tendency

doctrine ! What is the influence

the belief of this doctrine is adapt

xert over human conduct? The

nts of the doctrine represent it as

'ing the character of the 17eity in

...lding light, and thus tending to

ise in the mind to unworthy

ts of God; and as exerting an in

As I have had occasion to show in a

preceding number, the Decree of God

man, but leaves him in the full possession

of all that freedom which is consistent

with the nature of a rational creature.

pursuing a particular course whether he

will or not, but is left free to act accord

ing to his own disposition. And hence

“there are many devices in a man's

does not interfere with the liberty of divine character.

He is not shut up to the necessity of character, if we contrast it with the op

glory by all the creatures he has made name of the Lord is a strong tower, the

He will as certainly display the glory of righteous runneth into it and is safe.

his divine perfections by means of tio: The conclusion, then, to which we are

world hath done all things well. And if who shall in the end be punished for conducted is, that as all the works of

their sins, as by those, who through grace God manfest his glory, that Decree of

shall be brought to the enjoyment of which these works are the development

heavenly glory. And if the event shall is worthy of Him who is infinite in wis

be made subservient to the promotion of dom. And while it is admitted that this

the divine glory, a purpose in accordance doctrine may be perverted, just as men

with which the event takes place, can-wrest the Scriptures, still the doctrine it.

not be unworthy of God. And conse-self tends to exalt the glory of God and

quently, the doctrine which maintains to humble the pride of man. It leads

that the Decree of God extends to all the devout mind to admire and to adore

future events, is not derogatory to the that infinite wisdom which God displays

in governing all his creatures according

2. It may serve more fully to satisfy to their respective natures, so that with

our minds that this doctrine is perfect out offering any violence to them, he

ly consistent with the glory of the divine employs them as his instruments in the

accomplishment of his purposes. All

posite. Suppose then we reject the doc-inanimate as well as animated nature;

trine of the divine Decree, and deny all rational and irrational creatures; all

that God has formed any purpose with holy and all sinful beings are so control

regard to future events, in what light is ed by Him whose counsel shall stand

heart,” while it is no less true, that, the character of God exhibited to the and who will do all his pleasure, that

“nevertheless the counsel of the Lord, view of the intelligent universe? Do they shall all be made instrumental in

that shall stand.” Man forms his plans we not represent the Creator of the the advancement of his glory.

and prosecutes his purposes with as en-heavens and of the earth, and the Gov- MELANCTHON.

the counsel of the Lord, or the decree of out having any definite object in view 2.

heaven shall stand; for while “a man's Such a supposition, even in the case of a

heart deviseth his own way, the Lord creature of limited understanding, would The meetings of all our church courts

directeth his steps.” It does not belong be regarded as derogatory to his charac- are important, and should be prayer

to us to explain the consistency between ter. And shall we impute to a being of fully anticipated and punctually attended.

the immutable purpose of God, and the infuis intelligence, conduct which would On them depend in a good degree the

liberty of man in the execution of that be regarded as reproachful even to a vigor and efficiency of the church, and

purpose, any more, than to explain how man? It belongs to the nature of an in-nothing short of necessity should prevent

the soul acts through the medium of the telligent being to act in accordance with the attendance of members. As these

From the Evangelical Guardian.

The Approaching General Synod.

on human conduct unfavorable but that which is not revealed belongs

a *-ness. Is the doctrine liable to to God.

by charge?

Every man is conscious to

himself that he acts freely, and that he

* what respect, I would ask, does is not compelled to act contrary to his

*::ctrine present to our minds an un- will. And the Scriptures every where

*le view of the divine character?

"bjector himself will admit, that

...thing in creation is worthy of its

" . Can it then be inconsistent

e glory of the infinitely wise God

–resent him as having purposed to

£ach a world as that£ actual

ts? It will further be conceded

y's providence God governs the

" in righteousness. If then, the

Prment which is exercised over the

e is wise, and good, and just, it

... scannot be in any degree deroga

the divine glory to suppose that

in his£ proceeds in ac

a "ce with a previously formed pur

*"And let it be kept distinctly in

"... that the doctrine of the divine

is simply, that the infinitely wise

...' from all eternity did by the most

' ' nd wise counsel of his own will,”
; Stre : - -

...ine to do both in creation and
*

2nce that which he actually does.

r.)nsequently if it became him for

are all things and by whom are

gs, to do what he actually does, it

'e equally consistent with the glory

* * character, to form a purpose or

, that he would do so.

re are many things, both in crea

* 'd in providence, which we cannot

e' Owing to the imperfection

se knowledge we find it difficult to

le with our ideas of the wisdom,

and goodness of God, many

"which we see in the divine ad.

'ation. But still, whatever diffi

*

*

address him as a moral agent, who has

bodily organs. The facts belong to us, design. And if it is admitted that the courts are dependent on the Great

infinitely wise God proceeds in creation Master of assemblies, prayer should be

and in providence in conformity with made for them by the whole church.

design, and in pursuance of a particular Though our General Synod is no

end, then, the doctrine for which we longer a court of appeals, it is still in

plead is granted. For the doctrine of trusted with important business, in which

the divine Decree amounts to this, that the whole church is interested; and the

the power of choice, and they present to God has designed what he will do, and business of the approaching meeting is of

him such arguments as are adapted to his that he has proposed to himself an end peculiar interest. The subject of union

rational nature to influence him to choose to the accomplishment of which all things with other churches of the Scottish

that which is good, and to depart from shall be made subservient. |Presbyterian order has probably reach

evil. It is moreover just as expressly a But Calvinism not only maintains ed a crisis, and will have to be disposed

matter of revelation, that God “declares that God acts in accordance with design of one way or other; and whether the

the end from the beginning and from but that he will certainly accomplish union succeed or fail, much will depend

ancient times, the things that are not yet the end which he has purposed. Sup- on the manner in which the Associate

done, saying my counsel shall stand, and pose now, that we are not inclined to go. Reformed Church shall act in the matter,

I will do all my pleasure.” However, so far. Suppose that we feel constrain- and our General Synod will need much

far then, the matter may be above our ed to admit that God, as an intelligent of “that wisdom which is profitable to

comprehension, there is a consistency, being, must act with design, but at the direct,” in order so to shape her course

between the unalterable purpose of God, san. time adopt the hypothesis that the as to be able to account to God and to

and the liberty of the rational creature. creature may frustrate his design, so that, future generations.

If then we admit that God displays the end proposed shall fail to be accom- The chief business of our General

his glory by means of all his works plished. Would not such a supposition Synod is Missions—domestic and foreign.

whether in creation or in providence, reflect dishonor upon the divine charac. In the latter we have but recently em

and if he is worthy to be praised for all ter? Would it not amount to a virtual barked, and have as yet accomplished

that he does in all parts of his vast do- denial of God's omnipotence, while it but little. We should regard ourselves

minion, is not that divine purpose in ac- would represent him as a being subject as only having made a beginning and a

cordance with which all his works are to the caprice and the whims of his very small beginning. From the num

executed, equally adapted to render his creatures? And in such a case, what ber of men in our church coming forward

name excellent in the estination of all ground would the Christian have to con- to the ministry, and in view of the spirit

holy intelligent beings? It seems to me, fide in the divine promises! Thess of the age, and the fields whitening for

perfectly plain, that if we deny that it promises may be exceeding great and the harvest, it is reasonable to suppose

consists with the glory of the divine per-precious and well adapted in their nature that we shall have no lack of laborers.

fections to suppose that God has estab-i to minister to our support and comfort. The contrary supposition would involve

|lished a decree in relation to all future. But if God's gracious design in them an impeachment of the piety and Chris

events, we must at the same time deny may be defeated; if there remains un-tian enterprise, of our candidates for the

that he has manifested his glory in the certainty with regard to their fulfillment, ministry. Taking it for granted then

government which he actually exercises their value is by this consideration great that we shall not want for men, the at

over all things. But such a position will ly diminished. But if it is true, that God tention of the Synod ought to be direct

be maintained by none who entertain, is of one mind and changeth not; if the led to the securing of means. Thus far

reverential thoughts of God. The Lord purposes of his heart are from generation the people have fully met the exigencies

hath made all things for himself, and he to generation, then there is the strongest of our only foreign mission; but is there

will in one way or other manifest his encouragement to confide in him. The 'not ground to fear, lest the interest of

* *
|. t *

*

*
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The question even arose, Has not General Synod over the presbyteries. The 'y. he under w
the people in the undertaking, and their try. - - - hich we ..."
liberality towards it, decline with its novel- our system of domestic missions operated General Synod derives its powers from [torians the New Tesla ".

ty. At least, measures should be taken to produce this result, by leading feeble the presbyteries ; not the presbyteries from the present sale of"' *>

to guard against such a result. Instead of churches on the one hand to lean on Gene the General Synod. The General Synod speakably precious shows: : # dou

leaving this mission to languish, it should ral Synod and be content with missionary is the organ of the presbyteries in a large that has been desceni, |
be our object to strengthen it as soon as supplies instead of resolutely supportinga' which they employ, with pre during most of this£

possible. But other fields are inviting£ pastor, and probationers on he'd powers, for the management of state of preparation'. . : par

to enter and occupy. The missionaries of other to prefer missionary pay to the the general interest of the church. the truth in the love of£ the

other branches of the great Presbyterian meagre salaries which many congrega. It is suggested, whether the time of the eager, longing desire£ it i:

family in China and India, invite us totions give whatever be the cause, the meetings of General Synod should not be – " ":
come to their aid in evangelizing those evil exists—the number of our vacancies changed from spring to fall. The reason fits: of

vast and populous portions of the world, and unsettled ministers and probationers for this is, (and it strikes the writer as a MR. Enron: *| 0:h

assuring us that there is room for us and is disproportionate to the number of our weighty one,) that a considerable portion of A few weeks since, a ... "

that they would rejoice in our co-opera-settled congregations and pastors—there our missionary force are licentiates who enjoyed, of retiring. # : g:

tion. The Pacific coast of our own nation. are indications of a disposition to cluster expect to spend the following winter in a the din and his of£ te

al domain is becoming an important field, around strong and central points, instead seminary, where they must necessarily in the pure air of the country "
and one that needs prompt attention. Not of pushing out into new and destitute cur considerable expense, to meet which sary, I suppose, for the lo

only the pressing wants of the Aborigines, fields—some of our old and fully sup-they should be able to draw their mission. that there should be": | in
and the settlers, but the emigration of our plied presbyteries, are in danger of beingary pay as soon as their services have been that there should be some ... c.

- - - - - - | ..l. - - - - * - fift,own people to that region, its future im- oppressed with supernumeraries, whilst our rendered. According to the presen ar-willing to live in the:: th

portance in the commerce of the world, frontiers are not half supplied; and our old rangement they must lie out of it till the fess that I have a sir. #. 0.

the probability that it may, if Christian- and populous congregations (as the car-ollowing spring. Many of them have rural life. I am ther: àit. *ized, exert a powerful influence in Chris cass, the eagles) attract the hungry as been dependent on their summer exertions fied when duty will * Ill

tianizing China and Japan, and the fact pirants for a settlement, whilst feeble and for their winter's support; and the ex-away from the inces: in

that Rome, alive to its importance, is al-'oft-disappointed churches in the mission.penses of this their last session are pecu engines, the ringing of bels, d.

ready pouring in her priests and founding'ary field, cry for pastors, and even for liarly heavy. Their clothes are scuffed drays and all the conse is ,
her institutions, call us to prompt action, supplies, in vain. The evil exists, and if out in their missionary campaign; their manufacturing city, to beat, '

It is understood, that there are well quali-lunchecked will grow; and a sore evil it is, entire wardrobe is to be renewed. Pe: atmospher, and to enjoy || || 0

fied men in our ministry willing and anx-sthereatening to work out the degradation|haps they have had to buy a horse and country. Some poet hasa |

ious to labor in this field, if the church only of ministerial character and the destruc-equipment and these are to be paid for i may judge from the freq: III

will send them. |tion of ministerial influence, and to bring but they have no funds and no prospect of poetic quotations are it. p

Are the resources of our church drawn our whole missionary system, and, what is any for six or eight months to come. A pulpit, he savings of here, i.

out, in any thing like sufficient measure, worse, the very institution of the gospel-young man in these circumstances is in better authority with many,'... [..

in the cause of Missions / Do the people ministry, into contempt. To this £y plight for profitable study. His Scripture)—some poeth's wi

generally feel that lively interest in it, General Synod should, if practicable, ap-debts and his destitution are constantly “God made the country and

which its importance demands? Are they ply a remedy. It should labor to secure preying on his mind. w::£ ga

inspired with that liberality in the cause the perfect employment of our whole min. Another consideration is, that according That can "one make '... e.

of Christ, which prompts to devise liberalisterial force. All our men should work; to the present arrangement, the time from That life holds out to all." p

things? Are the ministry awake to the and work where they are most needed, the spring meetings of presbyteries at A******* a

importance of the subject, and laboring to and where they are sent. Our vacancies which our young men are generally li. It does not, however, it h

awaken the people? Is there any thing and missionary stations, as well as settled censed, till two or three weeks, or perhaps province, as an Ostrin

like a general effort to impress the minds congregations, should be taught that it is a la month, after General Synod, till they upon the beauties of mur" st

of the people, that the great object of life religious duty to support, according to the know their appointments, is in a good loveliness of the varieg's st

is not to amass worldly wealth, but to ad-best of their abilities, those who labor in measure lost; and altogether lost in the describe the majestic must ti

vance the cause of God! That as Chris-word and doctrine. Strong churches missionary field—that is, the healthiestdant valley,the flowing her o
tians, ransomed by blood, we should live, should know, that after amply supporting|portion of the season is past before they dering rill. I have some or le

not to ourselves, but to him who died for their own pastors, it is their duty to aid get out, and they are exposed to ride make in relation to a Si' s

us and rose again : To what extent does the weak. In divided charges the respec. during the hot and sickly months, not only spent in the country. " " '
the spirit of Paul animate our ministry, itive branches should be systematically en-themselves liable to be taken down, but the Sabbath morning in the"| hi:

and the spirit of primitive Christians the couraged, each to have its own pastor, as people prevented by sickness from enjoy-spring of the year, where!' "
members of our church ! These are£ as it is at all practicable. Measures ling their ministry. |tion of all secular busines." l:

questions and demand to be considered in should be taken to raise and to keep up Should not General Synod seek to have solemn stillness with which " '

the fear of God. We are not to look back the standard of ministerial character both a larger number of ordained mission rounded invites you to #: "
and compare what we are now doing with in respect of piety and of literary and theo-aries? Could not some system be adopted thoughts to the contem": h

what we were doing twenty or fifty years logical attainment. to have ordained evangelists to follow the ture rest of which the Sakai. t

ago; but we should look into God’s word, In the business of disposing of unsettled preachers for the purpose of “ordaining expressive emblem! . . S

and learn what is there enjoined and there ministers and probationers, entrusted to elders in every station, and of setting in The family whose is' "

exemplified, and there promised; we, General Synod, it is necessary to guard order things that are wanting !” We are joyed, it was gratifying" *
should look around on the moral wants of against encroaching on the prerogatives throwing away a great deal of preaching, early, and after attending: s

the world and the field opening for Chris of presbyteries. There is a tendency in at least so far as the building up of our domestic matters as com: ".

tian effort; and we should look forward to'the spirit of the times to Independency, and own church is concerned. After almost of works of necessity an m"

the speedy realization of the glorious at the same time there is a tendency to-twenty years, and with the light which £i might be seen ". :

things which God has promised; for the wards the centralization of power in the we might gather from the experience of hand, endeavoring to im', .

day approacheth when “the kingdom and General Synod. And these, apparently other churches, our system of Home Mis-hours of the Sabbah ". . .

the dominion and the greatness of the opposite tendencies meet; as extremessions is shamefully immature and defec.fessing Christians *''' n

kingdom under the whole heaven, shall often do. . Already vacant congregations,tive. . And there is very little prospect of of much of that time." # -: (

be given to the people of the saints of the and unsettled ministers look too much to its being better, till we have a more per his own, by spending tims' p

- Most High.” |General Synod, and too little to presby-manent board of committee. The com-ness! At the proper "" ;

Our domestic missions have become alteries. In the obtaining of supplies and [mittee raised at each Synod comes to the led to the house of God; it w? d

weighty and somewhat difficult concern, even in procuring a pastor, presbyteries business in a great measure unacquainted landlady had so arring' t

The number of our vacancies and unsettled are beginning to be overlooked; vacant with it, and then give it but two or three fairs, that without any# ,

ministers and probationers is out of all due congregations and unsettled ministers Kry day's attention, when it is dismissed forever, we reached the place** |

|

|

proportion to the number of our settled often do the business among themselves, . It is to be hoped, that care will be taken hour for the comment':
ministers and congregations. This was and presbyteries are called merely, for this year by all the presbyteries to have vice. I could not but wish"

so obvious at the last meeting of General form's sake, to sanction what has already fall STATIstics. We owe it to ourselves people, whom I have in my ra

Synod, as to be a subject of lamentation been done. Ministers visit congregations, and to the religious public, both at home, who are always in ag".

and painful apprehension amongst our old- and congregations invite ministers, without and abroad, to have them. Our interests always too late, could".

est and most reflecting members. It was the intervention of presbytery; and then a demand them. Without full statistics we easy it is to perform*

thought to afford sad evidence, that the kind of private bargaining takes place, and cannot know ourselves, we cannot be is only a disposition":

real prosperity of the church was not keep the whole affair of a settlement is arranged favorably known, we cannot be properly The congregation " *

ing pace with the increase of our m'ers." a sort of private understanding, and wo efficient. If any have a religious horrorshipped on this occas's:

and of the number of our congregations—to the presbytery, that should gainsay the of statistics, they are to be pitied; if they general appearan" ***

that the pastoral relation was falling into deed; and thus hasty, short-lived settle-have not, and yet withhold them, they are seem to indicate that'''

contempt—that either our people, or our ments are effected, parties in congregations criminally negligent. PRESBYTER. measure of the comin's":

ministers, or both, were becoming unstable, are engendered; and the forming of pas- - ral deportment of the W

restless and fond of change-that ministers toral relations, instead of being that spirit- THE BIBLE. The Rev. Mr. Perkins, grave and becoming,” #"

were not giving themselves wholly to their ual, solemn, deliberate and prayerful matter writing in the Missionary Herald ''' a single example of "

work, and that the people did not feel contemplated in our book of discipline, date of November 30th, communi' running out ablin'".
themselves religiously bound to relieve becomes a contemptible huckstering busi-'gratifying intelligence that the last '' which we witness"

them from worldly cares and avocations, ness. General Synod should guard of the New Testament in modern syriache city and in the".

so that they might give themselves wholly against any act, which would tend to were then passing through the press. 'The' only inconsis" w". |

to it—that there must be some defect in make either congregations or ministers expense of this edition of the New Testa hich is due to the ".

the training and management of churches, independent of their presbyteries. The ment is defrayed by the American'' is a viola"

and perhaps in the training of our minis-Presbyteries are over General Synod, not Society. The most interesting auspices, mon* A drum"
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contributed much

it which was witnessed on this oc

a was, that the whole family, the

and the children occupied together

me pew. This is as it should be.

me a most interesting spectacle to

2nerable father seated at the head

pew, an amiable mother at the

nd, and the intermediate space oc

" by the children which God hath

hem. In such a spectacle, I have

no the pleasing evidence of a Chris.

mily living together in unity and

" And then the parents on whom lies

* >mn obligation to bring up their
#!
t",

rd, can exercise over their little

is at supervision which is necessary,

that they deport themselves in a

becoming the house of God.

I humbly conceive, is a matter, the

nce of which some parents do not

1, insider. I have sometimes seen

in one part of the church, while

iren have been left to gratify their

... mor in selecting their own com

nd in taking a seat wherever they

'l inclined in another place. The

il

l,

rch, attending with becoming so

to the exercises of God's worship,

e children are in the gallery in

... pany of the thoughtless and the

ducting themselves in a manner

ay unbecoming the day and the

This is a serious evil. So long

'hildren are under our care, God

"le it our duty, not only to set be.

". . m a consistent example, but to in

hem in the way wherein they

to, and to exercise authority over

** induce them to walk in the way

commandments. To the charac

... e father of the faithful, God him.

... 's this testimony; “I know my

Abraham, that he will command

... ren and his household after him,

. . shall keep the way of the Lord.”

'... comes all who would be account

... lildren of faithful Abraham, to see

. . . that their offspring go to the

". God, but while there to have

... der their own eye, that they may

... their deportment is such as be:

e day and the occasion.
divine service had commenced,

"...ongregation was called to engage

" ng God, I happened to cast my
; : * *

* ... the assembly, and was much sur

'id grieved to find that there was

"", a Bible or a psalm book to be

*"ie hand of a worshipper. This is

s' "evil, and one for which there is

1. "se.

f

' ' .

...:"

"les and psalm books are now so

*id so cheap, that all who are will.

A * be supplied. Even where an in

**is found who is not able to pur

l; tı", our benevolent societies are ever

''' furnish them gratuitously, No

*:: our happy country, need there

.# ithout a Bible, unless he perverse.

is 's to be in that condition. But

... egation to which I now refer is

it." of persons who are in com

s: if not in affluent circumstances.

£y child among them should have

... and every parent should see that

;: "se their Bibles, when in the

ed (1: 3 d. And yet in this large and

'..congregation there could not, I
al 've been more than five or six

'd psalm books. These things

It is important that
s". so to be.

ould have a Bible in

dy a i.

*

* rshipper sh

* , that he may refer to the text,

£by the aid of the eye as well as

* r, may impress the word of God

"... memory. And where the dis.

#* of the nature of a Lecture, it is

it "ossible for any one to follow the

# * profitably, unless he has the

s”f Scripture before his eye. And

*ne singing of God's praise, both brave, the amiable, the talented Watson,inches long, and curved like the alons of

*

to the comely young and old should have the psalm

in the nurture and admonition of

may be seen in the lower part of

In the good providence of

======

book before them. By keeping the eye

fixed upon the matter of praise it is not

left to be occupied with such objects as

would tend to divert the thoughts from

the solemn exercises in which we are

engaged.

Now, Mr. Editor, while there may exist

other causes, which have exerted more or

less influence in bringing about this de

plorable state of things, I have no doubt

that one special cause is the usage which

has too long prevailed in some churches,

of reading the psalm “line by line, before

the singing thereof.” Where this usage

prevails, there may sometimes be found a

congregation of worshippers in which,

perhaps, there will not be seen a psalm

book, save one in the hand of the minister

and, perhaps, another in the hand of the

precentor. And in connection with this,

you may see the revolting spectacle of

wandering eyes, gazing upon surrounding

objects, instead of being placed on the

book before them, while the lips are em.

ployed in celebrating God's praise. I

hope then that the day is not far distant,

when throughout the Associate Reformed

Church, every worshipper will consider a

Bible and psalm book an indispensible

companion in the house of God; when the

practice of mixing up the reading and

singing of the psalm shall no longer have

place among us, and when by continuous

and uninterrupted singing, all our churches

shall resound with “grave sweet melody.”

OBSERVER.

|

Remarks on War.

It is not intended to discuss the ques

tion of the lawfulness of war in general,

nor to inquire into the justice or necessity

of the war in which our country is at

present engaged. War, in all cases, is a

heavy judgment on a nation, and should be

so considered by all reflecting people.

Christians should humble themselves be

fore God, and confess their own sins, to.

gether with the sins of the nation, both

rulers and people. And incessant prayer

should be made to the Governor of the

world, deprecating his righteous dis.

pleasure, and entreating him to remove

this severe scourge from us. It is true,

the seat of war is without the limits of our

country, but its evil is felt in almost every

town and village in the land. Our five

hundred fellow-citizens who have fallen in

battle have left dear relatives to bewail

their untimely end. Who can conceive

of the pang which has been inflicted on

many a mother's heart? Who can de

scribe the desolation which has over

whelmed the affectionate wives of some of

these slaughtered soldiers? In a moment

their brightest prospects have been darken.

ed; they look upon their tender offspring,

now deprived of a father and protector,

and their only relief is tears. But often,

in the first agony of grief, tears are denied

them; their grief is too deeply sented to

admit of the relief which tears afford.

Think, also, of the affectionate sister who

every vessel in the harbor exhibited signs

of mourning. But what spoils of victory

or acquisition of territory, or even glory,

can compensate the mourning, bereaved

widow and children for their loss? How

strange the contrast! While the multi

tude are expressing by the cannon's roar

their obstreperous joy and exultation,

many are weeping in secret, and bewail

ing their irreparable losses. |

Despots and tyrants may continue war

for the gratification of their ambition and

rapacity; but this cannot long be the case

in a country where the people have it in

their power to control their rulers. Before

the evils of war are experienced, many

ardent spirits feel anxious to rush into the

ensanguined field, hoping to distinguish

themselves, and reap a harvest of glory;

but when thousands of families are clothed

in the weeds of wo, on account of their

mournful bereavement, a reaction must

take place, and the demand for peace be.

come more and more general and urgent,

until the cry of the people will enter into

the ears of the rulers; and if not heard,

their power will be felt in hurling from

their places such rulers as prefer their own

gratification and aggrandizement to the

welfare of their constituents. This is one

of the most precious blessings of a repub.

lican government. It is gratifying to

know that our government has, from the

beginning, held out the olive branch in

one hand, while the sword was brandish

ed in the other; and that while the coun

try was exulting on account of glorious

victories, they were holding out the hand

of reconciliation. -

Let Christians pray much and fervent.

ly that this bloody war may be soon end.

ed. Let them pray to the God of heaven

to shield our brave soldiers in the time of

danger, and give them success, and bring

them home in safety,

When the wicked in any country be.

come daring in their impiety, and disturb

by their violence and crimes the peace and

order of society, war is sent as a besom

of destruction, to sweep them off the land.

It also serves, sometimes, to humble the

pride and arrogance of a people intoxi

cated with long prosperity. As a punish

ment alone can it ever be useful ? If the

millons of dollars which the present war

will cost, however soon it may be termi.

nated, could have been laid out in useful

improvements, in promoting education and

encouraging learning and the useful arts;

or if such a sum could be raised to propa

gate the gospel over the whole world, and

to extend civilization to benighted Africa–

how much more glorious the results than

any war can produce? When will the

time predicted in prophecy arrive, “When
men shall learn war no more, but shall

beat their swords into ploughshares and

their spears into pruning hooks: When

the wolf shall dwell with the lamb, and

the leopard shall lie down with the kid;

and the calf and the young lion and the

fatling together; and the lion shall eat,

straw like the ox; and the sucking child.

shall play on the hole of the asp, and the

|

|

lately parted with a beloved brother,

hoping to see him again covered with

honor. Honor, indeed, he has acquired.

His country will honor his name, and

hand it down to posterity emblazoned on

the faithful page of history. But the

slaughtered patriot perceives it not. And

the bleeding heart of the affectionate sister

may be gratified, but cannot be relieved

by these posthumous honors. Who can

tell how many thousand hearts of fathers

and brothers and friends, as well as

mothers, wives and sisters, have been

made to bleed by the events of this lament

able war ! In some cases, the loss in

battle of a single individual has cast a

gloom over a whole city. I was pleased

to see the notice that in Baltimore, when

the news was received of the fall of the

|

l

*

i

weaned child put his hand on the cocka

trice's den T” “Pray, then, for the peace

of Jerusalem; they shall prosper that love

her.”—New York Observer.

Remarkable Case of Hindoo Superstition.

It may seem incredible, but it is un

doubtedly true, that there now exists at

the Marmadilla Fank, in the middle of the

city and Island of Bombay, British India,

a human being who has inhabited a sum

mer house, and held on the palm of his

left hand a heavy flower-pot for twenty

one years, without intermission. The nar.

rator of this circumstance actually saw

the hermit, (for such he is called.) The

arm is completely sinew-bound and

shrivelled, the nails of his fingers nine

'grows a sacred plant.

a bird, his beard nearly reaches to the

ground, when standing erect.

Whilst sitting, the man rests his elbow

on his knee, and when walking, he sup

ports it with the other hand. His coun

tenance indicates intelligence, and he once

had very extensive possessions. All he

now possesses, is a few rags around the

middle of his body, and a servant who is

allowed to attend to his immediate wants,

the pecuniary part of which is supplied by

W!Slters.

Twenty-one years ago he lost caste by

eating mutton an indulgence totally for

bidden to Brahmins. He was seen eating

this forbidden food, and consequently con.

demned to hold for thirty years a large

flower-pot, filled with earth, in which

To lose caste, and

not be able to take it up again, accord

ing to the superstitions of these deluded

idolaters, is to incur the penalty of over.

lasting misery in a future state. What an

example does this poor deluded creature

afford, of perseverance, zeal, courage and

devotion, worthy even of the highest cause.

If he live to redeem his caste, most likely

he will hereafter be set apart to be wor

shipped hereafter as a god!

The shores of the river Ganges are

sometimes strewed with living Hindoos,

who, under dying circumstances, are laid

there—with their mouths and ears stuffed

with earth, to be drowned by the fluxions

of the tide, which they account a glorious

privilege. The seamen from more en

lightened nations, are made quite familiar

with the sight of human bodies floating

down the sacred stream, with birds of

prey feasting on their eyes and faces.

We also read of the fearful Juggernaut,

and of the burning of widows, with other

cruel delusions practised by this sin-in

fatuated people. How lamentable their

situation, and yet, how little comparative

ly has been done, to dissuade them from

these unchristian and inhuman abomina

tions. May he who causes the natural

sun to warm and vegetate our earth, cause

the Sun of Righteousness to shine with

healing in his wings, on that dark and

benighted land.—Christian Reflector.

DEPEND on YoURSELF. The editor of

the Albany Knickerbocker is a sensible

man. There is more truth than poetry in

the following, which we copy from his

spicy paper:

“Bad luck, as well as mischance and

misfortune, are all the daughters of mis.

conduct, and sometimes the mothers of

success, prosperity, and advancement.

o be thrown upon one's resources is to

be cast into the very lap of Fortune. Had

Franklin entered Philadelphia with a thou

sand dollars in his pocket, instead of the

shilling and ninepence, as he did, in all

probability he would have gone on a

‘spree, instead of hunting for employ.

ment, and died at thirty-five from driving

tandem teams and drinking brandy.

smashers, instead of living to the green old

age of eighty, and dying a philosopher,

whose amusement was the taming of

hunder-bolts, and bottling up lightning.

Had Napoleon's father been the owner of

a princely estate, his son would never have

got to be emperor. A good kick out of

doors for a boy, is better than all the rich

uncles in the world. One never tries to

swim so hard as when he has to do it, or
drown.

“To be a rich man's son is the greatest,

misfortune that can befall a young man,

mentally speaking. Who fill our offices

of state or honor Not the children of

the rich, or the sons of the opulent. A

knowledge of starch and debauchery is

all that a rich man's son aspires to. The

parlor is the scene of their oratory, and

hair oil the care of their souls. Poor,

creatures "’
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* sanctified wisdom and evangelical zeal of policy from our literary institutions, and ** greatma i.

X- """ those fathers:-and she feels, that she£ matriculation book? Let thised ch:':
MR. EDITOR: - not give a more wholesome advice to their book be reduced to something like the sim- or call possibly be:

I have proposed, in the close of my last distinguished sons, than to say to them, in plicity of the church’s terms of fellowship. The sum of the wh:

communication to you, to show, if I can, the most ardent breathing of Christian in apostolic times—and then let her more. An Observer has''

what is the present position and duty, of benevolence, “Go ye and do likewise.” extended standards be employed as a guide, the bodies represent::
those sections of the Redeemer's visible. It is not pretended, that the ground fixed in the continued advances of her members truly one in the Rih.£
church, who have, during several succes. |upon by these venerable fathers, is perfect in the knowledge of divine truth. '' the closest C.'
sive years, been conferring in covention —though, as has been stated, it has born fact is, this would accord with the practice that it is theirim'

al meetings, on points of supposed or real the test of experience well—still it may ad of each of the churches and common and the world,to:
difference. From the first, it was not mit of amendment—and its most zealous sense. A man is not required to have of one organic hol .

reasonable to suppose, that their diversity friends, if intelligent, will desire nothing made himself acquainted with all the laws Christ. For this£

of sentiment, on any of those elementary more, than to see it amended to the highest of our land, in order to become a citizen-ercise faith, and:
subjects, which belong to every organiza attainable standard of perfection;—and as on this ground of admission we would'' and£

tion of the visible church, would be great a tribute of respect to the originators of the very few citizens. And the operation of imbibe, and cherish ". a

They were originally one body. They existing union, it is worthy of remark,- this principle, of large exactions on ad, which is from above *

had separated, or rather had been separated that no attempt as yet, has been made to mission, is one reason why some churches then peaceable,£*

from their mother church,-the General alter or amend their ground, without great-have not more members. Now what is treated, full of".

Assembly Presbyterian Church of Scot-ly increasing the esteem entertained for the present position of the different churches without partiality, an

land,—for testifying against certain errors, their labors. One object, which they kept represented in Convention ? Are they remembering that “it*

and popular corruptions. They had sub-eminently in view, was, to simplify the united in doctrine, worship and disci-'ness is sown in peace: ,

sequently divided among themselves, on church's standards as much as was consis-pline, to such a degree, as to warrant their peace." A\ |

account of certain local questions, and tent with integrity to the truth as it is in concurrence in one united organisation'
misunderstandings; but had always har-Jesus. In their pursuit of this object, they 'An Obserper replies, they are. This has T

monized, in their views of Scriptural prin-declined what was then, and still is called been demonstrated, by the agreement of

ciple, in relation to the church's doctrine, a standing or stationary testimony, dis sentiment expressed in some three or four DEAR BROTHER:

worship, and discipline, embracing her tinct from their confession of faith, and meetings of the Convention—but especial. Shortly after the commer

order of government. After a number of their standard catechisms. They believed, lv in the last two. This agreement seemed vine service on the*

these faithful, and witness-bearing sons of that in their confession of faith, they had to take some of those, unacquainted with month, Mount NetoC.

the church had emigrated from Europe to set forth in sufficient amplitude for all the doctrines held by brethren of differented to be on fin. E.'

this country, and had not only witnessed practical purposes, their standing testi-names, by surprise. They were wont to persevering efforts of ".

but taken an efficient part in those scenes, mony for the truth:—and taking into view express their conviction, that some points ber of excellent woung ".

connected with the American revolution, the sins forbidden in the moral law as had been held back. Well, to make sure, sent, some of them in.

which so eminently tried men's souls, particularized in the larger and shorter still more sure, they forwarded other gregations, it was save

it was, on the settlement of our civil catechisms, they conceived, that they had members, in whose unflinching integrity divine Providence,*

institutions, discovered that the local here, sufficiently testified against error, in they had the most unbounded confidence, jured. As, however, it wa

grounds of difference, which had existed the general. They believed that a dupli-land clothed them with specific instruc prehended for sometime,'

in Europe, did not exist here. This state cate of the same under a different title and 'tions:—and what was the consequence! would be consumed, wet

of things so happily brought about, by a form, was, unnecessary, giving a pon. Why some things, as to mere formality, furniture, in consequette

kind Providence, prompted these noble-derous appearance to the church’s stan- were more rigidly sustained. But as to expense of repairing it wi

hearted and deeply-devoted fathers, todards, and rendering her principles more identity of views, on the doctrine, worship, able. --

think of reuniting, or rather reorganizing intricate. They adopted the plan, how and discipline of the church, they were I bring this occur:

as one body. Conventional meetings were ever, of bearing special testimony more more full and explicit in their harmony vour readers, not orther

accordingly held. The peculiar views of largely in favor of certain truths, and in than ever. If they are then, thus brethrening aid in repairing the

each party were carefully and prayerfully opposition to certain errors, as they should —if they have been taught and inclined to the more pleasing ins

examined; and found, on all points, to be have occasion from time to time. They mind the same things, and walk by the the incitement '''"

identical:—the former ground, on which have put this plan of testimony-bearing same rule, ought they not to dwell to others what Christian

alone, difference ever had existed, having into execution, and have found it an effi-gether in unity ? But a portion of those when '. they have a mind

expired by the order of Providence. The cient and convenient mode of substan- concerned say, they cannot unite till all subscription was taken

happy result was the consummation of a tiating truth and repelling error. These the details of their future organization and which, it is expected wi

union, that was supposed, at one time, to testimonies they do not regard in the same operations are laid before them to their 'cient to pay for the nets

embrace every member of the different light, as they do their standing testimony entire approbation. Is this a mere apolo on the next day work"
bodies concerned. The cause of a sub; or confession of faith. As they are raised gy for obstinacy against uniting on £in making them.

sequent jar is now matter of historical on the occurrence of error, so they are ground? The Convention has harmonized. This congregationth":

record, and--as it is aside from the writer's judicially used only where the existence of on all the points of real, or supposed dif. 'the surrounding congr:

present object, to express any sentiment error renders it necessary. They use ference between the churches represented any discoverable difficu'.

concerning its merit, or demerit, or the them, when they have to do, with those, in Convention. An Observer, is of the tor for three-fourths of #

spirit, with which it was carried out-suf who are heterodox in the truth substan. opinion, that, in this, they have done all the past year it contrib'

fice it to state, that nothing was pretended, tiated, or tinctured with the error repelled. that they should be expected or asked to and benevolent purposes

of charge against any party; for cor-Against this ground of church fellowship do—let them report what they have done dred dollars. And "

ruption in worship, error in doctrine, or it is difficult to raise any valid objections. '-the grounds on which they have har-sum nearly as large #!

larness in discipline. Nothing, therefore, it has been said, that as these occasional monized—to their respected synods—and of worship in a cond"

ever existed between these bodies, which testimonies do not constitute any part of in case the synods concur, they will then use to which it is dela'

warranted a conviction, that they were the church's fixed standards, they are not be very much in the same situation, which I and what is my pe'

not one in reality, though different in terms of communion—and are, therefore, the United States were in, when the arti-be able to offer after "

name. It might, indeed, have been ration-nefficient. Though they do not constitute 'cles of confederation, were reported to, occasion mentioned in "

ally supposed, that by living for more£y formal part of the fixed standards, and approved by the legislatures of the lion, the facts above."

hair a century in different organizations, they are a judicial exposition of the prin-different states. The articles of conicle.' and liber'

and diversely associated, in some respects ciples of the church's fixed standards— ration then became a formal bond of na demand thus provi'

to the world, and to other branches of the and furnish definite ground for the ex-tional union, and every state concerned in met, brought the work j

church, differences in dobtrine, worship ercise of the church's discipline, in every the confederation were bound to do their and sweetly to the reme"

and discipline, ere this would have crept case, in which the occasional testimony is share in framing a constitution, on which, T

in. That this has been fully£ to bear. And is any one pre-they could predicate the operations of civil

by our recent Conventions, not to be the pared to insist, that the confession of faith, government. It was no longer a question, --->=

case, is truly a matter of wonder; and cer and catechisms larger and shorter are not whether they were one people—one nation $21,1319).SR 7:

tainly calls for gratitude to the church's sufficiently ample, to test the principles or not. Their consent to the articlesof

Head, that he has exerted a gracious sup: and character of any applicant for com-confederation had put this question beyond
vision, so well balanced and equal, with munion in the privileges of the church dispute. And all hands were at once se: t

regard to each of these divisions of his The fact is, that by the most zealous ad-to work, conjointly, as one people, in the The ed Presbyter, d'"
Mystical Body. Misunderstandings have, vocates for very extended terms of Chris-task of preparing a constitution, and in car-view Church." the 14th*

to be sure, obtained, and jealousies have tian fellowship, not the one-fourth of the rying out all the details of civil govern-brethren were preseal. :

been cherished; and opposite interests, principles herein contained are ever ment; so here, let the different bodies £Presbytery with a sermon.""

have, in many cases, fired party zeal, brought to bear. In each of the denomi-presented realize that they are of one the dead. He clearly*

But all this is the native and necessary nations concerned in ' Convention, how faith—that in reality they see eye to eve, that Christ isris"

effect of diversified organizations. many members are admitted to all the and they will soon " . . de. Mr. Andrew

One of the bodies now represented in 'privileges of the visible church, with but a's ''.££: discourse as**

Convention, has been experimenting, on medium acquaintance with the shorter they continue to expect, that the Conven. A paper from Rer. An

the ground of organic union, for more than catechism And to the majority of ap-tion must, not only fix on grounds of asking pecuniary in

fifty years, and has found it to work well. plicants for church fellowship it appears agreement between the£ re-Church in Phi *

She now occupies the ground of union, sufficiently large. Persons are admitted presented, but must also roduce a finish the following resolut".

fixed and settled on, by the penerable to the membership of the church not as 'ed set ofstandards for'":fathers of those standing on her. right, graduates from, but as disciples or scholars the consummation of t

and on her left. For all that is distinctive into the school of Christ. Whv might out of the question.

in her attainments, she is indebted to the not officers in the church learn a lesson of and other consideratio

f:

an organic union is “Resolved:

There are selfish, tery, be reque

ns sufficient to ex-'of his £ision." *

* -
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r. nia, before his congregation, and take,

"ction in behalf of that church.”

business that came before Presbytery
In

le 'sed of in the most harmonious manner.

... ery adjourned, to meet in Antrim, on
I - - *

, , 'dnesday of June, at 10 o'c'ock, A. M.

BENJ. W.Anole.

Church in Ohio

====

years.

- t

NEw REvELATIONs. The London

Tablet says: “It is a pregnant fact that

onc has lately been elected by Divine

Providence to rule over the whole militant

back only twenty-eight|trines ;) and it is designed to promote the with their wives and children. No mar

spiritual welfare of the numerous Foreign ried minister receives less than an equiva

ers residing in, or visiting Great Britain, lent of $750 per annum, and perhaps none

especially the metropolis. Its important more than $1,250.

object is intended to be effected, under di. They have two Theological Institutions,

vine blessing, by means of missionaries; containing seventy-four students. Their

the distribution of Bibles, evangelical Sunday Schools contain half a million of
it!! - church, (i. e. Pius IX.) of whose future

W. L. M'CALLA. This singular course, it is more than whispered amongst

and good man is now preaching men, that there have been secret and

ntral Presbyterian Church, Wash. solemn revelations.” Let the world pre
rel, ity. He has abolished the choir, pare to hear something new, or to be held

"'s the singing himself. So says in mysterious and awful suspense!

delphia Chronicle.—Presb. Ado.
-

n.

f
|

t

The Jesuits, enraged at the success of

" Popish CHAPLAINs. A recent the Canada Baptist Missionary Society,

* m Matamoras to the New York recently held a protracted meeting not far

* Magazine, expresses a fear that from Montreal, which continued fifteen

* e Catholic chaplains in the army days, at which “masses were said and

as murdered in Mexico. It says: sung, prayers to the Virgin offered, and

* Ray left Monterey on the 16th of Bibles burned day after day.” One per

for this city, and has not been son was so powerfully impressed with the

m since. He either has been iniquity of the proceedings, that she not

, or is a prisoner with the Mexi- only abandoned popery, but bought thirty

hope he may be in the latter posi-two Bibles for the use of her ignorant

I must confess I fear the former neighbors. Others were led to inquire

'en his fate.” after and embrace the truth, which led the

lf

St.

: - Jesuits to resort to the powerful argument

or NoMINAL Jews AND CHRIs of persecution.

The Jewish Chronicle says that a -

" Christian community, in Konigs- MIRACLEs Revived. The Tablet, the

" dispensed with baptism in the organ of the Roman Church, in England,

* e Jews, and have resolved that of November 14th, says, “that one who

": concession shall be required of had been abandoned by the most eminent

" averts than a declaration of their of our surgeons as beyond the reach of his

". .he Christian faith. This is a art, has been miracuously healed by the

* - p way of making converts, if sacred relics of a saint which God permits

hey can be called. Those who to prophesy “even in death. With the

in rt from the simplicity of the faith sanction of the Vicar-Apostolic of London,

and accompanied by an appointed course

of devotions, the healing relic was applied,

and a formidable and inveterate cancer,

for which complete extirpation was the

only remedy, was so perfectly cured at

the termination of the Novena as not even

to leave a trace. When the saints begin

once more to exert thus visibly their power

amongst us, we may well refuse to doubt

that blessings are in store for England.”

w: delivered by the apostles of our

# , find it very easy to go any

| heir aberrations.

" ...

-

, , , olPoRTEUR, THE EvaNGELIst,

... R. The Rev. Dr. Baird reports

. ... heering progress of evangelical

... . " France, notwithstanding the

... of the popish priesthood, under

...nance of the political author.

* thinks the power of evangelical -

been doubled in four years. AMERICAN EvANGELICAL ALLIANCE.

k irst visited France, but 30 col. A constitution for this Association has

were employed; now there are been published, containing eight articles.

: through the influence of colpor-These severally provide for the name of

" vangelists, many congregations the Society; that every member shall be

"; for pastors. There are now in good standing with some evangelical

"mmunes in the department of church; shall sign the constitution and

''' asking for evangelical preach-assent to the principles, basis and objects

as ". of the Alliance; that the usual officers

* xious that a few men should at shall be appointed; that the business of

'e themselves to efforts for Spain, the Alliance shall be conducted by a

"nd Italy. If there is not direct Board of thirty counsellors, seven of whom

ps: the heart of those countries, it shall be a quorum, elected annually, and

"ned to many of the people on the members to be ex officio; that the

- whis in various ways, of which we Alliance shall meet annually; that local

* -

| Bibles than New Grenada.

by schools for the young; and by such

the committee, and as the funds afforded

by the Christian public may enable them

to employ.—Chrstian Intelligencer.

THE CATHoLIC PRIEST. On a recent

passage to England it was my lot to

have a state-room with a Catholic priest.

Among the passengers were three or four

gentlemanly and intelligent young Spa.

niards, natives of New Grenada, and Ca.

tholics. One of them a son of the late

President of that country, said he had

never seen a copy of the Bible in his coun

try. I mentioned it to the priest. He

denied it. On relating this to the young

Spaniard, he reiterated his declaration.

The priest persisted in his statement, and

said no country was better supplied with

I brought the

priest and the Spaniard together, and

through an interpreter conducted an ex

amination.

“Let me ask him,” said the priest. He

questioned the Spaniard in Latin, and re.

ported his answer to be that there were

many Bibles in his country. I desired the

interpreter to ask him what question the

priest had put to him. The Spaniard re

plied—“He asked me if we did not have

the Breviary, or Church book, in New

Grenada.” We accused the priest of false.

hood. He walked away.

“There,” said the Spaniard, “we have

many such Jesuits in my country, and we

are sick of them.” He was glad to have

the interpreter read to him from the New

Testament every day.—Oberlin Evange

list.

Jews IN AFRICA. Jews from Tombuc

too come to the market at Socham, a town

in the desert Saharah, thirty-six days from

Mogadore, every year, in the spring. The

number of Jews in Tombuctoo and the

neighborhood is considerable. They have

several synagogues. They use the same

prayers as Portuguese Jews; they procure

their prayer-books and phylacteries from

Morocco. They are not obliged to pay for

permission to have synagogues, as in

Morocco, but live on most friendly terms

with Moors. Some of them are goo

Hebrew scholars, but not so learned in the

other methods as may appear practical to
i

books and tracts in the several languages; scholars.
| -

PERSECUTION IN FRANCE. The Chris

tian Watchman contains a letter from

France, which announces the infliction of

severe persecution upon Baptist Christians

in France. The account given is as fol

lows:

“The municipal authority suddenly ar.

rested Mr. Besin, one of the Baptist minis

ters of this district, whom they found read

ing the Bible to his friends in that village,

(Serrais,) and by order of the judge of that

Canton, he was conducted to the prison at

Lefere, under the pretext that he had been

taken in the very act. After a detention

of five days in this house of arrest, he was

conducted by some gendarmes to Laon,

attached by an infamous chain to some

thieves, to appear before the attorney of

the King, who immediately ordered his

release.

“‘A month after, Mr. Lepoids took his

turn. They arrested him, conducted him

to the house of arrest at Lefere, and kept

him in this prison in close confinement

seven days, where also they shut up the

second time, Mr. Besin, who, from affec

tion for his pastor, had followed him in

this painful course, and who had done

nothing to subject him to a new imprison

ment.”

“But this did not satisfy them. Messrs.

Lepoids, Besin and Foulon, a young man

who was preparing himself for the sacred

ministry, were obliged to appear, on the

22d of January, before the tribunal of

Laon. And now it is reported that they

|have each been fined $60 ! and this for

having met together in the name of a new

religion, which they call Protestant Bap

|tist.”

|

Out of 60,000 persons who made the

last pilgrimage to Mecca, no fewer than

20,000 have died of the cholera.

Mission ARY INTELLIGENCE. Africa.—

A letter from the Rev. Mr. Bryant, mis

sionary to Africa, reports that he arrived

at Port Natal, on the 15th of August, and

the place of his destination among the

Caffres, occupied by Dr. Adams in Sep

|tember. Had I ten tongues, I could em--

ploy them all in instructing a people

anxious to learm. He describes the as

*

Talmud as the£££ pect of the country as beautiful, the land

buctoo Jews are dark complexioned, but fertile, and the language pleasant and
After jeering illustration in the Wes. organizations may be connected with it by not black. They dress like Moors, but

easy to be acquired. The first Sabbath

**ol at Gibraltar, containing a a vote of the Board of Counsellors; and wear a black cap, as their brethren in after his arrival, he says, was as quiet as

.#: more Spanish youths, several that the constitution may be altered only Morocco; their shoes are like those of the

ow give evidence of true piety.

* *
|

... trul. CorelixesT. A Wash

". ‘espondent of the Tribune says:

ewey, who has been officiating

her here this winter, delivered

ctory this evening. His read.

* been well attended the last

*id if he do not leave more Chris.

~ than he found on his arrival,

Df his non-success is attributable

...ther to the indefinite character*::: -

: trine, than to any deficiency in
* Uh, -

*:
*

|

"En with 40,000 LIVING CHILD

" Sorrespondent of the Freeman's

"...eaking of Cincinnati, says:

*"irst Catholic lady who set her

"'s soil, is still living, she is the

A" Catholicity here. Well may
... *round with conscious pride upon

* "housand children.” -

*a rapid and frightful increase.

# , . Catholic Magazine dates the

at an annual meeting, by a vote of two

thirds, and on one year's notice.of the

motion, unless the alteration be recom

mended by a vote of the Board of Coun

sellors.

The following is the formula for admis

sion to these conferences:

“I hereby signify my assent to the

principles, the basis and the objects of the

Evangelical Alliance, formed in London,

in August, 1846; and declare my desire

to unite with other Christian brethren in

forming an American organization in con

nection with the same.”—Com. Adv.

FoREIGNERs' EvANGELICAL SocIETY.

A very worthy Association, composed of

the most distinguished clerical and laygen

Moors. Some of them are rich, and pur

chase great quantities of goods.

ENGLISH METHODIsT CHURCH. The

Wesleyan Conference contains 1,688 min

isters under its orders, and 15,000 local

preachers—total, 16,688 ministers, besides

30,000 “leaders;” the number of church

members is 468,313, and about 2,000,000

of hearers. The immense amount of their

chapel and other property, has been esti

mated at more than $15,000,000, and the

annual revenue of the body, from every

source, at not much less than $5,000,000.

The income of their missionary society for

the year 1845–6, was more than $560,

000; in 1840, by a mighty effort through

out the kingdom, more than $855,000 of

tlemen, entitled “Foreigners' Evangeli chapel debts, were extinguished, and a

cal Society,” was formed at a public meet-centenary fund was raised of nearly $1,

ling, held September 3d, 1846, at the 250,000. The Quarterly Review states,

Hanover Square Rooms, London, the Lord that the weekly penny contributions, and

Ashley in the chair. Its doctrinal basis is the quarterly shilling, in the “classes.”

that of the “Evangelical Alliance,” (the are sufficient for the maintenance (in far

members of committee, officers and agents, greater comfort than any other body of

*ment of the Roman Catholic

A ''

- **

--------

being such persons as concur in those doc-Christian ministers) of 1,500 ministers,

a New England Sabbath. About two

hundred natives came to Dr. Adams'

Sabbath school, the females pulling on

dresses kept there for the occasion. At

the close of the school, they went into

the chapel, which would contain six hun

dred or more. This was filled to over

flowing, and many stood outside. The
men, as they entered, left their war clubs

at the door. Notwithstanding the exces

sive heat, and that many had walked ten

or twelve miles, and some still more, and

that they were unaccustomed to sit an

hour any where else, there was as much

order and decorum as in a New England

congregation of similar size.

Rev. Mr. Grout, of South Africa, in a

letter of December 2d, 1816, says, the

local government have published its de

termination to appropriate a large sec

tion of very fine rich land, to a mission

location. He had, with the assistance

of the natives, built a chapel and a

school-house of unburnt bricks; but al

ready they find the place too strait for

them. The war between the wild Caf.

fles, two hundred a lies east o” our mis
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sions and the colony of the Cape, has and many tracts and volumes have al-make for peace. We shall wait with al exercises, no Pass.

proved very disastrous to the English

and Scotch missions. They have lost all

their buildings and been obliged to aban

don their stations.

Greece.—The latest intelligence from

Dr. King, at Athens, who has suffered so

much from persecution, is of a cheering

character. He is engaged in his mission

ary labors, now unmolested, with ani

mating success.

Turkey.--The Rev. Mr. Ladd, of

Broosa, gives an account of another in

stance of Mohammedan interference for

the defence of religious liberty, Ohannes,

an excommunicated Armenian, being

about to undertake a journey for the sale

of books, applied to the priest for a cer.

tificate, which was necessary as a means

of obtaining a government passport, but

was refused. The Turkish authorities

hearing of the case, sent for Ohannes, and

asked him why he was refused a certifi.

cate, who informed them it was because he

read the Bible, and rejected their old super

stitions. The Governor told him to come

the next morning and he would give him

a passport.

The Rev. Mr. Dwight writes that the

little church in Constantinople is flourish

ing, and speaks in high terms of the ex

cellence of its native pastor.

CoNSTANTINoPDE. January 16th, Mr.

Dwight says. The Armenians are getting

their proper position in society. The

native pastor is doing well, and growing

in capacity for usefulness. A brother of

this native pastor has just been licensed to

preach, though his studies will not be com

pleted for another year. |

Beyroot.—The Rev. Mr. Van Lenep,

in a late visit to Beyroot, spent a little

time at the Island of Cyprus, where in

stead of finding two Christians, as they

expected, they found eighteen in a popula

tion of only thirty houses. They had,

without any means but the reading of the

New Testament by the two Christians, had

an interesting revival of religion. Mr.

Wan Lenep was at Beyroot during the

session of the Syrian mission, and he

thinks the character and influence of this

mission are not fully known. In speak

ing of the character of the Arabic mind,

he says, What noble sentiments, what sub

lime elements do they discover. When

brought under the influence of Christian

ity, they will be one of the noblest people,

in the world. The session voted to ask

a reinforcement of six to that Mission.

Three are already under appointment in,

this country, one of whom is ready to

sail the first opportunity.

SAILING or MissioxARIES. A new

band of Missionaries sailed from Boston on

White and his wife, of the New York

Methodist Conference, and Rev. Judson D.

Collins, of the Michigan Conference, de:

timed for Foochoufoo; and Rev. E. Doty,

who returned from China about a year

since, and Rev. J. V. N. Talmadge of New

Jersey, Missionaries of the Dutch Church,

under the direction of the American Board,

destined for Amoy. Messrs. White and

Collins are the first Foreign Missionaries:

sent out by the American Methodist Epis

copal Church.

There are now, it is stated, thirty-four

Protestant Missionaries laboring among

the three hundred millions of China, under

the direction of three American and two

English Societies. These missionaries

are, as yet, confined chiefly to the five

open ports, at each of which there is a

hospital, where the natives are furnished

with gratuitous medical treatment, and

where missionaries find very favorable op

portunities for teaching the principles of

“hristianity, and distributing Bibles and

t

15th insi. in the ship Heber. Rev. M. C. preceding the third Wednesday of May, Into that world there cannot be admitted. deny themselves and' "

-

ready been translated into Chinese by the some impatience the doings of the Con-Sabbath, no delight*:
missionaries, and the people are beginning vention, and of the Synod's which meet and never ori:* 's

earnestly. to seek Christian instruct"; the week following to take into con-ship ofGod even.
The missionaries now preach the gospel , Uven on

regularly to five or six thousand people; -

and in addition to the labors of these, there presented by the Convention.

are about thirty converted native preach

ers, performing itinerancies throughout

different parts of the country.

a

- ên, V.

sideration and act on the basis to be the question, what el.

|have in heaven! Tla vs.

great sanctuary, itsen's

nal Sabbath, and is".

Deaths of MINISTERs. It is our pain a vast congregation," "

Germany. The edict of the Emperor of ful duty to announce the deaths of two devoted to the won'.

Rev. Stephen L.££ the exercise of Christian wor."more of our ministers. would be more mise'...,

ship in his dominions, was no sooner known in II.," o - - ied * -
Germany than there was immediately formed an Haft, of the 2d Presbytery of Ohio, die earl. Here his dispot:

and Rev. James things spiritual and#:

6:
* - -,

association of Protestant Missionaries to go, ex; on the 7th instant;

£Buchann of the Springfield'."
capital of Electoral Hesse. on the 11th instant. With Mr. Haft we but there, all is intom".

had but a slight acquaintance. He was and holy, and to thesne.

regarded as an estimable man and a be more offensive in 2,

worthy minister of the gospel. With him, than anything wid:

Mr. Buchanan our acquaintance has been present on earth. -

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28, 1847. #: and pleasant. He was a brother. So clearly evident #:

- of much excellence and promise. Both, holiness to the enjoymen:

we trust, have gone to their reward; and yet, it is seldom realizel W.;
Mososcawers Parsmyrax. At the in their untimely departure, give to their in expectation of di es.

late meeting of this presbytery, Rev. | -

Th Calah leased f h ministerial brethren a most solemn admo-'living in uninterrupted tie.
onnas Calahan Was released from the indulgence of sin. Theyr|

al ch f S 's Snri d nition to be also ready, as they know not

pastoral charge of Speers Spring an when the Son of Man may come. number who are thus :

Barr-Hill congregations; Mr. Robert selves. The importance #

Armstrong, probationer, received and
- not adequately felt, eva:

accepted a call from the united£ THE NEcessity of Holiness. There whose hearts the good wifi.

gations of Mount Gilead and Raccoon;
- are few persons to whom God has been cation is commenced, ".

and Messrs. Fife and Long, students of revealed who do not entertain a vague would be more ardent is, "

the third year, Were licensed to "hope of his enjoyment in heaven. So, and more active in #é.

as probationers for the holy ministry. |far as desire enters into this hope, it is it.

- perhaps universally entertained. It is Reader, ponder ti s: :

GENERAL SYNod will meet in Pitts-but the natural working of the desire of deceived—“without his #

burgh, on the 4th Wednesday of May, happiness which is a common and a rul-shall see the Lord." ai

at 11 o'clock, A. M. |ing principle of our nature. a!

- - - st:

The following resolutions were adopt- It is a delusive hope.
To be sa- h:

ed at the last meeting of Synod: tisfied with it, without just and realizing | F We trust out sis :

“Resolved, That the Committee o
rview: of the nature of the enjoyment de- may have the opport's

- - - - - certain and - - ittances
Missions shall be constituted ofmembers" is to be exposed to to make their remitin"

appointed by the presbyteries, each pres

mem-mm-mm

T R. E. P. R. E. A. (C E JE} R a

|

fearful disappointment. The hope that gates to GeneralSW * *

bytery appointing one of their delegates' not:£.' a number who: not:

a member of said committee. w o exerclS - last volume, nor w 80mt (".

“Resolved, That the Committee of liness as well:£g:£ ing ones. For their* .

Missions shall meet on the day previous"g" on the c aracter of God an the our own, we would*

to that on which the General Synod is nature of heavenly enjoyment should fix such delay. By ".

a conviction of this on every mind. payments, they will feel m'
to meet.”

- d, in wh fellowship thi jow-l.: * s".
The Chairman of the Committee of m:£ :£'. tisfied with:

Missions has appointed the meeting of p * of securing to -

- - - That he could admit an unholy being to of: ion whichte"
the committee, in the First Church, Pitts- 1: - - holy be #" of instructionw -

burgh, at t 'clock of the d * d his communion, is a moral impossibility. to be a mere trifle. Brk.
l * - * -

burgh, at two" of the day preced: "what followship hath righteousness they will feel that ".
ing that on which Synod meets. - - - . . . . .….

with unrighteousness, and what commu.exactly, their oblig"

nion hath light with darkness?" None'er, and after a few "

The convention of Reformed churches There can be none on earth; and more shall have accum"

Will meet in this city, on the Tuesday plainly still, there can be none in heaven, seem so great that they m:

;

:

i
in

in Dr. Black's Church. This will be, any thing that defileth. This is requir benefits of such a"

by far, the most important meeting ed by the perfections of God, and it "ality is better, mud."

which has yet been held. It is likely his purpose. Unless, then, God will vio- cerned.

either to be definitive, or throw the union late his perfections, frustrate his purpo. Those of our s's"

back for years. Even if the latter should se, and create anarchy and confusion in themselves to be in *

be the result, we would not despair of his moral government, no sinner unwash- may not have the opp"

ultimate union. The influences by which led and unsanctified may expect admis their payments by '" .

it may be delayed cannot always exist, sion to his presence in heaven. Synod, can remi by mill

and the inexcusableness of our separation. But apart from this consideration, even —

can only become more and more evident, if the unrenewed sinner could be£ •

until all must see and feel the duty of ed to the presence of God in heaven THE OLDEN TIME. W.

healing divisions so unnecessary and un- consistently with his perfections, and the March num" ' ".

hallowed. But we trust there will be no purposes, and moral government, what monthly, edit" by M. "

|

- • * t.

unnecessary delay. Our own spiritual enjoyment could he have there ? This and published byw:
prosperity, the cause of our common is a view which is too often and entirely this city. They who have -

Master, and the interests of perishing overlooked. To holy beings the happi- in reading, or " *:

souls, call for union now. There should ness of heaven is perfect. This, how authentic infor".
be unceasing prayer to the Head of the cally explorations and *

ever, is because their views and feelings #

- - - • - "'church to direct and bless the delibera- are in accordance with the nature of its. improvement of the". |

tions of the Convention, and to dispose

other religious books to those returning to

various parts of the empire. The Bible

• - |$0
- - enjoyments. But how different are the head of the Ohio,sh" y:

the people in the various connections

represented, to pursue the things which

": e... - • *** - * fitt'
views and feelings of an unrenewed sin-lication. The re".

ner!. He has no gratification in spiritu to be one ofum"
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atechism in a College. The Faculty of

e University, Georgia, have lately in

"he study of the Shorter Catechism in

rs; and the students seem deeply in

the exercise.

searing of this study, as a merely in

" exercise, there is no better.

Wr

f:

th.

# nd is published in some of the daily

... is addressed to the ladies of America,

ten for the purpose of showing that

entations of Irish distress are true

She says: “Famine, disense, deaths

hit e, are in all parts of this kingdom—

* , and pestilence in some—and if the

, not immediately relieved by supplies

t I enabled by supplies of seed to sow

* e famine, diseases, deaths and pesti.

# be still more dreadful next year

in ... al food—is wanted; but seed is more

|- st wanted—oats and 'arley. Sup

ome from America of barley in time

" Indian corn for food may be had for

In ey will relieve all our wants for the

s' without seed our future is hopeless.”

.

"Errors. A missionary in Missouri

w", "f his field of labor, reports a delusion

i to be incredible, were it not that

, absurd, or contemptible, or silly to

wirn religion. In all things else, men

... common sense; in this they seem
ill:- rowing it away:

hat the great enemy of God and

R.
his very best—or rather his very

* ends of the world. There are a

'... of isms here, even in my field of

. . . are Campbellism, Universalism,

*lism. You probably know more

f these, than about the “Two

—ley hold that the Devil is an e'er

ing being; that God has his seed

# and that the Devil, has his seed,

all who have been and will, be

otr. d’s seed, and that all who have

* be lost, are the Devil's—the one,

" risi's body; the other are particles

£at ody :

:

Monasteries. Rev. Dr. Baird stated

*cture that in the single city of

... sing a population of 110,000, there

-- enty monasteries, now there are

:W is so over the country of Spain.

| | taut, country, the papists buy up

"" y. In Roman Catholic Spain they

met's two most Protestant countries in

: gland and the United States, Ro.

*" idly increasing. In Spain and

'sert: le most Roman Catholic countries

: er' are strong tendencies tewards

inst: Truly, it is an age of extraordi.

be 3D: - -

...nic.

: ". of a debate in the British House

w' ord John Russell took occasion

.#ve observed with great pleasure
t n the Inunificent subscriptions

'' is made in the United States of

a relief of the destitute poor in this

* land. I think it is not improper

len: or me, a British subject, to say

#. encly gratified to find that the

ave not forgotten their common

Avis", actuated by charitable feelings,

- f great exertions to collect large

for the relief of the existing dis.

-n

**,

med

That

*"
*:::

China. The Rev. S. R. Brown,

: "ldren, with three Chinese young

Air New York last week in the ship

- i. Dhina. Mr. Brown was for seve.

*"Pressor in the Institute for the

J in the city of New York, and

in 1838 to take charge of the

rese youth, then established at

"removed to Hong-Kong, under

Mr the Morrison Education Society,

... ed mainly of foreign residents in

*:

p's

of Egypt. Mr. Gliddon makes

To say nothing of the

Call from Ireland.-Letter from Maria itions froin Congress met him on the way, and on

A letter from Maria Edgewort",

own writer, has been received in this

largest Pyramids, to erect all the buildings, pub

lic and private, in the State of Pennsylvania.

the American Colony in Africa, as soon as it

Papers received by the New Orleans Picayune

from the city of Mexico, up to March 24th, an

nounce the arrival in the capital of Santa Anna,

!rom San Louis Potosi. His march from that

place had been one continued triumph. Deputa.

his arrival he assumed the supreme executive

power. Before leaving his army, he made an

address, coinplinenting their bravery, and en

couraging them with hope of future aid; and on

arriving nt Mexico, he delivered an address to

the citizens, breathing vengeance against the

perfidious invader.'

General Scott was rapidly collecting means of

transporta’ion; and it was expected that the ar.

my would soon encamp at Jalapa. Little resis

tance on the road was expected.

“A Guadalajara paper publishes the terms

offered by our government for peace, through

Senor Atocha. The principal one was, in brief,

fifteen millions to be paid to Mexico for the line

of twenty-six degrees I on the Gulf to the Pacific,

and the United States to demand no expenses of

the war. These expenses are estimated at thir.

teen millions, making a total of twenty-eight mil

lions for the territory north of twenty-six de

grees.”

Santa Anna has allied himself to the clerical

party, as being the most stable and influential.

All commotion at the capital had ceased.

General Taylor, after an unsuccessful pursuit

of Urrea, has returned to Saltillo. The impres

sion at the mouth of the Rio Grande was, that he

would push on to San Luis.

Gumbling in France.—‘The rage for gam

bling, says the National, a French paper, ‘has

assumed gigantic proportions. It has not only

seized young people; men occupying places usu

city. There is material sufficient, in the three are not favorable to Russia, but they do not enjoy

The British government has made overtures

'or the establishment of a commercial treaty with

shall have decided to become an independent

*Asses of the College and Academy on community, agreeably to the recommendation of

gt. Rernoons, followed by expositions on the American Colonization Society.

the confidence of the peasantry.

At Beyroot, an American missionary has form.

|ed a native Asiatic society, composed chiefly of

young Syrians, who are studying the history and

literature of the East, and who are anxiously col.

lecting a library, which is intended to comprise

all known Arabic literature.

General Jackson Reproved at Church. The

following anecdote of General Jackson was com.

municated by Mrs. Polk. There is no denying

that the General was a duelist; that he was so

educated, and so practised. At a period of his

life quite anterior to his elevation to civil honors,

he happened to be at church on Sunday, when

Rev. Dr. H. preached a very pointed sermon on

the practice of dueling. Every body was making

the application to General Jackson, and the good

friends of the Church were trembling not only

for the preacher, but lest the old hero should be

so offended as never to “darken their doors

again.” The sermon, delivered by a faithful

and conscientious preacher, as the messenger of

God, not particularly solicitous about individual

hearers, but resolved to strike boldly at a pre

valent and damning sin, left a strong, and if I

may so say, a tremulous impression. All were

eager to know, as if they had been hearing for

the General, how he had received it. Now,

whether he had been hearing for himself or for

duelists in general, the result was, he was so

much pleased with the fidelity of the man ".

God, that on Monday morning he sent an order

to the tailor to fit Dr. H. with a new suit of

clothes. Mrs. P. asserted the anecdote was au.

thentic, and it is in keeping with the whole de

portinent of that strange man towards the min

isters of the gospel. He seemed to have a sym

pathy with intrepidity, wherever he found it,

whether in the field, the forum, or the pulpit.

ally held to be sacred, indulge in the dangerous

passion with frenzy, The losses frequently

amount to 5,000, 10,000, 30,000, even 50,000

francs - a nigh1. The number of crimes com.

The Rev. Mr. P. of P., preached once in his

presence during his Presidency, and never did

a servant of the Most High acquit himself more

faithfully to his high trust. He in fact individ.

Carrolton,

4th Sabbath April, Jackson,

2d ** May, Jameson.

4th “ “ Jackson.

1st * June, J. S. Buchanan, to

dispense the Supper.

Conotton.

4th Sabbath April, Jameson.

3d -- May, Jackson.

Limeston.

1st Sabbath May, Jameson.

4th “ “ Campbell.

Beeler's Station.

2d Sabbath May, Jackson.

M. Kenne's Settlement.

4th Sabbath April, Campbell,

4th “ May, Jameson.

Little Muskingum.

1st Sabbath May, Campbell.

5th * 4 “ Jameson.

Hamettsville.

1st Sabbath June, Jameson.

Jefferson.

1st Sabbath June, Jackson.

Ryerson's Station.

2d Sabbath May, Campbell.

M A R R I E D ,

On the 20th instant, by the Rev. J. F. M'La

ren, Mr. John Low R Y to Miss JANE RICHARDsoN,

of Lower St. Clair Township, Allegheny county.

By Rev. Dr. Pressly, on Thursday evening, the

1st instant, Dr. SAMUEL MEaARD, of Beaver coun

ty, to Miss MARY JANE, second daughter of Ja-.

M. Walker, of Allegheny City.

O BITU A R Y .

Died, at his residence in Washington county,

Pa., on the 14th instant, Mr. Joseph Rose, in the

71st year of his age. The deceased was born in

Lancaster county, Pa., in the year 1777, and re

mitted in France increases six times as fast as 'ualized the President and his Secretary of State moved with his father in 1779, to the residence
in so appopriate and masterly a manner, as not # which he died, and on which he had lived du

n - - - - - - ring a period of sixty-seven years. Mr. Robb
ionly to disarm prejudice, but to leave a happy was, during the space of fifty years, an exempla

the population.”

ITFMs of For eigN NEWs.

The suffering from famine in England, Ire

land and on the Continent, does not appear to

abate. -

The distress that exists in all parts of France

is very great.

The Great Fast on account of the famine was

quite rigidly hld throughout the British Island.

Mr. O'Connell had just quitted Paris on his

way to Italy. He is not so ill as the London pa.

pers have represented, but his medical attendants

doubt whether he will ever be able again to ap.

pear in public life.

The King of Denmark has determined to grant

a constitution to his subjects. Instead of pro

ceeding by ordinance, he has convoked at Copen

hagen a commission of twenty-eight members,

elected by the State Assemblies. Those Assem

blies—four in number—are to meet during three

days, in order to choose each seven commission

ers.

Throughout Germany, extensive preparations

are making for emigration to the United States.

Some districts are threatened with complete de.

population.

Intended Assassination of the Pope.—A few

duys ago a young man was arrested at Rome in

a coffee-house frequented by foreign artists, for

having spoken disrespectfully of the pope. He

called himself Count Baldi, a native af Fano, and

in his lodgings several poniards, air guns, and

other prohibited arms were found. He at first

would give no explanation, but at last stated that

he had intended to assassinate Pius IX., on the

day on which his Holiness should distribute reli

gious banners to the different quarters of Rome.

He is said to be implicated in the conspiracy re.

cently discovered at Rome and Ancona.

Prussia has recommended to the German diet,

a law according certain liberty to the press, and

Bavaria and Wurtemburg have notified their in

tention of supporting it.

The distress in Poland is as great as ever. It

impression on the minds of his distinguished

hearers, whom he addressed as in one respect on

the same footing with the rest of the congregation,

in other respects incalculably more responsible.

|: and consistent member of the A. R. Church,

and of the congregation of Robinson Run in par

|ticular. He was, many years before his death,

|and during the ministry of Rev. Dr. Riddell, or

|dained a ruling elder in said congregation. In

In church going matters our Presidents are in his last illness, which was of short duration, he

these days setting the people a better example

than some of their predecessors, particularly

those that succeeded Washington and Adams.

For the Preacher.

Presbytery of Steubenville.

The Presbytery of Steubenville having

received, at its last meeting in Warren

er, soliciting pecuniary aid for the 2d A

R. Church, Philadelphia, disposed of it

by adopting the following resolution:

“Resolved, That, in the judgment

of this Presbytery, it is very important

to encourage the erection of churches in

the city of Philadelphia; and that it be

recommended to the ministers of this

Presbytery to grant the assistance desir

ed by Mr. Bower, provided they should

deem it prudent to apply to their congre

gations for such assistance.”

At the same meeting, Messrs. Jame

son, Jackson and Campbell were licens

ed to preach the gospel; and Mr. Golden

was received as a student of Theology.

The following scale of supplies was

also adopted:

Wellsville.

3d Sabbath April, Jameson.

1st “ May, Taggart.

3d “ “ Campbell.

5th “ “ Lorimer.

Mount Vernon.

3d Sabbath April, Campbell.

*": tements:

* *ontained in the great Pyramid

- #' for the building of all the

"...blic buildings in Philadelphia;

Ady "' of other materials, if converted

* build all the dwellings in that

*

#"

*

#".

is said that the nobility, with but few exceptions,

1st “ May, Jackson.

3d “ “ Jameson.

5th ** “ Campbell.

ton, a communication from Rev. A. Bow

suffered little pain or sickness; and, so far as

' can judge, his death was easy as well as

happy.

Only the truth is expressed when it is said

that in the death of this amiable and pious man,

the church has lost a zealous and liberal support

er, the congregation of which he was a member,

an ardent and devoted friend, a prudent and faith

ful officer, and the community in which he lived,

a valuable citizen. All the days of his appointed

time he waited till his change came; it has pass

ed upon him; he is not, for God, though not in

an extraordinary way, has taken him. While

|his surviving friends and acquaintances approve

the divine conduct, let them be excited to unre

mitting diligence in their preparation for that rest

which remains for the people of God.

| “Mark the perfect man, and behold the up.

|right; for the end of that man is peace.”

t

|

|*-------

| 13." If there be any errors or oversights in the

jacknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

|us of them that they may be corrected.

PAYMENTS For supSCRIPTION To Thr.

PREACHER—(Not otherwise receipted

for.)

On the Fourth Volume.

Rankin Wallace Elijah Carson

Shannon Wallace Capt JF Harper

On the Fifth Volume.

Joseph Johnston John G. Patterson

Rankin Wallace A A Wilkin

Shannon Wallace John Dougherty

W M Wallace John Patterson

Seth J Morey David Duff

Polly Blair Robert Boyd

Mrs N Jamison Margaret Butler

Elijah Carson Robert Butler

James A Sloan George E Saunders

David J Blakely Wilson Taylor

John Jackson Mrs E. Meek

Andrew M'Kee John M'Gee

Thomas Smith George Wallace

James Hamilton JG Guthrie
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THE PREACHER.

Psnivieious Li'reaa'rune. I aa

soersv.

THE CHRISTIAN POET.

Cowper is one ofthe most instructive and pleas

ing of English poets, and is decidedly one of the

best specimens ofan easy and graceful epistolary

style. His most admired poem is the u'l‘asli,”

some parts of which are inimitably good, but

there are others rather trifling. " His language,"

says Campbell, “has such a masculine, idiomatic

strength, and his manner, whether he rises into

grace or falls into negligence, has so much plain

and familiar freedom, that we read no poetry with

a deeper conviction ofits sentiments having come

from the author's heart." He is distinguished

for a rich and chsstencd humor in most of his

writings, though at times he was the victim of

most lamentable melancholy. In the description

ofthe quiet pleasures of domestic life, he much}

excels, as may be seen in the fourth book of the!v

“ Task." As a specimen of his poetry, read thel

following:

 

we INFIDEL sun 'rns cnais'run

The path to bliss abounds with many a snare;

Learning is one, and wit, however rare.

The Frenchman, first in literary fame

(Mention him, ifyou please. Voltaire? the same).

\Vith spirit, genius, eloquence supplied,

Lived long, wrote much, laughed heartily, and‘

died;

The Scripture was his textbook, whence he drew

Ban mots to gall the Christian and the Jew;

An infidel in health, but what when sick’!

0, then a text would touch him to the quick:

View him in Paris, in his last cart-er,

Surrounding throngs the demi-god revere;

Exalted on his pedestal of pride,

And fumed wiili frankinceuse oh every side,

He begs their flattery with the latest breath,

And smothered in't at last, is praised to death.

Yon cottagcr, who weaves, at her own door,

Pillow and bobbins, all her little store;

Content, though mean, and cheerful, it not gay, l

Shuflling her thread about the livelong day, 1

Just earns a scanty pittance, and at night

Lies down secure, her heart and pocket light:

She, for her humble sphere by nature fit,

Has little understanding, and no wit,

Receives no praise; but though her lot be such,

(Toilsome and indigent,) she renders much:

Just knows, and knows no more, her Bible true,|

A truth the brilliant Frenchman never know;

And in that charter roads with sparkling eyes,

Iler title to a treasure in the skies.

 

0, happy peasant! O, unhappy bard!

His the mere tinsel, hers the rich reward;

IIe praised, perhaps, for ages yet to come,

She never heard ol'halfa mile from home;

He lost in orrors his vain heart prefers,

She safe in the simplicity of hers.

 

The charm ofCowper’s poetry is a pure, inno.i

cent, and lovely mind, delighting itself in purep

innocent, and lovely nature: the freshness of the

fields, the fragrance of the flowers, breathes in}

lhis verse.
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Tue Heaven or The BIBLE. It is

not sufiiciently adverted to, that the hap

piness of heaven lies greatly and essen

tially in the well-going machinery of a

well-conditioned soul; and that, accord

ing to its measure, it is the same in kind

with the happiness of God, who liveth

for ever in bliss iuetfable, because he is

unchangeable in being good, and upright,

and holy. There may be audible music

in heaven; but its chief delight will be in

the music of a well-poised affection, and

in principles in full and consenting har

mony with the laws of eternal rectitude.

There may be visions of loveliness there;

but it will be the loveliness of virtue, as

seen directly in God, and as reflected

back again in family likeness from all his

children. It will be this that shall give

its purest and sweetest transports to the

soul. In a word, the main reward ofpa

radise is spiritual joy; and that, spring

ing at once from the love and the posses

sion of spiritual excellence.--Clialmcrs.

on are t - _h 1 ,hshocked when you think of the destruc- :‘lnlgeadtsafluennon of one a f 8 gene‘

Sgzmyt‘a‘ilbg'gg tezfildlgelfivsmgda _ Those who write only a few lines to

have you ever reprgsented to yourselves mdlcste riaipict ,Lhe deceased',hm:e

the destruction which is brought upon SJ‘XMRIZSEJZK ‘:6 ovzzvioziggfse e"

the world by the high endowments of 5_ Write“ of careless habits are

,Yilt'gzenrs ‘3308:2113;tlézsgnpggiaogda'g greatly mistaken if they suppose an Edi

serve it lie rl The one lay:waste blouses ito-r hasbimthmg to d-O' but 50 coated this"

_ . '.misera e punctuation an ort ograp 1y,

g}: 033:1- gtuhlgs 22$“; figitgneaggstlzglz and remodel one-half their clumsy sen

' ' t .O i what a bloodlfessi but not less crying eIbIeTVriteI-s of indolent habits are great

:2333' ‘paihizghlilaés cslltlnutzlsvilcomcilly mistaken if they think that printers

mum's’ by author; W1,‘0 is their putrid Ecan declypher splrptches as readily as they

spirit serve lies. 0 ! ifs rich man shall lcagjafiiigrgzf 3:22: are greatly mis_

hardly enter into heaven, and if it beimken when they suppose that an Editor

true m regard to worldly goods’ ‘t ‘5 m“wvill always think as highly of their pro

fimtely mom 5?’ 1“ regard Po ‘hose rlcll'iduetions as they do themselves. His

ly endowed with mental gifts, but desti
- 't( t b .tute of purity of heart.--- Tlioluck. "s B may 8 at fault

L'clined is greatly mistaken when he

THE THEATRE A SCHOOL OF Momuds'charges the Editor with prejudice and

\Vill any of you, who have been to thea
partiality.

tres, please to tell me whether virtue,

9. Any reader who may suppose we

ever received important accessions from imam] 7m" m any one of "be above Pam'

the gallery of theatres’!

lgraphs will be greatly mistaken, as we

Will you tell me, whether the pit is a
write not with individual reference.

place where an ordinarily modest man . 10.‘ Unle” we are greatly. m‘shaken'

would love to sent his children? 1t “"11 p6 we“ to stop at tbls Point'—

VVas ever a theatre known where a fllcmodwt Protestant’

prayer at the opening, and a prayer at

the close, would not be tormentingly dis

cordant'l - . 'HOW does it happen’ that’ i“ a school gariraiqoriigagit diiieUiigisiiiiiiiiziiy'lddiiwix

for morals, the teachers never learn their workin” in the Avon Valley discovemg'
I

0W" lessons? a few rcr’iiles above Bentock, some high:

Wonk! You alum” 3353“ or a daughter'ly interesting relics of antiquity. The

Efieqzzzozclate a one “It “to” or ac‘ first object which attracted attention was

i) h b t r, the remains of what appeared to have

0 t 656 men- w_ 0 PTO‘PO 9' ‘1mm §° been the foundations of a house. Some

zealously when acting, take any part in [copper coins were next turned up aboutl

Pubhc, moral emerPnses' whe" the“ the size of our half-pennies- do one’
_ 7sta‘gAsgtgsiizfig ggrrilrise you most to‘side there is a male head, probably of

_ _ . ' lone of the emperors, and on the reverse,

see actors steadiy at church, 01 to seel,,cmsar Roma?" A sword was

Christians steadily at a theatre? Would ,ldiscovered whi'ch appears to be M33;

.
_

. . .

not both smbe you as smgular moon‘ of brass. By far the most interesting dis

grind 1 (love! 9, ho‘ a[35 I ' I V6‘ (31‘ was that Of a. Small

V» l 3. I t 16 I easo“ that loose an I v I")
1 t S l | In fitted and placed u n 8'

. . _ ‘v tabandoned men abhor l-ehgmn m alfitone rough I .

lflat block of the same material, winch

church and love it so mu ‘m -l -’ ch ‘ 3' thea ‘was found to contain abrazen or bronze

“esi. . . ‘case, round in its form, two feet in

race the theatre is the handmaid ofnennth and six inches in diameter

vmue’vyhy 8!“ drmkmg'houses so nec_es'lWithin this case was a. manuscn'

sary to its neighborhood, yet so offensive

to churches—II. IV. Beecher.

 

In'rsaes'rnvo ANTIQUARIAN Drscovsnv.
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pt, or

rather book, written on vellum, in rolls,

as was the Roman custom, and each will

lconnected with the other by a slip of thel
lsame material. In length it is altogetherl

Vsmv'rcn RESULT or INFIDELITYW b . f. . 1 . l
The Investigator quotes the following,:1 out “:“F‘Y .cet’ an‘. tw" m breadth‘;

Paragraph, with words oftriumPh, underl he wrmng '5 bemmfimy executed’ m

the head of “Dying Testimony of an Imithe Latin language, and ,r’it_the top the;

fidel,” showing that the highest aim ofwords' “ Hlst‘dna .R‘i'mw’ m large cha'

Infidel wisdom is to reduce man to tliel'iecierstam quite dlstmct' A cursory ex'j

tion has led some, to suppose that‘level of a beast. The case seems to bo‘lmima . , .

that of Dr. Cooper of South Carolina. lnds a copy of P331.“ LIV-v 5 celebrated‘

“ My shortness of breath is not nowihlsmryi and as It IS .expected that. the

distressing; my legs Swell painfully by whole of the manuscript can be dcciper

bed-time. I walk with some difiiculty ed’ Perchance_son'{e of the 105i bOOkS of

from one mom to the oppmmg It is the Roman historian may be now re.

possible I may live over this spring. I stored u.) the literary worm.‘ A small‘,

greatly disapprove ofa“ kinds of clerical manuscript was also found in the case,‘

religion, as I do of the whole clerical also wrmen on Parchment’ and .aimut a

body every where. Of a future state I fbinPquzn-e. m Tm’ but the wmmg of:

ave no evidence. Knowing therefore, “us Is verylneglblqi on thf back are the

nothing about it, I shall die, believing no- words.’ “ Ad. Agrlc‘llam- 'Ibese m'i

thing, hoping nmhl-n‘g'fiaring "OHM-"g, teresting relics, which probably owel

caring mmz-ng_”_(Correspondence of their good preservation to the close!

Dr‘ Cooper with Judge Herman.) manner in which their case was scaled

up, have been, in the meantime care-‘
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l 8. A writer whose article may be de-v
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Theological Bookstore,

wF. would invite the attention ofminiqm

and others, to our lingo supply" Orin“

ological and Sabbath School limp, just waved.

comprising nearly all the late Valuable “mi:

in the 't‘heolugical Department. and all that

from the press of Robert Carter, who has jug‘

published several works of a high order, inrlsil.

ing Haldane on Romans, whicli'is recommend“

as being the bet-t (‘onunentary on that Epigp,

ever published.

Also—THE MEMOIRS 8L SERMONS 0F

M'CHEYNE (in 3 Vavunier), m mine“,

Scotch minister.

We have a full supply of SABBATH.

SCHOOL BOOKS, published by the American

FundaySchnol Union, including a Libran- of

ONE HUN DR ED VOLUM as. It the law 5.‘...

oi'$l0; and one of FlFTY VOLUMES M5250,

Superintendents ol Sabbath $cliools willpleue

notice the great reduction in prices of many at

the leading books.

The Union Questions, from Volumcl ta ll

 

at iii cents. l

The Union Consecutive Questions, I

at El cents.

The Union Hymn-Book, “ ll! “

Child's Scripture Question Book, it) "

Those wishing to replenish their Libraries \1 ill

find a full assortment on hands at the Philadel

phia pri es. Orders from schools in the coun.

try promptly attended to, and great care taking

the selections.

ELLIOTT 6x. ENGLISH,

Successors to R. Carter, Market Street, lc-l

tween 3d and 4lli.(

April, 1847.

. THE GREAT SUPPER.

N order to meet the state of the tiniest;

proaching, we will sell our present ediliirii

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the following

prices

Per dozen, $2.00.

Per single copy, 20 cents _

And by the hundred or more coplenalorirsr.

der, 20 cents per copy ; and when ordered by tin

hundred, a credit of three months allowed for

responsible men, or 5 per cent. discount or cash

with the order.

ALSO in areas,

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 volumes.

Dwight’s Theology, 4 volumes.

Dick's Theology, in l and 2 volumes.

Edward's Theological \Vorka, complete in

volumes.

Edwards on Redemption, and Edwards on

ligious Aifcctions, in separate volumes.

Encyclopozdia of Religious Knowledge.

Dowling on Romauisin, illustrated with pl: ,

D‘Aubign’s e Reformation, complete ial

and 4 volumes.

D'Aubignc's Reformation, 41h volume

Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volumes octave.

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12mm

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.

Robinson's Fcripture Characters.

Robinson's Biblical Researches in

&.c., with maps, 61.0., in 3 volumes.

Professor Stu'urt’s Commentary on

calypse, 2 volumes oct‘avo.

Professor Sluart’s Critical History

fence of the Old Testament Canon.

'rooe'rusrt wrru,

A full assortment of the Publications ofliit

Publications of the Presbyterian Boardllmll

great variety of other books, selected at if‘

cent visit to the Eastern Uities;-all ofalild

will be sold at rl'osrmahlt prices for (‘salt 0|

Rugs, by LUKH LOOMIS, Areal

No. 9 Wood Street. Pittsbufih'

Sept'r 2, l8dti—tf. i

American Sunday-School Union Drpvfllfl' ,

__ l

M’DONALD dz BEESON. l

(Patterson's 01.1 Stand, No. 78 MM

Strcet,)

EEP constantly on ban

l

2 vols. Eta-2

Palestine‘

the Ag

and

d, .n the m‘

A Chapter on Mlstakcs

1. Persons who write long articles for

family newspapers make a great mistake,

when they expect them to be generally

read.

2. Writers who select subjects of con

troversy, are greatly mistaken if they

suppose that a protracted discussion will

interest a majority of readers.

3. Writers who extend obituary no

tices much over half a. column, are great

Iy‘ mistaken if they imagine that they

 

fully taken to Mofi'at Manse—Dumfiies

Courier.

 

HlLL AND BROWNE,

(Successors to Haldsltip (8' Browrm)

MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of

. PAPER HANGINGS, and dealers in Wri

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper,

No. 87 Wood Street,

Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts

burgh, Pa. _

it?‘ Rags and Tanners‘ Scraps taken in. ex

change nt market price.

January 0, It‘rtZ.

.“

n Sunilaf'xb .

m

l

tions of the America ,

which they will sell at Pliilsdtil'lila

.ces. They are now receiving and OPwmfl.

‘of One Thousand Dollars worth. and will 5“:

ion hand at all times about that amount; “w

there will be no difficulty at any time in PM‘

ing a full supply of the books;

1 [IT Subscriptions received for the Fund .

{School Journal for Teachers (Pl'ice 25 few.

iunnum), and Yonth’s Penny Garette for W114

(price 1% cents per annum.)

l

. Union,

 

They also offer a General Assortmel‘loir

.cellaneous, 'l'hcolng;c ,1‘ and schw] Prints 5

"Paper and Stay ionary, which they sill still!

lowest prices they can be bought form u“

Sept. 16, teas-u".
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| From the New York Observer.

ht Reverend John Hughes,

e - Iop of NEw York.

of Popery on Liberty. Know

appiness, True Religion.

letter, I submitted to your

question, whether or not the

* holic is a Church of Christ,

* * stating to you how some

is "g on its truthful decision

& ...! design the present letter tos y remote bearing upon the

n; and would ask you to

degree of consideration to

...andor, you may deem its

* , atitled.

* M: the prophecies of the Old

find that they all speak with

'' wing anticipations of the yet

'lom of Messiah. That king

: £produce the civil, moral and

£vation of the world. When

*o the New Testament, I find

# birth of Messiah, the angel

stated to the shepherds that

bring them good tidings of

ich should be to all people.

... announced the birth of the

he city of David, he was

- A £*ed by a multitude of angels,

lory to God in the highest,

"h peace, good-will toward

" Old Testament and the

£rchs, prophets, and apos

*e in teaching us that "the

s: ristianity upon our world

* – restore it to its primeval

A re-instamp '' the heart

*

*

re

E.*

*

*

is

* lost image of his Creator.

* \" has Popery fulfilled these

* "ind the reasonable expecta

* Praithful, founded on them 1

• rds, what are the fruits o

4...'ur Saviour tells us that a

* A lis good fruit,—a bad tree,

* \nd with this test in view,

a the present letter is to state

*" ome things strike me.

* been the effect of Popery

liberty? Permit me to use

"...iberty” in its widest sense.

is iberty, it has been its un

* .my. It has never permitted

... berty to glow for an hour

d extinguish it. There is

**e, at the present hour–

despot than the Pope. The man that,

in Italy, writes a page, or makes a

speech in favor of liberty, must fly the

kingdom, or be dragged to a dungeon.

And we are to judge of Popery, not by

its pliability where it cannot rule, but by

the way which it shows its heart, where

it can do so without let or hindrance.

Kings as well as people have groaned

under its tyranny. Henry IV. of Ger

many was made by the Pope to stand

three days in the open air, with bare

head and feet. Frederic I. was made to

hold his stirrup. He caused Henry II.

of England to be scourged on the tomb

of Thomas A'Becket, And the present

state of Spain, Austria, Italy, show the

effects of Popery on civil liberty.

It is equally the foe of mental liberty.

The Bible is without any authority, save

what your church gives it. And the

Bible must teach nothing save what your

church allows. And man must believe

nothing save what the priest permits.

And philosophy must teach nothing save

what the church sanctions. You know

that for this last offence Galileo was sent

to study astronomy in prison. Pure

Popery and real liberty, never have

breathed, and never can, the same atmos

phere. The principle of your church is

to allow nothing that bows not to its

yoke.

What has been the effect of Popery

upon human knowledge / When Chris

tianity like a new sun rose upon the

world, there was much that might be

£alled education in the Roman Empire.

The obvious effect of Christianity was to
extend it. After the lapse of some ages,

Popery by gradual stages crept, serpent

like, to the high places of power. How

soon afterwards the lights of learning go

out; how soon the dark ages commence,

and roll on as if they were never to end

And those centuries of darkness form the

golden age of your church. And what

spirit did it manifest on the revival of

learning in England after the sacking of

Constantinople, and at the Reformation ?

Leo X. prohibited every book translated

from the Greek and Hebrew. This blow

was aimed at the Bible. He forbade

every book published by the Reformers.

He excommunicated all who read an

heretical work. The Inquisitors pro

hibited every book published by sixty

two different printers; and all books

printed by any printer who had ever pub.

lished a book of heresy.' Nor has one

of these prohibitions been ever recalled.

At this hour, the noblest products of

human genius are under the ban of your

church; and the Index Expurgatorious

is in full operation at Rome!

And what has been the effect of all

this upon human knowledge? Look

into the countries, for an answer, where

your church rules undisturbed. The

nobles and the people, in Spain, Portu

gal, Austria, Sardinia, Sicily, are sunk

into almost the same state of ignorance.

Upon the intellectual degradation of

Catholic Ireland I have already dwelt.

The Book of books which the Lamb

died to unseal, your church has re-seal

ed; it has laid an embargo upon human

knowledge; it allows the people to read

only what it permits; and it permits only

i.e. on earth,-a greater civil

* ...
".

#

-

what tends to rivet its chains, and to per

petuate the darkness which is its natural

element. When the Reformation oc

curred, the retrogade movement of the

world towards ignorance, and barbarism,

and idolatry, had almost been completed.

Had it not occurred, a radiance might

continue to gild the high places of the

earth after the gospel sun had set—a

twilight might be protracted for a few

ages, in which a few might grope their

way to heaven—but each age would

have come wrapped in a deeper and yet

deeper gloom until impenetrable dark

ness had fallen on the world. Even the

degree of knowledge which has obtained

in the papal world, it owes to the Refor

nation.

And what has been the effect of Popery

upon the happiness of our race? This is

a question of wide bearing, yet I can do

little more than glance at it. Has it ever

laid out its energies for the promotion of

human happiness? If so, when and

where? Has it not, on the other hand,

set itselfin opposition to every thing cal.

culated to promote it? Does general

intelligence promote it? Your church

has always opposed it. Does the free

circulation of the Word of God promote

it? You have opposed this, also. Does

the inculcation of pure religion promote

it! You have poisoned, or closed up all

its fountains. Does advancing civiliza

tion promote it? Your efforts are un

tiring to reverse its wheels and to roll us

back to the darkness of the dark ages

whose very light was darkness. But

what can I say more? for the time would

fail me to tell of your monasteries and

nunneries—of the wars which Popery

has excited—of its crusades—of the bit

terjealousies it has sown between States

-of the ocean of blood it has shed to ob

tain its objects—of the Inquisitions it has

erected to torture the unbelieving—and

of the way and manner in which it has

caused those of whom the world was not

worthy, to have trial of cruel mockings

and scourgings; yea, moreover of bonds

and imprisonment: how it caused them

to be stoned, to be sawn asunder, to be

slain with the sword; to wander about in

deserts and in mountains, in dens and

caves of the earth. O! sir, the path

way of Popery through the world is

marked by the blood and bones of its

victims. It has gone into the earth feel

ing that Joshua's commission on enter

ing Canaan was in its pocket; and that

all who questioned its authority were

Hittites and Amorites. And almost with

out a figure of speech it can be said, that

the nations which it found as the garden

of the Lord, it converted into a howling

wilderness. I know not that human hap

piness has ever had a more determined

foe than Popery.

What is the influence of Popery as to

the exercise of Christian charity ? By

charity I mean not alms-giving, nor yet

the love of God which the Spirit inspires

in the soul, but that grace which induces

love to those who differ from us, and to

cast a mantle over their defects. The

Bible teaches us to do good to all as we

find opportunity—to love our enemies—

to treat with kindness those who de

spitefully persecute us. How does your

church obey these institutions of Christ

the Lord? Let your Inquisition-- " .

-

do they app

auto da fes—your Bartholomew's day—

your Irish massacre—your yearly anathe

mas against heretics—your consigning to

perdition all beyond the pale of your

church, answer. All non-papists you

place beyond the pale of mercy—you re

fuse their bodies Christian burial, if such

four burial can be called—you convert

into the bitterest enemies of the man that

becomes a Bible Christian, those of his

own household–you make the poor

Irish servant to feel that his master, and

her mistress are the enemies of God,

however pious, whose reading of the

Bible, and whose prayers to heaven can

not be heard without committing great

sin-you enact a ceremonial law, and

proclaim that all who submit not to it are

speckled with plague-spots. And, hence,

your priests, wherever located in Protes.

tant communities, instead of going about,

as men, to promote the general welfare,

move about as spectres, as if afraid of

the light of day; here abstracting a child

from a Sunday school; there burning a

Bible; here poisoning the mind of a ser

vant against his master, and there, that of

a maid against her mistress; and seeking

to place all save his own unlettered fol.

lowers, like the lepers of Samaria, with

out the city of God. Does this look like

the spirit of Christ?

What is the influence of Popery on

true religion? To this point I have al

ready spoken. I have told you, sir, how

it has corrupted our Rule of Faith, and

the sacraments, and the doctrines of the

Bible. This is but the theory of the

matter; O, how can I speak of its prac

tical effects? The religion of Christ it

has converted into a system of idolatr

in which God and witches—the Bible,

and traditions, canons, decretals—the

worship of God and of saints—the media.

tion of Christ and of Mary—prayer and

scourging-pious deeds, penances and

processions, are all of like authority, and

like efficacy

The mind of the poor Papist it fills,

not with light and love, but with dark

ness and fear. It closes to him the way

to heaven through the blood of Christ,

and opens it through the fires of purga

tory. Leaving him in doubt as to where

he will succeed best, he nows prays for

pardon to God—now to the Virgin, now

to Peter or Paul—now before some old

picture almost obliterated by age-be

lieving alike the truths of Scripture, and

the absurdities of your system, and know

ing little of either.

It impresses the poor Papist with the

idea that religion consists, not in love to

God and man, but in external submission

to rites and forms. Hence, the Spaniard

will go to confession with his dagger
under his mantle—and the poor, gene

rous Irishman, will go from the Mass and

Missal to the pot-house. And your In

quisitors have gone out from your eu

charist to kindle the fires which con

sumed your heretics and our martyrs,

and which illumined their pathway to

glory!

But I must stop, lest my emotions

swell beyond due bounds.

These, Rev. sir, are some, and but

some of the fruits of your system. How

ear to won "~ *-- B-3, ht
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fruits good or bad? Has Popery, in Election is well adapted to humble the power to believe, but -

any one particular, in any one country, pride of the human heart. The grand de ercised and the result is the£" '. "rd, or when
or in any age, ever produced the results sign to be accomplished by that plan of faith. This faith, therefore, which have, * ,

which prophets and apostles have told

us the religion of Messiah would pro

duce! If not, are not Popery and

Christianity, not only different, but an

tagonist systems?

With great respect, yours,

KIRwAN.

For the Preacher.

** Tendency of Calvinism.--No. 6.

lf there is any one doctrine clearly re.
vealed in the lively Oracles, and one

which it is specially important that we

should know and believe, it is, that the

salvation which is revealed in the gospel, has not been received, but is the result of steady rise re.

is to humble the pride of man by excluding my own exercise of the power which God

all ground of boasting on his part, and to

exalt the glory of God. Hence the lan

guage of the apostle; “That no flesh

should glory in his presence; that accord

ing as it is written, He that glorieth, let

him glory in the Lord.” According to

the doctrine which maintains that God

hath chosen some of the human family to

salvation, those who are the objects of this

distinguishing favor, are taught to regard

themselves as wholly unworthy of the dis.

tinction conferred upon them. The cause

of their election, is not to be found in any

but this power [ ex-inth, "... "
in that mighly *...

"the swelling ".*

hit "...

- - - not. At all":".

has given to me in common with all down on the"...
others. "es floated £:

If I understand the principle embraced came dashing*.

by Arminianism on this subject, its ten- a wilder re.i.

dency is here correctly represented. And'. as it heard".

I cannot see how it can be explained so as shrick and sink ''

to be made consistent with the system of may have been#.

the apostle, which traces the it'. as the**

between the believing and the unbelieving Rising like as:

to the distinguishing grace of God, and peaks, which ".

perfectly and forever excludes all ground leams that are "...

of boasting on the part of man. "—ver'

But according to Calvinism, faith, and a desert on the -

|

obt, ...,

salvation of man is wholly a matter of personal merit, but in God's distinguishing holiness, and everything in man'd ini's

grace. What I mean by this, is, that the mercy. The reason why God set His enables him to serve God faithfully in'' the associa'

recovery of fallen man, had its origin, not love upon them, is not because they pos- present life, and which tends to make him is sacred top. It ha.,

in human merit, but in the undeserved sessed any thing lovely to recommend meet for the enjoyment of the inheritance fined by humania,

love of God; and that for the commence-them to divine favor, bit because it was of the saints in light, are traced to sove. when the sea rolled".

-i.

|

* --

|-

*

*
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ment and progress and consummation of

that work of holiness in the soul by which

man is prepared for heaven, he is indebted

to God's distinguishing and unmerited
favor. Any doctrine, therefore, which

claims for man, either in whole or in part

the honor of his salvation, must be incon.

sistent with the gospel, and cannot but be

of hurtful tendency. On the other hand,

any doctrine, the tendency of which is to

ascribe to God exclusively the glory of

man's salvation, possesses at least one

distinguishing characteristic of the gospel

system.

In a preceding number, I presented very

briefly an outline of the Scriptural argu

ment in support of the doctrine of election.

And it is hoped that the render who has

examined the subject in the light of God's

word, is satisfied, that the Scriptures do

teach that God in the decree of election.

hath chosen to salvation, through sanctiff

cation of the Spirit and belief of the truth,

ail those who fre the heirs of future glory.

And now let us inquire what is the ten.

dency of the doctrine of “the purpose of

God according to election.”

1. I remark in the first place, that this

doctrine presents to us, a most interesting

exhibition of the love of God. The pur

pose of God according to election, contem

plates the human family as guilty in his

sight; as dead in trespasses and in sins;

as defiled with moral pollution and utterly

unfit to enter into his heavenly kingdom.

Had he declared in his wrath, that not one

of them should enter into his rest; had he

resolved to cast them down to hell with

apostate angels who kept net their first

estate, the glory of his holiness and of his

justice would have been displayed, and

holy angels would have continued the

song, “Just and true are thy ways thou

King of saints.” But instead of vindi.

cating the honor of his law, and manifest

ing the glory of his justice in the destric

tion of the human family, God who is rich

in mercy, for his great love where with he

loved us, even when we were viewed as

dead in sin, made provision in his graci

ous purpose of election, for our recovery

and for our restoration to the enjoyment

of his favor. Contemplating this amazing

exhibition of the love of God, how appro

priately does the apostle exclaim, “Bless.

cd be the God and Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with all

spiritual blessings in heavenly places in

Christ Jesus, according as he hath chosen

us in him before the foundation of the

world.” Here the radar will please to

remark, that nil those spiritual Łlessings

for which the apostle ascribes praise unto

God, are traced to God's electing love, as

the source in which they originate. Ac:

carding as he hath chosen vs in him. . It
will then be seen that the tendency of this

doctrine is to give rise in the devout mind.

to admiring and adoring vicws of the

superabounding love of God.

“the good pleasure of his will.” And,

therefore, disclaiming all pretensions to

merit, and acknowledging ourselves debtors

to distinguishing grace, we are taught to

say with the apostle, “By the grace of

God, I am what I am.” Since, then, the

Scriptures every where represent the sal

vation of fallen man as originating in the

undeserved love of God, a doctrine which

excludes all ground for human boasting;

which teaches man to take shame to him.

self and to ascribe all the glory of his sal.

vation to the riches of divine grace, must

be according to godliness. And such a

doctrine is election.

That we may be more fully satisfied in

relation to the salutary tendency of this

doctrine, let us contemplate in contrast the

theory which is commonly maintained by

Arminian writers. According to this

theory, election is consequent upon be.

lieving; those are elected who believe in

Christ. And the reason why one is elect.

ed and not another, is because the one be

lieves in Christ, while the other remains

in unbelief. Faith, according to this the.

ory, is a nececsary qualification to elec

tion. An insuperable difficulty in the way

of this theory is, that according to the

Scriptures, faith is a gift which is the fruit

of God's love toward us and not the cause

of it.

faith, and that not of yourselves, it is the

gift of God.” Again, in recording the

success of the gospel in Antioch, the

sacred historian, remarks, that, “As many

as were ordained to eternal life, believed.”

P it what is the natural tendency of the

principle that faith is the condition of elec.

tion ? If this condition is fulfilled by the

sinner himself, is it not perfectly plain

that he has ground of boasting before God?

If the reason why he is elected, is because

he believes in Christ, then it is plain, that

the favor of election is bestowed upon£

in consideration of something meritorious

in himself. What, then, would be the ap

propriate reply to the apostle's question,

“Who ma'ath thee to diff r from another?”

Instead of the answer which Paul would

give, “By the grace of God, I am what I

nm,” it must evidently be,—I have made

myself to differ! The grace of God has

done the same for my unbelieving neigh

bor, that it has done for me. Salvation

has been bro:ht within the reach of all,

and God has given power to all to cm

trace it. The grace of God has given

this power to my unbelieving neighbor as

well as unto me. But the difference be

tween us is this: I improved the power

given, and believed in Christ, while my

unbelieving neighbor neglected to improv.

it, and remained in unbelief. I have,

the refore, made myself to differ And in

reply to that other question of the apostle.

“What hast thou, that thou didst not re

ceive?” the answer must evidently be,

have faith, which I did not receive. I am

indeed in common with all the unregene.

2. In the next place, the doctrine of rate indebted to the grace of God for

tremble with awe nnd alarm.

“Ye are saved by grace through usually chosen mountain summits, and

reign and distinguishing grace. Are we waves thaner"

partakers of faith? Unto us it is given: high above#".

on the behalf of Christ to believe on him. Though theim".

| Phil. 1:29. Have we been adopted into flood that should subme:

the divine family? It is because we have an event that s'aggr:

been “predestinated unto the adoption of Noah, obedient in les.

children by Jesus Christ to himself, £n his ark of sale,

cording to the good pleasure of hiswi' does not lame"

Eph. 1:5. Have we been renewed in the fuller antediluvian is:

spirit of our minds, and have our affec-catch the summits of it.

tions been placed on those things that are of some half a doz's

above? It is “God who worketh in us while all the resis,

both to will and to do of his good plea-trable mystery. W. "

sure.” Phil. 2:12. Therefore, for all that world was drowned."

we are and hope for, as Christians, we are that terrific scene an

debtors to that sovereign grace which has imagination. It is "

made us to differ from the world which |tion of our Lord, "

'leth in wickedness. Then not unto us, their usual occupa's

O Lord not unto us, but unto thy nameling, and marrying:

give glory for thy mercy and for thy till the flood came a
truth's sake. MELANGTHON. |away,” that we getti

we can form any the

catastrophe. Yet his

worth every thing, it is

There are some mountains standing on|| have sometimes '."

this sphere of ours that seem almost con-paint the scene. \".

scious beings, and if they would but speak, whitened by the '''
and te!! what they have seen and #4, the the foundation of his 'g

traveller who pauses at their base would pleasant day, when "

tranquil. The fie's"

For some good reason, the Deity has dure before his eyes:"

- - floated by, and iters

those which are isolated, as the theatre on sounds of busy %*

which to make the grandest exhibitions of he, by faith "."

himself. It may be because those grand that structure, v'."

and striking features in nature fix the local-buried planet. "

ity of events so that they never can fade the design of that'

from the memory of man. The giving of its purpose," |
the law needs no lony column of stone to senses, and Noah,'

commemorate it. Mount Sinai liffs is a very upright":
awful form towards the clouds, a perpetual came a jest for* -

unwasting monument. God's exhibition returned at tveri. "

of himself to the awe-struck prophet, as he the gay city" "

passed by him heralded by the storm, the they christered:
earthquake and the flame, needs no pyra-more aged and £et S

mid to consecrate the spot. Mount Horeb wisely, saying,*.

'''s where the Almighty dimmed his Even the work"

glory and covered the human face with laughed as they're

his fearful hand, so that his brightness the plank, y' * 11 *

might not destroy the being who would long as the "."
gaze on him. The transfiguration of the pay. Sill the ar.".

God-man requires no pillar of brass to wonder*'''
arrest the eye and aid the senses as manit was fins", at:

contemplates the place where the won- was dismissed*

drous scene transpired; Mount Tabor is its folly. *

everlasting memorial. Thus do moun. Yet I have":

tain summits stand the silent vet most people thought"""

eloquent historians of heaven and earth. of the field"

Another reason why mountains have air, even the*:

been chosen by the Deity for his most strong lim"":
solemn revelations, may be that their soli.ark. This "

tule and far removal from human inter. amazingly, and "...

ruption and the sounds of busy life, render|fresh topic#:

them better fitted for such communica. At length,£.

tions than the plain and the city. entered—the " '.

The first in the list of Sacred Mountains the world,and',

is Mount Ararat. The first named sum.of a single " *
pit in human history, it emerges from the That night the sun"

flood and liffs its head over the water to - :: *

green hillsbeauti" s

look down on all coming generations to came out." Ps

Mount Ararat.

*

the end of time. Whether it was changed breathed long
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sun rose in undimmed splen pierced the heavens, rising even above the the place of its long confinement, and sped robbed or stripped of his clothing, nor

"inted the heavens. Oeep with deafening roar of the on-rushing ocean, as on rapid wings over the flood, now turn- was there the least appearance of the bodies

" building Noah could bear the city after city and kingdom after king-ing this way and now that, looking in vain having been abused after being wounded.

" nd of life without. The low- down disappeared, made a scene of terror with its gentle eye for the green earth, and This, indeed, speaks much for the ‘bar

came on his ear, and the song and horror inconceivable, indescribable, at last turned back towards the ark of barous volunteers of the United States of

" andman going to his toil, pnd “The fountains of the great deep were rest. The tap of its snowy swing was the North, as the Mexicans style us.

"I li of carriage wheels as they broken up.” heard on the window, and the patriarch Saltillo is one vast hospital. Besides

int, and perhaps the ribald shout! But the last cry of human agony was at reached forth his hand and took it in. our own wounded, (four to five hundred

of those who expended their length hushed-ocean met ocean in its The fierce pantings of its mottled breast, in number.) General Taylor has collected

and his ark together. To say flow, and the waves swept on without a land its drooping pinions, told too well that all the wounded Mexicans who were left

he he improbability of a universal shore. Oh, what a wreck was there !!!he earth gave no place of repose. But by their army, and put them in the hos

dea was preposterous that such the wreck of two thousand years, with the second time it was sent abroad it re-pital. It is most disgusting to visit one of

#, helpless affair could outride a their cities, cultivated fields and mighty turned with an olive leaf in its mouth, these places. All of them (the Mexicans)

orld. Thus day after day population. Not sh:vered masts and brok-showing that the earth had risen from its are badly wounded, for those that were

ntil a week had gone by, but en timbers, the remains of some gallant burial and was sprouting again in verdure. slightly wounded went off. They are

of that old man never shook. vessel, were seen on that turbulent sur. Then the patriarch went forth with his dying every hour in the day.”

... he sky became overcast, and face, but the fragments of a crushed and family and stood on Mount Ararat, and

ain descended—to Noah the broken world. It was a noble wreck-lo, the earth was at his feet, but how

the flood, to the world a wel splendid cities and towers, gorgeous pala-changed. Cut into gorges which showed Triumphant Death.

r. The farmer, as he housed,'es, gay apparel, the accumulated wealth where the strong currents swept, and piled The widow of the late Rev. Dr. Blatch

joiced in the refreshing mo'd luxury of twenty centuries strewing into ridges, it bore in every part marks of ford, of Lansingburg, New York, a little

the city never checked its the bosom of the deluge, like autumn leaves the power that had ravaged it. Noah and before her death, said, “I did hope and

he man of wealth his plans, the surface of some forest stream. his family were alone in the world, and he pray that the cloud might be removed, and

rain continued day after day, But amid the sudden midnight that had built an altar there on the top of the soli- it has all passed away. I thought if I

" r and fiercer on the drenched, wrapped the earth, and the frenzy of the tary mountain, and lified his voice in could get but one glimpse of my Saviour,

"ie swollen streams went surg- elements and utter overthrow and chaos of prayer, and the Almighly talked with him it would satisfy me; now I enjoy, not

" cursed the storm that seemed all things, there was one heart that beat as “friend talketh with friend,” bidding merely a glimpse, but a full blaze of the

" ever to break up. The low- as calmly as in sleep: one brow over him go forth and occupy the earth. And divine glory as revealed to me through

at deluged; the streams broke which no breath of passion or of far pass-as the flame of the sacrifice rose from the Christ. I dared to hope and pray only

nks, bearing houses and cattle ed: one spirit whose serene trust never mountain top bearing the patriarch's prayer for peace—that I might be delivered from

r maddened bosoms. Wealth shook: for in the solitary ark that lifted to heavenward, the promise was given that darkness; but O, it is the fullness of joy,

$c d and lives lost, till men talk the heaving billows, the aged patriarch the earth should never again be swept by the fullness of God. It's wonderful: it's

a furtunes, famine and general knelt in prayer. Amid the surging of a deluge, and lo, God's signet-ring appear- wonderful! matchless condescension! in

ut still it rained on. Week that fierce ocean his voice may not have ed in the clouds, arching the name of God, finite grace!!”

"... it came pouring from the been heard by mortal ear, but the light of and shown as a warrant that the covenant. One of her children said, “You will

... was like one falling sheet of faith shone round his aged form, and the should never be broken. soon be in heaven, and will meet our dear

, e inhabitants could no longer moving lip spoke a repose as tranquil as Baptized by the flood–censecrated by father.” “Yes, yes, and what shall I tell

ir doors. The rich valleys childhood's on the bosom of maternal the altar-illumined by the first fresh rain. him?” “Tell him we are all following

ng the rivers were flooded, love. The patriarch's God ruled that bow, Mount Ararat stood a sacred moun-on to meet you there.” “What, all ?”

...sants sought the eminences wild scene and Noah felt his frail vessel tain on the earth.—Headley's Sacred she earnestly exclaimed, directing a pene.

... ."

al.,

p

h;

her

176,

's ..

m . safety. Yet still the water quiver in every timber, without one tremor Mountains. trating glance to her children around her;

hem, till all through the val-himself. Upborne on the flood, the heaven. ------ - -- - - - - “shall I tell him that you are ALL coming

'', but little black islands of hu-protected ark rose over the buried cities to meet us? shall I tell him that you will

- were seen on the surface. and mountains, and floated away on a The Batttie Field. ALL be there?” With bursting hearts

it fierce struggles there were shoreless deep. Like a single drop of A correspondent of the New Orleans they responded, “Yes, mother, all.” As

g them. The mother lifted dew this round sphere of ours hung and Delia, in a letter from Saltilio, thus de- if every wish of earth was satisfied in the

ve her head, while she strove trembled—a globe of water in mid-heaven.scribes the awful spectacle of the battle confident hope of meeting all her loved

her uncertain footing in the l have often wondered what the conversa. field, after the battle of Buena Vista had ones again, she clasped her hands, and,

ers; the strong crowded of tions were during the long days and nights: een fought. What a picture does it pre- raising her eyes to heaven, said, “Lord,

ach sought the highest point; that lonely ark was riding on the deep. sent of war! now lettest thou thy servant depart in

ing mass slowly crumbled. As it rose and fell on the long-protracted, “At one time during the fight, we "...'. for mine eyes have seen thy salva

" last disappeared and the swift swell, massive ruins would go thundering turned over the ground on which was made tion.” After a long pause, which seemed

intooth and noiselessly above by, whole forests sink and rise with the our first charge. We there saw the man-to be spent in prayer, she continued, “My

- en were heard talking of the billows while ever and anon an uptorn hill, gled bodies of our fallen comrades, and, great desire is, that my children may all

ves lost and the amount of as borne along by the resistless tide it struck although animated by the excitement of be united to the God of their father. I

yed, declaring that such a a buried mountain, would loom for a mo- the fierce contest which was just then to be desire them all to be united to the visible

. . t happened in the remem. ment like some black monster over the renewed, yet I think there was not a heart church. It is not the name, nor the form,

we oldest man. No one yet waves, then plunge again to the fathom among us which did not for a moment but the power of godliness I pray for.

no le high grounds being£ bottom. Amid this wreck and these cease to tent, on beholding that horrible. They must be clothed with the righteous.

the mountains. To drown'sights, the ark sailed on in safety. How scene. But for his straw hat, and a few ness of Christ; the righteousness of

...-aust rain till the ocean itself often in imagination have I pictured it in other articis of clothing which the ruffians Christ : THE RIGHTrotsNess of CHRIST:

... ve its level for miles, and so the deluge at midnight. To a spectator had let on him, I should have failed to that alone will be sufficient in the great

.." not, and sought for amuse what an object of interest it would have|recognize the body of young Eggleston, day.” It was said to her, " You will

... doors till the storm should been. Round the wide carth the light|He was shot, stabbed, and otherwise abus-spend yourself: do take a little rest.”

hat scenes of vice and shame from its solitary window was the only in-led. This was, indeed, the fate of all whom She turned to the speaker with an almost

... ."

"

and revelry did that storm dication of life that remained. One mo, | saw. Licut. Moore, and a man named reproving look, “O, I have done nothing

thronged city, and what un-ment it would be seen far up on the cres Coach, of our company, were the persons during my whole life; let me do some.

gs mingled in the pauses of of the billow, a mere speck of flame amid whose bodies easily recognized. thing in death.”

*" swept by. the limitless darkness that environed it, After the battle I rode over the whole, Would the reader “die the death of the

. 'h another sound was heard and then disappear in the gulfs below as if fill. Parties were engaged in burying righteous,” let his life be the life of the

'' eness to every check, and extinguished forever, Thus that gentle he dead—but there were still hundreds of righteous: a life of prayer and faith—a

". tongue in mute terror.' I light would sink and rise on the breast of bodies lying stiff and cold, with no cover life of self-denial and devotion to the Re

"tant roar, faint but fearful, the deluge, the last, the only hope of the ling save the scanty remnant of clothing deemer's cause.

more distinct and ominous human race. Helmless, and apparently 'w hich the robbers of the dead found too

t, till it filled all the air.'s, its wreck seemed inevitable, bit valueless to take from them. I saw the

* anbled and groaned under it the sea never rolled that could extinguish human body pierced in every place. I F. Ari Tigs. All men have their frail

#" |uake was on its march, and the star-like beam that told where the ark saw expressed in the faces of the dead a'. “As i grow older,” said Goethe,

*2n came a crash as if the still fixated. Not even the strong wind most every passion and feeling. Some “I become more lenient to the sins of frail

... re” were breaking. Nearer that the Almighly sent over the water to seemed to have died execrating their ene humanity. The man who loudly de.

... k d more terrible it grew, till dry it up, driving it into billows that storm-mics, and cursing them with their las' nounces I always suspect. He knows too

. . g alike their pleasure and led the he vens, could sink it. Though it treath: others had the most placid and re. much of crinić who denounces a fellow

shed out in the storm, whis 'shook like a reed in their strong grasp, signed expression and feeling, . Some creature unheard—a knowledge which can

" flood! the flood”-and to, and floundered through the deep gulfs, it seemed to have died defending their lives only be obtained by criminality itself.

|

: like of which no man had passed unerringly on to the summit of that travely to the last, while others evidently The hypocrite always strives to divert at

... ore, came rolling over the mountain on which it was to rest; and at f 'sed their last words in supplicating for tention from his own wickedness, by de

...h. Stretching from horizon length struck ground and ceased its turbu mercy. Here lay youth and mature"g' in: unsparingly that of others. He

far as the eye could reach, lent motion. calmly reposing in untimely death. thinks he shall seem good in exact ratio

like a limitless wall in the Noah waited a week, and than sent forth Passing on from this part of the blondy as he makes others seem bad.”

*

* ... it came pouring its green a rav in to explore the deep. Though tha around, I went over to the plain literally

waters onward, while the waters still swept from mountain to mann'covered with the dead bodies of those who

rapid crash of fallen forests, tain, the myriad carcasses that floated ofa had so recently been our foes. This Have nothing to do in secret with any

. ities and uplorn mountains, the surface furnished both food and restin sūt-ene was horrible enough, but was divest-unrighteous cause, and in public stand up

ter another under its awful place, and he returned no more. He the-EW' of some of its horrors by the fact that for the honor of God, and you will be im

* the successive shrieks that sent forth a dove. it darted away frc \" one of the Mexican soldiers was either movable.
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For the Preacher.

Error,

“By what unseen and unsuspected arts

The serpent, error, twines round human hearts!!

Tell where she lurks, beneath what flow'ry

shades,

That not a glimpse of genuine light pervades,

The pois'mous, black, insinuating worm

Successfully conceals her loathsome form.”

Error is propagated, and aims at gain.

ing an ascendency over truth, in a very

insiduous manner. Its ultimate design is

not easily perceptible in its first and in

cipient movements. So very small a por

tion of error is introduced, and that portion

so cunningly blended with truth, that it

seems to partake of it: and not unfrequent.

ly the espousal of error, has blended with

it, an extraordinary glow of pious zeal.

We may illustrate this incipient and in

siduous movement of error, by reference

from the sufferings and death of Christ,

but also from the grace of the Spirit and

from the whole economy of salvation.

And if so, it may emphatically be said that

Christ is dead in vain. But in order to ex

tract something from this system, on

which, the hope of eternal life may be pre

dicated, it has been carried out practically,

to the fostering of another principle of our

depraved nature—that of a spirit of self.

righteousness and self-sufficiency. It fixes

the turning point of man's salvation with

himself. Those, who embrace the theory,

teach that general grace is given to all

men, whereby they may all be saved.

And why are not all saved ! It is replied,

because they do not improve the grace

given to them. And why are any saved'

On the same principle; because they im.

prove the grace given to them. Then, it

is of him that willeth, and of him that

runneth, that any is saved. But is this the

to the case of those, who make it a part of doctrine of God's spirit in his word?

their religious creed to recognize, or reject

the jurisdiction of the civil magistrate, ac

cording as they may judge the civil govern.

ment, under which he holds his commis

sion, agreeable, or contrary to the word of

God.

seems, at first sight, to be all their con

cern. And who, professing the Chris

tian name, can object to this? But let

them have the organization of civil govern

ment committed to them; and what would

be the consequences? Alas! they would

be such as to make the ears of every one

Those

them in sentiment,

that should hear of them to tingle.

who differed from

Certainly not. The word of God teaches

of faith, that “it is not of him that

God that showeth mercy.”

Another legitimate consequence of this

Purity in the civil government error is, that it divests God of his sovereign

ty—makes him, in the economy of the

gospel, a mere creature of experiment. In

all that pertains to the sufferings and death

of Christ, God has only made provision to

render salvation attainable or possible.

The real condition of man's salvation,

after all, lies with his own capricious

and depraved will, and may never be ful.

filled. Nay, we might go further and as

can prevent it from shortly occupying the

place of the sacred Scriptures in the under

standing, and the heart. And thus, the

subjects of this delusion become a ready

prey to every heresy. Hence in relation

to the deluging heresies that have swept

over different regions of the United States,

you may easily perceive, by resorting to

the proper sources of information, that the

and fatal, have been opened up, by a pre

vious adoption of human compositions, in

the room of God's word, as the matter of

praise to God.

Nearly related to the church's psalmo.

dy, there is another subject, from which,

fically, I shall draw an illustration of the

upon the territories of truth. It is, that of

the music used in the praise of God. It

from the simplicity of the music, which

our church has been in the habit of using

from her youth up to the present day, to

But if this small deviation

involves a degenerating principle we must

beware of it.

The pois'nous, black, insinuating worm,

that now,

Successfully conceals her loathsome form,

will shortly riot on the very vitals of that

grave sweet melody, in which the church

is bound to express her praise to God.

The apostle declares that he “will sing

with the spirit, and with the understand.

|ing also.” And he enjoins it upon all in

| -

*

channels for errors, the most anomalous sacred music. It is that of subs

incipient and insiduous invasions of error

seems almost an imperceptible deviation

add the repetition of a line of six or

willeth, nor of him that runneth, but of eight notes.

very edition of the act, to which,

appended, was published by the flu.

of Synod. , Can any one, with

facts before him, be at a loss to kit

put it there! . But, were the ,

there, the principle, by which us.

are prohibited, is the same, a
on, in relation to repeating tute

constrain us to deny them a place

art for sentiment, sound for "

fering up our homage to the

dreadful God. What is it but .

preterea nihil, that leads to repet

more lines in a verse? unless, p

like, we think to be heard for "

speaking, and suppose we do Go:

by vain repetition.

Mr. Editor, I am no enemy

tunes, nor to singing withoutlin'

is my practice when all associal

supplied with books and light.

of a tune, and the practice of

matters of expediency. But the

peating or fuging tunes involve

and important principle.

AN Ops

RELJ&JOUS ]NTELL]&#:

THE Second AssocIATE I

SYNod of THE WEST. The S,

was formed at Rush Creek, 0

27th, 1820, and designated the

Reformed Synod of the West,g:

creased in numbers, influence at

until it was felt that a greater

would be accounted erroneous: and error

in doctrine, would be esteemed an iniquity

to be punished by the judges of the state.

sert, that, without the importation of

special grace, it never can be fulfilled in a

single instance. See what a hoard of the

singing praise to God, to let the word of good might be accomplished b

Christ dwell in them richly, and to sing divided. Accordingly, at the

|

|

We should, then, have the days of the

Charles's and the administration of the

notorious Laud ushered in upon us. Take

a solitary instance: The ears cropt—the

nose and tongue split—the face branded

with a hot iron;—and the naked body

bound to a post, and whipped with a triple

cord, when every lash brought the flesh

and after all, exposed for two hours to the

frost and snow, on the pillory—and final

ly, placed in close confinement,—and sub

jected to the most ignominious treatment

for eleven years. This is no flourish of an

excited imagination. Such was the actual

treatment, that the celebrated and pious

Dr. Leighton received at the hand of Bishop

Laud; for no other crime than because he

would not subject his conscience to human

dictation. The principle of error, here,

lurks in the blending of civil government

with ecclesiastical jurisdiction; and where

the principle is carried out, we have reason

to say, “see, what a great matter a little

fire hath kindled.”

2. We adduce another instance, in illus

tration of the insiduous advances of error

upon truth. A general atonement, that

renders salvation attainable by all, but

secures it to none, is a very popular doc

trine of the present day. And like every

other error, it is very pleasing to the cor

rupt nature of fallen man. But let this

doctrine be carried to its legitimate con

sequences, and it will sweep the very basis

of our hopes of eternal life laid in the gos

pel, from beneath us. All our pleasing

prospects of a glorious immorality will be,

“but the baseless frabric of a vision with

not a wreck behind.” It is a doctrine

which really strips Christ of his atone

ment altogether; and, consequently, man

kind sinners of its benefits. If the atone

ment of Christ is general, his intercession

must also be general; for it is founded on

his atonement, and must be of the same

nature and extent. And if the atonement

and intercession of Christ be general, the

operations of the Holy Spirit must also be

general. The Divine Spirit never ad

ministers grace on any other ground, than

that of the Redeemer's atonement and in

tercession. Thus, this system, not only

does away all definite and specific virtue

-

-

most soul-ruining and God-dishonoring

errors swarm out from this pleasant theory,

that Christ has made a general or uni

versal atonement. The beginning is in

deed small, but O the end, the dreadful

end! Such is the progress of error. Let

this evil.

3. Still further: we will illustrate the

error, by a reference to the subject of the

church's psalmody. The first and prin

cipal apology for shifting the church's

psalmody, from the ground on which God

placed it, appears but a very slight de

of Christian faith and practice. It is said,

there is only a transferring of the senti

ment of God’s word, from the words which

the Holy Ghost teacheth to the cunningly.

devised words of man’s unsanctified wis

dom. Just so, the principle of degeneracy

which wrought such havoc in the Jewish

imperceptible deviations from the divine

word. Their first motion towards idolatry

was, in shifting their place of offering

sacrifice from Zion's mount, where God

had chosen to put his name there, to high

places and shady groves of their own

choosing. They plead that they still offer

God. But God can no more approve the

liberty that has been taken with his sove

cases than in the other.

this innovation. It raises the producti

of human genius to a competition with

those of inspired writers.

fact. Who has not met the interrogatio

—why could not Watt write psalms fo

the church as well as David Such 3

comparison may comport with the flouts

of the infidel, but badly becomes the pro

fessing Christian. Again the popular

dency to root the Scriptures out of the

church, and consequently their precious

truths out of the heart.

the human hymn book occupying the room.

of God's word, in places of public worship

in the parlor, in the closet ! What then

incipient and insiduous movements of

viation from the word of God, as the rule

church, first developed itself by almost

ed the same sacrifices, and to the same

reignty and authority, in the one of these

Let us attend for

This is now the

psalmody of our day, has a powerful ten

Do you not find ;

with grace in their hearts making melody

to the Lord. Now, these Scriptures cut up

by the roots all artificial and instrumental

figuring, in theexpression of praise to God,

as a kind of ranting, better adapted to the

theatre than to the house of God. As no

error burst forth at once into maturity, we

us then beware of the first appearance of ought to keep an eye upon the first out

break of its spirit. We believe and are

sure, that the whole machinery of artificial

music, in the praise of God, may be traced

up, by a regular gradation, through dif.

ferent steps, by which it has progressed,

until we arrive at the repeating of a line

at the end of a tune. Here it is, that this

transition is primarily made from mental

to artificial worship. Let this step be

taken, and consistency will urge us on, as

fast as our habits can be formed, to adopt

every artifice that has been devised and

adopted, with the pretence of aiding de

votion in the praise of God. And it is to

be deplored, that there is a strong propen

sity to take this step; and that too, where

it could not have been rationally antici

pated. To sustain it, ingenious methods

are adopted; such as, the air sung re

quires the repetition of a line. Upon the

tunes. But whence is the necessity ofadopt

ing, either in the one or the other case,

the use of an air, in the praise of God, not

that act of divine service 7

ship of God in such a light, that she passed

an act, expressly prohibitory of such tunes

Reformed Churches. This act was pub

lished in connexion with two others, by

correction of Synod, in case there should

be cause for correction, in the year 1802.

church and the world, under the special

and avowed jurisdiction and supervision of

he Synod, we find an explanatory note,

eclaring that repeating tunes are included

It has

to en said that the note is there, but it is

-"' who put it there.

, the class prohibited by Synod.

Chilicothe, Ohio, October, 183:

solved that two subordinate Syl

be formed—one to be called

Associate Reformed Synod of

the other the Second—each to

control over the Theological Se

might be located in its bounds

to be under the supervision 0.

Synod. These arrangements

carried out, and both bodiese

their work with great spirit.

brethren of the Second Synod

only hope of successfully oc

wide field that was spread out

lay in the increase of a well

faithful ministry, they gave t

most devoted attention to this

Joseph Claybaugh, D.D., w

Professor, and removed from

Oxford, where the Seminary

very same principle, and with stronger

reason, we can justify the singing of fuging

adapted to the simplicity and gravity of

The Associate

Reformed Synod as early as the close of

the last century, viewed the tendency of

a few moments, to the consequences of such innovations to corruption in the wor

nS

or airs being sung, in any of the Associate

the authority, and of course subject to the

In the body of that act, thus given to the

And yet the

In November, 1839, the first

menced under favorable aust

Synod at its first meeting, (w

at Hamilton, Ohio, October

fected and settled the arrange

management and usefulness

stitution. The term of study

embrace four years—each

Theological year, commen

second Monday of October, a

the first Wednesday of M

course includes a thorough

original Scriptures, with the

pretation—systematic Theo

Government and Ecclesias

The Confession of Faith is

of Theology, and the Syno

written lectures are not to b

carded, the interrogatory and

al method shall in general

best suited to elicit though's

and to meet its wants.” B

students meet in a Theologi

exercises in composition, pr

ing and discussion. And

society of inquiry on the st

sions holds an interesting

meeting. The Library n

1200 volumes, and the Sync

funds and appoints commit

crease. By the Synod also

expenses of the Seminary a

the instructions and library

and the entire average c”
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of her Majesty's subjects have been de

-

THE Jews IN THE RUssIAN ARMY. A confessed by the communications ad

During the nearly eight years in which it priv'd of the means of religious worship, letter from St. Petersburg, of the 17th dressed by the French government; and

has now been in operation, forty-two

students have been in attendance. Of

these twenty-seven have been licensed by

the Second Synod to preach the everlast.

ing gospel—thirteen are now in the in

stitution—and one in whom is much of

the spirit of his Divine Master has gone

far hence to the “lost sheep of the House

of Israel,” and other benighted multitudes

in Damascus and the Holy Land.-Chris.

tian Instructor.

FoREIGN INTELLIGENCE. Our space

this week is very fully occupied by selec

tions from foreign papers, received by the

last steamer. The intelligence embraced

in them is of much interest. Popery is

still rapidly spreading in England, while

in France and Germany it has lost ground.

The Jesuits are at work in the former

kingdom, and the infidelity which has

been bred by a lordly aristocracy on the

one hand, and the wide-spread corruptions

of the English ecclesiastical establishment

on the other, furnish all the facilities

which could be desired for the success of a

false religion.

The indications of a rupture between

Austria and the Pope are of pregnant im:
port. There are many elements of dis

£ord in a state of concealed activity on the

Continent, and the despotic governments,

although they may attempt to muzzle the

press and control the masses, cannot pre

vent the crisis, which seems to approach.

Men are much more unruly than they

were in olden times. The examples of a

free government in the United States has

done more than all other causes combined

to affect the stability of European thrones.

In England the government is anything

but friendly to true Protestant principles.

Puseyism, which is effacing the very faint

features of Protestantism left in the Eng.

lish Church, has its abettors in the high

places of power. Those in authority have

done much to propitiate Popery in Ireland;

they would be willing to do much to help

its progress in England and Scotland.

True Protestantism, which is found among

the dissenters, finds no favor. The Edu

cation scheme devised by government has

excited a lively opposition. The most re

ligious part of the community oppose, and

the infidel and High-church parties sup.

port it. Its main feature seems to be to

give instruction independently of religion,

or to uphold a High-church religion.

In Scotland some active measures are in

progress to procure the abolishment or es

sential modification of the law of entail,

and a very determined effort is making in

£ngland to procure the repeal of the hate

ful game-laws, which are for the exclusive

benefit of a pampered aristocracy, while

most oppressive to the honest and industri.

ous portions of the country population.

The subject of sites for the Free Church

of Scotland has been discussed in Parlia

ment. It is well known to our readers,

that the Scottish nobility, although almost

all of them have apostatized from Presby.

terianism, have expressed their displeasure

at the disruption which resulted in the es.

tablishment of a Free Church, by refusing

to this latter organization sites for their

churches. Many striking instances of

Petty tyranny have occurred, and although

many of them have been forced from their

Position by the public odium they were in.

*ing, yet some obstinate landholders

having, we suppose, reputations which are

'bad to suffer, still hold out and utterly

refuse to let Presbyterians find a shelter

"their immense estates, beneath which

: may worship the God of their fathers.

""lect has at length attracted atten.
: in£ Mr. Bouverie moved

: elect Committee “to inquire

er, and in what part of Scotland, and

grant them sites for

churches.”

discussion, which finally resulted in the

following division; for the motion 89,

found in Parliament to oppose a measure

which was directed against the most hate

ful intolerance and persecution.

The Committee thus authorized for in

quiring into the refusal of certain landed

proprietors to grant sites for Free Church

es, were to assemble on Monday, the 15th

of March, in the Committee room (No. 2.)

in the House ofCommons, for the despatch

of business. An order was to be issued

for the attendance of witnesses.—Presby

terian.

AUSTRALIA. The April number of the

Missionary Record of the Free Church of

Scotland, furnishes the following item of

intelligence: “As we were going to press,

intelligence, dated October last, reached

us, to the effect that the Synod of Aus.

tralia had, by a majority, resolved to re

main in connection with the Establish

ment, whereupon Messrs. M'Intyre, Tait,

and C. Stewart, protested, withdrew, and

formed themselves into a new Synod,

under the designation of the Synod of

Eastern Australia. Mr. Mowbray of

Sydney, and Mr. Hamilton of Goulburn,

have also withdrawn from the Synod.

The friends of our principles have pur

chased a place of worship in Sydney

Presbyterian.

THE PRESENT STATE of THE Jews.

The total number of the Jews in the world

is computed to be about, 6,000,000, half

of whom, it is estimated, reside in Europe.

Historical vicissitudes, and more especial

ly the progress of civilization and inter

national intercourse, have called forth

amongst Jews manifold sects and religious

differences. The European Jews are

divided into German and Portuguese, ac

cording to the part from whence they

have emigrated, either from Germany,

(whither they are said to have come with

the Roman legions,) or from the Spanish

Peninsula, where they had been expelled

by the holy inquisition. From Germany,

a great number of Jews again emigrated

to the Sclavonic countries, where, under

the name of Polish Jews, they have adopt

ed a line of civilization and education

peculiar to themselves, and from whence

they have sent forth teachers and colonists

to almost every quarter of the globe.

This accounts for the otherwise rather

strange circumstance, that not only most

of the European, but also the Asiatic Jews,

those born and bred even in Siberia and

Palestine, at least understand, if they do

not speak German; in like manner the

Pyrenean idioms have been preserved

amongst the Portuguese Jews, whose prin.

cipal seat is now England, very few of

them having settled in Germany beyond

IIamburg and Altona. The great hatred

that previously existed between the two

sects has now in some measure abated, in

consequence of intermarriages; which the

Portuguese Jews would by no means allow

formerly, being extremely proud of their

aristocratic descent, numbering as they do

amongst the descendants of their race the

families of Pereira, Da Costa, De Castro,

Da Silva, Sasportas, Ximenes, and even

the house of Braganza. The Jews of the

present day are, upon the whole, borne

along with the stream of progressive civili.

zation, and strict orthodoxy amongst them

is now of rare occurrence, since strict obe

dience to the Mosaic and Rabbinical laws

is irreconcilable with the present state of

the social condition of Europe.—Londonunder what circumstances, large numbers

Topic.

to the military code of the empire, and

This motion caused a very animated which orders all commanders of corps

not to require from such Jewish soldiers

as may be under their command any

feast-days, so as to allow these men to

repair regularly to the synagogue.”

THE EvaNGELICAL ALLIANCE. D.R.

CHALMERs. It is well known that the

venerable Dr. Chalmers has, again and

again, powerfully urged on the members of

the Alliance, the duty of uniting in some

practical measures for the spiritual im

provement of our neglected countrymen,

especially in our populous towns and

cities. Accordingly, impressed by their

stirring appeals, they have issued an ad

dress to the inhabitants of the borough,

couched in the most faithful and affection

ate terms. It is on the “common sal

vation,” and the duty and privilege of

seeking it. Twenty-three ministers of the

gospel have signed it. Ten thousand

copies have been printed. Every house is

to be furnished with a copy. And it is

resolved that the distribution shall be im

mediately followed up by the personal

visitation of every family. This is noble;

an example which, we trust, will be ex

tensively followed. It is indeed a cause

of thankfulness that, even in the spring

time of its existence, the Alliance should

be permitted to yield such pleasant fruits.

May the Head of the Church abundantly

prosper the work thus begun l—Evangeli.

cal Christendom.

ANoTHER MAssACRE. The massacre

of Christians by that monster Turk,

Beder Khan Bey, has been renewed

with horrible ferocity. A letter from

Mosul, dated March 15th, 1847, says he

has just beheaded a bishop and a priest,

and put several other Christians to the

most atrocious tortures. The Chaldeans

were in hourly apprehension of a mas

sacre. Nothing has yet been done by

the General Government to suppress

these appalling scenes. The Porte has

flattered Beder Khan with presents,

endeavoring thus to ensnare him; but

the barbarous monster is too cunning,

and now the Sultan promises to send

40,000 men to rescue those poor Chris

tians who are yet alive.

FRANCE AND Scotland. An example

in modern times of the influence of

Christianity in promoting the social con

dition, good government, and general in

telligence among a people, and a high

standard of morality in contrast with a

higher civilization, and an inferior moral

development in a neighboring state may

be seen by a comparison between France

and Scotland. The former is acknow

ledged to be the most highly civilized

state in Europe, and of course in the

world: this is claimed by M. Guizot, and

cannot be denied, using the term civiliza

tion in its ordinary and popular sense.

Yet this pre-eminence is not the result

of Christianity, which has within half a

century been publicly discarded by the

French people, and exercises now less in

fluence upon the great mass of mind in

France, than in any other nominally

Christian nation. With some excep

tions, religion in France is the mere pa

geant and tool of the state; the people

are essentially sceptical and irreligious.

Yet France is distinguished above all

other nations for taste, refinement, the

cultivation of the fine arts, and a high

civilization. Scotland, on the other hand,

is distinguished for the general diffusion

of intelligence among the masses; for the

sobriety and morality of its population,

and outranks in the moral element, all the

by the refusal of certain proprietors to ult, says: “The Emperor has just issued if I mistake not by Louis Philippe, King

the erection of an ordonnance, which is to be annexed of the French, a few years ago, to the

celebrated Dr. Chalmers, seeking infor

mation in regard to the cause of the high

moral elevation of Scotland. Yet Scot

land is not distinguished for a high civili

against it 61. Sixty-one members were service during the Jewish Sabbath or zation.

Philosophers and divines, world fa

mous, are hers; but she has few Savans,

few monuments of architectural skill, and

little renown in the arts; yet in no nation

in the world, has the spirit of a primitive

Christianity been more manifest than in

Scotland, the Exodus of whose church

from the mere shadow of dictation by the

government, at the expense of all men

ordinarily held most dear, is an abundant

proof of the earnestness and truthfulness

of the religious principle in the Scottish

heart.

Christianity is taught, not tolerated in

the common-schools of Scotland, and

made the basis of education, no less than

morals. In the 19th century, the same

influence which operated upon the He

brews 4,000 years since, producing the

same results. What Israel and Egypt

were among the ancients, Scotland and

France are among the moderns, the one

demonstrating the proper influence of the

religious principle; the other of mere in

tellectual development; the one exhibit

ing government and civilization, modified

by Christianity; the other as they exist

and are perpetuated under mere human

influences. It does not fall directly with

in the scope of our inquiry to notice at

large the advantages of these two forms

of civilization, it will be enough to sug

gest that France, with all her civilization,

maintains with 40,000 bayonets, a govern

ment which is ever quaking on the verge

of revolution—that her monarch's life has

been repeatedly attempted—that it is a

common opinion in Europe that the death

of Louis Philippe will open the flood

gates of disorder in France, and perhaps

provoke a general war, and that in all the

elements of true greatness, she is inferior

to that poor and barren Scotland, who

sends forth hersons over the whole world,

living epistles of the great truth that the

fear of God is the beginning of wisdom,

The French Savan is excavating the

ruins of Babylon, under the patronage of

his government, and sending to Paris the

glorious monuments of primitive civiliza

tion, which he owns, are without a rival

—the Scottish missionary and scholar is

a wanderer among the habitations of

cruelty in the dark places of the earth,

preaching the everlasting gospel. If the

work of the former is commendable, and

we do not deny it, that of the latter is

glorious and sublime; if to disclose on the

one hand the long concealed monuments

of Chaldean civilization, to exhibit in

Paris the winged lions of Nineveh, be

worthy the patronage of a government

and the praise of France; to restore on

the other, to the long darkened and op

pressed, the light of a lost civilization,

the principles of a free government, and

the hope of an endless life, is worthy the

patronage of the world and the applause

of mankind.

The GERMAN Catholics. I sincerely

regret to say, that the chief elder of

Czerski's flock at Schneidenmuhl has

been here, and that their union with

Ronge's party has been now finally con

summated. There is not at present one

single flock among the late seceders from

Rome in this country which has adhered

to the faith of the gospel, excepting that

called “the Apostolic Catholic,” under

the Rev. Dr. Jettmer, in this city, which,

I am happy to say, has much increased,

and continues to receive constant acces

sions. The union between the German

Catholics and the Infidel Friends of

nations of Europe. This was virtually Light is at hand, and a direct effort
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to effect a consummation of that ob- our duty! Humiliation rather than re-corded the contributions ofsome of them, contribute seldom to edification. Ther

ject, was brought forward at the Synod joicing. Especially so, in view of the and have since heard that a number of strong tendency to suggest to the hearer

recently held at Magdeburg.
- sinfulness of war. It is always sinful, the congregations in the immediate vici- not unfrequently the idea of a fratLetter from Berlin. In every case, one t t] ther i ". has cted with equal liberality. compliment id emal

| - * party or the other is nity, have acted wi m • p and commonly a class

guilty; in the majority of cases, both.| Letters from all quarters inform us of thoughts not readily assimilated to the

The latter, we believe to be the truth in some action. One, just received from spiritual frame of a devout worshippe,

the present case. If we may venture an Rev. W. R. Hemphill, Abbeville District, renders them a very delicate part of ".
-

- opinion on the subject, we would say, South Carolina, informs us that screaty-mater of supplication. It would w
WEDNESDAY, MAY 12, 1847. that our difficulties with Mexico have re-fire dollars were contributed in one are sure, accord with the sense of We

--- sulted, not so much from deliberate pur-branch of his charge (Cedar Spring), for priety in most of the people, '.
GENERAL SYNod will meet in Pitts-" of war in either party, as in the the relief of the* in Scotland, part of our public prayers, if considered

burgh, on the 4th Wednesday (26th inst)." the recklessness * both. - 'd. but a few days' since, we saw ex-worly of being retained, should bec.

of May, at 11 o'clock, A. M. The Com." few persons, however partial they ''g'' for the same purpose, the sum ceived with wise reference to the de.

of Miss will meet in the First Church, at" be to their own country and govern of one hundred and dern dollar, contri-) votional use and benefi

2 o'clock of the preceding day. ment, who will pretend that we are al-buted by the Rev. Richard Gailey's con--should contemplate

| together guiltless. We have heard some gregations, in Westmoreland county of public and ministerial

arguing the righteousness of our cause this state. We have heard of the libe- and should be short.”

The Convention of REF. CHURCHEs from the success which has attended it rality of a number of other congregations,

will meet in Pittsburgh, on Tuesday the It is reasoning on a very false assump- of whose doings we expect to have a full

18th inst., in Dr. Black's Church. tis". The success of our arms,£report in due time. | [ . We call attention to the res),

-

-

- | -

-

as it has been, does not prove that we - |tions of the Sabbath Association, on the

have the approbation of Him who ruleth followin "I'l-a- -

* - *
- - owing page. They are aLETTERs To Bishop HUGHEs. W "over all. In all this there may be, for Hope Fort IRELAND. It is said,Lord' testimon y pointed and

give, on the first page, one of a series of ought we know, but the leadings of His Ashley, Rev. Mr. Bickersteth and some evil. y against a growing

letters, which have appeared in the New providence to an issue, which may yet others, have raised near $100,000 for the

York Observer, on the character and result, not in the extension and perpetu-employment of seven hundred Scripture
tendency of Popery. They are written ation of our institutions, but in their com-readers for Ireland. This army of col- The PsALMs or DAVID in Imetre, af.

with much ability, and what gives addi plete and final overthrow. He is an in-porteurs is to be immediately distributed cording to the version approved by the

tional interest to them, they are the Pro attentive observer who does not see al-over the country, reading the Bible and Church of Scotland, and appointed*

ductions of one who was at one time "ready indications, that if conquests be instructing the people in their houses used in worship—from a late Edinbur,

sincere Papist. We would like to give made, they will greatly endanger the and by the highway. It is said there are edition. This is a meat edition f

the whole series to our readers, but "perpetuity of the Union, the palladium strong indications of a prevalent feeling Psalms, published by M’Donald & B.
not expect to have room for more than alof our institutions, and may expose us to in 1 reland, that the present famine is the son of this city. For family or congre.

few of the most interesting numbers. the more appalling evils of a civil war, a judgment of God for the sins of priests gational use it is in a vely*

- republic rent into opposing factions, and and people; and that the latter, acknow-form, and may be had on reason.

la land drenched with fraternal blood. ledging the providence of God in it, are terms.

WAR. It appears that another battle. It may be, and God grant it, that this attentive, even anxious to receive reli

has been fought in the war with Mexico, war will be overruled to our good as a gious instruction. It may be that God,

in which there has been great sacrifice nation, and also to that of the unhappy by this terrible providence, is but open- TH: SACRED MoUNTAINs, by J. T.

of human life. The result has been an: people against whom it is waged. Buting a way for the introduction of the true HEADLEY. These sketches were org.

other decided triumph of Anglo-Saxon that will not prove us guiltless, God gospel. |nally published in the New York 0.

valor. If there were any thing in*often overrules the wickedness of men - - - server, and were so much admired st

tary glory worthy of true ambition, "to his own glory and the general good.
-- -- be thought worthy of publication in a

gratification might now be complete. That with which we have to do is duty. Rev. J. R. CAMPPELL, missionary of separate volume. The author's powen

But while it is impossible to res", * In all the charity with which it can be the Reformed Presbyterian Church, now of description are of a very high order.

together, the feelings that exalt us in the viewed, our course as a nation, has not on his return to this country, in a letter. Some passages of his “Napoleon and

contemplation of the brilliant success "been in accordance with the obligations from Calcutta, gives the following inte-his Marshalls” are inimitable. In these

our arms, a Christian people should be which the Prince of Peace has imposed.|resting evidence of the reciprocal influ-descriptions of the Sacred Mountains.

careful not to allow such feelings to co". In this all Christians will agree. Then, ence of Christian missions. and the scenes with which they arease.

trol their hearts. If there is anything to if we hope that the difficulties in which “I cannot but tell you of an interest-ciated, he throws himself in some it.

exalt, there is more, even in our*we are involved will be overruled for ing event that occurred since I came. Istances, much upon his imagination:

es, to humble, to afflict us. In every good, if we expect the judgment which received a letter a few days ago from a still, they are truthful, and cannot filto

case, in success as in defeat, in a less de: has already fullen so heavily upon us general in the army at Simla, enclosing give us more vivid impressions of some

gree it may be, but not less really, war "soon to be removed, it becomes us to from himself and another general, a draft of the most thrilling scenes in human his

t of the assembly

he minister in #

relations only—

a calamity, a judgment of heaven. "humble ourselves under the mighty band for 750 rupees (£75 sterling to be dis-tory. We give in this number the firs:

it not been so to us? We have been sue of God, confessing our #is national and tributed by me during my visit in Ire- but not the best, of these sketches; and

cessful, we have triumphed in every "individual, deprecating his righteous dis-land to poor people, and particularly to for variety we may, from time to time

tle, but at what sacrifice -sacrifice o pleasure, and in ardent and importunate." pious poor, wherever I may reach give others from the same book.
treasure, which if it had been devoted to prayer, entreating his pardon, and his them. How delighted I shall be to per- For sale by M’Donald & Beeson, 7.

purposes of education, morals or"overruling power to bring the evils under form this duty, and to show practically, Market Street.

might have had the happiest effects "which we suffer to a peaceful and happy the reflex and beneficial effects of Chris.

elevating the character of the nation-sa- issue. 1. |tian missions on Christian lands. This

crifice of life, of the hundreds and hun- if there were more of this, and less of it seems to me, is not unlike what occur. SEARs' History of THE BIBLE. This

dreds more, who have fallen and died on the folly of canonading, bon fires and il- red in primitive times, when missionaries is a work containing a full account."

the bloody field, without a soothing word luminations, we would look for a more to the heathen carried up the contribu-every remarkable transaction recorde.

or tender hand to comfort or relieve speedy and far more glorious termina- tion of converts to the gospel, to the poor in the Sacred Scriptures, with copi"

them; and, what s far worse, most# tion of the war. saints at Jerusalem. There are some notes critical and explanatory, and "

without preparation to meet their God. noble and liberal-minded Christians to be merous engravings, forming an illustra"
And this is not all. The sufferings have found in this land, who consider that commentary of the Sacred Text. It hal

not been confined to those actually en- RELIEF for IRELAND AND Scot1...AND they and all they have are the Lord's. reached the sixth edition, and is now of

gaged in the maddening and destructive. The liberality with which the American O for such a state of mind and heart to 'fered, two volumes in one, in beautifu

conflict. Throughout the length and people are contributing to this end is pervade the whole church of Christ every style, for $3.00

breadth of our land, in the circle of highly creditable to our national charac where.” For sale by Wilson & Doutheti, age"

those united to them by the tenderest ter, and cannot fail to mitigate, in a good

ties of nature, how many hearts have degree, the sufferings of the destitute of

been stricken, how many households those countries. PRAvris For MinisTERs. The follow- SEAns' INFORMATION for THE "

have been filled with woe. The mag- It is particularly pleasing to us to ing suggestion on this subject is worthy ple. This is a work containing a "
nitude of the calamity, with all our suc-learn the part which many of our own of consideration: amount of interesting and instructiv

cess, cannot be overrated. • congregations are acting in this truly be- “The prayers offered in public by reading, consisting of choice collection

As a Christian people, then, what is |nevolent work. We have already re-one ininister for another who is present, in history, geography, agriculture, natu.

---
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. | 3d. That when it may become necessary to

---

*

ral history, biography, the arts and sci- be "k n that the time or attending to it way not fore them, and inany of the towns which were was entertained, had formed an attachinent for a

* - - inter'e - - - -

ences, &c.; all of which are illustrated "' with the hours of public worship.

- - 4th. That such a military display and parade
.. lding to the interest ... . -play and pby engravings, thus at • of the companies of Firenen in connection with

of the text by a direct appeal to the eye. the burial of the dead on the Sabbath, as have re

and in this way conveying a more vivid cently been witnessed in these citics, cannot but

and definite conception of the subject.'" on race offered to the eclingsk is i ood style in both the of this Christian community, and calling for the

The book is in g y - |decided condemnation of all the friends of Chris.

printing and binding of it, and 18 worthy in institutions and social order.

a place in every family library. Price

$2.50. For sale by Wilson & Douthett,

On motion, all the papers of the two cities were

requested to publish these resolutions.”

David R. KERR, Sec'y.

Death of Reidel. This unhappy being com.

mitted suicide in his ceil, on the night of the 29th

ult, the night preceding his intended execution.

People will judge differently of the same act, but

this act of self murder amonnts aimost to a con

!ession of guilt in the murder of his wife, at least

to our mind. In addition he left the following in

his cell, written in German, of which this is a

translation :

“You need not put the blame upon any body

else. I do not want to be hung. No one knows

any thing about it, who it comes from but my

self. FREDERick REIDEL.”

His horrible death is another fulfillment of that

early precept and prophecy: “Whoso sheddeth

man's blood, by man shall his blood be shed.”

While we feel pity for the murderer, let us not

orget his innocent victim, nor the claims of so

ciety for protection from unprincipled violence,

We are ever prone to extremes.

agents.

The Presbytery of Monongahela will

meet in the Second A*. Ref. Church,

Pittsburgh, on Tuesday the 25th inst., at

2 o'clock, P. M.

------eee

s U M M A R Y a

Ireland's Sufferings.—An Irish Presbyterian

Minister writes from Ulster to the Edinburgh

Witness: -

a wearied and worn after a long day's visiting

among the destitute and the dying, I cannot go

to rest without asking you to allow me to state"

your paper the following cases, which I have this

day seen in one district of our congregation.

“The first is, that of a family who once were

able to relieve others, and of whom all bear testi

mony that they never sent the beggar empty

away. Hardship is now crushing them down.

one daughter is dying. Her mother has the

heartbroken look of one in despair. Yet till this

hour, no member of this smitten family ever 'f
the house to make known their wants, or ask bread

from strangers!

• In another house close at hand, 1 found the

father of the family weaving. The change in

his appearance, since I had last seen him, aston.

When a hor.

rible case of murder occurs in society, men are

almost ready to hang the murderer without trial

But after a while our sympathies become faint,

and are ready to centre upon the author of the

crime. We forget the mouldering corpse which

we have laid out of sight. and think much of the

living. But surely He that gave life has a most

perfect right to take it away, and to establish the

rules and limitations under which fle will require

society to act for Him in taking away life. This

we believe in common with almost all who be.

He was more like a corpse than a liv- |tieve the Bible, he has done; and therefore we

His wife sat hopeless-looking... drop. justify capital punishment-Presb. Adv.

ished me.

ing man.

ping bitter tears over the sick infant in her arms.

‘when had you any thirg to eat, I asked. “A

neighbor woman brought us a tinful of 'meal

yesterday morning—we have had nothing since.'

‘what can you make by weaving?” “I am not

able to work half the time, but last week 1 carned

two and six pence' Yet there he sat, working

The General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church (Old School) in the Uni'cd States of A

merica will hold its annual meeting in the First

Presbyterian Church in the city of itic mond,

Virginia, at 11 o'clock, A. M., on Thursday, the

20th of May next, and will be opened with a ser.

mon by the Rev. Charles Hodge, D.D., the Mo

derator of the last Assembly.

strongly opposed to licenses last year, have gone young lady a member of the family, and being

Just as strongly on th: other side now. Wh"thwarted in his endeavors to obtain her, in some
does this indicate 1 There can be no other ex.

- - ---, - - - - - andplanation of such an apparent change in so short "gree by the agency of his": rage

a time, than this, that when the carnal man is jealousy “cruel as the grave.” had maddened

|thoroughly aroused he can bring more forces into his soul, and led him to become the murderer of

the field than the triends of a strict morality. i. friend.

Presbyterian. “Behold how great a matter a little fire kind

- - - *(h.” sho' : results each of theHorrille Massacre. The Dublin News Letter." Behad th. results of the br ach of

publishes a letter, dated at Ascension, January 1, Sabbath, of visiting on the Sabbath, making w *

1847, which states that a slave depot, called Gal. day of idleness and amusement. Who that in

'' known to have two thousand slaves rea'y dulge in it, or permit their families to practice it,
for shtool - * * * * - - -

or shipping, was so strongly blockaded by Eng. are assured that theirs will not be the same or a

li-h cruisers, that the slave owners finding it "sini ! fate? A hoth ..i

possible to embark the slaves, and not wishing similar unhappy * nd w ot al receive or

the expense of feeding them, actually, in cold encourage their friends and ucquaintances in vis

blood, beheaded the whole number, pacing their iting them on the Sibboth, thus preferring to sin

£::''£ “If against God rather th n to offend man, may pro

* *W ims to in: Ra or of prisoners || ". -y ke pro pris mise themselves that theirs shall not be the

we take in war, we will kill all.” Of the authen- -

ticity of the account there cannot be the slightest heart rending consciousnes" that they have been

instrumental in the ruin of their friends?doubt, as it is contained in a letter from a very

intelligent naval officer, stationed at the island of On Monday, the murderer was visited by a

Ile found him writhing
Ascension, not very lar from the scene of the oc.

under mental agony, rolling on his bed, tearing

currence, minister of the gospel.

The London Patriot states, that the object of

the movement introduced ostensibly to improve

the system of general education in Great Britain,

is in fact to break up the Sabbath..school system,

and to exclude the Bible from all secular schools

y law. They say, “An intense hatred of evan.

gelical Protestantism is, we have good reason ''
believe, the mainspring of the z al affected by -

many of the££ $115.50. Pittsburgh, 1st May, 1847.

for the improvement of secu ar instruction. In Received of Hon. Wm. Kerr, One

this wr:re Papists and Latitudinarians go hand fundred and Fifteen Dollars 50 cents, contribu
in hand.” |tion of the St. Clair Associate Reformed Congre

tion, for the relief of the suffering Irish.

WM. LARIMER, Jr.,

Treasurer of Com.

$150 in addition to the above, 8 May, 1847.

his hair, wringing his hands, crying to God to

pardon him, and if He could, to pardon the sins

of his victim. Verily, the way of the transgres

sor is hard'–B. (Illinois.)

ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

Austrian interference to put down Liberalism

in It liv, is greatly apprehended It is feared the

Pope will not b° able to resist it, especially as it

is connived at by Guizot. “His Iloliness,” con.

tinues to enjoy a vast popularity. $1 1700 WM. LARIMER, Jr.

The royal court of Amiens decided lately, that

the Evangelical Baptist Society is beyond the

pale of the religions authorized by law, in France,

and consequently, an illicit association.

M A R RI E D ,

On Wednesdav, the 28th ult., by Rev. John

G. Brown, Mr. Thomas S. Jonsson of Armstrong

Mr. George Thompson, the President of the county, to Miss MINERVA ANN W* of this city.

Anti-Slavery League, has been bound over for –

"rial, on a charge of assaulting one Wm. War.

dell in an omnibus. O B iT U A R Y .

--------- Diwo, at the residence of Mr. John Wallace, in

Oxford "ownship, Guernsey County, Ohio, Mrs.

NANCY HASTINGs, in the 81st year of her age.

- - The deceased had, for many years, been in the

a few days ago, by the report of a most shocking 'communion of the A. R. Church—was an ania

murder in the city o Q. Two young men, both be woman, a kind friend, and an exemplary

from Kentucky, who worked in the same printing'i£. we trust, has received '"
office, and who had heretofore been on terms of" of life. -

EpitoR of THE PREACHzR:

Onr generally quiet community was disturbed

with his listic remaining strength, rather than go

out dependent on the world's charity.

“A few fields further on I entered a miserable

hut. A widow and four children were crouched

together over the warm ashes on the hearthstone.

They could scarcely speak to me from weakness,

occasioned by want of food.

“In the next house I found the father, whom

I knew to be a hard-working, industrious man,

lying on straw on the damp ground. His limbs

were greatly swollen and had burst. Ilis child.

ren were out gathering sticks, that they might

kindle a fire to warm some water; and his wife

was away a considerable distance to get a turnip

or any vegetable to boil in the water to make -

broth, sir; and for five days before, such had been Union of the New School and Cumberland Pres

the food of the sick man and his wife, and their #yterians. The General Assemblies of the Cum

six children.

“In other families the scene is darker still

Dysentery is doing its work with fearful rapi" || ence, and eventually, if the way be clear,

ty. In one house the father and daughter died union of the two bodies. The Watchman of th

yesterday. In another, father, mother, and son, Valley suggests that there way be dili culties o

died within a week. One dij ulty felt now is to the score of slavery.

get coffins for the dead."

Funerals on the Sal'ath. “At a meeting of the

Sabbath Association of Pittsburgh and vicinity.

held in Dr. Herron's Church, on the evening o'

Tuesday the 27th ult, the following resolutions

were unanimously adopted:

1st. Resolved, That the Sabbath is a day sa,

* to the service of God, and that the appropri

""f that day to the prosecution of our own

bu iness, is a dating invasion of the divine au.

thority.

2d. That the burying of the dead is our work,

"d not the business of the Sabbath, and is allow

"on that day, only in cases of necessity.

The New Schaal General Assembly. That

body stands adjourned to meet in Ciuctana'i, on

the 20th of May. Some of their pre-byteries—

how many we do not know-decline sending de

legates—regarding the adjournment as uncon

stitutional. From the Christian Observer we

icarn that thc opinion of Chancellor Kent is in

favor of the constitutionality of the adjournment

—that on being called on by the Moderator and

Stated Clerk for an opinion as to the constitution.

ality of the adjournment of the General Assembly

in 1846, to meet the present year, alter due con.

sideration, he gave a carefully written opinion.

In this document he maintains that, “beyol d all

SriTu'floxAL.

last meetings, appointed committess of confer

on Friday, the 14th of May.

delegates from the several associations in t!

southern States, is to meet at the same place

he 13th, the day previously, for the "pose

poses.—Puritan.

men and a lady—were baptiz d in the Mliss

License Question. A most remarkable "d

expected change has taken place in the stat

controversy, the adjournment was Fr RFE.T.Lycos.

berland and New School Presbyterians, at thei

ence, with a view to bringing about a correspon

Southern Baptist Organization. The Georgia - -

Baptist Convention is to ass mble in Savanna', 'wor" and the burning of the unquenchable fire.

A Convention of

conferring in regard to the propriety of establish scie" ce, a prey to every harrowing thought.

ing a southern organization for publica.ion pur. Could he have expected otherwise?

Baptism of the Jews. Three of the children
of Abraham, according to the flesh-two get l'.

chapel, N. York, on Sunday, the 11th March.

New York, on the subject of the license''
as shown by the returns of the late elec'". ite - - -

buy the dead on the Sabbath, special care should advocates '. the licease laws have carried all be popular work on lutidelity, (Dr. N.) There he

intimate friendship, had a quarrel a few days be: ~

fore the deed was perpetrated; and from what ap. ii. If there be any errors or oversights in the

pears, mutually entertained a deadly hatred; and acknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

each had armed himself. They met on Saturday us of them that they may be corrected.

evening, April 3, at the city hotel. A few words

were exchanged, and one of them drew a pistol

and fired at the other, but without much effect.

The other then drew a bowie-knif, and a strug. *

gle was commenced, in which his weapon was On the Fourth Volume.

used with terrible, fatal offect. His victim lived James Riddle

but a few hours, and died at midnight, upon the:*
eve of the£ - The sabbath: was it a Sab- On the Fifth Volume.

bath to im? No; it saw him ushcred into eter

- - - John Taggart

nity, to give an account of the deeds done in the J. N.'

body-culled upon short warning, by the hund 'James Baxter

of violence, to encounter the dread realities of an 'John Cumming

''eternal world. But to him whose hand had driv. 'best Gibson
en the deadly weapon, and directed it but too # Julia £eny

- - Matthew M*Reon

•urely and fatally,– was it to him a Sabbath 'Samuel M Hadden

a was there peace and ca'mue-s, the peace of the 'Robert Harvy

e Christian, the Sabbath in the soul which is Robert 'unlap, st

"|heaven begun? No; there was agony, remorse,£ Jr

despair gaawing at his soul-fit type of the agony £'':

of the lost under the gnawing of the undying william Compbell

Richard Mackey, jr

A S Speer

- - Joh -

the sanctuary, listening to the words of peace, he:

PAYMENTS For Subscr1PTION To Thr

PREACHER-(Not otherwise receipted

for.)

John S. Thompson

Dr A. L. Cass

J mes Bigger

Mrs Ann Súith

Mirs Blair

Alexander Tindle

Joseph M'Cartney
John Mitchell

Rev J C iłerron

John Calah in

Soloman Link

Rev Thomas Calahan

William Porter

Alien Aber

Mirs A Chess

1)r Rob, rt Devlin

J J O - witn

John M'Crery

lsaac Kennedy

A l’ Robinson

Rev w R Memphill

1) vid K Ryle

B.orenzo Hunter, Esq.

Colii i Gregory

Insead of sitting under the sweet doppings of

***

***
- - - -

o's immurcd in a dangeon, ulunc with his con- william Suniley

William Prous fit

lism: l'ovd

tie had fla.

grantly disregarded the Sabbath, forsaking its #:'" John S. The mos

peaceful duties, abandon d the house of God, and 'M'C' siev and Fulton £ B£"

descerated and practically denied the holy day, Willian Brad ord, sr. Mr M'Connell, sr

by devoting its sacred hours to his own pleasures. '. Prad ord, it or A . Cass

£his was that which brought him into his pre-£: '' k Johnson

- - - - - - - - * Johnson

sent situation. He and the victim of his passion tho,. Bigger 't Stiumrickhouse

un'had in their intimacy formed the habit of visiting 'Joseph Bigger -**-

"a certain family, the amily of one who was emi. On the Sixth Volume

ment or his piety, abd was the author of a late John S Thompson Robert I: Bell

Rev. W II Rainy, $5.00
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INFLUENCE or WAR on MoRALs AND

PIETY. The celebrated Robert Hall ob.

serves, “War reverses with respect to

its objects all the rules of morality. It

is nothing less than a temporary repeal

of all the principles of virtue, and is a

system from which almost all the virtues

are excluded, and into which nearly all

the vices are incorporated.”

National rejoicings at the miseries of

others cannot fail to brutalize the feel

ings of a people, especially when that

misery is inflicted by their own hands.

It is a shocking spectacle to see a large

city illuminated at the news of a victory.

We have sent ten thousand of our fellow

creatures into endless misery, and we re

joice! We have taken away the stay

and the staff of the aged, and we re

joice At the moment of illumination

perhaps thousands of wounded men are

yet stretched on the field of slaughter,

expiring in agony, and yet we rejoice!

Thousands have been carried to hos

pitals and prisons; where their life slow

ly ebbs away in protracted torments, and

still we rejoice! Had all this been done

by the judgment of God, without our in

strumentality, we should not dare to re

joice. We rejoice because we did it.

If an angel should visit this earth for the

first time, knowing nothing of its in

habitants, and approach a large city in

the midst of a rejoicing for victory, and

hear the report of cannon, and the ring

ing of church bells, and see the illumina

tions, the feasting, revelry, dancing, glut

tony, and drunkenness, and then should

learn that this was because they had

sent ten thousand oftheir fellow creatures

to perdition, could he possibly be per

suaded that these were the subjects of

the Prince of Peace Would he not

think, as Franklin fabled, “that he had

made a mistake and had arrived at the

abode of devils.”

OBJECTIONs To FAMILY WoRSHIP AN

sweRED. It would be more honest for

people frankly to own that they have no

heart for it, and that this is the real

cause of their neglecting it, and not any

valid objections they have against it: but

since they will torture their invention to

discover some pleas to excuse them

selves, we must answer them.

First objection. “I have no time, and

my secular business would suffer from

my family religion.”

Were you formed for this world only,

there would be some force in the objec

tion; but how strange does such an ob.

jection sound from the heir of an eter

nity? What is your time given you for?

Is it not principally that you may pre

pare for eternity? And have you no

time for the great business of your

life? Why do you not plead, too, that

wou have no time for your daily meals'

Is food more necessary for your body

than religion for your soul? May you

not redeem sufficient time for family

worship from idle conversation, or even

from your sleep? May you not order
your family worship so as that your do

mestics may attend upon it, either before

they go to their work, or when they come

to their meals |

Second objection. “I have not ability

to pray.” -

Bid you ever hear a beggar, however

ignorant, make this objection? A sense

of his necessities is an unfailing fountain

of his eloquence. Further, how strange

does this objection sound from you !

What! have you enjoyed preaching,

Bibles, and good books so long, and yet
do not know what to ask of God?

Again, is neglecting prayer the way to

qualify you to perform it?

Third objection. “I am ashamed.”

But is this shame well grounded ?

Are sinners ashamed to serve their

master? - A little practice will easily

free you from all this difficulty.

Fourth objection. “But, alas! I

know not how to begin it.”

Here, indeed, the difficuity lies; but

why will you not own that you were

hitherto mistaken, and that you would

rather reform, than persist obstinately

in the omission of an evident duty ?

Fifth objection. “But my family will

not join with me.”

How do you know? Have you tried?

Are you not master of your own family?

Exert that authority in this which you
claim in other cases.

Sixth objection. “But I shall be

ridiculed and laughed at.”

Are you more afraid of a laugh or a

jeer than the displeasure ofGod? Would

you rather please men than him? There

fore, let God have an altar in your dwell

ing, and then let morning and evening

prayers and praises be presented, till

you are called to worship him in his

temple above, when your prayers and

praises shall be swallowed up in ever

lasting praise.—Samuel Davis.

ForEIGN ITEMS.

From late Foreign Journals received at the Office

of the Presbyterian.

PARTIES AND REvoluTIONS IN MEXICo.

The Washington correspondent of the

Commercial Advertiser says: “I have

received a letter from a gentleman long

resident in Mexico, who assures me that

the clergy, men of intelligence and pro

perty, are as strongly in favor of peace

as we can be, but that they are, in a

measure, controlled by military bullies,

‘landless resolutes, and lawless vaga

bonds. He says that, during his sojourn

in that country, he has seen more bloody

revolutions than we have had presidental

elections, and attributes them to the de

plorable ignorance of the masses, who

are swayed alternately by priests and

military chieftains—that they seem to

take infinitely more pleasure in fighting

among themselves than in meeting a

foreign foe; that all political changes

that take place there, are through blood

and carnage; that what we effect by the

ballot-box, the Mexican does by the bay

onet.”

ITALY. The Pope has commissioned

a number of artists from among the first

in Italy, to execute, partly from original

portraits, partly from medals and coins,

the likenesses of all the sovereign pon

tiffs, his predecessors, (258 in number)

that these may be copied in Mosaic, to

adorn the Basilica of St. Paul, where a

similar series perished in the fire. The

ictures will afterwards be permanently

placed in the Vatican Museum.

Bucharest. The General Assembly

of Wallachia had adopted, in the sitting

of the 23d, a measure introduced by the

Government which must be productive

of important results to the country. It

unanimously voted the emancipation of

the Bohemians, who were the serfs of

the state of the clergy. Thus has liberty

been bestowed upon no less than 1400

families, or more than 60,000 individuals

of this people.

EGYPT. Alexandria, Feb. 5th “It

seems now certain,” says a letter of the

above date, “that the French, Austrian,

Russian, and English governments, have

decided upon cutting through the Isthmus

of Suez. An English, French, and a

German engineer, are now at Paris on

the subject. The English government

demands that the canal be made naviga

H I L L A N D B R O W N E ,

(Snccessors to Holdship & Browne,)

PAPER HANG INGS, and dealers in Wri

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper,

No. 87 Wood Street,

Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts

burgh, Pa.

Ij Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex

change at market price.

January 0, 1847.

EARS HISTORY OF THE BIBLE,—A

new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one,

giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev.

cry remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred

Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four

thousand years with copious notes, critical and
explanatory, illustrated with several hundred

engravings, price $300.

EARS' INFORMATION FOR THE PEO.

PLE.—A very valuable miscellaneous work,

price $2.50.

OWLING'S HISTORY OF ROMANISM,

from its earliest origin to the present time.

This is universally acknowledged to be the best

work ever published on this subject.

Z. Wilson & J. DouthErr, Agents.

A. C. A. R D .

CANONSBURG FEMALE SEMINARY.

N addition to the elementary Branches, the

H following are taught.

English Grammar, Geography, Defining, Ru.

diments of Botany, Philosophy and History; Bib.

lical Antiquities, and Watts on the Mind, Natu

ral Philosophy, Political Economy, Botany, Che.

mistry, Ancient and Modern History: Ancient
Geography, Construction of Maps, Self Know

ledge, Evidences of Christianity, and Philosophy

of Natural History, Algebra, Physiology, Geome:

try, Astronomy, Rhetoric, Mental and Moral

Philosophy, Logic, and Elements of Criticism,

Bible and Composition by all the Classes.

There will be a Course of Lectures free to all

the classes, on Physiology, Comparative Anato

my, Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, &c., by

gentlemen well acquainted with the subjects.

ExtRAS.

French,

Latin,

$4.00 per qr.

5.00

orNAMENTAL NEEDLE-WoRK.

French and silk embroidery, 300

Embroidery upon perforated card,

worsted work, fringe, raised

work and wax flowers,

MusiC,

Instrumental music and use of Pi.

ano,

Vocal music accompanied,

Drawing and water-colored Paint

ing, 5.00

Oil Painting, 10.00

Boarding, Tuition and Light $50 per session,

payabie half term in advance. Washing, 37;

cents per dozen. No scholars taken under half

term.

Tne session will commence on the 1st Monday

of May next. The subscriber would inform the

Public, that owing to the increased patronage

she has received, she has made extensive prepa

rations for the accommodation of boarders, by

the erection of large recitation and study-rooms.

Arrangements have also been made, by which

she expects an additional teacher from the East,

in the ornamental branches. Parents and guar

3.00

800

2.00

to promote the welfare, comfort and advance.

ment in the studies of those placed under her

care.

Scholars entering a month after the com

mencement of the session, will only be charged

from that time. Unexceptionable references can

be given. MRs. FRENCH, Principal.

We were present at the semi-annual examina.

tion of the pupils of Canonsburg Female Semina

ry, under the superintendence of Mrs. O. J.

French, and are convinced that we but give ut.

terance to the sentiments of the audience pre

sent, in saying that the examination was most

thorough, and the young ladies acquitted them

selves with great credit to themselves, and re

flected the highest praise on their teachers. We

would take this opportunity of recommending to

the favorable consideration of the public, this

school. Convinced as we are, that Mrs. French

and the able assistant teachers she has, are de.

serving of all praise, for the manner in which

they have conducted the seminary since its esta

blishment.

The neighborhood cannot be surpassed for

health and salubrity, and the high tone of morals

and religious feeling of the population.

All the ornamental branches of a female edu

cation are taught here, by the most skilful teach.

the execution of the young ladies on the piaao.

Wm. Smith, Wm. M'Daniel,

T. M. K. Wilson, Wm. B. Brown,

ble, not only for trading vessels, but for

first-class ships, men-of-war, &c.

John E. Black, Thomas Watson.

Jas. M’Cullough,

MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of

====

Book-s ToREs.

Theological Bookstore,

W E would invite the attention of ministen

and others, to our large snpplies

ological and Sabbath School£:
comprising nearly all the late Valuable Works

in the Theological Department, and all ti,

from the press of Robert Carter, who has just

published several works of a high order, includ.

ing Haldane on Romans, which is recommende.

as being the best Commentary on that Epite

ever published.

Also-THE MEMOIRS & SERMONS OF

M'CHEYNE (in 3 Wovumes), an eminent

Scotch minister.

We have a full supply of SABBATH.

SCHOOL BOOKS, published by the American

Sunday School Union, including a Library of

ONE HUNDRED VOLUMES, at the low prie

of $10; and one of FIFI Y VOLUMES at $250.

Superintendents of Sabbath Schools will please

notice the great reduction in prices of many

the leading books.

The Union Questions, from Volume 1 to 13,

at 6; cents.

The Union Consecutive Questions,

at 6 cents.

The Union Hymn-Book, * 10 "

Child's Scripture Question Book, 10 "

Those wishing to replenish their Libraries will

find a full assortment on hands at the Philadel.

phia pries. Orders from schools in the coul

try promptly attended to, and great care taken it
the selections.

ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

Successors to R. Carter, Market Street, bel

tween 3d and 4th

April, 1847.

T H E G R E A T S UPPER.

N order to meet the state of the times *

proaching, we will sell our Present edin

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the followin

prices

Per dozen, $2.00.

Per single copy, 20 cents. .

And by the hundred or more copies."

der, 20 cents per copy; and when ord"."

hundred, a credit of three months allo"

responsible men, or 5 per cent. discount or cas

with the order.

ALSo 1N 8TORE,

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 volumes,

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volumes.

Edward's Theological Works, complete in

volumes.

Edwards on Redemption, and Edwards"

ligious Affections, in separate volumes

Encyclopaedia of Religious Knowledg".

Dowling on Romanism, illustrated with pl"

D'Aubign's e Reformation, complete in

and 4 volumes.

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volume.

Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volumes octavo.

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12mo,

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.
Robinson's Scripture Characters, 2 vols. 8t

Rohinson's Biblical Researches in Pal"

&c., with maps, &c., in 3 volumes.

Professor Stuart's Commentary on the *

calypse, 2 volumes octavo.

£ofessor Stuari's Critical History "

dians may rest assured that she will exert herself fence of the Old Testament Canon.

Together With,

A full assortment of the Publication" "

Publications of the Presbyterian Boardi."
|great variety of other books, selected at a

cent visit to the Eastern Cities —all of "

will be sold at reasonable prices for "

Rags, by LUKE LOOMIS, Agent,

No. 9 wood street, Pittsburg

Sept"r 2, 1846–tf.

American Sunday School Union Dep"

M’DONALD & BEESON,

(Patterson's Old Stand, No. 78 Mal

Street.)

£' constantly on hand, all the ''
tions of the American Sunday"

Union, which they will sell at Philadelphia

ces. They are now receiving and openin'

of One Thousand Dollars worth, and will

on hand at all times about that amount: "

there will be no difficulty at any time in "

ing a full supply of the books;

IT Subscriptions received for the *

School Journal for Teachers (price 25"
ers, and the musical department appeared to be annum), and Youth's Penny Gazette for ch

under the most successful teacher, judging from (price 123 cents per annum)
They also offer a General Assortmen" of

cellaneous, Theological, and School Book:

Paper and stationary, which they will".
lowest prices they can be bought for in the

Sept. 16, 1846—tf.
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“I HAVE A NESSA&E FRON cop UNTO THEg.”
NUMBER 11.

Rev. DAvid R. KERR, Editor.

T E R M S.

PITTSBURGH,

of family and fortune; and to take pre

cedence of those who would fain believe

MAY 26, 1847.

Tar Pagacies will be published on Wednes- that hirth and wealth give a patent right examination of the subject as I could

day, every two weeks, at one bout" per annum, to the high places of influence. Your give it, I came to the conclusion that I laid all the powers of his cultivated and

in advance, or One Dollar and a half after the

close of the year. No discontinuance until all

arreirages are paid.

Payments may be made to John Sterritor Jo.

seph Spratt, merchants, Federal Stree", Alleghe.

ny; or to William Allinder, at the Publication

Office, N.W. corner of the Diamond and Market

Street, Pittsburgh. All communications to be

addressed to the Editor, post paid.

Any person who will procure five new subscri

bers, and transmit the money, shall be entitled to

a copy of The Preacher, for one year.

Where a private conveyance does not offer,

subscribers will please transmit by mail.

m

From the New York Observer.

To the Right Reverend John Hughes,

Bishop of New York.

MY DEAR SIR:

Although an entire stranger to you,

I have felt for many years greatly in

terested in your history and doings; and

for the following reasons:

You are the chief pastor of a very im

portant portion of the Roman Catholic

Church in this country; and your eccle

siastical position makes you emphatically

a public man. If a bishop in Mexico or

Missouri, like many mitred priests, you

might live unknown to fame; but as the

bishop of the Commercial Metropolis of

the Western world and of the most

populous and wealthy diocese in the

United States, this could not be expect.

ed. Position, you know, has much to

do with our public character.

But in addition to your position, which

is one of high influence, you possess the

requisite qualifications to fill it. This is

confessed by your most ardent opponents.

By your genius, learning, and eloquence

-by your sleepless devotion to the duties

of your calling, you have obtained a

position in the very first rank of the ec.

clesiastics of your church.

Besides, at whatever odds, you have

fought like a man with all your oppo

ments. In controversies, religious and

political, you have not shunned the hall

of debate, nor discussion through the

press, You have taken your positions

adroitly and you have defended them

with remarkable skill. And even when

convinced of the utter fallacy of your

positions and defences, I have yet sym

pathized with your manly firmness. It

* human nature to respect the man that

With an earnest soul contends for what

cradled in crimson, and educated in a

convent. You know the distinction be

tween prejudice and principle—between

what is entitled to belief, and what we

have been educated to believe—between

what is truly reasonable, and what is only

ecclesiastically so. And I therefore ad

dress myself to you with a confidence far

stronger than what I shall say kindly and

truly, will be kindly and truly weighed,

than if I addressed myself to a priest

from Maynooth or St. Omers, educated

merely in the literature of legends and

liturgies, and whose mind only possessed

what was distilled into it from others.

I shall address you not merely as a

riest or bishop; but as a high-minded,

and well-educated gentleman.

Permit me to say that there is yet

another reason why I have felt interest

ed in your career. You were born in

Ireland, that land of noble spirits and of

warm hearts—that sweet isle of the

oceam. And so was I. We are natives

of the same land. And although in prin

ciple, by education, and in all my feel

ings thoroughly American, yet I take a

great pride in the high achievements of

native Irishmen. America has had its

Montgomeries, its Clintons, its Emmets,

its Porters, from Ireland. Her sons

have adorned the bar, the bench, the pul

pit, the army, the navy, the legislatures,

the Congress of these United States.

That there are multitudes from Ireland

who are no loss to their own country, or

any addition to this, cannot be denied.

The reason for this we may examine

hereafter. But yet we have many fine

illustrations of Irish genius, character and

valor all along our history. And I have

regarded yourself as one of them, so far

forth as genius and force of character are

concerned. And I have often pointed

you out as an illustration of the high

respectability which Irish character is
capable of attaining when relieved from

the burdens that oppress and debase it.

Hence I have regarded as your eulogy

the sneer of those who have addressed

you as “John Hughes the Gardener.”

Such taunts come not from true men.

Having said so much in reference to

was rejected, infidelity became my only

alternative. Subsequently, by the read.

ing of the Bible, and by the grace of

God, I was led to embrace the religion,

of the gospel. That religion I have now

for many years professed, and in con

nection with a Protestant church. Un

like many who have left your com

munion, I have never bitterly assailed it.

I am utterly unknown in the list of the

champions of Protestantism versus Pope

ry. But yet some recent occurrences

have induced me to break a long silence,

and to state in a series of letters address

ed to your Right Reverence, the reasons

which induced me to leave the Roman

Catholic Church, and which prevent me

from returning to it. Of these letters,

this is the first.

With great respect, yours,

KIRwAN.

A Sermon, by Thomas Palmer,

Probationer, lately of Urbana, Ohio.

“I at a debtor both to the Greeks and to the

Barbarians, both to the wise and unwise. So as

much as in me is, I am ready to preach the gos.

yel to you that are at Rome also.”—Romans

1:14, 15.

In the history of the first teachers of

Christianity, the Christian minister may

receive much valuable instruction. A

mong these teachers, the pre-eminent

model is Paul, distinguished by his learn

ing and talents, his bitter hostility to

Christianity, and his subsequent zeal and

devotedness to build up the faith he once

destroyed. In the infancy of Christian

ity, we see him, a young man full of

zeal for the religion of his forefathers,

a bitter enemy to the rising system, a

W. ALLINDER, PRINTER.

church until I had nearly reached the a new impulse, was given to his soul.

years of manhood. Then, on as full # The magnitude and importance of the

office with which he was now invested,

past history, unless I misunderstand it, could not remain a Roman Catholic. I expansive mind under contribution, and

must have had a liberalizing influence first became an infidel. Knowing nothing his energies were spent in the discharge

upon you. You must look at things on of religion but that which was taught of its sacred duties. To preach the un

a larger and wider scale, and through a me by parents and priests, and thinking searchable riches of Christ, was at once

clearer medium, than if you had been that that was the sum of it, when that the joy of his soul, and the burden of his
great commission. His commission em

braced the world in its comprehensive

grasp, and his zeal and devotedness were

commensurate with its extent. “Neces

sity is laid upon me; yea, wo is unto me,

if I preach not the gospel.”

In the same spirit of devotedness, he

uttered our text, “I am a debtor both to

the Greeks and to the Barbarians, both

to the wise and to the unwise. For as

much as in me is, I am ready to preach

the gospel to you that are at Rome

also.” He here recognizes the obliga

tion which lay upon him to preach the

gospel to all classes of men. Paul uses

the word debtor to denote one who is

morally bound to the performance of any

duty. As in Gal. 5:3, “For I testify

again to every man that is circumcised,

that he is a debtor to do the whole law,”

—that is, he is morally bound to keep the

whole law. In this sense, he declares

himself a debtor to preach the gospel to

the Greeks and to the Barbarians, to the

wise and to the unwise. The terms

“Greeks and Barbarians” are used

somewhat in the sense of civilized and

uncivilized. Those who spoke the Greek

language were possessed, in general, of

a certain degree of refinement and civili

|zation, £ foreigners, whom the

Greeks called Barbarians, were general

ly rude and uncivilized. Wise and un

wise do not specify the natural capacity,

but the existing condition of men—the

educated and the uneducated. These in

clude all classes; and to these Paul felt

bound to preach the gospel. He also

professes his readiness to meet his obli:

gation, even to preach it in the proud

metropolis of the world, where all its

wisdom was combined with the highest

bloody persecutor of the followers of profligacy and insolence.
Jesus. He holds the clothes of the wit

messes who martyred Stephen—he still

breathes out threatening and slaughter

against the disciples—he receives com

mission and authority from the Chief

Priests to go to Damascus, to seize the

Christians there. But lo, he is smitten

down in the way—a brightness above

that of the noon-day sun shone around

him, and a voice said, “Saul, Saul, why

you, permit me now to say a word in

reference to myself. I have just stated

that I was born in Ireland. I may say

persecutest thou me? And he said, Who

art thou Lord? And he said, I am

Jesus whom thou persecutest.” Never

he esteems right. And I must confess to you in addition that I was born of did such unexpected intelligence burst

that as to some things, when the public Roman Catholic parents, and received on mortal ears. “Lord,” says he, “what

voice was against you, your course met my early education in the full faith of wilt thou have me to do ?” Christ, who

with my approbation. that church at whose altars you now had now appeared to him in heavenly

Resides, if public rumor is worthy of serve with such distinguished ability. I glory, informs him of the high commis.

belief you have forced

present position by

'lents and character, from a

" comparatively humble.

# not the least of the reasons

*" interested in your Career.

"four race have heen what

y “alled, self-made men.

history "We been nearly all such.

"tres high httributes both of

"soul to rise above the disadvan

social posi

mind

tages

To me this said my pater nosters and my

why I have Marys, more times than I can now

The mene

are common- celled me

Hail

>numerate.

yourself into your was baptized by a priest—I was confirm- sion with which he was about to be in

the force of youred by a bishop—f offen went to con:vested—"I have appeared unto thee for

fession—I have worn my amulets, and this purpose, to make thee a minister and

a witness, both of the things which thou

hast seen, and of those things

When a *outh, none ex- which I will appear unto thee:

in my attention to Mass, noring thee from the people and from the
The heroes in in the performances of the penances en- Gentiles, unto whom now I send thce,

I joined by the Father Confessor. And to open their eyes, and to turn them from

whatever were my occasional mental darkness to ''g''. and from the power of

misgivings, I remained a true son of the Satan unto God.” From this moment,

in the

f'

Now as Paul is presented to us as a

most eminent model for the Christian

minister's imitation, we infer that Paul's

obligations in relation to the ministry,

devolve upon all who become invested

with the ministerial office. Hence we

propose to consider,

1. The obligation of the Christian

minister to preach the gospel to all
classes of men.

2. The promptitude, with which, ac

cording to his ability, he should discharge
this obligation.

1. The duty of the Christian minister

to preach the gospel to all classes of men

is evinced by a variety of arguments.

(1.) The great commission under w/ , ,

'he acts. No man should take this office

to himself, but he that is called of God

as was Aaron. Christ, the Head of the

Church, was invested with supreme au

thority. “All power,” says he, “ in

heaven and in earth is given unto me—

go therefore.” He commissions and

sends forth all the true laborers into his

vineyard. Now what is the tenor of the

commission under which the minister of

the gospel is sent? It issued from him

who has all authority, and must therefore
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be the supreme law by which his conduct

should be regulated.

human being. As it is the law of the

kingdom, it is imperative. As it is the

commission under which he acts, and

from which he derives his authority, no

minister of the gospel can gainsay its re

quisitions. If he practically disregard it,

in the day of accounts, the blood of lost

souls may be found in his skirts, and the

righteous master may deal with him ac

cordingly. Surely the obligation from this

source is pointed and clear.

(2.) This duty appears from the design

of the gospel. -

In the patriarchal dispensation, the

special communications and promises of

God were limited to a single family and

its descendants. In the Mosaic dispen

sation, the spiritual favors of God were

conferred apon a single nation. All be.

yond the precincts of Judea were enveloped

in the gross darkness of heathenism. In

all this there was wisdom. God dealt

with the world as a mother with her child

—He gave it nourishment as it was able

to bear. But this dispensation was de

signed not to be permanent but prepara

tory to another and superior dispensation,

involving a still greater display of God's

infinite benevolence. The God of the

whole earth is the title which he claims.

The plan of the Christian dispensation em

braces in its comprehensive grasp, not

Judea only, but the world. The light of

heaven seemed to concentrate in Judea for

a time, but it was only that it might eventu

ally radiate from that land, as from a cen

tre, to the utmost ends of the earth. Re

pentance and remission of sins must now

be preached to all nations, beginning at

Jerusalem. And who are the appointed

agents for carrying out this grand and

benevolent design of God on behalf of the

world?—Who, but the messengers whom

he sends, having duly commissioned them

for the work : And the ministers of the

gospel are these messengers of God. It

is their business to preach repentance and

remission of sins—to carry out, as humble

instruments under God, and by the aid of

his Spirit, the grand design of the gospel

for the salvation of sinners of every kin

dred, and nation, and tongue. And that

gospel minister, who fails to execute the

duties of his office in accordance with its

object, hólds back from perishing sinners

the bread of life, and leaves them to con

demnation of guilt forever; and are con

sequently responsible for suffering them to

perish through neglect or perversity.

(3.) This duty is clear from the adapta

tion of the gospel to the wants of man.

kind. If you were exclusively possessed

of an instrument or invention which would

confer important service to mankind, as a

benefactor of your race, your duty would

be to make the instrument or invention

known. Again, if you had knowledge of

a remedy for a wide-spread, ruinous mala

dy prevalent among men, your duty would

be imperious, as a friend of humanity, to

give the remedy to the public. How is it,

then, with the minister of the gospel?

He is intrusted with a remedy for the

greatest evil that has ever befallen our

race—for a malady wbich pervades both

body and soul, and involves every descend.

ant of Adam, more or less, in its deleteri

ous effects; a malady which, unremedied,

brings death temporal, spiritual and eter

mal, as its consequence. And this remedy

is the only remedy which has been provid

ed for the evil, and it is infallible. But

the great majority of mankind are ignorant

of its existence, and consequently fail to re

tilize its benefits. It is computed that 40

thousand millions of the human family

have passed into eternity, since the first

publication of the gospel, who were never

privileged to know that a Saviour had died

for sinners, and that an atonement was

made on their behalf. And thousands an

It is, “Go ye into nually pass the goal of time into the end.

all the world and preach the gospel to less future, without having received the

every creature.” This embraces every intelligence of the infallible remedy provid.

ed by divine mercy for sin.

Now when we reflect that this remedy

is the power of God unto salvation to every

one that believes, can we hesitate for a

moment, that it is our duty to proclaim it

to the perishing millions, that they may

hear, believe and live? If we have any

compassion for our fellow men—if we have

any regard for the interests of immortal

souls, can we contemplate their perishing

condition, and not labor to relieve them 1

—can we see them going down to the

darkness of eternal death, and not strive to

admonish them of the ruin to which they

are hastening and to point them to the

way of life? Surely the Christian minis

ter must have forgotten his high calling,

and mistook his important trust, who does

not labor that the gospel may have free

course and be glorified.

(4.) Once more, this duty is enforced

by the erample of the Apostles. They

were all diligent, nnd laborious, and per

severing, and indefatigable in the discharge

of the duties peculiar to their office, and in

this respect, are most valuable patterns for

the Christian minister's imitation. Take

the example before us—the penman of our

text. He was certainly consecrated en

tirely to the work of the ministry. For

him to live was Christ; and he gloried in

nothing save the cross of Christ. As

Jesus crucified had been experienced

by him as a rich and all-sufficient

Saviour, he was eager to proclaim his

riches and sufficiency to the world,

His course was from city to city, weeping

over the wreck of immortal souls, and pro

claiming to them the word of life. Never

did he stop in his progress; for the wants

of the new society, and the perishing con

dition of men, demanded his increasing ex

ertions to disseminate the gospel. His am.

bition was always to carry the gospel to

regions beyond those beyond which it had

already reached—to preach it, as far as

possblie, in accordaece with the letter of

the commission, to every creature. He

invaded the strongholds of idolatry—the

very citadel of the enemy—and idols fell

before him, and temples crumbled to the

dust. The allurements of the world could

not divert him from his course. Its wealth,

its honors, its ease, its pleasures, all were

sacrificed in his consecration to the work;

nor could its frowns or its threatenings, its

implements of torture or death, deter him

from the faithful discharge of apostolical

duties. With calmness he could say,

“none of these things move me.” In the

audience of kings and emperors, as well as

of the people; of philosophers, as well as

of barbarians; before all classes and ranks

of the children of men; he preached boldly

the gospel of the kingdom, witnessing that

Jesus is the Christ, the Saviour of the

world; and commanding all men every

where to repent and be baptized.

Such is a brief outline of the spirit of his

ministry; and he says, “Be ye followers

of me as I am of Christ.” Can we resist

the force of the truth as it beams from his

character? Surely our field is the world.

If the laborers be few, and inadequate for

the work given them to do, let them pray

the Lord of the harvest to send more la

borers into the harvest. But let us, in the

mean time, who are occupied in the field,

use every lawful exertion, that we may

present every man perfect in Cnrist Jesus,

and accomplish the greatest possible amount

of labor appropriate to our calling. The

laborers are few, yet if these few were to

imitate the zeal and devotedness of Paul, in

his entire consecration to his work, aided

by a spirit in the church as liberal and

benevolent as that which animated the pri

mitive church, the world, in all its extent,

would soon enjoy the proclamation of the

gospel—all classes of men on the globe

tion.

of the earth.

ing to his ability, the minister of the gos.

! 10n.

The response which Paul gave to his

claim upon his services, was “As much

as in me is, I am ready to preach the gos.

pel to you that are at Rome also.” The

expression, “as much as in me is,” is sus.

ceptible of a different translation, which,

however, does not materially affect the

sense of the text. It may be rendered,

“my desire is,” or, “I am desirous,” “I

am ready,” or, perhaps the idea is, that he

obstructions were removed out of his way,

and he would be permitted to speak freely.

There seems to be an allusion to the ob.

stacles he had hitherto encountered in his

endeavor to preach the gospel to them.

He now limits his expression of readiness,

by saying, “as much as in me is;” that is,

according to my ability.

Paul felt bound to preach the gospel to

all men. He was ready, therefore, to

preach to the highly civilized and polished

nations, as well as to the rude Illyrians.

Though mean in his external appearance

and somewhat deficient in Grecian refine

ment, he was ready to preach in the proud

metropolis of the empire, the far-famed city

of Rome, where the pride of power was as

sociated with the darkness of philosophy;

where insolence and profligacy, with their

so-called wisdom, interposed an inflexible

barrier to the admission of the new reli

gion—even there he was ready to preach

the gospel of Jesus. Surely in his exam.

ple, we have a powerful and convincing

reason for a similar readiness, an equal

promptitude. This is our first argument—

the example of the great Apostle of the
Gentiles. -

(2.) The perishing condition of men

without the gospel, furnishes another, and

a most powerful motive to promptitude in

the discharge of ministerial duty. It is

not necessary to scrutinize minutely the

condition of men, or to pry into the records

of eternity respecting their fate. It is

enough to know that they are perishing for

lack of knowledge. On any other suppo.

sition, the whole conduct of the Apostle

must appear the most extravagant folly.

Why all this commotion in heaven and

earth, if nothing be endangered? The an

swer is brief. Myriads of immortal souls

are crowding down the dark way to perdi

tion, not knowing whither they go, and

there are no means by which they can be

delivered, but those which are furnished in

the gospel.

Do not all missionary efforts evince the

belief of the church that they who are

without the gospel are destined to perish?

Or, is it merely an effort to enlarge the

boundaries of a sect, to gratify the pride of

popularity? Sure I am, no missionary to

the heathen gives hopeful opinions concern

ing their condition, whatever may be the

sentiments of the church at home.

Now, when the great commission is re

peated in your hearing, “Go ye into all

the world, and preach the gospel to every

creature,” pause a moment, and let your

thoughts turn to the condition of the field

in which we are called to labor. More

than half of it is yet under the dark empire

of Satan. Look at the moving mass of de

pravity and vice, bowing at the shrine o

their idols, or standing at their altars, stain.

ed with the blood of human sacrifices.

Dark clouds of wrath hang over them, and

yet a more fearful doom awaits them;–

they throng the broad road; they enter the

wide gate; they drop into ruin eternal.

would soon be put in possession of that

knowledge which makes wise unto salva.

If the church were entirely consecrated

to the work, she could give millions of men

and money to send the gospel to the ends

2. The promptitude with which, accord.

pel should discharge his ministerial obliga

was ready to perform"this duty as far as

provided ? Yes-lessed be God -i.

was:-One, all-sufficient, mighly to sm.

and as willing as he was mighly ".

knew Him not. They coni . ".

in Him of whom they had not ". *

they could not hear without a ".

And will you, like a dumb dog, sh:w

mouth, when you have ability and ".

tunity to tell them of this Name by which

alone they can be saved! Surelyi'.

be a spark of love for perishing so, #

your breast, your duty will be per"

with the promptitude which the urgenty,

the case demands. Dety is ". .

other moment, and a soul is lost to hū.

ness—lost to God—for ever.

(3) The duties of the miniserials.

demand a prompt performance || ".

have correctly interpreted the great ".

mission under which the Christian minise

acts, the duty of preaching the g",

all men is clear. Now, the command ,

present and imperative, “Go!" No.

of our time is properly our own. It is a

devoted. It should be all occupied ini,

Master's service. Work while it is cal:

to-day;—be diligent in business. Soft.

ness should find no place in us, whilst in

terests so vast as to move Heaven for the

security, depend upon our exertions. Sir

ly if Jesus trembled in the agony of hi.

soul, for the salvation of the world; if "

died for it; it is but little for us to do,"

make the fact known—to publish it even

where. What less can we do? -

Many other considerations mighthem

duced, by which promptitude and diligent

in the discharge of ministerial duty an

urged upon all those who sustain the min

isterial office, but let these suffice of th

present. In conclusion, I remark,

1. The duties of the Christian minist

require an entire consecration to the work

and hence the Christian minister should b

as little entangled with the cares and can

cerns of the world as passible. Instead.

serving tables, he should be occupied exclu

sively in the work most appropriatelo"

An individual thus encumbered, will rarel

be prepared for the duties of his calling, a

he should be. The pressure of world; it

terests or of worldly wants will eating

him in a net, and the duties of his callin

as he should be. The pressure

worldly interests or of worldly wants w

entangle him in a net, and the duties offi

office will be made to yield to the claim

of his temporal necessities.

2. If the Christian minister should

entirely consecrated to the duties of

office, the church is under obligations.

enable him to be so, by sustaining h

with temporal support. Christ has orda

ed that they who preach the gospel shot

live by the gospel. “The laborer is "

thy of his hire.” “If we have sown u.

you spiritual things, is it a great thing"

we should reap your carnal things." .

How has the church met this obliga"

Oh! how often have the ministry b.

checked in their devotedness, how "

have their attentions been taken aw

from the duties of their calling, by ther

of want in their impoverished fami

How often have they been compelle

labor with their own hands to gain as

sistence, whilst multitudes are perish

for lack of the gospel, which they m

otherwise be enabled to preach to the

How often do we see the young, prom"

minister, devoting his time, his talents.

his scanty patrimony, to the work."
office; and, in a few years, he is le

may be, to die in poverty, leaving"

to mourn his exit, a desolate comp"

and beggared children, his heart"

deeply saddened by the thought that

Church will afford them neither pily

relief! Oh! how far beneath the spir

primitive times, when the Church was

guardian of the widow and the '''

and made special provision for their b

fit! How parsimonious the liberall)

Merciful God! and was there no Saviour these favored times |

I'

| |t|
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3. It is almost too obvious to remark, swelling mound

*

s is not to be disregarded. Christ's followers to reproach. They will,

*

==========

A NEw MIRACLE. Several Roman

that the minister is bound, to the whole ex-It speaks of what remains above earth's perhaps, be accused of being behind the Catholic journals record a new miracle.

tent of his ability, to preach the gospel

titute. Nothing but dire necessity can ex
-

cuse his neglect of this duty. Were he vapor

principles of action too high

to surface, and cries, ‘vanity of vanities, all world, only because they are really before|According to the tale, the Virgin Mary ap

all within his reach, especially to the' Vanity. It utters the word of admo-lit, adopting

inition,

peared on the 19th of September, 1846,

‘What is your life? is it not a for their comprehension, putting their con- to two shepherd boys who were together

that passeth away?". It tells of fidence in the great truths of the gospel, on the mountain of La Salette, in the dio

fully impressed with a sense of the im: hope and triumph to the believer: ‘That'and seeking first to enthrone these in the cese of Grenoble. She spoke to each in

portance of his calling, and the value of

immortal souls; could he but feel that he

who converts a sinner from the errors of

his ways, shall save a soul from death;

could he but feel the pulsations of joy that

which thou sowest is not quickened ex

cept it die-this corruptible must put on

incorruption, and this mortal must put on

immortality. It pleads with the living,

to, whom this hope is yet unknown:

would thrill through his soul at meeting: Whatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do

such an one in the realms of glory; could

he weigh the amount of glory, or estimate

the bliss which such an event would pro

duce in the heart;—all the energies of his

nature would be employed in proclaiming

the gospel to all classes of men within his

reach. - - • *

4. If Christ has commissioned ministers

\",

*, *.

|

ty

". .

\",

"...

m

. to preach the gospel to every creature—to

all men, without regard to rank or con
dition—they are under most solemn obliga.

tions to obey, and under the most fearful

. responsibilities, if they disobey. The

- Christian minister, duly called and set

apart for his office, is an ambassador for

* Christ. “We are ambassadors for Christ;

as though God did beseech you, we pray

you, in Christ's stead, be ye reconciled to

* God,” “He that receiveth you, receiveth

me, and he that despiseth you, despiseth

** me." Every refusal of offered mercy and

""" salvation, at the hands of the gospel minis

* ter, is a refusal of Christ, offered through

" his ambassador, and such refusal will be

* dealt with as rebellion against the Sove
w: * reign Lord, who has appointed the way of

** salvation. The gospel imposes its de

* mands upon all to whom it comes; upon

" the Greek and the Barbarian—the rude

" and the civilized; the bond and the free;

* the peasant and the king;—all stand upon

Its" the same platform of guilty before God

| " and all must apply to the same blood of

** atonement for pardon and justification,

, , . To reject this offered mercy is to despise

''': the Son of God, and to incur his indigna

*::::: tion and wrath forever. “How shall we

| W: escape, if we neglect so great salvation?”

in his

' '. The following extracts are inserted at

it', the suggestion of one to whom we are

0, it's indebted for many interesting, original

** favors.
ar'': * -

... “It is very affecting to behold the ge.

... herations of men ripened, then decaying,

; :::: and silently dropping into an unseen
* world.

as Ilow are they blotted from the things that be,

#: How few all weak and withered in their force,

'#' Wait on the verge of dark eternity,

*::: likestranded wrecksthetide's returning hoarse

'': To sweep them from our sight.

* . This is a dying world—a world of such

#" incessant change, that as well might I set

*** my affections on the tints of the gathered

** flower now fading and shriveling in my

* "d as on any thing that draws mort:

* "th. A scythe invisible to us is mov.

* "g in its appointed circuit, and we know

* "how many of our own choicest blos.

£r soms lie within the doomed space. It is

s' "ridle; day and night, summer and

* "on the snows of Lapland and be.

** "h the burning zone, amid the festive

** "ty and through the low and peaceful

*

"ying its ten thousands as it goes.

've seen the flowers that best I lov.

£ adorned my own little spot of

"in the morning green and growing

" "d in the evening cut dow. d,'
"p and withered. Yea, in a 'literal

morning and evening, while, far and

: kinsfolk, friends and£
dead. * living are outnumbered by the

h is an awful co

"oice that co

---

ntemplation, and the 'd -

ines from a multitude of courage; for it will certainly expose Barnes.

it with thy might; for there is no work,

inor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom

in the grave whither thou goest.”
Charlotte Elizabeth.

“There is one thing that Satan especial

ly hates: he hates to see us working

when we have ceased to attach the slight:
est meritorious value to what we de. He

raises a shout of legality, and tries to

frighten us into the shades of inert con

templation. He cannot hinder the Lord

from lighting our candle: but he often

contrives to clap a bushel over it, woven.

perchance, of Scripture texts, which

were given for a very different purpose.

O that we were less ignorant of his de

vices!—more guarded when he trans

forms himoelf into an angel of light!”

Charlotte Elizabeth.

*

HAs THE CHURCH OBEYED THE CoM.

MAND of CHRIST 7 Let the thousands in

our own land, from which the means of

grace are withheld, answer; let the savage

tribes of our western wilderness answer;

let benighted, injured Africa, the hundreds

of millions in heathen Asia, the vast num

bers who follow after the false prophet,

and who worship the beast, the islands of

the sea, the two millions of unconverted

seamen, answer; and, from the whole, will

be heard the melancholy response, No! the

Church has not obeyed the high mandate

of her great Head. She sits at ease, with

the dying shrieks of millions ringing in her

ears. In vain does the heathen world un

roll before her the sad picture of its degra

dation; in vain does the missionary, as he

:

Paganism, call for more aid—vain, as yet,

the burning, heart-stirring appeals of those

who, with broken down health, have visit

ed their native shores. She loves her

gold, silver, merchandise, goodly apparel,

men, and will not listen to her duty. I

know that something has been done; but,

alas! how feeble our efforts, compared

with the magnitude and urgency of the

work | A few rays from our Churches

have streamed across the wide waters,

upon darkness so dreary and immense,

that, like the flickering light of a taper in

a gloomy cavern, they serve little else

than to make the darkness more visible.

“THE CHURCH REHIND THE World.”

Much is said in certain quarters, purport.

ing to show that the Church is behind the

world in benevolent operations, measures

of reform, &c. In a certain sense it is

too true that many of our Churches are

behind the world—they have fallen into

the wake of the world, and are consenting

to be led by worldly principles in their

world, and are taking the world's way, in

stead of Christ's way to reform society.

This is the reason why they are so far

behind the position which they ought to

occupy as “the salt of the earth,” “the

light of the world.” The light-bearers of

t

t

t

he pa

hem, not

toils alone amidst the wide wastes of

and luxuries of life, more than the souls of

inner man, that his outside may be clear

also.

PULLINo Down THE INFLUENCE of The

Church. It is comparatively easy to de

stroy the influence of the Church over the

hearts of the impenitent, by disparaging

her, and dwelling on her faults in a sneer.

ing, contemptuous tone and style. But

when this is done, what else shall we sub

stitute in the place of that which we have

destroyed ! Would that all who are en

gaged in this bad work, had, if not grace,

at least wisdom to foresee the dreadful con

sequences of their conduct | When the

restraints of the Church (imperfect as she

is) are once taken off from the necks of the

unconverted, they give themselves up

without concern to the pursuit of this

world. It is marvelously pleasant to them

to hear God's professed people decried and

derided. There is no opiate like it for a

troubled conscience.

CITY CoNGREGATIons. Some ministers

suppose that all wisdom is in a city con

gregation; some, that behind a pair of

spectacles there must be always some

great doctor in the laws, in medicine, or

divinity; some, that a graceful air, a gen

teel dress, or that jewels and rings, imply

that there is a peculiar qualification for

appreciating a good discourse in theology;

some, that all wisdom is in the east, and

that any thing will do for the west; some,

that those of eminent attainments should

be employed in a Christian land, and that

much more slender endowments may oc.

cupy the field in ministrations among the

heathen. Hence there are so many who

feel themselves peculiarly called to labor

in city congregations, and city congrega.

tions are so favored with an opportunity to

select a pastor from such a multitude who

would be willing to serve them; and hence

there are those who feel that it would be

an absolute waste oftalent if their lives were

spent beyond the mountains, or among the

heathem.

Never were greater mistakes made than

occur in regard to the ability of men to

estimate a public discourse. Good sense,

like air and water, necessaries of life, are

diffused about equally, and with great pro

fusion, over the world; genius and emi

nent talents, like gems, may be rare in.

deed, but, like gems, contribute little to

the general happiness of the race. A man

makes a great mistake who supposes that

all are intelligent in cities; that none are

capable of appreciating a good discourse in

a country congregation; and equally does

he err who supposes that his talent would

be unappreciated in the west, or wasted

among the heathen. There is in this

country most certainly, often a much

higher ability to appreciate a public dis.

course in a country congregation, than in

a city congregation; and he who would

make a small endowment of good sense go

*ge, and over the wide waves of the efforts at reform—they have sacrificed a great way, would offen do well to direct

£ighty main-it moves—it ever moves their independence to the demands of the his steps to a splendid city church. . In

the west there is as high an order of talent

developing itself, as this age is likely to

produce; and he who has talent and de

sires that it may be appreciated, would do

well to set his face toward the setting sun.

Henry Martyn found occasion for all the

he world should go before the world, in skill in dialectics which the University of

th which Christ has marked out for Cambridge could furnish, among the thirty miles is repealed.

follow after the world in the way |Moolahs of Persia, and his talent Was not

which the men of the world prescribe. To lost, for he left a path of living light froming one ounce, to any officer or soldier in Mexi

o this requires at the present day great the Ganges to the Euphrates.-Albert|co, are free, if endorsed, . Belonging to the A*

his native tongue; to one in French, to the

other in the German patois of the frontier;

giving to each a very long exhortation on

the want of diligence among the people of

Corps, the village to which they belonged.

She wore a wreath of roses; when she

went away they saw that the grass did not

bend under the pressure of her feet; she

disappeared gradually; the light of her

countenance dazzled them. On one spot

where her feet rested, a fountain sprung

out, which has not since dried; and the

water has proved a successful remedy for

sick persons.--London Spectator, April

17th, 1847.

So Rome, even now, practises her

“abominations” of “miracles and lying

wonders,” notwithstanding the recent ex

posure before the intelligent world of the

imposture of the “Holy Coat of Treves,”

and the consequent defection from her ig

norant ranks of the thousands of more en

lightened German reformed under Ronge

and Czerski. There is not a trait of hu

man character so pitiable, as this pervert

ed tendency of the religious sentiment, to

the most foolish and degrading supersti

tions.

Why do these pretended miracles never

occur here? Is it that the actors fear

their jugglery may be exposed? Certain

it is that there are few Catholics so igno.

rant in this country even after a brief resi.

dence, who do not imbibe enough of the

inquisitive spirit of our institutions, to

make, an attempt on the part of their priest

thus to defraud them, very hazardous. It

would be followed, doubtless, by some un

welcome defections from the ranks of Ro

manism. Imposture like this can only

thrive in an atmosphere of ignorance and

mental darkness.—New York Observer,

A correspondent of the Watchman and Ob

server, in noticing an article which had previous.

ly appeared in that paper advocating the estab

lishment of the ancient order of Deaconesses,

writes as follows:

“I for one, cordially accede to this proposition,

"lthough perhaps from different motives than

those which influence the writer of the article

alluded to. There is, as far as my observation

extends, in every congregation, a certain class of

ladies who are constantly interfering in those

affairs which we would suppose fall under the

supervision and control of the elders and deacons.

The exceeding zeal of those persons eminently

qualifies them for office-bearers, and it might be

well to appoint them as such, lest they incur the

censure passed by Paul upon ‘some which walk

among you, disorderly, busy-bodies. He says

also, “I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp

authority over the man, but to be in silence."

This passage however, refers, I Presume, to the

private members of the church, not to the officers.

In conclusion, I would suggest, that if this order

is instituted, that of D.acons shall be abolished,

as it would be found superfluous.”

Changes in Postage. By the new law, passed

March 3d, the following changes are made in the

rates of postage.

1. Two or more letters may not be addressed

to different persons under the same envelope, un

less directed to a foreign country.

2. The postage of circulars or handbills is

raised to three cents, prepaid.

3. Transient newspapers, or those not sent from

the office of publication to subscribers, are rated

as handbills, three cents, prepaid.

5. The law making newspapers free under

5. Letters, papers, and packages, not exeeed.

my.”
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without the profoundest emotions.

Mourat Moriah,

BY J. T. HEADLEY.

Mount Moriah stands just without Jerusa

lem, and is now crowned with the mosque

of St. Omar, whose entrance has long

been forbidden to the Christian, and kept

sacred to the followers of Mohammed. It

stands were the rude altar of Abraham

rose nearly four thousand years ago.

The proud city has risen and fallen beside

it, the generations of men come and gone,

and whole dynasties of kings disappeared

one after another, yet there it stands as it

stood in the wilderness, when it was trod.

den only by the wild beast of the forest.

The sacrifice of Abraham, which con

secrated Mount Moriah, is to me one of

the most touching events in human his.

tory. I can never read over the unosten.

tatious, brief account given in the Bible

Know

ing that parental and human nature are the

same in all ages, my imagination immedi.

ately fills up the sketch in all its thrilling

details. The shock of the announcement

by God—the farewell with Sarah—the

three days' lonely journey—the uncon.

scious playfulness of Isaac on the way,

and the stern struggle of the father's heart

to master its emotions, all rise before me,

and I seem to hold my breath in suspense

till the voice of the angel breaks the pain.

ful spell, and the uplifted knife is stayed.

Abraham had long wished and prayed

for a son who should inherit his property

f

be a double sacrifice before the time.

—the asses were saddled, and all was

ready for departure; yet still Isaac linger

ed in the tent, covered with the fond

caresses of his mother. To part with him

a week seemed like losing him an age.

But at length she led him forth to the door

of the tent, and imprinting a last kiss on

his bright young forehead, bade him go.

As Abraham saw him approach with half

a smile and half a tear on his face, he

thought of his own return without him,

and her mute despair and crushing agony

that would meet him as he stood speech

less and helpless and desolate before his

wife. Who would answer her inquiries'

who still her piercing cries for Isaac her

only son ? All these thoughts rushed over

the patriarch's heart, bearing him to the

earth, yet his firm soul never betrayed his

emotions, and he turned away to meet the

struggle before him without faltering or

'delay. His tent disappeared in the dis.

tance, and the last object visible on the

plain was the form of Sarah watching

them from afar. For three weary days

did Abraham journey on, pressed with a

single thought, crushed by one over-mas.

tering sorrow, and vet without a heart to

sympathize with him. Isaac, on whose

pure spirits young hopes lay like morning

dew-drops—to whom life was fresh, joy

ous, and radiant, and the earth bolted with—bear up his name, and transmit it to pos

terity, until it had become the absorbing

thought of his life. Isaac was the child of

his old age—his only son—the single link

on which everything rested, and on him

were garnered all the love and hopes of his

noble heart. But if he was an object of

such intense affection and priceless worth

to Abraham, what must he have been to

Sarah " Oh, who can tell with what ab

sorbing love, what inexpressible fondness,

the mother bowed over his cradle and

watched his growing strength. Isaac l—

that name was to her the embodiment of

everything beautiful and lovely, and his

clear laugh never rung out on the morn

ing air without sending a thrill through

her bosom almost painful from its intense

delight. His voice without the tent would

arrest her in the midst of any occupation,

and there was no world where her boy

was not. But this beautiful scion was to

be cut off—this bright young being slain,

and the father's hand was to do the deed.

So came the command from heaven; and

the bolt that then and there crushed through

Abraham's heart none but God saw enter.

“Take now thy son, thy only son Isaac

whom thou lovest, and get thee into the

land of Moriah, and offer him there for a

burnt-offering on one of the mountains I

shall tell thee of.” The lightning had

fallen, and the aged tree was struck, though

not shattered. The patriarch's fear had

come upon him, and he turned to his tent

that night with a cloud on his soul the

light of faith could scarcely pierce. The

voice of his son which had heretofore made

his heart leap for joy, now sent a pang
through it as if it were the last cry of suf.

fering rather than the call of affection.

No sleep visited his eyes that night, yet he

kept the fearful tidings to himself, and

summoned all his energies to meet the ter.

rible trial that awaited him. What! tell

the mother that her boy was to be slain,

and the father to do the deed-that the

lamb of her bosom, and the only joy of

her heart was to be gashed and marred by

the cruel knife, and his body burned on

rainbows-talked ceaselessly of the new

objects and scenes that had passed before

him. But his delights, his innocent en

joyment, brought only a deeper shado on

Abraham's brow, and, if he smiled to

please his child, it was a smile more pain.

ful to behold than his look of sadness.

Each answer to his inquiries seemed a

heartless deception, and the weary hours

a mere prolongation of the mockery of his

young affections, and desires, and joys.

And when that son pillowed his head on

his bosom at night, and Abraham too deso

late to sleep, listened to his calm breathing,

methinks his purpose to slay him almost

faltered; and, when the morning broke

over the landscape, and he watched him

still in beauty by his side, the task re

quired of him seemed too great for human

strength. But the darker the hour grew,

and the more fixed the irrevocable decree,

the heavier he leaned on the Omnipotent

arm.

After three days' toilsome travel, the

mountain at length rose before them, and

Abraham bidding his servants wait his re

turn, took his son and began to ascend its

rugged sides. Like the great antitype

who bore his own cross up Calvary, Isaac

carried the wood for the burnt-offering on

his shoulders, while Abraham took the

fire and knife in his hand. “So they

went both of them together.” It requires

no vivid imagination to fill up this scene,

so slightly sketched in the Bible. Human

nature is the same the world over, and as

the hour of stern trial approached, Abraham

became silent and sad. The fire and knife

in his hand, caused him to shudder and

cry, with the stern language, “My son,

God has chosen thee as the lamb for the

|burnt-offering.” Methinks, as fear gradu.

ally yielded to filial obedience, and to the

command of heaven, and the moving

words, “my mother, my mother,” died

away in indistinct murmurs, that Isaac did

not close his eyes against the fatal blow,

but opened them instinctively on his father,

his only help in that fearful hour, and still

a far desolate mountain l—that he was to watched the glittering blade as it quivered

come back no more—his voice to cheer like a serpent’s tongue above his bosom,

her loneliness no more, but his ashes to be

scattered over the bleak hill-side by the

winds of heaven Oh no the burden

was heavy enough already, without taking

upon himself the mother's grief. Beside,

that boy could never leave the tent in the

for it was his father who was about to

strike. But oh! who nerved the parent's

heart in that terrible moment? As his

hand put back the clustering ringlets from

that fair young forehead, and his glance

The morning broke clear and beautiful spare thy son; lay not thy hand upon the

morning unconscious of his approaching lovingly and despairingly on him, whol Foards EvANGELICAL Society

fate, if the mother's farewell was to be a gave steadiness to his arm, and strength to Evangelical Society held its*

last one. That fatal leave-taking would his will, as he bent to the fatal stroke! at Dr. Hutton's Church on w:

He who cried, “Abraham, Abraham |

lad, neither do thou anything unto him,

for now I know that thou fearest God, see.

ing that thou hast not withheld thy son,

thine only son from me.” Faith was

triumphant—the gold had been tried and

found pure, the father tasked to the utter.

most had stood, and lo, Isaac bounded

from the altar, in the joy of recovered free

dom, and fell on his father's neck in pas

sionate tears. Oh, did ever father and son

bend in such overwhelming gratitude be

fore an altar as they or did the smoke of

sacrifice ever go up over two more de

voted hearts than then and there went up

from the top of Moriah Faith sublime,

unequalled holy faith, consecrated that

monntain for ever.

Years afterwards the temple of Solomon

threw the sunbeams upon it, and the

children of Israel paid their vows there;

but it has no memorial like that of the

offering up of Isaac.

*m
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Anniversaries.

Our Eastern exchanges come to us filled with

accounts of the various religious and":

associations, which have recently celebrated their

anniversaries in New York. The following

summary of these accounts will be read with

interest:

PREsByTERIAN BoARD of Missions. The An

nual meeting of this Board was he'd shbbath

evening May 9th, in Dr. M'Elroy's Church.

After the introductory exercises, the Annual

report was read by Rev. J. C. Lowrie, one of the

Secretaries; from which it appears that the re.

ceipts of the Society during the year have been

$95,628, being a larger sum than at any previous

year; and its expenditures $95,458.

Within the year there have been sent out to

the heathen 10 ordained missionaries, 2 licensed

preachers, a teacher, steward, and carpenter:

and 10 female assistants.

The Board has 4 mission stations among the

Indians,—2 in Western Africa, at Sinoa, and

Monrovia; to which latter place has been sent a

young man whose extraordinary zeal and enter.

prise enabled him to acquire an education while

laboring as a slave, and who was redeemed by

the Presbytery of Alabama and sent according

to his own desire to preach the gospel in the

land of his ancestors.

lm India the Board has 3 missions under the

care of about 30 laborers, one of these missions

was temporarily interrupted by the Sikh war, but

a yet wider field has been opened by it, and a

call now comes for missionaries to cross the

Sutlej. At the other missionary stations the

schools established by the English government

have been recently given into the care of the

American missionaries.

The Board has 1 mission in Siam and 3 in

China, at Canton, Macao and Ningpo. Among

the Jews they hope soon to establish a mission.

They are also engaged in aiding the missionary

efforts of Protestants in France and other coun

tries of Papal Europe.

After the reading of the Report, Rev. Messrs.

Jameson and Wilson missionaries to India ad

dressed the audience. The last named gentle.

man in a very animated manner delineated the

character of the work to be done, and the obliga.

tion imposed on the Church by Divine Provi

dence.

They were often asked, he said, what had

been done by the vast expenditure of money and

labor for the conversion of the heathen. All the

ordained missionaries sent out from the Protes.

tant world as yet amounted to only 700–by these

200,000 converts had been gathered; or 285 to

every ordained missionary, by each of these 125

children had been placed under Christian in

struction, and he hazarded nothing in saying

'hat this was far beyond the ordinary success o

pierced the depth of those eyes fixed so

Ahe Executive Committee.

The For

hth anniver a

ashington S

on Tusday evening, Rev. Dr.£
chair. The exercises were opened with on

by the Rev. Mr. Wilson of Cincinnati. #"

The Treasurer's Report presented by W.

Chester, Esq., exhibited the following slalem

of the sums expended:–

Appropriated and paid to the work

in Europe $7.6
* 690 :

To Canada, 1,000 ||

South America, 30 &

Africa, 540 (.

Annual report and Quarterly p.

per, 673;

Expenses at home, including sala.

ry, office, travelling expenses,

&c., 4,412 &

Cash on hand, 1939

Total, received and expended. *:

This is a falling off ofabout one-third from

receipts of last year.

Rev. Dr. Baird, then presented the ".

It mentioned

death of the Rev. Mr. Strong of Montreal, on

the most valuable members of the Softly."

loss will long be deplored. It then proced

remark upon the connection between the

perity of the church in any country and

spread of the gospel throughout the world.

proper work of this Society may be called

Home Missionary work of Christendom:

during the eight years that have passed sing

organization the truth has made rapid pr:

in France, Belgium and Canada, as we

among the Armenians, Greeks and other Fa

nations. Even in Papal countries hillet

accessible, formidable obstacles are gradu'l

ing removed: and all things conspiretoe"

the Society in its Christian exertions. At

the interest in the subject has gradual

creased, and the falling off in its receipt is

ing, not to any diminution of interestin the

ject, but to the limited agency employed

eided impressions have been made upon

who have thought that Papists cannot."

who think they need not be converted-"

AMERICAN SFAMEN's FRIEND Soci".

Nineteenth Anniversary of this *

held on Monday evening at the Taber

|Capt. Edward Richardson, President,

chair. After singing, prayer was offer

Rev. Mr. Douglass of Philadelphia.

An abstract of the Annual Report " '

Rev. J. Spaulding, one of the Secretaries

ceipts $17,515; disbursements $17,90s,

cluding local expenditures, nor a legacy

received of $2,400. A letter was" f

King of the Sandwich Islands, th":

ciety for appointing Mr. Darner "

place of Mr. Deal, who was also high

mended. The King spoke highly of t

sionary efforts in his islands, particularly

suppression of the use of the strong Watel

temperance. The Sailors' Home h"

modated during the past year 4,319 sailo

ers, and during the last five years of 18?

Christ. .

American and Foreign A*

crety. This Society held its annive"
Tabernacle, Tuesday, at 3, P. M., the exe?

ing opened by reading the Scriptures"

Lewis Tappan read the Annual Report.

responding Secretary, Rev. A. A. Phelp

detained at home by failing health. "
of this society for the last year." b.

635, of which $5.500 had been expen'.
Anti-Slavery paper in Washing", D.C

AMERICAN AND Foreign Bm" See"

Tenth Anniversary of this Society "

10 o'clock on Tuesday morning, ""

Cone's Church, Broome street. An "

hymn having been sung, the opening."

offered by the Rev. Mr. Jones, of New

Mr. Wm. H. Wyckoff read a long*
teresting report of the Society’s affairs.

The gross receipts of thes"."

past year, amounted to $31,”"
tures, $28,15891; balance on hand, §

the gospel in Christian lands.—N. Y. Observer.
Increase of receipts during the past y
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: 26.200 Testaments. Total, 44 620; the among the Catholics. I was generally received ly poor. The wife was in feeble health; the hus.

whole number hitherto published, 211,639 vo-kindly, and they told me they would buy some band, a strong, athletic man, but a drunkard.

lumes. Total number of issues during the past of my books, if the priest had not forbidden them, How much more wretched and hopeless is the

year, 40,036. V. -

47, whole number ap to the present time, 1493.

Addresses were made by Rev. S

Paud for printing Bibles, $17,655 86; sala

•s,

-- -- Though the roads were so bad that I was appeared truly grate:ul, and after a precious

s6053 28; salary of Secretary, $2.356 25; obliged to pack my books on a horse, my sales|season of prayer left them, rejoicing that thus

expense of reporting. $647 62. The publica averaged about twelve dollars per day for the first the .. gospel is preached to the poor.”

The second week 1 spent principally

|

*>

w
*

ANoTHER CAREY ORDINATION. The

Episcopal papers give accounts of a recent

ordination in Rhode Island, which threatens

to produce as great an excitement as that

*

I called soon after on another family wretched.
us of the current year amount to 18,320 Bibles, week.

lumes presented to the Library, though they would generally promise to read

what I gave them. In a conversation with one

H. Cone, Rev. of the more intelligent of the Catholics, respect.

ing their refusing to read the Bible and think for

themselves, I urged the impropriety of his sub

mitting his immortal soul so implicitly into the

hands of any man as he submitted his to the

The following report has been furnished us for priest. The next day he followed me up and

publication. we give it an insertion that our giving me his hand accosted me, saying, I have

-

E. Lathrop and Dr. Babcock, and various resolu- |

tions offered.

poverty occasioned by intemperance, than that

induced, in the providence of God, by ill health.

The one often kisses the rod that smites, and

looks confidently back to God for relief. While

the other curses, gnashing its teeth, or broods in

sullen, silent dispair. This man denied that he

had no Bible, till his wife recalled the fact. I

supplied thern with a Bible; also with some other

books, and some tracts on Intemperance.

of Carey by Bishop Onderdonk.

The candidate under examination was

asked by Mr. Cooke (the former highly es:

teemed colleague of Dr. Milnor, at St.

George's) if he regarded the penitent be.

liever as justified before baptism. His an

swer, “not fully,” was sustained by

Bishop Henshaw, who declared his own

opinion to be the same. The examination

being continued, Mr. Cooke became satis.
fied of the young man's unsoundness, and

declined to present him as he had intended

lo, and refused to participate in his ordina

tion. The Bishop and a single Presbyter

(contrary to the rubric which requires at

least two) proceeded with and completed

the service. -

The Churchman, of course, sustains the

Bishop, and publishes sundry communica

tions from its juvenile correspondents,

(students who flesh their maiden swords

in hacking at the evangelicals.) in which

the idea that the sinner is justified without

baptism is ridiculed as utterly inconsistent

with the church views of the subject. The

Churchman editor declares: “The offices

of the church are framed on the theory of

universal redemption, and hence all in:

fants, being baptized, are consistently said

to be justified, and to be made the children

of God. To deny that all infants receive

this grace, and are invested with these re

lations in baptism, is a plain consequence

of the Calvinistic system.”.

The issue seems to be fairly joined, and

we trust in God that those who love the

truth will be found faithful in this con

troversy. The Churchman closes its re

marks with the following quotation, which

deserves to be remembered: “The state

of Christianity is a state of war, in order

to obtain everlasting peace; and a soldier

of Jesus Christ must sleep inder arms,

that he may not be surprised in a defence.

less condition.” . ."
. . * *

* * * * *

's

A missionary among the North Ameri.

can Indians, residing...at Stockbridge, in

the Indian Territory, writes under date of

March 30th, as follows: " '" "

“The cause of Christ is steadily ad

vancing among our Indian population. At

the several stations in the worthern part of

the Indian Territory additions have been

|frequently occurring during the past sea

son. Very recently eight or ten have

been baptized by brother Barker, among

... "

evil, and we hold it to be the duty of ali' Shawanoes, five 'six by brother
men by all wise and Christian means i., Blanchard, among the Delawares, two at

traders may have an idea of the manner in which been thinking much of what you said to me yes- May the Lord make his truth mighty to do

* "porteurs operate, and of the important part terday. Well, sir, I replied, I say the same to good in whatever form it is presented.

they may act in diffusing religious knowledge. day that I said yesterday. All I want is for you I might fill many sheets with incidents of this

REPORT OF MR JAMES BOYD, to read carefully and prayerfully, and judge for kind, but these will suffice to show the nature of

* colporteur for Butler County. yourself. We read the Bible togethe, some time. the colporteur work.

". In the good providence of God, I have"'£ :£ in “Baxter's May the Lord raise up many who shall be

permitted to spend another year in the vineyard he laid down ::: and remarked as willing to spend their days going about doing

** of the Lord, serving in the capacity of colporteur. feel. Take that book h mat makes my heart good. JAMEs Boyd,

"... Being employed by a public society, I am requir. th - gh. Put y *K, ". said I, and read it Colporteur for Butler County, Pa.

"N" ed to give a report of my labors. rough. Put your trust in God, and fear not - -

. . . f $ving thanks to God what man can do to you. But he said, the priest . At a meeting lately held In Manchester, Eng.,
*n." First of all, then, after giving will some way find it out and punish me for it. the Archbishop of Dublin remarked, that the
* , for all his goodness to me, I would express my . .. - p ... money required to support one soldier would

"..., unfeigned thanks to the people among whom I An: reminding him. of the Ronge Reformation educate fifty children.

£r, have travelled, for their abundant hospitality to: in Germany, he took the book, promised to read

lite, ward me–for their kind, encouraging counsels- it and keep it from the priest and, as he departed, C E

". - - d cause has had in theirl"." God speed in my work. onrenes: of the Evangelical
s: for "."::: t: with which One man said he was glad to see me, for they ALLIANCE. - The meeting for the pur.

* ... prayers—and for the . y : so much so had been imposed upon by a man selling “Sears' " of forming an Evangelical Alliance in

"stir * been so generally gre * . - *, Biography” and other books, who passed himself the United States assembled last week at

it's: indeed, as to''"*"or, Boyd the color. the lecture room of Dr. Skinner's church,

m is a rather than a self-denying: l th. A Reformed Presbyterian minister told me New York. Rev. Dr. Schermerhorn Was

ins,'": I have been enabled ' orm:' "that the attendance on his ministry had been invited to preside at the devotional ser.

far colporteur service during the year,: le considerably increased by the books I had scat." An address was made by the

... " month to my own'": visited|tered among the people, and he wished me to go chairman, on the subject of Christian

* £"6: s' no: into his other charge. Another minister of that Union. Next followed the transaction of

'n' [f i. - : ... he Bibl * d 178 had church paid me $14 for books for his own library. business, and Hon. Joseph C. Hornblower,

.*, ligious books except the Bille, an """And I was often detained by people till they LL.D., Chief Justice of New Jersey, was

!'"; ting : ':£ could borrow money from their neighbors to pay''#£ Kirk,

..., the habit of spending their Sabbains for books. of Boston, and Rev. Dr. Peck, Secretaries.

illed:" places than in the sanctuary of God: and were In passing through the Catholic neighborhood Rev. Dr. Cox then read the formula to

hua, not the gospel sent to their firesides they would wher. I had previously scattered books and be signed by those desiring to become

"h", seldom receive it. . * - tracts, I was received much more kindly than members of the Conference. Various

drak" s: no£: but£ ""lbefore some of them bought many more books speeches Were delivered, and resolutions

- 600 volumes, such as Baxter, Doddrige, Flavelih, when I was first among them. Others said adopted. The discussion of slavery oc

, fin, and Owen,: a large number of Bibles, Tes. they would like the books and were it not for the cupied much time, and the result was the

run at £ : '' have been scattered among priests they would buy. One Catholie asked me adoption of this article: - - -

* this people during t" year, accompanied, where to pardon him for harsh and profane language That while the Evangelical Alliance

us.' it seemed proper, with a kind admonition and he had used to me when I was first among them'' into its bosom such persons only

# * ": You told me, said he, there was no religion in "s." respectable members of Evangeli.

{fi: My sales for the year have been 3,098 volumes, cursing and swearing, and since I read one of cal churches, we are. nevertheless per

A: £ My£ during the same year, 558 your tracts called the “warning voice,” I well suaded that the great object of the Associa.

*** .:: i:10 pages of tracts, £100. 'believe it. It was the displeasure of God you in.'tion, the Promotion of a larger Christian

*£:' the Bible which curred said I, and not mine; and if you are ef. Union may be furthered by a frank ex.

" misal" it, :"g of many in "|fectually warned to flee from the wrath to come, Pression of our sentiments on the subject

A ##". ": "g". Through the kind. I am more than satisfied. You have no pardon of Slavery. Wetherefore declare our deep

k" ":££ General Agent of the to ask from me. will you not now take this unaltered opposition to this stupendous
* C.£ an : **ely in Allegheny . Baxter's Call" and read it with humble prayer

," ' "e been furnished me at a small to God that he would enlighten your understand- - - - -

*:: : enabled me to meet the ne- ing, and see if it does not indeed call loudly to seek its entire extirpation and removal

* th #.: "any further expense toy. He accepted the book with thankfulness, from the land. Still the one object of the
es' i "society. - o that we would all pray more for these blind, Alliance shall be steadily kept in view,

** ":: a world like this, where led by the blind, that God would open their which is the promotion of Christian Union

re: with man:'' cup, we meet hearts to receive the truth: - and brotherly love.

".. heart: its o . "g interest. Each Along near the county line, I found many -

- * its own bitterness, and often the poor families, to whom I gave books and tracts. SARRATH OBSERVANCE IN ScotLAND.

colporteur """ confident of those sorrows! I found one family consisdog of the parents and The excitement respecting the stoppage of

* - "ch are not told to the world. His heart is three children, so poor that they required aid the Edinburgh and Glasgow Railroad on

* offen". too, by his work being made the from their neighbors to enable them to live. I [the Sabbath has not yet subsided. The
"." : of turning back the wayward to God and saw no bed except some straw in the corner and half-yearly meeting of the shareholders

* * : leaven; of comforting and building up some an old quilt or two. They showed me their was lately held, and the question came up

... *ble, desponding Christian; of soothing the library, which consisted of one or two old spell. for final decision. Both parties made

4 troubled waters of some neighborhood quarrel; ing books and a couple of tracts which I had car-strenuous efforts, and a spirited CanVaSS

s: "of gathering the careless under the sound of i. to an adjoining neighborhood. I asked them took place. The result was that the Com

, the preached gospel. if they had read the tracts. They said they had;|pany resolved to discontinue the trains on

r I have heard, too, of some departing spirits, and since I read that one on Eternity, said the the Sabbath, by a majority of 170.

who having kindled anew the celestial fire by man, as he leaned upon his crutch, I have been

*mmoning with Bunyan or Baxter, have had a thinking much about it, and about my wicked.

"re joyful departure from this life, and appa-]ness, whether that may not be the cause of my

rently a more abundant entrance into the joys of£ so afflicted. God deals rightly with us all,

the world to come. I replied; and if your present trials are sanct

in collecting incidents for the present report, I fied to you as a family, and your souls are there

"il not go back further in my journal than to by saved, it will be indeed good for you that you

*commencement of the present quarter. have been afflicted. I see, said he, that I am a

My first essay was in settling disputes be. great sinner, and nothing but God's mercy can

"different individuals. I was subpoened on save my soul. Both of them said, since reading

for different suits to attend court: all of which those tracts, they had been trying to seek the

I succeeded in having amicably adjusted without! Lord. I gave them " Bible, “Baxter's Call,”

The piety of the editor of an English

journal lately received a severe shock, on

account of the Queen—the head of the

church, having visited the theatre on the

evening of the day appointed for prayer,

humiliation and fasting, in consequence of

the distress in Ireland. The editor rates

her Majesty in round terms, and says,

that it is bad enough to go to the theatre

during Lent, without doing so at a time

rendered peculiarly solemn by the awful

*ir going up to court. and some more appropriate tracts, for which they distress which pervades the land.

this place, eight or ten are,to be 'baptized

at Ottowa, by brother Meeker. A degree

of prosperity, heretofore unknown, is being

enjoyed at most of these Indian stations.”

Missions IN AFRICA. In consequence

of the peculiarly trying nature of the

climate in Western Africa, the Protestant

Episcopal Foreign Missionary Committee

have resolved to allow their missionaries

to return on a visit to the United States

every fourth year, for the purpose of re.

cruiting their health. A similar rule has

been adopted by the London Church Mis.

sionary Society in reference to the mis

sionaries at Sierra Leone. This is a bad

necessity-very expensive, and a great in.

terference with the missionary work. The

plan of sending colored men, is the only

remedy. -

A Noble DETERMINATION,

lady in the neighborh.

city,

A pious

'od of New York

has determined, it is said, to devote

her time and property to the education of

the orphan daughters of missionaries

Should an institution for such an object i.

formed she designs, moreover, to bequeath

to it her property, amounting to a !ewthousand dollars. o
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 26, 1847.

13. The opening sermon of General

Synod will be preached this evening in

the First Church.

The editor acknowledges the receipt

of eight dollars from the Reformed Con

gregation (Rev. H. M'Millan), Xenia, O,

for the 2d A. R. Church, Philadelphia.

We have been obliged to omit some

notices and other editorials to make room

for the minutes of the Convention.

We have received the first number of

the United Presbyterian and Evangelical

Guardian. It fully meets the promises

of the publisher. It is well filled, and is

now one of the most neatly printed

pamphlets we receive. Mr. Prestley is

now in the city, and will receive the

names of all who may be disposed to

subscribe. We trust he will meet with

that success which his publication de

80rWes.

PsALMoDY. One of our correspon

dents, in an article published in the last

number, asks, “Who has not met the in

terrogation—why could not Watts write

psalms for the church as well as David?”

Our brother of the Presbyterian Advo

cate, in noticing the above, says, “We

hold up our hand as one who never met

with such an interrogation.

respectfully inquire of our excellenthro

ther, the editor of the Preacher—if he is

not prepared to be number two." The

question adverted to by our correspon

dent is thought to be improper, and our

cotemporary very respectfully asks that

the names of some persons, who have ut

tered such language, should be given.

He thinks “it is certainly due to the

cause of truth and righteousness that the

authors of such improper interrogations

should be exposed.” *

In answer, we have to say, that if we

have not heard the interrogation to which

our correspondent refers, in so many

words, we have frequently been asked

questions very much like it, certainly as

objectionable to our mind. We are at a

loss, however, to conceive how such an

interrogation can e so offensive to our

brother of the Advocate, or others who

agree with him on the subject of psalmo

mody. We would suppose that all who

use other productions than the Psalms of

David, in the worship of God, would

have no hesitation in saying that the au

thor of such productions wrote “as well

as David”—with equal authority and with

equal power. To use such productions

in preference, to our mind, implies a be

lief that their author, as a psalmist, was

superior to David. We do not see, then,

the necessity of giving particular names:

indeed, we can scarcely think our bro

ther in earnest in asking them. To make

subjects ofdiscipline, all who are charge

|rious matter; it would involve, at least,

the rebuke not merely of a few members,

but of whole denominations of Christians,

and prominently among them, the deno

mination of whose principles our worthy

brother is so able an advocate.

REsULT of THE CoNvENTION. It will

be seen from the following minutes, that

the Convention has left the subject of

union in statu quo. Nothing has been

done. The result of this meeting to us

is unaccountable. Our readers have the

minutes of the proceedings before them,

and can judge for themselves. Anything

we may have to say, shall be reserved

until we see how the action of the Con

vention will be entertained by the vari

ous synods which meet here this week.

We have a hope that some action may

be taken by the synods which will

place the subject in a more satisfactory

light than it appears at present. It is

very evident that something of the kind

is necessary. It is not to be concealed

or to be denied, that the people are ge

nerally and in some places almost unani

mously for union, and that the disap.

pointment of just expectations, will have

a disastrous effect upon their minds.

There will be much and serious dissatis

gation referred to, would be a very se- appointed Secretary, pro tem.

among themselves.

ln add

tion to the members present last evening, utes of the last session were read. The

Doctors Wylie and M'Leod appeared Committee appointed in the fore,

and took their seats.

The Committee appointed at the last

meeting of the Convention “to draft docu-red the draft of a Testimony, resped'.

ments for a Basis of Union” being called, ly report to the Convention as£

upontheirChairman,Dr.Anderson, report.

ed verbally, and requested on behalf ofthe ference among themselves, it was

|Committee, further time to mature their

report. The request was granted.

The Convention adjourned to meet at proceedings in the effort for Orgalit

2 o'clock, P. M. -

Mr. M'Elwee.

2 O'clock, P. M.

The Convention met, and was opened

with prayer by the President.

The Minutes of the last session were

read. -

The Committee on the Basis of Union

presented the following report which

was read.

That, according to the views of proce

dure expressed in Convention, the Com

mittee endeavored to divide the work

But as the Testimo

ny was the chief labor, and as there were

various weighty objections to the division

of this work, it was agreed that each

member should make a draft of the

whole, and that the other documents

should be divided among them all. And

Closed with prayer by union among the churches represented

| - ------->=

i- with prayer by the President. The mi.

presented the following report.

“The Committee to whom was".

That, after a free and amicalle CUT

Resolved, That this Committee,

commend to the Convention, that furht

be stayed for the present, and unt t

shall appear in the providence of God.

that the way is better prepartif, i.

further and more successful prosecution.

Dr. Anderson desired it to be".

ed, that he disagreed with the above".

solution, only because he regarded it a

premature, and desired that before it

adoption, an effort be made to consis

the plan of a Testimony in the him,

of this Committee.”

After a somewhat lengthy discus,

of the above report, the Conventional

journed. Closed with prayer by Ra.

Dr. M'Leod.

Friday, 9 o'clock, A M

The Convention met and was ope"

with prayer by the President. Themi,

utes were read and approved. Resumed

We would

faction.

dication of this.

MINUTES

Pittsburgh, 18th May, 1847.

sident.

appointed Secretary, pro tem.

their names:

West.

Rev. Samuel Findley, Sen.,

“ David Macdill, D. D., .

John T. Pressly, D. D.

Of the Associate Synod. -

Rev. A. Anderson, D. D.

M'Elwee.

44

44

Rev. Samuel B. Wylie, D. D.

“ John Black, D. D

J. N. M'Leod, D. D.

New York.

Rev. J. B. Scouller.

Closed with prayer by Dr. Black.

Wednesday, 10 o'clock, A. M.

The Convention met and was opened

with prayer by Dr. Pressly, the Presi

dent being absent.

After prayer, the President came in

and took his seat. The Secretary being

able with what is offensive in the interro still absent, Dr. Pressly was on motion,

The proceedings of the meeting

held in Dr. Black's church last Monday

evening, the minutes of which are also

given in this number, are a sufficient in.

Ofthe Convention of Reformed Churches.

The Convention of Reformed Church

es met pursuant to adjournment, in the

Reformed Presbyterian Church, Pitts

burgh, and was opened with prayer by

the Rev Samuel Findley, Sen, the Pre

The Secretary, Rev. Dr. Beveridge,

being absent, the Rev. Dr. Rodgers was

The following delegates answered to

Qf the Associate Reformed Synod of the

Of the Reformed Presbyterian Synod.

Qf the Associate Reformed Synod of

The Convention adjourned, to meet

to-morrow morning, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

as it was impracticable, for the members

of the Committee, on account of their

local separation, to meet in order to unite

in one draft, they have agreed to submit

their separate drafts to the Convention.

Two members of the Committee have

neither appeared, nor as yet sent any

communication to us. We are prepared

to submit only two drafts of the Testi

mony, one drawn by Dr. Black and the

other by Dr. Anderson. Dr. Black will

present a draft of a Directory for wor

ship, Mr. Findley, a draft of a form of

Church Government, and Dr. Anderson,

a draft of a Confession of Sins and of a

Bond to be used in Covenanting. A

draft of a Book of Discipline, assigned

to Mr. M'Laren, is not reported to the

A. ANDERson,

Committee.

Com.

. S. FINDLEY,

The reading of the draft of a Testimo

ny drawn up by Dr. Anderson was called

for; which being read, the Convention

adjourned. Closed with prayer by Dr.

Macdill. -

Thursday, 9 o'clock, A. M.

The Convention met and was opened

with prayer by the President. Mem

bers present as above, together with T.

Beveridge, Secretary of the Convention.

The Minutes of the former meeting were

read and approved. On motion, it was

agreed to accept the draft of a Testimo

ny read yesterday afternoon. This draft

was referred to a committee consisting

of a delegate from each of the churches

represented, to report such alterations

and modifications as they may see pro

per. Drs. Macd" "ad, Anderson

the consideration of the report whichial

been under discussion yesterday affet.

noon. The following substitute for the

report was moved by Dr. Macdil and

seconded by Mr. Scouller.

“Whereas, in consequence ofthe local

separation of the members of the com:

mittee appointed in Septemberlas,they

have not been able to bring forward a

the present meeting of the Convenin

drafts of a Testimony, and of other dw

uments necessary to form a Bass of

nion, prepared with such care as wa

desirable: And whereas, there doesn't

now remain sufficient time before *

approaching meetings of the sever!"
nods of the churches represented in this

Convention, to prepare the pape""

templated in the appointment of"

committee. Be it, therefore,

Resolved, 1. That the prop"

adopted by the Convention in Septem:

ber last, on the real or supposed?"

of difference between the churchs."

presented in this Convention, with th:

votes on them in all cases where"

recorded, be laid before the severals'

nods at their approaching meeting, "

they may take such action on them."

their judgment they may deem"
2. That this Convention finds nothin

more that it cando at present"*

ance of the object of its appointment

The above substitute was adop"

a majority, the delegates of the Associ

Church voting in the negative; Dr |

derson requested his dissent" be me

ed for reasons to be given in

The following preamble and rest

tions were offered by Dr. Pressly

seconded by Dr. M'Leod: -

whereas, in the various me"

John BLACK,

and Mr. Scou! inted said the convention of Reformed Ch"

Committee there has been a free and frater" 1||

Adjou. o'clock change of views on all " point

Closed couller which diversity of opinion." "P"

lock, P. M. to exist in the different bodies

and was ope ed in the convention, the result or "
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has been to produce a conviction that The following resolution was offered charge of the matters preparatory to actual

there is among us a very general agree by Mr. M'Elwee and seconded by Dr. union. We are ourselves most anxious

me - t

relative to doctrine, worship and govern

> ment. But, whereas, it appears that the Synods represented in this Convention

owing to difficulties originating in a di- to prosecute the contemplated union by view of that result. The full depth of our w: place.

vided state of the church, which have had convention, by committees of corres-grief we will not try to express. The The plot

a tendency to keep brethren at a distance pondence, or in whatever other way they Convention having postponed indefinitely

the subject of organic union has taken

from us the chief ground of our hopes,—

and left us nothing on which we can rest

with confidence,—saving the things which

are invisible.

from each other, and to give rise to jeal

ousies and alienation of affection, it seems

to be impracticable at present to effect,

an organic union with that degree ofhar

mony which is desirable, therefore,

Resolved, 1. That while it is thought

inexpedient to press the subject of the

organic union of the churches at the pre:

** sent time, it be earnestly recommended

to both ministers and people of the dif:

ferent churches represented in this Con

* vention, to study the things which make

for peace, and in all their intercourse

* with each other to cultivate the spirit of

. brotherly love.

Rai 2. That it be recommended to the

* members ofour different churches, whose

is local situation may cut them off from the

* enjoyment of Christian privileges in the

st church with which they have been con

& nected, to seek a connection with either

w: , of our churches in which they may have

w; the opportunity of enjoying these privi

i is leges."

The following substitute for the above

# was offered by Dr. Anderson, and se

"conded by Dr. Black:

he's “Although there is cause to rejoice in

Wr the degree of unanimity which has been

&-manifested in the several meetings of this

*:Convention among the churches repre

w: sented, and which should command their

e', mutual love as brethren, yet it also ap

s: pears evident that there is not such a har.

£mony of views among them as would

justify an organic union at present, or

warrant them to expect in such a union,

"...that harmony of action which is necessa

#to the comfort, and the edifying of the

...hurch, this great object of organic union

...hould not be abandoned. And as one

...prominent object in all our meetings in

"ention, has been to attain obedience

*** that divine injunction with others of a

... ' character, that we should “all

* "k the same thing, and with one mind

~ andone mouth glorify God.” Therefore,

'': Resolved, That this Convention re

commend to the several synods here re

* resented. that they endeavor to promote

. '' grand object in order to a holy and

.# union hereafter, and that in or

"der to this, they not only cultivate bro

..# love by all means consistent with

*: "separate organization, but that they

#!£ and entreat one another to the

* umble and prayerful investigation of the

* Points of real or supposed difference, and

...:' and practice Of those things

*£ e for peace with holiness, and

- . ey pay due respect to the discip

* line exercised by their sister churches

s: *pectively, and lay no obstacle in the

#! . -
-

* *: way of future union by discordant prac

s' tice."

'',

* Ilić:

in S.

*

. The vote being taken, the abov

**iute was adopted by a majority.

* On motion of Dr. Black, seconded by

#: Mr. M'Elwee, it was agreed that Dr.

}* Anderson should have the use of the

e sub

nt in the great principles of revelation

****

Mlacdill:

Resolved, That it be recommended to

may deem most promising.

This resolution was carried. The

rule requiring the Convention to adjourn

at 12 o'clock, was suspended.

Dr. Anderson offered his reasons of

dissent against the decision at the com

mencement of this session, in which the

other delegates of the Associate Church

united. These reasons are as follows:

“From these resolutions I dissent, be

cause, although there is unhappily too

much evidence that we are not yet pre

pared for union, yet I consider these re

solutions a premature arrest of progress.

The Convention hadadopted statements of

doctrine on all the points ofsupposed differ.

ence, and appointed a committee to draft

a Testimony, and had prescribed the

form and manner of the Testimony.

That Committee presented with other

documents designated, a draft of a Tes

timony, which was in part read, and

which, it is admitted, is drawn according

to the prescriptions given. In my judg

ment, the Convention ought to enter on the

consideration of the draft presented, as

far as time will permit, and report pro

gress to the several synods concerned.

A. ANDERson.”

On motion, Resolved, That the Presi

dent and Clerk be a committee to obtain

the publication ofthe minutes of the Con

vention in the different periodicals of the

Churches represented.

The minutes of this meeting were read

and approved.

On motion adjourned. Closed with

prayer by the Secretary, singing the 133d

psalm, and the President pronouncing

the benediction.

SAMUEL FINDLEY, Sen, Prest.

THoMAs BeverIDGE, Sec'y.

*

For the Preacher.

Union Prayer Meeting.

At a Union Meeting of the Congrega

tions of Pittsburgh and Allegheny cities,

represented in the Convention of Reformed

Churches, the following resolution was in

troduced by James Lowry, an Elder of the

Secession body, and after discussion was

adopted:

“Resolved, That we will not relinquish

our prayers and our efforts in behalf of the

unity of the Church, hoping our beloved

pastors will lead and encourage us in the

work, and that the Chief Shepherd will ap

prove and bless.”

Mr. John Thompson then offered the

following paper, which, after free discus.

sion, was also adopted:

“This meeting having assembled for

conference as well as prayer, would use

the liberty which God has given them, to

record some of the feelings and opinions

which most occupy their minds on the

present occasion. - -

“We are portions of eight congrega

tions of the cities of Pittsburgh and Alle

gheny, connected with the Synods which

union. Our meeting is a continuance of a

series which have been held for the pur

: draft of a Testimony presented to the

* Conventio -

*

.#

in behalf of union; and in particular, for a ||

! {

b

to

'r the long-sought union,

J

“We know we are of the ‘common

people, and are perhaps unable to discuss

the magnitude or importance of the matters

which have been found to obstruct our

union. And just now, see not; but we are

left to mourn our condition as a part of the

many who must suffer under disabilities

and pains, the causes of which, it is held,

we have no power either to discern or re

move. Still our hearts are for union.

(

N

rs, and finding the name of the Capuchun there,

he immediately summoned Carbines, who, on the

And now, Capuchin's entrance, seized him, and on search

aving learned the result of the sessions of ing him, found he had a brace of pistols and a

the Convention held last week, we will not poisoned dagger about his person. The Capu
refrain from expressing our feelings in chin was conveyed to prison. Many arrests

is no doubt a concerted one.

M A R R 1 E. D.,

On Thursday morning, the 13th inst., by Rev.

. F. M'Laren, Dr. A L. CAss, of Coshocton,

Ohio, to Miss MAlto ARET KERR, Allegheny.

On the 12th inst., by Rev. James Johnson,

Mr. A. S. Fut.LER. of Logan county, to Miss

FRANcks M. Hull, of Mansfield, Ohio.

By Dr. Pressly, on the 29th ult, JAMEs M'Kis.

EY to Miss ELLEN Coll."Ns, all of Allegheny

'ity.

By the same, on the 17th instant, HIRAM Cow

EN to Miss ANN Co. PER, ull of Allegheny City.

By the same, on Monday evening, the 24h in

stant, Rev. Joseph H. PREssly of Erie, to Miss

ANN I Liza SM1 rii of Allegheny City.

We feel that separation is unnatural and

uncongenial; and, therefore, at the pre

sent crisis, would resort to the only door of

hope under Christ, in which an opening is

left us. Accordingly, we propose an ap

peal to the Synods of our several connec

tions, about to assemble in our cities, and

we hereby do appeal to them, and pray

of that formal organization which we are

persuaded the people of the several con

nections are prepared to hail as a blessing,

and heartily to confirm.”

On motion, it was Resolved, That the

proceedings of this meeting be published in

the Preacher, and that the Chairman be in

structed to present each of the several Sy

nods with a copy. *

Rev. Dr. Rodgers having pronounced the

benediction, the meeting adjourned to meet

again at the usual time—the 4th Monday

of June–-unless sooner called together by

the committee. It was also decided that

the next meeting be held in Dr. Rodgers'

Church, Allegheny city.

G. ADAMs, Chairman.

t

*=

* S (1) [M] [N] A R Y a

Distress in Ireland and Scotland. A corres

pondent of the Presbyterian Herald, writing from

Glasgow on the first ult, says:

“The pestilence, following in the wake of the

famine in Ireland, makes frightful progress.

The testimony of all who have visited the dis

tressed districts is, that the newspaper accounts

fall short of the reality. Within the last few

days, vast quantities of grain and provisions have

arrived in Ireland from America, which have

had the effect of materially bringing down the

famine prices, hitherto maintained in the mar

kets. No returns have been obtained, as yet, of

the mortality in Ireland; but it has been, and

continues to be, awful. In the Highlands of

Scotland, absolute starvation has been hitherto

staved off by the liberality of the public; but the

poor people are now living upon the seed which

they should at this season be putting into the

ground; and their prospects for the remainder

of the year are as gloomy as can be imagined.

The munificent contributions and cordial sym

pathy sent across the Atlantic from the United

States, are most welcome and encouraging, and

have excited the warmest gratitude amongst all

classes of our countrymen.”

Italy. A most diabolical plot to murder the

Pope has been discovered. It was first found

out by the French Ambassador: he revealed the

names of the conspirators to the Pope. Their

intention was to assassinate him while giving

have been for years seeking a formal audience to one of them, who was appointed to

kill him.

A Capuchin priest presented himself for an

pose of supplicating the Head of the church audience of the Pope. His Holiness requested

his name. This he gave; but before admitting

blessing upon the Convention which had 'him, the Pope looked over tho list of conspira

*

O B 1 TU A R Y .

IIIED, at his residence near Pulaski, Mercer

county, Pa., on Friday, the 23d April, in the 44th

year of his age, JOSEP11 CARNAH N, Esq.,

who, for some years past, has been a ruling elder

in the A. R. Congregation of Pulaski.

Although called off in the prime of life and in

the midst of his usefulness, like a fair and beau

|tiful flower nipped by an untimely frost, Mr. C.

them to determine on some other and obtained his highest desires, the enjoyinent of

further measures for the accomplishment and rest in the avoi of God.
Experimental Christianity spread a bright

loveliness over his whole character, which shone

in public and in private life, and gained for him

the confidence and esteem of his fellow citizens.

|Not only the A. R. Church in the place, but

Christians of all denominations deeply lauent his
toss.

He lived a Christian and experienced the tri

umph of the Christian's death.

“His soul sustained him in his final hour,

His final hour brought glory to his God.”

Il-j" If there be any errors or oversights in the

acknowledgments, subscribers will please motify

us of them that they may be corrected.

PAYMENTs. For strescription to THE

PREACHER-(Not otherwise receipted

for.)

On the Third Volume.

Alexander M'Kinley John M'Kinley

On the Fourth Volume.

John Karnes S Herron

Irvinc Stewart R. G. Dann *

Jas B Caldwell John M'Kinley

Conrad Brown Wm Robinson

On the Fifth Volume.

Elijah Marling John Karnes

ohn Adams Joseph Scott

A Johnson James Black

And Thompson Elias Lee

JP Thompson

R Thompson

S C Thompson

Miss Ann Irvin

Robt. Douglas

Jas Robertson

John Stewart, son.

Sam Stewart

Wm Hemelwright

Robt. Martin

Frs Kurnes

Jas E Karnes

John Liggett

F Culnac

John Hultz

Sam Gillespie

David Kennedy

Mary A Lamberton

George Brown

Jas B Caldwell

W E M'Nair

John Casper

John Hughes

Miles C Beatty

Samuel Cuddy

James Jamison John Jamison

William Johnson Thomas Gibson

*=======

t NOTICE.

'VHE Trustees of Jefferson College will meet

on Tuesday, the 8th day of June, at 10

o'clock, A. M., in the Senior Hall. As there is

business of importance to come before them

punctual attendance of the members is req nested

The Commencement will take place on wed.
nesday, the 9th day of June. E

tmence at 10 o'clock, A. M. .

JAS. M'CULLOU

Canonsburg, May 21st, F847.

Matt. M'Cormick

Margaret Akin

Wm Gladden

Robt. C Stéwart

And Cunningham

Irvin Stewart

Dr R H Simmons

Wm Ahinger

Moses Patterson

Joseph Armstrong

Matthew Tagart

* Elizabeth Liggett

Jas Robinson

John R. Caldwell

Conrad Brown

Robt. Smith

Alex Findley

Jesse Andrews

Rev D.T. Carnahan

R E Gettys

W. R. Chesnut

David Ferguson

.P. Isaac Castleberry
John M'Kee

Judge Kyle

Aercises com

GH, Sec'y.
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CONSOLATION FOR THE LONELY.

BY MAR y how iTT.

There is a land where beauty cannot fade,

Nor sorrows dim the eye;

Where true love shali not droop, nor be dismay’d

And none shall ever die!

Where is that land, oh where?

For I would hasten there !

Tell me,—I fain would go,

For I am wearied with a heavy wo!

The beautiful have left me all alone;

The true, the tender, from my path have gone

Q guide me with thy hand,

If thou dost know that land,

For I am burdened with oppressive care,

And I am weak and fearful with despair :

Where is it ! tell me where.

Friend, thou must trust in Him who trod before

The desolate paths of life;

Must bear in meekness, as he meekly bore,

Sorrow, and pain, and strife!

Think how the Son of God

These thorny paths hath trod;

Think bow he longed to go,

Yet tarried out, for thee, the appointed wo;

Think of his weariness in places dim,

When no man comforted or cared for Him!

Think of the blood-like sweat,

With which his brow was wet

Yet how He prayed, unaided and alone,

In that great agony, “Thy will be done !”

Friend, do not thou despair;

CHRIST, from his heavens will hearthy prayer :

*

had retired from it, went to see him, and

being asked afterward by his friend

Boaden, how he liked him, “Why,"

said he, “his manner is so totally differ

ent from mine, that you can hardly ex

pect me to like him altogether; but I

must say one thing for him—he is always

terribly in earnest. This was the remark

of a player, but it may serve to suggest

a good hint to preachers. There is ma

nifestly no point of public speaking so

important and effective as earnestness,

and it happens, somehow or other, most

unfortunately, that it is the very one in

which the generality of our performers

in the pulpit appear to be most deficient.

*

**

H | L L A N D B R O W N E,

(Snccessors to Holdship & Browne.)

MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of

PAPER HANG INGS, and dealers in wn:

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper,

No. 87 Wood Street,

burgh, Pa. -

| Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex

change at market price.

January 0, 1847.

s: E \Rs. HISTORY OF THE BIBLE,—A

new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one.

giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev.

| i

|t

Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four

thousand years with copious notes, critical and

Another player said of them, “They

speak of most awful realities as if they

were indifferent fictions.” They do not

appear, at least, to be in earnest, when

we are bound to believe that they are

most entirely so. The fault lies, no

doubt, in their delivery, rather than in

their hearts, but it should be corrected, if

possible, without delay. They ought, in

fact, not only to be, but to appear also to

be, always thoroughly, and sometimes

even “terribly in earnest.”

ExPECTED RETURN of THE CoMET or

1556. Silliman's Journal for May, says,

as long as 1751, Mr. Dunthorne, of Cam

bridge, on computing the elements of the

comet of 1264, found them so familiar to

the comet of 1556, that he was led to the

conclusion that the two were identical,

and that its return might be expected

[M] [] S g {: (, 1, A NY a

about 1848. Subsequent investigations

which have been made by different as

tronomers, confirm this conclusion; and

A PROMPT TREASURER. One of the

most useful men to any church and so

ciety, as many know by experience, is a

prompt, gentlemanly Treasurer. On the

appointed days, and, perhaps, at the

same hour on those days, he makes his

appearance at the pastor's house, and

the pastor sees in him, as it were, a

whole congregation earnest to fulfill their

The bonds

of love, through a delicate sense of ob

ligation and gratitude, insensibly grow

stronger in the pastor's heart. He re

spects his people more; he is admonish

But

when the Treasurer comes far behind

his time, and then pays over only a small

part of the large arrears, and dolefully

tells the minister that the society is very

poor, and that they find it exceedingly

difficult to raise his salary, then the min

ister and his wife have long and sad con

ferences about their straitened circum

stances; they meditate an encroachment

upon the little property which a relative

left her, the knowledge of which is the

reason felt, or assigned, by some parish

ioners, for refusing to pay their dues.

From the experfence which brethren in

the ministry have related in confidence,

it may be asserted, that if there be any

cruelty, and any suffering which is pecu

liarly exquisite and keen, it may be found

in the treatment of a sensitive pastor by

an unfaithful people, and in his secret

obligation to their minister.

ed and quickened in his duties.

sorrows on account of it.

All men love to be paid promptly. It

is a universal truth, that “short reckon

ings make long friends.” You never

pay money to a laborer or tradesman

there is, therefore, good reason to look

the year 1848, although it would not be

surprising if this event should happen

even a year earlier or later than this date.

FANAtics. The followers of Joanna

Southcote continue to parade about the

streets of the metropolis, uttering melan

choly wails for the sin which brought

down famine upon Ireland. Their long

beards, tunics, and large leather girdles,

give them a grotesque appearance. Seve

ral times they have been taken before

the magistrates and admonished, but they

heed not the advice.—London Cor. Jour.

Com.

*DinBURGH AGAIDIENT*.

HE Summer Session of the above Institution,

will commence on the 10th day of May next,

under the superintendence of Rev. Samuel Find.

ley, A. M. Undoubted reference as to success

and ability in teaching, has been furnished by

Mr. Findley,

This Institution is situated in the village of

Edinburgh, Wayne county, Ohio, six miles east

of Wooster. It is in the midst of a moral and

religious community. The situation of the

flouse and Grounds is very favorable for the

health of the pupils, and for their progress in

study; being quiet, elevated and retired, and af.

fording every opportunity for healthy recreation.

The academical year is divided into two sessions

—five months each.

Tritsts.

Arithmetic (Davies'), English Grammar

(Bullion's), and Geography (with the

use of Globes), per session,- - $4.00

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and IIis

tory, - 7.00

Ancient Languages, with the higher

branches of English Literature, 9.00

III Bullion's Latin and Greek Grammars will

be used.

for the re-appearance ofthis comet during

engravings, price $300.

§WN

price $2.50.

OW LING'S HISTORY OF ROMANISM,

from its earliest origin to the present time.

This is universally acknowledged to be the best

work ever published on this subject.

Z. Wilson & J. DouthETT, Agents.

A. C. A. R D .

CANONSBURG FEMALE SEMIN ARY.

N addition to the elementary Branches, the

following are taught.
English Grammar, Geography, Defining, Ru.

diments of Botany, Philosophy and History; Bib

lical Antiquities, and Watts on the Mind, Natu

ral Philosophy, Political Economy, Botany, Che

mistry, Ancient and Modern History, Ancient

Geography, Construction of Maps, Self Know.

ledge, Evidences of Christianity, and Philosophy

of Natural History, Algebra, Physiology, Geome.
try, Astronomy, Rhetoric, Mental and Moral

Philosophy, Logic, and Elements of Criticism,

Bible and Composition by all the Classes.

There will be a Course of Lectures free to all

the classes, on Physiology, Comparative Anato

my, Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, &c., by

gentlemen well acquainted with the subjects.

Ext it.A.S.

French,

Latin,

$400 per qr.

5.00

oRNAMENTAL NEEDLE-WoltK.

French and silk embroidery, 300

Embroidery upon perforated card,

worsted work, fringe, raised

work and wax flowers, - 3.00

MUS,C.

Instrument l music and use of Pi

ano, 800

Vocal music accompanied, 2.00

Drawing and water-colored Paint

ing, 5.00

Oil Painting, 10.00

Boarding, Tuition and Light $50 per session

payabie half term in advance. Washing, 37%

cents per dozen. No scholars taken under half

term , *

Tne session will commence on the 1st Monday

of May next. The subscriber would inform the

Public, that owing to the increased patronage

she has received, she has made extensive prepa

rations for the accommodation of boarders, by

the erection of large recitation and study-rooms.

Arrangements have also been made, by which

she expects an additional teacher from the East,

'' the ornamental branches. Parents and guar

dians may rest assured that she will exert herself

to promote the welfare, comfort and advance.

ment in the studies of those placed under her

cure.

Scholars entering a month after the com

mencement of the session, will only be charged

from that time. Unexceptionable references can

be given. MRs. FRENCH, Principal.

We were present at the semi-annual examina

tion of the pupils of Canonsburg Female Semina

ry, untier the superintendence of Mrs. O. J.

French, and are convinced that we but give ut.

terance to the sentinents of the audience pre

sent, in saying that the examination was most

thorough, and the young ladies acquitted them.

selves with great credit to themselves, and re

flected the highest praise on their teachers. We

would take this opportunity of recommending to

the favorable consideration of the public, this

school. Convinced as we are, that Mrs. French

Boo K-STOREs.

Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts. |ological

|comprising nearly all the late W

published several works of a high order, infine

as being the best Commentary on that Epite

ever published.

Try remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred M

Scotch minister.

explanatory, illustrated with several hundred school. BOOKS, published by the America

| Sunday-School Union

EARS INFORMATION FOR THE PEO. ONE HUNDRED Voi UMES, at the low is

PLE.—A very valuable miscellaneous work, of $10; and one of FIFTY VOLUMEs at:

Superintendents of Sabbath Schools will peas

==

Theological*

E would invite the attention of ministen

and others, to our large supplies will.

and Sabbath School Books just":

- aluable W

n the Theological Department, and all:
rom the press of Robert Carter, who has just

ng Huldane on Romans, which is recoilinvite:

Also–THE MEMOIRS & SERMONs of

'CHEYNE (in 3 Wovulnes), an em.

We have a full supply of SABBATH.

, including a Librat, "

notice the great reduction in prices of many a

the leading books.

The Union Questions, from Wolumel to 1:

at 6 cents.

The Union Consecutive Questions,

at 6 cents,

The Union Hymn-Book, * 10 *

Child's Scripture Question Book, lù "

Those wishing to replenish their Libraries will

find a full assortment on hands at the Phili:

phia pries. Orders from schools in the tw.

try promptly attended to, and great caretakti

the selections.

ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

Successors to R. Carter, Market Street," |

tween 3d and iii.)

April, 1847.

T H E G R E A T S UPPER,

N order to meet the state of the times it

proaching, we will sell our present edit

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the flowin;

prices

Per dozen, $2.00.

Per single copy, 20 cents. -

And by the hundred or more copies,"

der, 20 cents per copy; and when ord")."

hundred, a credit of three months allowed"
responsible inen, or 5 per cent discount " tal

with the order.

Also in STORE,

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 wuma

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes,

Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volumes,

Edward's Theological Works, onl" in

volumes.

•

Edwards on Redemption, and Edwards"

ligious Affections, in separate volumes

Encyclopaedia of Religious Know"
Dowling on Romanism, illustrated with?"

D'Aubign's e Reformation, complete in l'.

and 4 volumes.

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volume

Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volutiles octa"

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12mo,

Robinson's Bible Dictionary. -

Robinson's Scripture Characters, 2 vols. **

Robinson's Biblical Researches in "

&c., with maps, &c., in 3 volumes.

Professor Stuart's Commentary on

calvpse, 2 volumes octavo.

£, stuart's Critical History."

fence of the Old Testament Canon.

toGETHER witH. .
A full assortment of the Publica" of the

Publications of the Presbyterian Board; and

great variety of other books, sele"''
cent visit to the Eastern Cities:-" "
will be sold at reasonable prices" Cash 0

Rugs, by LUK: L00\ls'
No. 9 Wood Street, Pitts"

Sept'r 2, 1846—tf.

the A'.

American Sunday-School Univ" Deposily

M’DONALD & BEES0\,

(Patterson's Old Stand, No. 7° Marl

Street,)

K

EEP constantly on hand, all" Puli

tions of the American Sun'."

Philadelphia

promptly, and with willing mind, with

out putting him in good humor. How
freely he speaks about the weather, in

quires for the health of your family, in

dulges his innocent wit, smiles, thanks

you, and makes you feel that your are

one of his benefactors and friends!

Bibliotheca Sacra.

A HINT To PREACHERs. We are told

that when Kean first came out upon the

London stage, the veteran Kemble who

Boarding can be had in the village, at from

$1.00 to $1.25, and in the country at from 87%

cents to $100 per week. Clubs, wishing to

board themselves, can obtain rooms in the village

on reasonable terms.

A Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus will

be connected with the Institution; and the stock.

holders are resolved to make every exertion to

any of a similar kind in the West.

A fl. JAMESON, President.

JOHN B1GGS, Vice President.

DAV DCI, A R K, Treasurer.

J. H. HITCHCOCK, Secretary.

render the advantages of the Institution equal to

and the able assist nt teachers she has, are de Union, which they will sell at

serving of all praise, for the manner in which ices. They are now receiving and "I"
they have conducted the seminary since its esta. of One Thousand Dollars worth, and will k

blishment. on hand at all times about thiral"
The neighborhood cannot be surpassed for there will be no difficulty at any time." p"

health and salubrity, and the high tone of morals ing a full supply of the books:

and religious feeling of the population. - he Sun

All the ornamenial branches of a female edu- IJ” Subscriptions received for ": .

cation are taught here, by the most skilful teach. School Journal for Teachers.'"'.'''
ers, and the musical department appeared to be annum), and Youth's Penny Gazette"

under the most successful teacher, judging from (price 123 cents per annum.)

the execution of the young ladies on the piano.

Wm. Smith, Wm. M. Daniel,

T. M. K. Wilson, Wm. B. Brown, i

John E. Black, Thomas Watson.

They also offer a General A" of

cellaneous, Theologic l, and School I. i.

Paper and stationary, which they "".

April, 1847.

lowest prices they can be bought for it."

Jas. M’Cullough, | Sept. 16, 1846–tf

*
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NUMBER 12.

Rev. DAvid R. KERR, Editor. PITTSBURGH,

£ the Bible under your control, or

|

T E R M. S.

that of your church, than he has the sun

The Preacher will be published on Wednes-in heaven, or the vital air. Nor can I

day, every two weeks, at onE DoI.LAR per annum, conceive of any principle that can pos

in advance, or One Dollar and a half after the sibly induce you to withhold it from the
close of the year. No discontinuance until "'ple without gloss or comment, Save

arrearages are paid. one. “Every one that doeth evil hateth

Payments may be made to John Sterrit or Jo- the light, neither comethtothe light, lest his

seph Spratt, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe deeds should be reproved.” It is said

ny; or to William Allinder, at the Publication that Herod, when convinced that he was

office, N. W. corner of the Diamond and Market not of the royal line of the Jews, burned

Street, Pittsburgh. All communications to be their genealogies and records that his

addressed to the Editor, post paid. false pretences might not be confused by

Any person who will procure five new subscri-them. It is for a similar reason that your

hers, and transmit the money, shall be entitled to church withholds the Bible from the peo

a copy of The Preacher, for one year. ple ! The Bible lays the axe at the root

Where a private conveyance does not offer, of the Upas tree of Popery; is this the

subscribers will please transmit by mail. reason why it is withheld !

Another of the reasons which prevent

me from returning to your church is the

way and the manner of your public wor

ship of God. On reading the New Testa

ment, I find that Jesus Christ embraced

every opportunity of declaring the will of
MY DEAR SIR: God. After his ascension and the de

Agreeably to the promise made to you scent of the Spirit, the apostles went

in my last letter, I now commence a, every where preaching the gospel of the

statement of the reasons, which, on the Kingdom. The worship of God as

most mature reflection, yet prevent me

from returning to the pale of your

church. I wish to: prolixity of

statement, and minuteness of detail; as

I feel that I am addressing one who can

see the point, and weigh the force of an

argument, without either.

When, in the kind providence of God, Masses convey any instruction to the

my mind became interested to know common or the uncommon mind? Do

what God would have me to do, I cast they ever give, have they ever given, one

around for a true guide to the solution true idea of God, or of religion, to a hu

of the question. here could I find man soul? If so, I should like to know

such an one? Books are written by it. May not individuals attend upon

fallible men-priests had already im- them from green to gray hairs, and yet

posed on my understanding—fond pa- know not the first principles of the doc

rents, deceived themselves, taught me trines of Christ! I have attended re

superstition for religion—all men are cently, sir, a High Mass at one of your

liable to err. I felt there was a God, Cathedrals. It was on the last Christ

and that I was bound to obey him; but 'mas day. I bore the unmeaning pageant

*o

From the New York Observer.

To the Right Reverend John Hughes,

Bishop of NEw York.

in prayer, praise, and the preaching of

his word for the instruction and edifica

tion of his people. To the instruction

and edification of the saints every thing

in the church is made subservient. Is it

JUNE 9, 1847. W. ALLINDER, PRINTER.

makes no provision in its public worship. Another of the reasons which prevent

I must not, then, return to your church, my return is, the obstructions which your

and seek to have my soul, made for the church raises between me and my God.

inhabitation of the Spirit, satisfied with My Bible, that hated book by pope, pre

the mummery of your muttered masses, late, priest and papal peasant, teaches

in the public worship of my God. me that if any man sin he has an Advo

Another of the reasons which preventicate with the Father, Jesus Christ. It

me from returning to your church is, the every where teaches me, that I may have

burdens which it places on my con-free access to God through Jesus Christ,

science, which crush, without correcting that if I sin, I may go directly to the

it. It institutes a kind of a ceremonial throne of God through the mediation of

law which restricts where God has given his Son. And this is a precious privi

liberty; and which licenses where God lege; a privilege which may be enjoyed

taught us in the New Testament, consists

has prohibited indulgence. With your

Fast and Feast days, who can keep up

without an almanac in his hand? And

Should I blunder in counting the days o

the week, and, mistaking Friday for

Thursday eat meat, my conscience is

wounded. If in performing penance I

miscount my beads and say a less num

ber of Pater Nosters than required, my

conscience again suffers. If ignorant of

the “Laws of Lent” which have been

just published by you, I should eat three

meals on a day between “Ash Wednes

day and Easter Sunday,” or should eat

meat on the “Thursday next after Ash

Wednesday,” or on “any day in the

Holy Week,” my conscience would be

again burdened. And these are but

by all, “without money and without

price.” Now what do you ask of me to

do in order to receive the forgiveness of

how many of your people can read# and to be restored to the favor of

| God! You send me to Peter or Paul,

or some other saint on the catalogue,

who may have never known me; and

who may never hear me, if I pray unto

them. Or you send me to Mary, whom

you blasphemously call the mother of

God, to ask her to intercede for me.

Nor will this suffice. I must go to your

Confessional and tell you all my sins; in

curring the fearful penalty of refusal of

pardon if I withhold one. Thus you

take from me the privilege of going to

God for myself a privilege purchased for

me by the death of Christ. You tell me

I must go to the priest; and from the

so in the Church of Rome? Do your

specimen of the thousand and one cere-priest to the Saint, or to the Virgin; and

monial 1, gulations of your church, as the Saint or the Virgi' will go for me to

burdess' as they are unmeaning the Saviour; and les will go for me to

which fret and crush the conscience the Father! And then when pardon is

without directing or strengthening it. granted it goes from the Father to the

And whilst thus restricted in things in- Son—from him to the Saint or Virgin

different, I am freely indulged in things from him or her to the priest; and when

which the divine law prohibits. in the hands of the priest he will give me

Now, sir, who has given you authority absolution, if I pay for it ! Will you

to make laws where God has made say, dare you say, that this is a caricature

none Where is the law in the Statute of your teachings upon this matter?

Book for your Lents, your Feast days, Would to God you could, with truth !

your Fast days, your Easter'' me to the saints to ask them

Why fast or feast at one time more than to intercede for me, if this is untrue?

Who has given you authority That I am a sinner, I know and feel.another!

where is the rule of my obedience for three hours together. There was the to say what I shall eat, or how often, in That there is pardon for me through the

This was the question. I was told of bishop in his robes, with his cap, his any one day of the year! What unutter-atonement of Jesus Christ, on my re

the Bible, but of that I knew nothing; crook and his crozier—there were able arrogance to tell me I cannot eat pentance and faith, is a precious doctrine

and, then, I knew the Bible to be by priests, in numbers, moving about, mak-fish or flesh at the same meal; what of the Bible, and of my creed. That

your church a prohibited book, or to being their crosses, obeisances and genu-i priestly intolerance to tell me, with my pardon I receive the moment I sincere

read only by priestly permission. I flexions—when the bishop rose, the cross Bible open before me, that if I trans-ly exercise the graces of repentance and

sought the Bible, and read it. I found and crozier moved before him, and the

it to be the true, and only guide to the priests, as waiters, went behind him—the

right solution of the question as to what book was shifted from side to side, and

God would have me to do. And with- was read and canted in ways that no

out the fear of the Pope, or of the anath-mortal hearer could comprehend—there

emas of the Council of Trent, and with was the raising of the host, and the bow

gress these laws I sin against my God! faith;—yes, and not a whit the less free

You know that the gospel is a law of ly, if all of you were with Pharaoh and

| liberty, you know that if a man eat meat his chariots.

i. is not the worse, and that if he refrain And why turn me away from the door

he is not the better—you know that the of mercy, and compel me to speak to my

Bible teaches that man is defiled, not by heavenly Father by proxy! Why cai

out a line of license from prelate or ing down of the people—the incense, and that which entereth into him, but by that me away from the cross, and send me a

priest, I have continued to read it for all the other usual accompaniments of which cometh out of him; and why bur-priest, or a saint, or a virgin to ask them

years. And the virtual prohibition of such a service; and it struck me as one den souls and fetter consciences by silly to do for me what I can better do for

the unfettered reading of the Bible by of the most farcical pantomimes that I enactments about things in themselves myself! Where has my Saviour taught

your church, is one of the main reasons ever witnessed. I left the house without

why I cannot return to it. That your receiving a solitary religious suggestion,

"ctions amount to a virtual prohibi-land puzzled and confounded for a solu

"your candor will not for a moment tion to the question, how intelligent men

deny. * could possibly submit to act such a farce,

And let me ask you, dear sir, why and to pass it upon a crowd of poor

this virtual prohibition ? Who has given looking people for the solemn worship

**hority to say that I must not read of God? And if your mass when thus
what God has given to direct me into all performed with all the splendor and

the ways of faith and obedience? God pomp of your ritual, is thus unmeaning.

las. commanded me to “Search the how insipid must it be when performed

. criptures: who has giren you author-in your country chapels by ignorant

'''''" Produce your creden-priests, who hunt up the sheep only to

£ Where does God place his Re-sheer off the wool! God, my lear sir,

Vealed Will in the keeping of Pope, Pre- is an intelligent God, he has given me

late or Pries, to be doled out to his er-intelligence with which to worship him.

"g children in such ways and parcels as For the intelligence within " ", " " -

"y may deem best I'... " - | - |it, inct. . . . . .

*

tit) tax * * * *

indifferent, and about which God has me that I can only address him through

'. no regulations. , O, sir, like the a priestly attorney that I must fee, how

Scribes and the Pharisees of old, you ever poor, for his services ! O, ask me

are busied about the mint, the anise and to do any thing—to bale the ocean—to

the cummin, forgetful of the weightier tame the hurricane—to arrest the sun

matters of the law. And I deeply regret rather than ask me to return to your

' a man who has forced himself up to church, until every thing is removed

station and influence against so many ad- which forbids the free access of my soul

verse circumstances, has n 't force enough to God,—which suspends my salvation

left to break the chains of early religious or any thing else than repentance to.

prediudice, to rise up to the region of wards God and faith in our Lord Jesus

intellectual, and moral, and religious Christ. You must pull down your toll

freedom | You are too much of a man gates on the way to life, before you see

to stoop to such nonsense. |me back.

On these subjects, dear sir, your church. The statement of a few additional

must return to the standard of the Bible, reasons I hope to give you in my next

ind of corn”or sense, before I can re- With great respect. vours. -

w = x,
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- - comparison referred to, is classed with ference is unfair, does not meet the case. In this, we have but stated wi.

T. R. El P R F A G H E R , “the flouts of the infidel.” But to this, On his strongest point, he addresses us as conceive to be the difference£

the editor of the Advocate does not ob-, follows: “Nor do you accuse yourself of prayer and praise; and if our' |

ject. He appears to reprobate the com- an “infidel preference, when in public will observe the distinction, i.
i. * parison as heartily as our correspondent prayer you use even your own ‘produc- “readily appreciate our position.” l,

GENERAL SYNoD. We give in this What he denies is, that such a compari-'tions; yet you do not pretend to pray as There is another Point on which

number the minutes of the Synod, and the son is made by those who agree with him ‘well as David, &c., or assume that in think our position is mistaken. In

papers accompanying, with the exception on the subject of Psalmody. prayer you are ‘superior to David,' &c., mon with all writers on that side,

of the statistical tables, and the Reports of We are glad to see our brother have so &c. Exercise towards us, the same question, the editor of the M.

the Treasurer, and of the Board of Agency much and decided feeling in reference to charity which you claim for yourself." the subject as if the point in ..

for Foreign Missions. They will appear in this matter; it is evidence of a state of when “you use other productions' than trovery reached no farther than".

the next number. mind, on the whole subject, we scarcely the prayers of the Bible, and you will ris of a version of the Psalms. He says,

It will be seen from the minutes, that expected to see. Still, we are not con- readily appreciate our position.” “we would be as unwilling to*

the subject of union was happily disposed vinced, after all that has been said in the The case is not analogous. In reference Watts with David, as Rouse with David."

of by our Synod. The result of the pro-long article with which he favored us in to prayer, the Head of the church has We object to this classification, were:

ceedings in the various Synods which met his last number, that the charge is un-given us the aid of his word, and promised." Psalms of Dr. Watts because it,

at the same time, is, that negociations will warranted. He must not infer this from us the help of his Spirit, and has given us""" version of the inspired Psi.

be continued by the Associate and Asso, the fact that, the “few names” which hea form of prayer with the simple injunc. he is not to be classed with those wi.

ciate Reformed Churches. The Reformed desired of persons who had used the “im.tion, “ after this manner pray ye.” have attempted to give us a reri,

Synod did not appoint delegates to a future proper interrogation,” have not been fur. When, therefore, in prayer, we employ." Psalms. Dr. Watts did not ".

Convention, and from their resolutions nished. We did not call upon our cor-the aid of the word of God, depending tend to give any thing more than in

published in this number, it appears they respondent to furnish them, in accordance upon the help of his Spirit, we engage in "imitation," and frankly aft:
are not disposed to proceed further in the with the demand of our cotemporary, be this cxercise with all the provision which!" short-coming in this in is Prefite

efforts for union at present. cause we could not see any thing to be in divine wisdom and goodness has been" says, “I have eirely omite SOhio

It will also be seen, that our Synod has gained by it. It would not affect the made for us. In reference to praise, the whole psalms, and large pieces of m:

determined on establishing a mission "merits of the case, and we did not believe arrangement of the Head of the church has others; and have chosen o: of ild

Oregon. And in connection with this, we there was any serious intention of"...' different. He has not given us ...' such parts only, as might east

would call attention to the liberal Proposaling such persons, if their names were mere form, to be followed in making .." naturally be**
of Dr. Pressly made in this number. He given. In all seriousness, we would ask various occasions of the Christian R.

- Our reason, then, for not cdmparing

- - watts with David, is, because there is

r work; but has himself provided a *"very little resemblance, while we well
* * * - - | - i - - - - i t! W.

this mission. We will have occasion, and should plead guilty, what rebuke could system of praise, indited and arranged by *

more room, to refer to this subject again. you administer half so withering, as that the Holy Spirit. When, therefore, we en

... with which they could retort, if Watts did sace i - .. is swst we do
PsALMoDY AGAIN. Our readers will - y : if gage in praise without this. ystem,

not write as well as David, why have you not improve all the provision which has
hear with us in adverting to this subject,' - - -

*r - “. • ... • instructed us to use his productions in been made for us; and when we engage

once more. We have no disposition to * ----

- reference 'o Ž 3 |al / - - - - * er SVS -engage in the controversy on Psalmody;" £fere the psalms of David *: this exercise in the use of another sys

enough of this.and regret, as much as our brother ofthe - s

Presbyterian Advocate, the unpleasant

z
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own psalms and hymns; nor given any

offers to be one of eight who will give our brother, what would you do with them promise of his Spirit to help us in this

fifty dollars each, for the establishment of if you had their names Suppose they

have no more objection to a comparism

of that which is known as Rouse's ter.

ision, with the Psalms of David, than we

would to a comparison of King James

translation of the Bible with the origin:

'*'Scriptures. We do not hold that cit

* - - tem, we virtually say that the one which the one or the other of these is perfect:

We insist that such companions, as the Spirit has furnished is imperfect, and but both are on the principle of a literal

positions in which the difference of views our cotemporary unites with our corres not as suitable as that which man himself translation, and are the best we have

which obtains on this subject, sometimes." 1ū condemning, 8 l'e th: g" can prepare. And as in the one case, we contend:

places the opposing parties. Unhappily, results of the principle and practice of". We repeat, then, the cases of prayer, the unadulterated word, so in he wer,

the diference is such, that it is impossi." set aside the sacred songs which God and praise, as introduced by our brother, we contend for that system of*

ble for us to maintain what we believe" given to his church, and use in their are not analagous. To say nothing of songs compiled by the Holy Spirit to

to be the truth, without holding opinions." the mere productions o men. Let divine appointment, there is a great dif-the exclusion of all improvements of

of the principle and practice of our the mind be once imbued with this Princi ference in the provision which the Head additions or imitations of men.
brethren, which we cannot expect to be ple, and habituated to this practice, and by of the church has made in respect to We have prolonged this article much

pleasing to them. They have the advan-"P" the most natural it is likely " them. And this difference of provision beyond what was originally de:

tage of us in this respect, while they" indifferent to the distinction be is not greater than necessity required, with this, however, we expect"'
may be unwilling to be restricted to the tween inspired and uninspired composi- |In prayer, in which we are called to pre-the subject. Our readers,£
Scripture Psalms, they cannot object to tions, and when closely pressed for the sent our own wants at a Throne of have be'." well instructed on this "

ject, and are no doubt well settled "
is reasons of using the latter in prefer- .. - - *the use of them. In perfect consistency o p Grace, the difficulties are much less than their views. All that we have attemple:

with their position, they can admit our" " te former, will be ready .." in praise, in which we are called to mag has been to correct what we took ''

practice to be in itself right. But in" with something like the question nity the name of God. If in this exer-misapprehensions of our true p".

consistency with our position, we cannot which our correspondent intimates is so cise God had left the sentiments suitable and to show, that if in':

so regard their practice. Maintaining as requently proposed--"Why could not to his praise, to be conceived and ex- position, some tlings:::
we do the exclusive use, in divine wor- Watts write psalms for the church as well pressed by the finite and erring mind of''££

ship, of that compilation of sacred songs." David’’’ We do not say that this is man, it would have detracted much from£' is laid upon us."

which God has prepared and given to his always the effect, but that it is the tendency -

- - - the interest and adequacy of the ordi- speak. -

church, we are under the necessity of of the practice in question. Guard it as you'nance. We see something of what

holding those who depart from this ap-,*y i teach as carefully and as earnestly would have been the result, in the exp: --------

pointment, as seriously corrupting one of as you may, that David was inspired, and |rience of those who have set aside the The GENERAL SYNOD OF:

the most interesting and important ordi. Wats was not still, it comes to this, if divine sytem of praise what is the PresbyTERIAN* I)

nances of God. Wats has succeeded in producing psalms spectacle which they present? The cal- This body held their£
It may be, that some things are occa- and hymns more suitable for the worship vinist praising the perfections and works'ck's church, in the'£

sionally thrown out unnecessarily offen- of God, he has written as well, he has of God as they appear in his system of£ present

sive. This should be avoided. But we written better than David. Some persons theology: the Arminian as they appear."'' on the Convention."

are not yet persuaded, that the language may not see any thing in this £ory in his; the Universalist as they appear Union was as follows: he last

of our correspondent, which appears to to the Spirit which indited the psalms ofin his; and so, down through every grade Whereas it WaSr'':

have given so much offence, is to be phen', and may receive no unfavorable of error, from that which is nearest the meeting of th: Synod, : aside 0.

ed in this category. His language is as impression; but upon many, and we fear truth to that which is most remote—' of our£that docume"

follows: “Who has not heard the inter-the greater number, the effect must be as making the worship of God as the con-£'. whereas Sy"

rogation—Why could not Watts write we have intimated, to make the mind in-fusion of Babel ! This was all foreseen still adhere to this declaration,'

Psalms for the church as well as David?' different to the claims of inspiration, and by the Head of the Church, and in his Resolved, That they cannot£

Such comparisons may comport with the prepare it for entertaining the “highly infinite wisdom and goodness, he gave proposition on this subject "''
- - - - - - majorit of

flouts of the infidel, but badly become criminal comparison,” which we are glad us the songs of Zion, in the use of which them, and submitted by a£
th - * --! --- ** | - - - late Convention of Reformed ''
'e professing Christian.” It seems to to see, our cotemporary reprobates. , we may be confident of singing the truth, Resolved. That before ma": fif

**, the most offensive part of this pass- *- - The reasoning by which the editor of and of praising God with sentiments further direct movement in the:
*ge is in the last clause, in which the the Advocate would show that our in-suitable and acceptable to him. church union, time be take"" in

-

-

*

---

REFORMtp

---"--
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* adopted to settle among ourselves PRESBYTERY OF CHILLICOTHE.

the ground on "'£' Rev. R. Stewart, Robt. B. Glasgow,
r Ugrint to be unlite -

of God may be, and oug “J. Graham, D.D.John L. Patton.

in one organical body. * -

Resolved, That on the principles be- PRESB) TERy of spriNGFIELD.

fore acceded to in other£ by 'i' J. Sawyer, Samuel Kyle,

• .. 2011'espondence as far

synod, a friendly corresp “R. D. Harper, James Dallas,
'enient, be maintained

£ lately'i “J. R. Bonner. Samuel Barnett. (A)

in conventional operations; such, corres- PRESBYTERY OF BLAIRSVILLE.

pondence to be by' :£ Rev. J. Osborne, S. E. Shamr,

£" agreeing there omay deem .. Wm. Connor, Aler. Miller, (A)

Resolved. That the failure of the late. “ J. G. Fulton. J. Torrence. (8)

well-meant attempt to effect the union o: PRESEYTERY OF THE LAKES,

the churches engaged in it, shall not, by -

this Synod, be suffered to produce any Rev. W. Fulley, .1. Lytle,

alienation of fraternal regard toward each, “R. W. Oliver, S. N. Moore, (A)

ther; but they shall, on the cont: . J. H. Pressly. James Hughes. (A) |endeavor to cherish among the members. s

of each, the spirit of the religion of our PRESPYTE: Y OF Big SPRING.

common Lord. Rev. R. Gracey. W. Gracey.

PRESBYTERY OF STEUBEN VILLE.

Speer, Joseph Waddle, (A)

ohn Meloy,

John M'Cahan,

THE GENERAL AssEMBLY, Presbyte- Rev. T. L.

rian Church (Old School), at its late “J. Clokey,
“ *

**'.

meeting in Richmond, Va., adopted the .1le.c. Wilson.

following propositions on the subject * PRESBYTERY OF 1 LL! NOIS.

• Christian Union.” Rev. J. Duff (A) W. R. Jamison,

“The General Assembly of the “ W.M. Graham. Samuel Hamil. (A)

Presbyterian church, the Synods of the (A)

Associate Reformed Presb. Church, the “J. P. Pinkerton, John Steele. (A) -

Associate Presbyterian Church, the Re- - * - * -

formed Dutch Protestant Church, and (A)

the German Reformed Church, will ap- “Alex. Pallison.

point both ministerial and lay delegates

in such numbers as they shall deem pro

per, to meet in conference, at such time,

and place as shall be hereafter designat

ed, and consult and decide respecting a

suitable plan of intercourse as may be

deemed profitable and safe.

PRESBYTERY OF INDIAN A.

Rev. J. M. Pressly, Arch. F. Martin,

“ I”. Turner, (A) Jesse Scott, (a)

“ J. H. Bonner. Jas. M'Millen.

PRESBYTERY OF MANSFIELD.

Rev. Jas. Johnson, Jared JV. Slonecker,

“J. H. Peacock, John Stewart, (2)

“D. F. Reid. James Ross. (A)

ryessyTERY or Michigan.

Rev. Wilson Blain. J. Monteith. (A)

* M l NUTES SECOND PRESBYTERY OF OHIO.

Rev. S. Findley, sr. John Patterson,

“ Wm. Taggart, James R. Moss,

“Benj. Waddle. Geo. M'Connell.

[* Those marked (A) were not present.

Rev. Wm. Burnett and Dr. J. Graham,

were nominated for Moderator, and on

balloting Mr. Burnett was chosen and

The Presbytery of the fakes will meet in

Portersville, Butler county, Pa., on the 30th of

the present month.

OF THE SEVENTH GENERAL SYNoD.

The Seventh General Synod of the

Associate Reformed Synod of the West,

met, pursuant to adjournment, in the

City of Pittsburgh, on Wednesday the

26th day of May, 1847, at 11 o'clock, A.

M., and opened with prayer by Rev. W.

*========

REPORT.

By the favor of a Div'ne Providence, the Pres.

bytery and the churches under:'!:

* enjoyed health and prosperity equal to that of any
REPORT. '' period. So far as we can judge, minis

Although we have not had occasion to or- terial labor has been attended with wonted suc

ganize any congregations, during the past synod cess. We have peace and harmony in all our

Ical year, we indulge the hope that the pleasure borders.

of the Lord has prospered through our ins' rumen- Connected with our transactions during the

tality. present year, little has occurred worthy of the

April 29th, 1846, Rev. Joseph K. Riddle pre-specia: regard of Synod. We would again call

sented a ce. ificate from the Mansfield Presby- the attention of Synod to our station at Indian

tery, and his name was placed upon our roll. apolis. During a considerable portion of the

He has since accepted a call from Bear Creek year, Mr. J. N. Dick has labored with great

and connections, and arrangements have been assiduity in Indianapolis and its vicinity, and
made for his installation. with an encouraging degree of success. We

October 1st, 1846, Rev. Robert A. Browne would call the attention of Synod to the fact,

presented a cert ficate from the Monongahela that the Synod's allowance to her missionaries is

Presbytery, and his maine was placed upon our not sufficient even to cover the expenses which a

roll. On the 11th November following he was laborer must there incur; and, therefore, the Sy

installed pastor of Eastbrook and co-inections, mod should make some special provision to meet

the call to which he had previously accepted. , the excess of expense in this station over what is

November 10th, 1846. Rev. Bobert W. Oliver common in the missionary field. A house of

was installed pastor o, Bethel and connections. worship has been let, and will be ready for use

January 6th, 1847, Mr. W. T. M'Adam was, by the 4th of July next. We believe there is a

on a certificate from 1he Second Presbytery of air prospect should the Synod maintain her fos

Onio, received under our care, as a probationer;|tering care. We have some stations along the

and on the 19th inst., he was ordained to the Wabash which are worthy of the attention of

office of the ministry, and installed pastor of Synod, and for which we can do little or nothing.

Merce, and connections. These are Carmi, Sullivan and Vermillion. One

Messrs. William Dalzeil and William Mehard missionary might be very properly employed on

are under our care, as Students of Theology, of this line of stations.

the third year. A call was presented, at our late meeting in

A statistical table accompanies this report. April, to Mr. Samuel Millen, a probationer under

'obert W. OlivK.R., Mlod. our care, from the congregation of Shiloh, which

Joseph H. PREssly, Clerk. he accepted. At the same meeting, Mr. R. N.

Fee was licensed to preach the everlasting gos

Read the report of the First Presby-pel, as a probationer of the holy ministry, we

terv of Ohio follows: have three Students of Theology under our care,
ry , aS 101.10WS : Messrs. J. A. Campbell, B. L. Baldridge and R.

E. Stewart. -

We feel much solicitude for the results of your

meeting, expecially in view of the question of

Read the report of the Presbytery of

the Lakes as follows:

REPORT. *

On the 4th of September, 1846, our be.

loved brother and fellow-laborer in the gospel,

Rev. John Reynolds, was called away by his

Master, in the midst of his labors and usefulness

among the people of his charge. By this dis.

pensation of Divine Providence, the congrega.

tion of Fairhaven is again left vacant. A call

has since been made out by that congregation

addressed to Mr. Scouller, which, at their re

quest, lies in the h inds of the Presbytery await

ing his determination. At a called meeting in

September, Mr. M. M. Brown, a probationer under

our care, was, at his own request dismissed, to

out him...!" under the cere of the Presbytery of

Illinois. At our recent meeting in April last,

Messrs. Robert Ross, who presented a certificate

union of orthodox churches. Desirous that your

body may remain so firm as uot to compromise

any thing essential to the truth and order of the

church, and yet exercise a spirit so catholic as

not to raise any unnecessary barrier to annion

which ought to exist, we pray that, the spirit of

wisdom ant of a sound mind, may control your

deliboration on this important question, and in

all other matters claiming your attention.

A statistical table accompanies this report.

Respectiully submitted, by order of the

Presbytery, May 2d, 1847.

- JA*s Wen-u. Cierk,

of good standing from the Presbytery of Steuben.

ville, and John Miligan, a student formerly

under our care, were licensed to preach the gos. |

pel; and Mr. Henry Allen ordamed and installed

in the pastoral charge of the congregations of

Sycamore and Hopkinsville. Our congregations

are generally living in love and peace; and the

attendance on the ministrations of the sanctuary

is such as to afford reason of hope that our labor

is not altogether in vain in the Lord.

A statistical table accompanies this report.

By order of Presbytery.

JAMEs PREs.T.Ev,

Jon N \! GitAnAM,

1)Avid M.Acoil.L.

May, 1847.

took the chair.

It was Resolved, That the hours of

meeting and adjournment of this Synod,

be the same as last year—of meeting, 9

o'clock, A. M., and 2 P.M., and of ad

Taggart, the oldest minister present.

The Moderator and his Alternate be

ing absent, it was

Resolved, That inasmuch as the Mo

Read the report of the Presbytery of

Steubenville, as follows:

REPORT.

Read the report of the Presbytery of

Michigan, as follows:

REP, RT.

Since our last annual report the following

items of business have been transacted:

At our meeting at Providence, Ind., in August,

a call was presented to Rev. D. T. Carnahan,

rom La Fayette, lad, and by him accepted.

And he has been installed accordingly. -

Congregations have been organized at Burnett's

Creek, White county, Ind., and at Albany in Dela.

ware county, Ind, and also at Lancaster, Wells

county, I d.

At our present meeting, Rev. W. Elain de

mitted his charge at Hebron, Porter. county,

| Ind., and that congregation is now on our list of

vacancies. Mr. Blain's reason for this demis.

sion is the purpose o' entering on a more extend.

ed field of usefulness.

Messrs Bill and M'Cahan did not appear in

Since your last meetiug the following

our bounds, thereby depriving our vacancies and

missionary stations of one-half of the labor as,

derator and his substitute are both ab

sent, the usual sermon at the opening of

the sessions be dispensed with, and that

journment, 12 M., and 5 P.M.

Synod adjourned. Closed with pray

er by the Moderator.

ilms of presbyterial business were transacted, signed to this field; while the whole of it was in

viz.: - - • * * adequate to our wants. These failures occurring

At our meeting in Monroeville, William H | year atter year, with regard to the laborers a.

Jamison was ordained and installed pastor of the 'signed to this Presbytery, we would again most

congregation of Mechanickstown and connec- earnestly remonstrate against the quiet tolera.
Mr. Osborne, appointed to preach the

missionary sermon, be requested to

preach it this evening at half past seven

o'clock.

Commissions were presented by dele

gates from the several presbyteries, from

which the following roll of members was

made out, viz.:

2 o'clock, P. M.

Synod met and opened with prayer.

Present as before, with the addition of

Mr. Wilson, Elder.

The minutes of the last sitting were

read and approved.

The Moderator appointed the follow

ing committees: -

of Opertures—Dr. Macdill, Mr. Clo

key and Wm. Findley.

of Correspondence—Dr. Graham, R.

Gracey and James F. Sawyer.

PRESBYTERY OF MONONGAHELA. |

Ministers. Elders.

Rev. J. T. Pressly, William .Marks,

D. D.,

“James Grier, II. JVivon, (A)

“J. F. M'Laren, J. Cook,

“Wm. Burnett, M. Tindle,

“John Ekin. James Potter.

FiRST PRESBYTERY of orno.

Rev. D. Macdill, Jer. JMorrow, (a)

D. D., -

Messrs. Kyle and S. E. Shaw.

of Revision—Rev. R. Stewart, J. R.

Bonner and T. L. Speer.

Called for reports of presbyteries and

other papers. -

The Rev. Wilson Blain was appoint

of Accounts—Rev. J. Osborne, and

tions.

At our meeting in Warrenton, on the 14th of
tion of such a state of things, and urgently entreat

Synod to adopt more stringent measures to en

April, William Jackson, Samuel Jamison and 'orce the fulfillment of appointments.

James C. Campbell were licensed to preach the

gospel as probationers for the holy ministry. At

the same neeting, the name of Rev. John Donald

son was stricken from the roll of Presbytery;

having learned that he had connected himsel

with the Associate Church.

We have eleven settled ministers, six pro

bationers and three students of theology.

From the reports of our congregations we learn

the pleasing truth that the church is in a pros.

perous condition. In general our pastors and

people are living in harmony; and a good degree

of attention is given to the observance of ordi.

nances. Frequent calls for word and ordinances

are made on us, and, in view of this, we ask of

Synod as much ministerial aid as will be cons's.

tent with the wants of other portions of the

church.

That the great Head of the church may guide

you in all your deliberations, is the desire and

prayer of your brethren in Presbytery.

A statistical table accompanies this report.

WILLIAM LoR1MER, Mod,

J M.GALLowAy, Clerk.

Messrs. Lind and Wright fulfilled their respec.
|tive a "pointments much to the edification and

"ncouragement of the churches. Messrs, Wright

and Thompson voluntarily gave us very accept

able aid during the past winter, and we would

recommend that any deficiency accruing in their

compensation be made up by Synod.

Presbytery being strongly impressed with the

belief that the consumination of the proposed

union of orthodox churches would greatly tend

to strengthen and encourage the weak and desti.

tute church's in our own bounds and throughout

the entire West, would cheerfully acquiesce in

its immediate consumination, on the basis Pro

posed by the last Convention.

We would send up our earnest appeal in be

half of our vacancies and missionary stations.

Caledonia and Prairieville having enjoyed the

labors of Mr. Lind are anxious to have him re

turned to them; and Presbytery would second

their wishes in this behalf. Allegan and Cen.

treville have had no preaching for the past year

and both should be supplied liberally, as their

Prospects are still improving. Our stations all

Read the report of the Presbytery of“J. Prestly, Wm. P. Pressly, (a)

** Graham, S. R. Hamilton. ed Assistant Clerk.
indiana, as follows:

along the Wabash and Mississinaway are en.

| couraging, and should onjov the labors of at

least three missionaries. We hope Synod will
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regard our wants and devise liberal things for ult, he died at the residence of his mother in ling the ministry of our church in the West.

| Morgan county, Ohio. His sickness lasted onlyuS.

A statistical table accompanies this report.

All which is respectfully submitted.

1847.

WILsoN BLAIN, Moderator.

J. F. KERR, Clerk.

Springfield, as follows:

REPORT.

Since the last meeting of General Synod, Rev.

J. S. M'Cracken has been settled at Kenton for

one-half of his time; Rev. R. D. Harper, at

Xenia; and Rev. James Buchanan, at Cedarville.

With sorrow we report the loss of our worthy

brother, Mr. Buchanan, and one of our probation

ers, Mr. Thomas Palmer, who have lately been

removed by death. Rev. Andrew Heron, D. D.,

has left our Presbytery and joined the R. Presb

Church, assigning as his reason, a prospect of

greater usefulness. The congregations of Day

ton and Sugar Creek have received the portion

of supplies appointed them by General Synod, ex.

five days. Toward the close his sufferings were

stance of mortality be improved by us all.

The state of religion in our bounds has under

gone no remarkable change since our last report.

people, is encouraging. Moderate accessions to

our congregations take place. No special revi.

vals occur.

August, Mr. A D. Clarke was duly ordained a

minister of the everlasting gospel. He is Presi.

dent of Franklin College, New Athens, and

preaches in vacancies contiguous to that Institu.

tion,

Within the past year we have taken Messrs.

Matthew Bigger, John Coman and John An

drews under our care as students of theology.

We have no probationers under our care. Our

vacancies are few.

With reference to union, it is helieved that the

The attendance on word and ordinances by the

Read the report of the Presbytery of

At our meeting in Fairview, on the 12th of

11

"' to supplies in our bounds, we have

missionary ground.

* W.M. GRAHA M, Moderator.

J. C. PoRTER, Clerk.

Read the report of the Presbytery of united ch

Chillicothe, as follows:

REPORT.

At our mecting at Russelville in Ju'v last, Mr.

Marion Morrison was received as a Stadent of

Theo ogy under our care; and has accordingly

attended our Seminary during its late session.

In December last, in consequence of an ap.

plication from the Rev. Adrian Aten of the Old

Resolved, That General Synod be requested to of New York. J. R.

severe, yet he complained not. He departed in send all the supplies designed for this Presby. Robertson were received under our c.

Done at Centreville, Michigan, May 15th, the faith and hope of the gospel. May this in tery, to the Presbytery, and not to particular Student: "'Theology.
missionary stations, except in such cases as the

congregations are able and willing to support the

gospel: and that Synod perinit the supplies to

draw their pay from the missionary fund of Sy

nod, as the whole of our territory is properly ed to take place at our next quarterly

people under our care are, in general, ready. School General Assembly Church, to be received

They know that Christians should be united; by us into Christian and ministerial corn

l staging to contiect hause! with the
- Prely,of New York, of the A. yier.

"sociate Reformed Nyrid

Surgeon and J. S.

*

March 30th, a call from the united charge,| Mt. Gilead and Raccoon, under the car. o y

Presbytery, was accepted by Mr. R.

strong, probationer, and his ordination

ths

bert An.

is erra,

meeting,

March 31st, James H. Fife and£

Long were censed to preach the gap.]..."

b'ti pers or the holy ministry. The ...,
relationship heretofore existing between is

'rge of Speer's Spring and Bin H.

and Rev. Thomas Calahan, was dissolved F.

A tower was, at his own request, dismissed

with proper testimonials to join the Presbyter

of Pailtoolphia, with a view in his taking d.

of the 2d Associate Reform d to re..., ,

that city. George D. Archibald * nei.

under our care as a Student of henogy.

| There are in connection with this Freshren,

16 ministers, 7 probationers, and 17 students,

theology.

A statistical table accompanies this report

All of which is respectfully submitted, by its

f

|

cept a few days which Mr. Scouller, by consent that division is sin; and they can see no insupe.

of these congregations, spent in another place. rable obstacle in the way of union among the

The labors of your missionaries have been accep. churches represented in Convention. Let union

table in these congregations, and they dssire ap. he prosecuted prayerfully.

pointments from the Synod for the ensuing vear. God.

The Dayton Branch asks the appropriation of

$100 to assist them in paving for their halfof the

supplies, and both branches desire the appoint

ment of Mr. John M'Lane for the first six

months at least. The vacancy of Quincy and

Middleberry have raised a subscription sufficient!

to pay one-half or more of Synod’s allowance, and

desire to receive a missionary for the whole of

May the King of Zion lead and guide you, and

crown your labors in his cause with an abundant

blessing.

A statistical table accompanies this report,

Done by order of Presbytery, this 14th day of

April, 1847.

WILLIAM Tagg ART, Moderator.

BENJAMIN WADDLE, Clerk.

It is the work of

munion, a pro re nata meeting was called and

held at Cherry Fork; at which, Mr. Aten's ap

plication was granted, and he received as a mem.

ber o! Presbytery. The reason assigned by Mr.

Aten for seeking this change in his religious con

nection, is a conviction in his mind that the

principles and practice of his former church on

the subjects of Slavery and Psalmody are un
scriptural and wrong; and that the doctrine and REPORT.

usage of the Associate Reformed Church on those Since your last meeting, little has went

subjects are more conformable to the word of with us worthy of a place in a report to Genen

God and to the principles of righteousness. Mr. Synod. We have received six places of his

Aten brought with him, from the Presbytery sionary labor.

of Presbytery.

John J. Bucha NAN, Moderator,

John G. BRowN, Clerk.

Read the report of the Presbyter,

Mansfield, as follows:

his time. On account of the ill health of Mr.

Palmer, the Bellfontaine congregation have re.

ceived only a part of the supplies appointed for

them during the last year. That branch is now

disconnected from Urbana, and is able to pay the

whole of Synod's allowance. We ask appoint.

ments to that place for the whole time. We also

Read the report of the Presbytery of

Big Spring, as follows:

REPORT.

At our meeting in Hopewell, York county, on

with which he was formerly connected, a certifi.

cate of his good standing whilst with them. He

has been preaching amongst our people with

much aceeptance.

At our present meeting, Mr. Alexander M'.

Lanahan who, besides several others, has been

heretofore reported to Synod as a student of di.

On the 9th of August, Mr. Thomas Palmer

was, at his own request, dismissed to join the

| Presbytery of Springfield.

Your supplies, with the exception of H. F.

Thompson, came into our bounds according 9

your appointment, and labored with acceptant:

in our Vacancies,

ask appointments for the whole time at Urbana, the 14th April, John Y. Scouller, Probationer,

It is probable that a portion of the preaching as , was dismissed at his own request, to connect

signed to Urbana will be received at A:ison with the First Presbytery of Ohio. During the

These places together, are able and willing to past year, a kind Providence has preserved

pay the Synod's allowance. We also refer to the general good health and the lives ofour mem.

Synod the care of the Cedarville congregation, bers, which calls for a devout expression of our

now a vacancy, able and willing to support a man liveliest gratitude. And we are not without the

the whole of his time. Mr. Bonner has been la. hope that the results of our labors in the vineyard

boring for the last year in the field assigned him of the Lord, may be such as will “make glad the

by Synod. He has organized a congregation at city of our God.” Deeply solicitous for the final

Lima (elders, Alexander Morehead, sen., and success of your efforts to unite in closer bonds of

William Armstrong), and reports some of the Christian fellowship, those portions of the church

other stations as encouraging. We recommend engaged in this enterprise, we trust this interest

the appointment of one or two missionaries to shall lie near our hearts when we approach a

that field, if the funds of Synod will justify such throne of grace. That your deliberations and

appointment. Mr. Monfort has labored on mis-discussions may result in the promotion of the

sionary ground in our bounds about seven months peace and prosperity of our beloved Zion is the

vinity under our care, having completed the Through ill health, Rev. James Mille wis

usual period of study, and having performed to obliged to leave the field of labor assigned him:

the satisfaction of Presbytery the customary your last meeting. He has been able to ":

pieces of trial, has been licensed to preach the some in our southern vacancies, and, is is

everlasting gospel as a probationer for the holy charge was left destitute, we sent it what";

ministry. Mr. Thomas M’Cague, Jr., a student we could.

of the same standing with Mr. M'Lanahan, for At our meeting, April 28th, 1847, Rev Simr
reasons deemed satisfactory by the Presbytery, Findley presented a request to be relieved." his

was not prepared to deliver, at our present meet. charge, at least for a time, assigning as his"

ing, his remaining pieces of trial. But it is ex-ison ill health. He wished to learn whiteffect

pected he will be licensed at a meeting of Pres. change of iiie would have on his constitut".

bytery appointed to be held at West Fork in Presbytery took charge of his congregations."

June next. one year, without dissolving the relation"

This will leave us with but two students of him and them. He has taken the charge of in

divinity under our direction; James Frazer of Academy in Edinburgh, Wayne county, 0pm,

the 2d year, and Marion Morrison of the 1st. where he calculates on preaching through"

These are the only parts of our presbyterial year as his health will permit.

during the past year, for which there are yet due

him $150, which we recommend the Synod to

pay out of the Home Mission Fund. We also

ask the appointment of Mr. Monfort in our

bounds, that he may labor at Jacksonville and

other destitute places, as Inuch as the state of his

health will permit.

Respectfully submitted,

By order of Presbytery.

J. M. GoRoon, Clerk.

Read the report of the Presbytery of

JBlairsville, as follows:

REPORT.

Fathers and Brethren : We communicate to

you those matters of general importance, that

have taken place in our Presbytery since your

last meeting. While we have not to record the

death of any of our ministerial brethren, we have

to inform you, that another of our congregations

has been added to the list of our vacancies, by

reason of the ill health of our beloved brother,

J. G. Fulton, who was released from the pastoral

charge of Blairsville congregation at his own re

quest, at our meeting at Unity in October last.

At our meeting at Blairsville, April 13th, Mr.

R. Ross having delivered the usual pieces of trial

with acceptance, they were unanimously sus.

tained, and he was licensed to preach the gospel

of Christ, and his name added to the list of our

probationers. The state of religion in one

bounds is such as should encourage the faithful

laborer in the vineyard of the Lord. The pro

bationers sent into our bounds at your last meet.

ing, fulfilled their appointments with great ac

ceptance, except the Rev. A. Blaikie, who did not

come to our aid.

A statistical table accompanies this report.

By order of Presbytery.

WM. CoNNER, Committee.

Read the report of the 2d Presbytery

of Ohio, as follows:

REPORT.

J'uthers and Brethren:

For s' veral years past we were not required to

record the death of any of our number: but it be.

comes our mournful duty now, to report that our

prayer of your brethren in Christ.

A statistical table accompanies this report.

Robert GRACEY.

|

Illinois, as follows:

| REPORT.

The state of religion among us is not discour.

aging. Peace, good-will and a charitable dispo.

sition preva I. Ordinances are well observed.

'' Presbytery, during the past synodical year,

has had three meetings, and some changes have

taken place among us, since our last report. At

a called meeting of our Presbytery last fall, the

pastoral relation between the Rev. Joseph

Thompson and Hopewell congregation was dis

solved; Mr. Hixson of Mount Pleasant, Iowa,

was upon examination received under our charge

as a Student of 'I heology; Mr. M. M. Brown,

having presented a certificate of good standing as

|a licentiate from the First Presbytery of Ohio,

was received as a probationer for the ministry.

|Mr. Brown delivered trials of ordination on texts

previously assigned him by Presbytery, which

were sustained, and he was accordingly ordained

. the work of the gospel ministry. At the same

meeting Messrs. Pattison and M'Coy having

presented certificates of good ministerial stand.

ing from their respective Presbyteries, were re.

ceived as members of our Presbytery. At our

present meeting the pastoral relations between

'i. H. Johnston and the St. Louis congregation,
| between James M’Auley and the Springfield

| congregation, and also between Jackson Duff

and the united congregations of Harrison and

Virginia Grove, were dissolved. Mr. Wallace

having given entire satisfaction to Presbytery of
his penitence for past offences, was restored to

his sacred office. Messrs. Johnston, M'Aule

and M'Coy upon application received certificates,

of good ministerial standing, to connect them.

selves with other Presbyteries of the church.

Messrs. J. P. Wright and Foster from the First

Presbytery of Ohio, upon certificate, were re

ceived as probationers under our care.

It might not be unworthy of Synod's notice,

that several members of our churches have gone

to Oregon, and we know of some more that con

template going as soon as practicable.

Our Presbytery has resolved to establish a

worthy and esteemed brother, Stephen L. Hatt,

has gone the way of all the earth! On the 7th

Grammar School within our bounds as soon as

Read the report of the Presbytery of

y ceived as a member of this Presbytery. Mr. T.

proceedings which it is thought necessary to

detail to Synod; and these are respectiully re

ported.

A statistical table accompanies this report.

By order of Presbytery.

- JAMES ARRUTHNor, Moderator.

John GRAHAM, Clerk.

Done at Ripley, Ohio, this 12th day of April,

A. D. 1847. -

Read the report of the Presbytery of

Monongahela, as follows:

REPORT.

At our meeting on the 30th of June last, Rev.

J. J. Buchanan was installed pastor of Mifflin

congregation. At the same meeting, Rev.

Alexander Blaikie was, at his own request, dis.

missed with proper testimonials to conirect with

the Associate Reformed Synod of New York.

29th of September, a call from the 2d Church,

Pittsburgh, addressed to Mr. John G. Brown,

probationer under our care, was presented to and

accepted by him. Messrs. Vincent Cockins, J.

T. M'Clure, James Kelso, Samuel Kerr, Robert

Henry, J. D. Glenn and William Reed were re

ceived as Students of Theology under our care.

October 1st, a call from the united charge of

East Brook and Shenango, under the care of the

Presbytery of the Lakes, was accepted by Rev.
R. A. Browne, who was furnished with testi.

monials to unite with that Presbytery. Mr. J.

N. Dick, having presented a certificate of good

standing and dismissal from the Presbytery of

Blairsville, was on application received under

our care. Rev. Samuel M. Coon of the Old

School General Assembly presented a certificate

of good ministerial standing, and after expressing

his hearty approbation of our Standards was re.

|

May God enable youto teach those""

care, to observe all things whatsoever thes"

has commanded you, and may his* *

with you always, even to the end of the word.

A statistical table accompanies this ""

By order of Presbytery.

David F. RFID, "Com.

J. H. PEACUCR,

On motion of Dr. Pressly and '"

Bonner, Resolved, That so much of the

reports of presbyteries as refers to the

wants of the churches, be referred"
Committee of Domestic Missions: and

anything requiring the attention of the

Committee of Overtures, to that "

mittee. -

Called for the unfinished h"

last Synod.

Heard the report of the Board of A.

gency to superintend the affairs of our

Foreign Mission. -

The report was for the present laid of

the table.

Synod adjourned, to meet to-morrow

at 2 o'clock, P. M.

Closed with prayer by Dr. Graham.

-

Thursday, May 27, 2 o'clock, P. M.

R. Gilmore was received under our care as a

Student of Theology.

December 29th, John G. Brown, probationcr,

who had previously accepted a call from the 2d

Church, Pittsburgh, was ordained to the minis.

terial office and installed pastor of that congrega

tion. On the following day the pastoral relation.

ship between Rev. A. H. Wright and St. Clair

congregation was dissolved. A call from the

5th Associate Reformed congregation in the city

of New York addressed to Rev. A. H. wright

tion of Rev. Messrs. Reid an

Synod met and opened with pray"

Present as on yesterday, with "*
d Peacoc

ministers. * --

Read the minutes of the ""

which were approved.

Called for papers. *

Read a paper from a union mee"

of citizens of Pittsburgh and Allegher

practicuble, with the ultimate view of augment

'as received and accepted by him, and he was

dismissed with a certificate of good ministerial

- an!

members of the several churches "I

-* →aña--
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sented in the Convention of Reformed

order on the Treasurer, in favor of Rev.churches. The paper was laid on the

table at present. . . - -

Read a letter from the Rev. Messrs thirty-one cents, his expenses in attending

Bower and Dales, of Philadelphia. The the Convention of Reformed Churches

paper was referred to a select committee, for 1846. The order was issued.

The Clerk was directed to draw an

-

-

After hearing the mind of the Ruling Convention of Reformed Churches, re

Elders, the farther consideration of this ported recommending, as follows:
T

|William Wallace, for four dollars and subject was suspended in order to hear 1. That the several synods be respect

the report of the Treasurer of Synod. fully requested to take the propositions

Heard the report of the Treasurer on adopted by the Convention in Septem

the Foreign and Home Missionary and ber last, into consideration for approval

to consist of Dr. Pressly and Rev. Wm.

Connor.

Read a letter from Rev. S. Sturgeon,

accompanied with certificates from dif

ferent persons in Iowa, at Flint River,

Desmoines county, Washington county;

and Harrison and Virginia Grove.

It was moved that the above papers

be referred to the Committee of Over

tures.

On motion, Resolved, That the above

resolution be laid on the table.

Dr. M'Dill presented the bill for print

ing the Minutes of Synod of last year,

amounting to forty dollars. Five dollars

ofthe above is to be paid into the Synod's

Fund.

Dr. Macdill also presented a bill of his

expenses in attending the Convention of

Reformed Churches, amounting to fifteen

dollars.

The above bills were referred to the

Committee of Accounts.

The following resolution was present

ed by Rev. Messrs. Clokey and Waddle,

and passed unanimously, viz.

Resolved, That, though in the inscru

table providence of God, the correspon

dence of orthodox churches on the mat

ter of union, has unexpectedly met with

serious discouragement in the way of its

further prosecution at present, yet be

iieving, as we'do, that we should be unit

ed, and hoping that by the use of pruden

tial means, employed in dependence

upon the divine blessing, the measure so

dear to our affections may yet, and that

too before a period far remote, be effect

ed; therefore, Resolved, That a commit

tee of this Synod be appointed, to confer

with similar committees from the Asso

ciate and Reformed Synods, should such

be appointed, that these committees may

by joint consultation devise some plan by

| Synod's Funds.

The report was referred to the Com

mittee of Accounts.

After a statement of Rev. James Grier

n regard to a donation of $200 by Jo

The Clerk issued the order in his own

favor for forty dollars, as remuneration

for transcribing Minutes of Synod.

Called up the report of the Board of:

Agency fo forei * * * ... 1
gency for our foreign mission, in re seph Robb, of Robinson Run congrega

rd to a mission to Oregon and Califor-". • - -' g tion, to the Foreign Missionary Fund,

- the following resolution was offered by

On motion of Dr. Pressly and Rev. J. Rev. J. F. M'Laren and J. F. Sawyer,

Johnson, Resolved, That it is highly im- and adopted.

portant to establish a mission in Oregon. Resolved, That as the Synod are sa

The following preamble and resolution tisfied that the sum of $200, received as

was offered by Rev. Messrs. M'Laren a donation from Mr. Joseph Robb, de

and Taggart. ceased, is the full amount intended to be

whereas, the population of Oregon is given by the donor: the Synod hereby

rapidly increasing, and considerable num- acknowledge that to be the full amount

bers of our own people have gone, and of all demands against the estate of Mr.

are going thither; and whereas, a well- Robb, deceased, and that our Treasurer

qualified minister of our body has offered be instructed to give a receipt to the ex

to go as a missionary to that country, ecutor of the estate of Mr. Robb to that

therefore, -

Resolved, That Synod, in dependence

on the blessing of God, will send our

brother, Rev. Wilson Blain, above refer

ed to, as a missionary to Oregon, provid

ed that funds to the amount of $600 can

be raised by the first of March next, for

this specific object.

This resolution being under discussion

Synod adjourned.

Closed with prayer by Rev. J. Clokey.

effect.

2 o'clock, P. M.

Synod met and opened with prayer.

Called the roll.

The minutes of the last sitting were

read and approved.

Called for papers, reports, &c.

Read a report from the committee to

whom was referred the letter of the Rev.

Messrs. Bower and Dales of Philadel

- phia, closing with the following resolu

tions. - -

Friday, May 28, 9 o'clock, A. M. 1. Resolved, That the 2d A. R.

Synod met and opened with Prayer. Church of Philadelphia, be recommend

Called the roll, and noted the personsed to the benevolent regard of the con
absent. The reasons for absence at the regations under the care of this Synod,

calling of the roll on yesterday were* and that they be desired to make contri

tained. |butions to its aid.

The minutes of the last meeting were 2. Resolved, That the Committee of

read and approved. Missions take into consideration the pro

Read a communication from Mrs. M. priety of sending some ministerial aid to

T. Wallace, of Wheeling, informing Sy-four brethren in Philadelphia, and that

nod that a box of children's clothing of one, or more persons of some experience

the value of $47, had been forwarded to in the ministry be appointed to labor forwhich the important measure of an or.

ganic union amongst us may be still fol.the mission family in Palestine by the a month or more, during the ensuing

lowed up; and that one of our nu |Female For Miss. Society of Wheeling summer, in that city.mber y g y

be sent forthwith, to lay the above reso

lutions before each of the above synods.

The- in the above resolution was

filled with the names of Rep. Messrs.

J. F. M'Laren, Gracey, Waddle; and

Messrs. Marks, Kyle and Stewart, elders.

It was Resolved, That when General

Synod adjourn, it adjourn to meet in

Xenia, on the 4th Tuesday of May, 1848,

at 11 o'clock, A. M.

The Clerk of General Synod, Mr.

"de. made a report in reference to

"inscribing the Minutes of Synod from

the year 1834 to 1843 inclusive.

The following resolution was offered

by Rev. Blain and Dr. Graham, viz.:

Having heard the report of the Clerk,

Resolved, That the thanks of Synod be

"dered to the Clerk for his faithful per

formance of this very laborious service, -

and that the sum of forty dollars be al This amendment was afterwards with Findley, Sen, of his expenses in attend

Congregation. Whereupon, it was

Resolved, That the generous donation

by the Female Foreign Missionary So

fully received, and that the Treasurer be

directed to give the credit as directed in

the foregoing communication.

Read a respectful letter from the As

sociate Synod assembled in Philadelphia

in May last, in answer to a previous

communication from this Synod.

Took up the resolution “On the Mis

sion to Oregon” under discussion at the

adjournment last evening.

The following amendment was offered

by Rev. Messrs. Bonner and Graham:

salary shall be $600 for the first year.”

lowed to him out of the funds of Synod drawn.

as a small acknowledgment.
On motion, the roll was called com

ciety of our church in Wheeling is thank

Resolved, To strike out all after the

words, to Oregon, and insert, “that his

The above resolutions were adopted.

Synod adjourned to meet to-morrow

morning at 9 o'clock, A. M.

Closed with prayer by Rev. W. Tag

gart. -

Saturday, May 29, 9 o'clock, A. M.

Synod met and opened with prayer.

The roll was called and absentees noted.

The Clerk was directed to enter on

the minutes, that Rev. Messrs. Connor,

Spear, Fulton; and Messrs. Miley, Dal

ders, had left without leave.

The excuses of persons absent on yes

terday at the calling of the roll were sus

inci.

read and approved.

An account was presented by Rev. S.

ing the Convention of 1846 and 1847.

o, motion, the annual report of our mencing with the Ruling Elders, in order Accounts.

"ign missionaries was made the order that the mind of the whole Synod on the The committee appointed on Thurs

:* day for to morrow at 2 o'clock, matter contemplated in the above resolu-' day, to confer with similar committees

, M.

tion might be fully ascertained.
from the other synods represented in the

las, Cook, M’Connell and M'Cahan, El

The minutes of the last sitting were

It was referred to the Committee of

or disapproval.

2. That this conference recommend

the renewal of negotiations with a view

to union.

The above report was laid on the table

for the present.

Mr. William Marks obtained leave of

absence for to-day.

Called up the report of the Delegates

to the Convention of Reformed Churches.

The report was read.

The resolution of Wednesday, refer

ring the above to a committee of five

from the different parts of the church,

was negatived.

Proceeded with the consideration of

the report of our delegates to the Con

vention of Reformed Churches.

The following resolution was offered

by Rev. Messrs. Clokey and Findley, viz:

Resolved, That Synod, in compliance

with the recommendation of our dele

gates to the Convention of Reformed

Churches, approve of the several propo

sitions read (see minutes of Convention

of 1846, page 15), considering the excep
tions and alterations proposed in said re

commendation in connection with the

propositions to which they severally refer,

Took up, First, the proposition in re

gard to the form of the alteration of the

Westminster Confession of Faith.

it was, on motion, agreed to.

The first proposition—on Psalmody

was approved.

The second—on Slavery—was approv

ed.

The third—on Communion—was ap

proved.

The fourth—on Testimony Bearing

—was approved.

The fifth—on the Headship of Christ

—was approved.

The sixth proposition being under

consideration, Synod adjourned to meet

at half past 1 o'clock, P. M.

Halfpast 1 o'clock, P. M.

Synod met and was opened with pray

er. The roll was called.

The minutes of the last sitting were

read and approved.

Called for reports, communications,

&c. *

Heard the report of the Committee of

Accounts on the report of the Treasurer;

and also on the state of the funds.

All the petitions for supplies were

read in the Committee of Missions, and

answered as far as the means of Synod

would allow.

Heard the report of the Committee of .

Domestic Missions as follows: -

REPORT.

The Committee of Missions make the follow.

ing report, disposing missionary labor among our

churches.

William Carlile, Presbytery of the Lakes

June, July, August, March, April. May-re.

mainder of the year in Presbytery of Big Spring.

£ 1st Presbytery of Ohio.

avid R. Kerr, I'resbytery of M
except month ofN.' y of Monongahela,

J. C. Steele, Presbytery o
J. D. Steele, * *

John Maclean, Presbytery of Spri -$100 allowance to: of Springfield, with

James H. Fife, Presbytery of Springfield,

*

Monongahela.
**
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June, July, August-Presbytery of the Lakes,

September and October.

Leander H. Long, Presbytery of Springfield.
John N. Dick, to Indianapolis.

Thomas Callahan, New Lancaster, Albany

and Warren, Ind-June, July, August, Septem.
her, October and November-Presbytery of the

Lakes, December, January, February–2d Pres.

bytery of Ohio, March, April and May.
Sannel Weir, Presbytery of Monongahela.

J. H. Buchanan, . **

John Van Eaton, Presbytery of Big Spring.

June, July, August and September, with an al

lowance of $80–1st Presbytery of Ohio, October

-remainder of the year in Springfield.

John M. Heron, Presbytery of Steubenville,

June-2d Presbytery of Ohio, October and

November—Presbytery of Blairsville, the rest of

the year.

Peter Monfort, Presbytery of Springfield.

James R. Bonner, August and September at

Milwaukie—Lima, Canonsburgh, Upper San.

dusky and connections, the rest of the year.

John S. M'Cracken, one-half of his time under

direction of Springfield Presbytery.

**

Rob rt Ross, Presbytery of Big Spring June,

July and August—remainder of the year, 1st

Presbytery of Ohio.

John Milligan, 2d Presbytery of Ohio.

William Lind, Caledonia and Prairieville,

Michigan, with an allowance of $125 from Mis.

stomary Fund.

William Fee, Carmi, Sullivan and Vermillion,

June, July, August and September-Presbytery

of Michigan, remainder of the year.

Jackson Duff, Presbytery of Illinois.

John Wallace, ** * *4

John Freetly, it.

M. M. Brown, Clayton and Quincy, III.

Andrew Foster, Presbytery of Illinois.

Samuel Sturgeon, ** **

Alexander Pattison Brighton, Mount Pleasant,

London and Flint, Iowa, with un allowance of

$150.

J. P. Wright, Presbytery of Illinois.

Joseph Thompson, Presbytery of Michigan.

li. H. Johnston, Presbytery of Springfield.

Adrian Alen, July, August and September in

2d Presbytery of Ohio–October, November and

December in Presbytery of Steubenville–Jan.

uary, February and March in 1st Presbytery of

Ohio-remainder of the year in Presbytery of

Chillicothe.

Alexander M'Lanahan, Centreville, Michigan,

June, July, Aug, st and September, with an al

lovence of $3” £. ***"...ary Paard.

James C. Campbe', and William C. Jack on,

Presbytery of Steubenville, with allowance of

860 to assist Presbytery in their missionary

labor.

D. C. Cochran, Presbytery of Mansfield.

S. W. Clark, Presbytery of Steubenvito.

Joseph Buchanan, Kitanning, Presbytery o

the Lakes, allowance of $70.

Samuel Jamison, Presbytery of Steubenville,

September and October, with an allowance of

$25–2d Presbytery of Ohio, remainder of the

year, with an allowance of $50. -

Jeremiah Dick, Presbytery of Illinois.

Matthew Wilson, Presbytery of Blairsville,

with an allowance of $50. .

Randall Ross, Presbytery of Blairsville.

D. H. Pollock, June, July, August and Sep.

tember, Presbytery of Blairsville—-October,

November, December ard January. 'entreville,

Michigan—remainder of the year, Presbytery of

Springfield. - -

James Morrow, Pre bytery of Illinois.

James Miller, Presbytery of Mansfield.

John Ekin, St. Louis, from 2d Sabbath of

June till 2d Sa'bath of August–William T.

Findie, September and October–David R.

Kerr, November–William Lorimer, December,

January and February–Wilson Blain, March

and April. - -

To labor in Philadelphia, at the request ef

brethren in that city, Rev. James Johnstou, July

and August.

$100 allowed to Michigan Presbytery to em.

ploy a missionary in Alleg in, M. ligan

$100 to be appropriated to the Presbytery of
Indiana, to employ in missionary labor.

44 14

*

The report was accepted.

The scale of appointments was adopt

ed.

The table of appropriations to mission

aries was adopted.

The following resolutions reported by

the same committee were adopted:

1st. That a committee of three be appointed to

take into consideration, the subject of our Domes.

tic Missionary scheme, and devise some more

effective and less burdensome method of conduct.
jug our missionary operations, and report to this

Synod, at its next annual meeting. Committee,

Macdill, Claybaugh and Sawyer. ..

2d. That vacancies, desiring supplies of preach.

ing, should, in the first instance, make their

wants known to their respective presbyteries, to

gether with the provisions which they have made

ior the suport of the gospel, in order that the

presbyteries may apply to synod for such help as

hey need, to incet too wants wituin their bouuds.

*

3d. That our missionaries and others, who are

engaged in supplying vacancies, be directed to

give information of the order laid down in the

foregoing resolution, whenever necessary, and

also, to give directions to the people in vacancies

and missionary stations, as to the manner of di.

recting their applications to the presbyteries to

which they belong,

4th. That a committee of three be appointed,

whose duty it shall be to address a pastoral letter

to our congregations and missionary stations, on

the importance of secking and sustaining settled

i

|

| Synod. Committee, Dr. Pressly, D. R. Kerr and

Grier.

5th. That the Synod borrow from the Foreign

| Missionary Fund, the amount necessary to pay

|the deficit in the Home Missionary Fund, to be

refunded by the first moneys received. -

6th. That those congregations and vacancies,

which have not yet contributed to the Missionary

Funds, be earnestly requested to forward their

contributions, to thc Treasurer of Synod.

Synod adjourned. Closed with pray

er by Rev. Benjamin Waddle.

| Monday, May 31, 9 o'clock, A. M.

Synod met and opened with prayer.

Called the roll and noted the absen

tees. \

The minutes of the last sitting were

read and approved.

The excuses of persons not present at

the calling of the roll were sustained.

Called for papers, &c.

Took up the report of the Committee

of Accounts.

The report and resolutions appended

were adopted, viz.:

REPORT.

The Committee of Accounts have examined

the Treasurer's Report, and his vouchers for the

disbursement of moneys for the past year, and

find it correct. -

| They recommend the adoption of the follow.

ing, viz.:

Resolved, That the Treasurer's report be ap.

"roved and adopted: - *

On examining the fund of Gener, schod, the

committee find that there will be a deficit of near

$140. And in order to meet the deficit your

committee would recommend the following, viz.:

Resolved, That the Delegates in attendance be

directed to inform their respective Presbyteries,

of the condition of the Fund of General Synod,

and that they be earnestly requested to take mea.

sures to raise funds forthwith, and forward them

| at the enrliest possible date, to the

|General Synod.

Resolved, That the Clerk be directed to issue

an order on the Treasurer in favor of Dr. Mac.

dill, for $35, paid by him to J. M. Christy for

printing minutes of last year. Also, an order for

i

t

$15, his expenses in attending the Convention of

| Reformed Churches in 1846.

The Clerk was instructed to draw an

order in his own favor for $25, his annu

al salary as Clerk.

Resumed the consideration of the pro

positions presented by our delegates to

the Convention of R. C.

Took up the 6th proposition—On Co

venanting. The following amendment

was offered by Dr. Graham and Mr.

Glasgow, viz:

Resolved, That all in the first para

graph after the word “hand,” be strick

en out.

Resolved 2. That the phrase, “vari

ous acts,” in the last paragraph, be chang

ed into “example:” and that the conclud

ing phrase, “in entering into covenant

with God,” be stricken out.

The amendment was lost.

The sixth proposition—on Covenant

ing—was approved.

Rev. Messrs. Johnson and J. Graham,

D. D., asked it to be recorded that they

voted against the descending obligation

of covenants entered into on extraordi

nary occasions.

Rev J. F. Sawyer asked leave to have

the following minute recorded, viz.:

I enter my dissent to the proposition on

Covelaning, beca i-e I am not prepared to

-

pastors over thern; and report to next meeting of

say that I distinctly un

posed to the doctrine of Covenanting.

—was adopted.

to the latter part of this proposition.

The eighth proposition—on Faith

was adopted.

was postponed for the present.

liam T. Findley was appointed his alter

nate.

|Moderator be absent.

er.

2 o'clock, P. M.

Synod met and opened with prayer.

and approved.

Dr. Macdill for fifty dollars.

Sr., for ten dollars.

Also one in his own favor, according to

direction, for twenty-five dollars.

Called for papers, reports, &c.

proposition recommended by the delegates

to the Convention of Reformed Churches.

in regard to the 9th proposition-on

the Purchase of Christ—it was Resolved,

Whereas, on the subject of the relation

of the death of Christ to the temporal bone.

fits enjoyed by believers, though, to some

exhibition of their views, yet, it is believed

that there exists no diversity of opinion in

the churches represented in the Conven

tion, which may not safely be made a

matter of forbearance among Urethren,

therefore

Resolved, That an article on this sub

ject is unnecessary, and that it be recom

mended to the United Church to imitate the

example of the framers of the Westminster

|Confession, in observing silence in relation

to it.

The tenth proposition--On the power

of the Civil Magistrate—was adopted.

attend a future Convention should the sister

churches, or either of them, concur in the

measure, and that they, in the mean time,

be authorized to act in any emergency, as

the representatives of this Synod in the

prosecution of efforts with reference to a

union of the churches.

The same delegates, with the same al

ternates, as appointed last year, were ap.

pointed this; except that Dr. Claybaugh

was appointed alternate to Dr. Macdill in

place of Mr. Reynolds, deceased.

Took up the resolution in regard to the

mission to Oregon.

Dr. Pressly and Rev. William Taggart

offered the following amendment to the

resolution of Mr. M'Laren, viz.:

Oregon” and insert, “That the Svnod at
c > -

three months from this date, collections

derstand what that once engage in vigorous effir's

article teaches on the descending obliga." his support the sum of $100

tions, but would not be understood as op-first year after his arrival in the #: 0.

- - - •) 18 to -

The seventh proposition—on Fasting *. Resolved, That an effortion,#

Rev. Wm. Burnett entered his dissent and benevolent on the plan suggested by

- * | - -
-

The further consideration of the above be taken up immediately in all our.

The Rev. James Shields was appoint-should these collections exceedile amnir.
- * i - - -

|ed to preach the missionary sermon at required, the excess be paid over ,

the next meeting of Synod. Rev. Wil-Home Missionary Fund."

Rev. John Graham, D. D., was ap appointment on the above cond,

pointed the alternate of the Moderator, nified his acceptance.

to preach the opening sermon in case the The Committee of Overtures r"

Synod adjourned. Closed with pray- mitted to them that requires the artin &

The minutes of the last sitting were read

t -

The Clerk issued an order in favor of moting the cause of truth: and is ty

Also, one in favor of Rev. S. Findley,

Proceeded with the consideration of the

extent, different modes of expression may

Treasurer of be employed by different individuals in the

On motion Synod appointed delegates to

|

|to be such,

in fals:

for the

labor.

sum be made by an appeal to the wealthy

the Board of Agency.

3. Resolved, That should this till

prove unsuccessful at the exist
i on 6

n!",

|gations for this specific purpose, and,

' '

Mr. Blain being called on by Sum',

signify his acceptance or rejection of .
|

ls,s,

that they found nothing in the papers sh

Synod. The committee was dischaft.

| The following resolution was offend,

Rev. Messrs. Osborne and Gracey: -

Whereas, well-conducted religious,

|odicals are an efficient means f, in

“United Presbyterian and Erangle

Guardian,” edited by Dr. Mac' (i

Hamilton and Rev. James Presley C.

cinnati; and “The Preacher" did,

Rev. David R. Kerr of Pittsburgh,"

Resolved, That this Synod recommers

them to the patronage of our people.

On motion of Rev. B. Waddle it was

Resolved, That the 4th Wednes' (f

August be appointed as a day of sing

reference to

Churches,

Took up the report of the Bar &

Agency for our Foreign Mission,

It was Resolved, That so much of to

above report as refers to the fixing'

salaries of our missionaries, and their

crease of the mission be deferred to the

next meeting of Synod.

It was Resolved also, That the m'er

in regard to “tracts” be postponed unt

the next meeting of Synod.

It was Resolved, That the ei's "

“the United Presbyterian” and “Few'.

er,” be requested to publish the abwe &

|port in their respective periodicals.

On motion Synod adjourned to me."

7 o'clock, P. M.

Closed with prayer by Rev. J. John"

the union of Reformed

7 o’clock, P. M.

Synod met and opened with play"

Called the roll.

The minutes of the last sitting were"

and approved. -

The Clerk was instructed to dra" '

order in favor of the sexton of this ch"

for six dollars, as remuneration for

services during the sittings of this **

The order was drawn.

The thanks of this Synod were tendel

by resolution to the citizens of Pittsbur

and Allegheny, for their hospitality ext"

ed to the members of Synod on the "

occasion.

On motion of R. W. Oliver and

To strike out all after the words “to Pressly,

Resolved, That this Synod:

spectfully, yet earnestly, urge""

– 4

humiliation and prayer, with a set
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*

byteries to evhich app

... they d, especially urge upon the P"

p

unmost of their power for their support.

It was Resolved 1, That the Clerk of

- - the entire destitution of even the appear

synod give early notice to the "ance of religion. And if there were no
snods concerned, of the resolution of his other proof of the divinity of the Scrip

snod appointing delegates to a future: I think that a visit to a Jewish

- synagogue would be sufficient.
* ion. rrn -

Care" The American Protestant'', held

2. That it be recommended that
the Convention meet on the 1st Tues

day of September next, in the city of Pitts.

Mr.' in the First Associate Reformed

Church.

It was Resolved, That Rev. William

Taggart and Dr. Graham le now called

on to lead in religious exercises.

Some time was spent in singing and

come of the past year was about $20,000,

and the expenditures about the same.

The object of this society is to make

known the errors of Romanism, and de

liver those deluded creatures who are

governed by that system of iniquity.

From some points of observation this

subject might appear in a different light.

But I think it impossible to look upon it

from one like this, without coming to the

conclusion that our institutions are in dan

ger. Of all systems, Roman Catholicism

appears without one redeeming feature.

And yet nominal Protestants, in their

extensive charity, are disposed to raise

the cry of persecution when the truth is

told concerning that awful system of de

lusion and impiety. The Protestant So

ciety has two objects in view; first, to

prevent the extension of Romanism by

an exhibition of her principles; and, se

condly, the conversion of Roman Catho

lics by an exhibition of divine truth.

Thus far, they have been eminently suc

cessful in both. And the present is a

prayer. •

It was, on motion,

Resolved, That the Clerk and Rev. D.

R. Kerr, be a committee to superintend the

printing of the minutes of this Synod in

“The Preacher” and “United Presbyteri

an" and that 300 extra copies in pamph.

let form be stricken off for general distri

bution.

The minutes of this sitting were read and

approved.

On motion, Synod adjourned to meet in

Xenia, on the 4th Tuesday of May, 1848,

E. at 11 o'clock, A. M.

Closed with prayer, singing a part of

the 122d Psalm, and pronouncing the

apostolic benediction.

more active, and never were there so

many of their deluded followers coming

to our shores.

The Americ

ciety is now entirely, or in part, support

ing 97.2 missionaries, who are laborin

in 26 states and territories. This Socie

ty has done much for the cause of God,

and judging from the spirit manifested at

the anniversary, they appear determined

to prosecute their important work with

increasing diligence.

The Board of Commissioners for Fo

WILLIAM BURNETT, Moderator,

JAMEs PRESTLEY, Clerk.

Pittsburgh, May 31, 1847.

mrmarmrver

3DFTORIAL CORRESPONDENg3.

ropriations have been dical, is issuing an edition of 2,500 co-formerly associated, peace

se every effort for the support ". It is, perhaps, the only responsible and happiness beyond the grave,

made, to use "" issionary Fund, and source of information concerning the de
of the Domestic Missionary * scendants of Abraham. The society is

• * - prosperous, and every Christian will bid.

sin whose bounds our mission" "y. God speed, to every proper object for

, aboring, the duty of contributing to the showing to Israel that their Shiloh has

- come. I have visited a synagogue of

German Jews. It was painful to witness MR. EDIToR:

their anniversary on the 13th. The in-ber of persons who are members of our

time which calls loudly for activity. Ne

ver were the minions of the Man of Sin

Home Missionary So

============--"

in this life Thomas C. Guthrie, in the 41st year of her age.

fier disease was true Phthisis Pulmonulis, under

- which she labored for seven months and two

I remain, dear sir, weeks; and with great Christian fortitude and*.

Your brother in Jesus, resignation to the will of God, she bore up under

A. H. W. RIGHT. the pressure of£ d attached herself

* •) ". early life the deceased had attached he

New York, May 25, 1847. to'' communion in the Associate

Church; but subsequeut to her marriage, she be.

came a member of the Reformed Presbyterian

|Church, Pine Creek, Allegheny county, of which

her husband was pastor. She possessed rare

qualitics for the place she occupied. Courteous,

unaffected and imbued with a deep-toned piety.

she possessed the confidence and cominanded the
esteem of all who were her acquaintances; and

especially of the congregation of which she was

a member. Her voice was as oil upon the troub

led waters to nil her religious associates. . .

In the full assurance of faith, she rejoiced

greatly in the anticipations of death. In her
death, the church militant has lost one of 118

brightest ornaments; her husband, an inest1nal

ble companion; and her children, a kind mother:

-r—

At the late meeting of our General Sy.

nod, it was resolved that we should com.

|mence missionary operations in the terri.

tory of Oregon. It has been ascertained

'. the current of emigration flowing in

that direction there is a considerable num

church. And it is very important that

there should be some one to break unto

them the bread of life. The attention of

our Synod, was particularly directed to
but their loss is her unspeakable gai', “Blessed

this subject by the fact, that a young are the the dead that die in the Lord.", ted
brother who has long been under the in- Communicated.

fluence of the missionary spirit, was known Diep, at Turtle Creek, Allegheny county, Pa.,
to be willing to labor in this field. And April 8th, 1847. Mr.£ Sr.,'

ingly i &fni vs.” - |67th year of his age, and for many years a ruling,£cord # y it was resolved to send th' in the Associate Resormed congregation ot

Rev. Wilson Blain, as a missionary to that place.

Oregon, and that the sum of four hundred |The deceased emigrated from Ireland at an

dollars be contributed for his support during early age, and more than forty years previ"

the first year.

• , - - - d with the

it is not the wish of the his death. Shortly after, he united "".Synod that th As " no '' hurch Associal" Reformed Church; to whose principles

Synod la - e attention O ** e. c "re "and practice, he ever after remained an affection

should be diverted from our Foreign Mis-à, and faithful adherent. Never absent from

sion already established, it was thought|the house of God, when providence permitted his

proper to raise the amount promised to attendance, he was not '£ *
Mr. Blain without drawing upon the"" discharge of all those private duties
F . . is wi. in: upo of religion, which, it is to be feared, too many

oreign Missionary Fund. Two different negli... perhaps during his long life as the

plans for raising the sum have been sug-head of a family, not even upon a single occasion,
gested; the one is by an appeal to the be. did ':£' the£

* - - * - sacri ice; or, to ca he members se

nevolent £r church whom God has' together on the Sabbath evening, to recite a

blessed with the means, and who may de- portion of the catechism, or to read a part of the

|sire to honor the Lord with their substance Scriptures in his hearing; an example which, it

and with the first fruits of all their in- # '. ' not be lost ''£'

>rease : l .." . - - mose by whom it was enjoyed, it's "last end,crease; the other is '££ in a comfortable degree that of“the''

a" myself that man.” Although enfeebled in both mind an

the former of these plans will be success-body by disease, which had long preyed upon

ful. And you are authorized to inform his constitution, yet he gave abundant evidence

your readers that if seven individuals will of £gnation to the di'in' " " ' "'
give thei ith - fs' trust in the righteousness of the Re£ ': Wlt f * Pr" " " deemer. Having frequently expressed his desire

each to the support of this mission, you in the language of Paul, “to depart and be with

may consider me pledged for the same Christ,” the request was £,!y answered,

amount; and in this way the money can" gently and softly as, “melts the morning star

be raised at once. I feel confident that
| into the light of heaven,” he fell asleep. “Bless.

before the expiration of three months, the

term allowed for the experiment by our

cd are the dead that die in the Lord.”

Synod, seven names will be forwarded to DJ If there be any errors or oversights in the

you. And so soon as they are received, acknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

|

'ur congregations.

Dear Sir: The anniversaries are over;

: ind, according to promise, I send you a

... ew remarks for the Preacher.

reign Missions have presented an inte- - -

resting report. In Syria, China and#" Treasurer of Synod.

Mr. Blain is expected to set out for the

my quota shall be paid into the hands of us of them that they may be corrected.

PAYMENTS FOR SUBSCRIPTION To Trip

PREACHER-(Not otherwise receipted

On the Fourth Volume.

George Cubbison

On the Fifth Volume. ,
Thomas C. Shannon

Adam Stewart, sen,

Martin Logan

Alexander Foster

dia, the day of redemption appears to be - - -

. The American Branch of the Evange-drawing£ '' in the Sandwich field of labor, early " the' spring. for.)

ical Alliance was formed on the 11th Islands the gospel appears to increase as M OHN l'. I'RESSLY. --- -

ast. The number of delegates was small, formerly. From all the information re- Allegheny, 31st May, 1847. ' R wikison

wing perhaps to the relation which the ceived from foreign lands, we would >eorge Clark

Alliance sustained to Slavery. Some hope that the time is not far distant when M A R R H E D ,

As wanted the subject ofslavery kept out, the kingdoms of this world shall become On the 15th ult, by the Rev. Joseph Andrews, '''' ott

while others were anxious to make the the kingdoms of our Lord and of his'M'"W. M.' ' Savannah, to Miss John Shepler rn

Alliance an anti-slavery society. The Christ. - Elizabeth PATTERson of Orange, O. 'W'

s' ubject was introduced and discussed. The American Tract Society has em- At New Castle, May 27, 1847, by Rev. Robert Samuel Taggart

ully, and, as I believe, happily disposed ployed during the past year, 176 colpor

of though it is doubtful whether it williteurs.
please the other branches of the Alliance lies, and found in this number, above WILLIAM GARVIN of Beaver county, Pa.

in Europe. But I think that the various 32,000 who were destitute of religious

- - • - - Graham of Allegheny.

: this perplexing subject: it is as fol the society during the past year have"""

Audley Browne, Miss MARY ANN, daughter of Captain T Comac

They have visited 250,000 fami- Mr. James Morrow, of Mercer county, to Mr.

On the 1st instan', by the Rev. David R. Kerr, Robt. M'Cormick

branches of the American church will be books, and almost 15,000 families who Mr. Jo" MacLeas of Pittsburgh, to Miss MARY | James Thompson
* . tatisfied with the doings of the Alliance had not the Scriptures. The receipts of F. GRA"AM, second daughter of the late Foster | R

Jas C Foster

John Miller

Arthur P Butler

John S Stewart, jr.

John Crawford

J*hn Trumbull

James M'Coy

Innis Townsley

Wm. Kyle

Rev R D Harper

George Gordon

T Blair

ev J L Young

Dr Wm. Anderson

... "We therefore declare our deep, been above $160,000; and in the distri

unalterable opposition to this stupendous bution of Tracts and religious books it
- evil, and we hold it to be the duty of all has done much for the cause of Christ.

men, by all wise and Christian means, to |A strong prejudice has existed, especial

r:.#ek its entire extirpation and removally in the West, against the distribution ||

"tom the land.” The Alliance embraces of Tracts, but I think that the causes|mit, of Emmitsburg, Md.

s" the usual officers and a Board of thirty have been removed and this prejudice |ly life, united herself

* "sellors. And although it is yet the should die.

* of small things, it may do much to the form is a matter of little account.

*' prejudice and enable the people. There are many other societies who have
* of God to see that although they differ held anniversaries during the past week, care of the Rev. W. Lorimer,

* : some subjects, they agree ono: you can obtain from the published

* £ernal conference, when sanctified by'ports every thing of general impor

13 *Spirit of Christ, would 500th CauSe us |tance.

- "see that we differ more in name. In regard to my own prospects, I have

s…' teality. cause to say that they are very good.
: Society for meliorating the Con- Our congregation is regularly increasing,

"u of the Jews, held its anniversaryland I have reason to hope that a large

* the 13th. The or ~~~:---- ion will be built
* * gan of the Society, congregation will soon be built up::* Jewish Chronicle, a valuable' greg

O BIT U A R Y .

Having lived

and many friends, to mourn her departure.

#: follow them.”

#:

Wishing you and all with whom I the 1st of June, Mrs. NANCY,

Died, On Friday morning, the 21st of May, John Quizz

of consumption in Richmond, Jefferson county, w m Miller, sen.

hio, Mrs. H. JANE CRooks, wife of Dr. J. John Weir

'rooks, and daughter of Josiah and Abigail Em

The deceased, in ear. Samuel Caldwell

- with the Presbyterian John Osborne

For if truth be circulated, Church, in which she continued an exemplary George Cubbison

member, until the last three years of her life, Wm Christy

when, on removing to Richmond, she became a W m G Thompson

member of the A. R. Church, under the pastoral Joseph

humble, Christian life, and adorned the doctrine Alexander Young

of her divine and risen Saviour, she died the death Nathaniel M'Cork

of the righteous, leaving a husband, four children Thomas Marshall

“Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord James P Hamilton

from henceforth; yea, saith the Spirit, that they John D Logan

may rest trom their labors, and their works do Robt E Crawford

Died, at her residence in the village of Ba.

kerstown, Allegheny county, on the morning of Jose

wife of the Rev. Major J Galloway

John Fleming

George Clark

Wm Dickson

Wm. Gowdy

Rev J M Gordon

Joseph Stratton

Joseph Sawyer

Jesse Dodds

Hugh M'Dilt

Mary A Richardson

Alexander Rodgers

Thomas 1)ann

Oliver Dunn

J M T Dunn

R G Dunn

J C Smith

James Moore

|Alexander M'Kinley

John M'Kinley

William Brines

Rev J H Bonner

James Watt

Robert Campbell

- Jas B Caldwell

Tebay
an 'James Ross

Alexander Wright

On the Sixth Volume.

ph Sawyer James B Caldwell
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| ReroRM IN ENGLAND. If the existing H I L L A N D B R O W NE, 2- ---

POE T R Y. law of primogeniture and the iniquitous (Snccessors to Holdship & Browne,) B O O K- S T () R ES

---=usages of England were abolished, the IMPORTERs and MANUFACTURERS of - ".
For the Preacher. condition of the poor might be greatly im- H PAPER HANGINGs, and dealers in Wri- Theological Bookstore

proved. And the day is perhaps not farting, Printing and Wrapping Paper, E would invite the sum.'
L IN E S. distant when the few will be compelled to No. 87 Wood Street, - W and others, to our:£

To JUL1A F-. yield justice to the many. £ Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts. ological and££ ''
s - 're r - urgh, ra. Comprisin," nearly a -*::':£ “Great'' have '. ' I, Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex' '£'.£

all earth's fairest daughters, suggested in England, and the'ch', at market price, from the press of Robert Carter, W. tute

And lovelier than the maidens are will never be forgotten. The people have January 0, 1847. ' several works of':

w£ many cli 'd their eyes to' vast forests 's's HistoRY of THE BIBLE–A£:

y climes parks of the lords, which are held from S. new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in "ever published entury on la E.

Like Egypt's queen, whose glory, age to age by the eldest son, and seen all giving #lear aud comprehensive account of ev-£ MEMOIRS & SE -

Though darken'd by the deepest crimes, around them masses of men and women'ry remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred|M.Ct. EYNE (in 3 V. '' (f

Shines yet in ancient story. perishing, or doomed to miserable povery''''''S'inter. an ama,

- ''' thousand years with copious notes, critical and W * -

Far be for want of land to till. And the question£ illustrated with several£is' : SATBA).

ar be the thought—the hearts that take has been asked, whether the law of primo- engravings, price $300. published by the Asia,

The outward forms of beauty, |Sunday School Union, including a Librat, t

- geniture must be abolished, and these vast $'. INFORMATION FOR THE PEQ. ONE HUNDREDvöIt'
Will leave to perish for their sake grounds be sold, as they soon would be |>. PLE-A very valuable miscellaneous work, of $10; and one of FIFTY Voitus'

The inward sense of duty. by their extravagant possessors, and so price $2.50. Superintendents of Sabbath Schools vi.

Though wealth the van of fashion leads, transformed from sporting forests to potato OWLING's HISTORY OF ROMANISM, notice the great reduction in prices of manyt

* * from its earliest origin to the present time, the leading books.£ and ££'. is universally acknowledged to be the best. The Union Questions, from Volumel his

hungry poor might live. I he go

And bright are blooming faces,

Yet loveliness of soul exceeds

* work ever published on this subject. at tital.

A thousand outward graces. have been obliged to feed hordes of starving Z. Wilson & J. DouTHETT, Agents. The Union Consecutive Questions,

- Irish, made to starve by foreign lordly—-
- at 6 eth

A heart of love, an eye of light £ and£ A C A R D . The Union Hymn Book, * 10 .

Its onward pathway seeing,

A present faith, and clear and bright

A hope beyond this being,

These, these are beauty, wealth and power

No law of change obeying,

- - - - * - Child's Scripture Question Book, 10lectors, and the industrial classes have CANONspung FEMALE SEMINARY Those wi ' to repl : ir Lib

t bliged to ask whether it i nsistent|||N addition to the elementary Branches, the o sning to replenish their Libraries,

ween O ige 0 aSK Whe er lt IS ConslStell following are taught. find a full assortment on hands at the Phili.

with their interest or their duty longer to TE' Grammar, Geography, Defining, Ru-phia pries. Orders, from school in leg.

support fat lords, temporal and spiritual, diments of Botany, Philosophy and History, Bib #y promptly attended to, and great are ult
-

- - - - - - the selections.

through the medium of the poor, made tollical Antiquities, and Wells on the Mind, N*" EL -- t - - - - - ***.... l I." - LIOTT & ENGLISH
And in the last dark trial hour starve by their exactions. The 'i' Philosophy, Political Economy. Botany, Che Successors to R. Carter, Maria'sUndimmed and undecaying. ---> - - - - mistry, Ancient and Modern History, Ancient - , Market Street, e.

Margaret Courtsey will not cease to be asked until it gets the Geography, Construction of Maps, Self Know. tween 3d and it

Emsworth, May 19th, 1847 answer, No! from a majority of both ledge, Evidences of Christianity, and£ April, 1847.
* * , iC41.

- - -

|Houses of Parliament. The abolition of of Natural History, Algebra, Physiology, Geome;
1 * - - - i.e. try, Astronomy, Rhetoric, Mental and Moral - -sammammammam = 'primogeniture would accomplishwon' Logic, and Elements of Criticism, T H E G R E AT SU*

Ql J S. G E L (l, A NY a ind." extravagance would soon transfer't' don'tion by all the Classes. N order to meet the state of the times

proaching, we will sell our present et

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the list

prices

Per dozen, $200.

vast estates to frugal industry, and Eng- There will be a Course of Lectures free to all

land would, like Italy, have lords and the classes, on Physiology, Comparative. Anato.

AN INFIDEL SILENced. On a very barons to hold plow and tend cattle. The ''''''''', Natural, Philosophy, &c., by
warm evening, about twenty years ago, abolition of tithes would revolutionize the "ue" well":" the subjects. Per single copy, 20 cents. .

passing the house where Thomas Paine Church. The people would never wish for French - - $400 per qr. An: by the hundred'."

boarded, the lower window was opened, a fox-hunter or gambler to be their spiritual Latin," 5.00 '£
and seeing him sit close by, and being on guide, if the matter were put into their oRNAMENTAL NEEDLE-WoRK. £nsible men, or 5 per cent discuit wit

speaking terms, I stepped in for a half-hands. England has abolished many French and silk embroidery, 300 with the order.

hour's chat; seven or eight of his friends abuses piled upon her in darker times. our's:'' ALSo iN STORE,

were also present, whose doubts, and his Yankee girls, tending at their looms, are ''' "300 Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 whe

own, he was laboring to remove by a long weaving webs for English lords, temporal * Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

talk about the story of Joshua command and spiritual, which those noble "Ppressors, Instrumental music and use of Pi. Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volum".

ing the sun and moon to stand still, and cannot break.” - ... and, . - *Y. Edward's Theological Works, compki

concluded by denouncing the Bible as the '': Pai 2.00 volumes. -worst of books, and that it had occasioned - p: and water-colored Paint- 5.00 | Edwards on££

more mischief and bloodshed than any The British Government has made overtures oil £nting, 1600 ligious Affections, in separate volumes

- - - - - - - Encyclopaedia of Religious Know":

book ever printed, and was believed only for the establishment of a commercial treaty with Boarding, Tuition and Light $50 per session ££ illustrated with:

by fools, and designing knaves. Here he the American Colony in Africa, as soonlas it shall payable half term in advance. Washing, 37% D'Aubign's e Reformation, completed

paused, and while he was replenishing his have decided to become an independent commu. Cen's per dozen. No scholars taken under hall land 4 volumes. l

- - • - - - * - - * -tumbler with his favorite, brandy and rity, agreeably to the recommendation of the A-": D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th "une
> - - - - Tne session will commence on the 1st Monday | Barnes on Isaiah, a volunes octaw

water, a person, who I afterwards found merican Colonization Society. of May next. The subscriber would inform the £ ' ' '. R.

was an intruder like myself, asked Mr. - ------- Public, that owing to the increased patronage. Robinson's Bible Dictionary.

Paine if he was ever in Scotland ' The r she has received, she has made extensive prepa- Robinson's scripture characters,?"answer was, Yes. | I:IDINTEU:Gri A.C.A. olivi". rations for the accommodation of boarders, by Rohunson's Biblical Researches in T.

So have I been, continued the speaker,
*HE Summer Session of the above Institution, the erection of large recitation and study-rooms &c., with maps, &c., in 3 volume,

and the Scotch are the greatest bigots with under the superintendence of Rev. Samuel Find. she expects an additional teacher from the East,

will commence on the 10th day of May next, Arrangements have also been made, by which Professor Stuart's Commentary in i

- - - - - * - 'calypse, 2 volumes octavo.
the Bible I ever met—it is their school. 'ley, A. M. Undoubted reference as to success in the ornamental branches. Parents and guar- f'oessor Stuart's Critical History

book, their houses and their churches are and ability in teaching, has been furnished by dians may rest assured that she will exert herself fence of the Old Testament Canon.
- - - - Mr. Findley. to promote the wellare, comfort and advance.

furnished with Bibles, and if they travel This Institution is situated in the village of inent in the studies of those placed under her Toge: "'.
but a few miles from home, their Bible is Edinburgh, Wayne county, Ohio, six miles east care. A full assortment of the Publica"

always their companion; yet continues the of wooster, it is in the midst of a moral and Scholars entering a month after the com; Public' of the£
speaker, in no country where l have travel. religious community. The situation of the mencement of the session, will only be charged great variety of other: t

led have I seen th ople so c mfortable' and Grounds is very favorable for the from that time. Unexceptionable references can cent visit to the Eastern Cities: for

t d . e th - ". peop t so h ab health of the pupils and for their progress in be given. Mrs. FRENCH, Principal. ' be sold atI'*

* 11 appy : their poor are not in such ab-, study; being quiet, elevated and retired, and af. - |Rags, by ".

ject poverty as I have seen in other coun 'rding every opportunity for healthy recreation, we were present at the semi-annual examina. * No. 9 woods". "
tries; by their bigoted custom of going to The academical year is divided into two sessions tion of the pupils of Canonsburg Female Semina- Sept'r 2, 1846—tf

church on Sundays, they save their wages." imonths each. try, under the superintendence of Mrs O. J.,

-
- l- > 1. ' TFRMS. French, and are convinced that we but give ut. American Sunday-Sch" Union Ihy

which they earn through the week, w "Arithmetic (Davies'), English Grammar t°w'ce to the sentinents of the£ pre- -

in other countries that I have visited, is (Bullion's), and Geography (with the sent, in saying 1% at the examination was most - - }EES'
generally spent by mechanics and other use of Globes), per session, $4.00 '' and the young ladies acquitted thern- M"DONALI) & BEE:

young men in taverns and frolics on Sun- Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and His- s"lves with great credit to themselves, and re. / • Stand, No. 7°

flavs£ of all the foreigners who land on '. "' - 7.00 decied the highest praise on their teachers. We (Patterson's":
... ", : | Ancient Languages, with the higher . would take this opportunity of recommending to treet,

our shores, none are so much sought after
|- branches of English Literature, 9.00 the favorable consideration of the public, this

for servants, and to fill places where trust 1: Bullion's Latin and Greek Grammars will: Convinced as we are. that Mrs. French tions of the American *

is reposed, as the Scotch; you rarely find be used. - - '' the able assistant teachers she has, are de Union, which they will sell at Phil"
them in taverns, the watchhouse, Bride-£: had !' the village, at£ of all praise, for the manner in which' They are now receiving and ".

well, or the state prison. Now, says he,'" '',£: *:':£ conducted the seminary since its esta of One£":£

if the Bible is so bad a book, those who board themselves, can obtain rooms in the village. The neighborhood cannot be surpassed£ at any time

use it most would be the worst of people on reasonable 1erms. t health and saiubrity, and the high tone of morals ing a full supply of the books,
—but the reperse is the case. This was . A Philosoph" ind Chemical Apparatus will and religious feling o' the population. g - - - - ived for "

a sort of argument Paine was not pre ared he connected with the Institution ; and the stock. All the ornamental branches of a female edu- | " Subscriptions receive ice

*- - p | | cation are taught here, by the most skilful teach-School Journal for Tcachers (pr

- - ''' holders are resolved to make every exertion ". * tte
to answer, and a historical fact which render the advantages of the Institution equal to ers, and the musical department appeared to be annuni), and Youth's Penny Gazet"

EEP constantly on hand," th

could not be denied, so without saying a any of a simila: hind in the est. under the most successful teacher, judging from (price 12 cents per annum.)

word he lifted a candle from the table and A fl, J \\'so, President. " execution of the young ladies on the piano. They also offer a General Asso"

walked up stairs, his disciples slipped out Jolix Biggs, Vice President. Wm. Smith. Wm. M. Daniel, cellaneous, Theological, and School F

* | DAV DCLARix, Treasurer. T. W. K. Wils it." B Sta i which they wi.one by one, and left the speaker and my- J. H. HITCHCOC., Secretary - J.' i. #1 ". m. B. Brown, |Paper and ": be . gi, ut

self to enjoy the scene. | April, is 7. ---, J. *" in 1%. Tituck, Thomas Watson, liowest prices they " " ":

J.'s M' who wrh. | sco, 16, ' ' ' - ".
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was Irish whiskey to pay the priest for her generous instincts, ti - A ---- - ---

---. *. - - - - - -- - - * * S, I the w * ** * **** -

T E R M. S. his cures. I asked w:£ so her husband's maine placed '.'£''' chap
- * t - * a " - - * * - - * **, *, *: c *C >

The parvoir, will be published on Wedn" early in the morning? I was answered and heard with pions gratitude, his nam. chapels persons are * '' in all these

a y two weeks, at or betta" " "...that unless they went early they would read over from Sabbath to sabbath, with (£ the . . ''' to them.
, , , rance, or One Dollar and a half atter the not find him sober. a prayer offered for the deliverance of place, or can they bear '' ' 1n One

... , the year. No discontinuance until all. In one of the large interior towns of his soul from purgatory. After the lapse hear all they are omnipres t ' Can

- • • * - ** - < * *e: - -

are rages are paid. Ireland where I resided, the bishop of of two or three years, on a certain Sab present, they art '' ' ; if Omni

- ** 1 *- : * t - - - * ". s * * * * * *~ * * * 2 g S. 7

P ". may be made to John Sterrit or J., the diocese met his priests, or a part of bath, the name of her husband was omit. 's many gods as saints B'. have

is: £nts, Federal street, Alleghe, them, once a year. This meeting was led from the list. The fact filled her but in on. place then nine£
sooq Sprati, iii. i**** . . . . ..l...” “s 1...l. i *-** w; incrie." .... - - . . . . . - ; : tlind in:, , , , , william Alinder, at the Publication always held in the house where I re- with mingled joy and fear; #y; thinking hundred and ninety-nine out of th line

< * , f the Diamond and Market sided, and over the store in which 1 was that her husband had “scaped from pur- thousand are pray: e ten
One, N.W. corner of the her 'lerk. . ‘.... - m pur- 's • praying to an absent saint

s.si. Pittsburgh. All coinmunications t” " then a clerk. Among the priests that gatory: and fear, lest she had done This one thought, it ev, sir, ver ..] ; :

'E',"". always met the bishop was a Father B.; something to offend the priest. On life impressed£ d y early in

addressed to the Editor, post whose fame as a miracle-worker was ex-timid inquiry, she learned that h; " " "pressed my mind, and was not the
- *: we new subscri- * * - c. clu, . . . - *V, she learned that his soul least powerful timong th :* -

son who will procure five new su * the Causes whi ..]
Any person w: - itled to "Y". He had also a reputation for was in purgatory, but that she had for led m2 eventually to reject th ('ile

is and""""":" learning and eloquence, and because of gotten to send in the yearly tax at the is of your 'i' reject the author

a copy of The Preacher, or one year. his connection with an old and wealthy time it was due. The tax was promptly More of these causes in

--- where a private conveyance does not offer, family, exerted a wide and social in- paid, and the name was restored on the With great res e: my next.

subscribers will please transmit by mail. fluence. He always stayed with us next Sabbath. With this fact, sir I am pect,*:
-

- |
-

- * * * * , - - -

when he came to town. About ten entirely conversant; for that widow was IRWAN.

******
- - - |

*

* ,

o'clock one night, after one of those my own mother, who sought the release. --------
l - - - t - 1.

- meetings of bishops and priests, I went of the soul of my father from atar. P. * * *

From the New York Observer. - - * | -- - purgatory. Report of the Board o - - -

To the Right Reverend John Hughes out to shut up the store window ; and Can you wonder, sir, that this incident port Q. * 'f Foreign Missions.

| * eve - *** - - - • - - - - > - -

- ot '' * F NEw York hearing a singular noise in the gutter, I made a deep impression upon my vouth- To the General Synod to meet in Pitts
SHO *- • - - t- - - - - - ***: --

iSHOP 0 went forward, and assisted a man out of ful mind, or that it shook my faith £burgh, 26th May, 1847, the Board of

MY DEAR SIR : the mire. I soon recognized him to be your whole system And, as ār as my Agency appointed to superintend the af.

I have stated to you that I was born Father B., the miracle-worker. Run- memory serves me, Father M. was an '" of our Foreign Missions, present the

it of Roman Catholic parents—that I was ning in, I announced with some excite-amiable man, and above the o' following. report:

baptized and confirmed in your com-' ment, to the lady of the house, that level of the men of his calling. ° Our missionaries after having explored

* minion, and that for many years I have Father B. was drunk in the street. I Another fact which early impressed the country have selected the city of ba- \

been in connection with a Protestant received for my pains a stunning slap on me in reference to purgatory was this.' as the seat of their missionary

church. I stated that, whatever were the side of the face, with this admonition, Y ". church makes a distinction be 'perations. To this place they Ternoved

1. occasional mental misgivings, I re- “never say again that a priest is drunk.” Iw& mortal and vomial sinners. The 11) the month of *...* as, and up to the

- - - • a . * - - * - -

mained a true son of the church until II staggered under the blow, I assisted in former go to heli forever—the latter go ‘th o March, the date of the iast coin

had nearly attained the years of man cleaning his reverence. I gave him his to purgatory, “whence they are taken "n received from them, the mis.

... hood; and that then, on as full an ex-brandy the next morning; and, young as by the prayers and alms offered for " "mily had generally enjoyed good

#: amination of the subject as I could give I was, my faith in miracle-working priests them, and principally by the holy sacri. health. Their chief employment hitherto

it. I came to the conclusion that I could was effectually shaken. Although fear-fice of the mass.” Now, I always saw has been the study of the language of the

not remain a Roman Catholic. Permiting to draw the conclusion, I felt it, that that the most mortal sinners, that every": and they have made such pro

me in the present letter to state to you God would not bestow miraculous power body would say went to hell, could ai-'g's as to be able to hold free intercourse

the cause of my early misgivings as to on those who lived a life, not of occasion-iways have masses said for them if they with the inhabitants. Dr. Paulding, im.

yo's being a true church, and as to itsal, but of habitual intemperance. And I went to purgatory, provided their friends mediately on his arrival at Bamascus,
holding the true faith. would ask you, sir, whether all this pre- could pay; and that less mortal sinners, "pened his shop, and tendered his profes.

". You know very well the common be tension to miraculous power by your that people would say went to purga.isional services. The number of appli

lief among the Irish peasantry that Papal priests is not a gross imposition upon the tory, were sent to hell, if their friends." for medical assistance soon increas.
priests can work miracles. Whatever people, for the double purpose of keep-' could not pay for masses for them. And to such an extent that it became necessary

may be the preaching of the priestsing them in awe and getting their money. their souls were kept in purgatory a long to appropriate particular days to calls of

. . themseives upon the point, such is the Let the bishop be silent and the man of while when their friends paid prompt. this nature. Our missionaries are in this

... belief of the people, a belief strongly en-sense speak, and I have no fear as to the ly every year; but the souls were soon way brought into intimate intercourse with

... couraged by the conduct of their spirit- answer. prayed out whose friends could not pay Vast numbers of persons, and by deeds of

nal leaders. Hence in diseases, the peo. The doctrine of purgatory, you know, long for them. Facts like these, sir, very benevolence in ministering to the distress.

* Ple resort, not so much to physicians, as sir, is one of the peculiar and most early impressed my mind, and shook my "d, it is hoped that a salutary influence will

to the priest—they depend less upon the cherished doctrines of your church. In faith in the religion of my parents and be exerted over many, and that their

power of medicine than upon that of deed, I do not know how your church priests. And when in maturer years 1 minds may in this way be prepared to re

y priestly charms. Although the son of in- could get along without it. My object could more fully consider them, they led, “ive medicine for the soul as well as for

"igent parents, and educated from my now is not to reason with you about it, me to reject religion as a fable cunning- the body. It is interesting to learn that

| youth for the mercantile profession, the nor to controvert it; but to state to you ly devised by priests. - the Jews, who at first approached our mis

- miraculous power of the priest is yet as a few facts in reference to it, that made Again: to pray to angels or saints is a Sonar's with great caution, begin to mani.

... " "ciated with my earliest recollections of in early life, a strong impression on my doctrine of your church. I am quite is a disposition to cultivate greater famil.

him. And, as you know full well, the mind. You know that, in Ireland, the familiar with your explanations of it; larity with them. These sons of Abraham
!!! belief that this power is possessed by the custom of the priest is, at a certain point with the distinctions which your writers are so accustomed to receive contempt, not

" Priests, is one of the leading causes why in the service of mass, to turn his back make to free it from idolatry. Perhaps only from Mohammedans but nominal

" Papal Irish bow with such entire to the altar and his face to the people, 'ere these letters are concluded, I may re-Christians, in the Eas', that the kindness
and "manly submission to them. In and to read a long list of the names of turn to this subject; I have only to do of our missionaries has exerted a soloning

" Youth there were two things which deceased persons whose souls are in pur.now with some of my early impressions in luence upon their hearts. And it s

'' greatly shook my faith in the possession' ory, and to offer a prayer for their de-in reference to it. In our parish chapel hoped that by convincing them that they

# "is power. There resided not far liverince from it. This is done, or used there were a great many pictures of are really their friends, they will secure

... " my paternal residence, a priest, to be done, in the chapels every Sabbath, saints. Whose pictures they were I do their confidence and prepare their minds to

"fame as a miracle-worke: was To obtain the name of a deceased reia, not remember. But on Sabbath'' religious instruction at their hands.

known all over the country in which heitive on that magic list, the priest must being an hour before mass, I have often. A very strong desire is expressed by

*ed. The road to his house (called paid so much a year, varying, I believe: seen the poor people, and even some our missionaries that additional laborers

''' country a bridle road) went by with the ability of the friends to pay. If more, wealthy and refined, walking on should be sent into the field. Their own
our door. ! frequently saw, in the morn: the wearly payment is not made when their knees from the one picture to the experience having taught them, that some

ing, individuals riding by, with a little due, the name of the person is erased other, and counting their beads, and bow-considerable time must be spent in ac

"g resting before them on the saddle, from the list. A circumstance arisinging before them with external acts of the quiring a knowledge of the language of tho

* . . . : *ghanging by the horse's side. I out of this custom of your church, oc most profound and sincere worship, Al. country, and in making the necessary pre
* ...t n asked Who they were, and where curring in my boyhood, is distinctly be- though, then, I thought differently, I parations for active operations in the mis

*** *£ going. I was told that they fore me. A respectable man in our have not now a doubt but that it w'ary service, they consider it very im

of t going to Father C.'s to get some parish died in mid-life, leaving a widow idola': But the idea that struck me portant that as soon as practicable, the

'''"r sick cured. I asked what was and a large family to mourn his loss. was this: here are some praying to mission should be strengthened by an ad

" the keg, or j"g! I was told that it! True to her religious principles, and to Peter, or Paul, or John ; the same pic-'dition to their number. "And it may de
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serve the consideration of Synod, whetherers, our brother, in the article before us, concession . It has not been asserted o: * * * r from say,
" saying#::£ the* gives what he takes to be the disposition that our brethren, in their principles, and out aken, wei -

* ve and devoted persons wh; • * * * - -: * :- ... < 1. st- * , , *** *

- * - '' which has been made, “of th ints in- in their expositions of them, expressly sists . . - "...! :of either sex, who might be qualified to aid cit to e poin p , expressly of which i.
- - -

| . . .
-

|volved in our fraternal discussion.” teach that “Watts wrote as well as Da-spo e is . " " 'ily made by,

f Psalmody:..

the missiou in the capacity of teachers, - * * * * ** ..., " -, * - * -

Such assistants could be sustained at less|Somewhat to our astonishment, he has vid." Nor is it believed, they wish to breaten in ti

expense, than regularly educated and or them all his own way, and makes out be so regarded. But it does not follow, so far rom co

dained ministers of the gospel, while they quite an entertainment for his readers, nor has it been conceded, that such a met with it, we

could render very important service. We have begged the question, and rea- comparison “does not belong to their that we we frequen's

During the year, at different times the * -- --> -- 1 --- * * - * - - | -

Board have transmitted to our'" badly, and made all necessary con- principles.” So far from it, it has been such questions, as that quoted by a

funds to the amount of $2000. Now that cessions. In regard to begging the ques-insisted that it is a just and necessary in-corresno', not, it may be, in E.

the mission family are somewhat perma-tion, we may remark generally, we have ference from their principles, and is prac same w. but equally objection.

nently located in Damascus, it is estimated not been discussing the great issue on tically made by their usage in Psalmo-involving-risely the same più.

that their annual expenses will be between Psalmody, and have not attempted to dy. Our brother, indeed, has well migh, And if our brother will put him:

$100 and $1500. It seems to be the "prove directly, the divine appointment laughed at the idea; but that does not the trouble of conversing with".

sire of our brethren, that some determina- * -

- - - * - ive]v amount to a concession o r part. * ** * is subi. ,' '

tion should be made with regard to the an- of the Book of Psalms to be exclusively n our part. If are with us on this subject, he w:

nual salary which shall be allowed them : used in the formally instituted worship he will collect himself for a moment, wevery few who have not been as: .

and they suppose from the information of God. While some of our remarks would respectfully ask him, if he will not questions. And if he feel at 'her.

acquired both from experience, and from had, and were intended to have, a strong allow us to believe that he is governed publish the names he may is".

intercourse with others who have "leaning that way, they were primarily by the ordinary laws of the human mind! this way, he will perhaps find as many's

£££a to bear on this point: that they When two objects are presented to him, he will be disposed to use. Farla. We

meet all their expenses. who use other than the Book of Psalms, we suppose that like other men, he would have insisted that the prevalence of .

A supply of suitable tracts for general in the worship of God, should not be aston-be governed in his choice, by a convic- a sentiment, is the legitimate result:

distribution, it is suggested would addished if it should be supposed, that they tion that the one preferred, is the better practice in question—a position, wi.

much to their power to do good. '" the author of such productions for the end in view. If so, are we doing out brother has not attempted to my

your Board would recommend to Synod to
- - - - - • | w -

could write as well as David. That is the any violence to “common sense,” in with anything stronger than a few ex
make an appeal to the benevolent whom * - sing ti - - - - -

God hath blessed with the wealth of this sentiment for which we have been called supposing that his preference in Psalmo-'mation points!

world to contribute for this specific pur-" an account, and to that and points rais dy, 1S a fair indication of the comparative So much for conce". West.

pose. led in connection with it, our remarks esteem in which he holds Watts and Da-now advert to that, which, to our to:

With regard to a mission to Oregon and were addressed; and certainly not, as we vid ! It will not do to say, that you do porary, was evidently the most".

£ your:' '. th"supposed, in a style that any one would not give “Watts a preference over Da-some part of our article, bad reas:
- a O- - - - - - -: t - - - - -

'£££'. think, was begging the main, or the inci- vid.” The psalms you use are those of though it was. This was ouri's:

fields. To enable a missionary to go to dental question. The particular point, Watts, without any material alteration of the confusion of worship oces:

either of these fields, his expenses for the judging from the quotations made, in These psalms, according to your own by a departure from the divine 't'.

first year at least, to the amount of not less which we appear to have been acting showing, are no more the Psalms of'" praise.

than $400 would have to be borne. After this humble part, was in our illustration vid, than Scott's Commentary is the Bi
C- - - • - - • *- - - - - - t - - *

the first year, the missionary it is sup of the difference of provision, which the ble, each being merely an explanation of soning furnishes a strong argument"

posed, might depend upon those among -whom he shall labor for his support. Head ofthe church has made in reference le original test. Dr. Watts, as wel “Romanist against tle great".

Your Board, however, question the pro-"P" and prayer. If our readers will proved from his own language, in our last principle of private judgment. aft

priety of dividing the attention of the recur to that part of our last article, and article, did not himself regard, and did need be no apprehension of " " '
church between two or more missions in a the end for which it was introduced, they not offer his work, as a version of the not the proper exercise of the #: s:

foreign field. It is greatly important that will readily see how much “bgging of Psalms. What folly, then, what unfair-private judgment that occasions"

:::: :''the question” it involved. w'makes mess, to insist that the system you use are fusion in the worship of God. We'."

£ '.'m:£... this charge a little more amusing: is the* veritable Psalms of David And it, as the result of an abuse oft's .

Without, therefore, as a Synod, engaging fact, that our brother, while making it, that in using this system, you are not in which it is exercised, not* ".

at present in any other mission, your comes right under it himself. Indeed, giving a practical “preference to Watts independence of man, its proper"

Board would recommend for the considern-all that he has written, has been on the over David'” My good brother, unwil- as in independence of the word of " .

tion of Synod, the following plan for "assumption of the “divine warrant” for ling as you may be to admit it, and care-Our principle on this subjects " .

accomplishment of the object, without di- -| * -1. ful b - .. Ron't- - - 't n t1] G.S. Wou maW be to - - ii

verting the attention of the church from the he usage in Psalmody which he defends. y y guard against such a thest remove possible, from Ro

great enterprise in which we have already Now, if he is so exceedingly jealous of conclusion, it is not to be averted, nor to Has it been by insisting upon** *

embarked." There are men in our church the question, would it not have been bet-be resisted. We are well aware, that the word of God in its pure"

who are both able and willing to contribute ter to have given us this “warraut,” than the treatment of the inspired Psalms, of to the fullest extent, that the system

to the support of our present mission, and to have been entertaining his readers which we complain, is strangely inconsis. Rome has been established! O' "
who, at the same time would be willing 'with the “curiosity” of the Preacher tent with the “Creed, Confession of not been by setting aside this won."

avail themselves of other opportunities of. begging the question” from him! Only Faith, and Catechisms of the£ .doing good. Let the Synod make an ap- 3- - - - q - y > *

peal to the benevolence of such in behalf give us this, and we will beg no more!

"t have rew:

nd now rena.

In the first place, he thinks suit.

denying men the opportunity."

ah church,” and her “standard writers"ing their private judgment in"

%f a mission to Oregon or California, or Our difficulty is, and he should have pa-on the claims of Inspiration. But that it? Who then is on Roman "

to both. And let such as are willing to tience with us, that we have never yet does not help the matter; it makes it respect to psalmody! They who:

take part in this benevolent enterprise #ve discovered that “ warrant.” We have, worse. If, after all this, an inspired, is upon the use of unadulterated ''

in their names, with a pledge that they a - - * - - - aring that
- - - ''' as we think, good authority for using the set aside for an uninspire l who, fearing th?' "

will contribute such a proportion of the * 5 y s | pired Psalmody, Psalms, or they * -

- - Scri * --, 1.3 - *c. **** • *...*a arror w
sum necessary, provided the remainder to Scripture Psalms in the worship of God. there is only the £eater despite done' of priv*: er -

furnished by others, to sustain any mis- but seeing no farther, and remembering Holy Spirit. We do hope you will be sung, give to their people."

sionary appointed by Synod for one year. the words of the Master—“In vain do ye not place us under the necessity of press-ized sense of these Psalms' Ourl:

In this way it is believed that without£ me teaching for doctrines the ling this point farther; it is a tender one, has made a mistake here. " w:

minishing the contributions to our Foreign commandments of men"—we have not and the longer it is pressed, the sorer it. around him, he will see that."

Missionary Fund, the amount necessary 6,for this particular object might be realized. lt at liberty to venture farther in our will become. in the very position in which hee

All which is respectfully submitted. usage. Now, if our good brother will Again, we are announced to the read- to find us. It is no part of our pri

John T. PREssly, Ch'n. furnish us with this “divine warrant,” allers of the Advocate, as conceding that to deny the right of private jud.

our difficulties in relation to this subject, “our correspondent was mistaken,” and and no more, to deny or p"

on which we now so unhappily differ, also, that we do “not pretend to have privilege of exercising this right"

SoME CoRRections. Under the head, will be removed-the question will be met with such a comparison” as our cor-lence to any part of the word

of “Closing Remarks,” our brother of settled. respondent intimated was frequently. But we do deny the right of*

the Presbyterian Advocate favors us So much on “begging the question.” made. We wish we had room to quote or persons, to palm upon us "
with another long article. In our last, We shall now notice some of the impor-the whole paragraph, in which this state- this word, or any part of it, the

we expressed an expectation that, with tant concessions which we are represent-ment is made, that our readers might planations,” or “ imitations.""

it, the subject would be dismissed. Butted to have made. Our cotemporary as-compare it with what we have said, and tions” of men.

as corrections of these “Closing Re-serts, first, “The Preacher now concedes see what a “racy writer” our cotem- We are also told that to argue

marks” have been invited, and are so that it does not belong to the principles
porary is. We do not accuse him of a of the use of the Scrip". Psal

much needed, we must ask the indul- of our church, nor does she teach, that wilful misrepresentation of us in this, but the confusion of praise occas"

gence of our readers once more. “Watts wrote as well as David,” &c.- certainly he must have written in a great church having its own psalm b%

To gratify the “curiosity” of his read. Pray, when did the Preacher make this hurry, and after a very cursory reading rect, “inflicts a fatal blow" pr
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in reference f£ F, d, re... " " i with a death's-head lying beside may have to act the “slump-speaker,” in
exclaims-“ . . . . . " " " ' " MR. EDITOR: her, and a whip, which she has been ap the pulpit, for one while. And, then, what

" " ' " " ": An article in the Presbyterian Advo-'plying to her plump, fair shoulders, till 'good has he done! He may have pleasedcnough; but * . . . . . .
-

... " " '" " ' "" cate of last week, overthe signature of “An both the whip and her shoulders are made a few political partizans, and gained a mocasioned by

textbook, o " " ' ,* . "!". Admirer of the Psalms,” contains some." with her biood—poor, silly girl ment's notoriety: but has he brought one

“explanati * , - - it. ' ' suggestions." which have prompted the That it is in accordan: with good taste individual to hate sin and love holiness

such a mot | | following inquiries. to accompany so beautiful a figure with more than before ? Has he breathed into

easy to see - a . . . . . 1. Does the system ofpsalmody adopt-such disgusting imagery, is more, I think, one soul that meek and quiet spirit, which

increased. . . . . . . . .hese ed by the Presbyterian church embrace than can be made out from any accredited is, in the sight of God, of great price :

diversities in preaching- " " "the whole Book of Psalms! The writer canons of criticism. If it is intended to be atlas he converted one sinner to Christ?

aff wrong, and to the grates' " ":" says that, “the Editor of the Preacher representation of Mary Magdalene herself. What may be the result of the present

sible, should be avoided. . And for this is mistaken in supposing that our system then it is historically incongruous, by em-war with Mexico, no human sagacity can

reason, among others, we "s' "pon the of psalmody excludes any of the 150 bodying in her the practice of self:ffagella-foretell! Our armies may be successful,
use of a system of P-almody which all can Psalms.” if this be true, will the writertion which did not exist for centuries after but the national spirit may be perverted;

use in confidence of singing the truth, be so kind as to tell us where we will find her time. If it only represents one of her our institutions may receive a death

Here, however, strange as it "V," the 109th psalm? I am aware that there class, known, in common parlance, as wound, from which they will never re

we are net with the assertion that the ''' is in that system a poem which is num-Magdalens, then it is objectionable as a cover; and vice and profligacy may be

of a Scripture Psalmody does no secure his bered 109. But is it one of the 150 burlesque of piety. It represents piety to frightfully increased throughout the land.

end. We are told, there is more danger psalms? This poem contains six verses, consist in a certain fondness for the so-These are results seriously to be appre

of error and diversity in singing these whereas the 109th psalm contains thirty-ciety of skulls and skeletons, and repent-hended. If the war is unjust and un
psalms, than in singing an explanation of one verses. And will he further please ance to be the laceration of the body by necessary, it should be regarded as a sore

them. In proof of this, we have been to tell us, whether any one of these six self-inflicted flagellations. This may be indgment from Heaven, that our rulers, the

taken to the Synod of Ulster and remind verses, is a “faithful expression of the the religion of romance or of Rome, but appointed guardians of our national in

ed of the Arianism which prevailed 'here, sense” of any one of the thirty-one verses not of reason or Revelation. terests, should have involved us in it.

in the use of these psalms. Accordingly, of the 109th psalm ? If not, then where- Painting and fiction have done more And if the wisdom of our legislators, and

our cotemporary thinks his church has a in was “the Editor of the Preacher mis-than common sense or Scripture, for the of all those men of political discernment

great advantage in being furnished for her taken in supposing that our system of religion of Rome. This accounts for the land knowledge with whom they consult,

use, an authorized sense of the Psalms, psalmody excludes any of the 150 fact that there is in it so much of the fan-i has been found so utterly at fault, it is but

“Let us sit this a little.” What is as 'psalms?” ciful and unique, and that its boasted im- another verification of the inspired saying,

sorted of the Book of Psalms, is equally 2. The writer styles himself “An Ad-mutability is consistent with perpetual ad: Except the Lord keep the city, the

true of the whole Bible. Then, why not mirer of the Psalms.” Will he explain dition and change. Lord Kam's says, watchmen watch in vain.”—United Presb.

withhold the word of God entirely, and to us the consistency between that title that among the common people of Italy, and Evang. Gear.

give in its stead an “explanation” of it!; and an approbation of the liberty which “the belief of scripture history is perhaps

to not Arians and other errorists perver Dr. Watts has taken with the Book of founded as much on the authority of Ra
other parts of the Bible as much as the Psalms, in altering, omitting and trans-phael, Michael Angelo and other painters, Protestantism in the East

Psalms? And if there is so much advan-posing according to his own discretion, as on that of the sacred writers.” Le- “The recent accounts from Constanti

tage in having the “ sense” of the Psalms. For an example, let us refer to the 119th gendary fiction from the pulpit and con. nople are gratifying,-as showing the pro

served up to the church, would there not Psalm. This is a very remarkable pro-fessional, has, with a like freedom and |gress of Protestantism, chiefly through

be still greater advantage, in having the duction. Beside the excellency of the copiousness, supplied their creed and'': of your American Missionaries;

whole Bible served up in the same way?' matter, there is much skill in the arrange-casuistry. J. F. M. and the aid afforded them by Sir Stratford

B: not started. No matter, that you ment. You know that it is divided into - Canning and Mr. Wellesly, our Ambassa

would be so nearly assimilated to the 22 parts corresponding with the letters - - idor and Charge d'Affaires. It is cheering

Church of Rome, in such treatment of the of the Hebrew alphabet; that each part Fast-Day Employment. to mark the cordial co-operation of Ame

Scriptures. You should not be over-consists of eight verses, and that every “ Perhaps there has not been a time 'ricans and Britons in any good cause:
scrupulous about that if your principle verse in each part commences with the within these thirty years, when so much pre-eminently in such a cause. A reli

is correct, you should carry it out, and same Hebrew letter. Now, what has wisdom WaS required in those who lead the 'gious revolution, similar to the reforma

enjoy all the benefits. Are you prepared Dr. Watts done with this psalm, in the devotions, and provide the instructions oftion of the 16th century has commenced,
for that? Or have you spoken unad-composition and arrangement of which,' solemn occasion. Ordinarily£ seems progressing with the most de

visedly? so much care is manifest! He shall an;', human instruments of public calami-lightful rapidity. In somewhat less than

Before closing this article, already too swer for himself. “I have collected and |ties, and the propensity is very strong to eighteen months, the Protestants of Con

long, allow me to recur to something like disposed the most useful verses of this think much of them, and give them grea stantinople, that might have been counted

an implication, that the use of the Psalms, psalm under eighteen different "...prominence in any review or notice of the by tens, must be counted by hundreds:

for which we plead, is favorable to the and formed a divine song on each of ublic relations and prospects. But that and at Trebizond, Erzeroom, and in Syria,

propagation of Arianism. It is true, that them; but the verses are much transpos: train of thought which will lead us to re-ithere has been a corresponding increase.

the Synod of Ulster was at one time over-ed to attain some degree of connection."#. individually on our own responsibility, The Protestant church of Turkey has been

cast with the blight of this soul-destroy. Now, I would respectfully ask, what'd to mourn over our own individual £cognized by the Ottoman Government,
ing error. But it is just as true, that the would We think of a professed admirer will be most likely to make it such ‘a fast chiefly through the instrumentality of Sir

conservative orthodoxy of that synod, of the writings of Dr. Chalmers, who'd hath chosen. We should no Stratford Canning; and is now as much a
eventually cast it off. Is it to that Synod, would take the same liberty with * "overlook the agency of God in the visita. recognized institution as either the Greek

'' rather to the United Presbyterian lume of his sermons, which Dr. Wat'. 'A' ' ' 'h, h£or Roman church. An officer of the
Church of Ireland, of which it is now a has taken with the Book of Psalms', causeless shall not come, [sub. Porte is the guardian of its temporal rights,

' and ' which these. psalms are still' he take up'' these£stantially, we suppose is meant,] all who but the spiritualities of the new religion.

£A".
- - it to the Free, g * have procured these things for them. Tah, a large town near Aleppo, within a

or the Unite sbyteri - sh oi' or - .*.*.*.* * 2n give it to : - - - -

Scotl ited Presbyterian Church of gree of connection,” and then give There may be so much looking to the few weeks, six hundred persons have given
Scotland, or to any of the Presbyterian the world as an improved version of the'' rominent of human instruments as in adherence. No American Missionary
churches of the United Kingdom in sermon, would we concede his claim to p - *** **** , --- - -

- ..’s : -

which these Psalms are still used you be considered an admirer of the'' lead the though's away from on's in. has been among them, though they are, in
look for this? No, sir, no No. can of Dr. Chalmers ? When the author of div'ual delinquencies.”—Christ. Mir. 'general, the instruments of the change,

- * * - * c | - - -- r **!'...iran- but an American convert, who had been a

we allow these churches to in' the 'suggestions” shall have answered . The "love "gh's are judi". "" - " ". *to be an insig * - the discharge of their duties, as the minis. priest, had been conversant with them and

nificant part of “the stant fa-, these questions, we shall be better prepar- - - - * - - - - *! le great Protestant fa ques * prep's of Christ, those who lead the devo, distributed books. The wide diffusion of

mily.” In numbers they are at least re-ed to decide upon the validity of his claim'
spectable. In purity of doctrine, vourself to the character of “An Admirer of the ''' and furnish the religious instructions a spirit of inquiry—leading to the recep

being judge, in intelligence and zeal, they Psalms.” of the people, should inculcate the doc-ition of the truth, is promoted by the im

* in the very lead of the Christian IxquireR. £ of “ price on earth, and good-will to morality of the clergy, and the generally

world. In our own country, it is true wards men.” Never should they become serious temperament of the people. In

the denominations in which these psalms. panders to the war spirit. Neither daz Pera, discussions among the Greeks, Ar

"...used, are “small among the thou. For the pres". Zled themselves, nor seeking to dazzlemenians, and Roman Catholics, on the
sands of Israel,” but are they distinguish- That Beautiful Picture, |others, with the deceitful glare of military Protestant doctrines, are common in the

ed by impurity of doctrine? we'£ There was lately exhibited, at a window glory, they should constantly affirm that cafes and public walks; and the mission.

mit this question to your own frankness in Wood street, a picture that attracted all war is of the devil, except that which, aries are obliged rather to discourage a

4"d this one too: When were the £much notice and some admiration from the in the sober and bona fide sense of the hasty accession of crowds, preferring the

days of your own church Were they passers by. One of our city editors was language, is defensive ; and the exception slow and deliberate workings of deep con

not when her Psalmody was the same' thrown into raptures by the sight of it, need not be much preached. But, then, viction, leading to insensible, but wide

So clearly is this evident, that your de-but more especially by the information to preach for or against this or the other spreading and permanent results. There

'" from it, may be regarded as that it was a work of Spagnoletto, and no', is entirely another matter. Such a are 4,010 Armenians in Constantinople,

' openingof the floodgate, through less than one hundred and ninety years discussion will require a minister to travel whom the slightest encouragement would
£ flowed in upon you as a old! What editor could refrain : : out of ''£' and will in bring over to the New Church; but while

dy, to pass '. until you have had alrea: transports, (at least in a paragraph), who vo ve questions a out which a body of the caution of the missionaries imparts a

- Pugh a severer process of had seen a work said to be from the pen-£ might debate for a month, and temporary discouragement, the time is not

P"ification, than had the Synod of Ul-cil of Spagnoletto, the pupil of Caravag, still not have done. To do justice to the lar distant when the impulse from you.
8ter, - - - - - -ter; and it may not be long, when forgio, student of Correggio and successful subject, and treat the understandings of the western world will communicate its vi.

similar reasons :-- *** * * * ~ * - * * * - | " . -
, and in li - * vat of Domenichino ! eople with respect, (for they often, not bra Wide ". ...l. a.. -You may have ke faithfulness, rival of D. hin peop pect, ( y , in tions widely throughout Turkey, and

Process again.

The painting is called a Magdalen. It re-without reason, think themselves as well produce the Eastern Reformation.to pass through the same
- - - -

": a very good-looking girl, reading read on the subject as their pastor.) he Correspondence of the Con, Journal.
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s' gations, by Burnett, cong., by Rev. 1548 p.'' # per: and 9 £ i. #. ''

wn' Boggs, by Rev. 20.00 '' cong., by d • 13.81 •£ N.Y.3500 501.25£ R 100> ite U: 'g., by Co., l l ** "...e., • *-* ** ., it ev -1847. 15.00 W.£ Spring cong, b 3.6s. um, per cent., 5 - £". by '', ev.

April 2. Estate of J Pros indley, g., by Jan. 16. To draft 01:25:M, * • #.
O ect - * Čt, - May 27. W: t,

bell, by Jas.'. £ by do., 6.51 A. and£ Y. $500 '.'' cong, by J.'

c' of Ohio ullough, Caskey cong., by Rev. I ().63, ' To d'ah'' 501.25 Robinson #. * 6.

• ... " • - •* - - - ".: Strong of Char 40.00 £ cong., by do 7.00 : and premium,# L'£" cong, by

, Tenn., b ": gacy of Mrs. Wii. • * • 3 - ebanon con 11 :

R. Kerr , by Rev. D. D rs. Willock 6.10 r- *. cong., by R 30.April 19. M. James Rob 20.00 c' - , by > - 501.25 E' y Rev. S. &

nati - s Robb, do- • ross R 25.00 S$ - - on cong., *“ '":y Rev. Jas,' - w: Rev. Spear oad cong., Amount recei 32420.72 A£d ofN' b.

Pick...'' Stewart of 200.00 : Middletown cong., b 12.00 dis: 479 c' cong, by do aSt

y, in full of hi ev. S. Tag g., by - rsed, 5.79 yoke Creek ** 3.mentary donati S testa- Thoma * ** ggart, 2420.72 tion, by and Connec

P by Rev.: of $100, £# do., ' Balance in Treasury -: 2d£ 15.

' cong., by Rev. Duff 50.00' s '. Rev. W. T:". * HOME ~2. $2.375.07 B'' sburgh, by

S. Margaret * * 20. tlinbur ggart, - an 18- MISSION. - r Hill co" 40
A New£ of 00 '" by Rev. 7.00 s' - ARY FUND. F Calahan, cong, by Rev.

- £ of Mission. '.# 5,00; Evansburg con 4o 'n' congregati ' Miss. Society 1.M lexandria, by do eW Portersville Co g., by do., * ":June 26 eV. D. R. Rer. lon, £e bv of

ay 15. A. M. M. 1.00) New Zion£ by do., # d' cong., by Re 20.00 £"£" -

E: Macdill, ill, by K Rev. Worth," cong., by -vv, sp'' V. R'' Ind.: 17
‘nezer Knoxvi Cong. 6.2: W. M. ult * • *.

by:* Rev. Boyse, 4.00 £. cong., by Rev. 60.00 July '": "g. by Rev. 2 TurtleČ'. b s

Richmond cong, Rev. B 9.0() Richmond cong b ~ * s' cong, Re S.00 I' g., by Rev.

O ' ... --" oyse, Females of £ :: ci.' Dr. Pre:ly V. £ ''g'' by do, :
*: Juvenile Missionary 6.00 M'' nd cong., ...t.).) burg'' Gettys. 27.50 £ cong, by Rev 1.

ciety, b - rs. C. • - b - •, lueW, - V, -

Oxford #" - 3.72 £ of Richmond 3.75 M'. Gracey, £ cong, by do

O Society, by do issionary .7° Short Creek : by R 1.00 Rev£ Congrs 20.00 £ Fork cong. iy Rey

xford subscri ... 25.00 J. S. Bucha ., by Rev. - Chance: elds, by do." ** L wart, * *

:* on sava'" £ slo, ''.Will 3
Sidney And cong., by R 5.00 W *g, Rev. Jo pewell Dr. Pressly illock, by

y con - 20.53 noireWS eV. aterford nes, by do Unit siy, *

£Rev. .53| Woo * * Congr. ** 8. y cong., 2May 15 "' by do. V 20.00 : cong., by Rev. Pea- 13.91 J,' i. Rev. J. J. 50 M do, Rev. Conner,

tion 11ton con - *\". Martin' - n indiv Mlrs. A
# St.'' grega £ cong., by do las, #'$' in s:00 W.' Monroe,by do,

uis Congregati 41.00 nt Vernon cong, by á. 9.56 R. K. S., by Rev. £ong."
R Thompson b£, J. S. Crooked Creek ng., by do., 1: Oct. 1 G.' s' S. Taggart g., by

, by do. - * - Cong. .12 *:: IZ c Ul f

ev. J. H. Bonner, by d 5.00 w:ev. J. H. Pressly g., by P Wilson, ong, by Rev. 10.00 £ong, by Rev.

y do., I .00 ountjackson cong, 5 rospect Evansbur:Sli ong., by d .00 Spect cong, b 1S sburgh
ppery Rock cong£ 3.75 M' g, by Rev. W. .00 f' cong, by do,

• ? Q., 5. * It. Jack * Beul cong, b d
.0 ackson c ah y do.

... "...'", by Rev. 6.50 Rev.£ connections, by

3.00 NewŻ'
- W , Ind., cong, Rev.

orth, by Rev. J. N.
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-- 15.60 SYNoD's FUND. , | by Rev: - :: - - - --~~
- * - Statist the F " *

Bethesda, Ind., 1847. A friend of missions, by do, 1.00 atistics of "o: Presbytery of

congregations, by do.,

West Alexandria cong” by

J. S. Buchanan,

Middle Wheeling cong: by

do, -

Fairhaven, Ohio, cong, by

Dr. Macdill,

Savannah cong,

Andrews,

Mount Jackson cong., by

Rev. J. H. Pressly,

Male Missionary Society of

Dr. Pressly's church,

Eden cong, by Rev. R. G.

Thompson,

Auburn cong, by do.

Presbytery ofBigSpring, by

Rev. Gracey, Treasurer,

Rev. Joseph Clokey,

Paris cong, by Rev. Gal

loway,

Ladies' Miss. Society of 1st

Church Pittsburgh, by

Rev. M'Laren, -

Cadiz cong, by Rev. Wil

son,

Oswego, Ind., cong, by

Rev. J. F. Kerr,

La Fayette, Ind., cong, by

Rev. Carnahan,

Legacy of Geo. R. Brown,

Female Missionary Society

of Cincinnati, by Rev. J.

Prestley, -

Mr. Samuel Kerr of Russel

ville, by Rev. Graham,

South Henderson, Ill., cong,

by W. R. Jamison,

Erie cong, by Rev. J. H.

Pressly,

Female Missionary Society

of Hopewell, Ohio, by

Dr. Macdill,

Fall Creek and Greenfield

congs by Rev. Arbuthnot,

Cedar and Pope congs, by

Rev. Porter,

St. Louis cong, by Rev. J.

P. Wright,

Union cong, by Rev. Ekin,

Mansfield congregation, by

A: Johnson,

\llegheny congregation, bDr.£ g y

Thomas Hanna, donation, -

by Rev.

CONTRA.

Amount disbursed,

" received,

Balance ove aid
the£ and due !

18.12 April 2s. Puckety congrega
| tion, by Rev. Duff." s

May 21. Xenia cong, by Rev.

Harper,

3.75, Chillicothe cong, by Rev.

W. T. Findley,

11.00. Bethel, Ind., cong, by Rev.

* J. H. Bonner, *

6.72 May 27. Savannah cong, by

Rev. Andrews,

7.25

| FOREIGN MissionARY FUND.

2.00, 1847.

June 2. Tarentum and In

500 diana congregations, by

Rev. Gilmore,

11.50; “ 3. Butler cong, by

Rev. Niblock,

6.2% Sabbath school children of

Butler cong, by do.,
2.00 June 7. A lady in Tennessee,

Settled Ministers.

Rev. W. M. Boyse, Richmond congre

gation, Wayne county, Indiana, i0 com

municants; Ebenezer congregation, Preble

10.00 county, Ohio, 80 communicants.

| Rev. S. W. M'Cracken, Hopewell con

10.00 gregation, Preble county, Ohio.

Rev. Joseph Claybaugh, D. D., Oxford

800 congregation, Butler county, Ohio.

Rev. David Macdill, D. D., Hamilton

1.00 and Concord congregations, Butler county,

|Ohio, 57 families, 115 communicants.

so Wooster cong, by Rev. by Rev. ScottPeacock, 5.00 • *

90.00 Martinsburgh cong, by do., :
Mount Vernon cong, by do. 2. • , -

3.00. White Eyes£'' 44* of the Presbytery of the Lakes.

700 Reid, 3.00 Settled Ministers.

Mill Creek cong, by do, 4.50; Rev. Isaiah Niblock, Butler and Union

80.00 Sales of Testimonies, b gregati Butler, But]
0.00 "w': nies, by congregations, Butler, Butler county, Pa.,

10. William Wallace, 7,13,115 families, 199 communicants.

1100 ": by Rev. R. G. 4.00 Rev. Wm. Findley, Prospect congrega.

"v", :00 ton, Prospect, Butler county, Pa., 75

A'. cong, by Rev. 0 families, 160 communicants; White Oak

Ohnson, 2.00 Springs, 75 families, 160 -

50.00 - • *- * Springs, * communicants.

": cong, by Rev. 2.00 Rev. '' Neille, Mount Jackson con

* . . 'gregation, Mount Jackson, - ".

' '...:12.47 cong., by Rev. E. Run, *"Slippery Rock congregation, 38 families,

$65.5 100 communicants.

0.00 - " Rev. John J. Findlew, Waterford con
CONTRA. - - : ' ,

w 1846. -* gregation, Waterford, Erie county, Pa.,

|May 9. Balance due Treasu- 30 families, 70 Communicants: Elk Creek

rer, 4,0s congregation, 13 families, 23 communi

30.00 1847. can!.S.

May 27. Paid balance of order Rev. Wm. P. Brenden, Evansburg con

2.00 of $25 to James Prestley, 16.00 gregation, Zelienople, Butler county, Pa.,

Paid order to W. Wallace, 4.31 [37 families, 70 communicants; Porters.

10.50 May 31. Paid Samuel Find- ville congregation, 23 families, 45 com

•) ley, Sen, per order, 10.00 municants: Sunbury congregation, 47

20.00 paid Dr. Macdill, per order, 50.00 families, 97 communicants.

“ James Prestley, per Rev. Joseph H. Pressly, Erie congrega

- order, 40.00 tion, Erie, Erie county Pa., 65 families,

22.90 | Paid do. do., per do., 25.00155 communicants.

S.50 *4£ of 1st Church, Rev. Robert W. Oliver, Bethel congre.

...) Pittsburgh, - "gation, Pulaski, Mercer county, Pa., ls

- T. T. families, 40 communicants; Beulah con.

5.00 Amount disbursed, 1: gregation, 47 families, 80 communicans :
10.00 received, * Mahoning congregation, 50 families, 80

22.00 | Balance overpaid and due } communicants.

- '.£ - $89.81 | Rev. Robert Audley Browne, Eastbrook
* - J., " ' "... • -

2.00 congregation. New Castle, Beaver county,

cong, Rev. Forsyth, by

2018.90 diana congregations, by

1570.41 Rev. Gilmore,

“. .3. Butler, cong, by
$448.49 Rev. Niblock,

**

12. Jonathan's Creek,

The Treasurer of First Synod acknow

26.75 'edges the receipt of the following sums

50.00 for Synod's Fund. e

1847.

$1570.41 May 25. Sugar Tree Fork

1846. Rev. D. R. Kerr, - - -

May 9. To balance due Trea- Deer Creek cong, by Mr. municants; Clarksville congregation, 20.

surer, as per Report, 253.07 Carnahan, 12.32 families, 40 communicants.

1847. Lebanon cong, by Rev. S. Rev. Joseph K. Riddle, Bear Creek con

May 31, Paid Wilson Blain Wallace, - 10.00 gregation, Baldwin, Butler county, Pa.,

per order, * 10.00 Chesterville cong, by Rev. - 57 families, 113 communicants: Mount

Paid J. Van Eaton, order, 33.30 S. Findley, Jr., 1.49 Varnum congregation, 34 families, 68

* W.T. M'Adam, order #. Troy cong., by do., 5.45 communicants; Lawrenceburg congrega

" J. M. Herron, order, * 6:00 Unity cong,by Rev. Conner, 10.00 tion, 30 families, 60 communicants.

“ James Morrow, order, 75.50 |May 27. Wheeling cong, by Students

S. W. Clark, order, i; 50 ... Rev. W. Taggart, * - - - - ...'.
“ Jos. Buchanan, order, 26.00 Mansfield cong, by Rev. William Dalzell and William Mehard.

“ D. H. Pollock, order, 63.20 Johnson, 5.77 Vacancies.

“ J. P. Wright, order 118.31 Yellow Creek and Lebanon Sugar Creek ion. S Creek

" R. W. Oliver, order. #: congs., by Rev. Jamison, 7.000 £ roe£-:r '

Samuel Miller, order 36.00 Crooked Creek, by Rev. J. rawford£ 23 families, :

" D.C. Cochran, order. $4.00 H. Pressly, 8.00'' Mill Creek congregation,

" J. D. Steele, order, * 23.00. Shenango cong, by do: 6.50"£'' communicants. •

" J. R. Bonner, order 1Sino East Brook, by Rev. Oliver, 6.50 Crooked Creek congregation, Hart's

" William Lind, order £ Woodfield cong, by Rev. iCross Roads, Crawford county, Pa.

' 'ohn N. Dick, order. 214.0 Parks, * 5.60 Georgetown congregation, Georgetown.

M.M. Brown, order. #. Clarkville cong, by Rev. Mercer county, Pa., 23 families, 45 com.

' ' N. Dick, order, " ' M'Adam, 2.60 municans. -

. J. A. Miller, order, £ - | Unity congregation, Annale. Butler
st£ Bower, order, £500 The Treasurer of General Synodacknow.', Pa., 68 families, 170 communi.

OS. Thom *...*. dges the receipt of t orino -*- -

" Alex.£* s' ledg HoME£ s?!?".S. Kittanning congregation, Kitanning,

" Peter Monfort * # i" if, Armstrong county, Pa., 40 families, 41

* 50.00 1847. communicants; Rural Valley congrega.
-June 2. Tarentum and In- tion, 9 families; Clintonville congregation;

Pa., 38 families, 79 communicants; She

|nango congregation, 57 families, 106 com

municants.

Rev. Wm. T. M'Adam, Mercer con

gregation, Mercer, Mercer county, Pa.,

40 families, 115 communicants; Delaware

3.00'' congregation, 14 families, 28 com

Rev. Henry Allen, Sycamore and Hop

kinsville congregations, Warren county,

Ohio.

Rev. John M. Graham, Mount Pleasant

congregation, Butler county, Ohio.

Rev. James Prestley, Cincinnati con

gregation, Ohio,

Unsettled Ministers.

Rev. James Morrow, Rev. James Bar

nett, missionary.

Probationers.

Andrew Foster, John Milligan, Robert

Ross.

Vacancy.

Fairhaven, Preble county, Ohio.

Statistics of the Presbytery of Steuben

rille.

Scttled Ministers,

George Buchanan, Steubenville congre

tion, Ohio, 71 families, 122 communicants.

William Wallace, Wheeling congrega

tion, Virginia, 80 families, 100 communi

cants. -

Alexander Wilson, Cadiz congregation,

Harrison county, Ohio, 66 families, 123

communicants. -

Joseph Clokey, Piney Fork, Smithfield

post-office, Jefferson county, Ohio, 65

families, 140 communicants; Warrenton

congregation, Jefferson county, Ohio, 20

families, 42 communicants. '

Samuel Taggart, West Middletown con.

gregation, Washington county, Pa., 70

families, 155 communicants.

John M. Galloway, Paris congregation,

Washington county, Pa., 72 families, 150

communicants.

William Lorimer, Richmond congrega.

tion, Jefferson county, Ohio, 66 families,

120 communicants; Knoxville congrega.

tion, Jefferson county Ohio, 45 families,

7 communicants.

Joseph S. Buchanan, West Alexander

congregation, Washington county, Pa., 36

families, 68 communicants; Short Creek

congregation, Ohio county, Va., 15 fami

lies, 32 communicants; Middle Wheeling

congregation, Ohio county, Va., 20 fami

0 Bazetta congregation.

Missionary Station.

10.00. Pine Grove, 10 families, 17 communi.

|gregation, Belmont county,

lies, 42 communicants.

Alexander Young, St. Clairsville con

Ohio, 69

families, 142 communicants; Centreville

congregation, Belmont county, Ohio, 13

families, 25 communicants.

Thomas L. Speer, Chartiers’ Cross

Roads congregation, Washington post

office, Pa., 45 families, 120 communicants.

W. H. Jamison, Mechanicstown con

gregation, Columbiana county, Ohio, 22

families, 50 communicants; New Lebanon

congregation, Ohio, 21 families, 51 com

municants; N. B. Yellow Creek con

gregation, Ohio, 15 families 29 commu

thlcants. -

* Probationers.

Joseph Buchanan, David Cochran, S.

W. Clark, William Jackson, Samuel Jami.

son, J. C. Campbell.

Students.

John Bryson, Joseph White, James

Golden.

Vacancies.

Carrolton, Ohio, 20 families, 42 com

municants. -

Connotton, Ohio, 8 communicants.
CantS.

Jefferson, Ohio, 10 communicants.
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M’Kinny’s Settle

35 communicants.

Belus Station, Va., 12 communicants.

- - -
!

ment, Va., 15 families,

communicants.

Wellsville, Ohio.

Little Muskingum, Ohio. |

|

Statistics of the Presbytery of Indiana.

Settled Ministers.

Samuel C. Baldridge, Princeton post

office, Ind., Princeton and Elderton con.

gregations.

John H. Bonner, South Hanover post.

office, Ind., Bethel and Hopewell congrega

tions, 40 families, 90 communicants.

James Worth, Springfield post-office,

Decatur county, Ind., New Zion congrega.

Mount Vernon, Pa., 40 families, 70 families, 78 communicans.

*

Dayton, Montgomery county, Ohio, 11 congregation, S1 families, 173 communi.

f nt N
- - - i., - - - • *- Nebo tor.

": 16 communicants. * 'ants: East Union congregation, 44 fami. Pittsburgh , " :£

"gar Creek, Greene county, Ohio, *lies, 100 communican: communican, 2. * .

|families, 43 communicants. |

Cesar's Creek, Greene county, Ohio, Statistics

13 families, 22 communicants. |

Addison, Miami county, Ohio, 5 fami- Settled Ministe

lies, 10 communicants. * Settled "It musters.

-

-- -

|

***Jacksonville, Dark county, 8 families, A. Sharp, Cumberland county, Tag
13 communicants. w Newville congregation, Sl families, 175,

Lima, Allen county, 8 families, 16 com- communicants : Shippensburg congrega.

of the Presbytery of B

Spring.

- |

ig col

L.tion, 50 families, 98 communicants. municants tion, Cumberland county, Pa., 10
** 11" r - • - - -

W'' Bloomington post- Canonsburg, Hancock county, Ohio, lies. 2() £mmunicans.

office, Ind., Union congregation. 6 families D. B. Jones, York county, Pa., Chance.

S. Millen, Shiloh congregation.

William Horne, Caledonia congregation.
J. N. Pressly, Richland post-office,

Rush county, Ind., Bethesda congregation,

41 families, 85 communicants; Richland

congregation, 43 families, 96 communi.

CantS.

Unsettled Ministers.

William Lynd, Hugh Mayne.

Probationer—R. N. Fee.

Students.

J. A. Campbell, B. L. Baldridge, R. E.
Stewart.

Statistics of the Presbytery of Michigan.

Settled Ministers.

J. F. Kerr, Oswego, Indiana, 42 fami.

lies, 72 communicants.

Wilson Blain, Hebron, Indiana, 26 fa

miles, 56 communicants.

D. T. Carnahan, La Fayette, Indiana,

13 families, 26 communicants; Mount

Hope, Indiana, 17 families, 35 communi.

CantS.

R. R. Coon, Providence, Indiana, 45

families, 90 communicants; Mud Creek,

Indiana, 16 families, 32 communicants.

Vacancies and Missionary Stations.

Mount Pleasant, Indiana, 7 families, 12

communicants.

Camden, Indiana, 15 families, 26 com.

mhnicants,

Burnett's Creek, Indiana, 10 families,

18 communicants.

Albany, 10 families, 20 communicants;

New Lancaster, Wells county, Indiana,

9 families, 15 communicants; and Warren.

Elkhart, Indiana, 5 families, 12 com.

municants; Centreville, Michigan, 12 fa.

miles, 25 communicants, Fawn River,

Michigan, 5 families, 9 communicants.

Caledonia, Michigan, 10 families, 16

communicants; Yankee Springs, 5 fami.

lies, 10 communicants, Prairieville, 9 fa

milies, 12 communicants.

Allegan, Michigan, 13 families, 30 com.

intin[can!s.

Grand Rapids, Michigan,

Statistics of the Presbytery of Spring.

fie

Settled Ministers.

J. F. Sawyer, Springfield, Clark county,

Ohio, 55 families, 95 communicants.

J. M. Gordon, Piqua, Miami county,

Ohio, 55 families, 105 communicants.

C.T. M'Caughan, Sidney, Shelby coun.

ty, Ohio, 48 families, 112 communicants.

J. S. M'Cracken, Kenton, Hardin coun

ty, Ohio, 25 families, 46 communicants.

R. D. Harper, Xenia, Greene county,

Ohio, 68 families, 170 communi.

cants.

Unsettled Ministers.

P. Monfort, J. R. Bonner.

Probationers.

John Van Eaton, John M. Heron, Geo.

W. Gowdy.

Student.

Clark Kendall.

Upper Sandusky, Wyandot county, 6 ford congregation, 33 families, 70 comfamilies, w - - municants; Hopewell congregation, York g

M’Cutchinville, Crawford connty, Ohio, county, Pa., 17 families, 40 communicants.

3 families, 5 communicants. - * * * *

Quincy, Logan county, Ohio, 10 fami. Chambersburg congregation, 4.1 £,
lies, 19 communicants. 80 communicants: Gettysburg and Hill

William R.

county, Pa., 110 families, 2
Cauts.

fami- Calahan, Jas,

Kerr.

R. Gracey, Franklin county, Pa., Steele, L. Long, James H. Fife.

-

–===-----------, -, - . .

Vacancies. Guernsey county, Ohio, Antrim congre-post-office, , , , × ~

- - gation, 106 families, 146 communicants Cants * mm.Cedarville, Greene count 35, # * - " ": * • , *

* nty, Ohio, | Benjamin Waddle, New Concord post- James . n's Run

Bellefontai L - office, Muskingum county, Ohio, Crooked Noblestow . . 'ice ''f # te ontaine, ogan county, Ohio, 40 Creek and Salt Creek congregations, 142 lies. 320 c. . . 1991... I -

"'£ . . . families, 337 communicants. John J. But al. in cm, 8

'"'. Champaign county, Ohio, 15 S. Wallace, New Concord post-geon's Hall'. . a to

families. 25 communicants | - - - * . " à, 60 fami, a
t *** *- t. - office, Muskingum county, Ohio, Lebanon, 112 communi, , **,

* {

|

John Gilmore

1gs,

riv , Tarentum andlm.

Tarentum post-office. Allegie

12 tom.

Unsettled Minister,

James M'Connel, Samuel Weir, i.

Dinwiddie, John C. Sted.

H. Buchanan, D. !.

Probationers.

John N. Dick, Robert Armstron:

Shafer, John Maclean, J.
e'. |

Students.

George Archibald, W. Cock's T :

milies, 10 communicants.

*

Middleberg, Logan county, Ohio, 5 fa. Congregations, Adams county, Pa., 44 Gilmore. John I). Glenn, R. Henn.).

- families, 88 communicants. Kelso, Samuel Kerr, J. T. M'Clute. W

James Shields, Juniata county, Pa., G. Reed, J. S. Robertson, J. R. S.

Mexico congregation; Formannah con

gregation, Juniata county, Pa., 35 families,

80 communicants; Tuscarora congrega

Settled Ministers. tion, Juniata county, Pa., 45 families, 120

N. C. Weed, Armagh post-office, India. communicants.

na county, Pa., Bethel and Brush Valley

congregations. |Statistics of the Presbytery

Joseph Osborne, Turtle Creek post- Settled Ministers,

office, Allegheny county, Pa., Turtle Creek J. C. Porter, Cedar and Pope congrega.

£ 60 families, 137 commu. tions, 34 families, 78 communicants.

J. P. Pinkerton, Peoria congregation.
nicants; Bethel congregation, Westmore.

land county, Pa., 62 families, 128 * William Graham, * *

Unsettled Ministers.

municants.

William Conner, Antrim post-office, A]. ~

legheny county, Pa., Unity congrega', Joseph Thompson, John Freetly, Alex.

- Stur.

o

3.

statistics of the Presbytery of Blairs.

ville.

|

:--
-

60 families, 150 communicants; Beulah ander Pattison, M. M. Brown,

congregation, Westmorland county, Pa., geon.

40 families, 50 communicants.

Richard Gailey, Madison post-office,

estmoreland county, Pa., Sewickley

congregation, 91 families, 204 communi

cants; Mount Pleasant congregation, West

moreland county, Pa., 30 families,

communicants.

,,.J. W. Duff, Logan's Ferry post-office,

Westmoreland county, Pa., 108 families,

220 communicants.

|

Probationers.

Messrs. Wright and Foster.

Student—Mr. Hixson.

Vacancies.

St. Louis, South Henderson, Hopewell,

"Springfield, Harrison, Virginia Grove.

w
|

|

- |

of the Presbytery of Chilli.
cothe.

Settled Ministers.

| William T. Findley, Chillicothe congre

gation, 35 families, 90 communicants,

James Caskey, Ripley congregation. O.
Probationers. hio, 18 families, 47 communicants; Rus

J. M. Dick, M. H. Wilson, D. H. Pol. sellville congregation, 40 families, s: com.
ck, Randal Ross. municants.

Vacancies. | James Arbuthnot, Greenfield congrega

Statistics

Unsettled Ministers.

| M. M. Kinstry, J. G. Fulton, A. M'Ca

han.

'io

95 families, 210 communicants

of Illinois. 44 families, 91 communicants.

families, 36 communicants,

families, 260 communicants.

5

€On.

Wacancies.

Deer Creek, Allegheny conti I.

Speer Spring, Washington.com',

Barr Hill, Washington county, P.I.

*

St. Clair, Allegheny county, P, i.

Mount Gilead, Allegheny cont.'.

4 families, 100 communicants.

Raccoon, Beaver county, Pa.

Birmingham, Allegheny county, I

35 families, 60 communicants.

Rocky Spring, Beaver com", "a

New Brighton, Beaver county, Ph.

families, S6 communicants.

Hanover, Beaver county, Pa.

Hookstown, Beaver county, Pa.

Industry, do do. -

East Palestine, Columbiana.com'."

Saint Clair, do. do.

20 families, 50 communicants.

*

**

Statistics of the Presbytery of Mr.

Settled Ministers.

| James Johnson, Mansfeld ".
|Richland county, Ohio, Manside.

gation, 62 families, 142 commun"

D. F. Reid, Keene post office, te:

ton, Ohio, Millersburgh cong'

families, 36 communicants; While F

Bethesda congregation, Allegheny coun-£ Fall£
ty, Pa., 60 families, 125£ £s' COInmunicants,

Laurel Hill congregation, Fayette coun. tion Ohio *

#y, Pa., 30 families, 70 communicants. ca's *

Laurel Run congregation, Fayette coun. -

ity, Pa., S. families, 15 commmunicants. o

Blairsville congregation, Indiana county,

Pa., 45 families, 114 communicants. - -

| jacksonville congregation, Indiana coun." 43 communicants.

* >
*100 families, 21

ty, Pa., 38 families, 96 communicants. Probationer.

| Mount Olivet, Armstrong county, Pa., Alexander M'Clanahan.

25 families, 65 communicants.

Students.
Mahoning, Indiana county,

36 communicants. - :- -

New Alexandria congregation, West. Marion Morrison.

moreland county, Pa., 16 families, 30, Vacancies.

i

18 families,

'communicants. Fincastle and Unity congregations.

| West Fairfield Congregation, Westmore- •

| Statistics of the Presö

hela.

land county, Pa.

Brookville congregationand connections,

Settled Ministers.

John F. M'Laren,

Jefferson county, Pa.

Statistic the S | --

Statistics of the#" Presbytery y burgh, 240 families, 47

* - - | John T. Pressly,
Settled Ministers, lies, 527 communic

William Taggart, Uniontown post-office, John G. Brown
Ohio. 56 families, 105 c

Samuel Findley, Antrim post-office,

6 communicants.

ants.

ommunicants.

14.

Cherry Fork congrega.

communi

John Graham, West Fork congregation,

hio, 59 families, 155 communicants;

West Union congregation, Ohio, 21 fami

Thomas M’Cague, Jr., James Frazer,

Jtery of Mononga

1st church, Pitts

Allegheny, 225 fami

, 2d church, Pittsburgh,

John Ekin, Union cong, Pittsburgh

congregation, 30 families, 50 *

|cants; Mill Creek congregation, %

lies 78 communicants. * *

| S. Findley, Apple Creek ps:

|Wayne county, Ohio, Troy£

43 families, 77 communicans: '

Springs congregation, 22 families. "

municants; Chesterville congregatu.

families, 28 communicants. -

J. H. Peacock, Mount \".

office, Knox county, Ohio, Mr.

congregation, 24 families, 75 co"

cants; Mount Vernon cong:"

families, 22 communicants; Woo".

gregation, 25 families, 61 commu"

Joseph Andrews, Savannah ".

Ashland county, Ohio, Savannah

gation, 55 families, 130 commi"
De Kalb congregation, 12 famili

communicants. -

R. G. Thompson, Paris pos

Richland county, Ohio, Eden "

tion, 6 families, 11£

burn congregation, 29 families.

municants.

Unsettled Minister".

James Walker, James Miller.

Student–Goodwin Mitchell.
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# , c. ne 2. the subject open, and recommending to * | clare that they are one in Christ, and that here.

worthington 'un, the Synods continued effort for union, in E£ constrospeset ster they would' same garb,: be

congregation.£
A'. * * . . . . . . .” tes, promising. At the meetings of the Sy ing in the* lsles im. the meeting: i. i. The 133 Psalm was sung, the last de

*: * "… nods, committees of conference were ap- Evangelical Alliance in London, England, Au clarations of the two Synods and the basis of

– o •y pointed, and in accordance with their sus, 1846. The letter is dated union agreed upon were read, the later while al!

*Ripe for s....... . . ." Joint recommendation, two of the Synods, Edixburgh, (Scotland.) May 17th, 1847. the" were standing. As the clear voice of

- the Associate and Associate Reformed, Emigration--Lass of the Exmouth—." ji, the Clerk ceased to resound through the vast hall,

-***** took up the subject, and appointed dele- times” in Great Britain—Liberality of ... containing more than 3000 persons, the Modera

- * , , : * * * - - * the respective Synods extended the right: if R # A. J R ( : : ora: - ueen—Gratitud ica– IJmi tors of the respcc

# * R F \, .) # ** a gates to a future Convention, to meet Q itude to America— Union of "land of fellowship, and in a moment, the whole
*

- ~ in Pittsburgh on the 1st Tuesday of Secession and Relief Churches. court were exchanging this mark of brotherhood

September next. The Reformed Synod I learn also that the wharves of the amid continuous acclamations,
declined appointing delegates at this Atlantic cities are being swarmed with poor. Then the oldest member of either body, Dr.

Irish emigrants, and soon the Americans will Kidston of Glasgow, took the chair as Moderator

feel, at their own doors, a little of the burden of the United Church. He has been in the min

- - | Britain has now to bear. The last Sabbath of 'istry 57 years, and now appears in good health.

must be patient with us—their names may know the present state of proceed-April, a vessel sailed from Londonderry, contain. A professor of Theology from each of the late

will appear in course of time. lings in reference to this object. ing, by report, 240 emigrants, and 11 of a crew Synods, gave interesting addresses, which were

including the captain. At half past 12 o'clock followed by devotional exercises. In the evening,

on Wednesday morning, she struck on a rock off. at a fruit soiree in the same Ilull, there was an

-- Wroxesnay, JUNE 1S 17.

---

; :- We have a long list of acknow time. We have thought it necessary to

ledgments to make—our subscribers make this statement, that our readers
-

—-

Rev. A. Bower acknowledges the receipt of JEFFERsox Co.LEGE. Dr. Breckin- the cost of Isay, and in a ew minutes, all, ex-lenthusiastic exhibition of the joy manifest on the

$12.50 from Fairhaven congregation, Ohio, for ridge has - d th - - - cept three of the crew, sank into a watery grave. union of the two churches. Seven able addresses

*. ** -. , - - - ; I'esigne - :... '" * -- “.. * ** - * - - -

- the Second Associate Reformed congregation, s gned the Presidency of this The brig was the Exmouth of New Castle. were delivered. Also at the same time, a like
- - - l

Philadelphia. institution, to accept a call to the pastoral The loss of the potato crop has almost paraly soiree was held in the Music Hall. I wasp"

... " care of a church at Lexington, Ky. As a zed the energies of this government—has let its at the two grand meetings in Tanfield—the place

* > testimonial of their respect, the Board of traces of depresion on all orders of've where the General Assembly of the Free Church

M. The editor acknowledges the receipt of the Trustees conferred on him the title shipping-ha, drained the country of millions meets. -

following sums: - L. L. D. Dr. Baird, the distinguished sterling of specie, and is sorely felt throughout on the 14th it wasagr: name of the

l David Kennedy, Home Missions, $3.00 agent of the F E. - s". al the ramifications of society. The evil is ex United Church hal be “THE UNITED PREsby.

t sewickly and Mount Pleasant congs, geni o e Foreign Evangelical Society, perienced by the merchant in his country house, TER AN cine" and the name of the S. nod

. per Rev. R. Gaily, Rome Missions, 15.00 has been chosen the successor of Dr. the factor said his half stopped spindles, the shall be “ f'lif: "YNot of THE Ustree Parry.

it. Cutreville cong, per Rev. A. Young, | Breckinridge, and it is said will enter on farmer in his granary, the Peasant in his cottage." CHURCH, composed of the United 4:

Synod's Fund, 300 the duties of his office at the commence." the prince in his palace. Speculations in late Synod of the Secession Church, and of the

f : Centreville cong, per do, Foreign ment of the next session |corn, cotton, and railroads, had just preceded the Synod of the Relief Church.”

, a. Missions, 5.00 • blasting of the potato; and now, the Bank o: - - - - - - - - -- ""

it -- A. G. F., Foreign Missions, 3.00 ----- England, being limited in the quantity of* M A R R i E. D.,

..". do, Scotch Relief, 2 t)0 - bullion, has drawn in the same proportion of its Ou Monday, the 14th instant, by Rev. J H.

c --- W. C. M'Cune, Mississippi, Home Miss. 4.00 THE EDITOR of THE Passwrenas" Money is scarce, and many of the most Buchanan, Dr. HiRAM T. Cr. EAvrn, of New Lis

wealthy are unable to meet their pecuniary en." Ohio, to Miss Lydia F. Arrleton, of Bir
~ * * - - * - - - •

- ADvocate will see “some corrections” of gagements. A panic is about to obtain—an in-lmingham, Pa.

his “closing remarks,” on the second pending crash is feared-bankruptcy on a grand. On the 17t" instant, by Rev. D. R. Kerr, Mr.

* - * : - - W.M. N.): Miss NA: ibson, of Upperpage. They occupy too much room, but scale is threatened. With great solicitude, ' M. Nixon to Miss NANCY Rich ARDsoN, of Uppe
DEATH of DR. CHALMERs. The ''

. ~ - - ." | St. Clair township.

l accounts from Scotland announce the we do hope they are the last that will be look to the prospects and issue of the coming O :'. by Rev. James Morrison

death of this venerable divine, just] - ". . harvest. If the season be unfavorable, affairs in n the ult., by Rev. Ja *",

* J y needed. We can see nothing to be gained • * - - - REv. JAMEs SHIELDs, Pa., to Miss MAny CARO

celebrated throughout the world, for o these realms will be in a more sad condition than LINE M'Corwick, of Rockbridge County, Va.

by the direction which has been given to they have been for centuries. Men now public.

the present discussion. We have follow- |ly recognize that all they have comes from the o E IT U A R Y .

ed our cotemporary, and met him, as we Father of Mercies, and even the skeptic and Dico, at the residence of her son, Canonsburg,

- - think fairly on every point and he has in- scoffer turns his eyes towards the heavens. May Washington county, Pa., on the 28th ult, Mrs.

5 - • • - this dispensation be so sanctified that this great Nasey M'Cañas, in the 79th year of her age,

troduced a good number; but it is "nation may learn righteousness! The deceased was a native of Ireland, and ae

-:...~ :-l. - - comp. nied by her husband and family landed in

much of the nature of skirmishing about The Queen has given many evidences that she '' in 1831, and settled in '' Associate

the out-posts of the question, to be con- is sensible of the calamity with which her king Reformed congregation near Canonsburg, of

tinued longer. If he think it necessary to dom is visited. She has given, from her own:' '.A'.'' '. pastor.

- * - - #|Shortly after the arrival of the family at Canans.
- - - * - purse, £2000 for the destitute, appointed, and - -

interesting account of the exercises on take up the men's of the question, and strictly observed a national Fast, and on the 12 of burg the husband of the deceased was called

show us that “divine warrant” which he away by death, and from that time on she lived

& the occasion, is given in the letter from '''. - - May gave orders that no flour superior tosecond' during a number of years she

- Edinburgh, with which we have been believes himself to have on the subject, we rate should be used in her household, and persons enjoyed the privilege of attending upon the ordi

* - * - will feel it incumbent, to announc partaking at the royal table should be limited to nances of the gospel as dispensed by her sonp: furnished through the kind f 3. e to Our partaking y - - - - .

* - g nCineSS Of a readers any important revelations that." pound of bread per day. This speaks well Alexander, a worthy minister of the Associate

friend, and to which we direct the atten- y 1mp 1OnS ina for Victoria Reformed Church.

- may be made. Otherwise, u - - ". - - - It is due to the memory of the deceased to re

... won of our readers. y - se, unless impor-"T. timely relief which the Americans*

- tant corrections are needed, he must ex

learning and eloquence, and indefatiga

ble zeal in the cause of Christ.

- UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH of

Scott AND. The Secession and Relief

t Synods were formally united, under the

above name, on the 13th of May. An

|cord that she early devoted herself to the cause of

- sent to the starving Irish has bacn the universal her Lord and Master and lived an exemplary
------- cuse us, if we should have nothing more theme of eulogy in Ireland, and of warm and' ' several years previous to her death she

- -i-...-- was visited with many troubles and afflictions

to say. generous sympathy in England. Thrice Lord yet by the grace of God she was enabled to en:
THE UNION. We anno.V. iuri" = unced the - - - - -adjournment of the C - at John Russel, Prime Minister, has tendered his ac- dure them all with great patience. Towards the

J - e Convention, that the knowledgments of the kindly aid to the destitute 'o' of her earthly existence she became so

result of its proceedings to us, was un- from the people of the United states, and has 'eble and infi"."''''''"":"
- - - - - - - - the administration of word and ordinances. She

acco - - - -countable. At its meeting last Sep- AN ADMIRER or THE PsALMs, thinks highly complimented them. Besides, a notifica ': much of her time, however, in reading the

tember, propositions had been agreed because we pretend to compose our own." of the arrival of the Jamestown, a vessel of Scriptures and conversing with her friends about
is . . . . - - - - f the United States, at Cork, under the com-' the things that belonged to her peace. She ofton, covering the poi sermons, we must think our War O. - • * in gs that belong er peace. She orien
'. * had i. e points of difference, and S, k ourself a better mand of Captain Forbes, bearing $100,000 worth£ mention of the love of God in giving his

". se had been referred to a committee preacher than the Prophets and Apostles of provisions, was received with acclamation in '' be the Saviour of sinners, and gave satis

to prepare, in - - otso. If these holy men - £factory evidence that the Lord Jesus was pre
d prepare, accordance with them, N y men had given us a the House of Commons. When I see the "|cious to her soul, and that she trusted in him for

ocuments for a basis of union. It was system of sermons, ready to our hand, poverished that have wandered even into "in righteousness, 'n' "...'", Thu:
expected that this committee would be and we, instead of taking them as they boro' my heart aches for their condition. having used all diligence to make her calling and

After sermons by their respective Moderators,' sure, she was prepared to die in peace;

2. l In , - she departed without a struggle. Truly “Bless
the Synods of the United Secession and tle Re. ed are the dead who die in the Lord; yea, saith

lief Churches were constituted on the evening of the Spirit, that they may rest from their labors,

-

''' prepared to report these documents at were given, had decomposed them, omitted
*

the late meeting of the Convention. This many parts, transposed others, changed
: *mmittee failed. On account of local the train of thought in others, and all to the 10th inst. They sat on the 11th and 12th, and their works do follow them.” - S.

* | "piration, and the pressure of other make them more suitable for divine ser, and on the morning of the 13th met for the last DIED, June 1st, SARAH, daughter of Reid and

* business, its members had not had a £vice—if we had done this, then we would' "'""''''''" |Hannah Bracken, in the sixteenth year of her

*" i. - - - - - - -: - - he Sw ... age.

# $" interview, previous to the meeting of think that we could compose better ser. |mills, was crowded to excess, when the ****"we are aware that in these days it is custom

* in due order of procession entered and took pos.the Conv - * - i ary t - - de -

€ntion, * - - y to praise every one as soon as death has pass

on. Then, there was not mons than they. And farther, if we at session of reserved seats. They had come toed over them. No matter how£

s' time to accomplish the work, before the tempted to palm the productions thus form. ratify a marriage ceremony long contemplated, they may have lived, men "too much prone to
: meetings of the vari * - - | *.*.*.*.*.*** speak as if the pains of dissolution wer -T10 - the chur r r- but now fully and satisfactorily prepared for." p ere an atone

[. sented. So i us Synods repre ed upon the ch, as the veritable ser |Th t : an ": : orily #. pared for |ment for all sin, and secured free and full en

". : , So it was supposed, and as mons of the Prophets and Apostles, we ey entered as to synod, " *** **, trance to bliss. But our sister lived the life, and

"... " of the delegates thought there were would feel that we were acting with some. having lost their distinctive names. 0, what a we, therefore, trust died the death of the right.
* barriers in the way of - - - deri dist wo spectacle was there presented:—two Synods con-gous. Exhibiting a growing assimilation to the

#" y of organic union, thing bordering on dishonesty. taining near 500 ministers—of whom a large'' of Him who is meek and lowly, she loved

* * which i - - - - - - --; :- t would take some time to re-| His other “ suggestions” are attended to proportion were present, with elders, and proba. to converse concerning His work. In her case,

InOW * - - - as to live had been to honor Christ die we, the Convention adjourned, leaving by “ Inquirer.” tioners, and students of theology-come to de her eternal gain. , so to die was

. C.
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FormEARANCE IN LovE, THE Bosn

of UNITY. If there be one practical

-
precept which we could wish to be print

From the Christian Remembrancer, led in starry characters on the dark£
“THE HOST OF GOD.” of our mighty sky, written in sunbeams,

“And Jacob went on his way, and the angels on the tablet of the earth, and uttered

of God met him. And when Jacob saw them, both night and day in voices from the

he said, This is God's host, and he called the heavens, that the attention of men might

name of that place Mahanaim.”—Gen. 32:1, 2, be irresistibly turned to it, and their

“The Host of God" on, whence came they. " unavoidably impressed by it, this

PC) E J R Y .

========-----

Carro/ -arro//on. | -

I - Q "H" -

1st Sabbath July, Campbell. B O O K-STOREs.
3d “ “ do. | "....... . . .

1st “ August, do. Theological Hookstor.

3d - “Jackson. W E would invite the attention".

5th 4- 4- do. - and others, to our large". -

2d ** September, S. Jamison. ological and Sabbath School l's joine,

44 t". d d comprising nearly all the late Val: W.
4th (10. 0. in the Theological Department, and , .

2d *- October, Aten. from the press of Robert Carter, wi.

4th *4 ** do, to dis published several works of a higher.

And whither are they bound?

Are they of those that watch by day,

And keep their nightly round?

Come they from realms celestial sent

On God's high message here?

Guide they the nightly firinament?

Guide they the rolling sphere?

“The Host of God!”—How seemed that show,

In heavenly pomp arrayed ?

Marched they in bright angelic row,

With glittering wings displayed :

Or were they clad in flesh and bone,

Like children of the earth,

While but their glorious step and tone

Betrayed their glorious birth !

“The Host of God!"—How did they greet

Our faint and wandering sire?

Passed they his train with flying foot,

And chariot wheels like fire?

Or did they cheer his spirits there

Amid that desert lone—

Tell him that granted was his prayer,

His secret sorrows known '

“The Host of God!"—How wild the thought,

That lowly man should meet,

"Mid the drear realms of wolf and goat,

The steps of holy feet;

Whence come they—whither go—is dark;

Their purpose all unknown;

Yet shine they as a meteor spark

Through midnight darkness thrown.

Still may they wheel their bright carcer,

By lonely rock or tree,

Had we the patriarch's ear to hear,

His holy eyes to see!

The desert wild, the crowded way,

By Heavenly step is trod;

Through earth and air—by night, by day

Walk still-" The Host of God!”

-

grazeer-rewarranemrewar:"Tærxister:*

2.99 - 1 - A NY.

OH ! THAT THEATRE : “Some time

ago,” says Rev. T. Fisk, in his sermon,

in the British Pulpit, “I called to see a

mother: she was in distress. She not

merely wept, but wept aloud.”

“What is the matter?”

“O my child!” and she wept again.

“O my child is just committed to prison!”

and she wept again. “O my child is just

committed to prison, and I fear he never

will return to his father's house;” and

she wept again; and with all my firm:

mess, I could not help weeping too. I

was afraid to ask the cause; but I did

not need to, for she immediately, in great

anguish, exclaimed—

“O that THEATRE! he was a virtuous,

kind youth, till the Theatre proced his

Twin "

is the one-forbearing one another in pense the Lord's supper.

love. This one short precept, universal- Jefferson.

ly obeyed, would set all right, and reduce 5th Sabbath August, Wilson, to dis.

' to order. , it would not at once* pense the Lord's supper.

cile all minds, but it would harmonize' ist Sabbath October, S. Jamison.

all hearts. It would not amalgamate

- - Connotton.all churches into an external uniformity,

2d Sabbath July, Campbell.

** do

|

f

but it would combine them all in the uni

ty of the Spirit and the bond of peace. 4th “ |

It might not hush the voice of controver-, 4th “ August, Jackson. l

sy, but it would take from it the harsh 3d “ September, S. Jamison.
dissonance of human passion, and cause, 1st (i. October, Aten. -

it to speak in the meliduous tones of di-, 3d - -- do.

vine charity.—J. A. James. Washington.

Time optional, Young.

3d Sabbath July, Herron.
i

# * “Postmasters, whose salaries a
2d *- August, Campbell.

mount to less than two hundred dollars in a .." Speer.
per annum, have the franking'' 3d “ September, Jackson *

* - **-*

restored to them as formerly. They can

now remit subscription money to p:

lishers, free of charge, as well as the

names of new subscribers.”

Paris.

2d Sabbath September, G. Buchanan.

-

-: A N D B R O W, NE,

(Saccessors to Holdship & Brown".) |

| IMPORTERS and \l ANUFACTURERS of

PAPER HANG INGS, and dealers in Wri.

|ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper,

No. 87 Wood Street,

sc A LE o F A P Po INT MENT's,

Made by the Presbytery of Steubenville.

Mount Verman.

2d Sabbath July, Herron.

- 4- * * Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts3d 44 George Buchanan. |burgh, 'a. !

1st August, Jackson. | | | Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex

i 3d * * 4- Campbell. change at market price.

1st “ September, S. Jamison. January 0, 1847.

| 1st “ October, Jackson. |-------------

4th “ S. Jam on #EARS' his FORY OF THE BIBLE–A

* new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one.

giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev.

try remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred

Wells "ille.

4th Sabbath June, Herron.

-
Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four* *

-
*

--
*

- -

- -£ 4- July, Galloway. thousand years with copious notes, critical and

2d August, Lorimer. explanatory, illustrated with several hundred

4th * * * * |

Clokey, to dis- engravings, price $300.

pense the Lord's supper.

1st Sabbath September, Jackson.

|

£: EARS INFORMATION FOR THE PEO.

* Pl, E.-A very valuable miscellaneous work,
* - ri 2.50.

3d ** “ W. H. Jamison.'” -

1st ** October, S. Jamison. ow ING's HISTORY of Roy ANIsm,
3d & 4 - do. do l from its earliest origin to the present time.

: ** - - - |This is universally acknowledged to be the best
oth Campbell. work ever published on this subject.

Limestone and Connections.

4th Sabbath June, Campbell,

Z. Wilson & J. DouTuert, Agents.

EX INBU− C#: A.C.A.D.:N.Y.

-- -

r

2d 44 July, Young. HE Summer Session of the above Institution,

4th ** “ Taggart. 3 will commence on the 10th day of Mar next,

2d 44 August, Jackson. under the superintendence of Rev. Samuel Find.

5th 4. 4- J. S. Buchanan, i v. A. M. Undoubted reference as to success

i

|

l

|

and ability in teaching, has been furnished by

|M: Tindley.

... This Institution is situated in the village of

to dispense the Lord's supper.

2d Sabbath September, Jackson.

1st Sabbath July, Jackson.

This was her testimony, and it was the

testimony of the young man himself.

and it is, in substance, the testimony of

thousands. There are more young men

in our cities ruined by the Theatre, than

by any other means. How strange that

with such facts as the above before their

eyes, and such affecting testimony sound

ing in their ears, multitudes of the young

are hurrying on to this same place of

ruin-to certain destruction : Beware,

O young man, how you suffer your feet

to tread in that gateway to hell.

Christ. Intel.

|

|

3d 44 ** do. he academical year is divided in-e two sessions

4th ** “ Wallace. !-live months each.

1st “ August, do. Thirt.Ms

* - 1 - - --

4th : Campbell. Arithmetic (Davies'), English Granamar

1st September, do. - (Bullion's), and Geography (with the

2d 44 “Galloway, to dis- use of Globes), per session, $4.00

pense the Lord's supper. Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and His

3d Sabbath September, Campbell. tory, 7.00

4th 4- ** do Ancient, Languages, with the higher

2d 44 Octob l - branches of English Literature, 0.00
- ctober, (10. 1: Bullion's Latin and Greek Grammars will

3d ** - Jackson. be used.

5th ** - do. Boarding can be had in the village, at from

Little Muskingum.

4th Sabbath June, Jackson.

$100 to $1.25, and in the country at from 87:

cents to $10.9 per week. Clubs, wishing to

board themselves, can obtain rooms in the village

2d 44 July, do. on reasonable terms.

4th 44 -- do. b A£'' Apparatus will

e connected with the Institution; and the stock5th ** August, Campbell. holders are resolved to make every exertion to

1st 44 September, Galloway, to render the advantages of the Institution equal to

dispense the Lord's supper.

2d Sabbath September, Campbell.

any of a similar kind in the west.

A. H. JAMESON, President.

1st * * October, do. | Jofi N BIGGS, Vice President.

2d 44 - Jackson | DAVID CLARK, Treasurer.

4th 44 |- do - J. B. HITCHCOCK, Secretary.
April, 1847.
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T E R MS And how stands the case in France, the influence of that system of religion the quarter of what they receive for
is . - - -

where your church, Nero-like, extin- which you are seeking with so much praying souls out of Purgatory, to the

The Prexcites will be published on Wednes- guished the lights of truth, and caused zeal and ability to extend. The travel sustaining of common schools among the

day, every two weeks, at one polls' per annum, the blood of the Huguenots to run like ler in Europe need not be told when he people, there might be three or more

i, ulcance, or One Dollar and a half "er the water | Popery has managed France in crosses the lines that separate Papal such schools sustained in every parish in

close of the year. No discontinuance until all its own way, without any let or hind- from Protestant states; the obvious that bleeding, fan:shing, yet noble coun

arreirages are paid. rance, and what has been the result || marks of higher civilization declare the try: and its. sons would have an oppor

payments may be made to John Sterrit or Jo. It legislated God out of existence-de-trasition with almost d: much£ of rising to that position to which,

re, spraw, merchants, Federal Stree'. Alleghe. creed religion to be a fable, and death to as Kou' a broad river or chain of moun-their native wit, eloquence and genius

my; or to William Allinder, at the Publication be an. eternal sleep. Knowing nothing tains. # opery, with infallible certainly, entitle them. - •

Oice, N.W. corner of the biamond and Market of religion but what it learned through decades man. Do you ask how in . These, sir, are, in brief. my reasons

* All communications to be the unmeaning rites of your church, and this wise. for asserting that the effect of your re

by the carnal policy of your priests, it it takes from him the Bible, the re-ligion is to make the masses of your peo

sought to erase every trace of it from ex-vealed will of God, with all its clearple superstitious. They have no intelli

istence. And although France has re-light, with all its high motives to excite gent views of G. l. They know nothing

covered from the intoxication of the 11 soul to high and holy action ; and about the plan o' salvation. Sacraments

maddening bowl, and has risen to order without which neither£ nor and ceremonies exert an undefined, mys

Street, Pittsburgh.

addressed to the Editor, post paid.

Any person who will precure five new subscri

bers, and transmit the money, shall be entitled to

a copy of The Preacher, for one year.

where a private conveyance does not offer, from the wild chaos into which Popery religion can be long mainlained. Papaliterious influence. The priest exerts a

plunged it, its mind is yet infidel. Vol- countries are countries without the Bible. ghostly, fearful power, before which the

taire is the pope of the mind of France, it withholds from the people all right ignorant believer lavishly crouches, and

and Sue is the highpriest of the people. 'moral instruction. It suppresses the of which he stands far more in awe than

Your dumb show of imposing ceremony preaching of the gospel, and substitutes he does of the God who has made him.

is there esteemed, not as solemn, but for it the dumb show of the Mass. The And the very causes which render the

- ..., V farcical; and upon your rites but few apostles turned the world upside down masses superstitious, operate in an op
Bishop of NEw York. - - - - - * - - -

attend save the peasantry and the wo- by preaching : but in Papal countries, posite direction upon the intelligent, and
MY DEAR SIR: - men. And the world should hold the there is generally no preaching. I ven-drive them into infidelity. They reason

In my last letter, in which I stated to Papal church accountable for all the hor-ture the assertion that there are multi-about your doctrines as the Earl of Mul

you the process of my mind in its transi-irors of the French Revolution. tudes of Catholic churches in Catholic grave is said to nave done with a priest

ion from Popery to Infidelity, I assert- What is thus true of France is yet cou tries where a sermon would be as who was sent to him by James II. of

ed that the effect of your religion is, to more true of the other Papal countries great a rarity as would be the saying of England, to convert him to Popery.

*

*****
-

*-*

From the New York Observer.

To the Right Reverend John Hughes,

If the nobility of Spain,

intelligent infidels, in all the countries Portugal, Austria, or Italy, are less in

where it predominates.

truth of this assertion is self-evident to are less educated. Their masses are

Although the fidel than in France, it is because they

make the masses superstitious, and the of Europe. mass in a Scottish Kirk! And is it not “Sir” said he, “I have convinced my

one of the seven wonders of the day, self by much reflection that God made

''- ... the present Pope, the pretended man; but I ca.1 to believe that man can

successor of the warm-hearted preacher, make God.”

t

body, wishing to know, stand at the door

the well-read mind, the briefest con superstitious—their educated men, in-Peter, has preached a sermon, the first My dear sir, the days of Popery are

sideration will make its truth apparent cluding many of their clergy, are infidels preached by a Pope in three hundred numbered.

to all. —and their men of fortune and spirit live years!! Could Peter return to Rome, The Bible is against it. Civilization

How stands the matter in our own without any moral restraint. Popery unless his long absence from the body is against it. The mind of the world is

country? Who attend your Confession-brings no strong moral influence to bear has cooled his generous but impetuous against it. Good people now pray for

al, and your Masses in New York 'upon the mind and conscience of any spirit, I am afraid he would treat his its downfall as earnestly as they do for
How many of the educated Irish, French, people. In the proportion that its in-pretended successors as roughly as he that of Mohammedanism. It may live

or Germans, ever whisper at your knees fluence is strong, do people and nations once did Malchus. through centuries yet to come; but it

their sins, or ever bow at your altars to sink in the intellectual, social and moral. It withholds from the people the be- will be as Judaism now lives; or as

receive your wafers on their tongues, be-scale. nign influences of Christianity, the great, Paganism lived in many dark corners of

lieving them to “be Jesus Christ him- That you yourself dear sir, may see element in the development of civiliza, the Roman world long after its conver

self, true God and man,” and believing this, sit down and candidly compare tion. It withholds the Bible;—the ser-sion to the Christian faith. But my own

that he is “truly, really and substantial- Jonnaught and Ulster, in Ireland. In mon:—it has instituted a worship which fear is that the Papal world, both as to

ly present" in them! How many of the one, Popery almost exclusively pre- wants nothing of heathenism but the its mind and its mssses, will become sud

; these go to your churches | Let any'vails; in the other, Protestantism is in name; that worship is performed in a denly infidel, as in France, and then

the ascendancy. What a difference be-language now unspoken by any living pour down its legions upon the church

of St. Peter's or St. Patrick's on the tween them | Compare Ireland with people:—it excludes all reading from of God, to blot it out of existence. The

Sabbath, and examine the multitudes Scotland; and although the land of St. the people but such as the priest per- Romish church is one of the “ gates of

who attend these places, and they will Patrick is far richer than that of St. mits;—acting on the principle 'lie' which has poured forth armies of

soon learn. And even when an intelli-Andrew, yet how heaven-wide the differ-rance is the mother of devotion, it erects the aliens in opposition to the church of

gent person is seen mixing with those ence between them Compare Spain no schools for the instruction of the com-Christ; but it has never, nor will it ever,

who attend on your masses, he goes with England–Italy with Prussia-mon mind :-it substitutes the feast day prevail against it.

merely through the force of habit, or to Rome v ×linburgh—Belfast with for the Sabbath—the saints and the Vir- With great respect, yours,

wait upon a female relative. Permit me Cork: how wide the difference! Come gin Mary for the Saviour;—confessions KIRwAN.

to say that, with an acquaintance some- across ti. Atlantic, and continue the and penances, for faith in Christ;—and,

what extended in our country, I know comparison on our own Western conti-reverence for places, unmeaning rites,
not a single layman, of any repute for neut. Compare Mexico to New Eug-relics, for the fear of God. Sir, I say it For the Preacher.

-" learning or science, who believes in your land–Brazil to these United States—the with deep sorrow, Popery is not Chris- - - - "Too short Steps.

--~~ distinguishing doctrines. There are city of Mexico to that of Boston, or New |tianity. It is a fearful perversion of the It is difficult, if not impossible, to pass

#y some, I allow, of high standing and York, or Cincinnati! How great the religion of God; and for the evidence of through life without encountering some of

!.

'.

thiracter who are nominally Catholics, contrast! Come yet nearer home: com-these assertions I again point you to its is troubles. Perhaps, if it were possible,
but who, I learn on inquiry, are but pare the worshippers at St. Peter's in influence upon the people where there is it would not be advantageous, for troubles

- & nominally so. And the nominally Catho-Barclay street with those of St. Paul's nothing to counteract it. It has de- often lead to results highly beneficial. I

* lic is really an infidel. in Broadway; compare the attendance graded the once noble Castilian until have not found, that the persons who are

And how stands the case as to Ireland, on your own ministry at St. Patrick's there is now none so mean as to do him most exempt from troubles, are really the

the land of our birth, where seven of"' those who worship God at the Brick reverence;—Italy, once the seat of em- most happy or the most virtuous people.

nine millions of people are Roman Ca-Church, or at La Fayette Place, or at pire, it has reduced to feebleness;—and But man is born to trouble, and his de

"lies! Whilst its masses are with University Place. How wide the dif the once chivalrous Italian, who carried pravity will not admit of his remaining

#"ur church, is not its mind in opposi-ference intellectually, socially, morally! the eagles of his country to the extremes long a stranger to it. It is, therefore, an

tion to it! And what has kept the mind And why is it that Papal countries and of the world, to an ignoble slave. And object of no small importance to know

of Ireland from being infidel, but the fact communities thus suffer, and so sadly it has rendered our noble-hearted, noble- how to bear it, and how to treat it, and

that the Religion of the Bible stands out'. when contrasted with other com-minded, impulsive countrymen, the he w- how to profit by it.

there with a greater or less degree of munities, where there is an unshackleders of wood and the drawers of water in I used to think, that the only way to do

"inence in opposition to the religion conscience and an open Bible ! There all the countries to which they emigrate. so, when hurt by collisions with my fel.
of the priest? Thank God the Irish must be some general law or cause in The degradation of Ireland, which has low-men, or perplexed with my own af.

*did not exterminate Protestant. operation to produce results so uniform. made it a by-word, I charge upon Pope-fairs, or afflicted by Providence, was, to

in the “failestisle of the ocean." What is that law or cause! Sir, it is ry. If the priests of Ireland would give ponder these things over in my mind, to
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murmur, to get angry, or, at least, to show

that I was not altogether void of sensi.

bility.

But I was cured of this practice by a

very trifling incident, even atter wise

council and admonition, and some degree

of self-discipline had been employed on

me, in vain. I was going home from

meeting one night, it was dark, rainy, and

man who had just before me dashed

through a particularly bad place in the

street, and was waiting for two ladies that

he had in charge. They had declined his

assistance for the moment, and were mak

ing small progress and large complaints

of the darkness and the mud. The man,

in a very good-natured tone, at once mo.

nitory and encouraging, said to them—

“You don't understand it, you take too

short steps.”

This expression seemed to me to shed

light on the subject of the ills of life. This

taking short steps in a muddy path is an

exceedingly foolish practice. Forward in

the pathway of life we must go; and it is

best to make good long strides where the

path is bad: our way may be rough, but

it is not wise to stop and pay the tribute

of a groan over every irregularity, or hurt

ourselves the more by kicking at the stones

that make it rough, but it is not wise to

stop and pay the tribute of a groan over

every irregularity, or hurt ourselves the

more by kicking at the stones that make

it rough. But, “ubi dolor, ibi digitus—

where he itches, there he scratches,” says

a quaint writer. Very true; instinct in

clines us that way. but reason and expe

rience teach another doctrine; scratching

sometimes makes a mosquito-bite a trou.

blesome sore.

We ponder too much the ills of life,

and by complaints and repinings often ag

gravate and embitter them. The troubles

most complained of among men, generally

spring from the disappointment of an ex

travagant fondness for some inferior good.

Yet such trouble is of the most salutary

tendency, designed to convince us of the

folly of that excessive fondness, and to

draw our affections to higher and better

objects, If we mistake a well-furnished

inn for our home, and hastily fix strong

local attachments on its furniture and

its scenery, our folly will be demonstrated

to ourselves by the regret we shall feel in

leaving them to prosecute our journey,

I could, if I thought it necessary, give

many illustrations of the folly of taking

too short steps in a muddy path. I could

speak of the valetudinarian who wastes the

breath that, according to his own showing,

he can ill spare, in recounting his “aches

and pains” to those, the scantiness of

whose sympathies he will be sure to notice

and to feel. I could speak of the man

whose cheek has burnt with the flush of

anger or of mortification, at a wrong or

an insult, who, by pondering it over in his

thoughts, has transferred the fever of the

surface to the blood of the brain. I could

speak of the Christian professor, who,

when his idolized riches took wings and

flew away, has hurled his happiness and

his hopes of heaven after them. But I

know of no more pitiable example of this

practice, than that of the man who, for

some real or imagianry cause of offence

with a Christian brother, withdraws from

the church and the fellowship of all his

brethren, neglects the sanctuary privileges,

suffers his family to live without religious

instruction or example, and himself to be

come an apostate from the faith. This

is not only taking too short steps in the

mud–it is lying down and wallowing

in it.

I would not inculcate insensibility or in

difference to troubles. I have as little

sympathy with Zeno as with Epicurus.

The best philosophy is that of the Gospel,

which teaches us, doctrinally, that tribula

**-w

perience, and experience hope;

teaches us, practically, not to despise the a

chastening of the Lord, nor to faint when c

we are rebuked by Him. J. F. M.
|
i

Extracts from a Letter of Mr. Bornett. new One

The letter from which these extracts

will be seen, that the medical department terprise,

is working well, and promises to be the

means of opening important doors of use

". It will also be seen, that they another's employ, was ready for our use.

have commenced a school in Damascus. It is the first of the kind opened in the city

from which good results may be expect- under Protestant care. It is our prayer

ed. By this time, it is likely, they have that we may soon have many to watch
over of a similar and more encouraging

character, and that both teacher and taught

|

two schools in operation. In the same

letter from which these extracts are "may be taught of God.

ken, Mr. Barnett states, that the Druze. This movement of the schoolmaster has

who had taught for them on the moun- another circumstance connected with it

tain, during last summer, had visited them not to be omitted in estimating its general
- - :----1-?

at Damascus, and that they intended to effect. Having been in the Patriarch's
hi hing, if not in the citv, i employ heretofore as teacher, he has much

set him to teaching, if not in the city, "of the confidence and esteem of many who

some of the villages around it. In this are now young men, who while children

commencement of their work, they were under his instruction. They are con.

should be remembered in the prayers of sequently led to discuss his movement

God's people, especially of those whom far more than that of any other person.

The patients continue to come as usual.
they more imhediately represent. W "From forty to fifty call at the shop, three

should pray for them, for their health, times a week, for medicines and prescrip.

and lives, and usefulness, that through tions. Besides, several call daily for spe

their instrumentality, the word of the cial attention. Brother Paulding also vis

Lord may have free course and be glori- its many who are too ill to come, in their

fied, in a land so darkly shadowed by" houses. Among those benefitted are

imposture and superstition. - 'oned persons from the highest to the

lowest stations in church and state, and of

It is not to be supposed that if we doevery faith. The Bishop of the Christian,

not see converts turning from false to true the Rabbi of the Jew, and some of the rul

religion, and great events following our ers, civil and religious, among the Moham

footsteps, therefore there is no good done. medans.

I believe that our heavenly Father, in . We are now supplied with Hebrew and

kindness to our weakness, hides from our Arabic Bibles, from Rev. J. Lowndes of

view much of the effects of our e , Malta, agent of the British and Foreign

knowing that we, as individuals, and Bible Society. We have also, a good sup

churches would be over much elated by ply of tracts and books, from the mission

success. There are many here, who by of the A. B. C. F. M. at Beirut, for the

our very presence are led to enquire, and printing of which they are supplied with

examine, and discuss points of difference; funds by the American Tract Society. It

and some are even led to reject the com-lis our united opinion, that we ought to have

mandments of men, and denounce the£a mission commenced, as soon as possible,

perstitions of the rotten systems of false in connection with the city, among the An

doctrine. Among these a schoolmaster sareeyek, between Tripoli and Eskande.

of the Greek Patriarch stands conspicuous. ||roon, say Latakeeyeh. A late judgment

He has hardly arrived at middle age, but given in reference to merely nominal Mo.

being of an inquisitive turn of mind, with hammedan sects, that they are not punish

good common sense, he has acquired much able by death for a change of religion,

knowledge of his Bible. From the first renders the call to that field more pressing:

| C

|

t

and which favorable, as the great feasts of the Jews minister. The last thing they men

nd Christians have kept up their fanati was, they gave their minister the

ism to its highest pitch for several days dred and fift dollars; but if the

As yet no Jews have attended, but as there would send them such a man as

were several in the school which he for scribed, they would raise another fi'.

~: taught, there is no reason to suppose lars, making it four hundred dollars. i.

that he may not soon have some in his Doctor sat down and wrote a mily.

them they had better forthwith m:

Whatever may be the success or rever-call for old Dr. Dwight in heaven; i. *

muddy, to the worst degree; I passed a are taken, is dated 14th of April last. It ses with which we may be met in this en did not know of any one in this well *::)

we think we have been guided by answered this description. And, as ||

Providence. At the very time we most Dwight had been living so longons.

anxiously desired to open a school, alal food, he might not need so much

schoolmaster driven by persecution from

such articles as the following. Alth,

of more importance than any*

they are too often passed with a me:

glance at the caption. They who at

most averse to reading or ponder,

practical thoughts, are the very pers,

is to any degree under the influence,

this aversion, may derive much bene:

suggestions.

object will never be attained without":

ind

im.

!)k');

let '.

if he

shift.

for:

Jody, and possibly mightlive onful his

dred dollars.

---.

We hope our readers will not Overlo,

who most need them. The reader wi.

from a careful perusal of the followi:

Growth in Grace.

Some practical directions how to go.

in grace, or make progress in piety.

1. Set it down as a certainly that is

ous, continued effort; and it mustn't

be desired and sought, but must be calls.

ered more important than all other purs',

and be pursued in preference to way

thing which claims your attention.

2. While you determine to be as:

in the use of appointed means ofsæk.

tion, you must have it deeply fixedily:

mind, that nothing can be effected in:

work without the aid of the Divine St.

“Paul may plant and Apolios water M.

it is God that giveth the increase." The

direction of the old divines is gol; use

the means as vigorously as if you were to

be saved by your own efforts,£ns

as entirely to the grace of God, asi W.

made use of no means whatever,

3 Be much in the perusal of the H'

Scriptures, and strive to obtain 'eat al.

consistent views of the plan of relem".

Learn to contemplate the truth in is"

nature, simply, devoutly, and long " |

time, that you may receive on ".

the impression which it is calcula"

arrival of the missionaries, he has been a While little is doing, we ought to be com.

constant visiter. During the winter, he mencing at several points, and thus be pre

was part of each day in Mr. Graham's paring for more extensive operations. But

employ. This, together with his boldness if we are never to be reinforced from home,

in expressing his opinions, was soon the Damascus will be abundantly large for us

subject of considerable talk among the and the other missions for years to come.

members of his church. He frequently ex- And yet, is it not a wrong principle, to be

pressed his fear that he would meet with per-concentrating all the light on one point!

secution, which, however, was thought not We are all well, and have not yet heard

to be very likely. But on the 19th of Feb. of the cholera from any quarter; nor do

ruary, we heard the rumor from the streets we think it will make its appearance until

that hs had been attacked by a couple of summer has advanced. If it should visit

men armed with clubs in his school-room, our city, we trust that He who has kept

on the charge of having become English: 'us in safety hitherto, will preserve us for

(which here is used for Protestant.) It is greater good in days to come.

supposed that they had been employed to

attack the teacher in the school-room, and

by such measures compel him to cease in

denouncing corruption and false doctrine,

in doing which he possibly may not have

been as prudent as would have been desir

ed. The result was, he was thrown out

of employ. The persecution arising out

of his intercourse with us, we felt under

obligations to do what we could for him.

We accordingly offered to take him into

our employ, if he could collect a school

which he assured us he could do. This

agreement was entered into on March 18th,

and he commenced his school on the 29th

of the same month. He began with five wanted a man of very gentlemanly deport.

CiroostNG A MINISTER. The people

in one of the out-parishes in Virginia wrote

to Dr. Rice, who was then at the head of

the Theological Seminary in Prince Ed

ward, for a minister. They said they

wanted a man of first-rate talents, for they

had run down considerably, and needed

building up. They wanted one who could

write well, for some of the young people

were very nice about that matter. They

wanted one who could visit a good deal,

for their former minister had neglected that

and they wanted to bring it up. They

tion worketh patience, and patience ex

scholars, which have regularly increased ment, for some thought a great deal of that.

to eighteen. Part of the time has been un-|And so they went on describing a perfect

make. Avoid curious and abstruses”

lations respecting things unrevealed: ".

do not indulge a spirit of cont"

Many lose the benefit of the good."

sion which the truth is calculated"

because they do not view it sim'

own nature, but as related to so" 6:

point. As when a man would" "

genuine impression which a beautiful"

scape is adapted to make, he mus"

turned aside by minute inquiris' "

ing the botanical character of the"

the value of the timber, or the ".

the soil, but he must place his mind n
attitude of receiving the impress" W!

the combined view of the ob." "

him, will naturally produce on"

In such cases, the effect is not "

by any exertion of the intellect, all

active striving is unfavorable, ev,

bringing the mind to its pro".

When the impression is most per:

feel as if we were mere passive *

of the effect. To this there is a "

analogy in the way in which the m

impressed with divine truth. ." "

critic, the speculative or polem" t

gion, who is most likely to ".
right impression, but the humble. Sl

hearted, contemplative Christian.

necessary to study the Scri" c

ly, and to defend the truth #"

posers; but the most learned critical
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most profound''' '.£ for them that leared the Lord and excludes any of the 150 Psalms.” This which make it much more strange that
at the feet of Jesus in the'' a. c '' 1, thoug it upon his name. * remark led me to inquire,—Where can they escape so long, than that they al

... or they are not likely to be edified by their ..". If you are in good earnest to make we find the 109th Psalm ? I admitted most all perish suddenly at last. We

studies. #", progress in piety, you must do that there is in the “Presbyterian Psal- are encompassed with accidents every

4. Pray constantly and fervently for more than you have done for the promo-mody” a poem of Dr. Watts containing day to crush the mouldering tenement
the influence of the Holy Spirit. No bless. tion of God’s glory and of Christ's king six verses; but observed, that the 109th that we inhabit. The seeds of disease

ing is so particularly and emphatically' On earth. You must enter with Psalm contains thirty-one verses. The are planted in our constitutions by na

promised to prayer as this. And if you liveiler, deeper feelings into all the Editor of the Presbyterian Advocate|ture. The earth, and the atmosphere

Would receive this divine giff, to be in you Plans which the Church has adopted to seems, after all, to admit, that,£ce we draw the breath of life, is

as a well of water springing up to ever- advance these objects. You must give the “Presbyterian Psalmody” does not impregnated with death, health is made

listing life, you must not only pray, but!" than you have done. It is a shame" exclude any of the 150 Psalms, yet that to operate its own destruction! The
you must watch against every thing in " think how small a portion of their gains the 109th Psalm is missing. And he is food that nourishes contains the elements

your heart or life which has a tendency to some professors devote to the Lord. In-so excessively good-natured that he kind- of decay; the soul that animates it by a
grieve the Spirit of God. or what ac: stead of being a tithe, it is hardly equally adds—“for the purpose of conciliating vivifying fire, tends to wear it out by its

count is it to pray, if you indulge evil to the single sheaf ol first fruits. If you the minds of brethren, we wish some own action; death lurks in ambush along

thoughts and imaginations almost without have nothing to give, labor to get some. Presbyterian poet would furnish our our paths. Notwithstanding this is the
control; or if you give way to the evil thing. Sit tip at night and try to make church with a good paraphrase of this truth, so palpably confirmed by the daily

missions of anger, envy, pride and vari', ''thing, for Christ hath need of it. 10:h Psalm: "... examples before''how little do
or bridle not your tongue from evil speak- Sell a corner of your land and throw the But, then, he thinks that we sticklers we lay it to heart'. see our friends

£ Learn to be conscientious; that is, money into the treasury of the Lord. In for the Book of Psalms in its integrity, and' pe's "g' :: o, the dictates of your conscience uni-"ve, tim's many sold houses and after all, have not much cause for com.#'£: Our t "g '.
formly. Many are conscientious in some lands and laid the whole at the apostle's plaint on 'count of the omission of "this that ''£'' #." e

£n, in others; they listen to the 'e', De not be afraid of making your. 109th, Psalm." "For in regard to the next fruitless warning to the world.
". monitor within, when he directs to impor: selves poor by giving to the Lord, or to fact, that for th: thirty-one verses of the -

* 'it in smaller matters, they his poor, his word is better than any original 109th Psalm, Dr. Watts has giv- Aprission by Bisho'. Hroirs. The

','rd the voice of conscience, 'ond, and he says, “I will repay it.” en only £may perhaps be some com: following concession by the Bishop was:
| and follow present inclination. Such can Cast your bread on the waters, and after pensation to know, that as expressive of cently published in the Catholic Herald,

many days you will find it again. Send the original Psalm 1st of David, consist- and is valuable testimony in favor of Prol

the Bible—send missionaries—send tracts ing of six verses, the Presbyterian Psal-estanism —“Some, indeed, assert, that the

L.

not grow in grace.

* 5. Take more time for the duties of the to the perishing heathen. mody has three parts of different metres, Catholic religion is the cause of the degra

closet, and for looking into the state of your S. Practice self-denial every day. Lay in all nineteen verses.” Now, permit dation of Ireland. I have said enough to

soul. Redeem an hour daily from sleep, a wholesome restraint upon your appe. me most respectfully to inquire, show that, in part, it has been the occasion

"" if you cannot obtain it otherwise; and as tites. Be not conformed to this world. 1. Is it an article of faith in the Pres- of the degradation of Ireland. But I am

the soul's concerns are apt to get out of Let your dress, your house, your furniture byterian Church in these United States, willing to go farther and admit, that in one

order, and more time is needed for tho-be plain and simple as becometh a Chris.that three different versions ofone psalm, sense the Catholic religion has been the

rough self-examination than an hour a tian. Avoid vain parade and show in is a satisfactory “ compensation" for the cause of the degradation; for I have no
* day, set apart, not periodically, but "every thing. Govern your family with "P" of another psalm given by hesitation in expressing the opinion, that if

your necessities require, days of fasting discretion. Forgive and pray for your inspiration of God! the Irish had been by any chance Presby

and humiliation before God. On these oc-enemies. Have little to do with party po- 2. Do either of three versions in the terians, they would have from an early day

casions, deal faithfully with yourselves. litics. Carry on your business on sober : Presbyterian Psalmody” give a “faith- obtained protection for their natural rights

Be in earnest to search out all your secret judicious principles. Keep clear of specu. ful expression of the sense” of the clause or they would have driven their oppressors

s: sins, and to repent of them. Renew your lation and suretyships. Live peaceably '' the first verse of the original,—“walk-into the sea. The Scotch escaped all these

covenant with God, and form holy resolu 'with all men as much as in you lies. Be eth.not in the counsel of the ungodly!" calamities. They were never conquered.
tions of amendment in the strength of much in ejaculatory prayer. Keep your The Editor proceeds to say—" We Their soil was never trodden beneath their

divine grace, and if you find, upon exami- heart with all diligence. Try to turn to" heard an excellent brother,'' feet. They merged themselves spontane

:: nation, that you have been living in any spiritual profit every event which occurs,' " of this psalm (the 109th) beforeously, and, at their own time, into the state

: sinful indulgence, probe the festering and be fervently thankful for all mercies. the congregation sung it, and on exami- of England. They kept always the prop

wound to the core, and confess your fault S. For your more rapid growth in nation afterwards, we were very much erty of their own religion for their own so
* before God, and do not rest until you have grace, some of you will be cast into t' struck with the sameness of the £ial and religious use. Already, before

had an application of the blood of sprin-furnace of affliction. Sickness, bereave.'" he uttered, with ": general'the change, parish schools had been estab.

* kling. You need not ask why you do not ment, bad conduct of children and rela.'" by''' n££ in Scotland; afterwards they were

grow while there is such an ulcer within tives, loss of property or of reputation,' matter, 1 would most respectfully multiplied, improved and endowed out of

you. Here, it is to be feared, is the root may come upon you unexpectedly, and '' Will the Editor be so kind as"' in Ireland ev.

- - |e g was r -

... of the evil. Sins indulged are not th9-press heavily upon you. In these trying
- | - - # give us the name of this “excellent

!-- roughly repented of and forsaken ; or the circumstances, exercise patience and forti.£ !” If he will, and it shall appear

- - t - - - * “. * - * -ge conscience has not been purged effectually, tude. Be more solicitous to have the afflic. that he is a minister of the Associate R. Luck. Rev. H. W. Beecher says in

* , ,

-

* | - -

*
- |

-

* :£ sanctified, than removed. G'ily God formed Church, and that in explaining one of his lectures:—“I may here, as well

of sin and£ B ing * s while in the fire of adversity. That faith the 109th Psalm, he publicly taught that as any where, impart the secret of good

'G'". "g your case which is most tried is commonlyc' it contained the sentinents which are ex- and bad luck. There are men who, sup.
- y pure and: "'''',' : ressed in the 109th poem of the “Pres'g Providence to have an implaca

6. Cultivate and exercise brotherly love howyou ought' 'G d: '' . byterian Psalmody,” I trust that our Sy- ble spite against them, bemoan in the po

more than you have been accustomed to mission to the will of God be aimed a 'nod will see, that he is sent to some of verty of a wretched old age the misfortunes

: do,'' '£.with '' of his'' Theological£'':': : '',ever : agains:

* : professed followers, cause they are soled - - - - one may “expound to him the Way of an or of ners. ne, with a goo| cold and indifferent to his members on promises. Commit all your cares to. God. God:I'. y profession, lost his luck in the river,w£

earth; and because they do so little to And make known your requests to him by 2. Will the Editor, as an expositor o he idled away his time a fishing, when he

to comfort and encourage them; and with prayer and supplication, L't go your too Scripture, answer the question,-Do you should have been in his office. Another,

s: '£'''£ :'' r£:''''' Psalm, :''££' up

* to the weak of the flock; their conversa. liar with death an e grave. at Pa- any thing like a “faithful expression of his luck by his hot temper, which provok

ton and conduct not being edifying, buttiently until your change cometh; but de-the sense” of the original Psalm ? ed his employers to leave him. Another,

* the contrary. Perhaps these disciples are sire not to live a day longer than may be Observe, I do not ask, Do the Scrip. with a lucrative business, lost his luck by

#y

a poor, and in the lower walks of life, and for the glory of God. A. A. |tures teach the duty of the forgiveness of amazing diligence at every thing but his

a therefore you overlook them, as beneath enemies!. This none will deny. But is business. Another, who steadily followed

# you, And thus would you have treated -- this the duty which the Spirit of God his trade, as steadily followed his bottle.

#!; " Christ himself, had you lived in his time; For the Preacher, teaches in the 109th Psalm ? If it is not, Another, who was honrst and constant at

#" [the took his station among the poor and MR. Epitom: then I would respectfully inquire, bo his work, erred by perpetual misjudgments,

afflicted; and he will resent a neglect of I have been disappointed, in no small not they who suppress what God teaches he lacked discretion. Hundreds lose their

win his poor saints with more displeasure thana' in not finding in the last Presby-by the mouth of his servant David and luck by endorsing; by sanguine specula.
# he would the rich. Perhaps they do not terian Advocate, an answer to my inqui- adopt in its stead, a poem prepared by Dr.tions; by trusting fraudulent men; and by

.# * along to your party or sect, and you are ries, from “An Admirer of the Psalms. Watts on “ love to enemies from the ex- dishonest gains. A man never has good

only "ncerned to build up your own de-|As some compensation, however, the ample of Christ," practically prefer what luck who has a bad wife. I never new an

a "mination. Remember how Christ con- Editor himself has, at least in part, sup-Dr.W atts has written, to that which was early-rising, hard-working, prudent man,

s:#" decended to treat the sinful woman of plied his lack of service. And this has writ" by the prophet David under the careful of his earnings, and strictly honest, .

" Samaria, and the poor woman of Canaan, encouraged me to ask one or two more guidance of the Holy Spirit? who complained of bad luck. A good

is" :"'what account he has given questions. And as the object of these INQUIRER. character, good habits, and iron industry,

of the last judgment, when he will assume inquiries, is information, it is to me a are impregnable to the assaults of all the

"himself all that has been done or ne-matter of no special importance whether ill luck that fools ever dreamed of . But

* * to be done to his humble follow-they are answered by “An Admirer of A Thought. Life is beautifully com- when I see a tatterdemalion creeping out
ers, There should be more Christian con-the Psalms,” or by the Editor in propria pared to a fountain fed by a thousand of a grocery late in the afferuoon, with his

'"and friendly intercourse between persona: streams, that perish if one be dried. It hands stuck into his pockets, the rim of

: followers of Christ. In former days," It will be remembered, that “An Ad-lis a silver cord twisted with a thousand his hat turned up, and the crown knocked
hey that feared the Lord spake often mirer of the Psalms,” had said,—“The strings, that part asunder if one belin, I know he has had bad luck, for the

'*' another, and the Lord hearkened and Editor of the Preacher is mistaken in broken. Frail and thoughtless mortals worst of all luck is to be a sluggard, a.

heard it, and a book of remembrance was supposing that our system of Psalmody are surrounded by innumerable dangers, knave, or a tippler.” *
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Dr. Chalmers.

We had barely room in our last number

to announce the death of this truly great

man. He died, it is supposed, of apoplexy,

on the morning of the 31st of May. He

had retired to rest the previous evening,

apparently in good health, and in the

morning was found in the sleep of death.

Dr. Chalmers has long been regarded as

“the greatest of living Scotchmen.” His

eloquence was unsurpassed, and this, in

connection with his learning and labors,

all consecrated to the defence and diffusion

of evangelical religion, has given to him al

fame known and cherished throughout the

Christian world. As extensively will his

loss be deplored. But in the Free Church,

of Scotland, especially, will this bereave

ment be felt. He had been one, and the

most distinguished, of the leaders of the

Free Church movement; and was ever,

ready, with the power of his mighty mind,

to maintain her principles, and advance

her cause. In a striking and pleasing

providence, his death occurred during

the sessions of this church's General As

sembly, as if to furnish his brethren, so

much indebted and so warmly attached to

him, an opportunity of paying, in a suit

able manner, their last tribute of respect

to the great champion of their principles.

The following abridgment of a biograph

ical sketch of Dr. Chalmers, from the

“Genius of Scotland,” by Turnbull, will

be read with interest at this time.

Thomas Chalmers, D. D., was born

about the year 1780, in the town of An

struther in Fifeshire. Young Chalmers

gave decided indications of genius and

energy, and was sent to the college of St.

Andrews, and soon became “a mathema

tician, a natural philosopher, and though

there was no regular professor of that

science at St. Andrews, a chemist.” After

being licensed as a preacher, he officiated

for sometime, as assistant minister, at

Cavers in Roxburghshire. He was suf.

sequently called to the care of the parish
church in Kilmany, beautifully situated

“amid the green hills and smiling val

leys,” of his native country. He was or.
dained on the 12th of May, 1803, and soon

displayed the vigor and activity of his

mind. In addition to his regular parochial

engagements, he devoted much attention

to botany and chemistry; lectured on the

latter science and kindred subjects in the

neighboring towns; became an officer in a
volunteer corps; assisted the late Professor

Vilant in teaching the mathematical class

in the college of St. Andrews; on the suc:

ceeding session opened a private class o

his own, on the same branch of science,

to which all the students flocked; and

wrote one or two books, and several

pamphlets on the topics of the day. His

first publication appeared at Cupar in Fife

on what was called the Leslie Controversy.

It was written in the form of a letter ad

dressed to Professor Playfair; and abounds

in talent, wit and humor. It was publish

ed-anonymously, and for a long time was

not known to be his. He vindicates in it

very powerfully, the divines of the Church

of Scotland, from the imputation of a want

of mathematical talent, a reproach which

he thought Professor Playfair had thrown

upon them. He also wrote a volume on

the resources of the country, which at

tracted much attention, as a work of ability

and eloquence.

From these statements it must be evi

dent that Dr. Chalmers had but little time

to devote to the spiritual interests of his

parish. He performed his stated duties, it

is true, but devoted his energies chiefly to

literary and scientific pursuits. Indeed he also delivered a separate course of lectures principal leader of theF.C. -was in religious belief a rationalist, and on Political Economy, as connected with ment. He has uniformly' litre,

had not yet adopted those profound and the chair of Moral Philosophy. premacy of Christ in he wo ch the ".

spiritual convictions which subsequently. It may be supposed from his frequent the right of the people to the ''
formed the main-spring of his ministry. changes that Dr. Chalmers was either a their pastors. This being .".

In 1805 he offered himself as a candidate fickle or an ambitious man. But those withheld by the legal£
for the vacant chair of Mathematics in the best acquainted with the circumstances, land, Dr. thalmers, and the'.

University of Edinburgh, with considerable"feel assured that this could not possibly ministers and churches":

chances of success, but afterwards with have been the case. He neither increased him, departed in a body from:
drew his name at the earnest solicitation his income nor his popularity by means of lished Kirk.” In 1843, he ri **.

of his friends, who wished to retain him in these changes, and all, we doubt not, were his station as Professor of Theology,
the Church. made with a view to greater usefulness. University; and since that time£ in the

When Dr. Brewster's Edinburgh Ency. In one instance, certainly, he proved his pied the same office, in conne.clopedia was projected Dr. Chalmers was disinterestedness by refusing the most “Free Church of Scotland." ith ''.

engaged as one of the contributors, and wealthy living in the Church of Scotland, it is not our purpose, in this "...

"is", |

wrote the article “Christianity,” which the west parish of Greenock, which was say much on the subject of the , .

was subsequently published in a separate presented to him by the patron. works of Dr. Chalmers. These ar.

form. It was about this time that his He was more than once offered an Edin. voluminous. The English edition*

mind underwent a radical change on the burgh church, but uniformly declined it; works consists of twenty-five£

subject of vital religion. He discovered as he had long conceived that his widest volumes. Of these, the two first '.
the utter inefficiency of a utilitarian moral sphere of usefulness was a theological on Natural Theology, the third and ''
ity, for the renovation and guidance of chair. He was accordingly elected to this on the Evidences of Christiani.

man, and eagerly embraced those peculiar office, in the University of Edinburgh, and on Moral Philosophy, the sixth. t".
views of evangelical faith, which recognize soon attracted the attention of a large £in Discourses, the seventh A

the sacrifice and intercession of Christ as enthusiastic class of students. His lectures Discourses, and the last ' (in .

a ground of hope to the fallen, the neces- were able and brilliant; but this, in our Epistle to the Romans, are the most .

sity of “being born of the Spirit,” and the judgment, was not the principal cause of resting and valuable." In style* .

ineffable beauty and blessedness of “a his success. It consisted, as we believe, in rangement, in logic and #.

life hid with Christ in God.” It is said his own ardor and enthusiasm, and the possess some obvious defects,

that this change took place while writing consequent ardor and enthusiasm which dicate a genius of the highest ".

the article referred to; he then felt the he inspired in his pupils. “At one time, heart burning with love and 7 a.

necessity of acting upon his own princi- the object of the young men seemed to be science void of offence toward Gda.

ples, of yielding his heart absolutely and to evade attendance on the divinity lecture; ward all men; and a devotion akin' '

for ever, to the truths of that Revelation, now the difficulty seemed to be to get a of angels and the spirits of is ".

the reality and authority of which he was good place to hear their eloquent instruc-perfect.

called to prove. tor.” By this means much good was ac

In 1815, Dr. Chalmers was translated complished for the Church of Scotland, by . .” Wil these, with the addition of " ".

to the Tron church of Glasgow, and here diffusing amongst its ministry a true evan.'": "'''''''''''''
displayed all the resources of his brillian getical spirit. Still, we believe thatDr.'
and vigorous mind. Fired with a generous Chalmer's true sphere of labor was the orm, by Mr. Carter of New York–M, 1.0,

ardor for the salvation of souls, he poured pulpit, and that here alone he could exert series"------

the truth of God upon wrap and crwd, his wides influence. It is true, he preach. # * LJC.J.C.''}} ]]''':1,1,13:33,

congregations. In addition to the indefati. ed occasionally while occupying the chair ------

gable performance of his ministerial duties, of divinity, and gave a series of lectures - - ---

he embarked with eagerness in plans for on Church Establishment, which at that UNION,

the amelioration of the condiion of the time he earnestly defended. “He consid. It gives us pleasure to witnes:

poor. He urged the importance of£ that each established church through-terest which is taken in the shie.

School Education, and although he had to out the land may be termed a centre of union, by ti le in th

encounter much prejudice, he accomplish emanatian, from which Christianity, wit mon, by the people m"
- - • y, s sented in the Convent."ed a large amount of good for the city of proper zeal, would be made to move by £nections". in e til

Glasgow. His views upon this subject aggressive and converting oper'." we think it a fit time fit them

are developed in a large work, published on the wide mass of the people; whilst a give expression to it. While tist

at the time, one the “Christian and Civic dissenting chapel he views as a centre of proper that the negotiations '

Condition of Large Towns.”—a production attraction only for those who are religiously conducted by the officer of their

somewhat elaborate and diffuse, but abound-disposed.” Recently the doctor has 'n'the memb *..." *
- - - - - - • ers have a right to cxpetti

ing in important suggestions and earnest his centre of emanation sally curtailed.' - -> *appeals. The union of church and state, even , views and £cing to beam".

In 1816 he was invited to preach before him, has proved a prodigious hindrance," "i" of them at th's time t

the King's Commissioner in the High and difficulty—a proof this, that theory do good. We would sugg"
Church of Edinburgh. His discourse on and fact are very different things. that there should be care to avoid

that occasion comprised the essence of his t was while Professor of Theology in thing like crimination or recrimit

astronomical sermons, and was probably Edinburgh, as we believe, that he visited

“ as magnificent a display of eloquence as London, and attracted so much attention

was ever heard from the pulpit.” The ef. by his sermons and lectures. Whilethere, -

fect upon the audience was immediate and Mr. Canning, Lord Castlereagh, Lord El- impediments and are stil

electric. It broke upon them like a show-don, the Duke of Sussex, with several agements, to exercise our patie"

er of light from the opening heavens. By branches of the Royal Family, whom, as withstanding, important attainmei's

means of this discourse his fame was per the journals remarked, " they were not been made, and in reference to uni

haps first widely established. From that accustomed to elbow at a place of worship,” in every of Christian duty, we'sdays crowds followed him wherever he': found anxiously waiting to hear this in every other ch" uty,

forget the things which are belt

of churches or of delegates in an "

ence to the past. There have beens

l some dis

went, and, to quote his own words, he be-modern Chrysostom. Caught by the irre- -

gan to feel the burden “of a popularity of sistible charm of true genius and piety, press forward to the things which ar.

stare, and pressure, and animal heat.” they listened with wonder and delight to fore. Apropo to this, we think it w

In 1819, Dr. Chalmers removed to the his honest and earnes' appeals. They felt have been better if the thirdres'

new church and parish of St. John's in and acknowled "d that his sermons, “as the following series had been om

which place the writer, while a student at far transcended those of the mawkish pro-T - - CGlasgow College, had the pleasure of hear-ductions to be frequently met with, as does he circumstances of he late *

ing some of his thrilling discources. He the g nius of Mion or of Newton surpass." somewhat peculiar; there is
was then in the hey-day of life, full of men- that of the common herd of poets and phi. for a variety of opinions as to the

tal and bodily vigor, and preached with a losophers.” It was a sublime sight to be of its failure.

rapidity, force and pathos perfectly over-hold crowds of all ranks and conditions congregational Meeting.

whelming. He continued to devote him-listening devoutly to the vehement exhor. At a full meeting of the Associa'

self to the interests of the poor, and indeed|tations of this man of God. gregation of Liberty, in the "

took part in every plan which contemplat. Trimbuli, and State of Ohio, und

ed the welfare of society. “Can earth afford pastoral care of Rev. David Good

In 1823 he was elected Professor of Mo- such genuine state, pre-eminance, so free, at the meeting house, on the 21s'

ral Philosophy in the University of St. An- As when arrayed in Christ's authority, June, 1847, convened for the pur'

drews, “where he imparted a very differ. He from the pulpit lists his awful hand; expressing their opinion in relation

ent character to this course from the mere Conjures, implores, and labors all he can proposed union of the churches, "

worldly cast which it too generally assumes. In re-subjecting to divine command tion, Samuel Denison, Esq., was "

in our universities.” Firmly convinced of The stubborn spirit of rebellious man " the chair, and William Geddes "I'

the great truths of the Gospel, he infused WoRosworth. Secretary.
into his prelections the spirit of a profound On motion, it was Resolved

and earnest godliness. While here, hel Dr. Chalmers, as all are aware, was the committee of three be appointed
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* business for the consideration of the shall read, “the Presbyterian Church of doubted conversions had been reported. three thousand people were united in cele

£ing. William Geddes, Robert Stew. America.” * An interesting letter from some of these brating the praises of God. The use of
art and James Kenedy, Esq. were ap Resolved, That the Form of Govern converts directed to the Assembly's Com- the Bible is no less universal than that of

pointed said Committee; who, having re: ment and Book of Discipline, as amended mittee was read. the Psalm book. Every person, old and

£d for some time, returned and reported and ratified by the General Assembly of . A report was made on the general young, has a copy of the Scriptures, and

six resolutions, which, alter a full discus. 1521, and further amended in 1840, con- financial state of the church, fromw'. the minister in the reading of the

sion, separately, and some amendments, strued in strict accordance with the Over it appeared that the sum collected in the chapter and of the text. I could not but

were unanimously adopted, with the ex-ture sent down to the Presbyteries by the Free Church during the past year, was reflect how potent the influence of this

ception of one dissenting voice on the se- Assembly of 1839, and agreed to by them, one million sir hundred thousand dollars. simple custom must be, as well in keep

cond Resolution. be adopted. £d that, during the few years the Freeing alive that reverence for the Bible which

As adopted, they are as follows: Whereas, In this country the sin of Church had been established, the people is so characteristic of the Scotch nation,

Resolved, 1st. That the continuance of slaveholding prevails to an alarming ex- had contributed to its various schemes as in forming intelligent Christians. An

distinct organization of the three churchesten", perniciously influencing all the action sir millious six hundred and twelve thou- other thing which has impressed me in

contemplating Union, where there appears of the Church, either immediately or re-sand dollars / In the whole history of their churches, is, that the people all stand

to us no real difference of sentment, is a motel v connected with human rights, it is the church, perhaps, this unconstrained during prayer. That physical debility

sin which by us cannot be viewed with therefore deemed necessary in adopting a land voluntary liberality of the Presbyte- which has of late years seized upon the

indifference, or treated with silence. form of government, to make a distinct de-rians of Scotland is unsurpassed. Presbyterians and Congregationalists in

In the three churches, we believe there claration on that subject. Therefore, The cheap publication scheme, altho' America, (not, as yet, upon the ministers;

is but one Lord, one Faith, and one Bin. Resolved, That the following declara-from some defects in the original arrange. I believe they are still able to keep their

tism, and that three distinct organizations tion of human rights be prefixed to th.ment, not so heartily sustained as for feet in prayer,) has not extended to this

is an inconsistency, and will not be bless- Form of Government of this body : merly, was still prosperously prosecuted, side the water. They tread in the steps

ed by the Head of the church. and it was expected that in the present of their fathers in this, as in some other

Resolved, 2d. That we question the . D:CLARATION. year it would be carried forward with particulars, in which we have abandoned

correctness of the assertion, that “the 1. God has made of one blood all na- new energy. them.”

be found by their side, not only advocating

time, in the providence of God, for the lions of men, consequently all human be.

union of the three churches has not yet "#s, endowed with rationality, have an

come,” and call upon those who take this eq'd rignt to freedom.

position, to point out those providences - - -

which bar the way. property is destructive of all the ends for

Resolved, 34. That we deeply regret which man was created and endowed with

and highly disapprove of the action of the rational powers, and consequently one of

late Convention of Delegates, in not pre-the greatest evils that can be inflicted upon

paring and bringing forward a testimony human nature, highly immoral, entirely

for the consideration of the churches, and "sistent with Christian character and

hereby enter our solemn protest against Profession.
this dereliction of duty. . i 3. No person holding slaves, or advo.

Resolved, 4th. That we send greating “ating the rightfulness of slaveholding,

to all our brethren in the Associate Re. can be a member of this body.

formed and Ref. Presbyterian churches, 4. That no Church, Presbytery or Sy.

and say to them, we indulge pleasing an- nod, tolerating slaveholders, or the advo.

ticipations of the time when we shall give!" of slaveholding, in its cqmmunion,

to them the right hand of fellowship, and ". be a constituent part of this body.

- The Form of Government was amended

the same truths, but under the same or so as to allow any Synod, Presbytery or

ganization, contending earnestly for the Church, to unite with the new Assembly

faith once delivered to the Saints, and to by adopting the Confession of Faith and

this end our united prayers and efforts the amended Form of Government; any
shall be directed. three ministers to form a Presbytery; any

Resolved, 5th. That we highly ap- three Presbyteries to form a Synod, and

prove the conduct of our Synod in ap. When fourteen Presbyteries are formed,

pointing delegates to a new Convention. they may constitute a General Assembly

Resolved, 6th. That we earnestly re. if they choose.--N. Y. Evangelist.

Quest all the congregations in the three

churches to hold similar meetings, and

give an expression of their views upon the

subject; and would be pleased to see them

GENERAL Assextoly of THE FREE

strengthening onr hands and 'Caraca OF scorlast. We are indebt.

our hearts, and with us moving on'ed to the Presbyterian, for the following

with firmness and determination towards synopsis of the enlarged operations and

union. . unparalleled liberality of the Free

On motion, Resolved, That the Secre. Church, as set forth at the late meeting

tary be inst - *

ry be instructed to make out three co of its General Assembly. Full accounts

p's of the above, and forward one to the f its proceedings have not vet been

editor of “The R pository,” one to the of its proceedings have n" yet been re

editor of “The Preacher,” and one to the ceived. Any thing of general interest,

editor of “The Banner of the Covenant,” yet to be reported, will be given in a fu

for publication. ture number.

SAMTEL DENIsox, Chairman.
W.M. GEdogs, Secretary. The General Assembly of the Free

Church of Scotland commenced its ses

|sions on Thursday, the 20th of May, and

after a sermon by the former moderator,

| Dr. Brown, the Rev. Dr. Severight was

!" sittings chosen moderator. The report on the

"innati, by missionary schemes was of a highly gra
, for the for-tiving nature. Notwithstanding the large

avery Assembly, was contributions made for the suffering poor,

r the adjournment of the the missionary collections had increased.

"T

Anti-slavery Presbyterian Church.

The meeting called, during the sitti

"the General Assembly at C

R. John Rankin and others

mation of an Anti-Sl

held a day affe
Asse r ** * * * -- - * -

": There was but a very small The direct contribution for this purpose

m £e. and all who took any promi. was about $235,000, and it was ascer

" * in the proceedings were mem. tained that out of the 722 churches in

:' "resbytery, which, it connection with the Assembly, not one

th e recollected, formally seceded from was known which had not contrihuted to

* Assembly some time ago. these schemes / This should be written

t; The following resolutions and declara-in capitals for the instruction, if not re

""" set forth as the Manifesto of the buke of the Presbyterian churches in the
new church: United States. It is remarked that the

'olted, That the Confession of Faith increase of contributions has kept pace
and Caechism of the Presbyterian6: the increase of benevolent schemes.

in the United States of America, be adopt. The report on the scheme for the con

ed as a bond of union of this body. version of the Jews was also of an unu

Resolred, That where the name of the sually encouraging character. Dr. Keith

'yterian Church, in the United States presented detailed information of the va

: America, occurs, the words “in the 'ious stations and their success. God

Caited States” be stricken out, so that it had smiled on their efforts, and many un

| The report on Foreign Missions enter

ed into details respecting the different

missionary stations of the Assembly in

2. The holding of human beings as India, and concluded with an earnest

statement respecting the present neces

sity of greatly augmented means for im

parting stability to these missions, and ex

tending their influence.

The subject of Sabbath desecration,

particularly on the railroad lines, occu

pied the attention of the Assembly. The

report of a committee on the subject, re

presented the gratifying success which

had attended the efforts hitherto made in

arresting all Sabbath travelling on the

| Edinburgh and Glasgow road, and a very

faithful and spirited petition was adopt

ed, addressed to the Directors of the

| -

THE BIBLE IN EUROPE. The British

Bible Society have circulated during the

past year, in France 125,000 copies of the

Scriptures—in Holland 45,000 copies;

4,000 copies in Switzerland; 30,000 copies

in Sweden; 22,000 from the Calcutta De

pository, and near 22,000 copies of the
Bible and Testament had been sent to

Canada.

The Hibernia Bible Society have circu

lated 108,000 copies of the Scriptures, of

which 44,000 copies were by means of

colporteurs.

HEATHENISM AT HoME. At the meet

ings of the British Association, it was as

|North British Railway, with the view of serted, that it had been ascertained as a

obtaining a similar determination from

them.

The report on Education presented a

very gratifying statement of the success

of the parochial school system. There

were about 650 schools in connection

with the Free Church; a fact which

abunduly proves that the Presbyteri

|ans of Scotland do not believe that “ig

norance is the mother of devotion.”

At the date of the last report, the

Free Church had completed 621 church

edifices, and by the present report these

had been increased to 676, showing an

addition of 55 churches during the year;

'' the churches included in the former

report 440 were entirely free of debt, and

the number at present is 457, on which

there are no pecuniary liabilities. It was

supposed that 50,000 dollars would be

required to carry on this scheme during

the present year.

The report on the state of relirion

particularly referred to the subject of in

temperance, and recommended mea

sures preliminary for the suppression of

customs which tended to perpetuate in

temperance. *

The subject of slavery, as connected

with the Presbyterian church in the U

nited States, was taken up upon petition,

but for the present deferred.

Religion in Scotland.

The following is an extract from a let.

ter of Dr. Boardman of Philadelphia, ad

dressed to the editor of the Presbyterian:

“No one can spend a Sabbath in Edin.

burgh, without being impressed with the

multitudes of people, who throng the streets

at the hours (eleven and a quarter past

two) of divine service, it would seem as

though the whole population were with one

accord gathering to the sanctuary. I need

not say to you, that ‘the Psalms of David'

are still sung to the tunes which were sung

a century or two ago, and that all the peo

ple join in this delightful exercise. You

may judge of the effect, on Sunday evening,

at Tawfield Hall, in which the Free As

sembly meets, when the voices of perhaps

fact, that in one district of Southampton,

out of 1,000 persons of that town above

fifteen years of age, no less a number

than 957 do not attend any place of wor

ship! In an article in the London Ci

ty Mission Magazine, it was some time

ago stated that, out of a population of

2,000,000, there was not church and cha

pel accommodation for 600,000; and that

not more than two-thirds of this last num

ber attended any place of worship. And

in a more recent article in the same work,

it is calculated that more than 250,000

persons in London, ** 111, f. only non

attendants on worship, but are without a

Bible in their families and without any

knowledge of God. In Mr. Kingscote's

letter to the Archbishop of Canterbury,

which has been made the subject of com

ment in several of the newspapers,

'no.'' other things he states that in

Lambeth and the five adjoining parishes,

there are not loss than 20,000 children

without the means of education, and the

parents as untaught as the children. The

population of London increases 30,000

per annum; and, even supnosing that it

were, once for all, fully supplied, it would

take fifteen new churches, and thirty

new ministers to be supplied annually, by

way of augmentation, in order to keep

up with the growth of the people. In

several of the parishes, the number of

clergy to the people is as one to 10,000.

In some there is only a supply of one to

fourteen or fifteen thousand. In none is

the supply greater than as one in seven

or eight thousand.

DECREASE of METHopisM. The de

crease of Methodists within the bounds

of the New York Conference has been

so great that a “day of fasting and pray

er” has been appointed on account of it.

One of their bishops stated in a recent

address that there had been a filling off

of two thousand members in the New

York Conference in one year; and in the

“whole connection” a falling off of fify

thousand within the same period He

also called attention to a most extraordi

nary state of things in that communion.
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He is reported in the Christian Advo

cate to have said as follows:

“Our rules require of members receiv

ed into the church, that they be subjects

of experimental religion; yet it is the

practice in more than half the church, to

receive persons who have not experienc- |

ed a change of heart; and there are pro- SYNoD of NBw York. We learn

bably not less than fifty thousand persons from a member of this Synod, that at i.

whose names on the church-books have late meeting two hundred dollars were

the letter S attached, to denote that they, ropriat ' to th f the F

are ‘seekers' and not believers.” ppropriated to the support of the Fo

- reign Mission of the General Synod of

THE SEMINARY of THE A. R. SYNoD the West. The subject of union under

of The South.—The standard of the went a protracted discussion, which was

Associate Reformed Church was first concluded by the appointment of dele

raised i that eminentlv god- -

jw ££' Dr £gates to attend the Convention expected
.* * * - S - - - - -

Clark. In consequence of a petition from """ this city in September. What

the Carolinas to the Synod in New York, ever else there may have been of general

he was sent on a mission thither in 1785. interest in the proceedings, will be given

The cordial reception of a people famish

ing for the bread of life awaited him, and

in 1786 he was settled in the congrega

tions of Long Cane and Cedar Spring,

Abbeville District, S. C. In 1788, Rev.

John Boyse from Pennsylvania, and Rev. '.'" - -

Peter M'Mullin from Scotland, came vitation to show us the “divine warrant,

to his help. And on the 24th of Febru- for his theory and practice on Psalmody,

ary, 1790, the three brethren were or and has made the “corrections” insisted

ganized at Long Cane church, into “ the upon in our last number, we suppose
Associate Reformed Presbytery of the Ca- the discussion, so far as we are person

rolinas and Georgia.” In October, 1800, -

|ally concerned, is at an end.
this Presbytery had enlarged itself so -

He will see, however, that “Inquirer”
much that it was divided by the Synod

into the First and Second Presbyteries, is not yet satisfied. As the Editor has

and on the 22d of October, 1802, these taken the responsibility of “An Admirer

Presbyteries were formed into the “Sy: of the Psalms,

nod of the Carolinas.” Thus organized dd # - - him. i -

and established, the Church might have addresses' "I"es to him, in propria

been expected to flourish—but, being far ”. The questions proposed are

from the places where the General Synod sufficiently distinct and pointed to be un

usually met, and having no seminaries iderstood, and if there is a diposition to

whence as from fountain heads streams continue the subject, we trust they will

might flow that would gladden the city of ive a disti I be di

God, it had to contend with many diffi- receive a distinct answer. It may be dis

* covered, that this thing of becoming re
culties. In 1821, in great stedfastness to -

its profession in faith and practice, and sponsible for what correspondents write,

sometimes proves troublesomewitnessing a good confession against lati

tudinarianism and error, it withdrew from

the general body, and constituted “the As.

* * *m.

T: B | 3 H.P R. H. A. C. H. E. R. ,

WEDNESDAY, JULY 7, 1847.

when we receive the minutes.

“INQUIRER.” As the Editor of the

|Presbyterian Advocate declines our in

our correspondent now

every preacher is not a Whitfield. That Second do. do, 15.0%

is very true; but it is just as true, that First do. Allegheny, 2:

the same sermon of every man, will have St. Clair congregation, Pa,

a proportionate difference of effect, in cash, 25.75

accordance with the difference of manner Subscribed, 4400

in which it is presented to an audience. ---

| ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

The testimony of the past history of sible to prevent it, should not be

the pulpit is to the same effect. What in a religious community. allowe:

gave Whitfield so much power over his
audience? Evidently his manner of ,. T

speaking. There is nothing remarkable We have been requested by the he

J. N. Pressly, to acknowledgether.

|ing sums, contributed in this vi

aid the congreg

in his sermons as they came from his pen.

If he had confined himself to the reading tility,"

of his manuscript, does any one believe - - - ation at him". i.

that the effects of his preaching would building a house of worship:

have been the same? It may be 'id, First Church, Pittsburgh, $21,

This will be generally conceded.

We ask, then, is it not a duty to I hereby acknowledge the receipt'

preach the Gospel in the manner best donation of Fifty Dollans in

adapted to effect the end for which friend, for the Young Men's Fund. An

preaching has been appointed ? If, in though I am not permitted to publishi,

reading his manuscript, the preacher name of the generous dono, yet in:

denys himself many advantages by which say, that this is not the first subst:

his subject could be more successfully proof we have had of his active bent.

d upon the mind of his audience, lence. May his noble example p".

ing fully and faithfully the ob-others to love and good works
JoHN T. PREssly.

6th July, 1847.

EccLEs1AsTICAL. Rev. J. B. Scouller

was installed, on the 7th of April, by the

Presbytery of Caledonia, New Y ork, The Onderdonk Difficulty. The first

over the congregation of Cuylerville. Bishop Onderdonk in New York,"

The Christian Instructor from which we to strain every nerve and use every exting

learn this, says: “On the same day seve- have him restored to his diocese by the two

ral persons were added to the communion of Bishops. In case they fail in tit"
- is salary in the Siteof the church, three worthy men elected '" the demand for his salary in the $1.

- ldershi d Convention, which of course will bring ski i

to the office of the ruling eldership, an repetition of the scene and excitement law.

an apparently large door of usefulness curred in the last and preceding ses:

and comfort was effectually opened up.”
The Mormon Temple. This celebraeded it

From the same source, we learn, that -Fro * has been sold to a committee of the RomanCall

Rev. A. H. wright was installed pastor|olic Church, for $75,000. This community have

of the Fifth Associate Reformed Church, also purchased other property at Nanto. The

impresse

is he meet

ligations of his office?

§ U M M A ; Y .

READING SERMoNs. We have often

wondered how good men can reconcile

this mode of preaching with a sense of

and needy. But in their weekness the duty. It is, indeed, essential to good

brethren were much drawn out in counsel preaching that the subject should be wel.

and prayer. And at length, as the sures conceived and well expressed; it is bet

ground of hope, it was determined to in
stitute the means of education in their own!"" fail in manner than in matter; but

bounds with a view to the ministry. In to aim at the latter merely, is certainly

1835, an academy was opened at Due-short of the true idea of preaching. The

West Corner, Abbeville District, S.C., minister of reconciliation is not merely

and so happily has it advanced, that it is to present, but to press the Gospel upon

now a college with four professors "the faith and obedience of men. For

about one hundred students. In 1837, a | . . - - -

theological school was opened in connex. this purpose, with the great majori

ion with the literary, and Rev. E. E. ty of hearers, manner is one-half.

Pressly was appointed professor. Since. The avenues to the mind are through

that time Rev. J. P. Pressly has been as the senses of the body; and that mode of

sociated with him, and a thorough course address which most awakens the senses,

of study is now pursued in all the branch. and convevs through them the most vivid

es of theological training. The term of: . . s----. -

study before licensure extends through two"P" of thesubject,isthatby which

years—in each of which there is a ses.[a public speaker, in every case, will most

sion of five months. A small but well-effectually accomplish his end. And

selected library of about six hundred vo- who is insensible of the effect which the

'mes invites the attention of the students. expression of the countenance, the beam

Twenty-four young men have already ing of the eye, the intonations of the

gone from this institution into the work of": -

the ministry, and seven are in attendance", and even the action of the body

the present session.—Chn. Instructor. have in this respect, when a speaker, in

- full command of his subject, gives him

SAILING of Mission ARIEs. A new self up to a free and earnest annunciation

band of missionaries, the Rev. Messrs. Ben- of it? And who has not felt how much

this effect is lessened in the pulpit, when

the countenance of the speaker hangs

over the sacred desk inexpressive and

ton, Cochran, and Bliss, with their wives,

and Miss Mary S. Rice, under the care of

almost unseen, his eye fixed upon a ma

nuscript, his voice and action all restrain

the American Board; sailed on the 21st ult.

ed and hampered, in the unnatural and

from Boston to Malta. Mr. and Mrs. Co

chran and Miss Rice are to proceed to

uneasy position ? This is a matter of ex

perience, not mere theory.

sociate Reformed Synod of the South.”

Still it had to struggle. Its ministers were

few, aged and infirm. Its field was large

Oroomiah, to join the Nestorian mission.

Mr. and Mrs. Bliss will go with them as

far as Erzeroom, where they are to labour

in behalf of the Armenians. Mr. and Mrs.

Bento, areexpected to join the Syria mission.

city of New York, on the 24th of May, building is to be appropriated to".
- - - -

-

-

This congregation, which has maintained p". The""***
- - - of the Bishop, to complete it. The last of"

its attachment to the principles and usa- - - iry of £"
- Mormon, in Nauvoo, consisting of thiry"

ges of our church through a series of try- families, under charge of Daniel H. W."

ing circumstances, is now said to have allen Nauvoo to join the California twell

good prospect of prosperity under the pas-These facts are stated in the Wars" Sgm.

toral care of Mr. Wright.- Emigration of Hollanders The R*, Wi.

At the late meeting of 1he Presbytery Scholte and family are now at the M*

of Monongahela, Mr. Robert Armstrong House in this city. Mr. S. is the pri"

was ordained and installed pastor of the association of emigrants from Holland, tons";

-
- her

united charge of Mount Bethel and Rac- of from 1600 to 1800 in al, tle". |

- have already arrived in this city on their way!

COOn congregations.
the Far West. We believe they have*

Messrs Samuel P. Berry and James cated their lands, or certainly fixed ther"

Grier were licensed to preach aS proba- destination, Their next point from here is at

tioners for the holy ministry. | Louis.-American.

|

French Evangelical Alliance. We learn "

- - the French organization of the Evanglical w

PROPAGATING THE FAITH. It is esti-lance has been formed in Paris undere":

mated, that the Austrian Leopold Socie-circumstances. A public meeting "

ty, at Vienna, have in the last fifteen the large Wesleyan chapel, in Rue Month.

years and a half, expended two hundred which was crowded to *. About:
-

1 *-*= - On

and ninety thousand dollars, towards pro-""".Gre": love

| - - - ;, and a delightful feeling of Christian iv

pagating the Roman Catholic faith in
- - • union prevailed.
Canada and the United States. p

Emancipation going on, M. R".

the principal proprietors in Russia, yielding"

ly gr:

on

It is stated, that the impulse of a noble heart. " sudden

GooD Policy. - ight thousand

city authorities of New York and Phila.' enfranchisement to eign" the go

delphia hibit th bs fr " of both sexes, who belonged to him "'
e p 1a prohibit the cabs om occupying ments of Nijn and Riazan, and what is "

their usual place, and the omnibuses from mirable in his conduct is, that comp"

pursuing their usual routes on the Sab-work of charity, he has abandoned." *r

bath. Have the authorities of Pittsburgh|tion restored to liberty by him.£
-

- thi

no power to pursue a similar policy in re-the 'joymen' the:'.

ference to the running of omnibuses thro’." diffused. - The Democra

our streets on the 1 day ? It i |announces this fact, says: al

- * **cred day." It is an “If we join this new mato he eff:

evil which has but lately sprung up made for the abolition of bond"""

among us, wholly inexcusable, and if pos-ue Prince worowoff, he coul"

*
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> city dawn for so many thousan

is

~

t

ing and consoling influences. The world will

" soon have on opportunity to judge of the relative

*:

-

---

"...rwoff, and especially to the power" en. Register. The request appears very becoming, shall send you a copy, has been responded to on the 2d Wednesday of September, at 10 o'clock,
voiog • * * - n

- S..e., rai imself and it mi - - - - * - al. 1 to be opened with a sermon, - - -

couragement given by the Sovereign himself, "y and it'' be well to have it granted in various liberally; and Roman Catholics are flocking to The services connected with the ordination

we not at least hope shortly to see the day of lib. quarters: Mr. Editor, I wish, through your pa-lour missionaries, and installation of Mr. Thomson, who has a3

ds of men who per, which circulates pretty largely in this neigh- |cepted a call from that congregation, will take

still urnish the odious spectacle of slavery in the borhood, to request those who sleep in my con- - - place on the succeeding' ' 10'" ":
bosom of a civilized and Christian nation 1" guegation, to take the four back pews, which will | MEEK, BUT VEHEMENT. — The Chris- 8. W. Oliver was appointed to preside. e.V. . .

iblock 1 h the setmon; Rev. J. Neil his
- always be reserved for sleepy hearers. There tian is meck, but vehement; meek in his Niblock to preac

Surrender of Queen Pomare. The French the alternate; Rev. J. H. Pressly to address the peo

- - - y can be more comfortable, and will not, by own cause, but vehement in the cause of ple, and Rev. J. K. Riddle the candidate.

usurpation at Tahiti is at inst accomplished, in their snoring and awkward position, disturb the God ; as Moses, who was dead to affronts, W.M. P. BREADEN, Clerk, pro tem.

the formal surrender of the Queen to the author ||eclings of their humble servant the—The PAs. dead to reproaches, and blind to injuries. ====

itics She is to retain a nominal authority over toR.” {le will comply with any thing that is M A R R 1 E. D.,

her native subjects, which of course will amount civil, but with nothing that is sinful. He 15, **, *t

MExico.-We have been tantalized for some > g Ry Dr. Pressly, on the 15th ult, WM. N. Kink

to nothing, and only furnish a cover for the freer. - will stoop to the necessities of the mean- of I ster, to Miss Eliza JANE CooreR of Al
1- - -- - time with ruuiors of an early peace. . - - - of Lancaster, to "isexercise of French cupidity, and sensuality, and of an early peace. It is 'est, but will not yield to the sinful humors legheny city.

- that Gen. Scott was met at Puebla by Commi- - - * * ! - - - - y in in 18- - -

rely domination. For Tahiti The "signers from Mexico, with proposition: for£of the greatest. When he is most sensi

ionary labor of years is as good as "" If there is any truth in the rumor, it is likely to ble of his own weakness, and most de.

ever, and this interesting people, whose simplicity have been a ruse. Gen. Scott is said to have de.

of manners and delightful progress once awaken- clined thou ut once, and to be only waiting

- ** * - reinforcements to marcl - -

ed the symputhies of Christendom, is now doom- ch upon the city of Mex

*-
*

====

John EDGAR.'

By the same, on the same day, JAMEs CRANston

of Manchester, to Miss DIANA JEssup of Fairview.

pendent on Christ's strength, then he By the same, on the 24th ult, George BEAT rig

stands the safest. When he is most vile to Mrs. SusanNAu M'FAbbes, all of Allegheny

• * * * > * > * - - in his own eyes, he is most glorious in the "Y"

ed to the vices of civilization without its benefits, Many of the soldiers were sick in the hospi-eyes of God. He cannot sin, yet he can. By the same, on the 2d. instant, HENRY

and the austerities of religion without its elevat-tals of Vera Cruz, Jalapa, Perote and Puebia; not but sin.- - He cannot sin habitually KNIGHT GLAss to Miss ELIZA. SrewART, all of

but, with the reinforcements that were en route 'Allegheny city.

from Vera Cruz, he would probably have troops' with full consent of will; yet he can

sufficient by the 22d, to march to the £pital,' but sin actually, through weakness.

perhaps without any serious opposition. He had

On Thursday morning, the 3d ult, at Oak

- - issions. - | Grove, by Rev. Richard Lea, Rev. John G.
value of Protestant and Papal missions - He saith, “O, wretched man that I am 'w': to Miss CaRoline E., daughter of the

- ordered all our troops toevacuate Jalapa, in order who shall deliver me!”

Extent and Population of the Globe. -

Yet he saith, late Alba Fisk, EsAs a to strengthen his active army. We have very .. - • , Esq.

member of the human family and an': doubt, says the Union, that General Scott is O, blessed man that I am, who shall con
| d ?” H - t rejoi p'''' ult, by£

* . - by this time in the Capital l defini-demn me ! e grieves, yet rejoices, David R. Kerr, Mr. SAMUE. Colville to Miss
t" ht to be inte y - - - apital, unless some de - * -

3. of:£': tive propositions for peace have been made by under the stroke of his heavenly Father's Isabella U. Fenguson, Pittsburgh.

' d di i. the latest reliabl the Mexican government. - £ hand. He grieves that his Father's hand. On Thursday, the 1st instant, by the same, Mr
their bounds. According e eliable Later accounts show a determined opposition, strikes h - - hat it is the hand Thompson BENTON to Miss Eliza M'KNIGHT

... measurements, censuses, and estimates, it may on the part of the Mexicans, to the advance of strikes him, yet rejoices that it s the han U St. Clair Township -- - w

"sly hid down that |Gen. Scott on their Capital of a father. He knows there is no abso. 'PP* ** t”.

t £ y ins of sq iles, 3,807,195 All natives of the United States were ordered lute perfection in this life, yet is continu-= -- –

... """"" '' to leave the city of Mexico, for the£fJ. all hing after it. The less his bur- . . . . . . "\in Asia, ** ** 17,805,146 lisco and Morelia, or they would be dealt with |a y reaching alter it. e less his : Ú" If there be any errors or oversights in the

Africa, “ - 11,247,428 according to the laws of nations. In 'den grows, the more he feels it. The "lacknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

= ' 4. ** 13.513,100 words, they would be hung a' sin he hath, the more sensible he is of sin;
merica, " *** *-> * - g as spies. - - - us of them that they may be corrected.

... - - - - Bands of National Guards were said to be on not that sin grows, but light, holiness andOceanica, (comprising Australia, - - - g - - * -

= f' i'm Ari th' way, and constantly arriving from the ad tenderness are increased. He is content ray' """'
' and idian Archi. 337so "":'' d to live, yet willing to die. He desires to PREACHER—(Not otherwise receipted

* t * * * t : te at - . . - -is ago,) contains -- w:£'' serve Christ here, yet desires more to for.) -

" Total in the whole earth, 50,150,029 the city. depart, and to be with him in heaven.— On the Third Volume.

In this large territory, 6 '' ': : that£ Scott has only Mason. |James Black A J Wilson *

is." - - o *. men under his command. They did not - |

* * Europe numbers, in population, 233,240,043 believe that he would march upon the' and * | On the Fourth Volume.

#. Asia, - *- 608,516,019 talk loudly of marching out to meet him. * Power of - GENTLENEss. –W hoever |Joseph Hare S H Kirkwood

Africa, “ ** 101,498,411 understands his own interests, and is Rev'j Duff M. R. Bartlett

" America, “ * 48,007,150 pleased with the beautiful rather than the Robert Leech James Thompson

" Oceanica, “ - 1,838,194 deformed, will be careful to cherish the££, £
# *: - o, -i- Letter from Dr. Edgar. virtue of gentleness. It requires but a ''W', y T: R£
: 1 n: talbei £ The following letter was received by slight knowledge of human nature to con- On the Fifth Vol

* , -a vast mass of immortal beings, who, - - * - - * e **te.
"t to the usual estimate of time with .£ by Rev, Joseph Osborne, in reply to One' us,'' of:£ ' Andrew Bryson * :*:

" occupies, are destined in thirty years to go down accompanying a remittance for the relief '.'. "'.':': Andrew Brice . sam' R Palmer

** to death, and thence we know to the judgment of Ireland, intrusted to Dr. Edgar for :-- - -: '', 'Edward Gilchrist Mrs Jane Lorimer
- f J - - - - Judg - -- - - sessor in all his lawful undertakings; it Matthew Gilchrist James Potter

...£ £££ thy distribution, from the people of Bethel will often make him successful when no-Joseph Hare James Potter, jr.
aff £:: '. ::: and Turtle Creek congregations and thing else could. It is exceedingly lovely %'w': ££

err". nowledge, do it w ... - - - - - - - - - • , - 11itain ! er

met. “The harvest': %":£, others in the vicinity. It will be read' attractive in its appearance; it wins' M R£tian Instructor * if- with interest. the heart of all; it is even stronger than £ be France Rev A D Clark

- argument, and often prevails when£ James Lysle
in - - - • :

- - - - - BELFAsr, Ireland, April 17th, 1847. would be powerless and ineffectual; it Samuel Thompson Thomas Graham1:..." Mission of the Associate Church. This mis- * , Ap - shows£ can put a bridle u on his D M'Williams Benjamin Dickey

– sion is located in the island of Trinidad. It is My DEAR SIR: **** * he : He up | Colonel Jos Barr James Donaldson

# a directed to the evangelization of the ignoraut and I beg to express to you and those associated passions: that he is above the ignoble vul. John M'Farland John Patterson

** degraded descendonts of Africa, who were slaves, with you in the faith and activities of the gospel, #" whose characteristic is to storm and Joseph Mawhorr Thomas M'Corkle
W., but are now free under the: act of my very sincere gratitude for your generosity to rage like the troubled ocean, at every little Benjamin Leister Nicholas Reed

* the British government. For some time Kev.

my perishing countrymen, and the confidence adversity and disappointment that crosses John Stewart
Robert F '' Armstrong

- - - obert Foster 'm Jamisan

* * Joseph Banks has been the sole but pecularly." in me. All that has been published on their path. It shows that he can£ White Hannah M'Combs

"d missionary from the Associate church," Connaught or other parts of Ireland, as away in the bright atmosphere of good R. M'Leiland John Wilson

!" that island; and his labors have been£ cry of distress from the famishing, falls far feeling, and live in continual sunshine, Thomas Warren* i. - * * ** - - -

... "ed. A lite church has been organized,and" terrible reality. What I wrote from when all around him are like maniacs,
* * *

-

- -

- -

- already the desert blossoms i. tim * t Sonnaught when there in the beginning of the sport of their own passions.
r: - mes, too, -

"anticipated. A Mr. Thompson and lady sail.

James Hagerty

the J.M. Douglass James Thompson

Hugh M'Neice Thomas M'Call

- James Kirkpatrick Samuel Smith

famine, was considered sufficiently alarming; Wm Uienderson Wilson Moore

- * - | #1. - *en - 'OR IRELAND AND SCOTLAND | D Andrews J Simpson
- “d from Philadelphia, in the barque H but was only a closing evening to the horrible RELIEFF - - pso

1. que Hope, June ". - death which has brooded The A. R. Congregation of Puckety, West. Robert Simpson Samuel Martia " ", 1847, to join the mission. night of ruin and death which has brooded over - - ". . . . - ivia run

": : that£ our land ever since. - ££" of the vicinity,£, '£

* "accession to the station—Id The worst feature is,—not death from starva- To Ireland, 82 barrels of Flour, Benjamin Rex James K. Bell

** - - tion in tens of thousands of cases—not fever and To Scotland, 31 barrels, ditto, Wm Andrews

#!"

* ldand. The horrors of famine are slightly other pestilential diseases so fearfully extensive ..' a total of one hundred and thirteen H F

- - - - - * - ent

",but pestilence in the form of a fatal evo, among both rich and poor-not the burying of Robert Stewart," William Pressly y Ferguson

* *unrestrained over vast districts, and many the dead in fields and ditches without coffins,

Moses M'Laughlin

James Thompson James Fulton

Wm Warren, Jun

- G. W. Martin, N. Rodgers '''Lean

... "those who have most devotedly labored for the which has become customary—not the killing P. Donald, X Committee. Quinton Brooks Andrew M'Bride

* relieforthe suffering, lie down themselves, pierc. of asses for food, and feeding on dead horses—not J. S. M'Kane, Miss Jane M'Cracken #bt Hopkins

_ " by the arrow they had sought to an: the leaving of whole villages and districts a wil- J. S. Porter. ) £ Wm M'Ginnis

* " the bosom of others. The government is derness, by death and enigration—but the fact

* doing much. The average d

"" employed on relief works during the week
* ending April 24th, 1847, amounted to 474,650,

*::* "d the total expense to +138,675. Providence

- Wm Fisher

PRESBYTERY OF THE LAKES. IDr S Crawford
- James Strane

- At a meeting of the Presbytery of the Lakes,£' Mrs N Gebhart

have no seed for their ground, and no prospect held in Portersville on the 30th ultimo, the fol'"'."bell
S - John M'Laughlin

but the very worst before them. lowing scale of supplies was adopted: Samael Hamilton

aily number of per. of fearful omen and of despair, that multitudes

*

Mrs M. Sterli '' Calvert

- - illiam Carlile, Mrs M Sterling ev S W Coo

.**indicates good. T 1 * '' '.: six thous:...'£#£ Alex Calhoun £w'."
**'. * *tes good. The season promises to be pounds for the destitute; and a fund of which 3d sabbath, at Crooked Creek; 4th, at Porters.£: David C. Morrow

As”. good one for the agricultural interests, and begged the first two thousand now amounts to ville. First sabbath of August, Crooked Creek, ilson

e^*"f the richest counties are fully s?"

*

**

pace

'' sleping in Meeting.

*''' "ing appeared in h

*

*

"... the months of Ma

***hoped a large - iritual and i l this of September, Fife, Crooked Creek; 2d, Mercer;*.£ supply of early planted potatoes for turning to spiritual and immortal good this *

n. If eight.

John Stewart

y and June proves favorable, it! My chief object now is to use the best effort

2d, at Georgetown; 3d, at Evansburgh; 4th, at
Rev G Gordon Rev J Shields

s' Portersville; 5th, at Evanshurgh. First sabbath Thos R. Dobbs, 50 cts. John Linn
David Burns Chas Wavf

'' Beard James£
- - oseph Hogan Joseph M'F

- - - - Breaden to preach at Mercer, time optional. - p", M'Fadden
- of my first publications on the famine,—to em- William£ to dispense the£ at W L Smith Ruth M'Fadden

Some years ago, the fol. ploy and teach poor females; my “Cry from Rural Valley, time optional.
- - - - - On the Sixth Volume.

* New Hampshire Baptist connaught." of which with other little things I | Presbytery adjourned to meet at Sugar Creek wilson Moore A J Wilson

- 3d, Delaware Grove.e for general consumption in July, dire calamity. A noble society has sprung out elaware Urrowe

*
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T H E PR E A C H E R .

PC E J R Y ,
AMERICAN TEMPERANCE UNION. Ther

Anniversary of the American Tempe

A DREAM OF SUMMER.

BA JohN G. WhitTIER,

Bland as the morning breath of June,

The southward breezes play:

And, through its haze, the winter noon

Seems warm as summer's day,

The snow-plumed Angel of the North

Has dropped his icy spear;

Again the mossy earth looks forth,

Again the streams gush clear.

The fox his hi'l-side cell forsakes,

The musk-rat leaves his nook,

The blue-bird in the meadow brakes

Is singing with the brook.

“Bear up, O Mother Nature "cry

Bird, breeze and streamlet free,

“Our winter voices prophecy

Of summer days to thee?”

So, in those winters in the soul,

By bitter blasts and drear

O'erswept from memory's frozen pole,

Will sunny days appear.

Reviving Hope and Faith, they show

The soul its living powers,

And how beneath the winter's snow

Lie germs of summer flowers!

The Night is Mother of the Day,

The Winter of the Spring,

And ever upon old Decay

The greenest mosses cling,

Behind the cloud the starlight hurks,

Through showers the sunbeams fall;

rance Union was held at the Tabernacle

on Thursday evening, the 13th inst.

After prayer by the Rev. Mr. Colburn,

of Albany, the Secretary, the Rev. John

Marsh, read an abstract of the Annual

Report of the Executive Committee,

which referred to the meeting of the

World's Temperance Convention, at

London, and the decision of the license

question by the U. S. Supreme Court, as

the two distinguishing events of the past

year—congratulating the world on the

spread of temperance generally, said that

seventy thousand American seamen had

signed the pledge—that five hundred
distilleries had been closed in Sweden—

that there were 1,200,000 members of

Temperance Societies in Germany—and

2,000,000 in England, Scotland and

Wales, although there 62,000,000 bushels

of grain were consumed in distilleries

and brew-houses, while the people of

Ireland were starving; and the cheering

fact, that the Irish still maintained the

pledge, as they suffered less than they

would if they had flown to liquor. It

also said, that t50,000,000 was spent in

England annually, for liquor; but the

were in the United States 10,306 dis

tilleries, giving out 46,000,000 gallons of

spirits, and 406 breweries, turning out

26,000,000 gallons, with a capital iny:

ed of $1,147,000, they anticipated that

that of 1850 would show that the weighti

Grier, 3d

cause was steadily progressing, both rate a call for the congregations of Hano.

' and all over the world; and though ver and Hookstown, when called upon.

the census of 1840 showed that there -:

"TMPORTERS and

Berry, 5th “ August. -

Weir, 3d “ September. B () O K - ST () R ES

Hookstown. |- :

Weir, 2d Sabbath July. Theological Bookstore,

Grier, 1st “ August. E would invite the attention 9 minist,

Berry, 4th “ * * "...'" our 'ge,'

Steele, 2d “ September. 'thSchool E.'
comprising nearly all the late V.

in the£'''**

from the press of Robert Carter, wi. has .

| published several works of a high ord, * | *

|ing Haldane on Romans, which is re.

- Rocky Spring.

Berry, 1st Sabbath July.
* * '', 'If.

Weir, 1st * - August. : being the best Commentary on'.

Berry, 3d ** ** ever published. - #:

ir. 5 • - 44 - | Also-THE MEMO!RS & SERMONs,w: to dispense the M'CHEYNE (in 3 vovumes),:
• Scotch minister. *

Armstrong, 2d Sabbath September. We have a full supply of SABP

Weir 4th “ “ * schoo:took'• *- * **. Siited Athen.

* - Sunday School Union,££
Brighton. ONE HUNDRI.D VOLUMEs...tl, . .

Grier; 2d Sabbath July. of $10; and one of FiFi Y VOLUMEs:

Berry, 4th “ * * |Superintendents of Sabbath School, will pe.

: '3. * * August 'ou'." the great reduction in prices o' Lety.

:* - - ******** the leading books.

Grier, 4th “ " The Union Quetions, from Volumell k

Berry, 1st “ September. - - atti tei",

J. G. Brown, 3d Sabbath September. The Union Consecutive":l
at ' terri.

Bearer. The Union Hymn Book, -- i. -

| Child's Scripture question Book, it
Berry, 2d Sabbath July.

Clarke, 3d Sabbath August,

D. R. Kerr, 1st Sabbath September.

Mr. Armstrong was appointed to mode

Those wishing to replenish then Little,

| find a full assortment on hands at the '' .

phia pries. Orders from schools in Ile of

try promptly attended to, and great caret: .

the selections.

ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

Successors to R. Carter, Market Site, "I

tween 3, and #)

!

-

H I L L A N D B R O W NE,

(Snccessors to Holdship & Browne,)

April, 1847.

- T H E G R E AT St PPE.

MANUFACTURERS of:
- *** f Afrt - *lev-e '' E N order to meet the state of the fifts :

PAPER HANG INGS, and dealers in Wri- proaching, we will sell our presette.

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper, of the GREAT SUPPER, at the £4

No. 87 Wood Street,

For God, who loveth all his works |

Has left His Hope with all !

National Era.

THE SLAVE-TRADE. A correspondent

of the North American, writing from on

board the frigate United States, at Mon

rovia, on the 28th of March, says: |

“The Colonization Society is a useful

institution. It has rescued three hundred

miles of African seacoast from the slave:

trade. It has done more to extirpate

and destroy this inhuman traffic than the

combined naval efforts of England,

France and America. Ere long you!

will find that England herself will aban

don her present plan of suppressing the

slave-trade. She will adopt colonization,

civilization, religion. These means, and

these alone, will effect the object and re

generate Africa. |

“Our cruisers have been constantly

and actively employed; and yet, notwith

standing the energy of the English and

the watchfulness of the French, the slave

trade flourishes, and wherever slaves are

wanted, there they will be carried, the

supply will be equal to the demand. I

regret to say, that the humane coalition

of the three great powers to put down

the slave-trade has signally failed. To

colonize and settle the coast is the only

feasible and available plan.” |

|

–
Missions AMONG THE GERMANs. The

Missionary Society of the Methodist Epis

copal Church at their recent anniversary

made the following report of the conver

sion of Germans:--Presb. Adv.

“The mission among the immigrant

Germans was commenced about ten years

ago, and has been crowned with signal

success. We have already six German

districts, raising sixty mission circuits and

stations, in which are employed about

seventy-five German missionaries. These

devoted brethren have been instrumental

in the conversion of between four and five

thousand Germans, who, with few excep

tions, are now acceptable members of the

M. E. Church. One-third of these, at

least, previous to their conversion had been

members of the Roman Catholic Church.

est

The receipts for the year were stated at

$1522.—Christian Intelligencer.

S C A L E OF AP Po INTMENTS,

Made by the Presbytery of Monongahela.

St. Clair, Pa.

Weir, 1st Sabbath July.

Steele, 2d “ 44

-- 3d

Grier, 4th

Berry, 1st

Steele, 2d

Grier, 3d

Weir, 4th

Grier, 5th :

Steele, 1st “

Weir, 2d 44

Berry, 3d

- 4

44 **

“ August.
- 4

**

4 -

* -

September.
• *

4- * *

Barr Hill.

D. R. Kerr, 3d Sabbath July.

* - 2d “ August.

Weir, I st September.
4 &

Speer Spring.

Grier, 1st Sabbath July.

Burnett, 3d “ **

Steele, 1st “ August. -

Gilmore, 5th “ * -

Berry, 2d “ September.

Grier, 4th “ 4

Birmingham.

J. H. Buchanan, 1st Sabbath July.

44 2d 44 4

4 & 4th 4 & 44

Berry, 2d “ August.

Steele, 4th “ 4.4

Grier, 1st “ Septemb.

D. R. Kerr, 2d “ 4

Steele, 3d “ 4 -

Berry, 4th “ 44

Temperanceville.

Steele, 1st Sabbath July.

J. H. Buchanan, 3d Sabbath July.

1st “ August.

Steele, 3d “ 44

4 * 5th “ 4.

Grier, 2d “ Sept’r.

Steele, 4th “ 44

Hanover.

Weir, 3d Sabbath July.

Grier, 2d “ August,

- - p

Part of the work had been done. Between Fourth street and Diamond Alley, Pitts.

burgh, Pa.

j : Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex

change at market price.

| January 0, 1847.

| -
-

| new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one,

giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev,

ery remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred

Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four

thousand years with copious notes, critical and

explanatory, illustrated with several hundred

engravings, price $300.

& EARS' INFORMATION FOR THE PEO.

|* Pl, E.—A very valuable miscellaneous work,

price $2.50.

OWLING'S HISTORY OF ROMANISM,

from its earliest origin to the present time.

|This is universally acknowledged to be the best

work ever published on this subject.

Z. Wilson & J. DouTHETT, Agents.

| HDINBURGH AcADEMY.

| 73 THE Summer Session of the above Institution,
s will commence on the 10th day of May next,

under the superintendence of Rev. Samuel Find.

ley, A. M. Undoubted reference as to success

and ability in teaching, has been furnished by

|M: Findley. -

| This institution is situated in the village of

| Edinburgh, Wayne county, Ohio, six miles east

of Wooster. lt is in the midst of a moral and

religious community. The situation of the

House and Grounds is very favorable for the

health of the pupils, and for their progress in

study; being quiet, elevated and retired, and af.

|fording every opportunity for healthy recreation.

-five months each.

TERMS.

Arithmetic (Davies'), English Grammar

(Bullion's), and Geography (with the

use of Globes), per session, $4.00

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and His

tory, 7.00

Ancient Languages, with the higher

branches of English Literature, 9.

(IIT Bullion's Latin and Greek Grammars will

be used.

Boarding can be had in the village, at from

$1.00 to $1.25, and in the country at from 87%

ccnts to $100 per week. Clubs, wishing to

board themselves, can obtain rooms in the village

on reasonable terms.

A Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus will

be connected with the Institution; and the stock.

| holders are resolved to make every exertion to

rend: the advantages of the Institution equal to

any of a similar kind in the West.

| A. H. JAMESON, President.

| JOHN BIGGS, Vice President.

DAVID CLARK, Treasurer.

J. H. HITCHCOCK, Secretary,

| April, 1847.

EARS HISTORY OF THE£

|The academical year is divided into two sessions

rices

Per dozen, $2.00.

Per single copy, 20 cents. -

And by the hundred or more copies,"

der, 20 cents per copy; and when ord-ed'"

hundred, a credit of three months allot:

responsible men, or 5 per cent discount"

with the order.

ALso IN STORE,

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 51*.

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

Pick's Theology, in 1 and 2 w".

Edward's Theological Works on" " '

volumes.

Edwards on Redemption, and£" Rt.

ligious Affections, in separate wu",

Encyclopoedia of Religious R".

Dowling on Romanism, illustrated."

| D'Aubign's e Reformation, comp". "

and 4 volumes.

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volume.

Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volumes octaw

Barnes on Job. 3 volumes 12".

Robinson's Bible Dictionary. 1. *

| Robinson's Scripture Characters.'"

Rohinson's Biblical Researches in"

&: with maps, &c., in 3 volum"
Professor Stuart's Commentary " the A.

calypse, 2 volumes octavo. - | 1

Frofessor Stuart's Critical His": "'

fence of the Old Testament Canon.

- togethen witH. . . .

A full nssortment of the Public'

Publications of the Presbyterian **

great variety of other books,'
cent visit to the Eastern Cities:-" ''
will be sold at reasonable£ for Cas

Rags, by LUKE LOOMIS, Ag".
f No. 9 wood Street, Fit"

Sept'r 2, 1846–tf

|

|

American Sunday School Uni" Dipal

M’DONALD & BEESON

(Patterson's Old Stand, No. 78 M.

Street,)

#' constantly on hand, '" f

tions of the American s:

Union, which they will sell at "'
ces. They are now receiving and'
of One Thousand p' worth, and |

on hand at all times about that ".

there will be no difficulty at any ti"

ing a full supply of the books:
for the s

I Subscriptions received for "

School.Journal for Teachers (pri" :

annum, and Youth's Penny Gazette"

(price 121 cents per annum.)

They also offer a General Assortment

cellaneous, Theological, and Sch"

Paper and stationary, which they ""
lowest prices they can be boug” for in

Sept. 16, 1846—tf
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Rev. DAyid R. KERR, EditoR. PITTSBURGH, JULY 21, 1817. W. ALLINDER, PRINTER.

that of your church, than he has the sun to seek to have my soul, made for the in-late, priest and papal peasant, teaches me

111 heaven, or the vital air. Nor can I habitation of the Spirit, satisfied with the that if any man sin he has an Advocate

conceive of any principle that can possi-mummery of your muttered masses, in with the Father, Jesus Christ. It every

bly induce you to withhold it from the the public worship of my God. where teaches me, that I may have free

People without gloss or comment, save. Another of the reasons which prevent access to God through Jesus Christ; that

one, “Every one that doeth evil hateth me from returning to your church is, the if I sin, I may go for pardon directly to

the light, lest his deeds should be reprov-burdens which it places on my conscience, the throne of God, through the mediation

ed.” It is said that Herod, when con- which crush, without correcting it. It of his Son. And this is a precious privi

vinced that he was not of the royal line institutes a kind of a ceremonial law lege; a privilege which may be enjoyed

ofthe Jews, burned their genealogies and which restricts where God has given lib.by all, “without money and without

records, that his false pretences might erty; and which licenses where God has price.” Now, what do you ask of me to

not be confuted by them. Is it for a si-prohibited indulgence. With your Fast do in order to receive the forgiveness of

milar reason that your church withholds and Feast days who can keep up without sin, and to be restored to the favor of

the Bible from the people? The Bible an almanac in his hand? And how ma-God? You send me to Peter, or Paul,

lays the axe at the root of the Upas tree ny of your people can read it! Should or some other saint on the catalogue,

of popery; is this the reason why it is, I blunder in counting the days of the who may have never known me; and
withheld ! - week, and, mistaking Friday for Thurs- who may never hear me, if I pray unto

Another of the reasons which prevent day, eat meat, my conscience is wound-them. Or you send me to Mary, whom

me from returning to your church, is the ed. If, in performing penance, I mis-you blasphemously call the Mother of

way and the manner of your public wor-count my beads, and say a less number
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God, to ask her to intercede for me. Nor

• ship of God. On reading the New Tes of pater nosters than required, my con-will this suffice. I must go to your con

| || From the New York Observer. (tament, 1 find that Jesus Christ embraced science again suffers. If ignorant of the fessional and tell you all my sins; incur
* ! :
: ". To the Right Reverend John Hughes, every opportunity of declaring the will “ Laws of Lent,” which have just been ring the fearful penalty of refusal of par

Y J. : V of God. After his ascension and the de-published by you, I should eat three don if I withhold one. Thus you take
Bishop of New York. - * * | * - - - - *

scent of the Spirit, the apostles went eve-meals on a day between Ash Wednesday from me the privilege of going to God

s' My DEAR SIR: - ry where preaching the gospel of the and Easter Sunday, or should eat meat for myself a privilege purchased for me

* Agreeably to the£ made to you Kingdom. The worship of God, as on the “Thursday after Ash Wednes: by the death of Christ. You tell me I

in my last letter, 1 now commence, a taught us in the New Testament, consists day,” or on "any day in the Holy Week," must go to the priest; and from the
statement of the reasons which, on the priest to the saint, or to the Virgin; andin prayer, praise, and the preaching of my conscience would be again burdened.

most mature reflection, yet prevent me the saint or Virgin will go for me to the

from returning to the pale ofyour church:

his word for the instruction and edifica- And these are but specimens of the thou

tion of his people. To the instruction sand and one ceremonial regulations of Saviour; and he will go for me to the

it. I wish to avoid prolixity of statement and and edification of the saints every thing your church, as burdensome as they are Father! And then, when pardon is

... minuteness of detail; as I feel that I am in the church is made subservient. Is it unmeaning, which fret and crush the con- granted it goes from the Father to the

... addressing one who can see the point, so in the Church of Rome! Do your science without directing or strengthen-Son—from him to the saint or Virgin–

... and weigh the force of an argument with masses convey any instruction to the com-ing it. And whilst thus restricted in and from him or her to the priest; and

... out either. * - mon or uncommon mind? Do you ever things indifferent I am freely indulged in when in the ban's of the priest he will

- When, in the kind providence of God, give, have you ever given one true idea things which the divine law prohibits. give me absolution, if I pay for it ! Will

* my mind became interested to know of God, or of religion, to a human soul? Now, sir, who has given you authority'you say—dare you say—that this is a ca
is is what God would have me to do, I: If so, I should like to know it. May not to make laws where God has made none ricature of your teachings upon this mat

": around for a true guide to the solution individuals attend upon them from green. Where is the law in the Statute-Book ter? Would to God you could with
R" of the question. Where could I find to grey hairs, and yet know not the first for your Lents, your Feast days, your truth! Why send me to the saints to

" such a one! Books are written by falli- principles of the doctrines of Christ! I Fast days, your Easter days? Why fast ask them to intercede for me, if this is

ble men—priests had already imposed have attended recently, sir, a high mass or feast at one time more than another luntrue!

upon my understanding—fond parents, at one of your cathedrals. It was on the

| 2 | ".

That I am a sinner I know

Who has given you authority to say what and feel. That there is pardon for me

deceived themselves, taught me supersti-last Christmas day, I bore the unmean-I shall eat, or how often in any one day through the atonement of Jesus Christ,

tion for religion—all men are liable toing pageant for three hours together of the year ! What unutterable arro on my repentance and faith, is a precious

err. I felt there was a God, and that I There was the bishop in his robes, with gance to tell me I cannot eat fish and doctrine of the Bible and of my creed.

was bound to obey him; but where is the his cap, his crook and his crozier—there flesh at the same meal; what priestly in-That pardon I receive the moment I sin

*" rule of my obedience! This was the were priests, in numbers, moving about, tolerance to tell me, with my Bible open cerely exercise the grace of repentance

as question. I was told of the Bible, but of making their crosses, obeisances and ge- before me, that if I transgress these laws and faith:=yes, and not a whit the less

that I knew nothing; and, then, I knew muflexions—when the bishop rose, the I sin against God! You know that the freely, if all of you were with Pharaoh
Jä lau. the Bible to be by your church a prohib-cross and crozier moved before him, and gospel is a law of liberty; you know that and his chariots.

ited book, or to be read only by priestly the priests, as waiters, went behind ''
permission. I sought the Bible and read—the book was shifted from side to side,

it. I found it to be the true and only and was read and canted in ways that no

guide to the right solution of the question mortal hearer could comprehend—there

as to what God would have me to£ the raising of the host and the bow

And without the fear of the Pope, or the ing down of the people—the incense, and

amathemas of the Council of Trent, and all the other usual accompaniments of

without a line of license from prelate or such a service;—and it struck me as one

* I have continued to read it for of the most farcical pantomimes that I

- years. And the virtual prohibition of the ever witnessed. I left the house without

(All) t 'tered reading of the Bible by your receiving a solitary religious suggestion,

\\ church, is one of the main reasons whv II and puzzled and confounded for a solu

,0' 'wot return to it. That your restriction to the question, how intelligent men

N. tions amount to a virtual prohibition, could possibly submit to such a farce, and

Y" candor will not for a moment deny to pass it off upon a crowd of poor look:
And let me ask d * is is le for th lemn worship of

, the - you, dear sir, why this in ople for the Solem p ol,".* Virtual prohibition? Who has hy g peop

Milk,"

*
" " '

'..." hor given you God! And if your mass, when thus

'' authority to say that I must not read performed with all the splendor and

£: :""given me to direct me into pomp of your ritual, is thus unmeaning

' ' ' ways of faith and obedience; how insipid must it be when performed
* - ': commanded me to "search the in your country chapels by ignorant and

- ". NCT! ures," wh in - • * *" -

i...] to' me?''£ Joua':'#' "p'.#.

"'4 tiais! Wh roduce your creden-ily to shearo their woo: d, my

£" weakd Wi ere does God place his Re-sir, is an intelligent God, he has given me

£ : ed Will in the keeping of Pope, pre-intelligence with which to worship him.

£" :£ to be doled out to his err. For the intelligence within me, either as

'. they ma : in such: and parcels as to its increase or exercise, your church

£6 placed : 'm best! He has no more makes no provision in its public worship.

: * Bible under your control, or I must not, then, return to your church,

if a man eat meat he is not the worse, And why turn me away from mercy,

and if he refrain he is not the better—and compel me to speak to my Heavenly

you know that the Bible teaches that Father by proxy. Why call me away

man is defiled, not by that which enter-from the cross, and' me to a priest,

eth into him, but by that which comethi or a saint, or a virgin, to ask them to do

out of him; and why burden souls and for me what I can better do for myself?

fetter consciences by silly enactments. Where has my Saviour taught me that I

about things in themselves indifferent, can only address him through a priestly

and about which God has made no regu- attorney that I must fee, however poor,

lations. O, sir, like the Scribes and the £his services. O, ask me to do any
Pharisees of old, you are busied about the thing—to bale the ocean—to tame the

mint, the anise and the cummin, forget-hurricane—to arrest the Sun—rather

ful of the weightier matters of the law. than ask me to return to your church,

And I deeply regret that a man who has until everything is removed which for.

forced himself up to station and influence bids the free access of my soul to God

against so many adverse circumstances, which suspends my salvation on an

had not force enough to break the chains thing else than repentance towards d'

of early religious prejudice, to rise up to and faith in our Lord Jesus Christ. You

; the region of intellectual, and moral, and must pull down your toll-gates on the

religious freedom! You are too much way to life, before you see me back.

of a man to stoop to such nonsense. The statement of a few additional Tea

On these subjects, dear sir, your church sons I hope to give you in my next.

must return to the standard of the Bible, With great respect, yours,

and of common sense, before I can return * KIRwAN.

to it.

Another of the reasons which prevent -

my return is, the obstruction which your Novets AND INSANITY,

church raises between me and my God. annual report of the

My Bible, that hated book by Pope, pre- for the Insane, Dr.

In the fourth

Mount Hope Insitution

W. H. Stokes, he says,

-
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in respect to moral insanity, “Another fer the religion of Christ, may be exerting but with penitence. Not only must we see, the truth or not; and if the".*

tile source of this species of derangement a very slight influence on the hearts or ha- we must hate and renounce the sins which been misinformed, it could
has appeared to be an undue indulgence in bits of the people. have grieved the Spirit; else seeing will garded as a work of superrogation to fe.

the perusal of the numerous works offic. Sometimes, indeed, this outward display, only deepen our guilt. No matter though rect the mistake. : Cut.

tion, with whieh the press is so prolific of as indicative of a foolish vanity in the our sins be as the right hand or the right. As the Editor of the Presbyterian A.

late years, and which are sown broadcast heart, is itself an evidence of religious de-eye, we must part with them. And we vocate presents his complim's lo [.

over the land, with the effect of vitiating cline. The neglect of religious ordinan-must renounce them, not merely because through my friend, “An Admirer '.

the taste and corrupting the morals of the ces, public and private, also betrays a de-they have brought sorrow on our souls, 'alms,” permit me, through you. .

young. Parents cannot too cautiously clining state. When petty jealousies be-land threaten danger, but because they are Editor, to reciprocate the courtes,

guard their young daughters against this tween individuals, or congregations, or de sins--exceeding sinful—sins against God, I make to him a most respectful

pernicious practice. We have had sever-nominations are easily produced and easily and Christ, and the Holy Spirit—a Chris had proposed to him the question—, , ,

al cases of moral insanity, for which no fanned into flames of open hostility, there tian's sins—sins against light, and love, an article of faith, in the Pes.

other cause could be assigned than exces- is sad reason to apprehend that brotherly and solemn resolves, and a covenant seal church in these United States, th:

sire novel-reading. And nothing is more love, and with it piety, has declined. led with blood—sins fitted to ruin other different versions of one psalm is a .

likely to induce this disease than the edu. A prevalent taste and preference for the souls, and bring dishonor upon the Sa-factory compensation for the st pris."

cation which fosters sentiment, instead of agreeable rather than the useful, in reli-viour's name. of another psalm given by ins".

cherishing real feeling—such as results gious ordinances, indicates an unsound 3. I add only, we should utter this pray. God!” This question was founded on .

from the performance of active benevolence, condition of the heart. Sermons of sounder with hope. “The Lord taketh pleasure following statement of the Elin, ..

and the sacred duties of life, and of relig-theological character, including the results in those that hope in his mercy.” “He regard to the fact, that for the 31 vess:

ious obligations—which awakens and of extended research, treasures of Bible that cometh to God must believe that he is, the 109th psalm, Dr. Walls has gived .

strengthens the imagination without war. exposition, and illustrations drawn from and that he is a rewarder of them that di. only six verses, it may Perhaps les.

ming the the heart; and, to borrow the lan. the government of God as seen in his gently seek him.” “Return unto me," compensation to know, that, as express.

guage ofan eloquent divine, places the indi-works and in accredited history, are re-he says, “and I will return unto you.” of the original first psalm consisi. **

vidual “upon a romantic theatre—not upon lished by the faithful disciple of Christ. So “I will heal their backslidings, I will love verses, the Presbyterian psalmoy ; ,

the dust of mortal life.’” are those which give true, Scriptural life-them freely.” As to his readiness to give three parts of different metres, in a 1.

views of Christian experience, and those the Holy Spirit, there is a most explicit verses.” We are now given to me.

- which urge obligations on men by the and wonderful declaration: “If ye, being stand that this “was intended only,

* For the Preacher. thrilling considerations connected with#. know how to give good gifts to your good-natured example of the argum.

Decline in Religion. cross of Christ. A diseased spiritual appe-children; how much more shall your hea-jad hominem; in other words, he des:

Occasional cases of a dangerous disease lite craves nothing of all this, but indulgesivenly £her give the Holy Spirit to them thus to retort the argument of theP.

occurring in a neighborhood awaken 'longings for something racy and stimu.that ask him. - If straitened at all, it is iner, which seemed to make the excell: |

strong a d activ h * To th lating, for. smart speaking, for flowers— ourselves, not in him. Let up pray, then, of a system of psalmody dependt,

8 ." "W" sympathy. - 19 that and these from Parnassus rather than from with hope. It is a good sign if he stir us number of its rerses.” I lear th: :
'' is '' Sl:£ Zion. * , up to pray. Will he not give us the bless. excess of the Editor’s “good naturi"is

tagious character. Prudence then sugge's '"'. sought and faithfullya' excusing, but bewailing and£ e a secon : :: he is
the employment of sanative measures £The cultivation of the spirit of prayer: them—"alizing the preciousness once£: e excellence*

arresting its progress, and no time is to would do much to arrest its progress: o the blessing we ask, and the evils of its tem of psa mo y was not the s: o

c 5 **** Heat our backslidings, O Lord!£ encouragement from the inquiry. I was inquiring alter a missing

lost in adopting - .* : - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - -OS dopting, no expense spared"' will inform us, if we, our character of God and his promises, and psalm; and with a view to identiy , ;

"' them. * * * - - 'selves, have backslidden in heart or life, coming only in the name of Christ-let us was described by the number of ves.

...' then we hould obey the£ here, in our closets, in our families,:£ An to:

decline of piety among the professed" fol-£d, : I'" '' do the first'' ".:"£ . .

lowers of Christ. When he's individu." " 2:5. The things that lation of our hearts—let us cry persever the * quiring, it was

- ake for peace, and things whereby o ingly,–“Take not thy Holy Spirit from described as containing only six vers,als, here and there, becoming neglectful' e for peace, hing y'. y Holy Spirit from g only

of'wari'."'" another, should be diligently us.”-National Preacher. whereas ours contains thirty-one was

funces'£ t ': or 'studied; and the charity that vaunteth not And the conclusion, which it wasn't.
nances, yielding themselves up gale- itself, that seeketh not her own, that is not -- ject to establish was, not that the one was

- W trating themselves - - -

:'.££ :'easily provoked, that thinketh no evil,

5 should be sedulously cultivated. And- -

the most painful emotions of sorrow that then, by the grace of the Lord, through

the benevolent heart is susceptible of But'.only saviour, will the You will please to allow me a placeto's unfortunate, as it has not at

when he discovers that the decline of piety work of the Lord be revived, and, instead express my acknowledgments to “An Ad-ling upon my remarks. And lully &

is extensive, and still advancing, that "of decline in piety, there will be growth in" of the Psalms,” who in the last cur with him in saying that “we hat

seizes on great numbers, and involves grace, happiness and union in the family number of the Presbyterian Advocate has very little respect for such argume"

nearly entire families of the Christian of the redeemed. J. F. M. kindly replied to my inquiries. A more. As the Editor of the Presbyterian A.

brotherhood, his feeling of sorrow is inter- - full and explicit reply to some of my inqui-vocate had said, that in his system :

mingled with the painful emotions of ans. ries would have been desirable;£ there are three different vers."

ety and alarm. - as my friend rather insinuates that I am of the first psalm, I was led to inlin

And is not the spirit of piety feeble and "ow we show", "ate the spir”, “hard to please,” I must not complain. Do either of these versions give a "".
depressed in the churches of our land, at Ainscrace. It will be remembered, that “An Ad-ful expression of the sense,” of the cas

the present time! Is there not a degree. We may ask and receive not, because mirer of the Psalms,” some time ago, in the first verse of the original, 'W'.

of conformity to the manners and'we ask ain'ss. Action must correspond stated that “the Editor of the Preacher not in the counsel of the ungodly" "

of the world, which it is painful to witness! with prayer; it must be an echo of the is mistaken in supposing that our sys.this “An Admirer of the Psalms" re's

To those whom our Saviour personally prayer, or that will be unavailing. Yet I tem of psalmody excludes any of the 150 “We answer, we think we have at

called, he said, “Follow me,” “Take my need not greatly enlarge on this head. If psalms. We have the full number.” This expression than Rouse gives of"

yoke upon you and learn of me;” and our need of the Spirit be truly and deeply statement led me to inquire, in a most re-clause of verse 1.” But, with your "

these and similar injunctions point us to felt, it can hardly fail to eall forth the right spectful manner—where shall we find infriend “Admirer,” &c., we are not "

the path of our duty and privilege. But, kind of prayer. It may be briefly remark- that system the 109th Psalm . This is a discussing the merits of Rouse. l

in what particular, are many members of ed, however- plain question, and there need be no mys-contend that Dr. Wats has given"."
our church visibly following Christ What 1. We should pray with self-eramina- tery about the answer. And if “ An Kj.il expression of the sense” of the of:

single lesson, of conduct or of disposition, 'tion. If the Spirit be absent from the mirer of the Psalms does not choose to ginal. Keep to the text, if y" "

do many appear to have learned of him 'church, he is absent from individuals. If answer it, I would recommend it to the and let us settle one point before."

Are we following him, in our intense love absent, he has, as we have all along taken attention of a “Plain Man.” up another. Here is a plain ques"

of gain! adding house to house, and field for granted, and as the Scriptures abun- Until then, my friend produces the in. Has Dr. Watts, in this instance, given

to field ! ... O no, not him, who “had not dantly show, been grieved away. Indivi. formation which my question calls for, I faithful expression of the sense of the Of

where to lay his head.” Do we learn of duals have grieved him. We should not, must be permitted to say that he has spo-ginal psalm? When this pointsh'
him our anger, our vanity, our congrega. then, by a vague, general imputation, cast |ken incautiously when he asserted that been satisfactorily determined, it " '

tional strifes, our sectarian rancor? ... O no, the guilt upon the church, nor yet upon the Presbyterian system of Psalmody in-ford me much pleasure to meet yout

this is not learned of the meek and lowly four individual brethren; but each ask for |cludes the 150 Psalms, and that this sys- the subject of “perfect blessedness."

Saviour, not of him who reviled not again himself, How have I grieved the Spirit 'tem contains “the whole number.” It However, after scattering dust, *

when the wicked reviled him. What iniquities of mine have separated be-appears that at least one of the number is rently with a view to enable him "."

Where a decline of piety exists exten-tween me and my God! What is there not to be found in that system. - cape from a difficulty, under a coverif

sively, in a church or denomination, it will in my heart, my speech, my aims, my ha-. After my friend, “An Admirer of the my friend seems to have thought that

evince itself in a variety of ways. The bits, my domestic life, my business walks, Psalms,” has benevolently labored to give would not look well to leave the subj

outward forms of religion may be main-my secular or holy things, inconsistent me some information, he seems to regret in this way. And, accordingly, he "

tained: they may even be maintained at an with the indwelling of the Holy Spirit the necessity of spending his time in such round after he had seemed to re"
expense and with a splendor unknown in Diligently, faithfully, impartially, should an unprofitable manner. Accordingly, he remarks—“But the question returns,

the better days of the church. Splendid we scrutinize ourselves, and pray as we do|adds, “We do not perceive, however, that Dr. Watts fairly expressed the "

edifices for worship may be reared; talent-it, “Search me, O God, and know my the discussion of such minute points of the clause, “ He walkeih not in the "

ed and eloquent men may be placed in heart; try me, and know my thoughts, criticism is of very much practical bene-sel of the ungodly.” To this he rep

their pulpits, and large numbers of refined, and see if there be any wicked way in me, fit.” It may be so. And yet, if a writer that, for “walketh,” Dr. Watts wri

wealthy and intelligent church members and lead me in the way everlasting.” makes an assertion, it may be a matter of “fears to tread,”and that for"
may occupy their pews, and yet true piety, 2. We should utter the foregoing prayer some importance to ascertain whether it is he has “wicked ways.” And then

*

more excellent than the other, but th:

they could not be the same, it with:

appear that the Editor’s “argume" &

i

For the Preacher.

MR. EDITOR:
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ad's-“If this do s not satisfy Inquirer, posed for the ceremonial worship of the Synod for not devising

t Dr. Wats has given a faithful ex

f the sense, he must be hard to

To this I reply, that I would

tha

pression O

jease.” - |

... like to be regarded by my friend as

unreasonable, and yet I must be permitted

to say, that this answer does not entirely

...], as " me. And for two reasons:

1. In the first p

the Christian church 1”

-------

*
d

- iberal things, if they “Nor is it necessary to encumber the

Jewish temple should be sung by the have not been supported as they think they subject by agitating the question, whether

Christian church without alteration to ought to have been. Formerly, a minister it is proper to employ in the worship of

adapt them to the altered circumstances of felt that he must make himself useful to the God, other songs of praise, contained in

In all matters of church if he would expect to be supported, the Bible, besides those which are found

controversy, it is of importance to have a -that he must first communicate to the in the Book of Psalms. It is not neces

distinct view of the point in dispute. I people of his spiritual things, if he expect sary, because, at present, it is a question

- have read several discussions on both them to think it no great matter to commu. of no practical importance. No branch

lace, it strikes me that sides of the controversy, and, to me at'nicate to him of their temporal things – of the church, which in practice, goes be

my friend has not given a “faithful ex leas, this is an entirely new exhibition of now, the order is sometimes reversed

pression of the sense of Dr. Watts. O’ “the true question at issue.” And it ap. minister claims that the Synod should sup

. . . expression, “Walketh not in the coun. Pears to me, that “Birach,” in his state port him well, that he may be useful. Hence,

yond the Book of Psalms for her songs
of praise, is willing to be confined to the

use of those which are contained in the

of the ungodly,” Dr. Watts has given ment of the true question, takes for grant- an unwillingness to go into destitute regions' Bible; nor do any of those who plead
-

* . . . -
- -

- - -

-

-

- . . *- .. - - - -
-

as the three following versions-in the ed, some things of grave importance, which to preach the gospel. without a positive as for the principle of an inspired Psalmo

£rst we have the rendering, “Who shuns it would be difficult to prove.

the place where sinners love to meet.” 1. “Birach” assumes that the Psalms
In the second, it is, “ Who shuns the were “ composed for the ceremonial wor

sinner's ways.” ship of the Jewish temple.” I understand

In the third it is, “Whose cautious his meaning to be, that the Psalms, or at

That which my friend gives as Dr. of Psalms were designed by their author

*

f

Watts' faithful expression of the sense of peculiarly for the ceremonial worship of

the clause, “Walketh not in the counsel the Jewish temple. Now, if these Psalms mittee of Missions, at the recent meeting, it

of the ungodly.” is his version of an en; were composed for the ceremonial worship appeals that a matter which it was though -

... tirely different clause. It is the original of the Jewish temple, as distinct from the was well understood, may need some more P^*ge from which the

|

surance, that, if the people fail, their lack dy, use the other songs of Scripture in

of service will be made good by the Synod. the worship of God. Though, therefore,

It is plain, that unless these tendincies our own opinion, is decidedly in favor of
be corrected, and that speedily, our mission the use of the Book of Psalms exclusive

"y operations, instead of deserving the ly, it is altogether unnecessary to intro

f.e. shun the broad way where sinners go.” least some of those contained in the Book name of Church extension, will prove, in duce a question which is not at present

effect, a scheme of church contraction.

From facts which came before the Com

of a practical character, and which would|

serve only to encumber the subject.”

Such are the quotations—such is the

y are professedly

clause “nor standeth in the way of sin-worship of the church in every age, public explanation. It was never, from the taken-we make no comments—if our

**
-

- -

fears to tread their wicked ways.” The our attention to the chapter and verse

first reason, then, why I am not entirely where the

phased with my friend's answer, is: that known.

he has not fairly represented Dr. Watts' 2. It is assumed, in the next place, that

version of the clause in question. the church may alter the word of God, so

2. In the next place, I am not entirely as to adapt it to the altered circumstances

pleased with the answer, because I hum of the Christian church. This is a grave

tly conceive that Dr. Watts has no’, in assumption, and something more authori.

this instance, given a “faithful expres-Itative than the declaration of a man con.

son of the sense” of the original. For nected with “one of our most distinguish.

the original “counsel,” Dr. Watts gives ed seats of learning,” is requisite to es:

is the idea of “the place where sinners tablish it. “Birach” will admit that the

"' love to meet,” as though the original sig. Psalms are the word of God. And I

* *

"…

" nified “council” or assembly, instead of would ask, most respectfully,–Has not

| " ... counsel.” God revealed his will in these Psalms in
!

* *

But here it may be remarked, that the the way which he thought best? It is said

reason why the advocates of an “ inspired in one of these psalms, that “The words

::::: psalmody” are not willing to adopt Dr. of the Lord are pure words, as silver

... Watts Psalms, is not simply because they tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven

regard them as a defective version, but times.” And where is the man who has
s because, according to his own honest and authority to alter these words to adapt

candid avowal, they are not, in the proper them to the altered circumstances of the

"I sense of the word, a version at all. What Christian church The Christian public

- ever 1 may think of Dr. Wats' principles would like to know in what “ distinguish

on this subject, he deserves credit for the "d seat of learning.” such doctrine is

candor with which he has stated them. taught? No! Mr. “Birach,” if the word

me . And on this subject his language is plain of God is perfect, like its Author, then let

or and intelligible. Instead of designing to not man, without a commission from hea.

in every instance, Dr. Watts explicitly de-adapting it to circumstances.

E clares, “I have omitted some whole MATHETEs.

psalins, and large pieces of many others.”

... ... lt, then, Dr. Watts understood his

... own plan, it was not his design to give a

|| ". original, but, besides leaving out much of System which require'serious attention.

... the original, to “teach” David, in other Finding that they can be pretty regularly

"ances, as he expresses it, “to speak like supplied, and have that variety which is so
- Christi ** - - -

... " Christian. agreeable to itching ears, and have the bor.

".

Admirer of the Psalms” was himself mis. lessened, congregations are, in some places,

. A.' taken when he said that the Presbyterian becoming less careful to have settled pas

* Psalmody does not “exclude any of the tors, who shall have the spiritual oversight

150 Psalms.” We have inquired for one of them, and perform those duties which are

of them, and he has not been able to tell strictly pastoral.

us where it can be found. And were we Supposing that the Synod is in possession

"...inquire for “large pieces of many of some perennial fund, or that there are

others,” he would find it quite as difficult somewhere many rich men, who, after sup

* *

" .

-W's #.

| 'he ''.

"if e -

in to tell us where they are to be found. porting the gospel among themselves, are

#" INQUIRER. willing to ease others who are able to sup:

* port it among themselves, it frequently

; :- happens that those who are supplied with

..." "I For the Preacher

''. The True question.

* MR. Epiton:

as A writer in the Presbyterian Advocate,

* * * who assumes the outlandis

breaching, do not feel themselves bound to

pay for their privileges to he utmost of their

' bility, as once they did. Some seem to sup

pose that after enduring the fatigue and ex

h cognomen of pense of traveling, perhaps a hundred miles,

: : and whose appearance is greet-, a minister should consider himself richly
* , , ; it is '' * Editor as one who comes from rewarded if they allow him the privilege

- "her State, and one of our most dis-, of preaching to them. Hence heavy drafts

". 'he Seats of learning,” gives uson the missionary fund, which put it out of

£ what he calls “the true question at issue” the power of Synod to aid really feeble con.

" " he subject of Psalmody. And, genile greations.

"...,':'' do you think it is! “B. " As a consequence of the foregoing, per

". £ in a speak for himself. “ The haps, unsettled ministers and probationers

'''''''" at issue is, whether it is the have begun to look too much to the Synod

''. "intment of God, that the Psalms coin for support, and are disposed to blame the

give a “faithful expression of the sense” ven, presume to alter it for the purpose of

and probationers under the care of Synod

mind of the Lord is made should be placed on the missionary funds,

but such only as were willing to go and la

bor where the Synod should direct, and

these only in such numbers as the means at

the disposal of Synod would warrant. For

some years this was, perhaps, lost sight of,

and the consequence was, the Synod was

involved in a large amount of indebtedness

to her missionaries. Laterly there has

been an effort made to adhere more close

ly to the rule; and those only are to be re.

garded as missionaries, having a claim on

treasury, who are assigned to particular

stations by name; while those who areas.

signed to some Presbytery, that they may

receive particular appointments from the

Presbytery, are to expect nothing more

than they receive from the people among

whom they labor. These last have just to

“cast their bread upon the waters,” as all

unsettled ministers and probationers had to

Home Missionary S., stem was introduced.

should be aware of this, and be ca reful not

to forget that “the laborer is worthy of his

hire.” United Presbyterian.

the Presbyterian Advocate, is singularly

CoRRECTION's AGAIN.
|

|

unfortunate in his constructions of the
i

testimony of the former Editor of the

Preacher, against the position which we

have taken in favor of the exclusive use:

whether it is proper to employ in the

worship of God other songs of praise

importance.” And again, “It is not ne

cessary to encumber the subject by agi

|tating the question of the use of the Book

of-Psalms exclusively.”

These quotations are said to be from

the Preacher, Aug. 9th, 1844.

ring to that number of the Preacher we

discover that, even as far as they go, they

are not in strict accordance with the lan

guage of Dr. Pressly, who was then Edi.

tor. But their principal defect is, the

omission of the very parts which deter

mine the import of the passage. The

whole passage is as follows:

“Let then the question be presented

in the most simple and unencumbered

form. It is not,—What version of

the Psalms shall be used in the worship

of God? But, Shall we use the Psalms,

which God has given in his word, in a

faithful and correct translation?

do, and did without complaining, before our

But the people among whom they labor

Our brother of

contained in the Bible, is of no practical

On refer

mers,” which Dr. Watts renders, “Who “ Birach” will confer a favor by directing first, intended that all the unsettled ministers brother can reconcile them, or give

any satisfactory explanation, we shaf be

very glad. But farther, according to the

| Editor of the Advocate, Dr. P. is not

merely inconsistent with us, but has been

inconsistent with himself. The Dr.'s

latest views, the Editor thinks, were

"the results of much study and reflec

|tion,” “by the light of careful research

|an The best con

struction we can put on this is, that our

brother sometimes takes his positions

without either “research” or “reflection.”

|Indeed we begin to become no little dis

couraged on account of the carelessness

with which he makes some of his quota

tions and statements. If he had referred

to Dr. P.'s work on Psalmody, he would,

have scen the same views set forth even

more strongly, at the very outset of the

argument “for the divine appointment

of the Book of Psalms to be used in the

worship of God.” Referring to the dif.

ference of views which obtains between

the advocates of an inspired Psalmody,

it is said:

d larger experience.”

“By some it is maintained, that the songs

contained in the Book of Psalms, were de

signed to be permanently used in the wor.

OUR HoME Missioxs. Some evils are writings of others. In his number for ship of God, to the exclusion of all others.

#: “"ithful expression of the sense” of the growing up under our Home Missionary July 7th, he gives the following as the By others it is supposedl, that any song

contained in the Bible may with propriety

be emploved in the celebration of God's

praise. While I decidedly concur with

those who plead for the exclusive use of the
* - - t - - > *. - • * : -

In conclusion, then, it appears that “An den of suporting the gospel among them of the Book of Psalms: “The question Book of Psalms, I do not think that this

diversity of opinion should give rise to an

difficulty in the church of God. Where

there is agreement in relation to the great

principle, that an inspired Psalmody only

is to be used, to the exclusion of the com

positions of men, which give human views

of divine truth, there need not, I think, he

ady difficulty on this subject among breth
ren.”

| We only observe farther, that these ex

tracts from Dr. Pressly's writings, while

they make the corrections for which

they have been introduced, serve

good purpose in showing the

state of the question.

al

true

While there is

some difference of opinion among the

adherents to an inspired Psalmody, it is

not such as affects the harmony of the

church. The only difficulties of this kind

are such as are the results of a departure

from an inspired Psalmody. In contro

versy with them who have thus departed,

the great practical queston is, Inspira

tion against the compositions of men
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who had been a by-word for children for every eye could see the fire that
Mount Carmel. ... years, now dictated to the king, who had all from the cloudless heavens al. |

- '£'':'' him like'"£: length was: expectation and brea'
its head two thousand feet above the water Srael. - S et thi. * ''.It was one of those summer afternoons, su"y looking off on Sh towards th£ breadth * Israe s ' ' '' strange scene commen, 1.

Oking off on Sharon towards the obeyed, and lo! all Israel came flocking to 'un had just risen over the Holy L.

O ! SWEET WERE A SHELTER.

BY REv. J. F. M'LAREN.

- | o - - -

and sultry, that betoken an evening thunder while inland Tabor shows dim through the Carmel. Every road was thronged with flooding Mount Carmel with his beams
- - a #5

storm. Masses of well-defined: "mingly hazy atmosphere. Its. shape is that of a the eager thousands: on foot, in carriages, those four hundred and fifty prophets #:
solid clouds stand around the entire ".' 'ened cone, and it is one of the most and on horseback they went streaming on in one dense mass, around' fe

tionless and majestic, th: lofty'pict: objects in that land of glorious ward, till every highway leading to the began their supplications. At first,s,

: the clear blue sky. They appear£ associations. Two scenes, totally differ-mountain was filled with the dust of hasty and fervent, as became the£
tled armies, in their varied uniforms of "sent, yet thrilling in the extreme, have trans travellers. In the barren fields through occasion, they besought Baal, for " te

and of shaded whiteness, of bluff and of crimson, of - - £fji M - - - *:: , they ght Baal, for his ".

iting th a f d to com: ired on its smmit. Elijah and ount, which they rode—in the wan and haggard nor and for the sake of his follower.

awaiting the command to move torwar Carmel go together, and no time nor faces that stared on them as they passed, hear them. To send down fire,m
bat in the clear blue space that lies between - • i -

"change can separate them in human his Of - W - -

them, while across this open field and along "tory.” p they saw evidence enough that Israel was for ever to silence the tongue of his

margin, a few small, bright, fleecy clouds are

ar, and

Gs.

troubled, and that it was time the cause tile prophet, was a small matter for ones,

Under the reign of the despot Ahab, Is was made known. powerful, but no fire descendel—i. s
ssing, li iers int to point of th -

passing, like couriers, from Point" p""" rael had forsaken the commandments of The prophets of Baal and of the groves, rode quietly up the heavens—the
-

stationary masses around it. - - - *

Below, was the city's din, its dust and make.' and his worship, and gone over to eight hundred and fifty of them all, went heaved calmly below, and the man.
- - - idolatry, till vice and cruelty covered the in the pomp becoming their high station wind went seaward as gaily as at

£
£

the sweetest music to men's ears, and immortals God declared through Elijah that no rain thronged together to this strange rendez. ple looked on. But al length femy of

were forgetful of their God, and brother was over- should fall on the earth for years; and lo, vous. Without a friend to cheer him, Uln- the place of supplication, and it was or

reaching and insulting brother, smiling...'" heavens were shut up and became like less perchance Obadiah WaS with him,- wild shout around that bullock, as it at

cy overtrod honest and assiduous friendship, sin brass over the thirsty fields. Every thing on foot and alone, Elijah trod his weary smoking in the mid-day sun. Eiji'

men were playing solemn Harlequin within £ withered up—the '' shrivelled and'' to the same solemn gathering. Be now had stood apart and quietly sing

magic circle of the dollar. —the grass shrunk away and turned red hold the top of Carmel covered with the the scene, but as the excited through:

To a seeing, thinking, feeling mind, like the in the fierce heat—the very, trees drooped multitude! Below them heaves the blue their mad outcries and ' ',
soft whisperings of a friendly voice came the and died, and the once fat herds, reduced Mediterranean, whose restless waters lose crying, “ 0, Baal hear us!” his longs:

plaintive and beautiful words—was it fancy or to skeletons, swarmed over the fields in themselves in the distance; behind them pressed scorn broke forth, and he'd

was it faith that prompted them?—“O! that isearch of food and water. The harvest re-is Palestine in its beauty, and, far away, them in the midst of their ravings, is:

had wings like a dove, for then would I fly away mained ungathered, and the husbandman the snow-capt heights of Lebanon finge!" Cry aloud, for he is a god; he's E
and be at rest.” looked with anxious and then despairing the horizon. It is a glorious spectacle be- is busy talking, and cannot attend to you

heart on his barren fields and empty gra.'. and around, and the solemn murmur immediately; or he is pursuing his is

O sweet were a shelter by yon lofty cloud naries. Men husbanded the little grain of the sea perchance rises over the hum of and cannot stop; or perhaps he is a

That lifts its high head above all in the sky, that was left, and all over Israel, food was the multitude. But soon one form and journey, or asleep. Shout louder an

where the 'id, deceitful, the base and the""," piecemeal, for want be one voice arrest every eye and ear. wake up your God.” Biller work."
- gan to stare them in the face. The first Wrapped in his mantle, Elijah stands on only increased the frenzy of those to when

year men were impoverished, the second the lordly summit, and casting his eye they were addressed, and they leaped"

ruined in their fortunes, but the third over the landscape, and over the throng, the altar, flinging their arms a',
There, alone, I would climb on the bright misty brought famine and all its horrors. Child at length breaks forth, “How long halt out still more frantically, “0 Balia.

proud

Could vex me no further, nor force me to sigh.

ledge, * ren pleading for bread died in their parents' y: between two opinions ! If the Lord be us!” They cut themselves with his

I would traverse those plains, freed from envy arms-the old yielded up the gh's With "God follow him; but if Baal, then fol. and lancets, till the blood stream: we

and wo; groan, and the strong-limbed, fell bloated, low him.” He paused, and gazed sternly the bullock, and shouted till Mount"

Unfearing would stand on the cloud's glittering on their own thresholds, and wo and on the thousands about him, but not arting with their turbulent cries, and became

edge wretchedness, were on every side. At voice broke the ominous silence. There a scene of indescribable conism: "

And look down, with compassion, on earth far first, Ahab was angry with Elijah who had was an air of authority about him that still the heavens were silent and series

below. predicted this calamity, and attempted to awed even the prophets of Baal; and, in ever;—no voice answered them—to file

- - stay him as the cause of it; but the pro-the confidence of a king rather than with came down.
From on high, I would view the world's splendor|phet fled from his hand. But, at length, the humility of a proscribed man, he made. At length the people began || tire of

and show, the haughty king was frightened into ap-a proposal which should for ever settle who this exciting but useless scat, " '** *** }, , - - - - - prop g • * *

As manhood the play things of infantile years; parent meekness, and then the prophet pre- was the true God, and which were the false prophets themselves gave up in test.

Nor would envy its joy nor delight in its wo, sented himself before him. The hunted, “I,” said Elijah, “am the only prophet Then came Elijah's turn. The sum was

Though it rudely had caused, and then laughed fugitive trod the courts of the palace with- of the Lord left, while here are four hun- stooping towards the sea, and the timed

at my tears. out fear, : ''' a king''' and fifty prophets of Baal. But let the evening sacrifice approached #
t ..., owner, and stood with a stern and haughty them now take two bullocks, and cut one ling up, he called the people to ". at:

Lo!": of thunder, the red lightning'' the royal despot. The '. in pieces, and lay it on wood without fire;'' clustered£ repaired to

- looked on him a moment in surprise, as he and I will dress the other bullock and lav long-neglected altar of the Lord,"

On":" stately and strong, I would'\'''# '. it on wood, and put no fire under; and they led:it'."

* then said, “Art thou he that troubleth Is- shall call on their god, and I will call - *11a was - on tribes of Israel. He then dug a "
And'" the tempest wrapped "an in rael!" The roused prophet, whose£e Lord, and the£ answereth by around it, and having ** ww.

of his wrmīs went over the land had bled over the£ of his beloved fire let him be God.” “It is well-spoken,” on the altar, and the bullock on "".
g p - '' who would gladly have sacrificed murmured the multitude; “let it be tried.” told the spectators to pour four bar:

I would take, for my watch-tower, yon hugeher' ' to'' ' could not brook Whether the prophets wished to come to water over them. They did so. el.

the charge implied in this question. Hurl this conclusive issue or not, they were the second time,” said he, and they #:

of air, | -- " : - * | - . . .” -- " "
And look out, unalarmed, at the sky in a blaze, ''':# the y:' forced to it by the people. Doubtless, they the second time, and the third time, title

When loud-roaring thunder and lightning's red i . ''. Sal d h '. not troubled feared a failure, but they hoped their num-trench was full to the brim, "":

Israel, but thou and thy father's house, in bers and their power might overawe Eli and the sacrifice were flooded. #:

glare, | -could be no deception, no concealedi"that ye have forsaken the commandments jah, and it migh -Should proud, puny mortals alarm and amaze. - jah, and it might be a mutual failure, and

of the Lord, and thou hastfollowed Baal-then the prophet's doom was sealed." £ng which could allow the ".

I would sit, undismayed, in the bright airy boat, in.” “Thou, proud monarch, art the had called all Israel together, and the peo- of Baal to declare the whole a "

enemy of thy country; thou has broughtThat rides sail-less and oarless aloft in the sky, |ple were on the stretch of expectation, and the altar was flowing with water.

And in tempests would fly, and in calms gently down the curse of Heaven; on thy head anything short of an overwhelming suc. All is now ready; the disappoint!"

float ' the guilt of all this wo and death.” cess would he disgrace and death, “And phets and Israels thousandsafelock"

On ethereal seas that are pendent on high. Such was the language the despised, and I am left alone.” Yes, thou ar. £ e blazing fireball**
p * 5 t alone, yon. Th g

* poor, and exiled prophet uttered in the ears Elijah, and around thee are nearly a thou. |ing over the waves below, and alread:

For repose, to some calm, shaded cloud I'd re. of the astonished Ahab, Conscience had sand vindictive foes, thirsting for thy blood; sea-breeze, is stealing landward, ".

tire- at length awoke, and he dared not resent and if thy God answers not by fire, then time of the evening sacrifice has"

To the fair, tranquil bosom of that in the east, it, but allowed himself to be bearded '' thou thyself be offered up here on the Elijah advances towards the altar. "

Or the tapestried couch, by the sun's evening' very throue, surrounded by his vassals. mountain, a sacrifice to human hate. True, uncovered head and solemn counte"

fire, £ SaW'£ partially humbled thou standest proudly there, with thy up-but with no hesitation or alarm a

With golden-fringed canopy, far in the west. y fear-and well he might be at the spec-lifted arm pointing towards heaven, and glance. His step is firm and his ext

tacle his country presented-and so imme-thy prophet's mantle wrapped about thee, rene, as he moves across the''t"

For death, too, I see where to lay myself down, diately proposed a trial of the respective and thy voice is like one who knows the him and the spectators...}''. methin

And the pillow to welcome my faint, drooping claims of the prophets of the Lord and secrets of God; but wo to thee if thou hasthear a voice saying, “Gird" thy

- • - | - |

head; those of Baal : “Gather me,” said he, “all deceived thyself and this mighty assembly. Elijah, for thine hour has COmē.

That pinnacle cloud with the pure snowy crown Israel unto Mount Carmel, and with them. Thus thought many a heart as they saw God, and the God of Abraham,

Shall be my last, sweetest, my angel-watched four hundred and fifty of the prophets of Elijah, by one single act, bring the repu-Isaac, and Jacob, thou has "'
bed. ' and four hundred more of the pro-tation of God and his own life into appa-bold issue. Wo for thee, and wol.

O! and - - -- - p : of the groves who sit at Jezebel's ta- rent jeopardy. But now there was no re-rael, if thou failest !”

! and thence, yon baloon, in its silvery car ble.” A strange proposal for a public treat to either party, and the prophets. But he shall not fail. He knees

Ascending, ascending, to melt out of sight, criminal to make to a king, but there was of Baal cut their bullock in'' laid prays. There is no confession offs

Shall carry me upward and upward afar, something about him that awed the mon-i - - 8- - - it on the wood, under the open sky, and pleading for pardon, for he #"

From this dark to that pure world of love and arch, so that he dared not refuse his con-began to pray." There '': for '.'.' his own head, or 0.

of light. sent. That plain-clad man in his mantle, deception here—all was open and clear, and of his country: he is asking God."
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... cate his

... word. There seem

strong cry

yet in that

s no necessity for heard the sound of the coming storm be

sudden outburst of “ Hear me, silence that followed the death of the pro

... O Lord, hear me /* I see the 'hets.

wrestling of a mighly soul. He prays fer- from Mount Carmel. -

wintly, but solemnly. There is no contor clouds began to roll up the scorching hea

no assumed tone or manner, as with

d hands he exclaims, “Lord God

tion,

uplife
of Abraham, Isaac, and

sea rose and shook itself to meet the com

: it known this day that thou art God in the angry masses, as they pushed them. ment be impr

Israel, and that I am thy serrant, and selves upward,—the thunder came mutter- and w

that I have done all these things by thying over the Mediterranean, as it rolled its onlv

word. Hear me, O Lord, hear me; that vexed waters against the base of the moun-by

this people may know that thou art the tain,--the sound of wind and rain was for peace, of greater weight than American leaving a balance of £1,261 6s. 7d.

Lord God, and that thou hast turned their borne landward, and day was turned into ball be brought to bear on the Mexican cler

heart back again.” He ceased, and lo! sudden night, as the storm burst on the gy. "

'.

.

i.

i.

* from the cloudless heavens fire fell like

** falling lightning, and the bullock, smoked earth again smiled in verdure, and the long

amid the water that flooded it, and a swiftcurse was removed. What a day of ter.

vapor rose from the top of Carmel, and all ror and of grace that had been to Israel,

was over! There lay the ashes of the and as the prophet lay

land of Israel. The thirsty and barren

and there, too, knelt the awe-struck pro-heart swelled with deeper gratitude than

rhet. For a moment the silence of the ever before to the God of his fathers.

** grave hung over that solitary mountain, as Mount Carmel still stands by the sea,

st the astonished multitude hid their faces in and overlooks the same prospect, but the

* the earth, but the next moment there people of God are no longer there. Priest

arose a murmur, swelling gradually loud- and people have disappeared, and there is

'' et like the gathering roar of the sea, no Elijah now to plead in their behalf. A

#: till drowning every other sound, it rolled Turkish mosque stands where arose the

gloriously towards heaven-" The Lord altar of God, and the Muezzin's voice rings

he is the God; Jehovah he is the God.” where arose the prayer of the prophet.

; : 'Twas done; Truth had triumphed, and Headley's Sacred Mountains.

". . Israel was saved.

But Elijah had not yet fulfilled his mis

sion. Turning sternly to the people, he

s' bade them seize the prophets of Baal, and

# not.let one of them escape. Prayers and

in entreaties were alike in vain. Though

ti-, they crowd around the just now despised

t", exile with tears, he has no pity for their

fate. God and his country demand their

death, and down the mountain-slope they

s: are dragged by the indignant people, and

... there, by the margin of the brook Kishon,

* Elijah slays them, and the parched earthsively English portion of the Church is tol.

drinks up their blood. erably well supplied with the ministrations

Still the prophet's work is not done; his of the gospel; the supply from the Semina.

country's enemies are destroyed, but her ry being nearly equal to the demand of this

*: sufferings are not allayed. The crowd department. The main deficiency exists

"... may return home, but he, accompanied by in the portion of the Church requiring ser.

s' his servant, re-ascends Carmel. Standing vices both in the German and English lan.

on the now silent and solitary summit, in guages. Ministers, therefore, who can of.

4'- sight of the forsaken altars, he surveys for ficiate in both of these languages, are great.

| Amt. a moment the heavens above him, and the ly needed. - -

... 'around him; the sun is just bathing In addition to the demands for missiona.
lies. his burning forehead in the western wavery labor by the immigrant German popula.

ere he sinks to rest, and not a cloud is on|tion, there are about 800 organized congre.

the brazen sky. Casting himself upon the gations in connection with the church, for

earth, and burying his face between his the supply of which, there are only about

knees, again he prays. But where is the 200 ministers. There are about 80,000

"ily bearing and stern aspect that just now persons in communion with the church.

"s: awed the people, as he brought fire from Accordingto the published statistics, which,

'. "m heaven! Gone with the fulfillment however, are very imperfect, 3,416 have

' ' his task. He was then defending the been added to the church during the last
* God of Israel before scoffers and idolaters. Synodical year.

*-ma

EDJT9RJAL GORR2SPONDENgäls

GERMAN REFoRMED CHURCH. There

are 235 ministers belonging to the three Sy

nods of the German Reformed Church.

Of this number, 74 officiate exclusively in

the German language,66 exclusively in the

English language, and 95 in both the Ger

man and English languages. The exclu.

is:

#:

|''.

JR''.

1, 11

" ' " his voice and aspect became his great The Theological Seminary has an origi
* mission. But now he is pleading for par-nal permanent fund of $14,000. The Pro

" " or his suffering, sinful country; he is fessors have been supported for some time,

*" entreating God to take his erring peo-mainly by collections taken up in the

: "" more to his arms, and pour uponchurches for that purpose.
* : *

them his blessings, and he is in the dust, A foreign missionary station at Broosa

"becomes such a mediator. For three is sustained by the church, under the direc

'" and a-half not a drop of rain hastion of the American Board.

s: "in Israel, and he now beseeches the There is also a nominal Board of Domes.

* " " Water the earth, and stay the faltic Missions, but hearly all the Classes haveit." mine and wo of the land. •

s" As he closed his prayer, he bade his

* "nt go and look towards the sea. He

s: "yed and returned, saying, “I see no

s

.

each having one or more missionaries un

der their care.

-

* thing.” Again the prophet poured his ProtesTANT EpiscoPAL. BoARD of

s:*. "Plications into the bosom of the God of Missions. The Board of Missions of the

* Jacob, and again sent his servant to see Episcopal Church in the United States,
Aft". if there were signs of rain. Again he re-met at St. Bartholomew's Church, Thurs

* "rned as before. Still Elijah's faith did day morning, Bishop Brownell of Connec
& not falter.
* sent his£ he prayed, and again

* .

-

ticut presiding. An exceedingly animated

ant, till the seventh time. But debate arose on a motion for the appoint

*

''' :' time he came back, saying, ment of a committee to report at the Tri.
s'. sea #. 1S a lite cloud rising out of the ennial Convention, to be held in this city

''. -:' a man's hand.” It was enough [New York] in October next, on the cha

s?' ' **satisfied, and Elijah arose and racter, management and efficiency of the

*''' ab' servant, “Go up, say unto A. mission at Constantinople. The motion

**. "repare thy chariot, and get thee was rejected—chiefly on the ground, that

2*

mself, and make good his given down that the rain stop thee not.” He Bishop Southgate, who is at the head of the

And lo! what a sight appeared

Dark and angry

vens-the sun went down in gloom,-the ions freed m is secured at V

f Israel, let it ing tempest,-fierce lightnings traversed

that night and lis

sacrifice, and there the dry trenches, tened to the descending rain, methinks his

*

IRISH SocIETY, LoNDoN.

*- |

On May 6,

- - - - - Jefore mission, will himself transmit a full report the twenty-fifth anniversary of this Socie
ing and earnest supplication ; it arrived, aye, heard it long before, in the on the whole subject, for presentation on|ty, founded for promoting the education

- the same occasion. and religious instruction of the Native

Irish, through the medium of their own

| RELIGIOUs FREEdoM IN VERA CRUz. language, was held at the Hanover Square

By the terms of the late surrender, relig. Rooms, the Earl of Galway in the chair.

era Cruz, so The number of schools is upwards of 700,

long as the city remains in the hands and the pupils are on the increase. A

Americans. Why should not such a mo great number of Bibles, Testaments, Por

oved for scattering the Bible, tions, Prayer-Books, &c., have been dis

holesome religious books here? No! tributed. The funds exceeded those of 1he

will a valuable service be performed past year, the receipts being £9,681 6s.
by the diffusion of truth, but an argument 9d., and the expenditure, £8,420 2d.;

PROGREss of AFFAIRs 1N TURREY.

The New England Puritan gleans the fol

lowing interesting intelligence from a letter

of the missionary Schneider, as recently

except when she can published in the Weekly Messenger.

make it subserve her own purpose. '' this it appears that the Turkish go

vernment are taking measures to dissolve

SUccEssoR or DR. CHAIMERs. The of all connection between Church and State,

fice of Principal and Primarius Professor of * far as Christian sects in the empire are

Theology in the New College, created by concerned. The Patriarchs, according to
the death of Dr. Chalmers, was unanim. this representation, are to be deprived ofall

ously and immediately tendered to Dr.G. political power. This of course will agito

don, who was obliged to decline it on the the same result on all the clergy under
ground of the infirm state of his health, them. This will remove the greatest hin

The matter was then left to the disposal of drance to the progress of the gospel. And

the commission to be held in August. what is remarkable in the case, the example
o of the United States is quoted by the Turks,

- to sustain this new doctrine of toleration,

At the Monthly Concert for April, in Con

stantinople, 80 persons were present. In

|Amtab, near Aleppo, 600 Armenian fami

| C. They would soon seek peace if they

forsaw that the triumph of American

arms, would be the triumph of religious lib.

erty—a thing which the Catholic church

hates and crushes,

CHURCH MissionARY SocIETY (ENG.

LAND.) The forty-seventh annual meet

ing of the above Society, was held on the

4th of May, in Exeter Hall, where a

crowded audience assembled. The Earl

by several clergymen and gentlemen.

The report was read by the Rev. R. Davis,

and the Rev. Henry Venn. A considera

ble increase was announced in the receipts,

the total amount of which reaches £116,

S27, showing an increase of £14,369 over

of Chichester was in the Chair, surrounded

lies have declared themselves Protestants.”

SCIIools IN UPPER EGYPT. The Rev.

Messrs. Leider & Kruse, German Mission

|aries, says Zion's Herald, have planted

schools among the Copts, the remnants of

the ancient Egyptians, in which they have

300 pupils. Their female school is the

first that has existed in Egypt for centuries.

last year; but it should be mentioned, that. There are 100 young men in the service of
of the whole income, £10,429 arose from the Pasha, who have been educated by Mr.

legacies, one large bequest of £7,321 hav-Leider. But in reference to the progress of

ing been made by the late John Scott, pure Christianity, Egypt is still covered
Esq. The present state of the Society's with Egyptian darkness.

nances left it an ample working capital. The Missionary Herald tell us that in all

The rcport was, on the whole, very cheer- Africa, in 1843, there were 170 mission

ing. The one great difficulty experienced stations, 434 laborers, 15,000 communi

by the Society had been to obtain fresh re-cants, and 20,000 scholars.
cruits for the missionary service.

THE BAPTISM of HENRY CLAY. He

THE BRITISH AND FoREIGN Bint was baptized in the little parlor at Ashland,

Society. The usual annual meeting of on Tuesday afternoon the 22dinst., (togeth

this Society took place, May. 5, at Exeterer with one of his daughters-in-law, the

Hall, the large room of which was filled other being already a member of the church,

in every part. The chair was taken by and her four children) by the Rev Edward
the Marquis of Colmondeley, who occupi- F. Berkly, Rector of Christ Church, Lexing

ed it in the absence of the venerable presi

dent of the Society, who, from the state of

ton.

their separate Classical Missionary Boards,

his health, was unable to attend.

|
- -

following is an abstract:

ling to £117,440 9s. 6d., being an in.

crease on the previous year of £16,134

13s. 3d., and nearly £6,000 more than

in any previous year.

Bibles and Testaments during the year,

have amounted to £61,436 1s. 5d., being

an increase over the preceding year o

£5,459 10s. Sd. The total sum applica.

ble to the general purposes of the Society

is £56,004 7s. 10d., including £30,851

01s. 11d., free contributions from auxilia

ry society. The issues of the Society

have amounted to 1,419,283 volumes: viz.,

from the depository at home, 1,109,224,

and from the depots abroad, 310,059; be.

ing 22,368 copies less than in the preceding

year, but 473,223 more than in any for.

mer year. The total issues of the Society

have been 19,741,770 volumes. The ex

penditure during the year has been £128,.

525 5s. 8d., being £26,749 7s. more

than the previous year, and, with one ex

|

ear. The engagements of the Society

exceed £48,000.”

“The entire receipts of the year amount.',

The receipts for

ception, the largest expenditure in any one

In the middle of the room stood a large

The *|centre table, on which was placed, filled

cretary then read the report of which the with water, the magnificent cut glass vase,

presented to Mr. Clay by some gentlemen

f Pittsburgh.

What a noble and powerful recommen.

dation of Christianity to the world ! to see

this great old man, the greatest man of his

day, in all the vigor of intellect and arden

cy of feeling, bending the knee before God,

and with the simplicity of a little child, re

ceiving upon his head, a handful of water,

in the name of the Holy Trinity! Thus at.

testing his faith in the Christian religion,

and his determination to live and die by its

sacred principles.—Episcopal Recorder.

BAPTISM of A DEAD Booy. The fol

lowing fact is related by a correspondent

of the Paris Archives of Christianity, of

|24 April, 1847.

“An English blacksmith in Derrin (de.

partment of the north) died the 16th of

March last, after several months' illness,

and was baptized on the 18th, about two

hours before being interred.

“I have inquired into the matter, says

the writer, and find as follows: the man

was a Protestant, and never, so far as is
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nown, showe Past i - - 1s. - . c. - - - - - * - ---,

Corne *£::' to be cal evils. The energy and enterprise of some point involving its merits. Welt forcibly illustrates what he th - *
- : Dul "elatives - ... -- - - - - - * * - - - * meantly

more attache * his relatives, being the Anglo-Saxon now in its midst, immo- were the more inclined to this, from some making ‘David plainly ".
attached to pomps and shows than to ral he r - - - w - - ''''''''' . . . plainly to appear ||

ral as the representation is, and unfavora-expressions in the Advocate which indi- Psalms versified by him."
-

-

evangelical faith, made as an excuse their b] - -

remoteness from a minister of their own re-"" the circumstances, will have au cated a compassionate regard for those Such is the position from whic
- *- - "Om which

''' applied to the curate of the par- effect upon the Mexican population in who felt themselves restricted, in their brother thinks he has1Sh - :- - - ----1-....: - - - | - * - S fle inds given ns a ,

} | '. tain admitteuce for the corpse into awakening a like spirit, and may be, as matter of praise, to the Psalms of David, “serious shaking.” given us aws
his church and that it be buried according we trust it will b } **** of those Accordingly w i. s shaking. How much of it,

to catholic rit T - ~. - ill be, the precursor of those Accordingly we stated, that the reason “popular error” has * *

rites. The curate did not refuse better influences by which that of thi l d popular error" has been shal, , ,
- > * : --- 1 is Wols * sia "t- w is 1** - - > - ..! 'i

y hat country, s was, because we were not assured us, will appear from the semel ().
so good an opportunity, knowing that this i -

would be according to his services, and that." much and so long enslaved, debased, of any authority to extend our system, own opinion is, that our goodbrid* - - - - - t - - - - - *** t 2000 thrifter

' would in this case make more mony paralyzed, physically and morally, may The want of a “divine warrant," we the impetuosity of his zeal for D W.
- - * * - t • *- **. Szcal 101 Ur, W:

'': than from the soul. But be elevated to an honorable place among stated, was our difficulty, and as our bro has been carried away so far f8! he wo - - - *...* 1:. - - - - - ***. - t. at irom
uld resort to a pious stratagem! the civilized and Christian nations of the ther had professed to have this warrant, .. | hi - ls

As he had not been ab - moorings, and has so entirely lost £,
- een able to make the deceas, earth. we invited him to show it, promising . . . - y lost is

ed a believer nor an obedient member of led him to show it. " bearings and his ballast, that he is '',

that all important discoveries should-be of himself to make shipwreck of
>

-
- - -

the Romish church during his life, he found i

announced to our readers. This invita- cause. We shall show him where,
it easier to make him one after his death. T- * he £di * - - o-'. - -

Accordingly two hours before carrying Editor of the Presbyterian Advo tion he declined, thinking “the proprie- and in what plight he is, from the is
-

-

|

-

**.

hi :- - ----11: * *icate thinks, th: ideas which we have': • * - - -: from his dwelling, and twenty four . hat the ideas which we have ties of logic” required the negative of a authority.

'' after he had breathed his last, he was advanced in reference to Dr. Watts' proposition to be proven first! Ovi. -haptized and then buried with due pom Psalms, are like * * •e..., v. - - - *t. . '''“ . In the Preface with which ".

pomp, > ikely “to receive h pretty ously, to shift the point back to the origi- Dr. W.",

as being a protestant conv * * * - - , , - -

onverted to catholic-serious shaking.” - - #' introd his Psal -, * * *
- - 1:l R lin' - - - - introduces his Psalms to the wor'.lSm. sing.” from what he and his 'nal issue was no relief to our brother. - "I,..., , ,

makes the following announcements, l.- > - • - t - - -

correspondents have said on the subject. That issue did not require us to provet - - - - - *c. * * * - ***"... -

= He is no doubt serious in this; and to give the exclusive use of the Psalms of Da." place he says: “I have chosen n

ther to imitate than to translate." ht,

"Q RI E' }P R F A (C E ( : R. , the best opportunity of accomplishing what vid; but merely that Dr. Watts' Psalms - -appears to him so desirable, we submit the were not a version of David's. From other: “I am hold to maintain the ge:

following proposition: If he will publish this fact alone, it followed as an inference principle On which my wer * 's

our article in this number, on the clim.'" to be evaded, that they who use£d. and that is, that if the brig's

With much sorrow, we have to an- of Dr. was: Psalms to be the Psalms of former in preference to the latter, pract.''''.".

nounce the death of Rev. J. P. Pinkerton,' we will publish a reply of equal cally attest that “Watts can write psalms.' " : styl he :
late pastor of Peoria and Harmony con. length—after that, say, two articles on for the church as well as David.” Our to the sense and style o£ *

- each side, each article not to be longer than brother had a perfect right to d'." we should only Obtall".

- bright and heavenly copy ofthed"gregations, Ill., He died at the residence |

of Mrs. Cubbag - two columns of the Preacher. We make our invitation, b - - - - -age, Allegheny city, on Sa. : on, but to decline it for the of the Jewish king, but it would at
turdav - :-- these restrictions, first, because we 2:18 :-- *** c * * ** - *

y morning, the 10th instant. > 2 e we do no reason given, was “exceedingly lame make the fittest psalm-book for a C#.

*

1 *

\

ow, J., I, is:WEDNESDAY, JULY 21, 1847.

l

wish to have our paper too much or too and impotent.” - le.” In another place, site.
long filled with the same subj * * - - tian people.” In another p".

----- me subject; and, se. * - - *** ***** * - -A REMARKABLE PROvIDENCE.—At a cond because it is suffici £ * t! * Since it has been declined, and we are ing of the manner in which he halt:

------ ...Y 1 1s.- * > Su111Clent for the pur- ** * | | * ****** : ... ;- , , , lair, “f . - * * * * * * *

recent communion occasion of the As If "r not to be allowed to dismiss the subject, tied out “the great princip"

ciate Co • ccasion of the Asso- pose. our cotemporary cannot effect we will take up the point to which the work he says: " Where the Psalms:f - - *c. - - -- Say S. $3.5 s.

Cadi ngregation, (Mr. Hanna's.) near his object in that time and space, further columns of the Advocate have been prin- . invectives against his pe"- la: - - Se:S sharp inVectlves | St lils he's Ili.

Vanz, O., while at the communion table, effort will be useless. cipally devoted: the claims of Dr. W. ... " lar is a: |

it is said > si v. - t - i. i.i*- nS 0 Watts enemies, I have endeavored to in the

, some six or eight persons were * -

attac - - *

'': with a violent fever, so suddenly the sense of David.” To prove that they mies, sin, Satan and temptation When

- ey were compelled to leave the "As of watts Given A FAITHFri. Ex- are such, has been the gist of all that the *::::: is faith and love resulchurch for home and a sick bed. The *ssion of The sesse of pavin' Eli . hi g i - "the flights of his faith and love 8" S,

--- - - - * (11tor all 11S Corres s " aV - * . . . -

correspondents have writ line, I have often sunk the expression

*
-- * * * ...: ---........' -

-
* *

- Psalms to be “a faithful expression of edge of them against our spiritual"
|

disease spread rapidly through the con. ‘We have to come before our readers ten, and so much has been written, that h of diman Cir* - - --- * 5.... - • *-*. * | ---> 1.3 *** Idinary Ulr:

gregation, and upwards of one hundred "3" " the subject of Psalmody. We the Editor begins to congratulate # within the reach of an ".

·- *** **- tian. Where the words imply **

members have since, been dangerously make no more apologies, but must ask self and his readers with the idea, that - *

ill—whole famifies h've been prostrated," dispensation for a time. Our disposi the contrary on in has r£ : " wants or distresses, j'"

and a number of persons have died. ...tion to dismiss the subject appears to pretty:' #.£" I have used words of£"

have been misunderstood, and our cotem himself that as many of us “as are witude and comprehension, suited"

porary, the Presbyterian Advocate, has ling to read, are in a fair wa of being "eral circumstances of men." "

- MExico. It is gratifying to see the only labored away, waxing warmer and delivered of that error.” y *|ner in which he executed his plans'

interest which the friends of an enlight-warmer. We have no alternative, but Ti - - -1-> - haps more explicitly stated in and:

ened and liberal Christianity begin to to take up the subject, or adopt a silence he position which has been taken passage, quoted in a previous article."

take in this unhappy country. The call which, if not assent, would indicate to' -

y be stated in the two following par * * * *

hi - - - - - to which it is necessary to "..."

which has been made from various quar-much indifference to statements and have entirely omitted some wholeps'

| 1st. It was “the plan” of Dr. Watts. . . - ... "- and large pieces of many others, as

ters, to give the light of Truth, now that reasonings, which have not more *
there is an opportunity, to its blindfold-nished us on account of what we believe' make “David plainly to "P" have chosen, out of all of them such!:
ed and miserable population has touched to be their incorrectness, than the bold- " is, of course, David's inspired senti- t d * lv ht?"

the hearts of the benevolent, and is likely 'ness with which they are put forth. ments.” ! only aS£ ": f

commodated to the var 38lu!!!"

to receive a liberal response. In a late A word of narration. Our ". 2d. “An examination of his Psalmo- * ... • # * r ** isnosing of

* the Christian life.” In disposing ""

number of the New York Observer, we appears to be under the impression, that''' proves that this was his design and iousl d by u- - - - - - - - - - - - * I'mSS: "10118 ed DV

see a single individual has given five hun- he has been called upon to repel a fierce that he carried it into execution.” passage, as previously"'
dre - - * - - | | - --- is readers. that it is"# '. for this purpose. assault upon the Presbyterian Church; There can be no mistaking the impres' has told his£ the

- *** ** *... - - - - ' ' ...; - - - * : *...*.*.*. at - 10 :

n this, we think, we can see some in-such, at least, is the impression he has" which the editor wishes to make garbled misrepresentation ' r

le Crg

* ... •

* * * * -1, .. r ... - - - - liav- * - -

dication of the good to which, we have made upon his readers, as is evident "P" his readers. For while he has reason to believe we “neversaw."

inal Preface"—that the words"

“taken second-handed," "tor" ""

Weal

We .

8, 6.

all along hoped, the Go Salo. | ".. - f • - - bet

f T i p '' God : Sabaoth and from the tone of his correspondents. stated his own views in the language al

of Truth would overrule our present!’ - ! --> -- ... " - - . . . . - - - -lifficulti ith Mexi T} I sent. The truth i. the origin of the matter was ready quoted, and in sihilar language,

difficulties With Mexico. he time has but an incidental expression of a corres- over and over again, he has a correspon." of a long sentence,” &c.

at a loss how to regard this,

come for action, prompt and efficient; pondent of the Preacher, in the discus-ident, writing over the signature of “A
- not charge our brother with a deliber

and if the friends of truth will but act sion of a different subject, and without Plain Man,” analyzing some of Watts'
* ilv, ...? -: * -£, • * * - * * - atts , , . - - - -

worthily of the occasion, Mexico may* * application to members of any partić. Psalms, to show that “not merely the design of abusing the minds of

-* - - - - -- - - - * - *** ** *-* - | : - - - - - tavehave reason to acknowledge, that the ca-ular church. It may have been worthy ideas but the very words of the prose in readers. We will rather believe,

lamity now upon her, has been her great- the attention which the Advocate has our Bibles are retained ” As yet three." never seen that Preface hims'

est good. f£' are favorable given it, but we have not thought so. we palm, have been found in which there or that his memory is remarkably"

open - - > *nav * - - : - - *

penings for the introduction of a pure have looked upon the matter rather as is a comparative closeness to the original, erous. The passage occu" at the be:
gospel. And whether religious freedom an editorial flourish. Havi, original, ** * passag -

be f }] a " " 13 - aving no taste and these are offered to the readers of ning of a paragraph, only preceded

»e formally secured in any treaty that for too much of such a thing, and believ-the Advocat - - -

may be mad l - ... . . . . - the Advocate, as specimens of the style the words, “Attempting the work w

y ade, or not, that country caning no good would result from its con-in which Dr. Watts | . . . . . * *

- s has executed his this view;” and in the entire Par"&"
neve ains • clusive-'ti * • *- -

r again settle down in the exclusive-tinuance, we suggested, that if it were " Plan.” In a note to one of th he 'th d which at - hem, the there is not one word which *
ness in which i has hile to rested, close-thought necessary to take up the subject Editor says: “The foregoing i - || - s

ly shut up to its own religious and politi-lof Psalmody, it would be better to take ling exemplificati going is a strik-import of the passage, as quoted. *

o *plification of Dr. Watts' plan. Watts' Works, London edition, Wol
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sh page. If our brother has not the turn to his Bible, and read that psalm, and sav

work, we can show it to him. and see if it s merely Judaism that is.

Assuming that Dr. Watts understood * "ad. We would like the Editor

the use of language, we will venture a "f the Advocate to tell us, and also of

few questions. what p: of David's the last three verses

When Dr. Watts says, “I have"' Watts, are a version.

rather to imitate than to translate.” does . e££ 41st

he give any encouragement to believe' of '. * TOIn LJ3\ id: 1t con

is psalms are the Psalms of David!" een verses. Dr. Watts has

that his psa be, at the same time, " " Professedly on the first three

? with all due diff. Verses, to which he has suffixed the fol

lowing characteristic note. “The posi

tive blessings of long life, health, recove

to us as an imitation of David's Psalms.

Junkin on the Prophecies,page 231.

The Editor acknowledges the receipt o

the following sums—Harmony Congrega

Missions, $7,00.

| Middle Wheeling Congregation, Rev. J

S. Buchanan, Gen. Synods Fund, $5,50.

From ditto, Foreign Miss. Fund, $4,00

Can an imitation

the thing imitated

ence, we must he allowed to say, there
- - ***- - f

- ething like an absurdity here, and * - - *
ls Son −, : brother has "' and security in the midst of dangers,

in a good deal of what our brother has ''. - - ... "
- - - - | ad # *.. being so much promised in the Old Tes-******

written, when in one sentence he a mis, ment, and so little i he N. |

* and S0 little in the ow. I ave & U M M A H Y -

given a turn at the end of this hymn, to -- --------

discourage a too confident expectation of

these temporal things, and led the soul to

heavenly hopes, more agreeable to the

|

t

t

polis, $10,06.

that “An imitation” is perhaps the best

designation of Dr. Watts' work, and yet

in another, insists that his productions are

the veritable psalms of David.

' Again, when the Dr. says he is “bold

| Funeral of Dr. Chulmers.—"Dust to dust ;—the

grave now holds all that was mortal of Thomas

Chalmers. Never before did we witness such a

tion, Ill., Rev. J. P. Pinkerton, for Home to

Deer Creek Congregation, for Indiano

-*

" are gone, and then present it. On the list instant, by Rev. Robert Audley

” Browne, Miss REBECCA, daughter of Mr. Sa.

muel Casteel, to Mr. R. R. ROBERTS FISH

ER, all of Nishannock Township, Mercer Coun

ty, Pa.

Jnne 22d, by Rev. J. K. Riddle, JAMES BELI,

to Miss ISABELLA PHILLIPS, all of Butler

County, Pa.

Sane evening, by the same, JAMES HANNA

Miss MARY SHIRA, all of Butler County,

f

.

Pa.

|

- O B ITU A R Y .

DIED, on Sabbath morning, the 9th of May,

1847, of consumption, in Randolph County, Illi.

nois, DAVID S. HATIl Of{N, son of David

and Mary Hathorn, in the 23d year of his

age.

His disease was slow in its progress. In the

| end, he bore his affliction with great Christian

patience. A few hours before his dissolution, he

| called up all his friends to his bedside, and told

-- then he must soon leave them, and wanted to

shake hands with them and bid them a last fare

well. He expressed a hope that he should meet

then in a better world, and then repeated the
1.
*

ollowing passage from the 31st psalm:

to maintain the great principle” of his

work, “that if the brightest genius on

earth, or an angel from heaven, should

translate David, and keep close to the

f

, I'

I. psalm-book, did he himself think of at

is empting what he believed an angel from

leaven could not do !

try

* Psalmist uses sharp invectives against

is personal enemies, I have endeavored

o turn the edge of them against our spi

it ritual adversaries,” &c., does he pretend

# 0 give the inspired sentiments of David?

: "We have nothing to say now of the irre

rerence of such language, which we are:

lad to see the Princeton Review (au

... hority which our brother should respect)

as discarded as German Rationalism.

s: Jur question is simply this, If he w:

ook the liberty of turning the represen
". . .

.** *

e' ations of the psalmist, to suit his own
" " - - - * t

i., iews of propriety, sinking them whenthey

were too sublime, extending them when
( * *

...hey were too contracted, made any show.1.

f confining himself to “the inspired

"... entiments” of his text?
It's ''

es: Once more, when Dr. Watts acknow

*dges, in so many words, that he has en

rely omitted some whole psalms, and

"ge pieces of many others, and has

". . hosen out of all of them only such parts

s suited his Purpose, does our brother

eally think that by the magic of his pen,

* can persuade us that the Dr. “ could

*** mean” what he has said, or that, in

* pite of himself, his productions are “a

: expression of the sense” of Da

d!

' ' '. "
, i... ."

ner

* * * ,

* :

That will not likely be attempted

gain; but we will be told, if Dr. Wau.

***ensuch liberties with the

salms, it was merely to

"ind." No such thin

... *mination of Dr. Watts' psalms will,

.." "w that the editor is as much mistaken

** in what we have been consider

"g.
* - "S

inspired

“leave Judaism

g. The slightest

*

Take the 17th Psalm of David, con

"g of fifteen verses. This psalm Dr.

, it Wats gives in six verses. Three of these

is k are his own; the other

r *lly founded upon fou

"Gual psalm. The re
he Dr. admit. :

# mi * admits, in a note attached, he has

"... "ted. The verses

*

three are pro

T verses of the

maining eleven,

.***

"..."

tense,” he could not make a suitable :

Again; when he says, “Where the

..] T. • * funeral; may never before, at least in the memory
gospel. The remaining ten verses he ac- of man, did Scotland witness such a funeral Great.

knowledges, he has omitted. Now,we' "ere extrinsic type can always coin.
s: .. - - "d a showy pageant; but mere extrinsic great

desire our brother to tell us, if this way nes. never yet succeeded in purchasing the tears

of "g things, is giving “the senti of a people; and the£

ments of David,” or if it is merely Juda

Into thine hands I do commit

My spirit: for thou art He,

O Thou, JEHOVAH, God of truth,

That hast redeemed me.

*

===
---

which the trappings of grief, worn not as idle

''. but as the representatives of a real *W II. If there be any errors or oversights in the

were borne by weli nigh half the population of

the metropolis, and blackened the public ways for acknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

omited - - furlong "er furlong, and mile after mile-was us of them that they may be corrected. '

We have not room, and it is not ne-l'. Scotland has rarely witnessed, and which PAYM

-
-

- - - -

*
- ---"

-

cessary, to give farther illustrations at mere rank or wealth, when at the highest or the

- - - - .." fullest, were never yet able to buy. It was a sol
this time. We only add the following lemn tribute, spontaneously paid to departed good.

|

note to Dr. Watts' 39th psalm “I have 'ess and greatness by the public mind.–Scottish
• * Paper.—

not confined myself here to the sense of

the Psalmist, but have taken occasion, ,

from the first three verses,

short hymn on the gov

*” that is left behind, in the ten verses
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“Dr. Watts has attempted, professed

ly to improve upon the sentiment, the

very matter and order, by various omis

sions and additions, to fit the Psalms for

Christian worship. This is unfair. If

Pope had taken the same license with

the Poems of Homer, all the amateurs

of Greek poetry in the world would have

cried, shame on the presumptuous intru

der! But it is a pious and zealous

Christian divine who has taken this liber

ty with the songs of Zion, and almost the
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|God hath prepared, until all its substance
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part in the political events which are ri
POET R Y.

B E TH O U R E A DY.

BY SAMUEL M'NUTT. |

Be thou ready, fellow mortal,

In the Pilgrimage of life,

Ever ready to uphold thee

In the toil and in the strife.

Let no hope however pleasant,

Lure thy footsteps from the right; |

Nor the sunshine leave thee straying

In the sudden gloom of night.

pening fast to some great critical deve

lopment in this part of the world.

EARLY IMPREssions. The manner of

speaking to or looking at a child when it is

tempted to do wrong, is a thing of greatim.

Portance. Some mothers have a way of

dallying with sin (for all waywardness is

sin) which, I am convinced, acts unfavora.

bly on the characters they are forming.

a mawkish effort to coax the wayward pe

into a kind of half good humor. Now I

really do not see that all this can escape

the awful charge of Solomon, “Fools make

a mock at sin.” It is trifling with what is

Be thou ready, when thy brother

Bows in dark affliction's shade;

Be thou ready when thy sister

Needs thy kindness and thy aid;

Let thine arm sustain and cheer them,

They have claims upon us all,

And thy deeds like morning sunlight,

On their weary hearts shall fall.

child's religion; for in proportion as a child

is naughty, it is irreligious; it is as wicked

as a child can be, and as unfit for heaven

if it should be early removed from hence.

Violent fits ofpassion, stamping andscream

ing because a child cannot obtain at once

whatever it may fancy, and dishonoring

father and mother—these are sins, sins

against the law, and in the sight of God;

and for parents to make a mere frolie of

these sins, is a decided neglect of duty.

The fact is, that if a mother's first para.

mount object were to impress the image of

Christ upon her own heart, she could not

regard so lightly the marring of that image

upon her infant's soul. Nor could she

gain credit with herself and others for that

complacence and serenity which she exhib.

its, while her children are violating the laws
of heaven before her eyes. The fact is,

that the child whose follies are thus wheed.
•- led and dandled upon the knee, is a com.

it j :R (2. plete miniature of the unjust judge, “who
N J C G E L L ANY., fearednot God nor regarded man.” Andno.

thing, I repeat it, can be more deleterious
INFLUENCE of AMERICA. The New to the child, than that mode of treating its

York Journal ofCommerce contains the acts of disrespect and insubordination to.

following remarks from a correspondent wards those it ought to reverence; as if

in Constantinople: there was no difference between mothers or

Be thou reacy when the erring

List to sin's enchanting strain,

Ready with kind words to woo them

Back to virtue's path again

Be thou ready, in thy meekness,

To do good to friend and foe,

As thy Father sheddeth freely

Light on all that dwell below.

Be thou ready for the morrow,

When delight shall please no more;

When the rose and lily fadeth,

And the charm of song is o'er;

When the voices of thy kindred

Faintly move the dying ear,

Be thou ready for thy journey

To a higher, brighter sphere.

| N Idol, created by the Horse- - *

: ''' below Serampore£ BO O.K -ST () R ES.

| Instead of a grave and mild rebuke, there is

no trifle. It is making a plaything of a

-

is a l agoda, held in extreme vene- -

£s' principal idol is brought Theological Bookstor.

once a year on a car, like that of Jugger:W: would invite the attention "mil",

naut, to visit some of his neighbors. An £*

- - dological and Sabbath School Books Just irrent.lmmense Concou!"Se 18 always collecte comprising nearly all the late Wallable Wr,

on these occasions; and here, as at Jug- in the Theological Department, and . .

gernaut, the poor wretches throw them. from the press of£ who his is

ls of the car to be published several works o a light', '.££ wheels o '' Huldane on Romans, which is team.

crushed to -

- ing the best Commentary on that b.
Mr. Packenham, Lord WilliamBen' s try on that his

tinck's private £et' happened£MEyol's & sty".
passing through the place on horseback, 'M'CHEYNE (in 3 Vovumes, in .

- - * Scotch inlitister.last year, at. the time of the£ We have a full supply of SABBATE

| He saw a Hindoo throw'' ow: "school, Books pub's

the way of the car—the w: . ere#:

- * Mr. Packenham ONE HUNDRE ults at leftnear upon him, when d th “t Yr of 810; and one of FIFTY VOLUMES its:

galloped up and belabored the marty *

|S intendents of Sabbath Schools wife.
- - - Superintenden - - -

with his horsewhip. The poor£: the great reduction in prices 9 mille

jumped up, and ran as fast as his legs the leading books. -

would carry him, into the jungle,'. The Union Que, tions, from':
- - | titri',ing murder. He was quite prepared to - - a

£ a most horrible death, but the The Union Consecutive": têtli,

application of a horsewhip to his naked The Union Hymn-Book, * 1: .

body was a thing that had never entered Child's Scripture Question Book, t

into his calculations. What a capricious T. wishing to replenish theirl:

principle is courage ! Timid and spirit- find a full assortment on ": ::
-

. . . .
* # *

less as these people are, there are£ pries. Orders from£
under which death appears to them a try' attended to, and g

• - :llonS. - -

matter perfectly indifferent. the selectio ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

p y

to R. Carter, Market State."Successors * tween 3d and #)

*

H I L L A N D B R O W NE, April, is".
(Snccessors to Holdship & Browne.) - - - - - - f | 1

MPORTERs, and MANUFACTURERs of T H E G R E A T St:
PAPER HANG INGS, and dealers in Wri. N order to meet the state of the:

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper, roaching, we W' our£

No. 87 Wood Street, of the GREAT SUPI'ER, at ti

d Di d Alley, Pitts. prices:* Street and Diamon y P Per£'', cents

=''' . ---, - - Per single copy, 2 . . -*:: Scraps taken in ex And by the hundred or more copies,"

dered: it

ts per copy;andwi'.January 0, 1847. ££ of three months alo"

iscount of "responsible men, or 5 per cent discount

with the order.

ALso IN STORE,

Scott's Commentary, in 3,4"

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes,

& EARS HISTORY OF THIE BIBLE-A

$ new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one,

giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev.

ery remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred

Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four

thousand years with copious notes, critical and
Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2"

“Your missionaries both here and in

Persia, are *-introducing a pure Chris.

tianity into the East, which, in spite of|

all opposition will certainly spread, and

which cannot fail to have effects that

would appear to most People almost be

yond any possibility, were they to be

spoken ofjust now.”

The same writer says, under a subse.

quent date—

'The despotic powers seem just now

to be about to make a great rally against

free nations and the principles of free

dom-and with the best prospect of suc

cess-because France will be with them.

France and Russia will certainly act con

jointly in the great struggle of nations

that is impending. And England is like

ly to stand alone; for although Prussia - - -

must eventually be on the popular£" half sated, relaxed into a smile of min.

Progressive side, she is at present, and

"st remain for a time under the shadow

of Russia and Austria.

But will it be fitting that America

should be a bare looker-on, an indifferent

spectator, rejoicing in her own security

selfishly, whilst the mighty strife, in

which the cause of humanity in every re

ligious and every social point of view,

must be so vitally involved, is going on 1

I think not. It appears to me to be your

mission to bring your intelligence, your

free principles and free press, to bear di

rectly upon Europe in aid of freedom

wherever it may be promoted, and into

collision with despotism wherever it at.

grandmothers, and dogs and cats.
t

A PRETTY INCIDENT. The Jalapa Star.

' the 9th ult, contains the following: “As

the column of Mexican prisoners were

marching by us on the afternoon of the
i

rest, a little boy and a lamb. Amidst the

fire and smoke and roar of musketry and

£, which had so lately enveloped the

hill, these weak and defenceless creatures

had stood unharmed. As they passed

alongour line, they were every where greet.

|ed with a kind look and word. Counte.

|nances dark with the fierce passions of the

recent conflict, clouded with the remem.

brance of fallen friends, and of revenge

gled pleasure and pity—pity that they had

been thus exposed, and pleasure, that He

who guards the sparrow had sheltered them

from the ravages of the storm.”

T- -

UNJust Suspicions. How often has

evil been attributed, when an acquaint

ance with a few circumstances, or even

one additional fact, has shown the aCCu

18th, we observed, moving on with the work ever published on this subject.

£ with several hundred Edward's Theological Works w" in

engravings, price $300.

EARS INFORMATION FOR THE PEO.

Pl,E.-A very valuable miscellaneous work,

price $2.50.

volumes.

Edwardson Redemption." Re

ligious Affections, in separate£
Encyclopaedia of Religious Knowle '.

owLING's HISTORY of RowANISM, Dowling on Romanism'H} from its earliest origin to the present time. D'Aubign's e Reformation, complete

This is universally acknowledged to be the best and 4 volumes. - lume

D'Aubigne's Reformation, "h ".
Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volum: 0ttāvū,

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12mo,

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.
| Sir

- "... ri 'haracters, '"
Robinson's Scripture Chart £in Pakshit #

Z. Wilson & J. Dourierr, Agents.

EDINBURGII ACADEMY.

HE Fall and Winter Session of the above In. iblical Researc

stitution, will commence on the 16th day of Rohinson's Biblical - '' volumes.

August next, under the superintendence of Rev. &c., with maps,£ on the A'.

Samuel Findley, A. M. Undoubted reference as Professor Stuart's Co - |

to success and ability in teaching, has been fur- calypse, 2 volume: octavo. | History it. It

nished by Mr. Findley. Professor Stuart's''
This Institution is situated in the village of fence of the Old Testament C

Edinburgh, Wayne county, Ohio, six miles east Together witH. . of th:

of Wooster. It is in the midst of a moral and A full assortment of the Public'". !

'ligious community. The situation of the P ' ations of the Presbyterian£
House and Grounds is very favorable for the |"£ of other books, selec' : '.

health of the pupils and for their progress in£ visit '' the Eastern Cities:-" '.

"y; being quiet, elevated and retired, and af. ' be sold at reasonale pric' " Cas

'rding every opportunity for healthy recreation.' !

- LUKE LOOMIS, Ag".
The academical year is divided into two sessions|Rags, by No. 9 Wood Street, Pittsburg

-five months each. -

Sept'r 2, 1846—tf.

TERMs. —

- inion Dipts"
Arithmetic (Davies'), English Grammar American Sunday School Uni"

sation to be unjust ! Even when conduct
has not been entirely unexceptionable,

the censure pronounced has been offen

excessive; it originated, it may be, in ig

norance rather than malice; it was the

result of accident, not of design.

tempts encroachment or conquest.

Remark this further—That the great

Contention of European nations, when it

breaks out, will surely have the East and

the Ottoman empire for its scene of ac.

tion; and in this scene of action you are

Providentially engaged, in a question

which of and in all Eastern questions is

the central one—the eligious question:

so that, despite yourselves, you must take |

-

-

No one is perfect; all have their faults

Every man leans upon his neighbors, and

love alone makes the burden light. If

y' cannot support your brothers, how|any of a similar kind in the W.'

will your brothers support you ?

Love reposes at the bottom of pure

souls like a drop of dew in the chalice

of a flower-La Menais.

(Bullion's), and Geography (with the - EES0\

use of Globes), per session, $4.00 * & B * * *

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and His- | M DONALD No. 78 Mark

tory, 7.00 (Patterson's Old Stand, No. 7

|

Ancient Languages, with the higher Street,)

tranches of English Literature, 9.00 d

"T Bullion's Latin and Greek Grammars"| EEP constantly on hand,
be used. | { tions of the#'. #.

Boarding can be had in the village, at from Union, which they will sell'' opening."

$100 to $1.25, and in the country at from 873 |ces. They are now'' and will"?

"nts to $100 per week. Clubs, wishing to of One Thousand Dollars ££nts"

board themselves, can obtain rooms in the village |on hand at all times about time in"

on reasonable terms. there will be no difficulty :*

A Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus is "g a full supply of thew S;

connected with the Institution; and the'' IJ Subscriptions received for

holders are resolved to make every exertion to School Journal for Teachers (price

render the advantages of the Institution equal to annum), and Youth's Penny Gazette

(price 123 cents per annum.) of Ms.

They also offer a General£ Akt,

cellaneous, Theological, and School: a!!"

Paper and Stationary, which they " is tit"

lowest prices they can be bought."

Sept. 16, 1846—tf.

all the futi.

Sunday."

the Sunčí.

25 cen's"

for child"

A. H. JAMESON, President.

JOHN BIGGS, Vice President.

'# RK, Treasurer.

H. HITCHCOCK '.

July 1, 1847. , Secretary
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Rev. DAVID R. KERR, EditoR. PITTSBURGH, AUGUST 18, 1817. W. ALLINDER, PRINTER.

“Whosoever speaketh against the Holy The “alms” and the other “suffrages of righteousness, and believe a lie that they

Ghost it shall not be forgiven him, neither the faithful,” are pocketed by the£ be damned.

in this world, neither in the world which And purgatory was invented for the Transubstantiation is another of the

is to come.” Matt. 5:26 is another: special purpose of securing these alms, peculiar doctrines of your church. By

“Verily I say unto thee, thou shalt by and other suffrages of the faithful, to this you teach, that, in the Lord's Sup

no means come out thence till thou hast pope, prelates, and priests. |per, the bread and the wine are convert

paid the uttermost farthing.” Both Now, sir, let me ask you a few ques-cd into the real body and blood of Christ,

these, you say, refer to purgatory. From 'tions. Perhaps I have asked you too by the consecration of the priest. The

the one you conclude that sins may be many already; but you will bear with a thing is so absurd as to confute itself;

forgiven in the next world—from the fellow countryman, anxious, not so much and as, therefore, to require from me but

other, that none can get out of purgatory to embarrass you, as to bring out the a brief statement. Challoner, chapter 5,
till the last farthing is paid. Now, dear truth. What has the blood of Christ, thus states the doctrine: “The bread

sir, let me ask you, how you put these which cleanses from all sin, to do with and wine are changed by the consecra

texts together? If sins are forgiven, the venial sins of those middling CMis-ition into the body, and blood of Christ.”

law

| T E R M S.

| The PRExchen will be published on Wednes.

: , every two weeks, at ose polls" per annum.
. advance, or One plar and a half are: the

, is of the year. No discontinuance unti. all

| enrages are paid.

*, nen's may be made to John Sterrit or Jo.

* h Spratt, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe.

... ; or to William Allinder, at the Publication
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w; person who will procure:: how or why is payment also required to tians who die; not good enough to go to" is it then the belief of the Church that
s, and'' the money, shall be entitled to the last farthing! Can I forgive a debt heaven, nor bad enough to go to hel!? Jesus Christ himself, true God and true

opy of The Preacher, for one year. and yet require its payment? Look at What has the blood of Christ, his atone-man, is truly, really, and substantially

... Where a private conveyance does not offer, the first text again; you find puurgatory ment, his finished work, at all to do, on present in the blessed sacrament? It is,

scribers will please transmit by mail. in it, but how ! In this way; because your plan, with the saving of the sinner! for where the body and blood of Christ

- - there is a sin which will not be forgiven. If my child should die and go to purga-are, there his soul also and his divinity

= in this world nor in the world to come, 'tory, would a thousand dollars given to must needs be. And consequently there

From the New York Observer. therefore there is a sin that will be for- you at once, have the same effect as a must be whole Christ, God and man:

given in the world to come!! Such is hundred dollars a year for ten years!, there is no taking him to pieces.” And
ro the Right Reverend John Hughes,

S. Bishop of NEw York.

£ y DEAR SIR:

I will proceed with the statement of

e reasons which prevent me from re

rning to the pale of your church. I

we reached my fifth reason; your

the logic of infallible Rome! Because

a certain sin is not to be forgiven here

How can you tell when enough is given

to get the soul out; or has your purse

or hereafter, therefore many sins will be no bottom ? As souls are spirits with

forgiven hereafter ! And because “this out bodies, how can you tell one soul

world” and “the world to come” is in- from another as they issue from the

clusive of all time and place, Popery gates of Purgatory? In the prayer

all this is proven to demonstration by the

quoting of the words of Christ at the in

stitution of the Supper, “This is my

body,” “This is my blood.”

Now, sir, if you and your church had

only the common sense to look for the

builds up a place which belongs neither "Hail Mary," we are made to utter at true meaning of the two little words

to this world nor the world to come, and its conclusion, the following petition : "is" and “this” in the above sentences

fills it with fire, and calls it Purgatory!" Holy Mary, Mother of God, pray for of the Saviour, it would have saved you

Like Mohammed's coffin, it floats some- us sinners, now and at the hour of our a world of trouble. Look at one or two

aching for doctrines of divine author.

* the commandments of men. I enter

upon the illustration of the way inr

. hich you do this in my last, and with

t ending my illustrations ended my

ter. Permit me to state a few more,

r your candid consideration. -

The doctrine of Purgatory is one of

e peculiar doctrines of your church.

on teach that nearly all Christians when

ey die are “neither so perfectly pure

id clean as to exempt them from the

ast spot or stain; nor yet so unhappy

*

3.

where between heaven and hell.

this world of fire you drive the souls of

men as they leave the body, and let them

out only on the reception of “the saf.

frages of the faithful"—-that is, their

money!

all this '

But, you ask, are there not other texts

quoted by our writers to sustain Purga.

tory as a Scriptural institution ? O yes,

Into

Now, sir, what do you say to

**

death;” why not solicit her to pray for similar passages: “The seven good

us after our death, to get us out of kine, are seven years—and the seven

purgatory? Is it because you are good ears are seven years.” Gen. 41:26.

afraid the good woman would get us “The seven stars are the angels of the

out before the priests had gotten enough seven churches.” Rev. 1:20. “The seven

of the “alms and suffrages of the faith-bends are the seven mountains.” Rev.

ful ?” 17:9. The sense is plain here. They

My dear sir, the absurdities connected signify those things. So the word "is"

with your doctrine of purgatory are sick- may mean to signify. Now for the

'ening. It is based on the love of money. word “this.” It obviously refers to the

but they are as far from the point as the The Bishop of Air candidly confesses bread. I will have none of your non

most vivid imagination can well conceive. that it is not revealed in the Scriptures. sense about the “substance contained

They are by the diameter of the heavens. It came into the church in the seventh under the species.” It is darkening

farther from the point, than those just century, it was affirmed in the twelfth;— counsel by words without knowledge.

to die under the guilt of unrepented

sadly sin.” It is for these middling

hristians that you make a purgatory,

here they remain until they make full

tisfaction for sin: and then they go to

eaven. And the “Profession of Faith”

* f Pius IV. tells us “that the souls

erein detained are helped by the suf.

ages of the faithful; that is, by the pray

is and alms offered for them, and prin.

pally by the holy sacrifice of the Mass.”

\nd the doctrine of your church is so

Xpounded upon this matter that but few,

fany, die, however good, without need.

."g pur:atorial purification; and that but

quoted. Let any intelligent man read

chapter 14 of Challoner's “Catholic

Christian,” and he will rise from it with

amazement that God could ever leave

men to the folly of so perverting Scrip

ture; or that even the devil could per

mit them so absurdly to misapply it.

Permit me to quote an instance by way

of illustration. We are taught in Matt.

12:36, that we must give an account for

every idle word in the day of judgment.

it was stereotyped at Trent; and fearful. So that the simple, natural, reasonable,

anathemas are hurled at a' who deny it. Scriptural sense is: “This bread sig

it puts away the work of Jesus Christ, nifies or represents my body”—This

and sends the sinner, not to “the blood, wine signifies or represents my blood.”

of sprinkling,” but to the fire of purga-|Just see how a little common sense sim

tory, in order to secure a meetness for plifies every thing!

heaven. And why this parody—this Now, turning back to your interpreta

caricature of the religion of God! Sim-tion, permit me in view of it to ask you

ply to put “the alms and the suffrages of a few questions: Did the apostles at the
the faithful” in the pockets of your first institution of the Supper, eat the

priests! What an outrage up in the real body and blood of Christ? So

common sense of the world, to have your church must, does teach | What"ew are so bad but that they may be

_here fitted for heaven. This you will

"it is a fair statement. The more

" get into Purgatory, the more you

'"ceive of the “suffrages of the fith.
ful," that is, of their money.

I have already told you my estimate

"f this doctrine. It is that by which

"church traffics in the souls of men

Now how does this text prove a Purga

tory? In this wise: “No one can think

that God will condemn a soul to hell

men, dressed up in canonica's teaching power have you, more than I have, to

things as true, of which the beast that work such a miracle as to change a little

for every idle word, therefore there must Balaam rode might well be ashamed: |: into the real body and blood of

be a purgatory to punish those guilty of I entreat you, my dear sir, to 'w': If you stickle so much for the

these little transgressions.” If you or this doctrine of your church. You, sure-letter in your interpretation of “This

any mortal man, think I air joking, let ly, must see its absurdity. Neither in is my body,” “This is my blood,” whv

him turn to the chapter. Let me quote the word of God, nor in the common withhold the wine from all but the

; the answer in full to the question, Are reason of man, is there the shadow of an priests ! Why give up the bread for a

and an amazingly profitable traffic it not souls in Purgatory capable of relief argument to sustain it. Nor is there a wafer ? If some wag should mix arsenic

makes of it. It has placed in your poli, that state “Yes, they are, but not class of men upon the face of the earth with the wafer before consecration, would

*ssion riches far exceeding in value the for anything that they can do for them- who deserve a purgatory from which you be willing to take it after you had

"es of Peru. And because of the selves, but from the prayers, alms, and “the alms and other suffrages of the changed it into the real body and blood

- tle of this doctrine you seek in all poslother suffrages offered to God for them faithful” would never release them, as of Christ! You place great dependence
sible ways to sustain it. With me the by the fail hful upon earth, which God in do those who preach up a purgatory and on John 6:56. You take it literally.

authority of your popes and councils is his mercy is pleased to accept of by its fearful torments, for the sake of filthy Will you take the whole connection lite

"" Penny. I would rather have reason of that communion which we lucre. But, as Father O'Leary said to rally? Then he that eateth this bread

one text of Scripture bearing upon the have with them, by being fellow mem-Canning, “I am afraid many of them shall live for ever. He that eats this

Point than the teachings of as many such bers of the same body of the Church, will go farther and fare worse.” My bread will never hunger. All that you

'" could string between here and under the same head, which is Jesus high respect for you renders me solicit-have to do, if your principle is true, is

", Let us then look at the chief Christ.” Now, sir, if in this answer you ous that you should not be of the num- to give your wafer to the poor, famish
"'s adduced to sustain a purgatory. substitute the word “priest” for “God," ber. I wish you not to be one of the ing Irish, and they hunger no more!

* of these texts is Matt 12:32; then we come to the facts in the case.'dumb herd who hold the truth in un- But the thing is too outrageously ab
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Annan's present “position,” if he will who says, Brother Annan, “I am happy consequently all out of place. Others con- vine perfections as exhibited in h"

-

=-|--

surd to dwell upon | Nothing equals it the meaning of the original Since, induct” the controversy ; praise your argu- all their attempts to reform thniki. s

in absurdity in all paganism. If a man the course of this “fraternal discussion,” ments, and every now and then cry out, despair cursed the fully of his
- - -

-

-

*
should mumble a few words over athere has been frequent reference to a par- victory ! victory ! giving them ''er to a hopeles

stone, and tell you it was converted by ticular Psalm, will you allow me to say One of this class of correspondents ment, declared, in language wild.

these words into bread, what would that you know very well, that Dr. Watts exults in the fond conceit that the Advo- pressed the truth and the hal Serra

you say to him " If, against all the evi- has not given a “faithful expression of cate “has gotten the Preacher men on the their failure, that men were diseased ..

dences of your senses, he should serious-the sense,” nor yet the “correct mean-right horn.” And with much complacency an incurable madness which Jeffe ".

ly assert that it was bread;—and if inling” of what the “Holy Ghost, by the he adds,—“I have been wishing for seve- man skill. *

addition, he should seriously assert that mouth of David, spake before concerning ral weeks that some one would gore them. But worst of all, these prelen:

unless you believed that stone to be bread Judas,” in the 109th Psalm. It was no a little with this.” And what do you sup-formers too often lived themselves in *

you must be damned, would you not be part of Dr. Watts design in this and simi, pose is the terrible “horn,” by which£n of their own precep's '.
for putting him in a straitjacket? lar cases, to give a faithful expression of “ Preacher men,” have been gored Welforded indubitable evidence of the£

But I must bring this letter to a close, the sense of the original. His object, he object to the system of Psalmody used by they were were by no means evil's

These are but few of the illustrations of very candidly states. Instead of giving our brethren, on the ground that “large the influence of that univers. m||

the way and manner in which you teach utterance to such curses as hardly become pieces” of many of the Psalms are omitted, which hurried all others along in "'

for doctrines the commandments of men, the lips of a follower of Jesus, Dr. Watts and that much of the remainder is so alter-sin. Their principles and practice win

And without at all exhausting the sub-tells us, that he aimed at using language ed as not to correspond with the original. sadly at variance with each'. i.*- *

ject, I must here close my statement of which he regarded as more consistent with We regard this as taking an unwarrant- knew the better but the worse |UNK

the reasons which forbid me to return to the New Testament; and instead of giving able liberty with the songs of the Spirit. They could afford therefore no#:

the pale of your church. When I give the “correct meaning” of David, his ob-, Well then, replies our friend, If it is wrong emplification of the practical'

up my Bible for the commandments of ject was to teach his “author to speak like in us, to omit some passages of the Psalms, of their systems. And the eff: fa.

men, they must have learning, or genius, a Christian.” Now, brother Annan, if much more are you faulty, in omitting in ample in enforcing precepts, and # 5.

or wit, or something to recommend you please, when you undertake the de...your system of Psalmody a large portion efficacy of instruction where the pr:

them. There must be, at least, good fence of Dr. Watts, defend him upon his of the Bible! That is, the Book of Psalms, of the teacher does not correspon r

nonsense, which, you. know, to an Irish-own avowed principles. or songs of praise, which God has given proverbial. There was little*

man, is quite interesting. Let me give you another example as an us in his word, we use in singing his' for their disciples to attemples:

With great respect, yours, illustration of the difficulty in comprehend- praise; but the other parts of the Bible, compliance with their dogmas when: ,

Kiswas, ing.brother Annan’s “position.” A short which are not given to us in the form of saw how little they were regardelin

tims ago, “A Plain Man” gave us Dr. songs of praise, we use as the word of conduct of their masters. Les". |

Watts' versification of the first Psalm, with God, but not as songs of praise. I would perance come with a bad grace ind".

For the Preacher. a view to make it appear that it is substan. just observe that if the writer supposes that less from the glutton or the drunkir
**The Position.” tially a correct exhibition of the sense of we “Preacher men” can be gored by such or, of chastity, from the libertime; Grs,

MR. EDITOR: the original. And it is conceded that in a horn, he must himself be a green horn. briety, from the profligate.

A writer in the Presbyterian Advocate, this Psalm and in parts of other Psalms, SPECTAToR. Here, however, can the religion f

over the signature of “A Presbyterian,” there is in Dr. Watts a near approxima- - Jesus substantiate its claim to superim,

addressing the Editor, observes, “I am 'tion to a literal version. In relation to this Leaving entirely out of view the #:

much surprised at the brethren of the Psalm, “A Plain Man” says, “I have For the Preacher, it secures, through the operation of .

Preacher in not comprehending the posi-simplv divested the well measured and MR. EDTToR : Spirit, the gradual removal from our":

tion maintained by yourself, and other beautiful lines of Dr. Watts of their poetry, The following discourse was prepared of that principle of evil which has away

sound Presbyterians.” It has sometimes—and the result is, as you perceive, an al- by Rev. James Buchanan, in the regular rendered, in a great measure, inopen it

seemed to me that it would require£ literal version of the Psalm as it ap and ordinary exercise of his youthful min-every other system, and presents".

acumen of one skillful in deciphering pears in our Bibles.” And brother Annan istry to the congregation of Cedarville, (O.) rations drawn from eternal tings, "e

Egyptian hieroglyphics, to comprehend appends the following note of approbation, It was his intention to have delivered it on important and powerful than any "

the “position” occupied by our “excellent “The foregoing is a striking exemplifica-Sabbath, the 7th of February. On the could produce, it had the advan's

brother” Annan, at any given time. He tion of Dr. Watts' plan.” Would you not previous night, however, he was attacked perfect example. In this respect':

has to such a degree the art of shifting his suppose that brother Annan’s “position” by hemorrhage from the lungs, which pre-pel excels even the same system.**
“ position,” when in danger of being sur- now, is that Dr. Watts' plan is that of a vented him from addressing his people, anded by the Jews. They had it's se!".

rounded, that in following him, (if you literal version. But when you show from of which he died on the 11th of April last, fore them for imitation the he th:

will pardon the familiar allusion,) I have the authority of Dr. Watts himself, that he at the age of twenty-five vears. This cir-patriarchs and prophets, but it was in a re

been reminded of the Frenchman's flea,— neither has given, nor intended to give cumstance throws a hallowed solemnity stricted sense. None of them."*

“When you lay your finger upon him, he, a version, brother Annan, responds,-around it, and may perhaps give it an in- a perfect character. Theyex'

is not there.” “Which nobody maintains.” Now, the terest with some. “ By it he being dead, trious examples of some traits, while

A little while ago, he maintained the question is, after all that has been written vet speaketh.” I feel that it would grati.others they were deficient, animals".
“position,” that Dr. Watts has, in gene-in the Advocate, What is brother Annan's fy the people among whom he labored, to times failed. Even Moses, the meekët:

ral, given a better version of the Psalms, “position?” see it. If, then, you think it worthy a men, was angry with the child"*

than that which he calls Rouse's. (By There is one “position” which brother place in your columns, it is at your dispo. at the rock of Meribah, and oths"
the way, will you ask brother Annan, if he Annan occupies which I think I can com-sal. Respectfully yours, H. excluded from the land of Canaan. An

has ever seen Rouse's version ? I strongly prehend, and which (pardon me) it ap- of those who sat in Moses' seat, the:"

suspect that he has not.) And, you may pears to me you have not discovered. It C H R IST O U R EX A M P L E . Teacher could only bid his hears"

remember that he gave you a fraternal re-is this. Whenever brother Annan is 1 John 9:6 He that saith he abideth in him; they said and not as they did; " : *

buke for saying that the Presbyterian sys worsted in argument he contrives to bring ought himself alo so to walk, even as he walked" their instructions but avoid their ev"

tem of Psalmody excludes any of the 150 forward a correspondent or two, to cry. We claim for Christianity a superiority or they say and do not. Jesus his R.

Psalms. Now in a very affectionate man-out, “Well done, brother Annan " In a lover every other system of religion. And served for himself a pre-emin" ".
ner, he chides you for “contending with late number of the Advocate, you were this claim is supported not only by the evi. He has given as far as possible a pr:

out an opponent,” when you prove from charged with making a quotation from Dr. dence of its divine origin and the greater illustration of all his own comm's "

Dr. Watts himself, that he “omitted some Watts, “at second hand, a garbled mis-clearness of its teachings on all the great has shown us human nature with the C.

whole Psalms and large pieces of many representation of which not our brother, subjects connected with the welfare of vine image impressed distinctly one."

others.” In his peculiarly “good''' his authority stands convicted: three man, but likewise on its wise adaptation ''. He has placed himself in''
manner, he says, “It is perfect folly for lines detached, torn from the middle of a the actual condition of our race. It not of circumstances, such as men usually *

our brother to run on in his peculiar style, long sentence.” But in your next Preach-only teaches us what is truth and what is counter, and taught us by his "".
asserting over and over again that Watts' er, you produced the original document and duty, but affords the most efficient means, how we ought to act. And the" 0.

did not design a version, nor the translation made it as clear as the light, that£ securing credit to its instructions and his life is set before us and """
of the Psalms, (which nobody maintains,) above charge 1S utterly inconsistent' to its commands. Here the sys-manded to study it and be£

that he omitted some whole Psalms, (who what is required in the ninth command-tems of all mere moralists or heathen sages him. He is the great modela'

questions it?) that he left out large pieces ment. One would have thought, that after have signally failed. Some have over- our characters are to be cast.":
of many others, (agreed!) that he imi such an exposure, a man of a little modesty looked the depravity of our natures, and similated to God. In him dwell al 's

tates rather than translates, (exactly so.”) would have been silent. But, immediate-framed their teachings to suit a state of in-fulness of the Godhead bodily, and "

Well! I think, we can understand brotherly, a correspondent is brought forward, nocence which does not exist. They were character is an exact transcript of ""

only stick to it. to see the spirit in which you conduct the tained many beautiful and useful maxims, nature. And it is our duly '':
A little while ago, brother Annandefine.' A few more discharges like your which if observed by men would have fastly and affectionately on this:

his “position” on this wise, “We regard last will demolish their citadel.", Let me, gone far to advance the happiness and£yed in his actions, till we' .
the Psalms used by us, as, the faithful er-tell you, that a great deal depends on provement of mankind. But they felled into the same image from: s

pression of the sense of David, and the keeping up appearances. You remember short in presenting no motive sufficient to glory, as by the Spirit of the Lord. the

other inspired writers.” But, in the last how lustily Santa Anna proclaimed his secure a regular and constant obedience, evident, then, that all upon:

definition of the “position” which he main-victory after the battle of Buena Vista | The better judgments of men at once ap-Spirit has operated savingly, '' tly

tains, we are told, that Dr. Watts “gives I would, therefore, suggest to you, that if proved the correctness of their sentiments, image of Christ, more or less£
the correct meaning, though not always you do not wish to seem to occupy a dis- and in favorable circumstances attempted impressed upon their souls. A. his C f

the minute sense of David.” Can there advantageous * position,” in your “frater. compliance, but the force of temptation|tion man was formed in the '.
be a faithful expression of the sense of mal discussion” with brother Annan, you would often arouse within the principle of God—in wisdom, righteousness and " |

an author, where the minute sense is not keep ready “to order,” three or four cor. depravity to such a height as overruled and ness—by the fall this image "" efactu,

given? But, brother Annan, do you not respondents, who, whenever you get into swept away all the convictions and resolu-land men became spiritually£

know full well, that in many instances, any difficulty, may come forward and tions of the understanding in its calmer depraved, and the grand design£
Dr. Watts has not given any thing like commend “the spirit with which you con hours. Hence, one seeing the futility of pel scheme is to restore this likene"

—
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Myear,

ul From these. Scripture facts it will disinterested in its

ar, that it is the duty of every pro- to him a gratifying return to receive the ye make a feast call not the wealthy, lest

nature. True, it was of our bone and desh of our desh. when

'd Christian to imitate Christ in his de-warm expressions of gratinude which arose they bid you again and a recompense be

timent, and the conformity of our lives from the hearts and were uttered by the made, but call the poor, for they cannot

his is a certain evidence of our interest

him.

our text.

lips of the subjects of his compassion.

These are truths clearly taught. But to many he did good, who little ap

“He that saith he abideth preciated his kindness. A living embodi

- him, ought himself also so to walk, even ment of divine goodness, he stood amid his

, he walked.” Abiding in Christ is an fellow men. He cast his eyes around him

recompense you. Say not in your assem.

blies to the man with the gold ring and

godly apparel, sit here in a good place, and

to the poor man in vile raiment, stand thou

there, or sit here under my footstool; for

- pression which designates the connexion and his sight rested on one wide scene of remember, God hath chosen the poor of

tween him

He a perfect and sinless man

and believers constituted by ignorance, and sin, and suffering, and this world, rich in faith, and we must be

ith, and their constant and entire depend- death.
*

like him. By good wishes and kind words

ice on him for spiritual life. This rela: bound in the ties of a common nature with and deeds to all, let us diffuse happiness

in is exhibited by our Saviour himself, such a world as this. The great enemy along our pathway through life, and be.

£15.1, under the figure of a vine and of souls had invaded and ruined this fair come assimilated in our benevolence to

branches. As the branch cannot bring earth, and the sad evidences of his triumph God himself. Love your enemies—bless

rth fruit when disconnected from the were visible on every side. There were them that curse you—do good to them

... no more can men live spiritually, or the dead and the dying, the agonizing that hate, you, and pray for them which
- , good works, except they maintain their mother, the bereaved father, the disconso. despitefully use you and persecute you,

"ction with him who is the source of late brothers and sisters, weeping with un-Ithat ye may be the children of your Father

Iliff, such a union all the members of availing regret for the departed objects of which is in heaven; for he maketh his sun

hrist's visible body the church, profess to

"we and maintain with him as their head.

it the apostle takes notice of the fact,

at there may be such professions where

ere is no reality. And to test this matter,

rests it upon this one point—the branches

* eld just such fruit as the parent stock

e same kind of life is in the members as

the head—the younger children of the

mily of heaven have the same likeness as

as seen in the elder brother—the same

age of the Father must be, and should

the same in all. Do we know men to

descendants of the first Adam, because

e image of the earthly is upon them."

* , may we know the sons of God by their

thibiting the likeness which is heavenly.

et us, then, all make trial of our charac

rs and conduct by the rule of our text.

et us view attentively the disposition of

if Master, as exhibited in his conduct

e if we can find any certain evidence of

ur interest in him by our resemblance to

im, and be stirred up to walk even as he

so walked. We cannot pretend to give

ou a perfect picture of him who is the

... rightness of his Father's glory and the

press image of his person. That is a lame were healed-rlepers were cleansed

sk to which the power of the Spirit alone

... adequate. The utmost we may attempt,

to paint an outline of the more promi

ent features of this glorious and spotless

ortrait—to compare and measure our.

elves with it, and exhort you to strive

fter still głater conformity to the image

if the Son of God.

1. One trait most apparent in the charac.

er and life of Jesus, was his pure and dis.

nterested benevolence. This feeling is

me of good-will toward our fellow crea.

ures, having for its object their good. It

prompts its possessor to seek out objects

upon which to lavish its beneficence, and

* the parent of every act of kindness and

compassion. This spirit of universal sym.

pathy burned always in the bosom of our

great Redeemer. He came to earth on an

"and peculiarly characterized by benevo.

* It was the fulness of this perfection

*ing in the divine mind, and seeking to

"itself upon our race, that devised the

their affection. A knowledge of these to rise on the evil and the good, and send.

things came home to the heart of Jesus, eth rain on the just and on the unjust. So

and he groaned in his spirit as his bowels.Jesus walked, and he that saith he abideth

of compassion yearned over the suffering in him, ought himself also so to walk, even

A GOOD HEARER.

We hear much said about good preach

ers, but the text above named is worthy

of a discourse.

1. A good hearer will come to the

sanctuary to hear. He is hungry and

thirsty, and wants living bread and living

drink. Other people come there for divers

other purposes than that of hearing; but

that is his errand. Therefore he will have

ears to hear.

2. And he will come promptly. He is

interested, and in earnest, and he feels

that he has something to do with the Al

pha as well as the Omega of divine ser

vice; and he cannot interrupt other peo

ple's hearing by a late arrival. You will

find the good hearer in his place in good
time.

3. And he must hear with much prayer.

He did not forget that before he left home,

but warmed up his heart into a fit state to

receive the word ere the hour of public

worship arrived, and he kept on keeping

condition of our guilty race. But did he,

like an ascetic, immure himself in the

depths of the wilderness, or seclude him

self in the cell of an Anchorite from this

sorrowful scene! Did he sit him down in

idleness and weep tears of sentimental

charity, while his fellow men were suffer.

ing—benighted and dying around! No.

He came into the world with a high com.

mission to do good—the powers of heaven

were given into his hand for this end, and

he issued forth in his career of active be

nevolence. Were men ignorant—did they

need to be instructed in the gospel of the

kingdom ? On the mount, by the sea

shore—in the wilderness—in every syna

gogue—in the temple—in the markets—

in their houses—by the way-side—in the

country—in villages, and in the city, he

taught them as never man taught.
And

eyer as he went, disease fled from his pre

sence. The blind received their sight—

the deaf heard—the dumb spake—the

demoniacs were restored—and even the

wild and raving maniac was seen sitting

at his feet, clothed and in his right mind.

And he turned scenes of weeping and sor

row into gladness and joy, by reclaiming

his subjects from the cold embrace of

death. ...And not content to confine his be

nevolent operations to his own personal

presence merely, he selected a number of

miraculous healing power, sent them forth

to assist him in this work. And his kind

offices were not confined to the rich and

the worthy whose wealth might enrich or

whose favor exalt him. No, the poor and

the worthless were more generally the ob

jects of his pity. His whole course well

deserved this testimony at its close, that

he went about doing good. And such a

benevolence—-active—disinterested and

universal, he has solemnly enjoined on all

his followers. Love thy neighbor as thyself

his disciples and endowing them with

his heart warm, by frequently lifting it up

to the throne of grace. “These frequent

- - - looks of the heart to heaven,” says Leigh

The following brief article should have ton, “exceedingly sweeten and sanctify

appeared two numbers since, and is now our other employments, and diffuse some.

a little out of date; but as our brother of what of heaven through all our actions.”

the Advocate is disposed to go back and' the good hearer thinks, and his own

dwell on incidents at the beginning of'£:: employ.
the discussion, it might be well enough to ment of hearing the word, and makes it

- - - - - profitable.
exercise himself a little on this. 4. The good hearer hears for himself.

There are a plenty of people, who turn all

the arrows of divine truth to the souls of

other people, and apply the discourse most

I have been honored far beyond my ex-carefully and faithfully, to the cases of

pectation, by the attention which my in those about them. But the good hearer

quiries have received from the Editor of ventures to suppose that the being address

the Presbyterian Advocate and his learned ed by the speaker is himself, and acts ac

correspondents. Some remarks which cordingly.

lately appeared in that periodical induced. 5. The good hearer is a doer of what he

me to inquire: hears. Some go on swimmingly with

“Is it an article of faith in the Presby. most other matters about hearing till they

as he walked.—(To be continued.)

For the Preacher.

Begging the Question.

MR. Ep1Ton :

|terian Church in these United States, that come to this; but here they fetch up.

three different versions of one psalm, is a Hearing is one thing, and a pretty com

satisfactory ‘compensation for the sup-fortable and easy thing. But doing is an

pression of another psalm given by in other thing, and quite often a very uncom.

spiration of God!” fortable affair. People are not very fond

The “good natured” Editor sends his of putting them together. But the good

compliments to me by an Admirer of the hearer will not suffer them to be separat

Psalms, and “permits” him to explained... . -

what he intended by the remark which Besides all the good they do to them.

gave rise to my question. But lest his selves, good hearers accomplish another

friend should fail to perform the task as most important object: they make good

signed to him, exactly to his mind, the preachers. How it sets a speaker on fire

Editor appears in propria persona, and to see the hearers wide awake; all eyes

under the head of “ Suppressing a Psalm.” and ears are drinking in his words, as if

has given me a considerable portion of a lite hung upon them. The sight kindles

column. Among other remarks which him wonderfully. The warm blood shoots

display much penetration, he is pleased to rapidly along his veins. There is a pow

represent me as employing a “ suppress-erfully increased energy and zeal. He

ing argument,” in relation to which he preaches an hundred old better for having

says, “As it is possible, however, that our those good hearers. -

anonymous friend may still think there is 1 have heard of “preachers preaching

some force in this argument, we will try

to explain to him wherein it is defective,

viz., It begs the main question, taking for

granted the very point to be proved.”

is a maxim in his religion. , Hatred to our Not exactly so, my good friend. I was

people to sleep,” but I have seen hearers

hearing preachers to sleep. They heard

so stupidly, languidly, sleepily, that they

put out all the fire there was in the speak

er's heart. Their indifference disheartened

plan of salvation, that sent the Son of G. brother man, and love to the Father, are

to die on earth. God so loped the world feelings which he has taught us cannot co

that he gave his only begotten Son. And exist in the human heart. If a man say,

liar, for he that loveth not his brother

lights were with the sons of men. His whom he hath seen, how can he love God

advent was proclaimed with glory to God whom he hath not seen ' And this com

and peace and good-will toward men. mandment have we from him, That he

dwell in the bosom of the Father, his de

- - - "y, correspondent had said, that your system

"pating his work, even while he vet! love God and hateth his brother, he is a of Psalmody did not exclude “any of the

not using any argument at all, but simply him. How could he preach zealously and

asking you a question. You and your fervently when those who had not gone

already to sleep were nodding around him,

on the verge of it, in all directions !

150 psalms.” I inquired for one which, “ But it is his business to keep us awake
neither you nor your correspondent has' his zeal and energy.” But so is it

been able to produce. Instead of producing your business to keep him awake by your

the missing psalm, you informed me that felt and manifest intense interest in his

"h his name Jesus, proclaimed him an who loveth God, love his brother also.

'it of mercy, and benevolence is . Our charity must not be of that selfish and,

* in glowing characters on every inactive kind which prefers our own ea'

"...of the plan he came to fulfill. A. or advantage to the welfare of others. If
his *lings, and teachings, and action. alia fellow man call upon us, even at mid

beautifully exemplified his character, as night, for a favor, we must not excuse

"nmissioned to offer all the trea: lourselves, if it is within our power to con

of heaven for the benefit of men And ifer it. Such is neither the command nor

"the plan of salvation originated in the the conduct of Jesus. There are multi

"re goodness of God, and was not moved tudes about us to whom we have daily op

'" thing meritorious in the creature portunities of doing good, To us, like the

" *hness in the Creator, but was a good Samaritan, it should be enough for

"neous outbreak of this divine feelin." to know that these are our neighbors,

"the benevolence of Christ was purely of the same nature with ourselves-bone

in your system of Psalmody you had three preaching. Such attention would rouse,

versions of the first psalm. And of course, comfort and animate him. Why not give

if “this does not satisfy Inquirer,” as it to him " . If you wish him to be a good

our correspondent would say, “he must preacher, be a good hearer. It will do

be hard to please.” But it so happened, more toward that object than all the other

that this did not satisfy Inquirer, and, things together which you can do. Try

therefore, he asked the question, which it.-W. E. Puritan.

you style a “suppressing argument.” It

is not an “argument” my “excellent

brother;” it is only a plain question. B. A little girl walking in the cemetery of

after all, it may be a hard question, and, Pere la Chaise, and reading one after an

therefore, it may possibly partake some-|other the praises upon the tombstones, sud

what of the nature of an argument. denly exclaimed, “I wonder where they

INQUIRER. 'bury all the bad people.”
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For the Preacher.

“Is the Associate Reformed Church Anti

Slavery #29

The above question has frequently been

asked, not only by, members of our own

church but also by members of other re

ligious denominations; and as they and

the world also have a right to know our

position on the important subject of Slave

ry, we deemed it our duty to comply with

the request of some of the most ardent

friends of the church, to present anew the

views of the General Synod of the Asso, flagrant moral evil, proceeded to testify
ciate Reformed Church on “that vexed

question.” Besides, the opposition of some

of our own members to the views of the

church, on the subject of Slavery, con

vinced me that either they were not ac

quainted with her sentiments on that sub

ject, or, if they were, their pure minds

should be stirred up by way of remem.

brance. We fondly hoped that the agita

tion of the subject in other churches would

have induced some abler writer to have

spoken through one of our periodicals, and

declared whether the Associate Reformed

Church was on the side of the oppressor

or the oppressed. But we have hoped in

vain. Therefore, we feel it our duty as a

witness for God and a lover of truth to ex

press our own sentiments and recall the

attention of the members of the Associate

Reformed Church to Synod's acts upon

the subject. And that we may not mis

represent, we will give her own definition

of slaveholding, as adopted at her late

General Synod. “Slaveholding, which

is the holding of unoffending human be

ings in involuntary bondage, and consider

ing and treating them as property, subject

to be bought and sold, is condemned by

the law of God, and censurable by the

church.”
- - - - • * * * -

With the aid of this definition we willed for indulgence in the unhallowed rela.

be better able to give a correct answer to

the above interrogatory. The first pointed

action of the Synod on the subject of Slave

'ry was in the year 1830. in the year

1838, the subject was again introduced

and some amendments made to the resolu

tions of 1830. At that time there were

four resolutions passed: the first and second

ous Examiner, Vol. 5, No. 12, page 371.

The reasons (says the Synod) for issuing

the letter of warning were, “the resolu

tions passed on Slavery were considered

by many too indefinite, and they were dif

!erently construed by different persons:

therefore, we consider it our duty to de

clare in language which cannot be mis

understood, our views of the moral turpi.

tude of Slavery, and of the duty of Chris.

tians concerning it.” Then after stating

that Synod was unanimously of the opinion

that Slavery was not only a political but

against it:

1. “Because it deprives men of their

inalienable rights.”

2. “Because of its attendant cruelties.”

3. “Because of its immoral tendency.”

4. “Because of the connection of Slave.

ry with the slave trade.”

These reasons are established in the

letter of warning, by short but pointed and

Scriptural arguments. Now, let no one

to that institution, and requires that minis- -

ters coming from the Southern Synod,' the painter, does not draw is H

examined on the subject of Slavery, before at random, he has a model to

they are admitted into her pulpits; and has well as an outline to fill. Evely"

withheld sealing ordinances from petition-conforms him more and more !" "

ing congregations, because they refused to great original. He who has ".

abandon this flagitious system. ' of the life of God into his soli, .Then with these facts before us we may copied it the most successfully. is

to complete his design. The City

'ce of many of her pulpits and periodi

cals, and the opposition manifested to anti

slavery sentiments by some of her mem

would be ready to infer that she is pro

slavery.

and are almost ready to leave the place of

worship, when the minister speaks the sen

timents of the church and Bible on the
say that Synod did not design to condemn

the relation of slavery, but only its abuses !

clearly informed us what she understands

by slavery: The “holding of unoffend.

ing beings in involuntary bondage, and

considering and treating them as proper.

ty subject to be bought and sold.”

Then Synod declares the relation ex

isting between master and slave, which

authorizes the master to consider and treat

his slave as property, subject to be bought

and sold, a moral evil. Hence one of her

reasons for passing the above resolutions

was, “the condemnation of slavery (not

its abuses) and of every person who will.

fully persisted in the practice of it.”

Doubtless Synod was aware, that among

the many reasons which would be assign.

tion, one which would act as an opiate

would be, that “many slaves fared well,

far better than if they were free.” But to

this she replies, “It is admitted that there

are those who treat their slaves humanely;

but it is essential to the system that many

will treat them inhumanely; and no man

having reference to the sin of Slavery : the

third and fourth to the manner of removing

the evil. But as the third and fourth are

not necessary to a correct answer to our

question, we will omit them and give the

first and second which are, |

“1. Resolved, That the religion of the

Lord Jesus requires, that involuntary

Slavery should be removed from the

church, as soon as an opportunity in the
providence of God is afforded to slave

owners for the liberation of their slaves.”

“2. Resolved, That an opportunity in

the providence of God shall be considered
as afforded when the master can emanel

pate his slave and place him in circum

stances, where he shall not be liable to be

immediately sold into bondage.”

By involuntary slavery I suppose the

synod meant all kinds of slavery created

and maintained by law, for we could not

conceive of a sane person, who understood

the nature of liberty and slavery, who

would choose the latter. Nullify the slave

laws, and the slaves would escape as a

bird out of a snare Slavery is as un

natural as it is unscriptural, and owes its

existence to unholy and tyranical laws:
synod's action of 1833 was misunderstood

by some and misinterpreted by others; so

that in 1842 she was compelled to issue a

letter explanatory of her acts, and a warn

ing to those who persisted in the violation
of them. As this letter is more pointed on

the subject than any of the above decisions,

and is at the same time explanatory of

both, we have deferred reference to it until

the present. Our limits will not permit us

to give it in full, but we would refer our

readers to it as a valuable document, well

to condemn the relation of Slavery is evi.

worthy their careful perusal. See Religi

in their own persons or in their descend.

ants, or both, in the event of his decease

to pass into other hands, and so become

exposed to the worst ills of their condi.

tion.” And further that Synod designed

dent from two considerations:

1. She requires her members to cease

the practice of slaveholding. “Synod is,

therefore, to be considered as condemning

Slavery as a moral evil which the religion

of the Bible requires all Christians to re

more as soon as practicable.

2. She considers “it essential to the

system that many will treat their slaves.in

humanely.”

But further, Synod, that she might not

be misunderstood, sums up her arguments

in the following words: “Therefore, be.

cause Slavery deprives men of their in

alienable rights; because of its attendant

cruelties; because of its immoral tenden

cies; and because of its supporting the

slave trade with all its iniquity and hor

rors, we do condemn it (not its abuses) as

contrary to the word of God and the spirit

of the Christian religion, by which we are

taught to consider all men as made of one

blood and created equal—to render to all

their due—to do justly and love mercy—

to be kind and tender-hearted—to do good

unto all mem—to give to servants that

which is just and equal—to cherish that

love which worketh no ill to his neighbors

—to love our neighbor as ourselves, and

all things whatsoover we would that men

should do to us, do even the same to them.”

The practice of Synod corroborates her

principles. She has withdrawn from con

nection with the Southern Associate Re

formed Synod, on account of her relation

mony between their principles and the

can hold slaves, without being liable, either and editors to inculcate the principles of

slavery persons, when we consider that

act.

subject. A glaring inconsistency. With

Such an idea could scarcely be wrested as much propriety might they become of

from the language of Synod. Synod has ended when the minister contends for the
erclusive use of the Book of Psalms. The

one is as much a term of communion as

the other. And here a question of im

portance arises whether ecclesiastical courts

should forbear with those members who

apologize for slavery, &c., refuse to hear

it exposed, and withdraw from their place

of worship because of its exposure? We

merely suggest the question, hoping some

abler disciplinarian and divine will return

an anSW er. -

Then, in conclusion, permit us to re

mark, that we are proud that our church

is anti-slavery, that seventeen years ago

she testified against that heaven-daring sin,

that no advantages could bribe her to per.

mit her members to continue their connec

tion with that monster vice. And although

some of her members are not anti-slavery

in their prayers and speeches, we hope

readily return an answer to the question : H. Mr.

“Is the Associate Reformed Church Anti- -

Slavery !” She is. True, from the:===

bers, one unacquainted with her actions

Though this is not the fact.

But it is not to be concealed that notwith

standing the church has condemned slave.

ry in unqualified terms, and required its

removal, that some of her members can

scarcely endure a prayer for its abolition,

#!
*J&JOUS J:llez:23,

Ecclesiastical,

“THE FIRST PREsbytery of0.

at Fairhaven Church, on the third T.

day of July, at 11 o'clock, A. M. i.

Ciscourses for Ordination were head.

Mr. John Y. Scouller, which, will t

examination, were unanimously*

His ordination and installation's£

Fairhaven Church was ordered', i.

place on the following day, at 10%:

A. M., at which time, in the".

very large and attentive audience, H.,

set apart by prayer, and the laying ".

the hands of the Presbyterí".£

sible and honorable office of the G.I.

Ministry, and installed pastor of the or

gregation. The exercises were peni",

solemn and impressive. The ord".

sermon was preached by Dr. Mic',

charge to the minister by Rev. S. W. W.

Cracken; and that to the people WE:

Wm. Boyse.”—United Presltrin

i

THE PRESBYTEY of INDIANA mt a

Shiloh on the last Wednesday of Ire.

Mr. Miller, probationer, was 6:

and installed pastor of Shiloh congr:

“Rev. William Holliday, of # 0.

School General Assembly, Pres:

Church, presented a certificale from it

stated clerk, that the Presbytery of li.

dianapolis, had ordered him, on his ''.

cation, testimonials of good ministri

standing, up to the date of their me!'

which was on the 25th of May's Mr.

that all that is necessary to form a har.

principles and actions of the church, is

greater fidelity on the part of her ministers

the church and the religion of Jesus. *

* We are not much surprised to find some

in our church who are not thorough anti

fifteen years has elapsed since Synod's

most pointed action on the subject, and

that during that time many lay as well as

ministerial members have been received

into her communion, some of whom were

not aware that Synod had passed such an

Others knew that there was such

an act, but had forgotten its particulars.

Therefore, we think it would be well to

remind the church frequently of Synod's

doings. “For precept must be upon pre

cept, precept upon precept; line upon line,

line upon line; here a little, and there a

little.” Hs. 28:10.

By so doing, with the blessing of God,

the principles, practises and prayers of the

whole church will soon correspond, and

with one heart and one mind they will im.

mediately obey the Divine injunction, “to

loose the bands of wickedness, to undo the

heavy burdens, and to let the oppressed

go free, and break every yoke.” Is, 58.6.

H.

MARE PRocross. Let us try every

day for some superiority to the preceding

day, something that will distinctly mark

Holliday also petitioned to be£:

member of the Presbytery of him. 1.

all questions on matters of differentle

tween the church of his former connett.

and the Associate Reformed Church, "

returned entirely sais actory ans".

He gave, as his reason for seekingat:

of ecclesiastical connection, that hews'

to become a member of the Assoc"

formed Church, because, it was now."

church of his choice. His petition"

granted.”—Ibid.

INSTALLATION. The Rev. A"

|Blaikie was on the 18th ult, instal'".

tor of the church worshipping it."
Place, Tremont street, Boston. " tf.

cial duties prescribed on the occas'

Rev. William M'Laren, of the F:

street church, New York city,#"

by order of Presbytery. An al"
dience witnessed the solemn and interes'.

ing exercises. This church is under*

inspection of the New York Presby'"
the Associate Reformed Sy" " New

York.

As it is the only Presby

this city, Presbyterians and ".

its£ are respectfully invited:

in worship with its officers and ''

£"Sabah, at the ""

Seats free.—Alliance & Visi"

terian Church"

d all fien'."

–-""

YorkAssociate Reformed sy" " New

d on "

This Synod met at Sam' sit!!!

17th of June and continued its *.

the passing scene with progress; some

thing that shall inspire an humble hope

that we are rather less unfit for heaven

to-day than we were yeaterday. The

celebrated artist who has recorded that

he passed no day without drawing a

line, drew it not for repetition but for

progress, not to produce a given num

have been harmonious,

pleasant.

The subject of mi

|ber of strokes; but to forward his work, to see, occupied muc

:... is said "

22d. The meeting * *

have been unusually large, both of min

• ings

ters and elders, and its proceed a

interesting

until the

ssions, we* g

h of the time 8
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deliberation of Synod.

sionary field in that Synod is becoming

more and more interesting from year to

year. At this meeting, petitions were

received from a number of places, where

the beginnings had been small, but which

are now well nigh ripe for settlement,

earnestly petitioning for stated supplies

during the whole year. During the past

year but one pastoral charge has been

demitted, and six promising settlements

have been made, and several others are

reported to be in prospect. Another en

couraging feature in the Domestic Mis.

sionary operations of this Synod is, that

in no case has a mission station been at

tempted and at length failed, through

lack of interest or effort on the part of

the people whom it was sought to bene

fit. Encouraged by such evidences of

divine favor, the Synod appear deter

mined to occupy their field more tho

roughly and efficiently in future.

+ On the subject of Foreign Missions

the Synod has taken the incipient steps

for sending a missionary to the Jews,

Mr. Joseph Fulton, of Seneca congrega.

tion, proposed to pay $600 per annum

for this purpose: and the Board of

Foreign Missions was directed to thke

the establishment of such a mission into

consideration. In addition to this, as

previously announced, the Synod order

ed $200 to be tendered to our Synod for

the support of our Foreign Mission. If

our brethren of that Synod send a mis

sionary to the Jews, would it not be de

sirable that he should co-operate with

our missionaries now in Damascus? %

A committee, consisting of Rev. J. B.

Dales, Dr. Forsyth, Rev. Messrs. W. M'

Laren and Alexander Blaikie, were ap

pointed to correspond with the Free and

United Presbyterian Churches of Scot

land, and United Presbyterian Church

of Ireland. This is a matter that has

been too long neglected. We are nearer

these churches in doctrine and worship

than any body of Christians in this coun

try, and a correspondence, in which this

would be made manifest, should have

been had long since.
-

On the subject of union Synod adopt

ed the following preamble and resolu

tion:

Whereas, this Synod has co-operated

with the Convention of Reformed Church

es since its commencement, and does not

yet feel prepared entirely to abandon the

important object contemplated, and is

willing to promote the object at least for

one year more,—therefore,

Resolved, That delegates be appoint

ed to meet in convention with those dele

gates already appointed by the Associate

and Associate Reformed Churches.

Under this resolution Synod appointed

as delegates,—Rev. Messrs. D. C. M'.

Laren, J. B. Dales and G. Mairs; alter

nates, A. H. Wright, A. Bower and H.

Connelly.

PREsbytBRIAN CHURCH IN IRELAND.

The General Assembly met in Belfast,

July 6. Rev. W. M'Clure of Derry, was

elected Moderator. The next place of

meeting is also Belfast. The Foreign cor

"spondent of the Commercial Journal gives

the following summary of proceedings:

“Deputations attended from the Scottish

Free Church, the English Presbyterian

The Home Mis: Ireland.
| This latter body differs from the lowers of the Lamb, the only representa

'' ground of subscription tion of Christianity by which they have

'. '' Confession s but is or.' opportunity of becoming acquainted

the Free CH € Home Mission, in which with its principles. But while these are

. . . . . urch deputation expressed a mentioned or alluded to, it ought to be with

'termination in future to participate—that feeling of compassionate love and

£5,644 had been expended : exceeeding piety with which Christ contemplated the

the income by £1,200. The scene of the devoted city, when yearning over it he

Foreign Mission is chiefly India, where said, “O, Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that

seven are employed, and where the Assem-killest the prophets, and stonest them

bly is about to erect a college, with Mrs. which are sent unto thee, how often would

Magee's bequest, which will amount to I have gathered thy children together, even

some £27,000; and Ceylon, where the as a hen gathereth her chickens under her

Governor, Sir James Emerson Tenant-wings, and ye would not " Christianity

himself a Belfast man—is particularly here holds much the same position now,

friendly. The Jewish Mission is conduct. that Judaism did in the days of Christ.

ed at Hamburgh and Damascus; and for Though they have here the name and form

it £1,741 had been raised. - of godliness, they show by their works

“The £20,000 for a College for the that the spirit has fled. I took occasion

Presbyterian Church in Ireland, which to attend some of the services in their

was a part of Mrs. Magee's bequest, it has churches during the feast. On account of

been determined to expend for that pur.the noise, confusion, the rapid, undevout

pose, in Belfast. The government have and senseless manner of reading the ser.

just determined on granting endowments vices, and my slight knowledge of the lan.

for four professorships—additional to four guage, I only partially understood their

previously endowed,—quite distinct from mummeries; but by the assistance of a by

the annual grant to the Belfast Academical stander, I learnt that they pertained to the

Institution. Theology being thus amply scenes of the crucifixion of our Saviour.

provided for, the above sum will be em. An allegorical sermon was preached or

ployed in buildings and the endowment of read, for, unless we adopt the idea of some

Professors in the Classics, Logic, Mathe. moderns that the terms are synonymous,
matics and Physics. The Presbyterian there is a difference. This is one of the

College will thus be complete in itself,” three which are preached or read per year,

Rev. Dr. Cook, who will return to the and these three are all of the kind which

Assembly, is to be Principal, and Dr. Ed. the people hear of their priests during each

gar resigns his congregation and becomes twelve months. The idea of preaching,

a Professor.—Presb. Adv. with these three exceptions, being an inno

vation of, as they seem to think, fanatical

Protestants. A procession is made round

the church, they not being permitted to

make it in the streets, under the govern

ment ofthe Turks, in imitation of the chief

priest, Judas, and the band of soldiers with

torches and lanterns in search, as they

blasphemously say, of Christ. In one of

their prayers connected with the represen.

tation, they invoke the blessed Virgin to

intercede for them with her Son, and al

most in the same breath imprecate the

curse of God upon the Jews who crucified

him. The Jews also pray to God to curse

the Christians, but not in such plain terms,

their meaning being hidden in words which

do not at first appear to convey this sense,

but it is as hearty as the other. I charged

the Jews with this. Of course to me they

denied it; but it is well known that it is
- |

true. No one can have an idea of the

rancorous hatred existing between the '.
sects, until he has by some considerable

intercourse become acquainted with them.

Where such fanaticism and bigotry reign,

the oppression of the Turk is no general

curse; if not as mild a government as the

Letter from Mr. Parnett,

DAMAscus, May 8th, 1847.

REv. AND DEAR SIR:

Within the last two months I have taken

noes in relation to several topics, which

it may be proper to refer to in this com

munication. While we have not much of

a personal nature, it is best to notice those

other things which, in the providence of

God, have any bearing on the cause.

During the early part of last month, the

two great feasts of the Jews and Christians

were observed, that is, the Passocver and

Easter. A few days previous, a Mussul

man girl was missing from the city, and

the old rumor came up that the Jews had

killed her for her blood in the feast. But

as a firman had been granted by the Porte,

on the persecutions of the Jews, in the case

of Padre Tume, (to the effect that they

should not be persecuted as a nation on

any such charge, but that they should be

dealt with as individuals, and the offender

alone seized and punished.) the trepidation circumstances of the case would admit.

was not so great as it otherwise would The Turk rules, but it is more than like.

have been. But the same charge has "ily that the condition of all would be worse

made, as we hear, in Nazareth, le's" had either of the others the power in

and Dier el Romer. At Dier el Romer, their hands. The present oppression is re

a principle mountain village," was "strained and the condition of the people

Christian child missing and afterwards randered more easy by the influence of the
found dead; how killed, or by whom, * European powers, and the progress of the

ports vary as much as could well be con.' towards civil and religious liberty. Oh,

ceived. However, the Jews were at one for more of the light of truth and the spirit
charged with the crime; and the enraged of love!!—for more to assist in the work

Christian populace would have destroy"—for more prayer-–for more grace to im.
them all, had not the Turkish Authorities prove every opportunity to advance the

interfered, as they£ by the ' cause!

uch charges being raised |man to do, on such g - On date of last letter, 14th April, the

against them. These rumors made ": -

Jews very friendly to us in their most school numbered 18 scholars—all Chris.
fanatical season, and they not only invited|tians. By the last of the month, it had in

us to their houses, which, by way of com- creased to thirty-one, of whom ten were

pliment, is no uncommon thing, but they Jews. One was turned off for bad conduct,

came to take us there according to appoint- and the average for the first month was

ment, which of course we improved in in-twenty. This move of ours and the Greek

creasing our acquaintance and showing Patriarch's schoolmaster, of course, would

them kindness. These charges appear to not go along unobserved by the heads of
have been permitted to come up at this the church. The Patriarch endeavored to

time anew, that they might seek and'' him to his favor by offering him a

friends in Protestant Christians, in this age. bribe of 200 piastres per month, about the

Any kindness shown to the Jews by us, price we pay him. But, as he felt him a

strongly contrasts with the treatment which dangerous person to have in a school, he

they receive from others here who bear refused to give him employment as a

"urch, and the Southern Presbytery of the name by which we are known as fol.'teacher as he had formerly done. He also

schoolmaster would be beaten.

church, had been opened.

of the chur

sent to any other (not naming but meaning

ours,) they should be cursed.

threatened that he would have the Jewish

children withdrawn from the school, as we

were left to suppose, by inducing the

khakhames (Rabbies) of the Jews to inter

fere and compel their children to stay

away. But he continued his school as we

had agreed to keep him even could he pro

cure but eight or ten scholars; for we had

determined to make a commencement, if

possible, in bringing schools under our

control. The Patriarch finding a bribe of

no avail, there was some rumor that the

We told

him to never fear that, and that as he was

now in our employ we would see that any

thing of this kind should be fully adjusted.

But still another way has been tried. On

last Sabbath word was given out in the

Greek Church, that a new school, for

teaching Arabic, under the care of the

The priest told

the people that they must send their child.

ren to the two schools now under the care

, and threatened that if they

The mode

is to threaten three times before they curse.

If the offence is persisted in and an anathe

ma is thought necessary, it is the highest

penalty, accompanied with various disabili

ties and prohibitions of intercourse with

the person condemned. This produced

considerable sensation among some of the

Christians. Twenty Christian boys had

been in the school, and on Monday there

were only twelve. But the Jewish boys

had increased to fifteen. Wednesday, 5th

of the month, was Aeed Mar Gurgus

(feast of St. George,) and the second threat

was given out, accompanied as before with

admonitions, to send the children to the

schools under the care of the Patriarch.

When the third will come, and whether

it will be followed by an anathema, we do

not know. After this the Christian child

ren dwindled down to six, on the day fol

lowing. While I write, I hear that to-day

there are only three. But we do not much

dread even the effect of an anathema. It

will not be regarded long. We are some.

what behind the age of the sea coast,

There some of the schools are anathema

tized regularly every year. The children

stay away for a few days or a week and

then return, and so it will soon be here.

Until the first month was more than half

out, none of us visited the school, as it

was a new move, and especially as it was

the desire of the teacher; he thinking, as

indeed we did also, that it would be best,

not to be seen too much about it until it

has got fairly established. Yet our teacher

reported to us every few days. I last saw

the school on Thursday, there were twenty

one scholars, fifteen Jews and six Chris

tians. It is kept by the master in a part

of his own house, which is located near

the Creek Church and school rooms of the

Patriarch. This, perhaps, was one cir

cumstance which made it more galling to

him. We have for some time been en

deavoring to procure another room, which

we think will answer better. In this we

have succeeded so far that the writings are

drawn, and only need a signature of an

officer of the government; some time next

week the school will be removed to it.

We get the rooms for three hundred

piastres, less than fifteen dollars per year;

something for seats besides. I think I

stated that we only bear the half of the

expense in all matters of this kind, which

pertain to the mission work, the other mis

sionaries uniting, and we all acting to.

gether as one mission, as it would have

been impossible to act separately without

frequently clashing with each other's in

terests. Some Mussulmans have promised

to send their children to the new school.

To prevent mistakes, I will dwell more

in detail. The Druses will send their

children to Christian schools, and will per

mit them to use \ll the books used for

Christian instruction. But we have not
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yet found out any of these in the city. tions. Of this number, seventy-four offi-ink like water,” but has not allowed one great majority of those who ". thee

They reside principally in the surrounding ciate exclusively in the German language, word to flow from his pen on the point psalms, believe that they

villages. The Mussulmans also will send sixty-six exclusively in the English, and immediately under discussion, viz., That of the Psalms of David.

their children to Christian schools, but on ninety-five in both German and English.

are a Version

But taking'.

ly to learn arithmetic and to write. They Ministers who can officiate in both lan. It was the design of Dr.W:*: : our wer* at leaster.

pretend to hold to the Old Testament and guages are greatly needed. he has executed it to give a fait/fu or pressive a *" "pnion, we in

also to the New, but they use the Koran as pression of the sense of David. think it of any importance to trouble him

a school-book, and think that their child
| - • *

| His pretext for the course he has ta- with the opinions of others. W

very much the same ideas
ken is still, that to make out our case,

we must first prove that the Book of

e have

* 11 r1" . of prope,
still. To us it does not matter just now

what the opinion even of Presidents'

Colleges is, while the Advocate conced:

ren must be taught to read in it. Of TU HR E. H. R. E. A. C. R. E. R. ,

course, it is not admitted into any Chris- - -

tian school. The Jews will send their
- WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1847. - - -

children to the Christian schools to learn »NESD - -- Psalms is to be used in the praise of

to read, as the principal book we use is God exclusively. If our brother is seri- Y------"

£ : some do# hesitate ' MR. BARNETT's LETTER. Our read ous in this, it is a pity he had not taken that Dr. Watts Palm are neither are:

read the New Testament. But in any parters will see on the 5th page, a part of an up some point involving that question at Sion nor a translation of the inspire

Psalms.

of the Old Testament they will read at : * - - • -

once, and in any school in which it is used interesting letter, lately received from first, as we desired him. We have no

none will hesitate a moment to put£ by the Chairman of the Board doubt he would now feel more comforta- So far, then, as the question often:
- - - - -

*

- - -

| | *

-

boys in a class with the Christian£ of Agency for Foreign Missions. ble if he had. Since, however, we have | is concerned, we are perfectly".

£'. :''' been constrained to engage with him in And all that now remains to disp."
eWS ingr 2 i. - - - .. * - *

"t 1, ..." . " ...- ... * - the investigation of a different point, and the matter in hand, is that whathak.

the Christians here in reading the Old Tes- UNION CoNvestion of THE People."" - - asserted in respect to Dr. Wm.

- as it is a good rule which was laid down spect to Dr. Wash:tament. The historv and sin of idolatry, W *

- - - . - • ''We have been requested to remind our . - - * ..... - ***ess:

and denunciation against it being more d f the C : blished i last' the Advocate at the beginning of the""" faithful expression of theses
-

-
- - -

-

** -

dwelt upon in the latter than the former," : of the call publishe ' : " discussion—"one thing at a time"—we of David,” be made good, or his
* - - - n r, inViting a convention of the Deo- . - - - - - - *k, *...l. i.image and saint worship must give ¥y umber, g "prefer to adhere to this point until it is broad sense in which it has been aim.

where its principles inculcated. T ifter hurches seeking or-.'. - - . . - * *h s principies are incu helple of the different chur ing disposed of And, especially, since it is ed admitted to be erroneous. Toti,

Jews learn Hebrew part of the day in their ...an; - et in the Fi - - • *p y 'ganic union, to meet in the First A. R. altogether independent of the question to point the whole subject is now narrowed

own schools, some attending our school in Cl - -- hurch, Pittsburgh, on the 1st Monda - - - - Advaeata ;

the forenoon, and others in the afternoon. ..." £". * which there is now so strong a disposi." If the Editor of the Advocates

of September, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
The Christians remain all day, except an tion to go back. Our brother may de not prepared to concede this, we mis

hour or so, which some spend in learning * ceive himself by confounding the one he will not shrink from a firives:

Italian or Greek in other schools. These with the other, but it is not likely he can" of it. No position could be the

evils must be borne with, but we will mo- PRINCETON REVIEw. The opinion "' - - - - - * * * *

dify as soon as possible." The mission of which has been expressed in this£ mislead the more thinking portion even': than' with

'A R. C. F. M., in the mountains and of those “who attribute the imprecatory of his own readers. Although they have ' esign of Dr. Watts to

* * * - - give “a faithful expression of the sene£ '',' W. passages of the Psalms to the unsancti. " but one side of the question, they * p

also: by this, that although thirty scho- fied ire of the Psalmist,” &c., to which we

lars should have their names attached to referred in a previous number, may be

the list, the month's actual schooling may seen in the Review of HENGstENBERG
? * y

not amount to more than fifteen or twenty on THE PsALMs, in the volume for 1844,

regular scholars. . We must do the best page 16
we can, and our brethren who sustain us '' ..." - -

must exercise patience and forbearance In calling for this statement, our brother

There is not a wish of your hearts for the of the Advocate, professes to be ver 'sive annoi fth - neither allow us to dismiss the slid,

prosperity of the mission, which is not our anxious to answer our arguments, if we }"' of the Book of Psalms. nor to take it up in any other form

most fervent desire, while what may ap. will only point them out we have had """of Praise. But this is "Now, hi - - -

- - • * - ;..... our case. The interrogation f hich Now, his effort, as it appears to us, is
Pear tardiness in us, would be accounted an opinion for some time, that the editor gation for which - - -

for to you, could you see the difficulties.' oned to look an * lace else soon we have been called to an account, was only to divert attention from it. Whil

attending our every movement. Yet it is to } y p not, Why cannot Isaiah, or any other of are we to understand by this! He'

be embered, that every child broughter than where he was pointed. But we * - it. f k boldly, and forbe remem • very - giit - - the inspired penman to whom our bro-P" at first taken so boldly, and to

in the least under our influence, is led one may have wronged him, and take this oc- h a time adhered to with a ".
* - | : ... - - ther So frequently refers, but “Why ered to

way or other into new trains of thought, casion to direct his attention once more -- - - d b last abandoned as untem:

in after lif lead to th * ** * - - - cannot Watts write psalms for the church dence, been at last abandoned asun
which in after life may lead to the conver. to the question: Has Dr. Watts given a * , , , , ble? If so, let it be frankly acknowlel:

sion of those who are to stand as reformers' as well as David '" Unless therefore ble so, let it be frankly ac $
- - - - - - '* faithful expression of the sense of David Z | - -

or martyrs. If we cannot instill into their' : # time : would£ him Dr. Watts was inspired, or has ed, and we will proceed with our bi
young minds all the truth which we desire, le Sa * * | *

- - * - * - - - - ther
| - - - given a version of inspired writings as ther to the investigation of any "

it shall be our care that no error shall be that our argument m support of the "any thinking mind : See at a # * point connected with the subject, which

charged to our account. We rejoice that swer we give to this question, does not the “com s rison” i - }} giance, e may be disposed to take up. At
- - i • - - 4 * - *

we are privileged to do what good we can, rest upon the opinion of the Princeton Parison” is really and only be-,
- - - - tween inspi • * j. first, if he please, that on which he is

#.we look to God for his blessing on our Reviewers, or “Presidents of Colleges,”. pired and uninspired composi-", please,

abOrS. h - } W |tions. now so much inclined to dwell: the"

(To be continued) much as we may respect them. e re
|

-

- - - - - nection of the use of the Scripture Pulwferred to the Princeton Review, merely. Of course, it is not pretended that Dr. of

- r - • * with purity of doctrine in the ch".

to put our brother on his guard against W atts himself was inspired; and the turn we £: very willing, to bring
t - - - - - - * - - - 5*

CoNVERSION AT AN ANNIVERSARY the Rationalistic views on which he ap-ing point of the discussion, as we have all our principles . Psalmody to this in:

At the Anniversary of the British and Fo- peared to be verging. The point in ques-along insisted, is, the claims of his Psalms p -

- - - - - - - lible test: “by their fruits we shallk"reign Bible Society in London, ' **tion, in itself, needed no such reference." be a version of the Psalms ofD.' ** y y

the Earl of Roden made an address, in All that is necessary to determine it, is If they are, it is conceded there is no • - be dis.

the course of which he said, “That he simpl ference to th riti f Dr. ground for the compari hich h But the matter in hand must be
- - v- - *** Cy t

knew at Dublin a man of the world, im-"y a rele to the writings of pr: bee de; if parison whic - 'posed of first. Our brother's rule-"

mersed m the business and the pleasures Watts himself. It is there you will find been made; if they are not, then, it is '' - - and is

''' *. - - r - - * - ... thing at a time”—is a good one; "
of life, who from curiosity went to a Bible th e argument, my brother. Would you just as evident that there is ground for it, h b fined to one point."

Society Meeting: but false shame induced be good enough to take it up, and in and that by those who use them, the ": . COn' f, we '' have

him to sit down in a corner, that he might view of the passages to which you were “comparison” is made in its strongest' is lairly disposed ol, d with him

not be recognized. What he heard struck 1. • - - se: - - *** little encouragement to proceed wi

- ‘. . - - directed in the close of the leading arti- possible expression. That they are not - - - -

his soul so forcibly that he said to himself, - ...” a vers: to the investigation of any other.
“If these things are true, and I do not fol. cle, in our last number, tell us if it ap." version, however, has been conceded, o

low them, I am a lost man; my past life pears, that it was the design of Dr. Watts as announced in our last number. It is

has been all wrong.” He began to read to give “a faithful expression of the sense true, our brother has had an after.

the Scriptures, became a penitent,£ of David.i'

was brought home to the flock of Christ.

Bursting into tears. his lordship added, “I --- " * - - - 1--------> * en

am that individual,” or words . that £ct. this concession or not. He has discover-byterian Adv ocate, has: b

and there were few present from whom PRogRess of THE Discusson. We ed the names of some Presidents of Col. The modifications promise new a

those manly tears did not extort a kindred are sorry to announce to our readers leges who have called Dr. Watts' work a tor in his first notice of* tl

tribute-Presbyterian. that the discussion in which we have be-version. We thought at the time he had entirely different propos"

t come involved with the Presbyterian Ad expressed himself too strongly, when It will be remembered that what
DEMAND rom GERMAN MINIsTERs. y esp gly, when he

- - • , - l icles

* vocate, has made no progress since our said, “no one * change of art"The German Reformed CLurch of the U. * : g ditor ... '" one maintains that Dr. Watts offered, was an eX g o boldly

nited States, has but two hundred and thir. last. Our brother, the editor, has in designed a version or translation of the the claims which had been s -

ty ministers in connection, with three sy-deed been writing away, as for obvious Psalms." We had the impression then, up for Dr. Watts psalms, as the Psa

ds, to supply eight h andred congrega- reasons was necessary, even “ shedding as we have yet, that many, even the of David, to be a version as we "

have seen enough to know, that the of David." and “that he had executed"

“comparison” at which offence was tak-this design. * No confidence could ev.

en, was not between the Book of Psalms ceed that with which he cong"
and other parts of the Bible. If it had his readers on the impression which he

been, then to maintain a position similar lattered himself, he and li correspon.

to that which we now occupy, it would dents had made upon the minds of the

have been necessary to prove the exclu." differed from them. Then, he wol.

| 0.
thought, in which he appears to have had, AN ExcHANGE of ARTICLPs.

| - - - ** e Presome doubt whether he should have made proposition to this effect, with'

y the es

**
-
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... a faithful expression of the sense.” views:

The readers of the Advocate had been

".

. point had received “a pretty serious

... shaking,” and that as many of our way:

... of thinking “as were willing to read,

were in a fair way of being delivered of the choir it is display. On the part of the

that error.” - audience it is a pleasing exhibition, or a

We thought at the time, that all" congregational singing, was proved by the

might possibly be intended merely for fact that it was the mode universal in the

the readers of the Advocate, but as it church from the beginning till within a

had some appearance of seriousness, we few years. when corruption came in

concluded to offer our brother the op-like a flood, choir singing was one of its
- * - • earliest developments -

portunity of having his views laid before pments. That congrega

tional singing would promote the ends of
all the readers of the Preacher. Our music in the sanctuary, was clearly shown.

liberality in this, as it seems to us, was Mr. Mason congratulated the church on

but poorly appreciated. Our brother the step they had taken—said he had no

does not appear to have regarded it with '" of its perfect success, and had no

- doubt that in one, two, or three vears, it
ateful emotion. But we must not * * * * * * * ' year:

one gr: it ll have been the re- would be very generally adopted. The

complain, as it may a - Church for a time might be regarded as old

sult of embarrassment. Indeed, the na
- fashioned, or perhaps as introducing a new

ture of the proposition which has '. fashion; but it is one, he said, that is des.

submitted in the Advocate, shows that fined to exert great influence upon this im.

the editor was so “bewildered” as to Portant subject. Several fine specimens

have entirely forgotten the nature of the of congregational singing were given dur.
• ing the evening, and the audience separat

one submitted by us, and also the par-' instruct.' delighted.

ticular point on which we understood

our brother to be desirous of readers.

He agrees, that if we go back to the be

ginning of the discussion, and publish ar

ticles which have appeared in the Advo

cate, we might almost say, months since,

and on various points, which with re

plies of equal length, would allow us to

give little else to our readers for months

to come—that if we consent to this, we

can have an exchange of articles!

'*.

...

".

******

9 U M M A R Y a

Telegraphs. Over one thouand five hundred

miles are already finished in America, and five

thousand miles under contract, to be completed

within a year.

A Theological Challenge.

Richmond has challenged Harvard University to

“attack the Divine doctrines of the episcopacy,

- purposes to defend them at such time and place

Now, seriously, is not this somewhat as the University shall select.

marvellous,after the demonstration which

had been made in the Advocate? After

Germany, a disciple of Ronge, is now in Wash.

our brother at that time, at least, Recorder, as presenting the following

|, “Mr. Mason took the ground that a re.

told, that our views on this particular form was called for in church music.

* Now it can be kept up only at great ex

pense and great toil. It does not answer

reat purposes for which singing the prai.
ses of God are designed. On the part of night, without costing more than is now expend.

matter of criticism. The practicability of

are about 80,000

Magnificent Project in England. A company,

with a large capital, are engaged in the erection

of twelve hundred houses, for the use of the

laboring classes, who are to be conveyed back

and forth from home to their daily toil by the

railway. It is, also, in contemplation to erect

villages, at convenient distances from all large

cities and towns, to which the working classes

can travel every morning, and return home at

led for badly ventilated and unhealthily-located

dwellings for the poor, under the present system.

Annexation in Africa. Seven of the native

kings of Airica have, by formal deeds, ceded

their country and subjects to the Maryland Colo

|ny, at Cape Palmas, and thus become subjects

and citizens of that colony. Their rights as

such have been formally acknowledged by pro

| clamation by Governor Russwurm.

The Jewish Sabbath. The Journal des Debats

| publishes a letter dated Konigsburg, May 16th,

which states that seven hundred Jews of that

city had agreed to transfer the celebration of

their Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday. This

measure is reg, rded as a remarkable proof of

the tendency felt by the Jews to assimilate them.

seives to the Christians in religious practices.

Temperance in Oregon.—The people of this

colony have taken a high stand in the cause of

Temperance. The governor of the colony stated

in his message, that “among our earliest efforts

may be found the abolishing of ardent spirits

from our land; and to this in a great measure

may be attributed our peace and prosperity.” If

this course be taithfully adhered to, there will be

but little hazard in predicting for Oregon a rapid

and cheering growth.

In addition to the demands for missionary labor

by the immigrant German population, there are

800 organized congregations, for the supply of

which there are only about 200 ministers. There

persons in communion with the

church.

Norwegians.–It is stated on undoubted nu

thority, that there are already twenty thousand

Rev. James C. Norwegians between Lake Michigan and the

Mississippi River, and that immigration from

| Norway is still large and constantly increasing.

the holy Trinity, and the atonement of sins,” and Their religion is the Luthern.
*

Swedish Emigrants. Four hundred Swedes

lately arrived at Chicago, on their way to Henry

Rongeism in the United States. Dr. Rock, of county, Illinois, where 500 of their countrymen

located themselves a year ago. The community,

so much congratulation on account of'. where he is endeavoring to establish a about th900, have "re'd nearly the whole

sort of Popish Church, independent of the See
. impression which had been made upon

of Rome.

those who denied the claims which had

been set up for Dr. Watts' psalms, when

“a few more discharges would demolish

the citadel,” and all that was asked for this

purpose was offered—after all this, the

“turn” which has been taken does really

surpriseus much. Ofcourse, it is an agree

able surprise. We had had some rather

fearful apprehensions. We did not feel

exactly, “as the Alpine traveller awaits

the descent of the thundering avalanche, num, and related to the highest families in the

whose terrific approach he has heard in state, was, perhaps, the chief offender, but he had

the distance;” but we didlook for at least 'absconded. Cubieres and Teste were both ex

"one more discharge!” That it did not

come when, in our recklessness, perhaps,

we had furnished so favorable an oppor- will.

tunity, is to us a matter of much amaze- by tak

The cost of Bishop Southgate's mission at Con.

statement in the Protestant Churchman, was

$3,721.71, exclusive of $756 of the quarter's sala
ry, which is to be remitted to him. s

The French Case of Corruption. The fo.

reign papers are filled with details of the trials

of MM. Teste, Cubieres, and Parmentier, before

the Court of Peers, in Paris, on the charges of

fraud and corruption. M. Pellapra, formerly re

ceiver general, an old man of seventy-five, worth

' hundred and fifty thousand dollars per an

M. Teste undertook to save his honor (?)

Things as strange have occurred before.

"The King of France, with twenty thousand men,

Marched up the hill, and then-marched down ru

again.”

accused.

stantinople, during the last year, according to a

of Henry county, and hold their property in com.

mon. They are linen manufacturers. Their

religion is a modification of Lutheranism, reject.

ing, however, the forms and ceremonies of that

church, and acknowledging no spiritual guide

but the Bible, and no spiritual authority but

God's.

Russia. Dr. Baird estimates that there are

46,000,000 of people in Russia, who are (nominal.

ly, at leas') of the Greek Church; 5,000,000 Ro.

man Catholics, chiefly in Poland; 3,000,000

Protestants; 1,800,000 Jews; 1,000,000 Arme

nians; 4,500,000 Mohammedans; and 3,500,000

Pagans.

Pagan Festival in New York. A Pagan festi.

val was celebrated last week, on board the

Chinese Junk.

idols, costly off.

a very friendly manner.–N. Y. Sun.

Divine honors were paid to the Major John Smith

- rings were presented, and heathen | William J Buchanan

ministers. The disclosures made on the trial forms and ceremonies of worship gone through RC Moore

demonstrated the most stupendous corruption, with, the whole ending with a luxurious feast, in William Stewart

the parties being convicted of having received presence of Josh, the great idol of the Chinese.

in mense sums of money to secure their good. Josh is a large dol), made of wood; he has one
- hundred arms projecting out from his body, and "G A Watson

ing his life, but failed. It was also report- the whole idol is beautifully gilded. The idola.''':
ment. - - ed that the King had refused to accept the resig-trous scenes on board the Jank, were probably Joseph Waddlet. But wonders will meVer cease.' ofd' Cubieres, as peer of£ first of the kind ever witnessed '' '. John Donly, Sr.

wnshing to leave justice its entire action over the tian country; and to the credit of our citizens be 'Jotham Wallace

- it said, there was not the slightest insult offered Andrew M'Ginnis

“The three prisoners were convicted of cor- to the deluded worshippers. Some of the agents

ption, and sentenced-M. Teste to restore the of the Missionary Societies distributed Chinese John Alexander

95,000 francs he had received from General Cu tracts among the crew, which were received in S B M'Clinton

hieres, which were to be confiscated for the bene.

The French fleet in the bay of Thourane have

|also had a brush witn the Cochin Chinese, blow

|ing up men, forts, and magazines, in conse

': of having failed to obtain redress for the

imprisonment of a French Bishop.

• M A R R I E D ,

On the 10th instant, by Rev. William Bur

nett, Mr. ARCHIBALD HAMILTON to Miss

MARY, daughter of Mr. HUGH THOMP

SON, all of Ohio Township, Allegheny Coun

ty, Pa.

On the 12th inst., by the Rev. Mr. Knadar,

Mr. WILLIAM GETTY, of Pittsburgh, to Miss

ALICE KEEPERS, of Carlisle, Pa.

On Tuesday morning, 17th inst., by Rev. J. F.

M'Laren, Rev. M. H. WILSON, to Miss MARY

BLASDELL, of this city.

O B 1 TU A R Y .

Died, on the 18th of May, 1847, at the re

sidence of her son, David Wilson, in Guernsey

county, Ohio, Mrs. ELIZABETH W!LSON,

in the eighty-fourth year of her age.
In early life Mrs. Wilson became a church

member, lived orderly and adorned her proles:

sion. She was under the pastoral care of the

Rev. Matthew Henderson during the whole time

of his ministry. In the spring of 1834 she re
moved to Ohio. On the bed of death she was re

markably composed, and departed inr:
-

Died, at her residence in Juniata conny, Pa.,

on Saturday the 15th of May, Mrs. SARAH

WHITE, aged 46 years.

The deceased was a consistent member of that

branch of the Associate Reformed Church now

under the pastoral care of Rev. James Shields;

and in all her intercourse with the world she

manifested a spirit of meekness and charity:
She sympathized with those in distress. and

readily contributed of her substance for their re

liet—she was given to hospitality, and patient in

tribulation. During a protracted illness of near

two years she talked much of human depravity

her own unworthiness—and the precious value

of the soul; and expressed a well grounded hope

of a blessed immortality through the merits of an

exalted Redeemer,

One of many passages of Scripture often re

peated near the close of her earthly pilgrinuge, is:

“Whom have I in the heavens high

But thee, O Lord, alone?

And in the earth whow 1 desire

Beside thee there is none.” W.

(IJ” If there be any errors or oversights in the

acknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

us of them that they may be corrected.

PAYMENTS FOR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE

PREACHER—(Not otherwise receipted

for.)
f

On the Third Volume.

S B M'Clinton RC Moore

James Moore JG Johnson

Patrick Chissom JJ Moore

| Thomas Chesnut John Chesnut

On the Fourth Volume.

G. A Watson James Moore

| James Simpson Patrick Chissom

| William Walkup Thomas Chesnut

J G Johnson

J J Moore

John Chesnut

David Thompson

On the Fifth Volume.

Robert Nelson

John Johnston

Laughlin Dallas

Robert Dalzell

Thomas H White

Matthew Young

Captain T Cumac

RC Moore

James Moore

Patrick Chissom

Ralph Foster

Rev H Connelly

CONGREGATIONAL SINGING.
*

The Church of the Pilgrims, Boston,

have resolved to dispense with choir sing

"g, when they enter their new house of

Worship, and restore the mode ofcongre

*ional singing, after the manner of the

Puritans. Lowel Mason, Esq., whose

musical talents and experience entitle

his judgment to great weight, in a lec

"which he was called to deliver on

the subject, is represented by the Boston

fit of the hospitals, to three years' imprisonment,

to deprivation of his civil rights, and to a''
94,000 francs;–M. Cubieres to deprivation of his ...,' ith E ** - - -:

civil rights, and 10,000 francs fine;—and M.£ with European power. Sir John Davis,

- - - - - -- - Governor of Hong Kong, having in vain en
'#£ civil rights, 10,000'vored to obtain redress for aggressions upon

rancs fine, -

British subjects and property by the Chinese, re.

- solved to strike a heavy blow at once. Accord.

Relief for Ireland. The Cork Examiner, of ingly, taking with him sufficient force, he enter.

|June 13th, mentions the arrival of a large fleet led the Bocca Tirgris on the 2d of April, blew

of merchant ships in that harbor, from the Medi-up diver. forts, sailed up to Whampoa, perform

terranean, American, and other ports, laden with ling similar exploits there, and thence proceeded

breadstuffs. The bay before the Cove, it says, is to Canton, where he went through the same cere

covered with them; and they certainiy present, monies, having in the course of thirty-six hours

at this time, a more exhilarating spectacle than disabled 850 pieces of heavy ordnance. Having

over did a squadron of battle-ships on the same opened a communication with Keying, that

noble waters. It is stated, that outside of the functionary asked time to consider; it was grant.

mouth of the harbor, or on their way to it, wereed. He asked further time; it was not granted

no less than hundreds of other vessels, bearing a

similar welcome freightage for the great wants

of the people.

CHINA. The Chinese have again come into

the city.

granted the redress and securities demanded.

Robert Sanderson

Wm M*Fadden

# C Stewart

ames Simpson

Wm.W'

Major John Smith

Alexander Taylor

James Meharg

Jacob Morgan

lsaac Miller

John Knox

Abraham Barnett

Jane Proctor

David Ross

David Barnett

David Filloon

and Sir John made arrangements for bombarding John Haft

Forthwith Keying submitted, and

John A M'Keehan

Thomas Chesnut

J G Johnson

J J Moore

John Chesnut

Rev J M Young

John Findley, Esq
Joseph Jones

Mrs Sarah Ramsey

John Kinton

Robert Kinton

William M'Konkie

William S Stewart

Thomas Livingston
John Walker

John Kenned

kely & Gillis

Thomas M'Leiland

Robert Speer

On the Sirth. FolCaptain T Cumac o/atoze.

John Fundley, Esq.
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|P (Q) ET R Y .

FORG IV EN ESS.

BY J. G. Whi'TTi ER,

My heart was heavy, for its trust had been

Abused, its kindness answered with foul wrong;

So, turning gloomily from my fellow-men,

One summer Sabbath-day, I strolled among

The green mounds of the village burial place;

Where, pondering how all human love and hate

Find one sad level—and how, soon or late,

Wronged and wi ong-doer, each with meekened

face

And cold hands folded over a still heart,

Pass the green threshold of our common grave,

Whither all footsteps tend, whence none de

part,

Awed for myself, and pitying my race,

Our common sorrow, like a mighty wave,

Swept all my pride away, and trembling, I for.

gave :

*EE

El J C G : [l, l, A N Ys

THE REMoRSE of DUELLIsrs. It has

fallen to our lot, in days when we thought

duelling no sin, if we could be said to

have thought about it at all, to meet with

many, to know well some, who had kill

ed their men. We never knew one who

had lived in peace after the murder; we

know only two who survive, and they
are SotS.

The first time we were called upon to

witness a duel was in Augusta, Georgia,

in 1829. We were just entering man

hood. The parties were from our native

state. We knew them both well. They

were stationed at their place, and at the

word, fire, the elder of the two, a man

of promise and place, fell dead. We saw

him, saw his brother who gazed wildly

into his pale face, just now so full of life,

saw friends as they hurriedly took up his

body, and bore him onward to his home.

'' saw afterwards the gray-haired

father as he bent over that body, hot tears

coursing down his cheeks, fall as one

struck with palsy, for his prop, the boy

of his hopes, was taken away, and there

was no longer happiness for him on

earth !

But the survivor ! Business relations

brought us together; we were his attor

mey; and we had to see him at his home,

and our house. In company, we saw no

change in him; he was light-hearted, al

most frolicksome in his gaiety. He ne

ver spoke of the murder; by unuttered,

*======

such as I never heard mortal utter, he

died !

Another instance. A young Scotch

man came to Charleston, S.C., and set

tled there.

killed him.

righteous still—have heaven already in

their bosoms, and when they enter its B O OK-S TO R ES

-'portals, they carry the very being and

Theological Bookstore,
substance of its blessedness along with

them—the character which is the whole
He gave offence to a noted

duellist, and was challenged; fought and

He removed afterwards to

New Orleans; was engaged in success- ments.—Chalmers.

ful business, and was regarded the merri.

est fellow about. His intimate friends

thought the murder had made no impres

sion upon him; not one of his relatives

believed he cared anything about it.

In 1834 or '35, he was engaged in

large cotton speculations. News of a

rise in prices reached New Orleans, soon

after he had shipped a large number of love.

It was necessa-la grant to you, under the hand of God,bales to New York.

ry to go to that city. He jumped on

board a steamer, went to Montgomery,

Alabama, and pushed rapidly on by land

for Washington city. Over excitement

brought on fever, and he was obliged to

stop in the interior of South Carolina.

Full fifteen years, or more, had elaps.

ed, since he had killed his man. For the

first time he lay on a bed of sickness.

He had fever and delirium with it. And

in that delirium, with terrible anguish and

maniac fury, he spoke of this deed of

death ! It made those of us who heard

him, shudder as we listened Was his

laughter all along forced? Had his mer

riment been lip deep; of the intellect and

not of the heart?. He grew better and

his physician thought him convalescent.

Now and then he would in his sleep ex

claim, “Take him off me, don't tie his

dead body to me,” but the fever had

abated and we all thought he would soon

be well. He did grow better, but watch

ing his opportunity, he went to a chest

of drawers, as if for some clothing, steal

thily took from it a razor and drew it ra

pidly across his throat! It was a dread

ful gash that he made, and would have

been fatal had not one who was near

struck his elbow, as he was making the

attempt upon his life t

Poor man! He knew, and had known

no peace, since the day he killed his op

ponent. When he thought his end near,

he made the confession. “He felt,” he

said, “as if he was a murderer, though

no one charges him with the crime.”

And our belief is, that no man who

kills another ever feels otherwise ! The

mark of Cain is upon him, and he sees it

if no other eye does.—Louisville Exam.

BLEssenNEss of THE JUST. Let it be

remembered that nothing is admitted

but well understood compact, (and how

terrible did this describe the deed,) none

ever referred to it. But soon we learn

ed that he never slept without a light in

his room. Soon after we found that he

was fast becoming a drunkard, and scarce

three years had passed since the duel

ere he was stricken down in early man

hood, and laid near his antagonist in the

earth !

But his death! we were present at it,

and never may we witness such another:

That subject—so long kept sealed by

himself—so long untouched by family or

friend—the murder of his school compa

into heaven which worketh wickedness

or maketh a lie; and that, therefore, with

every virulence of evil detached and dis

'severed from the mass, there is nought

in heaven but the pure, the transparent

element of goodness. Think of its un

bounded love, its tried and unaltered

faithfulness, its confiding sincerity; think

of the expressive designation given it in

the Bible—“The land of uprightness.”

Above all, think of the revealed and in

visible glory of the righteous God, who

loveth righteousness, there sitting upon

His throne in the midst of a rejoicing

family, Himself rejoicing over them, be

t

*

THE BIBLE.

the habit of looking at a Bible with re

Christ, and the grant secures to you, if

you be an humble believer, forgive

ness and sanctification, and victory, and

with him. He clung to it with holy af.

fection. It had pointed out to him a

Saviour; it had taught him how to live

with comfort; it was now to teach him

how to die in triumph. |

II I L L A N D B R O W NE,

(Snecessors to Holdship & Browne,)

MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of

1 A PER HANG INGS, and dealers in Wri.

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper,

No. 87 Wood Street,

Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts.

burgh, Pa.

l:" Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex

change at market price.

January 0, 1847.

£ EARS HISTORY OF THE BIBLE,-A

£9 new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one,

giving a cle traud comprehensive account of ev.

ry remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred

Scriptures, during a period of upwards of our

thousand years with copions notes, critical and

explanatory, illustrated with several hundred

engravings, price $300.

# E \RS' INFORMATION FOR THE PEO.

** Pl, E-A very valuable miscellaneous work,

price $2.50.

; :OW LING'S HISTORY OF ROMANISM,

"—" from its earliest origin to the present time.

i his is universally acknowledged to be the best

work ever published on this subject.

Z. Wilson & J. Dou ruzrr, Agents.

* DYIN E U R.G.I. A.C.A.L.I.R.S.".

T' Full and Winter Session of the above In.

4 stitution, will cominence on the 15th day o'

A ligust next, under the samewintendence of Rev.

Samuel Findley, A. Ml. Undoubted reference as

of heaven's worth—the character which

is the very essence of heaven's enjoy

spect and reverence. Open it with a M

kind of solemn pleasure; for God is there Sotch minister.

in all his greatness, and holiness, and

Read it with thankfulness, for it is SCI100, B90's, polls" by the Alek,

'' E would invite the attention of ministen

and others, to our large supplies of le.

ological and Sabbath School Books just terrin,

connorisis.g n; tırly all the late Wall,be W.

in the Theological Department, and all lites

rom the press of Robert Carter, who his jet

published several works of a high order, 'hetu-,

Casting away the fear of ing Italdane on Romans, which is . tr!

being accounted superstitious, cultivate as being the best Commentary on that £
- ever publi-hed.

Also-'E MEMOIRS & SETMONs ty

'C# EYN E (in 3 Voyunles), an ei,

we have a full supply of SABBATI.

Sunday-School Union, including a Library of

ONE HUNDRED Vol I'lls, attle, i.

and it is sealed to you by the blood of , $10; and one of F1F | Y VO!.UMES at #4

Superintendents of Sabbath Schools will peat

notice the great reduction in prices of Iusly ut

the leading books.

heaven. It secures to you “all things,” The Union Question", " '::

for ... you are Christ's, and Christ * The Union Consecutive Questions,

God’s.” When good old bishop Latimer at 6 cent.

was led to the stake, he took the Bible The Union Hymn-Book, * || "

Child's Scripture Question Book, 10 "

Those wishing to replenish their Libraries will

find a full assortment on hands at the Philić.

phia pries. Orders from schools in the town.

try promptly attended to, and great care take

the selections.

ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

Successors to it. Carter, Market Steel," |

tween 3d and 4.

April, 1847.

T II E G R E A T S UPPER,

N order to meet the state of the time: ".

* proaching, we will sell our present*
of the GREAT sug"B", at the following

prices

Per dozen, $200.

Per single copy, 20 cents. .

And by the hundred or more copies."

der, 20 cents per copy; and when ordered t, t

hundred, a credit of three months allowed it

responsible men, or 5 per cent discount oral

with the order.

ALSo IN STORE,

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 volumes.

I, wigh's Theology, 4 volumes.

Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volumes

Edward's Theological Works, co" in i

volumes.

I dwards on Redemption, and Edwards*

ligious Aff.ctions, in separate volum".

Encyclopedia of Religious Know"
Dowling on Romanism, illustrated " phie".

D'Aubgn's e Reformation, complit. " #,

and 4 voluntes.

D'Aubign 's Reformation, 4th volume.

Barnes on Isaiah, ... volumes oc"

Barnes on Job. 3 volumes 12mo,

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.

Robinson's Scripture Characters, 2 rols, £rn

£ohnson's Biblical Researches in"

&c., with maps, &c., in 3 volumes.
Pro essor Stuart's Commentary on the AP

to success and a "lily in teaching, has been fur

nished by Mr. I radley.

This Institution is situated in the village of

Edinburgh, Wayne county, Jhio, six miles east

of Wooster. lt is in the midst of a mora! and

religious community. The situation of the

House and Grounds is ve ry favorable for the

health of the pupils and for their progre-s in

study; being quiet, Clevated and retired, and af.

ording every opportunity for healthy recreation.

The academical year is divided into two sessions

-five months each.

"F.R.M.S.

Arithmetic (Davies'), English Grammar

nion and neighbor, was at last broken by cause formed in His own likeness; they | Ancient Languages, with the higher

himself. “I could not help it,” said he, love what He loves; they rejoice at what branches of English Liora, c. 0 00

as his eyes glared upon us, and his He rejoices in. There may be palms of

broathing became painful from his quick triumph, I do not know; there may be

We knew to what crowns of unfading lustre; there may beand audible action.
- £1.1 : • ** . - * ** -

he referred; and endeavored to direct pavements of emerald; there may be £1.1" to $1.25, and in the country at trom 87

his thoughts into other channels. In vain. rivers of pleasure, and groves of surpass:

“I could not help it; I was forced into ling loveliness, and palaces of delight, and on reasonable terms.

it; could I help it?”

in duelling sense, true.

“It will not do—I murdered him—I see is the myrtle there; it is true goodness
him now—I have seen him as he lay by which the spirits of the holy are re- A.

... galed there; it is thus it forms the beati

The righteous dying

now, when they rise again shall be

dead in the field, ever since I slew him

My God!—My God!”

these, and like sentences, with a shriek

And muttering |tude of eternity.

And all this was, high arches in heaven, which ring with

He had every sweetest melody; but mainly and essen

excuse a man could have to fight; but tially it is a moral glory which is lighted

is bullou's Latin and Greek Grammars will'T

Boarding can be had in the villag-, at from Union, wt.ich key wil

*d then, elves, can obtain rooms in the village on hand at all times about that and

A Philosophical and Chemical Apparat is is

connected with the institution; and the stock. -

"olders are resolved to make every exertion to School Journal for Teachers (price

when so assured, he exclaimed wildly, up there; it is virtue which blooms, and render the advantages of the Institution equal to annum), and Youth's Penny G"

calypse, 2 volumes octavo, - & De

fro essor Stuart's Critical Bisory ""

fence of the Old Testament Cano"

Took thirt, witH,

A full assortment of the Public"." ths

Publications of the Presby crism Peard; the "

great variety of other books, selected at '.

£nt visit to the Eastern Cities:-" "
will be sold at reasonable pri" " Cash of

Rags, by IU# 1'.'
| - No. 9 Wood Street. Pittsburgh.

| Sept"r 2, 1846–1f.

—-
|

M'PONALD & DERSON.

(Patterson's old stand, No. 7: "

American Sunday School Union Deposit"

*

!

|

| Street.)

| F. EPP constantly on hand,"
# k tions of the American

3 ces. 'ihey are now receiving and of

o, of One Thousand Loiers worth."

it the Put".

Sunday Sch"

set at Philadell a "

cuing "

d will "

unt; sol"

- - newe in orwthere will be no difficulty at any " in pn

ing a 'ull supply of the books:

5 : Subscriptions received for the

(price 12% conts per annum.)

They also offer a General
cellaneous, Theol. gical, and School }}

Paper and Stationary, which they w;

Sunč.

25 cen's

for child

| Assortmen! of

s

(Builion's), and Geography (with the

use of Globes), per session,

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and His

tory,

84.00

be used.

“nts to $ 10 per week. Clubs, wishing 1

|avy of a similar kind in the West.

f!. JAMESON, President.

J. "N. BiGGS, Vice President.

! '' Ci. A R K, Trea urer.

- . HiTCHCOCK, Secretary.July 1, 1847. , Secretary

Books.

lowest prices they can be boug

Sept. 16, 1846—tt.

sell a

ght for in the
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Tar Paract:R will be published on Wednes

day, every two weeks, at one pollAR per annum,

in advance, or One Dollar and a half after the

''' close of the year. No discontinuance until all

arrearages are paid.

Payments may be made to John Sterritor Jo

seph Spratt, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe.

my; or to William Allinder, at the Publication

ofic", N.W. corner of the Diamond and Market
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Where a private conveyance does not offer,
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From the New York Observer.

To the Right Reverend John Hughes,

Bishop of New York.

MY DEAR SIR: -

The letters which I have had the honor

of addressing to you, I must now bring

to a close. I have stated to you, with all

frankness and sincerity, my reasons for

leaving the church in which I was born,

baptized and confirmed; and which, on

the most mature deliberation, yet pre

vent me from returning to it. I can as

sure you, on the word of an Irishman,

and which is far more, on the word of a

Christian, that I have had no end in view

but the exposure of error, and the de

velopment of the truth. Thirty years

have almost run their course since I left

your church; and although not utterly

unknown to the men of our age, nor un

solicited, these letters form my first ap

pearance on Popery. Unless some un

expected ripple is excited on the current

of my feelings, they will, probably, form

my last.

Now, dear sir, what think you of these

reasons? Are they, or are they not,

sufficient to excuse, to forbid my return

to your church Had I an ear suffici

ently acute to hear the decision of your

conscience, I believe in my soul that it

pronounces them sufficient. Yes, I be.

lieve, that were it not for your sad doc

trine of Infallibility, which stereotypes

and perpetuates every absurdity, you
and multitudes like you, men of sense,

PITTSBURGH, SEPTEMBER 1, 1847.

cessors of Peter, and the vicegerents of

Christ, have been the greatest perse

cutors of the saints. They have shed

Christian blood enough for pope and car

dinals to swim in. Would to God that

you could see things as I see them; your

influence would be strong in freeing our

fellow countrymen from that bondage of

the soul which degrades them. But de

spairing of this, I turn from you to the

victims of your system. Roman Catho

lics, to you I now turn. From your

bishop, whom, with you, I respect as a

man, though I oppose his religious prin

ciples, I appeal to you. With you is the

power to bring to a perpetual end that

system of ghostly tyranny the most op

pressive that man has ever felt. Sub

jects and sceptres depart together; the

farce of the Mass will soon end when

there are none to witness it,—and popes,

bishops, and priests will soon seek an

honest calling when there are none to be

to flow.

these letters; and candidly weigh the

reasons and the arguments which they

contain ' 'I hat I was born in Ireland,

is my pride. My sympathies are all

with Ireland in its civil, social, and moral

degradation. The blood of my kindred,

shed to defend it against English op

pression, mingles with its soil.

present feelings as to your church, I

have had, and in all their force. I can

entirely appreciate them. I have cor

dially hated Protestantism and Protes

ligion.

and candidly to consider them, and then

to act accordingly. If they are not suffi.

ciently cogent to cause you, as they have

caused me. to leave the Church of Rome,

then you will have my entire consent to

be oppressed, fleeced, and - ridden by

your priests, as long as you live.

Yet permit me to entreat you to give

to the subject of these letters the atten

lics, and especially Irish Roman Catho

edified by their jugglery—“when the

aims and suffrages of the faithful” cease

Will you give an honest perusal to

those who renounce its authority?

say the least of it, it is in bad company, any of you inquire as to the best course

Your

"d education, would rise and cast a fire tion which it demands. I know that

brand amid the rubbish which ignorance many of you are sincere; but this is no

and wickedness have, in the progress of test of truth, I know many of you to be

*ges, collected around your church, and devout; but so are Mohammedans and

"d its smoke heavenward like the Pagans. I know that many of you are

smoke of a furnace. But, sir, I am not prepared to make any sacrifice which

*" of the slow progress of truth religion demands. But we may give all
against bigotry—of the great difficulty our goods to feed the poor, and our

'Xchanging bad opinions and customs, bodies to be burned, and yet be strangers

hallowed by usage, for better one. Nor to the only true religion. My heart is

have I read history so inattentively as deeply affected in view of your state. A

not to learn from it the great difficulty of noble people, you are shut out from the

"erting high ecclesiastics to the know- joys to which God invites you. You

"'ge of the truth. The mitre has shield- are hoodwinked and manacled by a sys
ed many a head from the weapons of tem of the grossest fraud and delusion:

Sense and logic; and under the surplice you are denied the common birthright of

*ny a conscience has gone to rest that, a citizen of the world—seeing with your

without "...would have contended to the own eyes and hearing with your own

death for -

Balnts.

the faith once delivered to the ears. You are robbed of the only volume ages—their senseless repetition of pray.

hi I must not forget that it was the that can guide you—and are forbiddeners—their Lents—their penances, and

ight priest who occupied Moses' seat to enter the way of life, save through the their external symbols which alike adorn

P" our Lord to death; nor can I gate which is guarded by your priests, the church and the mosque. And if the true and saving faith—a falling away

"get that those claiming to be the suc-O! suffer the entreaties of one who suf Papist can object to Christianity, saying, from an adherence to

- *

W. ALLINDER, PRINTER.

fered as you now do under the galling|Is not mine the oldest religion? then can

chains of papal tyranny. Break the fet-the Mohammedan do the same. .. *

ters which priests have forged, and int. But yours is not the oldest religion.

which they have bound you. You are I could here give you the time, did the

now in a land where you may laugh at limits of a letter permit, when the dis

the excommunications and anathemas of tinguishing doctrines of your church were

popes, prelates, and priests. God has introduced. The celibacy of the clergy

given you his word; let no man filch it came into the church in the 4th Century;

from you. God has given you a mind, purgatory'' in the Seventh, and

to think for yourselves; let no man usurp was affirmed in the Twelfth ; auricular

the power of thinking for you. God in-confessions, and the worship of the Host,

vites you to himself, to receive at his in the Thirteenth; and so on to the end

own hand pardon and forgiveness. O! of the chapter. And instead of wishing

submit not to go and pay for these, and you to give up the oldest religion, we

on your knees, to a priest. Go to the wish you only to give up Popery for

Bible for your religion. Receive nothing Christianiity;—to give up the new, and

as religious truth, which is not there return to the old. All that I have done

taught; and your mental, social, and myself, and all that I desire you to do is,

moral regeneration is commenced. to lay aside every thing that pope, bish

But you meet this appeal with the ob-ops, and priests have added to the re

jection, that I am a deserter from your ligion of Jesus, and o embrace that re

church; and that I am not, therefore, to ligion just as it is tau ht in the Bible.

be heard. If your priests take any no- Convinced that you have been de

tice at all of these letters, I know well ceived by those to whom you were

the changes they will ring upon this idea. looking for guidance—that priests have

But was not Peter a deserter from the sought your money more than your sal

Jewish Church; and must he not be vation—that instead of bread they have

heard on that account Must a man given you stones, and for eggs, serpents

who renounces error never be heard by —that they have sought to brutalize, in

those who continue it? And what think stead of enlightening you—to enslave in

you of the persecution by your church of stead of elevating you to the liberty with

To which Christ makes his people free; do

The Jews put Christ to death for desert-for you to pursue? If you will take the

ing the faith of Moses. The Moham-advice of one that has gone before you

medans put to death any man of their in the way, it is cheerfully given. Think

number who rejects the Koran for not of giving up all religion because of

Chris's The Hindoos expel from their the deceptions of P.3.ry. This was one

society all who reject their religion for of my mistakes. £ the Bible for

ours. And Popery has shed, in rivers, your guide;—that will not deceive you.

tants; and I have seen the time when I the blood of those who could not receive It teaches you that you are a sinner;

regarded the man as my personal enemy its follies and absurdities. In this happy this you should believe and feel.

who would utter a word against my re-land, the bull of a pope is as harmless as teaches you that Christ died for simmers;

But those were the happy days'

of my youth, and of my ignorance. have no lightning that injures.

When I became a man, I put away.

childish things. And my reasons for do

ing so are spread out before you in these

letters; and all I ask of you is, kindly is, to give my reasons the candid con- Give up your missal for the Bible—con

I:

a lamb—and the thunders of the Vatican and that his blood cleanses from all sin,

Priests and that to escape the wrath and curse

may prejudice you against these letters, of God due to you for sin, the great and

but they are the interested party,—their only prerequisites are repentance toward

craft is in danger. And all I ask of you God, and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ.

sideration which you owe to yourself, fess your sins not to your priests but to

and which their importance requires. God-look for pardon and meetness for

But you may ask, What! do you wish heaven, not to priestly ablutions, and eat

me to give up my religion ? Is not mine ing wafers, and extreme unctions, but

the oldest religion ? Here, I well know, to the righteousness of Jesus Christ, re

is the invincible argument with many of ceived by faith; and in spite of popes,

ou; but has it any weight? Are the prelates, and priests, life, eternal life, is

oldest things always the best ? If so, yours.

then the Jews were right in resisting Wishing and praying for you all, that

Christianity; and the pagans are right in deliverance from Popish thraldom in

clinging to their false systems—and you which I rejoice, and that gospel hope of

do wrong in ever exchanging an old gar-future blessedness which is my stay and

ment or an old house for a new one comfort in this vale of tears, I am,

But is Popery the oldest religion? O. With great respect, yours,

no, Christianity is older. Popery and - KIRwAN.

Mohammedanism arose at the same time,

and centuries after the establishment of

Christianity. They are alike corrup- For the Preacher.

tions of the religion of Jesus, though the Perseverance in Grace.

prophet has apostatized farther than the 1 Tim. 1 #19. Holding faith and a good con.

pope. They both appeal to the senses, science; which some having put away, concer.

and are both idolatrous. If the pope has "g faith "are made shipwreck.

his holy water, the prophet has his holy We often hear such passages as the

well. If the one has his holy bones, and above quoted with an air of triumph, to

coats, and relics, the other has his holy prove that a true believer may “fall £om.

pieces of tapestry from the temple of grace.” When, however, these passages

Mecca. They have alike their£ carefully examined, it will be found

that they do not, in the least degree, favor.

' a doctrine; but refer to a falling

away from a temporary and not from a
that

the church by out
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ward profession and external communion,

but not from internal communion and an

inherent connexion with the invisible

church, by the life-giving influence of the

Holy Spirit—or to a falling away from the

doctrine of Christ, which they had profess.

ed to receive, and hearkening to, and em

bracing the doctrines of deceivers and se.

ducers; as is said of Hymeneus and Alex.

ander, who, “concerning faith have made

shipwreck”—they had withdrawn from

hearing the true doctrines of the gospel,

which they “put away” to gratify their

pride and passions, adulterating the true

doctrine with a mixture of error. The

Peter through

slipped, as it were, into the mire of sin :

they willfully and with full consent of

mind threw themselves headlong into it,

and wallowed in it habitually, with plea.

sure: and the judgment is pronounced ac

cordingly, “he that is filthy let him be

filthy still.” The apostle John speaking

of such persons as Hymeneus and Alex.

ander, says, 1 John 2:19. “They went

out from us, but they were not of us; for

if they had been of us, they would no

doubt have continued with us; but they

went, that they might be made manifest

that they were not all of us.” Here the

word in the original, which is here trans-apostle draws a broad line of distinction

lated “put away,” signifies properly, not between those who are really ingrafied

the putting away a thing, of which a per." Christ—made members of his mysti.

son is in actual possession; but a refusing,

passing by, or rejecting a thing which we

do not desire to possess—thus, Acts 13:46,

the Jews are said to put the word of God among them—who are in the communion|rary institutions, that no student, however earth-good for the circumstance and,

from them, by refusing to accept it—here of the church by a profession of faith and noble and elevated his character, and com-life.”

it is evident the object never was possess

ed. In like manner Hymeneus and Alex.

cal body—the true children of God, a

privilege enjoyed by the elect only ; and

those, who for a time may be numbered

partaking of the sacraments, but finally

apostatize from the truth.

ander “put away” a good conscience—conduct should scandalize the church as if

“rejecting it with pride and loathing.” It it produced and trained up such renegades|secret club, and signalize himself by hav. from earthly ambition, their de a

weakness or negligence

And lest such credit and encouragement his real merit old preachers, like old wine, are n h,

For the Preacher. Old Ministers,

Secret Societies in our Colleges" Mr. Turnbull, in his “Genists.

Nothing can be more injurious to our lcud," has a charming I'...

literary institutions, than the existence of ministers, to the truth of which on a.

secret societies, from the fact, that the real heart gives its most cordial assen!. W.

object of such societies is generally, If not always love to hear an old ministerpred

universally, to accomplish some end which, and we know personally a dozen, or"

cannot be attained by ingenuous means, of tried, oury headed men, whom We

They are very frequently attended by con never see or think of, but with a£

vivial enjoyments, which are more nearly the most sincere and affectionate ":

allied, in character, to the ancient feasts of Describing a country pastor in the h:

Bacchus, than to the advancement and high the Covenanters, as he appears in then.

moral and intellectual culture of the nine-pit, Mr. T. says:-" His evenidhi'.

teenth century. Their constitutions are tremulous tones of his voice, his S:

always contracted and selfish; one men-accent, his abundant use of Stift.

ber being opposed defeats the election of a tations, and a certain oriental casion:

candidate. The letter of their constitution derived, no doubt from intimate comm.

may not be so exceptionable, but the spirit nion with the prophets and aposiles, me!

and tendency are universally detestable. [the discourse with a peculiar claim,

Such societies, of late years, have be-is not learned; neither is it original it

come so fashionable in many of our lite profound; but it is good, good for £

t

:

mendable his abilities, can receive that Mr. T. proceeds upon this to say, it

deserves, unless he be a member of some opinion by far the best. Their feelin

should also be observed, that the apostle and pests of society; or lest some shoulding his “enviable superiority” engraved

does not say they made shipwreck from suppose that true belierers might thus fall

or in the faith, but about or concerning the away from grace; the apostle obviates this

faith—expressing “the object about which objection by assuring us, that they never

a thing moves” or “concerning which an had been of the number of true believers,

action * is exerted.”

on some trinket in Greek letters, and

proclaimed to the wondering multitude.

Many of the first men of the age, and that

class of students, who wish sterling and

perience of men and things, their profun.

acquaintance with their own hears,'

evident nearness to heaven, their talun

simplicity and authority, their rever:

looks and tremulous tones, all Unitelom.

The expression is for if they had been of that number they individual worth alone to entitle them to vest their preaching with a peculars:

metaphorical—taken from nautical affairs. would most assuredly have continued with the esteem and confidence of the commu. |ual interest, such as seldom allich's B

In the language of seafaring men, the place them : but their apostacy took place that nity, are opposed to such associations. [that of young divines. Everything, le

of shipwreck is always described from the they might be made manifest, that all|The only exceptions to this are in those says, depends upon personal charack,

nearest port, although the haven was never those who are in the church and profess|institutions where they have been recently and a young preacher may be truly ".

reached. Here faith is represented as the the Christian faith are not true believers or|formed, and their character and tendency and thus speak with much simplicity it.

nearest port or haven: to which all those members of the body of Christ. Now the are but imperfectly developed. power, but old preachers and old phys:

who externally embrace the gospel as well apostle could not have used this strong From our own observation, we infer that |cians, old friends and old places, posses

as those who truly believe it, profess to language and pronounced this fearful judg- the following are the objects of these secret qualities peculiar to themselves.

embark: and in which when they arrive, ment unless he had taken for granted as a societies in our colleges: This is precisely our own feeling; "|

the word of God assures them they shall fired infallible truth, that those who are 1. To form an exclusive literary aristo- hence a reluctance every day grw:

have rest and salvation—this is the object once admitted into the invisible church or cracy. 2. To indulge in detraction and stronger, to change an old place for" |

or place “about which the thing moves” mystical body of Christ could not depart scandal, and to trample on the rights and one. But old ministers, though s #.

or “concerning which the action is exert from it or fall away from grace. We thus feelings of their fellow students, who mav|ly prized by us, are not most es' me!"
t ed.” But in order to attain this object or see that the judgment pronounced by the oppose their selfish measures. 3. To puff all. The churches of this age have *

arrive in this haven of faith, it is absolute-inspired apostles upon apostates takes for their fellow members, and to give them quired to a great extent, a singular patia.

ly necessary that the vessel should be pilot-granted the truth of the doctrine, “ that their influence and assistance at all times.ity for young ministers. They " *

| ed by “a good conscience—a conscience. He which hath begun a good work in 4. To obtain by maneuvering and intrigue, finished, ineffictive discourse of"

void of offence.” But some, like Hyme-you, will perform it until the day of Jesus all the offices and honors of the “Literary scholastic, or the windy declam"
neus and Alexandesby putting away a Christ.” - : , Societies;” and thus make them subserve new-fledged orator, better than the "

good conscience, are not able to reach And this passage teaches us, that the their own interests. 5. To prevent, by and Scriptural teachings, the ""

the haven—they make shipwreck about, true believer does not persevere in his their combined influence and votes, the solemn exhortations of a wise ".

around, or “concerning faith,” by floun-|course, from a fatal necessity that un-election of any man to address the “Lite. They prefer, in the pastoral office."

dering on the rocks of error which sur-avoidably destroys free agency and the rary Societies,” who was not a member of ment to experience. Or rather,"

round it. When we carefully examine the exercise of his own powers. The human their secret association--thus forming a all the young people of the cong"

language, we find that they never reached will is free and cannot be forced. There complete monopoly. are decidedly in favor of young mini"

| - the haven—that they never were in pos-is a wide difference between a mere physi. In any college where they exist, they They suppose it quite impossible ""

session of the faith: Paul could not say of cal or natural progression or perseverance can be considered in no other light than old preacher to keep the younger"

these persons as he says of Timothy—his

“own son in the faith;” “When l call to

remembrance the unfeigned faith that is

in thee, which direlt first in thy grand

mother Lois, and thy mother Eunice; and

I am persuaded that in thee also.” Hav

ing made shipwreck “concerning faith”

falling short of it, by putting away a good

conscience, the apostle authoritatively de

livered them “unto Satan, that they may

learn not to blaspheme.” Having thus

seen, that this passage does not give the

least countenance to that most discouraging

doctrine—“falling from grace;” perhaps

by a closer examination it may appear,

that this and similar passages may have

been pointed in direct opposition to that

error. The judgment, which the Scrip
tures pronounce upon apostates, shows

that they are an entirely different class

of persons from true believers. The sen.

tence here pronounced upon Hymeneus

and Alexander, who, for the gratification

of “the lust of the flesh, and the lust :

the eye, and the pride of life,” had with

a full consent of will and a deliberate pur.

pose of mind, erred “ concerning the faith,”

shows, that they in reality whatever they

may have professed, belonged to a very

different class from those among whom

Peter was numbered: although Peter for

his self-righteousness and self-dependence

-as that of the material heavens: and that “regna in regno;” and hence calculated of the flock together, or to reach '

moral perseverance, which consists in a

fixed purpose of mind and constancy of

will in retaining the object. In regard to

the one, exhortations, promises and threat

enings are utterly useless; but not so in

regard to the other, for these are the means

appointed to promote and perfect it: and

the employment of these is so far from be.

ing taken away by the doctrine of perse

verance that the necessity and use of them

is more firmly established. Although God

hath promised that he will “not cast away

his people which he foreknew,” yet this

promise is not made without any reference

to the use of means on their part. That

mariner who starts for a destined port, but

falls asleep at the helm and neglects his

sails, although he may meet with favoring

winds, will assuredly make shipwreck on

the rocks or quicksands that surround the

port. So the spiritual mariner who sails

for the port of faith, if he desires, not to

make shipwreck of that port, by splitting

on the infamous rocks of error, or falling

into the quicksands of temptation, must

keep a firm hold on the helm of a “good

conscience.” S.

to engender a spirit of insubordination.

When a young man joins a secret society,

but very soon he becomes less attentive to

his studies, and depends more, for his

standing, upon the flatteries and intrigues

of his society. He becomes unavoidably

the boon companion and confidant, of a

class of young men not deliberately and

intelligently chosen as friends, but neces.

sarily adopted as such, under a secret con.

stitution, and to continue such without the

liberty of shaking them off, even if they

are unworthy, in the important relations

and transactions of after life. In those in

stitutions where they exist, the students are

constantly in danger of being ensnared to

join one or the other, by the ceaseless and

varied intrigues employed for that pur.

pose ; or, if not, they are exposed to per

petual annovances and mortifications, and

are excluded from the chance of fair com.

petition for college honors, which operates

as a stimulus to effort in the mind of every
student.

societies.

He that cannot forgive others breaks provement of their members, in declama

the bridge over which he himself must

was for a time delivered into the hands of pass, for every man has need to be for

Satan, “that he might sist him?as wheat.” given. the use of the members. ALUMNUs.

he may, for a short time, exert himself, the youth of this day differ from S

tion, writing essays, and extemporaneous this—that in the neighborh in

speaking; also, to furnish good libraries for lives there are vacant churches, and

hearts even when they are as'

We wonder if this be really so. "
omet!

whose experience we can testify. In "

vouth no man on earth had the moral

power over us which an aged vener'
minister possessed; while a “y": ti.

vine,” however eloquent, seemed to us."

enter a pulpit more by privilege" y

right, and to deserve credit only for his

sermon, while the old preacher "."

honored both for his sermon and"'
ter. These old ministers expound and illu.

minate Bible truth with illustra"

from personal experience. They "
had opportunity to learn human nature

through all the trials and Pr" .

sanctification; and hence, with'.
facility, they can lead the Christ" m
in upon himself, and then out of himsell,

upward to the throne of grac', .......

Recently we met with an old" !

a man of so much unction, so much heart.

so much good sense, and with". ":

know, so happy a talent to "'
The “Literary Societies” which are truth, that it was with the utmo" sun"

connected with our colleges, are not liable that we heard him say, “I a

to the objections which exist against secret nowhere; nobody wants me.

Their object is the real im- such services as his are not "

m preach:

” But tha

anted, we d

- apprehended.
- not believe. The fact we£

dth

his labors can be secured, tempora";
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least, is now known in more distant places.

Few churches in the country hear sermons

ntly like the old ScotchmanS

d for the earth, good for the

conscience and the lite,” as are preached

by this white headed, tremulous-voiced

veteran of the cross in Connecticu'. **

In “The Old White Meeting House:

one of the beautiful books in Mr. Carter's
Cabinet Library, is an account of a good

". . . pastor's dismission from his people aller

". some twenty years of faithful service.

* * This dismission was asked because of the

areasonable disaffection of a few “troub.

lers in Israel,” and leads the apt author to

| | | speak of the course some! lineS taken with

regard to a minister, whose only crime is

... th: he is growing old. It is admitted that

he is a good man, and has been a success.

ful ninister; but his usefulness, it is said,

seems to be at an end; we have had no re

vival for three or four years; he is getting

a dull and heavy, and the young people are

not so well pleased with him as they should

be, and on the whole we think it would be

... better for him and better for us that he

should retire.

“But where shall he go?” says the

a writer. “If he is too old to please you

, who have known and loved him for so

... many years, is it to be supposed that he

... will be acceptable to a new people, who

... have had no previous attachment for him?
... will you turn him out, like a broken-down

- horse, to die by the way-side?”

There is no reply, the author says, to

this question and we coincide with him.

Christian Reflector.

*

so emine

... “ good, goo

". . .

*

*

if,

Family Prayer.

There is not on earth a scene more in

... teresting than a family thus bending before

the God of heaven :--a collection of de

... pendent beings, with tender feelings, with

... lively sympathies, with common hopes,

... fears, joys, blending their bliss and their

woes together, and presenting them all to

the King of kings, and the Great Father of

all the families of mankind. There is not

on earth a man more to be venerated, or

that will be more venerated, than the father

... who thus ministers at the family altar.

No other man, like that father, so reaches

all the sources of human action, or so

gently controls the powers, yielding in

their first years, and following the direc.

tion of his moulding hands, that are soon

to control all that is tender and sacred in

the interests of the church and state. No

Solon or Lycurgus is laying the founda.

tion of codes of law so deep, or taking so

fast a hold on all that is to affect the pre

sent or future destiny of man. We love,

therefore, to look at such venerable locks,

and to contemplate these ministers of God

which sland between the rising generation

-'eeble, helpless, and exposed to a thou.

sand perils—and the Eternal Parent of all.

They stand between the past and the com.

ing age-remnan's of the one, and lights

t" the other; binding the past with that

which is to come; living lights of experi

*to guide the footsteps of the ignorant

and erring; to illuminate the coming gene

"on-to obtain for it blessings, by coun.

* and prayer, and then to die. And if

the earth contains, amid its desolation, one

*" of green on which the eye of God re

P* with pleasure, it is the collected

#"up with the eye of the father raised to

heaven, and the voice of faith and prayer

commending the little worshippers to the

*ing care of Him who never slum.

bors nor sleeps.

! .

Illuminated Truths.

There is probably no Christian who has

* intimate s

"th, who has not, a

beheld truths which ha

T H E P R

this are often found in the biographies of

the excellent of the earth When Bishop

Butler was desponding during his last sick.

ness, his hope was revived by his chaplain

repeating to him the passage, “Him that

cometh to me, I will in no wise cast out.”

He remarked that the passage, although

long familiar to him, had never struck his

mind as it did at that moment, and its truth,

its beauty, its adaptation were all so dis.

played, and so irradiated, that his soul was

at peace, and he departed without a fear.

There is a cold moonlight view of truth,

which is pleasing and instructive; but

when it comes home to the soul in demon.

stration and power, in the warmth and ef.

fulgence of sunlight, it is most precious.

The soul is confirmed by it, doubts are

scattered, religion becomes endeared, and

temptations lose their power. If these dis.

tant glimpses of the glory of the truth as

it is in Jesus, are so enchanting, what

must be the impressions which are made

on the human soul when introduced into

heaven How vivid How unspeakable

and full of glory ! They are wisely with.

held for the present. Human nature un

der existing circumstances could not sus.

tain such revelations; mere foretastes are

given. The full exhibition is reserved for

a brighter day, and a happier state.

Luther.

The character of the Reformer, as an

author and speaker, is admirably drawn in

the following:

“The writings of Luther, as is well

known and has been often repeated, have

created the language and literature of

modern Germany. Considering the cir.

cumstances in which he was placed and

the object which he had in view, though

we may justly find fault with many para.

graphs he has written, yet taking his trea.

tises as a whole, few of them have ever

been surpassed, and some of them have

never been equalled. Luther was the au.

thor of modern church-music and psalm

ody as distinguished from the ancient

chants. He was the first to appreciate the

essential importance of an extended and

well-sustained systems of common school

education for the instruction of all the peo.

ple; and his eloquent and thrilling appeals

to the German nation on this subject, find

nothing to excel them among the educators

of modern times. As a whole, his ser.

mons, his commentaries, his popular ad

dresses, his controversial treatises, his

hymns, his music, his fables, his letters,

are all of a high order of excellence.

“The German style of Luther is won.

derfully idiomatic, pointed, piercing, and

full of speaking pictures. There is no

mark of labor in it; it is visibly a mighty

mind and a great heart overflowing like

Niagara. His sentences are like full

charges of canister shot: they hit in all di.

rections, they hit every where, and they

hit all the time. It is in his native Ger.

man, the German of his own creation,

that his full power is seen, and never out

of it.

“As a revolutionary orator, Luther was

irresistible. So much coolness and so

much fire, so much self possession and so

much excitability, so much logical power

and so much exuberance of fancy, so much

good sense and such ready wit, with such

advantages of person and voice, have sel.

dom, if ever, been found united in one in

dividual. Conceive of the steady, flaming,

religious fervor of George Whitfield, uni

ted with the perspicuity to seize, and the

genius to re-produce every phase and fleet.

ing form of human character,—the skill to

touch, by the right word and the right
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uttered,-a large, clear, blue eye, that

radiated his very soul (and such a soul,)—

a voice powerful as thunder and musical

as an organ—and you have some idea of

what Luther was as a public speaker.

Such was the power and flexibility of his

voice, that even in his old age, he sang the

alto to the delight of all who heard him.”

The Fatal Step.

Whitfield represents the votary of sin

under the figure of a blind beggar led by

a little dog. The dog had broken the

string. The blind cripple, with his staff

between both hands, groped his way, un

conscious, to the side of a precipice. As

he felt along with his staff, it slipped from

his hand and fell down the descent, too

deep to return an echo. He thought it

was on the ground, and bending forward,

took one careful step to recover it. But

he trod on vacancy—poised for a moment,

and fell headlong.

The volary of sin is, in a spiritual sense,

blind; he knows not what is before him,

or whither the path in which he walks

will lead. He has a guide, but no de

pendence can be placed on it. Like the

dog and the string, it is almost sure to fail

him. The world on which he has placed

his chief reliance, like the staff of the poor

blind beggar, slips from his hand, and

leaves him desolate in the time of his ut.

most need. He gropes in the dark—he

stands trembling on the borders of the un

known—a step forward, and all may be

over with him—in vain he strives to re

cover the staff which has fallen from his

hands, and for ever eludes his grasp.

Mournful sight, seen in no world but this !

A soul balancing between time and eter

nity on the brink of wo with no light

from the throne of God to dispel the dark.

ness that broods over the picture Whit.

field gave of the fatal crisis in the spiritual

affairs of the blinded votary of sin. If

angels ever weep, surely it must be over a

scene like this.

Votaries of pleasure, behold your por.

trait, drawn by a master hand: Behold

your end / your leaders, alas, are blind

guides. (), the infinite infatuation of sin

O, the moral blindness of that soul that

risks all in the pursuit of evanescent

: that goes the whole length of

the divine forbearance, and pauses not till

it finds itself on the brink of ruin. if there

were another life in which to correct the

errors and redeem the losses of this, the

terror of apprehended ruin would not be so

dreadful. But alas, when the crisis of the

sinner's fate comes, no hope is left. Be.

fore that period arrives, we would lift up

the voice of warning and affectionate en

treaty in the ear of the careless sinner.

Take not another step, but to plant your

feet upon the rock of ages.

Are the Planets Inhabited :

Are the planets inhabited ! is a question

which naturally presents itself to the hu

man mind, and for a solution of which we

as naturally look to the science of astrono
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same moral purposes, and with the same

destinies, as the earth. Thus, for example,

we find that those orbs, like our own, roll

in regulated periods round the sun; that

they have nights and days, and succes

sions of seasons, that they are provided

with atmospheres, supporting clouds, and

agitated by winds; and that thus, also,

their climates and seasons are modified by

evaporation, and that showers refresh their

surfaces. For we know that wherever the

existence of clouds is made manifest, there

water must exist; there evaporation must

go on; there electricity, with its train of

phenomena, must reign; there rain must

fall; there hail and snow must descend.

Notwithstanding the dense atmosphere and

thick clouds with which Venus and Mer

cury are constantly enveloped, the tele

scope has exhibited to us great irregular.

ities on their surfaces, and thus proves the

existence of mountains and valleys. But

it is upon the planet Mars, which ap.

proaches nearest to the earth, that the

greatest advances have been made in this

department of inquiry. Under favorable

circumstances its disk is seen to be mapped

out by a varied outline, some portions be

ing less reflective of light than others, just

as water would be less reflective than land.

Baer and Maedler, two Prussian astrono.

mers, have devoted many years labor to

the examination of Mars, and the result

has put us in possession of a map of the

geography of that planet, almost as exact

and well defined as that which we possess

of our own; in fact, the geographical out.

lines of land and water have been made

apparent upon it. But a still more ex

traordinary fact, in relation to this planet,

remains to be considered. Among the

shaded markings which have been noted

by the telescope upon its disk, a remark.

able region of brilliant white light, standing

out in bold relief, has been observed sur.

rounding the visible pole. This highly il.

luminated spot is to be seen most plainly

When it emerges from the long night of

the winter season; but when it has passed

slowly beneath the heat of the solar beams,

it is found to have gradually contracted its

dimensions; and at last, before it has

plunged into light on the opposite side, to

have entirely disappeared. But the oppo

site pole, then coming into similar rela

tions, is found to be furnished with a like

luminous spot, which, in its turn, dissolves

as it breomes heated by the summer sun.

Now these facts prove to us, incontestibly,

that the very geographical region of Mars

are facsimiles of our own. In its long

polar winters the snows accumulate in the

"esolation of its high northern and southern

latitudes, until they become visible to us in

consequence of their reflective properties;

and these are slowly melted as the sun's

rays gather power in the advancing sea

son, until they cease to be appreciable to

'errestrial eyes. The fact is a most strik.

ing one in reference to the present ques-,

tion. If the moon has proved to us, in

controvertibly, that one of the celestint

"minaries is a solid sphere, carved into

elevations and depressions analagous to

those familiar to us, as the mountains and

my. But when the immense distance

which separates us even from the nearest

of the planets is remembered, it can scarce.

ly be matter of surprise that the telescope

affords no direct evidence on the question,

whether the planets, like the earth, are in

habited globes. Yet, though it gives no di

rect answer to the inquiry, modern as.

tronomy has collected together a mass of

facts, connected with the positions and mo.

tions, the physical character and condi

tions, and the parts played in the solar

system by the several globes of which that

solar system is composed, which forms a
metaphor, in exactly the right place, every

piritual acquaintance with chord of popular emotion,—which charac-'vast body of analogy, leading the intelli

t peculiar seasons, iterize Shakespeare: all this set off by a gent mind to the conclusion, that the plan

d long been familiar muscular frame of fine proportion and ets are worlds, fulfilling in the enonomy

"" mind, as if illuminated or irradiated manly strength, a fair, glowing face, which of the universe the same functions, and

"h the glory of heaven, References to portrayed every sentiment before it was created by the same Divine hand, for the

valleys of the terrestrial surfaces, Mars

"aches us as emphatically that another

among them is a world, filled with its

rains, and snows, and clouds, and seasons,

to the purposes and wants of organic life,

which is intimately dependent upon such

adaptations for its being.

Westminster Reviour.

He cARETH roR vs. Yes, with a fath

er's tenderness, and with a sleepless eye,

he watches over our most minute concerns.

He has said also, I will never leave thee

nor forsake thee. And he has promised to

make all things work together for good to

them that love him. This, this is enough

Let the children of God feel safe. Lt

them learn to trust wholly in the Lord:



and what could exceed the magnanimity

of his request for permission from his cap

tors to repair the injury by healing the ser

vant's ear which had been cut off? And,

amid all the indignity and provocations of

the judgment-hall—the spitting—the buf

feting—the mockery—the injustice—the

condemnation,—there was a spirit of calm

clusion, and his history in those years is - -

lost to us. He sought not the favor of the lowing is stated to be the condition of the

mighty—he entered not into kings courts Congregational Churches in Massa.

save once, and that was to be tried and for the last year, as dra

*
*
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A Sermon, by Rep. James Buchanan.

(Continued.)

1 John 2:6. “He that saith he abideth in him,

ought himself also so to walk, even as he walked."

2. And closely allied to the benevolence

has

- - - * wn from them.

He chose his friends and uses of the General Association for 184:

Churches, 437; pastors, 355; sity

m".

condemned.

followers from the poor—the ignorant

the unknown. He taught much in retired supplies, 43; vacant churches, 60.

places, and labored amid the lowly and

of his conduct, was that spirit of forgive

ness so eminently characteristic of our marvel.

Saviour. He came to procure pardon for

the wicked and rebellious—he enjoined

upon all his followers to forgive their ene

mies, to avenge not themselves but give

place to wrath, and he ever exemplified his

own teaching in his life. He found in our

world constant occasion for the exercise of

this feeling. He came to his own and his

own received him not. He appeared in

our world with a commission of richest be

nevolence to experience only insult and

persecution, to terminate a life of provoca

tion in an ignominious death. And did he

ever return railing for railing, or exhibit a

feeling of retaliation and revenge? Wanton

insult and the basest ingratitude, received

from him no return but deeds of kindness

and prayer. Sometimes, in the majestic

consciousness of his innocence, he pointed

out to his enemies the injury they did them

selves, and the punishment they were se

curing by their unreasonable persecution

of the Son of God. But behold him among

that infatuated people, when threatened in

one place fleeing to another, doing only

good in all. Oh, how bitter must those

words have seemed to the Jews, when he

answered them in Jerusalem, when they world.

took up stones to stone him: Many good not the rule of our conduct. It is the ex

forgiveness at which Pilate might well

And see him on the cross par

doning the thief who at first had joined

in the common derision, and last of all,

hear that prayer for his murderers with

which his spirit passed away : “Father,

forgive them, they know not what they

do.” This is the spirit which he has

solemnly enjoined on all his disciples.

Ye have heard it said of old time, an eye

for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth; but I

say unto you, resist not evil; when they

smite you on one cheek, turn the other—

not rendering evil for evil, or railing for

railing—but contrariwise, blessing.

thine enemy hunger, feed him; if he thirst,

give him drink. These are plain Chris

tian duties, which, however derided by the

world and neglected by us, are nevertheless

to be punctually and constantly observed,

if we would be like him, who, when he

was reviled reviled not again; when he

suffered he threatened not, but committed

himself to Him that judgeth righteously.

This principle should raise us above the

base passion of anger, and the petty insults

and offences of our fellow men. But, says

one, the course you recommend is con

sidered mean and dishonorable by the

True, but the opinion of men is

works have I showed you from my Father, |ample of Jesus. So did he, and it should

for which of those works do ye stone me!

And this forbearance seems the more sur

prising, inasmuch as it arose from no in

ability to have revenged himself upon his you, does it exceed in magnitude that

enemies. A single word could have turn.

ed all the terrible agencies of the universe

upon them. But how different was his

be sufficient that the servant be as his

master. But, says another, the offence is

aggravated in its circumstances.

which was borne by Jesus! Then it has

been committed by those from whom we

might have expected better. So were his

Do

If

|

Bethink

*

conduct when, on a certain occasion, his The offence has been often repeated.

over-zealous disciples would, after the they excel the number of those committed

manner of Elias, have called down fire to against him? Come to him with the ques.

consume the Samaritans who had refused tion: How often shall my brother sin

to receive him into their village | He turn-against me and I forgive him, till seven

ed and rebuked them, and said, Ye know times 1 and he will reply, not till seven

not what manner of spirit ye are of For times only, but till seventy times seven.

the Son of Man is not come to destroy However, we will wait till our enemies ex

men's lives, but to save them. And see hibit some signs of penitence. Y: such

how this spirit was illustriously displayed the course of the Son of God? xamine

in the closing scene of his earthly career. carefully into this matter, and see if it be

He knew the base feelings and designs not a positive command-an uncondition

which filled the bosom ofJudas, for he was al duty, the neglect of which no circum

aware from the beginning who should be stance can justify. And remember the
tray him, and could say, I have chosen important condition connected with this

you twelve, and behold one of you is a duty. When ye stand praying, forgive if

devil. He knew the hellish machinations we have ought against any, that your

of this ungrateful man, and the counsel of Father also which is in heaven may for

the Jews to take him, but did he exclude give you your trespasses. But if ye do

the traitor from his presence? No. He not forgive, neither will your Father which

was ever with him as his familiar friend. is in heaven forgive your trespasses. How

And, as such, he sat with him and did eat fearful is the imprecation we draw upon

of the same bread and drink of the same ourselves, while with enmity in our hearts

cup, even on the night in which he was toward our fellow men, we pray God to

betrayed. Still no angry word escaped his forgive us our debts as we forgive our

lips. It was in sorrow he looked on that debtor: • *

little group of his followers when he said, 3. We call your attention, in the next

one of you shall betray me. ...And when place, to the humility of the Redeemer.

he crowned his baseness by delivering him Who had greater cause or better oppor

into the hands of the multitude with, Hail tunity for lofty aspirations, or more ability

master and a kiss, did he blast him where to sustain his claims to superiority? In

he stood? On the contrary, how godlike every respect the greatest and best of men

was his expression, Betrayes' thou the Son –with all the resources of nature at his

of Man with a kiss? Had Judas not been command had he chosen to take advantage

base and hardened, it must have rung of the existing State of affairs in the Jewish

through his guilty soul like the knell of nation, he might easily have realized their

doom. In that hour he could have called wildest visions of universal empire, and

for legions of angels to deliver him from controlled the visible dominion of the

the power of his enemies, but he knew his world. But how different was the whole

hour was come, and he submitted to be led course of our Saviour'. How unambitious
like a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep his views ! How unobtrusive his deeds

before her shearers is dumb, so he opened Obscure and lowly in his origin—his whole

not his mouth. He gave his back to the life was marked by corresponding meek

smiters, and his cheek to them that pluck-ness. It was foretold of him, that he

ed off the hair. Did he countenance Peter should not cry, nor lift up, nor cause his

in his resistance! How characteristicw£ to be heard in the street. The

l

*

his command to him to put up his sword,

*

greater part of his life was spent in se

degrading scenes of earth. So much so,

that some of his unbelieving countrymen

urged him to show himself more openly to

the world. He was reproached as the

friend and associate of publicans and sin

ners. How often do we find him charg

ing those who witnessed his miracles, to

tell it to no man, illustrating his own doc

trine of doing deeds of charity secretly,

and not as the Pharisees, to be seen o

men. How promptly did he reject the

flattering title of good, when applied to him

from improper motives! And when he

saw the Jews were determined to make of

him a king, he declined the honor, and

conveyed himself away from them, and

departed into a mountain alone. Thus, a

minister of good, lavishing his favors free

ly on every hand and deserving the grati.

tude of the nation and the world, he lived

friendless and unhonored, and died for.

saken, with few so poor as to do him reve.

rence. The foxes have holes—the birds

of the air have nests, but the Son of Man

had not where to lay his head.

trine, Blessed are the poor in spirit, for

theirs is the kingdom of heaven. Blessed

earth. Seek not the chief seats in the

| synagogue, nor t

feasts, for whosoever exalteth himself shall

shall be exalted. We must not envy the

from men. We must not murmur if the

will of God be so, to be counted the vilest

of the vile, the off-scourings of all things. this part of public worship in the Eastm

All ideas of our own worth and power in

the sight of God, must be sunk low, and

we must preserve a comportment marked

by calm and noiseless humility, if we

would be like him who is our great ex

ample. Let nothing be done through strife

or vain glory, but in lowliness of mind let

each esteem other better than themselves.

Look not every man on his own things,

but every man also on the things of others.

Let this mind be in you which was also in

Christ Jesus, who being in the form of

God thought it not robberv to be equal

with God, but made himself of no reputa

tion, and took upon him the form of a ser.

vant, and was made in the likeness of

men, and being found in fashion as a man,

he humbled himself and became obedient

unto death, even the death of the cross.

(To be concluded.)

*-*-m

And he has preached to us this doc.|s". Several of the Boston pipes it

are the meek, for they shall inherit the cated by Lowell Mason, Esq. in a "

he uppermost rooms at the confirmed opinion of the editor of the

be abased, and he that humbleth himself the divine service, as at present."

prosperity of the great, or seek to gratify is perverted to a very great extent; all

our ambition by the honor that cometh that: radical reform is immensely impy.

- tant.

ters without charge, 84; church mem.

62,185; admissions by profession, Wi.

deaths, 872; excommunications, 15. s

it appears that the deaths and excommuni,

|cations exceed the admissions, belwet

| 200 and 300.

-

Council of Bishops. TheC.

Bishops of the Protestant Episco, Ch.

of the United States, will assemblem \,

York city, in the month ofSeptem:

already the clergy and the laity armi,

preparations for the contest which its £1.

pected will take place in the caseO'B'

Onderdonk.

*

SABBATH MAILs ABOLISHED. The Me.

master General has ordered the discot:

ance of the Sunday mail from B son,

Charlestown, Mass. It has been them,

mail made up in the Boston office on #

Sabbath for some time past.

Boston Papt.

SINGING As A PART OF PUBLIC Wol.

urging sentiments on this sulject sn't

to those we recently published, as alie

lecture on congregational singing its

New England Puritan, that “this and

y choir-singing and is accompanim'',

The editor of Zion's Heralists:

“When we think of the condition of

*

States, we are astonished that m up"

demonstration towards a reformation of .

has heretofore been attempted. Wethink

we express but the common opining

pastors and all other official servan's lik

church, when we assert that few casts

nay, we will say no other one cause,"

uces more bickerings in religious s”

ties, and vexation to the officers, than"

management of the public singing

would seem, indeed, that God heaped"

fusion and perplexity on this depart"
of our religious exercises, as a retribution

for the profanation with which it.'"

great extent really been conducted."

IRELAND–Cause of its Wretched".

Lord Ashley, in a late speech a "

says:

“The fact is, our statesmen lieu"
great mistake; they seek to go" the

RELJ&JOUS ]''':LLJ&ES]GE,

THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE

UNITED STATEs. According to the Min

utes of the General Assembly for the year

1847, which have just been published by

the Stated Clerk, it appears that the Pres.

byterian Church in the United States of

America embraces one thousand seren hun

dred and fifteen ordained ministers; two

hundred and thirty-one licensed preach.

ers; three hundred and forty-three candi

dates for the ministry; two thousand three

hundred and seventy-six churches, and

one hundred and seventy-nine thousand,

four hundred and fifty-three members in

full communion. There has been collect.

led for the cause of Foreign and Domestic

Missions, Education, and other benevolent. French Society of Evange

operations of the Church, during the year

ending May, 1847, the sum of three hun

dred and ten thousand, one hundred and

sixty-fire dollars.–Presbyterian.

people through the priests; where"."

should endeavor to control the '"
through the people. Depend upon it,:
difficulty is not in the Irish nation, whic

is panting for spiritual emanti'
in the sacerdotal and monkish orders, who

reversing the piety of Aaron, sian: in:

tween the living and the dead—he":

word of God and the dead cong".

Only protect life and limb, free:
and Irish Bibles, and you wills" : w

perplexed with inquiries how It"

be governed.”

STILL ERECT. The Walde"":
Vallies of Piedmont, who have : s

maintained the ancient faith, thoug : i

fering the common calamity of the:

Europe—scarcity of: t
und:

ten thousand francs to : Mission

r which end"

his Society "

ns among

during the financial yea

May. The object of this

sustain the work of miss"

heathen.
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- SwitzERLAND. In Switzerland the sit

lings of the Federal Dict, or supreme Leg

£ure of the Associated Cantons, have

commenced, and in this body the Radical

party, as they are designated, have ob.

fined a majority, while their leader, M.

''' ()schenbein, has been appointed to the

presidency of th: Diet. The Swiss Radi.

ca's are democrats of the original French,

or Infidel School, who have an utter con.

tempt for all forms of revealed religion,
and whose only creed is revolutionary |i.

centiousness, combined with its usual

amount of practical tyranny in regard to

all classes, without distinction, who pre

sume to question their arbitrary mandates.

In Geneva and Vaud this radical faction

fraternize with Jesuitism and Popery, for

the crushing of pure Protestantism, be

cause the latter dares to oppose the rights

of conscience and the word of God to its

anti-Christian requirements, and in Lu

- cerne and the Roman Catholic Cantons,

s: the same faction is prepared to wage a war

of extermination with Jesuitism, because its

interests are opposed to those of the revo

a lutionary cabal itself. Preparations for

actual hostilities are, on both sides, inces.

santly made, and our readers may expect,

•re long, to hear of a bloody civil war

- having commenced amongst the antagonist

- parties in the Swiss Confederation. The

" Jesuits are secretly in the interest of Aus.

tria and Russia, who have long meditated

" the downfall of the Swiss Republic, and,

though we thoroughly detest their machi.

nations, and ardently wish their total dis.

* comfiture, yet we can entertain no cordial

sympathy with the agencies by which their

* efforts are to be immediately opposed.

* Good is frequently educed out of evil, and,

in the present instance, this result may

"... possibly be effected; but, Swiss Radical.

ism, and Swiss Jesuitism, are equally

powers of unmitigated mischief, whose ex

termination must be earnestly desired by

every lover of Scriptural truth, as well as

by every genuine friend of rational liberty.

The mountains of Switzerland, how

ever, are not the only scene of Jewish in

trigue, as the “eternal City” itself has

lately been converted into a theatre for one

of their latest conspiracies, and this, too,

directed against no less a personage than

the successor of St. Peter himself! On

the 17th of July, a grand fete was to have

taken place in Rome, under the auspices

of the Pontiff himself, and the Jesuit fac.

tion in that City had selected the occasion

as one admirably fitted for the work of as

sassination and of revolutionary murder.

Paid agents had been employed to rush

amongst the populace with daggers, and

fly armed criminals were to have been

liberated from the prisons for the com

mencement of this sanquinary work, im.

mediately before the display of a number

of fireworks which were to constitute part

of the public entertainment of the day." A

Popular chief, named Ciceruacchio, fortu

mately discovered and revealed the whole

plot: and its authors, including many per.

"ns of high distinction, were immediate.

ly arrested and their papers were seized,

while others fled to remote localities for

sa'y. The National Guard turned out,

and did its duty nobly on the occasion ;

and the people themselves would have exe.
cuted summary vengeance upon several of

the leaders who had fallen into their hands,

"d they not been forcibly restrained by

the interference of the Pope himself, second

'' by the efforts of Princes Torlonia and

Rospigliosi. The fullest proofs have been
obtained in relation to the guilt of the ac.

cused Parties, and, for the present, at least,

the Pontiff and his ministers have had a

providential escape; but it is too much to

"spect that they shall always be able to

£ murderous vigilance of their

ceitful s£ who can Wear the de

mile of friendship as well as carry

dark lantern and poignard of the pro

*

* .

f

Letter from Mr. Barnett.

(Concluded.)

When I first stepped into the school on

a visit, all the scholars arose and bowed

politely, and then they all sat down again

cross-legged on the floor, like so many

tailors, and each returned to his own busi.

uess. The room is a small place and not

very clean, but about a par with other

things of the kind in the country. Some

of the children were very ragged and dirty,

being from the poorer class of society;

and would, in all these respects, rival any

“Ragged school” of which I have ever

read. But about some there was a pert

iness of expression, liveliness of movement,

and nobleness of manner, which, with a

peculiar fashion of dress, and cut of the

hair, a little lock hanging down in front of

each ear, which is cut off by others (see

Lev. 21:5,) pointed out that they were de.

scendants of that race connected in high

antiquity with the providence of a wonder

ful-working God, and who are still interest

ed in the most blessed promises to the

fallen race of men. They also showed

that they had not yet learnt the deep de

gradation of their fathers and brethren

here, and in other lands; they appeared

in innocent ignorance of what would cause

them to bow their heads in days of greater

knowledge, in deepest shame. Each had

a little sachel for his book and writing

paper, swung upon his shoulder and hang.

ing at his side. Those reading had little

thumb-papers to keep the new books clean

which we had furnished to the scholars of

the school. Amidst abundant confusion,

there was a great deal of order. The ages

of the children varied from four or five, to

ten or twelve years. Some were up at the

master's side, who was seated cross-legged

on a bed, being after the Frank fashion,

(as the natives are beginning to imitate

many things from the West,) getting their

pens mended and copies set. Some were

writing with their pens made of small

reeds, holding their copy-books on their

knees, some in large capitals, some in

small letters, each with an inkstand at his

side. This each one carries with him,

thrusting the long hollow handle, in which

the large pens are contained, into the

girdle which all wear around their waists.

A horn was used in the prophets’ time,

now it is composed of brass and sometimes

of silver, see Ezek. 2: 2, 3, 11. Others,

who had not advanced so far, were draw.

ing the forms of the alphabet and the digits

with their fingers, or a splinter, in white

sand contained in little wooden frames

lying on the floor, about three feet long,

six inches wide, and two inches deep, with

an inch depth of sand. They had the

Arabic alphabet and digits marked out on

small boards of the same length and width

of the sand-frames, in large characters, for

copies, and when they had filled their little

box with letters and figures, they erased

them with a stroke of a little ruler, and

immediately commenced anew. In this

way they were prepared to write on paper.

It might have been introduced to save the

expense of paper. After one had gone

over the operation several times, he went

to his work, and another took his place.

The boys kept their copy-books quite clean

and free from blots, and gave evidence of

great care and improvement, which they

took great pride in pointing out to me. I

asked them for a few pages as specimens,

and send them home enclosed, as a kind of

remembrance, curiosity, or first-fruits of

good things to come. The Jewish. boys

also gave me specimens of their writing in

Hebrew, which they had brought with

them from their Hebrew schools, which

were also very neat and good. Several

little boys not more than eight or nine

years of age asked me in Hebrew, whether
I knew their language, which they all con

sider an attainment of the highest impor
4. - -

essional *sin-Londonderry Sta'd.
tance, and thought strange that I only knew

how to read it a little, as they learn to

from Hebrew to Arabic. Some of the

smaller boys recite their lessons; while

reading in a class.

aloud, and to one who had never seen or

heard the like, it would have appeared a

language by the ear and the eye, at the

same time. The class at the master's side

were all at once following the master. As

he pronounced the words all repeated

them, the worst scholars being nearest,

and the best farthest from him, all taking

the words not less from the mouth of the

master than the book. The Jewish boys

asked me to go and see their Hebrew

schools, which I promised I would do at

some future time. They also asked for

some books of which they had got a few

—the Proverbs of Solomon. I promised

to bring them some to the school when

they had learned to read and write well,

with which they appeared very much

pleased. One little boy told me he took

his book home every night and read in it.

{t is composed of short stories from the

Bible. In the book of another, I observed

the expression, “The Mother of God,”

speaking of the Virgin. It contained parts

of the gospels, with the names of the feasts

and fasts of the church, with a few prayers.

We will see that books containing such

expressions are excluded, which is very

easily done in reducing the schools to

classes, and furnishing books of a uniform

character. I told a little girl who was

hanging about the master, that she too

must go to school and learn to read and

write, that in our country all little girls

went to school. The master said that

when he got into the new school room, he

would try to get some to attend, which

was quite a new idea to all, as girls are

never taught to read and write. The hour

for dismissing the school arrived while I

was in. The scholars all bid the master

good evening and then me, and retired

very orderly. It would be difficult to de

termine which were most pleased, the visit.

ed or the visiter. To me, all calling up

lively recollections of early days, in a dis.

tant land, of childhood and childhood's

friendships, under circumstances as diverse

from the present as could well be con

ceived. Hopes, too, for the future were

excited, cheering compared with what once

hung over the prospects. The mission

aries here had before tried to get schools

under their care, but the Jews refused to

send, even though the master was to be of

their own profession. This may be stopped

soon, but it has commenced, and we are

determined, if possible, to keep it in opera

tion, and make the best of it we can. |

lf we could only get schools under our

control to teach them in their own Old

Testament, and get them to think, to be

come acquainted with the facts and truths

contained in their own books, much would

be done. While many go through a course

of education, such as it is, they know

scarcely any thing of what their books con

tain. They, even the best informed of

them, are astonished at the facility with

which any of us turn to any passage we

desire. Many have a general idea of what

is taught, but nothing distinct. Could we

correct this, it would be laying the founda.

tion for future labors, both among Jews

and Christians. A rapid rhyming man

ner of reading prevails, as if therely re.

peating the words, without acquiring or re

taining the sense, were all that is required.

This might be promoted by visiting their

own schools, and merely asking questions,

and promising some little presents to those

who gave the best answers. So far as can

be seen, there could be no objection raised

|

speak and read it at the same time. They could do. -

translated to me several sentences with the does this chapter contain!

utmost facility from Arabic to Hebrew, and minds be brought to work-let them be

see us sometimes in great numbers.

one occasion, Mr. D., the convered Jew,

one by one, and left.

spread like wild-fire, and it was the last we

-- -

- *

ng the present system as any thing we
What are the facts : What

Let their own

*

pi

brought to think for themselves,—-and

more advanced scholars were hearing the much of the work is done.

While in the way of forming and giving

some were standing up by the master correct opinions on the subject of our mis
All were reading|sion, I may allude to a remark which was

made in our last joint-letter, that while so

many were here of all faiths there appear

Babel of confusion; but they thus learn the led a favorable opportunity for declaring

the truth. Looking at it at a little distance

it appeared feasible, and we thought it our

duty at least to make an experiment. On

Saturday, the Jews being dressed come to
On

being in and inquiring whether they would

listen, and they promising that they would,

commenced an address. But before he had

proceeded fifteen minutes, they all got up,

The news of this

had of them in such numbers. A private

conversation, in which reply is granted on

the instant, is always acceptable; but the

apparatus of a regular discourse is too for

midable for them. Private conversation

with the Bible in hand, and direct refer

ence, both with Jew and Christian, is one

of the most important modes of operation.

Preaching is kept up on Sabbath for all

who will attend, and our doors are always

open for any who wish to call upon us and

inquire of the truth. Visits have not been

made to houses as much as desirable, but

while only imperfectly acquainted with the

language, we stand to some degree ex

cusable, for often one may be nonplussed,

and the cause injured, by not having

words, whereas they may think argument

is lacking.

We have had the latter rains here very

plentifully, and to all appearances we will

be favored with an abundant harvest. The

natives say there has not been such a pros

pect for plenty for twenty years.

During the last month, a couple of Jews

and several Christians became Mussul

mans. I referred in my last to a vizerial

letter, which had been granted at Beirut,

in reference to Druses, Ansareeyeh, and

such nominal Mussulmans. On date of

this, we hear that a firman, or something

to that effect, in reference to Protestantism

has been granted, having been brought up

by the people of Hasbeyeh, a city, in

the mountains of Anti-Lebanon, or more

properly Hermon, which being in the

Pachalic and Patriarchate of Damascus,

will have no doubt great bearing on us in

the city. I shall endeavor to send copies

of all such letters in my next.

Yours ever in the bonds of Christ,

JAMEs BARNETT.

SMYRNA. A considerable number of

Israelites have expressed their conviction

of the truth of Christianity, and their de

sire to make a public profession of their

faith, but they are kept back from doing

so by the difficulty of providing employ.

ment for them after their baptism.

BAGDAD. A spirit of inquiry pervaded

all classes of Jews in Bagdad. The rabbis

are fully sensible of it, and endeavor to do

every thing in their power to check this

extraordinary movement.

AFRICA. The descendants of Judah

who have been dispersed all over the world,

reside in great numbers in the countries

which border on the southern shores of the

Mediterranean. It is a most remarkable

and wonderful fact, that in those vast dis.

tricts of Africa which presents to European

travellers nothing but impassable deserts

and irreconcilable enemies, the Jewish

wanderer can meet with a brother and

find a home. The Arab hordes, that de.

to it, and it would be as effectually sap. stroy with unrelenting ferocity every Chris.
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wards the support of these schools.

ed, fixing upon Chambersburg as the place

their path, will permit the Jew to pass un

molested, or to remain undisturbed, if he

wish to take up a permanent abode among
*Iw - -

them. The poverty of the Jews shelters

them from the cupidity of the Arabs, and

perhaps their origin and habits expose

them less to observation and jealousy as

strangers and enemies, the jealous suspici.

out Arab being accustomed to regard every

stranger as an enemy.

ANother UUNIoN. The long-expect.
ed union between the British and Cana

dian Wesleyan Methodist churches has

taken place through the instrumentality

of the successful mission of the Rev. Dr.

Alder, who is returning again to Great

Britain. The aboriginal Indian tribes

will participate largely in the benefits

likely to result from the fraternal union

of counsel and effort which now seems

likely to prevail, and operate from the

union of these two great branches of the

Wesleyan Methodist body in Western

Canada, under the entire direction of the

British Conference. The children and

young persons of these tribes will derive

special advantage from the training of

the several industrial schools, the estab

lishment of which is contemplated. The

Canadian Indians evince so strong a de

sire to see their children brought up in

civilization and Christianity, that they

have resolved to contribute annually

about £1500 from their own funds to

-

CoNvENTion of THE DUTCH AND GER.

MAN REFoRMED CHURCHES. We learn

by the Presbyterian that the Triennial

Convention of the Reformed Dutch and

German Reformed Churches, assembled in

Reading, Pennsylvania, on Wednesday of

last week, and adjourned on Friday morn

ing. The opening sermon was preached

by the Rev. Dr. Van Wranhen, one of

the Professors of Rutger's College, New

Brunswick, New Jersey. About twenty

four clerical and lay delegates were in at

tendance, from the States of New York,

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, among

whom were, Dr. Schaf, of Mercersburg,

Ex-Governor Vroom, of New Jersey, and

other distinguished persons, connected

wih the two churches. The principal dis.

cussion before the Convention was the ex

pediency of dissolving it, and returning to

the original mode of communion between

the two churches represented in it. The

result of the discussion was the adoption of

a resolution recommending a dissolution of

the Convention to the different synods tha'

compose it. A resolution was also adopt.

for the next meeting of the Convention,

and on the second Wednesday of August,

1850, in case no dissolution takes place in

the interim.

*::======"-"
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WEDNESDAY, SEPTEXPER 1, 1847.

t: The Editor acknowledges the re

ceipt of $12 for Synod's Fund, and

$13.50 for Foreign Mission Fund, from

Mifflin congregation.

THE FIRST A. R. SYNoD or The

West will meet in Mansfield, O, on the

last Thursday, the 30th of this month.

As much of the interest of a meeting of

Synod depends upon the fullness of the

attendance, it is hoped the members will

not be intimidated by the distance of the

place of meeting, from many of them.

tian stranger who may attempt to cross, language from the Christian Magazine appear in connection in Dr. Watts' Pre- it, and that “the cause of truth at:

|which, in connection with his scrupulous

w- - |

of the South :

one can content himself to be absent from

year to year, unless he lives at an unrea

sonable distance, or labor's under some

|bodily infirmity. It should be the settled

' of clergymen, to be absent from

judicatories on no occasion, unless they

|are furnished with reasons which they

would not be ashamed to offer up at the

tribunal of the Church's Head.”

THE CoNVENTion of delegates from

the Reformed churches, will meet in

this city on Tuesday the 7th of Septem
|

ber.

CoNvENTion of THE PEorl.E. The

time for the meeting of this Convention

has been altered from 2 to 7 o'clock,

P. M., of Monday the 6th of September,

the day preceding the meeting of the

Convention of delegates.

[** Our Subscribers who are still in

arrears, will have a good opportunity of

making payments, through the members

of Synod, at Mansfield. We expect to

be present, and will be glad to receive

what is due, to as full an extent as possi

ble. It is needed.

THE PREsBYTERIAN ADvoc ATF. The

Editor of this paper appears, in his last

number, to have come once more to the

“close of the discussion;” and as is usu

al with him on such occasions, he has

every thing just to his mind. All that

he has asked of us, has now been given

up !

Our readers will no doubt wonder

how this comes, but they should know

the announcement of the Advocate is not

intended for them, and it is not expected

they will trouble themselves with it. A

good deal of what our brother says is

intended merely for his own readers,

care not to let them see more than his

own side of the question, makes him a

remarkably safe Advocate of any particu

lar views. Even quotations, which when

disputed are generally given to the read

ers on both sides, rarely have in the Ad

vocate more than the Editor's idea of the

“correct sense.” In this, “as to err is

human,” he is sometimes mistaken;

you may correct him, and in such a

manner as leaves him under the charge

of ignorance ofthe original text, or some

thing less creditable; but no matter for

that. His readers will never hear a

word of it; and from any change in his

tone, or assertions, no one would suppose

he had ever been reminded of his error.

This we feel is a severe reflection, but

in evidence of its truth and justice, it is

only necessary to refer to two passages,

which we have quoted from Dr. Watts;

the first commencing with his acknow

ledgment of having “omitted some whole

psalms and large pieces of many others,”

&c.; the second with his frank avowal

of having “turned” particular passages

of David from their original import.

|

“Ecclesiastical meetings are among the "e - - ion.” will al

the most delightful seasons in a minister's was not his design to give “a version," will also remember that at the very on.

ife, and we therefore wonder how any or even, in many instances, “a faith set of the discussion, after Quoting is

*

|face, and in themselves, prove beyond righteousness" required those who were

ach of all fair controversy, that it chargeable with it to be exposed. H.

ful expression of the sense of David" offensive passage of our corresponde,

The disposal which the editor of the that terrible assault upon the Pres:

Advocate made of the first passage, was an church (the Presbyterian churi #!

the announcement to his readers, that the while not so much as named)
we

”

it was a “garbled misrepresentation, observed as follows: “It seems to Us,

“torm from the middle of long sen- the most offensive part of this pes'

tences,” &c. We corrected him in this, in the last clause, in which the commi.

and directed his attention to the Preface son referred to, is classed with thef."

of Dr. Watts, with which he would see of the infidel. But to this the E!,

'our quotation was word for word. The'of the Advocate does not object. He

|

editor never denied the truth of our cor- appears to reprobate the comparisms

rection, but never gave the slightest in-heartily as our correspondent. Whitl,

timation of it to his readers, and has denies is that such a comparisonism:

never, in the least, altered his train of by those with him on Psalmody."

assertion. “Of the morality of this, we This language sufficiently indicates:

say nothing, preferring to leave that mat-extent to which we were lipseit.

ter to the private review of individual dispute with the Advocate. If the E:

conscience.” tor had at first merely attempted top:

The second quotation referred to above suade us against the phrase "ii",

has been disposed of in a manner equally flout,” in its application to the commi

disingenuous. It was given as an entire son in question, as “unnecessarily is

paragraph, and we have called the atten-vere” or “unwarranted," it is not:

tion of the Advocate to it, over and over we would have had any difficulties; i.

again, to prove, not the propriety or im- as we have already said, we were is

propriety of Dr. Watts' alteration of the particular about that. But when lek

inspired text, but simply that in the cases|nied that any such comparison was mak,

referred to, he did alter it, and had not and urged us to the proof we give it

given “a faithful expression of the sense him, and have held ourself in realits ||

of David"—the point in dispute. This to give him more, if he would only" |

paragraph was not dependent for its im- ceed with the investigation. To this,

port upon any other part of the Preface, however, we have been unable toin't

but stood by itself, an unequivocal ac-him; he has been ready to prove," "

knowledgment of its author, that in par- attempt to prove, almost everythingek

ticular cases he had altered the “sense connected with the subject; but on the

of David.” But it too has been classed particular issue joined by us, www.

” the of what we regarded as unwitt" *with “garbled misrepresentations,

editor all the while bitterly complaining pretensions, he has observed for some
*

of the liberties we had taken with the time a most significant silence. *

language of Dr. Watts! Of course, the In conclusion, all we have to sayis

effect upon his readers was far better, that if our brother is satisfied to filled

than if he had given them the quotation in this way, from the bold and blustern:

itself, that they might form their own assertions by which he engaged usin':

judgment of its “correct sense.” discussion, he can go. Hither" webate

|

But in nothing else has the editor been been more amused than otherwise,"

more distinguished than the variableness the sinuous course which hel" chts"

of his pleas and positions. After a few to pursue; we have looked with*

demonstrations in favor of a version, he upon his arduous and ennobling t!"

fell back on “a correct sense;” in his to make a little capital of " #:

last number be has discovered that “the “infidel flout;” but that he should at

main question” is, the propriety of the last throw himself upon this, ".

phrase “infidel flout” as applied by our “main question,” is a necessity,*

correspondent. We cannot say that we we had not supposed, that "" #

admire the ingenuousness of this last extremity, he would be willing to *

“turn” of the editor; but in other re-knowledge. -

spects it is quite encouraging. Of We take it, then, as no longer dis"

course, in falling back upon this plea, at led, that Dr. Watts, in many i"
** correct sense

this stage of the discussion, we are to un-has not given even the -

derstand him as abandoning all further of David, which, in connection with .

attempts to prove that Dr. Watts'p: previously made, that he .

are the Psalms of David; and that he is “neither given a version nor*

only anxious now, that they who use 'tion,” makes out the case for which we

them, and thus practically attest that became responsible, fairly and fully.

“Dr. Watts can write psalms for£ thing further which we mayhi"

church as well as David,” should not helio say, will be on different phases of the

called “infidel floutters.” Very well', which although it" h

we shall not quarrel with him about that. our brother for the purpose of i.e.

Of course we think such a comparison attention, we shall treat irre'

“improper,” very inconsistent with the anything he may have to "y" '.
respect due to Inspiration, but we are not We will begin with an exhibiti" aft

particular by what name it shall be called 'truth in regard to the SS" of Ulster

The Editor will remember that we have <>

told him before, that we did not interfere

in that matter, but left it entirely with

himself and our correspondent, who at of the Advocate appear to

–T

A PLAIN MAN. All the correspon"

have forsal

On this sciect we submit the following The paragraphs from which we quoted,
- - - | - - is labo

first appeared to agree in their views of the editor, but this one. He is 1
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away with a patience worthy of a more

promising cause: He must be growing

weary, and, as a measure of relief, we
*

suggest that he -

salm of Dr. Watts; if he make that

ingle with the “ ideas” and the “very
•

words of the prose," we will give up the

uestion. - -

Or, if he would prefer a similar exer.
1. -

:ise in a new form, we would suggest kind, and on the subject, with which we France and England, according to the stipula

hat he take up the case of Balaam, who have met; and we trust our readers

when he was desired by the king of have given them a careful perusal.

Moab to curse, commenced blessing Is

The question is not whether Ba
- -

ae).

*: aam was right or wrong; it will be ad

w

mitted he was right; but did he give the

correct sense” of Balak 1

* There is another matter, which the

ditor has neglected, that might receive

he attention of this writer. When our

Jatholic friends, cntirely omit one pre

:*, * ept, cut up another, and essentially al

er the meaning of another, as published

a the Advocate a short time since, have

hey the “correct sense” of the Decalogue!

# , ome light on these points would really

o more to settle the question in dispute,

"r

".

an anything he can accomplish by his

resent mode of operation; and he will

... et sooner through.

“NEITHER A VERsion Nor A TRANs

Ation.” Such is now the testimony of

le. le Advocate in respect to Dr. Watts'

e 'salms. As our brother has taken this

osition, even against Dr. Witherspoon

nd others (no doubt without any inten

on of charging those learned men with

ignorance or dishonesty,”) we think he

* Iould go a little farther, and do some

ing to correct the false impressions

hich still prevail on this subject. He

ust be aware that by those whose

ews on Psalmody he represents, it is

2nerally believed, that Dr.

salms are a version of the Psalms of

avid. Certain it is, that when inter

langing views with the adherents to a

cripture Psalmody, they almost inva

|

*t

en".

hurry on to the 109th

Watts'

-

precise definition of his position, and

pledge himself in the presence of wit

nesses, that he will stick to it until fairly

disposed of

1.

CK

|

KrawAN's LETTERs. We give in this

number the last of these unanswerable

letters. They are the best things of the

-

ALLEGHENIAN. We have neglected to

notice the late enlargement of this in

teresting weekly. The moral tone by

which this paper has been distinguished

since its establishment, in connection

with its literary merit, entitles it to a

liberal patronage in this community. It

gives us pleasure to notice its enlarging

and prosperous career.

|

WnceLING FEMALE SEMINARY. This

flourishing institution is under the super

intendence of Rev. William Wallace and

lady. It would be difficult to conceive

of persons who, in all respects, are better

qualified for the work in which they are

engaged, and we are glad to see their

Seminary, but lately established, having

already so much promise of permanency

and prosperity. The session closing

with July 16th was attended by one hun

dred pupils. The next session com:

mences on the first Monday of September.

Parents who are desirous of the moral

and religious, as well as intellectual im

provement of their children, cannot in

trust them to safer care and instruction

than may be enjoyed in this Seminary.

HARRIs' DIRECTory. We have re

ceived from the author, the fifth edition

of his Directory of Pittsburgh and Alle

gheny. Such a work is of much value to

ripening to a crisis

so long Inarassed the Cantons, the contest for

political and religious dominion which h is raged

so long, seems now ready to burst into open

hostility.

i

solution of the seven Catholic Cantons, and the

threats of resistance on the part of the later,

ably tell us, that they have the Psalms

!

really as we have, and that the only

fierence between us, is a mere preju

ice, on our

r version.

part, in favor of a particu

The editor should see to it,

at his brethren be “delivered of that

rror.”

Is It So?

le object of

We have understood that

the Advocate, in taking up

* subject of Psalmody at this time,

tas to throw
some light in upon the dark

other from which the article of “ Many
l -

resbyterians” came.

* in concluding the discussion, in a population, which we believe our next

is last numl

rogress. We have no disposition to

nterfere in th

nteresting to

!ot them fr

:loud.”

---.

"The MAIN QUESTroN.”

ion which the Advocate brings forward

"the last number, and wishes us to take

up, is not w

might bear a discussions but before we

sould entertai

}*ging in it w

We think the

Jer, should have reported

he matter, but it would be

us to know how far he has

on under the “Jewish

The ques

ithout some interest. It

"the faintest idea of en

all, especially to strangers, wishing infor

mation of the residence and business of

our citizens. We hope the esteemed

author may realize that remuneration

for his labor which it deserves.

In his introduction Mr. Harris says:

We have lived in Pittsburgh near

half a century. When we first came to

it, a little boy about ten years of age,

the population was scarcely a thousand,

and not a real good brick house in it;

we now estimate it in the two cities of

Pittsburgh and Allegheny, and the bo.

roughs and towns immediately around

within a circle of about five miles, at full,

if not more than one hundred thousand of

census will more than sustain.

And again :

When we came to Pittsburgh, it had

but one small old log church, where a

clergyman preached to a very small con

gregation, and a small place at the old

Fort, at the Point, in a room in a brew

house, built of old Fort Pitt brick, where

a few zealous Methodist people met to

worship. The citizens of Pittsburgh are

now a church-going people, and they

have in the two cities and towns around

in a circle of about five miles, upwards

of one hundred good churches, and as

ith him, he must record a

many Sabbath schools, and about one

w-r

steitzerland. In Switzerland affairs seem

The disputes which have

The decisive step which has been

aken by the F deral Die, by decreeing the dis.

eem likely to bring matters to such a point as

will require the long threatened intervention o'

tions of the treaty of Vienna.

sm:marr:*:Tamma

& !) . W.' A R Y a

The sale of the Mormon Temple at Nauvoo, to

the Romanists, has failed, in consequence of

some delect in the title.

Religious Newspapers—But thirty-four years

have elapsed since the first cligions newspaper

was started in the United States. Now there are

upwards of a hundred of this character, publish.

ed by the diff rent Christian denominations

many of which have a very wide circulation.

England-In England a new election is like.

ly soon to take place. The question which seems

likely to be the most absorbing of all others, is

whether the Roman Catholic clergy shall be em.

dow.cd by law, and their salaries paid out of the

public taxes.

Temperance in England. The London Cor.

respondent of the National Intelligencer says

that notwithstanding the immense exertions o'

Temperance Societies in England, the consump.

tion of brandy in 1846 was 500,000 gallons more

than in 1845. The duty upon foreign spirits in

1846 was 7s 6d. per gal on; and although the

low duties have been in operation only eight

months, vet the increased consumption of brandy

and gin has, during that period, been such as to

make the revenue greater than in 1815. The

total increase of consumption in rom, brandy, gin,

and British made spirits, in the last four years,

is given at 6,308,375 gallons.

-

The Nestorian Massacre. The Boston Travel.

er avers on authority of recent information, that

the statements published some time since, from

English papers, respecting the massacre of the

Nestorians bw Beder a han Bev, last autumn, are

grossly exaggerated. Instead of four districts

being laid waste, only one [Tehoma! J was invad

.d.; and instead of 3,000, probably not one.'ourth

of that number are believed to have fa'len in the

massacre. Instead of two bishops having been

been impled, Tehomah has had no bishop for

many years; and, of course, none has been mas

sacred.

It appears, by the following letter from Con

stantinople, that Beder Khan Bey, whose cruelty

is referred to above, which, although not so terri.

ble as at first reported, was bad enough, is likely

to receive a just retribution:

Constantinople, July 17.

The campaign in Kurdistan has at last been

opened in the most glorious style. An extraordi.

nary express arrived at the Porte on the 15th,

with the important intelligence of a complete vic.

tory having been gained at Dergul over the in

surgents, in which inore than 1,200 Kurds were

left dead on the field of battle.

The details are to the effect that Eumer Pacha,

commanding the right wing of the Turkish corps

d'armee, preceded the main body, and on the 15th

of June entered the Hakary mountains. At first

he met with great opposition from the insurgents,

and this caused him to move in a very cautious

manner. On the 17th, two hours before mid.

night, the Turks were attacked, and fought with

dawn of day, when, rushing forward, they attack

ed the enemy most vigorously and quickly put

them to flight, with a loss of 1,200. The loss of

the Turks is variously e-timated at from 500 to

800 killed and wounded.

Eumer Pacha on the 19th, after a forced march,

arrived before Daghderin, the stronghold of Beder

Khan Bey, and, agreeably to instructions from

the Porte, twice summo led the Kurds to sur

render, on a promise of mercy; but the latter de

termined to listen to no terms, and to try the

weight of their own wild valor against the disci

pline of the Turks. After a fight of twelve hours,

in which prodigies of heroism were displayed,

the castle was evacuated by Beder Khan Bey

who made good his retreat to the mountain fast

nesses of Evrak.

It also appears that the main body of the Turk

ish army, under the couinand of Ostuan Pacha,

had entered the Hakary mountains at Kalkan

due, with 12,000 men and 19 pieces of light ar

tillery, and that on the 14th of June, while cross

ing the Beuhtan, he met a strong body of Kurds,

led by Khan Mahmoud of Van ; an engagement

took place, and the enemy was dispersed, leaving

400 killed on the field of battle; their chief him

self fled, and had joined Beder Khan Bey at

Evrak.

The Archduke Charles. This distinguished

general, the ablest rival of Napoleon, with the

exception of Wellington, and pronounced by Na

p leon himself as one of the ablest tacticians of

the day, died at Vienna on the 29th of April last.

The immediate cause of his death was a severe

cold, followed by inflammation of the pleura. The

Archduke conin inded the Austrian force at the

bloody battle of Wagram, and held for awhile the

late of the day, even against Napoleon. He also

commanded at the battle of Esporn Essling, in

which Marshal Lannes was killed. His spirit

was cramped and his intentions frustrated by

Aulic councils, or he would have made a more

success ul soldier. He was nucle to the present

emperor.

Dr. Enmans on Preaching. A young man

having prea-hed for the Dr. one day, was anxious

to get a word of a"plause for his labor of love.

The grave Dr., however, did not introduce the

subject, and his younger brother was obliged to

bait the hook for him. “I hope, sil, I did not

weary your people by the length of my sermon

to-day.” “No, sir, not at all; nor by its depth

either.” The young man did not respond.

PRESBYTERIAL MEETINGS.

The Second Presbytery of Ohio, is to meet

in Crooked Creek Church, on the last Monday

o, September next, at 2 o'clock, P. M.

B. W.
-

hundred and twenty-five clergymen. great valor, much to their disadvantage, t.ll the

Spain.—The royal family are in a state of vio.

lent contention, and what will be the result it is

difficult to forcsee. The Queen is separated

from all her relatives, and towards her royal con.

sort she feels the utmost dislike and aversion.

An Englishman recently abjured the Protes.

tant religion at Madrid, in order that he might

be enabled to marry a Spanish lady, who abso

lutely refused to wed n heretic husband. He was

baptized with grent solemnity, and the king con

sort acted as one of the godfathers.

syria. The Protestants of flasheiya have laid

their grievances before the Sublime Porte; and

an order has been issued to the Pac'ha of the dis.

trict in which they live, to give them the requi.

site protection. The government of Turkey is

undoubtedly sincere in its professed desire to

grant toleration to all its subjects; but its wishes

are sometimes defeated by local officers. It may

be so in this case.

The Presbytery of Blairsville at its meeting

in Turtle Creek Church, on the 17th ult,

“itesolved, That each pastoral charge forward

two dollars as their quota of the deficit in Gene

ral Synod's Fund.”

Presbytery adjourned to meet in Puckety

Church, on the last Tuesday (26th) of October

next, at 11 o'clock, A. M., to be opened with a

seraion by Rev. N. C. Weede.

J. W. DUFE, P. Clerk.

o B ITU A R Y.

Died, on the 9th of April, 1847, Mrs. NANCY

H! LLARD, wife of Charles Hillard, in the 60th

year of her age. At the age of twenty-one, by

divine grace, she was led to see the need of the

atoning blood of Christ. She became a member

of the Associate Reformed Presbyterian Church,

in which she maintained a consistent pro ession.

She loved the church of God, and loved his peo

ple, and is lamented as a friend of the afflicted,

She envied none—none envied her. To do good

was her delight, and now, we trust, she is enjoy

ing the fruits of her Christian lie. “Blessed are

the dead who die in the Lord.”
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W H A T IS LIFE.

What is life? To some a dream

Of pleasure and of joys,

When rays of gladness sweetly beam

To bid the heart rejoice;

When all seems bliss and happiness,

Nor griefs nor cares appear,

And every sum brings blessedness,

And glad sounds strike the ear.

What is life? To some a dream

Of misery and pain,

When sorrows piercing often gleam,

And sadness writhes the brain;

When nought of comfort seems to smile

To cheer the aching breast,

Nor joy, nor pleasure e'er beguile

The soul to tranquil rest.

What is life? Oh! what is pleasure

When enjoyment's past?

Or what is all the boasted freasure

That worldlings hoard so fast?

Or what are all the joys of earth,

That satiate the mind?

Or what is pomp, parade, or birth,

If we no true peace find 7

Oh! as the lightning that appears

And for an instant gleams;

So man may live a few short years,

But life a moment seems;

And when the end of life draws nigh,

And joy or sorrows flee,

Then man, with one convulsive sigh,

Says,—“All is vanity "

Cath. Instructor.

D'J U S G : [l, [l, A N Y a

MERLE D’AUBIGNE. The following

brief notice of the distinguished author of

the History of the Reformation will be the Upper Mississippi, the most novel.

read with interest:

John Henry Merle D'Aubigne is fifty

three years old, having been born in 1794.

He is a native of Geneva, where his ances

tors were refugees from religious oppres

sion, on the paternal side, from France,

on the maternal side, from Italy. His

grandfather, Francis Merle, married Eliza.

beth D'Aubigne. Agreeably to a usage

which exists in Switzerland, by which a

gentleman adds the name of his wife to

his own, in order to distinguish him from

other persons of the same name, Mr.

Francis Merle appended that of D'Aubigne

to his own, and was known as Francis

Merle D'Aubigne. This additional name

has descended through his son to his

grandson, the historian. The latter is

known in England and America by the

name of D'Aubigne, but it is his expressed

wish that he may be designated by the

name of Merle D'Aubigne.

Merle D'Aubigne studied for the minis.

try in a Socinian Institution at Geneva.

About the time he was completing his edu

cation there, a wealthy Christian by the

name of Haldane, from Edinburgh, was

residing at Geneva, and though unable to

speak the French language, yet his Chris.

tian zeal prompted him to attempt, through

an interpreter, to teach these Socinian

students “the glorious gospel.” Great

and happy was his success. God blessed

his efforts to the salvation of some ten or

twelve of them. Among these were Merle

D'Aubigne, Gaussen, and Felix Neff.

Merle D'Aubigne was once settled in

Brussels, now the capital of Belgium, over

a Protestant congregation speaking the

French language. From this position he

was driven by the revolution of 1330. On

his return to Gerða, he found the friends

of evangelical religion there just com

mencing a new theological school, and he

him was associated his friend Gaussen.

Commencing with some three or four

young men, it has steadily increased, till it

has now forty students, including both the

preparatory and theological departments.

Merle D'Aubigne's History now num:

bers four volumes; he intends, if his life

should be spared, to add two more, making

six in all.

MINIsTERIAL ANEcDoTE. When Mr.

Moody was on a journey, I think in the
western part of Massachusetts, he called

on a brother in the ministry, on Satur

day, thinking to spend the Sabbath with

him if agreeable. The man appeared
very glad to see him, and said, “I should

be very glad to have you stop and preach

for me to-morrow; but I feel almost

ashamed to ask you.” “Why, what is

the matter?” said Mr. Moody. “Why,

our people have got into such a habit of

going out before meeting is closed, that it

seems to be an imposition upon a stran

ger.” “If that is all, I must and will stop

and preach for you," was Mr. Moody's

reply. When the Sabbath-day came,

am going to speak to two sorts of folks

to-day—saints and sinners. Sinners, I

am going to give you your portion first,

and I would have you give good atten

tion.” When he had preached to them

as long as he thought best, he paused,

and said, “There, sinners, I have done

as you please!” But all tarried and heard

him through.—Sewall.

A CARAvAN FROM THE SELKIRK SET

rived at the village of St. Paul, near St. [.

Peters and the Falls of St. Anthony, on||

ever appeared since Noah's Ark was

thousand inhabitants in a high latitude of

British North America, known as the

“Selkirk Settlement.” Cut off from the

commerce of the world, they rely en

tirely upon their own resources, their

farms, their flocks, and fishing, and hunt

ing for support—being a community, so

to speak, of Robinson Crusoes.

Their crops having failed the two last

seasons, they have been forced to break

out of the wilds again and seek food in

the market of the great brawling world.

Formerly their chief point of contact

with commerce was at Toronto; but

now, owing to the increase of supplies

on the Upper Misssissippi and the abun

dance of game and forage on that route,

they trade at St. Paul, the head of steam

boat navigation on the Mississippi river.

Into St. Paul they came on the 10th of

July, a caravan of 120 carts in single file,

wearily moving along by moonlight.

They had travelled southward over

the prairie six hundred miles, having

been nineteen days on their way, through

a region abounding in buffaloes—-en

camping at night in a tent around which

the carts were arranged in a circle, to

fence in the cattle. They were hinder

ed considerably in crossing some of the

frozen wilds of the North, many of them, The Union Questions, from '::

probably, never again to commune with The Union Consecutive Questions,

the great world- Wisconsin Herald. at 6 ceili,

| The Union Hymn-Book, “Jü " *

and Mr. Moody had opened the meeting presented to the different hotels in Cincinnati, by

and named his text, he looked round on the Young Men's Bible Society. They are all

the assembly and said, “My hearers, I'very nicely bound and printed.

with you now; you may take your hats! Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts.

and go out of the meeting-house as soon burgh, Pa.

change at market price.

TLEMENT. On the 10th ofJuly, there ar- giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev.

S

and original looking caravan that has engravings, price $300.

evacuated. Our readers are aware that '9 PLE.—A very valuable miscellaneous work,

there is an insulated settlement of several price $2.50.

work ever published on this subject.

IEDRINE URGII A.C.A.D.E.YTY.

HE Fall and Winter Session of the above In Robinson's Scrip." Characters.”' ".
stitution, will commence on the 16th day of Robinson's Biblical Researc" in Wales"

August next, under the superintendence of Rev. &c., with maps, *," 3 volumes, 'it A

Samuel Findley, A. M. Undoubted reference as Professor Stuart's Comments' " the Al

to success and ability in teaching, has been fur-|calypse, 2 volumes octavo. - # It.

nished by Mr. Findley. Professor Stuart's Critical History "

of Wooster. It is in the midst of a moral and A full assortment of the

religious community. ***

health of the pupils and for their progress in

study; being quiet, elevated and retired, and af will be sold at reasonal

d at St. Paul ". Book-stoREs.
they soldressed, whic

the lot at $3.50 each.

They had with them also an bundance -

of specie; and waited a few days." St. Theological Hookstore.

Paui for the arrival of a steamboat load

of flour and groceries. The caravan was,

made up of men and boys of all ages,

kindreds, tongues and complexions, in

cluding a large proportion of Gumbos.

Their dresses were as various as coul

be imagined: being uniform in only a

single article of apparel—all wore moc,

casins. The carts were made wholly of"'MEMORs & SERMONs of

wood and hides, the hubs being covered |M'Ci: EYNE (in 3 Vorums, in the

with bandages of green hide,''£: full ly of SABB

- - ... 1-3 il they We have a full supply o! SABBATH.

;::'£ school Books,' by the Amen"

- - | Sunday.School Union, including a Library

Some of these odd two-wheeled vehicles ONE HENDRED VOLUMEs...it',

were drawn by little horses and others of $10; and one of Fif Y Volt's#8

by oxen, each animal, horse or ox, being Superintendents of Sabbath School "#"

eared in a harness of green hide. They'' the great reduction in price win,
g - - - the leading books.

are now again on their way back to the

E would invite the allention of minist,

and others, to our large supplies".

ological and Sabbath School Books just ferth,

comprising nearly all the late Valuable Wr,

in the Theological. Department, and all le.

from the press of Robert Carler, who his #!

published several works of a high order, ".

ing Huldane on Romans, which is reement:

as being the best Cominentary on that Epsis

ever published.

Child's Scripture Question Book, 10 "

Those wishing to replenish their Libritis"

find a full assortment on hands at the Pitt.

phia pries. Orders from school in the".

iry promptly at ended to, and great are ults
the selections.

ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

Successors to R. Carter, Market Stree."

tween 3d and I'll

Seven hundred and forty-six Bibles have been

H J L L A N D B R O W N E ,

(Saccessors to Holdship & Browne,)

MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of

PAPER HANGINGS, and dealers in Wri

ing, Printing and Wrapping Paper,

No. 87 Wood Street,

T H E G REAT SUPPER.

N order to meet the state of the time.”

proaching, we will sell our"

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the vis'

prices
Per dozen, $200,

Per single copy, 20 cents. .

And by the hundred or more cop"
der, 20 cents per copy; and when olded"

hundred, a credit of three "" allowt: #

responsible men, or 5 per cent discount "

with the order.

April, 1847.

IJ Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex

January 0, 1847.

EARS HISTORY OF THE BIBLE,-A

new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one,
Also in STORE,

Scott's Commentary, in 3,4 and 5 volumes.

Dwight's Theology, 4 volum"
Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volumes. -

Edward's Theological Works, compete in *

volumes.

Edwards on Redemption, and Edwardson's

ligious Affections, in separate volumes.

Encyclopaedia of Religious Knowledge.

Dowling on Romanism, illustra":

p'Aubiga's e Reformation, com" "

and 4 volumes.

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volume.

Earnes on Isaiah, 3 volumes."

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12"

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.

ry remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred

criptures, during a period of upwards of four

housand years with copions notes, critical and

xplanatory, illustrated with several hundred

EARS' INFORMATION FOR THE PEO.

OW LING'S HISTORY OF ROMANISM,

from its earliest origin to the present time.

I his is universally acknowledged to be the best

Z. Wilson & J. DouTuerr, Agents.

fence of the Old Testament."

ToGETHER witH. .

Publication' "

The situation of the - - - - in Board: "'
- **I is the PresbyterishHouse and Grounds is very favorable for the Publications of the oks, selected "".

Cities —all of what

le prices ful Cash a

LUKE, LOOM'S A "
No. 9 Wood Street. Pittsbu'.

American Sunday School" Dj"

This institution is situated in the village of

Edinburgh, Wayne county, Ohio, six miles east f :

*

great variety of other be
cent visit to the Eastern

ording every opportunity for healthy recreation, R

The academical year is divided into two sessions

—five months each.

ags, by

TERMs.

Arithmetic (Davies"), English Grammar

(Bullion's), and Geography (with the

use of Globes), per session,

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and His

tory, -

Ancient Languages, with the higher

branches of Fnglish Literature, * 0.00

dj Bullon's Latin and Greek Grammars will

be used.

NI'SOY

M’DONALD & BEl:'.
(Patterson's Old Stand, No. 7° Mari

- Street.)

he Pu'
l EEP constantly on hand." -

K£'A'£
t!

in sell at Phil

and ope":Boarding can be had in the village, at from Union, which they "

streams, and in many places found a

scarcity of fuel, and even the dry excre

wholesome. They brought along a large

elk, a bear and some other animals which

they had captured on their way, and

many packages of fars. They had a

was at once placed at the head of it. With very choice lot of buffalo robes well

ment of the buffalo, which they use for on reasonable terms. -

fuel. They£ for want of A Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus is

water—as many o. the smaller streams' connected with the Institution; and the stock.

were 80 strongly impregnated with the holders are resolved to make every exertion to

excrement of the buffalo as to be un

$1.00 to $1.25, and in the country at from 871 ces. They are "" receiving

lars worth, ""
cents to si n) per week. Clubs, wishing to of One Thousand" : *

'£n obtain rooms in the: on band at all times about."£
there will be no difficulty s!" tin,

ing a full supply of the books; Set

IT subscriptions receive" for ":*

school Journal for Teache".£
render the advantages of the institution equal to annum), and Youth's rea, Gise

| iny of a similar kind in the west. (price 12! cents per at num) nt :

| A. H. JAMESON, President. They also offer a General£

* JOHN BIGGS, Vice President. celiancous, Theologie l'.
DAVI D CLARK, Treasurer. Paper and Stationary. which: print

J. H. HiTCHCOCK, Secretary. iowest prices they can be"s

July 1, 1847. Sept. 16, 1846-tf.
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day, every two weeks, at one Dollar per annum,

in advance, or One Dollar and a half after the

close of the year. No discontinuance until all

arrearages are paid.

Payments may be made to John Sterrit or Jo.

seph Spratt, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe
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Any person who will procure five new subscri

bers, and transmit the money, shall be entitled to

a copy of The Preacher, for one year.

Where a private conveyance does not offer,

subscribers will please transmit by mail.

Mount Olivet.

The Mount of Olives stands just with

out Jerusalem, over the little stream of

Kedron. Its height and magnitude would

not entitle it to the name of mountain as

we use the word; but being called such

in the Bible, it belongs among the “Sa

cred Mountains.” In moral grandeur it

towers above all the preceding summits

that rise along the horizon of history.

It is difficult to recall any scene vivid

ly that has been so often described and

so long familiar to us as that which tran

spired on the Mount of Olives. The

mind is prepared for every event in it,

and hence cannot be taken by surprise

or held in suspense. But there are mo.

ments when the heart forgets all that it

has ever heard, and seems for the first

time to witness that night of suffering.

The indifference which long familiarity

has produced, disappears before rising

emotion, and that lonely hill-top—that

midnight prayer—that piercing agony,

with its bloody testimonial, and the rude

shock of Roman soldiers, all, all, swim

before the swimming eye, with the fresh

ness of first sight, till the heart thrills

and throbs at the solemn spectacle.

But morally grand and moving as that

scene was, it caused but little talk in Je

All communications to be,
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breathless consternation. At length all

eyes centered on Judas, and he rose and

went away.

I will not speak of the conversation

that followed; but amid words that thrill.

ed every heart was heard such language

as, “This is my blood shed for many;”

and as the bread crumbled beneath his

fingers, “This is my body;”—-strange

language, and awakening strange sensa

tions in the bewildered listeners; and a

mournful sadness rested on every face,

as through the silent chamber rung those
tones of tenderness.

Gradually the great city sunk to rest,

the noise of wheels grew less and less,

and only now and then a solitary car

riage went rumbling by. It was mid

night, and from that solitary chamber

arose the voice of singing. The victim

at the altar—the sufferer by the wheel,

struck up a hymn at the moment of sacri

fice. Was there ever before a hymn

sung under such circumstances?

Through the darkened streets those

twelve forms are slowly passing towards

the walls of the city, cared for and no

ticed only by the police, whom the be

trayer has put upon the track. Kedron

is passed, and they reach the garden

of Gethsemane. “Sit you here,” says

Jesus, “while I go and pray yonder,”

and taking with him only Peter and

James and John, he ascended the slope

of Olivet. As they paused on the soli

tary summit, the human heart threw of

the restraint it had put on its feelings,

and burst forth in tones of indescribable

mournfulness, “My soul is exceedingly

sorrowful, even unto death ; stay here and

watch with me.” Every prop seemed

falling beside him, and in the deepening

gloom and dread that surrounded him.

sweeter than angels use, “Father, not

my will but thine be done.” Oh, what in

expressible tenderness is poured in that

word “Father”—the very passion and

soul of love is breathed forth in it.

Wearied and worn, that tottering form

slowly rises and moves through the

gloom towards where the three friends

are sleeping—going in its humanity after

sympathy. The pressure is too great—

the sorrow and despair too deep, and

the human heart reaches out imploring

ly for help. “What, could you not watch

with me one hour !” falls on their slum

berous ears, and the lonely sufferer turns

again to his solitude and his wo. Prone

on the earth he again casts himself, and

the wave comes back with a heavier

and a darker flow. Bursting sighs, and

groans that rend the heart again startle

the midnight air, and down those pale

cheeks the blood is trickling, and the

dewy grass turns red, as if a wounded

man were weltering there. The life

stream is flowing from the crushed heart,

as it trembles and wrestles in the grasp

of its mighty agony. Wo and darkness,

and horror inconceivable, indescribable,

gather in fearful companionship around

that prostrate form, but still the prayer

goes up, and still the voice of resigna

tion hovers amid the tumult like the

bre; it of God over a world in chaos,—

ruling the wild scene.

Oh, is this the form that a few days
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tures may be fulfilled;” and the betrayer

and his accomplices take up their fallen

weapons, and freed from the sudden awe

that overwhelmed them, close threaten

ingly around their unresisting victim.

With their prisoner they clatter dow

declivity of Olivet, cross Kedro

soon their heavy tread resounds along the

streets of Jerusalem as they hurry on to

the house of the high-priest. Why speak

of the painful desertion of his followers,

sufficient of itself to break a noble heart

—of the rude treatment of the brutal offi

cers that guarded him, or of the mockery

of a trial, destitute even of the forms of

justice Why speak of Peter's treach

ery, rebuked only by a sorrowful look;

or of all or any of the shameful proceed

ings that made this last most terrible

night of the Son of God a fit prelude to

the crowing act of human wickedness!

The night wanes away—the morning,

the last dreadful morning approaches,

and the scenes of Mount Olivet are to

disappear before the fearful tragedy of

Mount Calvary.

Headley's Sacred Mountains.

The Importance of Trifles.

There is nothing more common than

to hear matters spoken of as trifles, which

in their bearing and results prove most

important. In the anecdote related of

a Quaker, there was much wisdom dis

ago stood on this same height and looked

off on Jerusalem sleepin

the sunlight around, and the flagrant

played. When negotiating with a per

below while son in the way of trade, he was told with

respect to certain particulars that they

he reached out for sympathy and aid.

breezes loaded with the scent of the were trifles, over which they doubtless

pomegranate and vine, visited in kind-should not disagree, and they had better

ness his brow, and the garden smiled up therefore postpone the consideration of

in his face from beneath, and garments them. To which he replied, “Then,

were strewed before him, and branches friend, we had better attend to them

of palm waved around him, and “Ho- first, as trifles are frequently the most

Then, as if recollecting himself and the saxNA To The Highes'r" shook the hill?

task before him, he broke away even Alas, what a change has passed over

from those three remaining friends, and him! No hosannas greet his ear, but

they saw with speechless grief and a-deep within his soul are voices of ter.

mazement his form disappear in the ror and dismay, striving, but in vain, to

darkness. -

Jerusalem is sunk in slumber and se- Christ arose from the earth he had

shake his constancy or darken his faith.

curity, and naught but the tread of the moistened with his blood, and stood be he laid down, Newton engaged in specu

difficult matters to be settled.”

The intelligent consideration and col

lateral evidence of facts, minute and com

paratively insignificant, as taken sepa

rately, constitute the basis of that induc

tive philosophy of which Bacon was the

father. Proceeding on the facts which

rusalem. The streets of the proud city watchman is heard along the streets, neath the stars, that still shone on as lations of giganic extent, and arrived at

were filled with careless promenaders- The disciples in the garden of Gethse: tranquilly as if all unconscious of the conclusions characterized by all the cer.

parties of pleasure were assembled—mane are quietly sleeping below, and all scene that had transpired in their light. tainty of demonstration. The falling of

dissipation and revelry were on every is still and solemn, as night ever is when Kedron still murmured by, and the night an apple from a tree, which to an ordi.

side; and the quiet of the staid citizen's left alone; and the large luminous stars air stirred the leaves as gently as ever, nary observer would have appeared as

home was not interrupted by the tragedy are shining down in their wonted beauty. All was sweet and tranquil, when torches unworthy of consideration, was with him

Mount Olivet was to witness. Every

thing moved on in its accustomed way,

were seen dancing to and fro along theKed esmurmuring by as if singingedron go urm g by • 's of the hill, and the heavy tread of

in its dreams, and the olive trees rustle

an object of intense interest, involving the

most profound investigation, leading to

when, in an obscure street, in the upper to the passing breeze as if their leaves approaching feet was heard, and rough the discovery of the laws of gravitation.

chamber of an inferior dwelling, a group

of coarse-clad men sat down to£

"read with the plainest fare. The rat.

tling of carriages and the hum of the

mighty city were unheeded by them, and

You could see by their countenances that

"calamity was impending over their
heads. Few words were spoken, and

those few were uttered in a subdued and

*addened tone, that always bespeaks grie

at the heart. At the head of the table

"...one whose noble countenance pro

'aimed him chief there. He had won

the love of those simple-hearted men,

and now they sat grouped around him,

'"g some sad news; but oh, they
"re unprepared for the startling decla

"on that fell from those lips: “This

#". % you shall betray me.” “I,
I?” “I, it I?" ran from lip to lip in

faround, save that moan which rises in a that had more of God than man in them,

were but half stirred from their slum-voices broke the holy quiet of nature;

bers. It is night, most quiet night, with and soon Roman helmets flashed through
all its accompaniments of beauty and of the gloom, and swords glittered in the

loveliness. torchlight, and a band of soldiers drew up

But hark! from the summit of Mount before the “ man of sorrows." “Wom

Olivet, rises a low and plaintive moan; seek ye?" fell in languid and quiet ac

and there stretched on the dewy grass, cents on their ears. “Jesus of Naza

his face to the earth, are seen the dim reth," was the short and stern reply.

outlines of a human form. All is still, “I am Me,” answered them but in tones

deep perpetual monotone, like the last for swords and torches sunk to the earth

cry of helpless suffering. But listen at their utterance, and those mailed war,

again; a prayer is ascending the heavens: riors staggered back and fell like dead
and what a prayer, and in what tones it is men. It was not the haggard and blood

uttered. Such accents never before rung streaked - face over which the torches

on the ear of God or man: “Father, if shed their sudden glare, that unnerved

it be possible, let this cup pass from me." them so; for they were used to scenes
It is still again, and nature herself seems of violence. and of murder—it was the

to gasp for breath; and lo, there arises God speaking from the man. - -

another voice in tones of £ignation “But so, it must be, that the Scrip

In like manner the casual observance of

light issuing through an aperture in a

window-shutter gave rise to the most in

teresting experiments in optics.

How often do events, apparently trivial

and almost unobserved, prove of vitalim

portance, and shed an influence upon the

whole of future life. How often do we

realize that incidents which seem fortu

itous and insignificant, prove, as in the

case of Joseph, important links in the

chain which fills up the character and

condition of human life. We should,

therefore, mark every occurrence as it

unfolds, and verify the declaration of

the Psalmist, “He that observeth these

things, eren he shall understand the loc

ing-kindness of the Lord.”

In the intercourse of society and the

endearments of friendship, the value of:
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trifles is apparent.

that “life is made up of trifles.” Who

has not felt the influence of some little of.

fice of kindness, opportunely and delicate.

ly performed ! On the contrary, the first

and slightest feeling of mistrust and the

merest indication of insincerity or reserve,

may lead to results the most painful, and

éventually burst asunder bonds which ap

peared indissoluble. How important, there.

fore, in cultivating the charities of life, to

beware of the many little things which

might cause us to give or take off nee.

In morals their importance is no less

evident. As a single leak, though at first

comparatively small, may expose a whole

crew to the horrors of shipwreck, so the

first and most trifling aberration from the

ath of rectitude may involve consequences

as baneful as they are lasting. One step

leads to another, until the strides in folly

and guilt are successively lengthened and

proportionally rapid. At length habits are

formed the most inveterate, constituting

the elements of a character equally de

praved and dangerous.

Viewed, moreover, in connection with

religion, the importance of trifles is es:

pecially worthy of notice. The earliest in

timations of contrition for sin, and the

feeblest breathings after holiness, may, un

der the fostering influence of meditation

and prayer, prove the germ of spiritual

and permanent principles connected with

the salvation of the soul. “Who hath

despised the day of small things " is the

language of God himself. And if he gra.

ciously regarded and approved of Abijah,

“because in him there was found some

good thing toward the Lord God of Israel,”

ought we to neglect, either in ourselves or

with reference to others, any, although the

faintest desire, towards him, and the re

membrance of his name? Should we no

rather regard it as the incipient influence

of the Spirit of God, to ripen the fruits of

holiness and peace here, and at last in the

harvest of eternal glory. On the other

hand, the earliest and smallest indication

of the decay of piety, or of indifference

with regard to the requirements of religion,

is a dangerous prelude to the most evil

consequences. We should be particularly

jealous as to the smallest decline in the

spirit of piety. When the bloom of health

and the verdure of the soul, produced by

careful discipline in the cultivation of the

divine life, are once effaced, and yield to

the sickly hues of lukewarmness, let us

beware of the winter which such appear

ances precede, of the spiritual decay or

death they forebode. For as in autumn

the stateliest tree of the forest loses its

foliage almost imperceptibly, leaf by leaf;

so by small degrees the most flourishing

professor of religion may be stripped of his

vernal beauty and his spiritual fragrance,

until the bare trunk is left, the mere form

of godliness.

mind the importance of the maxim adduced

by Paul, “A Little LEAvEN LEAvenETH

THE whole LUMP.”

Aim High

Do not look at the practice and example

of other Christians, in forming the standard

of piety at which you aim. The allowance

of this thing has probably had a more dis

astrous influence on the church, and on

the world, than all other causes that could

be named. Generally, when persons.com.

mence a Christian life, their consciences

are susceptible and tender. They are

strict and watchful in the performance of

duty, and are pained even by a slight

neglect. The have been wont to feel, that

becoming religious implies a great change:

that old things must pass away, and all

things become new. And when they be.
gin to look around among their Christian

friends, and turn to them for aid, and to

those who have had experience and made

advances in Christian life, they find that

It has been observed, they seem to look upon duties and defici.

-

scene, without being overwhelm'd with land! The moo

lences in a very different manner. They terror an - -

seem to neglect many things which the Jordan to be sustained, in the valli !--! :- - -- -

young Christian has felt to be very impor the shadow of death to be tranquilized, city. The all-pervading stillness is broken

|an ; and to practise many things which and in the immediate anticipation of eter- by * breeze that seems to have traveled

he has supposed inconsistent with religion. nity and all its awful disclosures, to belover the plain of Sharon from the sea. It

Then commence the disastrous efficts, composed and evenjoyful-these are the wails among the lonbs, and sighs amt

The young Christian begins to feel that he advantages, this is the blessedness of re-the cypress groves. The palman's".

need not be more particular than those to ligion. These are some of the treasures ble as it passes, as if it were a spirit of

whom he has ever looked up with deference with which it crowns and enriches its wo. Is it the breeze that has ind:

and respect. He begins to imagine that truly humble, obedient, and persevering over the plain of Sharon from the sea!

he has been rather too strict and particular followers. |Or is it the haunting voice of pries

He begins to take a retrograde: Dear reader, may you enjoy the reli-mourning over the city that they ".

and though his conscience and the Bible'gion of Christ! It will dignify your cha-'not save! Their spirits surely way

offen check and reprove, yet after a few racter—it will expand and ennoble your linger on the land where their Creator a

inefficient struggles, he lowers his stand-mind—it will purify and transform your deigned to dwell, and over whose im".

ard, and walks as do others. spirit. It will enlighten, when nothing ing fate Omnipotence had shed him

Look into your Bible, and see how else can illuminate. It will cheer, when tears.

Christians ought to live. See how the nothing else can deliver. From this Mount who can but believe

Bible says those who are Christians must Value and love the religion of the Bi- that at the midnight hour, from the sum.

live; and then if yout find your Christian ble, and you are redeemed—neglect it, mit of Ascension, the great demned d

friends living in a different way, instead of trifle with it, despise it, and you are lost Israel assembled to gaze upon the la':

having cause for feeling that you may do and beggazed for ever. ments of their mystic city? Then må

so too, you have only cause to fear that be counted heroes and sages, who be

they are deceiving themselves with the be. shrink from no rivalry with the brights

lief that they are Christians, when they are and the wisest of other lands; but the law.

not. Remember that the farther your giver of the time of the Pharaohs, wh:

Christian friends depart from the standard laws are still obeyed, the monarch, whe

of Christian character laid down in the reign has ceased for three thousandyan,

Bible, the less reason have you to hope but whose wisdom is a proverb in all m.

that they are Christians. And do not hesi- tions of the earth; the teacher whose do.

tate on this subject, because you find many trines have modeled civilized Eume

prefessed Christians, who are indifferent, the greatest of legislators, the gra's

lax in their practice and example. Re-the Garden of Gethsemane and the tomb administrators, and the greatest of".

member that Chris has said. “Many shall of Absalom, the waters of Kedron, and the ers; what race, extinct or living,"

say unto me in that day, Lord, Lord "dark abyss of the vale of Jehosaphat. Full |duce three such men as these! T. lis

thus claiming to be his disciples, to whom falls its splendor, however, on the opposite ight is extinguished in the village &

he will say, “I never knew vou.” city, vivid and defined in its silver blaze. Bethany. The Wailing" has became

Dr. Bedell. A lofty wall, with turrets and towers and!" "ing wind; a while films:

frequent gates undulates with the unequal" the purple sky; the stars" we',

ground which it covers, as it encircles the the stars are hi'i all be" dark is

lost capital of Judea. It is a city of hills he waters of Kedron and the " '

far more famous than those of Rome; for Jehosphat. The tower of David mega

- n has sunk th: th:

d dismay, but in the swelling of Mount of Olives, and the stars in their.

alley of er sky shine doubly bright over les.

“O happy souls that know the sound;

Celestial light their steps surround;

And show that jubilee begun,

Which through eternal years shall run.”

Jerusalem by Moonlight.

The broad moon lingers on the summit

of Mount Olivet, but the beam has long left

Enjoyment of Reiigion.

Let us constantly bear in

It is a blessing at once precious and

inestimable, to enjoy religion in the soul,

not merely to possess a theoretic ac.

quaintance with it, however extensive;

not merely to converse about it, how

ever pleasing may be the conversation

indulged; but to enjoy its divine virtue

—to realize its divine sweetness—to ex

perience its healing and divine influence

—to feel its divine and transforming pow

er. If religion be enjoyed by us, how

lovely does the Saviour appear! The

character he sustains, the relation he

bears, the work he performs, the com

passion and grace he displays, are cloth

|ed with powerful and irresistible attrac

t1OnS.

If religion be enjoyed by us, how beau

tiful and captivating does the word of

God appear to us; in the wide range of

# doctrines—in the simplicity, adapta

tion and fulness of its precepts—in the

amplitude and tenderness of its invita

tions—in the holiness and sweetness of

its promises; we go td it continually as

to the richest feast, and we feed on its

discoveries with ever-augmenting delight.

If we enjoy religion in the soul, how

precious are the ordinances of the gos

pel in our estimation! Those simple

and devout observances—those hallow

all Europe has heard of Sion and Calvary," obscurity; no longer glitter''

while the Arab and Assyrian, and the re's of the mosque of Omar; Behs's

tribes and the nations beyond, are as igno- angelic waters, the gate ofs'

rant of the Capitolian and Aventine Mounts he strees of sacred sorro", the St.

as they are of the Malvern or the Chiltern 'em and the heigh's of "'"

Hills. The broad steep of Sion, crowned longer be discerned..., A'"" a

with the tower of David; nearer still, creasing darkness, while." very lite &

Mount Moriah, with the gorgeous temple the walls gradually eludes the ". the

of the God of Abraham, built, al., by £ch'e '''y S***
child of Hagar, and not by Sarah's chosen light.—D'Israeli.

one, close to its cedars and cypresses, its

lofty spires and airy arches, the moonlight

'alls upon Bethesda's pool; further on, en

tered by the gate of St. Stephen, the eye,

though 'tis the noon of night, traces with

ease the street of Grief, a long winding

ascent to a vast cupolaed pile that now

covers Calvary, called the street of Grief

because there the most illustrious of the

hnman as well as the Hebrew race, the

descendant of king David, and the divine

Son of the most favored of women, twice

sank under the burden of that suffering

and shame which is now throughout aii
Christendom the emblem of triumph and

of honor; passing over groups and masses

of houses built of stone, with terraced roofs

or surmounted with small domes, we reach

the hill of Salem, where Măchisedek built

his mystic citadel; and still remains the

Testimony of a Unitarian"

The following is from the pen of Ge.

Bancroft, author of the History"

United States, and at present mus"

plenipotentiary at the court." Ca

Great Britain, a Unitarian in his "g"

opinions:

“It is in season to rebuke the intolet.

|ance which would limit the praise of C

lvin to a single sect. They who haven"

admiration but for wealth and""

never admire the Genevan '"
for though he possessed the richest:

of his age, he never emerged£

limits of frugal poverty. The"'

may be allowed to reverence:
and regret his errors. Helived in*

when nations were shaken to"
ed and sublime institutions which the

Lord has commanded us perpetually to

regard, for our increased illumination,

our Scriptural edification, our unceasing

growth in grace.

esteem them most highly.

blessings conferred upon us, and we

shall never be so happy as when we are

ported under all the trials of our shadowy

existence below ! How are we enabled

to meet every difficulty, though most for

midable; to brave every assailant, tho' and unrivalled scene.

most violent; to encounter every storm, most surrounded by ravines, and rising in

though. perhaps most raging; to endure the centre of chains of far-spreading hills,

every suffering, though perhaps most in-occasionally offering through their rocky

tense; and to look forward to the closing"glens, the gleams of a distant and richer

hill of Scopas, where Titus gazed upon Je

rusalem on the eve of his final assault.

Titus destroyed the Temple. The religion

of Judea has in turn subverted the fares

These ordinances will which were raised to his father and him.

not be neglected—they will not be under-self in their imperial capital, and the God

valued, much less trifled with. We shall of Abraham, of Isaac and of Jacob is now

We shall worshipped before every altar in Rome!

prize them as some of God's choicest and Jerusalem by moonlight! "Tis a fine

spectacle, apart from all its indissoluble

associations of awe and beauty. The

engaged in their celebration. If we en-mitigating hour softens the austerity of a

joy religion in the soul, how are we sup-mountain landscape magnificent in outline,

however harsh and severe in detail, and

while it retains all its sublimity, removes

much of the savage sternness of the strange

A fortified city al

tre by the excitement of the Reform:

tion, when the fields of Holland

France were wet with the carnage

persecution; when vindictive #:
on the one side, threatened " Prot

ants with outlawry and de' *

Vatican, on the other, sent forth:

themas and its cry for blood. :

day, it is too true, the influe':

cient, long-established, ha::

error, the constant dangerof".
- union

the intensest desire to ":

among the antagonists of ''

engrossing consciousness." '' Chri
gle was for the emancipati" oft: orm.

tian world, induced the great it d for

er to defend the use of the:

the extirpation of err" *:
and lamenting his adhes" to

doctrine which all Chris"

75'

--

'

:

*

.

dom he

- - - - wed, we m}
Centuries implicitly received,

tru

d for
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remember that Calvin was

founder of a sect, but fore

most among the most efficient of modern

republican legislators. More truly bene.
volent to the human race than Solon,

more self denying than Lycurgus, the ge

nius of Calvin infused enduring£
into the institutions of Geneva, and made

it for the modern world the impregnable
fortress of popular liberty, the fertile

seed-plot of democracy.

Again, we boast of our common

'alvin was the father of popuschools; C -

lar education, the inventor of the system

*

republicans,

not only the

present age, and of ages yet to come bythe just observations,the good opinions, then, is our rule of faith, as common peo.

*

Without Cromwell, humanly speaking, and sincere and gentle encouragement of ple, unable to read Hebrew and Greek?

liberty would have been lost, not only to

England, but to Europe. Even IIune in

one place ascribes this immense and glori.

ous result to the Puritans. We must add,

that the defeat of liberty would have been

the defeat of the gospel,

“In the seventeenth century there were

but two men-Louis XVI. and Cromwell

-the former representing absolutism; the

latter, evangelical Christianity and liberty.

There were certainly in that age other in

portant personages:—and who will not re.

of free schools. call to mind the generous Gustavus Adol.

amiable and sensible women.

For the Preacher.

Information Wanted.

When will the Psalmody question be

4. Will Mr. Annan inform us of the

consistency of his new Psalmody princi

|'' Why not purge out thoroughly, and

make clean work of the whole system?

We are pleased that Mr. Annan's atten.

|tion has been directed to the action of the

settled ! . The columns of the Advocate “Highest Judicatory” of the Holy Mother

have, or months, been burdened with ar. Church, in “omitting” one of the Ten

gument and assertion on this subject, Commandments, and mangling another,

which, instead of settling the question, and yet retaining, in her opinion, the

have rather raised new difficulties. In a “correct sense.” In his “review” pro

late number, we hear of the “close of the mised, he may endeavor to divorce his

discussion.” Well, perhaps it is time, ir own principle and practice from that of the
Again, we are proud of the fi: states phus l - But the two chief figures are Louis

that fringe the Atlantic. . The H ilgrims and Oliver. . Between their systems, if no

of Plymouth were Calvinists; the best between their persons—the struggle was

influence in South Carolina came from fought; and the victory, although slow

the Calvinists in France. William Penn and long disputed, particularly in France,
was the disciple of Huguenots; the ships remained with Oliver. They are the re.

from Holland, that first brought colonists presentatives of two principles—of two

all is done that can be, to “shake the

predjudice of education.” But, truly, some

of us are under the “Jewish cloud” yet.

In the close, however, Mr. Annan informs

us, “For the present, we are rather grati.

fied with the prospect of some leisure to

Church of Rome. We wish him also to

|tell us, why he does not have the “correct

sense” of the preface to the Ten Com

mandments. Ex. 20:2. “I am the Lord

|thy God, which have brought thee out of

the land of EGYPT, out of the house of

to Manhattan, were filled with Calvinists.

He that will not honor the memory, and

respect the influence of Calvin, knows but
little of the origin of American liberty.

Or do personal considerations chiefly

win applause ! Then no one merits our

sympathy and our admiration "'e thanicles of that activity which covers the whole
Calvin, The young exile from France, world

who achieved an immortality of fame be

fore he was twenty-eight years of age,

now boldly reasoning with the king of

France for religious liberty; now ventur

ing as the apostle of truth to carry the

new doctrines into the heart of Italy;

and now hardly escaping from the fury

of Papal persecution; the purest writer,

the keenest dialectician of his age; push

ing free inquiry to its utmost verge, and

yet valuing inquiry only as the means of

arriving at fixed principles. The light of

his genius scattered the mask of dark.

ness, which superstition had held for cen

turies before the brow of religion. His

probity was unquestioned, his morals

spotless. His only happiness consisted

in “the task of glory, and of good;” for

sorrow fourd its way into all his private

relations. He was an exile from his

ilace of exile. As a husband, he was

£ to mourn the premature loss of

his wife; as a father, he felt the bitter

pangs of burying his only child. Alone

in the world, alone in a strange land, he

went forward in his career with serene

resignation and inflexible firmness: no

worlds. The two gigantic figures are

each raised on a lofty pedestal; and their

shadows fall not only on their own age,

but extend over all future times.

“I have been in England; I have seen

in her great manufacturing cities the mira.

with the productions of a petty is.

land in Europe. In the ports of London,

Liverpool, and in other places, I have

gazed upon those floating isles, those thou

sands of masts, which bear far over every

sea the riches and power of the nation. I

have admired in Scotland a simple, ener.

getic, and active people, ready to sacrifice

every thing rather than abandon Christ

and his word. I have been present at the

debates of the Parliament of the three king.

doms, and I have admired that eloquence

which, not content with words, goes right

to the heart of the matter, and impels the

nation onwards in its great destinies. I

have found c very where, from the lowest

classes of the people to the exalted stations

of nobles and princes, an enthusiastic love

of liberty. I have wandered through those

halls from which are conveyed to the four

quarters of the world, Bibles printed in

every known language. I have prayed in

the churches; and at religious meetings

have been transported by the powerful elo

quence of the speaker and the acclamations

of the audience. I have found in the fami.

lies a morality comparatively greater than

love of ease turned him aside from his

vigils; no fear of danger relaxed the

nerve of his eloquence; no bodily infir

mities checked the incredible activity of

his mind; and so he continued, year after

year, solitary and feeble, yet toiling for

humanity; till, after a life of glory, he

bequeathed to his personal heirs a for.

tune, in books and furniture, stocks and

money, not exceeding two hundred dol

lars, and to the world, a pure reformation,

a republican spirit in religion, with the kin

"red principles of republican liberty.

---

Cromwell and Protestantism,

The following extract from The Pro.

tector, the new work of Merle D'Aubigne,

identifies Cromwell with the blessing: of

Protestantism and civilization:

“Much has been said of Cromwell's

"bition. This made him take up arms,

this made him become Protector, this agi.

lated him during the discussion on the

*ingship! The ambition of one man!

And is this all that a man can see in his

life! It is a Paltry manner of viewing his.

tory. In truth, it was a very different

thing, and very different thoughts, which

filled Oliver's bosom. It was£ a feather

in his cap that occupied his mind: he was

fighting the great battle against the Papacy
and royalty of the middle ages—the great.

"that history has to describe since the
establishment of Christianity and the

"ggle of the Reformation. The result

* this battle was the deliverance of the

in other countries, and pious customs, both

private and public, more generally pre

valent. I have been struck with admira.

tion at beholding the people of those islands

encompassing the globe, bearing every.

where civilization and Christianity, com

ing the earth with the power and the word

of God. At the sight of such prosperity

and greatness, I said, ‘Ascribe ye strength

wnto God: His excellency is over Israel.

and His strength is in the clouds. O

God, thou art terrible out of thy holy

places /–the God of Israel is He that

gireth strength and power unto His peo.

ple. Blessed be God. This is the work

of the Reformation: it is Protestantism

and the evangelical faith which have so

greatly exalted this nation, and given it

such influence. But God works by instru

ments; and if there is any one man who

in times past has contributed more than

another, more than all others, to the won.

ders of the present dav, that man is Oliver

Cromwell. The existing greatness of Eng

land is but the realization of the plan he

had conceived.” -

Never was there a man of deep piety,

who has not been brought into extremi

ties and severely tried—who has not been

taught to say, “Though he slay me, yet

will I trust in him.”

-

Sir Samuel Romily says, There is no

thing by which I have more profited, "han

manding in the most distant seas, and fill.

look back and review several points, which bondage.” That is Jewish, found in the

have been lightly touched in the previous Old Testament, and in the Shorter Cate.

discussion.” And now, that he has timelchism, Question 43, authorized and re

to take some leisure and commence his re-commended, by all branches of the Presby.

view of “points lightly touched,” we do terian Church, to be taught to our child.

not wish him to review at random, but for ren. What! have our children been in

our sakes, in these “dark corners” of the Egypt? No, no, “that can not be what

church, we ask him to give some attention it means.” Well, why does not the

to the following “points lightly touched,” “Highest Judicatory” that seems to have

and so help us out of our darkness. the “exclusive direction” of such matters,

1. From his argument on this subject in draw out the “correct sense?” Will

the discussion, we have been taught that brother Annan tell us? Why not, as you

the word of God is the fountain from make Darid plainly to appear, as you

which the matter of our sermons, prayers say, why not make the Divine Lawgiver

and praise is to be drawn. In the Advo-I" plainly to appear” also in New Testa.

cale of August 11th, Mr. Annan says, ment language? Why not make it read

“We believe “the whole word of God is of somewhat after this manner: “I am the

use to direct us in praise, and that in the Lord thy God, which have brought thee

whole ordering of the matter of versions, out from under the old dispensation, or

&c., it is the duty of the church, in her “Jewish cloud!'” As Mr. Annan's father

Highest Judicatory, not of every “imitator was one of the oldest ministers in the As.

and hymnographer, to take the exclusive sociate Reformed Church, it may be the

direction of this matter.” By the, “ &c.,"|Editor of the Advocate, like many of us,

in this connection, we understand the mak." was baptized” at least under, if not "in

ing and authorizing hymns or songs, pro- the (Jewish) cloud.” He and we might

lessedly founded on the wor, of God, so learn, the Preface to the Decalogue,

Will Mr. Annan inform us, in his “ re-but why recommend this Jewish Preface,

view,” where any “Highest Judicatory” (not expressing the “correct sense,” to all
has her authority to legislate in this matter?' children throughout Christendom! Is the

Where is the authority? What apostolic Shorter Catechism, as it is, suited to gos

Synod or Council assumed the “exclusive pel times? If not; why does not the

direction of this matter?” We think there “Highest Judicatory” give us the “cor

was none. The gospel minister, by virtue rect sense,” and so preserve our children

of his commission, is authorized to draw from repeating every Sabbath, what is not

from this fountain, “the whole word of so! If it is, why such a hue and cry

God:” in prayer, the humble Christian about Old Testament names?

has good authority, “after this manner 5. Will Mr. Annan inform us, how

|Pray ye.” But where is there a similar there is any reasonable prospect of union

warrant in respect to praise ! And why in the church of God, while practising on

allow Christians to make their own pray- the “correct sense” principle in the praise

ers, and not allow them to make their own of God! Each branch of the church has

hymns ! . How is it, that in praise, as dis now its Psalm, its Hymn, its doctrine; nor

|linguished from sermonizing and praying, is there anything that more divides and

it is the “Highest Judicatory” alone that distinguishes branches of the Protestant

can draw from this fountain We thinkiChurch. Now we are assured, that the

that this principle will require a Sermon. time will come when, “Thy watchmen

book and a Prayer-book, “drawn out” shall lift up the voice; with the voice to.

and “authorized,” as the furniture of gether shall they sing,” but how can this

every pulpit. Is there not enough already crer be on the principle maintained by

of man's authority in some of our pulpi's "Mr. Annan 1. Let him tell us in his “re.

2. In the sentence quoted above, where view.” And if we were even to emerge

does Mr. Annan get the phrase which he from the “Jewish cloud,” so called, we

gives as a quotation, “the whole word of need not soon expect to overtake our breth

God is of use to direct us IN PRAISE.”|ren, galloping on from one “Collection”

We know it is not in the Bible. Where to another. Let us unite on Inspiration,

is it found ! Is it in any authorized paper where alone we ever will or can.

of the Presbyterian Church? Substituting

the word “prayer” for “praise,” we can

find it in our Shorter Catechism. But

where are the words which he professedly

quotes? Is that phrase any older than

some late writings on Evangelical Psalm.

ody?

3. We have been taught, that no Eng

lish version of the Book of Psalms is

Scripture, and that if we have Scripture

truly, it must be in the Hebrew or Greek;

and that all translations are a species of

paraphrase. If so of one, it must be so of

every part of the word of God. Then our

common English translation of the Bible

is not an infallible rule of faith or practice?

Is this a Protestant principle? What,

6. Will Mr. Annan inform us, what

“Collection” it was to which the apostle

alludes, Col. 3:16? We know it was not

the “Collection” lately authorized by the

General Assembly. It was not Dr. Watts'

Hymns, as neither he nor his Hymns had

then an existence. If it were not the Col

lection of Psalms and Hymns and Spiritual

Songs contained in “the Book of Psalms,”

what was it? By what “Highest Judica

tory,” having the “exclusive direction of

the matter,” was it authorized? We

would say the “Highest” truly–the Lord

himself. The particular attention of Mr.

Annan to these “points lightly touched,”

will oblige ANother PLAIN MAx.

September 9th, 1847.
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aside every weight, and the sin that doth

emphatically and peculiarly as the ser

*=

C H R IST O U R Ex A M P L E .

A Sermon, by Rev. James Buchanan,

(Concluded.)

1 John 2:6. “He that saith he abideth in him,

ought himself also so to walk, even as he walked.”

4. A fourth trait of character worthy

our imitation, as seen in the life of Jesus,

was his untiring patience. He came into

the world to do a great work. And to

labor through to its completion, was the

prime object of all his exertions. Burden

after burden was heaped upon him, till at

last, beneath their accumulated weight, his

lofty spirit seemed almost to tremble, as if

his mighty energies were about to give

way, and he was forced to cry out, If it be

possible, let this cup pass from me. Still

there was no sign of impatience—no fret.

ful murmur passed his lips, but with calm

resignation he added, nevertheless not my

will but thine be done. On, on he labor

ed at his mighty task. His whole course

was one of trial, which taxed his bodily

and mental powers to the utmost. Baffled

and tempted at every point, his holy soul

called to encounter the pollutions of sin,

appeared in the world, he said, Lo I come

in the volume of the book it is written o

me, I delight to do thy will, O my God

every other consideration in his breast.

property of God, consecrated and devoted

purpose. Hence, he had ever a scrupulous

regard to the divine will. It was a lamp

' his feet, and a light to his path. He

|came not to destroy the law or the proph.
ets, but to fulfill. Was an action to be

formed ! he consulted not with flesh and

blood. He asked not how it would be re

garded by others. He inquired not, what

are the maxims of the world ! He took

no advice from his own ease, or feelings,

or advantage. But how is it written ?

What does the glory of God demand 7 Is

this in obedience to his will ? How often

do we find it recorded, that he acted or

his fair name tarnished, his motives im- spoke as he did, that it might be fulfilled

pugned, his actions misinterpreted and which was spoken by the prophets? And

misunderstood, and closely watched by at last he taught his disciples, how all

the eye of malice and hatred—through

sufferings of every kind he passed

and yet he complained not. Not one

note of discontent or uneasiness was ever

heard from him. Who but the Son of

God could labor with persevering patience

for a lifetime, in behalf of a people who re

turned him only insult and malevolence.

Job endured long the chastisement of

heaven, but beneath its long continuance

he grew impatient and cursed his day. A

greater than Job is here. Moses suffered

long the murmuring of his people, but at

last he was provoked beyond endurance,

and exclaimed in anger, Hear now ye

rebels, must we bring you water out of this

rock? Behold, a greater than Moses.

And Jonah, too, could not well endure a

short privation. But the Saviour of men

passed through a course of self-denial, of

suffering and toll, such as no other man

has endured. And he has given to each

one of us our task to perform—so much

labor, so much suffering, and so many

privations as in his providence shall fall to

our lot, and we are to pass through it all

without one complaint against him who

has ordered it. Nay, what think you, if I

should say, we are to rejoice in tribula.

tions—to count it all joy when we fall into

temptation—to consider it an honor if we

are permitted to suffer for Christ, counting

not our own lives dear in his cause. He

has told us what to expect in his service

persecution from the world, and a war

with sin in ourselves, while all our hopes

are fixed upon a future state. This is a

conflict, victory is at the close—a race

which shall be crowned with a reward.

Would we tread in the footsteps of the

great Captain of salvation? Let us lay

so easily beset us, and run with patience

the race that is set before us, looking unto

Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith,

who for the joy that was set before him

endured the cross, despising the shame,

and is set down at the right hand of the

throne of God. For consider him that

endured such contradiction of sinners

against himself, lest ye be wearied and

faint in your minds.

5. And the true secret of this resigna

tion and perseverance which Jesus exhibit:

ed under all his labor and trials, was, that

principle of entire and constant devotion to

the service of God, which was a prominent

trait in his character, and a marked fea

ture in all his life. He viewed himself

vant of the Father, Wist ye not, said he

to his anxious parents, that I must be

things written in the law of Moses, and in

the Prophets, and in the Psalms concern.

ing himself must needs be, and had been,

fulfilled. He declares it to be his meat

and drink to do the will of his Father, and

finish the work he had assigned him to do.

And ever do we find him engaged in that

work; for, says he, I came not to do mine

own will but the will of him that sent me.

And did the glory of God and the pur.

poses of his grace demand of the Messen

ger of the covenant, to pass through a life

of unparalleled suffering, to end in a hor.

rible and ignominious death ! That was

enough for him to know. He set himself

resolutely to the fearful task, and with un

daunted perseverance, and resignation, and

patience, he passed through it all. Day

after day, he studied the direction of God's

will, and asked only strength to perform

it. And then, at last, when called to en

counter that scene which was to try him

to the utmost, after viewing it in every

point, and knowing that every feeling of

his nature could regard it only with incon

ceivable dread and horror, he looked up

into heaven—the finger of God pointed

him to the cross—at once he knew what

was his will, and what was duty, and he

exclaimed, Father, the hour is come, glori

fy thy Son, that thy Son also may glorify

thee. I have glorified thee on earth, I

have finished the work which thou gavest

me to do. And again, there rushed upon

him such a sea of temptation from every

side, that his resolution seemed for a mo

ment to waver, as if about to take a course

divergent from the will of God, for though

the spirit was willing, the flesh was weak.

And he exclaimed, Now is my soul troub

led, what shall I say! Father, save me

from this hour, but for this cause came I

unto this hour. Father, glorify thy name.

Then came there a voice from heaven say.

ing, I have both glorified it, and will glorify

it again. The divine will demanded that

he should make his soul an offering for

sin, and he made the sacrifice with strong

crying and tears. Such was the actuating

principle which reigned supreme over the

thoughts of Jesus, making the love of God

and a desire to obey him, the primary

motives which led him through that course

of righteousness, with which divine justice

itself was well pleased.

Now, he that saith he abideth in him,

ought himself so to walk, even as he walk.

ed. We are entirely God's. Our bodies

and spirits are his. We have been created

solely for his glory. And it is made our

solemn duty, to study this object, and labor

to accomplish it in all things. And here

about my Father's business? When he there rests upon us an obligation which

He considered his body with all its powers, him—declared that we would seek first the

and his soul with all its faculties, as the kingdom of God and his righteousness- To constitute a sufficient moral system

--~~

, never fell upon the Son of God. He came joyed when the image of his Me".

f'voluntarily under obligation to the divine|still upon him, would ensue. This can

; law, and there rested on him the binding never happen. But we look forward 's

yea, thy law is within my heart. This force of his own promise; we are by na-time. when there shall be a waii.

declaration was expressive of a principle ture under that law, and there is the super-proximation to it. And now, it is Gūr

which served as a guiding star throughout added tie of gratitude for our redemption. duty, and each one may add his "..

all his subsequent course. The divine. We have been redeemed, not with cor- make our earth like heaven, wheret.
glory--obedience to the divine will—these ruptible things as silver and gold, but with all and in all. -

were motives which reigned supreme over the precious blood of Christ. And by our

profession, we have dedicated our all to

THE BIBLE THE Basis of Enron,

| - - • *

have given ourselves away in a covenant there must be a recognition of . .

to his service, and to be used for no other never to be broken or forgotten, to be used PREME, the original source of being, al.

as he may see to be for his glory. And thority, and wisdom, duty to whom .

how do we pray ? Thy will be done on cludes, harmonizes, and makes liming:

earth as it is done in heaven. And what other duties; for else there will ka.

is the import of that? If it mean any flict of duties, rendering virtue unori,

thing, is it not a desire to know, obey and variable, and inconsistent. To*

submit to the divine will in all things, as sufficient moral principle, there musk.

the angels do in heaven? Is it not a wish proposed motives to do right, convinci,

to have no other will than the divine plea-the mind and controlling the hears.

sure? What then mean these repinings rior at all times and in all circumstan,

at the dispensations of Providence!—this over every possible motive to do win

reluctance to difficult and painful duties? To direct in moral conduct there must:

—this following of our own inclinations in an exhibition, by actual example, f'

opposition to plain commands? Are these highest moral perfection. All these at

not so many attempts to make our own be found only in Christianity. Hence is

glory, and not that of God, our chief end? affirm that, though there are some am.

How different from the language and feel-ary means, the BIBLE is fundamentally".

ings of true piety, Thy will be done. sential to the proper training of they":

Such are some of the graces exhibited Every attempt to build a sound edia:

by Jesus when he suffered, leaving us an except upon evangelical truths, wille:

example. The picture is yet far from failure. For, besides that the Holy Sri.

complete. Did time permit, we should be ture is a library of itself, containing #

pleased to direct your attention for imita- most ancient, authentic, and sals:"

tion to his feeling of constant dependence account of things in their causes, nam's

on God—his contentment with the lot as the most simple and impressive, biog':

signed him—his sincerity and truth—his the most honest and useful, eloquent'

inflexike integrity—his zeal—his moral most powerful and persuasive, poetry:

purity—his self-denial, and his faithful most sublime and beautiful, argument:

diligence. Enough, however, has been closest and most profound, politics #:

said to direct you to a careful examination justest and most liberal, and religion!"

of this subject, to solemn reflection and from the throne of God; it alone"

prayer. You see how high is the standard morals with sufficient authority, mit.

of perfection at which we aim. It is no and example—the authority of God is

less than to be like God. For the charac-motives of eternity, and the example of

ter of Jesus was but an exhibition of that Jesus Christ. Thus we find, th:line"

likeness as first impressed upon the human proportion as the Bible is real, used

soul. knowledge, civil liberty, and sound"

Let us make this matter a subject of prevail.—Dr. Bethune.

deep and careful self-examination, for it

is a fact clearly revealed in Scripture, that===

salvation in the soul begins with an opera- ##1,12]ous INTELLI&#93;

tion of the Spirit, by which the divine–

image is impressed on our nature, and all

its subsequent steps are but the develop.
ment of this image and the removal of all WHITE LARE, Canada West!

that obscures its lustre, and when it glows August 25th, 1841.

unclouded there, we are made meet to be REv. AND DEAR SIR:

received among the spirits of just men. According to promise, I send you'
made perfect. This work of renewing us items for the “Preacher," respect": C.

in the whole man, after the image of God, nada and the Free Church. As ""

may be at a stage of further or less ad-aware, my principle object in ":"
vancement in some than others, and the Canada was, to enjoy for a time, a clim"

resemblance of the young child to its pa- more favorable to my feeble stateof:

rent may not be so easily discernible as and by the blessing of God, my*:
in subsequent years; still, if God is our|tions so far have been realized. Myh'

Father, the family likeness is there. is gradually improving, so that "'

And is this evidence of our abiding in joy better health than I have don'"

Christ but dim and uncertain? Are there years. I have been able to "".

many features of one who was our father Sabbath since we arrived in Canada."
before we were begotten of God? Let us frequently rode twelve and four" ma

use with diligence all the appointed means between the forenoon and aller"

for our growth in grace, till Christ be vice. -

clearly formed within us the hope of glory. This part of Canada, es'": a':

Let us gaze intently and affectionately on the south side of the Otawa River, is ye."

this divine example, till our own conduct wild and rugged country, having"*

corresponds, as face answers to face. tled only a few years. The popula"

Here we have also a rule of duty, which composed, principally, of Sc" and l:

may at all times be applied. Let us ever|Presbyterians; and are, generally,"

inquire, how Jesus would have acted un-industrious, moral and intelligent"

der the same circumstances in which we Still it is easy to perceive that there is!"

are placed, and let us endeavor so to walk, that spirit of enterprise in Canada,

even as he would have walked. And be-, there is in the Northern and we.
hold, how happy would be the conse. States. Nor has the Temper" ca'8

quences which would result, did all men made the same advance that it has in

conform themselves to this rule. The suf parts of the states. The face"'
ferings of earth, arising from ambition and try although level, is, in many "

envy-injustice and cruelty—its heart-rough and unfit for cultivation, own:

burnings, and calumny, and cruel jealous-the great quantity of granite and"
ies would cease. Sin and every evil pas.|rock. Still much of it pos' We;

sion would be unknown. A state of in-rich and productive soil. This ".
|nocence and happiness, such as man en-Canada has this one advantag" Ill.

Letter from Canada.
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... countries, that it is remarkably

- £ fevers of any kind are seldom

e -

nown, except when brought here by ''

rants; and cases of consumption are o

- * nee.

r ''. now in regard to the Free

hurch. And you may be well assured

lat, when coming into a land of entire

~ rangers, 1 was highly gratified to find a

'h in all respects so like to the Asso.

. ate Reformed Church. And in nothing

... than in its adherence to the good
10re 80, *

de Songs of Zion." The Free Church
Canada took its rise in 1844, Just one

ear after the separation in Scotland. It

* 'the name of the “Presbyterian Church

* f Canada in connection with the Free

* hurch of Scotland;” and numbered at

* time nineteen ministers. The Synod

now composed of five Presbyteries with
" (ty-five ministers. It has under its direc

* , a flourishing institution, called Knox

ollege, designed especially to qualify

oung men for the numerous calls for

to reaching in different parts of British

merica. Dr. Burns is the principal of

-- e College, . It had thirty-seven young

en during the last session preparing for

... le ministry. The Synod held its last

'', 'eeting at Kingston on the 2d of June,

... hen a good deal of interesting business

as transacted. As soon as I obtain the

... [inutes of Synod, I will send you a copy,

... y which you will be better able to see the

ondition and prespects of the Free Church

... a Canada. Canada, together with New

runswick and Nova Scotia, presents an

pen field for missionary labor, especially

... or those who can preach in both English

... nd Gaelic.

... Many parts are very destitute of Pres

. . yterian preaching. And I need not in

... brm the readers of the “Preacher” that,

he Scotch and Irish Presbyterians are not

tery ready to fall in with any other de

omination. In this Township and three

r four adjoining it, there is no regular

reaching of any kind, excepting at one

lation, (and that only once in three
weeks,) by a Mr. Mann of the Establish

ment. The congregation to which I

"Dreach, most of my time, was organized

_only a few months ago, and is a part of

what was formerly Mr. Mann's charge.

* This is a large Presbyterian settlement,

=and a fine missionary field, especially for

... ne that could preach in both English and

Gaelic. A large part of the inhabitants

are from the highlands of Scotland, and

consequently are partial to the “great

" "peech,” as they call the Gaelic. As an

evidence of their love of the gospel and of

the ordinances of God's house, I may state

that persons frequently ride ten or twelve.

miles; and it is not uncommon for old

men and women to walk seven or eight

miles to worship with us on the Sabbath.

And let me mention another fact, which

shows their respect for the word and ordi.

nances of God, that, generally, every wor

"hipper, old and young, that is able to

read, is furnished with a Bible. This ex.

"ent custom, which is so universal here,

!"y be accounted for from their using the

Psalms of David in the worship of God.

Every copy of the Old and N'w Testa

"nts contains the metred version of the

- ''. The necessity for an “Imita.

£)
tian,” has not yet£'' Chris.
part of Zion. SCOWered in this

.#'' comes to us regularly,
old££ like the face of an

welcome visiter. ge country, is a very

I remain, dear sir,

Your brother in Christ,

S. M. CooN.

"-----

*

-: " ", and consequently damnable,

"rcustom revenges it with a gibbet, or

Reformed Dissenting Presbytery.

High Ridge, Belmont Co., O.,

August 23d, 1847. !

The Reformed Dissenting Presbytery

met, pro re nata.

MEMBERS.

Ministers. Elders.

John Anderson, William Dripps,”

Elijah M'Coy,” Henry Waite,"

William Davidson, William Russell,"

J. Y. Ashenhust, Robert Stewart,”

Richard Orr, filling

the place of William Dripps.

Constituted with prayer.

The object of this meeting of Presby.

tery, was stated by the Moderator as fol.

lows: To take into consideration the subject

of the Union of the Reformed Churches;

and to take such action thereon as Presby.

tery may deem proper.

Adjourned to meet at the house of John

Johnson, 3 o'clock, P. M. *

Closed with prayer.

John Johnson's, 3 o'clock, P. M.

Opened with prayer.

Members present as before.

In reference to the object for which Pres.

bytery was convened, the following pre

amble and resolution were adopted:

Whereas, the subject of Union has

long been agitated among the Reformed

Churches of this country, and many and

continued efforts have been made hitherto,

with but poor success, to unite them; and

whereas, Presbytery is convinced that a

plain and ingenuous declaration of the

grounds upon which the parties are willing

to uuite, is necessary to a happy and

speedy termination of the work; therefore,

Resolved, That Presbytery proceed,

definitely, to declare the grounds upon

which she is willing to unite with her

sister churches.

Pursuant to the above resolution, Pres

bytery adopted the following:

Whereas, the time has arrived when

this court ought, definitely, to declare,

what in her judgment is a Scriptural basis

of organic union and fellowship, upon

which it is the duty of all Christians to

have visible unity and communion; there

fore,

Resolved, 1. That the terms of ecclesi

astical fellowship ought to be so construct

ed, as to exclude no one from the com

munion of the visible church, who makes

a credible profession of his faith in Christ,

and of his obedience to him.

2. That such profession, when credibly

made, is the only Scriptural bond of visible

organic unity and fellowship among the

people of God.

3. That to construct our creed, or terms

of fellowship, so that more than this is re

quired, or less accepted, is to make the

gate either straiter or wider than, from the

Head of the church, we have authority to

do.

4. In relation to the efforts now being

made to unite the Reformed Churches of

this country, it is the conviction of Presby

tery, that the above positions involve the

conclusion, that the slight differences, or

shades of difference between them are such

the church of God, or be made conditions

of fellowship; but that these churches

ought to unite upon the basis of that truth

which is common to them all.

In order to give effect to these general

principles, for advancing the contemplated

and much desired union, it was further

Resolved, 1. That Presbytery require

her delegates, whom she shall appoint to

represent her in the Couvention of Reform

ed Churches, to act, so as to carry out in

the most practicable form, these general

views.

2. That in regard to that thing technical.

as ought not to interrupt the harmony of

For the Preacher. such points as are thought not to be de-the Rev.

clared with sufficient fullness or clearness, be tried on the

in the other subordinate standards of the

United Church.

The Rev. J. Y. Ashenhust and Mr. John

M'Coy, were appointed as delegates to re

Reformed Churches, to meet in Pittsburgh,

September 7th, 1847.

On motion, the Clerk, pro tem., was au.

thorized to procure the publication of the

Minutes of this meeting of Presbytery, in

the different periodicals of the churches re

presented in the Convention.

Presbytery adjourned.

prayer.

Closed with

Jon N ANDERsow, Mod.

J. Y. As IENHust, Clerk, pro tem.

*Absent at this meeting.

For the Preacher.

Meetings of Sessions.

MR. EDITOR:

The following is an account of a meet.

ing of the Sessions under the charge of the

Revs. J. Shaw, and J. S. Buchanan, and of

Resolutions passed by the Sessions unani

mously, in reference to Union:

Members present: Of the Associate

Church—John Gilmore, Esq., Hugh

Brownlee, S. Holmes, John Donley, J.

Scott, J. Hunter, J. Johnston. Of the As.

sociate Reformed Church—Joseph Wad.

die, James Waddle, James Dickey, James

Vance, S. W. Erskine, John Hosack. The

meeting was opened with prayer. Joseph

Waddle was chosen as Moderator, and

John Gilmore, Secretary of the meeting.

The following Resolutions were then dis

cussed and adopted unanimously: viz.,

1. Resolved, That we esteem it both the

privilege and imperative duty of the vari.

ous denominations of the church of Jesus

Christ, to employ all Scriptural means and

proper efforts, to effect a Scriptural and

harmonious union throughout the church.

2. Resolved, That from the history of

the Conventions of Reformed Churches, we

have good reason to hope, the Great King

and Head of the church, by the overruling

dispensations of his wise and gracious

providence, is preparing the way for a

happy and early union.

3. Resolved, That the Testimony of the

church, or the Basis on which the church

should unite, should be as brief, plain and

simple as possible.

4. Resolved, That the Testimony of the

United Presbyterian Church, should have

a formal introduction, or narrative, exhibit

ing briefly, the origin, progress, and pre

sent numerical strength of those bodies; to

gether with an account of the origin of the

efforts and plans adopted by them, under

the blessing of the Head of the church, for

effecting a happy union.

5. Resolved, That we honestly believe,

that there is not a sufficiency of difference

in doctrine between our churches to justify

division, and our present separate organi.

zations.

6. Resolved, That whereas, from re

ports of the Conventions at different times,

and particularly from a careful view of the

propositions adopted by the &onvention of

Septemb. 1846, there appears to be an ap

proach toward union, we honestly believe

whatever real or supposed differences may

yet remain, should be treated as matters of

mutual Christian forbearance. t

7. Resolved, That we request a publi.

cation of the above in the Preacher and

Repository. The meeting adjourned with

prayer.

Joseph WADDLE, Ch'n.

JoHN GILMoRE, Sec'y.

THE CASE of DR. KING. It was re.

cently stated that a citation had been is

present Presbytery in the Convention of Still, he appears to be in some peri

The Boston Trav

tion has since been re

stands just where it did belo

will be tried, if ever, is entirely

the hostflity of individuals. Threats ha

been thrown out of personal violence; and

it is even said that a formidable conspiracy

has been organized against him. We have

very little confidence in the principles of

some of these bigoted Greeks; and we

cannot, therefore, regard the life of Dr.

King as altogether safe from their attacks.

Still we think that he is fighting manfully

for the great doctrine of religious freedom,

and we trust and believe that he will gain

the victory.—Presbyterian.

UNIVERSALISTS CEASING TO PREACH

UNIvERsALISM. From the following para

graph from the Trumpet, it would seem

that some Universalist ministers, either

from policy, or from conviction of the error

or inutility of the Universalist doctrine,

have ceased preaching it; others have

made a still further advance, and “now

preach that salvation is conditional.”

“There seems to be a disposition on the

part of some persons, to induce Universal.

ists to cease preaching Universalism. We

are told that this is the principal obstacle

to a union between Universalists and other

liberal sects. If we should permit the doc

trine of Universalism to sink, as it were,

out of sight, and dwell principally on the

moral precepts of the gospel, it is thought

that a union might soon be formed between

Universalists and Unitarians. It is said,

that already the preaching of Universal

ists has undergone quite a change; that

some of them now preach that salvation is

conditional; that they imitate other sects,

especially Unitarians, in the composition

and style of their sermons, and the man

ner of their delivery; and that this kind of

preaching is increasing among us. It is

further affirmed, that there are some whö

profess to be Universalists, who would not

be known to be so from their preaching,

and who would net be so considered were

it not for their public connection with Uni.

versalists.”

If the veteran advocates of this doctrine

are abandoning it, others certainly need

not be in haste to embrace it.

BIBLE SocIETY. The American Bible

Society is making urgent appeals for more

money. The Society keeps three hundred

hands employed daily in the manufacture

of Bibles and Testaments, who print up.

wards of eight tons of paper per week.

They issue two thousand volumes per day.

THE Swiss TRounles. Switzerland

seems to be treading on the verge of a re

ligious war. The proceedings of the six

Catholic Cantons in admitting the Jesuits

to the control of education, have aroused

the spirit of the Protestant Cantons, and

decided determination seems to exist to re

sist the encroachments of these wily in

triguers from whom that unhappy country
has suffered so much.

In opposition to this, the Catholic Can

tons entered into a league to sustain the

Jesuits and to enforce the supremacy of

the Catholic religion, against the stipula

tions of the Helvetic Confederation. The

Grand Diet declared this league to be il.

legal, and demanded its immediate disso

lution. The Catholics not only refused

to obey the edict of the Diet, but have been

making active military preparations to re

sist it. The Protestant Cantons have done

likewise; and now we perceive that in the

Grand Diet a report of a special committee

of seven, appointed to consider the matter,

has been presented, which enjoins the ces.

sation of all military preparations in the

sued by the Greek Government, or more
ly called a “Testimony,” it is the desire of

adorns it with a garland.—Dr. South.
this Presbytery, that it may embrace only properly by the King's attorney, ordering 'them put down by force.

Caiholic Cantons, under pain of having
There is no.

>
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to suppose the edict will|We take up, in this article, his language the other hand, that the orthodox part any single text, that the Father,150 - So

S'£ in respect to the Synod of Ulster. In of the Synod were distinguished by a Holy£ : three real£*
• e * * - - sons, : L^r

th: '''''''''''''"proof that we can have no more confi- jealousy of the Paraphrases and Hymns'£'. | al",

! sections of the Confederation may

ather expected than otherwise.

*===

T'R' R. R. R. E. A. C. R. E. R.

V is

WEBNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1847.

| " Our Subscribers who are still in

arrears, will have a good opportunity of

making payments, through the members

follows:

Ireland, as it was some years ago when

none but the literal 150 Psalms were

used, and when the heresy of Arianism

churches.

establishments.

“Let us go to the Synod of Ulster,

ad well-nigh swallowed up all the

We enter one of the Arian

The minister arises and

dence of “singing the truth” in the use so much so, that “you could, in many

of the word of God than in the use of instances, tell when you entered an or

the effusions of men, he addressed us as thodox church, by the almost exclusive

use of the literal 150 Psalms.”

We may state, in corroboration o

this, that the Arians, after their excision,

were distinguished by the greatest lali

tude of principle and practice in Psal

*

their “Psalms, Paraphrases and Hymns."

If it would not prolong this article too

f Leeds) which the Advocate histle Wii.

mody. We have before us an edition of

bewilderal. 1 .
many doubts,” &c. Wilderel is

This prayer may be seen, at ki:\]."

in the edition of Dr. Wats wo, is'

lege of cousulting, unless it is letta.

purgated than we suppose. W. "I

add to this, the concession of Dr. * **

his review of Dr. M'Master on*

ody: “That some of the writings",

Watts were hostile to the real Day'

of Synod, at Mansfield. We expect to

be present, and will be glad to receive

what is due, to as full an extent as possi

ble. It is needed.

explains the 2d Psalm, informing the

people that ‘God's only Son, his Anoint

ed, was a mere human creature of a

high order, and that “to perish from the

way does not mean more than some

temporal evil, that hell is an eastern

Christ and the doctrine of the Ti",

incontestable.” Now, to say the laid

it, there is some incongruity in the la

of going to such a man for *||

against Arianism, and on this wall,

much, we would like to give some speci

mens from it, as matters of curiosity. It

is enough, however, to say, that they

have not merely omitted many “whole

THE CoNveNTION of DELEGATEs from

THE REFoRMED CHURCHEs, met in the

First Associate Reformed Church of this

city, on Tuesday evening the 7th inst.

The Convention was organized by the

appointment of the same officers who

presided at the last meeting: Rev. Sam

uel Findley, Sr., President, and Rev.

Thomas Beverige, D. D., Secretary.

The main business of the Convention

has been the consideration of the draft of

a Testimony presented by Dr. Anderson

last spring. This document has been

taken up, and so much of its declarative

and condemnatory parts adopted, as was

agreed to be admitted into the Testi

mony of the United Church. The dele

gates have labored with much patience,

and uninterrupted harmony. We hope

they will be able to present something

acceptable to the churches represented.

They are still in session, while we write

this notice, and we understand, are de

termined, before they adjourn, to com

plete what may be necessary to have

their work in readiness to lay before

their respective Synods next spring.

THE SYNoD op ULSTER. While di

recting attention to the true character

of Dr. Watts' Psalms, as in no proper

sense the Psalms of David, we could

not follow the Presbyterian Advocate in

the various digressions in which the Edi

tor, improving his advantages of a weekly

and larger sheet than ours, saw proper to

indulge. Nor did we feel disposed to

follow him, as his digressions, generally,

appeared to us, to have no other object

than to divert attention from an issue, to

which, as it had been put forth with some

boldness in the Advocate, and was in it.

self of some importance, we were deter

fable, &c.”

of the Advocate were congratulated on

having

great superiority of this part of divine

just what Popery allows; and which,

In view of this illustration, the readers

“an authorized sense of the

Psalms,” and also, on that account, “the

worship as conducted in the Presbyteri

an church.” The principle involved in

all this scarcely needs formal refutation,

in addressing Protestant readers; but it

should not pass unnoticed. Ranker po

pery never emanated from the Vatican

at Rome. “An authorized sense” of the

word of God, and for a similar reason, is

with the principle to some degree inse

parably connected with it, the denial of

the right of private judgment in relation

to the word of God, is the very basis on

which that system, with all its corrup

tions, has been built up. The only dif:

ference, in this respect, between the Ad

vocate and the adherent to Rome, is in

the extent to which they apply a com

mon principle. The one restricts it to

the Book of Psalms; the other extends

it to the whole canon of Scripture, and is

the more consistent of the two; for, if it

be right and advantageous to use “an

authorized sense” of the Psalms, in the

room of a literal version, in the worship

of God, it is equally right and much

more advantageous, that the entire word

of God should be used in the same way.

But the principle itself is not more

false, than the illustration of it was un

happy.

1st. It was unhappy, inasmuch as it

was drawn from a blunder in church his

tory. It is not the fact, that “nothing

but the literal 150 Psalms were used"

at the time of the Arian difficulties in the

Synod of Ulster. According to our in

formation, the system of praise used by

Psalms, and large pieces of many others,”

Dr. Watts' “Imitation,” which, with

some of the Dr.'s Paraphrases and

Hymns, with various modifications and

additions, make up the better part of the

book. The additional paraphrases and

hymns it is conceded “are inferior.”

Another fact which may be stated in

this connection, is, that while the Arians

departed farther and farther from a Scrip

ture Psalmody, the orthodox of the Sy

nod of Ulster, became more and more at

tached and confined to the inspired

Psalms, until the time of their union with

the Secession Church, forming the body

now known as the “United Presbyteri

an Church of Ireland;” into which union

they went on the principle of the exclu

sive use of the Book of Psalms, the mo

tion to this effect being made by Dr.

Cook, the great leader of the orthodox

in the Arian controversy; and to whom,

under God, the Synod of Ulster was

mainly indebted for the excision of that

Christless branch of it. It is true, the

exclusive use of the Book of Psalms

was not made a term of communion in

the United Church; but her testimony as

a church, was in favor of the Psalms ex

clusively, the use of Paraphrases being

regarded then, as it is yet, a matter of to:

leration.

Such are the facts, according to our

information; and in view of these facts,

we must be allowed to say, the reference

of the Advocate was exceedingly unfor

tunate. The case is most decidedly

against him. -

2d. It was an unhappy reference in

view of the theological character of the

but have taken but small portions of

we think the reference of the Adwa,

unfortunate.

3d. Not less so was the #:

to the explanation which Arians way

give of the words, “My son's 1.

from the way,” &c., in the 2d Psalm k .

is very likely the Arians woulihae'

verted the import of these work jigs

has been represented in the Adwa.

That, however, would only provelle" | .."

versity to which he human mindis". **

times given up, now that the worlì.

in itself is defective or favorabletal

ror. But it might be interest; tıf

quire, How would Dr. Watts in a

plained these words. Cer: "

should not have trusted him on tiew"

“My Son,” at the time he "lik I

prayer from which we have *| -

And he might have given a Qutti"

pretation of the words, “pershim'

way.” Buck, in his Theological Ik.

tionary, tells us, that Dr. Wills held the

opinion, “that the children." ungd;

parents, who die in infancy," "

lated.” (See Destructionist) (#touri,

to “perish from the way,"soft"

children were concerned, woul!'"

thing more than “temporal **

their destiny “a sleep in everlast;

night,” as the Dr. expresses himselfi

his 13th Psalm, 4th verse. An "

had said “hell was an Eise"."

he would not have exp"

much more loosely than in "l

Psalm, in which he repres"*

viour as “come to make his "

flow far as the curse is ""

Universalist says no more.

While, therefore, we make"*
gy for Arians, in view of these it."

man to whom the Advocate would take

the church, for that “correct sense” of

the Psalms, which would secure her

against the inroads of Arianism. It

and other reasons previously given."

beg to be excused from going" Dr.

watts for the "correct"I

Psalms. We vastly prefer a literalth

mined to adhere, until it would be fairly that Synod, was the same as in the Esta- would be thought that the person put : from is .

met or abandoned. The latter, as an-blished Church of Scotland; a version of forth for this purpose. should never have!" of them, s they£

nounced in our last number, has been the the Psalms in connection with 57 Para-been suspicioned of sympathy with any Holy Spirit, and in such use." f:

result. It would have been more agree-phrases and 5 Hymns. Nor is it the thing like Arianism. And yet, by any unspeakably more confident of *

able to us, and much more creditable to fact that the Arian part of that Synod person acquainted with his history, this ing the truth.” * s

our brother, if he had frankly acknow- were distinguished by partiality for the will not be pretended of Dr. Watts. --"

ledged the fallacy of the pretensions, Psalms,: to their views. We The following prayer of the Dr. is M P f the 2d Church >

ich he evidently feels had been have it before us, on the testimony of a 's:.,,,, - sect . r. Bower, Pastor 0 . . .
which y f y significant enough on this subject: Philadelphia, acknowledges the ret: . .

behalf of the “cor-|living witness, that the co * - -

rashly p".' ' i by Dr. W . # : that in£"| "Dear and blessed God, hadst thou

rect sense” of the Psahms by Dr. Watts, the act. - ministeria - riend, who says, been pleased, in any one plain Scripture,' -

than to have fallen back as he has. But so!he “lived in the vicinity of Belfast at to have informed me which of the differ his congregation. - MCn(k

far as truth is concerned, the result is that time, and was in the habit of hear-ent opinions about the Holy Trinity, From Hopewell, Ohio, by S.

much the same, and we must be satisfied.|ing, seeing, and conversing with both "#. the contending parties of Chrisen, $27.

we shall, at our leisure, recur to some parties in the Synod,” informs us, that it!'" had been true. thou knowest with From Allegheny, Pa.,
things, in which the Editor, in his digres- was one of the distinguishing character- how much real satisfaction, and J'. "'$30 o " -

nings," which the r. * gres we - * g c unbiased heart would have opened itself .14. i., New York, Rev.

sions, fell into an inaccuracy of statement|istics of the Arians, that they were unfa- to receive and embrace the "divine £ From Caledonia, New Yo"

and inference which needs correction.'vorable to the use of the Psalms; and, on covery. Hadst thou told me plainly, in C. M'Laren, $7.

- - - - - 0.

of the following contribution'"

by Dr. Pres'
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PRESBYTERIAL MEETING... ~---.. l th int minions should be B.R.N FR"; and that all per- to the people of Tennessee to-morrow, three-fifths

The Editor acknowledges the receipt sons in servitude in his dominions, on the 28th of them would vote or the abolition of slavery.’” Presh

* - Jul v | - - The regular Quarterly Meeting of the Presby.[*. $15 for the Oregon Mission, and $20 ' ''£ so on the 28th of Ju- - tery of Monongahela, will be held in the First As
. . . - , ISO3, sh: :0 - - re - air; - *i

Synod's Fund,—from St. Clair Con-££", free, without T. Horrors of War. It would seem that our sociate Reformed Church, Pittsburgh, on Tues

y “In the negotiation with the colonists, which""" Mexico are suffering dreadfully from the day, the 21st inst., at 10 o'clock, A. M

ded th gotial ' "...'", "" effects of the climate of that country. As an in- JonN G. BRowN, P. C.

- preceded the issuing of this decree, he offered stance of this, the Louisiana regiment, which is

them the alternative of three years, with a com. stationed at Tim ico, under the command of

* - f l l £ of $60 per head for each slave, or C. be Russey ' their home a few months
* * - • - * - -

We call the attention . ' mem )et's£" any compensation, and they ago one thousand strong; and of this number not On Monday, '''''£#

- - - - - - - ERT S. S'I' 10 Wilsse First Synod to the following an || "... D.' - - more than two hundred appeared on parade on Buchanan, M. RO - -

th y s i.' the the 16 h ult. Hundreds have died, and hun. SUSAN A. CURRY, both of Allegheny county,

* , , --- * **** - ... dreds are now languishing in the hospitals. Pa.incement: .** *- :''. Inc Johns. St. Croix contains about 30,000 slaves.

St. Thomas and St. Johns perhaps 5,000 more.” - - E===

- Quite True. The Northampton Gazette says: AcKNowLEDGMENTs.

It is MANspielo, Aug. 26, 1847.

| y, D. R. KERR: - “The idea. qui
* * **- - - land. T •) e idea, quite common among pious young - -

Dear Sir—At a meeting of the mem-* '.*''' men, that they cannot fulfill their mission of good The Treasurer of£ Synod, acknowledg

- !. Ref d - a".£ - "'to mankind, without getting into the pulpit, has ' the receipt of the following : *

, , , s of the First Associate Reformed , which flicts the part of Poland which lies on filled the sacred desk with a great man r|Harmony (Ill.) Congregation, Rev. Pin

f this place, held on Friday the ''''''''':-"The working classes hers." g * "|"'' by Rev. D. R. Kerr, Home
h is urch of this I ". are obliged to eat the grass of the fields, which preachers. Mission $ 7.00

# h instant, the following persons were they dress as vegetables. The few who are so - - Middle wheeling cong., Rev. J. S. Buch.

Jointed a committee to make arrange- frtunat as to procure employment earn no more. A Question. Baron Rothschild has been elect anan, by Rev. D. R. Kerr, For. Miss., 4.00
l, dati f Mini than 5 kreuzers (30c.) a day, and then they are ed, to the English larliament, and being a Jew, As. Ref: Church, Geneva...N. Y., by Rev.

nts for the accommodation o "|able, to buy only a small quantity of black or the question will arise whether he can take the "D. R. R. Foreign Mission, 23.00

M A R R I E D »

t

!
t

* -:

|

* ! :

* :

t

. s and Elders, who may favor us with spoiled flour which they mix with the grass. required oath on entering, which he has to sub. Ass Ref: Church, Seneca, N.Y., by Rev.

' ' . - during the sitting of the Every day people were found dead in the streets cribe to on the “faith of a Christian.” D R. Kerr, Foreign Mission, 12.00

ir presence du ng :- - rom starvation. In the town. of Soysupul there – Mifflin cong., J. J. Buchanan, by Rev. D. -

... nod of the Church in our village, viz. were "d in one morning nineteen persons ly: Doing Business by Telegraph. A marchani | R. korr. Foreign Mission, 12.40
v ing on the "vement round a church all o' whom of New York wishing to draw upon a debtor of Middle Wheeling cong., J. S. Buchanan,

had expired from want of food. The principal Cincinnati for $2000, sent a telegraphic despatch. Synod's Fund, by Rev. D. R. Kerr, 550: eph Loughridge, William Buck, - - - - -

bert Larimer, James Clark, & £ this 'nine is a nervous fever, Within forty minutes from the time of writing | . The Treisurer of First Synod acknowledges

s * Pollock attended with insanity. the order in his counting room, a draft was re. the receipt of the following:

... met Cobean, Jr., John Pollock. - - "rned, and the merchant had his money in his Mifflin cong, Rev. J. J. Buchanan, by*

Russia and Circassia. A letter from St. pocket. Fourteen hundred miles besi es the *... " -- • - - * * - - “... - -- Rev. D. R. Kerr, Synod's Fund 1200

* Said committee take the liberty, thro Petersburg says: " Immense preparations are business details, in less than forty minutes: U.' cong.,£ C'. by £. D. R.

* , medium of your valuable paper, to being made in the Caucas an provinces for the - Kerr, Synod's Fund, 2.00

approaching camp ign against the mountaine'rs. Narrow Escape The schonnor Eunice Rose - - -

- -

* ! --------------------it mest the Ministers and Elders, who’ which i - - - -fu hat i * ''£" To actW' them ''' Capt. Gains, from Hartford, for New York, with

y be able to attend on that important : sonn '. te£ 'i :£, : about five thousand kegs of powder on board,

i." ---, - ..., 1 ; - J. " " i was - - - - ter- F Mits. MARGARET Jon NSTON.

asion, on their ar" " "," "I've:'''''''''' ...,'
: at the Mansion House, kept by Mr. present afflicted, he will place himself at the£ rook; the fluid descended Many are the afflictions of the righteous, but
: a , kep y 'head of the army ** the fore mast, shivering it badly; from the mast the Lord delivereth him out of them all.”

ithan M'Mullan, where they will be J - it took' chain, and passed through the house. This inspired truth was eminently verified in

. * - - - pipe overboard, not injuring the hull of the vessel. the c M Rs. ET,IZ \ BET'II JO!INSTON* ited on, either by one of the commit ship Fever in Canada. At Montreal and plp * s '', G'n',ohio's'

"... ', or some other person, who will con- Quebec the fever is somewhat abnted, but in the The Yellow Fever. The interments at New entered upon the stage of lie under the su"port.

| hospital sheds and on Grosse Isle it is still almost - - ***** *** * - -

: ct them to some place where arrange-as£ and fatal as ever. The deaths at Orleans for the 48 hours ending on the 30th ult. '" and£ of a religious cduca

amounted to 104; the deaths at the Charity Hos. tion: and with other encouraging circumstances
nts will have been made for their en-Grosse Isle: '' '' to #y in each pital to 38; and at Lafayette 29. in her lot, she possessed a constitution, perhaps

- - * - twenty-four hours, and in the sheds at Montreal unrivalled for its vigor and apparent freed;: tainment during their stay with us. " . . . T but fiv - ifiva iic g d app reet!oin

is *. - - about thirty. There have been abbut five thou. - from the ravages of disease. Her bodily health

1. By order of committee. sand deaths at these two places, making, with . The number of emigrant passengers that have continued firm till she was about thirty-eight
JAMEs CopeAN, Jr. £e who have died at: a total of about cight left Liverpool for the United States and the years of age, when symptoms of cancer appeared

* - as thousand, exclusive of the many who have died. Provinces, from January 1st, to June 30th, by in her face." Its ravages, for many years, were

'*'. - - after leaving Montreal, on the road to their vari official count, amounts to a grand total of 88,952 slow; but, in defiance of medical treatment, con.

========= |ous points of destination. As children under twelve months old are not|tinued to progress: and, for some three or four

& U M M A ;} / a - counted, and as children under fourteen years|years of the latter part of her.'i.e. her condition

The Jewish Chronicle says, that letters have are merely counted every two as but one “statute and bodily suffering presented a most perioct

adult," upwards of 100,000 souls have quitted contrast to her former state of health and ease,

This fat rendered the trial of her faith and pa.

tience the greater. She had entered life as the

nursling of prosperity, and, for many years,

seemed to have occasion to sav, My mountain

O B ITU A R Y .

- been received, stating that there are four millions

The latest foreign items give a rumor that of Jews in the East Indies, twenty days’ journey

s' uis Philippe had been assassinated. The from Sangalee, who have four large synagogues.

...,ndon papers of the morning of the 19th uit, -

ing no confirmation of it. The elections are The whole Bible has been translated into the -arly at an end, and show an increase in favor M. f - - - For the Preacher, stands strong, and I shall never be moved; yet

- - - - Mahratta language. This great and important - - ' ' ',
liberal ministers. work has be n accomplished chiefly by the The Presbytery of the Lakes alus! her prosperous state was turned into mise.

* The political aspect of France is threatening American missionaries. Met in Sugar Creek, Pa., on the 8th inst. The [ry. But in her days of prosperity she had laid

| ough. A ': contest is waging' the members were generally present. Business of "P a:'" against the days of adver

... vernment and opposition press. The latter - much local interest was transacted. Mr. H. H. sity and trial.

arges the ministry with corruption, and a fail. Not one of all the churches (732 in number) Thompson, a probationer for the ministry was She was well instructed in the doctrines and

" e of the financial administration. connected with the Free Church of*"d has received under our care, on a transfer from the consolations of the gospel, and her faith and na

- failed to send up their contributions to the Board Second Presbytery of Ohio. Mr. Thompson pre-|tience, under her protracted and painful suffer.
* * * - - -

-
-

Queen Victoria has arrived in Scotland. Her of M'ssions and Education during the "V" sented tria's preparatory to ordination, on sub-ings, bore her up almost to a prodigy. After an
The snm received for these objects amounted to jects previously assigned him. These were sus. [experience of thirty-three years in the ministry,ur will be completed in about three weeks. - -

eutenant Monroe, late of the regiment of Life $350,000. What a noble example this for other tained, as furnishing ample evidence of aptness the writer has not been conversant with her su

churches. * to teach, and of his ability to rightly divide the perior, in the enjoyment and exercise of the sup.
uards, was on the 3d ult, found guilty of the - -

urder of C. lonel Fawcett, whom he slew in a - word of truth; and, by the laying on the hands porting and heart-cheering graces of the divine

- iel about four years ago. The verdict of the Professor M'Clintock has been acquitted by the of the Presbytery, he was accordingly, set apart'irit. She was n'er,"d to "ler a murmur,
...try has caused considerable excitement and jury of participating in the riot at Carlisle, when to the office of the holy ministry. He was then The consolations ofGod were not fluctuating with

irprise. a Mr. Kennedy of Maryland, attempted to arrest installed pastor of the united congregations of her, or, at least, not so much so, as to be discerni.

- his fugitive slaves. Sugar Creek and Mill Creek, the call to which ble by her associates. They appeared to keep up

Italy. Austria and France view with jealousy. A verdict of guilty was rendered against he had accepted The hope is indulged, that the ' continuous tide in'' and to be gradual

* movements of progress in Italy. Whenever twelve colored persons. They are not yet sen-" thus formed will redound greatly to the£: *: more, and more
he vile despotism of the former can find a pretext|tenced. glory of God, and the salvation of immortal souls. : : ed, until, on the 6! day of last June, when

- * interierence, it uses mercenary bayonets. - Being satisfied of his repentance, and of his death came in to her relief, and proved to her,

The Pope continues firm and prudent and is sus. - prospect for future usefulness, Presbytery re. emphatically, the crown of life, in releasing her
STRANGE HAPPINFss. A letter writer from stored Mr. James Greene to the office of the holy immortal spirit from that clay tabernacle, in

their native land within the last six inonths.

"ined by the public sentiment of Europe,

Seitzerland. Some movements were lately

"''t an intervention by the Allied Powers in

* afflirs of Switzerland, and it was proposed

'at a Council should be held in London; but the

British government declined—it has got enough

bursting in every direction, scattered death and

sume that the round shot from our batteries had

an equally happy effect.

Illinois. In the Constitutional Convention of
*the intervention policy in Portugal.

-

Portugal. Although the liberty of the press

been restored, and the municipal elections

"re directed to be proceeded with no measures

"taken to assemble the Cortes, or to dismiss

"...ministry. Remonstrances had been :
by "...Antos against the cruelties inflicted on

the political prisoners. The Allied Powers de

: the formation of a new ministry; unless

: Queen consented, it was thought that a strong

"raisa party would be re-instated.

"ky. Insurrection had rai - ?
* ained ground in

": Lower Albania,: Was£
:' the whole country. The govern.

Two£ were beaten back in all quarters,

Den: *nissaries were arrested,

|other manner, as is or may be prescribed by

person shall ever, under any pretext, hold any.

with regard to duelists: -

“Any person who shall, after the adoption of

this Constitution, fight a duel, or send, or accept

a challenge for that purpose, or be aider or abet.

tor in fighting a duel, shall be deprived of the

right of holding office of honor or profit in this

State, and shall be punished otherwise in such

Vera Cruz, says: “ The shells from our mortars; ministry.

- - - - - The appended schedule of appointments wasdestruction within the city; and it is fair to pre- adopted: ppo

Georgetown.

Rev. W. Findley, to dispense the supper, 4th

Sabbath September.

- - - Rev. Calahan, 2d Sabbath January, and 1st

Illinois the following provision has been adopted Sabbath February.

Crooked Greek.

Fife, 4th Sabbath September, and 1st, 2d, 3d

Subbaths October.

Rev. Calahan, 3d, 4th, 5th Sabbaths January.

Centreville.

Fife, 3d Sabbath October.

Rev. Calahan, 1st Sabbath January, and 2d

law.” Sabbath February.

The following clause has been adopted by a

vote of 81 to 31 : “The Legislature shall pass

laws with adequate penalties, preventing the in:

Portersville.

Fife, 4th Sabbath October.

Rev. Calahan, 4th Sabbath December, and 3d

termarriage of whites and blacks, and no colored Sabbath February.

office of honor or profit in this State.”

Public opinion in Tennessee. The Ohio Press

makes the following statement: “We have our.

selves heard Senator Jarnagan declare re:

ly, that “if the abstract question were submitted

Evansburg.

Rev. Greene, 3d Sabbath September.

Fife, 5th Sabbath October.

of£ k on the 28th of July last, the King

Perso ark issued a decree, declaring that all

* who should thereafter be born in his do.

Rev. Calahan, 3d Sabbath December, and 4th

Sabbath February.

Joseph H. PREssly, P. C.

which it had so long groaned being burthened,

and transporting it to God's right hand, where

there is fulness of joy, and into his presence,

where there are pleasures for evermore.

Mrs. Elizabeth Johnston was fifty-eight years

of age at the time of her death. She was a native

of Ireland, and emigrated to this country about

the year 1811. During the last twenty years of

her life she was afflicted with the cancer. She

lived a widow for twenty-nine years, and was

left in that state with the charge of two sons and

one daughter. These children she faithfully

trained up in the nurture and admonition of the

Lord, in connection with the Associate Reformed

Church; of which she was an exemplary member

for more than twenty years, and of which they

are respected members by their own profession.

She was spared to see all her children comforta.

bly situated as heads of separate families, and to

see her children's children, in the case of each.

What more had she to desire on earth? She had

fought the good fight, she had finished her course

and she was taught to know, and she did assur:

edly believe, that she had a crown awaiting her

which the Lord the righteous Judge had to give

unto her, and not to her only, but to all them
also who love his appearing. Blessed are the

dead that die in the Lord. S. F.

Antrim, (O.), August 23d, 1847.
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THE REForMAtion. In Germany, in

France, in Switzerland, and in Scotland,

the contest against the Papal power was

essentially a religious contest. In all
these countries, indeed, like every other special object of assault from the gather. M'Dowell, of Virginia, in a recent speech

great cause, it attracted to itself manying hordes of disorganizing reformers in before the General Assembly

supporters influenced by no conscien

tious principle, many who quitted the Es

tablished Church because they thought

her in danger, many who were weary

of her restraints, and many who were

greedy for her spoils. But it was not

by these adherents that the separation

was there conducted. They were wel

come auxiliaries; their support was too

often purchased by unworthy compli

ances; but, however exalted in rank or

power, they were not the leaders in the

enterprise. Men of a widely different

description—men who redeemed great

infirmities and errors by sincerity, disin

terestedness, energy, and courage; men

who with many of the vices # revolu

tionary chiefs and of polemic divines,

united some of the highest qualities of

apostles, were the real directors, They
might be violent in innovation, and scurri

lous in controversy. They might some

times act with inexcusable severity to

ward opponents, and sometimes connive

disreputably at the vices of powerful

allies. But fear was not in them, nor

hypocrisy, nor avarice, nor any petty self

ishness. Their one great object was the

demolition of the idols, and the purifica

tion of the sanctuary. If they were too

indulgent to the failings of eminent men,

from whose patronage they expected ad

vantage to the Church, they never flinch

ed before persecuting tyrants and hostile

armies. If they set the lives of others at

nought in comparison of their doctrines,

they were equally ready to throw away

their own. Such were the authors of
the great schism on the Continent and in

the northern part of this island. . The

Elector of Saxony and the Landgrave

of Hesse, the Prince of Conde and the

Ring of Navarre, Moray, and Morton,
might espouse the Protestant opinions,

or might pretend to espouse them; but

it was from Luther, from Calvin, from

Knox, that the Reformation took its

character—Macaulay.

LoNG SERMoNs AND PRAYERs. Our

modern complainers will be more recon

ciled to their destiny when they are in

formed of the experience of those who

went before them. When Essex left

London to march against King Charles,

then at Oxford, he requested the As

sembly of Divines, usually known as the

“Westminster Asssembly,” to keep a

day of fasting for his success. The man

ner in which it was observed is thus

stated by Baillie-(Cong. Jour):

“We spent from nine to five gracious

ly. After Dr. Twiss had begun with a

brief prayer. Mr. Marshall prayed large

two hours, most divinely confessing the

sins of the members of the Assembly in

a wonderful pathetic and prudent way.

After, Mr. Arrowsmith preached an

hour; then a psalm; thereafter Mr.

Vines prayed near two hours, and Mr.

Pakmer preached an hour, and Mr. Lea

man prayed near two hours; then a

psalm. After, Mr. Henderson brought

them to a sweet conference of the heat

confessed in the Assembly and other seen

faults to be remedied, and the convenien

ey to preach against all sects, especially

Anabaptists and Antinomians. Dr. Twiss

closed with a short prayer and blessing.
God was so evidently in all this exercise

pays the expense of printing, and not

THE FAMILY. It is not more true that

the infant brood grows to the power of

caring for themselves, in the nest, than

that men are formed into the habits of

life in the family. It is the earliest,
cheapest, safest, and mightiest institu

tion for this purpose. Hence it is the

our day. On every side, under the guid:

ance of the St. Simons, Fouriers, and

Owens, we hear the outcry against the

domestic temple: “Raze it, raze it, even

to the foundations thereof.” Ignorant of

the true sources of pauperism and op

pression, our puling pseudo-philanthro

pists are in perpetual agitation about the

wrongs of labor, the rights of women,

and the re-construction of society. “As

sociation,” such as they propose, would

pluck away the hearth-stone, and break the

marriage-ring. Forgetful of the homely

sentence, that the largest house is not

large enough for two families, they would

take down all partitions, throw a whole,
community into one, cashier the natural

guardians of infancy, and subject masses.

of youth, in phalanxes, to the regimental

drill of a newly-invented education. As

bubble after bubble explodes, and suc

cessive prophets ofsocialism fail into de

served contempt, it is hoped that the

world will become satisfied with the

constitution which dates as far back as

Paradise.—Rev. J. W. Alexander.

Books. The London correspondent

of the National Intelligencer says that it

has been calculated by those who have

possessed correct materials for so doing,

that not more than one book in fifteen

not more than one in every fifty pamphlets.

That only one out of about two hundred

books reaches a second edition, one in

every five hundred a third, and one in

every thousand a fourth. He also says

that there are probably not less than ten

thousand persons who live by literary

labors in'. and more than double

that number who strive to do so. Poor

encouragement this for young authors,

but a very good lesson.

KINGs IN TRoUBEE. Throughout the

history of Europe there never existed

similar examples of so many sovereigns

threatening to resign their thrones as at

the present moment. The Autocrat of

Russia stands highest in political impor

tance. He is said to be suffering great

mental anxiety from some unexplained

cause; and, having provided the means

of supporting himself liberally during

life, by considerable investments in the

English and French funds, under color

of a great financial operation, he intends,

it is said, to retire to Italy, and there

pass the remainder of his days. The

King of the Belgians seems to be equal

ly afflicted. He has returned to the

Palace Laecken at Brussels, from Paris,

in such a mentally debilitated state, that

he is unequal to the cares of govern

ment, and all parties seem at a loss to

conceive what will be the upshot. Turn

ing to Spain, the last accounts from

Madrid state that the Queen has ex

pressed to her Ministers her resolute in

tention to abdicate the throne, and it was

reported that a special council was sum

moned to deliberate upon the subject.

The unhappy marriage of the Queen of

Spain, brought about by French intrigue,

is doubtless the cause of her Majesty's

disgust at her present position; but her

youth, and, still more, her political im

portance in the preservation of the ba

lance of European politics, preclude the

thought of any such serious change of

dynasty in Spain. With these singular

that we expect certainly a blessing.”
and unprecedented events hanging over

be used. |

$1.00 to $1.25, and in the country at from 87) ces.

cents to $100 per week.

board themselves, can obtain rooms in the village

on reasonable terms.

render the advantages of the Institution equal to annum),and Youth's

any of a similar kind in the West.

the fate of Europe, it is a great happi

ness to mankind that the general tenden

cy of political opinions is to maintain

peace.–Foreign Paper.

B O OK-STOREs.

Theological".

| W B would invite the attention."

| V and others, to our large*:
Gov. |ological and Sabbath School Boi, just ter. *

|comprising nearly all the late Valuable '.

" the Theological Department, in " : 2:

of that' ' press : Robert Carler, whi.

ublished several work i. * *

State, thus very beautifully alludes to the'' Haldane on£*:

THE SLAVE's IDEA of LIBERTY.

"

|

-

-

immortality of the idea of freedom in the "£" Commentary on lit #.
- ever published, ' T :

mind of the slave : Al'E MEMORs & SERVN, f

** If an -

“You may place the slave where you£" 3 Wovulnes),

please, you may dry up to your utmost We have a full su

the fountains of his feelings, the£: by the Amer;
• orn L- - , Sunday.Schoo nion, includin -

£|y tlS x, which liveth only too slo, and one of FIFTY Voit's:

work, and worketh only to live, you may supermicident of situ'.

put him under any process, which, with- notice the great reduction in pnea £

out destroying his value as a slave, will "ding ".

in the

pply of SAM1.

debase and crush him as a rational£ The Union Questions, from Volume!' .
—you may do this, and the idea that he - - at ##". "
was born to be free will survive it all. It The Union Consecutive": t”. ..

is allied to his hope of immortality; it is The Union IIymn Book, “I : :

the ethereal part of his nature, which op- Child's Scripture Question Ba', " . -

pression cannot reach ; it is a torch lit up Those wishing to replenish their Linnail

in his soul by the hand of Deity, and ' *£ hands at the hit."

- • - |phia pries. Orders from schools in the en's

:: meant to be extinguished by the # promptly attended to, and great can ulti|:

hand of man. the selections.

- = | s ELLIOTT & ENGINE, ".

* | Successors to R. Carter, Market Ste." Jury

H I L L A N D B R O W NE, tween 3d 11:41

(Snccessors to Holdship & Browne.) April, 1847. |
MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of – - --

H PAPER HANGINGs, and dealers in wri. T H E GREAT SUPPER.
ting, Printing"W: Paper, | ETN order to meet the state of the time, "I "

No. 87 Wood Street, proaching, we will sell our presult:a:

Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts of the GREAT SUPPER, at the #|, .burgh, Pa. prices- Li

Ij Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex- Per dozen, $200. "...it

change at market price. | Per single copy, 20 cents. 'm

January 0, 1847. And by the hundred or more copies," |"

der, 20 cents per copy; and whenoit." "I'

* - hundred, a credit of three months lor:#
EARS History of THE BIBLE,—A'bi. men, or 5 per cent discovil was 't

> new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one, with the order # ,

giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev. also is ". *

cry remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred * * . **al *:

Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four Scott's Commentary, in 3,4-dimlins 2:

thousand years with copious notes, critical and | Dwight's Theology, 4 volumti, *

explanatory, illustrated with several hundred Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2w" |:

engravings, price $300. | Edward's Theological Works, wn't it { trú

EARS' INFORMATION FOR THE PEO. volumes. tit;

* PLE-A very valuable miscellaneous work, Edwards on Redemption. and Eiritstill M!?!

price $2.50. ligious Affections, in separate volumes lar

owLING's HISTORY of RoMANISM, Encyclopedia of Relig'" :
from its earliest origin to the present time. Dowling on Romanism, illustrated with" s:

This is universally acknowledged to be the best D'Aubign's e Reformation, compk: * ".

work ever published on this subject. and 4 volumes. :

Z. Wilson & J. DouthETT, Agents. D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th" |"

________ " - Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volume:" '

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12mo,

Robinson's Bible Dictionary. -

Robinson's Scripture Characters.'" -

Rohinson's Biblical Researches in h"

BDINBURGH Acadmix.

[]E Fall and Winter Session of the above In.

stitution, will commence on the 16th day of
August next, under the superintendence of Rev. - s

Samuel Findley, A. M.£ reference as*:£:£: #!"

to success and ability in teaching, has been fur-, l: '' : -

nished by Mr. Findley. "'''', Hug"This Institution is situated in the village off ro: '' rit! 1 Canon

Edinburgh, Wayne county, Ohto, six miles east ence of the estament URLuh.

of Wooster. It is in the midst of a moral and

religious community. The situation of the

House and Grounds is very favorable for the

health of the pupils, and for their progress in

study; being quiet, elevated and retired, and af.

ording every opportunity for healthy recreation.

The academical year is divided into two sessions

-five months each.

toGETHER witH, .

A full assortment of the Publicati"

Publications of the Presby cris'"
great variety of other books, selected "" -

cent visit to the Eastern Cities:-"

will be sold at reasonale ""

Rags, by a LUK: L00M'a
No. 9 Wood Street, Pills";

Sept"r 2, 1846—tf.
Then Ms.

Arithmetic (Davies'), English Grammar -- *...* D *

(Bullion's), and Geography (with the American Sunday School Uni""
|

use of Globes), per session, $4.00 – **Y"

Natural Philosophy, Chemistry and His- M’DONALD & BEES0\,

tory, * 7.00

n's Old Stand, No. 78

Street,)

: EEP constantly on ha" |

| tions of the America"£ *

Boarding can be had in the village, at from Union, which they will sell at Phil. n:
- They are now receiving $nd 0°

nd Dollars worth."

es about that am"...#

any time",

Ancient Languages, with the higher (Patterso

branches of English Literature, 9.00

IT Builton's Latin and Greek Grammars will allis far,
Nid

::Clubs, wishing to of One Thousa

on hand at all tim

there will be no difficulty"

ing a full supply of the books;

A Philosophical and Chemical Apparatus is - ived for " Smith *

connected with the Institution; and the stock. U.J. Subscriptions received : 35ts'

holders are resolved to make every exertion to School Journal for Teachers (prit* |

Penny Gate"

cents per annum.)
(price 123 *

ormth"
They also offer a General Ass

*

A. H. JAMESON, President. - School B"'

John BiêGs, vice Pr:nt cellaneous. Theolog''.
DAVIR, CLARK, Treasurer. Paper and Stationary, which they in* -

be bought for i

lowest prices they canJ. H. HITCHCOCK, Secretary. S 16, 1846-tf

ept. 16, 1840July 1, 1847.
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". Rev. David R. KERR, EDIToR.

T E R M S.

The ParachER will be published on Wednes-kings; retired to the Continent at the

day, every two weeks, at onE. Dollar per annum,

in advance, or One Dollar and a half after the

close of the year. No discontinuance until all

arrearages are paid.

Payments may be made to John Sterrit or Jo.

eph Spratt, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe.

#4. sy; or to William Allinder, at the Publication

Office, N.W. corner of the Diamond and Market

Street, Pittsburgh. All communications to be

Iddressed to the Editor, post paid.

Any person who will procure five new subscri

ers, and transmit the money, shall be entitled to

" "copy of The Preacher, for one year.

*

E!" Where a private conveyance does not offer,

*ubscribers will please transmit by mail.

E

#. John Rnox

... The following sketch of the life and

": haracter of John Knox, is from Turn

"will's “Genius of Scotland.” It is a

# vell drawn portrait of the indomitable

. teformer, and we have no doubt will be

is cceptable to our readers.

il sy

... The character of Knox has been ter.

ibly blackened by heartless and infidel

*istorians, and especially by sickly senti

*ientalists of the Werter School. Never

*1eless, he was a noble-hearted, truth

: 'ving, sham-hating, God-fearing, self-sa

*rificing man; a hero in the proper Sense

f the word, a minister of righteousness,

" n angel of Reform. Not, indeed, a soft,

aby-faced, puling sentimentalist; but a

* fly, iron-hearted man, who “never fear.

d the face of clay,” and did God's will,

", spite of devils, popes, and kings. His

|- istory possesses the deepest and most

* mantic interest. It is one of the most

"tagnificent passages in Scottish story.

ruce battled for a crown; Knox bat

ed for the truth. Both conquered, after

"g struggles, and conquered mainly by

le might of their single arm. But the

lory which irradiates the head of the

. eformer, far outshines that of the hero

"f Bannockburn, for the latter is earthly

"'d evanescent, the former celestial and

... amortal. -

... John Knox was born in Haddington,

is ot far from Edinburgh, of poor but

*
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refused a bishopric from the best of

accession of Mary, residing chiefly at

|Geneva and Frankfort; returned to Scot

|land in 1555; labored with indomitable

perseverance to establish Protestantism;

rebuked the great for immorality, pro

faneness and rapacity, and succeeded in

greatly strengthening the cause of truth

and freedom. At the earnest solicitation

of the English congregation in Geneva,

he went thither a second time; there he

| published, “The First Blast of the

Trumpet against the Monstrous Regi

ment (Government) of Women,” direct

ed principally against Mary of Guise

and the Regent of Scotland, two narrow

minded, miserable despots; returned to

Scotland in 1559; continued his exer

tions in behalf of Christ's truth; did

much to establish common schools; final

ly saw Protestantism triumphant in Scot

land; and died in 1572, so poor that his

family had scarcely sufficient, to bury

him, but with the universal love and ho

mage of his countrymen, a conscience

void of offence, and a hope full of im

mortality. He had a sore fight of an ex

istence; wrestling with popes and prin

cipalities; in defeat, contention, life-long

struggle; rowing as a galley-slave, wan

dering as an exile. A sore fight, but he

won it. “Have you hope?” they asked

him in his last moments, when he could

no longer speak. He lifted his finger,

“pointed upwards with his finger,” and

so died. Honor to him ! His works

have not died. The letter of his work

dies, as of all men's; but the spirit of it,

never.

Knox has been much abused for his

violent treatment of Queen Mary. His

addresses and appeals to her have been

characterized as impudent and cruel;

but, thoroughly inspected, they will be

found the reverse. Strong and startling

they were, but neither impudent nor

cruel. Doubtless they fell upon her ear

like the tones of some old prophet, stern

ly rebuking sin, or vindicating the rights

of God. Mary was a woman of matchless

beauty; and had she been educated dif:

ferently, might have blessed the world

with the mild lustre of her Scottish reign;

but she was the dupe of bad counsels, in

spirit and practice a despot, the play

" nest parents, in the year 1505; grew

p in solitude; was destined for the

urch; received a thorough collegiate |

Liucation; became an honest friar; wore

"monk's cowl for many years; adopt

thing of passion, and the reckless op

poser of the best interests of her coun

try. Her beauty and sufferings have

shed a false lustre over her character;

above all, have aided in concealing the

- 1silently and unostentatiously, the prin

ples of the Protestant Reformation ;

"ient much of his time'. teaching, and

| M-1 the prosecution of liberal studies, of

N. hich he was considered a master; was

if " Iddenly and unexpectedly called, at St.

"rews, by the unanimous voice of his

, , rethren, to the preaching of the Word

#. "d the defence of their religious liber.

. *s, after a brief struggle with himself,

. elded to the call, nobly threw himself

:* to the breach, at the hazard of his life,

£ked “papal idolatry" with unsparing

* '.* seized by the authorities, and
it, "nt "P"nerto France in 1547, where

** "rked in the galleys as a slave, but

*: "aintained his lofty courage
... nd cheerful hope; was set at libert

.." years afterwards; Preached in Eng

terrible stain of infidelity to her marriage

vows, and the implied murder of her

wretched husband, charges which her

apologists can extenuate, but not deny.

But, forsooth, it is an insufferable thing

land in the time of Edward the Sixth ;
John Knox a poor plebeian | Aye, aye!

that is the difficulty! Kings and queens

may do what they please. The people

are made for them, not they for the peo

ple. And sure enough it is a vulgar

thing to oppose them in their ambitious

schemes, or to tell them the honest truth

betimes! Poor John Knox! thou must

fall down and worship “a painted bredd”

after all. A beautiful queen must be

spared, if Scotland should perish. But

looking at the matter from the free at

mosphere of New England, we maintain

that John Knox was of higher rank than

Mary, Queen of Scots. He was more

true, more heroic, more kingly than all

the race of the Stuarts. He£ a right,

in God's name, to speak the truth, “to

reprove, rebuke and exhort, with all

long-suffering.” Hence, though his words

were stern and appalling, they were ut

tered with a kind and generous intention.

“Madame,” said Knox, when he saw

Mary burst into tears from vexation and

grief “in God's presence I speak; I

never delighted in the weeping of any of

God's creatures, yea, I can scarcely well

abide the tears of mine own boys, when

mine own hands correct them, much less

can I rejoice in your majesty's weeping;

but seeing I have offered unto you no

just occasion to be offended, I must sus

tain your majesty's tears, rather than I

dare hurt my conscience or betray the

commonwealth by silence.”

Yes, he was a stern old Puritan, a lion

of a man, who made terrible havoc among

the “painted bredds” of Popery, and

turned back the fury of wild barons and

persecuting priests. “His single voice,”

says Randolph, “could put more life

into a host than six hundred blustering

trumpets.” Single-handed, he met the

rage of a disappointed government, and

an infuriated priesthood, and conquered

by the single might of his magnanimous

audacity. In the wildest whirl of con

tending emotion, he never lost sight of

the great end of his being, as a servant

of God, nor wavered a hair's breadth|

from truth and right.

Yet this stern old Covenanter was not

|
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triumphant death? God has set his seal
upon him, and upon his work; and that

is enough for us.

We hesitate not, with Carlyle, to name

the reformation under Knox as the great

era in Scottish history, as the one glori

ous event which gave life to the nation.

Thence resulted freedom, activity, purity

of morals, science, national and individ

ual greatness. Previous to this event,

Scotland possessed only a rough, tumult

uous, physical life; her politics-dissen

tions and executions; her religion—a

puerile superstition; her literature—bal

lads and monkish legends; her joy, hunt

ing, fighting and drinking! But the Re

formation breathed into her the breath

of a spiritual existence. Her national

prosperity dates from that era. Thence

roceeded faith and order, education,

industry and wealth “It was not a

smooth business; but it was welcome

surely, and cheap at that price, had it

been far rougher. On the whole cheap

at any price, as life is. The£ be.

gan to live; they needed first of all to

do that, at what cost and costs soever,

Scottish literature and thought, Scotch

industry, James Watt, David Hume,

Walter Scott, Robert Burns: I find

Knox and the Reformation acting in the

heart's core of every one of these per

sons and phenomena;...I find that, with

out the Reformation, they would not

have been. Or what of Scotland? The

Puritanism of Scotland became that of

England, of New England. A tumult in

the High Church of Edinburgh, spread

into a universal battle and struggle over

all these realms; and there came out of

it, after fifty years' struggling, what we

call the ‘Glorious Revolution, a Habeas

Corpus Act, Free Parliaments, and much

else.” -

It has become fashionable of late, in

certain quarters, to undervalue the Re

formation, and contemn those great and

rugged spirits by whom it was accom.

plished. A sentimental, baby-hearted,

superstition-smitten generation, cannot

appreciate those mighty men, and mighti

er reforms of the olden time. But how

without a touch of gentleness, and even well and worthily does the large-hearted

of hilarity. He loved his home, his child- and ethereal Milton speak of it: “When

ren and his friends. An honest, quiet! I recall to mind, at last, after so many

laugh often mantled his pale earnest vi-'dark ages, wherein the huge over-sha

sage. “They are wrong,” says Carlyle, dowing train of error had almost swept

whose thorough appreciation of such all the stars out of the firmanent of the

men as Luther, Cromwell and Knox, is church—how the bright and blissful

truly refreshing amid the vapid inauities Reformation, by Divine power, struck

or coarse prejudices of ordinary histori-through the black and settled night of

ans, “who think that Knox was a gloomy, ignorance and anti-Christian tyranny,

spasmodic, shrinking fanatic. Not at all. methinks a sovereign and reviving joy

He is one of the solidest of men. Prac-must needs rush into the bottom of him

tical, cautious, hopeful, patient; a most that reads or hears, and the sweet odor

shrewd, observing, quietly discerning of the returning gospel imbathe his soul

man. In fact, he has very much the with the fragrancy of heaven. Then was

for a plain, honest-hearted man, like

John Knox, to tell the truth to such an

one ! She was young, beautiful, fasci

nating, and however recklessly, madly,
ruinously wrong, he must not advise her

—above all, must not warn her Now,

such a notion may possibly commend it.

self to your “absolute gentlemen, of

very soft society, full of most excellent

differences and great showing; indeed,

to speak£ of them, who are the

card and calender of gentry,” but it can

not be imposed upon our plain common

sense, Mary was a queen, however,
and

type of character we assign to the Scotch the sacred Bible sought out of the dusty

at present; a certain sardonic taciturnity corners, where £. falsehood and

is in him; insight enough; and a stouter neglect had thrown it; the schools open

heart than he himself knows of * * ed; divine and human learning raked

An honest-hearted, brotherly man; bro-out of the embers of forgotten tongues;

ther to the high, brother to the low; sin-the princes and cities trooping apace ić

cere in his sympathy with both.” the new-erected banner of salvation; the

Knox, doubtless, had his faults; and martyrs, with the unresistable might of

what of that? He made some mistakes! weakness, shaking the powers of dark

and what too, of that ? Was he not a ness, and seorning the fiery rage of the

true man, and a true minister of God's red old dragon.” A noble testimony like

word? Did he not accomplish a great this, far outweighs all the can!'".

and beneficial work of reform; and, hav- whining sentimentalism. Its truth, as

ing done this, did he not die a sweet and well as its eloquence ah must admit,
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* AFor the Preacher.

Ms. Borror: f

During the progress of the “fraternal

discussion” which has been going on be.

tween the Presbyterian Advocate and the

Preacher on the subject of Psalmody, I

have been occupying the position of a

“looker on.” And one thing has been

very forcibly impressed upon my mind,

and that is, that brother Annan calculates

largely on the ignorance of his readers,

of what is contained in the Preacher. Did

he suppose that his readers generally would

examine the Preacher for themselves, he

certainly would not presume to give such

a representation as he does of its contents.

One who reads the Advocate alone, would

naturally conclude, that “infidel flouts,”

is the text of the Preacher, and that this

is the burden of all that it contains. After

having harped upon the phrase “infidel

flouts” until it is worn completely thread.

bare, brother Annan in his last Advocate

brings forward a correspondent, who asks

some questions on the subject with as

much seeming seriousness as though he

really believed that the Preacher had pre

ferred the charge of infidelity against sis.

ter churches. He inquires,—“Is it literal.

true that the Editor, or the correspondent

of a professedly religious paper, did, in

terms or in substance, charge any profess.

edly Christian people with the horrid im.

piety of emitting “infidel flouts, against

any acknowledged part of the blessed word
of God?”* "ille

* I think it will be admitted by any candid

person, that the Advocate thus presents the

subject in such a light as to leave the im

pression on the mind of the reader, that

the Preacher had preferred against his

brethren the charge of “emitting infidel

flouts against a part of the blessed word of

God.” * -

"This question led me to look back and

inquire into the origin of this discussion,

On examination I find that a correspondent

of the Preacher, when speaking of the pro

gress of error, incidentally referred to the

subject of Psalmody, and observed, “Who

has not met the interrogation, Why could

not Watts write psalms for the church as

well as David Such a comparison may

comport with the flouts of the infidel, but

badly becomes the professing Christian.”

A person unacquainted with brother An

nan's peculiar fondness for the use of the

sword, would find it difficult to believe,

that he could discover in these few words,

a text to write upon weekly for some three

or four months.

Now I would respectfully ask, Why did

brother Annan lay hold of these words as

the ground of a controversy with the

Preacher! There was no reference to him

-no allusion to the Presbyterian Church,

nor to any one particular body of profess

ing Christians. A simple question is ask.

ed,—“Who has not met with the interro

gation, Why could not Watts write psalms

for the church as well as David’’ If no

body has met with the interrogation,—why

-then, nobody is hurt. If nobody has

used such language, then, to nobody will

the following declaration apply, that, “such

a comparison may comport with the flouts

of the infidel, but badly becomes the pro

fessing Christian.” But if any one does

use such language, or maintain the prin

ciple which the language involves, then to

him the declaration will apply, and let him

dispose of it as he can.

But, brother Annan chooses to take the

matter up, and make it appear to be an al

tack upon the Presbyterian Church, whose

good name seems to be intrusted to him

for safe-keeping; and impertinently called

upon you, Mr. Editor, to give him the

name of some person who has used the ob.

noxious language in question. You, as I

think your readers will all admit, with

great propriety, replied to him in sub.

*

liberty to put it on.” And hence a dis.

cussion has arisen in which, a Jesuit would

be puzzled to determine what brother An

man aims at, unless it is, to produce an

impression upon the public mind that the

Preacher has charged the Presbyterian

Church with employing “infidel flouts.”

At one time, “A Plain Man” is laboring

to prove that Dr. Watts has given a faith.

ful and literal version of the Psalms—but

when the glaring inconsistency of this po

sition is exposed, the Editor comes out with

the declaration,—“A literal translation of

the Hebrew, our church does not desire for

public worship, believing there is a more

excellent way.”

If you please, I will answer brother An.

man's question. He wants the name of a

single individual, who ever used such lan.

guage as to convey the idea that Dr. Watts

could “write psalms for the church as well

as David.” I will give brother Annan

one name to begin with, and in the mean

time assure him, that if he is not satisfied

with this, I can give him many more of

the same kind. The name to which I re.

fer, is that of the Rev. William Annan,

Editor of the Presbyterian Advocate. This

same brother Annan has repeatedly said,

if not totidem verbis, yet by his practice

and by the principles which he maintains,

that Dr. Watts can “write psalms for the

church as well as David.” The proof is

the following: Brother Annan maintains

that Watts psalms are not only as proper

to be used in the worship of the church,

as the Psalms of David, but that they are

in many respects preferable. See Advo.

cate passim. Now if brother Annan uses

Watts' psalms in worship, in his own prac.

tice, and advocates the use of them in the

worship of the church, then he says that,

Watts can “write psalms for the church

as well as David.” And if this amounts

to “horrid impiety,” as his Correspondent

intimates, then let these brothers settle

the matter between themselves.

But, for the purpose of making/my posi.

tion perfectly intelligible to every capacity,

let us take an example. And I will refer

to the First psalm in Dr. Watts’ collection

of Hymns; it is the same which is num.

bered 93 in the Collection recently adopt.

ed by the General Assembly of the Pres.

byterian Church. I refer to this psalm

for the purpose of illustration, simply be.

cause it stands first. It is as follows:

Behold the glories of the Lamb,

Amidst his Father's throne;

Prepare new honours for his name,

And songs before unknown.

Let elders worship at his feet,

The church adore around,

With vials full of odours sweet,

And harps of sweeter sound.

Those are the prayers of the saints,

And these the hymns they raise:

Jesus is kind to our complaints,

He loves to hear our praise.

Eternal Father, who shall look

Into thy secret will?

Who but the Son shall take that book,

And open every seal?

He shall fulfil thy great decrees,

The Son deserves it well;

Lo, in his hand the sovereign keys

Of heaven, and death and hell.

Now to the Lamb that once was slain,

Be endless blessings paid;

Salvation, glory, joy remain

For ever on thy head.

Thou hast redeemed our souls with blood,

Hast set the prisoners free, -

Hast made us kings and priests to God,

And we shall reign with thee.

The worlds of nature and of grace

Are put beneath thy power;

Then shorten these delaying days,

stance, that-“if the shoe fits, you are at
Aud bring the promised hour. t

they were fully met.

Now I ask, who wrote this psalm It

will not be pretended that it was written
by David—nor was it written by John, Or

|any other sacred writer. There £ no

such psalm contained in the Bible. Then

I ask again, who wrote this psalm which

is used in the worship of the church ! It

professes to be founded on Rev. 5;6, 8, 9,

10, 12. But if the reader will turn to his

Bible, he will find no such psalm there.

He will indeed find that in that chapter the

four beasts and four and twenty elders are

represented as singing a “new song.”

But the song put into their mouth by the

Spirit of inspiration, is something very dif:

ferent from the psalm before us. The first

verse of this psalm is no part of the “new

song.” The same remark will apply to

the second, third, fourth and eighth verses.

The remaining three verses may be said

in some degree to refer to the “new song,”

but at the same time, they have ideas and

expressions mixed up with it which are not

in the “new song.” Then I ask, who

wrote this psalm which we are now ex:

amining 1 There is no such psalm in

either the Old or New Testament. This

psalm could not have been written by any

of the inspired writers. It was written by

Dr. Watts. And brother Annan says,

that it is proper that this psalm should be

used in the worship of the church. There

fore, the Rev. William Annan of the Pres

byterian Advocate, is one name, who says

that Dr. Watts can “write psalms for the

church as well as David.”

SPECTAToR.

For the Preacher.

Erskine College.

The annual commencement of this In

stitution occurred on Wednesday, the 15th

inst. The day was unusually favorable,

and a large and intelligent audience was

present to witness the exercises of the oc

casion. The forenoon was occupied with

the speeches of the graduating class., The

following is a list of the speakers and their

subjects: - - -

R. H. Ranson, Lincoln county, Ten.

nessee—The Exalting Power of a Culti

vated Mind. J. N. Cowan, Abbeville,

South Carolina—Memory, its "Pleasures

and Pains. T. S. Evans, Houston, Mis.

sissippi—Democracy on the Formation of

Opinion. J. T. Fair, Abbeville, South Ca.

rolina—Progress of the Arts and Sciences.

W. Brice, Fairfield, South Carolina-In

fluence of the Principles of American Go.

vernment. D. W. Reid, Newberry, South

Carolina–Literature of America. H. H.

Robinson, Carbarrus county, North Caro.

lina—Knowledge is Power. L. B. Wiley,

Lincoln county, Tennessee—-The Medi

terranean. W. A. Williams, Newberry,

South Carolina–National Calamity. A.

Ranson, Anderson, South Carolina–Sym.

pathy—Waledictory Address.

After an appropriate and impressive

Baccalaureate, by the President, Rev. Dr.

E. E. Pressly, the degree of A. B. was

then conferred on the previously named

young gentlemen, members of the gradu.

ating class. -

In the afternoon, the assembly convened

again, to hear the Anniversary Address

before the Literary Societies, by Rev. W.

T. Hamilton, D. D., of Mobile, Alabama.

Dr. Hamilton's reputation had excited high

expectations, and it is but justice to say,

He wielded his sub

ject with a master's hand, and by his bril.

fiant and powerful diction, lucid argumen

tation, fertile illustrations, and admirable

delivery, enchained for more than a hour

and a half, the attention of a listening and

enraptured audience. On the evening of

the same day, the Rev. Dr. de\vered in

the village church, a discourse rich with

'vangelical truth, and abounding in the

loftiest flights of eloquence.

The friends and patrons of Erskine Col.

lege have reason to rejoice in the measure

of success which has alre', ',
efforts, and much to hope in regard to is

future advancement. From year,

its prospects are brightening unit'.

blessing of Heaven, and by vigilan: mí

activity on the part of its officers and £ual.

dians, it is destined to assume an h".

able position among similar instiuins'

the land.

Anderson C. H., South Carolina,

17th September, 1847.

The Jews.

The following is an extract from akt

ter of the correspondent of the New

York Observer:

In Germany, the Jews are the 64d

long debates among political men. Hill".

to their situation has been delin'

They have not been considered as city".

The bad laws of former times stillo's

them. Subjected to continual vexations."

cluded from public offices, paying have

taxes than other inhabitants, they "

rightly complain. How is it concer'

that individuals, who are guilty of m

crime, should be treated as Outcas's met.

ly because they continue to proks:

Jewish religion ? ls it not time to correl

the laws bequeathed to us by bana"

ages! and though the lower classes'

people preserve cruel prejudices agains'

Jews, should not governments se! theti.

ample of tolerance! -

These considerations excite the allent

grand duchy of Hesse, Irjectedle"

the civil and political emancination's

Jews; they only granted a gradual"

cipation for them. Would you." #,
in reading these expressions, i. tles'.

ject related to the black slaves of ourt".

nies 1 In the kingdom of Hunter,"

new rights have also been gn" *

Jews. In Berlin, the question's'."
up of admitting them to the ofts of kW.

er and professor, but theg"

fused to open for them the **

municipal councils. When wil"

barriers be overthrown! *

The King of Prussia lately put'

decree of toleration for D's" E"

one is free to quit the chur's"
united to the state, without the" ork.

ing his civil rights. The new:
tions, whose doctrine shall accord "

that of the national churches,""

which shall avail in law; ":

doctrine is altogether die", **

Friends of Light, for examp'."
ion for their la!""have civil sanct . . ."

their marriages. These d'"

very subtle and complica". T:
of iiberty can alone solve all the dia

ties. | " |

-

*

- * * ** *

Tur Granas carious *:
York Evangelist says: “The :
ber of a new weekly"' #

beautiful style, appeared in this:

week, devoted to the spie' #

ples of Ronge, or the Free'::
country. Dr. Dowiat, the: i

German preacher of this order, "

very successful brochure at : 36t

nacle, and gives promise of: ng

and general interest among:

countrymen ''*
Americaine, a French, * f

Dr. Kock, another free£
is now in Washington, struggling

tablish there a Catholic ch''

be independent of the£ of£ P:

editor of the Protestant Unionist of ".

the event of the FreeC: Pittsbu

siring to organize in the ''' h

two gentlemen will e'. film: like p"
building purposes. This looks

gress.”

#!, "

* - W

burgh says he is authorized to: | ||

re

ity

of intelligent men in several*C* **)

many, but the progress of reorm "|ss

slowly. The Legislative Chamlet" |"
* F.

*

t

*
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* sexualty of the Missions of ".
* A "cas Board. Under the "" of

i. Board are now twenty-six missions,
*... embracing ninety-six stations, In connec:

tion with which are laboring 140 ordained

£sionaries, nine of them being also phy.

cians, four licensed preachers, six physi.

| clans not ordained, six teachers, six print.
ers and bookbinders, thirteen other lay

helpers, 193 married and unmarried (e.

~£ making 370 missionary laborers
hi, sent forth from this country i. associated

#1, with whom are twenty-two native preach.
ers, 135 other native helpers, raising the

whole number of persons laboring in con.

# nection with the missions and depending

on the Board mainly for their support, to

526. This is twenty-two more than we

reported last year. Gathered and watch.

ed over by these missionaries are seventy

three churches, to which 1976 hopeful con.

. 'rts have been reported as received since

the last annual report, making the present

number of members, deducting those who

* * have been removed by death or for mis.

* conduct, 25,442. Connected with these

* missions are eleven seminaries for training

native preachers and teachers, having 423

pupils, and twenty-two other boarding

* schools, having 399 male and 586 female

''' pupils; also 367 free schools, in which

* About 11,330 children and youth are

": taught; making the whole number of

* children and youth, directly and indirect

* ly under the instruction of the mission

*: aries, about 12,600. The common schools

* at the Sandwich Islands, being now whol.

A: ly supported by the natives, are not this

is year included in the estimate.
f."

y: eleven; also six type and stereotype foun.

m. dries. At these presses are fonts of type

** and other requisites for printing in nearly

thirty languages besides the English. Dur

... ing the year, though from some of the

a missions no statements of the amount of

* printing executed have been received, 489,.

* 384 copies of books and tracts are report.

... ed to have been printed, embracing 40,

Of printing establishments there are

such. They are the men who must save

the church. They may be few and scat.

tered, but God has laid a heavy responsi.

bility upon them, and given them a mo

mentous work to do. And never had any

set of men a more honorable service as:

signed them upon earth. If they are true

to their trust, they will have the blessed.

ness and honor to redeem their church;

they will win for themselves the gratitude

of the Protestant world, and generations

yet unborn shall rise up to call them bless

ed. But if they waver and hesitate; above

all, if they truckle and compromise away

their principles for a few years longer, the

cause they love, and which they swore at

the altar to live and to die for, will be

ruined.

“Five Milnors and five Bedells, sup.

ported by their congregations, and banded

together in an independent evangelical as

sociation, would do more just now to sus.

tain the gospel, and make it dominant in

our ecclesiastical councils and church so

cieties, than a regiment of what they call

middle men. Aye, middle men, they call

them. Men who, standing mid-way be.

tween truth and error, support each by

turns, and neither effectually. They are

neither hot nor cold. Such men are doing

more to establish the reign of false doctrine

in the American Episcopal Church, than

all the Tractarians in the world could ac

complish at the present time. They pre

vent the force of public opinion, and the

moral energies of the church, from being

called forth to put it down.”

Happy Effect of Christian Fidelity

The following incident, though related

from memory, is substantially correct:

Thomas Hoopoo, it will be recollected,

451,955 pages; and the whole number of was a member of the Foreign Mission

pages printed from the commencement of School at Cornwall, Connecticut.

* the missions is 575,000,000, in about

2. thirty languages besides the English.

in Evangelist.

* *

* *.

The controversy in the Episcopal church.

* With the controversies of other denomi

nations we have nothing to do, only as

... they have a bearing upon the great lead.

*ing doctrines of Christianity. It is only

because the one for some years past waged

in the Episcopal Church has such a bear.

:-ing that we have taken any interest in it.

... We have felt great solicitude that the evan

a gelical party should triumph, and have

looked on with amazement when we have

*n the able and good men of that party

quietly standing with their arms folded,

and permitting their opponents to propa

gate their sentiments, and gain the ascen.

dency in their ecclesiastical councils. We

"e feared that they would not arouse

themselves, owing to their aversion to con

"ersy, until efforts would be unavailing.

l "ould seem, however, from the follow.

'**tract from an editorial article in the

Episcopal Recorder, that some of them are

becoming aware of their danger, and rous

"g'hemselves to action. The editorsays

-(Presb. Herald):

*: we are convinced, viz.:

ar. "ning decisive must be done. We

' convinced also (how deeply we have

:£ to express) that it is due both

every:# : the cause of truth, that

to'. th aid aside, and things made

'mongst us, #' ': have parties

The plan of alway m s ow. themselves.

- y’s mining in the dark,

should

After

some two years' residence at Cornwall,

at the request of the clergyman of Bruns.

wick, who had formed an acquaintance

with Thomas, he accompanied Deacon H.

with whom he was boarding, and who

was on his way to Philadelphia, to Bruns.

wick.

On the evening of their arrival at Bruns.

wick, a select company, including the cler

gymen, were invited to spend the evening

with a celebrated attorney-at-law of the

place. Thomas, then about sixteen years

of age, accompanied them.

The lawyer entertained the company for
a long time by interrogating Thomas in

reference to his native country, their cus.

toms, religion, enjoyment, &c., and espe

|cially upon their religion, campared with

the Christian religion.

tiently answered his questions, often to

the great merriment of the company. . At

length the lawyer, who was not a religious

man, ceased, and Thomas commenced in

substance as follows:

“I am a poor heathen boy. It is no

strange that my blunders in English should

amuse you. But soon there will be a

larger meeting than this. We shall all be

there. They will ask us all one question,

viz.: “Do you love the Lord Jesus Christ!"

Now, sir, I think I can say, yes: what will

you say, sir?”

[He ceased: a death-like stillness per

vaded the hall. At length it was broken

by a proposition of the lawyer, that, as the

evening was far spent, they should have

sir?”

science.

men.

ter.

ENEMIEs.

the Saviour.

respective rooms.

for the lawyer.

and not you, him.

from an enemy.'

The whole company

Who has not had enemies?

The answer is, some bad men or useless

Washington had enemies, so had

Howard, so had all the Prophets, so had

His were all enemies with

out a cause; therefore they were very bit

No enemy is so cruel as he who

feels that he has already wronged you;

“It is lawful, to learn

What have you learn

who doubts it?) let them take the name, and besought that he might not be ignorant looked up and says, “But, pa, how can he

and not be afraid to carry on their opera. of the way of salvation through Christ, know it if he de: not first make it up

tions openly. If we have any evangeli. As he proceeded thus, the emotion of the how it shall be '' Said he, “God has

cal men left of the old-fashioned Bedell lawyer's breast rose above all restraint, made it up.” -

and Milnor stamp, (we trust there are a the flowing tears could not alleviate it. he" . But when did he?” She was told

few who have not yet bowed the knee to He sobbed aloud.

Baal,) let them come forward boldly as were affected, and the sobs drowned the

'save speaker's voice,

Soon they separated, and retired to their

But there was no rest

The question of Thomas

rung in his ears—“What will you say,

He paced his room in anguish.

The Spirit of God had touched his con

He found no rest until he could

answer the thrilling question proposed by

that “heathen boy” in the affirmative.

A few days afterward, on the return of periodical, every Monday.

Deacon H., several of the party were re.

joicing in hope, who were careless sin

ners previous to the question of Thomas.

A powerful revival of religion followed,

all apparently resulting from the faithful

dealing of that illiterate heathen boy.--

Reader, go thou and do likewise.—West

ern Herald.

“Has he,” said she, “has

that he had made it up always, ever since

he was God; and this seemed to satisfy

her, and put the subject at rest. Thus

naturally will the untaught mind of a child

infer the doctrine of God's decrees from

the doctrine of the foreknowlege of God.

MoNDAY SERMONs. It is a constant

practice of one of the best and most labori.

ous ministers of the present generation to

write a short article for some religious

This he does

with little fatigue or trouble, the labors

of the Sabbath suggesting some thought

or bringing to light some fact worthy of

record.

In the course of a long life many volumes

might thus be written, and much good be

done whlch would be otherwise lost. Is it

not a practice which should become uni

versal? We heartily recommend it to our

brethren in the ministry. You preach on

Sabbath, perhaps, to some hundreds, you

may preach on Monday to thousands.

Your sermons are preached in a small

neighborhood, and a few, perhaps, will re

member them for a little while; the para

graph of ten or twelve lines may travel

to the ends of the earth, and do good to the

end of time. We wish there were more

Monday preachers.—N. O. Protestant.

Thomas very pa

ed from your's The old Scotch divines

said: “Enemies are the Good Shepherd's

dogs to worry straying sheep and drive

them back to the fold.” Another has

said: “An enemy, let men say what they

will about it, is a very useful thing. We

say thing and not person, because an avow

ed enemy seldom affords evidence of ra

tionality. An enemy is often used by our

Good Guardian as a bayonet, with which

we are pierced when we step aside from

the path of duty. So long as we continue

in that path, it will never be allowed to

wound a pore of the skin or harm a hair

of the head. It may remain by our side

polished and pointed; but if ever it harms

us, it will be because we run into harm’s

way and thrust ourselves upon its sharp

edge. -

The Infidel Outwitted.

A few months since, a well known min

ister of the Presbyterian Church delivered

a series of discourses against Infidelity, in

a town in Louisiana, on the Red River,

many of the citizens of which were known

to be skeptical. A few days afterward he

took passage on a steamer ascending the

Mississippi River, and found on board

several of the citizens of that town, among

whom was a disciple of Tom Paine, noted

as the ring leader of a band of infidels.

So soon as he discovered the minister he

commenced his horrid blasphemies, and

when he perceived him reading at one of

the tables he proposed to his companions

to go with him to the opposite side of the

table and listen to some stories that he had

to tell upon religion and religious men,

which he said would annoy the old preach.

PERSEv ERANCE of THE SAINTs. A

clergyman in Vermont was once trying

to unsettle the faith of a pious old lady,

who was a firm believer in the persever

ance of the saints. To his arguments she

replied, “God has undertaken to save my

soul, and I expect him to finish the work.”

“Ah,” said he, “but what if he should

leave you to fall away and perish?”

“And,” said she, “what if God had let

Elijah fall after he had taken him up to

carry him to heaven?” “Oh,” replied

the minister, “it was not at all likely he

would.” “Well,” said the old lady, “no

more likely is it that God will undertake

to carry me to heaven, and let me fall be

fore he gets me half way there.”

N. E. Puritan.

A CHILD's REAsoNING About God's

DECREEs. A little girl, six years old, to

whom the doctrine of God's decrees had

one morning on her father's knee, looked

up, and abruptly asked, “Papa, does God

know what we shall all be doing next

year!”, “Yes,” said the Father, “he

a season of devotion, in which Thomas - ** ..., - -

It was acceded to, and are doing now.” “But,” said she, with a

Thomas, in his accustomed meek and at look of perplexity, “how can he know it

lead.

18 -

:say the least, dishonorable; no good

'me of it in any quarter. Ifwe "... •

have Puseyites in our communion, (and grace.

person,

knows just as well as he knows what we

fectionate manner, addressed the throne of before it is done?” The father answered,

Soon he prayed for the lawyer in “because God knows everything.” After

alluding to his learning and talent, a pause of a minute the little one again

er. Quite a number, prompted by curios.

|ity, gathered around him to listen to his

vulgar stories and anecdotes, all of which

were pointed against the Bible and its min

isters. The preacher did not raise his

eyes from the book which he was reading,

nor appear to be in the least disconcerted

by the presence of the rabble. At length

the infidel walked up to him, and rudely

slapping him on the shoulder, said: “Old

fellow, what do you think of these things?”

He calmly pointed out of the door, and

said: “Do you see that beautiful land.

scape spread out in such quiet loveliness

before you?” “Yes.” “It has a rich

variety of flowers, plants and shrubs, that

are calculated to fill the beholder with de

light.” “Yes.” “Well, if you were to

send out a dove, he would pass over that

scene and see in it all that was beautiful

and lovely, and delight himself in gazing

at and admiring it; but if you were to

send out a buzzard over precisely the same

scene, he would see in it nothing to fix his

never been mentioned, as she was sitting attention, unless he could find some rotten

carcass that would be loathsome to all

other animals. He would alight and gloat

upon it with exquisite pleasure.” “Do

you mean to compare me to a buzzard,

Sir!” said the infidel, coloring very deep

ly: , “I made no allusion to you, sir.”

said the minister very quietly. The in

fidel walked off in confusion, and went by

the name of “the Buzzard” during the re

mainder of the passage.—Presb. Herala.
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***Modern Jewish History.

The following article is extracted from

the Princeton Review, for July, 1847. In

it will be found not only important his.

torical facts, but also philosophical reasons

for the present position and the peculiar

characteristics of that wonderful people.

“The first point, to which we ask at.

tention, is the perfectly anomalous position

into which the Jews were thrown by the

destruction of Jerusalem and their own ex

pulsion from the country. Their condi.

tion at this junction is without a parallel

except in their own history, and even there

the parallel is distant and imperfect. It is

not the downfall of their government, nor

the dispersion of their people, nor the hard

ships incident to such a revolution, that

imparts to their condition this extraordi

nary character. Such changes have oc

curred, and such sufferings have been expe.

rienced, in a hundred other cases, without

any such effect upon the sufferers or the

world at large. The extraordinary feature

of the case is this, that they were left to

keep up a peculiar national organization,

when deprived of the very thing that seem.

ed most indispensable to its existence. To

other systems of religion and polity, a par.

ticular local habitation might be highly

important; but in this case it was recog.

nized as absolutely necessary. Christians

and Pagans could set up their altars any

where; but Judaism was restricted, by the

law of its existence, to one country. The

place of its rites was, by divine appoint

ment, as essential as the rites themselves.

The Jews themselves will hardly deny,

that if it had been the divine purpose to an

nounce providentially the termination of

the old theocracy, it could not have been

done in a more significant and striking

finanner. Their condition was now worse

than that of Israel in Egypt. To main

tain a system eminently local, when ex

pelled from the prescribed localities, was

indeed to make brick without straw, or

rather to make it with nothing but straw.

All that was now left was the cohesive

spirit of the race, while every thing sub

stantial, upon which it had once acted.

was now gone forever.

“That the surviving Jews did not take

this view of the matter, when they first re

covered from the stunning blow, is easily

explained by their national remembrance

of the Babylonish exile, when the same

state of things had existed during less than

three-fourths of a century, so that some,

who had worshipped in the first temple,

wept at the dedication of the second. But

in that case, the whole nation, as one or

ganized body, had been carried and de

posited together, so as to be ready for a

simultaneous restoration; while in this

case it had sprung into a multitude of frag.

ments, scattered no one could tell where,

Itke the breaking of a potter's vessel with

a rod of iron, or, to use a modern illustra

tion, like the sudden instantaneous havoc

of some great explosion. Still the recol.

by some, though no doubt incorrectly, that

the present area is not that of the old town,

but only marks the site of the one built by

Hadrian, and called, after one of his own

names, AElia. Nor was it merely the hos

tility of emperors and senates that thus

tended to destroy their hopes. When Ju

lian the apostate, in the fourth century af.

ter the catastrophe, attempted to rebuild

the temple, his design was thwarted, and

Jews and Christians seemed to join with

Pagans in believing that it was by a mira

culous interposition.

“If, in the face of these discourage.

ments, the Jews had given up all hopes of

restoration to their own land, they would

thereby have abandoned their religion, and

with it their national existence, scattered

as they were among the nations. The

choice presented was between this nation.

al annihilation and an obstinate persistency

in waiting for what never was to come, at

least in the way desired and expected by

themselves. That they should have shrunk

from the total loss of their historical and

national existence, is entirely natural. The

only wonder is, that they should have been

able to escape it, by maintaining their

original attitude of expectation for a space

of near two thousand years. This is the

wonder, the unparalleled enigma, in the

condition of the Jews, that they are wait

ing, just as their fathers waited so many

hundred years ago. As a race they may

be said to keep perpetual passover, their

loins girded, shoes on their feet, and staves

in their hands, prepared for a journey, for

which fifty generations have prepared be.

fore them, without ever taking it. If we

could imagine a family, in which the in

mates have, from time immemorial been

sitting in their travelling dress, surround.

ed by their luggage, as if in expectation of

a vessel or a stage-coach, it would be a

fantastic but not an unjust image of the

osture of the Jews throughout the world

for ages. The religious service which they

now use is avowedly a temporary substi.

tute for that which is to be restored in

Palestine hereafter. Hence it abounds in

allusions to the sacrificial system, which

was essential to the Jew's religion, but of

which they have practically known no.

thing since the fall of Jerusalem.
# * * # *

“This is the true position of the Jews,

as defined by themselves and attested by

their history. The temporary state of ex.

pectation, which at first seemed likely to

last only for a few years, has continued

until this day, like the fabled metamorpho

sis of men into stone, by which their mo.

méntary attitudes and gestures have been

fixed forever, or the real petrifaction of a

drop arrested in the very article of dis.

tillation.

“We have dwelt upon this circumstance,

not only on account of its intrinsic singu.

larity and interest, but also and especially

because it furnishes a key to the whole

subject. Out of this anomalous position of

the Jews, occasioned by the downfall of

*

lection of the old captivity and of its joy-their state and perpetuated by their own

ful termination could not fail to cheer the

Jews with sanguine hopes, during the first

half century, and till the mystic term of

three score and ten years was passed.

But then as the former generation passed

away, the hopes of the survivors and suc

cessors must have lost their elasticity.

This would have been the case, even if ex

ternal circumstances had improved or re

mained unaltered. How much more when

they were growing worse and worse; when

the miserable remnant left in Palestine was

from a spirit of nationality alone, as weagain and again thinned by new proscrip

tions, and the land at last hermetically

sealed against the race to whom it had

been promised; when the old Jerusalem

was razed, Moriah turned into a grove,

heathen temples, amphitheatres and cir

choice, has arisen, more or less directly,

all that is peculiar in their national rela

tions or the figure which they make in

history. This may be rendered clear by

an enumeration of its consequences, some

of which might have been foreseen, and all

of which are easily demonstrable from

history. -

“The first of these effects is the con

tinued separate existence of the Jews

among the nations where they have been

scattered. This would never have arisen

know from other cases where that spirit

has been thoroughly subdued by coercive

or persuasive measures. This result could

have been secured by nothing short of a

religious conviction of their own superior.

cuses erected all around it, and the ancientity to other nations, with an accompanying

landmarks so confused that it is still a hope of restoration to the external marks

question where the wall ran, and alleged of their pre-eminence.

Minutes

of the Convention of Reformed Churches.

First Associate Reformed Church,

Pittsburgh, Tuesday, September

7th, 1847, 7 o'clock, P. M.

The Convention of Reformed Churches

met. The Rev. Samuel Findley, Sr., be:

ing called upon, opened the meeting with

prayer. -

Mr. Findley was elected Chairman, and

Mr. Beveridge, Secretary.

The following is the roll of delegates

attending:

Of the Associate Reformed Synod of

New York.

The Rev. Messrs. Donald C. M'Laren,

John B. Dales, and Henry Connely.

Of the Associate Reformed Synod of the

West.

The Rev. Messrs. Samuel Findley, Sr.,

John T. Pressly, D. D., William Wallace,

D. D., his alternate, and David R. Kerr.

Of the Reformed Dissenting Presbytery.

The Rev. James Y. Ashenhust, and Mr.

John M'Coy, Ruling Elder.

Of the Associate Synod.

The Rev. Messrs. Thomas Beveridge,

D. D., William M. M'Elwee, and James

Rodgers, D. D.

On motion, it was agreed that the Con

vention will meet at 9 o'clock in the morn

ing and adjourn at 12, and will meet at 2

and adjourn at 5 in the afternoon.

Messrs. M'Laren, M’Elwee, Ashenhust

and Findley were appointed a Committee

of Business, to report to-morrow morning.

The Convention then adjourned to meet

at 9 o'clock to-morrow morning. Closed

with prayer by Mr. M'Elwee.

Wednesday, Sept. 8, 9 o'clock, A. M.

The Convention met according to ad.

journment and was opened with prayer by

the President.

The minutes of the former meeting were

read, and after some amendment, adopted,

The Rev. William Wallace, D. D., al

ternate of Dr. Pressly, attended in his

place.

The Committee of Business reported in
part as follows:

“1st. That a portion of the time be

spent in devotional exercises, in which one

brother from each of the churches repre

sented in the Convention, shall be em.

ployed.

2d., That the Convention enter on the

£ of the subject matter, to be

embraced in the Testimony of -

Church.” y of the United

The report was accepted and adopted,

and agreeably to the first recommendation

the following brethren were employed i.

lead in the exercises of praise and prayer:

Viz, Messrs. Rodgers, D.D., Connely

Ashenhust, and Wallace, D. D. 5

The Convention having resumed busi.

ness, there was handed in and read, an

*tract from the Minutes of the Reformed

Dissenting Presbytery, in relation to a
Basis of Union, which was laid on the table.

On motion, proceeded to the second re

commendation of the Committee of Busi

'* A motion was made by Mr. M'.
Elwee and seconded by Dr. Wallace, to

enter on the consideration of the draught

of a Testimony prepared by Dr. Anderson

and Presented at the last meeting of the

Convention, by the Committee on a Basis

of Union.

This motion was carried -

of: draught was: , and a portion

The Convention then adiowith prayer by Mr.'' urned. Closed

*

2 o'clock, P. M.

..The Convention met and was opened

"ith prayer by the President. The min
S f the fute . Orenoon Were read and ap

The proceedings of a Conventon',

number of the members of the different

churches represented in this Come.

held in Pittsburgh on the 6th inst Wert

read and laid on the table. "

The Convention then resumed the mal.

ing of the draught of a Testimon, T.

propositions, and condemnation of e!!!!

were read with a few exceptions; all.

members were called in order, and head

at some length in general remarks,

The Convention then adjourned. Coel

with prayer by Dr. Wallace,

Thursday, Sept. 9, 9 o'clock, A.M.

The Convention met and was ope:

with prayer by the President. Them.

utes of the former meeting were realm

approved.

On motion of Mr. M'Laren, semi

by Dr. Wallace, it was agreed to emer.

the consideration of those chapters of k.

Testimony which embrace the prop"

agreed upon by the Convention in S.

tember last. Accordingly theistd:

which treats of “Testimony Beni:

was read. A motion was made by W.

M’Elwee, and seconded by Mr. Ashehs,

that this chapter be adopted. After sm:

remarks, as a substitute for the preceili

a motion was made by Mr. Connel, it

seconded by Dr. Wallace, that we !".

ceed to pass on the errors to be condemi.

ed, leaving the propositions and illust".

tions to be disposed of afterwards. Th:

motion was carried, and the Convention

proceeded to consider the error condem

under this chapter. After some amet.

ments the condemnation of the errors M.

ticed in this chapter was adopted.

Proceeded to the 9th chapter, on '.

“Headship of Christ.” The props'

in this chapter condemning errors was is

adopted.

Proceeded to the 3d section of th:

11th, of the “Extent of Redempt."

This section was read, but before anyi.

cision upon it the Convention affinel

Closed with prayer by Mr. Alainst

".

2 o'clock, P.M.'

The Convention met and was were

with prayer by the President. The mi.

utes of the former meeting were readin

approved.

A communication on the subject &

Union, from the sessions under the chi'

of the Rev. Joseph Shaw and Rev. J.S.

Buchanan, and also a communication."

the same subject, from a meeting of ma"

bers of the Associate congregations

Mount Hope and North Buffalo, an'

Associate Reformed congregation of Wis

Middletown, were read and laid on is

table. -

Resumed the business left unfinished"

the forenoon. -

After some remarks the further "

sideration of the 3d section of chapteril"

was suspended for the present, and "

subject was referred to a committe'

sisting of Messrs. M'Elwee, Dales."

lace, D. D., and Ashenhust,

Proceeded to the consideration of th?

ter 18th, section 2d. The condem"

of error embraced under this section,"

amendment, was agreed to.

Proceeded to the consideration '"

24th chapter, on “Church Commun",

The condemnation of the errors em"

in the 1st section of this chapter"

adopted ?

The Convention then adjourned"

at 8 o'clock, tomorrow morning "

with prayer by the Secretary.

*-

Friday, Sept. 10, 8 o'clock, 4*

. The Convention met and was."

with prayer by the President "'

utes of the last meeting were

proved.

Wallace his alternate.

J.

*

|''."

2.

Yu

read and #

Dr. Pressly attended in the room of Dr.
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*

** Neither Dr. Macdill nor his alternate

* Dr. Claybaugh being present, the Rev.
'', )avid R. Kerr, of the General Associate

#2, #ormed Synod of the West, on the re.

*quest of the other delegates of that Synod,

... 's invited to act as a delegate in their

*-lace.

in The Convention proceeded to the Con.

** ideration of the errors condemned under

his he 3d

* estimony.

; : roposed, viz

“We con

". rdinances with those, from whom, On a:

"ount of their errors, we judge it our duty

* , hold ourselves separate, and also the ad.

'**'ssion to sealing ordinances for n time

** h us, of those who are not qualified to

... entinue in our fellowship.”

"After considerable discussion, the above

**ubstitute was adopted. Against the de

*ision adopting the latter part of this sub

*itute, the Secretary entered his dissent.

proceeded to the consideration of the

*5th chapter, of “Oaths and Covenants,”

The following substitute was

'action 2d. After some amendments, parts

"stand 2d, of the Condemnation of Errors,

* 'ere adopted.

* The Convention then adjourned. Closed

*ith prayer by Dr. Pressly.

| "... 2 o'clock, P. M.

* The Convention met and was opened

*ith prayer by the President. The min

* tes were read and approved.

* Resumed the consideration of the 2d

*ction of the 25th chapter. The remain

* : *r of the Condemnation of Errors, under

* is section, was adopted; as also of those

"rader section 3d. \

Entered on the consideration of chapter

* 7th, on Psalmody. The condemnation

*::f errors embraced in this chapter was

lso adopted.

i. Proceeded to the consideration of chap.

# r 29th, on Fasting. The article under

... is chapter was negatived.

... Proceeded to chapter 30th, on Slave.

solding. The Condemnation of Errors in

is chapter being the same adopted by the

onvention in September last, the subject

... assed over without a vote.

* The Convention then adjourned, to meet

t 8 o'clock, to-morrow morning. Closed
*

-

"ith prayer by Mr. Ashenhust.

*

Saturday, Sept. 11, 8 o'clock, A. M.

... The Convention met and was opened

ith prayer by the President. The min.

les of the last meeting were read and

fier correction approved. The Secretary

ntered his dissent against the vote of yes.

'rday afternoon, rejecting the article in

*: he chapter on Fasting. In this he was

ined by Mr. M'Elwee. This Convention

* aving finished the consideration of the

ondemnatory part of the chapters above

mentioned, so far as connected with the

"" propositions, agreed upon by the Con

ention in September last, it was agreed to

mer on the consideration of the declara.

ory part of these propositions.

. The declaratory part of these proposi

tons was then read and adopted as far as

* he chapter on Slavery, with the exception

- * chapter 11th, section 3d, on the Pur.

:hase of Common Benefits, which had

* referred to a committee. An amend.

section of the 24th chapter of the

demn participation in public

were appointed a committee to prepare an

illustration and defence, to be appended to

this chapter.

The committee appointed to report a

substitute for the proposition, chapter 11th,

section 3d, on Common Benefits, reported,

and their report was accepted and adopted.

The President offered an excuse for the

absence of Messrs. Ashenhust and M'Coy

from the present meeting, which was sus
tained.

The Convention then adjourned, to meet

at 8% on Monday morning. Closed with

prayer by Mr. Kerr.

Monday, Sept. 13, 84 o'clock, A. M.

The Convention met and was opened

with prayer by the President. The min

utes of the last meeting were read, and

after amendments, adopted.

A motion was made and carried, to

enter upon the consideration of those parts

of the Testimony not already acted on,

commencing at the beginning and proceed.

ing in the order of the chapters.

The introduction was read and adopted.

The 1st chapter, of Creeds and Testi.

monies was read, and such parts as had

not been already acted on, were adopted.

The 2d chapter, of Divine Revelation,

was read, and after some amendments,

was adopted, with the exception of the de

claratory part of section 4th.

The Convention then adjourned. Closed

with prayer by Mr. M'Elwee.

2 o'clock, P. M.

The Convention met and was opened

with prayer by the President. The min

utes of the last meeting were read and ap

proved.

The committee to whom was referred

the 3d section of the 11th chapter, which

treats of the Purchase ofCommon Benefits,

presented a report, containing an illustra.

tion and defence of the proposition adopted

by the Convention. This report was ac

cepted, and after some amendments adopt

ed.

The Convention proceeded to the con

sideration of the 3d chapter, of The Holy

Trinity. It was agreed to omit the read.

ing of the illustration and defence of this,

and the remaining chapters.

This chapter, after some amendments,

was adopted.

Chapter 4th, on the Decrees, was read

and adopted. -

Chapter 5th, on Divine Providence, was

read and adopted.

Chapter 6th, of the Covenant of Works,

was read and adopted.

Chapter 7th, of the Fall of Man, was

read, and after a slight amendment, adopt.

ed.

Chapter 8th, of the Covenant of Grace,

was read, and after some verbal amend

ments, was adopted.

Chapter 10th, of theSuretyship and Satis.

faction of Christ, was read and adopted.

Adjourned to meet at 8 o'clock, to-mor.

row morning. Closed with prayer by Mr.
M’Laren. t

"Tuesday, Sept. 14, 8 o'clock, A. M.

The Convention met and was opened

with prayer by the President. The min

utes of the last meeting were read and ap

and of the difference between them, was

ed.

Salvation, was read, and, after an amend

and adopted.

Spirit, was read, and, after some amend

Saints in this Life, was read and adopted.

adopted.

Government, was partly read and adopt

ed; but, before finishing it, the Conven

and after some amendments, adopted.

ance from the Law as a Covenant, was

read, and after amendments, adopted.

Chapter 13th, of Justification, was read

and adopted.

Chapter 14th, of the Perseverance of

the Saints, was read and adopted.

Chapter 15th, of the Motives and Ends

of Acceptable Obedience, was read and

adopted.

Chapter 16th, of the Law and Gospel,

read and, after a verbal amendment, adopt

Chapter 17th, of the Universal Offer of

ment, adopted.

Chapter 19th, of Repentance, was read

Chapter 20th, of the Work of the Holy

ment, adopted.

Chapter 21st, of the Imperfection of the

Chapter 22d, of the State of Man after

Death, was read, and, after some additions,

Chapter 23d, of the Church and Church

tion adjourned.

Closed with prayer by Mr. Ashenhust.

2 o'clock, P. M.

The Convention met and was opened

with prayer by the President. The min

utes were read and approved.

Resumed the consideration of the 23d

chapter of the Testimony.

The remainder of the chapter was read,

The 24th chapter, on Church Commu

nion, was read, and, after some amend

ments, adopted.

Chapter 25th, of Oaths and Religious

Covenants, was read, and, after some

amendment, adopted.

Chapter 26th, of the Ordinance of

Preaching the Gospel, was read, and, after

amendment, adopted.

Chapter 28th, of Baptism, was read, and,

after an amendment, adopted.

Chapter 31st, of the Relation of the

Church to Past Ages, was read, and, after

amendments, adopted.

An amendment was proposed and adopt

ed on the subject of Slavery. The report

already adopted on the subject of Slave.

ry, was recommitted to the Committee

with instructions to add something in the

way of argument.

The Convention then adjourned, to 73

this evening. Closed with prayer by Dr.

Rodgers.

73 o'clock, P. M.

The Convention met and was opened

with prayer by Dr. Pressly. The minutes

of the last meeting were read and correct

ed.

The Committee to whom the subject of

Slavery was referred in the afternoon, re

ported, and their report was adopted.

A motion was made by Mr. M'Elwee

and seconded by Mr. Connely, to recon

sider the decision, adopting a substitute on

the subject of Occasional Communion,

which motion was carried, an amendment

to the substitute was then offered and adopt
ment of the proposition on Fasting was

"pled. During the discussion of the

"t on Slavery, the Convention ad.
|ourned.

Closed with prayer by Dr. Rodgers.

ed, and the substitute, as thus amended,

was re-affirmed.

Messrs. Rodgers, D. D., Kerr, Ander

son, D. D., and J. F. M'Laren, were ap

pointed a Committee, to revise and prepare

for publication, the Testimony and other

doecuments connected with it, and were

authorized to make such amendments, in

the illustrations and arguments, as may be

found necessary.

A resolution was offered by Mr. Connely

and seconded by Dr. Rodgers, that the fol

lowing notice be prefixed to the publica.

tion of the Testimony:

proved.

In the absence of Mr. M'Coy, Mr. J. J.

M'Connel, a Ruling Elder, of the Reform

ed Dissenting Presbytery, was invited to

take a seat in his place.

The committee appointed to prepare an

illustration and defence of the proposition

adopted on Slavery, reported; and their

report was accepted and adopted.

Resumed the consideration on the

draught of a Testimony.

- The 11th chapter, of the Extent of Re

pter "the forenown. The whole demption, was read, and after some amend
on the subject of Slavery was ments, adopted.

2 o'clock, P. M.

met and was opened

Mr. Connely. The min

meeting were read and ap.

The Convention
with prayer by

*tes of the last

Mroved.

The Conve

"unfinished

eha

ad

"tion resumed the business

==

ciate Reformed, and Reformed Dissenting

Churches, having considered and amend

ed the Draught of a Testimony, to be re

ported to the churches represented, have

adopted the same, and directed it to be

published and submitted to the churches

for examination and adoption, as the judi

cial Testimony of the United Church.

The declaratory part is presented, not as

containing any additional terms of Com

munion, but as a concise declaration of

the principles of our religious Standards.

Nor is the condemnatory part to be con

sidered, otherwise than a negative exhibi

tion of our doctrines, containing the prin

cipal errors against which we propose to

bear witness,

The explanatory and argumentative part,

is not to be considered a term of commu

nion.”

A Basis to be proposed to the churches

represented, was offered by Mr. M'Laren,

and adopted.

The Secretary asked leave to have it re

corded that he was not prepared fully, to

concur in some of the preliminary state

ments of this paper.

The paper is as follows:

“The Delegates from several branches

of the Reformed Churches in North Ameri

ca, having assembled in Convention, br

the purpose of settling and setting forth

the terms on which the churches they

represent, and all other Presbyterian

churches, may unite and constitute, in

principle and name, one church; and hav

ing consulted together, in free conference,

on all the differences, real or supposed,

which have been the occasion of the pre

sent divided state of the churches repre

sented in this Convention, do present for

the consideration of the said churches, the

following statement, comprising the result,

of their labors. *

Solemnly feeling our obligations to the

Lord Jesus, the Head of the church, and

our accountability to Him; and solicitous

to promote his glory and the good of his

church, and the furtherance of his glori

ous gospel; and being satisfied that the

churches which we represent may, in a

joint and common profession, hold and

practise all the truth which they now pro

sess and practise in their separate organi.

zations, we do hereby express our delibe.

rate judgment, that these churches ought

to re-unite on the ground of present agree

ment in the truth, which agreement is as

certained from statements of Delegates in

Convention, and from the Standards and

judicial explanatory Testimonies of the re

spective churches.

This happy agreement in sentiment and

practice, on all matters comprised in our

ecclesiastical profession, appears in the

adoption by us of the following Declara.

tion and Engagement, which we affection

ately and earnestly recommend to the

several churches which we represent, and

to all others who agree thereto, as a Basis

of Union, trusting, that by the adoption of

this Basis and the Standards it refers to,

the will of the Lord will be obeyed, the

cause of truth will be strengthened, the in.

fluence of Reformation Principles and of

Presbyterial order will be greatly enlarged,

and the hearts of the Lord's people be re

joiced.

BASIS OF UNION.

1. We declare our adherence to the

word of God, contained in the Scriptures

of the Old and New Testaments, as the

only rule of faith and practice.

2. We hold the Westminster Confes

s'/h and Catechisms, as the confession of

our faith, assenting to the whole doctrine

of those venerable Standards, with an al

teration of those parts of the Confession,

which treat of the Magistrate's power;

such as was agreed upon in the Conven.

tion in September last.

3. We hold, as a suitable explanation
* Br. Rodgers and Mr. M'Laren Chapter 12th, of the Believer's Deliver. “The Convention of Associate, Asso

and application of our principles, the Tes.
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timony adopted by this Convention; this

being identical in substance with the Con

fession of Faith, is of the same authority

with it in its declaration of doctrine and

condemnation of errors.

4. We hold that Presbyterial Church

Government, is the only form of govern.

ment instituted by the Lord Jesus; and we

agree to maintain it as set forth by the

Westminster Assembly.

5. We approve the Directory prepared

by the Westminster divines, with some

prudential modifications, suiting it to the

condition of the United Church.

6. The system of Church Discipline, is

substantially the same in all these Churches

being in harmony with the principles and

end of Presbyterial Government. We

agree that each Body shall use its own

Book of Discipline, until another shall be

provided by the Supreme Judicatory of the t

United Church.”

The draught of a Solemn Covenant of

duty, prepared by a member of the com

mittee appointed September last, was read

and approved, as suitable to be used in the

United Church, by such as may see their

way clear to do so.

The Convention then adjourned, to meet

to morrow morning, at 8 o'clock. Closed

with prayer by Mr. Dales.

Wednesday, Sept. 15, 8 o'clock, A. M.

The Convention met and was opened

with prayer by the President. The min

utes of the last meeting were read and ap.

proved.

A paper was presented by Mr. Connely

proposing a Testimony against the use of

Instrumental Music, and the employment of

choirs in the worship of God. This paper

was referred to the committee of publica.

tion, with instructions to append an article

to this effect, to the chapter of the Testi.

mony on Psalmody.

On motion of the Secretary seconded by

Mr. Dales,

Resolved, That if the action of the su

preme courts of the bodies here represent.

ed, should be such as to require the meet.

ing of another Convention, that it be re

commended that said Convention be ap.

pointed to meet at New York, at 10

o'clock, A. M., on the 3d Wednesday of

October, 1849, in the Associate Reformed

Church, Franklin street.

On motion of Mr. Connely seconded by

Mr. Kerr,

Resolved, That it be recommended to

the several churches represented in this

Convention, in the event of a favorable

action being had on the Basis now sub

mitted, and another meeting of Convention

being deemed unnecessary, to meet in their

respective bodies, on the 4th Wednesday

of May, 1850, in the cities of Pittsburgh

and Allegheny, in order to consummate

the contemplated union.

On motion, Resolved, That the Com

mittee of Publication be directed to pay

five dollars to the sexton, for his services

on this occasion. |

On motion, Resolved, That the editors'

of periodicals in connection with the

churches here represented, be requested to

publish in their papers, the Minutes of this

Convention. |

The minutes of the present meeting
were read and approved. -

The Secretary and Mr. Connely were

called on, to engage in praise and prayer.

The Convention having finished all the

business before them, so far as their time

and circumstances would admit, adjourned'

by singing the 133d Psalm, and the Presi |

dent's pronouncing the apostolical ben

diction.

SAMUEL FINDLEY, Pres’t.

Thomas BEvERInGE, Sec'y.

A man who studies revenge, keeps his

own wounds gre-n, which would otherwise W*" - - - - - - - -
- 08C

to be a determination to sustain it, and formation of societies, attention to which 'flictions are sent for a wise PuT"heal and do well.—Bacon.

T. H. E. P. R. E! A G B (JE R, ,

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1847.

The Editor acknowledges the receipt

of $1, from Isaac J. Lewis, for the Fo

reign Missionary Fund.

At the late meeting of the Presbytery

of Monongahela, Mr. William Montgom

ery, Licentiate of the United Presbyteri

an Church, Ireland, presented his certifi

cate of good standing and regular dismis

sion, and, after the usual examination,

was received under the care of Presby

ery.

in a manner which will make it an insti-demands a great andfatal sacrifice fl.

tution worthy and likely to receive£ principle. Every tightii,

large share of the support of this com-the year, thousands of husband, **

munity. -

The reputation of Messrs. Grierson

and Will, as scholars and teachers, has

been established in our midst, is known of domestic duties. Wives all chill"

and acknowledged. Mr. Steele has his are neglected, and bad habits are tú.

reputation as a teacher yet to make, but tracted by husbands. The ruin (fra,

we have no doubt he will soon prove a family may be traced to this*

himself what those best acquainted with It may startle the reader to hear this

the cast of his mind believe him to be, this connection, propose the formii,

singularly qualified for the duties to a new society, and yet we are serious:

which he has been called. thinking, that, without the familms,

- isingle meeting, a great society mighi,

DU Q U E S N E CO L L E G E . instituted, to the privileges of wide,

The Fall Session of this Institution ryman should be entitled who mail,

commenced on Monday, the 6th instant. evenings at home with his family."

At a late meeting of the Board of Trus

tees, the Rev. John C. Steele, a graduate

of attending to their societies. Al"

| - -

-

amount of evil is the result oftist'

Truth. The following inlil:

sent from their families, under the 'a :

The Minutes of union meetings of Miami University, was added to the

need not be published now, after the of instruction in all the branches of a sub

meeting of the Convention of Delegates, stantial education, will now he as com

for which their suggestions were more plete and thorough as in any of our West

which have been received, it is thought, Faculty, and it is believed that the course to an infidel cavil, appears in allent.

| ber of the Cincinnati Advertiser:

“One of my exchanges, a semini:

print, asks, Did you ever know a de:

£from the following announcement, that

this institution is still in operation, and

with the promise of permanent and suc

cessful existence.

particularly intended. If it is thought

differently by those more immediately in

terested in them, and they will give us

an intimation to that effect, we can in

sert them yet.

UNIoN. It will be seen from the min

utes, given in this number, that the Con

vention of delegates from three of the

Reformed churches, has agreed upon a

Basis of Union.

The Testimony agreed upon is more

voluminous than many would have desir.

ed; but if it embodies, as it is believed,

no principle inconsistent with, or addi.

tional to those already professed by us,

we do not think its length should be:

made an insuperable obstacle to union.

Its declarative and condemnatory parts

are to be, equally with the Confession of

Faith upon which they are founded,

terms of communion; the argumentative

and illustrative parts, to be read by mem

bers and applicants for membership, in

support of these terms, and in illustration

of the sense in which they are to be re

ceived. We think all who can adopt

what is already professed in the Associate

Reformed Church, can receive what is

embraced in this Testimony, and we

hope there will be a willingness to be sa

tisfied with it. It appears to us, if there

is to be union at this time, it must be on

some such Basis as that now submitted

by the Convention—the result of mutual

concession, not of principles, but of form

and mode of exhibiting them. We trust

it will be as mutually satisfactory; at

least, escape the fastidiousness which as:

sailed the Basis of “’45,” and receive

that consideration which its own merits

and the end at which it aims, claim

for it.
|

DU QUEsNE College. It will be seen

tholic religion in the United States. We

which you are animated for the propaga

trusted to your care and pastoral solici

tude.

with the help of your eminent exertions,

will produce still more abundant fruits.

W * - *

be omitted on our part that can aid you, but rather, that through his speciali"

or be useful to the cause of the churchference is it that

over which you preside.”

observer who is not prepared to confirm

man in a city that did not ask in the"

of salary all he could possibly getirl,

services?

ern Colleges.

The following gentlemen compose the

Faculty:

“To this, I reply, I do. I known

ty or thirty clergymen, in this city in

who receive from five hundred to m

thousand dollars each as salaries. Then

is not one of these whose congrgia

Rev. JoHN C. STEELE, Professor of

Physical and Mental Science.

Mr. RobERT GRIERson, Professor

of Languages and Mathematics.

Mr. THOMAs W11.L., Professor of Mo

ral Philosophy and Logic. would not raise his salary rather in

Terms of Tuition. part with him. Nor is there one file

For Students residing in the city $36 number who could not make ir"

per annum. the amount of his salary by abandom;

For those coming from the country, the pulpit for the bar, and pleadingh,

$25 per annum. in place of pleading the gospel"

Arrangements have been made for the

accommodation of Students, who may

desire to attend only to the higher

branches of an English education.

By order of the Board.

-

Particular Providentti.

What a store house of consolation "

afflicted believers is the doctrine of the

divine agency in all that bef's them

This article of faith, fully received."

firmly held, is by itself under the "I'

influences of the Holy Spirit, suffice"

THE PAPAL ARchbishop of BALTI-sustain the children of God under ü

MoRE CoNGHArulated. The Pope has their losses, crosses and trials. A ".

sent to the Archbishop of Baltimore a and unwavering confidence in God a

letter, confirming the last Provincial our friend, is quite enough to satish the

Council held there, and containing also soul. with respect to the win"

the following paragraph: goodness of providential dispens"

“We are greatly rejoiced at the cheer-On this interesting subject, Dr. G"

ing testimony you have sent us of the has the following profitable though

very great and rapid increase of the Car Christ. Intell.):

“This doctrine is fraught with "

warmly congratulate you on your virtue greatest consolation to mankind. who?'t

and labors, and on the singular zeal with born to sorrow, Nor only is it tha! :

thing can happen but what God:

tion of religion, and the enlargement of —nothing can happen but what Go :

- * - joins. The notion of God should ".
that portion of the Lord's vineyard in that he has lit up the sun, and given

winds power to roam through the "

' rather that his glance is in."

beam, and his breath in every:
The idea should not be enter"

after having given life to me."'
cerns himself no more withhis"

John T. PREssly,

WILLIAM KERR, }.com.

We hope also that the future,

'e freely promise you that nothing will

breath follows breath

pulse succeeds pulse: so that lil :

trouble and in every joy-in ": f

which rises to cheer, and in ";"

which darkens, the hand of God'

discerned, producing, out of a:

seeming ills and a thousand appa"

Societies. He must be a superficial

ld cease to exist; but there appears

|by his testimony the judgment expressed crepancies, not on

It was supposed that at the death ofin the following paragraph from the dividual good.

Dr. Bruce, its founder, the college itself Presbytórian:

ly a general but all "

ion is

“And how, much ofc'

there to a heart when deeply sir'

“One of the evils of the times is the with sorrow, to be able to feel£

at:

# ,

El.

y:

*

:
# l

*

*
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hat there is a bright kingdom hereafter,

where pain shall have no entrance It

go far to dry a mother's tears,

death of her child has caused

ld be thus persuaded to

'''

* would

*... which the

#, oflow, if she cou

'a', - egard t

£ould be made to feel that in allowing

* 'totake her child, God has been deal.

... . . kindly and gently, in that he has
*ag: :' £ world when the

''. not hardened by the deceit.

"' of sin, and pain and sorrow

**, carcely known.”

*.

* •

* PEACE. The London. Peace society
*ave addressed a communication to Presi

J. ent Polk, and another to Santa Anna,

ntreating them to bring an immediate

lose to the present war. Also, to the

– time Minister of England, the King of

... 'rance, and the Emperor of Russia, soli
M iling their friendly influence for the same

"esult. From the letter to President Polk

* remake the following extract-(United

**resbyterian): *

* “In this moment of your victory, we

# would most earnestly and respectfully en

left feat you to display a truly magnanimous

nd Christian spirit, by at once offering to

he Mexicans such terms as they can

"t carcely fail to accept, and by declaring

* our determination to abandon at once all

*::ppeal to military force, and to settle the
Isa isputed questions, should any such still

rise, by referring the whole case to the ar

itration of two or three friendly powers.

"We cannot but think that such steps as

Whese would secure to the American people

* I distinction among the nations of the earth

is ar more valuable than anything which

* ... an be acquired by military triumph, and

would tend, by its influence on other coun

'ries, to discourage the unchristian prac

ice of war, and to secure to the nations

The unspeakable blessings of permanent

*ind universal peace.”

i.

**

in 5- Ana Evil of Puseyism.

It is well known that, among other prac.

# ices of the Roman Catholic Church, affect

1. *d by those clergymen of the English

| Church, who are sliding into her footsteps,

is that of confession. Several of them

"have introduced it, more or less openly, in

** their parishes, and the English papers say

that it is even insisted on, when portions

... of the congregation do not take to it wil.

... lingly. But, according to the Tablet, a

he dealings of God. It would be Courier says—(Com. Jour).

'kehalf the bitterness from sorrow, if "Two companies of Swiss and a few piece of

£ civil"" his dominions, and compel his reached the city of Mexico, and had two partial scatter over it a quantity of black sand. When

abdication by the revolt of the disaffected, finally engagements with the enemy, in both of which a pago is thus finished, it is placed between the

occupied with her troops a city—Ferrara—of the

| | Texas.

our army was victorious. The details of these

battles have not yet been ascertained. After

this, General Scott offered an armistice to Sant"

Anna, which was accepted. The Mexican Con

gress was about assembling, to consider the pro

positions of peace conveyed by Mr. Trist from

our government. General Scott was encamped

near the city, awaiting the result of the action of

Congress before the renewal of hostilities. Fur.

ther news is anxiously looked for from the seat

of war.

Stage Accident and Loss of Life. On Satur.

day last, (18th inst,) the horses attached to one

of the Cumberland stages became frightened at a

locomotive engine, which was passing them, just

at the bridge, about half a mile this side of Cum

berland, and ran over the bank to the flat beside

the stream.

Mr. Vincent, of Erie, Pa., was killed. , Mr.

Markoe, of Indianapolis, and three others danger.

ously wounded, and all the rest of the passengers

(the stage having been full) more or less injured.

Passengers state the bank over which they were

precipitated to be about fifteen feet almost perpen.

dicular, and seem astonished that any should

have escaped being killed. Two of the horses

were much injured.–Gazette.

The New German Reformation. The Rev.

Ridley H. Herschell, formerly in this country,

is about to visit the chief seat of the modern

German Reformation, in order to be able to form

a more correct judgment of the movement than

it is possible to do from the conflicting accounts

of partisans and opponents, or of those who are

but partially acquainted with the German lan.

guage, and with the social and intellectual con

dition of the people among whom the movement

has taken place.

Roman Catholic Church. The Roman Catho.

lic papers mention that several new sees have

been created in this country. They are Albany

and Buffalo, in New York; and Galveston, in

leaves of a sheet of letter paper and submitted to

the pressure of a copying press after which it is

care ully dried. This must be a more economi

cal mode than the one now in vogue, where the

printing is executed with wooden types.

Electric Velocity. It has been stated, and

generally understood, that electricity in high ten

sion travels at the rate of two hundred and eighty

thousand miles in a second of time—that is the

probable velocity of communications by the mag

netic telegraph. But from recent observations it

appears most probable that no space of time what

ever is required in the passage of the telegraphic

current from one station to another, whatever

the distance. The induction of the fluid at one

end of the wire produces eduction at the other at

the same instant.

Cast Iron Houses. The Cincinnati Commer

cial says: “we are informed by good authority,

that a block of three story buildings is to be erect

ed in this city, the entire front to be of cast iron.

The plates for the same are already being cast.”

-

PRESBYTERIAL.

The Presbytery of Steubenville will meet in

Steubenville, on Tuesday, the 2d day of Novem

ber, at 10 o'clock, A. M. *

|

M A R R L E D , s

On the 26th ult, by Rev. Robert Armstrong

Mr. ROBERT A. HARPER, of Cecil. Town
ship, Wash. Co., to Miss MARY JOHNSTON,

of Moon Township, All. Co., Pa.

On Monday evening, the 13th instant, by the

Rev. John G. Brown, Mr. ALEXANDER

M'CLELLAND to Miss MARY ANN SIMS,

all of this city... .

On Wednesday, the 15th inst., by the Rev. J.

M. Gallowry, WILLIAM S. Bi'HAN AN,

Esq., of Steubenville, to Miss ELIZABETH

PORTER, of Wheeling.

August 31st, by Rev. Robert Audley Browne,

Miss MARY ANN, daughter of Mr. Thomas

St. Louis has been erected into an Arch.

bishopric; and the See of Hart ord has been trans

ner-stones of new Roman Catholic Churches have

been laid recently in Augusta, Maine; Quincy,

Illinois; and Cincinnati, Ohio.

Universalist Statistics. “In the United States

and Territories: One General Convention; one

Historical Society with a valuable Library; eigh.

teen State Conventions, (beside four State Sun.

day School Associations, two State Missionary

Associations, and one State Relief Fund); eighty

Ecclesiastical Associations, (beside two local

Sunday School Associations, three Missionary

Associations, and three Tract Associations);

twenty-five Periodicals, including Annuals; nine

Schools and Academias; 1098 Societies; 709 Meet.

Fisher, to Mr. WiLLIAM PATTEN. all of

Neshannock Township, Mercer County, Pa.

ferred to Providence, Rhode Island. The cor- S. pt. 16'h, by the same, "Miss ELEANOR

MATILDA, daughter of Mr. James Fulkeson,

of North Beaver Township, Beaver county, to

Mr. WILLIAM KOPLIN, of New Castle, Pa.

*

o, P iT U A R Y.

Died, on the 16th instant, at the residence of

her husband, in Jefferson Township, Allegheny

County, Pa., Mrs. NANCY, consort of JOHN

SH CPLER. -

The deceased was cut short in her earthly en

joyments, bing only twenty years of age, nine

nonths married, and about two years a member

of Mifflin congregation. She died in strong ex

pectation of more pure and lasting enjoyment

than earth could afford her. B.

(IJ” It there be any errors or oversights in the

acknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

us of them that they may be corrected.

MR. EDIToR : .

Roman Catholic organ published in Lon.

don, an awkward inconvenience has mani.

* fested itself. Things whispered in the

confessional have been afterwards openly

talked of in society; and it has been as

certained that the clergymen to whom the

confessions were made, are, unfortunately

for the confessors, all married men. Here

is developed one reason for exacting celi.

bacy of the priesthood in the Roman Ca.

tholic Church, which had never occurred

to us. The worthy fathers of that church

know, it seems, how hard it is for a man

"keep a secret from his wife. In this

"age of their progress, it will be necessa

'7 for the Puseyite divines to resolve a

case of conscience, as to whether it is

ing-houses, and 707 Preachers. Of these, and

beside these, there are reported 153 Organized

Churches; 167 Sunday Schools; twenty-five new

Meeting-houses; forty-five new Preachers; twen

ty-seven Societies; and seventeen books publish

ed since our last issue.”

A War Fact. The money expended by Great

Britain, in seven wurs, would have constructed

fifteen railroads round the whole globe, allowing

the cost to heve been $25,000 per mile.

Pope's dominions. The Pontiff is preparing to

| resist by an appeal to arms. The New York

artillery had been ordered to the frontier; another

body of Swiss was advancing to the same point

through Romagna —the National Guard is

|everywhere organized:—a camp of observation

has been ordered to be established at Forti:—and

very rigorous measures were in progress, in re

gard to the occupation of Ferrara by the Austrian

tronps. It was reported that the Cabinet of

Turin have forwarded strong notes to Austria

upon the subject. The intervention of England

in behalf of Rome is confidently anticipated.”

The London correspondent of the Courier says:

“Both here and in France the popular syn.

pathy with the Pope is very strong indeed. The

English Government are equally in his favor;

and the French Government, whatever its secret

reluctance to thwart Austria, will never dare to

outrage public feeling by sustaining the aggres.

sive policy of that imperious cabinet.”

Rome. The occupation of Ferrara has pro

duced a strong sensation in Rome and other cities

of Italy. Crowds assemble in the streets, and in

the cafes. Some were for proceeding to the resi.

dence of the Austrian Minister and pulling down

the arms, but this was prevented by the majority.

In one evening more than six thousand young

men enrolled their names to start at a moment's

notice 4o oppose the Austrians. The King of

Sardinia has declared his intention to aid the

Pontifical power, and England warmly sympa.

thizes with his Holiness. Such a war must an

nihilate the Austrian dynasty in Italy.

The British government are preparing a for

midable naval expedition at the Ionian Islands,

to aid the Pope against Austria, should the latter

invade his dominions.

Pope Pius has declared that he will lead the

Italian army in person, in case of a war with

Austria.

Offer to the Pope. The New York Tribune

says that a number of our countrymen tendered

their services to the Pope, to raise companies in

defence, of his territories, lately, if not now,

threatened by the troops of Austria. His Holi.

ness declining, under present circumstances, to

grant commissions for the purpose, left room for

the belief that, if hereafter a more urgent exi.

gency should press upon him, he would not re

fuse the sympathy and assistance so early and

eagerly tendered him.

Ireland. All sorts of provisions are rapidly

falling in price in Ireland. The Limerick

Chronicle states that cargoes of Indian corn have

been offered for the freight, and with no astonish

ment, when new wheat is offered at 13d. per

stone and no purchasers—and potatoes are sell

ing at 5d. per stone, according to the Kerry Ex

aminer. There have been several recent piracles

on the coast in attempting to rob corn laden ves

sels. A few days ago one hundred and fifty

men, in boats, attempted to board a vessel, but

were driven off, with some killed and others

wounded. A trader was boarded off Achillhead.

and while in the act of plundering, the steamer

Dasher came up, fired, killed one man and took

five prisoners. The Cork Constitution says:

“The whole country is teeming with turnips and

vegetables, which is a most providential circum

stance. The quantity of turnips, cabbages, and

parsnips planted for miles through the country

is very great.”

PAYMENTS For subscription. To Tris

PREACHER—(Not otherwise receipted

for.)

On the Second Volume.

E. H. Bailey

On the Third Volume.

- E H Bailey Perry Reynolds

Origin of Ship Fever. That want of cleanli- On the Fourth Volume.

ness is the true origin of this disease, was strong. Thomas Boyd David Doig

ly exemplified in the arrival at New York, on the Eti Bailey-$1.50 Perry Reynolds

6th instant, of the ship Emma Watts, from Liv. On the Fifth Volume.

erpool, with 165 immigrants on board, and not a Mrs Susan Craig James D wilson

* **

" acceptable to God to repudiate their • - single case of fever. The Captain constructed a Alexander Denny Robert Smith
- Jelr - - - -

"lves, or remain unsafe£ f, Steamer Great Britain at Liverpool. After (large bath on deck, in which he compelledmen', Robert P Davidson

James W Lindsay

Elizabeth Craig

William Gilmore

Samuel M'Coy

Jacob Baxter

Richard Rutherford

Mary Taylor

Thomas M Patterson

James M'Chesney

John Kerr

A Leeper

J C Rainbow

Wallace Fogo

*Jane Campbell

confessors.

*=}=======
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many attempts the Great Britain was got off women and children, to cleanse themselves *Very Alexander Millen

from her long resting place at Dundrum Bay, on day. Their quarters between decks were like. Thomas Johnson, Sr.

the 27th ult, and she is now in dock at Liver-wise scrubbed and washed every morning before Dr H H Pumphrey
pool. Some suppose that she will be refitted and fires were lighted; then chloride of liwpawa" 3 Jones-50 cents

be again employed as a packet to New York, thrown into the creviees, vinegar steamed, alum vid Wylie–50 cents

g pioy p - - - * s ** Alexander Stewart

while others say that all her machinery will be put into their drinking water, ventilation and Rev. W. M. Ml’Elwee

taken out, and the vessel turned over to the mer- other precautions used to prevent sickness. JG Caldwell

chant service, for the purpose of carrying cotton | Isaac J Lewis

from New Orleans.

The Affairs of Italy.

* Pope and Austria is a

of the rest of Europe,

The quarrel between

ttracting the attention

Catholic and Protestant.
The reforming 1 y

- ining liberal polic f th
f o e Pontiff has

given deep offence to the de

Austriu, and she i.as, at

Writing for the Blind. We notice that a new Rev Hamond

art of raised writing has been invented for the#yA'"
-

-

- - - -

**spotic principles of News from Mexico. By late arrivals from use of the blind. It is to write with a broad pen let Adarns

- - - - *1. - *- - J C M'Millan

* vain attempts to pro-Vera Cruz, we learn that General Scott had and thick ink, and when a line is finished, to John Thaker
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T H E P R E A C H E R .

As thy Day is, so shall thy strength be.

Bf V. G. ALLYN.

Pilgrim' treading feebly on,

Smitten by the torrid sun

Hoping for the cooling rain,

Looking for the shade in vain

Travel-worn and faint at heart,

Weak and weary as thou art,

Let thy spirit not repine,

Shade and shelter shall be thine;

Friendly hands to thee shall bring

Water from the cooling spring,

And the voice thou lovest best

Calls the wanderer to his rest:

God hath said, to comfort thee,

‘As thy day, thy strength shall be ''

Watcher by the bed of death!

Waiting for the latest breath

Of the loved, whose heart hath grown

Closely, closely to thine own

Gazing on the fading eye

Long, and oh how mournfully:

While remembrance travels back

Over Being's vanished track,

Multiplying present wo

By the joys of “long ago,"

Till thy tears are poured like rain,

And thy spirit writhes with pain;

To this blessed promise flee—

‘As thy day, thy strength shall be ''

Mother! from thy shelt'ring breast

To his dark and dreamless rest

They have borne thy fair-haired boy,

Him who was thy hope and joy

Him who was thy only stay

When his father passed away;

Coldly by that father's side

Now decays the flower of pride,

And thy widowed heart is left

Doubly wounded—twice bereft:

Yet the God who smites to heal

Can for human anguish feel;

He will find a balm for thee

"As thy day, thy strength shall be ''

Christian ; toiling for the prize

Kept for thee beyond the skies

Warring with the powers of sin,

Woes without and woes within

Breathing now in rapture's air,

Verging then upon despair

Trembling, hoping, filled with pain,

Then rejoicing once again;

Shrink not from Life's bitter cup,

God shall bear thy spirit up

He shall lead thee safely on

Till the ark of rest is won

Till thy spirit is set free:

"As thy day, thy strength shall be ''

ee>=

SCA LE OF AP Po INTMENT8,

Made by the Presbytery of Monongahela.

St. Clair, Pa.

Montgomery, 4th Sabbath September.

44 1st “ October.

Weir, 3d 64 66

Fife, 1st “ November.

Long, 2d so 4.

Montgomery, 3d 44 64

Grier, 4th “ 44

Fife, 1st “ December.

Long, 2d 4- 44

Temperanceville.

J. C. Steele, 2d Sabbath October.

Modigomery, 4th “ 64

Grier, 1st “ November.

Wier, 3d “ 64

Montgomery, 1st “ December.

Long, 3d “ 44

Birmingham.

J. C. Steele, 1st Sabbath October.

44 5th 44 4 4

“ from 1st “ November to

4th “ December.

Hanomer.

Weir, 1st Sabbath October.

Montgomery, 1st Sabbath November.
Weir, 4th “ 46

Montgomery, 3d

- Thomas Palme.

Hookstown.

J. C. Steele, 4th Sabbath October.

Montgomery, 2d “ November.

Weir, 1st 4 & December.

Beaver.

S. W. Clark, 5th Sabbath October.

J. C. Steele, 3d “ November to

dispense the Lord's supper.

Rocky Spring.

J. C. Steele, 3d Sabbath October.

Montgomery, 5th Sabbath October.
Weir, 2d 4t November.

Montgomery, 4th 44

44 2d December.

4

4t

Brighton.

Burnett, 2d Sabbath October, to dispense

the Lord's supper.

Weir, 1st Sabbath November.

Fife, 3d 44 44

Grier, 1st December.

Montgomery, 4th Sabbath December.

Speer Spring.

Montgomery, 2d Sabbath October.

Grier, 4th “ 44

Long, 1st “ November.

44 3d (c. -

Burnett, 1st “ December.

Fife, 3d “ 44

Barr Hill.

Grier, 1st Sabbath October.

J. J. Buchanan, 5th Sabbath October, to

dispense the Lord's supper.

Fife, 4th Sabbath November.

Long, 4th “ December.

East Palestine.

Montgomery, 3d Sabbath October.

Grier, 2d “ November.

Clark, 3d December.
44

Comprehensiveness of the Bible.

The following beautiful extract is from

a late work of Mrs. Ellis, entitled “The

Poetry of Life.”

“With our established ideas of beauty,

grace, pathos and sublimity, either con

centrated in the minutest point, or ex

tended to the widest range, we can de

rive from the Scriptures a fund of grati

fication not to be found in any other me.

morial of the past or present time. From

the worm that grovels in the dust be

neath our feet, to the track of the levia

than in the foaming deep-from the moth

eagle that soars above his eyrie in the

clouds—from the wild ass in the desert

to the lamb within the shepherd's fold

from the consuming locust to the cattle

on a thousand hills—from the rose of

Sharon to the cedar of Lebanon—from

the clear crystal stream, gushing forth

out of the flinty rock, to the wide waters

of the deluge–from the barren waste to

the fruitful vineyard, and the land flow

ing with milk and honey—from the lone

ly path of the wanderer to the gatherer

of a mighty multitude—from the tear

that falls in secret, to the din of battle

and the shout of a triumphant host—

from the solitary in the wilderness, to the

satrap on the throne-from the mourner

clad in his sackcloth, to the prince in

purple robes-from the gnawings of the
worm that dieth not, to the seraphic

vision of the blessed-from the still small

voice, to the thunders of omnipotence—

from the depths of hell, to the regions

of eternal glory, there is no degree of

beauty or deformity, no tendency to good

or evil, no shade of darkness or gleam of

- which does not come within the

£ of the Holy Scriptures; and

therefore there is no expression or con

ception of the mind that may not find a

corresponding picture; no thirst for ex

cellence that here may not meet with its

full supply; and no condition of buman

ity excluded from the unlimited scope of:

adaptation and sympathy comprehended

the language and spirit of the Bible.”

that corrupts the secret treasure, to the ''

''

giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev.

ery remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred

Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four

thousand years with copious notes, critical and

explanatory, illustrated with several hundred

engravings, price $3.00.

The Christian Encyclopedia gives the

following summary of the life and death

of the infidel Paine:

“Thomas Paine, a political writer and

deist, was born in Norfolk, England, in

1737; his father, a Quaker, was a stay

|Book-story
-:

Theological Bookstore,

B would invite the attentim 0 mini

| W and others, to our large sum,

ological and Sabbath School Books£:

maker. He followed the same business ;£ Wø -

and then became an exciseman in Sussex, 'om' the press' of R:£ 2

but was dismissed for misconduct. published several works of a high: "'

“He came to Philadelphia in 1774;ling Hulda" on Roman", whichi to: I

and in January, 1775, he was employed:'" Commentary on the E. P.”

by Mr. Aitken to edit the Pennsylvania": MEMORs & SERMONs, |''

Magazine. After the war commenced, M'CHEYNE £3 Wovumes), in th: *

he, at the£ of Dr. Rush, wrote Scotch minister. e

his celebrated pamphlet of Commons,'...'...full supply of SABMI.

Sense, recommending independence- school books:"" ". Artial 1.

- he Legisl f P Sunday School Union, including a limid |"For this tract, t le egis ature O enn- ONE HUNDRED VOLUMER, at the low: 1... "

sylvania voted him five hundred pounds. **and one of Fifty voluMisaka I.,

He was also elected by Congress in Superintendents of Sabbath Schools willia, *

April, 1777, Clerk to the Committee on 't' the great reduction in prices of hiji "
---. - - the leading books. **

Foreign Affairs, he chose to call himself". - -

t Secretary for Foreign Affairs. At this The Union Questions, from": Inli les:

- - - - al bi (trill, -

period, he wrote the Crisis. For divulg. The Union consecutive Qur'."
ing some official secrets, he lost his office - at 6 telli

in January, 1778. In 1780, he was Clerk 'Union Hym', ...' ' |
of the Assembly of Pennsylvania; in "Scripture"":" .

1785, Congress voted him three thousand£:
- 1U: lif * **

dollars, and the State of New York gave phia pries. Orders from schools in the tra.

him five hundred acres of land, the con-try promptly attended to£,

fiscated estate of Davol, a royalist, at the selections. - M | | "

|New Rochelle. There was on it a stone S £:£ airia

house, 100 by 128 feet. In 1787, he uccessors to R. Carter, " et Street, k, |*||

- tween 3d and #

went to Paris and London. In answer

=
|to Burke's Reflections on the French

Revolution, he wrote his Rights of Man.

In September, 1792, he was a member

from Calais to the National Convention

of France. Voting against the sentence

on the King, he offended the Jacobins,

and in December, 1793, was thrown into

prison for eleven months. His political

writings have simplicity, force, and pun

April, 1847.

T H E GREAT suffi.

N order to meet the state of the times,

proaching, we will sell our present tia

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the film,

prices

Per dozen, $200.

Per single copy, 20 cents.

And by the hundred or more copies,"fat".

der, 20 cents per copy; and when ordered"

#!hkht

# It

iii: )

#:

:

| ||

#y

gency: his theological are shallow, slan-hundred, a credit of three month lord: #

derous and obscene. He had written the responsible men, or 5 per cent di"" || --

first part of his Age of Reason against with "". also is " " "

Christianity, and committed it to Joel Scott's Commentary, in 3,4 and5* : 't

Barlow; the second part was published -

in 1795, after his release. At this period

he was habitually drunk. He returned

to America in October, 1802, bringing

with him, as a companion, the wife of

De Bonneville, a French bookseller, hav

ing separated from his second wife. He

died at New York, aged 72.

“This unhappy unbeliever died in con

tempt and misery. His disgusting vices,

his intemperance and profligacy, made
|him an outcast from all respectable so

He is represented as irritable,
vain and cowardly, filthy, envious, malig

nant, dishonest and drunken. In the dis

tress of his last sickness, he frequently

called out ‘Lord Jesus! help me!” Dr.

Manley asked him, whether, from his

calling so often upon the Saviour, it was

to be inferred that he believed the gos

pel? He replied at last, ‘I have no

wish to believe on that subject.'”

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 minti. * * *

Edward's Theological Works," " I
volumes. !, Li'l.

Edwards on Redemption, and Edwuttu"

ligious Affections, in separate volumes

Encyclopaedia of Religious Knowledge.

Dowling on Romanism, illustrated with:

D'Aubign's e Reformation, complete in 11

and 4 volumes.

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th whimt.

Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volumes octaw.

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12mo,

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.

Robinson's Scripture Characters..?"

Rohinson's Biblical Researches in Pals"

&c., with maps, &c., in 3 volumes:

Professor Stuart's Commentary on ""

calypse, 2 volumes octavo.

£, Stuart's critical History "1"

fence of the Old Testament Canon.

together With, | | | |

A full assortment of the Publication "".

Publications of the Presbyterian Board;"

great variety of other books, selected ''

cent visit to the Eastern Cities;-all of '
will be sold at reasonable prices for Cult

Rags, by LUKE LOOMIS, Agent |

No. 9 wood street, Fish?

Sept’r 2, 1846-tf

H I L L A N D B R O W N E,

(Snccessors to Holdship & Browne,)

MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of

M. PAPER HANGINGS, and dealers in Wri.

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper,
American Sunday School Union Depotill

No. 87 Wood Street, -

Between Fourth Street and Di d Alley, Pitt

:" M'DonALD & EPs.
IT Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex. (Patterson's Old Stand, No. 78 Mark! |

change at market price. - Street,) [..."

January 0, 1847. |

- -w- K.' constantly on hand,"*
EARS HISTORY OF THE BiBLE-A tions of the American£ .

new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one, Union, which they will sell at Philade'.

ces. They are now receiving and ope". ".

of One thousand Dollars worth."£

on hand at all times aboutIM@'

there will be no difficulty at any tin"."

ing a full supply of the books;

[G" Subscriptions received for
School Journal for Teachers (price

S

- * *

the &# --

25een's ".
EARS' INFORMATION FOR THE PEO.

PLE-A very valuable miscellaneous work,

price $2.50.

owLING's HISTORY OF ROMANISM,

from its earliest origin to the present time.

This is universally acknowledged to be the best

work ever published on this subject.

Z. Wilson & J. Dovrakrt, Agents.

hild"

annum), and Youth's Penny Gazette"

(priee 123 cents per annum.)

They also offer a General

cellaneous, Theological,and

Paper and Stationary, which

lowest prices they can be leng"

Sept. 16, 1846-4f.

Assortmentw:

School Books. *

they will sell"

for in the"F
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'' W M S the ground beneath it, and gathered the was born, and the marble slab which is contains the Lower Pool, now dry; and
w", T E R M S.

| | | | £ weeds which cluster in its crevices, laid in the place of the manger. When the aqueduct from Solomon's Pool is.

* - Paracter will be published on We"phrase after phrase of the Psalms and I saw, throughout the country, how the seen crossing it obliquely. Its opposite
"f every two weeks, at ose Dolla" per annum, prophecies comes over one's mind, with Arabs now use the caves of the hills to side is Zion, rising very steeply, still ter

* drance, or one Dollar and a half " " a life and freshness as sweet as the blos-bed their goats and cattle, this belief of raced for tillage in some parts, and

''. of the year. No discontinuance until all soms in one's lap. - the friars appeared less absurd than it crowned by the city wall. - To the right,

... nges are paid. Our first sight of Bethlehem was beau- would with us; but still, it is so im- sweeping away from the ravine of Gihon,

yment may be made to Jo's" "tiful. We came upon it suddenly, just probable that the precise spot of these is the deep and grand Valley of Jehosa

* Sora", merchant: Federal Sr.'. Alleghe when the yellow sunset light was richest transactions (whose importance was not phat, clustered with rocks, relieved by

... " " william Al" th: Publication. Bethlehem was on the rising ground on known till afterward.) should have£ and leading the eye round to the
: o, N. W. corner of the Diamond and Market our right, massive-looking (as all the vil- marked and remembered, that I felt l'slope of Olivet, which, however, 18 best

A. Pittsburgh. All communications to be lages of Palestine are) and shadowy, astle interested in them in comparisonwi' from the other side of the city.

assed to the Editor, post paid. the last sun rays passed over it to gild the landscape outside, about whose lead. The black dome. of the Tomb of David

"... y person who will procure five new subscri- the western hills, and another village ing features there could be no mistake. was the next object; and after that, the

* and transmit the money, shall be entitled to which there lay high up, embosomed in From the bottom of the garden we most conspicuous roof in the city—the

III." of The Preacher, for one year. fig, and olive orchards. The valley be-overlooked the great valley which ex-great dome of the Mosque '. Omar,

". here a private conveyance does not offer, tween one of which we were rising, lay panded to the north-east; and one in- which occupies the site of Solomon's

fibers will please transmit by mail. in shadow. Before us, perched on a closure there—a green spot now occupi- emple, - -

lofty ridge which rose between us and ed by olive trees—was pointed out to us By this time there was silence among

- Jerusalem, was the Convent of St. Elias, as the field where the shepherds were us. I walked behind our cavalcade, as

! E!" which we were to pass to-morrow. I abiding on the night when Christ was' slowly ascended the beautiful rocky

:: *m-zion-scr". was sorry to turn away from this view; born. Behind it, to the east, lay range way-glad of the silence permitted by
... by HARRIET MARTINEAU. but we had to take the right-hand road, behind range of hills, stretching off £each to all; for it was not possible at the

*is I sat on a tomb in the Turkish'd ride through the narrow streets of the north; and among these, we knew, moment-nor will it ever£
etry the next morning (March 30th) the village to the great convent, built lay the Dead Sea, and the Jordan, where''££ t : our".

£hing the preparations for our de' over the. spot where Jesus is believed it pours its waters into that lifeless and, £ ' e; ' aga'' every

£ure, I almost dreaded the interest by the friars to have been born. melancholy lake. As we left the convent echo of our o: eet in : narrow,

with every day would now bring, after. It was too late this evening to see any and, village, and descended the''I' streets, : '' our

£ calm and quiet weeks we had spent of the sacred localities; but it was quite road, with terraced vineyards and olive-hearts : We said to£' We

"le Desert. Our encampment looked enough to have the moonlight streaming groves on either hand, we knew that Jo were taking up our rest in Jerusalem.

h the same as it had done every in during the whole night through the seph and Mary must have come by this1st is - *. - * -

'ing for a month past; the Arab window of my lofty convent chamber, way from Jerusalem, when summoned to A.

ints busy in taking£ and pack-and to think that on this hill took place the census; and this was more to us than Anti-Christian Associations,

he tents, and a noisy quarrel going the greatest event in the history of the all the sights the friars had shown us in From AN ADDREss of Rev. E. GREENAL.D.
*, * if:

4. the midst—(this morning about a world; and that in the fields near, the their zeal and kindness. We looked in For Our free institutions which threw

il having been stolen from one of the gentle Ruth went about her gleaning, lit- at the Tomb of Rachel, and at the Con-their protecting shield over us, and ena

... :)—and the differences were only|tle dreaming, in those days of her pover-vent of Elias; but our eyes and'' us to dwell safely by day and re
... there were spectators standing by, ty, that, from her meeting with Boaz were bent toward Jerusalem. I remem-pose securely by night, we are indebted

that our camels had given place to among the reapers of his harvest, would ber, however, that here I first saw the to the benign influence of the Christian
uses and asses. But, instead of the arise such events to the human race; Waters of the Dead Sea, lying blue in a revelation, contained in the Bible. This

*s and sands of the Desert, Hebron that the shepherd grandchild, whose di:, little gap between the hills. assertion may be doubted by the un

before my eyes, and the hills where vine songs were to soothe her old *: As soon as I had mounted my ass be- thinking, and sneered at by the scoffer at

"aham spread his flocks, and the spot should be the mighty king he was, and fore the Convent of Elias, I saw from our divine truth, but it is a positive fact,

£re he and his family lay buried the father of a yet mightier, who should ridge some buildings on the rising ground nevertheless. Can such a free and 8te

... before night I should see the place build the great Temple of the Lord; and which now showed itself before us. I cure state of society as we enjoy in this

"re David was born and lived his that a more distant descendant£ not immediately certain what they country, be found and maintained any

"herd life, and where Jesus was makes these glories appear as childish were; but the news soon spread among where, without the Bible and the institu

". l. We had only twenty miles to 'toys in the presence of His greater sove-us. That rising ground was Zion, and tions of Christianity? To adopt the lan.

... I this day to Bethlehem; but it was reignty over the universal human soul... those buildings belonged to Jerusalem, guage of another.—" Did a condition of

enough, for we were eager al. A wise man of a late century has nobly though they stood outside the walls unperverted liberty, uninspired by Chris

* y old tree, and well, and hill-top. said that “Prosperity is the promise of Immediately after the walled city itself tianity, ever bless the world through any

** shrubs grew finer, and the wild the Old Testament, and Adversity that came into view, lying along the hills, considerable period of duration? The

ers more abundant, the whole way; of the New.” On this hill was born the Most of the party were disappointed. power of a. favoring clime, and the force

'hills of Judah were wild and prosperity of the Old Dispensation; and I was not-partly because I knew that of genius did thrust up from the dead
"y in parts, and no longer fit for pas-on this hill was born the Man of Sor- we were approaching it from the least level of monotonous despotism the re

. "g such flocks as covered them when rows, who knew the secret of truep' side, and partly because my publics of Greece to a temporary liberty,

... aham lived among them, or when #and taught it in the saying, that it profits expectations had much underrated the but it was a parent model only, Com

"rews drove in their cattle from the not a man to gain the whole world if he size and grandeur of the city. What we pared with such a nation as this; and it

ert, or when David in his boyhood lose his own soul. now saw was a line of white walls on a was partial and capricious, and of short

~sed himself with slinging smooth In the morning we went into the hill side, with some square buildings and duration, and rendered illustrious rather

** from the brook while his father's church of the convent. I cared little, small white domes rising within. by the darkness which preceded and fol

. I walked the rest of the way. On lowed, than by the benign influence of- p were feeding on the slopes. We for the upper part, with its chapels for -

-> p our right were hills, the summit of which his own beams.
| down to rest and eat under the shade Greek, Latin, and Armenian worship,

"hundredth time since we left Egypt derground where the friars believe that with the money which the wretched Ju- in this country rocked the cradle of our.

* 'curred to me how little we in E. Joseph and Mary remained while there das returned to them, when he found too liberties, defended our youth, and brought

al "h enter into the meaning of David was no room for them in the inn. late what he had done in his attempt to us up to manhood. And it has proved,

*" in his divine songs, he speak. of If the town was too full to receive force the Lord to assert His claim to a that under her auspices three millions.

"ude of rocks, and of the beauty of them while the people were collected temporal sovereignty. On our left was and twenty millions of people *may be

"ee planted by rivers of water,” and for the census, it is hardly probable that the plain of Rephaim. When we ar. protected and governed. But that fifty
such cool images. When one has they would repair to an"' at the brow of the high ground we or a hundred millions can, without a WaSt.

*" "wly pacing on, hour after hour, cave; but in this cave mass was going on - -

*'''", sands or heated rocks und'ing, and striking was the 'the grandeur of the scene. Zion now mind, has not been proven', while all

.." which makes every bit of leather after coming down from the sunshine of appeared worthy of her name, and of her present circumstances of our nation, an

"", and even one's outer clothin the crowded cavern, with its yellow lights place in the Hymns of David, and in hi: nounce that Christianity is our best hope,

"*"rching hot, and oppressing '. and their smoke, and the echoes of the tory....We are now overlooking the Val- and that without it, our destruction d'e.
l breathing, the sight of a patch of chanting. We returned when the ser- ley of Gihon more commonly known by not slumber.

'**ade is welcome beyond belief;|vice was over, and saw the star in the the name of Hinnom. From its depth ., “During all past ages, the vast major

When one has dismounted and fell marble floor which marks, as the friars, and its precipitous rocks. on our side, lity. of the haman family unblest by rews

"s of the rocky wall 'd''. believe, the precise spot where Jesus should call it a ravine. This deep deli, lation, have been idolaters and slaves;

| rock and a spreading tree; and for and not much more for the cabins un- was Aceldama, bought by the priests. “ Certainly, it was Christianity, which

were on, we were taken by surprise by augmentation of her moral power over.

.
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believe that any serious efforts are being

source?

= –F–

and at the present time, all nations upon gages his thoughts is going on. The smile

dead at night.whom the gospel has not thrown its beams, of God is upon him. In the evening of

are in deep darkness, and are crushed by a life he may look back with a calm satisfac.

grievous despotism. Daylight is not moretion on the years that are past. The faith

"niformly found in the track of Christian- which he has labored to establish in the

ity; than despotism in its absence.” minds of others, glows warm and bright

But, it may be asked, is there reason to in his own breast, and when his toils here

are over, he goes to meet in a purer world,

made to destroy Christianity, and have we the glad welcome of those whom his teach

cause to apprehend any danger from thisings have blessed, and who have gone

I answer unhesitatingly in the from his prayers on earth, to join in the

affirmative. It is a matter of notoriety, anthems of praise in heaven. Many there

that associations having for their object are, seeking no higher or broader sphere,

the overthrow of the Christian religion, than that which their Master has asssign.

“exist, and are acting in correspondence, ed them in the vineyard. And what more

and are extending themselves throughout glorious office is there under heaven? or

the country. That they can no longer to whom will the words be more appro

with safety be despised, or permitted to priate, “Well done, good and faithful ser.

move on without some effort to apprise the vant, enter ye into the joy of your Lord!”

community of their character and designs, -

is equally certain.” And what, it may be

further asked, are their peculiar character
and designs? I answer in the language -

of one who knows whereof he affirms:" on the Day of Erniation, and the Feast

“The creed,” says Dr. Beecher of Cin- of Tabernacles

cinnati, “inscribed on the black flag around BY THE RFV. ThoMAS Boston. |

which these men have rallied, is short and The day of erpiation was the only an.

dreadful. It is raised high, and floats on niversary stated fast and humiliation that

the breeze proclaiming in capitals, to every God gave to the Church of the Jews: it

eye—that there is no God—no resurrec- was a sorrowful day, for afflicting their

tion,--no future state; no free agency-souls; so that he who ate any thing that

no accountability—no virtue—no sin-no day, was liable to cutting off. The fast

devil—no heaven—no hell—and that death of tabernacles was the most joyful feast

is an eternal sleep. they had ; so that the Jews say, That he

“That a man is a thinking, reasoning who never saw the rejoicing at the draw.

machine governed mechanically accordinging of water (used at this feast), never saw

to the laws of animated matter. That evi-' rejoicing all his life. The ceremonial law

A Meditation

dence governs the understanding and mo-' was the Jew's gospel; and the gospel to joicing and dancing at the feast of taber.
tives the will, on the same principle that them and us is glory let down in words

percussion moves the pebble, and weights and syllables, the map of Immanuel's land,

turn the scales, and that all events area looking-glass wherein we see heaven, a

made certain by a material mechanical' and draught of the house with

necessity. There is noting in the universe many mansions. The day of expiation re

but matter, is the one article of the atheist's presents to me the time of this life, the

creed. state of the saints in this world; the feast

“The political part of the creed is—that of tabernacles, heaven.

ous, it will not last.

in a moment skips away.

correct the petty time-eternities that we
make to ourselves in our affliction, Ps.

13:1. Nay, our “weeping endures but a

night,” Ps. 30.5. The feast comes in the

morning, Ps. 17. ult. O but the feast lasts

long! what shall or can we say of eternity,

to the people of God;” that morning that

knoweth no night; that ocean that know.

eth no shore?

There were but four free days interven

ing betwixt the day of expiation and the

feast of tabernacles; the former being on

seventh month, Lev. 23:27.34. By what

time the greatest affliction sits down with

us, the greatest joy knocks at the door.

O quick harvest of glory ! O hot seed of

tears that so quickly spring up, and so

suddenly bow their heads with that weight

of glory on them ! to see bottles of tears

turned, and that so quickly, into rivers of

pleasures, wonderful! Surely there is

need of faith in our religion, to believe

super-rational mysteries. It is a bundle of

wonders. How unlike were the Jews re

nacles, to what they were but four days

before, when bowing down their heads and

afflicting their souls, at that solemn yearly

remembrance of sin ' If it were not that

the light of glory infallibly removes all

mistakes, the saints there would misken

themselves, and be apt to think it a dream.

It would at least be a while ere they came

bred in the morning, winged at noon, and the second place. God hims|| has

Much need to fly while firmed the order. Take your firs's "|

our wings last. If our affliction be griev pleasantly, though grievous,

Nay, but the apostle

comparing our affliction with the weight notice what these booths were, tem

of glory, will not allow it any weight, 2 of: Lev. 23:40, “And ye shall lake in

Cor. 4:17, where he calls it Gr. That you on the first day the"'

light thing of our affliction ; light, not trees, branches of palm", i. #!"

only in respect of weight, but swiftness : boughs of thick trees, and wi

that haste-like thing of our affliction, which

This should

t

As othe boughs of goodly treet,'

all coercive government by law is a con

travention of liberty, and arbitrary and un

just:—That separate property, is but a

limb, of the feudal system, and an anti

republican monopoly; that marriage is an

unreasonable restraint on liberty, and ought

to be abolished; and the family to be dis

banded as the citadel of selfish and sepa.

rate property, and the cause of all those

aristocratic monopolies for the subversion

of liberty; the perpetuity of priestcraft,

&c. That the fear of God is delusion;

conscience, superstition;--natural affec

The day of expiation went before the to themselves.

feast of tabernacles. Why should not our. At the feast of tabernacles they were to

day of afflicting our souls, g? before our “dwell in booths made of the branches of

days of rejoicing? The Babylonians be.

gan their natural day at the sun-rising,

and so their night came last. The Jews

began theirs at sun-setting, and so they

had their night first. “Wo to you that

laugh now, ye shall weep. Blessed are

they that mourn now, they shall be com

forted.” Let the evening and the morn

ing make our day. If we have our morn

ing first, the fears of the approaching night

tion, the prejudice of education; -chas

tity, pusillanimous; and incontinence,

magnanimous.”

It certainly needs no argument to prove of the night?” we will get the answer,

that these principles are subversive of all “The morning cometh.”

public and private virtue—that if carried
out into practice, as they certainly will be,

if they become sufficiently prevalent, then

man's appetites will have changed him in.

to a swine, and his passions into a tiger.

and a picture of hell will present itself

wherever the eye roams over the haunts

of men. Wo unto our country, and to all

that we hold dear in it, if these principles

shall ever gain the ascendancy among us!

A CountRY MINISTER. There is no

lesson more beautifully inetructive to our

mind, than that which is taught in the de

voted, faithful life of a country minister.

His sphere of action is a retired one. He

hears little of the world's encouraging ap

plause. *Is name is, perhaps, confined to

a narrow sphere. He has, in these di

vided times, especially, peculiar difficulties

to contend with, and under the most favor

able circumstances, his trials and discou.

ragements are many. But his life is one
of cheerful usefulness, and the end of his

days is peace. The promises of the gos

pel and its delightful encouragements are

his daily portion. He may at times be

disheartened and fear that his labors are

will make our sun go down at noon. If

we will take the evening first, when in the

darkest hour we cry, “Watchman, what

It

Psalmist's choice, Ps. 17:14, 15.

The day of expiation was but one day:

the feast of tabernacles lasted seven days;

which number of seven has gained the re.

putation of perfection. If the saint's life

here be sorrowful, it is short. Our life

here is but a day, with a morning, noon,

and evening. And that sun in the heavens

which runs such a rapid course, never

standing still, either ascending or descend.

ing, seems to be set in the heavens, to

“teach us so to count our days, as to ap.

ply our hearts to wisdom.” Eccles. 1:5.

“hasteth to his place where he arose;”

Heb. panteth, as a man running with full

speed, till almost out of breath. How

quickly is the vain show in which we walk

at an end? Solomon (Eccles. 3.) will al.

low only, “a time to be born, and a time

to die,” as if life were nothing but a skip

out of the womb into the grave; the womb

of mother-earth (Job 1:21.) being ready to

keep us, when falling out of the womb of

the mother that conceived us. No£

our weeping and crying,

come into the world out of our mother's

womb, continue till we return thither;

there being scarce time betwixt the two to

dry our cheeks. But, as those flies bred

was the

in vain. But the good work which so en
by the river Hypanis in Scythia, we are

wherewith we through them in their white robes, remem.

the trees,” not in houses, Lev. 23:42.; and

the reason is given, verse 43. “Because

they dwelt in booths in the wilderness,

when the Lord brought them out of Egypt.”

So their places of mourning are turned to

places of rejoicing. Joy arising from past

dangers, feelingly toucheth men's hearts.

The more they remember their wilderness.

booths the more they rejoice. This seems

to me to point out an ingredient in the

heaven of the saints, that would have had

no place in the heaven of innocent Adam,

and his sinless offspring. Had not the

Jews dwelt in booths in the wilderness,

they had not rejoiced in them seven days

in the land of Canaan. It was their going

so low that raised them so high. Surely

the saints are more than conquerors.

God's people in heaven will not forget their

wilderness-entertainment. It will be for

the glory of God to mind, and it will screw

up their joy, Rev. 5:9. It is storied of

Agathocles, who being a potter's son, be

came king of Sicily, that he used to be

served at his table with earthen vessels;

alleging the reason thereof from his ex

tract. He was wise, to give that addition

al sweetness to his enjoyments, which he

could not have had if he had been born

heir to the crown. Certainly meat can

never be so sweet as to a hungry man;

nor can one so much esteem wealth as he

that has been pinched with poverty. The

best view of the stars is from the bottom of

a deep narrow pit. Surely the remem.

brance of the cross will sweeten the crown;

and the memory of the wilderness will

put an additional verdure on the fields of

glory, when the saints shall be walking

bering the mournful blacks in which they

were wont to appear. Let us not cast at

our blessings, nor grudge to sow the seeds

of glory. The Heathens, it seems, allow

* *

* *

It is worthy of our consideraion, bill.

laws (' *

brook.” Compare Neh, 8:15, "Peri.

olive-branches, and Pinehm, a

myrtle-branches, and palm-limmel's all

branches of thick trees, to make b.

says Lightfoot, interpreted that file.|

citron; and so did carry a mometime

- ple in their hand at that east. This,

that everlasting “Sabbatism that remains clear from the text. * . .

As to the olive-tree, it is a #.

tree, that retains its greenness all is

ter, Hos. 14:6. The pine likewiesa.

evergreen, continues green alth a

This puts me in mind of that ".

spring wherewith Immanuel'shi'.

the 10th, the latter on the 15th day of the led for ever, No winter there, to csil.

of leaves. The crown is immins'

fades not away, as the flowery pirit'."

given of old to victors did in a ##| |

1 Pet 1:4. We have long winters:

wherein life, leaf, and fruit, are all "If |

times almost gone. Our springsans:

Our greenness soon decays. This will."

make amends for all.

They were to take the boughs, Hè".

fruit of goodly trees, i.e. of£1.

trees, or boughs with the ful milm

Lev. 23:40. The pine bears ini, did

pine apples; of which I can gems.

count. But concerning the fitt'

olive, see Judg. 9:9, Ps. 104.15 "|".

which maketh man's face to shine" is

ordinarily at feasts. This may"'

our view that passage in Chris' "I..."

figuration, Matt 17:2, "His fire''|''

s the sun.” With which we may on.

pare what the apostle says, ' ' || ".

that “he shall change our vie's".

make them like his glorious kit." Can't

pare also Dan. 12:3. Whil '0' ('flu"

faces are now clothed with lime'" s:

though they gather blacknes' "'s v. '

sage was marred more than any man's" '

yet there is now no vestige ther"" '

face which surpasseth the sm"

ness, and would with its splin'" "

that globe of light. Neithers'

be seen in the faces of those who"l's

these booths in the promised".

The pine was also remarks' "

durableness, not being subject"

rottenness; for which cause sh's"

made thereof. The sain's have *:

chor, and therefore their ship ""

6:19. O who would think tha'"

ship were so durable! Whil ' '.

sight will it be to see them all"

and sound, after such tossing":
this world, to the shore of |mmit.'

land | There they will never "...

As for the palm-tree, the "d"

grew in Palestine, it was regarded"

of victory; the reason whereofstems"

that which is said of it, that"'"

ed with heavyweights, it "":

rather shooteih upward the " ,

myrtle also was a sign of":

worn garland-wise in trium" "

(Zech. 1:8.) Christ is s: *:

myrtle-trees in the valley;:

the church of Christ, howeve'
brought by the enemies, shoul |

victorious. It seems them.":
come up to the feast of taberracks."

be soldiers, and conquerors."

the Jews behoved to fight"

*

*f;

***

". .

W. - -

and their way to Canaan,:'' .
- 3 hea * *at length. And what is Let's*

7:9

l warfare.

re they were

Hows

eternal triumph! Rev.

mate us to the spiritua

people in Egypt, the mo

pressed, the more they grew. th

will all the heavy wrestlings : .

and blood, principalities and"

cd prosperity not to be first, but allotted it us when we get the""
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-

I find the palm was wont to be given to not but incline to think these willows grew sists in the whole congregation listening broad bonnet, looks like one of the old

overcame in bloody battles, and about the brook Kidron, which ran between to the choir—just as in a theatre or opera. Covenanters. The old lady, evidently
ose that - - - - - - • 1 || -- * - - -

y to those that were victors in Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives; which, This is all wrong. It is outrageously wick- his wife, wears a sort of hooded cloak,
rticularl - | -

- - - -

e bloody spectacles of the gladiators; no doubt, was the mount they were direct-led, and will attract the frown of God.” from which peeps forth a nicely plaited

£, when they had got a victory led to... Which may lead us to the con: West. Christ. Adr. cap of lace, which wonderfully sets off

... thout slaughter of item. All the saints sideration of the spring and source of all her demure but agreeable features.

* , not to glory through a sea of their own the joys in heaven, even the sorrows of These young people around them are

* pod. Every one gets not the honor of a Christ. When David was obliged to leave STANDING IN PRAYER. It is a mistake evidently their children and grand-child

..., chariot. And we have reason to be erusalem upon the account of the rebel-growing out of forgetfulness of Jewish and ren. How contented they look, and how

'...that as all are not alike in the battle, lion raised by his own son, he passed over Christian customs, when some commenta-reverently they listen to the old man.
- *

* there will be degrees of glory, and the this brook Kidron in great distress, and tors see in the fact that the Pharisee pray-Let us draw near and hear the conversa

f some greater than that of others. went up by the ascent of Mount Olivet, led standing, an evidence already manifest." | **

e look somewhat higher to the weeping as he went, 2 Sam. 15:23. 30. ing itself, of his pride. Even the parable “Why, grandfather,” says one of the

hat stood between heaven and In this there was a type of Christ's suffer-itself contradicts this notion, for the pub younge" lads, “don’t you think th’ auld
''' ain thing • - - -

- - *

, the victory to all the saints is a bloody, ings for the sins of sons and daughters.lican, whose prayer was an humble one, Coven'ters were rather sour kind o
1- - - | - - -

- -

... 'iy victory; bloody in respects of And so we find him, after he had been at stood also. But to pray standing was the bodies? ** -

-
- “Sour,” replies the old man, “theydy in respects of them. the last feast with his disciples, preached f the Jews: sing: sz2: 2

unbloody in resp pies, p ed manner of the Jews; (1 Kings 8:22; had enough to mak’ them sour. Hunted

from mountain to mountain, like wild

beasts, it's nae wonder if they felt waeful

"I umph o

it, if w

"...hrist (*! i :

1"- 3m2 of them have slept, never one of his farewell-sermon to them, and prayed| Chron. 6:12; Matt. 6:5; Mark 9:25;)

i., em died, in the cause: Rom. 8:34. “It that prayer, John 17.; the hour being though in moments of a more than ordi.

Christ that died.” The protomartyr come, verse 1. passing over the brook Kid-nary humiliation or emotion of heart, they - h -

ult.) fell asleep. Therein, as in ron, John 18:1. to grapple with the wrath changed this attitude for one of kneeling at times, or that they let human passion

he Lord would represent to all of God, in the garden that was on the other or prostration. (Dan. 6:10; 2 Chron.'" moment's ascendency. But they

ose that were after to strive against sin:de of it. Who can imagine in what case 6:13; Acts 9:40; 20:36; 21:5) The '"£'' '''£
£ing to blood, what that sort of pas he went over it? for who can conceive term station (statio) passed into the usage' e, chosen o ' *' wrestled nar.

'. to heaven would be to them. Sure, that weight of wrath he was to bear ! A of the Christian Church; it was so called |against principalities and powers, against

- - - - - - - *. - * - this world'th's nature is changed; it is not what far-off prospect of it had a terrible effect as Ambrose explains it, because standin' ulers o the darkness O this world,

: to Christ; it is not that which was on him, John 12:27, 28. Behold the the Christian soldier repelled the attacks.'" spiritual wickedness in high

Was * 1.
places. Reading their lives, I've aften

* : * .... •). Whv may not the wells of salvation whence we dr is spiritual enemv : : 's - -

13. Ireatened, Gen. 2:17. hy may |. aw our of his spiritual enemy; and on the Lord "thocht they must ha'e been kind o' in

ame be changed too ! The Holy Ghost's joy; those bitter waters of wrath that he day the faithful stood in prayer, to com. spired Like the auld prophetsand mar

; : - 2:11.) is worthy t was plunged into ; that terrible cup whic - *ir Saviour's re acti
onnection (Rev. 12:11.) is worthy to be plung * Ile cup which memorate their Saviour's resurrection on tyrs, they were very zealous for the Lord

" *marked, “And they overcame him by his sinless human nature shivered at; the that day; through which they, who by sin |God, and endured, cheerfully, mair dis

*** le blood of the Lamb, and by the word brook that he drank of in the way, Ps. had fallen, were again lifted up and "tress and tribulation than we can well

!' .

# \cts 7.

, tr. glass, t

"ftheir testimony; and they loved not their 110. ult. upon their feet.—Trench on the Parables. i.i.

** ... to death.” In the victory Lightfoot saith, that the Jews so un- |imagine. ** -

... " : even : o d ' - blood are not£ iderstood that ri in commanded at that -
- 44 Weel, weel!” says one of the girls,

...'£ join f s that : # * h f th “I wish they had been a wee bit gentler

"d together; but Christ's blood and their feast, as that there was in the court of the The Priest and the Bible Mane in their ways, and mair charitable to

*" ord of testimony. Christ fought, they but temple trumpets sounding, dancing, &c.; At the late Sessions in Coachford, Ire-their enemies.”

* # mve the shout, to the obtaining of the vic. that their greatest joy began towards night, land, the following case was heard: “Ah, Nancy,” is the quick reply of

:*, orv. Sure he trode the wine-press alone, continued far on in the night, and some of “J. Buckley r. Rev. Wm. M'Carthy, the old man, “ye ken but little 'aboot

ind of all the people there was none to the most zealo's would stay out the whole. The prosecutor, being examined by Mr. it. A fine thing it is for us, sitting here

L: help him. night, Is, 30:29. Compare that Rev. 4s. Thomas Ware Corker, solicitor, stated as in this peacefu'kirkyard, wi' name to mo

* As for the willows, it is known the “They rest not day and night, saying, follows:—Witness is a young man in the lest us or mak' us afraid, to talk about

lace thereof is by the water-sides. Hence Holy, holy, holy, Lord God Almighly employment of the rector of Donoughmore, gentleness and charity. But the auld

it hat text, Lev. 23:40, calls it the willow of which was, and is, and is to come.” the Rev. Mr. Cotter, as colporteur or dis- Covenanters had to encounter fire and

! We brook. God's people sometimes hang- He adds, that every day, once they tributor of Bibles and Testaments; was steel. They wandered over muir and

ad their harps on the willows that grew by went about the altar with their myrtle, proceeding alone on Friday last on his fell, in poverty and sorrow, being desti

he rivers of Babylon, Ps. 137:1, 2.; be palm, and willow in their hand, singing peaceful mission, when he met Mr. William tute, afflicted and tormented. But O,

; :ause then their joy was turned to mourn. fiosanna, Ps. 118.28. In the mean time M’Carthy, a Roman Catholic priest, who, my bairns ! they loved and served the

... ng, and they had no use for them. In they set their boughs, bending towards the after passing him, rode back and enquired Lord! They endured, as seeing Him

... mmanuel's land there is a river, on eitheral ar. Truly the imagination of this pierc- what he had in the bundle ! Witness who is invisible; and when they cam to

side of which grows the tree of life, Rev.eth; we will never see them do that again said, ‘Bibles and Testaments, sir. The dee, they rejoiced that they were count

, 22:1, 2.; but no harps hang thereon, but we will see the saints in glory com-priest then induced deponent to produce all led worthy to suffer for his name. Nae

. They behoved to go to the brook, and fetch passing the altar always, and singing their his books, and so soon as he had got them doobt, some of them were carnal men,

, their willows. I cannot find one place Hosanna about it, bending their palms to together, he flung them in witnesses's face, and ithers o' them had great imperfec

where the willow is spoke of, but it is still wards the altar; acknowledging they *e dashing them about the road, and saying, |tions. But the maist o' them were unco

with some addition of its growing by the all to him, even to the “Lamb that was . I left the house this morning to horse-holy men, men o' prayer, men o' faith,

waters, Job 40:22, Ps. 1.37:1, 2, ls. 15.7., slain, and hath redeemeth them to God by whip you; the priest then called a man to aye, and men o' charity, of whom the

Ezek. 17:5. Is. 44.4. They cannot then his blood.” I conclude with that Rev. hold his horse, and jumping off, he ran at world was not worthy.”

want nourishment in the greatest drought 7:9-“A great, multitude-stood belore witness, and struck him several blows This 'nswer silences all objections—
This presents to my view, that Immanuel's the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed across the face and neck, and when the Turnbull's Genius of Scotland. -

land is no land of drought; the trees of with white robes, and palms 1n their lash of the whip came off he struck wit. -

the Lord's planting are set by the rivers, hands;" verse 10, “And cried with a mess with the leaden end about the head, Sr." A*opore-Several years

so that they can never want moisture, but loud voice, Salvation unto our God that which, but for the hardness of his hat, "#" " charity sermon was preached in a

shall have an eternal supply of the Spirit, sitteth upon the throne, and, unto the might have killed him; and the man who chapel in the West of England. When

by Christ, from the Father, whereby they Lamb.” A plain allusion to what is said, held the horse, instead of coming to wit. the preacher had ascended the pulpit, he

shall spring as willows by the water. O that we may be helped so to manage our nesses's relief, flourished his stick in a thus addressed the hearers.

courses, even those floods of the Spirit's in- day of expiation, (for it is but a day, and threatening manner. The priest then laid " My brethren, before proceeding to the

fluences, Is. 44.3, 4. This promise is but no expiation beyond it.) as that we may hold of witness by the breast, and made duties of this evening, allow me to relate

arled in this life; it will tell out through be accounted worthy to partake of the joy two attempts to trip him, by putting his " short anecdote. Many years have since

all the ages of etermity, and will never be of the feast of tabernacles! leg behind witness: he then let him go, elapsed since I was last within the walls

at an end, till the last drop of that river run and drew back to strike him another blow,' this house. Upon that evening among

by, which will never be. * when witness ran off without hat or books, the hearers came three men, with the in.

It is also said of the willow, that it is a SINGING IN PUBLIC WoRSHIP. There calling out ‘murder, being in great"' of not only scoffing at the minis.

great friend to chastity; for which cause is a very general conviction that a reform of his life: the hat was afterwards recover- ter. but with their pockets filled with

forsaken lovers are allowed to wear a wil- at this point is needed. The Montreal Re-ed, but Buckley was informed that the stones for the purpose of assaulting him.

low-garland. Which offers to our con-gister says: “Choir singing, as usually priest had caused the books to be burned. After he had spoken a few sentences,

sideration that character the Scripture so conducted, is inconsistent with the social, on the road. The Bench then consulted," said,—‘Let us be at him, now; but

often gives to those that are to be the in-design of Christian worship. All Chris and agreed on taking informations agains 'he second replied, ‘No: stop till we

habitants of the upper house, who are to be tians should sing the praises of God, and Mr. M'Carthy, and ordered that he should 'ar what he makes of this point.”—

presented as a chaste virgin to Christ, thus make the tongue ‘the glory of their give bail to stand his trial at the next Quar. The minister went on, when the secondWhen the marriage is to be solemnized in frame.’ Singing should not be a perform-iter Sessions in Cork.–Cork condition,' - ‘We have heard enough, now

|

£ven, 2 Cor. 11:2, and without spot, ance by the few, but a grateful celebration August 5th, 1847.” throw !" but the third interfered, say

!h 5:27. They that stands on M%unt by the whole congregated body.” Dr. "g. ‘He is not so foolish as I expected

40" with the Lamb are pirgins, Rev. Baird says of a Protestant congregation at - " 's hear him out. The preacher con.

14:4. True it is, it is not to the state of Lyons, France: cluded without being interrupted. Now,

- - - - | * oLD coveNANTERs-scENE IN A mark methe sain's in heaven that these words have “Almost all the congregation took part TIME oVENANTER * A mark me, my brethren, of these three.

- - SCOTTISII Chi UnC11YARI). |men, one was executed three th

- *e nonths ago
o”.

* near's reference; but it is implied in singing the praises of God. The sing

therein; the state of the church in the world ing was good—good enough as to the man- A large number of the people have "t Newgate, for forgery; the Second at

"ing held out in terms borrowed from the ner. I should wish for nothing better gone into the grave-yard connected with this moment lies under sentence of:
state of the church triumphant. | And what a contrast between this intelli. the church. Some are seated on the old in the jail of this city for murder; th

When I compare that Neh. 8:15. Go gent and hearty performance of a most flat tomb-stones, others on the£ continued the minister with ; Ine

forth unto the mount, and fetch olive-important part of God's worship, and that sward, dotted all around with the graves emotion, the third, through the £
branches, &c., with that Lev. 23:40, and which prevails so extensively in some of their fathers. See that group there. goodness of God, is now about t ' nile

"ws of the brook, not brooks ; I can churches in our large cities—which con: The old man with “lyart haffets” and you-listen to him.” Q address
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statistics were last taken up in Edinburgh, where this is wanting, everything else will may voluntarily present themsely, 1.

it was found that there were no fewer than prove comparatively inefficient. Take£ neglected class of children #!e in

r 10,000 children growing up without any missions, for example; every one kno's "hed in his way at all, and, .
We select as the starting-point of our thing like religious tuition. In Glasgow, that these are more immediately turned to instances the complement of . ".

observations that familiar but golden sen- the number of the same class was 25,000, the reclaiming of the adult population, made up by children who have. * * *

tence in the Book of Proverbs, “Train up. It is deliberately affirmed by the in ' while the Edinburgh bills of mortality es- the very doubtful habit of'
a child in the way he should go, and when men who made the scrutiny, that the in-tablish the startling fact, that one-half of or three different schools in the in

The Church and the sabbath School

** THE REv. ANDREw Thomsox, n. A.

he is old he will not depart from it.” And fluence under which these children were this part of the population dies before they termine to search out the most negle'

as it is of the highest consequence in deal-living, was decidedly irreligious and ruin. reach the age of seventeen. And, sup- and degraded, and by all the arts of mir:

ing with the subject of Sabbath-schools to ous. Their homes were the very pest pose them to live beyond that period, do suasion, and by all the divia . .

set out on right principles, we begin with houses of ungodliness, and most frequent not wisdom and humanity alike declare, mess, to bring them within the ": -

addressing ourselves to the question, Wholy of immorality also ; while£ it is a thousand times better that the your benevolent activity. It£ * *

are the parties that may be especially standing all the efforts of our benevolent Sabbath school teacher should have antici. we have done this, that any is: :
held as coming within the range of this institutions, they had not been brought un-pated the missionary, and that, instead of be said to be thoroughly tragil l

divine injunction ? der any system of religious training or leaving the individual to harden into an 3. There ought to be a distria fy

1. - There cannot be a moment's hesita. Christian care. The animal part of their inveterate depravity ere anything is at nior or Adult classes into vicini.

tion in reference to the first answer that nature alone seemed to grow,-their intel-tempted for his religious advantage,£ the pupils when they have rathi,

ought to be given to this question, namely, lects unfurnished and undisciplined, seam-should have come under the care of the age in which they cease to be mer.
that the command is addressed the most ed strong only for mischief; while their Sabbath school teacher in the very dawn ren. The want of these in*.

*

*

**,

directly and emphatically of all to the moral nature was rapidly gathering around of his intellect and affections, and been so ber and efficiency, has interfered him.

child's own parent. The family circle is it a degree of insensibility and hardihood, successfully “trained in the way in which £e and grievous extent with 1.

the first school of the intellect, and is all suggesting to one's mind the contrast of he should go, that when he is old he will frnits of the Sabbath school. No by. || ||

along the great school of the heart. This what they might have been, had there not depart from it.” girl can be expected always to emi

is a divine constitution which nothing can been any who cared for their soul. There. On the other hand, experience assures a Sabbath school—he will org" || ||

supersede, and which lays at the feet of is no reason to think that this appallingus, that where a district has been thickly if no other influence removes him:

every parent a list of duties that cannot multitude of the neglected juvenile popula-studded with Sabbath schools, all the other soon after he has entered on his "...

without guilt be attempted even to be trans |tion, has been diminished in the interval forms of benevolent agency follow in their may be certain that shame will. Aft

ferred. beyond a few hundreds. train. The Day school is soon felt to be this is the very age of grea's ".

2. But then let the principle be confi. And now let us trace the history of these indispensable to the full efficiency of the hazard. Passion is becoming Wu

dently and solemnly proclaimed, until it for a few years onward, and what are the Sabbath school, and this is instituted; the spirit of reckless self will and ink". ...,

obtains a universal practical acceptance, spectacles which past experience compels wants of the adult population become more ence is beginning to show itself: 'th

that the parent, though the first, is not the us to call up 1 Many of them will sink visible in providing for the spiritual neces- fall into the hands of some emisin &

only party to whom the text addresses its into an early and untimely grave, for sta. 'sities of the young, and thus the mission mischief at such an nge, and them'. ...

*:

*

ra:

re

commands. We are now referring more tistical inquiries have also brought to light|ary and the Christian Instruction visiter|ty is that the work of the Sahlah sk. ...

particularly to the children of professedly this melancholy fact, that the mortality in are introduced into the field; and, in short, shall in a few months be algekri,

Christian parents, and what we have to this part of our population is greater£ once neglected district is brought, in done. On the other hand, let him all, 1.

affirm and urge is, that the Church is also in any other. We see others crowding the course of time, under the influence of critical season come under a system" |.

included within these rasponsibilities. the cells of our bridewells and our jails; all the varied machinery of modern spirit fluences suited to his years—a link ~.

We mean by this that the members of the others borne across the seas to our convictual culture. This is no beautiful theory transferred to a senior-class, or le! is ". .

Church, and especially those who have colonies; others scattered abroad among or benevolent dream; it is the record of mer teacher meet with him at a signe ||

:

*

*

been chosen by their brethren to “feed our rural parishes and villages, becoming the experience of more than one congrega-hour, and the probability is that his is .

the flock of God,” are bound to see to it, the poison plants of a hundred districts:tion during the last few years. racter shall begin to set favorably£ |.

that every father and mother is living in this is the common history of those whose Surely it is not necessary that we should and for eternity, and the yearning in l.

the regular and faithful discharge of this infancy and youth have been spent without enter on anything like a formal proof of ties and earnest prayers of former " |.

important part of Christian duty, to expos-mental training or moral culture. How the value and adaptation of the Sabbath be all rewarded in that cry which?!'"

tulate with the negligent, and encourage unspeakably more appalling would it ap-school for the evangelizing and reclaiming passes from his lips—“My Falk', ' '...

and advise those who are diligent in the pear in its matured fruits of desperate de of the neglected young in our city and thou the guide of my youth.” -

great business of training souls for God. pravity and dark despair, did we follow rural districts. To deny this would not. The measures which we now ". 's

We mean, farther, that distinct and sys- their history into the unchanging world! only be to be blind to obvious tendencies, mend, and long to see carried w!"

tematic efforts should be put in operation | Now, the thought which we are here but to established facts. From the humble full extent, are manifestly ". .

by the Church, to aid and to accelerate the most anxious to press is, that the voice missionary to the mitred hierarch on the We had almost affirmed that " " |

Christian tuition of the family. We mean in which God speaks to the Churches in Episcopal bench, the fact is owned. En-scarcely difficult. The arm of hetuch #

that from a very early period the Church reference to these neglected children is, lightened legislators and philanthropists is long enough and strong enought" | ".

and the child should be made conscious of “Train them up in the way in which they acknowledge the power of the£ the spiritual destitution of the is: lift

a very close and endearing relation exist-should go.” It is true that these have not school for good; many sit in our churches race. The question is, Art of it"

ing between them,—a relation so intimate the same claim upon our attention as the at this hour who, but for them, would have

and sacred that it can only cease with the child has upon his own parent, or even been outcasts still; some who have been |ference to the probable annual expense" ||

child's own voluntary breaking of the the chiid of the church-member upon the thus reclaimed, are at this day among thea Missionary Sabbath school, supposing"

bond, when reaching the verge of man-interest of the Church; but only let it be brightest ornaments of our pulpits, and of every case the labors of the teachers" .

hood or of womanhood. We mean, that shown that thousands of children stand in four missionary staff; chapels now£ free, and we find that the aven: .

infant baptism is a distinct and solemn re-imminent hazard of perishing in the most in outfields and villages which owe their expense, including the rent of a sm"
cognition of this relation. These state lawfully emphatic sense of that expression, origin to the Sabbath school; its record is and comfortable room, would not exce

ments may be contemned as common- and that we have the power of reaching on high, and will last throughout eternity #6. Now there are hundreds of cong".

place. But alas! how many souls are lost them in order to rescue them, and here is in multitudes of the saved. |gations in Edinburgh and Glasgow:*

through the neglect of common-places, the material of a mighty claim on their At the same time there cannot be a doubt of these could without difficulty un"

That man would prove himself one of the part, and of an awful responsibility on that certain serious defects have hitherto the charge of twelve such institü's,

truest friends of our evangelical commu-lours. If we saw a multitude of children clung, for the most part, to the working of some of more and some of less; and"
nions, and one of the greatest benefactors besporting themselves near the verge of a the system, and prevent the full£ the average attendance of schola" |

of his own age and of posterity, who should tremendous precipice that overhung an un-ment and manifestation of its power; and in each of these to be filly, and " |
bring the Church generally to the clear fathomable gulf beneath, and noticed that there are three recommendations which ap-church to send forth even a part 0 is

perception and consistent working-out of every time that they danced in their merry pear to us to go far to meet those defects, whole “disposable force” of laborers*

the principle, that the child of the church-circles, the space was lessening between and which, if generally adopted, would, we does not see that the whole of our juvenile

member has, in virtue of that relation, a them and destruction, would not even the had almost said, introduce something like destitution might in a twelvemonth beo"

peculiar and solemn claim on the Chris- most thoughtless and insensate among us a new era into the working of Sabbathtaken! And is there not the will! |

tian caré and cognizance of the Church. feel that we were guilty of their blood, if schools. It may, perhaps, be said, in reply." al

3. But let us now suppose that in all we did not haste to their deliverance. 1. Let the parious congregations look that we have now advanced-S"

our Christian families there is the opera- Does not the fact, then, of thousands at upon the planting of Sabbath schools in your dreams realized? Supp" "

tion of a deep-felt and enlightened respon-lour very doors rushing upon a far more destitute districts as a regular part of amount of provision for the spiritual it.

sibility, leading in every case to the train. tremendous ruin, only make our duty the their benevolent agency. Let a district struction of the young of Edinburgh "

ing up of the children in the nurture and more binding, and the criminality of ne- be selected of a size proportioned to their Glasgow, for example, to be":

admonition of the Lord; and let us further|glect the more immeasurably great. ability to occupy it, and let an annual sum rate with their necessities, and everyth"

suppose, that every Church alive to its re. Now, is it asked, what is the kind of be voted out of their missionary funds for of irreligious parents to have beenb:

sponsibilities also, is assiduously plying its benevolent instrumentality by which these this purpose, just as for any other object of within the walls of a well conduced"

various apparatus for strengthening and youthful wanderers may be reached, and, missionary benevolence. Let it be their bath school; even then you have ""
perfecting parental effort;-still what a by the blessing of God, effectively reclaim district which they hold themselves undertainly of their being effectually reclaim".

wide out-field remains uncultivated! The ed? . Without decrying any other agency, responsibility to cultivate—their portion of The discouraging objection maybe" y

children of the irreligious and the out-or wishing it set aside, we place our conf-the wilderness or moor which they have more than one satisfactory reply. It"
cast, what of them? Is there no one to idence under God, in a system of vigorous-resolved, by the help of God, to changelbe answered, that we shall then, at least

care for their soul? |ly wrought missionary Sabbath schools. into a garden. have discharged our responsibilities'

There is reason to think that the Chris-We do not say that this is all that is need- 2. Let them labor to exhaust the dis. be free from the blood of perishing ch'
tim public generally, have nothing beyond led ! but we do say, that when this has trict which they have thus selected. Weiren. It may farther be replied, that f

the most vague and inadequate idea of the been set in operation, every other'' by this that it ought not to be thought success, even in the event of effort, he u"

multitudes that properly come under this sary instrumentality will follow at no great sufficient to have planted one school here certain, we are, at least, certain of the re.

designation. When the Sabbath school distance; and we assert, moreover, that and another there, receiving such pupils£, should no effort be put forth. A ka

willing 7 We have made enquiries' " |
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man soul, left in ignorance, and around could you have done that you have not

£h all the influences of evil are allow. done! And will not God require this at

el to gather and strengthen undisturbed, your hand? One indolent member in a

is lost for both worlds: It may again be Church is “not only a blank, but a blo

replied, that we are at least sure of the se in it. In respect to Sabbath school teach.

condary advantages from our efforts: and ling we “would to God that all the Lord's

even these, so far as the present life is con-people were prophets.”

corned, are by no means small or despica. Oh! let us think of the value which

ble. Compare the children of a previous. God attaches to one human soul! We

ly neglected district, that have been col- lose ourselves in multitudes; but let us

£cted into the Sabbath school, with those conceive to ourselves one of our race with

in the same district that are without it; human capacities, with human suscepti

and when you mark how rudeness of man bilities of happiness or misery, with the

ner has been overcome, and the affections stamp of immortality upon him, and evi

drawn forth under the influence of kind. dently maturing for the eternal companion

ness, and the mental powers have begun ships of that place where the worm dieth

to be occupied and interested by the high not, and the flames kindled by the wrath

things of God, and the very external ap- of God shall burn for ever and ever. Is

arance of the formerly unwashed and it a light thing to be the instrument of that

intered child has insensibly and gradually soul's deliverance,—to bring that wander,

given place to decency and cleanliness, do er within the circle of heavenly influences?

you not feel that your labors have already look at that well of Samaria, and receive

- been in some good degree rewarded; and the answer!. Look at yon angel flying up

» that, even in regard to the higher advan-to heaven with the news of a soul's repent.

* tages, it may be affirmed, both in the spirit ance, and receive the answer! Hear the

and language of Scripture, “that they are song of “bless'd voices uttering joy,” and
not far from the kingdom of heaven.” receive the answer!—nay, read the an

... But, in truth, even the spiritual results.swer in the epistle of James, “He that

... are not so very uncertain as these “pro- converteth a sinner from the error of his

phets of evil" suppose. When was the way, shall save a soul, from death and

het ever perseveringly cast into the deep, hide a multitude of sins.”

... without at length bringing up some re

ward! There is surely a mighty differ.

... ence between saying that the spiritual

... wind bloweth where it listeth, and saying

... that it does not blow at all. Surely the

words of our text, if they do not express a

... promise, must at least be held as declaring

... a tendency,– “Train up a child in the
... way he should go, and when he is old he

... will not depart from it.” The truth is,

that in labors of this sort, we often despair

too soon. The effect of religious instruc.

lion upon a youthful mind, often resembles

*-tex
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Modern Greece and Jerusalem.

At the late meeting of the Board, the

following remarks were made by Rev. Dr.

Pomroy and Rev. Mr. Calhoun, who have

been recent eye-witnesses of the scenes

they describe:

(Reported for the New York Observer.]

Dr. Pomroy spoke of Greece. That

the process in the coral island after it has land is still what it was in ancient times,

emerged from the waves: at first you be a beautiful country. The present king

. hold only the bare and barren rock; indom of Greece, however, comprises only

he course of time, the wreck thrown up a part of what was anciently included in

y every succeeding tide forms a soil; by that name. The population is about one

ind by, a few lichens indicate the first million, though many Greeks reside in

aint efforts of vegetation; until, in course other countries, particularly in Turkey.

.

come from curiosity, others with a desire

to hear the gospel. Many young men

from the university and gymnasium are in

the habit of calling on Dr. King, and of

conversing with him concerning the Bible,

the Greek Church, and the interests of the

soul. They call on him also for books,

which they take with them to all parts of

Greece. Thus has this servant of God

been scattering the seed of the gospel

through that land for twenty years. Good

must be the result. Many say to him,

You are right: what you assert respecting

the Greek Church is true; but we can

make no change, can effect no reforma

tion in it, until we get possession of Con

stantinople /

Dr. P. also gave a detailed account of

the persecution now waged against Dr.

King. The origin of it was this: Dr.

King was attacked by some person in the

newspapers,—was charged with blasphem.

ing the Virgin Mary, denying the right to

worship pictures, to invoke the saints and

the like. In answer to these charges he

published a book, made up of extracts

from the Greek fathers, men whom they

revere and worship as saints, condemning

in the most pointed manner, transubstan.

tiation, the invocation of the saints, the

worship of images, and especially the

worship of the Virgin Mary. This raised

a storm all over the land. The Holy Sy.

nod of Greece was assembled. The book

was anathematized and publicly burnt, and

its author excommunicated from a church

to which he never belonged and never will.

They cursed him, and cursed all who

would not curse him, and forbade all per

sons from aiding him in any manner, and

from all intercourse with him, and this on

pain of being excommunicated and deliver.

ed over to perdition. They went farther.

The constitution allows freedom of opinion,

but a clause in it forbids any attack on the

oriental, orthodox Greek Church. They,

therefore, stirred up the civil authorities

against Dr. King, and a prosecution has

been commenced, and mainly to drive him

from the country. But he faces the storm,

continues to preach the truth, and will, we

"of time, flowers and fruit-trees that have Their character is now very much what it

* grown from hidden seeds that had mingled was twenty-five hundred years ago. They

with the wreck, or been waffed by the are the same shrewd, active, and deceptive

winds, or been dropped by some passing people that they were when they built the

* ird of prey, begin to beautify the little wooden horse, and can lie without any£
slet. So it often is with the human mind convenience. They all profess the same

*n the season of youth : truths are deposit-religion : there are no sects among them.

* 'd in its soil which long lie dormant and The king is a Bavarian and a Roman Ca.

*" lead, but when the hour of affliction and [tholic. The queen, who is also from Ger.

!" effection comes, they are thrown up on many, is a Lutheran; and they have each

* he surface, and begin to bud into life, and, their separate chaplains; but the people

"ol the individual is “born again.” are all adherents of the Greek Church.

Ministers and Elders, A great work. The Greeks pay much attention to edu.

et lies before us unaccomplished. Here!cation. They are proud of their ancestors,

sees the cheapest and most efficient of all our cherish the memory of the old philosophers,

* Iome Missions, and yet we allow it 'd perpetuate their names among men.

** Only partially extended, and still more They are laying aside the peculiarities of

hy artially wrought; and then we stand the modern Greek, and adopting the idiom

* Wondering that having sown the wind our of the ancient language. They have es

a larvest should be the whirlwind, Why tablished schools, academies, colleges and

"tand we thus looking upward to heaven a university. In Athens, which has a

sif some new and more potent machinery population of some thirty thousand, there

: "re to descend from it, when the words are twelve hundred young men in the

... four motto, and a hundred others, tell us' higher departments of education. If no

hat we have the right machinery already, thing occurs to check the progress of edu.

* f we would only extend it more widely, cation in Greece, it will have, in twenty

a" work it with more of faith, and ener. years, the most intelligent population in

#y, and prayer. Europe.

- Sabbath School Teachers, Persevere Greece has a free press. In Athens

... -persevere. Resolve to become veterans!'re are some thirty newspapers. Thro'

... n this blessed work. Use every means this medium of communication, the people

"'omplish yourselves more perfectly speak freely and fearlessly what they

| " its efficient discharge. Be humble, please. The Bible is freely circulated and

"l, hopeful, willing to remain un:|ead,—a result effected principally through
"iced of men, if God will but give you the efforts of the early American mission

* *

**

- i.

... " blessing. Tell others how delightfularies. They would not consent for one

" have found your toils, and how in moment to the Bible being taken from

"ering others you have yourselves been them. They are great sticklers for their

bundantly watered. liberties and are very democratic in their

'O£. of the Church, who have time principles and feelings. Their constitution

y Sabbath shows this. Dr. King has a chapel on his

order.

trust, to the end.

Rev. Mr. Calhoun spoke of his visit to

Jerusalem, and of the social and moral as

pects of the place. He came to it from

Egypt—crossed the plains traversed by

Abraham and by Jacob. It was evening

when he approached the city; and as he

wound along through the Valley of Jehosa

phat, and through the Garden of Gethse

mane, and up the Mount of Olives, he felt

that he was on familiar, sacred ground.

It appeared to him as if he had been there

before, having studied it carefully in the

Bible. But Jerusalem now is not what it

once was. It is surrounded by dilapidated

walls, and contains only about fifteen thou

sand inhabitants, divided about equally be

tween Jews, nominal Christians, and Mo

hammedans. The first class of the in

habitants are the most degraded. All look

upon the city as holy.

The speaker gave an interesting account

of the miracle of the “Holy Fire,” as it is

called. This is performed annually in

the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and a

short time before Easter. The miracle is

wrought about 2 o'clock, P. M., and for

many hours previous, the place is crowd.

ed by anxious pilgrims from various parts
of the world, and is often the scene of ter

rible disorder. At the appointed time the

Bishop enters the church, in his gorgeous

attire—goes down into the holy sepulchre

alone—and there miraculously, as is al

leged, lights his torch. From this others

strive to be first in lighting theirs, and

then follow the orgies of the infatuated

throng. The Turkish ashorities have of:
ten to interfere, and by force to preserve

- - -
|

In contrast with all this ignorance and*ow upon the missionar

not yet done it, “why own premises which is open on the Sab'chool, and have

"dy" all the day idler; H. much bath, and always has an audience. Some

superstition, the work of missions appears to the beginning.

glorious. -
Instead of mummery and de."

|ception, the Bible is opened to the people;

its great truths are taught; its principles

inculcated; and the minds of men brought

under its purifying and ennobling influ

ence. This is what is wanted in the East.

Let the people have the Bible, bring them

under its influence, and the wilderness

will blossom as the rose, and Jerusalem

will again put on her beautiful garments,

and become the joy of the world. *
*

The Jcws of Cincinnati

Although the Jews of Cincinnati num:

ber thirty-five hundred individuals, and

from the trading pursuits of the adult
males, are brought into contact with the

whole community, to an extent which ex

ists in those of no other people as a class

—yet they are less known here in the so
cial circle and religious aspect, than tf

they were Fire Worshippers, or residents

of the Celestial Empire. For if a Chinese

temple were opened here, in which these

idolaters, were to exhibit their rites and

ceremonies, not only would the entire

building be filled, but the whole street ad

jacent blocked up with spectators, waiting

patiently to get their turn of gratified curi

osity.

Yet here is a nation, the oldest on earth.

—once the chosen people ofGOD himself

—who can appeal to ancestry high, honor:

able and glorious to a degree which night

humble the pride of modern princes and

kings in the contrast—with as peculiar

modes of worship as any nation on earth

—among us, but not of us-and yet, pro

bably, not one individual out of ten in this

community has ever entered the Jewish

Synagogue.

Last Saturday was the new year

civil, not ecclesiastical—traditionally ob.

served as the day on which the world was

created. It is also called the Feast of

Trumpets. In the fulfillment of a long

cherished purpose, I visited the Jew's Sy.

nagogue, on Broadway, on this occasion,

asd was deeply interested in what I saw

and heard.

The congregation worship as the Friends

or Quakers, with the head covered, and

their faces turned toward Jerusalem. The

elders and other dignitaries of the congre

gation wear a white cap with the Sarga

ness, emblematic in hue of the purity of

heart requisite in the worshippers at this

feast and at that of the Day of Atonement,

the only days on which those garments

are worn. All the male members, adults

and boys, wore also the Tallath, the four

corners of which, as well as the stripes

and fringes, are of blue. These last are

of various materials-silk, or wool, or cot

ton—but in no case an admixture of any

two of these. The principal church offi

cers are the Parnas or president, the Ga.

bahim or vice presidents—one of whom

has charge of funerals, and the other of

the church funds—and the Hazan, or

reader, who sometimes unites the function

of Shochat, or butcher; no meat being

eaten by the Hebrews except killed under

the superintendence of the Shochat, whose

business it is to see that every particle of

blood is extraeted from the carcass, and

the animal without blemish, as insisted on

by the law of Moses.

The Ark of the Corenant was opened

and shut, and the trumpets or ram's horn

blown, in the progress of the services.

The reader, whose reading otght rather

to be called singing, chaunts the part of

the services to which at certain periods the

whole congregation utter responses. Their

exercises are all in Hebrew—their prayer

books, howeyer, furnishing a translation in

English, on the other side. The Hebrew,
it will be recollected, reads from the right

to left both in the line and the pages, the

book opening at what appears to the ordi.

nary reader the last page, and reading on

t

f

The entire service is highly impressive,
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the responses excepted, which, as they in others, rooms are filled with confiscated Inquisition, for commenting on the vices

cannot accord perfectly, affect me dis.

agreeably alike in Jewish or Christian

churches.

Such is the effect of the oriental costume.

and language of the scene, that it requires on the 3d September, the debate on the is generally believed. It may be in Rome

but a slight degree of exercise to the imag

ination, after remaining present a few min

utes, for the spectator to forget where he ting, delivered the sentiments of their (
is, aid to fancy himself in Palestine—if respective Cantons, but as there was no-have not been able to learn from that paper

thing new or striking in their several arnot in the great city itself, Jerusalem, the
joy of the whole earth.—Cist. i

*

The Jews. The Archives Iraelites

says: “It is calculated that the total

number of Jews spread over the surface.

of the globe is 6,000,000 of souls. Of

these 180,000 are in the enjoyment of ci

vil rights, viz., 30,000 in the United States measure, and, therefore, calling upon the Wesleyan Society, it appears that

of America, 50,000 in Holland, 10,000 in such of the cantons as have Jesuits in there are in Great Britain, 339,379, be:

Belgium, and 90,000 in France.

England 20,000 are as yet incompletely mit any of the order in future, there were 633, being a decrease of 2,913; and in

emancipated.

|

RELIGroN IN ITALY. At a meeting held

in Exeter Hall, London, in July last, in re

lation to the evangelization of Italy, the

Rev. Giacinto Achillia, D. D., late Pro

fessor of Theology at Rome and Naples,
but who, in searching the Scriptures, was

led to renounce Papa!"error, delivered a

striking address from which we make the

following extract—(Toronto Banner):

“Italy's woes arise from the tyranny of

the priests. Little did she foresee to what

tyrants she was committing the govern

ment of the heart and intellect of her peo:

ple, and in what way this upstart religion

would lord it over nations, and at length

even over kings; little did she foresee how

the gospel would be abused, and a system
wholly political be established on the basis

of religion. But now she is awake to her

past folly, and detests it: she curses the

|authors of this great delusion; and she

longs to shake it off, and this is the con.

trast between the present and all preceding

times, that renders the present epoch so

momentous and interesting.

• Italy pants to shake off Popery. A

mongst all orders and classes there are

multitudes who care no longer for confes

sion, go no more to mass, laugh at indul.

gences, and the priest who attempts to

urge these observances upon them is open

ly shunned. All this shows us that the

Popery of Italy is confined to few, No,

dear brethren, all Italians are not Papists,
all the priests and monks in Italy are not

Papists, all the bishops and cardinals are

not Papists. The doctrines of Rome are

losing followers day after day. But how

fares Christianity amongst them? Alas!
with few exceptions, men who have seen

Popery and Christianity so intimately con,

nected with one another, have not spiritual

discernment enough to separate the one
from the other, and with the falsehoods of

Rome, they reject the sublimes truths of

Christianity. Where Popery fails to make

dupes she makes infidels. Italy is full of
men who, ceasing to believe ln the Romish

dogmas, have ceased to believe in the gos

pe of the Lord Jesus Christ. . .

“And one main cause of this state of

things is their ignorance of Holy Scrip.

i.e. The Bible is practically prohibited

in Italy, except in Latin. The translation
by Martini is indeed allowed to some; but

that with notes, the restriction on free

judgment, and the necessity of laying bare

'very idea of the mind before a confessor

Bibles.”

suits.

expulsion was renewed. The deputies

who had not spoken at the preceding sit

ments, we refrain from repeating them,

VoteS.

consequently for withdrawing it from the

order of the day, there were eight can

tons and one-half canton.

twelve cantons and two half cantons.

decree was issued:

of the compact, the Diet is bound to
watch over the maintenance of order and

the internal security of the Confedera

tion.

the secret practices of the Jesuits are in

compatible with the order and peace of

Switzerland, and seeing, in fine, their

presence, particularly in Lucerne, one of

the cantons of the Directory, decree,

within the competency of the High Diet.

Friburg and Valais, in which the Jesuits

are established, are invited to expel them

from their territories. -

suits into any one of the cantons of Swit

zerland is interdicted.”

dation has a letter from an American

the weightest cares of the Catholic bish

ops in this country, is directed to the for

mation of a great number of priests from

native Americans.

vantages which they will have over fo

of our countrymen, and says that large

sums of money will be needed to carry

their designs into effect.

that the nuns effect much good by their

children confided to them, and that by

this means Protestants are converted.—

Presbyterian.

RENUNC1ATION

Christian Advocate of Cincinnati says:

“A public renunciation of Popery took

place on Sunday, October 3d, in this city,

in the German Protestant church, corner

of Walnut and Thirteenth streets.

large audience were present to witness

the act, a large part of whom were Ro

manists.

thirty-five years of age.

that he was not led to this step by any

persuasive efforts of any man, or set of

men, but by inward conviction.

found, after diligent searchings of the

word of God, that he could not conscien

tiously remain in the Church of Rome

any longer, and accordingly he dissolved

all connection with the same.

he is violently persecuted by his friends.”

- - tributions for Foreign Missions Ble tit. e

of some of the priests.” knowledged from 877. *''

- We suspect, however, that the Western. This shows that a little more thano. 1"

Switzerland. Expulsion of the Je-Christian Journal is a little too fast. That third of the churches contribute to the 1"

At the sitting of the Swiss Diet, he is in durance of some kind, somewhere, cause efforeign missions—N. Y. L. 1.g * gn N. Y. Ult. -

"er,

i.

—it may be in Germany. The Freeman's |
Journal said that he was at a convent in ===
* * si - * r * * * **, *r *** - f

#ermany, a year or two since, but we '' {{ }} } R F A G : # R, r:

- =-
:

at what convent he might be found. There WEDN :

* is a mystery about the fate of the missing EDNESDAY, October 13, 1817. *

and proceed to give the results of the Bishop, which, all religious prejudice apart,==

reflects most severely on the Catholic THE CFor not entering into the question, and Church.—Christ. Intell. h E • 'it RCH AND SABBATH Schools

| -- The article under this head, withm: . .

be seen on the fourth page of lism. 1• 's lllll

WesleyANs. From the returns just ber, is from the*: of the U : ... .

For d ‘ing t e published, of the number of members in p.' • - * Util I
eclaring the measure a federal p Presbyterian church, Scotland. It is , ...

longer article than we are general; d.

In them to send them away, and never ad-ling a decrease of 2,089; in Ireland, 24,-, posed to insert; but on account of it

importance of the subject, and the ji ""

- - the foreign£ 100,303, being "cious and interesting manner in which 1 ×

In pursuance of this vote, the following increase of 253, total number of mem: is treated, we think it not merely won, 1.

bers under the care of the British and "... * • "wn

“In conformity with articles l and 18 Irish Conferences, 464,315, being a de- of its room, but of special attention. *

crease of 4,749.

-
*:

- | FiRST SyNod. The First Asso: &
Considering that the existence and AMAL.GAMATION. The Inquirer ofSept. * ... " '

g 11, contains a long editorial, signed, “H. Reformed Synod of the West met it s

W. B.,” which bears the title “Our Uni- Mansfield, Ohio, on Thursday the # || ||

versalist Friends,” and on the basis of ult, and continued its sessions until Sal &

their substantial harmony with Unitari- urday noon, the 2d instant. - :

ans in matters of faith, proposes the About half of the ministerial *:
- • Dout one- em - - - -“1. The question of the Jesuits is amalgamation of the sects. The article, One-half 0 * s

which is drawn up with skill, sufficiently bers were present, and a still les ". . .

“2. The cantons of Lucerne, Schwytz,£ the fict of the harmony, and portion of the Ruling Ellen." *

admits, as we have never seen£have been present. The principl". ...th

before, the true character of the differ-son of this, was, no doubt, the remit 1"

ences which have kept them apart. We * * * * *

- - ness of the place of meeting, it be: |*
“3. The admission, in future, of Je. "P."""" ' - it'

* acinn * ** '''Let it be remembered, that while one of the extremes of the ter" |:

Unitarianism had a scholastic origin and cupied by this Synod—not, howe": #!"

- grew out of exegetical criticism, Univer-sufficient reason. Th:

alism had a popular origin, and grew out ! We!
The last report of the Leopold Foun-" - pop # =". g - à We -

p I of the irrepressible disgust of the com .." meeting: small, was : #!

- - -:--> asant One, ere was not a sing:correspondent, which states that one of mon people for the terrors of Calvinism. p - isions of ls",

It had a strictly democratic origin. Its case of appeal from the decisions" £

strength has been among the common courts, and such business as" . "
people, and''' has'' "|attention of Synod was disposed 0 with W.

its origin and its disciples have demand- - - - '..." .It speaks of the ad.' g pi - remarkable unanimity. The print' b:

- - - - - It is said in another place: business was in relation to "T"
reigners in gaining access to the minds - place: , " . . c. . * 1. le:• g g l “But still further, there has always ex-gical Seminary: the election of * * 's

isted a broad social distinction be: ional professor, and the provision | | *

Unitarianism and Universalism. They file "
He also saws . - - '.. 'Y' ways and means for the support." *" "Ihave recruited their ranks from£ # tio pp. || |

- - classes of societv. This has undoubted-" with

intercourse with Protestant parents of - - *

p ly done more to keep us apart than all. The Rev. A. D. Clark, President d * :

other things. Unitarians have looked Franklin College, Ohio, was u" ||

down upon Universalists, and Universal. ly appointed to the chair of " Erde" ||

ists have felt a jealousy of Unitarians. ical Hi d Church Govem", l.
Unitarianism, then, is Universalism in.' story and out." s: ...t]

broadcloth, and Universalism is Unitari. This appointment can" fail to give *:

of Porphy. The anism in linsey-woolsey! We have so faction. Mr. Clark is one of the his w"

thought and said a hundred times, but scholars in the Synod, and in alrts" ''

we did not look for a frank admission of is admirably qualified for the its" ||

the fact in a Unitarian organ. We agree hich he has b lledwith the Inquirer, that the signs of the Which he has been Called. Sen. ".

A times indicate the union of Unitarians and To sustain the operations of the Sir

Universalists. Unitarianism, which had nary, it was deemed necessary" all" |>.

long settled itself upon its dignity, with a iously app"
.*.*.* : - - per cent. to the amount previous'" ||

The convert is a man of about sort of odi profanum vulgus, has come' l the£ to k ||

He declared down from that position, and assumed tone. among ' * It will & <!!

the character of a Philosophical £raised for Synod's Fund. It "" is

On the other hand, Universalism, parta-be an addition of eighty-five dollars" || -

He king in a certain degree, of the general the whole Synod. We are confide" .
31 Ogl’ * ietv. hi - - - * - le
prog£ of society, has demanded a lar people, who cannot be insensible" -

ger share of cultivation in its ministry,; f the Seminary will rei: .
and from the necessity of abandoning importance o: e * low

system of mere negations—of mere de-make this addition to their annua

We learn|nials of Calvinism—has assumed precise-butions to this Fund. It is only" " -

ly :' of''' that the case of the Semi"

- needs only a learned ministry for its pul. ir nastors, ini"Where, (asks the Recorder,) is Bishop pits, and a higher soci • - led to them by their pastors, - t

- - ocial positi <!\ 0 m

* * Rosition for the lance to the church, and the me" .
for his approval, the permission to read i.

becomes merely nominal, and to women it

is almost wholly forbidden. . Martini's

translation, moreover, is from the Latin,
and not from the original, and favors all

that Rome, would teach; Diodati's more

correct translation, and indeed all Bibles

printed out of Italy, are absolutely pro

hibited. They are stopped by the custom

Reze 2. We have tried in vain for a long

time, to obtain an answer to this question

from the Freeman's Journal, but at length

we have the information from another

quarter. The Western Christian Journal

says:

“Bishop Reze, formerly Roman Catho.

lic Bishop of Michigan, has been for eight

occupants of its pews, to be one and the * its $g
same thing.—N. Y. Recorder. punctuality in contributions for is "

- port, to have it sustained as*

2£ CoNTRIBUTIONs. Of the The synod enjoyed during"*

* Churches reported at the meeting; - igious exercises. "
of the Old School General Assembly£: time, devoted"

1846, contributions are acknowledged" to "We' P ea Scriptures all

house, and in some places are burnt, and years shut up in the gloomy vaults of the

for Foreign Missions from $50, and of praise, reading of the in:

the 2,376 churches reported in 1847, con."prayer, we had on Thursday,the"
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by Rev. Wm. Taggart;
sermon,

Thursday even
by Rev. Alexander Wilson; and on parent, they may administer to it the or-gation,

by Rev. John dinance of haptism.
The Synod were favored with a ser-SS.07, from Crooked Creek cong, Rev.

mon from Rev. Mr. Horne at the open- B. Waddle. From Thos. Douglas, Beth

moll,

Friday evening, a sermon

Ekin. All of these discourses were ex

cellent.
we do not deem it necessary to add

anything farther at present, as we expectiler on Wednesday evening, and wi

f the proceedings in on Thursday evening from Mr. Caskey, $3, for the Oregon Mission.
to give the minutes o

our next number.

–-

The Second SYNod.

Associate Reformed synod of the West

met in Hanover, Ind.,

the 20th ult, and remained in session

two days and a half.

Among the important items of busi

ness, was the proposition made by the

Trustees of Hanover College, to this

|

"

Synod, to endow a Professorship, and

- have it filled by one of their number,

who should act as vice president of the
Institution. The proposition was de

clined.

But the most important business

was in relation to the interests of their

destitute churches... Members were "P"

pointed to spend some months in Illinois,

the present fall and coming winter,

sit the vacancies in that region. It is

expected that this matter will come be:

:

.

to vi

The Second exercises on Friday morning, Synod ad

on Wednesday, 4th Wednesday of September, 1848.

ing of Synod, with one from Mr.

which were heard with interest and edifi.

cation.

After spending some time in religious

journed to meet in Ripley, Ohio, on the
t

“THE EpiscoPAL CoNVENTioN

Diocese,” says the New York Observer,
|

Philadelphia, $5.71; and for the same,

| Francais quotes a letter from
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on satisfied that the child would remain un-50 cents for Domestic Missions, from W:

ng, the missionary ser-der the care and control of the grand-|M. Wallace.

Rev. S. Wallace, for 2d.church,

scouled, cong, for Home Missions, $10.|

th one And from David Kennedy, Mansfield, O.

*
ma->===

S U M M A R Y -

American Ambassador at Rome. The Couri"

he arrival of an envoy of t

America, Mr. Coxwell, for the purpose of con:

cluding a treaty of amity and commerce with the member o

- Pontifical government. It was believed that the - Sabbath rning, the 5th ult

of this lauer would shortly accredit a nuncio to W. Died, on Sa ''' " 'ort ofington. The United States are already repre- ''.£ '' - , consort o

sented Mr. Ardis. '." "'" w -

sented at Rome by a zealous agent (Mr. A" || 'ease was a nervous affection of the heart.
“adjourned on Thursday evening, after son) an enthusiastic admirer of the Pope.

the adoption, by a unanimous vote, of a

General Episcopal Convention for rel

of the Diocese.

| This was the course proposed by the

Seabury of the Churchman, who has

been publishing much upon the subject

for some weeks past, it is understood,

submitted, at a meeting of the especial

friends of Bishop Onderdonk, a resolu

tion calling on the General Episcopal

- - - |the injuries and losses he sustained, during the

ro - tt ” - - •. -

from the present “anomalous position" long and violent persecution to which he was fact - -

fectionate wife,

subjected by the Papists in that Island.

Dr. Cunningham is to succeed Dr. Chalmers

Protestant Churchman newspaper. Dr. as Principal of the New College, Edinburgh, and

Dr. Candlish is to take his place as Professor ol

Divinity.

Invention. An engineer in Glasgow has e"

fected an invention by which vessels on rivers

and canals can be propelled at about the same

speed as steam carriages cn railways, and at

Roune, announcing the 4th

he United States of JAM ES POTTER, in the

mother, society

a shining ornament.

fore General Synod at its next meeting
. as one requiring special attention, co" Convention to take meas: for the re. ***

nected as it is with the extension of our storation of the Bishop. This resolution, Curiosities. A vessel has arrived at London

re church in the West, the most interesting however, found so little favor with those with a cargo of bricks from the tower of Babel,

St. - field in our country. - gentlemen who were most relied upon and with other architectural curiosities, for the

* The synod, after some discussion, gave to support it, that it was impossible to Briti"" -

| * very important decision, affecting the::: and the plan W* The French government has formed an alli

question of the proper subjects of bap- abandoned, and with it, we judge, alliance with Austria to oppose the liberal measures
| tism. We are indebted to the kindness idea of any restoration of the bishop to of the Pope. The opposition journals say that

s " of the junior Editor of the United Pres- the Episcopal functions.” the French are all in favor of the liberal policy

byterian for the following statement of it. " his holiness. -

b A grandmother' that baptism MuskINGUM College. We have re. The King of sardinia has declared his inten

- e administered to her ward, the child of ceived the first annual circular and cata-" to aid the Pontifical power, and England

her deceased daughter, neither the mo- logue of the officers and students of£ sympathizes with his holiness. such *

w ther nor father of the child having been war must annihilate the Austrian dynasty in Ita.

college. It is located in New Concord, ly,

Ohio, on the National Road, fifteen miles

east of Zanesville, and sixty miles west

of Wheeling.

The Faculty is composed of |nerally escaped the rot.

DAvid A. WALLACE, Principal and
Professor of Mental and Moral Science.

WILLIAM F. GEORGE, A. B., Profes

members of the church. The child, by -

the request of the dying mother, and

with the entire consent of the father too,

is left under the guardianship of the

grandmother, to be trained by her (a

Christian professor) in the ways of the

Lord. On the one hand, it was contend

ed that the grand-parent was not the pro

per representative of the child, not sus

taining to it the relation of a parent; that

therefore the child, not being the child of

a professed believer, not. born in the

church, had no right to, and could not

The result of the harvest in England is very

satisfactory.

The potato crop in the British Islands has ge

*-*
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Horrors of War–No Prospect of Peace The

news rom Mexico is of the most exciing claritc

From Lebanon congre-' At this moment, the intelligence is cliefly

'm Mexican sources, and may therefore b'."

many of the de

facts are undoub"

given up,

cuty taken a

ful destruction of human lite.

tails inaccurate, but the leading

d, that the armistice had be"n

all hope of peace abandoned, and the

fter a murderous assault, and un *w

--~~~~~

*

M A R R i E D ,

On the 6th instant, by the Rev. John C. Steele,

| M. EDMUND DAVIS to Miss SUSAN W 1 U

Li BY, all of Allegheny County.

-------~~~~
-

o B 1 TU A R Y -

Died, of Typhoid Fever, on Sturday morning,

ultimo, Miss SARAH, daughter of

30th year of hcr age.

The deceas, d was a worthy and exemplary

f the Associate Reformed Church. ,

after

68th year of her age,

The deceased was a worthy and exemplary

Dr. Kalley, 1] ted missi t M member of the Associate Reformed Church for

* - - , Kalley, the perse, uted missionary at Maseries of resolutions, calling upou the 'deira, is '' inE: y upwards of forty years,

ief mand upon the government

and by a consistent walk

and has made a '. and conversation, recommended to others the re.

for compensation or |ligion which she professed. By this dispensation

of divine Providence, her husband has lost an af.

her children a kind and indulgent

a useful member, and the church

ALLEGHENY FEMALE INSTITUTE.
WHIS Establishment for the education of

Young Ladies, will be opened (D. v.) on
Monday. Movember 1st, 1847, at the corner of Ce

lar and Robinson streets, near the Hand Street

Bridge, under the superintendence of Mrs Ingles,

formerly Principal of the Manchester Institute.

Mrs. Ingles takes this opportunity of thanking
all those friends, who have hitherto patronized

her; and hopes that they will be induced to con

tinue their patronage in her new undertaking,

assuring them, that no Pupil confided to her

care, shall fail to receive constant attention in

every branch of her education.
None but well experienced Teachers are en

gaged as Assistants.

Circulars can be obtained at Parke & Han.

men's, on Wood street, Pittsburgh; or, ot the In

stitute, on Cedar street, Allegheny.

Oct. 13, 1847–4t

EDGEWORTH LADIES SEM IN ARY,

SEWICKLEY.

HE winter Session of this Institution will

commence on Monday, the 1st day of No

vember next. For particulars see Circulars at

John Irwin & Son's, 11 Water street, or at T. H.

Nevin & Co.'s, 126 Liberty street.

Oct. 13–2t D. E. NEVIN, Principal.
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POETRY.

THE LIFE-CLOCK. |

TRANSLATED FROM The GERMAN.

There is a little mystic clock

No human eye hath seen,

That bealeth on—and beateth on,

From morning until e'en.

And when the soul is wrapped in sleep,

And heareth not a sound,

It ticks and ticks the livelong night,

And never runneth down.

O, wondrous is that work of art

Which knells the passing hour,

But art ne'er formed, nor mind conceived,

The life-clock's magic power.

Nor set in gold, nor decked with gems,

By wealth and pride possessed,

But rich or poor, or high or low,

Each bears it in his breast.

When life's deep stream, 'midbeds of flowers

All still and softly glides, -

Like the wavelet's step with a gentle beat, .

It warns of passing tides.

When threatening darkness gathers o'er,

And Hope's bright visions flee,

Like the sullen stroke of the muffled oar

It beateth heavily.

When passion nerves the warrior's arm

For deeds of hate and wrong,

Though heeded not the fearful sound,

The knell is deep and strong.

When eyes to eyes are gazing soft,

And tender words are spoken,

Then fast and wild it rattles on,

As if with love 'twere broken.

Such is the clock that measures life,

Of flesh and spirit blended;

And thus 'twill run within the breast,

'Till that strange life is ended.

| M. J S & E L L ANY :

Why should a Christian Weep?

Because he is afflicted. I have just

seen a strong man—a man whose home

is on the deep—who has fearlessly faced

storms, and billows, and foaming break

ers. I have seen him weeping. Tears

coursed fast down his sunburnt cheek.

His téars were comely. There was

reason for weeping. The wife of his

bosom, the mother of his young children,

was lying in an adjoining room in the

last stages of consumption. We heard

the hoarse, sepulchral cough, and the

half suffocated breathing; and when the

husband spoke of her sufferings, and ofthe

approaching hour of separation, might

he not weep? Yes, if he murmured not,

repined not, complained not.

JDid Abraham sin when he “came to

mourn for Sarah, and to weep for her?"

Was that a sinful voice which was heard

in Ramah, when Rachel mourned and

wept for her children? Were David,

and Israel, and Israel's daughters all

wrong when they wept at the death of

Saul and Jonathan 1 Should you con

demn all of these, there is yet one you

cannot condemn. You would not dare

to censure Him who wept at the grave

of Lazarus.

A Christian should weep over dying

sinners. Weep when he thinks of their

guilt, and when he sees their danger.

Weep in his closet, when he speaks to

the sinner, and even when he walks the

streets. We have illustrious examples for

such weeping. Whitefield was scarcely

less eminent for the eloquence of his

tears than of his tongue. Paul, “by the

space of three years ceased not to war:

every one night and day with tears.'

and saved, but they would not.

Jesus wept over infatuated Jerusalem,les for occasions to show his love. : B O OR

whose children he would have gathered general obedience may warrant the be- ..-S T

Should lief that a man is a Christian, but he fur

not a Christian parent weep over im: '' greater evidence of love to God,

penitent children? A Christian wife for whose full heart overlooks no little thing * "d invite the attention of mini,

her impenitent husband 2 A Christian that may please him or' glorify his name. V.V., and ol' to our 'ge,'

minister over the perishing ones around There was no piety in Peter's zeal, o'£s'
him ? - when he hewed off the ear of the High''''' Wors

Christians should weep over desola-Priest's servant; but there was in Mary's'h'R:'':

tions in Zion. “By the rivers of Baby-quiet approach, when her raining tears published several works of a high order, int.

Ion there we sat down; yea, we wept washed the Saviour's feet. The unos ing Hulda" on Romans, which is team'.

when we remembered Zion.” “Oh that tentatious duties of Christianity, those£!" Columentary on that ki.

mine head were waters, and mine eyes that never win public applause, that only" ''-THE MEMOIRs & SERMO's Of

a fountain of tears, that I might weep find place in the pure tenor of ordinary M'CHEYNE (in 3 Wovunies), an email

day and night for the slain of the daugh-life, are more satisfactory proofs of the Scotch minister.
- * - art than . We have a full supply of SABBATH.

ters of my people. Oh that there were power of godliness upon the he SCHOOL Books, polished by the'

many such weepers. we have need of any ebullitions of zeal or spasmodic starts Sunday School Union, including a Library

them. When was Zion more desolate of devotion. -

ONE HUNDRED WOLUMES, at the low prict

than now ! When has there been more of $10; and one of Fifty voluMEs'

want of those who weep in secret places |Superintendents of Sabbath Schools willpt".

or of him “that goeth forth and weepeth, 'ot" the 'reduction in price of mind

bearing precious seed ?” Should not

OREs.

Theological Bookstor.

the leading books.A FATAL ERRoR. In an appeal in be

half of the Home Destitution: for which The Union Questions, from Volume 1 to 1.

£ Free Church of Scotland:# The Union Consecutive*" Cells,

God? When the fold of Christ, “as" effort to provide, it is said: ata at 6 cents,

would be the error should the Church. The Union IIymn Book, “10 "

be permitted to fall into the mistake of Child's Scripture Question Book, 10

giving out that demands for the cause of Those wishing to replenish their Librari""

God, after certain pressures are over, find a full assortment on hands at the Philak

#" dually b l No. as the 'phia pries Orders from schools in the coun

will gradually become ess. : " ... ; try promptly attended to, and great care taken in

pressure of great effort is yet in its in the£ *

fancy, so the call for the gold of Chris

sheep without a shepherd,” are scatter

ed abroad in the pursuit of vain delights

and sinful pleasures, should not every

Christian mourn, and weep at such a

time as this? Oh, if there is not weep

ing now, there will be wailing in a fu

ture day. Would that there were many": - **

Christians who in this time of darkness tians is as yet but a feeble cry.

could truly say, “My tears have been “The Church of Christ must not, dare April, 1847.

my moat day and night, while they con- not, shrink from going on with her work, " " ---

tinually say unto me, where is thy God?" on account of the vulgar and cunning ob- T H E G R E A T S UPPER.

Christians should weep over their own jection as to her ‘constant outcry for N order to meet the state of the time #:

iniquities. Their departnres from God, money. It has been set up by the father M proaching, we : "'

their fondness for worldly society and of lies, who, as to the motives of God's of the GREAT SUPPER, at the £:

pleasures, their restless anxiety for gain; servants, as in every other thing: has "": dozen, $2.00.

the “covetousness which is idolatry.” been ‘a liar from the beginning: but £ ingle copy. 20 cents.

Their conformity to the world, its fash-that does not prevent any particular lie, And by the hundred or'c'

ions, maxims, pursuits and pleasures, such as this, from being re-echoed by the der, 20 cents per copy; and£#

Their neglect of the Bible, the closet, the world, and stereotyped against every true£: ''' :' :

prayer-room, and the sanctuary. Their Church of the Lord Jesus, engaged to':***
neglect of self-examination, of the spirit- any large extent in carrying forward his " Also in S70RE,

ual welfare of their brethren, of the souls cause. After all, the answer of the ser- score, Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 win".

of the impenitent. Their pride, envy-vants of Christ, in dealing with God's Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

ing, jealousies, evil speaking. Their children, must just resolve itself into this Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volum".

coldness, stupidity, hardness of heart, Ye know the grace of the Lord Jesus, i.d. d’s Theological Works, comp" in

and unbelief. Is it not a time when how that for our sakes, when he was rich volumes.

Christians should weep much on their he became poor. In this matter we have Edwards on Redemption, and Edws". He

own account? Were it not well if all but little to do with the world—our ob-ligious Affections, in separatew".

the meetings in our American Israel Jects ARE Not secular, our wannANT is Encyclopaedia of£.
were Bochims? Well, if every Christian!Not secular; and as to the ARTILLERY £ o:''££

could truly say, “I am weary with my of Motives that we bring to bear upon and!' *

groaning; all night make I my bed to the ‘household of faith, the world, alas! D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volume

swim; I water my couch with my tears?" cannot comprehend them.” | Barnes on Isaiah, a:*
Oh, if every Christian who, in word or Often has a Church withheld more £ ": #'' Ilia),

conduct, has denied the Lord, would than was meet, and it tended to poverty. ££ Characters, 2 vols."

weep as Peter wept, there would be The less it gave, the less it was able to Rohinson's Biblical Researches in "

floods of tears.–Evangelist. give. But never was there a Church &#. with maps, &c., in 3 volumes. the Art.

that became poor by giving in the Spirit :£" 0n

of Christ, and for the promotion ofhis''. C'. History in "

Every Dav Piety. There is general cause. On the contrary, whenever a £of the old Testament canon.
ly more of true piety exhibited in a faith- Church has manifested the “ riches of its roofrner with,

ful observance of the minor duties of re-liberality,” it has proven “fruit which A full assortment of the£

ligion, than in those that excite the no-has abounded to its account.” |Publications of the£

tice and applause of men. Improper - £ i.''' of whith

motives may prompt to public duties, III L L A N D B R O W NE '' be sold a rasonale prices " " "

while those duties may escape men's S to Holdship & Browne,) 5 |Rags, by LUK: Loowls: h.

eyes, and are intended only for God's (Snccessors to Holdship • No. 9 Wood Street. Pittsburg

observation, and not likely to be practisedI' '' seper 2, 1845—it
- PAPER HANGINGS, and dealers in Wri.

by an unrenewed person. There is more |ting, Printing and wrapping Paper, |

piety in the devotion of Nathaniel, when No. 87 Wood Street,

he bowed alone beneath "fig", than Between Fourth street and Diamond Alley, Pitts | NTSOW

in all the ostentatious prayers of the phy-burgh, Pa. * | M’DONALD & BEFSON,

iactery-adorned Pharisees at corners of IP Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex- Patt 's Old Stand, No. 73 Mark!

streets. The poor widow, who modest-change at market price. ( oltterson 8 - f *

- - her hard- January 0, 1847. Street,) -

ly cast into the treasury her hard-earned ly on hand, all the f".
- ** * - -: - - - -*- EEP constant on hand, - .

£"'s':£than did the wealthy Jew whose golden $, and £w.k.a volumes in one, "... which bey will sell at Philadelphia "

colnS rattled their own praise as they fell giving a clear aud comprehensive account of ev. ces They are now receiving and''

into the chest. Desire of applause— cry remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred or one thousand Dollars worth." : [

pride of consistency-dread'-'. during : period of:''' hand at all times about that: su

- }t to external devotedn *SS, b thousan years will copious notes, critical ari there will be no difficulty at any tin

:£ God can£ explanatory, illustrated with several hundred ing a full supply of the books:

- ioyfully to the cl engravings, price $300.

:'-''£: '. EARS INFORMATION FOR THE PEO School Journal for Teachers pric.£Chambel - - l y, e * Pl,E.—A very valuable miscellaneous work, annum), and Youth's Penny Gazette 10

alleys and lanes, in search of "PP"tuni: price $2.50. (price 12 cents per annum)
ties to do good. This child is dutiful." p

who obeys his father's requirements, but

that child is more dutiful who obeys his

father's request in little matters, who

seeks opportunities to please, and watch.

ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

Successors to R. Carter, Market Street, le.

tween 3d and 4th)

American Sunday School Union Deposill;

n praft

- Sunfit.Ir Subscriptions received for the Sun"

Mis.

owlixg's HISTORY of RowANISM, They also offer a£
from its earliest origin to the present time cellaneous, Theologic land : t will "litt"

This is universally acknowledged to be the best Paper and Stationary, which' for it."

work ever published on this subject. ": prices they can be bough

Z, Wilson & J. DouTukrt, Agents. Sept. 16, 1846-1f.
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Ministers. Elders.

T E R M S. * *
> ill h blished on Wednes John Neill,”

r. practs will '' "| William Findley,"
y, every two weeks, at onE pollAR per annum. • *

advance, or One Dollar and a half after the John J. Findley,

No discontinuance until all Wm. P. Breaden,

rearages are paid. Robt. W. Oliver,"

as Payments may be made to John Sterritor Jo- Joseph H. Pressly,

ph Spratt, merchants, Federal Stree'. Alleghe. Robert A. Browne

" ; or to William Alinder, at the Publication *

ice, N.W. corner of the Diamond and Marketre. Pittsburgh. All communications to "' T. M'Adam,”

... dressed to the Editor, post paid. H. H. Thompson,

... Any person who will procure five new subscri-Joseph K. Riddle."

* rs, and transmit the money, shall be entitled to -*:::py of The Preacher, for one year. Presbytery of Steubent ille.

Geoge Buchanan,"

is . -

se of the year.

James Green,

"Where a private conveyance does not offer,

... berbers will please transmit by mail. Alexander Wilson,

in Joseph Clokey,

John M. Galleway,

At EI 1 r. U T E S Samuel Taggart,

... if the Proceedings of the First Associate W. Wallace, D. D.

". Reformed Synod of the West. William Lorimer,

!!!. MANsfield, Sept. 30th, 1847. J. S. Buchanan,

* The First Associate Reformed synod Alexander Young. William L. Duff.

'the West met, at 2 o'clock, P. M., mi Thomas L. Speer."

as constituted with prayer by the Mo- Wm. H. Jamison,”

". Rev. Wm. Taggart. The open- Presbytery of Mansfield.

ig sermon had been delivered by the James Johnson, John Chambers,

"[oderator, at 11 o'clock, A. M. -: •

* The roll was made out, and is as fol David F. Reid,

1, " * ol-James H. Peacock, W. B. Finney,

* WS : Sam'l Findley, jr., Andrew Barnett,

James Miller,

Joseph Andrews,

R. G. Thompson,

James Walker."

Second Presbytery of Ohio.

William Taggart,

S. Findley, sen'r.” Richard Bell,

Benjamin Waddle, Andrew Walker,

Hugh Parks, James M'Adam,

E. B. Calderhead,

H. L. Forsythe,

Samuel Wallace.”

A. D. Clark.” .

Those marked (*) were absent.

James Thompson,

David Audrews,

ul &

ki, a Presbytery of Big Spring.
Elders. Jer. N. Sloniker,

Alex. Ralston,
"*. Ministers.

... Alex. Sharp,

to tobert Gracey,"

* ames Shields,"
**

D. B. Jones.” |

r: * :

a fit a Blairsville.

Matt. M'Kinstry,"

... oseph Osborn,

Wm. Connor,"

Richard Gailey,

". I. G. Fulton,”

I. W. Duff,

... Alex. M'Cahan,"

N. C. Weed.*

*, *.

*

Samuel E. Shaw.

A. M. Elliott.

Monongahela. Moderator and took the chair.

James M'Connell,"

Samuel Weir,"

* J. T. Pressly, D.D., Thomas M'Call.

—J. L. Dinwiddie, D. D.,"

"Wm. Burnett,”

John F. M'Laren,

| James Grier,"

... John Ekin,

J. H. Buchanan,"

J. J. Buchanan,

John Gilmore,”

Thomas Calahan,"

act as Treasurer, pro ".

sustained.
William Hall. The committee on the legacy of Ge

Irvine, to the

said legacy had been received,

John C. Steele," ight doll
Robert Armstrong." eight dollars.
A. G.: The remaining item of unfini

S. W. Clark,"

John G. Brown.

David R. Kerr,

Presbytery of the Lakes.

Isaiah Niblock,”

tinued on the table for the present.

Mr. Lorimer was appointed assi

Clerk.
f

PITTSBURGH, OCTOBER 27, isit.

Rev. Alexander Wilson was chosen iner in Deer Creek, and the latter, St. Clair,

In the absence of Mr. Thomas£ mitted his charge of St. Clair congregation, Pa.

Treasurer, Dr. Pressly was appointed to Qa March 31st, Thomas (

Members of Synod were called on for £James H. Fifa' Long, and on

reaSOI1S of absence during the last meet- were licensed to preach the gospel as probation.

ing of Synod, which were heard, and, ers.

O.

- tit -

der the care of this Synod, reported tha August 3d, an organization was granted ' "
and congregation in Temperanceville, which m , kes

|amounted to four hundred and ninety

stant John J. BuchaNas, Mod.

W. ALLINDER, PRINT*.

The Presbytery of the Lakes reported The Presbytery of Big Spring report

led as follows: *

During the last sv modical year the Presbytery At his own request John Y sco'er was dis

of the Lakes has held four regular meetings. 1. missed to connect. with th: First Presbytery of

At waterford, January 6 h; 2. At Mercer, May Ohio, ut, " meeting in York county in April

18th ; 3. At Portersville, June 1st and 30th, and last. At " special meeting on the 28th of April.

4. At Sugar Creek, September 8th, William J. Brown was taken under care of Pres

At the 1st meeting, Mr. W. T. M'Adam was bytery as ". Student of theology; • at ------,

received as a probationer for the ministry, tran". At an adjourned meeting, held in Newville on

ferred to our care by the ScCond Presbytery of the 30, h of April, the pastoral relation between

Ohio. His trial exercises, preparatory." ordina. Rev. D. B. Jones and the congregations of Hope.
tion on subjects previously assigned him, were well and Chanceford, York county, W* dissolved;

sustained: and at the 2' meeting he was ordain-land Hopewell and Chanceford are now vacant.

ed to the ministerial office, and installed£ our late meeting of Presbytery the 'u'.
of Mercer and Connections, the call to which he commended to be raised for the Synod's Fund.

had accepted. was distributed amongst the congregations of
At the 2d meeting, a call from Bear Creek and Presbytery. and will be paid over to you' Treasu

Connections, addressed to Rev. Joseph K. Riddle, rer at the approaching meeting of Synod. -

was laid on our table. This call was sustained, “Now the God of peace, that brought again

presented to the candidate and by him accepted from the dead our Lord Jesus, that great Shep

| Mr. Riddle has since been installed by a Coin: herd of the sheep, through the blood of the ever

mittee of Presbytery. £ covenant, make you perfect in every good

At the 3d meeting, Rev. Wm. P. Breaden, was, work to do his will, working in you that which '
for satisfactory reasons, released from the pas well pleasing in h s sigh', through Jesus Christ,

toral charge of Portersville and Connections. is the prayer of your brethren in the bonds of

At the 4th meeting, a call from Unity and the gospel.

Sunsberry, addressed to Mr. Breaden, was laid

on our table. This call was sustained, presented

to Mr. B, and by him accepted. Arr"#"'£de for his installation at an early The Presbytery of Mansfield reported

day. | -

At the same meeting, Mr. Hugh H. Thompson as follows:

was received as a probationer, transferred to' At our meeting at Savannah, April 28, 1847,

care by the Second Presbytery of Ohio. His Presbytery released Rev. Samuel Findley, jr., at

trials for ordination on. subjects previously as his own request, from his charge, for one ye",
|signed him were sustained. He was then set without dissolving their pastoral relation. Mr.

apart to the office of the ministry, and installed Findley has taken charge of an academy in E

pastor of Sugar Creek and Mill Creek, the call dinburgh, Wayne county, Ohio, where it is be

rom whom he had accepted. lieved he has met with good encouragement in

At the same meeting, a call from Crooked teaching, and also in preaching as much as his

Creek, and one from Portersville and Connec- health will permit. -

ions, addressed to Mr. William Carlile, a proba-. And at our meeting in Mansfield, September

tioner under the care of the Big Spring Presbv-28. #4. the: £n:

tery, we." laid on our. table. These were * Reid and the £ongregation of Millersburg was
tail'd have been forwarded for presentation dissolved, and Millersburg was added to our

At the same meeting, Presbytery being satis. list of vacancies. Half of D F. Reid's time

fied of his prospects or farther usefulness, re. was given to Micreek - - -|stored Rev. James Greene to the exercise of the was given to : reek. * ... • - -

ministerial office. Our ministers and people, it is believed, with

Robert W. Oliver, Mod. one exception, are living in the enjoyment of

- mutual love and confidence.
Josert H. PREssly, Clerk. |ception, we hope, will soon cease to exist.

The Presbytery of Monongahela re-" " general, the attention of our people to word.

and ordinances, is such as to encour"g" the hope

ported as follows: that the pleasure of the Lord is prospering among

- • us still there are many things to admonish us

Since your'":": '' charges that we and our people have " ' attained, hor

have been settled. ". the 29th o December, are we yet perfect, and that we should forget the

1845, John G. Rrown w: ordained and installed things that are behind, and reaching forward to

pastor of the Second Church, Pittsburgh. On the things that “re before, Press towards the mark

£of June,'o','!'" of the high calling of God in Christ.

ordained and installed pastor of Mount Gilead - -

and Raccoon. On the 3d of August, Alexander May the Head of the church direct you in all

'' Shaffer and S. W. Clark were ordained, and': and may all things be doue to

- - - o OUI.

subsequently, by committees: installed—"The for- £ Mansfield, September 29, A. D. 1847.

By order of Presbytery.
Joseph A.Nonews, Moderator.

JAMEs H. PEAcock, Clerk.

as follows:

- A rxANDER SHARP, Mod,

JAMrs Smelos, Clerk.

*

Ohio and Industry.
On December 30th, A'exander H. Wright:

*

'alahan demitted his - -

£ofspeer spring and Bar Hill'# The Presbytery of Blairsville reported
£ to the list of our vacanci". On March as follows:

Since our last report, matters have been going

forward amongst us their usual way. At our

meeting in Unity, October 26, Mr. Randal Ross

June 30th, Samuel P. Berry and James Grier

On December 30th, the Rev. A. H. Wright delivered a critical exercise, the subject of which

- • *

with the exception of Mr. Waddle's, was dismissed to join the Presbytery of New was previously assigned him, as a trial for li

York. On March 31st, the Rev. A. Bower was censure. This exercise was unanimously sus

dismissed to join the Presbytery of Philadelphia. lained.

May 25th, the Rev. S. M. Coon was dismissed to At the same meeting, Rev. J. G. Fulton demit

Theological Seminary un-join the Synod in Canada, in connection with 'ed his '''''" of Blairsville congregation into the

he Free Church of Scotland. hand, of Presbytery, and the congregation hav

ing declared their acquiescence, Blairsville was

added to our list of vacancies.

the tenth vacancy under the cure of this Presby. Reports injurious to the character of Rev. Sa

tery. muel Hill having reached Presbytery, his certifi
We have seven unsettled ministers; eleven "". formerly obtained from Presbytery, was

shed bu- settled charges ; seven probationers; and fifteen withdrawn, and Mr. Hill cited to appear before

Students of Theology. Presbytery at our next regular meeting. Mr.

siness, the report of the committee on the in reference to the state of religion in our Hill has not since appeared before Presbytery

bounds, we report no visible change. We hope At our meating in Blairsvilla, April 13,h last
-

**

-

-

-
r ogical Seminary laid upon the ta- - - - - * ... • *- -Theol gic l - y p that vital picty, and Christian liberality and zeal. Mr. Randal Ross having delivered the remaindeble at the last meeting ofSynod, was con" are, at least, keeping pace with the increase of of his trials r

was duly licensed to preach the gospel -
name of the Lord Jasis. gospel, in the

At our meeting at Turtle Creek, August 17- - - . - 1st 17t

last, Blairsville was recognised a's:

our numbers.
All which is respectfully submitted.

John G. BRowN, Clerk.

And that one ex

to the satisfaction of Presbytery,

{
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s: and supply of preaching turnished accord. Mr. Barnett, elder, obtained leave of of Ohio, whose members engaged to have to Dr.

angly. | | - - - -. -

The state of religion amongst us, so far as we absence. * it attended to as soon as practicable.

'indge, is about as formerly, and whilst The report of the committee of last It having been stated, that there was a to Dr. Dinwiddie
some of the brethren are still unable to exercise - - -

- - - - - - a v O. "alt), G. C. - -
their ministry, yet no removals by death have year on the Seminary, was taken up, and demand and a favorable opening for the 3d. That the Clerk be direc

-

-
- - - -*: since our last report. referred to the following committee, con- ordinances as administeredby our church, the orders on the Treasurer ||

nd now that the King and Head of the s;s,; - .*... . - R, , f', la N. "...-1.- : * ......." - Nürer ||

church may direct your deliberations so as to ad. sisting of a member from each Presbyte- in the city of Buffalo, New York, it was named in the fo

vance his own glory and the good of Zion, is the ry, viz., Messrs Ekin, Joseph H. Pressly, Resolved, That a committee be appoint. Took up the report of the c,

prayer of your brethren in the Lord. Sl... -- * \\", 11. - - - - *.*.*.*...** ‘......: - - comin,

lons w. Durr, c Sharp, Duff, William Taggart, Wallace, ed to take into consideration the proprie- review the minutes of the 24 Pt.

D. D., and Johnson. ty of immediately sending preaching of Ohio, which cond,

-
--

P -->=

ressly for his services ||

s' win

regoing resolutions.

".

Rich AR D GAtly, sy.

- It was Resolved. That Svno gage to that place. Messrs. Dr. Pressly and ri - -

The Second Presbytery of Ohio re-, d - ; a 'nal sy :: if Osb '' inpointed the c m £ "ion, that the minutes of said Pres,

- --- ... ( /St. ( ) "... (- "o #11)!) 'On1 n - - -ported as follows: ln Clevotion exercises imme lately at Usborne P! * mm. be approved and its report £1,

ter the reading of the minutes to-morrow. It was Resolved, That a committee be Adopted.
Dear Brethren :—The most solemn and impor." - | - - -

- - r - - - "...l.

tant event which has occurred amongst us during morning. -
appointed to report" apportionment of Took up the report of the commit. .

the past year, is the decease of our amiable and Adjourned with prayer. the money in Synod's Fund to our Pro-review the minutes of the Presbyten.

esteemed brother, Rev. Stephen L. Haft. On the syen,

- fessors. Messrs. Clokey, Parks and J. Mansfield, concluding with a s.

2d. That the sum of $300 lea,
*

ed !" d",

"f he s.

led with 3. *.

• *

|

*

l,

n

t

|
1,

7th of April last, he departed this life, animated - * | - - - that ".

with the good hope, that he would enter upon Friday, 9 o'clock, A. M. J. Findley were appointed the commit. lution, which was adopted

that rest which remains for the people of God. ' The S - -

- --- me Synod met : - tee. - - -We have been enabled to transact the usual y and was opened with - - ... " Took up the ri port of the comm..., |

routine of presbyterial business, in much harino. Prayer. On motion, the Rev. James Johnson rew

ny and comfort. At a called meeting on the 28,h

of October last, Mr. John Andrews was taken un
The minutes were read and approved. was appointed to preach a sermon on Big

der our care as a student of Theology. He at: The missionary sermon was preached the “Signs of the Times,
Spring. This committee report.

at the next from the unexpected absence of the 6

iew the minutes of the Presbyter, a

* . .

- -

-

- -

-

---
- -

|

-
* -

'*.*. -
-

- -

('
tendedy'y last session. last evening, by Rev. Alexander Wilson, meeting of Synod, the Rev. Wm. Tag of said Presbytery, its minutes wer.

At a special meeting on the 2d of November, fr Psal •) be his alternat . . . . - -

we gave a certificate of regular dismission to " "s" 74:20. gart to be his alternate. present, and submitted, merely, a , . . . .
* -- *|- - - -

-

-

". -
-'. :'' probationer, that he might put On motion, the order of the day WaS The committee on the Seminary re

timself under the care of the Presbyte he - - -

£" re of the Presbytery of th suspended, to hear an account of the pro ported the following resolutions:

- - - Took up the report of the comme,
On the 16th of June, Hugh H. Thompson was ceedings of the late Convention of Re- ist. That Synod at its present meeting

furnished with a certificate of regular dismission

that he might locate in the above named presby. formed Churches. proceed ' elect: additional Lakes, which concluded with a res.

tery. After hearing brief statements in re- Professor for our Theological Seminary. ..! . -

- - - - - - - - - Vlner the minutes and recommentsAt our meeting on the 27th instant, Messrs. ~ approving the n d recommen:
- lati »l, "onven- 2d. That the salary of this Professor be,Paul B. Sherrard and James Burrows were re. lation to the proct edings of the Conven t l h ary |

ceived as students of Theology. Our presbytery ition, from delegates and others, Synod $300, for the present year, in addition "bviery. Adopted

consists of eight settled ministers. We have un- . . . . . pted.

der our care, six students of Dvinity. | * -

And now, Dear Behren, we pray that the spi. of the Scriptures and prayer, Messrs, gospel.
rit of knowledge and wisdom may characterize 'S r - * s - - |

- - - - - nd W - - - 3d. That Synod now appoint a com- sala'an -..."
all your deliberations and decisions, and that the sharp and Wallace, D D.,leading in the . - pp. - Monongahela. The resolution# ,

bieslags of a covenant God may be upon you exercises. mittee to report at our next meeting, on to this report, after some amendme:

Done at Crooked Creek, by order of presbytery, - '...... ---
ropriety of endowing a Professorship.

this 27th day of September, 1817. "y"y. Resuming business, the Presbytery of the propriety - (i.it's "adopted as follows:

Hugi L. Forsythe, Moderator. Steubenville reported as follows: While this report was under considera. Resolved, That the mint"es of the "...

BENJAM:N WAdolf, Clerk. - | ". 2 . . -A. , Uiel | There is within our honnds, a steady, increas. tion, Synod adjourned.

|ing demand for the administration of word and Closed with prayer.
Read a petition from Bethesda "iodinances. This demand we have not been able

gregation, Allegheny county, Pa., to be mily to meet, though greatly aided by the accep.

engaged in the exercises of praise, reading what he may receive for preaching the

bytery of Monongahela be a raft.

its report published.

Adjourned to meet to-morrow ".*
-

- - ... table labors of the young men sent us by General - * - 'clock losed with prayer
transferred from the Presbytery of Blairs.'' and, we trust, that their labors and our la- | at 8 o'clock. Clos pray

ville to the Presbytery of Monongahela.": '''' - Friday, 2 o'clock, P. M. Saturd 7. 'clock, A.J.

-- - - ast ye. inve 'ceived three, - it flirit (t , 0 cidt', A. J.

The Moderator announced the "P" woung men under or care as Students of theo. Synod met and was opened with prayer. * '', *

- - - - • * : - a tries f :...l.ie - w - Sw was opened with r".
pointment of the following committees: g: viz. John Bryson, James Golden and Wm. The minutes were read, and, after some, . ynod met and was opened win

- R. i.rskino. We have now four students. t

Committee of Orertures The minutes were read ania".
- Messrs. At our meeting in Warrenton, the name of J. amendment, approved. * ".

-

- - in". "Sharp, Waddle, M'Laren, Young and, Donaldson was stricken from our roll, in cons - . - - *of The commitee to review the"#. > * o linence of his having connected himself with the The commitlee to review the minutes of

the Presbytery of Blairsville ".
|Associate Church. \! the same place, J. nes C the Presbytery of Monongahela reported. concluded with".

Committee of Correspondence Dr. Campbell, William Jackson and Sannel Jamison The report concluded with a recommer

Pressly and Messrs, Gailey and Osborne.
- - no.1'- - -'': to preact the gospel, as probationers F :'. to: Synod's tion that the minutes of said "","

- for the holy ministry und to our Professors reported. • i’s ".. lished will

Committee of Accounts—Messrs. Clo- At our meeting in Steubenville, David Cochran, | approved and its report published wi.

key and Parks. a probationer under our care, received a certifi. The committee on the subject of send.

- - cate of dismission and good standing, with the ing preaching to Buffalo reported.
Committee of Revision—Messrs. Lori-view of connecting with the Presbytery of Mans. # •

- - .* £ Read a paper from Mr. Hanna, Treasu.mer and Peacock field. At the same meeting, a call from St. Clair -

- . - (Ohio) and Industry, in favor of Mr. S. W. Clark, rer, on the state of the Funds of Synod,
Committees to review the Minutes of a protationer under our care, was regularly for."

, was adopted.

The committee to review the min".

the Presbytery of Steubenvi" ".

concluding with a similar recom"

Presbyteries:
:'""""":

Of the Presbytery of Mansfield—Mes- i.e., d. "d£dwith :'' - - | The Rev. Richard Gailey was ".

srs. Galloway and J. J. Buchanan.£ ' '. Took up the report of the Committee oned the alternate of the Modera'ot,

Of the Presbytery of Monongahela- The n mount of Synod’s£# the Seminary. The 1st and 2d resolutions the opening sermon, at the next".

Messrs. Reid and Peacock. ''':' reported, were adopted. The 3d was laid of Synod. - ** - and ".

Of the Presbytery of the Lakes–Mes' on circ d'£on the mile for the present. | The Rev. W limFæ W is

srs. Duff and William Taggart. the amount required of us will be paid to your Proceeded to the election of a Professor, ed to preach the missionary''

eV. ", !.of the Second Presbytery of Ohio–E."'That you may enjoy an abundant nnction of according to the 1st resolution, when th -

kin and J. G. Brown. '. Illy spirit, is the prayer of your brethren in Rev. A. D. Clark was chosen, and was M'Adam to he his al". !

Of the Presbytery of Big Spring—" #. at Mansfield, October 1st 1817. ' unanimously appointed to the vacant Pro- The committee of Reft*

Messrs. Joseph H. Pressly and Parks. ***"..."'Go'", \!ed rator fessorship in the Theological Seminary. Their report concluded with*

In case the proßssor elect should not that the minutes of """
Of the Presbytery of Steuben rille– John M. GALLowAY, Clerk pro tem. d

Messrs Calderhead and Robt. A. Browne. The committee to review the minutes find it within his power to attend to the Synod had been£":

duties of his office during the approaching scribed into the proper book.
of the Presbytery of Blairsville—Mes of the 2d Presbytery of Ohio reported. -

l Took up the report of the commit!”

e next meeting of Synod, the R

srs. J. S. Buchanan and Samuel Find- The committee to review the"session of the Seminary, it was Resolved, in, in Buff."

ley, jr. of the Presbytery of Mansfield reported. That }}r. Pressly be anthorized to procure.' the subject of preaching " Bu .

The petition from Bethesda congrega- The committee to review the minutes such help as he may desire, Synod being The committee recommend":

tion was referred to the Committe of O. of the Presbytery of Big Spring report- responsible for a reasonable compensation. following persons be* e .

Vertures. ed. Messrs. William Taggart and Parks labor for the space of six weeks:

It was directed, that the reports of The committee to review the minutes were appointed a commić to notify Mr. city of Buffalo, between ther"

Presbyteries be referred to the various of the Presbytery of the Lakes reported. Clark of his election. and the meeting of Generals," #:

committees appointed to review their The Presbyteries were now called on, Rev. Joseph H. Pressly six weeks

minutes, respectively. to state if they had conformed to the ac. Took up the report of the committee to ring October and November . *

It was Resolved, That the hours of ion of Synod, at its last meeting, on be apportion Synod's Fund. The resolutions Rev. Robert A. Browne, * Wee

meeting be 9 o'clock, A.M. and 2, P. half of Synod's Fund. It appeared that appended to this report were, after some during December and January , ,

M.; and of adjournment, 12, M., and 5, they had, with the exception of the Pres-lamendment, adopted as follows: Rev. J. J. Findley, six weeks dur:

P. M. |bytery of Mansfield, and the2d Presbytery | 1st. That the sum of $550 be allowed, March and April.

tion that is report be published A.

* review the minutes of the Presbytery".

the publication of the report of si's

Took up the report of the commit. "

review the minutes of the Pres',

*

|
*

*:
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And further recommended, that the

resbytery of the Lakes dispose ... I'

me of Rev. J. Greene, for the supply of

-

doKnoxville,

of the Jan. 19. Bethesda, by Mr. Pollock,

eb. 15. Piney Fork, Clokey,

Mill Creek, Reid, -

le pulpits of the brethren, while fulfill- Ap. 3. Laurel Hill, by D. R. Kerr,

, the above appointments. The report

. adopted. .

It was Resolved, That the next meet.

g of Synod be held in Steubenville,

hio, on the last Thursday of September,

$48. r

The paper received from the Treasurer.

Synod, was referred to a committee to.

port at the next meeting. Committee,

. Pressly and Messrs. Kerr and Ekin.

The committee of Overtures reported in

e case of the Bethesda congregation.

he report concluded with a recommenda.

in that the prayer of the petitioners be

anted. Adopted.

The Treasurer of Synod reported. His'

on was accepted. A reference to the

-

mmittee of Accounts was deemed un- Ju

* cessary.

The following resolutions were offered

d adopted:

Resolved, That the thanks of Synod be

ven to the committee on the legacy of

*. -orge Irvine, deceased, and that said

mmittee be discharged.

Resolved, That the committee of Ac

unts, of the present year, bedirected to

port to Synod at its next meeting, what
**

ficit in Synod's Fund ascertained at last

•eting, and also, what Presbyteries have

led to furnish their quota to Synod's

ind the current year, and to what extent.

Resolved, That ten per centum be add

- to the amount, already apportioned

inng the Presbyteries, for Synod's Fund.

h Presbytery to contribute in the ratio

the sums previously assessed upon them.

Resolved, That the session of this con.

egation, be a committee to tender through

e papers of this place, on behalf of this,

nod, our thanks to the people of Mans.

ld and vicinity, for the kindness and

spitality enjoyed by us during our pre

nt meeting. - -

Resolved, That Mr. M'Laren and the

erk, be a committee to superintend the

ining of the minutes in the Preacher:

d also, in pamphlet form, as many as

all be subscribed for, the subscribers to

responsible for the expense. |

Adjourned to meet in Steubenville, Ohio,

the last Thursday of September, isis.

Closed with prayer, praise and the apos.

lic benediction.

ALEXANDER Wilson, Mod.

David R. KERR, Clerk.

|

|

TREASURER's REPORT. |

We First Synodof the Associate Reformed Church ; ... n. ** Findley, 13.00 ly, per. order, for

Ilan T * * account with Thomas Butler, Niblock, 13.00. purchasing books

*t, I reasurer. Centre, Neill, 6.00. for Seminary, I 11.89

846. Unity & Sunbury, Breaden, 10.00, 1847.

"ct 1. Bal. in Treasury, as per - | Tarentum & Indiana, Gilmore, 12.00 May 14. Paid sexton,

- report, $77.1.1 : 1st Church, Pittsburgh, M'La- - per order, for ser

"*" Savannah (0) cong, Rev. | re!1, 35.00, vices for session

* Andrews, c 7.00 Raccoon & Mount Gilead, ending March, '47, 12.00–.

."ysburg& Hillcongs,Gracy, 10.00 Armstrong, '

'', 3 Lebanon, S. Wallace. 600 Steubenville, Buchanan, 1000 Balance in Treasury,
- East Union, do f 1.00 -

- ": New Alexandria, by J. - Total, $920,81. -

aft -".£. Duff, # 1847. CONTRA. Different Christian Conanmunions.

. 18". Speer's Spring, Calahan,

Robert Ross, sen, by do

Chanceford, Jones,

Hopewell, do

Mercer, M'Adam,

May 25, Sugar-Tree Fork, For

sythe,

Deer Creek, by Mr. Carnahan,

Lebanon, S. Wallace,

Chesterville, S. Findley, jr.,

Troy, do

Unity, Conner,

Wheeling (O.), W. Taggart,

Mansfield, Johnson,

Yellow Creek & Lebanon, R.

Jamison,

Crooked Creek, by J. H. Press

ly,

Shenango, b do

East Brook,o:

Woodfield, Parks,

Clarksville, M1 Adam,

tly 3. Centreville, A. Young,

Antrim, S. Findley, sen.,

Aug. 2S. Mifflin, J. J. Buchanan,

S.p. S. Unity, Conner,
* *

20. Allegheny, Dr. Pressly,

“ 21. New Brighton, by J. G.

Brown,

St. Clair, Pa., by D. R. Kerr,

2d Church, Pittsburgh, J. G.

Brown,

Mount Nebo, in part, Burnett,

West Union, do

Deer Creek, A. G. Shaefer,

esbyteries have paid their quota of the Oct. 1. Moorfield, Parks,

Union, Ekin,

Piney Fork and Warrenton,

Clokey,

Waterford and Elk Creek,

Findley,

Chesterville,

Mount Vernon, Peacock,

Paris, Galloway, ,

Puckety, Duff,

Washington, Forsythe,

East Union, Wallace,

Mill Creek, Reid,

White Eyes, do

Crooked Creek & Salt Creek,

Waddle, -

Short Creek, Buchanan,

Middle Wheeling, Buchanan,

Plymouth, Thompson,

}ethel & Turtle Creek, Os

borne,

St. Clairsville. Young,

Richmond, Lorimer,

Knoville, do

Sugar Creek, Thompson,

Cadiz, Wilson,

Jonathan's Creek, Calderhead,

Rush Creek, Calderhead,

Thornville, Calderhead,

Big Spring Presbytery, Sharp,

Savannah, Andrews,

West Middleton, Taggart,

Martinsburg. Peacock,

Wheeling, Wallace,

Mansfield, Johnson, ,

Erie, Pressly,

Bethel, Beulah & Mahoning,

Oliver,

Prospect & White Oak Spring,

5.00 March 12. Paid order to

J. Maclean, for sup

plying Dr. Pressly's

2.00 pulpit, 12.00

10.00 Paid A. G. Shaefer, for

2.00 do., 9.00

4.00 Paid S. W. Clark, for

10.00 do., 12.00

2.00 Paid David Pollock, for

5.26 do., 12.00

3.82. Paid Robert Armstrong,

9.00 for do., 12.00

|April 29. Paid Dr. Press

3.00. ly in part of salary, for

12.32 the session ending 1st

10.00 April, 1846, 50.00

1.49 Oct. 1. Paid do., in full

300.00–657.00

$263.84

5.45 of salary, for session

10.00 ending 1st Ap., 1846,250.00

13.00, Paid do, in part of sala

£7. ry, for session ending

April, isi,
7.00.

| Balance in Treasury,

8.00 -

6.50, *

6.50 YOUNG xi F.N. S. FUND.

560 1846. -

2.60 Oct. 1. Balance in Treasury, as

3.00 per report,

1473 Dec. 30. From Stewart's Lega

12.00, cy, by Dr. Pressly,

2.00, 1817.

27.00 April 3. By a student, amount of

his note,

5.25 “ 26. Puckety congregation,

20.00 by Rev. J. W. Dull,

- “ 27. Legacy of Mr. G. Irwin

11.00 of Chester county, Pa., by

6.00 Robert Morton, Executor,

4.30 May 27. By a student, on his

14.00 note in part payment,

' By a student, payment of his

24.00 note,

By a student, on his note in part

13.00 payment,

[Oct. 1. Crooked Creek and Salt

8.00 Creek congs., Waddle,

70 St. Clairsville, Young,

2.77| Rethel, Osborne,

13.00. By a student, on his notes,

10.00

9.62

10.00. CONTRA .

3.75, 1846.

2.00 Nov. 14.

18.00 Dec. 4.

10.00

Paid a student, per or.

der, note taken at 5 years,

Paid do, per do.,

.00 “ 10. Paid do., per do.,

2.30 “ 15. Paid do, per do.,

15.00, 1847.

|Jan. 23. Paid do., per do.,

20.00 | Feb. 24.

25.00 March 18.

Paid do., per do.,

Paid do., per do.,

#238.09,

$

==
==

have prevented all division. A single,

unequivocal word from his lips, respect

ing church government and church ordi

nances, would have precluded all contro

versy. Are we told that he prayed for a

oneness among his followers. We reply,

that the existence of different denomina

tions is not necessarily inconsistent with

great cordiality in feeling, sentiment and

action. To illustrate.

The solar system is composed of dis.

tinct bodies. Some are primaries, and

some secondaries. They are all formed

of the same materials, have a common

centre, and are governed by the same

laws. These bodies are all attracted by

the sun, around which they revolve. They

are, however, at different distances from

their luminous centre; are of different ten

sities, and perform their revolutions in un

equal periods of time, . In many respects

they are unlike, yet in more they are

alike. One God created them all, and

they, without ceasing, proclaim the power

and goodness of the Almighty.

“Forever singing as they shine,

The hand that made us is Divine."

60.00. Shall we question the ability of Jehovah

to have formed, out of those materials, one

body instead of the many? Yet, who will

doubt that his wisdom is more conspicuous

in the present arrangement.

Christ is the centre of the moral system.

fie is the Sun of Righteousness, and all

erangelical denominations regard him as

their centre. In him they hope, and be.

lieve. He is to them the object of attrac

10.00 ition. Each denomination of the truly pious

| may be compared to one of the planets,

and they all may move in their appropriate

spheres, revolving about their centre, with

out interfering one with another. There

is no necessity for the inhabitants of this

6.15 planet to transfer their relation to another

6.50 planet in order to please God and fulfill

4.75 the end of their being; nor is it requisite

100.00 for members of one pious sect, to leave

their sanctuary and sacramental table, to

join another sect. It is not affirmed that

all transfers of this kind are offensive to

Christ. If any can become better disciples

... ..., by a change, doubtless they ought to make

35.00 it. The absorbing question with each

2500 must be, How can I serve, in the best man.

15.00 ner, my Lord and Saviour? Artful ef.

50.00 forts to induce weak-minded believers to

renounce their church connection, and

50.00 form new acquaintances, are wicked and

# base.—Taylor's Christian Union.

20.00

30.00

10.00

493.92

25.00

36.37

1025.78

6.50 May 5. Paid do., per do., 100.00 - -

# ..., THE BELIEVER IN CoMMUNION witH

s' - **." Gop. “I have declared my ways, and

1660. - ~:thou heardest me.” This is a beautiful

'. Amount£, 'description of the believer's walk and fel

' “ disbursed, 342.0"|lowship with God. He spreads his whole

*-*- - -- case before his God, “Declaring his

' Balance in Treasury, $683.78 trays” of conduct with filial confidence,

14.00 - his ways of difficulty with holy fellowship,

500 THEoloGrcAL SEMINARY FUND and his ways of sinfulness with tender

1527 is -- - - --- - - - contrition. It is his delight to acquaint

15.75 '' Balance in Treasurv God with all his undertakings; to receive

*.*.*, Ucl. i. * l sury, as is di ... • - is 4:- -

1500. per report, * $140.51 his direction; and to tell him his distress;

|

15.00 1846.

CONTR A.

Dec. 30. Paid Dr. Press.

-

that he may be guided by his counsel, con.

firmed by his strength, pitied by his love,

innd delivered by his power; and how

|sweet, above all, to overcome his strange

iness under a sense of guilt, and to lay open

his way of sin before him “Without par

|tiality and without hypocrisy l’ Then,

|indeed, he is enabled to say, “Thou heard

test me.” “I said I will confess my trans

|gressions unto the Lord, and thou for.

gavest the iniquity of my sin.”—Bridges.
123.39||

$16.62. '

A BEAUTIFUL REFLY: A young girl

about seven years, was asked by an atheist,

how large she supposed her Ged to be:

to which she replied: “He is so great the

What evidence have we, that Christ is heavens cannot contain him, and vet so,

displeased by seeing his followers in dif|kindly condescending, as to dwell in my

Jan. 15. Richmond (O), Lorimer, 3.00 ferent communions? He surely could little heart.”
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From the Episcopal Recorder. pear in the sequel.

Oh, send out Thy light and Thy truth; let

them lead me; let them bring me into

hill.–Psalm 33: 3.

Ache on, poor stricken heart, ache on:

Thy Saviour's heart hath ached before,

It is thy precious benizon,

To bear. He bore !

Thy little cross of pain, how light,

Compar'd with that, my soul, He knew!

Thy little ills and cares, how slight,

How nameless, few:

Oh : had this life, like summer day,

Shone brightly, soul! upon thy path

From God thou long hadst staid away,

A child of wrath.

But now, a drooping, trembling thing,

Oft sorely smitten by His rod,

Thou comest in thy grief, to cling

Closer to God.

Yet, aching, suffering heart, be still;

Soon, soon shall life's short pang be o'er;

With its last pain it soon shall thrill,

Then-feel no more.

Then eel no more ? Ah no ! Ah no !

Then feel but peace and bliss alone;

Then feel what angels feel; then know

Their joys, its own.

Oh! that it now might rise, and win

That conquest still to conflict given,

And garner up its hopes within

Its God—in heaven.

Live sweetly with the holy dead,

Their presence know: their spirit share.

Think of their bliss, their pathway tread,

Their image bear.

Oh thus, with Jesus by thy side,

What, what are earth's low griefs to thee!

Up, then, in God's high strength abide,

In him be free :

Free, in the soul's unfettered flight!

Free, in the love that wings its way

Where all is pure—where all is bright

Heaven's cloudless day !

From the New York observer several senses.

* Irirvvan” on Extreme Unctiona

To the Right Rev. John Hughes, Roman

Catholic Bishop of New York.

"y" be common oil.

-

-

-

| Unction. The reasons for this, will ap

The oil used in this sacrament must not

That the effects intended

may be produced, it must be oil of olives,

‘solemnly blessed by the bishop every

year on Maunday-Thursday.” I quote

from Challoner; the sentence leaves it

doubtful whether the efficacy of the bish

op's blessing continues only a year, or

whether the oil used must be blessed on

that day. It has what is called in rhetoric,

a squinting construction. As the bishop

is paid for blessing it, it is probable that

he blesses but little at once, and that he

gives it efficacy but for a limited time.

| The effects and fruits of this anointing

are these; it remits sins, at least such as

are venial; it heals the soul of its infirm

ity and weakness; and helps to remove the

debt of punishment due to past sins; it

strengthens the soul to bear the illness of

the body, and to repel its spiritual ene

|mies; and “if it be erpedient for the

'good of the soul, it often restores the

health of the body.” I wish you, sir,

and my readers to ponder the sentence in

italics. Its meaning is this; if the person

is restored, it is a miracle wrought by ex:

treme unction; if he dies, restoration would

not conduce to the health of his soul!!

| The manner of administering this sacra.

|ment is as follows: If the time permits,

certain prescribed prayers are said—the

confiteor is repeated, and absolution is

granted—Then the priest making thrice

the sign of the cross says: “In the name

of the Father, and of the Son and of the

| Holy Ghost, may all the power of the devil

be extinguished in thee, by the laying on

of our hands, and the invocation of the

holy angels, archangels, &c.” Then dip.

ping his thumb in the holy oil he anoints

the sick person in the form of a cross,

upon the eyes, the ears, the nose, the

mouth, the hands and feet; at each anoint

ing making use of this form of prayer:

“Through this holy unction and his own

most tender mercy, may the Lord pardon

thee whatever sin thou hast committed by

thy sight. Amen.” And the same pray.

|er is repeated, adapting the form to the

|

|

|

for the cure of the body;-yours is for the people to believe that the k

cure of the soul, in reference to which the and hell hang by his girdle-hit .

text gives no direction. The saving of the olive oil he can procure for them ''

sick, and the forgiveness of sins are in con: the Bible suspends on hithin£

sequence of the prayer of faith. Can none Esteem me not harsh, R. S. .

but a priest offer that prayer ! The anoint- declare it as my deen ows:
ing of James and the prayers to be offered vour sacrament of Extreme Unction 't,

were to be followed with miraculous re. church is deluding and lamming ...

covery; yours are to be followed with rules of souls, and from ver,:

speedy death. The cures wrought by the is a wicked substitution of ov., *

anointing of James were for the establish blood of Christ at the dying hour, it

ment of the claims of the gospel:--yours simply and only for the **.

for the purpose of establishing the ghostly priests.
authority of your priesthood. That text And what a tremendous usey",

above quoted is confessedly the only one has made of it. Gaining acres'

on which you build your sacrament; and ling beds of kings, princes, and ".

that text must be mistranslated, and utter-past days, with your olive oil, wi"

ly tortured out of its sense, and meaning, extorted millions of money from*

and end, even to afford a pretext to the believed in your ghostly power. Yule

£":ut one ol the man - ed the people. You have built pairs;

your church has£ and perverted vour '. and reduced:

the original meaning of the Scriptures, beggary. What will a dying sinner".

and forged them into chains to bind men hold from a man who, he believes'.

to your system of delusion. power to lock him up in hell: a way,

Having thus swept from your extreme olive oil rubbed on with his him."

unction, the only Scriptural authority conduct him to the port of elems #.

claimed for it, and hung it up as a com-ness? -

mandment of men, I have a few questions. The man yet lives who narrals'.

to ask in reference to it. lowing scene of whic *

Is it so that God's people need the oil lear££::

of Olives, blessed on Maunday-Thursday, 'dian tribes, a man of great signitial

to be placed upon their eyes, and nose, decision, was on his dwing bel. Wind

and ears, and tongue, and hands and feet; his people, by a French Jesuit, writ".

to secure the remission of their sins; and verted to the faith of vour churi #

to heal the maladies of their souls, and to knew the wiles of vour misimn,"

enable them to repel their spiritual ene-forbade him admission to his £k.

mies? If this oil can do it, what need is The priest came with his live did

there of the biood of Christ? If the blood pressed so hard for admission in him,'

of Christ, and the presence of his Spirit it was granted. “Stay,” said the #:

can do it, what is the need of this olive chief to the man who relates is ".

oil 1 “stay outside the door, and if I met

. But again; you require in the receiver come in.” The priest entend will,

of this sacrament the dispositions stated door was closed. Soon a violent"

above. Those are truly Christian disposi-heard, and the man enters the mr.

tions, bating a few things in your manner |* Take him out,” said the dying th:

of stating them. If these dispositions are “Take him out—land-and-tem.

possessed, will not the soul of the person land.” The priest would pron's

be saved without your olive oil? If not oil, but wanted first a grantoflar'

possessed, will your olive oil save them? Rev. sir, vour church ms att'"

Again; among the effects of this sacra-'sacrament of Extreme Untiy, "'

ment, as stated in the Poor Man's Cate-can return to its embrace. To my mi

chism, p. 329, is this, “it brings him (the it is extreme nonsense. Should " :

**.

fit of*

The requisite dispositions in the receiver

are, faith in the sacrament—a pure desire

for the health of his soul, and of his body

' expedient—resignation—repentance–

sick man) in safety to the port of happi-cantations over dwing men hel''' "

ness.” Now, sir, does Extreme Unction|tentots. I implore won to seeks"

save from Purgatory! This you will not market for vour olive oil than the the

say? If not, then it only takes him to the bers of the dving.

MY DEAR SIR :

Agreeably to the promise made to you!
devotion.

In case of recovery and relapse, it may

in closing my last letter, I now proceed to be repeated, and as often as the person

a statement of the additional reasons which relapses.

yet prevent my return to the pale of your

charch, in which I was born, baptized,

and confirmed.

sacrament of Ertreme Unction.

few of your own people, and yet fewer

Protestants understand it, I hope you and

my readers will bear with me even if I

should occupy this letter with its consider

When rightly understood it is aAtion.

terrible Sacrament.

plain it as to bring it to the level of every

mind, and from your own standard authors

which lie before me.

The name of the sacrament explains it;

I will strive so to ex

And your Scriptural authority for all piness—and then they get paid for the

this you find in James 5:14, 15, which you

I shall begin with your |thus translate: “Is any sick among you?

As but 'Let him bring in the priests of the Church,

and let them pray over him, anointing him

with oil in the name of the Lord; and the

prayer of faith shall save the sick man,

and the Lord will lift him up: and if he

be in sin, his sins will be forgiven him.”

Such is your Extreme Unction as de

scribed by the Council of Trent, Chal.

loner, and the Poor Man's Catechism.

Although abridged, you, at least, will say

that it is a perfectly fair abridgment. Let

it is anointing by holy oil of a sick per-lus now examine it in the light of Scrip.

son when recovery is extremely doubtful.

This, and the fact that it is supposed to be

the last act of religion, give it its name.

The object of this anointing is thus ex

plained by the doctors of Trent: “The

àevil is always busy in seeking to destroy #.

the souls of men; yet it is at the hour of priests, the priests; this sacrament is for eyes, his nose, his tongue, his ears, his We do not think, however, that the "

ture and reason.

I ask you to look at your Greek Testa.

ment, and then to answer me on what au.

thority you thus translate a portion of the

14th verse of James 5.; “let him bring

in the priests of the Church? Ah! the

death that he most vehemently exerts all their benefit; and by a mistranslation, the

his power; and the object of this anointing power of anointing and praying must be

by holy oil is to fortify the soul in the dy-confined to them :

ing hour against the violent attacks of its But does the text afford the shadow of a

spiritual enemies, and to enable it to make support to the sacrament!

a holy death, and to secure a happy eter-the shadow. You utterly pervert the mean:

nity.”

this sacrament is a bishop, or pries.

The only person who can administer prayer of James is for the life of the sick,

You your anointing is for their death, and is

admit a midwife, or a layman to baptize; never administered whilst there is any

but a priest only can administer Extreme hope of life. The anointing of James is

No, not even

ing of the apostle. The anointing and

port of eternal happiness. From the port With great respect, yr",
he is turned into purgatory. And your o Kirway.

priests get paid for the olive oil by which

he slips safely to the port of eternal hap.=

RELJ&19US INT211,133.9%

masses by which they get him out ofpur-|=

gatorial fires into heaven | So that Ex

treme Unction is simply a device to in

' “the alms and the suffrages of the

faithful.”

Again; what a low and sad view of the

religion of God does this sacrament give to Rev. AND DEAR SIR: !-- 1:-}

a dying man! It is administered to all. By the tender mercies and wing:

that seek it on a dying bed. Let us sup-ness of our God we are ""*

pose a case, which, no doubt, often oc. the close of another''
curs. There is a Papist in the article of all still in the enjoyment of god ".

death. To this hour he has lived in sin. As yet we hear nothing of '£

Feeling that death is upon him he sends any direction around vs. T. "

for his priest. He thinks now of nothing has for a few days been oppressive'"

Extracts from a Letter of Mr."

Addressed to the chairman of the* A:"

Foreign Missions.

DAMAscus, June "hl"

treme Unction. The priest appears in his munication we will be in the mids!"

but Confession—the Eucharist, and Ex. and by t e time of another monthly * |

re."

it

*te,

*s

*:

*:

"it

*

will

in #

*

w

*:

''

i.

'',

# ,

I'

"y

**

".

ift

#.

* :

*:

*-n

- - t!

robes. If the sick man is able he con- hottest season of the year.£
fesses. If not able, the anointing com any of us begin to sink under the'

cy Fmences, and proceeds in the way already a short time, we will leave the

stated. Ile is crossed and anointed on his some of the neighboring mou" vil'".

- - - a have."

hands and feet, and the prescribed prayers will govery hard with us," " have,"

are said. The man now dies in peace, dwelling in the mountains part of -

- - -
-

|.

feeling that his sins are remitted—that his past summers, become gradual;* ,

soul is healed of its infirmities—that his mated to the country. -

spiritual enemies are all subdued, through Until about a month or * weeks'

the efficacy of olive oil, blessed on Maun- medicines and prescription: in "
day-Thursday! Not a thought of the dy, made indiscriminately to " who:

ing man is directed to the cross of Jesús Our fame had spread abroad, and: *

Christ, or to the efficacy of his atonement! had increased until all that time." D"

So that Extreme Unction is a Papal incan be seen. On account of these things,"

tation by which the priest makes a deluded that more special attention might

* ,

:
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the traditions of men,

bold of the heart and
*

*e as railroads, m

"he class denounced

because of these,

according to the Eastern mode, like a petty

able to us.

would be disposed to listen to any one who

lish no better than we do Arabic, with the

"nt in listening to our explanations. "In

to the more necessitous, limits were set to do not charge them with eating Christian

the operatious of the medical department, blood in their passover bread, declare that

only, however, that the narrower field we are not Christians at all, but that we

might be more advantageously cultivaled, are Protestants, and that Protestants are

!ndiscriminate distribution had done its almost Jews.

work in opening the door and making ac-'brought more fully to the knowledge of the

quaintances. - - -

same amount of good may be done with their purity. Then would they be Israel.

less cost of time, labor and medicine.

While it was indiscriminate, not the same

value was set upon our services as since ; which we labor. In conversation, if pro
the people had begun to consider that they tracted to any length, controversy, for

did us a favor in coming. They are now which all are very eager, is the nature of

more dependent upon us, more sensible of the discussions.

our kindness to them, and more grateful Mo'mmedans consider us as foreigners,

This being obtained, the

|

|

!

towards us. -

Our school also has been permitted to

go on in peace without any farther pro

hibitions from the Patriarch, and has dur

ing the past month, averaged eight Chris

tian and seventeen Jewish scholars. At

date of this, there are twelve Christian

scholars, four of whom are in attendance

only part of the day; six Mussulmans,

also, only part of the day, and who only

study in writing and arithmetic; and nine.

teen Jews, five of whom remain all day.

We now have the school taught in a small,

cheap, rented house of our own, consisting

of a court and three rooms, all of which may

be occupied on an increase of scholars.

It is favorably situated near the centre of

the city. The largest room is furnished

with accommodations much resembling

those of the schools of the place.

the room, called n makaad, forming a di

van, destitute of the cushions, upon which

the scholars sit cross-legged. In one cor

'ner near a window the teacher has an ele

wated seat about four feet square and three

feet high, with a cushion on which he sits

monarch on his throne, with a small box

before him containing books, paper, pens

and ink, these last being furnished gratis

by the mission, costing about one dollar

per month. The books are furnished in

part by the mission of the A. B. C. F. M.

at Beirut, and in part by the agent of the

British and Foreign Bible Society in Malta.

There was another persecution of the

Jews, of about thirty hours duration, in the

city, about the middle of last month; in

the result of the investigations respecting

which, however, they were most triumph.

antly vindicated, and their persecutors duly

punished. As brother Paulding intends

writing to “The Christian Instructor” a

notice of it, I shall for the history of the

affair refer you to his communication.

Having become pretty well acquainted

with the language, and our intercourse

with the people increasing, it may not be

amiss to attempt to give you some account

of it. There are some things very favor.

No person in our country

came to them as teachers, and spoke Eng

same attention that the natives here pay to

foreigners. They instinctively look up to

us as superiors. They do not laugh at

one making a blunder, and are very pa.

conversation I do not confine myself to

any one particular subject, but speak of

#"graphy, history, politics and science;

"ways making it a point, whether I fully

One

low broad seat runs round three sides of

Would that they were

unity and identity of the two systems in

ites, indeed, in whom there is no guile.

But there are als) disadvantages under

Jews, Christians and

dwelling here for the time, and when we

reprove a sin their feeling is much that of

those on account of whom the soul of righ

teous Lot was grieved. To converse with

such with profit and credit to the canse,

is one of the smost important and difficult

departments of the missionary's work. I

endeavor to establish the principle of obe.

dience to the authority of God, and with

the prophet say, “To the law and to the

testimony: if they speak not according to

this word, it is because there is no light in

them,” and with Christ, “In vain do they

worship me, teaching for doctrines the

commandments of men.”

The Greek Christians find great fault

with the Protestants for holding with the

Catholics— The procession of the Spirit

from the Son as well as from the Father,

This is the principal and oldest difference

between the church of the East and West,

and is generally the first introduced in con

troversy. I reply, using the arguments

usually insisted upon by Protestants for the

doctrine. “That the spirit is called the

spirit of the Son,” Gal. 4:6; “the spirit of

Christ,” Rom. 8.9; “that the spirit is said

to receive all things from Christ, John

16:14, 15; to be sent by him, John 15:26;

and that the Father is said to send him in

Christ's name,” John 14:26; and that we

infer the doctrine from these and like pas.

sages. Inference!! the opponent cries,

and says it is not inference but words he

must have for authority. I say that where

inference is correct, it is to be taken and

is as conclusive as explicit declaration. I

ask for his authority for infant baptism;

for they all hold to this, and use the same

mode of inferential reasoning to prove it

which is used by us. I also say that our

authority for the change of the Sabbath

from the last to the first day of the week is

of the same nature. But still he objects

and says it is a conoon (rule) with him and

his church not to accept a doctrine unless

the explicit words are found. Very well

I say, (giving up the principle for the mo

ment and for argument sake,) show me

the authority in explicit words for the wor

ship of saints, the Virgin and pictures.

Where is the explicit command for fasting

forty davs, and not eating meat except

fish? They have their arguments and

evasions in reply, having a greater or less

degree of plausibility in their face; and

these having been instilled into their minds

from their earliest years, it is almost im

possible to move them in the least. To

follow them in all their windings is not ne

cessary in these specimens.

It is a great boast of the Eastern Church,

both Greek and Catholic, that there is more

re

visions are attributable to false doctrines

older than the name of Protestantism itself,

and that we cannot stand responsible for

these. But I also show them, that how

ever Protestants differ among themselves,

they are all united in opposing the gross

errors of Virgin, saint, picture and image

worship ; that true Protestantism is as old

as Christianity; that it has been found in

all ages, and that it is the same now that

Christianity was before so many corrup

tions had entered into the ancient church.

And then, I compare the present Christian

ity found here with that of the ancient

church, and show them that although they

are one in name, yet in reality they are

very different, and that if the apostles were

to appear on earth and go into any of their

churches and see the worshippers pros.

trating themselves before pictures and

images, and hear their prayers, they would

think that they had entered ancient tem.

ples filled with the worshippers of idols.

1 tell them where there is light there must

be difference until all see eye to eye in all

things; that all is alike in the dark. I

then show them that there must be divi

sion, but that it is necessary for each to

enquire for the right side for himself

“There must be heresies (or sects) among

you, that they which are approved may be

made manifest among you,” 1 Cor. 11:19.

If any do not walk according to the ordi.

nances and instructions of Christ, and thus

make a break in the ranks, it is our duty

to shun them, and it is our blame if we do

not. Rom. 16:17, 18. 2 Thess. 3:6. 14.

I tell them of the time coming when all

shall be united, and thc church shall be

one, and peace and purity shall prevail.

My little teacher, a most interesting young

lad, with whom I have many conversa.

tions, says he often prays for the hasten.

ing of that glorious time. In this much all

true followers of the Lamb do most hearti

ly sympathize with him. The good Lord

hasten that time. Then shall this objec

tion of Jew, and Mohammedan, and infidel

be banished, and the world will believe in

Christ as the one sent from God—the true

and only Messiah.

(To be concluded.)

AMERICAN BIBLE SocIETY. The Board

of Managers held their monthly meeting

on Thursday, the 7th inst., President Fre.

linghuysen in the chair. The income of

September was $16,167.01—the expendi.

tures of the month were $18,228.61. The

number of Bibles and Testaments issued

in the same time was 74,320. Twenty

two new societies applied for admission

and were recognized as auxiliaries.

A letter was read from a young Nor

wegian in the West, saying that more than

20,000 of his countrymen were now living

in North Illinois and Wisconsin, and that

2,000 more are to join them the coming

spring. He said that not more than one

in four of these countrymen were in pos.

session of the Bible, and implored the

Board to publish one for their use in the

Danish tongue. In this request he was

joined by some clergymen at the West, of

different denominations.

The Board ordered stereotype plates to

be cast for a Danish Bible. They will

soon have occasion to prepare a similar

volume in the Swedish tongue. Severalof a unity among them than among the

*cceed to my desire or not, in the course

of the conversation, to illustrate and im.

£me important truth of religion and
Scripture: and while contrasting the dif.

"rence between the East and the West, to

P'n' out the cause of it all to be the purity

''' the religion of Christ disencumbe' of

Protestants, and one of the most common

charges against us is our divisions. This

presents an opportunity for presenting the

unity of the truth in all the ages of the

church, and for exposing the fallacy of

that spurious unity which is only apparent . - -

among them. I endeavor to give correct vices from Rome state that an interesting

which takes a deep

benevolence and love.
!-- " - - - Which view of

hristianity ls as novel and striking to

agnetic telegraphs :*guerreotypes; so th grap
t

prompts to works of enemy has been here before

have perverted views of it.

at while we are by in relation to faith, worship, and ordi.

as heretics, the Jews|nances, and to reject all that it does not

and especially that we enjoin. I show them that some of the di.

important letters were read from foreign

countries, showing that the field for Bible

distribution is rapidly widening in all quar

ters of the world.—N. Y. Con. Adn.

RELIGIOUs ToDERATION IN Rome. Ad

ideas of what Protestantism is, for the ceremony took place in that city a short

us and they time ago, namely, the installation of a Jew.

I tell them|tsh Chief Rabbi. It should be observed

hat the first principle of Protestantism is' the Jews of the Ghetto, since the

o embrace all that the word of God teaches death of their high priest Rabbi Beher, a

dozen years ago, had not been allowed to

appoint a pontiff in succession.

son elected is named Israel Kassam, who

The per

re-imami

was summoned there from the borders o

Dake Gennesareth, where he enjoyed a re

putation of sanctity and Talmudic lore.

His birthplace was Jerusalem, and his line

age is said to be traceable for ten centuries

through a long Levitical ancestry.

N. Y. Observer,

Brshop SouthgATE. This gentleman

is publishing a series of letters addressed

to the seceders from the Armenian Church,

with a design to show that the Patriarch

has never persecuted them. This produc

tion has very essentially modified our

views reepecting him. We before thought

him perverse; but we are now satisfied

that great allowances ought be made for

him on the score of weakness.

At expense of about three thousand dol

lars a year, the Episcopal Church have

now for several years supported the mis

sion of Bishop Southgate. And the main

results of his mission appear in such pro

ductions as the one alluded to, defending

the work which all the world, but himself

and his particular friends, have seen to be

a work of persecution. And now this

mission is reacting disastrously upon the

Episcopal Church, in creating dissensions

in the churches and in destroying confi

dence in the Episcopal missions. Many

of the best men of the church will not con

tribute to missions, of which this man

makes a part. Some have turned their

contributions into our American Board,

specifically appropriating their gifts to our

mission at Constantinople. One of the

most distinguished jurists of our country,

a member of the Episcopal Church, has

thoroughly prepared himself by writing to

Constantinople and getting the facts from

original sources, and published a triumph

ant refutation of Southgate's positions, and

exposure of his work, and as we believe is

accumulating further evidence to lay the

whole before the next Triennial Conven

tion of the Episcopal Church. And we

have before shown, and in a manner most

unmistakable, the English Episcopalians,

who had been eye-witnesses of the whole

transactions in Constantinople, have frown

ed upon Southgate's policy.—N. E. Pur.

CoRRECT SENTIMENT's IN THE RIGHT

QUARTER. The Nashville Christian Ad

vocate, a Methodist paper, in an article on

the necessity of holding up the doctrines of

justification by faith, spiritual regeneration,

and sanctification, and the necessity of

holiness of heart and life, in their public

and private teachings by the ministry of

that church, says:

“Whenever the Methodists lose these :

peculiar traits, they will no longer wield

an influence for good, but will become fee

ble like those who have hitherto discarded

these peculiarities. They may go on to

be sure and build up their church by en

larging their numbers, but that will be a

curse rather than a blessing, unless the

mass be imbued with the spirit of gospel

piety.

“Those who unite "hemselves with the

church, must be taught that if they remain

in her communion, they must pay special

regard to the laws of Christ, and walk by

the hallowed precepts laid down by the

blessed Saviour and his inspired apostles.

If we were asked what we regard as the

greatest evil now in the church, and that

which throws more impediments in the

way of Zion's prosperity than anv other,

we would "nilesitatingly answer, The rast

numbers who have a nominal connection

with the church, but who gire but few

marks or signs of internal or external

godliness.”

We are glad to see such sentiments ex

pressed by our Methodist brethren. The

rage for numbers is the besetting sin of too

many ministers of the present day, and is

filling the churches with materials that

must eventually prove their ruin.

Presb. Herald,
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are nearly seven hundred hymns: but tary oath, which it is stated 0n *
-

h

.#££ The Sy: T! RI E' EP R JE} 4\, (C E JE R a wo of these hymns are from David; all authority will be made cheerfully

gn, a e1r late Sessions 1n - "... * * ~ * - - ...--> * - ... "

Allegheny City, adopting the following: - ==besides are from Dr. Watts and others * In Prussia, at this time, the emant

overture to the next General Assembly: WEDNESDAY, October 27, 1847. and yet, he will not allow us to believe, tion of the Jews is the great

!".

- iderati subject,

44 Whereas, There is a diversity of prac-= - -- or intimate, that he entertains any such consi eration. It called forth the Me!

tice in our church in relation to the en- opinion as that “Dr. Watts can write interesting discussion of the lism:

forcement of discipline on the subject of in- • - Psalms for the church as well as David " of the General Diet, in which ti -

cestuous marriages, as |ain' in the The exercises in the Theological Se- * - #12..... - - , neh the most

- ges, as explained in . *. - | It may be a new and somewhat startling liberal principles were avowed, and :

20th chapter and 4th section of our Con minary of the First Associate Reformed - - -
wild B

fession of Faith, and, whereas, the course Synod of the W. ill b -

"

* ** ynod of the West, will be resumed on - - - - -

- -
-- - - - the attenion o * - .

of proceedings in the General Assembly on Monday the Sth of November next. rect; nor can it be reliesed by p": - ". f the King" his Miń.

this question, and the cases growing out of - JoHN T. PREssLY forth the Psalms given by Dr. Watts, as ters. The views and desires of the p,
-

-

*-

-

- - - - -

-
- - - |

it, has not been uniform, and great practi- the veritable Psalms of David. Keeping do not appear to have been filly mel,
- -

-
- - -

| -

cal evils arise from this diversity of ad. - his Hymns, as we have done, out of view the "ction of the supreme author:

ministration: therefore, This Synod here. -

by respectfully memorialize the General, NOTICE.

ThD.OLOGICAL SEMINARY.

view of his position, but not the less cor- claims of the Jews strongly urged up

altogether, it cannot be maintained of a law has been given in relation int.

Assembly, that measures be taken to en. Dr. Watts' Psalms, as a system, that Jews, which, although encumbered l,

force the discipline of the church on "been removed from the Library of the they are in any proper sense the Palm, "y£ at"."

subject, and to secure uniformity in the ... - - Y " " of David. The Dr. himself never pre- general principle, which it is believe

said discipline in our church: or, if the Theological Seminary, without " tended that he had given inly thing more will ultimately, and with the reful

General Assembly shall judge that the knowledge of the Librarian. Among than an “Imitation” of them; and we lic sentiment now in its fivor, mys.

doctrine of our church, as contained in the these, there are two copies of Di'i. in justice to him, as well as to the work their complete emancipation.

said section, cannot be adequatel v main. * * ivinit v. - - •

* q * Theology, Boston's Body of'' on the subject, such pretensions as In Italy too, under the auspices it

Others.
|

tained and enforced, that measures be taken Jamison: -

- - "Jamison's Lectures, besides many - | *** lilaar.

to submit the whole question to the consti. Th , besides many have lately been put forth in the Advo- pres" liberal Pope, a warm symm',

- - - - - )se * a V - - .# SS - - - - -tutional revision of the Presbyteries, to as . ose who have them in their posses cate, will never be made again. has been awakened on behalf of the

certain whether it is the will of our church "." earnestly desired to return them | Jews. Indeed, in all countries, wit: || ".

that any alteration should be made on that immediately. John T. PREssLY. ... if * - -

subject.” venture to express a hope, that our amia- he Jews dwell m sufficient numbent,

ject. -
-

attract the attention of the government

-
-

ble brother of the Advocate will not al- - - - -

even in Russia, their case is regime.

“MILLERIs, AGAIN.” The following OUR SUBscRIBERs, who know them
- - • *

- - - with an increasing liberality of view, 1 -

is a notice of the New York Tent Meeting, selves to be in arrears, will do us a great" mind, and that we will be able to get d feeli Th c . . >

by the New York Evangelist: - *** g and feeling. e Czar, iron-hearted is

5 *****

- - - | - *S in the
avor by remitting what as along in the future as pleasantly as in - *

“The question is often asked, what" y tung is due us. s wast; and if at any future time he may he is, has not been altogether unaff's

- " * . soon as practicable after they receive'" . - £by the prevailing sentiment of the #

has become of this sect?" Seeing it ad- think it necessary to take up the subject d is said at this time to ..

ise -
- :lthoi l'S Said at tiliS time to be Strong" || || ".

vertised a few days since, that the great of Psalmody, that he will consent to come | ".. - e strong: ".

tent of the Millerites was to be spread in - clined to modify the measures ado'

Niblo's Garden, for a course of lectures, ion betw : and also, that we may against his Jewish subjects, and to:
we had the curiosity to look in for a mo Kirwax. Our readers will be glad to." b etween '' all£ t: : may extent has already done so.

t ve the proceedings. We lea, - -: - be able to give his articles weekly atten- - -

''' i. : beautiful tent learn that this writer has commenced "tions and di spose of the: in a No thoughtful Christian can be '" || ||

5* - - '', CO d seri Of lettel' 3is s. l * S S - ...: - : - in this -

about one hundred feet in circumference, : nd series of letters to Bishop Hughes shorter time. - wise than profoundly interested in is

There are several volumes which have

Before dismissing thesubject finally,we

-

low our late troubles to lie too heavily on

this notice.

— more directly to the merits of the ques

£ofabout one hundred and The great usefulness of the first series, - state of things in relation to this Is |

fifty were seated upon rough planks placed and the earnest call that has been made - interesting people. Providence appan ||

upon blocks of wood for benches. The upon their author to resume his pen, has to be rapidly working their deliverife :

£ *:£'' '. 'duced him to add a few more to his list THE Jews. A brighter day appears from the social and civil resindås' |

uncultivated, and serious 100%"3 P'09". of reasons for not returning to the b - - - ,
- - - | Osorn "nln e - \

It was a very peculiar gathering. They - to be dawning on this unhappy people, which they have been so his tie

all appeared like the children of so:" the Roman Catholic Church. We The church is gradually awakening to her much oppressed. And we may hope" ||

as persons who had found their lot in life give" this number the second letter of duty in reference to the Jews; and the their deliverance in this respect wille ||

so hard, that it was a great solace to them' new series, the first being general and Jews themselves to a reciprocal spirit of but the prelude of their deliverintein

to think '' the world was soon to come merely explanatory of the reasons which inquiry. At the same time, there ap- the more terrible spiritual degradit

to an end. have induced him to continue his address pears to be a simultaneous movement into which they have sunk and soli:

THE SABBATII QUESTION. The North." the Bishop. w: hope none of our among the nations of the earth to elevate *red. Elevated to# right' "

British Railway, at a late meeting of its readers will overlook these masterly ex- the social and civil relations of this people.|sition in society, they will have a "

stockholders, refused to entertain a motion.'" of some of the absurd dogmas This is what we now more particularly lively interest in all classes around them.

to suspend the running of cars on the Sah. of Romanism. notice. less repelled themselves,theywill"

bath by a very large majority. The friends --- - -
The whole number of Jews on the less repulsive to others; and in " "

of the Sabbath " the£ are'. -- face of the globe is estimated at six mil-joyment of equal and intimate relatus

''£'' To CoRREsPoNDENTs, &c. The£ Of these only one hundred and with Christians, they will be mate"

series of fourteen consecutive “Tracts for breeze on Psalmody which has lately eighty thousand are in the enjoyment of sible to Christian influence, aud*

the Times,” on the sanctification of the blown over us, appears to have awaken-their civil rights. Our own goverument, means of eternal life. The God ofte:

Sabbath. The authors are uninisters of ed quite an interest in the subject, on we believe, has the distinction of being fathers hasten the event; especial; "

various denominations, viz., Drs. Ward the part of some of our correspondents, the first in giving them an equality of pri-day, when the Deliverer shall ""

££w. are still in the receipt of articles: vileges: and France. of leading off in of Sion and turn away ungodlines.”

Bickersteth, Jordan, Peter M'Owan, John which, if any thing more were needed their emancipation in the Old World...Iacob.

Angell James, James Hamilton, W. Glo. on the subject, would be well worthy of Her example has yet been followed only

ver and A. Thompson. their room. We do not think, however, by Holland and Belgium. With these CoMMUNION IN THE BAPTIST CHUM".

- - anything more is needed; and the sub-exceptions the civil rights of the Jews There appears to be a great changed

Graxxx Reformers. The Rev. Mr.ject has, perhaps, been long enough be-continue to be disregarded by every opinion in some of the Baptistd"

Herschell writes to the "wish Ch'icle fore our readers at this time. For this government on earth. in England, on the subject of"
from Europe: “I have also visited Czer. - -

- * * * esnual"

- -
- - reason, we have withheld so icles. But it wa ... * * 3- In ll - English corresp"

ski and Ronge. The former is a sincere ason, d some articles »uld seem that in this communion. An Eng sp

man, the latter an inflated fool; he is a " intended to have given; and for the respect, at least, the day of their redemp- of the New York Recorder," " .

decided socialist, and infidel, and his idea same reason, our correspondents will ex-tion is drawing nigh. In England, where per states that in some Baptist."

is, that his system is destined to flourish cuse us in withholding their communica-ithere are about twenty thousand Jews in immersion is practised clandestine'."

- In it...! S i.e., f* . - - - - - - - - 1st me."

in the United States of America! 110118. partial emancipation, there is, at this avoid giving offence to Pedobaptist"

– | Indeed, taking into consideration the time, combined and earnest effort, for the bers, and subjoins : " Many le:

OREGox. In this country the Roman |

-
origin of the late “fraternal discussion,” meliorati ... ...,n.13t: - t - enly avow."

Catholics are the most numerous and weal- > sion,” melioration of their condition, and their bre hren in England openly

thy. They have three or four houses or and the direction that was given to it, elevation to all the rights of citizenship. sympathy with Robert Hali's will"

-worship. They are generally French, we are disposed to think it has already And it is expected that the election, to for the extermination of Baptistcut"

from Canada, who have been in the ser, received more attention than it deserved. the House of Commons, of Baron Roth- for the sake of Christian union!"

- - - - • - -
- - -

- -

vice of the Hudson's Bav Company. After all that has been said, look at the schild will be the occasion of proceedings, We observe that this announcem"
***

-

Probably the Methodists are next to the - - | * * - -
-

. . - offence which occasioned so muc -x" | * “alia. 's ....' - raries,"

'aptists, the Campbellites next, and '' * uch fury!" which will end in the relief of his nation hailed by some of our cote"P"

- - - ( - £, : ... ....:l 1: - - - | - - gress
Presbyterians next. Many ministers here Dur brother approves and use: a system from all their civil disabilities under that most pleasing evidence of the pro:

are laboring for their living, and can do of Psalmody, in which, in addition to anigovernment. Some concession must be of liberal principles, and of a strong"

but little else. "Imitation of the Psalus of David" there made before he can take the parliamendents to Christian union. All"
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to our mind is, that those Baptists are son, who had violated the fifth command-the Assembly, in connection with that of

- - * - - - s T. • *- M A R R i E. D

either convinced that immersion is not ment. This, Mr. Robertson thought' Eastern and Western Synods, is Thursday, the 23d S . the Rev. H

* . . . . ....: - - - - - • * very im: - indis - to 0 hursday, the 23d Sept. le ... i. i*the only proper mode of administering slanderous, for which he instituted a"'" O II.''' A'x'R POW.

baptism, or they have sunk into an secution, and had Mr. Campbell arrest- t * £its to Mr. MARY sweeNY, both of

i

indifference to principle, which would ed.

make “Christian union” with them, an It appeared that Mr. Campbell was

attainment of a very doubtful character, offered his liberty, if he would promise

We would expect no good from it, and to appear for trial. But, No |

Urawford County, Pa.t

l

- * | On the 6th inst., by the Rev. Joseph Andrews,
Miss LoGAN's SEMINARY. We very M.'"w.£ Mansfield, to Miss SA

cheerfully give room to the following no- RAH M. Root. BACK, of Ruggles, Ashland
|

-

-

-

* * -

- | - He tice. | county, Ohio.

fear much evil. would go to prison first, and to prison he
We have had some opportunity * Mr. ALEX

- - * * - ti ri" aw t Vir. A. i., n. *

- - of becoming acqainted with the charac- . By the same."...the 14th inst,
But what is more particularly observ-, went, and remained there, until liberated

able in this announcement, is the evidence by a justice Murray, w

- ANDER WALKER, to Miss AGNES LIND
ter of Miss Logan as a teacher, and of SEY, both of Ashland county, Ohio. -

it gives, of the tendency of promiscuous fence scarcely worthy

communion to impair the testimony of ty. Altogether,

ho thought his of her course and manner of instruction, October 14th, by the Rey J. F. M'Laren, the

of so much p" and cordially unite in all that is express- Rev. Joi N.Y.SCOULLER, o Fairhaven, Ohio,

at this distance, the afed by Dr. Black. to Miss SARAH KERR, of Allegheny.

any branch of the church, practising it, fair "PPears rather ludicrous—Mr. Ro

in favor of her distinctive principles. to bertson acting the part of a mono

make her own members indifferent to and Mr. (

-

| By the same, October 19th, Mr. JAMES HAR

i.e., """ 'T'''''''''''''
maniac, MR. EDITOR: ol this city,

'ampbell of one over-reaching. On Friday last I attended the examina.
g -

them, and ultimately occasion an entire himself for a little effect. tion of the pupils in Miss Logan's Young - -

willingness to surrender them. It is lit- Ladies' Seminary. I was much gratified O B ITU A R Y .

"--
t!e more than a quarter of a century since, in witnessing the proficiency of the young, Died, September 17th, at his residence in Mer

- - - : ** - ...N *

- - - - . * * * * * * r * r * * *- ladies in the several branch's taught in the cer county, Pa., M.R. JofiN. M'CRAC REN:
- --- st Ha! ave Ti" solving Dav. The Governor- ... ." . * ... " " - e * KENthe views of Robert Hall, which have * OVernor Institution. They were minutely examined and on the 14th, Mas. MARY M'CRACKEN.

- * - each aged 57 wears.

in Grammar, Botany, Rhetoric, and all. ''' two aged disciples, called to

• * \ the other branches taught in the Seminary, follow each other in quick succession down to the
"the workings of his principle threaten of solemn thanksgiving to Almight God; in all of which they acquited themselves' "I'death: their familythe working p p | l | '- y acq C | £ g the l f tender and affectionate

*'. ..:- - - - - and recom! * * * * j, , .# - > * »ali **** Q- • have to mourn the loss o 1tit" -

the existence of his persuasion in that a - mmended, “that the citizens*: great credit both to themselves and'. and the church has lost two of its bright.

country. In this case we believe, with this commonwealth do abstain on that to their teacher. |est ornaments and most use ul members. Theycountry. * | - I * l!ent t h # p! in their and in

: - *** *** * - *...... - 'ss Logan is an excellent teacher. were , lovely and pleasant in their lives, an
* ** * 3r esult has been favora-day from all their ordina, worldly avo-'-. ... " - - e. - - - ** *** * * ***, *many others, the res }t ha en favora sati ssemb - y y a She happily combines mildness, and an af. their death they were not divided." They have

ole to truth; and in all cases, where an 'cations-assemble in their respective actionate manner, with firmness and au. left behind them examples worthy of being imitat

* - - 5. - shin– * *** -** * * ** - - - t their children. Their surviving friendsmndue importance is attached to theis' of worship humble themselves thority, without which no school can b'.£ as those who have no hope.

inctive principles of a denomination, the before the Almighty for their sins, indi conducted with Success. They gave the strongest evidence and fullest as
-

-

-

- . . -

-
-

-, * * .*.''flect of inter-communion, so far as a just vidual and national—render him their I learn, with great pleasure, that Miss surance that they had built upon that foundation

- - ... . - - | - hank - Logan has a higher view, and a deeper which alone can secure a happy and triumphant* ppreciation of such principles is con- Hearty thanks for His many and great f ise of du th | t 4. pe. death, and a blessed and glorious immortality.

...: - - sens * V, than merel v to communi- • * ***... ... i. *-* - rears, been a
* * * Ur ~ mercies-deprecate the judgments our - ... Mr. M'Cracken had, for some years, been

erned, may be good. But, on the other t el i. J. cate knowledge in Grammar, Geography. Ruing Eld' the A. R. congregation of Mill

*** * - : .. - - *1118 g lesslon: - - -******* **** c. - .. ‘s “ - - - * *

and, where the distinctive principles of t' "gressions have merited—beseech p "Y' '. She considers her pupils, Creek. In the prosperity of which he took a '.

* denomination are founded in truth. Jim that peace may be speedily restor as it', beings. A portion of the sa.. interest tie was ever ready by his example, his

!. * - - ed d th he blessi * cred Seri - i. ! ev day in the counsel, and his means to promote the welfare ot
** and what denomination does not believe ", an at the blessings we now so "". Scriptures is read every day in "'''''''' grow weary in

- - - Se... : * . . > * > *t. A. - - - -- - - ". . -

1 s principles to be so ) this practice richly enjoy, may be continued to us and£ with suitable ''£ well doing. And his only desire “''

- . - "a" to impress the minds of the pu- days" which he was heard to express during his

'**'s - * •or to ours, down to the latest generation." - p pu- days" - - -

( Must be, as clearly favorable to error: | t! * he whol "es g ". ' pils with a sense of religion, without any short illness was, that he might be useful to:

t - * * 1: * * - - , * - - - - e

and that the whole family of man, unite. thing of a sectional character ever being church; but with calmness and composure li

exerted so extensive an influence in Eng- of Pennsylvania has appointed Thursday

20th day of November next, as a daland, were first published, and already the

"

.*

mpairing, as it does, the testimony of
• * - - * * - - - -- : - . added, “Whatever shall be most for the glory of

at denomination in favor of the truth. In one vast". may share in introduced. God—let his will be done." Oh for such a spirit

nd preparing the minds of its members His richest mercles. | I was sorry to see so few of the parents to pervade the heart of every "' '"

* - - - - - - - ** -s a r" f * ... . . . . . . . . ; r *-** r **** ** - iving God. fi. II. ",
*::, regard it with indifference, and ulti- - - -- - p: sent at the examination, - The presenc church of the living God

- - - of paren's on such an occasion while it is -ately to abandon it. |

Referred PRIESTs. Dr. Achilli, who" gratification to themselves is also an en- Died, of Typhoid Fever, on '' ult, at

| * * * * **** - - ~ - - 'sidence near Savannah, Ashlan county,has recently seceded from the Romish couragement, and stimulus to the pupils, his resi - -- - *. *1 =1 o'er, e a '

- 'hur - - * . Parents, especially the mothers, should, Ohio, Mr. JAMES W. ROSS, in the 21st year of
. . ." - Church, and who is now Professor of heref to . . ~~ if ... his age.
: ice over; inasmuch as the event * Di inity in St. Julian's Coll Malt there'ore, make it a point to attend if pos. His last illness was bor e with Christian pa

V 1 . ...J llll all S 're. Mia!!: - - ~ : - - -

# unced has been brought about by a' d hi - ' () . * *t'*. Jon N BLACK. |tience and resignation, and when the hour of dis.

- - . as under his tuition fifty students, whoe-ractice which, we fear, in other quar- y *

solution arrived, he calmly resigned his spirit

- - were recently Romish priests. * into the hand of his Heavenly Father, resting all
as "s is working as favorably to error.

l

| - - - • -

| his hopes in Christ, in whose name he publicly
* - * * * | - & U M M A ; Y a professed his faith at an early age, by uniting... 'e beli - - -- * -- - - -- professed h .* **** -

... " elieve truth, and the edification of ~~~~~~~~~~ = with the Associate Reformed congregation at S.

e church, are, and will be best promot

| by strict, or we would rather SaW so

: We do not think, therefore, there is so

:augh in the above announcement to re

* | vano, a viri. !ated himself to the workSYNop of THE WESTERN ResERVE vannah. Having dedicated hims. If to

The American army is in peaceable possession of the ministry, he was well advanced in the re

of the city of Mexico, but without a prospect quisite literary studies. Possessed of excellent
- * - - - ', nioine > and unaffected

- e New School Assembly '** alents, conjoined with genuine an -tion with the New School Assem ly, is ol peace. piety, he promised fair to become an efficient

decidedly Anti-Slavery. Many of its - and distinguished laborer in the gospel, but the

congregations are understood to have a Growth.of the West. The Iowa Sentinel says Alwise {{ead of the church determined other.

- - wise and removed him from the cases and trials
strong sympathy with those members a colony of Hollanders, amounting to about 100 ), of this world, leaving his bereaved relations with

- - have purchased two entire townships in Marion '...eti i.e. a- - *...*.* -near Ripley, Ohio, who lately seceded, ". - - j - many affectionate friends and acquaintances to

county. They bring their own mechanics and mourn bis early death.

artisans with them, and have selected a site for -

a town. About 3,000 more are expected to join Died, at West Middletown, Pa., on the 8th of

entire separation from slavery. At a then, by next spring. These are the right kind June, Mrs. M \RY ROSS, in the 46th year of

* AND St. Avery. This Synod, in connec
*** communion, so long as there areor its * -

... stinctive principles to justify the sepa

te organizations of the church. When

iristians are prepared to unite, in faith

"s to the truth, and with edification

themselves, in the Inost solemn and

- !nificant ordinances, they are prepared

union in all, and to be separated in

erent "ganizations is schism without

and organized a new Presbyterian

church, on the distinctive principle, of

- * * * * - * - - - her age.
Cuse late meeting of this Synod, the subject of emigrants for Iowa. The subject of th’s brief notice was amiable,

- of secession was brought before them. - '':
:-....... - Siri'-rrland. A letter from Lausanne, ofsap." ye-teen, - * -

* . "T- and disposed of by the adoption of the ?i 0. * "ances. She had long been a flicted with disease,

* - - - mber 28, h, says:-" ; : "... izon is be-, - - - *#!. following resolutions, and addressing a tember ", says Our politica !" is be to which she submited with a great degree of

coining "very day more alarming. All the troops resignation. She was for many years a .,,...,

of the "d in active service, and the reserve of the Associate Reormed Church at West Mid
shed minister of that persusion of not to withdraw from the Assembly, * "ave been called out; the young men of 17 are,'", was very regular in attending on the .r.

Iptists commonly known by his name, the prospect of that body's renunciation£"£ and volunteers of from£:

Pears to have got into trouble in sco." all connection with slavery is becom- 15 w 6th are ' led on ". come forward to enroll 'ry is dear to the hearts of those she has

nd. ling brighter and brighter. their names and elect their officers. I really let to mourn her loss. But while her friends

r, * |-- o o cannot say against what enemies these extreme | have cause for sorrow, they are called to “ sorrow

By some persons in Scotland, headed “Resolved, That, in the opinion of the nasures are meant to provide.” A letter from'''' '."'' for it is believed

a Rev. James Robertson, (said to be Synod, it would be exceedingly injurious Burne, of 30 h ult, says:-" A petition against', '',' ''''", "": "", which

- - - - ... • shall not be taken away from her.” And, whiledeposed Baptist minister.) to the cause of the enslaved, whose liberty the execution of the decrees of the Diet, relative this thought efords comfort to ai concerned, it

"iced and much annoyed,

he was de- - - - - - -de and happiness the memorialists have in to the Sonderbund and the Jesuits, is at present becomes them to hear and improve th, dispensa

his supposed ""view, to sever our connection with the As in course of signature in the Canton of St. Gall, "on of Providence, which unites with the word,ld # Se sympathy with the up.'", because A meeting of the citizens of all parties, in the

"ers of our “ -

'' " # ye£ "r in such an hour
as We 1hr ink n, * So * \, . **** **

Peculiar institution.” “1. An intelligent and Christian anti-Canton of Lucerne has decided that the people us ' '.'''. ...'
" was at length challenged by this Mr. slavery spirit is rapidly spreading in "r are to be cansuited on a question of war. On the surrection and the life," for Preparing for death,

"ertson to a debate on the subi General Assembly; and we confidently other hand, the governments of Zurich and Tes. and deliverance rom the grave, for

"ery. For this Mr.c: ::"'. that the time is coming, and is not sino have forbidden, under severe penalties, all

'" quite willing, pro ided i "distant, when all connection of slavery ecclesiastic to preach in favor of peace. Prepa.

"nt were # provided his oppo. with that ecclesiastical body must cease. rations for war are going on with ardor in the

" a certain James Robert- “2. The influence of this Synod upon Cantons of Berne, A-gon and Geneva.”

*: - - circular their churches, urging themAlexander CAMPBELL. This distin- circular to “ – ''':

“He of salvation is the God,

Who is our God most strong;

And unto God the Lord, from death

The issues do be!," ...”
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“There’s mac strife Here.”

A FACT.

*=

He was in bed, and apparently asleep. , “The two battalions, numbering four

I spoke to him, but received no answer teen hundred females in military dress,

Yet it was long, very long, ere we be- present an aspect at the same time for

lieved it to be the sleep of death; for a midable and captivating.

heavenly smile rested on his placid face, 'tions and discipline they are drilled to

and his snowy locks lay unrufiled on the perfection.

In their evolu

Curiously enough, superior

In one of Scotland's northern towns, a pillow ; but he slept in Jesus; for his ity of form and beauty has been very

family were seated around a breakfast

table, waiting for “the father,” and won

clering why he was later than usual. At

length he appeared; his step was heavy,

and his brow cloudy. Having asked the

blessing, he sat resting his head on his

hand, wrapped in melancholy thought.

This unhappy-looking man was one of

the elders in a neighboring chapel; he

possessed much energy and zeal, and it

was hoped, real piety; but, alas! he was

geverned by a naturally bad temper, and

too often forgot the words of the wise

man, “He that ruleth his spirit is better

than he who taketh a city;” and in con

sequence of his unrestrained temper, the

meetings for the chapel business were

the constant scenes of anger and noisy
strife.

de
ar Lord has taken him home.”

The elder never recovered this shock.

He sorrowed for his friend, but still more

for his sin. He gradually sunk; and in

three weeks was laid by the side of his

aged minister.

Trumbull's Genius of Scotland.

LADY JANE GREY. This most accom

plished and amiable female, nearly allied

to the royal family, and devoted to the

the early age of eighteen. The night be

fore she was beheaded, she sent a Greek

this high encomium written at the end of

it:

“I have sent you, good sister Cathe

The venerable minister being a true
disciple of the Prince of Peace, deeply outwardly trimmed with gold, yet in. has reserved to himself the general com

lamented his elder's unchristian spirit. wardly it is of more worth than precious mand.

On the previous day a meeting had been

held, which was more contentious than

usual; for the elder had been particular

ly angry and quarrelsome.

The good minister's heart sunk within path of eternal joy; and if you with a

rine, a book which, although it be not

stones. It is the book, dear sister, of the

law ofthe Lord. It is his testament and

his last will, which he bequeathed unto

us wretches, which shall lead you to the

him, while he sat amidst this strife of good mind read it, and do with an earnest

tongues, and most thankful was he that mind propose to follow it, it shall brin

evening to retire to a friend's house,

some miles from town; for the peace and

quiet of the country are soothing to a

wounded spirit.

It was on the following morning that if God has prospered him you should third readin

the elder came down to breakfast in so

melancholy a mood. His wife, after

looking anxiossly at him for some min

utes, said, “Are you ill, my dear!”

“No” “Then what has happened to

make you look so sad?” He slowly

raised himself "p, and looking earnestly

at her, said, “I have had a most extra

ordinary dream.”

The look of anxiety vanished from his

wife's face, as she said, with a smile,

“Why, you always laugh at my dreams.”

“Yes, but mine was so remarkable. I

dreamed I was at the bottom of a steep

hill, and when I looked up, I saw the

gate of heaven at the top; it was bright

and glorious, and many saints and angels

stood there. Just as I reached the top

of the hill, who should come out to meet

me but our aged minister! and he held

out his hand, crying, ‘Come awa, John,

come awa, there's nae strife here.' And

now I cannot help thinking of the grief

my contentious spirit has given to the

dear old man.”

The husband and wife sat some time

in silence, which was broken by the en

trance of a servant with a letter. The

elder hastily read it, while an expression

of the deepest grief overspread his face;

then dropping it from his hand, he cover

ed his face, as if to hide from those

around him the hitter anguish of his soul.

His wife took up the letter, which was

from the minister's host; its contents

were as follows: -

“My Dear We had the great

pleasure yesterday of receiving our dear

minister, little thinking it would be the

last time we should welcome him to

what he called his peaceful retreat.

“When we sat together in the even

ing, he spoke with much grief of the

shapel meeting. ‘Indeed, he added, ‘I

am so tired of all this strife and turmoil,

that I wish my dear Lord would take

ine home.’

“In the morning, as he did not come

"own to breakfast, I ran up and knocked

at his door, but receiving no answer, I

went down stairs again, thinking a longer

rest than usual might do him good.

“After returning to his door once or

or

*~

you to an immortal and everlasting life.

It shall teach you how to live and how

to die. It shall win you more than you

have gained by your father's land; for, as

have inherited his lands, so, if you apply

diligently to this book, seeking to direct

your life after it, you should be an inheri.

tor of such riches as neither thief shall

steal, neither the moths corrupt.”

THE JEws' MisTAKE. What kind of

Messiah the Jews have been expecting,

is shown in the following interesting

facts: After Cromwell, by the lofty tone

of his government and vigor of his arms,

had filled the world with his fame, an A

'i' Jew came to England for the pur

pose ofinvestigating his pedigree, expect

ing to find in him the Lion of the tribe

of Judah.

SPIRIT of FREEDOM. A letter from

Georgia to the Louisville Enquirer says:

“No matter what is said. If you in Ken

tucky could move, and give the impulse

to Tennessee, so that she could act, all

western Georgia would go for emancipa

|tion, Such counties as Habersham are

made up of small farmers, and they de

test the institution. We all look to Ken

tucky and to you with hope.”

We have similar letters, says the edi

tor, from Tennessee East. A writer

from Jonesboro’, says, “Give the word

in Kentucky and we will answer you in

stantly. We are ready.” A frieud from

Jefferson, Ashe county, North Carolina,

declares, “Slavery exists in name here,

but we have all its evils forced upon us,

and do not know but two leading men

who would oppose the doing away with

it: away down to middle North Caroli

na the feeling is the same.” Other let

ters from the slave states are equally

strong.

THE FEMALE ARMY of SwitzERLAND.

American ladies will read with surprise,

that the canton of Uri has mustered two

regiments of women, to take their part

in the struggles which seem to be await

them is literally translated from.a. French

twice, and hearing no sound, I went in.
paper ;:

Testament to her sister Catherine, with

ing Europe. The following notice of

much the reason of difference of grade;

the handsomest of the advance guard

and this part of distinction and d

seems willingly conceded them by their

companions who are less favored by na.

ture. Some classification has been guid

led by temperament also.

anger.

tigeurs, or light horse—the more phleg

matic as grenadiers. Those who have

figures of embo"pont are in the central

body, those ofslighter forms are statione

enrolled as dragoons and

The creation of this corps (which, wit

its discipline and enthusiasm,seems likely,

at the first throe of the coming political

movement of Europe, to take possession

of the Helvetian soil) is an exercise of

the powerful genius of Salis-Soglio, who

TIME To PAss IT. The facetious Dr.

B., of , having inadvertently preach

ed one of his sermons for the third time,

one of his parishioners having noticed it,

said to him after service, “Doctor, the

sermon you preached us this morning

having had three several readings, I move

that it now be passed.”

If each sermon becomes a law at each

g, we fear our ecclasiastical

code will soon become extra-voluminous.

|

|

|

ALLEGHENY FEMALE | NSTITU TE.

W H IS Establishment for the education of

Young Ladies, will be opened (D. v.) on

Monday, November 1st, 1847, at the corner of Ce.

dar and Robinson streets, near the Hand S1reel

Bridge, under the superintend nee of Mrs Ingles,

formerly Principal of the Manchester Institute.

Mrs. Ingles takes this opportunity of thanking:

all those friends, who have hitherto patronized

her; and hopes that they will be induced to con.

|tinue their patronage in her new undertaking,

assuring them, that no Pupil confided to her

c tre, s! all fail to receive constänt attention in

every branch of her education.

None but well experienced Teachers are en

gaged as Assistants.

Circulars can be obtained at Parke & IIan

nen's, on Wood street, Pittsburgh; or, ot the In

stitute, on Cedar street, Allegheny.

Oct. 13, 1847–4t

EDGEWORTH LADIES S E M I N A R Y,

SEW ICRLEY.

HE Winter Session of this Institution will

commence on Monday, the 1st day of No

vember next. For particulars see Circulars at

John Irwin & Son's, l l Water street, or at T. H.

Nevin & Co.'s, 126 Liberty street.

Oct. 13–2t D. E. NEV1N, Principal.

I] I L L A N D B R O W N E ,

(Snccessors to IIoldship & Browne,)

MPORTERS and MANU FAC I'URERS of

PA PER HANG INGS, and dealers in Wri.

ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper,

No. 87 Wood Street,

Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts

burgh, Pa. |

J_j Rags and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex

change at market price.

January 0, 1847.

E \RS HISTORY OF THE BIBLE,-A

N's new and beautiful work, 2 volumes it, one,

giving a clear and comprehensive account of ev.

..ry remarkable transaction recorded in the Sacred
Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four

thousand years with copious notes, critical and

explanatory, illustrated with several hundred

engravings, price $300.

EARS INFORMATION FOR THE PEO.

PLE-A very valuable miscellaneous work,

price $2.50.

W
ological and Sabbath School B,
c

in the Theological Department, and ,

from the press of Robert Carler

p

| ting Huldane on Romans, which is recommence:

as being the best Commentary

; ever published.

The more vi-M

vid and flighty have been enrolled as vol-Scotch innister

S. SHOOL BOOKS, published by the Ament."

Sunday.School Union

ONE HUN DREJ) Wa

do 810; and one of FIFA Y VOLUMEs at £.

Protestant religion, was put to death at at the wings. The coarse and rude are Superintendents of Sabbath slo, wi.

cantinieres." the great reduction in prices of mud

h the leading books.

find a full assortment on hands at the Philić.

phia pries

try promptly attended to, and great care talent

the selections.

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the follow";

prices

der, 20 cents per copy; and when order:#" .

hundred, a credit of three months al"

responsible men, or 5 per cent discout."

with the order.

volumes.

ligious Affections, in separate volu"

and 4 volumes.

&c., with maps, &c., in 3 vou"

calypse, 2 volumes octavo.

fence of the Old Testament"

A full assortment of the

P

(

t

- from its earliest origia to the present time.

This is universally acknowledge

work ever published on this subject.

Z. Wilson & J. DouTuert, Agents.

OW LING's HISTORY OF ROMANISM,

d to be the best

|

great variety of

cent visit to the Easter

will be sold at reasona"

Rags, by

Union, which they w

ees.

of One Thousand Dol

on hand at all ti

ing a full su

School Journal for

Boo K-STOREs.
---

Bookstore,

E would invite the attention of limite,

and others, to our large supplies 6' 1":

"ks just retent.

late Valuable ww.

| lie.

- , who has just

ublished several works of a high order, int.

Theological

out prising nearly all the

on that Epile

Also: 'E MEMOIRS & SERMONs (f
'CII EYN E (in 3 Vovulnes), an fillil it

We have a full supply of SABBA".

including a Librari

}).UM ES, at the low ...

The Union Questions, from Volumelt '.

at 6 cents.

The Union Consecutive Questions,

at 6' tells, |

The Union IIymn. Book, * 10 "

Child's Scripture Question Book, 10 "

Those wishing to replenish then Libraries"

Orders from schools in the tw.

ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

Successors to R. Carter, Market Street, e.

tween 3d and #1

April, 1847.

T H E G R E A T S U T P ER,

N order to meet the state of the line #.

proaching, we will sell our present etin
|

Per dozen, $200.

Per single copy, 20 cents. .

And by the hundred or more copies,"

Also is StoRE,

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5 wints,

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volumes

Edward's Theological Works, only" is 4

" *

* .

A.' it

F dwards on Redemption, and Edwardson't

Encyclopaedia of Religious Know".
Dowling on Romanism, illustra" th"

D'Aubign's e Reformation, com" " | ".

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volunt,

Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volumes ".

Barnes on J b. 3 volumes 12"

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.

Robinson's Scripture Chara".

Rohinson's Biblical Research" '

2 * *

n Palestlit,

mmentary on the A'.

, is "

Professor Stuart's Co

froessor Stuart's Critical "i"

Together witH. . filt

Publications ""

serian Board;"

ks, selected :. .
ublications of the Presby

other boo

n Cities;-al

rices for ""

ls, Ager,: L00MLUKE, L Pitts'

No. 9 Wood Sirect.

Sept"r 2, 1846—tf

American Sunday Sch"" Dip"

M"DONALI) & I'.
Patterson's Old Stand, No. is lic

Street.)

[th

EEP constantly on''
- ,f the Ame".' "tions ( ill sell at file'

w receiving al": it!
lars worth. and:

bout that amount:

y time ill

life

*

They are no

Ines a n

* - o difficulty at *
here will'. of the books: the

[[J. Subscriptions received '. .

Teachers.'...d."
Youth's Penny azette"

per annum)

#"

Sīs;

annum), and

rice 125 cents it's
(p !. eral Assor" Al

hev also offer a ":"'s. He
...'£ sell' |

Paper and Station"'" '' ...ht of Wed'.

lowest prices they'" be bot's

sept' is, 1846-it.
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# T E R MI s pleasure of God. Independent of the which God created and made. There the sacred writers, so particularly speci
\ . iwi . . .

divine appointment one day is not more was, in the beginning, a particular rea-ify the day on which the Lord of life

Paracurs will be p"shed "W"sacred than another. But for important son, why that portion of time which God arose from the grave? | They do not

... ", two weeks atost poet.""" 'reasons, it was the divine appointment, claims as sacred to himself should be designate the day on which he expired

ance, or One Dollar and a half " ", when the Sabbath was first instituted, identified with the seventh day. In six upon the cross; nor is there any particu

the year. No discontinuance until at that the sacred rest should be observed days the heavens with all their glory, lar mention of the day when his dead

ges are paid. on the seventh day of the week. This and the earth with its various orders of body reposed in the tomb. , But with re

**may be made to John Sterritor Jo appointment determined both the pro-inhabitants had been called into exist- gard to the day on which he arose from

" ", merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe portion of our time, which God claims ence. The infinitely wise God saw every the dead, we observe something pecu

to William Allinder, at the Publication as sacred to his worship, and also the thing that he had made, and behold it'liar. We are expressly told, that it was

N w.corner of the Diamond and Market particular day, which from the beginning was very good. And in commemoration on the first day of the week, that he was

... Pittsburgh. All communications to be was to be appropriated to this purpose of the glory of the divine perfections as declared to be the Son of God with

ed to the Editor, post paid. But these two things are so entirely dis-displayed in the finished creation, God power by the resurrection from the dead,

r" who will procure five new subscri- tinct, that a change might be made in the rested on the seventh day and blessed And what reason can be assigned for this

"tthe money, shall be entitled to one without at all affecting the other, and sanctified it, as the day of sacred distinction, which marks the day on which

of The Preacher, for one year. The great and essential principle involv- rest. It was meet that the glory of God our Lord arose? Why should this day

ed in the ordinance of the Sabbath is, as manifested in his works, should be alone, receive a particular designation :

£1 ers will please transmit by mail. '' the seventh portion of our time is celebrated by his rational creatures, and The only plausible reason which can be

|sacred to the Lord. In the original in from this time forth, the seventh day of advanced is, that henceforth, this day

|stitution of the Sabbath, there existed a the week, became a day sacred to the should be memorable in the history of

particular reason why it should be ob-, Lord. | the church; and that in all subsequent

- ... ... served on the seventh day of the week. But should God be pleased to make ages, the church should on every return

"d at the open ng of the Session in But in the progress of events a reason a subsequent display of the glory of the of the first day of the week, celebrate

Tø'ical Seminary of the 'might arise, why a different day should divine perfections, in a work of equal, the glory of the Captain of our salvation,

rate Reformed Synod of the W'be appropriated to that purpose. And or of greater importance, reasoning from who on this day finished the work of re

ember 10th, 1847, By John T. should su'.h a reason arise, and a corres analogy we would naturally conclude, demption and ascended up on high, lead
| sty, D. D. ponding change be made, all this might that a day would be set apart for theing captivity captive. -

AR. YoUNG FRIENDs: take place, without any infringement of purpose of commemorating the glory of 4. In connection with this fict, it is

"ing the Institutions of our holy re-the great principle involved in the Sab- that work. And such a work has been worthy of particular remark that, after

"there is no one which stands more bath. accomplished. The redemption of a the resurrection, our Lord seems to have

* ely connected with the interests. The propriety of this distinction be-fallen world by our Lord Jesus Christ, put special honor upon the first day of
"godliness than the Sabbath. So tween the rest of the Sabbath, and the is a work-which in importanceg£ week. On the evening of the first

* tablished, is the truth of this re-particular time when it is to be observed, transcends the original creation of the day of the week when the disciples were

hat the place which the Sabbath to which I have adverted, will more fully heavens and of the earth. In it there is assembled, “Jesus came and stood in

"es in the regard of any communi- appear, when it is considered, that from a more complete and illustrious display the midst, and said unto them, Peace be

"y be considered as a correct index the spherical form of our globe, the same of the glory of the divine perfections unto you.” “And after eight days,” or

religious character of its mem- period of time cannot be observed in dif than is to be seen in any other of the on the return of the first day of the week,

. Where there is no Sabbath,'' parts of the world. When it is works of God. It is, moreover, present-Jesus again appeared to his disciples and

ld no true religion; and just in midday with us, it is midnight with othersed to our view in the sacred Scriptures, addressed them in the same comforting

"tion as the sacred day is sanctifi... on the opposite side of our globe. And under the idea of a new creation; and language. John 20:19–26. From a com

pure and undefiled religion flour-consequently, at the time when we are one of such transcendent glory and im- parison of these two passages, it would

' shall now take it for granted,£ in the appropriate exercises of portance, that compared with it, the£ that after the resurrection, the

bath is an institution of a moral the Sabbath, others are enjoying the re-mer shall not be remembered nor come disciples were accustomed to assemble

i.er, and that the sanctification o pose of the night. It is then the propor-into mind. We would then naturally ex- together on the first day of the week,

bath, is a duty obligatory upon|tion of our time which is sacred to the pect, that to perpetuate the memory of and that during the period intervening

. But a question of some import- Lord, rather than the precise period of the amazing work of redemption,' our Lord's resurrection and fi

*re meets us -Why do you re-time, which constitutes an essential ele would be a day set apart as the Chris- pal ascension into heaven, he manifested

|*.* e first day of the week, as the day ment of the Sabbath. tian Sabbath. . - - - his approbation of this practice by meet

ch the sacred rest is to be ob. But, though the day appropriated to 2. In connection with this remark, it ing with them. The respect which our

"...'. It will not be denied, that at the sacred rest is a circumstance, which deserves particular attention, that the Lord thus paid to this day, would, there

s ginal institution of the Sabbath, might be modified, without interfering Author of the New Dispensation claims fore, seem to mark it, as a distinguished

actified the seventh day, and ap- with the essential character of this divine to be the Lord of the Sabbath. On a day in the history of the church.

it to be kept holy to the Lord. Institution, yet no authority short of that particular occasion, the Phanisees found 5. In the next place, when the Spirit

at authority, then, it may be in of the eternal Lawgiver himself is con- fault with the disciples of our Lord, be- was poured out upon the apostles, and

* do you observe the first day of petent to make a change even with re. cause in passing through the fields on the they being endued with power from on

*k, as the Christian Sabbath! gard to the day. In the beginning God Sabbath, they plucked some ears of corn high, went forth to preach the gospel

>* reasonable question, and one to blessed the seventh day and sanctified it, to satisfy their hunger. Our Lord vindi- and to organize churches throughout the

** acknowledge ourselves to be and no human authority may presume to cated the conduct of his disciples, and world, it appears, that the first day of the
- bligations to give an explicit an-substitute another day in its stead. I adds:-" The Son of Man is Lord even week was appropriated to the exercises

For unless it can be made to ap-proceed, therefore, to inquire whether of the Sabbath day.” Since, then, he is of religious worship, in the churches

| at the author of the Sabbath, has we have any intimation of the will of the Lord of the Sabbath, it is evident which they planted. In confirmation of

y: his will that the day of sacred God relative to a chani e in the day of that he had a perfect right to make any the truth of this remark, I would refer

w uld be changed from the seventh the week, on which his church should change with regard to it, which he might to an incident related by the sacred his.

't day of the week, it will fol. observe the sacred rest. think proper. Ife had authority eitheritorian which occurred at Troas. When

at we are still bound to regard 1. My first remark is, that subsequent- to abolish the Sabbath, or to change the the apostle Paul, in the prosecution of

"h day, as the Sabbath of the ly to the primitive institution of the Sab- day on which the sacred rest should be his labors, came to the city of Troas, he

. bath, an event has occurred, to perpetu-'observed, as might best subserve the pur-'tarried there seven days. “And,” the

e I P"ceed to inquire into the are the remembrance of which, the ob-poses of his infinite wisdom. history adds, “on the first day of the

of a change in the day on which servance of a day of rest would seem to 3. I remark in the next place, that the week, when the disciples came together
"bath is to be observed, you are he necessary. It was upon the com-'sacred writers very particularly record to break bread, Paul preached unto.

.." attend to a distinction which pletion of the stupendous work of crea- the fict, that it was on the first day of them.” Acts 20:7. There is no intimation

"le between the sacred res: of tion, that the Sabbath was originally in the week, that our Lord arose from the whatever, that there was any special ap

bath, and the particular day onstituted. In the progress of six days, dead. By his resurrection from the dead, pointment, with regard to this meeting

he rest should be observed. It is the heavens and the earth were finished Jesus Christ triumphed over death and, which took place in Troas. It has aii

duty "g out of the relation, and all the host of them. And on the hell, and manifested to the intelligent the appearance of an occurrence which

£ to his Creator, that seventh day, God ended his work which universe. that the work of redemption in took place in accordance with well known

n of our time should be es- he had made, and he rested on the se- which he had engaged, was accomplish-land established usage. As it was well un

"Ppropriated to the worship of venth day from all his work which he en. And the Evangelists who record the 'tool among the " 'lowers of Christ,

re a private conveyance does not offer,

* | *

v is

sin. ADDRESS
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public worship, Paul, after his arrival,

remained in Troas, until that day, that

he might enjoy the privilege of uniting

with the brethren in the breaking of

bread, and that he might also embrace

the opportunity of preaching to them the

gospel. , And hence it would appear that

in the churches organized by the apos

tles, the first day of the week, was ap

propriated to the exercises of religious

worship; or in other words was observed

as the Christian Sabbath.

Still further, there is an apostolic di.

rection given to the churches with regard

to the duty of providing for the poor,

which can be understood, only upon the

supposition, that the first day of the week

was appropriated to the exercises of

public worship. “Now," says the apos

tle, “concerning the collection for the

saints, as I have given order to the

churches of Galatia, even so do ye.

Upon the first day of the week, let every

one of you lay by him in store, as God

hath prospered him.” 1 Cor. 16:1. Now,

I would ask, for what conceivable rea

son, should the first day of the week be

selected as a suitable time for the collec

tion for the saints? It is worthy of re

mark that the apostle assigns no reason

why this particular day should be appro

priated to this purpose. It seems to be

mentioned as a matter, the propriety of

which would at once be understood by
all who were concerned. But if there

was nothing peculiar connected with the

first day of the week, why should it be

selected in preference to any other day

of the week! And yet the apostle had

given order to the churches of Galatia,

and now he gives a similar direction to

the brethren in Corinth, that there should

be regularly on the first day of the week,

a collection for the poor saints, who had

a claim upon the charity of the church.

If we suppose that in Corinth and

throughout the churches of Galatia, as

well as in Troas, it was the custom of

the disciples to assemble on the first day

of the week for the exercises of public

worship, the propriety of selecting this

day as a suitable time to perform this of:

fice of charity, will at once appear. And

from the fact, that such an apostolic or

der was given to the churches, it is a

natural conclusion, that on the first day

of the week the primitive Christians

were accustomed to hold their solemn

assemblies; or in other words, that those

churches which received their instruc

tions from the inspired apostles, observed

the first day of the week as the Christian

Sabbath.

That the value of this argument may

be justly appreciated, it is necessary to
keep in mind, that the churches to whose

usages I have referred, were planted and
instructed by apostles who were under

the guidance of the Spirit. The regula:

tions established in these churches had

the sanction of inspired men. And con

sequently, it will follow, that if the first

day of the week was appropriated to the

exercises of religious worship in the

apostolic churches, it is the will of the

Head of the church, that this day should

be observed as the Christian Sabbath.

But still further; it is a fact that, pre

vious to the close of the first century,

there was a day known in the Christian

world by the designation of “the Lord's

day.” In giving an account of a remark;

able vision with which he was favored

upon the Isle of Patmos, the apostle John

s:ys, “I was in the Spirit on the Lord's

day.” Rev. 1:10. And what day is to be

understood by this remarkable designa

tion? The sacred writer gives no ex

planation, but introduces the mention of

it, as a day which was well understood.

The question then returns, What day is

here referred to ? There is another

hrase in the New Testament, similar in

its general character, which may assist

us in furnishing a satisfactory answer.

determining.

commemorate his death.

which by his appointment is to be ob

served in memory of his resurrection.

In other words, it is the first day of the

week, the Christian Sabbath. And from

the fact that the apostle gives no explana.

tion of the title appropriated to this day,

but speaks of it as a day well known, it

would appear that it was common in

apostolic times to designate the day on

which our Lord arose from the dead, and

which was observed by the church as the

Christian Sabbath, “the Lord's day.”

6. The last argument which I shall ad

duce in support of the claims of the first

day of the week, is drawn from the favor,

with which God has manifestly regarded

the sanctification of this day. It will not

be denied that throughout the Christian

world generally, the first day of the week

is regarded as the Christian Sabbath.

Nor will any one who is acquainted with

the history of the Christian world, hesi

tate to admit, that the sanctification of

this day, has been eminently crowned

with the blessing of heaven. Wherever

the first day of the week is observed in

a proper manner as a day holy to the

Lord, we behold the evidence of God's

|blessing attending the preaching of the

gospel, and of the influences of his Spirit

|rendering the ordinances of his grace ef.

|fectual in building up believers in holi

ness and comfort through faith unto sal

vation. But if the change of the day of

sacred rest from the seventh to the first

|day of the week, is not the result of di

'e appointment, then it will follow that

the observance of the first day of the

week as the Christian Sabbath, is obedi

|ence to a mere human institution, which

has usurped the place of the ordinance

of God. And is it to be supposed that

God would honor with signal displays of

his favor, such an insult offered to his

authority? Shall man be permitted to

set up his wisdom above the wisdom of

God, and his daring presumption not on

ly escape with impunity, but be reward

ed with signal manifestations of the di

vine favor? The supposition is''

terous! God has solemnly declared in

relation to every such infringement of

the royal prerogative, “In vain do ye.

worship me, teaching for doctrines the

commandments of men.” And yet the

fact is undeniable, that in those parts of

the world where the Christian Sabbath

is most sacredly observed, God hath most

signally poured out his Spirit, and has

caused pure and undefiled religion to

flourish. And the favor which God hath

manifested toward the sanctification of

the first day of the week, has stamped

upon it the seal of the divine approba

tion, as the Lord's day.

Such, then, is a briefsummary ofthe ar

gument by which we are conducted to the

conclusion, that the Lord of the Sabbath

hath changed the day of sacred rest from

the seventh to the first day of the week.

It will be seen that this conclusion rests

not upon any one explicit declaration of

the word of God, but is established by a

variety of considerations, which tend mu

tually to explain and confirm each other,

while they all lead to the same result. It

is an argument of such a character, that

its force can be appreciated only by those

who are willing to apply their minds to

the investigation of truth. The slothful

who do not prize the truth, and are there

fore unwilling to encounter the labor of

searching for wisdom whose price is

above rubies, cannot be expected to per

ceive its pertinency, or to feel its conclu

The phrase to which I refer, is, “the that palpable and explicit form, which James Kelso,

Lord's Supper.” What is meant by “the human wisdom might regard as desira Samuel Kerr,

Lord's Supper,” we have no difficulty in ble. In the natural world, the precious J. T. M'Clure,

It is that sacred feast, metals are not ordinarily found upon the William G. Reed,

which was appointed by our Lord to surface of the ground, ready to be appro- J. S. Robertson,

The Lord's priated to the use of man. They are J. R. Sturgeon,

day, then, can be none other than the day commonly deposited deep in the earth, or John R. Warner,

perhaps imbedded in the flinty rock; and
application, and labor, and toil must be

encountered before man can fill his cof:

fers with the unrighteous mammon. And

shall we despise the true riches, because

they are to be acquired only by diligent

application ? Shall we turn away from

the truth, because it does not happen to

lie upon the surface Nay! It is the

command of the faithful and true Wit

ness, “Search the Scriptures.” And

for our encouragement in the patient

and persevering investigation of the

truth, he hath said, “My son, if thou

wilt receive my words and hide my com

mandments with thee; so that thou in

cline thine ear unto wisdom, and apply

thine heart to understanding; if thou

seekest her as silver, and searchest for

her as for hid treasure, then shalt thou

understand the fear of the Lord, and find

the knowledge of God.”

But though the argument for the

change of the Sabbath may, from a super

ficial view, appear somewhat complex

and unsatisfactory, it may be understood

by every reader of the Bible, and when

carefully examined, will be found to be

conclusive. Let me, then, say in conclu.

sion, that when we consider that in the

beginning a day of sacred rest was ap

propriated to the commemoration of

the glory of the original creation of the

heavens and of the earth, we are prepar

ed to expect, that the surpassing glories

of the new creation would be celebrated

in a similar manner; and when we hear

the Author of the new creation as

sert his lordship over the Sabbath, we

are led to expect some display of his au

thority in relation to that day; and when

we find that the Apostles particularly re

cord the fact, that it was on the first day of

the week, that the Author of the new cre

ation finished the work ofredemption, and

entered into his rest, we are disposed to

conclude, that it is his will, that the church

should henceforth, regard the first day of

the week as the day of sacred rest; and in

the correctness of this conclusion, we are

confirmed, when we learn from the sa

cred history, that those churches which

were planted and instructed by inspired

Apostles, observed a day called the

Lord's day, in honor of their divine Mas

ter, who on the first day of the week

arose from the dead, and entered upon

the enjoyment of the heavenly rest. We

therefore rest in the conclusion, that in

the sanctification of the first day of the

week as the day of sacred rest, we walk

by the footsteps of the flock, and are fol.

lowers of them who through faith and

patience inherit the promises.
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MR. EDIToR:

Though l have remained silentire

time, I would not have you to s',

that my eyes have been closed",

is going on in the surrounding wril

as I discovered that you had 'k' .

servers among your correspon',

seemed proper that your real's

enjoy the benefit of their the

And now, if you please, I will tim', .

to my post of observation, and£e.

account of certain things which hit . . .

cently come under my notice.

A few weeks since, I wastakima,

sist a brother in the dispensi" "H"

Lord's Supper, whose paston' th's

situated in the country in a #| ||

county. It happened to be it'ai

of harvest, when the business ofhe's V

usually demands the allemind's

are engaged in the culliva's

I was gratified, however," it is!"

friends manifested a bit";"

the ordinances of God's M*** *

aside their secular pursuits,""::

*

*

0.

r"

#:

!'

spectful attendance upon the"#"

vices connected with the sacram"M, 0

lemnity. Among those who***

ted to the fellowship of the churd."

occasion, there were two who"

ed by baptism. Our brother,'",
this congregation, appears to le".

with a good degree of dilign: " *

and not without some encoung'

Mr:

dences of the divine presence"

I was much gratified to see".

ber of youth, of both sexes, who" it,

attendance; and to witness "''.

deportment and serious dem".'"

were very few examples* #

irreverent custom of running "" ".

in the time of divineservice;"|

reproach of Christiani's to ###".

some congregations. The w". *

peculiarly interesting port"'. s

charge. And I sometimes ".
rrect estim"

can form a pretty co

pastor's£ from them"

behavior of the youth who attendi

ministry, .

There was one particular

which I would desire to *:

But few of the children of ":
supplied with Bibles. - In my "

this is a great impropriety."

under existing circumstances *

inexcusable. According "":

our church the reading of t

is a part of the regular"

worship. And ever, R

young and old, should have * *

hand, that he may profi":

the preacher in this exe". |
tend to fix the attention, to preve"

ing thoughts, and to impress '.
upon the mind. And when '.

nounced, every worship"£
it, that he may see the£ -

it stands, and that." impia
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*---
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"hereinentury. And w

that character which we call a Lecture

which, a part of the -

ularly appropriated), the generality o

S

dge of the

£, have the Bible before them,

w",
t

*

he'.

reg

n, that

the discourse is

Sabbath should be. By the Rev. R. D. Duncan,

rts will retain but a very imperfect

- exposition of the text,

follow the speaker from one verse to

* well recollect when I was a little boy,
*

-

*

pulations of my Father's family were - -

t I would no more have thought done in behalf of the Church, may be di.

The Wonderful Working of God.

Wishart

|

Church, Dundee.

cannot be reckoned up in order unto Thee:

if I would declare and speak of them

are more than can be numbered.”

: 'ving my Bible at home when I went vided into two classes,—those of which the

it hurch,

as coat.

'', the

been the subject. The works of God re

Let us now advert, very briefly, to those

Divine works of which the Church £

lative to the constitution of the Church

to the former, it becomes us ever to keep

wrought before it was begun, It becomes

advanced the Jewish Church in its acme of

splendor in the days of Solomon. But,

nal God smiled with unwonted complacen

cy as He beheld the fulfillment, thus far,

of His Son's intercessory prayer, “That

they all may be one; as Thou, Father, art

“Many, O Lord our God, are the won- are worthy of remembrance. The Church in me, and I in Thee, that they also may

derful works which Thou hast done, and has existed under two different dispensa-be one in us: that the world may believe

Thy thoughts which are to usward; they ||tions,—the Jewish, and the Christian. As that Thou hast sent me. The United

Church longs for extended denomination

, they in mind the marvellous deeds which Godal incorporation; and, in the meantime,

she loves to co-operate with Christian com

God's wonderful works, which He has us, also, to recall the wondrous acts which munities around her. She has thought of

the vast good which would follow the

habitual exhibition of Christian love. Yes;

than I would of going without Church has been the scene, and those of above all, privileged as we are to live under, the conversion of the world hangs, in part,

And when the family returned which the Church has been the subject. the Christian economy, we should habit-on this ! Let the reasoning of the Chinese

Sanctuary, it was always ex. Let us advert for a little to the former of ually cherish the remembrance of those infidel, recorded by Mr. Smith, the Mis

at as a mater of course, that we would these. The revelation of Heaven's mercy, mighty deeds—deeds, it may be, less glo. 'sionary, confirm this statement. Surely,

* rared to repeat the text, tell where the gradual development of the stupen.

found, and give some account of the dous plans of grace, is one mighty work,

'...net in which it was treated.

is h afraid, that those children and pa.

* , who take no Bible with them to the

I am of which the church has been the scene,

and which ought never to be forgotten.

This work began immediately affer the

ww.ch, do not carry much of the sermon Fall of Man, and was carried on, “at sun

it. with them. It has occurred to me,

it, were they to undergo such an ex-many ages.

dry times, and in divers manners,” through

Its completion took place

rious in the world's estimate, but charac.

terized by a spiritual and celestial splendor,

which will be a theme of wonder to hea.

ven's residents throughout eternity—those

deeds, whereby the change of dispensation

was effected, and the new economy ren

dered stable and secure.

The works of deliverance which God

then, all Christians must be willing to co

operate in peace. Let no civil wars vex

the Christian Canaan. There are enemies

enough beyond the frontier of the Holy

Land. O ! if all Christians would take

their stand on Love's broad field, and there

unfurl the red banner of the Cross, and

blow the trumpet of Zion, and summon the

* affon, on their return from church, as when the Son of God came down from hath wrought in behalf of the Church form nations to the help of the Lord against the

e been accustomed to witness in my heaven, and instituted that dispensation of

–Father's house, they would be found grace, which is destined to continue till the

defective.

ligion, and for our own benefit, that more.

I do hope, for the honor heavens pass away, and the earth be no

This is a work which has called

* me is not far distant, when all our forth many acts of Divine wisdom, and

"hes will be so supplied with Bibles,

* when the Scriptures are read, or the

*s of God are sung, every worship.

**ill have his book before him.

With -

" 'her circumstance which came un

" y notice on this occasion, seems to

"r an observation. It was so ordered

ine Providence, that on the Sabbath,

''' fell a very great rain. During the

union service, the rain descended in

"ts. And such was the defective con.

"of the roof of the building, that the

"ippers experienced no little incon.

"ce from the rain. Even some who

"eated at the communion table, were

" * *ly incommoded by the dropping

| "hich fell from the ceiling in liberal

"ies. While I looked upon the un.

** spectacle, I could not repress the

**t, that if the prophet Haggai had

* f :

power, and love, and many acts of righte

ous retribution. It is a work which has

encountered the hatred of men, and the

malice of hell. Satan and all his coadju.

tors have oftentimes sought to impede its

progress, but sought in vain. The work

now stands complete, a glorious monument

of Divine perfection, a work worthy of be.

ing “held in everlasting remembrance.”

The actual accomplishment of Redemp.

tion, by the incarnation, obedience, and

sufferings of the Son of God, is also a

proper subject of perpetual celebration in

the Church. The magnificent arrange.

ments which preceded our Saviour's Mis

sion, His appearance fn the fullness of the

time, the out-pouring of the Spirit upon

Him to qualify Him for His arduous un

dertaking, the exaction from Him of per

fect obedience and complete satisfaction to

*"resent on this occasion, he would

*ly have lifted up his voice like a

**t, and would have addressed the

"gation in language like that which

*loyed in former days,—“Is it time

* u, O ye to dwell in your ceiled

Ang, and this house lie waste.” The

reople of this congregation are living

*"ortable circumstances, and man

* may be said to be wealthy. They

ommodious dwellings, large barns

** farms. The house dedicated to

, Vice of the most High God, ought

be permitted to remain in this ne:

a "dition. A regard for the honor

", not less than a respect for the

of the worshippers, requires that

...hing about the house of God, should

- led to the conclusion, that his peo

... '"he place where his honor dwell.

all the earth.

day to day.” - - -

ye kindreds of the people, give unto the fect her reformation. The Christian era,

Lord glory and strength.

Lord the glory due unto His name.”

thering in of multitudes of the human

the broken law, the acceptance of His sa.

crifice in the room of the guilty,–O! these

are glorious themes of gratitude. Human

tongue cannot tell the blessed consequences

which these works have secured; and,

therefore, human tongue cannot, though it

sing for ever and ever, celebrate aright the

praises due to God for having effected their

accomplishment. “Mercy and truth are

met together; righteousness and peace

have kissed each other.” “O sing unto

the Lord a new song, sing unto the Lord

Sing unto the Lord; bless

|al a time wh

another theme for the gratitude of her

members. How often has he interposed

en utter destruction seemed to

be her immediate and inevitable lot! How

often has He taught mankind the lesson,

that vain are all the efforts of human wis.

dom to overthrow the Zion of God! How

often has He declared, as emphatically as

if the thunder of heaven had uttered the

words, “No weapon that is formed against

thee shall prosper.” Let the destruction

of Pharaoh and his host in the Red Sea--

let the defeat of the stupendous army of

Sennacherib, the proud king of Assyria–

let the whole history of the descendants of

Israel-bear witness of the power of God

exerted on behalf of His beloved people.

Nor is the testimony of later times less

unequivocal. Let any one read the his.

tory of the Christian Church, and then

hesitate, if he can, to acknowledge the

truth of the assertion. Well may we ex

claim with the Psalmist, “We have thought

of thy loving kindness, O God, in the midst

of thy Temple.”

The works of reformation which God

hath wrought within the Church are also

eminently worthy of our attention. The

Church on earth may be regarded by us as

one mighty soul, partly purified; for it is

just an aggregate of human souls, in whom

the work of sanctification is either unbe.

gun, or only partly carried on. Hence,

like individual Christians, the Church is

too often seen declining from her former

love. But the eye of God is upon her.

He sends forth His omnipotent Spirit, and

she is restored. In ancient times the

His name; show forth His salvation from

“Give unto the Lord, O

Give unto the

|

|
The application of Redemption, the ga.

: would consider ourselves want.

...' "spect which is due to an earth.

* d, a worm of the dust, to invite him

*. house in a dilapidated condition,

|

- |paid to decency c
here is no attention

"liness. And shall we expect the''

Haven to meet with us in a ho'

.." in such a neglected condition,

" "uld be ashamed to ask a fellow

.” enter it! Let every thing about

* of God be kept decently and #

Observer. |

I have just learned, that our friends

"g"gational meeting on Monday to
e communion, resolved at once, to G

wn. their old house th

* , building in which

their fathers.

'the rain was an i

* it may turn out

0 the congregation,

*rticular occasion.

t

, and erect a

o worship the

That is : sti

nconvenience at

, that it was a

that it was sent

| IS ev

£ For every ten Christians the has rescued the Church from servitude and

King of Zion will quickly write fifty, and sin.

for every fifty many thousands. A small - - -

one is rapidly becoming a thousand, and a and “Secession” Churches of Scotland, is

little one a strong nation. The small stone another work of God, calling forth the ad.
cut out from the mountain is yet destined miration of his people. Magnificent was

Let us, then, bless the scene of that union.

the immense assembly felt as if the Spirit

of God were poured out anew, as on the

ever.”

race into the Church, is another mighty Luther. - -

work of God, which calls for our unceas. He did not, he could not, effect the glori- or fortune is so adequate to the wants of

This is a work which ous reformation which took place while he mankind, as to render thern capable of

has been going on in all ages, and will labored and prayed. No: he was but an performing acts of universal beneficence;

ue to go on, till the angel of futurity instrument in the hand of God in doing but a spirit of universal beneficence may

- that mighty work.

our gratitude ascend, when we think of of nature has not proportioned the pleasure

this, and of every other reformation, which to the greatness of the effect but to the

|g

ng celebration.

ontin

teps forth, and proclaims that “time shall

e no more.” This is a work, too, which

hour becoming more glorious than

fill the whole earth.

od for all that He has already done in

is department of His mighty works; and,
|

- - Por t

regarding the past as a pledge of what is day of Pentecost.

* * the very angels of heaven came down to

“The kingdoms of this world are become witness our harmony and love, and ever

the kingdoms of our Lord, and of His and anon carried the tidings on high to so muc

Christ, and He shall reign for ever and our sainted fathers and brethren around cultivation of the minds of wome

:--> the throne,—may, and that even the Eter-"the wis"...an of men.”

fy

Il to be done, let us anticipate the song,

Church was frequently falling away. But

God raised up judges and prophets to ef.

too, has its judges and prophets. Time

would failus to recount their blessed names.

There is one, however, which is familiar

as a household word: we mean, Martin

But Luther was only a man.

To heaven, then, let

The late union between the “ Relier"

We could imagine, that
*

Every heart in

|

un

common foe,—and then, arranged in dif

ferent societies, it may be, like the Israel

ites of old in different tribes, yet all united

in heart, go forth to fight the battles of the

Lord,—soon, soon should we see the Re

deemer's reign diffusing joy and gladness'

in every land. O Lord, let thy work ap

pear unto Thy servants, and Thy glory

unto their children :

What is True Pleasure?

The man whose heart is replete with

pure and unaffected piety, who looks upon

the great Creator of the universe in that

just and amiable light which all his works

reflect upon him cannot fail of tasting the

sublimest pleasure, in contemplating the

stupendous and innumerable effects of his

infinite goodness.

Whether he looks abroad on the moral

or natural world, his reflections must still

be attended with delight; and the sense of

his own unworthiness, so far from lessen

ing will increase his pleasure, while it

places the forbearing kindness and indul

gence of his Creator in a still more inte

resting point of view.

Here his mind may dwell upon the pre

sent, look back to the past, or stretch for

ward into futurity, with equal satisfaction;

and the more he indulges contemplation,

the higher will his delight arise. Such a

disposition as this seems to be the most

secure foundation on which the fabric of

true pleasure can be built.

Next to the veneration of the Supreme

Being, the love of human kind seems to be

the most promising source of pleasure. It

is a never failing one to him, who possess

ed of this principle enjoys all the power of

indulging his benevolence; who makes the

superiority of his fortune, his knowledge,

or his power, subservient to the wants of

his fellow creatures.

It is true, there are few whose power

be possessed by all; the bounteous Author

reatness of the cause.

The contemplation of the beauties of the

iverse, the cordial enjoyments of friend

ship, the tender delights of love, and the

rational pleasures of religion, are open to

all mankind; and each of them seems ca

pable of giving real happiness.

The Mother. Sheridan wrote: “Wo

man governs us; let us try to render them.

Perfect. The more they are enlightened,

so much the more we shall be. On the

n, depends,
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a lofty rock in the midst of its descent, him with Olive Oil, and then opening its "" be compard to the

with which a fiend sought to crush him in gates to him by the keys which 're only our own Mormons.

his cell. The father of St. Furceus con-in your possession, far surp's Fecht's If your church

tracted a clandestine marriage with a king's turning acorns in" pork. We believe the power, why so #

daughter. When the king found that she swine themselves are constantly doing this reformation! If they are M

was likely to be a mother, he ordered her in our western woods. . And in Ireland tures, why so many in inli,

to be burned. She shed such a flood of your priests are constantly performin'," " none in Scotland—wh
tears as to put out the fire. Finding he raculous cures on men and cattle. Even France and Spain, and so it, \,

could not burn, he banished her, and Fur-your common people there work miracles. York 1. Come out in the open ‘. |

ceus was born in a foreign land, St. Mo. When a thunder storm is raging they kin-"some "intelligent Protestan's, and Clife

chua had to call the stags from the forest die a fire, and heat the tongs red hot than that was born blind, or * *

cause of the extravagance of the claim it to feed the multitude of his followers. He This preserves their cattle from the light the grave that lay there uni ''' {

self; and because of my reluctance to state ordered their picked bones to be placed in ning. If they are killed, notwithstanding, commenced, and, then, we will, al

the absurdities which crowd the legends of their skins, and by an incantation over it is in chastisement for some sins not con- excuse the uter scorn with wn. .

your saints, and which your church has the skins and bones the stags were brought fessed, or some penances not rightly per then, we must treat your imps. |
paimed, and yet palms on the world as to life, jumped up, and ran back to the firmed. Perhaps, sir, it may astonish you dear sir, the world will not

miracles, I feel afraid that some 'wo: St. hen I tell you that I myself, whilst yet 'ory of Hohenlohe, the modern S.I.

0 in
From the New York Observer. ": of .

Kirwan on Romish Miracles.

To the Right Rev. John Hughes, Roman

. Catholic Bishop of New York.

MY DEAR SIR:

Another reason which prevents my re

turn to the boson of your church, 1 draw

from the miraculous power claimed for

your saints and clergy. I have felt dis.

posed to say nothing on this subject, be

*

possesses mir',

| afing 0 is use *It's

* f.
f

Wh's
".

y so her,

Euchadius did the same with 'w |

Papist will conclude t! at I have at last an old favorite cow that he had to kill to in your faith, wrought two or three. Near He was forbidden to work is .

commenced drawing on my imagination, provide meat for his guests. The piety of my father's residence was a wood in which save in the presence ofsome.

and that the influence of my former rea. St. Fechin was so fervent that when he a man was once killed. His ghost was ers and physicians: Ht *!" " ' "

soning with him will be weakened by the bathed himself in cold water the water be-regularly seen after dark. I never passed Pope. The Holy Father* , ,

utter, the intense absurdity of the'' almost boiling hol. When St. M, through that wood without crossing my-conform. From that or is ...]

claimed for your saints, which I shall chua wanted a fire in his cell, he called self, and saying, Hal Mary. And I as have ceased.

quote. But, pledging myself to fin'i wa a fire from heaven to light it. St. sure you I never saw the ghost. After “Ghosts prudently withdraw:

of statement, I will risk the consequences. Goar of Treves, wanting a beam to hang dusk, in the spring of the year, I was sent day.”

Milner, as you know, devotes his 23d up his cape, hung it on a sunbeam, where on an errand to a neighbor's house, which Miracles were vouchsa'ed by [..

letter to vindicate the possession of this it remained until he took it down. St. was separated from ours by two or three vinely to attest the truth of . .

power by your church. He says, “The Columbanus miraculously kept the grubs fields. As I ran along I saw through the This power was vouchs'

Catholic Church being always the beloved from his cabbage. When St. Mael was magnifying twilight what was obviously antles, and was continued in the d .

spouse of Christ, and continuing at allin want of fishes he caught them on dry evil spirit. I stopped suddenly, and the til the truth of the gospel was:

times to bring forth children of heroic ground; and St. Berach when in want of sweat commenced pouring. Naturally of Then it was withdrawn, Sny.

sanctity, God fails not in this any more', made willows to bear apples. St a resolute spirit, I thus reasoned: if I run Papery there has been nomia", " .

than in past ages to illustrate her and them. Fechin when hungry turned acorns into back he can catch me; if I go forward he, The nearest approach to on."

by unquestionable miracles; accordingly pork. In travelling he was stopped by a can but catch me. So after saying my remember, for fourteen humim as

in those processes which are constantly large tree which fell across his road:—he Hail Mary and crossing myself I went for the fact that your church ca.

going on at the apostolical see, for the commanded it to make way, and it instant ward with a trembling step. As I ad-, a general credence for is als".

canonization of new saints, fresh miracles ly rose to its place. He built a mill on a vanced the horns of the fiend became per-make men believe that she win

of a recent date continue to be proved'' ;—being asked about the water, he lectly obvious. Almost dead with fear 1 miracles.

the highest degree of evidence, as I can went to a lake, a mile distant, into which rushed forward and caught hold of them. You must give up your #:

testify from having perused, on the spot, he threw his stick; the stick followed him And marvellous to narrate, those fiendish and your claim to miraculous".

the official printed account of some of on his return and the water after it, and horns were instantly turned into the han. I can return to your fill lis

them.” And miraculous power is claim.the mill worked finely. Some thievish dles of a plough ! Now I submit it to you.'" countryman with 'he' "

ed by all your writers; and is put forth crows carried away some of the thatch of sir, whether these miracles wrought by who ex?laimed, “If one lots.

as an evidence of yours being the true St. Cuthber's hut to build their nests; at myself are not as great as those wrought troublesome breath out of n \, ".

church;—and its absence from Protestant his rebuke they not only made an apology, by St. Mochua, or St. Columbanus. And take good care it shall never:- it.

but they brought him a piece of hog's lard yet I fear my chance for canonization is With great respect, wis,
- - s - - 8- "I've

to make amends for the injury. To this exceedingly small. . | Mitway,

* - *

churches is considered by you a conclusive

evidence against them.

Milner not only claims this power for miracle Mede testifies. A raven plucked | But considering the grave effects which fi.

your church, but gives the following mira-out the eye of an ass of St. James of Ta- have followed this claim of yours, it ough £

cles that were performed to his own cer-rentaise;—the saint made a hasty invoca- not, perhaps, to be treated lightly. And A.

tain knowledge and belief. Twenty£ and the raven immediately returned yet it is difficult to treat it otherwise. i - - f

before it happened, a nun predicted the and put the eye in its place without the Now, sir, will vou say that the mira. !"

fite of the king and queen of France, least injury to the ass. St. Augustine was cles adduced by Milner are worthy of a ... . * t

Louis XV. and his consort, who were be-treated with insults in a certain town in moment's consideration ? Look at them Written for us." York Wend," it

headed. In 1814, Joseph Lamb fell from England—the fish mongers being especial-again. A man hurt his back by falling ---" ... I

a hay rick and injured his spine. Atly active in the bad work, hanging the tails from a hay-rick, and is cured by a dead. Theology of the Hindu 'til
Garswood, in England, is preserved the of fish upon his garments and those of his man's hand! A girl in opening a window" give a clear view of the fe'." " :

hand of one Arrowsmith, a priest, who followers. For generations afterwards the cut her arm, and It difficulty in using it; Hindus, as the same took ". n

was put to death at Lancaster in the reign children of that place were born with tails, she puts on a piece of moss and her arm most confused and ". |r

of Charles I. Lamb was signed on the Your legends narrate miracles like these gets well. Another girl has a diseased ments, and different auth" -

back by this hand with the sign of the to any amount; and they are now repro spine; she is cured by bathing in Holy from each other. . ...] "
cross and was instantly healed! In 1809, duced from the French and English press well. Are these proofs to any mind that lt is sometimes said". ''

Mary Wood, in striving to open a window, for the purpose of encouraging the faith of your church possesses miraculous power 'the existence of one God,* . :

greatly injured her arm, so as almost to the pious! Wonderful as these are, they If these are not, can the miracles selected prehensible and eternal. ! is *

Jose the use of it. She employed physi- are by no means as wonderful as many from the legends of the middle ages be! |thus described in some' £

cians in vain. She finally had recourse others that the limits of a letter forbid me Can you, for a moment, place any of books. But He is also det" s

to God through St. Winfred, by a Novena, to quote. • your miracles on an equality with those ling in a state of perfect": ".

that is, prayers offered for nine days. And some of the saints wrought a pro-wrought by the Saviour and his apostles liturbed repose, perpetual: *:

She put a piece of moss from the Saint's fusion of miracles. St. Fechin was a Milner does it, sad I am to say, but will in the most profound sleep. .."

well on her arm; and it was instantly re- wonderful hand at them. St. Francis far you, John IIughes, do it, and in the city more common in Hindu": i.

stored Miss Winefrid White, for some surpassed the Saviour himself. Christ was of New York : What place these mar. £e the Deity as without'' ?'m

time diseased with a curvature of the spine, transfigured but once-St. Francis more vels of lying legends, the productions of kind. Indeed qualityless \: £e

was healed in an instant of time by bath-than twenty times. St. Francis and his infamous monks of the dark ages, who one of his most exalted name * t

ing in Holy well Milner was not a wit. disciples restored more than a thousand made saints of necromancers, and mira. quiescent state he isa' ".

ness of any of these miracles: but they blind to sight-and more than a thousandcles of witch stories, on the same founda of the neuter gender, and '': ".

were proved true to his satisfaction Mar-1 lame to the use of their limbs—and moretion as the miracles of Christ! will you of worship. No temples'' "

vellous marvels' than a thousand dead to life! gravely tell us that if we deny the one we are to be found, nor is."*I

Now, sir, permit me to add to these, Now, sir, whilst these things are grave, must deny the other. If I deny that the in any form, addressed "...]”
miracles a few others from the Legendsly narrated in your legends, and are read fervor of the piety of St. Fechin almost How, then, it may be asked.'

of the Saints, and no doubt equally well by your common people from your own made the cold water to boil in which he universe and all things them' *:

attested as those adduced by the learned books with the most pious belief in their bathed, must I also deny that Christ raised is, that there are inhere" ... "

Milner. As I have but few of these le-truth, it is more than probable that this Lazarus from the grave! Will you, principals, the masculinea": .

gends before me, I will quote from a re-statement of them will be denounced *S claiming to be a bishop in the church of latter of which, possessing the "|".

cent review of the “Lives of the English bundle of Protestant lies !. W hen a boy '. say that these miracles are sustained tendency, remains dorman, *: ":

Saints” now in a course of publication by read a life of St. Francis Xavier which by evidence equally conclusive as those of by the former. At a at # ".
those marvellous men, the Oxford ba'arrated miracles wrought by him far sur: the Scriptures! This I will only believe way unaccountable to mo": 2.

worthy of a place in the Museum as Pro-passing any here cited. . when you say so. tion occurred between " . ".

testânt curiosities. But why go to the miracles of the le. Compare the object of Scriptural and when Brahm passed from£ a

Somewhere near York, St. Augustine gends; you are daily performing miracles Popish miracles. The one are divine at to that of the masculine and£: **

restored a blind man to his sight. St. which come."p '' any of them... Your testations to the truth; the other, to yours then commenced the work£ *

Sulpicius, when a mere child, drove away daily changing of a wafer into the real being the true church. How different minute account of this would."'
with a sign of the cross, two black demons body of Christ, and then eating him, beats these objects And they are no more dif resting to our readers. . . . . "

who strove to scare him from his devo anything St. Fechin ever did. Your pre-ferent than the miracles. And in point of The two principal theolog''. "

tions. St. Amastus miraculously stopped paring an old sinner for heaven by rubbing force and evidence Milner's miracles can in India are the Sankylis "":
|
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N

According to the former, matter is eternal, Flaving no idea of God as a moral Go."generally destitute of clothing, spend their

" Cod, shining ou it, imparied to it, fernor, they have no idea of sin as a rio time in constant meditation and prayer to

when in the form of tail egg, called the lation of law. Sin with them is a depart. Siva. A yogi is considered very holy. - -

mund no egg, certain properties: which ure from the prescribed duties of one's The last step is Nyanum or wisdom. This meeting of the Protestant Episcopal Church

. . to work out and evolve by their caste, as eating lood prepared or handled is the highest state of perfection. When in New York, Bishop Johns, as reported

own inherent power, the various objects of by one of a lower caste, or touching any one has gone through the three preceding in the Express, gave the following illus.

creation. Matter is thus self propagating, thing unclean, and to expiate it, he must steps, and obtained a personal visit from

while the Deity remains an unconcerned

*

IGNon ANCE AND BIBLE DESTITUTION

IN VIRGINIA. At a recent missionary

- • -- I -> * - - - trations of the moral destitution and igno

go through a course of penance, or purify Siva, he becomes a Nyany, disdains all :

£ator. According to the vedantic sys. himself in some sacred water. Or, it£ preceding steps, and maintains the ex-" which are to be found in Virginia :

tem everything we see is a part o' God. mere liability to suffering or calamity, a listence of only one God. Several poets' “At a recent meeting of the Bible So

Gods, men and all sentient beings are por thing to be pitical rather than blamed. have written songs in which they speak of ciety for Virginia, it was reported that

tions of the universal soul, detached, but Holiness is conformity to the rules of the folly of idolatry, transmigration, and there are 16,000 families without the word

afterwards to be reunited. Hivite beings caste; therefore, though a man commit temple ceremonies. When missionaries of God. He knew of more than one coun

regard themselves as separate existences, "ny crimes, if he rightly adhere to the refer to them as maintaining their views, ty where there was no edifice to the wor
and not a part of the Deity, but this is the rules of his caste, he will be accounted a the people say when we arrive at that ship of God and no minister of any de

effect of illusion. This system teaches man of virtue. Or it is the performance state, we shall feel and talk as they do nomination whatever. Thé depth of their
that the universe emanated from Brahm, of austerities. Piety is a round of cere. A Nyany, they say, never dies. Though ignorance was amazing. A minister was

in the way of evolution and expansion, as monies. Prayer is repeating the unmean-burned, he is not dead. He is in Rylasum summoned to attend the couch of a dying

the web from the body of the spider; that ling muntrits or mystical incantations. The or some other sacred mountain. Corres-man, and on examining him as to his re

he is, at the same time, creator and created, soul of man is believed to be a part of the "ning to these four degrees are four hea-ligious faith, found that he had never even

a like the waves, foam, spray, and bubbles divine essence, and will ultimately be ab. vens. The first is the world of the gods. heard of Jesus Christ, but as an oath. Nor

of the sea, the same, yet different, or like sorbed in the Deity as a drop of water in If a man dies in the first step, he is per was this a solitary case. Two females

the unnumbered reflections of the sun in the ocean. mitted to be in that world; if in the second were called to testify in court on important

different pots of water.” According to this [u the view of the Ilindu, present en-step, near the gods; if in the third, in the business. On questioning them, previous

school, [Hinduism is Pantheism, the Dei, joyments and sufferings are the result of shape of the gods; if in the fourth step, to to swearing them, it was ascertained, to

ty literally permeating everything, and actions performed in previous births, and, i. absorbed into God, or to become God. the astonishment of both judge and jury,

everything being an object of worship. to expiate the guilt of this life, he must If a man does not go through all these de that they had never heard of either the

* Creation is but the collocation of the rude perform great austerities, or, after death, grees before he dies, he enters the succeed. Bible or of God!”

a materials, which emanated from Brahm, appear in another body, perhaps as a bruteing one in the next birth, and so on, in va
:* - *...*.*.*.*.*, *: :- - - - ... "

-

rious transmigrations, till he is absorbed ": A Rowish PRIEST. The Rev. W. A.and which Brahma, who was produced or vegetable, and so on through various

* from his navel, was appointed to arrange, transmigrations till the amount ofi:

Failing at first, he afterwards accomplish- is expiated. If defilement is contracted by:
edit by penance, and meditation on Brahm, the soul in any of its transmigrations, that

and produced nine inferior Brahmas, by is to be removed by other transmigrations: LANE SEMINARY. The case of Kemper learning and great attainments, has fled

whom the work of creation was continued. Moreover, in his view sin is entailed, rersus Beecher, involving the right of pro ir V. in na £ open! renounced the

The principal of these was Casy apa, who all his actions are decreed by fate, and his perty now held by the Lane Theological£ and: #: German C.

became the father of the gods, and had destiny is written in his head by Brahm at Seminary, has been so far decided in the '' Ile i.: an interesting
- - - - - | lithirteen wives, of whom One gave b rth to his birth. God does all dnd he nothing S upreme Court of Ohio th t ml S t! l }ll C.S.

the ods and the others to the demons - account of his life and a criticism fon

g * - *
- - - consequently he is not responsible for his Rev. Dr. Beecher, according to the terms. Monachism” and the Benedictine order.

1 : Besides this puranic or popular account "conduct. of the Kemper will, can prove that he is a

there is a mystic theory, according to As sin owes its origin to the connection: and minister of the Presbyterian -

which the light of the mysterious, five-let of the soul with matter, the great object to Church in the United States under the care, - -

tered muntra, called the heavenly £ncha : aimed at is liberation from matter of the General Assembly, a judgment of The London Non-Conformist estimates the

chara, produced pure ether; ether Brahm; Hence the most rigid austerities for "' must follow. This, as we under-inumber of Conformists, or Churchmen, at

and from these sprung the world, in the purpose of mortifying the bodily passions stand the case, the Doctor failed to do, but 1,045,000; and Non Conformists, or 1's:

| following order. From the sky came air; by men called Yogis or Sanyasis, who are another opportunity of doing it is afforded. Senters, of all denominations at 16,750.
from air fire; from fire water; from water regarded by the people with the deepest Presbyterian. 000. The Non-Conformists reckon forty

earth. These five are the bases of the five veneration as beings of extraordinary sanc- - eight members in the new Parliament as

senses in man and other living beings.jtity. - DR. Cn ALMERs's works. We see it'pledged against all future church endow

According to the Hindu shasters, there is. Heaven consists of various degrees "announced in the Edinburgh witness that". -

no such thing as creation, much less crea; happiness. The first is, simply taking "the first volume of Dr. Chalmers's posthu

tion out of nothing. Matter is eternal, and higher step in the next birth, and, to at'n. -- - :- |
* not only matter, but God and the soul that, a man must carefully perform the" " " " be published on theied us of a gratifying nature from this re

And yet they argue as if they believed duties of his caste, and the ceremonies of first of the present month, edited by the mote island. At the very Antipodes the

there were something before these which his religion. The next degree is sensual Bev. Dr. Hanna. The whole will occupy influence of the Evangelical Alliance is al.

produced them, going back step by step, enjoyment in one of the worlds of the eight or nine octavo volumes. These will ready felt; truly its sound is gone out into

as they do in attempting to show how the gods. To attain this, extra services to' . d all the world, and its benign agency is at

earth is supported. The earth rests on a gods, and works of superior merit are on include, ... . . . ... ... work in the ends of the earth. The Wel.

five-headed snake, the snake on a tortoise, joined. The duration of this carnal bliss, “1. Ho" Biblic" Quotidian".--Daily lington Independent, a journal published

the tortoise, on an elephant, and the ele. is short, for when the amount of merit Scripture Readings. Commenced by the twice a week at Port Nicholson, under date

which procured it is exhausted, the soul author in October, 1841, and continued till of February 24th, contains an account ofphant on—here their philosophy is * - - - - *

must descend to earth, and pass through the time of his decease. The books em- a public meeting, which was held in that

the Deity. | Riedl, a Roman Catholic priest, at Breslau,

who has filled some of the highest offices

in the Church, and was celebrated for his

THE EstABLISHMENT AND DissENT."r

"r,

*

New ZEALAND. intellige'e has reach

L. V.

" '

i " ..

st

dumb. So there is a First cause produced

by another first cause, and there are three

... first causes, all of which, however, had a

beginning. -

Such is Brahm the God of the vedas and

of all the commentaries on them, a Being

without property, without emotion, without

consciousness, a mere abstraction, an in

finite nothing. But since man's spiritual

nature demands for worship a Being pos.

"essed of a moral character, be it good or

bad, the incomprehensible and unadorable

Brahm produced, it is said, three living,

other forms. The third and highest kind braced are from Genesis to Jeremiah, in-place on the preceding Monday, for the

of bliss is absorption in the Deity. After clusive: *. Hora Biblicte Sabbatical-purpose of communicating information re

this there is no transmigration. If any Sabbath,'!editations on the Holy Scrip-liating to the rise, the principles, and the

should die without sufficient merit to entitle|tures. These begin with Genesis, and are aims of the Evangelical Alliance. The

them to either of those heavens, they must £ntinued down to the Second Book of meeting, it is said, was attended not only

be punished in hell, till their sins are so Kings. They embrace also the whole of numerously and respectably, but by Chris.
far expiated as to allow them to commence the New T'lament. 3. Theological In. |tians of all denominations. The chair was

another course of transmigration. Proper.'- The Divinity Lectures of Dr. occupied by the Rev. J. Watkin, Wesleyan

ly speaking there is no future state to a Chalmers, prepared for the press by him. Missionary; and addresses were delivered

Hindu. The transmigration of a soul into sell: 4. Lectures On Butler's Analogy; by the Rev. J. Inglis, the Rev. J. Ironside,

another body is not an existence in a fu-9. Discourses—Hitherto unpublished, and the Rev. R. Ward, and the Secretary,

ture state, nor absorption into the divine selected from the beginning to the end of whose name is not mentioned. Devotion.

intelligent Beings, who might be worship-lessence. his ministry.” |al exercises were conducted by the Chair.

"d-Brahma, Vishna and Svia. Besides. There is another view among the ol. - man and the Rev. J. Duncan. Nor, as

* these, “gods many and lords many” were lowers of Siva. According to that there Mission ARY MEETING. On Monday appears from the following remarks made

created, superior and inferior celestial, ter. are four steps. The first is called Sade: evening last, a meeting was held in the in the course of his speech by the Rev. J.

. restrial and infernal, male and female, thay. In this they build temples and Rev. Mr. M'Leod's church, New York, Inglis, was this the first meeting of the

s £ and genii, to the number of#30's, give alms, visit sacred places, wear and an. address was delivered by the Rev. kind held in New Zealand.

... . ,000. All of these are described even 'sacred ashes, bathe in sacred waters, at J. R. Campbell, who has been laboring for “The friends of Christian union in this

in the Shasters, as committing the vilest tend on the service of the temple, and hear the last ten years at Saharunpur, in North place (he observed) have sympathized

crimes, cherishing the foulest passion, and prayers and the Puranas read. The se ern India, under the direction of the Pres, deeply with this movement, and have

"gaged in constant quarrel and war among cond step is Redeyey. In this they are byterian Board of Foreign Missions. Mr. watched its progress with interest. A

themselves. Devils also are worshipped, exempted from attendance at temples; they Campbell drew a comparison between the public meeting was held in this chapel in

male and female. Also the sun, moon, keep idols in their houses, and perform for condition of the stations on the Ganges as August last. The six ministers present

stars, water, air, fire, beasts, birds, rep- themselves the ceremonies, which, in the he went up the river on his first arrival in have given in their adherence to the basis

tiles. In short, there is scarcely an object preceding state, the priests performed for the country, and their apppearance upon of the Alliance. Our information of the

in nature, animate or inanimate, to which them in the temples. The third is Togun his recent return. The stations had been proceedings in London, in August, is still

, ,

worship is not offered, since every thing is or penance. Those who aim at this de-increased, the schools were in a more pros. very imperfect, but we have called you to

regarded ** an emanation from Deity£, retire from society, live in the woods, perous condition, and the churches were gether to communicate what is known, to

£refore, divine. The common system of eat leaves, roots, fruits, and a nectar which enlarged. The people are evidently in a enlist your sympathies, and engage vour

idolatry is too well known to need descrip-they obtain from their own heads, and transition state, and there is great cause prayers on behalf of this Alliance that it

tion, which makes them immortal. They are for encouragement.-Presbyterian. may be instrumental, by Ged's bic:
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in preventing all unseemly contentions
!

change of office is desired, let the£| o become wo --~~600,000,000 are heathe Pag rthy
* n or ragans t hy members of the child

among Christians, and i - -s * in bringing about 140,000,000 - - *such a state of the Churches, as that th * * ** * * Mohammedans where the paper has been received be of Christ on earth, and * ,

shall exhibi - * t they | 10,000,000 Jews -: * - - - - , and to be submis,shall exhibit the delightful spectacle of 250,000,000 Christia's 'g'." " well as the one to which it is to the government established 6. |We

- - - l - -

":£ in unity.” Equivalent to the ratio of one Jew, four." be sent. the church; but let us not seek # indin

co' of the spirit of love and Christian teen Mohammedans, twenty-five Chris's A little care and attention to this will neous plans of carryin * or extra.

meeting: to have prevailed in the and sixty Pagans to every hundred 'save us much trouble, and will guaranty of Jehovah. g out the purps,

“s. a promise was made by the viduals of the human family when a * - * - -

Chairman that wh h - - - mily ppor- the correct keeping of our books. And what, we ask. ; l,

vangelical Alli en the plans of the E-tioned according to religious sentiment. c • we ask, is the tendemy. "
an th ical Alliance should be more known, Of the two hundred and fifty millions of - the times? Has not this restless #. s

: er meeting should be convened for Christians, so called, there are embraced sition of man, induced popular on.ine' of reporting them. After sing by the community of the BETHESDA CoNGREGATION. There ap-to vote religion a farce, the ch pinion,

' the'' commencing 'All hail the l'oman Church 1s0,000,000 pe" to be some misunderstanding in re-lity, and i. ovem. t #" mill.

£" eSUls name,” the Rev. J. Inglis Greek . “ 5,000,000 ference to the action of the First Synod, quate to the . li nt of God inade.

££ prayer, and pro-Protestant denominations, 65,000,000 at its late meeting in Mansfield, on''' ishment of the end

€0.10110n. - * e do not ac

- m: '.:: a hundred request of the Bethesda congregation, to £r of religion of£ : pr.

- #11 y- on of those wearing * - - - - uch sent. || –

A AFRICAN Mission. The Synod of the the Christian name, who neither enjoy'' transferred from the Blairsville to the ments as these, but does : the pr:: Reformed Church in the South, access to the Scriptures themselves, nor Monongahela Presbytery. The recollec |tice of the age virtually speak prac.

at their late meeting, had several slaves tolerate it in others, leaving only about tion of the Clerk is as follows: hurch in ti • peak to " |
offered to them to be ed d. f. .: - - - - * g only - church in the following language: "Yo *

ose of sendi educated, for the pur-sixty-five millions, or one third of nominal The Committee of overtures, to which have been trying for the # : " |
pose of sending them out to Africa as mis-Christians favorable to the circulation of the case was referred, re orted favora- ying or the last eighteen ||

sionaries. By a unanimous vote they ac- the Scriptures ! - • bly to th if l p Presbyteri hundred years to restrain evildoers, and ||
'' the charge, and appointed a Board. Of the Protestant denominations called y to the request, it the "re- yteries you have failed; now let us have the 'A

O | issions to take the matter in hand, to Christians, merely because they happen 'named deem it for the edification of the reins of government, and we will soon f

: ect suitable individuals, to superintend live in Christendom and protest against £church. This report, however, had no sever the chains that now rule mi 'their education, and send them out when abomination of Popery, only about forty resolution appended; and when it was guiltless sons of Africa; 'm p'

£ Five hundred dollars were millions are really even professors of taken up for action, the motion recorded gu as of Africa, we will soon | y,

'' al their disposal to commence with. Christianity of any kind. Compare all in the published mimic, was regularl snatch the flowing goblet from the #: .

IS 1S beginning in the right way, and this with the terms of salvation announced ] p d d * gularly of the trembling drunkard, and we will ||

we should be gratified to find other South- in the Bible, and whose heart is not sad. moved and seconded by members of Sy-do more than the Scriptures assure is ".
ern churches following the example. - Boston Alliance & Visiter nod and adopted. And, as usual, mere will ever be done.” This, we sy, , rt.

Presb. H * | . . . . . * " ":" say, is I or

- Herald. '::£:. practically the language of voluntary is "

- - - - • Ven", tha. - - - #The Jews. No feature in the Christian TT RI E' P R F A G H E R , the sense of the C : d f h sociations and of those who dependum |''

world is more extraordinary than the dis. Ju'l VJ J%: ..". M. tu n e Committee and of the such instrumentality for moral refim 2.

position which is beginning to appear, after- Synod, would have been more fully giy-rather than upon the means appointed '

eighteen centuries of oppression and hatred, WEDNESDAY, NoveMBER 24, 1847. " by a motion and minute of this kind: God's word. We know that many sh #
££ the£ of free That the prayer of the Bethesda congrega-cere and conscientious Christians, saw. # ty

1zenS. is has not only been done in - tion, to be transferred from the Presbyter! - * * *our own country, in Great Britain and With this number we bid our readers of Hair".#:£ tery of# y tion these and believe that they are au. *:

France, but in Norway, orders have been adieu, for a few months. Before this gahela, b d, i. % yo uomon. iliaries to the church. So far as they :

issued from the throne, to place them on reaches them we hope to be on our way gahela, be grante , if the Presbyteries are auxiliaries to the church, we hal #*

the same footing of equality with their kin- r - named deem it for the edification of the them with joy. But is not the tendemy '- y for the West Indies. Joy * -

dred in France. Letters from Tunis also | W. church. of them to take the place of the churt, *anno that M e leave the Preacher under the su- - - - p it

Punce that M. Albert Cohen, who late. ervisi f Dr. P • The minute in question was taken dur- and to throw it into the background:
ly visited Algeria, for the purpose of de- pervision of Dr. Pressly. This arrange- ing the last session of Synod, when the together? Who that h and Ti,

vising means of improving the condition of" precludes the necessity of making unfinished business was put th h i gether'. at has a mem. * |

the Israelites, had arrived in Tunis, and any statement of the manner in which the haste; and put throug in will permit the last thing years to ps *

had an interview with the Bey. The facil-paper will be conducted, or of giving some aste; and as the minutes of that in array before his mind, cannot he'll :

ity with which M. Cohen speaks Arabic, any other assurance that its column i session were not read and have not yet these attempts at moral reform * w

enabled him to converse a long time with b * - - - • • * Will been approved by Synod, the clerk|like bubbles on the water, and tithin t'.

the Bey relative to his missi e filled with interesting and instructive • * f *

y e to his mission. The Bey would respectfully submit the above as i ide f - T#"

replied, “With the assistance of God, I matter. an amendment to the published mi its turn, ride for a time on the to we w

- * * * nt to * * * -promise you to do every thing in my power The books and business of the office ofthe case e published minutes of popular applause, and again #" .

for the Israelites of my kingdom. It is my are left in charge of William Allinder, • rise no more ? True, when men seeth" leg

::' : may : placed on printer. He is fully authorized to receive their plans have proved failure, the i.

ame footing as their co-religionists of • - then turn to the right path of depenii; |
France. In the meantime I give wou full and receipt all payments which may be | THE TENDENCY of the TIMEs. Eve-upon the me ght pa ted: tiri

power to act as you think proper.” The made in the office, also, all remittances|ry age seems to have something peculiar ' d. B : appointe : ions :

Israelites form about one-twentieth part of by mail; and to attend to any other bu-to itself. The present one is marked by f ord. h ut these temporary : **

:' Tunis, and their condi-siness affecting the financial concerns of a restless desire after something hitherto rom : right way are fing" Wit . :

j *I m

ion is wretched in the extreme. the paper. And we make the request, not attained. We have no objections to ger. '' : test the£: . '#'s

- - - • | . i. " - - - - See that they are O : li II,

MoRAL AsrECT OF THE WoRLD. Ac- that our subscribers will be as prompt in this while it is confined to the arts and are, give th y id i: the : :

cording to the most recent and reliable au. their payments as possible, that the busi-sciences, on the contrary we rejoice at it, * g. ' our al(1, all . *

thorities, the population of the earth now!" of the office may be conducted with- and long to see the day, when our rivers ': aside from them however plan *

numbers about one billion, of which out embarrassment. Letters may be di-will be bridged, and our mountains tun- site they may seem * • :
Asia contains 385,000,000 d - * We know that these sentiments will" .

Europe as:000,000 rected as heretofore, to D. R. Kerr. neled, that these may be no barrier in the find a response in all hearts But we *
- o,UUU, Our readers will b - * - - - - *Sponse in -

Africa 110,000,000 domin f ear with us in aban-way of the steam-horse, bringing in the have said nothing but what we cons"

America 50,000,000 ung our post for a short time. We rich products of the fertile prairies, to tiously believe, and we commit them to M

Oceanica 20,000,000 '" with the hope of being able to serve the different commercial marts of the the judgment of eaders S :
- - - - - M.'" "f

T them with more vigor in future. In the Union. We hope, also, soon to see our Judg of Our l' :

". - 1,000,000,000 - mean time. we may have the pleasure of highways lined with wiry nerves of :

'.: (or one' millions)|communicating with them occasionally. thought, so that the commercial throbs our Foreign MISSION. ~ st

of human beings now supposed to be in ex- And if it pleas - - - - - - - - -

istence, it is estimated: very probable': to : the Lord. 1n his:£ may be simultaneous, The latest information received from '"

ta, that ab * rosper us in our journey, and the Atlantic's roar be echoed backou issi - t is dated #.
data, s out - to preserve us from evil, and bl '', the Rocky M * - ack our missionaries at Damascus, '

30,000,000 die every year ith th - , and ess us y - - cky Mountains. But while we|1st September last. At that date, the :

90,000 day with the good which we seek, it shall be rejoice in all this, we must enter our pro-members of the mission family were in

": hour ' aim to attest a sense of our increased test to the application of steam or electri- the enjoyment of good health, and were ||

1. : o ligations, by greater faithfulness and city to religion. The good old paths are under no apprehension in relation to the -:

S diligence in the discharge of our duties the best; and man must not, in hi - l idemic. The
How startling is the reflection th - | ot, in his vanity, cholera, or any other epidemic. M,

low starting is the reflection that every lin future, |suppose that h - *
* click” of the clock is but the death-knell vance di 6 can make the same ad-letter states that, “There is no cholera, *

t a departing spirit ushered by the cease. £ and improvements in religion. so far as we hear, in these parts of the t

ess oscillation of the pendahum i - • e arts, sciences a - - * - - - *
rese f [Him “ pende m into the We hope our kind friends who send ment ". * nd civil govern-world.” The children in the school "

presence of Him “who is of purer eyes | - • - nd ment are in man's hands, to improve as der their king encouragin' -than to behold evil, and cannot look upon " remittances, will be a little more par-much as he can, but reli '. p aS care are me ing s

iniquity" |ticular in their writing, and always£ church s religion, the church progress in learning. The medical de

- - | lm'cn * - •. - - *

Of the thousand million human beings the post-office, county and state, as well and Cannot£ are from God, partment still continues to be popular *

supposed now to inherit the earth, as the name of the individual. When£d striv' by man. We and bring the missionaries into intimalê |

| - 1. - ve, throug the grace of God, intercourse with many of the inhabitants *
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of the country of all classes. “On the

8th of August,” Mr. Barnett says, “I

made my first attempt at preaching in

Arabic.”

JoHN T. PREssLY,

Chairman of the Board of Agency.

-
--

S U M M A R Y a

–-

Diplomatic Relations with Rome. The Phila:

delphia Inquirer announces it learns from god
authority, that our government has determined

to open diplomatic relations with the Papal See.

and that Colonel J. S Du Solle, of that city, is

likely to be the gentleman selected as Charge

D'Affaires to Rome.

The New Republic of Liberia. The Washing

ton Union publishes some recent advices from the

west coast of Africa, showing the progress of the

New Republic of Liberia. A constitution has

been adopted, which concludes with the follow

ing appeal: -

“Therefore, in the name of humanity, and vir

tue, and religion—in the name of the Great God,

our Common Creator, and our common Judge,

we appeal to the nations of Christendom, and

earnestly and respectfully ask of them that they

will regard us with the sympathy and friendiy

consideration to which the peculiarities of our

condition entitle us, and to extend to us that co

mity which marks the friendly intercourse of civ.

ilized and independent communities.”

The declaration of rights is copied from the

state constitutions of the United States. It de

clares all power to be inherent in the people, all

free governments instituted by their authority

and for their benefit; that all men have a right

to worship God according to the dictates of their

own consciences, and guaranties the liberty of

the press. The young republic commences well,

and we hope it will receive the support it deserves

from the citizens of Liberia.

The New Mormon Location. The Mormons

have located their grand gathering-place about

half-way between the Utah and Salt Lakes, in

California, on a stream which connects the two

waters. The distance between the two lakes is

about sixty miles—a fertile valley extending the

whole distance of several miles in breadth.

There they have laid out a city and commenced

making improvements. They are in the midst

of the Blackfeet, Utah and Crow tribes of Indians,

who are said to be peaceable and favor this set.

tlement.

|

“Fifty Four Forty.” In passing the store o'

onr neighbors, R. C. Wetmore & Co., we saw

thern sending off packages of their crockery,

marked “Oregon," with as little concern as they

would send them to Detroit. On inquiry, we

learned that merchants from that “city” make

their regular trips to the Atlantic seaboard for

their supplies. They cross the country on mules,

and send their purchases home by Cape Horn.

Oregon City now contains some 10,000 in.

habitants. We learn that goods are sold in large

quantities, and at good profit by our “occidental”

brethren. They have already opened a trade

with the Sandwich Islands, China and Polynesia,

besides a growing traffic with whaling ships.

Cin. Jour of Com.

The Supreme Court gave its decision at Pitts.

burgh, Pa., on the question of the late License

Law, and pronounced it unconstitutional, on the

#"und that the Legislature could not delegate
its powers of Legislation to the vote of the

"ple. Judge Coulter and Burnside dissented
from this decision.

"ention in Kentucky. The vote in favor

of Convention to modify the constitution of this

*against slavery, was decisive. The Exami.

" *** “The counties having few slaves,”

: "' along the border, liable to emancipa.
influences,” gav * - - -

Whig orb: e large majorities, whether

The Cholera. This terrible plague appears to

**teadily on its march westward. The London

Sun has the following:

“The great scourge of the Cholera is at this

' advancing towards us with silent but in.
omitable rapidity, if we may belicve the intelli.

£*dalmost daily from the frontiers of

* Russian Empire. Its cours. is described as

': northwesterly, and it is said to have al

£ into the interior of Europe.

the world'' the agonies which desolated

order, it is said, emanates from the Navy Depart.

| "ent; but what object is intend d, other than

scientific research, is not said. As soon as the

ship -bull have arrived off the coast of Syria, the

|Party will land there, and Lieut. Pennock will

succeed to the courmand of the Supply.

Miagara Falls Suspension Bridge. The Sus.

pensio: Bridge Companies have been several days

in "ession, at the Falls. They have decided on

the construction of the Bridge for the passage of

railroad trains. The strength of the supporting

Cables is to be not less than 6500 tons. The cost

is not to exceed $190,000; and the work to be

completed by the 1st of May, 1849.

Charles F.llet, Jr., Esq., of Philadelphia, has

been appointed the Engineer. The Bridge will
be within sight both of the cataract and "whirl.

pool, and spin the gorge by an arch of 800 feet

Tsuspended 230 feet above the surface of the

Niagara river.

New Route to the Pacific. A writer in the

Washington Union says, a railroad 600 miles

long, from Presidio de Rio Gande to Guayamas

in the Gulf of California, would secure a continu.

ous steam communication from the Atlantic to

the Pacific. He thinks it much preferable to the

route by the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, or that of

Darien: The expense would be slight compared

with Mr. Whitney's project of a railroad across
the Continent.

NOTICE.

There are several volumes which have

been removed from the Library of the

Theological Seminary, without the

knowledge of the Librarian. Among

these, there are two copies of Dick's

Theology, Boston's Body of Divinity,

Jamison's Lectures, besides many others.

Those who have them in their posses

sion are earnestly desired to return them

immediately. John T. PREssLY.

SCALE OF SUPPLIES

Made by the Presbytery of Steubenville.

Wellsville.

2d Sabbath November, Geo. Buchanan.

4th ** 44 Jackson.

2d December, Campbell.

2d January, Lorimer, to dis

pense the Supper, W. H. Jamison, alter

nate.

4th Sabbath January, S. Jamison.

st

1st “ February, Jackson,

3d “ 4 & Campbell.

1st “ March, S. Jamison.

3d “ “ Jackson.

1st “ April, Campbell.

Carrollton.

2d Sabbath December, Wilson.

2d “ February, W. H. Jamison.

Lorimer, to moderate a call when con

venient to the congregation.

1st Sabbath April, Jackson.

Fish Creek.

J. S. Buchanan, time optional.

1st Sabbath April, S. Jamieson.

Washington.

1st Sabbath December, T. L. Speer.

4th ** “ Taggart.

4th “ January, Campbell.

3d “ February, Jackson.

Young, time optional.

4th Sabbath March, Campbell.

Limestone.

2d Sabbath December Wallace.

2d “ January, Taggart.

2d March, J. S. Buchanan.

Conotton.

4th Sabbath December, W. H. Jamison.

1st “ March, Wilson.

2d 44 44 Lorimer.

4th “ “ Jackson.

Mount Vernon.

4th Sabbath November, Campbell.

N. B. Presbytery adjourned to meet

at West Middletown, on the second Tues.

day of April, at 10 o'clock, A. M.

Done at Steubenville, Nov. 2d, 1847.

SAMTEL TAGGART, Mod.

W. H. JAM1soN, Clerk.

s CAL E of APP of NT MENTs,

Made by the Committee of the Presby.

tery of Mansfield.

Troy.

Miller, 2d Sabbath December.

Cochran, 4th “ *4

4t 2d “ January,

64 4th 44 t

46 1st “ February.
44 3d so 64

44 1st “ March.

44 3d 44 4t

64 1st “ April.

44 3d 44 64

Mount Gilead.

Cochran, 5th Sabbath January.

Sulphur Spring.

Miller, 1st Sabbath December.

Cochran, 1st “ January.

44 2d “ February.

st 2d “ March.

* 2d “ April.

Chesterville.

Miller, 3d Sabbath December.

Cochran, 3d “ January.

“ 4th “ February.

44 4th “ March.

4 & 4th “ April.

Monroe.

Miller, 4th Sabbath January.

“ 2d “ February.

44 4th 4 & **

“ 1st “ April.

44 4th 44 44

Pine Run.

Miller, 3d Sabbath January.

“ 3d “ February.

“ 4th , “ March.

Alexandria.

| Cochran, 2d Sabbath December.

Miller, 4th “ 64

44 5th “ January.

44 1st “ March.

44 2d “ April.

Millersburg.

Miller, 1st Sabbath January.

“ 1st “ February.

| “ 2d “ March.

“ 3d “ April.

Mount Holly.

Cochran, 1st Sabbath December.

Miller, 2d “ January.

** 3d “ March.

Madison.

Cochran, 3d Sabbath December.

Joseph ANDREws,
JARED N. S.LoNECKER, ! Com.

November 3d, 1847.

*

M A R R L E D ,

w: *pedition to the Dead Sea. We are

* '' * *y of naval officers, under Lieut.

#:£ Will sail from New York in a

to the #. in the United States store-ship Supply,

editerranean, for the purpose of making

Ohio.

At New Castle, October 14th, by Rev. Robert

Audley Browne, Miss MARTHA. M., daughter

of Mr. JACOB DENTLER, to Mr. WILLIAM

F. NEALE, all of Mercer county, Pa.

On the 4th instant, by Rev. A. G. Shafer, Mr.

GEORGE LINDSEY of Allegheny City, to

Miss ELIZABETH HAMILTON, daughter

of James Hamilton, late of West Deer Township,

Allegheny county, Pa.

On the 11th instant, by Rev. W. H. Jamieson,

Miss ANN M. SCOTT to WILLIAM M'MI

CHAEL, both of Columbiana county, Ohio.

On the same day, by the same, Miss SUSAN.

NAH OBENEY to ELI WISMAN, both of

* exploration and survey of the Dead Sea. The

3d “ December, S. Jamieson.

2d “ January, Jackson.

1st “ February, Galloway.

1st “ March, Speer.

3d “ “ S. Jamison. Columbiana county, Ohio.

| On the 30th September, 1847, by Rev. R. G.
|Thompson, Mr. THOMAS COUTS to Miss

|MATILDA M'MANUS, all of Crawford county,

On the 11th instant, by Rev. S. C. Jennings,

Mr. JESSE PIERSON to Miss MARY JANE,

daughter of Mr. James Frew, all of Allegheny

county, Pa.

On the 18th inst, by the Rev. W. H. Jamie

|son, Mr. Robe:RT PHILPot, to Miss SUSAN.

|NAH WEST, of Fox Township, Carroll county,

Ohio.

On the 11th, by Rev. J. F. M'Laren, Mr. JAS,

HUDSON, to Miss MARY ANN HUMPHRIES,

all of this city.

|

o B 1 'T' U A R Y .

|.. Died, on the 6th instant, at his residence in

| Marshall county, Va., in the 76th year of his

age, THOMAS BUCHANAN, Esq. He had a

stroke of the palsy in the month of May, and re

mained in a lingering situation, afflicted conside

rably with pain until his death.

The deceased has been a ruling elder in the

Associate Reformed congregation of Middle

Wheeling, Ohio county, for many years. He

was an active and excellent member of the coil

gregation. His intelligence, piety, firmness,

zeal and prudence have gained him a good name

|among his acquaintances and fellow members of

|both session and congregation. At a congrega"

tional meeting appointed some time since, twe

following resolutions were passed unanimously:

Resolved, That we have heard with grief of

the death of an aged and excellent friend, Es.

quire Buchanan, and that we bow with submis,

sion to the righteous will of Him, who doeth all

'things well. -

Resolved, That we sympathize with the afflict

led family and aged widow, and that we cordially

|and prayerfully recommend her to the care and

protection of the Lord, who is a husband to the

| widow. -

| Resolved, That while this congregation has

sustained a severe loss in the death of Esquire

B, yet we must not be discouraged as those who

have no hope.

l

Died, in Ohio township, Allegheny county,

|Pa., on the 21st of October, HUGH CRAW

FORD, Senior, in the 85th year of his age.

| Mr. Crawford was a native of Ireland, but had

spent more than half a century in this country,

and resided for about thirty years on the farm where

he was living at the time of his decease. He pos

sessed an excellent constitution, and was in the

enjoyment of as good health, up to the time of his

death, as he had been for two or three years pre

vious. Having been spared to see nost of his

| children settled around him, and all of them in

|prosperous circumstances, and what is better,

walking in the fear of the Lord, he thus came

to the grave in a full age, like as a shock of corn
com" in its season. B.

|

-

| Died, on the 24th of October, in the 9th year

of his age, SAMUEL, son of Hugh Duff, Esq.,

of Ohio township. During the greater part of his

short life, this interesting child was the subjeet

of weakness and suffering. And in view of this

dispensation, the bereaved parents may with pro

priety adopt the' of the psalinist, “I

will sing of mercy and of judgment.” B.

|

|

In the same neighborhood, on the 1st instant,

| after a painful and lingering illness, which she

bore with Christian patience, EVE DELILAH

GUNSAULIS, oldest daughter of william Gun

|saulis. “Blessed are the dead that die in the

| Lord, for they rest from their labors and their

works do follow them.”

|

| Dr If there be any errors or oversights in the

acknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

| us of them that they may be corrected.
|

| PAYMENTS FOR suBSCRIPTION TO THE

PREACHER-(Not otherwise receipted

for.)

On the Fourth Volume.

Alexander Shaw John Armstrong

|James Fitzgerald Thomas Clark

| On the Fifth Volume.

|SW Finley Thomas Patterson

|Joseph Carrol = Alexander Beggs

| Robert Bell William L. M'Burney

James Oliver

James Crawford

Sarah Wasson

Alexander Shaw

John M'Ilvaine

John Neil

John Robinson, senior

John Armstron

Abel J Welsh

SV Erskine

David Sights

Rev AO Rockwell

Adam Read

| William Douglass

| W L Smith

William Thompson

Moses M'Laughlin

John Linn

Thom. Creswell

| P Carnahan

| Ephraim Love

Smith Hamill

William Gier

|Samuel Patterson

James Fitzgerald

Adam Work

Robert Johnston, sr.

On the Sixth Volume.

Joseph Steel
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columns are generally hexagonal, though nocent:ferers from his cruelty or per- B O OK S

a few have three or four, and a number fidy. The propriety of that punishment - ST (

S. L. E. E. P.

“He giveth his beloved sleep,”

That most mysterious thing,

That to the worn and weary heart

Forgetfulness can bring;

That cometh to the mourning one

By many griefs oppressed,

And speaketh in its dreamy voice,

Of heaven, and hope, and rest,

It visiteth the desolate

Who hath no friend beside;

And bringeth peace to saddened souls—

Whose “hope deferred,” had died.

It layeth its caressing hand

Upon the brow of care,

And calleth back to faded lips

The smile they used to wear.

===,five or seven sides. They are fitted close-in the given case would certainly appear

D R }.S.

Theological*

W E would invite he art, "ion of , 1,1,1,

- * - - and others, to our large **, its of it

versal practice of nations. It is the only ological and Sabbath school I. ju **

which was laid some years ago in New certain guaranty which society can have comprising " "rly," the late vali.. W.

ly to each other, and as regularly as the to be distinctly sanctioned by that Book

cells ofa honeycomb. I know of nothing to which its opponents professedly ap

which gives so good an idea of them as peal; by reason. and by the all but uni

the blocks in the wooden pavement * "alwd

| York. for the security of its members. in the heulogical Department, and . .
Irom the Press of Robert Curtr, who [... us!

. These pillars are divided into regular posing, indeed, these arguments "ly £d several works of a high order,

joints like the vertebrae of the back, eve-plausibly answered, it seems to us of lit-ling illdane on Rumons, wine'. f*Inheritu

|ry horizontal surface being either concave tie consequence whether capital punish- as being the best Commentary on na E.
or convex, and fitting into that above or ment for this crime be abolished or not; ever£ f:A S & SEI: Milw

below it, like a ball into its socket. for if murders were to become more fre- w?' ''' (IF

The Causeway, as you look down quent it would assuredly be instantly re-stoic, "...r. *), ulı (litutit

upon it from above, has the appearance enacted. It is quite certain that even the ... We 'v'." fulf supply of SAPRAIR.

of a gigantic pier begun and carried most fanatical benevolence would prefer S foot "'', pulls'"
many hundred feet into the sea and then the death of the murderer to that of the...'''£": ul

abandoned, the blocks of stone hewn for unoffending members of society. Life '0'"F's'

the structure still lying scattered over the is very precious, even to the most tender-superintendents of Sabbath show, wi.

unfinished work. This doubtless gave hearted sentimentalist; and though he notice the great reduction in prices " ", a

rise to the Irish belief that it was a cause may think that some increase of less """

Sup

The Union Questions, from Volume 1 to l?
w: begun by giants to connect Ireland heinous offences might be compensated

And lovely is the angel's light With Scotland, from which they were by the abolition of capital punishment,

Of a little child's repose, driven off by their ancient heroes. it is hard to suppose that he would de

* The holiest and sweetest rest | The structure of these columns is liberately prefer the death of many inno

Our human nature knows, shown not merely from this level table cent to that of a few guilty.” -

rock, but from the adjoining cliffs, which

curve into several small amphitheatres,
t S1) It * D La or t r -

and display the pillars standing offen at * VERY TRUE. The evils of poverty are

great height. There are two very differ- - - - -

- * - more than half relieved, when you have
ent theories as to the formation of these

- removed from the poor the craving to becolumns, called the Plutonian and Nep- p " ' "": |

tunian, the one ascribing their origin to

rich, and made them contented with their

fire, the other to water. They are, as is
state of life. Philanthropy never did,

well known, of basalt, a hard, black rock,
nor never will, loosen the bonds of the

- - - - captive. Let philanthr let huma
which receives s polish like marble. It ! philanthropy go, iet h

has been supposed volcanic, and in sup
nity go, but let the heart be touched by

- - - divine chari aC "a ( : im
port of this is alleged the quantity of ba- arity, let each love God and H

salt in the vicinity of volcanoes, as of M't
only, live for God, and desire nothing but

Etna in Sicily, and Mount Hecla in Ice

Such rest as annot close the eyes

Grown old with many tears,

That never soothe the pilgrim's path

Of life's dejected years.

“He giveth his beloved sleep,”

All thanks for such a boon,

And thanks, too, for the deeper sleep

That shall be with us soon,

From which our long o'er laden hearts

Shall wake to pine no more,

And find fulfilled the fairest thoughts

They only dreamed before ! God on heaven or on earth, and the pris

f - on doors will fly open, the bowed down
land. It has also been said that “ lavas il ' - yop le powed |

- - will be raised up, the whole race will be

running into the sea have a tendency to £ the |crystallize.” ... •* ~ * *

tled between the disciples of Neptune ... -

* - with one iov.rue clas's causeway. and Vulcan. | Joy

I do not wonder that the ancient. The formation of these columns is of

Irish believed the rocks on this coast great extent. I observed the same£ i

were piled '. by giants. A high chain mation twenty miles from the Causeway. Were we as eloquent as angels, yet

of cliffs stretches along the North of Ire-It is supposed to be continued under the we should please some men, some wo

land, holding up their rugged breasts to sea, and that it is a part of the same great men,and some children, more by liter
the shock of the waves. The western bed of rock which re-appears in Fingal's ing than by talking-Colton. |

winds sweep over the Atlantic, and roll Cave in Stafla. , - -

- r - r" r" in o- -

a tremendous wave along the coast...No. When we had finished our examina- ALLIGHENY FEMALE INSTITUTE. |
trees can grow near the shore. This tion of the Causeway, it was nearly sun-i Füx HIs Establishment for the education of:

gives it a most bleak and desolate ap-set, and we climbed up again to the sum- Young Ladies, will be opened (D. v.) on

pearance. imit of the cliff. (' d Robi

I arrived here yesterday afternoon, sun fell aslant the sea and in the face of'''''''
- ;" - Bridge, under the superintend nee of Mrs Ingles,

and went directly to the Causeway. The the rocks, and then sank away into a dark 'rmerly Principal of the Manchester Institute.

land ascends towards the sea. I had a cloud. I stood on the summit and look- Mrs. Ingles takes this opportunityo:

walk of two miles with my guide. We ed off into the Northern Ocean. To the all those friends, who have hitherio patronized
- - - - | • * • - - - - - t

kept rising the whole distance till we right in full view lay the Highlandsof' they : be: to con

stood on the verge of the cliffand saw the Scotland, and away to the North West'#'£ ertaking,

Northern Ocean stretching out before it was but six hundred miles-a short care, shall fail to receive 'ta'tention in
uS. sail—to Iceland.

The guide first led me to a cave under some degree, appreciate the feelings of
- - * C lv] - f hi l 'gaged as Assistants.

the rocks, which is three hundred feet Carlyle, or of his hero, as he stood on a ". -

- - - * - - - - Circula's can be obtained at Parke & Han.

long, and into which the sea rushes with June midnight, hearing nothing but the men's, on wood stro. Pittsburgh; or, ot the In

a noise like thunder. There is another." gurgle of that slow-leaving Poland O-stitute, o' ('dar street, Allegheny. A

cavern which can only be reached in a cean," and “with all Europe and Africa; Oct 13, 1847-4t -

R J S G & L (l, A N Ys

None but well experienced Teachers are en

at t' cents.

The Union Consecutive Questions,

at 6 cents,

The Union Hymn-Book, * 10 ”

Child's Seripture Question Book, 10 ”

Those wishing to replenish then Libraries will

find a full assortment on hands at the Philatt.

| in pries. Orders from schools in the town.

try promptly attended to, and great care the
the selections.

ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

Successors to R. Carter, Market Stree, "..]

tween 34 and #| |

April, 1847.

T H E G R E A T S UPPER.

N order to meet the state of the times *

| proacling, we will sell our present."

of the GREAT SUPPER, at the follow";

prices

Per dozen, $200.

Per single copy, 20 cents. .

And by the hundred or more copit'."

• ir hearts will be one heart, beat der, 20 cent, per copy; and when"'
But this I leave to be" with one love and one hope, and bound£ a credit of three months al" :

responsible men, or 5 per cent. discount of tis

with the order.

ALso IN STORE,

Scott's Commentary, in 3, 4 and 5."

Dwight's Theology, 4 volumes.

Dick's Theology, in 1 and 2 volum"
Edward's Theological Works, "" in 1

volumes.

Edwards on Redemption, and Edw."
T" (ligious Affections, in separate volumes.

Encyclopaedia of Religious Know"

£ Romanism, illustrated will pla!",

D'Aubign's e Reformation, comple". " l?,

The rays of the setting|Monday. Morember 1st, 1847, at the corner of Ce. |and 4 volumes.

D'Aubigne's Reformation, 4th volu"

Barnes on Isaiah, 3 volumes oc"

Barnes on Job, 3 volumes 12no.

Robinson's Bible Dictionary.

Robinson's Scripture Characters.” vols.*

Rohinson's Biblical Researches in Palestint,

that no Pupil confided to her &c., with maps, &c., in 3 volumes.

Professor Stuart's Commentary on the A'.

I felt that I could, in every branch of her education. a'. 2 volumes octavo.

Frofessor Stuart's Critical History and lt.

ifence of the Old Testament Canon.

Together wirit. . f the

full assortment of the Publication ""

Publications of the Presbyterian B"."

s, selected at "
- • 1...l.....1 1.: * --- ---– | *** -, - ' k

boat, which extends to a great distance behind him fast asleep, and before him – , , , , - great 'iety'' :-all of with

under the earth. It is said that persons the silent immensity.” H | L L A N D B R O W NE, '': :££

living a mile from the shore have been . In these reveries the suulight faded (S"ccessors to Holdship & Browne,) Rags, by LUKE LOOM IS, Agent,

MPORTERS and MANUFACTURERS of

''' '''INGS, and dealers in wri.

broken of their slumbers during the win- from the West, and the moon was shin:

ter nights by the roaring of the sea in ing brightly overhead when I walked Pri:it: | Wranui

this cavern. back down the hills.—H. M. F.—Cor. "#" ":W£r,
We now ascended again to the top of respondence of the N. Y. Observer. - Mo. S7 Wool Street,

• " Between Fourth Street and Diamond Alley. Pitts
the cliff, and wound down by another Iburgh, Pa y.

*: . t .*** •

path to the Causeway. • - | | | Rags and Tanners’ s -

This consists of three distinct moles or change at market price. s' Scraps taken in ex

piers running out from the base of the CAPITAL PUNIs HMENT. In the July January 0, 1847.

cliff, and depressed towards the sea' of the Edinburgh Review there - --- -

they disappear in the waves. The long-lis an ably written article on the question,

Near the endly three hundred yards. nals?”

rises a mound of pillars called from its

shape the Honeycomb. |

The columns of basalt which are found ates a portion of the community to get

for many leagues along the coast are here *

We copy a paragraph:

engravings, price $300.

rid of capital punishment even for mur.

shown to the best advantage; the trans-der, may be taken as an indication of the S

verse section showing how accurately excessive sensibility which weeps over price $2.50.

the basalt is crystallized, and how per the criminal, and has no tears to spare ow LING's HISTORY OF ROMANIsM,

fectly the different columns are matched for the miseries he has caused—which

together. As I walked over the top it transforms the felon into an object of in-' published on this snbject.

looked like a giant piece of mosaic. The terest and sympathy, and forgets the in- ” Wu-os. & J. Doeriterr, Agents.

|

$'. winte-A R&
* - * } % new and beautiful work, 2 v. 's i Union, which they w

est of these measures, at low water, near- .. What is to be done with our crimi- giving a clear aud'.£" They are: receiving and 0

ry remarkable transaction recorded in the sacred of one Thousand Dollars wo", ""
Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four on hand at all times about that amount:

“The intense desire which now actu- thousand years with copious notes, critical and there will be no diffi

explanatory, illustrated with several hundred in

S$ E \'s INFORMATION Fo: THE PEO. School Journal for Teachers (pri

* Pl,E-A very valuable miscellaneous work, annum), and Youth's Penny Gaze

- from its earliest origin to the present time. cellaneous, Theologic.

This is universally acknowledged to be the best Paper and Stationary, which they

|lowest prices they can be boug":

No. 9 Wood Street, Pittsburg"

Sept"r 2, 1846—tf.

American Sunday School Union P"

M’DoNALD & BERSON
(Patterson's Old Stand, Mo. 78 Mark

Street,) -

EEP constantly on hand,s':
tions of the American Sun".

ill sell at Philadelphi" '

pening "L"
d will ite?

so that

culty at any time in procur

g a full supply of the books:
- Sundar.

S - - - eived for the Sun".
Dj Subscriptions rec ce 25 cent: "

tte for children

rice 123 cents per annum.)
They also offer a General Assort

School Bocks.

£
: fs, the city.

ment of Mis.

Also,

Sept. 16, 1846-tf
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T E R M S of your race to God and heaven, who servebly convulsed, than is the bosom of your rived from the heathen, and were engraft
iti -> * the one, and deserve the other, at least as church by distracting controversies. The ed on Christianity. Instead of your church,

THE PREACHER will be published on We" well as you do. And then, the marks of Kilkenny cats may fight as they may, but as you claim, being identical with that of

day, every two weeks, at ose polita" per annum, your's being the true church, you parade they are a unity as long as they remain Christ and his apostles, there is not an es

in advance, or One Dollar and a half after the before us with as much confidence as it, hooped up in the same barrel ! If one of sential particular, in which it is not in op

close of the year. No discontinuance until all they were true; and with as much assur-them jumps out, if you cannot kill him, position to it. I admit, as to persons, that

arrearages are paid. ance as if they were never, instead of be-, you damn him for the sake of unity. yours is a very numerous church; but it

Payments may be made to John Sterrit or Jo. ing a thousand times, refuted. Permit me; Your next mark is Sanctity. I admit never formed a third part of Christendom.

seph sprat, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe in the briefest manner to consider each of that sanctity, or holiness, is a mark of a Is the standard of truth the numbers that

py; or to William Alinder, at the Publication these marks. They are Unity, Sanctity, true disciple, and of a true church. The profess it! Then Christianity was a lie

oice, N, w, corner of the Diamond and Market Catholicity, Apostolicity, and Infallibility, people and church of Christ should be holy whilst in the minority; and so it is a lie

street, Pittsburgh. All communications to be Your first mark is Unity. Has your in all manner of conversation. But Sanc-'yet because, taking our whole race to

addressed to the Editor, post paid. church this mark' in what one thing are fity you claim for your church as one of gether, vastly in the minority. So I ad

Any person who will procure five new subscri-'you united Not in the head of the its distinguishing marks. But in what is mit, as to places, that Popery is very wide.

bers, and transmit the money, shall be entitled to church. You have a pope;—some say, it manifested! You reply, first, in her ly diffused. But is not Protestantism also :

a copy of The Preacher, for one year. others deny, that he is the head. One doctrines. But what doctrine of the Bible. Where has a Papist gained a foothold

where a private conveyance does not offer, 8" for the pope-another for a general has not your church corrupted? What where there is not a Protestant? So that

subscribers will please transmit by mail. council,—a third for both united. Is this institution has it not perverted 1. And so your claim to this mark is absurd as it is

unity? conscious is your church of this, that it groundless, your catholicity is a vain and

| But if we admit your unity, what fol-withholds the unadulterated word from the empty boast. There is a catholic church,

lows! Does the agreement of numbers in people. You reply again, in the means of but it is not yours.

From the New York observer. maintaining error and superstition prove holiness. By these you mean the sacra- Your next mark is Apostolicity-that

Freia.iven... or the Roni.h church. that in which they are united true! Then ments. But you have grievously pervert is, a regular succession from the apostles

- Paganism and Mohammedanism and Budh-'ed the only two sacraments instituted by in the chair of St. Peter. Now, sir, this
To the Right Rev. John Hughes, Roman' ed divi Th s' Christ; and lded to th f . laim i forth b h hurclCatholic Bisho of New York. ism may be prove 1V1ne. ese systems re ; all you - We at e. o them five claim is put fort y other c urc neS as

d p have more followers than you can boast. which have no divine authority, and whose strongly as yours, and on foundations even

MY DEAR SIR: | You are not agreed as to the authorita-only object is to give you power, and to stronger than yours. I now refer to the

In the present letter I wish to place be-tive councils of your church. You are yet obtain for you “the alms and the suffrages Armenian, Nestorian and Syriac Churches,

fore you another of my reasons for not re- agitated by controversies on this subject. of the faithful.” You reply again, in her which were founded before the gospel was

turning to the church of my fathers, drawn, Nor are you agreed in the doctrines of the fruits of holiness. By these you mean preached at Rome. It is beyond the pow

from the erclusive claims of your church Bible. Never were Arminians and (' virtues practised by Papists. I coulder of man to establish this claim. If estab

—claims which, if well founded, consign vinists more widely separated on these not, for a moment, deny the true piety of lished, must we receive as a true minister

to eternal damnation all who refuse to be matters than you are. Look at the fierce many Papists, the exalted piety of some; every man coming to us in the regular

lieve its doctrines, or to submit to its au- contentions of your Jansenists and Jesuits, but will you, sir, assert that the piety and line whatever be his doctrines or morals!

thority. That these claims are put forth, unsettled to the present hour. If united, virtues of your people are so much more. What is he test of apostolicity? Is it suc

you will not deny. You glory in them. what meant the fierce controversies of your resplendent than those of any, or all other cession, or doctrine? Most obviously doc

Milner and Butler assert them, and seek, Scotists and Thomists—of your Canonists people, as to mark your's as the true trines. “If there come any unto you and

to sustain them by Scripture and reason. and Schoolmen—of your Nominalists and church 1 If so, it seems to me that you bring not this doctrine, receive him not

“The Poor Man's Catechism,” from which Realists. But I cannot weary you or my would assert that Jupiter surpasses the into your house, neither bid him God

I like to quote, because it is the channel readers on this matter. You talk about moon, and the moon the sun, in bright-speed.” Standing upon this one text I

through which you seek to impress the the differences among Protestants: they ness. The evidences to the contrary are would turn you away from my door, even

common mind, says, “Those who submit are not to be compared to those among no more apparent in the one case than in had I seen the hands of all the apostles

not to the doctrine and authority of the Papists. You put into my hand Bossuet's the other. Look at the mass of your cler upon your head, unless you preached their

Holy Catholic Church are all out of her “Variations of Protestants;” I put into gy in the sunniest days of your church and doctrines. Why, the strong language of

communion; as Pagans, infidels, Turks, your's “Edgar's Variations of Popery.” what were their fruits of holiness! Your Paul would even warrant me to curse you,

Jews, heretics and schismatics.” And by Where Protestants differ in one point, Pa. own historians being witnesses, what were coming to me with your claim of succes:

the Holy Catholic Church is meant that pists differ in five,—where they differ in the fruits of your nunneries, your monas-sion, without apostolical doctrine. Read

church whose head is the Pope. This is minor matters, you differ in the veriest es-teries, your monks and your other orders, it: “But though we, or an angel from

sufficiently explicit. So that in your esti sentials. Protestants agree as to the Head when there were no Protestants to unveil heaven, preach any other gospel unto you,
mation, and in that of your church, the of the church, Christ; and as to the rule their enormities? What are now the£n that we have preached, let him be ac

Protestant churches around you are no bet- of the church, the Bible. You differ as to of your religion in the States of South cursed.” Sir, if I try your succession by

ter than Jewish synagogues, or Pagan tem- both. America? Have you seen the testimony; your doctrine, the true test of succession,

ples—the people that worship in them, are True, you have an apparent, external of Mr. Thompson our late minister to Mex- I could soon place you among those who

no better than Turks or Pagans—and such unity. But how have you gotten it! ico, as to the Papal clergy of that country! said they were apostles and were not.

men as the late excellent Milnor, as Spring, What is it worth? You set up monstrous. As to the fruits of holiness compare Spain, From what apostle, save Judas, many are

Knox, Bangs, Williams, Wainright, Skin- claims, and all who do not admit them Italy with Scotland or New England. But descended, who are crying out apostolical,

ner, your cotemporaries, and equals, and you cut off. Milner's “Apostolical Tree" | will not proceed with the comparison succession, apostolical succession, I cannot

fellow-citizens, are no better than Hume, shows how the work of lopping off has farther than to ask you to compare the conceive.

Voltaire, Gibbon; or at least than Jewish progressed. You have laid the axe upon Protestant ministry of New York with the Your next mark is Infallibility. Under

rabbies, Turkish mufties, or Hindoo priests every green and fruitful branch, and the Papal-the congregation of St. Patrick's all the circumstances of the case this claim

who mingle their blood with their sacri.old stump and withered branches remain, with any large and wealthy Protestant con- is truly ludicrous. Where is the seat of

fices. That such in your belief is apparent a unity And what is your unity worth! gregation in the city, as to the fruits of infallibility? Some say it resides in the

in your conduct. You and your priests solifi return to your church “I must believe holiness, and you yourself will be astonish-ipope. But how is he made infallible?

treat them. The belief of your people is, whatever the Holy Catholic Church be ed at the difference. The general rule is The pope dies; an election for a new one

that all beyond the pale of your church lieves and teaches.” This I must do with. that purely Papal countries are those most is ordered. He is to be elected from the

* devoted to destruction. I remember out knowing, and without ever being able debased and immoral, and purely Protes cardinals—all fallible men if no worse.

the day when I had no more doubt of it to know, all that she believes and teaches." countries are those most enlightened, After endless intrisue, and boundless cor

than of my own existence. If there are I must put myself into your hands, and and most abounding in every good work. ruption, and numerous balloting, the lot

Papists who believe otherwise, and who give you power to think for me, and to be. The tenth century, the noonday of Popery, falls upon a fallible cardinal. Will you

*ercise a charitable hope as to the salva.lieve for me; and then I must believe, and was the midnight of our race. Nor does|tell me how such an election makes him

" of Protestants, as I believe there are swear to what you thus think and believe the history of the world present such evi-infallible! But others say, that the pope

"y, so far forth they are not Papists. for me, at the peril of being cut off and'dences of unbridled, overgrown depravity is not infallible, and that he may be de.

The process by which you reach #' into the fire. Sir, this is horrible as does the history of your church. posed for heresy. So that here vou are

terrible dogma is a very short one. There slavery. Do you think men will long sub- Your next mark is Catholicity. You divided. -

'" salvation out of the true church—the mit to it? - | claim this title for your church as to tim. Some say the seat of infallibility is a

£ the true church,—and, Your b'd unity is a fible—your£ and places. As '£ council. But how is this Here

: there is no salvation out of the parent unity is slavery. You present a "ch "se upon the ruins of that found. are three hundred fallible men assembled

Roman "holic Church. Here is vour united front in your opposition to Protes. ed by Christ and his apostles, and cen-in general council; how do they become

logical and theological guillotine by which tants; but never were the bowels of the turies after their death. The peculiard' Will you tell me the process?

* sever the hopes which bind millions' victim of the Asiatic Cholera more terri trines and ceremonies of Popery are de-'How do finites make an infinite? Heap
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them up as you may, are they not a heap

of finites? And crowd together as many

fallible men as you may, are they any

thing else than a crowd of fallibles ! But 'Je

by what chemical or alchimical process tered abroad, greeting.

can you deduce the infallible from i.

fallible ! -

Nor is this the worst.

determined by you;

H is infallibly certain that your church is

fallible.

Thus is your church utterly destitute of

every mark of being the true church, which 8.

you claim for it.

We find one

general council denouncing another, the

church of one age contradicting the church ye may be perfect and entire, waning nothing.

of another. The seat of infallibility is thus

whilst the proofs of

l's unity is discord, or ways. James 1:1-8.

The word “temptation,”verse 2.

For the Preacher.

Expository Lectures.

- use of the original.1. James a servant of G, d, and of the Lord" Set use ior ifi s trial

sus Christ, to the twelve tribes which are scat term properly slg"." ".
i

2. My brethren, count it all joy when ye fallion account of his religion the Christian i
into divers temptation;

worketh patience.

5. If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask or

God, that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraid.

eth not ; and it shall be given him.

driven with the wind and tossed.

ceive any thing of the Lord. With regard to the doctrines of the gospe

slavery, its sanctity is corruption-its ca. Among the apostles of our Lord, there of God, for they are foolishness unto him.'

tholicity is assumption-its apostolicity and were two, who were known by the same And to such a man, the exhortation of the

infallibility, each a lie. Could I speak of name; James the son of Z bedee, and apostle to rejoice in affliction, seems to be

your church in the masculine and feminine James the son of Alpheus. -

in its

modern acceptation, does notexactly convey and severe afflictions we are in

The original ger of yielding to the spirit of i.

olor incr st1: rist.” (ter7. For let not that man think that he shall ": ory at the appearing of Jesus Chris er,

A double minded man is unstable in all his generally, it is said, that, “The natural exercise of all the other graces which sand

man receiveth not the things of the Spirit connected with it. Therefore, says !he
*

-
-

It was the absurd, It is true that affliction is in itself

gender, as do some of your writers, instead honor of the first of these, to receive, at an evil, and is not on its own account de

of admitting her to be the one, holy, catho- an early period, the crown of martyrdom.sirable. It is only when viewed in con

lic, apostolical and infallible Church, ! The sacred historian informs us that, “'' with the design of God in sending

would call her the mother of harlots, and rod the king stretched forth his hands to affliction, and the end to which it is made

Under the pressure of long orm.

great dan.

npatien,
And it. And, therefore, the apostle adds, “La 3.

here includes all the afflictions, to which, fence have her perfect work, that ".:
s be perfect and entire, wanting nothing."

* * * * * - - ..., |liable in the present world, the grand de-verse 4. There is a connection h:
3. Knowing this, that the trying of your"'. of '' is the trial of' faith. the Christian graces, and:

4. Butlet patience have her perfect work, that And hence it is said, “If need be, ye are each one in its proper place, is"

in heaviness through manifold temptations: to the perfection of the Christian".

(trials;) that the trial of your faith being Where, therefore, the spirit of*

much more precious than of gold '' the will of God, gives

your church's infallibility fill the world. 6. But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering perisheth, though it be tried with fire,

For he hit wovereth is like a wave of the sea might be found unto honor and praise and

- - place to im".

tience, not only will there be in this.

spect, a deficiency in the Christian chan.

but the absence of the grace of p.
s

|tience, will operate against the growth:

apostle, “Let patience have her peries:

work;” still continue to cherish the spiń.

of submission to the will of God,

But it is a matter of special difficulty,

preserve a proper frame of mind, whene.

periencing sore affliction. The £

therefore, proceeds,

II. In the next place, to give suitable i.

the father of lies; the man of sin fully re. vex certain of the church. And he killed subservient, that it can be regarded as a rections to those who would improve a.

vealed with “power and signs and lying James the brother of John with the sword.” ground of rejoicing. Contrasting the af |flictive dispensations of providence. The

wonders.”
The latter of these James the son of Al-flictions we experience at the hand of God,

And, yet, whilst common sense rejects pheus, is the Author of this Epistle. The with the chastisements inflicted by our na.

vour claims, and common reason disproves persons to whom it is addressed, are the tural parents, the apostle says, “They he needs that help which can come only

them, and the Bible denies them, unless in twelve tribes of Israel scattered abroad. verily for a few days chastened us after from above,

the Christian may be enabled to priw

those trials which he is called to emin,

Therefore, says the ps.

the case of invincible ignorance, you cut. In accordance with ancient prophecy, the their own pleasure, but he for our profit, “If any man lack wisdom, let him as:

off all beyond your pale from all com-Jews were now, as the just punishment of that we might be partakers of his holiness.” God.” verse 5. We do indeed need we

munion with God; from all hope of h: their apostacy, scattered throughout every The design of God then, in all the chas-ldom from above to direct us in the"

ven I regard this aS simply wicked. To nation under heaven.

gain your point you rob the Father of us mass of the nation remained in unbelief,

all of his goodness; man you drive to de:

spair; and you convert God into a tyrant, there were some of the Jews who became
If a boat were as rotten as 1 believe your

And though the tisements with which he visits his people,

yet in all places where the gospel came, 'pur

which they shall be made subservient, is

obedient to the faith. As strangers in a the advancement of holiness in the soul.

discha rge of every duty; but it is special.

is the trial of their faith, that it may belly necessary to enable us to bear affein

purified and strengthened; and the end to patiently, so that we may profit by .

And it is with regard to that practical ws.

ldom which is necessary in the time

church to be, I would not trust it to carry foreign land, they were subject to many Accordingly our Lord pronounces them trial, that the apostle here speaks. At

my dog across the North river. And yet privations; and as the followers of Christ, blessed, who suffer for righteousness sake; for our encouragement in seeking is

it claims the entire monopoly of carrying

to heaven all the souls that ever enter it,

and for no reason human or divine, that I cation wherewith they were called, in''
can see, unless it be for the freight.

they were called to experience many trials. and he exhorts them to rejoice and be ex

To exhort them to walk worthy of the vo. Iceedingly glad, for great is their reward in

And supported by his grace, his

trying circumstances in which they were followers have been enabled to exemplify

wisdom, it is added, that he " giveth lite.

mily and upbraideth not.” Great as our

wants may be, there is with God a film's

for the supply of them all. We need."

My Bible tells me, sir, that whosoever placed, was one prominent design of this this spirit, in the most trying circum- fear that our requests will exceed the

believeth in the Lord Jesus Christ shall be Epistle.

The sincere believers in the Lordsaved.

stances. See Peter and John who had

But though the Epistle was addressed been imprisoned and cruelly beaten by the

,
Jesus Christ, whether in your church, or 'originally to the twelve tribes, it contains Jewish council, for their fidelity in preach.

other churches, or in no church, form a important practical instruction for the ing the gospel. “They depared from the

part of that church which Christ will pre-church in all ages, and in every part of presence of the council, rejoicing that they

sent to the Father without spot or wrinkle, the world. The instruction which is here were counted worthy to suffer shame fortions at the throne of grace, for those is

or any such thing. By setting up its claim presented to us is eminently of a practical the name of Jesus.” . And, says the apos. sings which we need, it is requis' "

to be the only true church—by denying character. While we have salutary di. tle, “Being justified by faith, we rejoice in

his ability or his disposition to give. Wh

him are all the treasures of wishm in:

grace. He gives liberally, and lo's"

'complacency on the importunate peii".

But to ensure success in our applica.

we ask with a proper spirit. And hence

salvation to all but your own members, rections for the government of our spirits, hope of the glory of God; and not only the apostle adds, “Let him askin hi'it':

with the exception of the invincibly igno and for the regulation of our deportment so, but we glory in tribulations also.” It thing wavering.” In presenting out ".
rant, you deny this doctrine of the Bible when suffering affliction at the hand of hence appears, that it is not only a duty itions to the throne of grace, we have a

and of my faith, you lay down a principle, God, we are exhorted to guard against va. obligatory upon the follower of Christ, but

unsustained by sense or Scripture, from 'rious practical evils into which depraved one which Christian experience proves to -

which the mind of the world revolts, and human nature is prone to fall, and are be a practical duty, to rejoice under the then the promise of God as the ground"
from which my soul turns away as from a warned in relation to such an abuse of im-severest trials which we may be called to our encouragement in prayer, faith shot!

thing the most offensive. Your exclusive portant doctrines of the gospel, as would endure in the cause of Christianity.

claims must be proved, or abandoned from tend to encourage licentiousness of life. As an argument to enforce his exhorta

# to ask for those blessings only with

God has promised in his word. Having

be exercised in the promise when we ".

for the blessings comprehended in it. Th"
their Alpha to their Omega, before I can The Author of this Epistle introducestion, the apostle points to the salutary ef. is, we should implicitly believe that Gr:

return to your church.

With great respect, yours,

KIRwAN.

himself to the brethren to whom he wrote, fect resulting from the trials of the Chris.

under the title of “a serrant of God and tian life. “Knowing that the trial of your
of the Lord Jesus Christ.” verse 1. th." worketh patience.” verse 3. The

imposing as this title is, it is nevertheless, natural effect of affliction upon human de.

truly honorable. And while it may be en-pravity, is to produce fretfulness and a dis.

is both able and willing to bestow all ''

he has promised. Not to exercise this

faith, is to call in question the truth an

faithfulness of God, and thus to reflect"

honor upon the divine character.

FAITH. Some of you seek for faith the joyed by the humblest follower of Christ, position to murmur. But faith hearkens. In strict accordance with this di"
same way as you would dig for a well: he who wears this honor, need not envy'to the admonition which proceeds from the of the apostle is the language of our Lord

you turn the eye inward upon yourself, and the Potentates of earth their glittering throne, “Hear ye the rod, and who hath to his disciples,—“All things whats"

search amidst the depths of your poliuted crowns. In denominating himself a ser appointed it.” And under the influence of ye shall ask in prayer believing ye shal

heart to find if faith is there; you search

amid all your feelings at sermons and sa,

craments to see if faith is there; and still and professes subjection to his authority in

you find nothing but sin. , Learn Martha's all things. To the twelve tribes which are:

vant of the Lord Jesus Christ the apostle this spirit, the child of God, like David,

|flictions come, saying, “I was dumb, I

| She looked full in the face of Jesus: opened not my mouth, because thou didst
plan. e looked full ! • **** où-> *

she saw his dust-soiled feet and sullied gar. " greeting;” that is, an earnest wish, that

ment, and eye of more than human tender-they may enjoy all desirable happiness.

ness. She drank in his word: “ am the

resurrection and the life;” and spite of all ceeds,

she saw and all she felt, she could not'

believe. The discovery that Jesus makes of cheerfal patience under their trials, verse thereby.” And the result is “patience,”

of his love and power as the Head of liv-2–4. -

ing believers, and the Head of dead be.

are scattered abroad, the apostle addresses it:” and at the same time lays hold of the

£, which assures us, that, though

• * • “no chastening for the present seemeth to

After this introduction, the apostle pro be joyous but grievous, nevertheless, after.

- ward it yieldeth the peaceful fruit of righ
I. To exhort his brethren to the exercise teousness, unto them who are exercised

And, a submissive acquiescence in the divine

II. To seek by prayer that practical will. Assured that whom the Lord lov.

lievers, revived her fainting soul, and she wisdom which is necessary to enable us to eth, he chasteneth; and that our light af.

cried, “Yea, Lord, I believe.”

comes by hearing the voice of Jesus.

M'Cheyne.

Faith profit by our trials, verse 5–8. fliction, which is but for a moment, shall

The apostle, in the first place exhorts work for us a far more exceeding and eter.

his brethren to rejoice in the trials to which |nal weight of glory, the mind of the Chris

a steadfast adherence to the cause of Christ tian is brought to acquiesce submissively

Men, like books, have at each end a might subject them. “Count it all joy, in the arrangements of divine providence,

blank leaf-childhood and old age. when you fall into divers temptations.” and patiently await the issue.

acknowledges himself to be his property, looks at the hand from which all our af.

|reciève.” Matt 21:22, That we may ".

ceive the blessing, we must ask "*"
prayer believing. But, there can be n0

believing, or in other words, there can be

no faith, where there is no prom'."
#. it can rest. For faith, is relia"

upon testimony; and the faith of the Chris.

tian rests upon the testimony of God, 1.

pray in faith for any blessing, "'

that we feel both our unworthiness"

need of it; and at the same time."'

believe that God who haspro"

and willing to bestow it. Andhe":
in the mind a hope of the enjoyment ot"

To this state of mind, which leads ""

ask in prayer, believing,” God.":
mised to bestoww: and every ol"

blessing which we need.

But #. ask of God, the favo" ''
promised, and which we need, Wil

y

".
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doubling spirit, is not only dishonoring to 4. Prayer is the means which God has

God, as it calls in question his veracity, appointed lor the purpose of obtaining the

but it is likewise unprofitable to ourselves, blessings which we need. Will a parent

And hence the apostle adds, “He that was under the influence of natural affection give

vereth is like a wave of the sea, driven bread to a crying child? “How much

with the wind and tossed.” verse 6. Th: more shall your Father which is in heaven

word which is here rendered, “ wavereth" give good things to them that ask him '”

is opposed to faith, and conveys the idea of 5. Prayer, that it may be either accept

doubting. It is the property of faith which able to God or profitable to ourselves, must

rests upon the word of God to keep the be in faith. “Let him ask in faith.”

mind in a calm and settled state. “ Thou

will keep him in perfect peace, whose mind
is stayed, on thee, because he trusteth in MR. EDITort:

thee." Is. 26.3. But under the influence' My attention has been so much occupi

of a doubting spirit, the mind is in a per- ed of late, with the concerns of our coun

lexed and agitated condition, driven hither try congregations, that I fear our friends

and thither between hope and fear, and in the city will begin to think that I am

consequently is a stranger to that peace rather neglectful of their inter sis. To

which results from the confident expecta. cut off all occasion for any such complaint,

tion of the promised blessing: propose at the present time to come a lit.

Since then a doubting spirit, which stag. We nearer home, and to make some obser.

gers at the promise through unbelief, re- vations upon what has come under my no.

facts dishonor upon the divine character tice in my walks through the cry.

by calling in question the truth and faith A few days ago, as I was taking a walk

filness of God, the apostle adds,--"Let in one of our streets, my attention was sud.

not that man,” who prays with a doubting denly arrested by a noisy contest in which

spirit, “think that he shall receive any two boys were engaged. The lads should

thing of the Lord.” verse 7. “Without judge from their appearance, were about

faith it is impossible to please God; for be eight or ten years of age. They were

For the Preacher.

- that cometh to God, must believe that he sorely displeased for some cause or other,

'' is, and that he is a rewarder of them that and were applying their fists to each other

: diligently seek him.” If we would expect with all the power they possessed. It was

to receive any favor at the hand of God, truly a painful spectacle, to see these lads

- we must come to him with a filial spirit, wasting their strength so unprofitably.

reposing confidence in him as our Father. But what particularly excited my attention
# , He who cannot exercise confidence in and pained my heart, was the liberal use

; :

... fluence of a doubling spirit, is represented These ruddy little urchins could utter the

by the apostle as a “ double-minded man.” most fearful oaths with as great volubility

| He is, as it were, under the influence of as though they had been repeating a lesson

s: two different minds. Under the influence which had been committed to memory.

... of the one, he makes an effort to plant his After looking upon this spectacle with

... foot upon the rock of ages. But before he amazement, 1 was led to ask myself the

... has secured a safe position, he yields to the question, How did these interesting lads

to impulse of the other; and he is borne away learn to use language so reproachful to

, by the rising waves of despondencv, and their Creator? I know that our pature is

... is driven hither and thither upon the bil. depraved, and that we are prone to evil.

lows of a tumultuous ocean. Letting go. But, still I inquired, How did the deprav.t’s a

, , his hold upon the promise of God, he has it v of nature, in these little boys, learn to

... no stable foundation upon which to rest, manifest itself in this revolting manner ?

-- and tws eatings are consequently as vari. Boubtless, they must have had instructors.

*, able as the fluctuating circumstances with who in some form or other, either by pre

which he is surrounded. When the sur cept or example, taught them to take the

face of the sea is smooth, he may like name of God in vain.

, Peter walk erect; but when the wind be. In the present instance, I harnened to
* * * -

- -

comes boisterous and the waves swell and know, that these boys were the offspring... ." - - -
-

- - -
- - -

*

... rise, he begins to sink. Not exercising of paren's who profess Christiani v. Car

fith in the immutable promise of God, he it he, said I, within myself, that th’ss pro.
s - - - - - - - -

cannot enjoy that hope which is as an an fessing parents are in the habit of using
a * -

1 -

chor of the soul both sure and steadfast, profane language before their children?

and which entereth into that within the I can hardly allow myself to believe that,

Vail, and consequently he is like the vessel in a land of Bibles and of gospel privileges

driven from her moorings, which is lossed,like ours, any one professing Christianity

at the mercy of the waves. “A double-can be so ignorant of the true nature of
* r * *

* -

*

, - ".
i

Verse 8.
of profane swearing. Yet it is a melan.

From these words, we may learn,s choly truth, that some such, in moments
n: “r -

* may all into various trials, we have cause

* to rejoice in them, and we should “rejoice who are perhaps not so hardened in sin,

and be exceeding glad.” Because, all as to swear outright and honestly, try to

* these trials are appointed by our Father, go round the evil, by uttering very un

"ho chasteneth every son whom he re-hallowed expressions, which some call

"h: "hey are now necessary for the “minced oaths ;” that is, 1 sunnose, such

erection of the Christian graces, and thev 'onths as men bite the heads 'f'' as they

... work for us a far more exceeding and eter. pass through their months. And if parents

| nal weight of glory. | use these modest oaths, in the presence of

* We have need to guard against a their children, it need not seem strange, if

... Slirit of impatience when called to suffer the children improve upon the example,

"letion. “Le patience have her perfect and learn to uter oaths full formed and

work.” By yielding to a spirit of impa. complete in all their parts.

... "tice we render our own condition more My reflections on this occasion led me

"py, and provoke God to add to the back to the days of my boyhood, and the

"very of our trials. “My son, despise regulations of my father's family. , My

... " he chastening of the Lord, neither be good father was not only very careful to

,-- "ry of his correction.” avoid the use of every thing like pro'ne,
* 3. When under affliction, we should be language, himself, but, he would not allow.

s: more "rned to obtain wisdom to make indecent or profane language to he used

: "" improvement of it, than even to by another, in the presence of the "y.

- : "*"iction removed. Do we real. without receiving a merited rebuke. ..."
.£d' man lack der the in: of this'' |::

}od, who giveth to member that when I was a boy,
: . al : liberally and upbraideth not, and only afraid to utter an oath myself, but I

"shall be given him.” was literally alarme

'he name of God in vain. And others

* *
. . .

* f.

ri

al

*

* *

,"

the promise of God, but yields to the in which was made of profane language.

"inded man is unstable in all his ways,” our holy religion, as to live in the practice

1. Though in the service of Christ, we of excitement, will allow themselves to take

d to hear profanity ut-against all, of every name, who are con

-- - - -

- →

tered by another, And my own experi-tent with the inspired Psalms, and seems

ence has led me to the conclusion, that if to delight in exposing their imperfections

parents were circumspect in their own ex. and griefs. For example, in an editorial

ample, and careful to impress upon the headed “Dark Prospects,” it publishes

tender minds of children, the awful guilt some extracts from the Reports of Pres

of profane swearing much might be done byteries under the care of the Associ

to preserve the rising generation from this ate Synod of North America, lamenting

heaven-provoking sin. “coldness and barrenness and lack of

Shortly after 1 passed this juvenile com-prosperity,” and expressing “fears that

bat, my walk led me, near to one of those genuine piety is, in many cases, lament.

dens of iniquity where intoxicating liquors ably wanting amongst the people, and

are sold, and where the dealers in the un. that their attachment to the doctrines of

holy traffic, take the money of their neigh our holy religion, is far from being as

lor, without giving him an equivalent strong and pure as it should be;"—and

The first olject which caught my atten then makes the following comment on

tion as I approached this moral slaughter, these extracts

house, was a respectable citizen and a “Our brethren appear to need the spe

member of one of our churches, who was 'cial presence and influences of the Holy

standing in the street not far from the Sprit, to impart life and energy to the

door. This gentleman is one of those, principles in doctrine and psalmody

who like to walk in the “good old paths.” which they maintain. We should have,

in which our fathers trod; he is disposed been glad to witness a distinct recogni

to take a little of the “good creature.” (tion of this great want, but it does not

The efforts of the Temperance society,'l', in the reports of these Presby.

have so far operated upon public sentiment, |teries. -

'hat dram-drinking is considered disreputn. Now on this a remark or two.

ble; and a man who has a regard for his 1. This is headed “Dark Prospects.”

character, feels rather ashamed to be seen Our-attention is turned to the Associate

entering a grogshop. I clearly saw that Church, as a church whose prospects are

my friend was in a difficulty. There was''' dark ; and the evidence of the

evidently a conflict going on between the fact is found in her own confessions.

power of d praved appetite and a convic. But what does she confess? Why, she

tion of duty. I felt anxious for the result, laments that which all the churches have

And concealing myself behind a corner, I reason to lament, which all the evangeli

waited to see the issue. My friend looked cal churches do lament, which the church

first this way and then that way, apparent to which the Advocate belongs, does, in

ly to ascertain whether any respectable the reports of many of her Presbyteries,

person was in view. After a short pause lament, and which is characteristic of the

he seemed to conclude that “all's right” age. Why then is this church singled

—and he yielded to the impulse of anne. out and pointed at, and labelled, “Dark

|tite, which cried, “Go ahead!” And he Prospects !" Does not the sense which

entered—no considering that this house." manifests of her condition, as well as

proves to many, “the way to hell, going!'" candor of her confession, shed some

down to the chambers of death.” c light on, the scene in the Advocate's

Alas! for poor human nature. This view." The conduct of the Advocate re

man possesses some noble traits of £minds us of the infidel, who having heard

racter, and might be both a useful citi. the aged minister in his family devotions,

zen and an ornament to the church. Bu, Went forth and published that he was by
like Ephraim of old, “he hath mixed his own confession a very bad man.

himself among the people,” and even 2. The remark, “Our brethren appear

now “gray hairs are here and there np-to need the special presence and influ

on him, yet he knoweth it not.” The ences of the Holy Spirit to impart life

effects of indulging a vitiated taste are and energy to their principles in doctrine

even now beginning to develope them- and psalmody,” has very much the ap

se’ves. And I am the more concerned pearance of a sneer; and if it is, is pro

on his account, because I feel persuaded, "ne. To the principles of the Associate

that he is sinning against light. He Church on psalmody the Advocate is

knows that the course he is pursuing is hostile; it many previous numbers it has

at least dangerous, if not divectly sinful, treated those principles with ridicule:

and i fear he will yet die a drunkard, this very number is filled with heated

And no drunkard shall inherit the kin '' sheering articles on the subject, in

dom of God. Observer, the midst of which appears this notice of

the Associate Church, in which the editor

remarks, “Our brethren appear to need

The following article appears in the the£ and influences of the

United Presbyterian for the present ' Sp" to impart life and energy to
onth, published in Cinci - their principles in doctrine and psalm

month, published in Cincinnati. ody.” Now unless this were designed

Mr. Editor—My eye has just fallen on as a taunt, why is psalmody mentioned

a back number of the Presbyterian Adro. at all! And to taunt on a subject so sa

cate, (August 4th, 1817) which I shall cred as the agency of the Holy Spirit, is

certainly preserve as a curiosity. You 'profane.

must know, that this paper has for near- 3. The remark immediately subjoined

ly six months been waging war with The to the above,—“We should have been

Preacher, on the subject of Psalmody: 'glad to witness a distinct recognition of

—a real battle-royal, a genuine street-this great want, but it does not appear in

fight, in which the Preacher, like a gen- the reports of these Presbyteries”—sa

vors of hypocrisy and uncharitableness.

How can the Advocate sincerely wish

that the principles of the Associate

Church on psalmody should become in

stinct with “life and energy;” and how

can it sincerely expect, that the Holy

Spirit should impart “life and energy”

to such principles. And the insinuation,

that the Associate Church does not feel

and own its dependence on the Holy

|Spirit, and pray for His presence and in

fluence, is, to say the least, uncharitable.

ly marked with a degree of evasion, spe-The wrier is not a member of the Asso

dial pleading and the argument ad cap-iciate Church, but he feels, that such an

fandum, befitting only a lawyer conscious assault on a respectable body of Chris

of a bad cause. tians, distinguished for soundness of faith

The race of the Advocate is turned and Scriptural piety, should be rebuked.

QUrvis.

for

s

tleman ashamed of the scrape and wish

ing himself out of it, but compelled to

fight, gets his adversary down and holds

him there, whilst the Advocate, like a

whipped assailant, generously released, but

mad with rage, pursues with brickbats

and reproaches. This number contains

no less than six articles and paragraphs,

(one of them filling almost two columns.)

bearing directly on the subject, besides

others bearing on it indirectly; many of

them invidious, and all of them strange

 

 



- away more than half the pleasure, if not ful discourses; but did he ever make his of a spiritual worship must have Ollen

The following remarks on the subject the profit of their public ministrations. disciples, or the Scribes and Pharisees mingled with the smoke of incense 'm

of manner in preaching, taken from Hum. This great drawback upon their usefulness laugh It shocks one's Relings merely the altar of sacrifice, and thus God ...

phrey's Letters to a Son in the Ministry, is unnecessary. No one need contract the to ask the question, And is not Christ'' and man blest. -

deserve the attention of our young minis. habit, against which I am warning you. ...''£ :' ''£ 100, with the other

terial brethren.—ED - - It is easily avoided, though hard to cure; of it ! If now we murn to the Prophets* swee psalms so srael, must have offen
• and it is greatly to be desired, that every the Apostles, which of them ever delivered poured out their hearts in prayer and praise

I need not tell you, that a great deal de young preacher might have some one suf a witty message, or preached a witty ser, and thus drawn down holy fire

pends upon the manner, as well as the ficiently watchful and friendly, to give him mon! Did any of them make either the yen to refine their spirits, and prepare them

matter of your preaching—upon the de timely warning. rulers, or the people, the Jews, or theG' trial and suffering. The prophets, al.

livery as well as the preparation of your There is also a stately oratorical mono-tiles laugh under their preaching ! I' those commissioned ministers of whi

sermons. If you must be deficient any-tony in preaching, of a very different cha-'Isaiah, did Jeremiah, did Paul, or Peter, or the appointed oracles of Heaven's":

where, I had rather have it in the form, racter, against which I would put you on John Never—never. They felt that messages, must have called the 'hile,

than the power; in the speaking, than in your guard. The voice of the preacher is their commission was a serious commis-, together to strengthen their minds by Ol.

the doctrine; in the utterance, than in the clear and strong; his enunciation is dis-sion, that the Bible was a serious book. ly counsel, and supplicate the blessing

thoughts. Still the manner is important: tinct; his cadences and inflections are very They knew that God was serious, that “Him who ruleth among the armies

Always begin on a low key, and speak good; his attitude is dignified, and his ges. Christ was serious, that heaven was seri- heaven and earth, and wieldeth the scept

very slow at first, especially in a large iures are natural; but after all he is not an ous, that hell was serious; and how could of universal empire.”

house, or indeed in any house, to which interesting speaker. There is no variety they cherish any but the most serious feel- And do we not read that the first ands.

you are not accustomed. This is the only in his tones and cadences. Like a wellings, or utter any but the most serious sen-tles of Christianity forgot not the easin.

way to try your voice, and get a perfect trained grenadier he marches with a mea-timents in their proper vocation of “pray-bling of themselves together,"—hat ".

command of it. Some of the remotest of sured tread through the whole exercise.ing sinners in Christ's stead, to be recon- ceasingly they prayed and constantly.

the congregation may not be able to hear Every sentence, taken by itself, is spoken ciled to God!” those spiritual weapons, taken from the #:

the first sentence or two quite perfectly, I extremely well; but the grand difficulty is, I know the apology which is sometimes mory of God, that are mighty to the p".

know; but if you enunciate every syllable it is spoken just like every other sentence, offered, that it is as natural for some mening down of strongholds! Here lay the

distinctly, and linger as it were, for a mo on the same key, just as loud and no loud-to. be sharp and witty, as it is to breathe. secret of their success. Trace the sky

ment, till every voice is hushed and every (er, and with the same measured rising and Very well—then let them keep out of the progress of Christianity from its inlahti,

eye is fixed, hardly a word will be lost. falling, slides from the beginning to the end sacred profession. If they cannot restrain and what numerous attestations do we #

Having commenced in this manner, you of the discourse. Now monotony in the themselves in the pulpit, it is no place for of the efficacy of prayer, and the slim.

will find no difficulty in gradually raising pulpit, as well as everywhere else, is al-them, whatever may be their talents, or

your voice and increasing the volume of

sound, so as to fill almost any church with

great ease.

But if you strike a high note the very

first sentence, and speak rapidly, you will

from that moment lose the control of your

voice. You cannot come down to a lower

key, however sensible you may be of your

ways tiresome, and always will be. Good

pulpit eloquence, without changing the

tones and inflections of the voice, so as to

make them correspond with the sentiments

expressed and the emotions which we wish

to excite, is a contradiction in terms. The

finest voice and the finest modulations, that

ever broke upon the ravished ear of a great

mistake, or however anxious to correct it.

You can rise and strain your organs more

assembly, if they did not rise and swell

and die away like the waves in obedience

even their piety. What would a parent

think, if at the funeral of his only son, his

pastor should intentionally use some ex

pression to make the people smile ! But

how much more reprehensible would it be,

that if while that son was on trial for eter

inity the preceding Sabbath, and hundreds

of others with him, the same pastor had

made them all smile at some extravagant

expression, or witty remark in the course

and more, till you are perfectly exhaust- to the spirit of the storm, would soon fa-'of his sermon? To avoid every appear.

ed; but you cannot fall a note. Whoever tigue every hearer. Better to violate halflance of levity in your preaching, and every

may perceive your embarrassment and per the canons of rhetorical criticism in follow-incentive to it, you will often be obliged to

spiration, and pity you, there you are, be-ling nature, though it be in an awkward change the word or phrase, which would

yond the reach of help. Under such cir- and blundering manner, than to rock your most exactly express the idea you intend,

ic power of the prayer-meeting. Here!,

early Christians were panopled ' '.

spiritual conflict. Here they were mil:

invulnerable to the attacks of the enemy.

their souls; here like Jacob they wrest:

with God for a blessing, and were emale

to bear the storm of relentless persetia

that unceasingly beat upon them. He

too, the martyrs to the Christian faith wer

prepared to endure unflinchingly theoria

of inquisitorial torture and to sealtheir le.

lief with their blood, or expire amii is

lingering torments of the stake. Ther

stitution of the prayer-meeting his is

been made venerable by long prece:

and has ever been sanctioned by the #

cumstances, proper inflections, cadences congregation to a dignified repose, by the for some other, not quite so appropriate, proval and consecrated by the "sted

and emphasis are out of the question. stately lullaby which I have been attempt but far better befitting the time and the the God of assemblies. Shall Ch',

Every thing is forced and unnatural. #: to describe. Not that this is the ne

have put yourself into a strait jacket, and

you must wear it. Now this is entirely most any preacher bestow a reasonable de some other profession. It would no doubt servance! -

You have only to begin gree of pains upon the training of his voice; be pushing this point to an unreasonable from other sources the elemen's d'étunnecessary.

cessary alternative. Far from it.

place. The man that cannot do this, and then, lightly estimate this means 'g'',

Let al. ido it cheerfully, should betake himself to undervalue its privileges, or negler's".

Shall they attempt to inv

with short sentences and with a natural let him consider that he is a “legate of the extreme, to say, that in no possible case, spiritual nourishment? If pañars."

lone and pitch of voice, and your kindling

emotions will do the rest. Some ministers

skies,” an ambassador for God; let him can a preacher excite a smile over his con-phets, apostles and martyrs, became is.

enter into the spirit of his high commis-gregation, without himself being to blameltinguished in holiness by waitingum"

complain of the weakness of their lungssion; let him yield to the irrepressible for it. A word or a sentence may have a in the way of his appointment, shall"

and the extreme fatigue of preaching, who yearnings of compassion for perishing very different effect from what he intend. |tians of the present day refuse to im"

would find that they have vocal power

enough for any ordinary place of worship,

if they would only learn how to begin.

In public speaking, whatever may be

the compass of your voice, let your articu

lation be distinct. This is essential to good rent, than levity in the pulpit.

speaking in the pulpit and everywhere else. but most deservedly has the great Chris.

Some preachers who have voice enough to

speak to the waves in a storm, and who

almost deafen you with their thunder, are

not understood for want of proper enunci

ation; while the clear mellow tones of

others, who cannot make half the noise,

fall upon the ear like sweet music, and

every word is understood. I know a liv.

ing preacher, whose whisper can be heard

and make the blood of his audience thrill,

in every part of the largest churches,

There is not hardly any bad habit of

speaking, against which I would more ear.

nestly warn you, than that of falling into

a pulpit tone in your preaching. I cannot

tell you exactly what I mean by a pulpit

tone, but I believe you understand me per

fectly. If not, whenever you hear a sort

lulls you to sleep, or makes you nervous,

you will know what I mean. Many pious

into a tone, both in their prayers and ser

mons, which destroys half their usefulness.
Their characters are above suspicion, their vere and admire. But what can they be institution.

thinking of? Is there a solitary example with a few pious friends around him, must and startling news it is too."
The greatest have often retired at eventide to converse not make vour ears lingle " will 10

and holiest of all Preachers often excited together upon sacred things, and hold de the fault of the news.

Father of spi- with slumber now and h"

doctrines are sound and their discourses

are well studied. But many, who would

otherwise listen to them with pleasure, can

not endure their delivery; and from the

majority of every congregation it takes of his enemies by his pointed and power rits. The breath of prayer

souls, and he will speak well. What goes

from the heart will reach the heart.

In all your preaching be deeply serious.

What can be more entirely out of place,

what can be more disgusting, more irreve.

Terribly,

tian poet rebuked this glaring impropriety,

Familiar as the passage must be to every.

body, I cannot refrain from quoting it,

He that negotiates between God and man,

As God's ambassador, the grand concerns

Of judgment and of mercy, should beware

!ed, and he may be grieved and mortified

to witness it. But such cases will very

rarely occur, and when they do, they will

serve to put him more effectually on his

guard in future. I have no objection to a

smile, to a hearty laugh, in its proper

place. Man was made to laugh, as well

as to weep; but not in the house of God;

not under the dispensation of his word, not

in “the gate of heaven.” “Holiness be

cometh thine house, O Lord, forever.”

The Meeting for Prayer.
Of lightness in his speech. 'Tis pitiful

To court a grin, when you should woo a":

To break a jest when pity would inspire

Pathetic exhortation; and to address

The skittish fancy with facetious tales,

when sent with God's commission to the heart"

So did not Panl. Direct me to a quirk

Or merry turn in all he ever wrote,

And I consent you take it for your text,

Your only one, till sides and benches fail

i

But still I grieve to say, that the Chris- iight; if there be a transac ion, in which

of affected monotonous solemnity, which, tian heart is not seldom pained by levity of they feel a lively interest, it must be the

instead of moving your affections, either this Sort in the sacred desk. The tempta meeting for prayer and the communion

tion to be witty and sarcastic easily besets sweet of kindred souls, knowing well its

some of the most popular preachers of al-'legitimate influence in purifying the heart,

and sensible preachers fall unconsciously (most every religious denomination. I have weaning it from earth and allying it to
observed it, (very rarely to be sure,) but I heaven o

have noticed it in men whom I greatly re

in the Bible to justify it?

the admiration of his friends and the hatred ||

The prayer-meeting may appropriately

be called the vestibule of heaven. It is

one of those sacred spots in the Christian's

earthly pilgrimage, where the soul wearied

out with the cares and perplexities of time,

and sorely beset with the temptations of

Sense, may rest awhile and renew its

strength by waiting upon God. It would

seem that if there be a place on earth,

upon which the angels can gaze with de

their example, and thus fail to attan"

same degree of grace and holiness'."
forbid! May heaven avert the kari

consequences of spiritual barren"."
must inevitably flow from such indi:

ence to duty.

Ho: ye Church Sleepers:

I have news for you; for all '
Wake up and hear it. Have done st

drowsiness. Do rub your eyes"

wide awake that you may heari."

that slumber in the sanctuary give"

both ears, and ye shall hear of a"

great importance to you. It is a"

affair to you; so you must wake."

hear it. The wakeful at church."

thing to do with this matter. The:

of it is for you, and you shall h"

whole of it. t

I found it in a book-in an'
“What! news in an old book". Well,

am glad to see drowsiness, gi': w

enough to permit such an inter'
Yes, news. For, if you had heard of .

you could not have been such church:

ers as you have been. It is "'

-

*

The prayer meeting is a time-honored.

ightful intercourse with the

The “father of the faithful,” you so.

from the altar Ask as many more quest

though eighteen centuries old, and .

does not wake you up and be *:
your sleeping in church, the" nothin:

new or old that will wakeyou."
- M

s, it is news from an "'Yes, dif it is

Come, have *
r the news,

ions as you?"
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... I go ou, but only do keep awake.

he dews is, that one of your number

a terrible ful
citing asleep in church.

Look at the terrible fall / The re

- was: ... And there sat in the window

rain young man named Eutychus, be.

n into a deep sleep; and as Paul
long preaching, he sunk down with

and fell down from the third loft,

Just think of it.

... },

was taken up dead.”
| from a third loft, and not fetched up has read about him. There is his name

where till one reached the ground, is fairly out, and the whole story along with

sty serious affair. When a cat gets a it, and the whole world has got it.

les he will always strike on her feet,

pussy is unharmed. But can a man

e up to that, that gets a fall by getting

d of

| -

- Some of the papers may yet contain the

p! Verily the thing has not been following paragraph:—“Serious accident.

-—"m-:=

man ever got asleep again during public the Cape of Good Hope, besides Mr. Mof-sion, we have found all our larger boys in

Did he not get such a waking
sorshir, 7

worship se *

1 and a terrible fright up as to settle that question? And ought Jr., to Tahiti.

not such a terrible fall and such a terrible

fright to give you a hint in terrorem 1

'at, Jr., to South Africa, and Mr. Orsmond,

Among the items in the cargo were 5000

copies of the Scriptures in Tahitian, and of June 4th.

their places.”

China–Ningpo Mission. A letter has

been received from the Rev. W. M. Lowrie,

It is dated at Shanghai,

One thought more. That drowsy young 4000 of the Pilgrim's Progress, with a where he had gone, by the appointment of

man not only got a terrible fall and a ter-large supply of elementary and other pub

rible fright, but he got a notoriety in con fications, presented respectively by the

nexion with them both, he little dreamed British and For&ign Bible Society, and Re

ligious Tract Society, end the Sunday

school Union; an iron chapel, also, for mach, of the London Missionary Society,

seamen visiting Apia, in Upolu ; printing Bridgman of the American Board, and

types and binding materials; casks and Boone of the Episcopal Board, are the other

tanks, for bringing home contributions of delegates.

native produce, &c., &c.—Ibid.

of in any of his church slumbers. Every

mortal that has ever read the Book of Acts

And the world may get yours, oh sleep.

er, if you are not wide awake about it.

|

Mr. Morpheus Eutychus, of an ancient

Presbyterian Foreign Missions.

RECENT INTELLIGENCE. India-Lo

the missionaries at Shanghai and Ningpo,

as a delegate to the Convention for revis.

ing the translation of the New Testament.
The Rev. Messrs. Medhurst and J. Stro

It was uncertain how long the

Convention would continue in session.

Missionary Chronicle,

BAFTIsM of THREE CHINESE Yottiis.

at there is better proof than the dis-family, and a very respectable inhabitantidiana Mission. The Rev. J. Newton, in 'In the spring of last year, the Rev. Dr.

. . . to prove it was a terrible fall. He

- taken up dead. Think of that, ye

* ers! If a fall, that kills a man, has

of this place, met with a fall

church, He is one of our most honorable

and quiet church slumberers. He, usual. permitted to add another member to the

omething terrible about it, what kindly, had kept his balance admirably, while Church, from the Hindu community, an

fall could have? Won't you give us

* se! If your next nap under a sermon the pendulum swung a trifle too far yester- who was baptized in March.

* Id give you any near approach to such

* , would there not be something of ter.

*, n the idea.

*But all this is no news to me. Have

* { a Bible, and have I not heard and

E. about Eutychus before?” No news

ou! What! can you have heard or

1. of a man that fell and broke his

*: s, and was taken up dead in conse.

... ice of getting asleep in church; can

... have known that, and yet have taken

- p pretty nearly every warm Sabbath

dozen years? You have heard that

s and yet have had no trouble about

x \g into a deep sleep similar to that

| g man and in circumstances like his,

... during public worship! It seems as

gh there must be some mistake about

... news having reached you. But I

... .30,

...ch-sleeper. There is nothing said

it his fright in the record. And there

... no need there should be, for the facts,

... out special notice, all confirm that

t effectually. What is the use of talk

about a man's being frightened when

... from the third loft laid him a corpse

he ground?

But he had not time to be frightened.”

low do you know how many thoughts

had between the pitch that sent him

hward, and the actual crash of his

"... y on the ground? I think that church.

per was well waked up before he reach

the ground, and though his thoughts

e probably few, yet they could not have

– destitute of alarming ingredients.

Not frightened! What! when he found

"it a change there was in his circum

ices! Just now he was Paul's hearer

ow he is Paul’s patient. He heard

of Paul's sermon before he toppled

To the terrible fright of that young

|

nodding his approval of the sermon. But

day, and our friend fell ! It was a most

emphatic winding up of one of our preach

er's best paragraphs. He did not need

to beat the “pulpit drum ecclesiastic,” for

our friend's fall sent plenty of electricity

through the congregation. There was not

a sleeper but woke up in a hurry; some in

very great consternation. We are happy

to say, however, that aside from the fright,

and the too early termination of an excel.

lent nap, the accident was not essentially

serious. The friends of Mr. Eutychus are

comfortably assured that the calamity of

yesterday will not prevent the praisewor

thy punctuality of his attendance, nor pre

vent that dignified quietude with which he

has so long enjoyed public worship.”

SIMON.

E- !

R.ELJ&JOUS ]Nir’âLLJ&ENG3's

old man of seventy, the father of Saudagar,

He gives

satisfactory evidence of being a sincere dis

ciple of Christ.” The Rev. J. Porter, in a

letter of August 13th, mentions another,

and in some respects, a more striking ex.

ample of what appears to be the power of

the grace of God in the conversion of a

native. “Lately a Mussulman, of high

standing, a Pirzada, and a Maulavi (re

ligious teacher) of great influence, has de.

clared himself to be a Christian. I have

seen him several times, and the last time I

saw him he seemed to take in every truth

with so much zest, that I had great hopes

of him. I was quite prepared to hear it,

when Golok wrote to say that he had open

ly acknowledged Christ to be the Son of

God; a doctrine that the proud Mussulman

despises. I hope that God has revealed

his grace in him, but we must wait and

see. As a matter of course, it has awaken

ed bitter opposition, and it may be the poor

*EMBARKATION of MissionARIEs Fo

CHINA. On Thursday of last week, the

Rev. C. C. Baldwin and wife, of Bloomfield,

N. J., the Rev. S. Cummings and wife, of

New Hampshire, the Rev. Wm. L. Rich.

ards, son of Mr. Richards, of the Sandwich

Islands, and Miss Pohlman, a sister of the

Rev. Mr. Pohlman, of Amoy, missionaries

of the A. B. C. F. M., and the Rev. Mr.

|James, M.D., and wife, and another young

brother of the American Baptist Board,

embarked in the ship Valparaiso, Captain

| Lockwood, for Canton.

At eleven o’clock, a number of the

friends of the American Board, and of the

young brethren who were about to leave

their native land, to impart the blessings of

the gospel to the benighted heathen, as

'sembled on the noble ship, to commend

them to God and take their final leave of

|

and fell. He is hearing the rest of it them. The Rev. Mr. Malin, as the repre

... ". The subject has very much chang-sentative of the Board, made an introduc.

for the apostle is comforting the dis-tory remark, and gave out a hymn which

R. *d bystanders that the young man's was sung, and called on the Rev. Mr.

is in him, though he were taken up Chambers to offer prayer. -

dead. That was a different topic from (Phil.) Chn. Obs.

one Paul was upon when the young

n “sunk down with sleep.” And to MissionARIEs FoR THE PACIFIC. A

'e people around him, congratulating company of missionaries embarked at Lon.

- " that he was not killed outright, and in don for the Pacific, in the missionary ship,

'" man, why, it would frighten John Williams, about five weeks since,

N y:. - accompanied by a Samoan chief. An in

. Now, if you are not disposed to give this teresting meeting on the occasion of their

£# hold on, if you like; but I departure was held at the Tabernacle, in

be y 11 he was not frightened, you ought Moorfields, on the 5th of October.

"sleeper in church. You will The missionary company consisted of

man will have a fiery persecution to pass

through; personal violence has been threat

ened. Our confidence is that the Lord

reigns. But we need the prayers of the

Church.” This Mussulman resides at Ja

lander, a town in the Panjab, where the

Rev. Golok Nath is stationed, through

whose instructions chiefly, we presume,

his convictions of the truth were received.

Furrukhabad Mission. The Rev. W.

H. M'Auley writes on the 11th of August:

“Our city school is doing well, and I

think, is growing in interest and impor.

tance every day. One of our most pro

mising boys has requested me to let him

come to my house, and read a chapter in

the Epistle to the Romans with me every

day, in addition to his other labors, so that

I may more fully explain it to him. This

have found a most delightful employ.

ment, and I do hope, from the deep interest

he appears to take in the subject, that he is

not far from the kingdom of heaven.”

Mr. and Mrs. Scott had concluded to de

fer their return to this country for another

year, though Mrs. Scott's health continued

without any material change. This delay

was resolved on at her instance.

Mrs. Seely had reached their station at

Futtehgurh.

Allahabad Mission. Letters have been

received from the Rev. Messrs. Freeman,

Wray, and Owens, dated August 16th.

Mr. and Mrs. Freeman had been called to

resign unto God their youngest child, after

a brief illness. The chapel at Kydganj

had been enlarged, and the services con
t - - - - -

- '' bones broken yet, likely as not the Rev. C. Barff and wife, returning to

6 there is another thing true; you

ll not find an apostle at hand to brief absence to visit England—Rev. W.
- - - put -

-£ order for you if they get Mills and Mrs. Mills, returning to Upola–

"...iv. :£ many apostles Mrs. Howe, going to rejoin her husband

''''', and if there were, I doubt if

£ : much taken up in£
£ wright, widow of Rev. P. Wright, late of

oh slumberer, that young Griqua Town, and part of her family, to

ducted therein were attended by an audi.

sion college was still prospering.

Some mornings when the rain has been

pouring with scarcely a minute's intermis.

Mr. and,

their post after thirty years labor and a ence of about one hundred persons, of and one-third of the entire population were

whom the scholars of two vernacular communicants.

yesterday at a letter dated August 10th, writes as fol. Legge, one of the London Missionary So

lows: “On the 1st of this month we were ciety's agents in China, brought to Huntly,

his native town, three young strangers,

dressed in the costume of the inhabitants

of the Celestial Empire, whose names were

Lee Kimlin, Song Hootkiam, and Ung

Munsow. On their arrival in England,

they were placed under the care of the

Rev. Mr. Hill, pastor of the Independent

Church, and of Mr. Legge, the father of

the devoted missionary, with the latter of

whom they resided. They attended the

parish school at that place, and made con

siderable progress in their studies. A

short time ago, the Rev. Doctor came

again to Huntly, when two of the youths
requested to be baptized, and admitted as

members of Christ's visible Church. Be

ing satisfied that their knowledge of the

gospel was such as warranted him to take
this step, he consented. A few days after,

the youngest made the same request, which

was granted. Friday, the 15th of October,

being set apart by the deacons of the In

dependent Church as a day of thanksgiv
ing for the late abundant harvest, the cere

mony was fixed to take place on that day

at the forenoon service. The occasion was

one of great interest.

-

HoPE For AFRICA. In looking over

our exchanges, we find in the Journal of

Commerce the following interesting sketch

of Dr. Humphrey's recent remarks on the

present state and future prospects of the

Colonization enterprise. It exhibits, as the

reader will see, a goodly number of very

cheering facts.

“An appeal in behalf of African Coloni.

zation was made in Dr. Potts' Church on

Sabbath morning, 14th inst., by Rev. Dr.

Humphrey, late President of Amherst Col.

lege. In an eloquent address of an hour

and a half, which was listened to with

profound interest, he brought forward a

powerful array of facts and arguments in

favor of Colonization, as affording the only

hope of true elevation to the free blacks in

this country; as a means of great good to

these United States; as a means of extend

ing the blessings of Christian civilization

over the dark Continent of Africa; and fi

|nally, as the only possible means of abol

lishing the slave-trade.

In urging the importance of sending

back the free blacks, with their own con

'' to the arms of their bereaved mother

he said, they were capable of governing

themselves, and attaining a respectable

standing among the nations. This was

proved in Liberia, now governed entirely

by colored men; no white men holding

|any office, civil or military, in the country.

I had a public library, a lyceum and two

newspapers. It had twenty-three churches,

y

|

Its laws, more thorough

schools formed the larger part. The mis-than ours, compelled parents to send their

Mr. children to school between the ages of five

|—Mr. and Mrs. Schmidt also going to the Owen says: “The regular attendance of and twelve vears. Of its ten thousand in.

Samoas, and Mr. Ells, as a printer; Mrs. the higher classes is very gratifying habitants, between three and four thousand

|
|

were emancipated slaves, yet they were

making most astonishing progress. They
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furnish their own teachers and preachers, to the sanctuary, to present to the Giver are scattering disease all round. The re-indicative of affection has bec
- : - ------ - - - e their own ... " - . . . - - - :- * 0mern

build their own ships and make their own of all good, the homage of a grateful moval of this nuisance is a matter of and peevish, and fretful. But:
laws,

-
- - - | - * > . .

- heart. common concern to all who reside in the the worst. He is often utterly '' .

The grand argument in favor of Colo. F } - • ighborhood, and it requi it religious duties, and If.' "
mization, he said, was its influence on the rom the secular papers of the city, neighborhood, an it requires a "relish for the worship of God ": "[...

slave-trade, that inhuman traffic in the we learn that our friends from “the land effort. And, accordingly, all who are tremble while I look £: **

blood and souls of men. Let it not be said of steady habits,” got up on the occasion, exposed to the evil unite in a vigorous painful result which my£ *

that this concentration of iniquity has been “a New England Festival,” or “a effort to effect the removal of this source and which present appearants'
ish". - - :=1... ** --- - - 2. - - - | " " ,

'''"''' ' Thanksgiving Supper,” which was grac- of disease and of death. I am not alie' £' "met #| ||
)V the combined fleets of Great Britain an

- r . . . oomed to see that hus
. - - * *Son (> - WinW 5 Vol r SOClation usband."America.”—Christ. Intell. - ed by the presence of a large number of to See hy such a Voluntary As I have loved as my own soul: ; "

our citizens, and among others, at least might not have a good tendency. band, naturally so noble,£ st

======== two of the ministers of our holy religion. And let me suppose that there exists in | kind, become a drunkard, and '#' "

"t RT 3 R. E. A. C. R. E. R. We learn, that, “The excellent dinner the community an odious custom—if you£: the kingdom of tead

------------------ – was discoursed with rapturous good-will, please, the custom of dram-drinking. ' W',£' M. : *

- - - - ~ | *I - Iinisters . ." " I hope inWEPNESDAY, DECEMBER 8, 1847. and then came the feast of reason and And "me suppose that some M * take my case under": "

-— = the low of soul-song, sentiment, speech- of the Gospel, and some Ruling Elders, give me such counsel as won". *

es, and everything to make an agreeable and not a few members of the church, suited to the circumstancesinw'

We hope our kind friends who send pastime of the occasion.” have conformed to this custom, until they "' - *

us remittances, will be a little more par. When men have leisure to spend an really love “the good creature,” and have our friend and constant: r it

Mill.ticular in their writing, and always give hour in this way, we have nothing to say become so familiar with it, that they are

the post-office, county and state, as well either against d dinner or a supper, at a neither reputable members of the church,

as the name of the individual. When a suitable time But is a day appropriated nor good members of society. In this We d incerel -

change of office is desired, let the office to the purpose of rendering thanks to Al- state of things, let me suppose, that a few e££n

where the paper has been received be mighty God, a proper time for holding a benevolent men form a Voluntary A:''£':
given, as well as the one to which it is carnal “Festival,” partaking of a "sump.ciation—a Temperance Society, if you her happiness. And£
to be sent. tuous dinner,” drinking toasts and sing: please—for the purpose of putting down her trial, however painfillis' -

A little care and attention to this willing songs? Especially, is it seemly that this detestable custom, by the force of singular. We have leisure, . !".

save us much trouble, and will guaranty ministers of the gospel should give their their example, and by the power of"only to say to our friend, that,"

REPLY.

the correct keeping of our books. countenance to things so inconsistent with ral suasion. It is not difficult to see that your reliance for success in Imix: ,

| the nature and design of a day appropri such a Voluntary Association, without at reformation, must be on you."
--- | - . . . | * - - -: - - 2:

lated to the purpose of giving thanks to all meddling with what belongs to the tian example, and earnest and ".

The Patrons of this Periodical will God . If this is the manner in which church, may do much to advance the ing prayer. “The Lord's land,

have learned from the last number, that the present descendants of the Puritans 'good of society, and at the same time in-shortened that it cannot save,".

during the temporary absence of the Edi- in New England observe a day of pub. cidentallyaid the church in the prosecution ear heavy that it cannot heat." Wt:

tor, it has been placed under my super lic, solemn thanksgiving, then we must be of her benevolent mission. The result told that an individual possessel'.

vision. In the Preacher, I recognize a permitted to express the hope, that no then is, that a Voluntary Association may vil was once brought to the dis's:

first-born son. When young and tender such “ yankee motions” may cross the have a good or an evil tendency, accord they could not cast him out 1:

I took him by the hand and introduced Allegheny mountains. ing to the character of the principles on ples inquire at their Master Wy

him to the church. At first bashful, as ----- which it is founded, and the nature of the could not we cast him out! #.

became his youth, and inexperienced in olject for which it is established. Let of your unbelief,” is the re', 'H'

the ways of the world, he could scarcely A QUESTION. the principles of the association be sound, bei,” our Lord adds 'a

hold up his head. But the kind recep: “is not the tendency of Voluntary As and let its object be legitimate, and then not out, but by prayer and£" || “.

tion which he experienced, soon inspired sociations, to take the place of the its tendency will be good. would appear, then, thatsnet' .

lim with confidence, so that he ventured Church, and to throw it into the back are dispossessed with " ''f''

to extend his visits, until he formed a ground altogether?” than others. And if theres",

large circle of acquaintances. And now, - """ rit which is subdued withgatt F.| -

- - - - - - - MR. EDITOR: | -after a period of separation, it is gratify- THE ANSWER. | " ..., - - - , f \" it would seem to it 1.
p I - The peculiarly distressing nature of m ty than another, it woul

ing to see that under the fostering care. I answer emphatically, NO! It "'in'' must be my apology for intrud. Pollyox, whose throne is es'',

of his adopted :^ather, he has attained to pends entirely on the principles upon ing myself upon your notice, for the pur- the heart of the drunkard. Bute."

a state of vigorous mouhood. take which the Association is founded, and the pose of soliciting your aid and your coun- destroyer of our race, mus yiel'

great pleasure in renewing my acquaint-object for which it is formed, whether itsel. That you may understand my" omnipotent power of divinegut #

ance with him. And in company with will have any such tendency. I can con'''''''p': and fasting are them."

lim, I propose for a short time to pay a ceive of various Voluntary Associations,', a most££ In ... God has appointed toser" -

visit to my friends scattered through which, without in any degree invading far as this world is concerned, we could sition of this power. We wn't!.

out the different parts of our country,– the prerogatives of the church, may inci-'not claim abundance, but possessed so say to our friend Mary, and "I
to all of whom, we unitedly send GREET-identally do much to promote her pros much, that by our mutual industry "sisters, who may experience a £r

perity. Suppose, for example, a young'e's "" " 'i' comfortably. At the trial—"Remember the years"

- time of our marriage my husband was a -

J. Irs T. PREssly. man and a young woman should form a - > ***. - roll.” “Is It" |mi young member of the church, and I have had hand of the Most Hig". Is I - || ||

":r".
| Voluntary Association, and agree to live the happiness of seeing the forms of reli- too hard for the Almighty!"

together in the relation of husband '#' punctually observed in the family. king's heart is in the hand offel's
- --- . . - * * - - - . .. o - - -

1DAY or THANKSGI WiNG. ' for the purpose of promoting each The earlier years of our married life the rivers of water, he tum" £e

MNG.

In accordance with the recommenda- other's happiness, and of raising up a passed away very happily. Divine Pro. ersoever he will.” Then com"

ion of Governor, Thursday the 25th “godly seed.” I can easil conceive vidence has smiled upon our united ef. " - * in who "l.
tion of our (4 overnor, sday godly seed. y '" forts, our scanty stock has been increas case of thy husband to "''''

ult, was appropriated to the special pur.that such an association, without at all in d. and we now possess as much as we hearer of prayer, and say " ".

- ***"...c. : *...** - .. -: 3. - - :- - - il

pose of publicly expressing urgrinde effe, ing with my thing which belong £d reasonally desire of the good will not let thee go, except thull'."

to God, for the many and distinguished to the church, might tend very'' of this life. And Perhaps, Mr. me.” And for your encourag." "

blessings bestowed upon us. As we are|ly to promote her interests. But should ", you # now be disposed to say pe

- - in-l. :...' ..... - ,,,, to me—“Surely you are truly happy!”. -dependent creatures, indebted to God these same persons form this connection, y happy whatsoever ye shall askin" *

* But ah! must I tell vou, there is a worm things i- -- * - ... -- . * * * * - 1 ht * if, • - * . - - . . . :... " - -

for every comfort we enjoy, and as we that the husband might steal and the wife'. root of my domestic happiness, believing, ye shall receive' | | |

are likewise unworthy of the least of his conceal the stolen property, such a Vo-'My dear husband,—a man of warm affec

mercies, it is a reasonable duty to ae-juntary Association would be pronoune-itions, of kind disposition, and of generous, ------

his goodness, and to rendered unhallowed, and its tendency would heart, '. of late an altered man. Being. The following communicati"
naturally of a soci i.e. - Ll: si- iter it."
: y of a social and friendly disposi purports to be, from "A Sister i

tion, he has been inveigled by the drink- - - re,0: El

- - -1.5. - - Church.” Our fair sisters *.""
loul ty of - - k ling usages, which formerly so generally d in"

*** * - - - *- - - - - - - - • . - - - - - -

of our Twin cities, and we ". y of an""," "w on what prevailed, until he has acquired a fond accounts, deeply interes"" *
the Christian people of the State gene principles it is based, and for what pur-bess for intoxicating drinks. And it is plorable war in which we" inwitt" || |

rally, the day was religiously observed pose it is established. but too evident that he is suffering from and have a right to be heard. An '' ":

- - - - - : •vil “ff....' s , , f : - -: * : - :

So far as out information extends, all Suppose that there exists a large col. the evil effects of indulging a vitiated ap- tle has said, “Let your wo" l" |,
• - - - - petite, both in soul and in bod Alas! • * *

- ere open on that day; and it, lection of stagnant water in the # - y. ** 1,..., ; ...hes for it is not " || ".churches were open on that ‘ia); * - immedi how great a change has come over him lence in the churches, for |£
lit -was a pleasing spectacle to see the peo-late vicinity of a city, and that the poison. He whose wor' were formerly expres- ted to them to speak. A :- 1

ple of God from every quarter, repairing ous exhalations arising from this source, sive of kindness, and whose looks were learn any thing, let them ask "* .

1 . " …
#| || ||*

rsevere, remember he hath" l,

--" "

knowledge

to him the tribute of thanksgiving and be hurtful. Before, then, we can pro

praise which is due. By the inhabitants nounce intelligently upon the tendency
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, is at home.” Though the Apostle R. C. Grie - * - 1. -

-- - # **, *-*. , was elected President of Erskine *

'** s ..: THE POWER OF - •rier, was e ! ACKNowLEDGMENTS.

not seem to countenance the idea “H * * College, in the room of the Rev. E. E. Pressly, The Treasurer of General Synod ac

e woman becoming a public speaker, e casteth out devils, through Beel- D. D., resigned. This young but flourishing In- knowledges the receipt of the following:

re not aware that he has forbidden Zebub the prince of the devils" such " " been a source of blessing to the c...iii. Congregation by Rev. D. R.
imployment of her pen for the pub was the opprobrious language employed Southern Church. ... Kerr. Foreign'' J. C. Steel '

". . . - * - - * * - - Mrs. Jä eming, h .v. J. C. Steele -enefit. And while he directs those by the enemies of the Lord"" Turrets Yass work to a p". In the '.£ : t do." 1.00

- -: - | - t p A 1.1 br.: fr - *** * * - * * * *-* *

... would “learn, to ask their husbands witnessed the stupendous miracles which 1272 tile - '' Allegheny C. ngregation, Dr. Pressly, 9
| -- * - h formed year 12.2 the wages of a laboring man were less regon Mission 40.80

me,” we suppose that it may be al- tie per orme and who had before their than our cents a day, while the price of a Bible, west Al...and. Rev. J. S. Buchanan,

to those who are without husbands, "'" the indubitable proof of the equity at the same period, was about sis). A common. Oregon, Mission, - 5.00

laborer, in those days, must toil on industriously Female wiss. Society, Union Congrega. 15.00

'or thirteen l ng years, if he would possess a copy tion, Rev. Ekin, * - *

of the word of God . Now, the earnings of half a The Treasurer of the First Synodacknow

Wedge, the receipt of the following sun'.

Mount Nebo Congregation, Rev. Burnet'; $3.00

sk information from any who are of his claim to the character of the true

ium Messiah. Previous to the appearance offied to give it, through the med h

- e. - •

e press. We hope,'' the Son of God in human nature, "day will pay the cost of a beautifully printed copy

. of our correspondents will c ply Jews generally had formed a conception of the Sacred Oracies. What a contrast! What f? fill C - by Rev. D. R

her request, and give the informa." the character of the promised Re- an illustration of the power of the press! - * "' ongregation, by " " 400

esired. In the mean time, we may deemer, in accordance with their own r – W:'': do #
at, in so far as our opinion is con carnal views and desires. And when he ti£": :: the: Bear Creek and Connections, by do., -

l, we have no faith in the system, actually appeared in the person of Jesus::::: * . . R 1 E. D.

' advocates the propriety of open-"f Nazareth, the circumstances of his filled up the full measure of disgust felt drug. on the 23d ult,w the Rev. 3. Herron, Major

'le way for the introduction of the condition were so different from what out Canada. GEORGE S. CARNAH AN." Miss JANE,

hells,” they had anticipated, that closing their The mortal'y has been that of an army: on daughter of' ''' GILFILLAN, all of

ED. eyes againat all the evidences of his di the passage,3900; at Grosse Isle, 3,452; in ships. Alleg") "." "
* , by cannon-balls and bomb's

- at Quarantine, 12-2; at the viarine Hospital,
At Bedford. Cuyahoga County, Ohio, on the

*: vine missi 'i - - -- -By - mals '' they rejected him as an im. Quebec, 1000; making 9,634; and this learful 18th ult, by 'w': w. '' :£

* ... r, the preach... it'" " was not because of any thing account does not include the deaths at the shed. DARLIN', '''.N' 'r: B'.
". doubtful in th id - - ...: - * * * Miss M ARG.Y RET , N N E N, or Ixcuiord,

bitor : the evidence of his heavenly, and Hospitals in Montreal, Kingston, Toronto, Ohio.

... " • ission. • - - - • - *

". mission; for of this they had many infal- Bytown and Hamilton; or those which have * In Birmingham, Pa., on the 16 h ult, by Rev.

ong the various opinions, which' - -

"in collision among mankind, there lible proofs. But under the perverting curred unnoticed and unknown, by the wayside, I. C. sing: "...ANDREw L. M'CLURE to
° and in the small taverns of the country parts. Miss JANE RAMSEY.*- : - |: - - - w

*'' that perplexes£ mind very influence of prejudice, they were disqua- In Montreal, the average number of sick in the

... If you, or any of your correspon-Ali - - * - - : * ... - -- ... .", y of y I lified to form a correct judgment; and Hospital, during the week ending November ". O B ITU A R Y .

- - arty, can answer the fol- ... : -

* * of either party, ha '', hence, in relation to those works, of has been 702; and the deaths 66. re- - - -

... interrogative, in a way that will which it ] $.1 “ - Died, of Typhoid Fever, at his residence, near

light on its darkness, you will'' ! '. it was truly said, “No man can WolcANIC ERUPTION. The Mountain Eagle stat Savannah, Ashland county, Ohio, on the 10th of
...'" - iter. do those miracles that thou doest, except - ... ." Iwin agle states November, Mr. EBENEZER ROSS, in the

eculiar favor on the writer. Why '.." that great excitement and alarm prevails at pre- 52d year of his age. *

'* - | f : - - ** -

at so many, who appear'' be with him,” they said, “He *sent among the inhabitants of walker and Dade About eighteen wears since, the deceased was

ntious in other things as Chris-leth out devils, through Beelzebub the counties, Ga., produced by a burning volcano, ordained a R'ing,'' '. R. Congrega

- 'tion of Cross Roads, then under the pastoral careliffer so widely in their opinions pri *] ... • * | " . . . . -

*. | Dr.In : -to this deplorable war in which prince of the devils. - - - - which is said to have burst out" the high of the Rev. M'Cahan, whence he removed to Sa.

"' involved Some, as you are The power of prejudice in perverting peaks of the Look Out Mountain, at a place call. vannah in the Spring of 1835, and soon after his
. . . * - - - - - - “N 's,” he 19th ult. So settlement there, was incorporated with the Ses

s the judgment, and in disqualifyin led the “Narrows," on the 19th ult. Some of the st * pora -

a speak and write on the war, as "Judgment, qualifying man'. stated, had removed from the 'sion of the A. R. Church, of said pl", and,";

tinued in the exercise of his office, approved and... ontrary to the principles of Chris for forming a correct decision, is truly ne; hborhood

| "..." others say it is right, and try to astonishing. Even good men, in the pre- g * - lowed by the whole congregation until his death.

it by presenting to us a variety - s'. s: - In the session, presbyteries and synods, his seat

.. :- ' sent state of imperfection, are not exempt. Fortrics. O il was seldom, if ever, vacant. He wss prompt in

gs, among which are the benefits - - ories our space slow is room merely £ the weekly prayer-meetin

from its influence. When an unfavora- to say that, according to the latest news: 1n Eng:£'££'' £
* - - - *. * •

land, a large number of heavy failures in the it may be said of him, he “seemed to be a pillar"

y say will flow from it, by open- •

... oor for the conversion of the Pa-ble estimate has been formed of the cha

manufactaring and commercial world have oc. in the church. His place will not easily be sup

lied.
, the Protestant faith, and thus racter of a man, (it may be, without any d, and -

! curred, and in consequence of many bei pil| q y being thrown, In his death, community has lost one of her
the bands of the priests, and sufficient reason.) every thing affecting.' ffering i

| | ploy : ****"g is threat. 'worthiest citizens, the church a most amiable andthem to become a Bible-reading - • -

. that cha - --- : -. * that h racter, 1S beheld through the dis ening to prevail. In Ireland, there are alarming exemplary member, his wife a faithful and affec

torted medium of prejudice, and the re-accounts of distress and outrage, especially in the tinnate husband, and his children a vigilant, teng p y * §
admit that the conquest of Mexi- - • * •

- - qu e. sult is, a decision to his disadvantage is South and West. In Switzerland, the rival Can-ide.'" beloved father.

result in great spiritual good to o t to b h brink His last illness was protracted about eight

... ple, where shall we go for the pronounced. Even when the act of the tons appear to be on the very brin of War. "weeks, but was cndured with Christian patience

my to favor this opinion? We man must be approved, it will often be Italy, the Pope is continually making advances and resignation, and he appeared fully prepared for

towards apparent reforms—while each new one his change. In the judgment of man, he died the

find it in past ages. Ir - - - -

Past ages. Ireland was attributed to an unhallowed motive, just makes the multitudes clamorous for more, and death of the right"'rous
re. ed - - - - - -

by the English centuries ago, las the benevolent miracles of our Lord what the result of the present course will be to friends mourn not as those who have no hope.

testants from England and Scot- ibed h f S |P d th ld. th - -

... ed zealously to induce the na-..." " to the agency of Satan.|ropery and the world, the providence of God p, or congestion of the brain, after an ill.

embrace the Protestant faith, but Then, let all give heed to the admonition, alone can tell. In Russia, the cholera is making iness of three days, Miss ELLEN Ross, eldest

fearful ravages apparently on a western course daughter of Ebenezer and Jane Ross, in the 17th

m

* ,

l

* *

-".

ned away with scorn and con: "Judge not, that ye be not judged.”". . h y h sax. - * * Judg from Central Asia, where it developed itself year of her age. She was lovely in her life, and
om those whom they believed to | P - -

| some time since. we hope, blessed in her death Her warning was

- 'short, and in about thirty-six hours after she was... . enemies and oppressors, and the - |

- rish are to this day praying to the S U M M A R Y a N - 'seized, she sunk into a comatose state, from

- - - - NewsPAPrR IN Catsa. A foreigner in China which the best medical skill employed, could not

relieve her.

"... Mary. -- - - --

ł - has recently established a newspaper in the Chi

ps£ reply, Look at the Jewish Convents. On the occasion of the dis- nese£ Hitherto£ but one Thus, within less than three months, has death

..". ns who lived in the north of Eu- pensation of the Lord's Supper recently, in one Chi **** y wn sh - d by th cut off from this deeply afflicted and much

at became Partially acquainted' the Associate Reformed churches in the city' newspaper, which was issued by the bereaved family, three of its most promising

ristianity by conquest. True, but ! - '' government at Pekin at irregular intervals, con. members. A disconsolate widow with five child
re the conquerors, not th * of New York, four young Israelites were admit. taining the laws enacted, etc., and was sent out ren, "nd an extensive circle of friends, are left to

* and besid ... ...", * *-ited into the communion of the church. A letter by s to the principal cities of th :... mourn a serions and apparently irreparable loss.

- eside this, they had not em. - l y expresses to the principal cities of the empire. 'B' , , ady, for in such t

any form of Christiani "received from the Pastor of that church, observes £ye a' gasy: " " ' " hour as ye
their conquest":£- That they all stated as one reason which in-, - think not, the Son of man cometh.

quests. very intelli- duced them to give the preference to our church,
t* : *son knows that it is mor i - -

ade a person who has n : *Y the fact, that we use a literal version of ' The Presbytery of Monongahela will hold its Ij’ If there be any errors or oversights in the

the Christian religi *em: Psalms of David in the worship of God.” And regular Quarteriy Meeting, in Dr. Pressly''''''''''''''''''ase notify
in to lead eligion, to attend they further stated that, “from their own person |Church, Allegheny City, on Tuesday the 28th " of them that they may be corrected.

o which he:'' al corrupt, knowledge, one great objection which the Jews instant, at 11*''' WN, Clerk | PAYMENTS For subscription To THE

- as been long attach- thie against Christianity is, that the Christian D cember 7th, 47. N G. BRO N, Clerk. PREACHER-(Not otherwise receipted

churches have mutilated and corrupted the Book for.)

.."; to this article will be cordial-off ins:

-

On the Third Volune,

Matthew Drennen
ed *: -'' with attention by one of these young men, Mr. Elias Levi, a NOTICE.

A SISTER I s * ***** w

* * *ca. Polish Jew, has been taken under the care of the There are several volumes which have'T's Park On the F."' Volu 'ne.

"-- "Presbytery of New York as a candidate for the yeen removed from the Library of the ar o t} F.' Drennen

<-------- - * "faë 1 Mt/a i of wome
trW. r • - - * -

WINTER holy ministry Theological Seminary, without the £: William M. Grath

- ***. . - - 'l- 51* re.-:. R A Ross A Jacobs
inter comes to rule th | "THEoLogCAL SEMINAR1Es. We learn that there knowledge of the Librarian. Among # Ts' * £

* - - • - *

and sad, with :: • varied year are in attendance in the Theological Seminary these, there are two copies of Dick st Matthew Drennen Reid Bracken

*:: rising train; in Newburg, New York, ten students. |Theology, Boston's Body of Divinity, 1 Noble - -

* | In the Seminary at Due West Corner, South Jamison's Lectures, besides many others.'...." On the Sixth Volume.

*r along conti "... " l d f • | William Wilson Henry D. nnell, E

mild weath : of compara- Carolina, there are eleven students. |Those who have them in their posses- G wilson Mrs Jane Ross' sq

• er, the rei ****** ! - - - : des: | James Smith Rev H

g" of frosti Ersks, contros. At the late meeting of thesion are earnestly desired to return them £n Miss£kin
'w has fairl - -

y Commenced. A.iate Reformed synod of the south, the Rev. immediately. JoliN T. PREssly. w Gracey
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I'AST RECOLLECTIONS.

Sweet Mem'ry guide my roving thoughts

To days and weeks now flown,

When joy diffused gay smiles around,

And sorrow was unknown:

For Fancy e'en would dwell upon

The lovely scenes of yore;

Would feast herself on thoughts of those,

Whom I behold no more.

Departed days : now of my thoughts

Around you fondly cling:

While Mein'ry scans your glowing scenes,

Whence during pleasures spring.

I love to gaze on you, sweet Past,

To view your cloudless sky;

- --

-
- |

penditure which would secure the sup can Board, laboring among the£

port of prudent capitalists. The chief support themselves by their own manua

doubt rested on the construction of the labor, and of course have little time for

proposed port at Pelusium; but M. Ne-study. ... .

' has'', made a survey. 'i The state offeeling in':

estimates sufficiently exact to leave no 'h' United States, is not' er '. * , and others to our#.

fears on that head. The parties are, at lial as might be expected, considering the ological and Sabbath School B.

the time we write, on the spot, and ac- origin of the settlers. They have a''''':\" W.

|tively engaged in the prosecution of the sense of the injustice done them by t '':f': *

affair. neglect of the home government. •£ several works of i'

“The near prospect of the realization ligent men among them are agitating the , Huldane on tomans, with "...

of such a project has revived the idea, subject of an independent '':£" Columents: a tal.

long since suggested, of a railway follow-pire, to be composed of Oregon and Ca- '#E MEMOIRs & SER\\\

ing the same route. It is not impossible lifornia. M'C':YNE (in 3 vovum, i.

however, that both projects may be real- - Scotch minister. | <

ized, and that even with advantage to WoRDERs of CREATION. The lates': " SA}},

each other. The works necessary to the Dr. Chalmers in his Astronomical Ser- $'.£'.£

one, will be equally available for the mons, remarks: “While the telescoproxi, HUNDRED voltiis'

other; and every one conversant with enables us to see a system in every stae, of 810; and one of FIFA Y VOLLVIs".

BOOK-STORE,

-...

Theological Bookstor.

E would invite the attention on,

- - - - • - - - - - - Sabbath St!", " . . :

I love to raise Time's mystic veil, engineering. will perceive in how many the microscope unfolds to us a world in.#:£: '. *:

And bring fair prospects migh. ways each, in actual operation, may aid every atom. The one shows us the "the leading books. *...*::

the other. It would be a glorious spec- significance of the world we inhabit: the The Union Questions, Ron Well"

Companions of my childhood days, tacle to behold those wonders of art and other redeems it from that insignificance at tra.'"

Friends of my tender years : science—the locomotive, the ship, the rail- —presenting us a universe in the com- The Union Consecutive Quest. ... " |

Alas! I miss your sparkling eyes, way, and the canal, at work upon. the pass of a point, where the Almighty Ru- * ion Hymn.Book '*]:

I miss your hearty cheers, sands and deserts that were for centuries jer of all things finds room for the exer- £, B. l."

How oft I've joined your merry laugh, untrodden, save by the pilgrim and the cise of his attributes.” Recent discove. T: wishing to replenish the lin's *

Which made the air resound ! camel. Yet such a result may be far ries in Geology have brought to view afin' "

When circling pleasures, light of wing, ": remote. great multitude of facts, truly wonderful ', pries. Orders from schol in** "

Whirl’d—gaily whirl’d—around “The company we refer to has been —especially respecting the state of ani-try promptly attended to "d"-j-"

- * * --1- constituted for several months back, and mated creation many centuries past the selections. ELLIOTT & Niki 1"":£ see you now, has devoted its inquiries to the question While on the one hand it is found, by the Successors to R. Carter, Market's "I"

aminar gliding ' f between a railway and a canal. It has remains of some ancient animals, that tween & #4

As blithe, as gay, as light, as free, decided in favor of the latter. It is pro- they were larger than any now living April, 1847. *

A happy bird of ong. - posed to divide, the execution of the upon the earth on the other hand, mi- - - - - ......"

A: "...ho" face it with mile, works between the engineers of the na-croscopic animals, almost inconceivably T H E G REAT SUFFEi.
Those brows "rene an: e'. tions above named. The English en small, yet possessing mouths, teeth, sto: HN order to meet the state* Kir

":' to Fancy's gaze, gineer, Mr. Stephenson, is to construct machs, muscles, wings, glands, eyes, '.£: £

'en as they used t” appear. the port of Suez, the Austrian engineer, other organs, are not only found in a fos- of the GRB: * {

f * • nrices

Those were the hours of innocence, |M. Negrelli, is to take charge of the port sil state, but forming rocks and soil for pric" 0. || ||

When no dark cloud of sin of Pelusium; and the French engineers miles in extent. Chalk, and even flint, #£' 20 ". 'er

w - - are to construct the canal.” and some of the gems, are found to a er single copy, more to rift". . .

Hung o'er the soul with dread and gloom, g - | And by the hundred or"1".

To terrify within. great exteut to be composed ofanimalcu-' 20 cents per'' 'i's

Like as the crystal fountain, clear | - - |la. A cubic inch of iron ore is: to hundred, a credit '': 't
- - - - * i - | • * ,e billi iv-'re sible inen, or 5 per cell. ".

Sends forth its silver stream— Mission to OREGON. Rev. George H. contain the£ of'££: * uff.

Just so the hours of childhood pass, Atkinson and lady sailed from Boston, "g.£: '''' silicious also is "... l *:

As pure and lucid seem. October 23d, in the Barque Samoset, for " ]£ '' I' * : in N' Scott's Commentary, in34" is

Oh! that the future thus might be the Sandwich Islands, on their way to ' : untier£ almost Dwight's Theology, 4" i.

* : . tl ": i - i Oregon. Mr. A. goes out under the com- ' *£ : :£ it. Dick's Theology, in "*" | ".

stree from every guile; mission of the American Home Mission- entirely of the skeletons o £s of Edward's Theological"." ".
That innocence might sport beneath ary Society, and is amply provided with is also said that a thousand millions o volumes th

- ***** - ile: * i. - J , - ... . - - • - t; ".

T'":£: inter facilities for exerting a favorable influ- these' ''£" a. Edwards on£ .o: : "rus' oughts w lence in the educational and other social mass no larger than *g O - ligious Affections.":* | ".

T:: :: cencs are o'er interests of that interesting region. He -: - - --£ *
en would we, winen the scen will be followed, at no distant period, ALLEGHENY FEMALE 1NSTITUTE. #£"":

To endless glory go. by other missionaries, already under ap- W H IS Establishment for the education of i£, #

pointment Young Ladies, will be opened (D. v.):"''''" 4th wit ".

| II". . . - - Monday, November 1st 1847, at the corner of Ce- - iah, 3 volume: " || ||
El U S G E L (l, A NY a F rom the incidental remarks of travel dar and Robinson streets, near the Hand Stree) £'£ volumes line

– - |lers, it appears that the land " " "Bridge, under the superintend nee of Mrs Ingles, Barnes . t Dictionary.

--- good as in the Valley of the Mississippi. formerly Principal of the Manchester Institute. Robinson's Bi . clinin!" id:
* * - • - - - - - - "... S.-: 6 * *

- RTANT It is not a campaign country, but made Mrs. Ingles takes this opportunity of thanking Robinson's Scriptur - :
EUROPE AND A: £ AN un of series£# valleys. all those friends, who have hitherto patronized Rohinson's Biblical Re: : Fi ":

PROJECT on THE Eve of AccoMPLisH- up - *...*.*.*.* t] her; and hopes that they will be induced to con- &c., with maps, &c., in 3 volum"

MENT. We learn from the London Morn- The sections most inviting to settlers, are£ patronage in her new undertaking, F. fessor Stuart's Comme" t! ##| "..

ing Herald of the 16th ult, that the pro- the Willamet Valley, and a portion north assuring them, th: no Pupil confided to her l: volumes octavo. try,

ject of uniting the Mediterranean and of the mouth of the Columbia river. cave, shall fail to receive constant attention in ": Stuart's Critical His " ...

Red Sea is about to be executed. The More thorough exploration, however, is every branch of her education.T "£ o' Testament (" |,

Viceroy of Egypt, having been baffled fast developing choice locations in other£:perienced Teachers are e - rockTH" "...# !".

s .: - sists ** | *ti ... .

by the jealousies of the great European parts of the territory. There '" "| Circulars can be obtained at Parke & Han. A full assortment of the '"

Powers, in his attempts to secure their 1843, less than 400 Americans in Oregon;|men', on wood street, Pittsburgh; or, ot the In-Publications of thePr: ** *

co-operation in this great work, appealed in 1846 there were 10,000. They have stitute, on Cedar street, Allegheny. great variety of other b'.:* ,

to private enterprise and interest. The mostly gone from the Western States, oct. 13, 1st–4 |cent visit to the£ ...

response has been satisfactory. A joint attracted by the healthiness of the cli- H I L L AN D B R O W N E , '' '. sold at '.£| ||

- - - | 8, ! - # -company of capitalists and merchants of mate. The££: a migra- (Successors to Holdship & Browne,) "*" N'W's.".

Londo's and Vie's been£HM'sof Sept"r 2, 1846—tf '''

ed, and their agents by this time have by a class of permanent inhabitants. This # FA PER HANG INGS, and dealers in Wri- 'nion ...

reached the theatre of projected opera- territory will eventually become rich and |ting, Printing and Wrapping Paper, American Sunday School Union "f * * *

tions. Mr. Stephenson represents the important-especially the Willamet Val- No. 87 Wood Street, - . . . . orpsM .

English interest, M. Talabot the French, ley will become a rich farming district.' Fourth Street and Diamond Alley, Pitts. M’DONALI) & B *

25** - - w - furnishing provisions to the shipping on burgh, Pa. - N.' " .
and M. Negrelli, the Austrian. The fol-furn ifi p This terri ''' g be Ir Rag and Tanners' Scraps taken in ex-(Patterson's Old Stand

lowing extract from the Morning Herald the Pacific. 'to will soon bel' e at Inarket price. Street.) ".

gives a clear idea of the project: engaged '£'£ and £, 0, 1847. EEP constantly on£ ''.

ject India, and have a powerful influence - " - erican ". . .

“The purpose of the colossal project the political '' £&EARs history of THE BIBLE-A tion''',
is to cut a ship canal between Suez and upon the politica ' erests of our'' new and beautiful work, 2 volumes in one, Union, which they "£ and oft'. '

- - * *Iwi *the ancient Pelusium, following very The people resemble those of our West. Igiving a clear aud comprehensive account of evices. They are'' worth,"

the ancient canal,ern States in their general character. The£ recorded in the Sacred of One Thousan ... that in" .nearly the course of - * - 'ry! a t | times aboutth' "

the traces of which still exist on the isth-Roman Catholics, to a great extent, now Scriptures, during a period of upwards of four£ £ystan," .
... r jected canal is to have control their religion. In the Willamet thousand years with copious notes, critical and there will '. f the books: -

mus. The projec - r | explanator - - hundred' ing a full supply of the "' ... is #| ||
- ... t \7 845, the * r * *** xpla y, illustrated with several hundre g - - - lived for -

width and depth sufficient to Boat a first V alley, in 1845, they erected four church- engravings, rices: 00 [I. f* Subscriptions' fict ##| ||

rate man-of-war. A port will be," and "''''' prie', besides ele:''rlos For THE PEO.'s'£1.
structed at Suez, and another at Pelu-ven more on the way. These are said Pl:P-A very valuable miscellaneous work, annum), and You" :

sium. From the reports which have to be Jesuits, men of education, and will price $2.50. * * price 12:':' As'.

reached us, it appears that surveys have|have great influence in every departmentH}''''o:£*:£ School''
- - * - '1.2. - - - rig o the presen - - - - ***** - - twu" || 1 ,already been made to a sufficient extent of society. There are several Protes This is universally acknowledged . be the best Paper and Station", which: it" . .

to remove all doub" as to the practibility tant ministers also, who, with the *"P" work ever published on this subject. lowest prices they " be boug |

of the project, within those limits of ex-'tion of three missionaries of the Ameli- % Wilson & J. Dournart, Agents. | Sept. 16, 1846-tf. *

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



VOLUME V. “ U HAVE A PlzSSA@3 F.39M 39D UMlifo THEg,”, NUMBER 26.

* Rev. DAVID R. KERR, EDITOR. PITTSBURGH, DECEMBER 22, 1847. W. ALL INDER, PRINTER.

T E R M s. ': called by his name, and placed un-another some of her milk. And the remission of eternal punishment: and

THE P ill be published on Wednes lder his guardianship. This is the origin monks once showed among their relics they can be granted even to such only
A IIf t”REAChER WI punisned on we "...of calling churches after the names of the spear and shield with which Michael for a good cause or motive. Unless the

day, every two weeks:"":" per annum, saints. And thus nations were placed encountered the dragon of Revelation; cause or motive is a good one heaven
... in advance, or One Dollar and a half anor the under the guardianship of saints—as Ire- and some relic-monger had a feather from does not loose what the bishop looses.

: close of the year. No discontinuance until all land under that of St. Patrick–Scotland, the wing of the Holy Spirit, when taking. The causes or motives deemed good are,
e arrearages are paid. under that of St. Andrew—England un-the form of a dove he'. upon Christ|“the doing of great works for the glory

* Payments may be made to John Sterritor Jo der that of St. George. So also cities at his baptism! On the miracles wrought of God and the public benefit of the

[.... "eph Spratt, merchants, Federal Street, Alleghe were placed under the care of saints, and by the relics of the saints I have already church, such as the propagation of the

ny; or to William Allinder, at the Publication their relics were esteemed as imparting sufficiently dwelt. They are various, and Catholic faith, building churches, alms,

to office, N.W. corner of the Diamond and Market far greater security against assault than very numerous. &c.” And the way in which the bishop

* Street, Pittsburgh. All communications to be cannon, walls, or bulwarks. Constantine, I will not, I cannot, here dwell upon secures the remission of the temporal

* , addressed to the Editor, post paid. you know, defended the town of Nisibis the awful abuses of your doctrine of re-punishment of the indulged one,—he

. Any person who will procure five new subscri- with the dead body of St. James; and lics: On the robbery of all kinds of graves draws upon the satisfaction of Christ and

. bers, and transmit the money, shall be entitled to when the Emperor Leo desired to secure in Palestine, and the hawking of pilfered his saints called “the treasure of the

... a copy of The Preacher, for one year. the relics of Simeon the Stylite from An-bones all over Europe; on the selling of church,” and offers the draft to God, as

Where a private conveyance does not offer, tioch, for the purpose of defence, the wood, sufficient to warm a small town an equivalent for the punishment due to

prudent citizens replied, “Our city has through the winter, as pieces of the the individual! I do think that some

no walls, and we have brought here the cross; on the selling of hands and feet of heated controversialists have distorted

*=holy body of Simeon, that it might serve particular saints, until the proof is£ doctrine of your church; but you

- us in the stead of walls and£ tive that some of the favored ones had as will not say that this is a distortion of it.

** subscribers will please transmit by mail.

| || From the New York Observer. And so individuals are placed under a many hands as Briareus, and as many. It is taken, almost literally, from Chal

* Kirwan on Relie, and Indulgence... guardian saint, or they select one for feet as the crawling worm we call the loner and Milner. -

i. To the Right Rev. John Hughes, Roman£ I remember, when a boy, I£ I turn from the abuse to the . The illustration ofMilner of thew:

Catholic Bishop of New York. ad one myself; but his name I am ut-doctrine. . - - * ing of the thing is a curiosity in its way.

- terly unable to recall. I have no doubt . Now, sir, where is the origin of your. It is drawn from 2d Sam, 12th chapter.

: My Dear Sir : but that you will say he took bad care of doctrine of relics? Can you find a trace David, by the murder of Uriah, and by
s: Permit me to ask your kind attention, me. of it in the New Testament? Will you, adultery with his wife, incurred both eter
"... .

* in the present letter, to two more objec- There is, I learn, an authentic list of for a moment, compare the sham mira-nal and temporary punishment. He con:

... ions which prevent my return to your the relics, deemed true, possessed and cles wrought at the tombs of some of fessed to Nathan and did penance, and

wn church, drawn from your use of relics and published by your church, I have neveryour saints with that wrought by"' punishment was remitted. The

* indulgences. The importance which you seen it. It must be a very curious book, bones of a prophet of Israel? Will you temporal yet remained, and he suffered it

" attach to these things, and the evils which In the absence of your catalogue, I select dare to say that the curing of a sore all. And why? There was no priest or

* flow from them, demand a letter for the a few of the relics greatly venerated by throat, by a dead man's hand, is to be bishop to grant him indulgence
*: due consideration of each; but I will Papists, from books of authority that lie placed on the same ground with the mi-| Such, sir, is vour doctrine of indulgence.

* : * consider them both in one, and, as I before me. They are almost as amusing raculous cures of the apostles! I vene-Permit me to give you my thoughts in .

* trust, without weakening the force of my as your miracles. I will omit those too rate the names, I would even decorate reference to it.

objections. offensive to be named, out of respect for the tombs of the good; but what virtue! There is not a shadow of authority for

“Relics are the dead bodies or bones you, my readers, and myself. is there in a bone from the body of Paul it in the Scriptures. The church has au
i * of saints, and whatever belonged to them The arms, legs, fingers and toes of the or Peter ? or in a slip of wood from the thority to receive those she deems wor

... " ^eir mortal life.” The clause I place saints are greatly multiplied. There are cross? or in a strand from the rope with thy of membership, and to cast out of:

... in italics enables you to multiply them eight arms of St. Matthew, three of St. which Judas hung himself! or in some fenders. And when offenders, cast out

" indefinitely. . These relics are honored John, and almost any number of St. hairs from the tail of the beast which Ba- from her bosom, have given due evidence

* With an inferior and relative, but not with Thomas-a-Becket. There are in the laam whipped : of repentance, she has the power of again
* divine honor. And they are honored, church of the Lateran, the ark made by . If relics ever performed miracles, why receiving them; she is bound to do so.

* 1st, because they were the temples of Moses in the wilderness, the rod of Mo-do they not perform some now? Is the Upon this simple Scripturnl position your

* God; 2dly, because they are to be raised ses, and the table on which the last sup-virtue of all your old bones exhausted church has erected the sacrament of pe

, --> from the dead; 3dly, because of their per was instituted by the Saviour. The where is the holy coat of Treves? mance, and the doctrine of indulgence!

". "lous Power; thy, because they table is entire at Rome; but there are. Where now are the pilgrims to the bones Nor have you a shadow of authority

: "g',the fithful to imitate their many pieces of it in other places. On of Becket ! Where is your shop in New for prescribing a meritorious satisfaction
*' -£ is Challoner's account of the altar of the Lateran, are the heads! York for the sale of holy teeth, and holy to God, in lieu of the penalty annexed to

... "'wit which that of Milner agrees. of Peter and Paul entire; but there are fingers, and holy bones, taken from the his law, and pronounced against sin. I
1. – This doctrine of relics is intimately pieces of them in Bilboa, greatly honor-graves of the saints' Sir, the whole mat-have already examined and exploded

*£ with that of miracles—it flows ed by the monks. St. Peter's churchiter is one of the vilest impositions ever your claims as to the power of the keys,

from it. The man who performed mira- is blessed with the cross of the penitent practised upon the credulity of man. I and as to binding an loosing. So un

|- : when living, should be, after death, thief: with the lantern of Judas; with do not charge you with believing a word reasonable, I may say so foolish, are they,

.. ''' his bones may perform the dice used by the soldiers in casting of it... I could almost as soon believe in that their assertion only exposes you to

... th i. er death; and, *s in many cases lots for the Saviour's garments; with the the virtue of the paring of the nails ridicule. Let us suppose that David

' ' " ":" them, their relics should axe, saw and hammer of St. Joseph; and of some of your saints, as admit that a were now king of the State of New York,
st

be honored with an inferior and relative, with the tail of Balaam's ass. Different man of your high sense can believe in with the sins of the matter of Uriah fresh

*- '#: a divine honor. Here is churches are enriched with pieces of the these things. - - .., upon him: could you go to him and say,
- li nk which connects your doctrine of wood of the cross; and were the pieces But I must hasten to a brief consider." May it please your majesty, I, John

* "lies with your miracles. tall brought together, they would make alation of your doctrine of indulgences. Hughes, by the power of binding and

Relics are matters of immense im- hundred crosses. In one church is some, And how shall I characterize it? loosing transferred to me by Peter, will

| ' to Rome. They are to your of the manna in the wilderness; in an- Your church teaches that sins of a cer-grant you indulgence from the temporal

A£ :' covenant; other£e££££ temporal and£ due ''' sins; and that

that budded, wer t h in a Aaron s rod in another an arm of St. Simon; in an in p" 1Sh mont. £l' the child born to you by the wife of Uriah

Hence the£ Ot£ temple, other the picture of the Virgin,£' latter; ''' re-shall live, by virtue of my indulgence, if

to obtain relics£: of past ages by£''''£'. e£ f .:£ ''''# ' 8. splendid cruci

paid for them in d normous prices in another the combs of£ ' v.". : £e rom the de to form church, and endow it with regal

churches, and th order to place them in little used; in another a part of the body temporal punishment. magnificence? Should you do this,

which the hav£ vigilance with of St. Lazarus, that smells; in another "'s N: person but a lineal descendant of would not your conduct be branded, not

should£' guarded, lest they part of the gospel of Mark, in his own St. Peter can grant an indulgence. And only as revoltingly arrogant, but as blas

churches b i. for the adorning of new, hand-writing: in another a finger of St. that all such have the power of granting phemous? And is not this the way that

een more£ "'s. They have Ann, the Virgin's sister; in another St. them is clearly proved, by th' that many of your churches were built and

tother, as the'' of wealth to Holy Patrick's stick, with which he drove ve- the Saviour gave the keys to Peter, and endowed

gold and£*: brought her the nomous reptiles from Ireland; in another told ' that whatsoever he bound or But you now lower your tone, and say

mining, smelting thout the trouble of some of St. Joseph's breath, caught by loosed on earth should be bound or loor that indulgences only remit the temporal

a bone or a£ it. an angel in a vial: in another a piece of ed in heaven. punishment indicted by the church. But

secured for "lic of a saint could be the rope with which Judas hung himself, Indulgences can only be granted to how does this mend the matter? By

* "w church, the church in another some of the Virgin's hair—in those who have, by penance, secured the your power of binding or loosing, you

.
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can send a man to hell or to heaven; you tar.” store of the most

Were you an Episcopal minister, mand an inexhaustible

can inflict any punishment you see fit; and the great thing would be to read well.'appropriate language for prayer. I would MR. E. * the Piana.

you can demand of the penitent, for in- Having all the prayers before you in the that every young minister might be induc." '£

dulgence, any “goodworks” you see fit, liturgy, you would of course feel no anxi.ed to do the same. The task once entered it has long been a matter of surprise to

Here, sir, is the key which unlocks alety in regard to the matter. But as you upon would be delightful, and might be ac-l'' our branch of the Chur. hism

chamber in your church filled with rotten are a Presbyterian, and pray without a complished in less than half a year. One established a Literary Institution":

ness and putrefaction, more foul and filthy book, the case is very different. You are of these hundred and fifty sacred ly rics care and supervision, in which our Youth

than the world has ever seen. Need I re-responsible for the matter, as well as the might upon an average be committed daily might receive precisely such .*

vert to the traffic in indulgences so zealous-manner. You must compose your pray- without the least interference with'W''': they £,
ly promoted by your popes in past ages?ers, either in the study, or in the pulpit. 'duties. This single acquisition would make e have our Theological Seminates: ..".

Need 1 point you to their wholesale manu. Some theological teachers advise their you infinitely richer, than thousands of what reason can be given why We dom

facture by your popes—to their selling pupils to write out their prayers at first, gold and silver. have our own Colleges! Every yet, 1

them by wholesale to tribes of vagabond and commit them to memory. This me. The leading and essential topics of£ who has taken a regular Course || || | | |

monks, who hawked them all over Europe,thod has undoubtedly some advantages; er, are Invocation, Adoration, Confession,: of Our Seminaries, is receive Ü!,

at prices to suit purchasers? The pope and I had much rather you would adopt Petition and Thanksgiving. All these "y"any parto the churchlow'.
- - - - - -

- |

drove as good a bargain as he could with it, than go into the pulpit with a stammer-should be brought in every Sabbath day,' be sent. And why should we .
- -

- - -

| -

-
-

-

the monks, and the monks with the people.ing tongue, or without any serious pre-land you will find yourself greatly assisted."'" "rary Institution, in . !'

For the indulgence which a poor peasant meditation. But it seems to me liable to by something like the methodical arrange." "rch throughout all is limi,

could purchase for a few pennies, a prince some weighty objections. If you write out ment which is here indicated. Sometimes would have entire confidence, and tusk

must pay pounds. The common sense of and commit your prayers, when you enter you will dwell longer upon one topic, assured that all who go out'

the world was insulted; the yoke of Rome the ministry, you will be very apt to fall sometimes upon another, and sometimes"y attainments of a higher' W,

became too heavy for the nations longer to into a dull and formal monotony. The you will find it convenient, perhaps, to' not consider ourselves prope: ju's

bear; a poor monk discovered a copy of wor's and sentences, which you have com-adopt a different order. But regard to me... the literary attainments of out young

the Bible, and its truths filled his mind mitted to memory and repeated often, will thod you must always have. If you com.*," generally have been favor "

and his soul; strong in the Lord, he went occur to your mind, to the exclusion of inence without a plan, you will be liable only common educations, but having". . . .

out from his dark cell with the lamp of life other and equally appropriate language, to wander, you know not where, to fallin.' in the ministerial brain. ";

in his hand; the Reformation follows. The consequence will be, that you will to bewildering, if not “vain repetitions,” " Presbyteries, we are assured '''

And for the exposure of her frauds and never be likely to acquire the power of ex-land to protract the exercise to a tiresome " " "ke any young man ".
wickedness, your church has sent that poor pressing your thoughts freely and copious length. care as a Student of Theology, win a 1

monk to a place where the efficacy of sevenly, on all the topics of prayer which will You will find it very much for your im." Possess the proper qualifications:. . .

sacraments—of all masses—of all indulg-be suggested by the ever varying circum: provement in the gift of prayer, to make "...this assurance would be sing:
ences—can never reach him. stances of your congregation. It appears the chapter which you read in your family". if our youth could pass theiren: #.

But you will say all this was the abuse to me, that the better way for theological devotions, the main subject of the exer.' cour: under the direction',

of the thing, My dear sir, your doctrines students and young pastors is, to preparecise, in the way of confession, petition, or " ". Whatever others may ".

of relics and indulgences have no use—themselves, not by writing, but by study-hanksgiving, as either of these topics may "'eve and are persuaded in win.
they are all abuse. Guard them as you ling the Scriptures, to pour out their hearts be most distinctly suggested. You will ai. that the Theological Seminaries of ,

may in your catechisms and books, prac to God, as the though's arise in their minds so, if my own experience does not deceive church send out better preaches him
tically they are all abuse. Millions have In this way, they will soon be able to ex-me, derive much advantage to yourself." Seminaries with which we are:

prayed at the tombs of your saints, who press themselves with fluency and pro- while you impress Scriptural truth more quainted. Now, how is this to beat".

never offered an intelligent prayer to God priety on all occasions and at the shortest deeply upon the hearts of your congrega. led for Our young men whils at l'

through his Son. Millions have worship notice. |tion, by going over the leading topics of lege receive precisely the same tria

ped your relics, who never worshipped Am I right in thinking, that this branch your list sermon in prayer, while they are "hers; and consequently, when 're

God in spirit and in truth. And millions of education for the ministry is less attend yet fresh in the minds of all. For exam. others go to their respective Semina || ||

have sought deliverance from sin by yourled to than its importance demands ! I ple, if you preach on depravity, or £hey stand on a perfect equally, M. "

penances, and extreme unctions, and in contess it appears to me, that many of our or repentance, in the forenoon, make that' leave them we see a differ. It ||
dulgences, who never sought it through the young ministers preach much better than the burden of your first prayer in the af. only way, then, in which we can ar." .

blood of Jesus Christ. And at this hour they pray. And may not the reason belternoon. It is well, I think, generally£ the difference is that our mé".

many of your churches in Rome are no-that preaching has some how come to be confine your morning prayer chiefly to the "e" is preferable, and th: " :
thing but spiritual shops for the sale of in- thought a much more important branch of state and wants of your own people, and men possess superior q'life".

dulgences. |- public worship than prayer. But is this a to reserve the other and more public topics parting instruction. Why," " '

The frauds which your church has prac- right view of the subject? Our fathers did for the evening. - not establish a Literary Institution for | *

tised on the world, by her relics and in not think so. They laid great stress upon Avoid every thing like ostentation in own, so that our youth may en's ||
- | * f l- > -

dulgences, are enormous. If practised by appropriate servent prayer, and were re. Prayer. Let your language be simpleani' which we can ps' #:
the merchants of New York, in their markable for the apt and free use of Scrip. child-like. Let your attitude be reveren." ! As it 'we are come dwell * *

commercial transactions, they would senditure in their prayers. They seemed to 'al, as becomes a worm of the dust ad. "," " Colleges under ' ' ||

every man of them to the State Prison. , think, that the more of the Bible they could dressing a God of infinite majesty and' of other branches of left

By your doctrine of relics you lead the bring in, the better. Were they mistaken purity. Let the tones of your voice £Or.'' we make choice of thes:

people into idolatry on the one hand: by Would the churches have been more edi.s'emn, but natural-supplicatory, but no tutions! But how is it with these! "T"

your doctrine of indulgences you give them fied with their devotional exercises in the affected. Let your enunciation be delibe." public property, and mus' miles:

a license to commit sin on the other. At sanctuary, if they had breathed out the de-rate, but not drawling. Be careful not to ":" every member of the"'
least this is their practical effect. It is sires of their hearts more in polished sen. weary the congregation by the unreason. *tarian, and hence no member of ''

said of the holy Sturme, the disciple of S. tences of their own, and less in the lan. able length of your prayers. On ordinary" can be a professor.” An #! l

Winfred, that in passing a horde of uncon-guage of David and Isaiah and Paul "sions a quarter of an hour before the "' fall under the sould stroying"
verted Germans, as they were bathing in Whether it is because some of the younger sermon, and two or three minutes at the "'" of Infidelity. Or else the previl.

a stream, he was so overpowered by the brethren in the ministry, who preach *'' is probably as long as is profitable, ing denomination ofChris'

intolerable stench of sin that arose from ceedingly well, intentionally avoid the use though I would by no means have you al.'''''''''''''''' " the is:

them, he nearly fainted away. Similar is of Scripture in their prayers, or because it ways confine yourself to any definite limits.'" " located, takes the lead and makes

the effect of the odor of your relics and in is so much less familiar to them than it. Much will depend upon your ownsp#' owh as completely as if it: "
dulgences upon me. Your church must was to the fathers, I shall not pretend to frame and that of your people. wholly endowed by themselves. Now,'

abandon them utterly before I can return sav; but whatever may be the reason, the As helps to improvement in prayer, le, 'though lt may be said in favor of:

to her communion. difference is very striking indeed. Letime recommend to you both Watts and "''''", it's""":
With great respect, yours, those who hear the greatest number of Henry as invaluable. I do not see how institution, yet no person, however

KIRwAN. p's at home and abroad take par young minister can do without them. qualified for the station,::

|ticular notice and tell me, whether I'am One suggestion more, and I have done. Pro'ssor, who is not a mem :£
right or wrong in my impressions. Would Whenever you are called upon to'' denomination which s: th:

Public Prayer. it perceptibly shorten some of their pray. the introductory, or consecrating, or con.:'£ We:
The following remarks on the subject oflers, to take out of them every word of clading prayer at an ordination, keep with.'£: '', 0

- . . - Scripture which they contain in your own proper limits, both as to time is good cause ..., of
prayer in the pulpit, are affectionately re- in and topics. F - | If I am not very much mistaken, one

---, £eration of, I hope, my son, that your prayers will ''' " of a due regard "the most eminent men in a sister "
commended to the serious cons be eminently Biblical, as well as frvent." caution, the whole ground is offen ho i h d of one of the most?"

our young ministerial brethren.-ED. comprehensive and appropriate. Nothing!'" over two or three times. In almos':' remarked on."

I cannot dismiss the subject of your pulso enriches the devotional exercises of the '''y "# but the name, the first prayer'' that he #examine!"
pit performances, without offering a few sanctuary as the language of the inspir'£ prayer, and it is well if 'catalogues of various Colleges so as " in.

hints upon prayer. Prayer, as the only writers. Nothing breathes into these ex- ". :'''does not goback',and is
medium of communication between earthercises so much of the breath of spiritual' £ candidate over £he People for'conv'that the Associale"

and heaven, is an exceedingly important life. Nothing elevates an assembly of de-" "time-Humphrey's Letters. formed Church, in proportion to '''

part of public worship. In your sermons, vout worshippers so near to the gate of |bers, educated more of her sons than "'

you are the mouth of God to the people.|heaven. You cannot study the word of other denomination of Christia": An

In your prayers, you are the mouth of the God too diligently with reference to this Peace is the evening star of the soul, as these must all be sent to Colleges, in"

people to God; and O how important, that particular object. It was said of an emi-"virtue is its Sun, and the two are neverthere is no one to look to theirin".

when you rise up in the great congrega-nently devoted minister of the Old South

|

|

- ith whic

- - - apart. no congregation of our people"
tion, to address the “High and Lofty One|Church, in the city of Boston, that he com - #y£ but two of

who inhabiteth eternity,” your “lips should|mitted the whole Book of Psalms to memo. *. - -

be touched with a live coal from off his al-|ry, so that he might always have at com

- Úf

Graves are but the prints of the footsteps three, perhaps only one member:
of the angel of eternal life. |church honored with a seat" the E
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of Trustees, for the sole purpose of secur

ing the influence and support of our church

and to perform the labor of the Board, (for

it is honor that our men are workmen,)

* Whilst those behind the curtain move the
* wires in such a manner as, at least, to ad

* vance their own interests.. ": th ing over the Minutes of the South.

era :* I notice with pleasure, that
with the blessing of God they enjoy much

prosperily, although they have to contend
against the evils of Slavery, and the incon.

* whence of settlements so far distant from

one another, that every man has to labo

almost single-handed. Now, " what shall

M

r"paring the article for market; then the

*=
*

' professors, to a considerable extent, many evidences which they have given of son enough why Puritans, and all others,

must be involved in this evil. And can indifference, and even enmity to him. The should execrate the stage as a hot-bed of

any person of ordinary intelligence, who proofs of their ingratitude, forgetfulness, luxuriant vices.

professes to regulate his conduct by the and unkindness, stare them in the face,

law of God, for a moment doubt whether and sometimes seal their lips. They com

the traffic in milk, is a profanation of the plain, and they have good reason to com
Sabbath! plain, of the coldness of their hearts, and

Let us look seriously at this subject, and the deadness of their affections. But though

endeavor to form a just estimate of the they cannot say in so many words, “Thou
£ of the' '. form a£,: I love thee,” still they can

idea of the magnitude of this evil, it is ne say, “ ord, the desire of our soul is to - - -

cessary to take into the account, the num- thy name, and to the remembrance of thee.”' of Louis Philippe, he negotiated the

|bcr of persons who are employed in pre- And when urged by him, they cannotre.':'£
train from crying out, “Lord, I love thee; " aries of empires and the fate of king.

help thou my want of love.” To th. doms, and formed plans which made Na

Talleyrand’s Death-Bed.

For nearly half a century, this veteran

diplomatist acted a prominent part in the af.

|fairs of Europe. As the prime minister or

ambassador of the directory, the consulate,

the empire, the restoration, and the monar

number who are engaged in conveying it

we ascribe this prosperity' It has to a to market and measuring it out to their

-

* . |
-

-question, “Willye also go away?” d', ''" an emperor, and the emperor an

a great degree taken place since the estab numerous customers; then the disturbance instinctively and resolutely reply, “To

... [shment of their Literary and Theological which their noisy secular business gives whom shall we go! Thou hast the words
- We must then ascribe it to to those who would observe the Sabbath of eterral life.” And if offered their liber.

, he blessing of God crowning their labors." the day of sacred rest; and then the y to leave him, they would cry with the
n this particular, with success. And it cruelty to our domestic animals, lm de manumited slave inder the law: “I love

e hey have met with such success, notwith-Priving them of the rest to which the com my master, and will not go free.” “Tru.

... tanding so many discouragements, what mand of God gives them a right, by em. Iy, O Lord, I am thy servant, I am thy
". might re not hope for under more favor. ploying them in our worldly business. '. and the son of thine handmaid:

be circumstances ! Mr. Editor, I did not. If our butchers should in a similar man. Thou has! '', my bonds." And that

"end to write a long article on this sub-mers' out with their vehicles and traverse is lore. “But,” methinks I hear some

... My object was to direct your atten-"c"y. and supply their customers with hesitating soul reply, “I do not feel that

ion, or that of some one or more of your fresh meat on the Sabbath, would not the warmth of affection for Chris which is due

or spondents to it; since it is my firm con-moral sense of this community be shock to him.” You cannot; for his love pass

. . . iction that the establishment of a Literary ed" And, let me ask, wherein lies the eth returns, as it passeth knowledge.
** |titution, under the superintendence of difference between the one traffic and the “But I do not feel that love which others
*, ns' would greatly advance the in- other, in so far as principle is concerned! have felt for him, and have had freedom

.: of the A'ite Reformed Church, is not the one, to all intents and purposes, to express.”

|

* Institution.

|

|

|
|

|

|

|

*

|

Neither durst Peter speak

exile. Such a man’s view of an eventful

life of fourscore years, furnishes instructive

lessons to men who are wasting the ener

gies of being on political ambition or world.

ly aggrandizement. Just before his death,

a paper was found on his table, on which

he had written, by the light of the lamp,

such lines as these:

“Behold eighty-three years past away!

What cares! What agitation | What

anxieties! What ill-will ! What sad com.

plications! And all without other results,

except great fatigue of mind and body, and

a profound sentiment of discouragement

with regard to the future, and disgust

with regard to the past !”

Contrast with this the exclamation of

“Paul the aged,” as he was about closing

his earthly career: “I have fought a good

fight: I have kept the faith; henceforth

id give her that influence among sur-" purely secular business, as well as the strongly on this head; and the Saviour

mining denominations to which the puri. other? Is it not equally as inconsistent graciously dropped the clause in the first

of her doctrines entitles her. with the nature of the Sabbath, to buy and question, expressive of the degree of his

... } A RELING ELDER. sell milk, as to be engaged in the traffic love, and instead of lovest thou me more
re in meat, on that sacred day! Flesh is an than these ? simply asked, “Lovest thou

* * * article of diet, as well as milk, and it is no me !” Then think on what he is, and
, 's """ |less desirable, that it should be obtained what he bath done for sinners. Do you

... ÍR, EpiroR: fresh and in good condition. Wherein,

there is laid up for me a crown of right

"ousness, which the Lord the righteous

Judge shall give me at that day.” A

death-bed is the triumphal chariot of the

not love him? Can you say that you £useful Christian, however humble; it is the

Our city enjoys the reputation of being

... omewhat distinguished for the regard

‘hich its inhabitants manifest for the Sab.

ath. I hope that we may never forfeit a

... aim to this reputation; and I could wish

at we were even more worthy of it.

... onsidering the extent of our population,

ld the different'':'. required, both by the law of God and exercise!-R

... hich our citizens have been collected to.
- - - - .." the statute of the Commonwealth, to ab

ther, I think that it is no more than ji's stain from all secular pursuits? Is there

ce to say, that ' ' far as external re. anything less criminal in selling and buy

pect for the Lord's day is concerned, "ing milk on the Lord's day, than in the

ity will compare favorably with any of £

er sisters. There are, however, some

fils which exist among us, which it would

" 'rtainly be desirable to see abolished.

As I was on my way to the Sanctuary,

long since, and was meditating on those

lightful words,

then, I ask again, consists the difference not? Would you not wish to love him?

between these two kinds of traffic. And Can you but love him? Would you not

why, I would inquire, should those who be ashamed of yourself if you did not love

are engaged in the traffic in milk, be a him? Is it not your desire and prayer

privileged class in society? Why should that all should love, honor, and serve him?

they be allowed to prosecute their ordinary And have you not a strong sense of the

worldly business, while other good citizens high obligation which all are under to this

f. Presb.

Theatrical.

Along with the growth of population and

traffic in bread or meat, or any other arti wealth in our cities, says the Christian

cle of diet ! Observatory, there is even a more rapid

If this desecration of the Sabbath con-growth of the theatrical taste. The innu

tinues to be tolerated by public sentiment merable secular papers, however discord

in a Christian community, and especially, ant among themselves in other, are pretty

if it be participated in by Christian pro- much all of one party in this respect.

fessors, we may expect to see those, who Their columns are devoted to the interests

regard the law of God as an irksome yoke, of play-wrights, play-actors, and play-go

become more bold in sin, and throw offers. By a vast system of voluntary taxa

those restraints by which they have hither-tion, an immense revenue is raised and

to been kept, in some degree, within pro squandered to increase the allurements of

per limits. We may expect to see other these flowery gateways to pollution and the

merchants beside those who deal in milk, pit. So strong has the swelling current

claim the privilege of setting the law of become, that many unsteadfast professors

the Sabbath at defiance, of opening their have been swept of into the Stygian stream.

shops and of prosecuting their business on They have gone to least on the gilded and

that day which the Lord claims as his, smiling sorrows of a troop of wretched and

g the streets and alleys of the city, en- and in relation to which he has said, “it' dancing children, or to drink. in

- the luscious strains of the profligate Italianged in the traffic of milk. And as my it thou shalt not do any work.” |

alk to the church led me through a con. OBSERVER. ' Ought not such persons to be

...lerable portion of the city, I observed afraid, lest they be found “ lo's 'ple:
at vehicles of the same character, wit sure more than lovers of God?” Tertul

e same noisy appendages, were passin

every'' I' could : : Difficult as this question may be, it ad man who went to the theatre, and came

in from asking myself the question, Can mi's of a satisfactory answer. Had it not bock possessed of the devil. The priest,

be possible, that in a city, in almost been so, Jesus would not have put the who was 'king to "st out the 'vil,'

ery corner of which, a church may be question. He would not have pushed the manded of the intruder how he dared to
..", and the great mass of whose citizens matter to a third interrogatory, if he had take possession of a believer, who, by holy

"a church-going people, such a desecra. not known that the disciple could retly in 'F'". h' been redeemed out of his
in of the Sabbath is sustained by public the affirmative without hypocrisy, without kingdom. The devil showed that he was

"timent! Is it possible, said I, that his heart condemning him. Nor would he no hol, and understood his rights, by re
hristian professors have any participation have appointed an ordinance which was plying: “I have done nothing but '' :

this manifest and inexcusable profana.intended only for his fiends, and enjoined proper. for I found her on my territory.

in of the Lord's day. I wish I could them to observe it, if he had not promised This is a better legend than common, for

": myself to the conclusion that this that his Spirit, witnessing with their spiri's ''. is a legend with a moral to ". •

"" confined to the men of the world should enable them to say with truth in the Greek and Latin £rs abound 'i' in

" ", not acknowledge the obligation i. inward part, “ We love him who first lov. vectives £nst the theatre and rs abet.

"fthe Sabbath and to keep it holy.'ed us.” The real friends of Christ may tors: and it is to this th:D's: ascribes

" " I consider the number of persons have great doubts of their actual believing. the “puritanical spleen" against this sor

"engaged in his traffic, i. pain'd of the genuineness of their love"'''''''" But this time he ancient

"forces itself upon me, it "ch is. They are deeply grieved on account of the fathers are in the right; and this is rea

“The habitation of thy house,

Lord, I have lowed well;

Yea in that place I do delight,

Where doth thine honor dwell,”—
s.

y attention was suddenly arrested by the

mbling of wheels and the rattling of bells.

m looking up, I discovered that the noise

hich in this unseemly manner broke in

on the silence of the day of rest, pro.

... eded from a wagon which was travers.

Lovest Thou Me? |lian gives us a legend of a Christian wo."

The lamenting your hard fate. The thread of a

executioner's cart of the worldly unbeliev

er, however exalted.—Amer. Messenger.

|

|
A Reason for Preaching Universalism.

A young man, who began preaching the

doctrine of universal salvation, apparently

in sincerity, though soon led by divine

grace to renounce it, when once convers

ling with a leading member of his church,

sustained an opinion he had advanced, b

saying, that the Bible plainly taught the
|Same Sentiment.

“The Bible!” said the parishioner; “I
m't believe the Bible !”

“Don’t believe the Bible!” said the

minister in astonishment—“you don't be.

lieve the Bible! Then why did you send

for, and why do you keep me here to

preach to you!”

| “Well,” said the other, “to be candid,

I will tell you. The truth is, both as to

myself, and all the leaders of your congre.

gation, that we don't believe the Bible.

|Most of us are either Atheists or Infidels,

and we would like to bring all the commu.

nity to our views. But such are the pre

judices of education and early impressions,

that we can't, and don't expect to do this

all at once. But we thought, if we could

get you to preach Unirersalism, and make

people believe that, they would all gradu

ally slide over to our ricus, and, in the

end, be sure to be with us /*

Such was the substance of the answer

actually given, and which was one means

of awakening the preacher to see the error

of his doctrine, and to renounce it for the

gospel which he now preaches. May it

be blessed of God to others, as well as to

him —Ib.

do

|

Crier RFULNEss. It is better to tread the

path of life cheerfully, skipping lightly over

the thorns and briars that obstruct your

way, than to sit down under every hedge,

cheerful man's life spins out much longer

than that of a man who is continually sad

and desponding. Prudent conduct in the

concerns of life is highly necessary; but if

distress succeed, diction and despair will
not afford relief.
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|The import of the exhortation then would with suffering affliction, but with enduring

be, Let those who are poor in this world it; that is bearing t with a patient and

9. Let the brother of low degree rejoice in that rejoice in that they are exalted to the' spirit. W here the trials of the

he is exalted: gree re] of being the children of God, and that they Christian life are borne with such a spirit;

10. But the rich, in that he is made low; be are made heirs to the inheritance which is they tend to purity and strengthen the
cause as the flower of the grass he shall pass incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not Christian graces, as metals are refined in

"#. For them - it, , , away, And this is undoubtedly, a proper the fire. And when the Christian has thus

- 'groundfor rejoicing. But, is this interpre-passed through the process of trial, and

| Such is the deceitfulness and destewickedness of the depraved heart, . fill?

are disposed to conceal from thei

view the criminality of their sinful.

by framing excuses for themselves

throwing the blame upon other.

subject, the apostle therefore caui. h's

brethren. “Do not err my beloved bit,

For the Preacher.

Expository Lectures. ! mem

f Own

Ondr,

and hy

On th:

ing heat, but it withereth the grass, and the flow.

er thereof falleth, and the grace of the fashion of

it perisheth: so also shall the rich man iade away

in his ways.

crown of life, which the Lord hath promised to

them that love him.

13. Let no man say when he is tempted, I am

tempted ofG d for God cannot be tempted with

evil, neither tempteth he any man:

14. But every man is tempted when

drawn away of his own lust, and enticed.

15. Then, when lust hath conceived, it bring.

eth forth sin; and sin, when it is finished, bring

eth forth death.

16. Do not err, my beloved brethren.

17. Every good gift and every perfect gift is

from above, and cometh down from the Father 'ture of earth!

of lights, with whom is no variableness, neither

shadow of turning. James 1:9–17.

The rich and the poor meet together, the

Lord is the maker of them all. While

there are peculiarities in the character and

circumstances and condition of different in

dividuals, by which they are distinguished

from each other, nevertheless, in the most

important respects, there exists among all,

an entire equality. Between the rich and

the poor, there may be in external circum

stances, a wide distinction, yet they meet

together. However, the one, in the view

of the superficial observer may seem to be

exalted above the other, the humblest child

of poverty may say with regard to the mo

narch upon his throne, “Did not he that

made me in the womb, make him, and did

not one fashion us in the womb?” Though

at present, the earthly possessions of one,

may be much more extensive than those of

another, yet it is true of all alike, that “we

brought nothing into this world, and it is

certain we can carry nothing out.” All

are alike subject to sickness, to sorrow and

to death; all go to one place, the house ap

pointed for all the living, and finally the

rich and the poor must meet together be

fore the bar of God.

condition life.12. Blessed is the man that endureth tempta s of

tion: for when he is tried, he shall receive the - r

* other that of the rich man. They are both

he is red to, is that which takes place in his con- and sacrifice so much, it is termed a crown

comes forth approved, “he shall receive

the crown of life.” A crown is the high

And under

tation consistent with the context? £

is here a contrast between two different

The one condition, is est object of earthly ambition.

this emblem, the final reward of the Chris

tian, is represented. It conveys the idea

exhorted to rejoice; the former in his ex-of exaltation to the highest honor and hap

altation, the latter in his humiliation. But, piness. Unlike the fading crowns of earth,

the humiliation of the rich man here refer-fer which the sons of ambition toil so hard

that of a “brother of low degree,” the

dition, when he is stripped of his earthly of glory that fadeth not away; and a crown

possessions, and is reduced to a state of of life. And, while in the contest for

poverty. This is made evident, by the earthly crowns, there are but few whose

of rejoicing, drawn from the transitory na-success, the humblest follower of Christ,

y things; “because as the may aspire to the possession of this crown

flower of the grass he shall pass away.” of life. It is the glorious reward, which

The antithesis then, seems to require, that the “Lord hath promised to them that

the exaltation of the brother of low degree, love him.” |

should be interpreted on the same prin. It sometimes happens that the trials

ciple. which men experience become the occasion

In the fluctuating state of society, we of leading them into sin. Under the pain

sometimes witness remarkable changes in of affliction, they may yield to the spirit of

the worldly condition of men. Sometimes, impatience, and in their hearts cherish

by a remarkable interposition of provi- hard thoughts of God; or they may resort

dence, a brother of low degree, is exalted to. unlawful means to relieve themselves

to the possession of honor and of wealth; from the evils to which they are exposed.

as in the case of Joseph, who was taken And the depravity of the human heart of.

from bondage and from prison and elevated ten prompts men to excuse themselves by

to the throne. Again, the rich man is sud charging their wickedness upon God. A

denly stripped of all his worldly posses gainst this iniquity, the apostle here utters

sions and is reduced to a state of poverty; a warning. “Let no man say when he is

as we see exemplified in the case of the tempted, I am tempted of God.” verse 13.

patriarch Job. And we are here taught, It is quite evident that the apostle here em.

that in either case, the Christian has cause ploys the word tempt, in a sense somewhat

to rejoice. different from that in which it is used in

Let, then, the brother of low degree, re-the, preceding context. There it is to be

joice in his exaltation. Let him rejoice, understood in a sense equivalent to try.

not simply in his wealth or in his worldly nd in this sense it is applicable to God.

honors, but in these viewed as the gifts of le tries his people, that the trial of their

|God. For though such elevation in the faith being much more precious than of

world, is attended with peculiar tempta. gold that perisheth, though it be tried with

|tions; and though it proves hurtful to fire, may be found unto praise and honor

many, it increases our means of usefulness. and glory at the appearing of Jesust Christ.

ren.” Do not permit your:*:
be imposed upon, in relation to ls In:!.

ter. Your sin must be charged".

selves, not upon God. Solarist.'

presenting any inducement to you t ,

evil, that both in his word and".
dence, he solemnly warns you agains!'

In his word, he expressly says, Oh!, w

this abominable thing which ha', ''

in his providence he so connects puts.

ment with sin, as to make it evil: ,

it is an evil thing and bitter to departin

consideration which is added as a reason circumstances will allow them to hope for the living God.

But on the other hand, while web,

the blame of our sin to ourselves, wens

acknowledge ourselves indebted to Golf,

all the good which we possess. "E"

good gift and every perfect già is a

above, and cometh down from the F:

of lights, with whom is no varia's

neither shadow of turning,” were 1.

For the gifts of speech and rism h

which we are distinguished from amid.

vated above the irrational creation, and,

those more important blessings,"

sin, regeneration, sanctification and tem

life, we are indebted to Him who sh

source of all good. In allusionto's.

the great source of light to our systml:

apostle describes God as the Fall: '.

lights. His nature is essentially hilt.

good. He is immutably the same #.

ly holy and good Being. And sink

nature of things, darkness canno!"

from the source of light, so neitherals:

proceed from Him who is of punitia

than to behold evil, and who cam',

upon sin. Let no man then presume:

impute iniquity to God.

Reflections suggested by the work:

der consideration.

1. In the present world, changes?"

circumstances and condition may ' ex

Where God bestows upon a brother of low But here, the word is employed in the pected, and therefore our min's sm'

As sinners, the rich and the poor meet degree, abundance of wealth, or elevates sense of presenting an inducement to sin, prepared to meet them. The brother

together. All are equally, by nature child him to the possession of worldly distinc. In this sense God tempts no man. The low degree, will sometimes W. "

ren of wrath; and consequently it is truetion, and gives him a heart to employ all sacred history informs us that God “didable providence be exalted, when '
alike of all, that except a man be born for the promotion of the divine glory, the tempt Abraham;” that is, he proved the instances, the rich is as unty:

again he cannot see the kingdom of God.'man becomes eminently a blessing to so. sincerity of Abraham's faith, by calling brought low.

And when the subjects of God's regenerat.

ing grace, the rich and the poor are breth

ren in Christ, members of the same family,

and heirs to the same heavenly inheritance.

This Christian equality before God,

which exists among the different members

of the household of faith, was not, how

ever, designed to interfere with the grada.

tion of rank before men. The diversity of

condition which exists among men, is in

accordance with the arrangements of di

vine providence. The Lord is the maker

of us all, not only as men, but as rich and

as poor. And as in the human body, there

are different members, and all these mem.

bers have not the same office, so is it in

the body of Christ. One member may oc

cupy a more exalted station, while to an:

other is assigned a more humble place.

Still there is between them all a mutual

dependence, and this diversity of rank is

made conducive to the good of the whole.
Recognizing this distinction in the cir

cumstances of the different members of the

household of faith, the apostle proceeds to

address to his brethren, instructions adapt.

ed to the condition in which they were

placed, whether rich or poor..." Let the

brother of low degree rejoice in that he is

exalted; but the rich in that he is made

low.” verses 9, 10. .According to the

common interpretation of this passage, the

exaltation in which the brother of low de

gree, is exhorted to rejoice, is to be under.

stood in a spiritual sense, as having refer.

ence to those glorious privileges of which

ciety. Let, then, the brother of low degree him to the performance of a very difficult

rejoice in such exaltation. duty. But it is perfectly inconsistent with

But how is the rich brother to rejoice in the infinite holiness of God to suppose that

his humiliation? Not simply on account he influences man to commit sin. Let no

of this reverse in his condition; not be man then charge his sin upon God, by

cause his wealth is taken from him; but pleading as an excuse for his iniquity the

because God has done it, and because of trying nature of the situation in which he

the salutary lessons which the dispensa-is placed, or by ascribing it to natural con

tion is designed to teach. By such an in-stitution, as though God had so constituted

terposition of providence the Christian is him, that he cannot help it. God is light,

led to see how transitory and unsatisfac- and in him is no darkness at all. He

tory are all earthly possessions. As un-neither can be drawn into evil, nor does he

der the burning heat of a southern sun, the exert an influence over any one to lead him

grass withereth, and the blushing flower into sin. But when any one is induced to

droops and dies, so perishes the glory of sin, the criminal cause is to be found in

that man whose hopes are placed upon the himself. “Every man is tempted, when

earth. And while he learns to estimate he is drawn away of his own lust, and en

correctly the value of those possessions |ticed.” verse 14.

which are so unsatisfactory in their nature. The evil disposition is in the depraved
and are held by a tenure so uncertain, his heart. To this unhallowed disposition, the

affections are withdrawn from earth and inducements to evil, with which we are

elevated to that inheritance which is re-surrounded in a sinful world, are welcome,

served for him in heaven. When, there and to their influence man vields and i.

fore, we view the hand of God in the thus drawn away from the path of recti.

changes which take place in our worldly [tude. When the evil disposition which is

condition, and consider the important ends in the heart developes itself in appropriate

to which these changes are made subservi-action, the result is, acts of disobedience to

ent, there is cause, both for the brother of the law of God. “Lust when it hath con.

low degree, to rejoice in that he is exalted, ceived, bringeth forth sin.” The origin of

and the rich, in that he is made low. the evil is in a disordered state of the affic.

Having given suitable exhortations and tions, and from this impure fountain pro

directions to those who are called to suffrce: the corrupt streams of actual aberra

affliction for the cause of Christ, the apos-itions from the path of duty. And the re.

tle presents to their contemplation, the sult of sin is death. “Sin when it is fi

glorious consummation of all their trials, nished bringeth forth death.” Such is the

“Blessed is the man that endureth trial.” unalterable constitution o God; “the

we are made partakes in Christ Jesus.

ple, is like a man who
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For the Preacher

houghts on the Days of Fasting and

Thanksgiving

s Ingratitude and pride entered, and pos

*ssed the human heart together, when sin

tered our world; and they are insepara

attendants on sin's dominion in every

ul of man. No power or influence, short,

"... that “grace which bringeth salvation,”

n awaken in the human soul a grateful

nse af his entire dependence on, and ob

| alion to God, for all the good he enjoys,

a can ever hope to obtain. A remissness,

aversion to improve the dispensations

* God's providence, as calls to the ex

assion of gratitude, is a clear demonstra

: n that we are yet under the dominion of

2. l. This principle is illustrated and con

Father of our spirits has instamped the
a substitute for the duty in question, and

some have proposed objections.

The substitute proposed is this—Let the

law of gratitude in our very nature. He

has made us creatures of want, and where.

fore? but that we might be creatures of different churches agree to observe a day

gratitude. That person who is entirely of thanksgiving, and prayer, with refer.

dependent on his neighbor's beneficence, ence to national mercies. Agains an ar.

and has all his wants anticipated and sea-rangement of this kind, assuredly no Chris

sonably supplied by him, must be a mon-tian would or could object. But still the

ster of iniquity, if he is not ever ready, to nation, as such, is not called to act in this

attend upon whatever expression of grai case.

tude "y be required of him, within the or tw

range o practicability. member may observe a day of thanksgiv

And is not this the very nature of ouring for themselves, and they may be much

relation to God? Are we not every day, engaged, in their individual capacity, for

V* “Very moment suspended on his arm- the general interests of the family; but

and are not all our wants supplied from there would be no family thanksgiving,

his board—and shall we then hesitate to unless the appointment was made, at least,

*Press our gratitude as often as he re. with the concurrence of the head of the

Suppose a family to consist of ten

er

King of Nineveh was what we would call a
good man—that he was in a state of recon

ciliation with God. He was an avowed

heathen—a gross idolater. Yet he pro

claimed a fast—and the people observed it.

And God gave evidence of his approbation

of the part, which both the king and his

|subjects acted, by remembering mercy in

the midst of wrath.

2. Again; it is objected that there are

elve members—each subordinate national sins chargeable to our account

and why then call to thanksgiving. It is

represented as gross presumption so to do.

But were men never to give God thanks

till they had no sins to confess—thanks

giving would be banished from among

men.

But the question is, have we received

med, in the case of the ten lepers, which qu", and in whatever way he may pre- family, and the call to observe it be made favors from God! The greater our sins,

st our Lord in one of the villages of Sa

* Iria, crying for mercy, Luke 17:1'.

ke, under the ravages of that terrible

* They all seem to have been suffering

... ease, the leprosy; and they all appear

scribe God requires that every creature by him.

of his hand should glorify him in accord. The same principle applies in the case

the more magnified is the benefit—and the

more conspicuous is the benevolence of the

ance with its highest capacity. And he of prayer, or any other duty. Just so, in donor, consequently, the greater our obli

has gifted different

works, with the greatest variety of capa. posed, may be em.

portions of his handy. the case of a nation. Every individual, of gation to give thanks.

which a nation is com 3. It is objected, that for the civil de

have been equally earnest in their ap. city, that they may in all that variety be
ployed in thanksgiving, or in fasting, but partments of a nation to proclaim a day of

... cation to the Saviour for relief;—but

result evinces that all except one were

tuated with motives entirely selfish:
..., rnal. In like manner, how frequently

employed in showing forth his praise.
4 *

fo

unless the day is specified by the organ of
He hath made all things for himself, and the nation, and the call or invitation is given

r his glory they are and were created.” by the same, there may be much devoted.

us he intends, that the atmosphere of his ness, but there can be no nationality in the

thanksgiving or of fasting, is approximat
|ing to a union of church and state. This

is an assumption utterly without founda.

tion. It is based, either on ignorance or

es a sick bed excite, in the patient, a de. glory, by created instrumentality, should, act. This appears to the writer almost too perversity. The civil authorities are bound,

... e for a ministerial visit, from no higher not only be extensive, but dense. Man is plain to admit of reason. Would over. in duty, to do all they can to promote re

... "ws, than to have his interest enlisted made with a capacity of occupying a great|tures of peace, between the two nations, ligion, provided they do not interfere with

... th the hearer of prayer, for a temporary

... lief; and if this is obtained, even in de

.. ite of solemn promises, he returns like

e dog to his vomit. In the case of these

ers, we see as in a glass, the complex.

l, not only of men in general, but of the

They all

|''< *;

1ss of professing Christians.

ek for the blessings of God's 'mon
ovidence, and when deprived of them,

terly bewail their condition. And, per.

' from the regard God has for five

ghteous persons, in the midst of five hun

ed supplicants, he confers, with a liberal

"ind, his favors on them all. Thus God

"ould have spared Sodom had five right

variety of relations in social life. In all and the only two nations of the earth, that

these he is under corresponding oblig' are now figuring in the scenes of blood

of gratitude to God, for bestowing upon and carnage, be recognized by either party

him, in them, those good and perfect girls, as a national act, that came not, with the

that so eminently augment his experience sanction of the chief magistrate? Certain.

of God's beneficence. And such is the pe. ly not. And supposing any of our several

culiar elevation and dignity of his nature, states, of these United States, was engaged

that though he were deprived of all created in settling a question of right with any sister
good, he can enjoy all in God; and though state, would either of the states be recog

he enjoys created good, he is even them,' by the other, in any act that was not

only happy, in proportion as he enjoys sanctioned by the seal and signature of the

God in all. He is, therefore, individually, chief magistrate? In all such cases—and

under the most unquestionable obligations in every case that involves nationality of
of gratitude to God. But as he is capable character-the state or nation must act

of possessing a great variety of relations, and be recognized through the representa.

the individual rights of conscience. And

there is nothing of that kind pretended

here. There is merely a requisition, that

the community should unite, in the ob.

servance of a certain period of time, in

whatever way their enlightened conscience

may dictate, in recognizing the supremacy

of him, by whom kings reign and princes

decree justice.

Was David, the King of Israel, infring

ing on the rights of conscience—or pro

moting any unhallowed junction of the

state with the church, when he issued the

proclamation—“Make a joyful noise unto

the Lord, all ye lands. Serve the Lord

and of occupying a great variety of capaci-tive character of its chief magistrate. with gladness, come before his presence

|ties corresponding with those relations; so To this alternative, then, all are reduced, with singing. Know ye that the Lord he

in all these relations and capacities, he is that resist or renounce the agency of the is God, it is he that hath made us, and not

": us persons been found in it. And the Sa

"... our no doubt healed this group of lepers,

"om the regard he had to the work of his

"pirit, in the one that returned to give

"lory to God and thanks to his benefactor.

**or the Saviour tells him that his “faith

*ad made him whole.” Thus the wicked

"either know their obligation to God, nor

** the righteous among whom they live.

'hat the wicked and unholy should be un

*ankful is not strange. How can we ex.

act to gather figs off thistles? But that

* lose who profess, by the redeeming mercy

.#f God, to have passed from death to life

*nd who profess to regard every good and

*ct gilt as coming down from the

#1. ather of lights—that these should be re.

*s, or averse to render due thanks, is

a naccountable, on any other ground, than

# at they are grossly misinstructed, or self.

*ived as to their true character before

iod.

"... We have lately had an instance very

imilar to the case of the ten lepers, refer.

ed to above—an instance, wherein, a very

**, of the many beneficiaries of God's

rovidence, during the past, have deigned

"return to give glory to God, when the
... all was addressed to them, in a national

r "P"city, so to do. On the recommenda

£n of their respective Legislatures, the

*Vernors, of several of the States, have

"ed the community—who have chosen

them to rule over them in the fear of God

To observe the 25th instant as a day of

thanksgiving to Almighty God, for the

*ntinuance of ordinary mercies, and for

... the bestowment of special mercies, during

the past year. But how few have regard.

“d the call! Not even one out of ten.

Our design, at present, is to expostulate
a little with our fellow citizens, and especi

ally with our fellow professors ofthe Chris

under special obligations of gratitude to
chief magistrate in issuing a proclamation

God. To be unthankful in any of the ca. relative to a fast or thanksgiving day—that

pacities in which a divine providence has God has demanded of them an impractica.

placed us, is to be “unholy” and “wick-ble service. The position they occupy may

ed.” See the sins with which unthankful. be thus stated-God has required nation

ness is classed in 2 Tim. 3:2, 3, 4. Andal fasting and thanksgiving. But it is

we thence infer the curses pronounced up."rong for the chief magistrate to call the

on it in the word of God. |nation, or state, over which he presides, in

The duty of thanksgiving, in a national the fear of God, to the performance of this
capacity, is as eminently enjoined upon £duty-and there is no other who has the

in the word of God, both by example, and jurisdiction to speak, in any matter, so as

the word of command, as in that of our do.' be heard by the whole state or nation.

mestic or ecclesiastical capacity. The ma- Therefore, the state or nation, as such,

jority of the festivals appointed and observ- cannot unite in the duty.

ed in the nation of Israel were of this cha- . It will avail nothing to say that every
racter. They were expressive of the thanks!" of the state, or nation, is an ad

of that nation to him whom they were
herent of some sect or denomination of the
*1 - " -- : - - -

taught to recognize as the Lord, their king, Christian religion, and have had their own

their lawgiver and their judge.
appointed days of fasting, or thanksgiving.

For the word of command we will go no

This only aggravates the sin of national

further than to the hundredth Psalm. It is
neglect. The more the individual citizens

- - of any nation are disposed to such an exa proclamation from high heaven address. y p

ed to all the lands, or nations on earth, to

be engaged in a grateful acknowledgment

of him, by whom kings do reign and princes

decree justice, and who is supreme Govern.

or among the nations. And if a thankful

and devotional acknowledgment of God,

by us, in our national capacity be not a

duty, why has God threatened to pour out

his fury upon the nations that know him

not, that is, that do not recognize him.

Jer, 10:25; Heb. ? every Christian to have confidence in the

Still our obligation to engage in the duty sincerity of those, with whom they have to

of thanksgiving to God, or of fasting be-do, in any transaction of life. Yet the va.

fore him on any occasion in our national lidity of the act, here, does not depend on

is, at least practically, and by the sincerity of the agent-much less up.

the nation, as such, remain neutral. To

see an association of people act a Christian

part, as individuals, and an infidel part, as

a whole, would be a strange anomaly.

We have, however, to meet objections:

1. It is said by some—I would have no

objections to observe a day, in such cases,

if I had confidence in the sincerity of the

civil magistrate, in calling to its observ

ance. It is certainly very desirable to

conscience will not be quiet under the con-onet

""ligion, on this aversion to, or neglect
of what We firmly believe to be, an impor.

"Scriptural duty. The great God and

viction of neglect, in the case of a clearly him that performs it-we are then bound

revealed duty—to avert its reproaches, and by:
allay its murmurings, some have proposed We have no reason to believe that the

we ourselves,” &c.

Such are some of the most plausible ob

jections—and really, when viewed in the

light of God's word, and weighed in the

scales of moral obligation—we must say

that, in our esteem, Tekel is, or ought to

be, inscribed upon each of them in capital

letters. We feel, indeed, that we were at

taching too much respect to them, by enti.

tling them objections. They should rather

be termed pretexts. We are prone to look

with a partial eye upon whatever is agree

able to our depraved nature. .

The rejection of such calls, on principle,

gives us liberty to prosecute the world,

without any harrowing compunctions of

conscience. And many of those, that act

on this ground, seem to exemplify the law

yers whom the Saviour rebukes in the gos.

pel, when he says that they “entered not

in themselves, and that they who would

enter in, they hindered.” On our late

ercise, the greater is the inconsistency, if State thanksgiving-day, there was a par

ticular influx of marketing, and a great

spirit of shopping, in our village, by those

of a certain religious denomination. The

object appeared to be, to cast contempt up.

on the religious observance of the day.

Now, had all the community of our State

acted in this way-would not the brand of

infidelity have been indelibly stamped upon

us! Whatever men pretend of conscien

tious scruples and objections, it is the set

tled conviction of the writer, that the whole

is based on a spirit of infidelity. And we

have all drank in too much of the spirit of

old Gallio, in relation to the divine provi

dences with which we are exercised. We

care for none of these things. The world
capacity, - - - - | - - *

many professing Christians, theoretically on our knowledge of that sincerity. The

denied under present circumstances. As question is—if the act is a lawful one, and is set in our hearts. We love the world,

hat comes within the jurisdiction of and, therefore, there is no place for the love

of God. But stop, my dear reader, and

consider a few things. What will your

abundance of the world, or the ardor of

-
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your pursuit after it, do for# when God nouncement, and shall be curious to see object of their affections h" been called by the Greek Patriarch, the Chi

children had all been rem #shall take away your soul" You indulge what the Bishop has to say, after he shall to breathe his last amid the billows of the * * oved font

lin ingratitude under the receipt of innu hav a ocean. But Christianity will teach these." school, but their place N. #

merable mercies—and mercies unutterably - -

precious. You copy the example of the

nine lepers. You return not to give God through.

thanks. I care not for your apologies.

One is just as good as another. Look, then: of ten dollat the ground you occupy before God...!" The communication from “a Ruling painful bereavement, they may enjoythat, c. (1/’s: the Ore

** - - - : I - - - - } } - - * -££' 'Elder." which appears on a preceding consolation which this world can neither Pa. ran & Smith, of

But God as certainly judges you now by '' * - -

his word, as he will judge you by his Son, sideration of all who feel an interest in - ------- - -

e mustered resolution to make

- gave, and the Lord hath taken away : -_

blessed be the name of the Lord.” And

our prayer for them is that under this

Sugar Chi,

*

page, is recommended to the serious con- give nor take away.

- , raw | 1: - - --

third effort to read Kirwan's Letters sorrowing parents to say, “The Lord filled up by an accession of Jewish, *

The Edi !"nn-ar." -ditor acknowledge, the:

20h me... ."

in that day which he hath appointed the prosperity of our church. As a dis- The Report of the Young Me'.

What then sayeth God in his word to, and tinct branch of the church, we have, in a Society was not received i.
of the unholy and the unthankful" Search great degree, overlooked the importance Short articles in our papers, and short matter for the present num £f 's

the Scriptures on this point, and the Lor of having our youth who are destined to sermons in our pulpits, seem to be grow-ranged, so that it could not #.

- #1

ShortT. Air i'i C.I.E.S.

open your understanding, and awaken your he mini during th ing popular. It is becoming quite com- be- - Q- | - inQ Day alt". - )ec () st ()12]- * * -

conscience, that you may understand and the ministry, during the whole course of g pol g q be introduced. It shall appear in ,

apply them. S. F. their preparatory training, under our own mon in our periodicals, when correspon-next.

Antrim, Ohio, Nov. 30th, 1847. direction. The consequence is, our pa-dents are invited to forward the contrib

tronage has been extended to institutions utions of their pen, to make it a sine qua –

which are under the control of other de-inon, that the article be short. Is d': RECENT PUBLICATIONs.

T'R' El P R F A G H H R nominations; and our youth while at not, however, some ground to apprehend, MISCELLANIES, Emirating .

- = College, are exposed to foreign influen- that in this matter, the conductors of the ricus, Essays and Address, i.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 22, 1847. ces, which have a tendency at least to press may yield too much to a popular late Thomas Chalmers,I'll

shake their attachment to the distinguish-taste, which needs to be corrected, rather. We are not intending t()".

ing principles of our own church. It is than indulged. It is quite manifest that this interesting volume of the .

- - time that this evil should be remedied; no subject of importance can be discuss- Scotch divine. Of course, et *

In consequence of information "|and that we should have literary institu-led, no valuable principle can be eluci who reads will wants on : (#

municated to our Synod at its late meet-itions under our own control, where our dated, no great truth can be established just add, that it is*£

ing, it was resolved that an effort should youth may have the opportunity not only in an intelligible and satisfactory manner, ter of New York, and is '' *

be made. to erect the standard of the As- of obtaining a thorough education, but at in a short sentence or two. Useful and such handsome '. thati. :

sociate Reformed church in this flour. the same time, enjoy such religious ad-instructive matter of permanent value of its intrinsic value, the:

ishing commercial city. Accordingly, vantages as are adapted to prepare them must therefore be excluded entirely, and nament to the table. To be had it.

an appointmentwas given to three ofour for usefulness in our branch of the church. our religious periodicals must degenerate jott and English, 56 Market . .

brethren, to visit the city in succession, Our Methodist, and Baptist, and Presby-into mere newspapers, the vehicles*: 3d and 4th streets. 1

during the present winter, to spend someterian friends have their Colleges, and epheneral intelligence, if we are restrict

time in missionary labor. In conformity why shall not we ? led to short paragraphs.

with this appointment, the Rev. Joseph *

ThE A. R. CHURCH IN BUFFALO.

THE CHOICE WORKS: ,

Stephen Charnock, with hi. L'al;

Common sense, if permitted to per

H. Pressly has visited Buffalo; and we -- " her office, would seem to be a suf- Character. by the Rev. W. S.

are much gratified to learn that the pros- Dis'Thb'SSING CASUALTY. ficient guide in this matter. If a man has mington, D. D.

pect of establishing a church in that It becomes our painful duty, to record nothing to say, he would consult his own Of the age in which this is:

place is quite encouraging. It is hoped the death of our young friend, Mr. Tho-reputation and the good of the public, by divine lived, his biographer lister".

that this good work, which has been mas M'Cague, of Ripley, Ohio, who was remaining silent. If he has but little to rectly said, “There were first he

commenced under auspicious circum-lost at sea while on his passage to Liv- say, let him employ but few words. But rature in those days, and Srinityū.

stances, will be prosecuted with energy erpool. Mr. M'Cague had spent three if he has anything important to commu-|Nock was not the least of the muk:

and with perseverance. It is observa-sessions in our Theological Seminary, nicate, let him have time to give utter- ternity.” That the reader may at

ble, that in the early propagation of the and had delivered with acceptance£ to it. some idea of the value of the volume,"

gospel, the apostles directed their atten-his Presbytery, the accustomed trial ex- “But the people will not read long give a synopsis of the subjects of win

tion particularly to large commercialci' preparatory to licensure. But articles.” If the article is instructive, the author treats:

ties. In consequence of their extensive before entering upon the office of the those who desire instruction will read it. “The Chief of Sinners Objet's fi:

intercourse with the surrounding coun-ministry, it was his desire te spend some. If it is very short, it is likely to contain Choicest Mercies.” “The Know":

try-such cities must necessarily exert time in Europe, both for the confirma-but little sense, and therefore it is of lit- of Christ crucified.” “The Sini's

a wide-spread influence for good or fortion of his health, and for the improve the importance whether it is read or not. and Cure of Thoughts." "Self Eum.

evil. Hence the great importance of ment of his mind. Accordingly, he: There is, however, a kind of long arti- nation.” “The Pardon of Sin," "lk

having the gospel in its purity establish-led from New York in the latter part of cles, for which we have no fondness; we light in Prayer.” “Mercy Receive!"

ed in these centres of influence. In this October, on board the packet ship, Ste. mean those in which the writer treats of" Christ our Passover.”

particular, the Associate Reformed phen Whitney, for Liverpool. On the every thing but the subject before him. The volume is well worthy of a£

Church, in times past, seems to have pro night of the 10th of November, this ves. But let a writer choose a proper subject, in every Christian library.

fited little by apostolic example. sel was wrecked on the coast of Ireland, and stick to the point, and those who | THE MARTYRS AND COT.

|Mistaking the light on Rock Island near read for improvement are not likely to NAVTERS OF SCOTLIM)

* Cape Clear on the south coast of Ireland, find fault with its length.

K1RwAN'S LETTERS. for the Old Head of Kinsale, she contin- We may, perhaps, on some future oc

Roman Catholic writers have affected ued her course intending to make Cork casion, have a word to say on the subject

to regard these admirable Letters with Harbor, but in less than a quarter of an of short sermons.
contempt, and would£ have per. hour, with a suddenness which defied all Christian heroes whom scold p".

suaded their readers to believe that they human effort to avert her fate, she came !, of wh he world tworthy.

are utterly unworthy of notice. Not broad-side on a rock called the west OUR FOREIGN MISSION. £"' ::":

long since, the Freeman's Journal spoke Calf, about four miles inside the Cape. The last information received from"' £: £- W.
of them in very disparaging terms, and And in less than ten minutes after strik- missionaries at Damascus, is dated 14th *uthrie, Rutherford, Cameron,

intimated that Bishop Hughes would ne-ling the rock, she was dashed to atoms, October. Mrs. Paulding had given birth: rol 'hich will be rever put himself to the trouble of£ no less than ninety-two of to a son about the last of September, and' a Vo: W : : ]]: take E.

them, it seems, however, that the Bish-her crew and passengers; among whom both the mother and the child were do- p£: p". ::
op himself has come to a different con was our young friend. ing well. The members of the mission interest in the triumphs • **

clusion. In an article published in i. Most deeply do we sympathize with family were in good health, and no ap. MY YOUTHIFUL COMPAMI0\\

Journal, the Bishop states. that he “has his bereaved parents on this sorrowful prehensions were entertained in relation hy the Author of ly School loy I'"

not read the letters through," though he occasion. Under circumstances peculi to the cholera. The report which has An attractive little volume, well."

has “twice attempted to do so." ...And arly affecting to the parental heart, they been published in some American papers, ed to interest and profit the youthi

he promises shortly to publish a Series : have been called to part with a beloved that Professor Fisk had died of cholera reader. It is worth much m” than its

articles on the same subjects on which son, whom they had devoted to the ser- in Jerusalem, last summer, is said to be price, if for no other purpose than to ev

the pen of Kirwan has been employed, vice of God in the ministry of reconcilia- incorrect. It was a different disease. cite in the youthful mind a taste for read

‘...", - * "...a ce. - is an-'tic 4 : * £e i- > * - -

We are much pleased with this an 'tion. Far from home and friends, this, In consequence of an anathema issued ing.

This is one of the choice and hear:

volumes embraced in “Carter's Cald

Library.” It contains, as the title:

cates, a brief biography of some oft'

and others, are among the number |

ad with
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All the above may be obtained at the

* 'store of Elliott & English, 56
>irket street, between 3d and * led with water.

Elliott & English have likewise on a wed.

d, the first two volumes of Carter's

utiful edition of one of the most valu

publications ever offered to the A.

rican clergy, FRANCISCI TUR-lth

TTIAT OPERA. The work will

omplete in four beautiful octavos, :
We would advise la

over the United States.

Zanesville, Dec. 17, 6 P. M.

Cincinnati, Dec. 18, 9 P. M.

* low price of $10.
brethren, who may desire to procure." still very plee-ant.

|

- nd. -e are not many copies on ha of over one thousand intes.

PROSPECTIVE MISSIONS.

". he Presbyterian Synod of Mississip

tislast meeting, adopted the follow
*

been immense to property along the river.

Manise Mill. An ingenious mechanic of St

Louis is about getting on a patent for an inven.

tion by which a flour mill may be placed, with

- safety and economy, on board a steamboat an

in view of the present relations of propelled with the engine of the vessel. Hereto.

- with Mexico, and of the for: the great difficulty in attempts to introduce£ W1 vid ice of God isin's upon steamboats, has been, to give stability

that by the provide fit b '' the machinery of the mill, during the rolling

- : for: :£ boat. . It is supposed that this difficulty is

is of colporteurs, Tract and inle entirely -

bution,' for the preaching of the !. ls:: tlie£ of the Mariner's

- - - he Rio Grande, "Puss, the stones constantly maintaining their
- s in the valley of the l citi £ position, no mutter what may be the move

in many of the ports and cities of ment of the boat.

co,- •

solved, That this Synod do, and it. THE Potatoe.

y does respectfully memorialize the York Courier, under date of November 19th,

i of Foreign Missions, to take into says: "I£ to say, that the potatoe not has

. . . s: - .. appeared with greater virulence than ever, with.
S. al consideration, the propriety of in the last week or two, some kinds which have

is acing in their field of operations, never before been affected, having been now at.

parts of Mexico, as may be occupi- tacked. In fact the general opinion amongst our

the American armies. best agriculturalists is that the root is leaving us

a, d furthermore, That Synod also re-altogether!" The accounts from Ireland are most

* * - - frightful, and the starvation will be much worse

| ends to the consideration of the # year than last.”

l of Domestic Missions, the estab

'" ent of a mission or missions, in the

tory of Oregon.”

minute:

|

|

-

1.

*

|

New York, Dec. 16, 6 P.M.

Chancellor Kent died on Monday last, and was

in erred yesterdy. He was one of the most 1

eminent jurists and distinguished civilians of the

"E) v. age. His funeral was one of the largest ever wit.
*: § U M M A R Y a nessed in New York.

=
-

'teer CONGRESS Compliment. Captain Stephen Carmick, of

# * :
-

the brig Pedraza of New York, has been present.

ed by the Queen of England, with a magnificent

gold medal, for saving the lives of four British

|subjects at sea. Captain C. is a native pf Phila
delphia. i

* * has yet been done, beyond the organiza.

the house and the appointment of the usual

"ttees. The following Resolutions intro.

* >y a very distinguished Southern Senator

£2 doubt call forth an interesting debate.

s All endeavor to keep our readers advised of

. oceeding: of this uugust body as may be

ral interest.

Washington, Dec. 15, 9 P.M.

*: Calhoun offered the following Resolutions

" :*nate :-Resolved, That to conquer Mex.

" hold it, either as a province, or to in

** ** in our Union, would be inconsistent

* * *owed object for which the War has FRIDAY was winter-like, so far as snow was

"cuted—a departure from the settled concerned, more so thin any day this season.

* f the Government—in conflict with it. On one or two occasions we had a very slight

* and genius, and in the end, subversive fall, just discernable, but on Thursday night and

T' ee popular institutions. Friday morning it came down fast enough for

; : *d, *hat no line of policy in the further good old fashioned winter. The snow was about

"of the war should be adopted which eight inches deep yesterday-Gaz.

#: "" consequences so disastro's.

"er tor further action.

|

TEMPERANCE. The London Observer states

that it was unanimously resolved at the late con.

ference of the British Association for the promo

tion of Temperance, to invite all the ministers of

religion in the United Kingdom, who abstain

from intoxicating liquors, to meet in Manchester

during the month of April, 1848, for which meet.

ing extensive preparations are now being trade.

-

-

ANOTHER MUNIFICENT DoNAT10N. We learn

- - - from the Pittsburgh Gazette that Captain Ed.

*At Flood. By the politeness of Capt. ward Schenley, and Mrs. Schenley, now residing

: " the Cincinnati packet Pennsylvania in London, have instructed their agent in this

... ."rived at this port last evening, we have |city to offer a donation of ten acres of land to the

"ticulars of the disastrous iod of the Western Pennsylvania Hospital Society, being

; : " days. He *ys at no time since the la portion of the land included in the village of

... ', * flood of 1833, has the Ohio river been Croghansville, now in the 9th ward of the city of

:- .*.* Present. The destruction of proper. Pittsburgh. -

#" river and the distress of the inhabit. The above generous offer secures to the society

- all the area required both for the objects of the

"..

The late ruins seen to have been very general

On the 15th inst., the York State now amounts to more than 200,000

water was 17 teet high in the Connecticut river souls (as appears trous a report of Bishop Hughes

|and a number of the cellers in Hartford were fill to the Leopold Society in France.)

The low Linds were all over pries's and 49 churches. Hence it appears that

The weather was so mild in Boston for some have been built; the number of priests is increas.

days past as to bring out the leaves of the lilac. led from 3 to 56; and the Catholic population

The Muskingum is now higher by 3 lect than

e great flood of 18:2, and 100 families have

been forced to leave their homes by inundation.

The river has fallen nine inches, during the - - -

st 24 hours, and is still receding. I he weather. The officers ofthe Allegheny BibleSocie

- - The telegraph line is through to St. Louis, and

work, to make application soon, as the city of the “ ar.west.” can have instantane

ous converse with the Atlantic cities, a distance

At the late flood in the Kanawha river, the

water rose 40 eet in 30 hours. The damage has

obviated by the invention in question.

A Liverpool letter to the New

Carholics. The Catholic population of New

-

Died, on Tuesday evening, the 14th instant,

of pulmonary consumption, Miss JANE E.

M'CREARY, in the 19th year of her age.

During her long and painful illness, not a

murmur escaped her lips, She seemed perfectly

resigned to the will of her heavenly Father, and

died in the hope of a blessed immortality.

There are 56

in the last 24 years in this diocese, 47 churches

|Iron 16,000 to more than 200,000 souls. |

Died, O. tober 24th, 1847, at his residence in

North Beaver Township, Beaver county, Pa.,

SAMUEL DALZELL, in the seventieth year

of his age.

| Mr. Dalzell was a native of the County Down,

| Ireland; where, at the age of twenty-two, he

became a member of the Associate Church. In

- --> *-*. - |April, 1827, he emigrated to America, and in thety, take pleasure In introducing to the'. September removed to Beaver county,

vorable notice of their fellow citizens, Mr.'". purchased the firm on which he re

A. H. Stevenson, whom they have engaged mained until the time of his death. In the au.

as Bible agent. His object will be to sup-tumn '' s27,':''£
atui - -- 3 famili • sociate Retorine urch, near Mount Jackson,!' tously, thos families who "y: whose communion he remained a regular and

e destitute, and are unable to purchase; consistent inember until his decease. He has

to sell to all who may be disposed to pro-let a widow and cleven children to lament his

cure Bibles and Testaments at reduced loss. His list illness, though severe and ''

prices; and to solicit contributions from racted) he bore with Christian meekness, ""

Sucl ‘e favorabl l bie F firm reliance upon the mercy of God in Christ,

such as are favorable to the object. For£ hope of a blessed and glorious immor

this purpose, Mr. Stevenson will call per-tality. -

sonally on each family in the city, and in the death of Mr. Dalzll, the church has

thus furnish an opportunity to those who sus' ined a great loss, and is'£
- | - - r

are able to procure for each member of "# relatives, to put on the habilit

- - mourning, and adopt the words of the prophet
the family, that can£ Bible, or at “The righteous periheth, and no unan layeth it

least a Testament. It is
oped that many to heart, and merciful men are taken away, none

will favor the object by liberal purchases considering that the righteous is taken 'y

and contributions, to aid in supplying the" the evil to come J. N.

destitute at home and abroad. We com

mend him to the favorable attention of N \\r - C

our fellow citizens, and hope they# N E W B O O. K. S.

encourage him in the good cause. | HE works of FRANCISTURRETINE,

A. W. BLAck, President. in 4 volumes-2 volumes now ready. Price,

$100t).

J. Mitchell".Sec'y. | The FREE CHURCH PULPIT consistin

Allegheny, Dec. 18, 1848. ...'£ eminent Divines:

= | Free Church of Scotland, in 3 vols., 8vo, $5.00.

MISCELLANIES; embracing Reviews, Es

says and Addresses, by the late Thomas Chal

In reply to numerous inquiries, I would mers, D. D. & L. L. D. $150. Steph

inform my friends, that arrangements c:££:£

have been made for the publication of al
the Rev. William Symington, D. D. 88 cents.

new edition of my Treatise on Psalmody. The Li FE OF DAV D, a series of Discour

The work, it is expected, will be ready":''''''''OF

for delivery, early in the Spring. SCOTLAND. 50 cents.

JoHN T. PREssLY. PLEASANT TALES FOR YOUNG PEO

PLE, by Old Humphrey.

PLEASANTNESS OF A RELIGIOUS

LIFE, opened and proved, by Matthew Henry.

MY YOUTHFUL COMPANIONS, by the

author of “My School. Boy Days.”

WATER-DROPS, by Mrs. L. H. Sigourney.

| BIT'LE IN SPAIN AND GIPSIES OF

SPAIN, 1 vol. octavo.

|

Kingdom of Christ and Errors of Romanism,
l

For the Preacher.

ALLEGh ENY BIBLE society.

NoTICE.

|

PRESBYTERIAL NOTICE.

The Presbytery of Monongahela will hold its

regular Quarterly Meeting, in Dr. Pressly's

Church, Allegheny City, on Tuesday the 28th

instant, at 11 o'clock, A.M.

JOHN G. BROWN, Clerk.

D cember 7th, '47.

-
1 vol. octavo.

M A R R 1 E. D., The above, with a general assortment of stand.

December 8th, by the Rev. J. F. M'í aren, iard Theological and Sunday-school Books, al

Mr. WILLIAM BROWN to Miss ELIZA ways on hand, and for sale low, by

FORGIE, all of this cuy. ELLIOTT & ENGLISH,

56 Market street, between 30 and 4th.

O B ITU A R Y .

Died, on the 4th inst., of pulmonary consump. | | | I there be any error of ov'sights in the

tion, at the residence of her father, in Allegheny acknowledgments, subscribers will please notify

township, Westm'reland county,£ in the 21st us of them that they may be corrected.

year of her age, Miss MARGARET HAWK.

The deceased was a member of the Associate

Reformed Church in Puckety congregation. Al

though young, she had been led by the grace of

God to take heed to the interests of her immortal

soul, and to make a public profession of her belief

in the truths of the gospel. And the patience

and resignation which she manifested during her

tliness, evidenced that it was no vain profession.

She has left a large circle of relatives and friends

to mourn their loss. But what has been their

loss, we trust has been her everlasting gain.

|

|

PAYMENTS FOR SUBSCRIPTION TO THE

PRBACHER-(Not otherwise receipted

for.)

On the Third Volume.

Isabella Dallas

On the Fourth Volume.

Isabella Dallas.

On the Fifth Volume.

Nathaniel Eckles Thomas Gormley

Died on the 15th ult, Mrs. MARY ANN. Win Crooks David Ramsey

M'CONNELL, in the 83d year of her age. Mungo D Campbell Robert Ediet

The deceased was, for many years, a consistent 'harles Beatty Robt. Hindman't
*-*. truly appalling

. Hospital and the Lunatic Asylum, and is a glow

Families ling “rememberancer” from this lady, in a foreign

land, to her native city. By institutions orginal.

led for charitable purposes the character of every

community is judged. Their's must be a great

satisfaction who can contribute to so worthy a

purpose. The motive which induces it is worthy
of all praise, for such gifts emanate from the best

feelings of the human heart, because directed to

the noblest object—“the charity which endur

eth” for the perpetual benefit of the many—the

sick and poor, “whom we always have utmong

uS ** -

"ti Inundated-Five Thousand

"endered Houseless,

Cincinnati, Dec. 15th.

*high as it was at the

* whole of the lower part

water is now a

ood of 1832. T

ity is inundated.

**tores of South

*r, and event

J filled,

thousand fa

* by this cal

condition.

Pearl street are flooded

he Broadway Hotel, is

milies hav
- e been renderedamity, ered

and are in a very su!.

*towns of G, -

by, *kingport,

*Wetta and Sun

"to leave thew the ir

Jandotte, Point Pleasant

£arkersburg, *

Fish, many to

upper st "wellings, a
pper - -

per stories. face, and easier locomotion in the wearer.

A boot maker in London has invented a rotary

Point Har-heel to be applied to boots, so that when run down

"lies were upon one side by uneven treading it can be easily

"d others re-twisted round, thus producing another even sur

member of the Associate Reformed congregation£n Patterson Mary Smith

of Deer Creek, Allegheny county, Pa., but for Patrick Donnell Joseph Marlow

: time past, owing to her residence being in 'bella Dallas Hugh Roy

the vicinity of Tarentum, she enjoyed the privi. E Lipsett Robert W ilson

leges of the church in the A. R. congregation of 'ohn Clark James Harris
that place. '' Patterson Wm Sutherland

She came to her grave in full age, like a shock Nimrod Welsh

of corn cometh in his season, and her pious con- + Formerly received, but not acknowledged at
versation, as she drew near the gates of death, the time. C.

gave evidence that she had made great attain. - -

£n. Wh: he' On the Sirth Volume.

old age, and the hopes of a glorious rest beyond Miss Jane Crooks

the grave made her anxious to depart and be with Jesse Clements

Christ, she endured with patience, saying,£ Trimble

will wait all the days of my appointed time till James Hagerty .

iny change come." Truly, “Blessed are the Giles Lawton

dead that die in the Lord, yea, saith the Spirit, 'John Meloy

that they my rest from their labors, and their John M'Corkle

tworks do follow them.” A. Thomas Ritchie

Isaac Donaldson

Jas Cochran, Esq.

Matthew M Thompson

William M'Cool

John Ogden

Wm. Coolman

John S Lytle

Hugh Roy
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EFFECTS OF GRACE.

Let worldly minds the world pursue,

It has no charms for me;

Once I admired its trifles too,

But grace has set me free.

hundred miles distant from it. The “Co

ral” in the Island of Madeira is wonder

--
w

ful, for it is the bed of a crater nearly le

miles distant from another sea, and up

wards of thirteen hundred feet below it.

The unhappy Costigan, the only man

*

mountains of iron, caves of

sufficient magnitude to supply the world

vel with the ocean; but here is a sea, forty for the next five thousand years.
There is a tradition connected with the

discovery of the iron mountain, religious

ly adhered to by the inhabitants about

who has undertaken to circumnavigate Potosi and Caledonia, towns in its im

this sea, and who perished in the attempt, mediate vicinity. It is, that the first man

could in one place find no bottom, and it who attempted to ride a shod horse over
Its pleasures now no long r please;

No more content afford; |

Far from my heart be joys like these, -

Now I have known the Lord.

As by the light of opening day, |

The stars are all concealed, |

So earthly treasures fade away

When Jesus is revealed,

|

Now, Lord! I would be thine alone,

And wholly live to thee;

But may I hope that thou wilt own

A worthless worm like me?

Yes—though of sinners I'm the worst,

I cannot doubt thy will;

For if thou hadst not loved me first

I had refused thee still.

mamma
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ExPEDITION TO THE DEAD SEA.

A paragraph published a few days

since in the New York Herald, stated

that a party of naval officers, under the

command of Lieutenant W. F. Lynch,

would shortly sail from that port in the

United States' storeship Supply to the

Mediterranean, for the purpose of mak

ing an exploration and survey of the

Dead Sea. The Herald has since re

ceived the following communication rela

tive to the expedition:

To the Editor of the Herald:

In reference to the proposed survey

of the Dead Sea, several of the news.

papers have asked, "Cui bono r

As the first public intimation was

given without my knowledge, through

your columns, I ask permission to avail

myself of the same medium to answer

briefly, to the point of abruptness, ques

tions at once so natural and so reasonable,

Although most reluctant to parade my

insignificant name in print, I. take this

step without an instant's hesitation, in

justice to the enlightened statesman

whose mind in an instant grasped the

importance of the questions at issue, and

foresaw the credit to be acquired by his
country in their solution.

For upwards of four thousand years

the Dead Sea has laid in its deep and

wondrous chasm, a withering record of

God's wrath upon his sinful creatures.

Itself once a fertile vale, teeming with

population and redundant with the pro

ducts of a favored clime, it now lies inert

and sluggish, a mass of dark and bitter

waters, with no living thing upon its

shore, or above or beneath its surface.

Receiving at one extreme, the mighty

volume of a swift and unfailing river, and

the numerous torrents that plunge into

it through the clefts in its sides, it slowly

rises and falls, in its own solitary bed,

with no visible outlet for its trihutary wa

ters. Its lofty and fretted sides, riven

by earthquakes, here blanched by the

rain, there blackened by the tempest,

rise perpendicularly fifteen hundred feet

on one side, and two thousand feet on

the other, while from the summit the

awe-struck spectator beholds, floating

upon its surface huge masses of bitumen,

thrown up from its mysterious vortex.

Mount Lebanon is 9,000 feet above

the Mediterranean, and 10,300 above the

Dead Sea, which is little more than one

an agitated surface. Whether or not,

no, forming a subterraneous aqueduct
-

- |

with the ocean, who can tell? This un

fathomable spot, whether or not through
an extinct volcano, in connection with

the depression of surface and the height

of a contiguous mountain, forms the most

known world,

One great object of investigation will

be, to ascertain whether this sea and its.

shores are of volcanic or non-volcanic

origin, and to refute the position of #:

del philosophers with regard to its for

mation. The elucidation of this subject

be most gratifying to the whole Christian

world. It is a mystery which has re

mained impenetrable, since the awful

moment when the waters of that won

drous sea first rose above the smoulder

ing ruins of the Vale of Siddim. The

configuration of one-half of its shores,

and its very extent, are unknown. Its

waters, of a petrifying quality, and lim

pid as a mountain stream, doubtless hold

within their bosom, and holding will re

veal, those ruins, upon the non-existence

of which the unbeliever bases his incre

dulity. re,

Strabo, Diodorus, Pliny and Josephus,

among the ancients, and Maundrell, Po

was indicated by incessant bubbles and the mountain found himself suddenly

“brought up standing” by the magnetic

this be the crater of a submerged volca-influence with which the metal was charg-ev

ed. He was in a dilemma, and, in look

ing about for assistance, encountered a

blacksmith, who, in attempting to lift the

animal's foot, found it firmily fixed to

what he supposed was a rock. The son

of Vulcan immediately proceeded to un

extraordinary fault or fissure in the clinch the nails, and, after a severe flagel

|lation upon the innocent brute, succeed-notice the great reduction in

ed in moving him out of his shoes.

This immense and valuable resource

of Missouri has, until recently, remained

untouched, and not until during last year

was a single furnace erected to bring it

into requisition. A number of furnaces

is a desideratum to science, and would have since gone into operation, and large. Those wishing to replenish the Liam

quantities are now daily manufactured

for transportation.

periments have recently been made in

England which prove the superior quali

ty of the metal. -

pig-iron made at the Iron Mountain was

recently sent to Messrs. Rodgers & Son,

of Sheffield, England, by whom it was

manufactured into steel, and then con

verted into articles of cutlery, consisting

of razors, pen and table knives, &c. The

St. Louis Republican, alluding to the suc

cess which attended these experiments,

remarks: “The manufacturers—and

their names are a sufficient guaranty of

the correctness of their judgment—pro

lead, and -]

mines of copper are supposed to be of B () O K - S T () R ES
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but of nauseous taste, and crumbling in

the grasp, are said to be found upon its

shores. Many travellers deny the exist

ence of all vegetation, and Chateaubri

and asserts that he found branches of the

tamarind-tree strown upon the beach.

masses of solid salt; while as far the eye.
can reach from its northern extreme, it
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